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THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT/THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

S5CR5TARY, BOARD OF R5G5NTS 
Rm. 110, State 5ducation Building 
Albany/New York 12234 
Tel. (518)474-5889 
Fax (518) 486-2405 
5-mail: TLofrume@mail.nysed.gov 

December 17,2008 

Gina Musumeci 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School 
2021 Bergen Street 
Brooklyn NY 11233 

RE:     Document No. 355 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School 
Revision to Charter 
Date of Action: July 28,2008 

Dear Ms. Musumeci: 

Enclosed is a copy of the Revision to Charter (with paginated pages) for the above- 
referenced school. Please file these at the school's corporate office. Kindly acknowledge receipt of 
these documents by completing the bottom section of this letter and returning the letter to the 
Regents Office, Room 110, State Education Building, Albany, New York 12234. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony Lofrumento 

Enclosure 

RECEIVED BY: '  . 

DATE RECEIVED: 

cc:       Kirti Goswami 
School Improvement Services 
Darlene Mengel 
Ira Schwartz 
Ralph A. Rossi, 11/ 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST BROWNSVILLE CHARTER SCHOOL 

REVISION TO CHARTER 

This Instrument Witnesseth That the Board of Regents for and on behalf of the Education 
Department of the State of New York at their meeting of July 28,2008, 

Voted, that 

The Board of Regents approve the proposed revision to the charter of the Achievement 
First Brownsville Charter School as set forth in the attached First Revision Charter Agreement 
dated June 23, 2008 between Achievement First Brownsville Charter School and the Board of 
Trustees of the State University of New York. 

Granted, July 28, 2008, by the Board of 
Regents of The University of the 
State of New York, for and on 
behalf of the State Education 
Department, and executed under 
the seal of said University and 
recorded as Number 355. 

^tyW &WAAAA/i 
Chancellor President of the University and 

Commissioner of Education 



FIRST REVISION TO THE CHARTER 

1. This agreement is executed on this the day of June 2008 by and between the 
undersigned to revise the charter agreement between them entered into on or about the 26th day of 
October 2007. 

2. The Charter Agreement is proposed to be revised per the terms set forth in Exhibit A 
attached hereto, such proposed terms having been approved by the Trustees. 

3. The revision shall only take effect upon approval by the Board of Regents or by 
operation of law pursuant to subdivision 2852(5-a) or (5-b) of the Education Law as the case may be. 

4. Capitalized terms used in this revision are defined as set forth in the Charter 
Agreement unless otherwise indicated, as is the use and validity of facsimile signatures and the 
execution of this revision by counterpart. 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE 
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 

By:      Jennifer G. Sneed, Ph.D., acting for 
the Board of Trustees of the State 
University of New York 

Title:   Senior Vice President, Charter Schools Institute, 
State University of New York 

ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 
BROWNSVILLE 
CHARTER SCHOOL 

Name 

Title: Ol)r,  %***** &«*"S 
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EXHIBIT A 

1. The Charter Agreement is revised to delete Attachment 5 of the Terms of Operation 
and to substitute it with the attached, revised Attachment 5. 

2. The Charter Agreement is revised to delete Attachment 6 of the Terms of Operation 
and to substitute it with the attached, revised Attachment 6. 

3. The Charter Agreement is revised to delete Attachment 12 of the Terms of Operation 
and to substitute it with the attached, revised Attachment 12. 

4. The Charter Agreement is revised to delete Attachment 46 of the Terms of Operation 
and to substitute it with the attached, revised Attachment 46. 

5. The Charter Agreement is revised to delete Attachment 47 of the Terms of Operation 
and to substitute it with the attached, revised Attachment 47. 

6. The Charter Agreement is revised to delete Attachment 48 of the Terms of Operation 
and to substitute it with the attached, revised Attachment 48. 

7. The Charter Agreement is revised to delete Attachment 58 of the Terms of Operation 
and to substitute it with the attached, revised Attachment 58. 



Attachment 5 
Student Enrollment Information 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will open in the fall of 2008 serving students in grade K 
and 1. The plan at capacity is to serve 954 students in grades K through 12. As the school grows, it will be 
sub-divided into three distinct academies: elementary (K-4), middle (5-8). and high school (9-12). Enrollment 
in the first year will consist of 168 K and 1st grade students. In its initial term the applicant is requesting to 
open with grades K and 1, and is also proposing growth in grades K-4 and 5-7 in the initial term of the 
charter. 

Starting In the third year of the school, we plan to begin the midddle school academy with 84 students in the 
5th grade. The total enrollment for each grade is captured in the chart below. 

After the third grade, we expect to have some natural attrition as students move away from the North Crown 
Heights community in Brooklyn. Because we are fully committed to serving all students, this planned attrition 
is NOT the result of asking students to leave. In the event that a student does leave Achievement First 
North Crown Heights Charter School, we will replace the student with a child from the waiting list up to 
grade six. it will become more difficult to introduce students to the discipline and rigor of our program as the 
curriculum advances: therefore, students lost to attrition will not be replaced after the 6* grade. 

.- ."   • :-r- - 
r    •   '      i 

Number x)fStudents 
Grades Afies    * yearl   . Year 2 Year* Ve>r4 YearS 
K 5 84 84 84 84 84 
1 6 84 84 84 84 84 
2 7 0 81 81 81 81 
3 8 0 0 78 78 78 
4 9 0 0 0 75 75 
5 10 0 0 84 84 84 
6 11 0 0 0 81 81 
7 12 0 0 0 0 78 
8 13 0 0 0 0 0 
9 14 0 0 0 0 0 
10 15 0 0 0 0 0 
11 16 0 0 0 0 0 
12 17 0 0 0 0 0 
Total students 168 249 411 567 645 
Number of classes per grade 3 3 3 3 3 
Average number of students 
per class 

14 18.3 27.4 27 29.5 

We have proposed this enrollment plan in order to maintain small school divisions (K-4 will have 
approximately 402 students, and the 5--8- division will have approximately 318 students), while still having 
enough students per grade to enable us to employ full-time specialists in physical education, music, and 
other subjects. The applicant is fully aware that the provisional charter will cover enrollment only through the 
2008-2013 academic year. 
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Attachment 6 
Growth Plan 

Grades Served 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will open with kindergarten and first-grade students. 
Beginning with a child's first introduction to formal education, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School 
wants to create a school culture that is college-preparatory and focused on academic rigor and character 
development. By starting with students in the primary years, we hope to catch our Brownsville students 
before they fall behind more affluent students across the state. At other Achievement First schools in 
Brooklyn, NY and New Haven, CT, we have seen significant gains in children even at their first year in our 
program. At Elm City College Preparatory Charter School in New Haven, when the kindergarten and first- 
grade students began their first year, only 26% of them were reading at grade level, according to the 
Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA), a nationally-normed elementary exam. Within one year of the 
AF reading program, this figure soared to 96%! Similarly, during the first year at AF Crown Heights, the 
incoming K and 1 students started the 2005-2006 school year with 30% percent reading at grade level; in 
just one year, that number had soared to 96%. Working with students at this early age, we can quickly 
accelerate them up to and beyond grade level and prevent the achievement gap from ever taking hold. 

Grade Size, School Size, and Rationale for Expansion Plan 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will open with 84 students in kindergarten and 84 students In 
first grade. Each grade will have three sections with 28 students. With two teachers in every K-2 classroom, 
our elementary students will benefit from a 14:1 student-teacher ratio. In addition, all of the administrators - 
Principal, Dean of Students, and Academic Dean - will teach at least one class. 

The mission of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School is to provide students with the academic and 
character skills they need to gain admission to top colleges, to succeed in a competitive world, and to serve 
as the next generation of leaders in their communities. . We are proposing a K-8 program because we 
believe this hard work should begin at the earliest level in a child's formal education and continue 
seamlessly until the students reach the doors of high school Achievement First Brownsville will grow a 
grade each year until students are promoted to high school. Given the needs of the Brownsville community 
and the urgency of our mission, we feel the importance of serving students as they begin their formal 
education through their entrance into college. 

By year five, we will serve students in grades K-4 in the elementary academy, and grades 5-7 in the middle 
academy. 

(^ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 
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Attachment 12 
Executive Summary 

Background 
AB of Achievement First Brownsvflle Charter SchooTs founders share several core beliefs about education. First and foremost, we 
taww that AU_ children-regress (>fr^ We do 
not accerjtexcuses-frmoiir students, our parents, our tea^ We do notlisten to those who insist on selling our 
studentsshortv^^s^bigotTyoflowexpectatons. We shamabeWWALL of our students cm cWbfJiemourrWnto 
college. Mere importantly, we shae a strong cxjmmi^^ 
reality. These beliefs demand going far beyond the tyri^school-wc^ barter arrisn^erarri 
order achieve our high expectations. 

Need and Rationale: The Achievement Gap 
The "achievement gap," the persistent and significant disparity between the academic achievement of low-income and 
minority children and their white, middle-class peers, is the civil rights issue of our time. According to recent National 
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) results, the average African-American or Latino 12* grader now tests 
slightly below the average white 8th grader. In math and science, the results are particularly bleak with less than 0.2% of 
African-American students scoring In the advanced category. 

The achievement gap persists throughout the United States and New York is no exception. On both the New York State 
Mathematics and English Language Arts assessments, African Americans and Latinos scored significantly lower than 
their White counterparts at both the elementary and middle school level. The greatest disparity among ethnic groups 
occurred on the middle-level mathematics assessment In which almost three quarters of white students scored at or 
above Level 3 but less than one third of tested African American students did so. The graph below depicts the gap in 
math achievement by ethnicity for both elementary and middle school level students. It is clear that African American 
and Latino students have achieved lower levels of overall proficiency in math compared to their White counterparts in 
elementary and middle school settings. 

HewYorKStat. Math Exam-200S 
Bemtntary and Middle School Ptrftrnianct by R«c«JEthnicBy 

91 M. 

756% 

•BwnwWj-Lavel 

•MddMjnel , 

AfttctnAmMctm Hispanic WM» 

Urban students in Brooklyn-arid across America-desperately need schools that can deliver on the often-denied promise 
of equal educational opportunity for America's children by inspiring in them the belief that they can achieve and 
developing In them the academic and character skills necessary to compete on a level playing field. 

Our Community of Focus: Brownsville 
Brooklyn's Brownsville neighborhood is traditionally served by the New York City Department of Education's 
administrative District 23 in Region 5. Presently, only 48.5% of the region's student population graduates from high 
school. According to the annual school report cards, 95% of its enrolled students are eligible for free lunch. This region 
also has a high suspension rate, 39 In one year. The most recent ELA examination provides that 50.7% of the student 
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population tested at or below level 2 (level 3 or higher is the standard of proficiency). Similarly, 43.5% of the students 
tested at or below level 2 on the State math examination. 

According to statistics taken from "Keeping Track of New York City's Children," an annual publication from the Citizen 
Committee for Children of New York, Brownsville is a high-risk community where many children and families live in 
poverty and have limited access to high-quality schools. For example, over 46.3% of families with children under 18 live 
below the poverty level. 27% of these children receive public assistance and 65.6% of the children of Brownsville 
receive emergency food assistance. With a population of 77.1% African American and 18.7% Latino, this school 
community struggles to produce large numbers of graduates who will attend college and earn competitive salaries. Our 
aim is to create a nurturing, rigorous, and disciplined college-preparatory school in this community that will produce top 
academic performers and future civic-minded leaders and professionals. 

Building on a Model of Success 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will use the AcNevermnt First school model, a model firstdevetoped axj tested at 
Amistad Academy. Amistad has consistently shown great success at closing tteat^vemerrt gap in New Haven, CT. On the 
20)2,2003,2004,2005, and 2006 Connect 
Amistad students- who are 98% Mack and Latino and 80% free/reduced lure*-oijtperforrr^ 
math and even bested many suburban districts. Graduating & graders from Amistad Academy terverratrailatedattophigh 
schools such as Choate Rosemary Hafljaft School, PornfretAcaderry, Miss Porters, Kelt The Gunnery, Hopkro 
Hanxjen Hall. The Amistad mode) has been successfully repricated at Elm 
Schools in New Haven, and is now being implemented at the Acraevernert First sctools in Brooklyn. AfuUcompaafonof 
perfbrrnance data for all AcMevement First schools is available h Bchibit B. 

Achievement First Brownsvfe 
efigibte for free and reduced lunch. By adapting manytfthe features of the Arr^ 
Charter School will utilize the expertise, curriculum, and school-wide systems developed by a high-performing school. 
Achievement First has expertise in starting schools atboftlheelemerrtaryarKlmiddlesctioollevels. "nTedes'tgnofAchlevement 
First Brownsville Charter School calls for the doors to open with grade 5. 

Taking it to the next level, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will ultimately serve students from kindergarten to 8" 
grade, enabling elementary students to master basic skills (reading, writing, and math), preparing middle school students with 
advanced knowledge and stalls, and eventually supporting high school students with the Regents- and AP-based curriculum they 
need as they apply to the top colleges in the country. 

The students of Brooklyn need - and deserve - nothing less. 

Key Program Elements 
The founders of Achtevement First Browns* 
level of success will require. We will encourage our teachers, students, and parents to dream big and REACHWgh. Itwillbeour 
jrjb at the Achievement FNBmwnsville Charter School tofo 
they will need to attain those dreams. 

The guiding pillars of the Achievement First Brownsvflte Charter School program include: 

(1) An Unwavering focus on breakthrough student achievement 
• Student performance is the lead factor in school, principal & teacher evaluation. 
• Cw goal istoFUIlYCLOSE-rot just rediice-1h^ 

beyond state averages so that they are on par with suburban-level performance). 
• The exrjectafon is M every Achievem 

competitive 4-year college and fully prepared to succeedthere. 
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(2) Consistent proven, standards-based curriculum 
• WHAT is taught at every grade level (theNew York state standards axl beyond) is delined clearly and 

systematically so that an essential content is mastered overtime. 
• Proven curricula are consistently implemented across the school to ensure quality instruction (Saxon Math, 

SRA Reading, Amistad Middle School Writing, etc.). 

(3) Interim assessments & strategic use of performance data 
• Interim standards-based assessments (lAs) are given every 6 weeks in all the core subjects. 

• Teachers use a structured process for analyzing data and then use the data to pl^ 
Following each &week assessment cycle, every teacher wOl sit down with the Wncirjal or Academic Dean for 
an IA conference where they review the data and develop an iretructionai plan, kjentifytng whichooncepts 
need to be re-taught and which students need small group or cjne-WHXie tutoring. The Prawrjallr^laKJWS 
how every student is doing in every subject every 6 weeks. 

(4) More time on task 
• The Achievement First Brownsville Charter School day wiB run from 7:30 am - 4:00 p.m., providing an extra 

22 burs of instwdion every day t* 
• Within the school day, elerrenlarysc^ 

middteschcd students wM have trmeesacr^ 
• Tfe school wMprovWedurbg-scNx^ 
• Achieverrert First Browr^lteCrarterSc^ 

average of 30 minutes for the lower elementary students to 2-3 hours each night fw middle and high school 
students. Every studentwai be required to do at least 20 minutes diraterjerxterrt reading every nigrtwi^ 
parent signing a required reading tag. 

(5) Principals with the power to lead 
• The Principal will have total control over hiring, evaluation, and termination of all employees. 
• The Principal, in conjunction with the Board of Trustees and AF, will sd the annual budget so as to tx^ meet 

student and school needs. 

(6) Increased supervision of the quality of Instruction 
• TrescrKxWIhaveasito-basedDirectord 

(state reporting, busing, food service, field trips, facility, etc.), thereby freeing up the principal to spend almost all 
of his or her time focused on Instruction. In addition, the Director tfSchcolOperatrareandPrindpalwillbe 
supported by Achievement First's efficient high-quality start-up and back office services. 

• Starting in the first year, the Principal is supported by a fuMime Dean of Students, who wffl take the lead on 
student discipline issues and parent involvement and a fulMime Academe Dean, a second instructional leader 
tosupporitreprindpalhtracoacr^dleac^ 
development 

• With both the Principal andAcademfc Dean focused on (X)achii^teacriers, each wffl rave a caseload of no 
more than 10-15 teachers. Working with this mariageable group, these leaderewifl be abte to devote 
attention to the professional growth of each teacher. Both leaders will srjerrf at least 3 hours a day in 
classrooms, doing walkthroughs of all the classes and at least one yWassiriformalorjservation a day. With 
extensive informal observations and regular data analysis conversations, the Principal will complete a 
comprehensive evaluation of every teacher's performance two times a year. 

(7) Aggressive recruitment of talent 
• AchfevementRrsfs central office will (tevotecaisiderabte resources to firming gre& 

recruiter, in addition to the Principal, for every 25 teacherevto need to be hired). The comprehensive 
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recruitment strategy includes extensive advertising, outreach to organizations like Teach for America, the NYC 
Teaching Fellows, and top schools of education, as well as an overall "leave no stone unturned" approach. 

• Compensation for evejy staff memter will te 
mission. 

• AF Brownsville teacherswiU be able to participate in AF-widepitxjrams to "grc>w*ajrteariTera^teacler talent 
such as foe AF Leadership Fellowship. 

(8) Disciplined, achievement-oriented school culture 
• Achievemerrt First Brownsville Charter School wll be a str^ 

student conduct (REACH values). The staff will work intentionally to create an achtevernent-oriented culture 
where ft is cool to be smart and to treat other people well. 

• G^ behavior ard good character will te^ 

(9) Rigorous, high-quality, focused training for principals & leaders 
• The Principal of Achievement First BrcwisvifeCrBrter School wTI 

develop his or her leadership skills. This'residency' year wil include extended visits to ragh-performing 
schools and a significant amount of hands-on experience coaching teachers, aralyzrrg 
curriculum. 

• Ail teachers wiD receive more than 3 weeks tfhigh-quarity training before tte 
ongoing training (2 hours every Friday, as wefl as one day every other month) 

• All teachers wM have the abffity to participate in an excixjr^ teacher training program 
State Certification and a Master's Degree) being designed by Achievement First, KIPP, Uncommon Schools, 
and Hunter Coflege. 

(10) Parents and community as partners 
• Through symbolic -contracts" signed at the begirmingcfeach school year, Achiever^^ 

Charter School will form a three-way partnership - stuctenls, teachers, parents-triatwll work asateamto 
achieve academic breakthroughs and ensure that no student falls through the cracks. 

• Achiever^ RrstBrownsvife Charter Sc^ 
to access resources to enable our students to succeed at the highest level. 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School wiD grow slowly. The school will start as an elementary school with grades K 
and 1 in its initial year and will add grades, simultaneously growing elementary and middle school academies within the 
proposed charter term, until the school is serving students In grades K-4 and 5-7 in the final year of the proposed charter 
term. The school will seek a charter revision and/or renewal when appropriate to add further grades in an effort to grow 
the range of the school to a full K-12 program as envisioned by the applicants." Our school divisions, or "academies," 
each headed by their own principal, will be small enough to know every student Individually (K-4 will have approximately 
402 students, and the 5-8 division will have approximately 318 students. 

School-Based Operations 
The Achievement First model calls for a school-based Operations team that exists to maximize the time and attention the 
school leader, deans, and teachers can devote to instruction. To this end, the operations team is trained, on the one 
hand to be highly customer-service oriented, working to deliver support, resources, and services to the teaching staff 
consistently and on-time, and, on the other, to ensure the school's day-to-day operation, fiscal viability, and compliance 
with local, state, and federal mandates. Achievement First Brownsville's Director of School Operations will oversee the 
school's core business operations including the procurement and management of all supplies and services, the 
preparation and maintenance of the school facility, and ongoing oversight of the school's budget and fiscal records. In 
addition, the Director of School Operations will serve as the primary point of contact for all personnel-related matters, 
including employee policies and benefits, clearances, payroll, and certification requirements and resources. The Director 
of School Operations will oversee the School Registrar, whose primary and most critical role is to compile and maintain 
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all of the school's student records (hard files and electronic profiles) and to collect, track, manage, and report student 
performance data - data that is used by the principal and instructional staff to target instruction. In addition, the School 
Registrar will serve as the administrative presence at the school, fielding and/or redirecting inquiries from parents, and 
generally managing the school's Main Office. The Director of Operations will keep the Principal well- informed about the 
status of the school's operations and finances via scheduled, weekly meetings and bound, monthly reports. 

Achievement Firsts Capacity to Support Achievement First Brownsville Charter School 
Achievement First knows how much work there is to be done - and tow miich lead tirnefe required to fdlw 
plans for truly great schools. Achievement First has hired a strong central office teamtosur^lhefouredstingAF New York 
schooband to support Achievement First BrowisvBte Charter Schod during tec^ The AF central office 
includes 34 fuMme staff members (bios of key personnel are included in response to Question 31 telow),a«Jv« an 
four other team members, Vice-President for Talent Development, Director of leadership Development, and two additional 
Curriculum Associates will be added in the next three months. 

Staff Recruitment  

AF has worked to put in place the capacity necessary to recruit an aitstarKJirxjteamofedixat^ 
every day in their work with the students and parents. The principal of Achievement First Brownsvflle Charter School will have final 
hiring authority, but tteAF team is poised ^ In the months 
before start-up, new charter school prindpafe are often bcwbarded with aH the det^ 
fuBy focus on the most important task finding great teachere.fvtorecwer, they may not have tte 
spread the word about their openings. Achievement First recognizes thatfincfing great peorpteisfcmjmberonejob. AF already 
has three, fuMime talented recruiters on staff and will add two rrwre in the coming sctowlyear-m 
approximately one recruiter for every 25-30 teacterewtro need to be hired. The recruitment team uses an onfineappfcation 
management system to track all candidates through the ar^icatfonptx^; ^system makes ft possWefor^ 
har^|etftef|ow0fttousarK|sofcar^!datesea^year. The [Recruiter system also gives the recoiflerethetar^dytopostall 
sr*cto fob cperfngs In real time to berth the AFweb^ Beyond the staff 
capacity necessary to build a talent pool and rfccffously screen candidates, tteAFrecruta 
four years to refine its recruitment strategy and build stralegk: fiances with organizations like Teach for America. New Leaders for 
f4ew Schools, the NYC Teacr# Fellows, andavartetydco During the autumn months, the recruiters travel 
the country, presenting to groups of teachers arxlrecruitirQ top telerrt to join ow staffs. TNspast year, the recruitment team piloted 
a college summer internship program, designed to get rising college seniors from Historically Black Colleges and Universities 
Merested in waking at an Achievement Ftr^ AF has a'leaverx) store ur#ried"aMxoachfobuildinga 
talent pool.  

In terms of resute, last year, the AFrecniitrr^ 
York and Connecticut, invited hundreds of candidates to teach guest lessons, and successfully fired the full team of teachers 
needed for 2006-2007. In our Brooklyn schools, approximately 65% of these teadiereself-ickMfied as teachers d 
had Masters degrees. The average undergraduate GPA of these teachers was 3.44 and the average graduate GPS was 3.89. 
For the 2007-2008 academic year we will bring on 124 new teachere and teaders,aoc«s Connect 
are not yet finished with the hiring process, the recraitment team is on track to finished 
exceptionally talented pool. 

Another exciting development is the launch of the AF-KIPP-Unconimon-Hunter College Institute for Urban Teaching. Through this 
innovative partnership between high-performing CMOs and a traditional school of education, AF wffl be able to provide high-quality 
traMngtoaW new teachers, grant shc^te^ 
have foil NY State certification and at least a Master's Degree. 

AF Operations  
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The AF Operations division ensures that all AF schools consistently receive operational services and support that are 
high-quality, reliable, scalable, efficient, minimally invasive to the core academic program of the school, and fully 
compliant with applicable laws and regulations. AFs Operations division - consisting of a Chief Operating Officer and 
Regional Directors of Operations - leads the recruitment and ongoing evaluation and professional development of the 
school-based operations staff. The Central team also designs and develops the systems (i.e. student information 
system, master school order list/procurement database), resources (i.e. school start-up and readiness checklists), and 
practices (i.e. fiscal policies and procedures, monthly reporting protocol) that facilitate and enhance the work and 
performance of the school-based operations staff. One hallmark of AF Central's Operations is the Achievement First 
Administrative Calendar ("Admin Calendar*), which presents an extensive timeline of the tasks that must be executed 
upon throughout the year to ensure smooth school operations. The Admin Calendar was developed to serve as both a 
road map for the school staff as well as a management tool for AF Central, who share a common goal - namely, to 
leverage the school's assets (financial, human, and data) to drive student achievement. 

Melanie Muilan, Chief Operating Officer, is already working to anticipate and address almost all of the non-instrucfional, operational 
details required for successful charter school start-up (e.g. food service, transportation, facility, bank accounts, etc). Natalie 
^tsf^re.Oirecto^ The AF startup 
checklist includes all of the myriad details that need fo be done, arc! ft provides a clear timeline fa 
task. This past academic year, our authorize*- visits were overwhelmingly positive about our startup and operational practices. 
Moreover, Achievement First's start-up plan outlines al! the items needed in year one crfschool operation hducted on a "Master 
Order List' To provide even more school-specific support, by ApnT 1,2008, we wfll hire ^ 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School so that he/she can have nearly 5 nKXiths on the grourti to w^ 
prepare for a successful startof school AFateo already employs two NY-based Information Techrokxjy(rO Associates who work 
fuMime to ensure that afl the f>TYCschc»lsmanac^ 
access. 

Community Outreach 

Achievement first is a ocmnunity-oenter^ 
the mission of the Achievement First schools to c^e leaders in the communities, our wy 
leaders, residents, and parents of school-aged children. AFs Director of NY External Relations, Lesley Esters Redwine, has 
already started the important work of reaching out to and engaging the Brownsville community. Ms. Esters-Redwine has spoken to 
a number of church and civic organizations and enlisted their supportfor Achievement First Brownsville Charter SdiooL 

Curriculum / Educational Program 

The first year of school can often be daunting as the school leader and staff must juggle educating students while developing a 
program. WhBe there certainly win be rncdifkationstobemadetotheAFrrKxteltorneet 
serves, the principal and staff at Achievement First Brcwisvite Charter School wBI start wfth 
documented, proven AF school model 

Achievement First employs a team of master teachers and elementary, middle and high s<^l curried 
scope and sequences, curriculum materials, and interim assessments, all of which have been deliberately aligned to the New York 
state standards in each of the core content areas. Those rnalerials,whi(*r^ave been tulV developed, piloted 
the curriculum team ard by AF teachers, wiM be ava3 
their expertise as classroom teachers as well as their krowledge of W state standards and assess 
members wBI work with AF Brownsville teachers to tweak foe AF cum^um materials as necessary to meet the speciffc nee* rf 
their students. 

For a more detailed description of the AF curriculum, please see Attachment 14. 

Attachment 12-6 
(^ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 
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Financial Capacity 

Achievement First is financially sound, with predictable, growing streams of income, and a record of budget surpluses in each year 
of its existence. Achievement First earns its revenue from two sources: rrianagementfeespaidbytheschooteintne 
Achievement First network, and outside phRanttwopy. Achievement Ftrsfs goct) s self-sufficiency, and when    school m the 
network are at full enrollment, management fees wtB cover all of Achievement First's costs, meaning Achievement First will require 
no outside phJIanthropy. However, Achievement Fast understands that the financial strains on a school are greatest h its first few 
years, and so Achievement First charges only a fraction of its costs to the school in management fees initially, raising the rest 
through private donations. In 2006-2007, Achievement First earned $900,000 in management fees and received donations 
totaling more than $3.8 million, many from majorfoundations as part of multi-year commitments. Primary donors include New 
Schools Venture Fund, New Profit, Walton Family Foundation, the Robin Hood Foundation, Tiger Foundation, Carson Family 
Charitable Trust, Marks Family Foundation, Clark Foundation, Pumpkin Foundation, and Guttman Foundation. In 2007-2008, 
Achievement First will receive $1.9 nrfflSon In maiagenient fees, art thus wBI be abte to reduce its r^ 
$3.4MKdwr# $2 rnBBon has already been secured priortothest^ As the schools to Achievement First's 
network continue to grow, the need for outside phflanthropy will deofcaseeac* year, and 
sufficiency in the 2011-2012 school year. 

Achievement Rrst also plays an frnportantrote in ensuring thefis^sourclnessofthesdiciote^ By implementing 
consistent financial management services, including preparation of the annual budget, providing traning of operations staff in 
finara^ procedures, overseeing nionthly and amu^ 
systems, the staff of Achievement First ensures sctirxltls^ processes both at Adiievemert 
up the network. Achievement First and the network schools have been subjectto 13 ajtskle audits, and Iwe always r^ 
dean audit opinions and minimal management comments. The staff ofAchievement First brings over 12 years of fiscal 
management and charter school financial expertise to the wrersigW of finance qaeraticre at our schoctear^ 
organization. The team has implemented scalatjtof^ 
far and are car^ak of supporting the addittonal schools expected 
set of accounts, the same set of financial practices, and easy tirW party arasigM to all entities 

Taken altogether, Achievement Fast already has a track record of successfully taclding the startHJpc^^ 
replicating its model AB Achievement Firs^ctowls have opened wimov^ 
materials, significant back office support, and a full staffof talented and rarrmittedteacherewrw received rricre 
introductory training. School expenses at every schcolcame 'm under buclget, arettiie staff r^ proven very stable (only 1 of 15 
teachers did not return for the following year). In terms of student recwrtment our Brooklyn sctox^ 
lists. There are approximately 50 percent more student applications than there were seats available. The physical plan* of each 
school also opened successfully with adequate furniture, curricular materials, and other supplies. With 34 full-time central office 
staff, Achievement Rrst is confident that the start-up of Achievernert First Browns^e Charter School wflato 

The Power oftheAF Network 
In addition to aB the concrete support AchievemeritF^ Brownsville Charter School w^ 
office, pemaps the greatest beneffi to trrerwrra 
Achievement Rrst schools. Rather than feeling isolated, Achievement Rrst Brownsville Charter School will be plugged into an 
existing network of charter schools, all doing whatever it takes to get our students to college. 

School leaders': The princtpais of all the AF schools meet once a month in the evening. Each month's meeting has three broad 
topics: (1) sharing specific successes and challenges, (2) an in-depth took at one particular school, including a review of data, the 
prirripal'sownsetf-assessment,arxiobser^ 
(e.g. parent involvement, classroom observation and feedback, use of math data to improve instruction). Since the schools are 
implementing similar (althoughnot identical) prc^rams, these can be particularly rich corrversa      The prindpabwiB also have 
two annual retreats to continue these ccfiversationsh more der^ in a more relaxed setting. Perhaps even more importantly, the 
principals are an informal resource to one another, often avaifebtefaaqulckceBphoneooriversationoranemaBtoshare 

*   .    »,     (^ACHIEVEMENTFIRST 
AHachmen, .2-7 ^/BROWNSVILLE^ 
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or exchange materials. There Is a principals' iistserv so that they automatically receive each other's weekly staff memos, weekly 
parent updates, and other important information. Similarly, the Director of Operations at Achievement First Brownsville Charter 
School will already have four "sibling" Directors of Operations in Brooklyn who have already spent a full year successfully tackling 
the operational challenges of a charter schoofs first year. 

Teachers: New teachers within the AF networkformatty train together for 2 weeks in earty August, forming cross-school 
relationships that will be a resource to them during the school year. In addition, both new and returning AF teachers in NYC will 
train together several times a year and will have opportunities to vi^t their sister schools (TO days were BrrtenfionaDy sdieduled so 
that this would be possible). Teachers will also regularly share curricula- materials using the AF Intranet 

Students: AF students at any one campus will know that they have cousins in both Mew York and Connecticut who are engaged 
in the same mountain climb to college. Students from the AF senate vwOpartidrjate in an annual "M 
share their successes, chants, and determination to achieve their goats. 

u    .,.     fyiACHIEVEMENT FIRST 
A^tem .2.8     \3,/BROWNSVIliE§^ 
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AttaclMnrant#4$: Flrat Year Budget 

Ac**ny: AF BrawmvUb 
8t*l» Cnh|Nol»th«th»*yM>tutfg»tt*d0M0»p«rtl*l»cfflalbi«tt-fli»l»*ta>0C8haww«ho»» 
Assumptions pta*E**M<M«yurb<idgM 

4009  REVENUE-PUBUO 
4100 - OMtnd Opsratlng Revenue 

4110 • Per Pupil Operating Revenue 
411 *• State Sofia*. Ubr *> TettBa Fund 

Tettl 4100 • Omni operating Revenue 
42*0 fuMe StanVup Funding 

4110 • NYC Start-op Seppennent (DVCO) 
4221-Federal charter startup eras* 

Total 4200 FebD* Startup Funding 
4100 • Other PubOo Revenue* 

4110  TWal 
UK-TRteO 
4210 • Oow TIB* Money 
4*40 • Student Meal Program 
424* • oRate . Internet end Telephone 

Total 4100 • Other Puttie Revenues 
4400 • epesM SdueaOon FundMfJ 

4410 • Cltyftlate Spoelal Ed Funding 
M10-Fed Fridng tor Students wDlssb 

Total 440* • epeslal EdueeOon Funding 
Total 4000-REVENUE-PUBLIC 
4*00 • REVENUE • PRIVATE 

Total 4H0 • Operating Orant* 
Total 4*00 • REVENUE • PRIVATE 
4*0* • OTHER REVENUE 

4M0 • tntereet Income 
4*70 MlsceBamooselsoms 

Total 4M0 • OTHER REVENue 
Total Income 

Expense 
600* • PERSONNEL EXPENSES 

•100 • Salutes and Wagee 

My August Sept January Fib March -75HT "SET June   | Total Cash Flow 

117,240 117.240 SI 7.240 317.240 317.240 

117.240 117.240 

117.3*1 
18.000 

217.240 

auss 

M7.240 
»•»" 
M7*      117.2*0 

1724*1 
140000 

"2*3*1     14OJ!OO 

1.071 

14.2T0 
1.082 

1.071 1,071 1.071 1*71 1,071 1*71 

8*1* 

1*71 

8*18 

14.42* 1*71 

8*18 

1*71 1*71 

8 818 

8*18 
>24*M 

*** 

TOTT 

18/472 

1*71 
12.207 

TOTI i**8* 

8*18 

.,.,. . **1* - «.11« • Mi*       1**72 »*1» 
124*8*     172*18     22%i27       18*2*     R**2?     141*71     12^127       2*^1*128^27        iJ*8» 

441 

441 

441 441 

~441~ 

128.000 
125.000 

441 

THT 441 441 441 441 441 441 441 441 441 441 441 
4J1      ,24*87     172*10     228***       18*8*     14l*18      WMJ     iB***      lW«»      12****       U*»T 

Ope/Support 

Summer taaehntg ttttowe 
Total 11*0 • saiarts* end Wages 

72*04       72.604 72*04 72.604 72*04 72*04 72*04 72*04 72.804 72*04 72*04 
28*81        28*81       28*81 28*81 28*81 28*81 28.181 28*81 28*81 28*81 28.351 28.381 
7*4*         7*48         7*49 7*4* 7*40 7*49 7*49 7*49 7*4* 7*4* 7*48 7*49 

771 773 771 771 778 771 773 771 773 771 

*****    *o*3o*   io»*7*    ToTm   i!i*7i    to**7*    io**7*    ioe*7«   io**7*    io**7*    10**78—io**7S 

HeaHnbenem, 
Oemal 
ShsrMerm dttabftliy 
LomXsim dtabDHy 
Ufehnursnes 
Workers compensation 
State UnsmptoyiMnl tnsurenes 

2.87O 
7*40 

888 
844 
844 
172 
888 
881 

8.126 
7*40 

6,184 
7.840 

844 844 
844 644 
172 172 
888 888 
691 891 

8.184 
7*40 

868 
844 
844 
172 

8.184 
7.940 

8,184 
7.840 

844 844 
844 844 
172 172 
888 688 
891 681 

6.184 
7.940 

644 
172 

8.164 
7.940 

688 
844 
844 
172 
686 
891 

6.184 
7*40 

888 
844 
844 
172 
888 
891 

8.184 
7*40 

888 
844 
844 
172 
868 
691 

8.1*4 
7.040 

868 
644 
844 
172 

tee*-Taxes*, Benefit* 
Total WOO - PERSONNEL EXPENSES 
80** • NOSLPERSONNEL EXPENSES (OTPS) 

•100 • Sendee* and AetMttes 
•111-Stalk Charge* 
•11* • AF Mensgentent Fee 
6120 Peyre* Admin Fees 
•128 - teeountbg Servlcee 
•128-AudB. 
•1*0 • Insurance - Commstcl Uab 4 D&O 
•14* - Ouss and Sobsedpnone 
848 PhndpsTeO|eeredonsryFund 
•148- Staff Apprsotanon 
•147 Pre4aasl*nsl Development 
•180 fun Trips (Elementary) 
•1*2 PocdSa*vlce(D*0ylumnVBIm*1) 
•It* • Anerachoel (Non-Ssuuy) Omer 

14.1*2 -*mr 19,74*       JKIOT 
128*80     12*.7*1 

1**08       1**0*       1*8*8 
128.7*1     12*^*1      12*.7*1 

~i**sr -ma- 19*0*       H.106 19,80* 

8.164 
7*40 

888 
644 
644 
172 
668 
691 

27.780 
8.8O8 

TBCSiT 

ITS 
378 

837 
84 

1.082 

178 
17* 

837 
64 

1**2 

178 
17* 

178 
378 

178 
37* 

175 
878 

29 
88.172 

178 
376 

29 
31.724 

178 
178 

175 
178 

29 
11.724 

178 
378 

28 29 
31.724 

178 175 
378 378 

w 

837 937 837 837 937 937 837 937 837 937 
64 84 64 64 64 84 84 84 64 84 

1.0*2 1.082 1*82 1.682 1.082 1*82 1.082 1*82 1.082 1.082 
619 619 818 818 619 619 619 619 618 618 

1*39 1.239 1*39 1*38 1,239 1*38 123* 1.239 1*39 1*39 
1442 1.442 1,442 1*42 1*42 1.442 

1*42 1*42 1*42 1*42 1*42 1.842 1,8*2 1*42 1*42 1*42 
173 171 171 173 ITS 173 173 ITS 173 173 

1*03.440 
9*76 

1*11*1* 

187*59 
178*00 

Stakjet 

1*03.440 
9*76 

1*13.01* 

187*39 
178*00 

322*89 2*2*8* 

14*76 
1.082 

34 
8*65 

13*97 
37*84 

40.886 
18*72 
8**88 

2.842*87 

128*00 
128,000 

6*80 

8**0 
%472**7 

788.640 
316*10 

7.728 

"i.2b*.k** 

92.831 
85*75 
10*90 
7.710 
7.730 
2.061 
7*88 
8*89 

27.750 
288.744 

1*88*03 

348 
180*44 

2*98 
4*32 

11*48 
782 

12*78 
6.193 

12*86 
8*52 

15.418 I 
1.730 I 

71*79 
8,408 

188 
8.688 

18*97 

Verlanea 
Cash Flow 
to Budget 

8**17 

40.698 
16,472 

1J3** 
2*03.880 

128*00 
125.000 

5*90 

2**4.180 

871*44 
816*10 
86.984 

7,725 
6.180 

1.268.342 
19*85 
98*58 
95*75 
10*80 
7.730 
7.730 
2.061 
7*88 
6*89 

27.750 
288.771 

1*73.188 

346 
190*44 

2.088 
4*32 

16.450 
11*48 

762 
12*78 
6,183 

12*86 
8.652 

16.418 
1.730 

(67.103) balance 
(4.326) balance 

(134) balance 

(61*64) 

m post June 30th 
n post June 30th 
In post June 300) 

(81.684) 

(51.584) 

(72,604) Jutysahuysccrual 

(8.160) July salary accrual 
(78,764) July *»nvy accrual 
(18*85) July salary aocrusl 

(8.027) July eatery accrual 

0.027) 
(103,666) 

AFaBovis school to pay based on casn needs 

(16.450) And* accrual 



9190 • Oiudont k-canth-o Pttg 0 Trlpa 
0141 • Oeortno Owa. Otudont Aooooamnl 
0140 Otudont TIM*, (mom Ooltl trtpl 
0190 OUT Trawl (j»n-PO) 
0190 • Parent ActtvWaO 
0190 • OMT RoenitlmoM (TFA looit 
0170 • Torap OWT • Onhoutoi* Toocfcra 
0170  Tomp Ottff.AdmltVOpofoaonO 
0170 • Pootag* O OMppon] 
0170 • Prtmtno ond Photocopying 
0190 • Totophom Oonieo 
9191 • Conulxr Phono Sonteo 
0102 • Monwl Aocooo/Emofl OoMeo 
0190 OthorOonrkoo 

Total 0108 • Oorvteoa ond Actntnoa 
OtOO-PhTufeal Flint 

0910 Oho *mpm*irionta 
0010 • Tosh, tafnutnitturo 
00*0 • Opoeo Uoomintdlng PonnR* 

Total 1100. Phyoleot Plant 
0900 • OuppBe* and Equtpmoat 

0000 • Aawtwmont M-norHI* 
0010 • Currtoula froalbooki O noo-AP) 
0010 • Ounieida (AP PoNkaHona) 
0090 • 00>or Iflttnrctloittl OuppUoi 
WW MwahOuppOoo 
0100 - Claoofoom Ubnuto* 
0040 • Admin S Otneo OopptMa 
OO4O OtodontOnooao 
094* MadkolOomonjanoyOuppOoo 
0*40 Ctaooraool OttorolJonory fund 
9*90 • Pomfturo ond PurnMringo 
0**#  CoplorLooao 
0*00 • Olgiugonohool Cutturo Mot 

0070 • 8BIT cornputor Oy* and Sonwon 
9070 • Witortofd Oaapaom 
0*71 • Watnford Oottwara Ueonoo 
•074 • Otudont Mon-Maoo Oyotom 
0*70 • Tohwom eoulptnont 
0000 • OOwr Equlpmont / Otjoot* 
0000 • SuppOoa *nd Evtlpraont - Othor 

Total 0*00 - SupoHM end Eoulpraont 
Total 0000 • MOtLPEIUONNB. EXPENseO (OTTO) 
Cowlno»m>(1JPA) 
Claaot-Jtlenmicrow Oot-AiW* 

Total Exporao 

Oumoary 
Coll Bolaneo - Oiart or Month 
Now e»*h m Owing Month 
Urn orendtt •Coah Ov-jOut) 
Total Expraoa During Month 
Caih At Error* Month 

July Augut Oopt Hov January Moron TSF May Juno     Total CaatiFkm     Budgot 

1.20* 
215 

02 
254 
309 
022 
 72 

S.000 
16 

1.290 
210 
32 

204 
309 
022 
72 

170 
200 

10 
07 

7.725 
05 

1.299 
210 

32 
204 
300 
022 
72 

0,002       10,143       17J390 

170 
200 

10 
07 

00 
1,290 

210 
02 

254 
300 
022 

11.012 

170 
260 

10 
07 

210 
32 

204 
300 
022 
72 

173 
260 

19 
07 

173 

10 
07 

2.000 
MOO 

2J00 
2JJ00 

077 

077 

2.000 
4.260 
2.800 
0JM0 

1.047 
32/45 

0/00 

0.161 
0.000 
1.030 

35 
210 

11.097 
077 

1163 

0.520 
21.030 
21.400 

0.060 
1.299 

2400 
2.000 

1.154 

1.0J0 
oo 

210 

077 

0.072 

3.700 
0.075 
looo 

11476 

2.920 
40*00 

1.1*4 
0.704 

7.707 
2.000 
1.030 

35 
210 

17.040 
677 

0240 

14J01 

0.320 
1.047 

210 210 
32 02 

204 254 
309 309 
022 022 
72 72 

10,014     103J44 

170 
200 

10 
07 

210 
02 
254 
300 
022 
72 

10 
07 

00 

210 
32 

204 
309 
022 
72 

173 

10 
07 

210 
32 

204 

3.760 
0.375 
*U0O   2JJ00 

12.021   WOO 

2.020 
40.668 

1.164 1,164 
0,704 

7.707 
2.000 
1.O30 

35 
210 

17.046 
077 

3,243 

14201 
21*30 

0*25 
1.047 

1*00 
1,030 

35 
210 

077 

21/90 
2*00 

41.7*0 

2*00 
2*00 

1.154 

1*00 
1.030 

05 
210 

677 

0*72 

2*00 
2*00 

1,104 

1.000 
1*30 

35 
216 

677 

022 
72 

41.730 

in 
260 

10 
07 

210 
32 

254 
300 
022 
72 

173 
200 

10 
07 

06 

210 
32 

264 
300 
022 

72 
10*14       41J00 

2*00 
2*00 

1.164 

1.000 
1*30 

os 
210 

077 

21.030 

2*00 
2*00 

1.000 
1*00 

36 
210 

077 

2*00 
9*00 

1,164 

304 
1*30 

216 

077 

477     130.4*r      3*10      110.700      141/10       20,071 4*20 4*20       3**00 4,010 1*34   *" **" ,^«. m^wm ,.v,,w- I.I^I. **.w, * ^v^v *,w*w w^w ^>M*v 

9.000       14*91     1*0*00       17.990     141*74      1*4*41     4*4*17       4**07   '    10*01       76.107       10*33       47**1 
Tii      rwo      tS*Ti*To      J3i      3*5      53OT      TM      UTI      235      t!roo      2*5o 

25.000 
07*32     141J69     290,929     140*07     271/00     204.710     294*9*     177*30     143,000     100/31     140/10     229*22 

324/97     209*35     125*17     103.100     100.433     243*93 
441     324/07     172*35     325*00 

10.693      40*92       10.070     102/01 147*20     327.770 
14.000 10.099 345.005 141.512 325.500 104.660 325*60 

40.000 (45.000) 
57*02     141.759    206.020     140.607    271/00    204.700 204.600 177*30 143.050 199/31 145/10     220*22 

266.035     126*17     160.100     100.433     243*01       10.093 46.092 10*70 102/01 147*20 327.770     112,005 

1.730 1.730 
2*00 2*90 
5*00 21*30 

101 101 
093 066 

7.720 7.720 
003 903 

0.101 5.101 
2*90 2.008 

301 301 
3.040 3*49 
3.700 3.700 
0*05 0*00 

005 005 
311**9 

10.000 
17.000 
33*00 
00.000 

7.707 
120.7*0 

10.382 
26*50 
4.045 

20.700 
17*04 
10.302 

346 
2.103 

47*00 
0*22 
0.052 

000 
00.110 
04.090 
42.017 
2*00 

22*00 
5.101 

444.794 
999793 
20.020 
20,000 

2*00,022 

Vortanoa 
Ccatinow 
tofludgrt 

343/7* 

10.000 
17*00 
33*00 
00.000 

7.707 
120,700 

10.302 
20.000 
4.046 

20,708 
17.004 
10*02 

340 
2,163 

47*00 
0*22 
0*62 

000 
00,110 
00*20 
04.376 
2,590 

22*00 
0.101 

01**00 
32*00 

2.(21*00 

(10*30) Exponao for July 

(32*00) 

Startup «upptoj* «nB 0* paid ftrr ovor 3 months. 
Vendor* agree to etaggerod payment tormo 

(21*30) Vemlorartowffiiralpayrnorit* to bo lagged 
(21.400) 

(47.033) 
(00.013) 
(3/04) 
25.000 Balance ihoot Horn-not part of operating 

(162.333) 



Attachment #47: Five year budget 

Acadamy: APBrowMvtna 
irUi 1 accrual - eapRaj tavaatmaina ara not aetruad, but taacnar aatarla* an (a g, tun 11 moots* ef aattry am tea* idaddaapttalt mantha i tunas |n llacal yaar) 

1 fitartyaar                      toot                       no* 
Eadyaar                      not                       ISIS 

ib\b 
1011 Mil «"4 

1. femottnarn                        1U                         Ma 4« w %a 

7 
4 
J 

"wr 
7 

a 

'Slatting Taachara 
Usdara 

OpaSupperl 
Paiapietmlonani 

* 
16 

0 

-%r 
* 
1 

4000 • Revenue • PUBUC 
4100 • Oanaral Operating Revenue 

4110-Par PupO Operating Revenue 
4111 • State Soft*. Ubr a Texan Fund 

Total 4100 • Oanaral operating Ravanoa 
4100 • Public Startup Ponding 

4220 • NYC Start-up Supplement (DYCO) 
4211 • Fadaral Charter Start-up Orant 

Total 4100 • Puttie start-up Funding 
4100 • Other PubSe Rewmuee 

4*10 TWal 
4116-TMaO 
4110 • Other TMa Money 
4*40 - Student Meal Program 
4141 • eRate. Internet and Telephone 

Total 4100 • Other pubOe Rave noes 
4400 Special Education Funding 

4410 • cay/State Special Ed Funding 
4410 • Fad Fndbig tor Studaota w Mnb 

Total 4400 • Special Education Funding 
Total 4000 • Revenue - PUBUC 
4100   RBVettUE-PRIVATE 

Total 41*0 Operating eranta 
Total 4100 • REVENUE • PRIVATE 
4*00 • OTHER REVENUE 

41*0 • Interest Income 
Total 4*00 • OTHER REVENUE 

(Total Income 
Banana* 

SOOO • PERSONNEL EXPENSES 
MOO - Salartta and Wagee 

Teachera 
Leaden 
Ope/Support 
ParaprofttaclonaU 
(II* - Mtaraahool Salarlaa Aca/Tutor 
(1** SaturScMSalarlaa 

Summer reUewe 
Total *100 • Salarlaa and Wagea 
Total St** •Bomiaea 

Rca-n.d 
Health be nante 
Dental 
•fcorUarmdleaMny 
Lonoyatmdlaabmry 
LR* bmranae 
Worura compenaaOon 
State Unemployment Ineuranc* 
Retbi merit 

HO* • Tana *> Benafltf 
Total (000 PERSONNEL EXPENSES 

1,*»,440   i 
W7S   * 

1.011.018   * 

167.6S9   * 
175,000   t 
332.SSS $ 

71,178 * 
MM * 

IS* * 
1.889 * 

113*7* 
9**17 1 

<0.«M   * 
1*472   * 
MM*    I 

2,401480   * 

125,000   i 
126.000   * 

6,390   * 
ago ». 

2,514.100   » 

2.80S.80S 
14.191 

4A40J1*   $ 
21.427   * 

2,819.998   » 

13.600   I 
178,000   * 

•" losioo • r 

4*61.648   » 

71.M9   * 
175,000   t 

7.019.798   1 
32.11*   * 

7,052.117    • 

73492 

10*46* * 
8,752 * 

24* * 
13 076 * 
18.713 * 

24S.94S * 

18S.260 * 
11113 * 

411 * 
22.211 I 
30.732 * 

146.77*   i 

62433 
28 300 
00432   » 

261.745   * 

108.141   * 
47441   * 

71482 t 

263342 t 
18,782 * 

507 * 
31419 • 
M427* 

340408 * 

150424   I 
68.124    » 

3466.008   t 

50,000   * 

184.0*5   * 
e.*1t.4S4   t 

218.948   i^ 

50.000   t 

_&473_*_ 

180.000   1 
150.000   * 

7493485   * 

I 

8145   » 
6.471    I 

3,422^82   * 
8.1*5   * 

S.776.610   * 

9439   * 
9419   % 

7.703404    * 

8425X150 Baaed «l*11400 par pup* In 2007-2008, Increasing 3» par year 
36.76* aoTparpupO 

"Wl*15 

40.058 **0,000 a, 8ral yaarof a school * $3*1Mam atudant, $443^46 student. S475O4S sfdant 
.     $175/100 per year tor 3 year* 

40.058 

308,419 $550 per fiee*euuced town aboard 
22.608 $375partaachar 

64$ Uparatudant 
37.013 Recover 82 pat maal tor !o% of non-frae 

_17400_ «0» ol phon*. Internet, oaa cost* 
reduced atudenta 

406303 

176,719 $7478 par student <20%. $14,479 pa, atudenl»20% and «6@* 
79.820 81425 pat aOgiMe studant -7* of studanta eogibre 

258439 
6464414 

Piwate phitaroJtropy 

_13404_6* mteratl on aiming balance of $100,000. growng at 1* par year 
13,004 

6477418 

$                 871344 * 1.410,170 * 2.156322 * 3479340 * 3.909.846 
*                318310 $ 128498 * 786402 $ 788482 9 812451 
*                   884*4 » 146,075 * 244.7*8 $ 391.002 $ 402.732 
8 * 384*8 $ 80.318 $ 124487 * 127410 

* * 84*4 $ 14.181 $ 21.910 
$ $ 2.677 $ 6415 $ 6.521 

*                 7.726 $ 7457 * 24 5*8 $ 25424 $ 28.0*4 
$                    6.180 $ 8485 * 13,111 I 11408 * 18.911 
*              1385442 * 1.937382 $ 3394498 $ 4.441437 * 5423384 
$                   19458 $ 30338 * 49.171 $ 66493 $ 78.831 
$                  0*458 $ 14*300 $ 262.017 * 139.(01 * 407310 
$                  95375 $ 161.17* $ 245.0*4 a 340.466 $ 394.151 
$                   10490 * 16,486 $ 26.812 * 37.129 $ 424*4 
*                     7,730 $ 11424 $ 19,76* * 26451 $ 31440 
$                    7.7*0 * 11424 * 19.765 $ 26451 $ 31440 
*                   2.081 $ 3.100 $ 5371 a 7.107 * 8417 
$                   748* * 12411 $ 20X27 a 27439 $ 33.004 
*                    83*9 $ 13.15* $ 214*5 a 29421 $ 34391 
*                   27,750 $ 42.7*0 * 67400 * 90,750 a 102.000 
#               265.771 $ 410,125 $ 678.838 t 924,715 t 1.066.056 
*              1473.169 * 2477412 * 4422408 a 5,435446 a 8,4*8,153 

Based on staffing (see above) - avg. salary based on 10-15% above DOE acute 
Based on staffing (ea* above) -»vg salary based on 10-18% above OOE scale 
Based en staffing (fee above) - avg lately based on 10-16% above DOE scale 
Baaed on staffing fee* above) -avg salary baaed on 10-16% above OOE ecale 
$10 par hour. 8 hours per grade par was* for 20 weeks (middle and nigh school only) 
$35 per boor. 4 hows par weak per gnd• (mioole and MB* school only) 
1 par SOO students. $250 par woo*. SO weeks 
61400 aSpsnd. 2 par academy 

*t .000 per staff - attendance bonus 
765%ofaataffas 
$5 000 per employee 
$545 pet employee 
08% of salarlaa 
06% of eateries 
01B%ofeatanea 
062%sftal*noe 
$436 par staff 
$2,600 par atari. 60% of stall 

01 



6000 • NON-PERSONNEL EXPENSE* (OTPS) 
6168 ServfceeendAetMilee 

6111-Bank Chargee 1                        348 5 526 3 896 3 1.276 3 1.488 
6116 AF Management pea 1                 180.344 6 290.661 8 494622 3 701960 6 822606 
61X0 Payroll AdaHnFaea 1                     2 088 8 3.328 8 6.409 3 7,490 8 8.671 
61)6 • Accounting Servteee 1                     4.582 8 4.686 8 9616 5 9904 6 10602 
4116-Audit                                                                                           1 1                   15.450 t 15.614 5 16691 8 16663 3 17669 

6160 • meumnce - Comrnard Uao • 060 1                   11.248 8 17.171 8 29,192 6 41481 3 46603 

6146 • Ouaa and snbaertpuona 782 6 1,206 8 1967 3 2.724 3 3.163 

6146 • Prlnelpara DtecreUenery Fund 12878 8 19612 8 33.663 3 47682 3 58660 

6144 • Staff Appreclatlen 8.193 t 9.627 3 16.961 3 22,130 3 25620 

1147 ProteMfonel Development 12666 8 18453 8 31662 3 44661 8 81640 

1166  Field Tripe (Elementary)                                                       1 6.652 8 13608 3 17666 3 22623 5 23601 

6161 • FMd Trip. (Middle/High)                                                           1 - 8 • 6 20653 3 41.785 3 63683 

6166 Food 8ervlce<0ally Unch/Bfeet) 15418 8 23.537 8 40,016 ( 56.660 3 68623 

6166 • Aftarathool (Non-Salary) other 1.730 8 2.642 8 8.163 8 13.810 3 18.745 

8160  Student Incentive Prog tTtlpe                                             : 1.730 8 2JB42 8 7645 8 11653 $ 15926 

6111  Scoring svee. Student Aaaeaamnt 7-596 8 3.962 3 8.737 3 9 672 3 11619 

6116 • Student Tram, (non Dald trip) 21.630 6 33,021 3 58.139 8 79.770 3 93.486  1 

1111 • Stall Travel (noo-PO) 181 8 602 8 462 3 661 3 766 

1166 • Pliant Acnvmee 665 6 1.321 3 2646 3 3191 3 3.739 

6118-Staff Recruitment (TPAIeoo) 7.725 6 7.957 3 16,391 8 16663 3 17.389   1 

6176 • Tamp Staff •Substttute Teaahra 053 6 1,512 8 2.469 8 9.408 3 3.942   1 

6178 • Tamp Staff • Adnun/operaMene 1                     6.181 $ 7625 8 13673 3 19.145 3 22632 

6176 • poetaga A Shipping 2.588 S 3.962 * 6.737 3 9672 3 11618 

6178 • Pruning and Photocopying 661 8 605 $ 963 3 1662 3 1677 1 

6180 Telephone Sendee                                                           1 3.049 * 4638 6 7.666 3 10.695 3 12613  1 

6181 • CenuUr Phone Service 3.708 6 4668 6 9616 3 11.705 3 12666  1 

6162 Internet Aeceet/Emall Service 96ss t 10.161 8 20.931 3 21,558 3 22608 1 

8160 OBier Sendees                                                            1 
Total 6100 •Sarvreee and ActMHes                                               1 

855 8 1621 8 2646 3 8.191 3 3.739 
343.478 * 506671 6 879660 3 1633653 3 1646618 

WOO-Phyilc el Plant 
8618 SSa fenpravememe SREF> SREFI SREFI SREFI SREFI 
6116 • Tech. mltaetructure SREFI 3REF1 6REFI SREFI SREFI 
6326-Spam UeemiiudhigPermlta                                             J 

Total 6366  Phyaleal Plant 
33600 * 49600 t 62600 3 113.400 S 129.000 

SREFI SREFI SREFI SREFI SREFI 
6600 • SappUea and Equipment 

6606 • Aeeeciment Materlala 7.787 8 11687 8 20610 * 28.717 3 33646 
6610 • Cantcula (Texttooke t no&AF) 129.760 8 95.640 3 180.382 3 212.837 3 182647 
8616 • Curricula (AF Pubucauonf)                                              1 1                  10,382 8 13.265 8 21605 3 29.038 3 31.718 
6628 • Other metrucilonil SuppHaa                                             1 1                   25.956 8 26631 8 51641 8 67,969 3 72.721 
6630-MuekBuppftee 4.845 8 4,901 6 8.768 3 11692 3 11.734 
8661- Oraheaua SuppUee                                                          1 8 3 49.173 3 11655 3 5.786 
8636 • Claeeroom Ubrariee                                                        1 1                   20.765 8 17641 8 32,126 3 39673 3 37.143 
6640 • Admin A office Suppnee                                                  1 17.304 8 19267 8 64.028 3 45613 3 46.481 
6646 Student Snaeka                                                               1 10662 8 18.660 8 26.947 8 38.290 3 44,884 
6646- Medical C Emergency SuppOoa                                        1 1                        346 8 528 8 698 3 1.276 3 1.488 
6646 - Otaaaroam OtacraHonary Fund                                         1 2.163 6 3601 3 6648 3 7613 3 9.042 
8810 •Furnltttfe end Fumtthtnge                                                1 1                 47.568 * 28687 8 55.463 3 89649 3 41699 
8686 OapterLaaaa                                                              1 i            «an t 10667 * 17664 3 28627 3 29609 
8668 Slgnaue/Sellool Culture Mat                                            1 1                   6.662 8 4.742 3 9631 3 9638 3 8.164 
6686 UnSorma                                                                        I 1                        866 8 1621 8 2646 3 3.191 8 3.769 
6678 • Staff Computer 8ya and Software                                      1 1                   38.110 8 21216 8 36.060 3 64.669 6 41.444 
6671 • Student Computer Sya A Softerere 1 8 . 3 33,000 * 44.648 3 20687 
mi-Watertort Computere                                                       I 1                   66.520 t 44686 3 34.421 $ 35654 $ 36617 
6671-Wetortort Software Ucenee t                 64,375 $ 66.306 3 . $ . 3 . 
6674 • Student tafcnratton Syatam >             use t 3662 $ 6.737 1 9672 * 11618 
8666 • Othar Equipment / Objects - par new ettff 1                22.200 t 12600 * 19.600 8 30687 3 23633 
6606 • Ouppllee and Equipment. Othar 

Total 6608 • Suppnee and Equipment 
Total 6000 • NON-PERSONNEL EXPENSES (OTPS) 

t                     6,161 6 6251 » 9692 3 12606 3 12672 
»                612.727 8 406,265 8 656654 3 779611 3 708671 

SREFI fREFI SREFI SREFI SREFI 

ToM Expense 
Net Income 

Contingency (ItSK) 1                   32J60 8 43.488 8 73.677 3 98623 3 114691 
6REFI SREFI SREFI     ' SREFI SREF" 
«HEFI 6REFI SREYi wem SREFI 

32 per etudent 
10* ol per pupa revenue 
3110 per employee 
65600 per academy 
315.000 par year 
SSSparctudem 
340 par *l*fl 
373 per Undent 
3326 par staff 
8860 per etaff 
350 per student 
8225 par amdant 
32 per meal lor non-free/reduced 
SlOnilemefitary student. »50Anttdte student 3I00/H8 etudent 
340 per student, 25* participation 
315 per etudent 
3125 par etudent 
610 per etaff 
35 par etudent 
32600 per lure 
630 per staff 
330 per etudent 
316 per etudent 
820 par etaff member 
3160 per etui member 
3800 per leadenmip member, ope member 
8768 per mourn 
»5per«tu<!ent 

810.000 par near academy 
317.000 par new ocademy 

345 per etudent 
3600 per new student, 81 SO per existing student 
870 per new etudant 350 per among etudent 
3160 par new etudent 390 per existing etudent 
328 pet new etudent. 314 per existing student 
345Km Oat yeerot middle or high echoel 310K m second year. 35 each year after 
3120 per new etudent 340 per enebng student 
3100 per new student. 460 per existing student 
360 per etudent 
32 per student 
8150 per teacher 
8278 per new student 326 per existing etudent 
340 par student 
850 per new student 32 60 per enisling student 
36 par etudent 
32.000 per new staff. 25% annual replacement 
335K lab at years 1 and 3 of middle and HS - $25* annual replacement 
3500 per new elementary student 325% replacement 
Yeam land 2 
816 par etudant 
31200 par new staff 
330 per new student $18 par existing student 

125% ot expenses 

ttoghmmg cash balance 
Ending cash Detente 

100.000 
SREFI 

SREFI 
SREFI 

SREFI 
SREFI SREFI 

SREFI 
SREP 

Waal 3100.000 provided through pbdaidbropy 



Atta^hmerrt^^ ^up^o^lngevld^ce^budg^s 

^he approach^obudgetiogprooessisthe same used in that ofouromerfdurf^ew^orl^^harters^AF Crown Heights,^ 
Endeavor (Fort Greenes In addition to usingthe same approach, the assumpfionswere refined based on actual financial performance ofAF Crown Heights and 
AFEast^ew^orkfor20052008and2006-200^andAF8ushwickandAFEndeavor(FortCreene)for200^-200^. 

Wefeelconfidentthatthe assumptions areconservafiveand appropriate based onthefactmatmetwochariers granted in 
yearwimasurpluslargerthanthatbudgeted, and allfourchartersarepro^ectedtocompletethe 2006-200^ fiscalyearwithasurp^^ 
In addifion,fbrthefirsttimewehaveworkedintothebudgetsacontingencyfundtoprovideadditional resources in case actu^^ 
amounts. 
In termsofstart-upfunds,ourexlstlngcharters have all received significantprivatephilanthropypriortostart-upandhave also 
Americaof^200,000priortocharter. Weexpectto receive thesameforthe new charter. 
Achievemer^Firstlnc. has createdasetoffiscalpoliciesthathavebeenadopted by allot our charters, andwhichwewouldexpect 
charter.^heseare attached. 



Brownsville Staffing Page 1 

(Brownsville Staffing" 

Brownsville 

Start year 
End year 

2008 
2009 

2009 
2010 

2010 
2011 

2011 
2012 

Brownsville - Elementary 

Brownsville - Middle 

Teachers 
Leaders 

Ops/Suppoi 
Paraprofessionals) 

Total staff 

Teachers 
Leaders 

Ops/Support 
Paraprofessionals 

Total staff 

Brownsville - Grand Total Staff 

NY Charter Apps financials - Brownsville revised - enrollment and staffing - 030508.xls 



Brownsville Enrollment Page 1 

{Brownsville Enrollment        | 

Start year 
End year 

2008 
2009 

2009 
2010 

2010 
2011 

2011 
2012 

2012 
2013 

AF Brownsville 
Klkimw agagiB AF Brownsville - Elementary 

Total students 

AF Brownsville - Middle 

Total middle school students 

AF Brownsville - Grand Total 
Students 

*L• 
i^m^i ^*^WiWaJftre3?g *&MM& 

wvtti&eto* 
'#'78".^ 

!¥*m>;L 
&%gB%% 

Total       168 249 327 402 402 

(0 NY Charter Apps financial - Brownsville revised - enrollment and staffing - 030508.xls 



Attachment 58 
Charter Growth & Expansion 

AF Brownsville will open in the fall of 2008 serving 168 Kindergarten and 1st grade students. The plan in the 
initial term of the charter is to serve 645 students in grades K-4 and 5-7, where both elementary and middle 
school academies will grow simultaneously. As the school grows, it will be sub-divided into three distinct 
academies: elementary (K-4), middle (5-8), and high school (9-12). In the third year of operation, we plan to 
open an elementary school academy with a Kindergarten and first grade of 84 students each. 

Pending charter renewal, at full capacity, the elementary academy will serve approximately 327 students, 
and the middle school will serve approximately 318 students. 

Please see enrollment chart for years 1-5 in the response to Attachment 5. 

ftn ACHIEVEMENTFIRST 
Attachment 58-i    V//BROWNSV UE$t$g 



J22& 
Charter Schools Institute 
The State University of New York 

July 23,2008 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 
Dr. Lisa Long 
Supervisor 
Office of School Improvement and Community Services 
New York State Education Department 
55 Hanson Place, Room 400 
Brooklyn, New York 11217 

Dear Dr. Long: 

The proposed revision for Achievement First Brownsville Charter School (the "School") 
submitted on June 26th and currently under review by the Board of Regents is hereby amended as 
follows. 

Attached is a curriculum cross-walk document for the 4th Grade that should have been 
included with the proposed revision. 

In addition, the School provides the following assurance: 

The School will provide in the 4th grade instruction in the 7 General 
Curriculum Areas and 28 New York Learning Standards, which will be 
embedded in the curriculum provided in the revision, or developed and 
provided separately prior to instruction in that subject, as applicable. 

Please let me know if you need any further information by contacting me at the number below 
(x20S6) or at ralph.rossifflsunv.edu. 

^ 

Sincerely, 

Ralph A. Rossi II, Esq. 
Vice President and General Counsel 

below, hereby give my consent and agreement that the enclosed amended 
shall be incorporated into the proposed charter revision between the School 

of Trustees and shall be fully binding on the charter school. 

c: Ira Schwartz 

41 State Street, Suite 700, Albany. New Yoik 12207 • Phone (518) 433-8277 • Fa* (518) 427-6510 
wwuuiettyorkchartef&org 

21 



4th Grade Arts: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Courses: Music and Visual Art 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Music 

Elements pf Performance 

A/Ml 
(KI-I) 

a, b. c. d. e 

A/M2 
(KI-2) 

a, b. c. d Advanced notation; 
Expressive musical terms, including cresendo, decrcsendo staccato, legato: 
Using classroom instruments competently: 
Music and Culture 

A/M3 
(KI-3) 

a. b. c, d, c 

A/M4 
(KJ-4) 

a, b.c African drumming circle: 
Distinguishing characteristics of music genres; 
Role of music in other cultures (instructor's choice): 
Lite and work of major composers and musicians (instructor's choice): 
Intermediate dance forms; 
Careers in music and dance 

A/DI 
(KJ-I) 

a, b,c 

A/D? 
(KI-2) a. b. c 

A/D3 
(KI-3) 

a.b 

A/D4 
(KI-4) 

a,b 

Visual Art A/VAI ;i. b. c, d.e 

Media: wet and dry 
Visual basics: color, shape, texture, line, value, propoition. perspective; 
Painling/Drawing/Sculpiure: free form, observational, and illustrative; 
Ar^ aqd Culture: 

(Kl-1) 
A/VA2 

a. b. c. d 
(Kl-2) 
A/VA3 

a, b, c, d 
(KI-3) 
A/VA4 

a. b. c Aspects of artwork from olher cultures (instructor's choice): 
Life and work of major artists (instructor's choice): 
Visual art in theatrical productions (scenery props, and set design)' 
Contemporary art (instructor's choice) 

(KI-4) 
Am 
(KID 

a, b. c. d, e 

(KI-2) 
a b.c.d 

A/T3 
(KI-3) 

a, b, c 

(KI-4)                                 | 
a.b.c 

B 



4th Grade English Language Arts: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: English 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Language for Information and Understanding ELAI 
(KM) 

a, b, c. d, e 

Achievement First Reading and Writing curricula: 
Summarizing: 
Defining vocabulary with context clues; 
Compare and contrast (using graphic organizers like Venn Diagrams) 

(KI-2) a. b, c, d, e, g 

ELA4 
(KM) 

a, b. c 

(KJ-2) a,b 

(KM) 11 

CD/OS3a 
a 

^KJ-I) 

(KI-3) a 

Language for Literary Response and Expression. Critical Analysis and Evaluation ELA2 
(KM) 

a, b, c, d, e 

Achievement First Reading and Writing curricula: 
Finding main idea and theme; 
Character analysis (character's behavior, traits, feelings, thoughts & motivation); 
Learning defining aspects of genre 

(KI-2) a, b, c, d 

ELA3 
(KM) 

a,b.c 

(KI-2) a,b.d 

8 



4th Grade Math: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: Mnth 
- 

GfflHem; Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Mathematical Analysis and Application MSTI fMA) a 

Achievement First Math curriculum: 
Expanded numerical form; 
Prime and composite numbers; 
Roman numerals; 
Square and cube roots; 
Adding/subiracting/muliiplying multldigii numbers; 
Mixed numbers and improper fractions; 
Decimals and perccnts: 
Parallel and perpendicular lines; 
Polygons: 
Using a compass and protractor; 
Triangles (right, acute, obtuse); 
Volume/mass/perimeter, Pi; 
Engaging the design process; 
Creating graphs 

(KI-I) 

(KI-2) a 

(KI-3) a 

MSTI (ED) n, b, c, d. c 
(KI-I) 
MST3 
(KI-I) a. b. c. d 

(KI-2) a, b. c, d. c 

(KI-3) a. b. c. d 

(KI-4) a. b, c, d. c 

(KI-5) a, b. c, d. e. f 

(KI-6) a. b. c, d. c. f. g. h 

(KI-7) n, b, c. d, c. f, g, h 

MST6 
(KI-3) a. b 

(KI-5) a,b 

(KI-6) a.b 

CD/0S2 
a,b.c 

(KI-I) 
CD/OS3a 

a (KI-I) 

(KI-2) a 

(KI-7) a 

s 



4th Grade Science: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Arm: Science 

ponfenl Standards and Kcv Ideas Performance Indicators 

Scientific inquiry MSTI (SI) 
(Kll) 

a,b.c 

FOSS Science curriculum: 
Idejx and Inventions: 1 low can simple techniques (using mirmrt, rhmmaingrnphy. 

(KI-2) a 

etc) make observation easier? (KI-3) a. b. c. d 

measure length, mass, temperature, and volume? 
MST6 
(Kl-D 

a.b 

(KI-2) a. b. c 

MST7 
(Kl-I) 

j. h. c. d 

(KI-2) a. b, e. d. c. f 

£Q2Q§2a a 
(KI-8) 

Physical ScHmR MST4(PS) 
(Kl-I) 

a 

FOSS Science curriculum: 
Miicnctism and plcflrlcjly: How (In mapnclx and riiwirif tiy umrt? (KI-2) a 

S-Qund: How does sound travel through solids, liquids, and air? What is the 
relationship between the pitch of a sound and the physical properties of its source? 
Water: 1 low does water interact with other earth materials? 
Earth, nMUcrimlp What ,in> A? prnprrtie? of rocks and minerals? 

(KI-3) a.b 

(KI-4) a.b 

(KI-5) a.h 

MST5 
(KI-2) 

a, b, c. d, e 

FOSS Science curriculum: 
Human. Body: How do ih„ skulnml nnrf m„«f„|,r syMrm5 work? 

MST4fLE> 
a.b 

(Kl-I) 

(KI-2) a.b 

Siruajircs_pXLife: What are the dlfferrnrcc orlweett plants and animals? (KI-3) a 
How do plant species differ? Animal species? 

(KI-4) a,h 

(KI-5) b.c 

(KI-6) a.b 

(KI-7) a 

01 



m 

CD 

1 f  
4th Grade Social Studies: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: Social Studies 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Roots of American Identity: Economics. Civics and Citizenship SSJ. 
(KM) 

a, b, c 

Core Knowledge curriculum: 
American Revolution (causes, leaders, outcome); 
U.S. Constitution (authors and Bill of Rights): 
Early presidents (Washington through Jackson) and politics-. 
American Reformers (Frederick Douglas. Harriet Tubman, Sojourner Truth) 

(KI-2) a, b, c 

(KI-3) a. b. c 

(KI-4) a. b. c 

SS4 
(KM) 

a. b, c, d, e. f 

(KJ-2) a, b, c, d 

fKT-n a, b, c d, e 

(KI-2) a, b. c. d. e. f 

(KI-3) a. b, c. d, e. f 

(KI-4) a, b. c, d. c, f 

CD/OS 1 
a. b, c, d, c (KM) 

Geography and Wo: Id Cultures/Civilizations S§2 
(KM) 

a,b.c 

Core Knowledge curriculum: 
World Mountains (Andes. Rockies, Alps, Himalayas); 
Europe in the Middle Ages: 
Spread of Islam and "Holy Wars": 
Early and Medieval African Kingdoms: 
China's Dynasties and Conquerors 

(KI-2) a, b. c. d 

(KI-3) a, b. c 

(KI-4) a,b,c 

§si 
(KM) 

a, b, c, d, e 

a,be (KI-2) 

10 
0) 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST BROWNSVILLE CHARTER SCHOOL 

This Instrument Witnesseth That the Board of Regents for and on behalf of the Education 
Department of the State of New York at their meeting of January 15, 2008, 

Voted, that 

A charter valid for a term up through and including January 14, 2013 is granted to the 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School pursuant to Article 56 of the Education Law and 
in accordance with the attached Charter Agreement dated October 26, 2007 between Kelly 
Wachowicz on behalf of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School, and the Board of 
Trustees of the State University of New York. 

Granted, January 15, 2008, by the Board 
of Regents of The University of the 
State of New York, for and on 
behalf of the State Education 
Department, and executed under 
the seal of said University and 
recorded as Number 316. 

Chancellor President of the University and 
Commissioner of Education 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST BROWNSVILLE CHARTER SCHOOL 

PROVISIONAL CHARTER 

This Instrument Witnesseth That the Board of Regents for and on behalf of the Education 
Department of the State of New York at their meeting of January 15, 2008, 

Voted, that 

1. A provisional charter valid for a term up through and including January 14, 2013 is 
issued incorporating Kelly Wachowicz, Max Polaner, Sean Andrews, Ernest Hart, Nicole 
Campbell, Chrystal Stokes and their successors as an education corporation under the 
corporate name of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School, located in the City of 
New York, the Borough of Brooklyn, State of New York. 

2. The purpose for which such corporation is formed is to operate a charter school pursuant 
to Article 56 of the Education Law and in accordance with the charter agreement between 
Kelly Wachowicz on behalf of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School, and the 
Board of Trustees of the State University of New York, as approved by the Board of 
Regents on January 15, 2008, and any subsequent authorized revisions or amendments 
thereto. 

3. The names and post office addresses of the first trustees are as follows: 

Kelly Wachowicz 
28 Old Fulton Street, Apt. 4K 
Brooklyn, New York 11201 

Max Polaner 
790 East New York Avenue 
Brooklyn, New York 11203 

Sean Andrews 
357 Ninth Street 
Brooklyn, New York 11215 

Ernest Hart 
41-65 Westmoreland Street 
Little Neck, New York 11363 

Nicole Campbell 
255 Bergen Street, Apt. 1 
Brooklyn, New York 11217 

Chrystal Stokes 
109 South Elliott Place, Apt. 3 
Brooklyn, New York 11217 

4. The board shall have power to adopt bylaws not inconsistent with the provisions 
of Article 56 of the Education Law. 

5. The corporation hereby created shall be a nonstock corporation organized and operated 
exclusively for educational purposes as defined in section 501(c)(3) of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986 (or the corresponding provision of any future United States 
Internal Revenue Law), and no part of its earnings or net income shall inure to the benefit 
of any individual; and no officer, member, or employee of the corporation shall receive or 
be entitled to receive any pecuniary profit from the operations thereof, except reasonable 
compensation for services. 
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6. Notwithstanding any other provision of these articles the corporation shall not carry on 
any other activities not permitted to be carried on (a) by a corporation exempt from 
Federal income tax under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (or the 
corresponding provision of any future United States Internal Revenue Law) or (b) by a 
corporation, contributions to which are deductible under section 170(c)(2) of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986 (or the corresponding provision of any future United States 
Internal Revenue Law). 

7. No substantial part of the activities of the corporation shall be devoted to carrying on 
propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation (except to the extent 
authorized by Internal Revenue Code section 501(h) as amended, or the corresponding 
provision of any future United States Internal Revenue Law, during any fiscal year or 
years in which the corporation has chosen to utilize the benefits authorized by the 
statutory provision), and the corporation shall not participate in nor intervene (including 
the publishing or distribution of statements) in any political campaign on behalf of, or in 
opposition to, any candidate for public office. 

8. Upon dissolution of the corporation, the board of trustees shall, after paying or making 
provision for the payment of all the liabilities of the corporation, dispose of the remaining 
assets of the corporation to another charter school located within the school district in 
which the charter school is located, provided that such charter school shall be exempt 
from federal income taxation under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986 (or the corresponding provision of any future United States Internal Revenue Law), 
exclusively for one or more exempt purposes within the meaning of section 501(c)(3) of 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (or the corresponding provision of any future United 
States Internal Revenue Law), or to the school district in which the charter school is 
located for a public purpose 

9. The principal office of the corporation shall be located at Achievement First, Inc., 790 
East New York Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 11203. 

10. The Commissioner of Education is designated as the representative of the corporation 
upon whom process in any action or proceeding against it may be served. 

11. Such provisional charter may be extended upon application for a term of up to five years 
in accordance with the provisions of Article 56 of the Education Law. 

Granted, January 15, 2008, by the Board 
of Regents of The University of the 
State of New York, for and on 
behalf of the State Education 
Department, and executed under 
the seal of said University and 
recorded as Number 316. 

Chancellor 
/ 

L*-^~<-/h 
President of the University and 

Commissioner of Education 
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DATED AS OF 
OCTOBER 2d, 2007 

BETWEEN 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE 
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 

AND 

APPLICANTS FOR THE 
ACHIEVEMENT FIRST BROWNSVILLE CHARTER SCHOOL 
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CHARTER 

This agreement is executed on thigj^&day offbt&k&A 2007 by and between 
the Board of Trustees of the State University of New York (the "Trustees") and Kelly 
Wacowicz (the "Applicants)") to establish and operate the ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 
BROWNSVILLE CHARTER SCHOOL (the "School" or "School Corporation"), an 
independent and autonomous public school under the New York Charter Schools Act of 1998. 

WITNESSETH: 

WHEREAS the State of New York (the "State") enacted the New York Charter 
Schools Act of 1998 (as amended, the "Act") codified in part as Article 56 of the Education Law 
(sections 2850-57); and 

WHEREAS pursuant to section 2852 of the Education Law, the Trustees have 
the authority to approve applications to establish charter schools in the State and thereafter to 
enter into agreements with applicants setting forth the terms and conditions under which a 
charter school is to operate, such agreements until issued in final form to be known as proposed 
charters; and 

WHEREAS the Applicant(s) submitted to the Trustees an application for 
establishment of the School pursuant to section 2851 of the Education Law (as modified and 
supplemented, the "Application"); and 

WHEREAS the Trustees have (i) determined that the Application satisfies each 
and every applicable requirement set forth in subdivision 2852(2) of the Education Law and (ii) 
approved the Application; and 

WHEREAS pursuant to the Act, the Board of Regents (the "Regents") is 
authorized to approve the proposed charter, issue a provisional charter, and incorporate an 
education corporation to establish and operate a charter school. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants, representations, 
warranties and agreements contained herein, the parties hereby agree as follows: 

SECTION 1. ESTABLISHMENT OF SCHOOL 

1.1 Charter. This agreement (the "Charter Agreement"), which incorporates 
the Application, attached hereto as Exhibit A and which shall be hereafter referred to as the 
Terms of Operation (the 'Terms of Operation"), the Monitoring Plan, attached hereto as 
Exhibit B (the "Monitoring Plan"), the accountability plan to be developed by the School 
during the first year of operation and further described herein, to be attached hereto as Exhibit C 
(the "Accountability Plan"), the additional assurances and terms, if any, set forth collectively 
and attached hereto as Exhibit D (the "Additional Assurances and Terms") and the Prior 
Action Visit Protocol and Checklist, attached hereto as Exhibit E (the "Prior Action Protocol"), 
shall constitute, before its approval by the Regents, the proposed charter (the "Proposed 



C^rter^D If approved or deemed approved by the Regents^ the proposed Charter shall he 
l^nown as the charter (the "Charters The Charter shall be binding on the school Corporate 
ar^ education corporahonmcorporated by the Regents underacertificateofincorporation issued 
p^irsuanttosubdivision28^(l)oftheEducation^aw^ 

1^2 Effective Oate^Term^ TheChartershallta^eeffectupon^andonlyupo^ 
it^ issuance byme Regents (me "^f^c^ve^ate^sub^ect^ however^ to any Imitations imposed 
h^rem and any provision to delay me effechve date set f^rthmmeAdditionalAssurancesa^d 
Terms^TheChartershall expire five(^) years from me Effective ^ate^ unless earliert^ 
orrenewed^ The Charter is deemed issued upon approval of the proposed Charters either by 
action ofthe Regents or operation oflaw pursuant to subdivisions 28^2(^^a) and 28^2(^b) of 
trie Education ^awD Prior to its issuances the proposed Charter is subject to modification or 
abandonment pursuant to subdivision 28^2(^b)of the Education l^aw^ It is further understood 
tl^at prior to its issuances modifications to me proposed Charters subject to the consent of the 
^pplicant(s)^ may result asaconseo^uence of comments received from the entities set ^brth in 
subdivision28^7(l)oftheEducation^aw^ 

1^ Prior Actions^ paragraph 1^2 of the Charter Agreements hereof 
riotwimstanding^ the school Corporation shall not provide instruction to any student until and 
imless the Trustees issueawritten statement to the ^chool^withacopy to the Regents^ attesting 
to the school Corporanonhaving completed all or substantially all ofthe prior actions setforth at 
ExhibitE(the "Prior Actions") to me sansfaction of the Trustees with such conditions as they 
mayreo^uire^ ^pon such confirmations the restrictions on the school Corporation setforth in the 
irnmediatelyforegoing sentence shall be of nofurtherforce and effects notwithstanding the 
f^regoing^mme event that the school Corporation is unable to tal^eand complete the Prior 
actions tothesatisfactionoftheTrusteesprior to September 21 of theyear immediately 
^^icceeding theyear in whichthe ^choolCorporationisoriginally scheduledto commence 
iristrucnon as setform in the Terms of C^eratiori^ the Charter shall be deemed to be void^ 
^^^ ^oreover^notwimstanding anything to the contrary in tmsparagraph^ the Prior Actions 
ar^emaddition to any omer condition setforthin the Charter ortheAct^ 

1^      ^ew Information The school Corporation shall not provide instruction to 
any smdent and shall not be eligible to receive any mnds^ or if it has received funds^ any further 
r^^^^ouldomer^i^emur^i^me^chool^^ 
l^aw^if 

(a) the Trustees receive information after the date on which the 
Proposed Charter is executed that provides substantial reason to believe either (i)theTerms of 
Operation contain material misstatements or material omissions of fact or (ii) the school 
corporation and^or any entity with which the school Corporation intends to contract to provide 
o^ay^to^day management of the ^chool^ is unable to oversee and operate the school inafiscally 
^nd educationally sound manner consistent with the terms of the Charter and the Act and all 
other applicable laws(the"l^ew informations and 

(b) the Trustees^ acting on the ^ew Informations issue in writing to the 
school Corporationastatementsemngmrth in particular the ^ew Information and the reasons 
v^hy the school Corporation shall not be permitted to provide instruction or receive the public 

^ 



^unds contemplated under the ^ctD l^pon appropriate showing by the School Corporation^the 
Trustees maywimdraw such statement and permit me School Corporation to provide instruction 
^o students and to receive public funds contemplated under secuon^^ of the Education l^aw^ 
In me event mat the Trustees issue the statement described by this paragraph prior to December 
^lof the year that the Charter becomes effectives and such statement is not withdrawn by the 
Trustees on or before September ^1 of me year immediately succeedmg me yearinwhich the 
charter becomes effectives the Charter shall be deemed to be void^^^ It shall be the 
ingoing obligauon of me applicant's) ^until me Effective Date) and the School Corporation 
(upon and afterme Effective Date)to provide to me Trustees in writmg any New mfbrmation 
whichitortheyisor are in^orcome(s)into^ possession 

S^CTION^O^^T^N^SC^O^ 

^1 mission Statement The School Corporation shall operate under the 
rrussion statement set forth in the Terms of Cperation^ Elowever^ the School Corporation may 
oriange^ amend oromerwisemodifyits mission statement and such changes shall not require the 
p^rmissionoftheTrustees or constituteare^ision to the Charter solong as the changes are 
approved byme board oftrusteesofme School Corporation ^the^Schoo^o^d^ and generally 
consistent wimmeTerms of C^eration^ and me School Corporation reports the modification to 
me Trustees as part ofits annual report as required byparagranh^loftheChar^^r^g^e^m^ri^ 

^      ^e^Cradel^an^e^ Number of Students^  The School Corporation shall 
provide instruction to pupils in such ages^ grades and numbers in each year of operation u^id^r 
m^ Charter as is set formmme Terms of deration ^me^^ro^eeted^n^o^mentSt^uctu^ 
and shall obtain me prior written permission of meTrustees for ^arian^s from thos^t^rm^ 
e^ceptas specifically set fbrthinsubparagraphs^a) and (b)below^ 

^a) TheSchool Corporation may enrollatotal number of students 
different h^m such number as is set mrm in me f^ro^ected Enrollment Structure ^the^^ecte^ 
To^^n^lmen^) so long as (i) the total enrollment does not exceed the lesser of one hundred 
and ten percent ^11^^) ofme^ro^ectedTotal Enrollment or twenty^five(^^) students more than 
the ^ro^ectedTotal Enrollments or ^ii) me total enrollment is not less than eighty^five percent 
^^)ofthe^roieetedTotalEnrollmentor^fty^)smdents^and 

(b) Th^ School Cor^orauo^ may ^aryth^ number of students in auy 
particular grade andBor number of smdentswithmaclass from that provided for in the f^ro^ected 
Enrollment Structure for the purnoseofaccommodating staffing exigencies and atmt^ 
and such changes shall not require the permission of theTrustees or constitutearevision to the 
Charters Notwithstanding subparagraph^a)of this paragraph and the immediately foregoing^ the 
School may not mal^e any change in the ^ro^ected Enrollment Structure without the written 
permission ofthe Trustees that results in or has the effect of^i) eliminating ornearly eliminating 
agrade or grades the School was scheduled to serve under the f^ro^ected Enrollment Structure or 
^ii) not enrolling any returning student scheduled to be served under the f^ro^ected Enrollment 
Structure or^iii) eliminating any student^sseatafterthestudenthas been admitted^ 



^ 

^3 ^dmissions^nrollment^ttendance. The school shall have in place and 
implement comprehensive policies for admissions, enrollment and attendance, which such 
policies shallbeapprovedbythe^chool^oardand shall beconsistentwith applicable law.^uch 
policies shall provide in detail the procedures and practices utilised by the school in regards to 
adrnission, enrollment, attendance and withdrawal, includmg,^^^^ 
ap^licafionsfor admission shall be timely, how to obtam an application ^radmission,the 
practices in operating the random selectionprocess, the maintenance of a wait list, the 
implementafion of the preferences required by law and the taking of attendance pursuant to 
sectionl^.lofTitle^ofmeOfficial compilation of^odes,RulesandRegulationsofthe^tate 
of^ew^ork^.^.^.R.R.^.The^chool^oardshallhavetheauthoritytomakechangestosuch 
policies and such changes shall not require the permission ofthe Trustees or constitutearevision 
totheOharter. ^uch changes, however, must be consistent with applicable law and regulations. 
The^choolOorporationshallutili^e reasonable outreach and marketingmeasurestomake 
potential applicants aware of opportunities ^br enrollment at the school. TheTrustees,upona 
finding that the outreach and marketing measures taken by the school corporation are 
inconsistent with applicable law or theTerms of Operation, may require the school corporation 
to take remedial action, including but not limited to, requiring me school corporation to extend 
its emollmentperiod, delay orvoid its random selection process, and^or conduct further specified 
outreach and marketing steps. Only to the extent specifically providedfor in theTerms of 
Operation or the additional assurances andTerms shall the school provideapreference to 
smdents at risk of academicfailureand^or limit admission toasingle sex and any change to such 
preferences as are providedfor by theTerms of Operation or the additional assurances and 
Terms shall require the prior written approval of theTrustees, it being understood that such 
changesmay alsorequirearevisionto theOharter,suchdeterminationtobemadebythe 
Trustees. 

^ educational ^ro^ram. The school corporation shall implement and 
provide educational programs that are designed to permit and do permit the students to meet or 
exceedthe performance standards adoptedbytheRegents andthe goals, andmeasures of 
progresstowardsthose goals,ofthe^choolas setforminme^ccountability^lan further 
described below, ^ub^ect to the immediately foregoing requirements, the school corporation 
shall have the right to make anymodifications to the educational program as it deems necessary, 
including but not lin^ted to the curriculum, pedagogical approach and staffmg structure, and 
such modifications shall not require the permission oftheTrustees or be deemedarevision to the 
charter, provided however, that any such modifications shall be generally consistent with the 
Terms of Operation and applicable law,and the school corporation reports such modifications 
on an annual basis as required byparagraph^.lofthe charter agreement. 

^ evaluation of^tudents. The school corporation shall implement student 
assessment requirements applicable to other public schools and administer Regents examinations 
to the same extent such examinations are required of other public school students,except as 
otherwise specifically provided by applicable law. In addition,the school shall supplement 
those assessment tools with the other assessment tools required by theTerms of Operation, if 
any, or as are required by or set ^rth in the accountability ^lanfurmer described below. 

^0 
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^ Accountability Plan, ^y^ayl^ofthe school year in ^vhich the School 
corporation conm^encesinstruchon, the School corporation shall create the Accountability Plan, 
^hich plan upon its completion shall be incorporated into the charter Agreement as ^hibit^ 
pursuant toparagraph 1.1. The Accountability Plan shall replace and substitute ^br the 
^sessment measures and educanonal goals and objectives set ^rmintheTerms of operation, 
r^ut shall not provide ^r less stringent assessment measures or educational goals and objectives 
t^han those set ^brth in the Terms of^peration. The specific terms, ^brmandrequirementsofthe 
accountability Plan, including any required goals and measures, are set ^brth in the 
accountability Plan guidelines ^the ^A^o^^b^ Pl^ ^^del^es^ maintained and 
^sseminated by me Trustees and currently on me website of me charter Schools mstitute^the 
^mstitute^ and such guidelines shall be binding on the School corporation, ^pon the 
accountability Plants creation,meSchool^orporanon shall fully implement, maintain,and 
report progress on, me Accountability Plan pursuant to the requirements of the Accountability 
P^lan^uidelmes and me annual repornngguidelmesmamtained by me Trustees ^me^Ann^^ 
^e^o^n^^^del^es^ and currently on the website ofme charter Schools Institute, as Bellas 
r^y paragraph ^.lof the charter Agreement, material amendments to the Accountability Plan 
^all be approved byme Trustees and shall beconsistent^th the Accountability Plan guidelines 
tl^en in effect. The School corporation understands that its success in meeting the goals and 
rrieasures set mrm in me Accountability Plan shall be me predominant criterion by ^vhich the 
success ofits education program ^vill be evaluated by the Trustees upon the School^sapplication 
r^rrene^valofthe charter. 

^ School ^alendar^avs and r^ours of Operation. The days and hours of 
deration ofthe School shall be determined bythe School corporation at its discretion subject to 
the rbllo^ving restrictions^ 

^ The days and hours of operation shall at all times be sufficient to 
allo^ the School to meet the student performance standards set by the regents and the academic 
achievement goals and omer goals set ^brth in the Accountability Plan andinno event shall the 
Schoolprovidelessinstructionaltimeduringaschoolyear than isrequiredofother public 
schools ^m instructional time to be divided in generally equal amounts over no less than 1^ 
days. 

^ To allo^v parents to determine whether the Schools program is 
appropriate ^br their child^ren^, the School corporation shall in each year of the charter 
determine the days and hours of operation of the Schooler the ne^t school year by Pebruaryl 
of the then current schoolyear and shall make such information readily available toparents 
seeking to enroll meir children in or return their children to the School and provideacopy of 
such material to the Trustees inamanner that ^villallo^v them to post such intbrmation on the 
website of themstitute. The Schoolshall not thereafter ^br the ne^tschoolyear make any 
material changes to the days and hours ofoperationofthe School from those determined on each 
February l^date that have the effect of shortening the number of days of instruction or hours in 
^hich such instruction is provided without obtaining theprior^vritten permission ofthe Trustees, 
it being understoodmat such permission shall not be forthcoming except ^br good cause sho^vn. 

^ notwithstanding subparagraph^above, in the first school year in 
^vhich the School provides instruction, the days and hours ofoperation shall be those set ^brth in 

^ 
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the Terms of Operation, except that the School shall have the discretion, and without seeing 
p^rnnssionofme Trustees, to^provide ten percent ^l^orten^l^fewer days ofinstruction, 
whichever is less, man mat amount setformmmeTerms of Operation and^lengmen 
s^hooldayandschoolyear as itdeems necessary and appropriateso longas theSchool 
^orporationprovidestimelynotice to parentsofsuch changes^ 

^ Student l^iscinlmarv^ode^ The School corporation shall maintain and 
implement written rules and procedures tor student discipline, including guidelines ror 
^^spension and expulsion, and shall dissemmate those procedures to students and parent Such 
guidelines and procedures must be consistent wim applicable law,including, but not limited to, 
requirements tor due process, provision of alternative instruction and federal laws and 
regulations governing the placement of students with disabilities' In the first year of operation, 
the disciplme policy must be consistent wim me disciplmepohcysetforth in meTerms of 
^perationD Thereafter, the School corporation shall have the authority to make such 
r^odifications to the student disciplinary code as it deems necessary and appropriate, and such 
^modifications shall not require me permission of theTrustees or be deemed to constitutea 
^vision to me Oharter,except that material modifications of the disciplinary code shallbe 
^pprovedby theboard of trustees of the School ^orporationprior to suchmodifications 
becoming effectives 

^ Oode of ^thics^ The School corporation, its trustees, officers and 
employees shall abide by the code of ethics of the School set tbrth in the Terms of Operation, 
^nd the School corporation shall disseminate me code in written ^rm to its trustees, officers and 
employees^ modifications tothe code ofethics shall require prior writtenapprovalby the 
Trustees^ 

^10 governances School ^oard^v^laws^ The School corporation shall be^ 
^o^erned me School ^oard,whichimtially shall consist of those individuals specifically named 
in theTerm^ of Operation ^the^oundmg School T^ustees^ ^ny member of the School 
^oard thereafter appointed or elected shall be l^ownasaschool trustee ^Schoo^T^ustee^ 
T^e School 8oard shall have final authority tor policy and operational decisions of the School 
although nothing herein shall prevent the School 13oard from delegating decisionDmaking 
authority to officers, employees and agents of the School corporation The School ^oard shall 
l^^^tabh^h^dan^ operate pursuant to the tbllowing requirements and restrictions^ 

^ The School ^oard shall initially operate pursuant to the by-laws set 
forih in theTerms of Operations The School ^oard shall meet within thirty ^3^ days of the 
^f^ectivel^ate and duly ratify such by^laws^ Thereafter the School ^oard^hall operate pursuant 
to the by^law^ of meSchool corporation whemer such by-laws be those initially setforth in the 
Terms of Operation or as amended pursuant to subparagraph^of this paragraph ^^lO^initially 
^rasamended,the^y^aws^,aswellasthegovernanceprovisionsofthel^ot^for^rofit 
corporation and education f^aws^ 

^ The ^y^laws may not be amended in any material respect without 
the priorwritten approval ofthe Trustees, such approval not to be unreasonablywithheld, and in 
r^oeventcanthey conflict with any termof the Oharter or law, including provisions of the 
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education and^ot^br^rof^t ^orporation^aws applicable to charter schools m seeding 
modification of the By-laws, the School Board shall submit to the^fru^teesaduly approved 
resolution ofmeSchoolBoardsettmg^brth the proposedmaterial changes to the By^laws^ 

^ ^fhe School Board shal^ have as its members such total number of 
school trustees and shall reserve seats on the School Boarder such specified members or 
constituent groupsmsuch numbers a^ is set ^rmmme^ermsof^peration^ ^fhe By-laws sha^l 
^ontamprovisionscon^istenttherewith^ 

^ notwithstanding any provision to the contrary in the charter 
agreement, ^ermsof^perationorBy^laws, in no event shall the School Board, at anytime, be 
comprised of voting members of whom more man ^brty percent ^0^ are directors, officers, 
employees, agents or omei^ise affiliated wim any smgle entity ^with the exception ofthe School 
corporation or ofanother charter schools regardless of whether said entity isaffiliatedor 
otherwise partnered with the School ^or the purposes of this paragraph,^single entity shall 
r^ean any individual entity, as well as any and all related entities to such entity such as parents, 
s^ibsidiaries,affiliates andpartnersD ^fhe^frusteesmay, at their solediscretion,waivethis 
restriction uponawritten request n^om the Schools 

^ ^here the School corporation has engaged an educational service 
provider or other entity thatprovides comprehensive management services to the school pursuant 
toacontract between such entity and the Schools 

^ ifsuchentity isa^br^profit entity,no employee, director, 
officer, agent orindividualomerwise affiliated with such entity andBoranyrelatedentity,nor any 
irrm^ediate^amily members of such persons, shall be eligible toserveonthe School Boards 

^ if such entity isanot^mr^profit entity, no more than two^ 
trustees may be affiliatedwim such not^r^profit entity, or have immediatefan^ly members s^^ 
affiliated, andonesuch trustee^saffiliationislimitedto serving as director of suchentity^ 
provided, however, that in such case the following restrictions shall apply and be contained in 
theBy^laws^ 

^ termination of the contract with the notD^brDprofit 
educational service provider or other entity shall constitute cause ^br removal of such persons 
from the School Board,and upon such termination such persons may be removed from the 
School Board by vote of the School Board provided there isaquorum of at leastamajority of 
the entire School Board present at the meetings and 

^ such persons shall not hold the offices of chair or 
treasurer ofthe School Boards and 

^ when the School Board has proper grounds to go into 
executive session pursuant to the ^pen^leetings^aw,and the School Board is to discuss orvote 
upon an issue related to the not^rprofit management company or entity, the personnel of such 
company or entity, or such persons, the School Boardmay,af^er such persons has had an 
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op^orturuty to tully address the School Board, continue such executive session outside of t^ie 
presence of such person^s^and 

^ the number of trustees on the School Board shall not 
be less man seven^wheretwo^trustees are af^liatedwim the not-for-profit entity and not 
le^sthansix^whereone^l^trusteeisaf^iliated with thenot^tbr^profit entity^ 

^ ^eSchoolBoardshallnotif^me trustees withinfive^business 
days of any of the following School Board member actions: removal, resignation, expiration of 
te^rnwithoutre^election, or otherwise leavingtheSchoolBoard^ 

^ ^fhe School Board shall require that each School trustee who has 
served on me School Board duringaschoolvear shall file annuallyadisclosure report ^the 
^^o^^iistee^sc^os^re^epo^wimm^ 
shall be provided by the^frustees^ ^fheSchool trustee disclosure report shall set forth and 
attest to transactions between the School Corporation on the one hand andaSchool trustee and 
a^yenhtywimwhich such School ^ruste^ is af^liated, on the other, as such transactions maybe 
defined by the ^rustees^ As set tbrth in paragraph ^^lof this Charter Agreement, the School 
^ri^stee disclosure report tor each School trustee shall be submitted yearly as part of the 
Schools annual report ^the^Anni^al^epo^^ In the event that any School trustee tails to file 
a^chool trustee disclosure report within thirty ^^ days of its due date of August 1,or such 
report is inmaterial respects incomplete, misleading oruntrumml, and me^rustees inform the 
SchoolBoardofits determination in this regard, the School Corporation, notwithstanding any 
provision ofits Bylaws, shall inanmelytashion remove such School trustee pursuant toavote 
ofthe School Board and the tailure of the School Board to so act shall beamaterial violation of 
theCh^terD Should^S^hool^^st^e^^igiir^om^^m^v^^l^^^m^S^h^^lB^^dwimout 
having submittedaSchool trustee disclosure report tor any year in which such School trustee 
served,theSchoolCorporation shall provide the^rusteeswitharecordof the transactions 
required by me School trustee disclosure report tor that School^frustee tor each relevant 
school year, such reports to be signed bythe School Corporation and due on Augustlas part of 
the Annual l^eport^ 

^ curing the one^vear period from the time that this Charter is 
^^^^d^t^n^,m^^^ot^o^d^^^^isto^ 
oth^r additional members that are approved consistent with paragraph ^11 of the Charter 
Agreement m me event that more than fif^y percent ^^ of the bounding School trustees 
r^^ignt^om or omerwise leave me School Bo^dwimin one ^l^veart^om the ^t^^tiveOate, the 
School shall be deemed in material violation ofits Charter and may, at the sole discretion of the 
trustees, be placed on probation 

^11 Selection of l^ewSchool Board ^vlembers^ All School^frustees shall 
possess appropriate qualifications tor membership on the School Board, as such qualifications 
a^e set tbrth in the^fermsofCperation, and shall be seated pursuant to the tbllowingprocedures^ 
^rior to theappointmentorelectionof anvSchool^fru^teewhoisnot a^oundingSchool 
trustee, the School Board must submit to the trustees ^pursuant toaduly approved resolution of 
tfie School Boards the name of the proposed School trustee and such individual must timelv 
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provide to the Trustees^ in ^tingand^orinperson^ 
shall require (the "School Trustee Background Information"). Within fi^rty-five (45) days of 
deceiving thename of theproposed School Trustee and the School Trustee ^ac^ground 
I^fi^rmafion^ me Trustees shallm^tingre^ect or approve such individual, mtheeventthatthe 
trustees do notprovide in ^tinganapproval or re^ecfion^thm the ^rty-five (45) day tir^^ 
^eriod^ the proposed School Trustee may be seated so long as such action ^vould be consistent 
^ith the 8y-la^vsandany other applicableTerms of operation, ^failure by the School 
^orporafion or me proposed School Trustee to timely provide me School Trustee 8acl^ground 
Information to the Trustees shall be grounds fi^r his or herre^ection. 

2.12 complaint policy. The School corporation shall implement and maintain 
acomplaint policy to receive and handle complaints brought pursuant to subdivision 2855(4) of 
trie education ^Ba^v. mitially^ such policy shall be thatpohcy set ^brth in theTermsof^peration. 
TBhe School corporation shallhave the po^verto amend thecomplaintpolicy in any^vayit deems 
necessary and appropriated so long as^ such amendments are approved by the School 8oard and 
are consistent^ithapplicablela^vanddue process, ^copy ofthe School corporations 
c^mplamt policy shall be distributed to me parents a^ 
School and made readily available to all others requestingacopy. The School corporation shall 
also provideacopyoftheSchool'scurrentcomplaintpolicyto the Trustees. Upon resolution of 
acomplaint^ the School ^orporationshall provide tothe complainants 

(a) its written determination and anyremedial action thereto^ 

(b) a written notice to the complainant that he or ^he may appeal the 
determination of the School corporation to the Trustees^ and 

(c) a copy of the Trustees'grievance policies (as they are posted on 
the^vebsiteofthe Institute). 

2.1^ contracting ^vith an educational Service provider, ^ny entity that 
provides all orasubstantial subset of all services necessary to operate and oversee the School's 
educational program onafee basis and pursuant toateebased contract shall be l^no^vn as an 
educational service provider ("educational Service provider") and the contract under ^vhich 
such services are provided shall be reterredtoasthe management contract("l^anagemeut 
contract"), ^ny other contractual arrangements^ including but not limited to leases^ subleases^ 
lease-purchase agreements^ credit facilities' loan agreements^ promissory notes^ negotiable 
instruments and omer debt instruments^ that are contemplated between the School corporation 
on me one hand and the educational Service ^rovider^ its partners^ parents^ subsidiaries^ agents 
and affiliates (including any entity that holds an economic interest in the educational Service 
provider) on the others shall be loio^vn collectively^ together ^vith the management ^ontract^ as 
^S^^ontracts("^S^^ontracts"). The tollo^ving requirements andprovisions relating to 
educational Service ^roviders^anagement contracts and ^S^ contracts shall apply. 

(a) TheTrustees reserve the right to review and disapprove for good 
cause sho^vn any and all ^Sl^ contracts that the School seel^s to execute or amend during the 
time that the charter is in effect,   ^ood cause sho^vn includes but is in no ^vay limited toa 
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filing that the ^S^ Contract or ^S^ Contracts at issue do not,under the totality of the 
circumstances, allow the School Corporation efrecti^e and sufficient means to hold the 
^^ucationalSer^ce^ro^ider accountable, includingmeans to terminate the educational Ser^ioe 
^o^iderwimout placing me School Corporators mrther existence in peril. The abo^e terms 
ar^^einaddition to mere^uirementsofparagraph^.l7oftheCharter agreement. . 

^ To facilitate the Trustees^ rights of review and disapproval, the 
School Corporation shall provide the Trustees with any proposed ^S^ Contractor proposed 
material amendmentofan^S^Contract^notlatermanthirty^^dayspriortomepro^ 
of execution, maddifion to me ^regoing, prior to its first year of operation, and where no prior 
Management Contract has been in place, the School Corporation must submit the proposed 
Management Contract to me Trustees byno later man Maylinnnematelyprecedmg the start of 
tr^e school year, ^hen submitting an ^S^ Contract, the School Corporation must includea 
^^tten opinion of me Schoolyards legal counsel stating that the ^S^Contracthas been 
r^ewed by legalcounseltothe School ^oard. ^ithinthirty^^ days of receiving the 
proposed ^S^ Contract, the Trustees shall notify the School 13oard if the agreement is 
d^sappro^ed,exceptthattheTrustees, at their discretion,mayextendthe review period an 
a^difional thirty ^0^ days. It is expresslyunderstood that should the Trustees not disapprove an 
^S^ Contract, me Trustees by such action are in no way endorsing or appro^ingthe contract, the 
f^e arrangements ifany or any otherpro^isions contained therein. 

^ The School Corporation shall not enter into a Management 
contract wim any educational Service I^o^idernot identified as such in theTerms of Operation 
^ithoutrecei^ingpriorwritten approval fiomthe Trustees. 

^ To the extent that theTerms of Operation contemplate that the 
school Corporation was to be operated with the assistance of an educational Service ^ro^ider 
pursuant to a Management Contract, the School Corporationshall obtain the prior written 
approval of the Trustees prior to operating the School without such^ducational Service 
^o^ider^ assistance, ^otwithstandingthe abo^e, it isunderstood that circumstancesmay 
r^e^uire the School Corporation to terminate a Management Contract andBor not renew a 
management Contract and thereafter operate the School without the services of the educational 
^er^ice^ro^der identified in the Terms of Operation ^or otherwise subsequently approved by 
t^eTrustees^priortoo^tai^i^gmepe^^^^^o^meTr^^e^. ^hereth^Tr^^tee^d^ter^i^e,at 
trieir sole discretion, that such circumstances exist, and the School Corporation has made good 
f^mef^rts to timely intormtheTrustees of the circumstances,theTrustees may wai^e the 
school Corporations breach of the prior permission requirement and allow the School 
C^orporationtosee^permission^^^^. 

^ Management Contracts shall set forthwith particularity ^^^^, 
tl^e extent of me educational Service ^ro^ider^s participation in the organisation, operation and 
governance ofthe School. 

^ Tofiirther and facilitate their re^iew,theTrustees may require the 
school Corporation to submit together with any ^S^ Contract, additional information or 
assurances. 
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^      L^pon the execution of an ^S^Oontract^ and anyrevisionthereto^a 
c^opyof such contract orrevised contract shall be promptlyprovided to the Trustees. 

^.1^ Student Transportation. The School corporation shall meet the 
transportanon needs of smdentsmeh^hlefor transportation pursuant to section 3635 of the 
EducationLawonly to theextentprovidedforintheTermsof Operation. TheSchool 
Corporation may contract wimaschool district torme provision of supplemental transportation 
^^rvices to the School. ^11 transportation provided bythe School corporation shall complyv^ith 
^Isatety laws and regulations applicable to other pubhc schools, notwithstanding the above^ 
trie School Oorporation^sfailure to provide such supplemental transportation as is contemplated 
ir^ the Terms of Operation where such transportation was to be provided by contract with the 
school districts shall not be deemedamaterial or substantial violation of the Oharter^ where the 
school Oorporationhas attempted to negotiate such contract in ^oodfaith with the applicable 
school district, m such events theTrustees may require the School corporation to provide the 
contemplated supplemental transportation services by alternate means ifsuch means would be 
re^a^onableunderthe circumstances. 

^.15 health Services. The School corporation shall provide such health 
services as are set ^rm in theTerms of Operation or their equivalents so lon^ as the services 
providedmeet applicable law. 

^.16 ^ood Services. The School corporation shall provide appropriate rood 
services consistentwith or eo^ual to those outlined in theTermsofOperation. 

^.17 ^acilitv^ Location. The building in which the School is to be located 
shallbe^nownastheschooltacility^the^School^acl^ty^. 

^      ^rior to ^layl^oftheyear that the School intends to provide 
instruction tbrthe first time^ the School corporation shall have^ 

^ entered into a leased purchase agreement or other such 
agreement which has been reviewed by counsel to the School corporation. The School 
corporation shall provide to the Tiusteesaletter from counsel attesting to such review prior to 
the ^ayl^ deadline. The leased purchase agreement or other such agreement shall provide the 
School with all rights and permissions as are necessary to operate asaschool in the School 
facility according to me plan set tbrmmthe Terms of Operation ^the facility ^reement^ 
and 

^ provided to the Trustees tbrre^iew and app^o^alacopy of the 
facility ^^eementandadetailed schedule setting tbrth the steps necessary to mal^e the School 
facility readyfor commencement of instructions together with the dates upon which snch steps 
will be completed ^the facility completion Scheduled. The facility completion Schedule 
shall indicate the permits and licenses required to be obtained prior to the School corporation 
bein^ legally able to operate the School in the School facility ^includin^ but not limited to^a 
certificate of occupancy^collectively the ^ermits^ with the dates on which each such permit 
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sh^all he ohtamed,adetailed construction^^ 
the wor^ to he completed and the dates on which such worl^ will he completed, and an upd^^d 
ar^d detailed hudgetforall costs associated with preparingtheSchool^acihtyforoccupancy^ 

^ In the event thata^acility agreement is not in place hy^ayl^ of 
tl^ecalendaryear in wl^ch the School intends to firstprovidemstruchor^ the School Co^ 
rr^ay not conunence instruction until the start ofthe school year succeedmg such scheduled st^t, 
s^ect, however, to havmg^enteredmtoa^acihty^greement,^provided to the Trustees 
s^ch agreement as well as me facility Complehon Schedule hy^ayl^ of such succeeding ye^, 
a^d^mesuhsequentapprovaloftheTrustees. ^otwithstandmg the immediately foregoing 
sentence, me Trustees may waive the restrictions contained therein upon good cause shown arid 
extend me date upon which me facility agreement and facility Completion Schedule would he 
otherwise due. 

^ In the event that theTrusteesfind,through their review of the 
^acilityCompleuonSchedule,the^acihty^greementoranyomerinquiryandmvestigauon^ 
i^ is unh^ely mat me School facility will he completed and mat all ^errnits will he ohtamed^m 
tirnefor me operimg of the School on me Schools scheduled opening date, the Trustees may 
require the School Corporation to delay commencement of instruction until me next academic 
year or such other date as the Trustees may designate. In the event that the Trustees require such 
^elay,they shall provide theirreasons in writingto the School Corporation hy^ulyl^ofthe year 
in which the School is then scheduled to provide instruction. 

^ pursuant to suhdivision^^l^^ofthe^ducation^aw, and 
notwithstanding any contrary provision of this paragraph, in the event that the Terms of 
C^perationdonot identify meSchool^a^ility,th^School^hall notify theTrusteesandthe 
^egentswithinten^l^husiness days oftheSchool^acility having heenidentified. 

^ The School Corporation shall ta^e such actions as are necessary to 
ensure mat me facility agreement and permits are valid and inforce at all times that the Charter 
i^ in effect. 

^.1^ Change in location. The School may change the physical location of the 
^choo^aci^ity or ohtain^dditionalhuildin^formeSchool facility withmme same scho 
district or specified section mereofif so identifiedmmeTerms of Operation ^in the case of the 
^ew ^or^City Schoolf^istrict,thehoroughor specified section within thedistrict if so 
identified in me Terms of C^eration^ or ohtain additional space inahuilding it already occupies 
provided that the SchoolCorporation satisfies the provisions of the^ct,including,hut not 
limited to, suhdivision^^l^h^ofthe education l^aw,and provided furtherthat^ 

^ the School Corporation notifies the Trustees of the proposed 
ohange in location or addition offacilities, in me case ofan August or Septemher opening, prior 
t^^ayl^ofthe calendar year in which the School intends to provide instruction in the new or 
additional facility, or, in the case of any other opening, one hundred and twenty ^1^ days prior 
to the proposed commencement ofinstruction in the new or additionalfacility, and provides the 
trustees with^a^acility Completion Schedule,^an unexecuted ^acility^greementora 
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statement setting ^rth the material terms of the lease or purchase agreement, and (iii)al^ttet^ 
^om legal counsel inmcating mat such counsel has reviewed such terms^ and provided nether 
t^iat 

(b) me Trustees do not issueadenial to the school corporation within 
^ty(^O) days ofits receipt of suchnotification. The Trustees may issueadenial only mr good 
cause. A f^lure to provide meTrusteeswim me nonce period and^or Facility completion 
schedule required by sub^paragraph2.1^(a),togemerwim all material terms regardmgme lease 
or purchase of me proposed school Facility,withm me timen^ames set ^rm therein shall 
constitute good cause. Notwimstandmg me immediately mregoing, the Trustees may shorten or 
omerwise waive the one hundred and twenty (120) day notice or other requirement ^br good 
cause shown. Allure to obtain the permission of the Trustees as speeded above shall cause 
any Facility Agreement entered into without such permission to be voidable at the discretion of 
t^ie Trustees. 

2.1^ ^onitorin^ Flan and ^versi^ht. The school corporation and the school 
^oardaclmowledge that the Trustees, or their authorised agents, and the regents have the right 
to visit, examine into and inspectthe school and its records. Topermit the Trustees to mlfill this 
oversight funcnon under me Act and ensure that the school is in compliance with all applicable 
l^ws and regulanons and me terms and conditions ofmis barter, the school corporation agrees 
to abide by me monitoring Flan mat me mstimte will implement, the requirements of which are 
set^brthat^hibit^. 

^^O^^F^^A^^^A^^ 

^.1 Frovisionof^ervices. The school corporation shall provide services and 
acconm^odationstosmdentswimdisabilines as set ^rmintheTerms of Operation and in 
accordance wim me mdividualswiml^isabilines education Act (20 ^.^.^.^1^01^^^.), the 
Americans with disabilities Act (^2 ^.^.^. ^ 12101 ^ ^.) and section ^0^ of the 
rehabilitation Act ofl^7^ (2^ ^.^.^.^7^) (^ect^on^^), including providing services to 
attending students withdisabilities in accordance with the individualized education program 
(individualized ^d^ca^onF^o^am^) recommended by me committee or subcommittee on 
special education ofthe students school district of residence. Fursuant to subdivision 2^^)(a) 
of the education l^aw,the school shall provide such appropriate and required services either 
directly or by contract wim another provider, and, to the extent not otherwise indicated in the 
Terms of Operation, the school corporation may, elect to have certain services provided bya 
student^sschool district of residence. The school corporation may seel^ reimbursement froma 
student^sdistrict of residence tor special education and related services provided by the school 
corporation, pursuant toastudent^smdividuali^ed education Frogram or section ^0^ plan, to 
the extent permitted under section 2^^ of the education l^aw and the New^or^l^awsof2002, 
chapters,part^, section 102. 

^.2 Funding of services. The school corporation is authorised to receive 
n^omalocal school district direct payment of any federal or state aid attributable toastudent 
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with a disability attending the School in proportion to the level of services for such student with 
a disability that the School provides directly or indirectly, or as set forth in contract. 

SECTION 4. PERSONNEL 

4.1 Status. The School Board shall employ and contract with necessary 
personnel. The School Corporation shall provide written notice to the Trustees within five (5) 
business days of the hiring or departure (by resignation or dismissal) of the director / principal of 
the School. The organizational structure of the School shall be consistent with the structure set 
forth in the Terms of Operation. 

4.2 Personnel Policies: Staff Responsibilities. The School Corporation shall 
make available in written form its hiring and personnel policies and procedures, including the 
qualifications required by the School in the hiring of teachers, school administrators and other 
school employees as well as a description of staff responsibilities. Such policies and procedures 
shall be consistent with those set forth in the Terms of Operation. 

4.3 Instructional Providers. The School Corporation shall employ or 
otherwise utilize in instructional positions only those individuals who are certified in accordance 
with the requirements applicable to other public schools, or who are otherwise qualified to teach 
under clauses (i)-(iv) of subdivision 2854(3)(a-l) of the Education Law, and applicable federal 
law. For purposes of this section, "instructional positions" means all those positions involving 
duties and responsibilities that, if otherwise undertaken in the New York public schools, would 
require teacher certification. Teachers excepted from certification under clauses (i)-(iv) of 
subdivision 2854(3)(a-l) of the Education Law shall not in total comprise more than thirty 
percent (30%) of the instructional employees of the School, or five (5) teachers, whichever is 
less and shall have the qualifications required by state and federal law, including, but not limited 
to, those imposed under the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001. A teacher certified or otherwise 
approved by the Commissioner of Education of the State of New York (the "Commissioner") 
shall not be counted against these numerical limits. 

4.4 Paraprofessionals. Paraprofessionals employed by the School Corporation 
must meet all credentialing requirements imposed by applicable federal law. 

4.5 Background Checks; Fingerprinting. The School Corporation shall 
establish, maintain and implement procedures for conducting background checks (including a 
fingerprint check for a criminal record) of, and appointing on an emergency conditional basis (if 
applicable), all school employees and prospective employees (whether part or full time) of the 
School, as well as any individual who has regular access to the students enrolled in the school 
(including, but not limited to, employees and agents of any company or organization which is a 
party to a contract to provide services to the School) to the extent required by subdivision 
2854(3)(a-2) of the Education Law and the applicable requirements of the Safe Schools Against 
Violence in Education legislation (Chapter 180 of the Laws of 2000) and 8 N.Y.C.R.R. part 87. 
The School Corporation may, but is not required to, conduct any and all other background 
checks permitted by law. 
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4.6 Collective Bargaining.   In accordance with Education Law subdivision 
2854(3)(b-l) (as amended by Chapter 57 of the Laws of 2007), in the event that 

(a) student enrollment at the School on the first day on which the 
School commences instruction does not exceed two hundred fifty (250) or the average daily 
student enrollment of the School does not exceed two hundred fifty (250) at any point during the 
first two (2) years after the school commences instruction; or 

(b) the Trustees have granted to the School Corporation a waiver 
pursuant to paragraph 2854(3)(b-l) of the Education Law and the School's enrollment exceeds 
two hundred fifty (250) at any point during the first two (2) years; 

then employees of the School Corporation shall not be deemed members of any existing 
collective bargaining unit representing employees of the school district in which the School is 
located, and the School and its employees shall not be subject to any existing collective 
bargaining agreement between the school district and its employees. The School Corporation 
may, in its sole discretion, choose whether or not to offer the terms of any existing collective 
bargaining to school employees. If employees of the School Corporation are not represented by 
an existing collective bargaining unit, the School Corporation shall afford reasonable access to 
any employee organization during the reasonable proximate period before any representation 
question is raised. If the employee organization is a challenging organization, reasonable access 
shall be provided to any organization seeking to represent employees beginning with a date 
reasonably proximate to a challenge period. 

(c) the conditions in subparagraphs (a) or (b) immediately above are 
not met, then all employees of the School who are eligible for representation under Article 14 of 
the Civil Service Law shall be deemed to be represented in a separate negotiating unit at the 
School by the same employee organization, if any, that represents like employees in the school 
district in which the School is located. 

4.7 Pension Payments. The employees of the School Corporation may be 
deemed employees of the local school district for the purpose of providing retirement benefits, 
including membership in the teachers' retirement system and other retirement systems open to 
employees of public schools. The financial contributions for such benefits shall be the 
responsibility of the School Corporation and its employees. Notwithstanding any contrary 
provision of the Charter, the parties shall abide by further regulations promulgated by the 
Commissioner, in consultation with the New York State Comptroller, to implement the 
provisions of this paragraph, including 8 N.Y.C.R.R. section 119.2. 

SECTION 5. FINANCIAL OPERATIONS OF SCHOOL 

5.1 Management and Financial Controls. The School Corporation shall at all 
times maintain appropriate governance and managerial procedures and financial controls. To 
better ensure this outcome from the School's commencement, the School Corporation shall 
provide a statement to the Trustees no later than sixty (60) days from the Effective Date 
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co^cermng me stams of management and financial co^ ^h^ 
Initial Statement must address whether me School ^orporationhas documented adequate 
co^ntrolsrelatingto^ 

(a^ preparing financial statements in accordance with generally 
accepted accountingprocedures^ 

(b^      payroll procedures^ 

(c^      accountingforcontributions and grants^ 

(d^ procedures for the creation and review of quarterly financial 
statements^which procedures shall specifically identify the individual who will be responsihle 
fc^rpreparingahdreviewing such financial statements^ and 

(e^      appropriate internal financial controls and procedures 

The mitial Statement shall be reviewed and rafified by me School Board prior to its submission 
to the trustees. The School corporation shall thereafter retain an independent certified public 
accountantor independent certifiedpublic accountingfirmlicensedinl^ew^or^State to 
perform an agreed-upon procedures engagement (the "Independent Accountants'Reports in 
accordance wim attestation standards established by me American mstitute of certified public 
accountants. The purpose ofthe engagement will be to assist the School Board and the Trustees 
ir^ evaluating the Initial Statement and the procedures^ policies and practices established 
thereunder. The engagement shall commence withinforty^five(^^ days afterthe date on which 
the School has received and disbursed more than ^^0^0^ in monies received from payments 
f^om school districts^ under section ^^^ofthe education ^aw^ or from grants or other revenue 
sources. The resulting mdependentAccountants^eport should be provided to the School Board 
no laterforty-five days (rafter the commencement of such engagement withacopy to the 
Trustees, m me event that the Independent Accountants^eport reveals that any of the above 
rr^anagement and financial controls (subparagraphs(a^--(e^ of thisparagraph^ are not in placed 
the School corporation shall remedy such deficiencies no latermanforty-five(^days from the 
date the Independent Accountants^eportwas received bythe School Board and shall provide to 
theTru^te^s^tmn that ^orty-five(^^ day periodastatement that all deficiencies identified in 
the mdependent Accountants^ report have been corrected. Such statement shall identiry the 
steps undertaken to correct the identified deficiencies. TheTrustees may require additional 
evidence to verifythe correction of all such deficiencies. 

^ financial Statements^ Interim reports. All financial statements that the 
school corporation is required to prepare shallbe in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting principlesthenineffectfornot-for-profitcorporations. Ouringitsfirstyearof 
operations the School corporation shall prepare and submit to me Trustees withinforty-five(^^ 
days ofthe end ofeach quarter ofits fiscal year an unaudited statement ofincome and expenses 
for that preceding quarter inaform agreed upon by theTrustees and the School corporation. 
T^eTrustees may by written request require submission of such statements in future years of the 
S^chool^soperation. 

^ 
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^ audits, ^heSchoolCorporationshallretainanindependentcerti^ed 
public accountant or cerfified public accountmg firm licensedm^ew^ork State to perforrn 
^rmually an audit of me School Corporations annual financial statements, ^fhe independent 
^udit of me School^sfinancial statements must be permrmed in accordance with gener^ly 
^ceptedauditmg standards and^v^^^^^^^^^^^^ issued by me Compt^^ 
general of me united States, as well a^ any additional requirements and gu^d^lmesp 
the trustees, ^e audited fmancialstatementsmust be subnutted to the trustees by ^ovemb^r^ 
of each year, m addition, and pursuant to the same timetable, the School Corporation m^st 
r^e^nire its independent certified public accountant to issueareport on compliance with lav^s, 
regulations, contracts and grants and on internal controls over financial reporting, based on its 
^uditofthe financial statements, ^he School Corporation must submitthis report to the ^frust^es 
togemerwimacorrective plan addressmganywealmessesorproblemsidenfified in the planning 
and performance of the audit, ^fhe corrective plan must address each suggestion for 
consideration of management contained in the compliance report and includeatimetable that 
idenfifiesmedateby whicheachcorrective step willhavebeencompleted, ^fhe School 
Corporation shall also conduct progranimatic audits when and to the extent required of other 
public schools, with such audit being comparable in scope tothose required ofother public 
schools, 

^ ^iscal^ear, ^fhe fiscal year ofthe School Corporation shall begin on July 
^of each calendar year of the term of this Charter and shall end on June^Oof the subsequent 
calendaryear, 

^ annual ^ud^et and Cashflow projections, ^fhe School Corporation shall 
prepare and provide to the ^rusteesacopyofits annual budget and cash flow projection ^breach 
fiscaJyear by nolater than June^Oof me immediately preceding fiscalyear, ^fhe School 
Corporafion shall provide its annual budget and cash fiowprojecfionfi^r the first fiscal year in 
which it provides iristruction by ^ugust^of such year in the event that the budget orprojection 
differs in anymaterial respect fiom that set ^brthin the ^fermsofCperation, 

^ maintenance of Corporate Status^ ^fa^ ^emptions, ^fhe School 
Corporation shall maintain its status as an education corporation, ^fhe School ^oard shall obtain 
federal ta^e^empt status pursuant to section ^01^^ of the Internal revenue Code no later 
than one ^l^yearfollowing me ^f^ectivef^ate, it being understood that the School Corporation 
shall not be inviolation of this provision during such time as the application ^br federal ta^^ 
exempt statusispending,butonly if such applicationwastimelyfiledandsuchfiling was 
materiallycomplete, ^heSchoolCorporationshallprovidethe^rustees withcopiesofall 
applications and filings relatingto its seeking and maintaining its ^^l^c^^ta^^e^empt status, 

^,7 insurance, ^fheSchoolCorporation shall, at its own expense, purchase 
and maintain theinsurancecoverage ^br liability, property loss, and thepersonal injury of 
students as is described in the^ferms of Operation together with any other additional insurance 
that the School Corporation deems necessary. Such insurance policies shall be in effect by July 
^Oofthe year in which the Charter is first effective, and, in the case ofliability insurance, by 
suchdateor upon the first date that theSchool Corporationcontracts withany employee, 
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whichever date is earlier. The School Corporation shall provide the Trustees with certificated of 
insurance or other satisfactory proof evidencing coverage within five days ^ of trie 
co^rnmencementofeach such policy. All such insurance policies shallcontainaprovision 
re^uirmg notice to meTrustees^ at least thirty^days in advanced of any material chan^ 
n^nrenewal or termination, notwithstanding any provision to the contrary^ the School 
Corporation shall tal^e all steps necessarytocomplywitii any additionalregulations promulgated 
by me Commissioner and Supermtendentofmsurance to implement subdivision 2^1^o^ of 
tr^^^ducation^aw. 

S^CT^^R^^TS 

o^l Annual Reports. Idolater than Augustl succeedingaschoolyear in 
w^ch the school provided instruction ^or received fundingunder section 28^^ of the^ducation 
^w^ me School Corporations pursuant to subdivision 28^^ of the education l^aw^sn^ll 
si^bn^tto the Trustees and me Regents anAnnualReportsettmg^rm me acadermc program 
perrormance of the School tor the preceding school year. The Annual Report shall be in such 
tormasshallbeprescribedbymeCornn^ssionerandshallincludeat least the tbllowing 
components. 

^ Areportcard^ which shall be in such tbrm and provide such dat^ as 
s^ttorthat^^.^.C.R.R.sectionl^.^. 

^ Adiscussion of the progress made towards achievement of the 
goals set tbrthin this Charters includmgme Accountability ^lan^ and the Terms ofCperation. 

^ A certified financial statement setting torth^ by appropriate 
categories'the revenues and e^penmtures tor me preceding school year^includingacopy of the 
most recent independent fiscal audit ofthe School Corporation. 

maddition^ as part of me Annual Reports the School Corporation shall provide the tollowing 
information to the Trustees. 

^ A^^o^o^m^^o^re^softheSchoolinmeetingthegoalsand 
measures of the Accountability ^lan during thelastschoolyear^the^Accountabi^ty^l^^ 
^^^^essRepo^t^. The Accountability l^lan progress Report must contain data addressing each 
goal and measure in the Accountability ^lan and should report data as required bythe Trustees in 
or^der tor the Trustees to substantiate outcomes. The Accountability ^lan progress Report shall 
bepreparedpursuantto any requirements set tbrthby theTrustees^ includingthe Annual 
Reporting Cuidelines. Tothe extent permitted by the Regents^ the Accountability l^lan progress 
Report may be submitted in satistactionofthe requirement set tbrth at paragraph ^.1^ of this 
Charter Agreement. Should the Accountability ^lan progress Report indicate that the School has 
not met one or more of the goals in its Accountability ^lan^ the Trustees may ^eo^uire the School 
to submitacorrective plan pursuant to paragraph ^.^oftheCharter Agreement. 

^       The schoolcalendar tor the present school year^ such calendar to 

^ 
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be eonsistentwimparagraph2.7(b)ofme Charter Agreement, settmg^rththedaysandhours of 
operation ^rthe regular school session as well as the summer session in the succeeding calendar 
^ear,ifanyistobeprovided. 

(r) ^fhe statement of assurances relating to compliance with 
requirements underme Charter and applicable law,me^rm and requirements ofwmch shall b^ 
o^etermmedbymetrustees andcontainedmmeAnnual^eportmgC^uidelines. 

(g) ASchool trustee disclosure report breach School trustee who 
served on me School ^oarddurmg me precedmgyearin such ^brm and manner as prescribed by 
the ^rusteesand as containedmme Annual reporting guidelines. 

(h) A statement regardingratesof attrition ^or both students and 
teachers during me previous fiscal and school year, the ^brm and requirements ofwhich shall be 
deterrninedbythe trustees and as contained in the Annuall^eporting guidelines. 

(i) Abrief statement, as more fully described in the Annual reporting 
^uidelmes, setting ^brth changes to the Schools educational program and mission as well as 
governmg and organisational sr^ctures,duringtheprevious fiscal and school year. 

^.2 financial reports. ^fheSchoolCorporation shall provide thefinancial 
reports required hy paragraphs^.!,^.^,^.^3 and ^.^ofthe charter Agreement pursuant to the 
terms and dates specified therein. 

S^C^^^7  ^^^^CO^^^A^^A^^^A^^A^^^S 

7.1 Compliance with ^aws and peculations, ^fhe School and School 
Corporation shall operate at all times in accordance with the Act and other applicable laws, rules 
and regulations and shall meet the same health and safety, civil rights, and student assessment 
requirements as are applicable to otherpublic schools, except as otherwise set ^brth in the Act. 

7.^ ^onsectarian Status, ^he School shall be nonsectarian in its programs, 
admissions policies,employment practices and all other operations, ^fhe School Corporation 
shall not be wholly or in part underthe control or direction of anyreligious denomination. 

7.^ ^.^.I.^.andCpen^leetin^sl^aw. ^he School Corporation shall maintain 
and implement policies in order to ensure that it is in compliance with Articles Six and Seven of 
the public Cfricersl^aw and all corresponding regulations. 

7.^ ^on^discrimination. ^he School Corporation shall not discriminate 
against any student,employee or any other person on the basis of ethnicity, national origin, 
gender, or disability or any other ground that would be unlawful if done by any other public 
school. It shall take all steps necessary to ensure that discrimination does not occur, as required 
byfederalcivilrightslaw. 

^ 
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7^ ^ransacfionswim^ffiliates^^heSchoolCorporationshallnot,directlyo^ 
in^rectly, enter mto or permit to e^ist any transacfion^mcludm^ me purchase, sale, 1^^ 
exchange of any property or the rendering of any serviced with any affiliate of the School 
Corporation, anymemberpastorpresentofthe School Board or any employee past orpresent of 
tl^^ School Corporation, or any irnmediate family member of me f^re^oin^ individuals,^ 
tr^^ terms of such transaction ^considerm^ all the ^cts and circumstances^ are no less ^orao^e 
to me School Corporafion man mose that could be obtained at the time fi^omaperson that is r^ot 
s^chanaffiliate,memberoremployeeoranindividualrelated thereto^ 

^1 renewal l^otice^ ^o later than ^ugustlin the calendar year prior to 
expiration of the Charter, the School Corporation may provide to the trustees an application to 
r^new me Charter in accordance wim subdivision ^^^l^of me ^ducafion^aw^the^e^ev^^ 
^p^cat^o^ ^he^fr^stees may, at their sole discretion,waive the ^ugustldate restriction 
^onawrittenre^uest fiomtheSchool^ ^he^enewal^pplication shall confbrmto the 
^stitute^sguidelines and contains 

^ areportofthe progress ofthe School in achieving the educational 
o^ectives set fbrthinthe charters and 

^ a detailed financial statement disclosmg me cost of administration, 
instruction, and other spending categories for the School that will allowacomparison of such 
oosts to other schools, both public and privates and 

^ copies of each of the annual reports of the School, including the 
school report cards and the certified financialstatements^ and 

^      evidence ofparent and student satisfactions and 

^       such othermaterial and information as is required bythe^frustees^ 

^ approval or denial of^enewal^ ^fhe trustees shalleither approve or deny 
t^ie renewal applications m the event that the renewal application is not approved, then the 
parties to the Charter shall fulfill their respective obligations hereunder to the end ofthe term of 
tl^s Charter, and me School shall follow the procedures for dissolution as set fbrmin subdivision 
^^l^t^ofthe education l^aw as supplemented by paragraph ^^ of this Charter ^greement^ 
l^theevent thatthe^enewal application isgranted,the^rustees,pursuanttosubdivision 
^^l^ahdsection^^ of the education ^aw,shall enter intoaproposed renewal charterwith 
t^e School Corporation and forward the proposed renewal charter and renewal application to 
t^el^egents^^omingherein shall obligate the ^fiustees to approvea^enewal^pplication^ 

^3 Corrective ^lansD If the ^fiustees determine that the School Corporation is 
r^otprogressingtowardoneormoreoftheperfbrmanceor educationgoalsset forth inthe 
charter, that the duality of the Schools educational program or governance practices are not 
satisfactory,or that the School Corporation is not in compliance with the terms and conditions of 

^ 
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^^ charter, mcluding, but riot limited to, me requirements of me charter agreement and the 
^^mtormg Plan, men me trustees, in consultauonwim the school corporation, may develop 
^n^ require the school corporations implement acorrective plan (^o^ec^ve ^1^^^. 
^othmgcoritamedherem shall require me trustees to undertake thedevelopmentofa^orrective 
^lar^ or bemderogation of the ^rustees^orme^egents^abilityto^vol^eme charter, place the 
^criool corporation on probationary status, or imtiate mandatory rememalactionmaccordance 
^iththe^ctandparagraphs^and^.^ofthe^harter^greemen^ 

8.^ grounds ^br^ermination or revocation, ^fhis charter may be terminated 
^ndrevol^ed^ 

(a^ bythe trustees or the regents in accordance with section 2^^ of 
^rie^ducationLaw^or 

(b^      bymutual agreement oftheparties hereto. 

8.^ notice and Procedures, should the^frustees determine that one of the 
g^o^mds^r termination or revocahon of me barter ha^ occurred or is occurring, the^frustees 
rr^ay,at their discretion, electastbllows^ 

(a^       to terminate the ^harter^ or 

(b^ to place the school on probationary status and prepare and cause 
t^he school to implementaremedial action plan the terms and conditions of which the school 
mu^tagreetoabidebyin all respects. 

^riould me ^ru^tees elect to terminate the charter, notice of such shall be provided to the school 
8oard at lea^ttmrty(^ days prior to the effective date of the proposed termination, ^uch 
notice shall includeastatement of reasonsfor the proposed termination. Prior to termination of 
the ^harter,me school shall be provided an opportunity to be heard and present evidence in 
opposition to termination, should the trustees elect to place the school on probationary status, 
such probation shall be effective upon notice to the school corporation. In the event that the 
school i^ placed on probationary status, and does not abide by me terms and conditions of the 
remedial action plan to the satisfaction of the^frustees, or refused to implement such plan, the 
trustees may declare the charter terminated with notice of such decision to be given to the 
school ^oard at lea^tfive^dayspriorto the termination date set bythe^fru^tee^. 

^      dissolution, (a^ In the event of termination of the ^harter,whether 
prematurely or otherwise, the school corporation shall establish and follow procedures 
consistent with those required by subdivision 28^1(2^ ofthe Education Lawyer the transfer of 
students and student records to the school district in which the school is located and tor the 
disposinon of me school ^orporation^sassets to another charter school located within the school 
district or the school district in which the school is located. In addition, in case ofsuch an event 
or the closure of the school without termination of the ^harter,the^chool^orporationwill 
follow any additional procedures required by the^frustees or the regents to ensure an orderly 
dissolution or transition process, (including the implementation ofaclosure plan, appointment of 
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p^pilplacementcoormnators,acustodianofrecordsandanyothernecessarypersonnel^ 

^      In the event any ofthe conditions in sub-paragraph ^^a^ exist or 
ar^yofthefollowing events^ 

^ groundsfor termination of me charter exist as setform in tnis 
Charter agreement and there is resultant fiscal mismanagement, lack of orgarii^ationalviabil^^ 
or^lackofeducationalsoundness^or 

^ when me Trustees makeafinding that the School isfarfrorn 
n^eetingmost of the goals in its accountability ^lan and not making substantial progress toward 
n^eetingthosegoals^ 

^iii^ when the Trustees approvearecommendation of non-renev^al 
forthe Schools or 

^ current or future litigation, or other events that threaten the 
fiscal soundness ofme School a^ determined bythe Trustees^ 

tne Trustees may require me creation of an escrow or reserve accountfor the purposes ofSchool 
closure and^or dissolution in an amountto be determined butnot to exceed seventy-five thousand 
dollars ^7^0^ and mayreo^uire such account to be established and funds disbursed merefrom 
r^^suantto terms and conditions determined bythe Trustees ortheirdesignee^ 

^1 disclaimer of ^iabilitv^ The parties acknowledge that the School 
corporation is not operating as the agent,or under the direction andcontrol, of the Charter 
schools mstitute, the Trustees or the Regents except as required by law or this Charter, and that 
noneof me Charter Schools Institute, the Trustees or the Regents assumes any liabilityfor any 
l^ssorir^uryresultingfrom^ 

^ theac^sandomissionsoftheSchoolCorporation,its directors, 
trustees, agents or employees^ or 

^ the use and occupancy of the building or buildings, occupied by 
t^eSchoolCorporation,or any matter in connectionwiththeconditionof such building or 
b^uildings^or 

^ any debt or contractual obligation incurred by the School 
corporation 

The School Corporation acknowledges that it is without authority to extend the faith and credit 
^f the Charter Schools lnstitute,theTrustees, the Regents or the public schools to any third 
^^rty^ 

^ 
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^ receipt of Summons and^or Complaint. The School Corporation shall 
provide written notice to me Ti^steeswimmfive^business days of the receipt ofasumnions 
^ndBorcomplaintinwhich either the School Corporation or any member of the Schoolyard 
^actingmhisorhercapacityasamemberoftheSchool^oard^isanamedpartyto the action. 

^ C^ovemin^l^aw. This Charter shallhe govemedhy, subject to and 
construed underthe laws ofthe State withoutregard to it^ convicts oflaws provisions. 

^ waiver, ^owaiverof any breach ofthis Charter shall be heldasawaiver 
^f any otherorsubseo^uent breach. 

^ Counterparts^Si^nature by facsimile. ThisCharter may he signed in 
counterparts, which shall together constitute the original Charter. Signaturesreceived hy 
f^csimilebyeimerofmepartiesshallhaveme same effectas original signatures. 

^ Terms and Conditions of Operation. The parties hereto expressly agree 
that meTerms of Operafion set forth overall goals, standards and general operational policies of 
the School, and that the Terms of Operation are notacomplete statement of each detail of the 
^ohool^s operation. To the extent that the School Corporation desires to implement specific 
policies, procedures or omer specific terms ofoperation that supplement or otherwise differ from 
those set forth in the Terms of Operation, the School Corporation shall he permitted to 
implement suchpolicies, procedures, and specific terms of operation without seeding the 
perrnission of theTrusteesorarevision to the Charter, provided that such policies, procedures 
and terms of operation and any changes thereto are not otherwise prohibited, circumscribed or 
lirnited by the ^ct, other applicable law or the Charter, ^here there isaconfiict between the 
terms ofthe Charter agreement and meTermsofOperafion, the terms ofthe Charter agreement 
shall govern, ^here aprovisionof the Charter^greement provides additional terms or 
condifions as to modifyingaspecific policy, provision or term of operation, such specific terms 
and conditions shall govern, ^here aprovisionof the^dditional assurances andTerms 
conflicts wimmeTermsofOperationorme Charter agreement such provision ofthe additional 
assurances andTerms shall govern. 

^ revision. This Charter may be revised only by written consent of the 
parties hereto and, in the case of material revisions, only pursuant to subdivision ^^^ of the 
education ^aw. 

^ ^ssi^nment. This Chartermay not be assigned or delegated by the 
^pplicant^ under any circumstances, it being expressly understood that the Charter granted 
herebyruns solely and e^clusivelyto the benefit ofthe School Corporation. 

^ notices, ^ny notice, demand, request or submission from one party to 
any otherpartyorpartieshereunder shall be deemed to have been sufficiently given or served for 
allpurposesifand as of the date, it is delivered by hand,ovemightcourier,facsimile^with 
confirmations or withinthree^^ business days of being sent by registered or certified mail, 
postageprepaid, to theparties at the following addresses^ 

^ 
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If to the School Corporation: 

With a copy to: 

If to the Trustees: Charter Contract Desk 
Charter Schools Institute 
41 State Street, Suite 700 
Albany, New York 12207. 

9.10 Severabilitv. In the event that any provision of this Charter or the Terms 
of Operation thereof to any person or in any circumstances shall be determined to be invalid, 
unlawful, or unenforceable to any extent, the remainder of this Charter and the application of 
such provision to persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is determined to be 
invalid, unlawful or unenforceable, shall not be affected thereby, and each remaining provision 
of this Charter shall continue to be valid and may be enforced to the fullest extent permitted by 
law. 

9.11 Entire Charter. The Charter supersedes and replaces any and all prior 
agreements and understandings between the Trustees and the Applicants). To the extent that 
any conflict or incompatibility exists between the Terms of Operation and the other terms of this 
Charter, such other terms of this Charter shall control. 

9.12 Construction. This Charter shall be construed fairly as to both parties and 
not in favor of or against either party, regardless of which party prepared the Charter. 

[Remainder of page intentionally left blank] 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE 
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 

By:     Jennifer G. Sneed, Ph.D., acting for the Board of 
Trustees of the State University of New York 

Title:  Senior Vice President, Charter Schools Institute, 
State University of New York 

ACHIEVEMENT FIRST BROWNSVILLE CHARTER SCHOOL 

Signature Date 

By:     Kelly Wachowicz 

Title:   Applicant 
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^sprovidedinParagraph^l^oftheCharter agreement, the^chool Corporation agreed 
t^ abide byaMonitoringPlan, the general componentsofwhicharesetforthbelow^The 
requirements oftheMonitoringPlan are in addition to anynotification,record^keeping, or 
reportmgreqnirementssetforthintheCharteror applicable law,including any obligation to 
receive the written approval ofthe Trustees and^orto seek approvalforrevisionofthe Charter 
r^ursnantto subdivision^^ ofthe^ducation^aw^ 

^       The school Corporation shall mamtain the ^bllowingrecordsinitsoffices^brinspection 
bythe Trustees and the ^egents^ 

1^        records concerning the enrollment and admissions process including all 
applicationsreceived and documents concemingthelotteryprocess if conducted^ 

^       student academic andhealthrecords^ 

^       attendance records ^br students, including withdrawals of students fi^om me 
^chool^ 

^       mdividual^ducationPrograms and other documentation concemingthe 
mdividualswithl^isabilities^ducation^ct as well as documentation concerning 
section ^O^ofthe^ehabilitation^ctofl^^for children with disabilities 
enrolled inthe^chool^ 

^       ^taffrosters,includingrecordsofhiring, resignation, and termination of 
employees ofthe school Corporations 

^ evidence of credentialsfor all teachers^ 

^ evidence that required background checks and emergency appointments, if any, 

have been conducted^ 

^ Certificates of occupancy or Otherfacility^related certifications orpermits^ 

^ ^ease agreements andB or deeds^ 

1^ l^oan documents^ 

11^ Contracts in excess of^l,00^ 

^ 
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1^     School policies inarea^suchasfinancialmana^ement, personnel, student 
discipline^mcludin^ suspension and e^pulsion^, complaints, health and safety, 
studentprivacy and transportation, freedom ofmformation^aw,C^en^eetin^s 
^awandotherareasreo^uiredbytheCharte^ 

1^     grievances made by students, parents, teachers, andotheremployeesofthe 
School Corporation, mcludin^,butnotlirmted to,complaints received bythe 
School8oardpursuanttosubdivision^^^,to^etherwith documentation of all 
actions fallen inresponse^ 

14^      mventoryofallassetsofthe School Corporation thathave been purchased with 
public funds^ and 

1^      documents sufficienttosubstantiatetheSchool'spro^ress on the measurable 
^oals set forth in the Accountability ^lan^ 

^       Tocorroborate information submitted bythe School Corporation to the Trustees, andin 
orderto ensure the School Corporanon'sfullcomphance with the Act and the Charter, 
the Trustees will^ 

1^ ^a^e at least one visit to the School in it^ first year ofope^ation, not including tne 
^rior Action ^isit^ Such visits mayinclude an inspection ofthephysical plant, all 
categories ofrecords set fbrthinsubsectionAofthe^lonitorin^^lan, interviews 
with the director ofthe school and otherpersonnel, and observation of 
instructionalmethods^isits in lateryears may decrease in frequency and be 
conducted by consultants or agents ofthe Charter Schools Instituted 

^       ^al^e unannounced visits to the Schools 

^        ^eo^uire the School to ma^eavailablenecessaryinfbrmationinresponse to the 
Trustee'sin^mries,includm^infbrmationnecessaryfbrthe Trustees to prepare 
annual or semi-annual evaluanons of me school'sfinancial operations, academic 
program, future outlool^and other areas^ 

4^        Conduct internal investigations as appropriate on its own initiative or in response 
to^concems raised by students, parents, employees, local school districts and 
otherindividuals or groups, including but not limited to, complaints brought 
pursuantto subdivision ^^^^^oftheAct^^here appropriate, the Trustees shall 
issue remedial orders as permitted by subdivision ^^^ ofthe education ^aw^ 

^        review as necessarytheSchool'soperations to determine whether any changes in 
such operations require formal revision ofthe charterpursuant to subdivision 
^^^ ofthe education f^aw and, ifso, determine whether suchrevision should 
be recommended for approvals and 

^        ^ncoura^e relevant officers, employees and agents ofthe School Corporation to 
attend conferences, seminars and training sessions identified or sponsored bythe 
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Trustees and which aredesigned to assistthe School Corporation to fulfillits 
mission 

C^ The SchoolBoard shall provide me mstitutewithacopy of allminutes from each ofits 
meetmgs,committeemeetings and executive sessions within 30 days ofthemeeting or 
sessions 

^ 
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[PLAN TO BE DEVELOPED.] 
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Achievement First Brownsville Charter School 

ADDITIONAL ASSURANCES AND TERMS 

1. Amendment of Application. 

Until the Proposed Charter is approved (either through approval by the Board of Regents) 
or by operation of law, the Applicant agrees that (1) should the Charter Schools Institute on 
behalf of the Trustees determine upon further review that one or more exhibits or attachments of 
the Application are not consistent in one or more respects with applicable laws, rules or 
regulations or the Charter Agreement, and (2) the State Education Department on behalf of the 
Board of Regents provides an opportunity for amendment of the By-laws, the Applicants will 
make such changes to the Application as requested by the Charter Schools Institute such that the 
Application meets such legal requirements, it being understood, however, that such changes shall 
be required only after the Applicants (or their designees) have had the opportunity to fully 
discuss any such requested changes with the Charter Schools Institute. 

2. Amendment of the Charter Agreement. 

If the Charter Schools Institute determines that the Application requires amendment for 
the reasons indicated above, but the State Education Department does not permit amendment (as 
contemplated in Paragraph A, above), and the Charter is issued, the School Board agrees to make 
such amendments to the Application (Exhibit A of the Charter) (and seek a revision to the 
Charter to the extent required by law to effect such changes), it being understood that prior 
thereto, the Charter Schools Institute shall provide the School Board with a full and fair 
opportunity to discuss any such required changes. 
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Prior to the trustees authorising the School Corporation to commence operations,the 
school Comoration must demonstrate that it has completed the Prior Actions required ofit. As 
s^t^rmatpara^aphl.3ofthis charter a^eement, the Prior Actions areinaddition to any other 
r^uirements imposed bythe Act ortheCharter. A checklist ofthe Prior Actions thatneed to be 
t^kenbytheSchool Corporation aresetforth below (the ^Prior Action Checklists. 

^y or before Au^ustlof the year in which the School Corporation is first scheduled to 
commence instruction (or, ifme School is scheduled to provide instructionpriorto that date, by 
s^ch date as required by me ^rustees^, the School Corporation shall provide to the ^frusteesfor 
each item on the Prior Action Checklist an indication of whether such item has been completed 
as of such date. For each item not then completed, the School Corporation shall provideastarus 
reportand indicate the date on which such item shallhave been completed. 

^e trustees will visit me School ^uildin^^br an inspection and review prior to the time 
tr^at the School is scheduled to commence instruction (the ^Pre^Cpenin^P^eview^. ^fhePre^ 
C^penin^ Preview will occur, at the earliest, fifteen days prior to such date. ^hePre^Cpenin^ 
review will be structured according to the checklist set ^brth below, ^fhe School Corporation 
sl^all have available tor review by the trustees all documents necessary to confirm the 
completion of each item required. 
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PRIOR ACTION CHECKLIST 

School Name Evahiator's Name Date 

GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT 

Satisfactorily 
Completed 

Item Deliverable(s) Comments Date 
Completed 

The Board of Trustees has 
been established. 

List of current 
members of the 
school's Board of 
Trustees, including 
contact information 
and officers. 

A permanent head of the 
school has been named. 

Written notice that 
the head of school 
has been named 
within 5 days of the 
hire date. 

Other key leadership roles 
in the school are filled or 
adequately covered. 

fill 

By-laws have been ratified. 

Copy of ratified by- 
laws or a board 
resolution approving 
by-laws. 

Management contract has 
been executed. 

Copy of management 
contract signed by 
representatives of 
management 
company and school 
Board of Trustees. 
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STAFFING 

Satisfactorily 
Completed Item Deliverables) Comments Date Completed 

The number of teachers is 
adequate and their 
assignments match the 
staffing plan. 

Teacher roster, 
including teaching 
assignments by grade 
level or specialty. 

Teachers are certified or 
no more than the 
maximum number of non- 
certified teachers have 
been hired (lesser of 5 or 
1/3); and non-certified 
teachers meet the 
qualifications of 
Education Law 
§2854(3)(a-l). 

Copies of teacher 
certifications, or 
appropriate proof of 
compliance with 
statutory exemptions. 

Teachers in core 
academic areas (as 
defined by No Child Left 
Behind Act) are highly 
qualified in accordance 
withNCLB. 

Proof of certification 
or academic 
credentials 
(transcripts), relevant 
tests (e.g., ATS-W, 
LAST, HOUSSE) 
and subject matter 
competency for each 
teacher. 

Fingerprint supported 
criminal background 
checks have been 
completed and all 
employees have SED - 
OSPRA clearance for 
employment, AND all 
employees have been 
identified to SED as 
working for the new 
charter school; 

OR 

Fingerprints for each 
employee have been 
submitted to SED and all 
conditions ofEmergency 
Conditional Clearance 
have been met 

Copies of Fingerprint 
Clearance forms from 
OSPRA for each 
employee identifying 
the new charter 
school as the 
employee's current 
employer; 

OR 

Copies of fingerprint 
cards and OSPRA 
forms submitted to 
SED, AND proof of 
Emergency 
Conditional 
Clearance for each 
employee, including: 
a signed statement 
regarding criminal 
record; AND an 
approved resolution 
from the school's 
Board of Trustees 
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(moved by the Board 
Chair) to extend such 
clearance to the 
employee(s); AND a 
Board of Trustees' 
approved supervision 
policy for such 
employee(s). 

i  

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION 

Satisfactorily 
Completed 

Item Deliverable(s) Comments Date Completed 

Needed instructional 
materials and supplies 
have been distributed to 
classrooms at every grade 
level. 

Classrooms should be 
adequately prepared 
for teaching and 
learning, including 
the appropriate 
distribution of 
auricular materials 
and supplies at time 
of Prior Action Visit. 

A school calendar and 
class schedules exist and 
provisions have been 
made for them to be 
available to every student 
and every family. 

Copies of the annual 
school calendar, class 
schedules, and an 
assurance that the 
school calendar has 
been made available 
to students and their 
families. 

Provisions have been 
made for a child find 
system and serving 
students with special 
needs. 

Written 
documentation that 
the school has hired, 
contracted with or 
received a 
commitment from the 
school district 
regarding certified 
Special Education 
teacher(s) and a 
SPED coordinator, 
and hired, contracted 
with or received a 
commitment from the 
school district 
regarding speech and 
language therapists, 
and occupational and 
physical therapists, or 
other services or 
equipment, if 
required. 
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^he school is prepared to 
provide instructionin 
eachapprovedgrade and 
onlyinsuch grades. 

Classscheduleand 
teacherroster. 

Writtenassurance 
fromthe school. 

STUDENTSANDPARENTS 

Sat^f^torlly ^tem ^llvet^bl^) Comment ^t^Com^l^e^ 

^ 

^heschoolhas developed 
required policies relating 
to student discipline 
(includingSFEO 
students), 
complaints^grievances, 
FERPA,FC^,Cpen 
meetings ^a^v,and has 
made appropriate policies 
available to students and 
theirfamiliesinthe 
StudentandFamily 
Handbook. 

CopyofStudentand 
Family Handbook 
containingme 
specified policies, 
includingFERPA 
access. 

Writtenassurance 
thatStudentand 
Family Handbooks 
(containing such 
policies)havebeen 
distributed. 

CopyofFERFA 
proceduresfor 
storage^handlingof 
studentfilesin 
school. 

Student enrollment 
procedures have been 
documented andastudent 
roster is available to 
teachers. 

Summary of school 
enrollmentstatistics, 
includingnumberof 
currently enrolled 
students, number of 
students on the 
waiting list, and 
copies of student 
rosters. 

documents 
pertaining to any 
lotteries held. 

^preliminary count of 
students vBithspecial 
needs is available. 

CopiesoflEFsfor 
incoming students. 

Written assurance 
from the school 
stating the anticipated 
number of special 
education students. 
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Studentrecords have been 
receivedot^reo^uested. 

Copies ofincoming 
student records or 
written assurance 
fromtheschool. 

Studentacademic, 
attendance, discipline, and 
testingrecords have been 
stored in locked cabinets. 

Copies ofincoming 
student records or 
written assurance 
from the school. 

Locked storage is 
present at time of 
Inspection. 

Studenthealthrecords 
have been separated from 
academic records andare 
in locked storage in the 
ofriceofthe school nurse. 

Copies ofincoming 
student records or 
written assurance 
from the school. 

Copy of school health 
record procedures. 

Locked storage is 
present at time of 
Inspection. 

OPERATIONS 

Satisfactorily 
Completed 

Item Deliverable(s) Comments Date Completed 

Arrangements have been 
made for food service. 

Inspection of food 
storage and kitchen 
area at time of Prior 
Action visit, to 
include 
food/beverage 
coolers and heaters. 

The school has made 
arrangements to be staffed 
with a school nurse, and 
has a plan and procedures 
for the administration of 
prescription and non- 
prescription medications 
to students, and for 
provision of required 
health services. 

Written 
documentation of the 
school's relationship 
with a registered 
nurse and/or 
physician. 

Copies of policies for 
medication 
administration. 

Written plan for 
providing required 
health services. 
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Satisfactorily 
Completed 

^tem deliverables Comments ^ateCorr^ieted 

Provisions have been 
madeforstudent 
immunisations. 

Immuni^ationrecords 
orproper exemption 
tbrms^or 

^rittenassurance 
thatstudentswhodo 
nothavesuchrecords 
will be barred ftom 
school after l^days. 

Appropriate provisions 
have beenmade tor 
supplemental 
transportation of students 
ifanyaretobeprovided. 

Copy of agreement 
with provider of 
supplemental 
transportation 
services. 

Copies offin^erprint 
supported 
bacl^roundchec^s 
tor employees ofthe 
supplemental 
transportation 
services provider. 

^fhere are written plans 
tbrsuchlitesatety 
procedures as fire drills 
and emergency 
evacuation, including 
school satetyplans in 
accordance withProject 
SAVE. 

Copies of school 
satety and evacuation 
plans are posted in 
eachclassroomat 
time ofPrior Action 
visit. 

CopyofdraftSAVE 
planandproofthat 
theSAVEplanhas 
beensubmittedto 
SEO tor approval. 

Assurance that school 
will meet with 
required groups 
(parents, teachers) 
and submit final plan, 
and revise as directed 
bySED 
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FINANCE 

Satisfactorily 
Completed 

Item Deliverable^) Comments Date Completed 

• 

There is evidence of an 
accounting system with 
internal controls and 
fiscal policies. 

Copy of the school's 
fiscal policies and 
procedures. 

Evidence of 
employment of or 
contract with 
accountant, 
bookkeeper or other 
person to handle such 
duties. 

A payroll system has been 
established, and, if 
offered, properly allows 
employees to consent to 
12 month payroll. 

Contract with payroll 
company or evidence 
of employment of or 
contract with persons 
to handle payroll; and 
copy of deduction 
policy. 

FACILITIES AND FIXTURES 

Satisfactorily 
Completed 

Item Deliverable^) Comments Date Completed 

Available space 
(including classrooms, 
restrooms, and special 
purpose space) meets the 
requirements of the 
program and the number 
of students enrolled. 

Inspection at time of 
Prior Action Visit. 

Space is accessible to all 
students (including 
handicapped students), 
clean, and well-lit. If 
building is not required to 
be handicap accessible, 
procedures for reasonable 
accommodation of such 
persons are in place. 

Inspection at time of 
Prior Action Visit. 

Procedures for 
reasonable 
accommodation of 
handicapped persons. 

A certificate of occupancy 
(or equivalent) is on file, 
as well as any other 
appropriate certificates of 
inspection or permits. 

Copy of certificate of 
occupancy and other 
appropriate 
certificates of 
inspection or permits. 
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Satisfactorily 
Completed 

Item Deliverable^) Comments Date Completed 

Certificates of insurance 
are on file, meeting at 
least the minimum levels 
required by the Charter 
Schools Act and including 
a provision to provide 
notice to the Charter 
Schools Institute of any 
material change, non- 
renewal or termination of 
the policy. 

Copy of certificate of 
insurance or 
insurance policy or 
binder. 

• 

Space is safe and secure; 
entrance and egress from 
the school's space is 
adequately controlled. 

Inspection at time of 
Prior Action Visit. 

COMPLIANCE 

Satisfactorily Item Deliverable(s) Comments Date Completed 
Completed 

There is a staff person Name of individual 
who is assigned to and contact 
oversee and serve as the information must be 
primary contact with submitted to the 
regard to compliance. Institute. 

OTHER 

Satisfactorily 
Completed 

Item Deliverable(s) Comments Date Completed 
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THE STATE UNIVERSITY of NEW YORK 

Office of At 
Board of Trustees 

State University Plaza 
Albany, New York      JQ\ 

12246 

518 4435157 
fax -518 443 5159 

From: 

MEMORANDUM 

October 26, 2007 

Members of the Board of Trustees 

Edward F. Cox, Co-Chair, Charter Schools Committee 
Randy A. Daniels, Co-Chair, Charter Schools Committee 

wwuinmydu   Subject:      Approval of Applications for Charter Schools 

We recommend that the Board of Trustees adopt the following 
resolution: 

Whereas the Charter Schools Institute (the "Institute") has 
determined that the applications for the following proposed 
charter schools: 

• Achievement First Brownsville Charter School 
(Brooklyn); 

• Green Dot New York Charter School (Bronx); 
• Harlem Success Academy Charter School 2 

(Manhattan); 
• Harlem Success Academy Charter School 3 

(Manhattan); and 
• Harlem Success Academy Charter School 4 

(Manhattan). 

(collectively, the "Recommended Applications") show great 
promise and meet all the requirements of applicable law; and 

Whereas the Institute has recommended that each 
Recommended Application be approved as set forth in the 
Institute's summary of findings and recommendations for 
each of the Recommended Applications (copies on file in the 
Office of the Secretary and the Albany office of the Institute), 
which the Board of Trustees has reviewed; now, therefore, 
be it 

Resolved that each of the Recommended Applications, and 
the schools described therein, meet the requirements of the 
New York Charter Schools Act of 1998 (as amended) and all 
other applicable laws, rules and regulations; and be it further 

UNIVERSITY CENTERS AND DOCTORAL DEGREE GRANTING INSTITUTIONS University at Albany • Binghamton Univers-ry • University at Buffalo • Stony Brook University • 
SUNY Downsratc Medical Center • Upstate Medical University • College of Environmental Science and Forestry • College of Optomerry • NYS College of Ceramics at Alfred Universiry 
• NYS College of Agriculture/Life Sciences at Cornell University • NYS College of Human Ecology at Cornell University • NYS College of Industrial/Labor Relations at Cornell University • 
NYS College of Veterinary Medicine at Cornell Universiry  UNIVERSITY COLLEGES SUNY Brock port • Bufiilo State College • SUNY Cortland • Empire Srate College • SUNY Frcdonia 
• SUNY Genesco • SUNY New Pain • SUNY Old Westbury • College at Oneonta • SUNYOswego • SUNY Pittsburgh • SUNY Potsdam • Purchase College TECHNOLOGY COLLEGES 
Alfred State College • SUNY Canton • SUNY Cobleskill • SUNY Delhi • Farmingdale State. College • Matitimc College • Morrisvillc. State College • SUNY Institute of Technology 
COMMUNITY COLLEGES Adirondack • Broonie • Cayuga Count)- • Clinton • Columbia-Greene • Corning • Dutches; • Eric • Fashion Institute of Technology • Finger Lakes • Fuljon- f- A ornery 
• Genesee • Herkimer County • Hudson Valley • Jamestown • JcHcrson • Mohawk Valley. • Monroe • Nassau '. Niagara County • North Country ' Onondaga • Orange Count;- 0 I land • 
Schcnectady Counry • Suffolk County • Sullivan County • Tnmpkins Cortiand " Ulster County • Westchester 



Board Resolution -2- October 26,2007 

Resolved that each of the applicants submitting the 
Recommended Applications, and the founding teams 
described therein, demonstrate the ability to operate the 
proposed schools in an educationally and fiscally sound 
manner; and be it further 

Resolved that approving each of the Recommended 
Applications is likely to improve student learning and 
achievement and materially further the purposes set out in 
subdivision 2850(2) of the Education Law; and be it further 

Resolved that the Recommended Applications be, and 
hereby are, approved; and be it further 

Resolved that the Institute, be, and hereby is, directed to 1) 
enter into a proposed charters with each of the applicants of 
the Recommend Applications, which shall include such 
assurances and terms as the Institute shall deem necessary 
and appropriate, and 2) thereafter to submit such proposed 
charters to the Board of Regents for its review, comment and 
potential approval. 

Background 

For each application listed above, the Charter Schools Institute (the 
"Institute") properly notified the school district in which the charter school is 
proposed to be located regarding the receipt of an application for a charter 
(copies on file in the Albany Office of the Institute). The Board of Trustees in 
its capacity as a charter authorizer did not receive any comments in response 
that would have to be considered pursuant to Education Law subdivision 
2857(1) prior to approving the applications pursuant to section 2852. 

Pursuant to the New York Charter Schools Act of 1998 (as amended) 
(the "Act"), the Board of Trustees has authority as a "charter entity" to approve 
the establishment of charter schools. Prior to approving any application for a 
charter school, the Board of Trustees must make the following findings: (a) 
the charter school described in the application will meet the requirements of 
the Act and all other applicable laws, rules and regulations; (b) the applicant 
can demonstrate the ability to operate the school in an educationally and 
fiscally sound manner; (c) granting the application is likely to improve student 
learning and achievement and materially further the purposes of the Act, and 
(d) (in school districts in which more than five percent of the district's students 
currently attend charter schools) granting the application would have a 
significant educational benefit to the students expected to attend the proposed 
charter school (or receive the consent of the proposed school district of 
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Ooard resolution ^ Octobers, ^07^ 

locations ^he^oardof^rustees is not required to approve any application, 
even those applications that it finds meetthe threshold le^al requirements 

^helnstitute, acting on behalf and at the direction of the ^oard of 
trustees, conductedari^orous review of all of applications it received by the 
statutory application deadline of ^une ^0,^00^ consistent with its practices 
and policies, the Institute focused its review on answering two critical 
questions: Ooes the application meet the conditions imposed bythe Act? If 
so, does the charter school described In the application have a strong 
livelihood of improving student learning and achievement? As always, th^ 
Institute relied onathorou^h analysis of each application conducted both by 
its own staff and external experts in fields, such as education (charter and 
traditional schools^, school administration, charter and traditional school policy, 
finance, and^orcurriculumD In addition, the review process included interviews 
of the applicants and proposed school trustees initially by Institute staff and 
finally by member(s^oftheOoardof^rustees^ommittee on charter Schools^ 
As the resultof the Instituted reviewof theapplications, insomecases, 
applicants were required to amend their applications to ensure viability, clarity 
and^or compliance with the Act and applicable laws, rules and regulations' 
^he Institute published its findings and recommendations re^ardinc^ 
applications not withdrawn inaSummary of l^indin^s and recommendations 
for each school (copies on file in the Office of the Secretary and Albany office 
ofthe Instituted which weredistributed to the Ooardof^rustees^ 

^his resolution, ifapproved, would ^ive the Institute the powerto enter 
into proposed charters with each ofthe applicants listed above and to submit 
them to the 8oardof^e^entsforits review and action^he resolution also 
provides the Institute with the authorityto require further assurances and 
terms to be included in the proposed charted ^hese assurances and terms 
will permitfurther clarification on issues thatbytheirnature may not be fully 
resolveduntilthedateon which each charteris executed and allowthe 
incorporation ofchan^essu^ested bythe State education Department and 
agreed to bythe Institute and the applicant as part ofthe 8oardof^e^ents^ 
review process^ 
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Charter Schools Institute 
The State University of New York 

Summary of 
Findings and Recommendations 

Application to establish the 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School 

October 1, 2007 
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The AchievementFirstBrowrisvilleCharter School (me "School") proposes toopeninBrooklyri 
inSeptemberof2008wim 84 fifth gradesmdents,growmgtoserve6^5smden^inKindergarten 
through mird,andfifm through eighm grades durmgme term ofitschar^^ 
proposed charter school is to provide students with the academic and character skills theyneed to 
g^am admission to topcolleges, to succeedmacompetitiveworld, and to serveas the ne^t 
generation ofleadersmmeircommunities^ltimately(^errenewalofmer^or^sedchar^^ 
t^e rounders envisionaKmdergarten though twelf^gradeschoolmatwould serve ^Ostudents^ 
The School would beoperatedbyAchievementFirst,lnc^,anot^for^profitchartermanagement 
^rgani^ation^ 

The Charter Schools mstitute(me"mstimte") recommends mat me Board of^rustees of the 
S^tate university ofr^ew^ork (the "State ^niversity^rustees") approve the charter application 
f^rtheSchool^ 

A^ application to establish meSchoolmBrooklyn was submitted to the mstimteon^une 2^, 
2^0^ ^hemstituteconductedarigorousreview,including an extensive staffreview as well as 
r^viewbyapanelofnationallyrenowned experts in the charter school are^a^ F^r^^^t^oit^ 
^^iewr^rotoco^s, me mstimteha^ met with the lead applicants and fomiding board members and 
has required the applicants to revise, clarify and otherwise amend the application innumerous 
respects^ m additions Co^ChairCo^ofme State ^niversity^rustees^ Committee on Charter 
Schools had an opportunity to question the lead applicant and founding board members^ 

^e School would open wim 84 studentsmfifm grade and growto include 645 students in 
kindergarten through mirdandfifm through eighth grades^ ^he founding team envisionsa 
school focused on strengthening the academic and character skills needed for all smdents to 
^itimatelye^cel in top tier colleges, to achieve success inacompetitive world, and to serve as 
the ne^t generation ofleaders in their communities^ eventually the School^sfounders hope to 
grow the School through the twelfth grade^ 

^foachieve its mission, the design of the educational program of the School is based on the 
Achievement First school model,amodel first developed and tested at the Amistad Academy, 
which hasshown success in significantly increasing the achievement of students at^risk of 
academic failure in Connecticut^^his model has been successfullyreplicatedat^lm City 
College preparatory elementary and middle Schools in l^ew^aven, Connecticut, and is now 
being implemented atAchievementFirst Crown heights Charter School, AchievementFirstF^ast 
^ew^ork Charter School and Achievement FirstFndeavorCharterSchool(all in Brooklyn and 
a^thori^ed by the ^ew^ork City Schools Chancellor), as well as Achievement FirstBushwick 
(in Brooklyn and aumori^ed by me State university trustees in^anuary 2006 and opened in the 
fallof2006)^ Frimary design elements included l)^nwavering focus on student achievements 
2) Consistent, proven, standards^based curriculum^) Interim assessments and strategic use of 
performance data^ 4) foretime on task^ 5) Frincipals with the powertolead^ 6) Increased 
supervision of the duality of instructions) Aggressive recruitment of talents 8) disciplined. 
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ac^ievementDoriented school cultures 
an^leaders^and^Parents and conmiunity as parmers.^emodel also breads theSchool up 
mt^o^Academies^ of, eventually,^mdergartenthroughfourm grades, fifm 
grades, andninth through twelfth grades. 

^l^eoriginal school on which me AchievementFirstmodel is based, the AmistadAcademy,has 
consistentlyshowngreatsuccessinclosingtheachievementgapin^ew^aven.^n 
^nnecticut^s^astery^estm^^through^O^,Amistadsmdents^whoare^^stu^ 
co^or and ^0^ eligible forfree^reducedlunch^ outperformed me state averages inreading and 
n^^thematics,andalsooutperformedsuburbanschool districts. ^woAchievementFirstcharter 
spools haveadministered assessments underme^ew^orl^State^estingFrogram^r^S^. 
A^hievementFirst^rown^eights charter School, which was inits second yearin^^O^, 
outperformed its local school district.^e percentage of students scoring atthe proficient level 
on r^S^F^sEnglishlanguage arts and mathematics assessments was notably greaterthan that of 
the district.BecauseAchievementFirst Endeavor admmisteredthestate assessments forthe first 
tiniem^OO^^,shortlyaftersmdents were firstenrolledmtheschool,acomparison to its local 
district is notvalid. 

^neSchoolhas developed its curriculum based on l^ew^orl^ State standards, using Sa^on^ath, 
l^irectmstructionforreading,^ore^owledgeforhistory,F^SS Science, S^A^ecoding, 
^aterfordcomputer^basedEarly^iteracy,andAchievementFirst^s^EA^^ program. Inthe 
middle school, thecurriculum will be based on that used atAmistadAcademy. 

^he School mtends to entermtoamanagementagreementwimAchievementFirst, Inc. that 
would become effective upon the approval of the Schools charter. AchievementFirst, Inc. is the 
non-profit entity formed by the leaders of AmistadAcademyto provide schools with access to 
tne fundamental characteristics oftheAmistadAcademymodel and its elementary school 
counterpart,firstmodeledml^ew^avenattheElm^ityschools.AchievementFirst, Inc. will 
^ovide,onafee^for^servicebasis,amenu of support services such as startup, principal training 
and evaluation, staff recruitment, curriculum, staff development, budget, fundraising, 
information technology,school evaluation and marl^eting^advocacy.^he School would 
compensate Achievement First withlO^ofits basic perpupil revenues for the firstfive years of 
deration. ^As with all management contracts, the Institute willreviewthe final proposed 
^ontr^rp^su^ni to m^^h^rter^nd^nb^b^lf^f the St^te university ^rustees^. As set forth 
a^ove, Achievement First, mc. currently manages four schools in ^ew^orl^. 

^Fhe applicant and proposed trustees have chosenamanagerial structure wherebythe Schools 
principal will serve as the school leader and be dually accountable to both the School-board of 
trustees andAchievement First, Inc^e elementary school program and the middle school 
program will have separate principals.^heSchool^sprincipal for each program will implement 
tne mission andme policies set byme School-board of trustees,hire and supervise all schools 
biased staff, and observe, evaluate, and provide professional development to teachers as the 
instructional leader of the School. Achievement First, Inc., for its part, will supervise the School 
principals, providing both coaching as well as supervision and evaluation. It will provide its 
evaluations to the School-board of trustees, together with the raw data supporting its evaluation 
to allow the School-board to mal^e its own independentevaluation. ^fhe board of trustees of the 
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school will have fmalhirmg and firmg decision of me principals^ if AchievementFirst, Inc. 
disagrees wimmeSchoolhoard^sdecisionmthis respect, it can choose to terminate its contract 
wimmeSchool.TheSchool can termmate its contract withAchievementFirst,mc.forcause, as 
well as choose notto renew thecontractuponitsexpirationattheendofthecharterterm. 

^neapplicanthas found individuals to serveon the proposed hoard oftrustees whose 
backgrounds and expertise reflectavarietyoftalents and skills.Based on conversations with the 
proposed trustees, they appeartoclearlyunderstand the roles andresponsihilitiesofahoard of 
t^steesandhave me ahilitytoensure the appropriate and effectiveoperationofthe proposed 
charterschool,includingprovidingappropriateoversightnotonlyovertheSchooFsprincipal 
ar^d leadership team,hut of AchievementFirst, Inc. as well.TheSchool^shy^laws and codeof 
ethics make clearmat trustees associated wimAcmevement First, Inc. will recuse themselves 
from voting on all issues involvingAchieVementFirst,mc. In addition, the non^affiliated 
trustees have made clearmeirahilityto oversee AchievementFirst,mc.,mcludingnegotiating 
tr^e services contract withAchievement First, Inc. and overseeing itsimplementation.The 
proposed initial memhersofthe hoard oftrustees are set forth helow. 

1. ^elly^achowic^(I^eadApplicant^Froposed^hair^^iceFresidentofNew Business 
Initiatives atlStar Financial, mc.Freviouslyservedas^iceFresidentathoth the NY^ 
Economic development corporation and ^adstone Films. 

^.  ^^Folaner^^hiefFinancial Officer for Achievement First. 

^.  SeanAndrews^^ice FresidentofOperations at the FrospectFarkY^l^A. Formerly 
Executive director of the NewYorkOityAuduhonSociety^eputy Executive director 
for Frograms at me Farks^ouncil^andl^irector of me community leadership Frogram. 

^.  Ernest FIart,Es^.^Assistant^iceFresident for Employee and I^ahor Relations at 
^olumhia university. Formerly^hiefofStaff to the NewYork^ity deputy ^layorfor 
Folicy^Special^ounsel^ommissionerof^IumanResources^Administrationforthe^ity 
ofYonkers^ and has served as Adjunct Frofessorofl^aw at NewYorkl^aw School. 

^.  Nicole^amphell   SeniorFrogramOfficerfortheDeutscheBankAmericasFoundation. 
Frior experience includes developing strategies for community engagement with the New 
York Oity department ofEducationandworkmgwim the government of the Dominican 
Repuhlic to evaluate the nation'sadult education programs. 

^.  ^hrystalStokes^f^irector Assistant to the Senior ^iceFresidentofBusiness 
development and ^lergers^Ac^uisitions at the AmericanExpress company. Formerly 
amanagerofFlanning and Forecasting at American Express^ an associate in the private 
equity group at^.F.^lorgan Farmers^ the AssistantTreasurer of Oranite Broadcasting 
corporations andafinancial analyst in the mergers and Acquisitions department of 
Goldman, Sachs^^o. 

^.  One seat reserved foraparentofastudent enrolled in the school. 

The foundingteam of the School is currently working with the NewYork^ity department of 
Education's(the^NY^I^OE^^OfficeofNew Schools tosecurespaceinRegion^.TheOffice 
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of New Schools has provided a letter acknowledging its awareness and intent to locate space for 
the School. However the NYCDOE will not complete its facility and accountability analysis of 
district schools until mid-October. The NYCDOE will communicate with the Institute regarding 
facilities' decisions. In the event that space is not available through the NYCDOE, the founding 
team will pursue all avenues to locate and identify a facility, including the many relationships 
they have established with New York's philanthropic community, as well as through working 
with public officials and community agencies. In the long term, the school intends to occupy its 
own permanent space, and has developed its financial plan that reflects this intention. 

The fiscal impact of the School on its district of residence, the New York City School District, 
will be negligible and is summarized below. 

Number of Students Per Pupil Aid Total Dollars to Charter 
School from NYCDOE 

84 (Year 1-2008-09) $11,023 $925,932 

645 (Year 5 - 2012-13) $11,023 $7,109,835 

Using the figures above for total funds to be transferred from the New York City School District 
to the proposed charter school, the year one figure of $1,471,608 represents 0.006% of an 
estimated budget of $16.5 billion for the New York City Schools. In year five, the figure above 
represents 0.04% of the estimated budget. The cumulative fiscal impact of all charter schools on 
the New York City School District was estimated to be 0.51% in 2005-06 according to the State 
Education Department. The calculations conservatively assume that there will be no increase in 
the per pupil aid or the overall budget of the New York City School District over the life of the 
proposed charter. The Institute's calculations do not account for special education, federal Title I 
funds or other grants or funds provided by the district and to be received by the School. The 
applicant made an assessment that the fiscal impact of the proposed school on nonpublic schools 
in the same geographic area would be negligible. 

The Institute has notified the NYCDOE as well as public and private schools in the geographic 
area of the proposed school and has received no comment from these entities. (Copies of the 
notification letters are on file in the Albany office of the Institute.) 

The application used a multi-faceted approach to demonstrate that the proposed charter school is 
likely to have sufficient enrollment to meet its student enrollment target. First the application 
included letters of support from legislators (Congressman Ed Towns and Senator John 
Sampson), community based organizations (Community Board #16, Brooklyn Children's 
Museum, Brooklyn Arts Council, and the Brownsville Heritage House) and "partner" 
organizations (Brooklyn College School of Education^ Dr. John Flateau-a professor at Medgar 
Evers College, Robin Hood Foundation, and the Independence Community Foundation). 
Secondly, the applicant provided information regarding the waiting lists of three currently open 
Achievement First charter schools that will enroll fifth grade in the 2008 year. The schools are 
located in Crown Heights, Bedford-Stuyvesant and Bushwick, and their waiting lists reflect 268 
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students. Fmally,meapplicantalso provided petitions mat included thesignaturesof59parents 
^fstudents who will enroll infifm grade in thefallof^O^^. 

8ased on thecomprehensive review ofthe application, discussion with national experts and 
interviews ofmeapplicantand me proposed board oftrustees, me mstimte makes me following 
findings. 

^ Thecharterschool described in the applicationmeets the requirements of Article 56 ofthe 
educationl^w^as amended^andallomerapplicablelaws,rules, andregulationsasreflected 
in^amongotherthings^ 

^   the inclusion of appropriate policies and procedures forthe provision of services and 
programs for students with disabilities andFnglish language learners^ 

^ me required policies for addressing the issues related to studentdiscipline, complaints, 
personnel matters,health services. Freedom ofmformationl^aw^F^^, and the^pen 
meetings l^aw^ 

^   me inclusion ofme proposed by-laws forme o^e^ationofme^hool^boa^d of U^^ee^^ 

^   me inclusion of an analysis of the projected fiscal and programmatic impact on 
surrounding public and privateschools. 

^   The applicants have demonstrated the ability to operate the school in an educationally and 
fiscally sound matter as reflected in^amongotherthings^ 

^ 

^ 

^ 

^ 

the provision of an educational program that meets or exceeds the ^tate performance 
standards^ 

me replication ofamodelthathas had outstanding and demonstrable successinraising 
student achievement, including closing the achievement gap^ 

the articulation ofac^lm^e of selfeval^ation and accountability at both the 
administrative and board levels 

the student achievement goals articulated by me applicants 

D   an appropriate roster of educational personnels 

^   asound mission statement 

D   a comprehensive assessment plan^ 

^ 
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^ 

theprovisionofsoundstart^up^first^year^andfive^yearbudgetplans^ 

apian to acquire comprehensive general liability insurance to include anyvehicles^ 
employees^ and property^ 

evidence of adequate community supportfo^ and interesting the charterschool sufficient 
to allowthe school to reachits anticipated enrollments and 

^   me mclusion of descriptions forprogrammaticand independent fiscal audits^ with fiscal 
audits occurring atleast^ annually. 

3.   Grantmgme application is likelyto improve smdent learning and achievement and materially 
furmerme purposes ofme Charter Schools Act(asamended).Thisfmding is reflected by 
(among otherthings^ 

^   the inclusion ofacurriculumdocumentthat specifies howthe proposed curriculum will 
ensure that students will meet or exceed the performance standards of the ^oard of 
^egents^ 

^ 

^ 

^ 

^ 

^ 

acomprehensive plan to assess student achievementthrough the use of State tests^ 
e^temally^verifiable standardised tests and other diagnostic assessments^ 

the articulation of strategies to amend and differentiate instruction where assessment data 
indicates such need^ 

the staffing of classes withhigh^ualityteachers to allow for more concentrated^ focused 
and differentiated instructions 

the inclusion of significant opportunities forprofessional development of the schools 
instructional staff throughout the year^ 

^sacred^ three hours blocks oftime dedicated to literacy^ 

me inclusion of tutoring during and after school as wallas on ^tur^y^^ors^ud^^^^^ 
risk of academic failures 

D    an organisational structure that supports the principal in functioning asatrue 
instructional leaders 

^   coaching provided to classroom teachers bythe school principal and academic dean^ and 

D    a commitment to providing an educational program focused on outcomes^ not inputs. 

^0 
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Conclusion and Recommendations 

Based on its review and findings, the Charter Schools Institute recommends that the Board of 
Trustees of the State University of New York approve the application for the Achievement First 
Brownsville Charter School to open in the Brownsville community of Brooklyn in September of 
2008. 
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Achievement First Brownsville Charter School 
Brooklyn, New York 

Basic Identification Information 

Lead Applicant(s):   Kelly Wachowicz 
Management Co:   Achievement First, Inc. 

Other Partners:   None 
Location (District):   Brooklyn (Brownsville community)/NYC 

DOE Region 5, Administrative District 23 
Student PopVGrades:   84 5th grade students; expanding to 645 

students grades K - 3 and 5 - 8 
Opening Date:   September 2008 

School District of Proposed Location Profile 

Public School Enrollment (2005-2006): 12584 
Percentages (2005-2006 White: 1% 

Black: 81% 
Hispanic: 17% 
Asian, Other: 1% 

Percentage of Public School Student 
Participating in Federal Lunch Program (2005- 
2006): 

88% 

Test Scores (ELA/2007 and Math/2007) ~ 
Percentages of Public School Students Failing 
to Meet the Regents Performance Standards: 

ELA 
3rd-    57.2 
4th-    59.6 
5th-    58.4 
6th-    58.5 
7th-    61.7 
8th-    59.9 

Mathematics 
27.4 
36.8 
47.4 
39.5 
45.8 
59.2 

Avg.   59.3 43.5 
Source: demographic data is from the New York State Accountability and Overview Report 
2O05 - 06; test data are from the 2006-07 results released on the State Education Department 
website. 
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Charter Schools Institute 
The State University of New York 

APPLICATION TRANSMITTED UNDER 
SEPARATE COVER. 

41 State Street, Suite 700, Albany, New York 12207 • Phone: (518) 433-8277 • Fax: (518) 427-6510 
www.newyorkcharters.org 
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el 
Charter Schools Institute 
The State University of New York 

July 12,2007 

Joel I. Klein, Esq. 
Chancellor 
New York City Department of Education 
Tweed Building 
52 Chambers Street, Room 405 
New York, New York 10007 

Re:     Notice of New Charter Applications 

Dear Chancellor Klein: 

This Notice, pursuant to Education Law subdivision 2857(1), is to inform you that 1) the 
Board of Trustees of the State University of New York (the "State University Trustees") in its 
capacity as a charter authorizer has received applications for new charter schools as listed below 
within the last 30 days, and 2) the State University Trustees may consider approval of such proposed 
charters as soon as 45 days from the date hereof, but have scheduled consideration of them for a 
meeting to be held during September 2007. When scheduled the meeting date will be available at 
www.suny.edu/Board of Trustees/meetingNotices.cfin. 

• Joint Services Military and Maritime Charter School: Proposed location is NYC CSD 2 
with a planned opening in fall of 2008; 1st year proposed enrollment/grades served -150 
students/9; 5th year proposed enrollment/grades served - 350 students/7-9,12. 

• Academic Leadership Charter School: Proposed location is NYC CSD 4; 1st year 
proposed enrollment/grades served -150 students/K-1; 5th year proposed 
enrollment/grades served - 350 students/K-5. 

• Harlem Success Academy Charter School 2: Proposed location is NYC CSD5; 1st year 
proposed enrollment/grades served -155 students/K-1; 5th year proposed 
enrollment/grades served - 575 students/K-5; Charter management organization - 
Success Charter Network, Inc. 

• Harlem Success Academy Charter School 3: Proposed location is NYC CSD 5; 1st year 
proposed enrollment/grades served -155 students/K-1; 5th year proposed 
enrollment/grades served - 575 students/K-5; Charter management organization - 
Success Charter Network, Inc. 

Harlem Success Academy Charter School 4: Proposed location is NYC CSD 3; 1st year 
proposed enrollment/grades served -155 students/K-1; 5th year proposed 
enrollment/grades served - 575 students/K-5; Charter management organization - 
Success Charter Network, Inc. 

41 State Street, Suite 700, Albany, New York 12207 • Phone: (518) 433-8277 • Fax: (518) 427-6510 §4 
www.newyorkcharters.org 
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Achievement First Brownsville Charter School: Proposed location is NYC CSD 23; 1st 

year proposed enrollment/grades served - 84 students/5; 5th year proposed 
enrollment/grades served - 708 students/K-3,5-8; Charter management organization - 
Achievement First, Inc. 

Achievement First North Crown Heights Charter School: Proposed location is NYC 
CSD 16; 1M year proposed enrollment/grades served -168 students/K-1; 5* year proposed 
enrollment/grades served - 645 students/K-5; Charter management organization - 
Achievement First, Inc. 

Academy of Performing Arts Charter School: Proposed location is NYC CSD 30; 1st 

year proposed enrollment/grades served - 425 students/K-5; 5* year proposed 
enrollment/grades served - 725 students/K-9; Management company - Mosaica 
Education, Inc. 

Brooklyn Prospect Charter School: Proposed location is NYC CSD 15; 1st year proposed 
enrollment/grades served - 88 students/6; 5th year proposed enrollment/grades served - 
436 students/6-10. 

Carl C. Icahn Charter School Nine: Proposed location is NYC CSD 9; 1st year proposed 
enrollment/grades served - 0 students/(l planning year- open with 108 students/K-2); 5th 

year proposed enrollment/grades served - 216 students/K-5. 

Carl C. Icahn Charter School Ten: Proposed location is NYC CSD 9; 1st year proposed 
enrollment/grades served - 0 students/(2 planning years - open with 108 students/K-2); 5th 

year proposed enrollment/grades served -180 students/K-4. 

Carl C. Icahn Charter School Eleven: Proposed location is NYC CSD 9; 1st year 
proposed enrollment/grades served - 0 students/(3 planning years - open with 108 
students/K-2); 5th year proposed enrollment/grades served -144 students/K-3. 

Carl C. Icahn Charter School Twelve Alpha: Proposed location is NYC CSD 9; 1st year 
proposed enrollment/grades served - 0 students/(4 planning years - open with 108 
students/K-2); 5th year proposed enrollment/grades served -108 students/K-2. 

Carl C. Icahn Charter School Twelve Beta: Proposed location is NYC CSD 27; 1st year 
proposed enrollment/grades served - 0 students/(4 planning years - open with 108 
students/K-2); 5th year proposed enrollment/grades served -108 students/K-2. 

Bay Ridge Charter School; Proposed location is NYC CSD 20; 1st year proposed 
enrollment/grades served - 370 students/K-5; 5th year proposed enrollment/grades served 
- 640 students/K-8; Management Company-National Heritage Academies. 

Green Dot New York Charter School: Proposed location is NYC CSD 7; 1st year 
proposed enrollment/grades served - 115 students/9; 5* year proposed enrollment/grades 
served - 420 students/9-12. 
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Enclosed please find redacted courtesy copies of the above charter school applications. 
The Charter Schools Institute would welcome any comment your district might wish to provide, and 
the State University Trustees will consider comments are received in a timely manner prior to taking 
any action. Please direct any comments to my attention at the address set forth below. 

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at (518) 433-8277 x2056 
drralph.rossi@suny.edu. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ralph A. Rossi II 
Vice President and General Counsel 

c: Ira Schwartz, State Education Department (w/o enclosures) 
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Charter Schools Institute 
The State University of New York 

L"3- 

NO COMMENTS RECEIVED. 

41 State Street, Suite 700, Albany, New York 12207 • Phone: (518) 433-8277 • Fax: (518) 427-6510 
www.newyorkcharters.org 67 
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Charter Schools Institute 
The State University of New York 

FOR INFORMATION ONLY 

NO ACTION REQUIRED 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO 
EDUCATION LAW SUBDIVISION 2857(1) 

To: Public and Nonpublic Schools in the Same Geographic Area as the Proposed Charter 
School(s) 

From:      Charter Schools Institute of the State University of New York (on behalf of the Board of 
Trustees of the State University of New York) 

Re: NOTICE OF PENDING ACTION ON CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATION^) 

Date:        July 10,2007 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to Education Law subdivision 2857(1) the Board of 
Trustees of the State University of New York (the "State University Trustees") in its capacity as a charter 
authorizer has received the following new applications for charter schools within 30 days of the date 
hereof. 

• Joint Services Military and Maritime Charter School: Proposed location is NYC CSD 2 with a 
planned opening in fall of 2008; 1st year proposed enrollment/grades served -150 students/9; 5th 

year proposed enrollment/grades served - 350 students/7-9,12. 

• Academic Leadership Charter School: Proposed location is NYC CSD 4; 1st year proposed 
enrollment/grades served -150 students/K-1; 5th year proposed enrollment/grades served - 350 
students/K-5. 

• Harlem Success Academy Charter School 2: Proposed location is NYC CSD 5; 1st year 
proposed enrollment/grades served -155 students/K-1; 5th year proposed enrollment/grades 
served - 575 students/K-5; Charter management organization - Success Charter Network, Inc. 

• Harlem Success Academy Charter School 3: Proposed location is NYC CSD 5; 1st year 
proposed enrollment/grades served -155 students/K-1; 5th year proposed enrollment/grades 
served - 575 students/K-5; Charter management organization - Success Charter Network, Inc. 

• Harlem Success Academy Charter School 4: Proposed location is NYC CSD 3; 1st year 
proposed enrollment/grades served -155 students/K-1; 5* year proposed enrollment/grades 
served - 575 students/K-5; Charter management organization - Success Charter Network, Inc. 

• Achievement First Brownsville Charter School: Proposed location is NYC CSD 23; 1st year 
proposed enrollment/grades served - 84 students/5; 5th year proposed enrollment/grades served -. 
708 students/K-3,5-8; Charter management organization - Achievement First, Inc. 

- Page l - 
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• Achievement First North Crown Heights Charter School: Proposed location is NYC CSD 16; 
1st year proposed enrollment/grades served -168 students/K-1; 5th year proposed 
enrollment/grades served - 645 students/K-5; Charter management organization - Achievement 
First, Inc. 

• Academy of Performing Arts Charter School: Proposed location is NYC CSD 30; 1st year 
proposed enrollment/grades served - 425 students/K-5; 5th year proposed enrollment/grades 
served - 725 students/K-9; Management company - Mosaica Education, Inc. 

• Brooklyn Prospect Charter School: Proposed location is NYC CSD 15; 1st year proposed 
enrollment/grades served - 88 students/6; 5th year proposed enrollment/grades served - 436 
students/6-10. 

• Carl C. Icahn Charter School Nine: Proposed location is NYC CSD 9; 1st year proposed 
enrollment/grades served - 0 students/(l planning year - open with 108 students/K-2); 5* year 
proposed enrollment/grades served - 216 students/K-5. 

• Carl C. Icahn Charter School Ten: Proposed location is NYC CSD 9; 1st year proposed 
enrollment/grades served - 0 students/(2 planning years - open with 108 students/K-2); 5th year 
proposed enrollment/grades served -180 students/K-4. 

• Carl C. Icahn Charter School Eleven: Proposed location is NYC CSD 9; 1st year proposed 
enrollment/grades served - 0 students/(3 planning years - open with 108 students/K-2); 5th year 
proposed enrollment/grades served -144 students/K-3. 

• Carl C. Icahn Charter School Twelve Alpha: Proposed location is NYC CSD 9; 1st year 
proposed enrollment/grades served - 0 students/(4 planning years - open with 108 students/K- 
2); 5* year proposed enrollment/grades served -108 students/K-2. 

• Carl C. Icahn Charter School Twelve Beta: Proposed location is NYC CSD 27; Is' year 
proposed enrollment/grades served - 0 students/(4 planning years - open with 108 students/K- 
2); 5* year proposed enrollment/grades served -108 students/K-2. 

• Bay Ridge Charter School: Proposed location is NYC CSD 20; 1st year proposed 
enrollment/grades served - 370 students/K-5; 5th year proposed enrollment/grades served - 640 
students/K-8; Management Company - National Heritage Academies. 

• Green Dot New York Charter School: Proposed location is NYC CSD 7; 1st year proposed 
enrollment/grades served -115 students/9; 5th year proposed enrollment/grades served - 420 
students/9-12. 

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that the State University Trustees may approve the above 
charter application^) as soon as 45 days from the date hereof, but have scheduled consideration of them for 
a meeting to be held during September 2007. When scheduled the meeting date will be available at 
www.sunv.edu/Board of Trustees/meetingNotices.cfm. 

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that the State University Trustees will provide further 
Notice regarding each significant stage of the chartering process of the above applications) and the 
following two applications that were previously noticed, Carl C. Icahn Far Rockaway (CSD 27) and 
Collegiate Charter School (CSD 17), only by posting same on the website of the SUNY Charter Schools 
Institute, www.newyorkchartei-s.org/publicNotices.htm. UNLESS you respond to the address below and 
indicate that your school would like to receive further Notices via e-mail or First Class Mail, and provide 
the appropriate address for same. 

- Page 2 - 
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Copies of each application are available for review in the Albany office of the Charter Schools 
Institute or from the Institute through the New York Freedom of Information Law. Further information 
about each application is available on the "Public List" at; www.newvorkcharters.org/publicNotices.htm. 

For further information regarding this Notice, please contact the General Counsel of the Charter 
Schools Institute, Ralph A. Rossi II, at the address or telephone number below. 

Page 3 - 
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IS 392 
104SUTTERAVE 
BROOKLYN, NY 11212 

KAPPA V 
985R0CKAWAYAVE 
BROOKLYN, NY 11212 

LITTLE FLOWER PREP SCHOO 
305 REMSEN AVE 
BROOKLYN, NY 11212 

NEW VOICES SCH-ACAD & 
CREATIVE ARTS 
330 18THST 
BROOKLYN, NY 11212 

PEOPLE'S ES 
121RIVERDALEAVE 
BROOKLYN, NY 11212 

PS 140 
985ROCKAWAYAVE 
BROOKLYN, NY 11212 

PS 189 LINCOLN TERRACE 
SCHOOL 
1100 E NEW YORK AVE 
BROOKLYN, NY 11212 

PS 396 
110 CHESTER ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 11212 

PS 398 WALTER WEAVER 
SCHOOL 
60 E 94TH ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 11212 

RISEN CHRIST LUTHERAN 
SCHOOL 
250 BLAKE AVE 
BROOKLYN, NY 11212 

TEACHERS' PREP SECONDARY 
SCH 
226 BRISTOL ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 11212 

IS 252 ARTHUR S. SOMMERS 
1084 LENOX RD 
BROOKLYN, NY 112121950 

PS 219 KENNEDY-KING 
SCHOOL 
1060 CLARKSON AVE 
BROOKLYN, NY 112122099 

PS 156 WAVERLY SCHOOL 
104SUTTERAVE 
BROOKLYN, NY 112123831 

PS 183 GEN. D. CHAPPIE JAMES 
SCHOOL 
76 RIVERDALE AVE 
BROOKLYN, NY 112124346 

~'     55 IDA R. POSNER SCHOOL 
JLOTTAVE 

BROOKLYN, NY 112124811 

PS 327 DR. ROSE B. ENGLISH 
SCHOOL 
111 BRISTOL ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 112125639 

PS 41 FRANCIS WHITE SCHOOL 
411THATFORDAVE 
BROOKLYN, NY 112125898 

PS 284 LEW WALLACE SCHOOL 
220 WATKINS ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 112126505 

PS 298 DR. BETTY SHABAZZ 
SCHOOL 
85 WATKINS ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 112126711 

PS 184-NEWPORT STREET 
SCHOOL 
273 NEWPORT ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 112127014 

PS 150 CHRISTOPHER SCHOOL 
364 SACKMAN ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 112127604 

PS / IS 323 
210 CHESTER ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 112128014 

PS 332 CHARLES H. HOUSTON 
51 CHRISTOPHER AVE 
BROOKLYN, NY 112128014 

ARK CHRISTIAN ACAD 
1710 EASTERN PKWY 
BROOKLYN, NY 11233 

BROOKLYN CHILDRENS 
PSYCH CENTER 
1819 BERGEN ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 11233 

BROOKLYN COLLEGIATE SCH 
2021 BERGEN ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 11233 

FOUNDATIONS ACAD 
2     IALPH AVE 
5. jOKLYN,NY 11233 

INNER HEALING MINISTRIES 
SCH 
299 SARATOGA AVE 
BROOKLYN, NY 11233 

MOTT HALL IV 
1137HERKIMERST 
BROOKLYN, NY 11233 
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NEW YORK CHRISTIAN 
CENTER ACADEMY 
2440 FULTON ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 11233 

NYC GEOG DIST #23 - RIC #5 
1665 ST MARKS AVE 
BROOKLYN, NY 11233 

EXCELLENCE CHARTER SCH- 
BED STUY 
225PATCHENAVE 
BROOKLYN, NY 11233 

PS 12 
430 HOWARD AVE 
BROOKLYN, NY 11233 

PS 21 CRISPUS ATTUCKS 
SCHOOL 
180CHAUNCEYST 
BROOKLYN, NY 11233 

PS  5DR.R0NALDE.MCNAIR 
SCHOOL 
820 HANCOCK ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 11233 

PS 40 GEORGE W. CARVER 
SCHOOL 
265 RALPH AVE 
BROOKLYN, NY 11233 

PS 191 PAUL ROBESON 
SCHOOL 
1600 PARK PL 
BROOKLYN, NY 11233 

PS 28 THE WARREN SCHOOL 
1001 HERKIMER ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 11233 

PS 262 EL HAJ MALIK 
SHABAZZ 
500 MACON ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 11233 

PS 35 STEPHEN DECATUR 
SCHOOL 
272 MCDONOUGH ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 11233 

PS 178 ST CLAIR MCKELWAY 
SCHOOL 
2163 DEAN ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 112334003 

REHOBOTH CHRISTIAN ACAD 
55 MACDOUGAL ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 11233 

EBC HS-PUBLIC SAFETY 
1495 HERKIMER ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 112333410 

RONALD EDMONDS LEARNING 
CENTER II 
430 HOWARD AVE 
BROOKLYN, NY 11233 

WALK IN LOVE CHRISTIAN 
ACAD 
1110 HERKIMER LANE 
BROOKLYN, NY 11233 

PS 137RACHAEL JEAN 
MITCHELL SCHOOL 
121 SARATOGA AVE 
BROOKLYN, NY 112331668 

PS 73 THOMAS BOYLAND 
SCHOOL 
241 MCDOUGAL ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 112332804 

IS 271 JOHN M. COLEMAN 
SCHOOL 
1137 HERKIMER ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 112333109 

PS 155 NICHOLAS HERKIMER 
SCHOOL 
1355 HERKIMER ST 
BROOKLYN, NY 112333304 
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Charter Schools Institute 
The State University of New York 

Application Transmittal Form 

Proposed Name of Charter School: Achievement First Brownsville Charter School 
Applicant Contact Information 

Applicant Contact:     Kelly "Wachowicz, Vice-president, New Business Initiatives 
I-Star Financial 

«s=     28 Old Fulton Street #4K, Brooklyn, NY 11201, 

0^%«i6he7Fa^s.0XC) 917.576.1612 

ril: t&echowicz mnbll998.hbs.edu Home Phone: 718.935.1875 

Media^bntact (if different) (name/phone#): n/a 

-F^Ujcational Service^PVotfider 
lvlaiia]gement Cpjtnp'arly f//'fl«y): Achievement First 

Contact (ftame/phone #) Lesley Esters Redwine - 718.774.0906 ext. 2401 
Email: Iesleyredwine@achievementfirst.org 

Partner Organization (if any): n/a 

Contact (name/phone #): n/a 

School Summary 

Desired Opening Date of School: August 2008 

Planned Grades Served/Enrollment: 

Year 1:5/84   Year 2: 5-6/165        Year 3: K-l, 5-7/411 

Year 4: K-2, 5-8/567 Year 5: K-3, 5-8/708 

Proposed Location (school district, in NYC UstCSD and Region): District 23, Region 5 

Submit Completed Applications To: 

Charter Schools Institute • State University of New York » 41 State Street, Suite 700 • Albany, New York 12207;- 
518/433-8277, Fax: 518/427-6510, www.newyorkcharters.org 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY: 

Received By:   £)CO^ ~* <^f\ 
Date Received:     ff/c^M    0[ 

r?VCHIEVEMEN73lRST 
W BROWNSVILLE OTK 
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Charter Schools Institute 
The State University of New York 

Application Transmittal Form 

Proposed Name of Charter School: Achievement First Brownsville Charter School 
Applicant Contact Information 
Applicant Contact:     Kelly Wachowicz, Vice-President, New Business Initiatives 

I-Star Financial 
Mailing Address:      28 Old Fulton Street #4K, Brooklyn* NY 11201 

Office Phone/Fax:     (C) 917.576.1612 

p_mQ,-i-kWaphnwicz@mbai998.hbs.edu Home Phone: 718.935.1 

Media Contact (if different) (name/phone#): n/a 

Affiliations 

Educational Service Provider 
Management Company (if any): Achievement First 
Contact (name/phone #) Lesley Esters Redwine - 718.774.0906 ext. 2401 
Fmail: 1eslevredwine@,achievementfirst.org 

Partner Organization (if any): n/a 

Contact (name/phone #): n/a 

School Summary 

Desired Opening Date of School: August 2008 

Planned Grades Served/Enrollment: 

Year 1:5/84   Year 2: 5-6/165        Year 3: K-1,5-7/411 

Year 4: K-2, 5-8/567 Year 5: K-3, 5-8/645 

Proposed Location (school district, in NYC list CSD and Region): District 23, Region 5 

Submit Completed Applications To: 

Charter Schools Institute " State University of New York -41 State Street, Suite 700 " Albany, New 
York 12207 

518/433-8277, Fax: 518/427-6510, www.newyorkcharters.org 

DECEIVED' 
AUG 2 1 2007, 

CHARTER SCHOOLS INSTITUTE 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY: 

Received By:  

Date Received: 
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CHARTER SCHOOLS 
TRANSMITTAL FORM FOR APPROVED CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATIONS 

Name of Charter School: 

DERECTIONS TO CHARTER ENTITIES 

When submitting a proposed charter to the Board of Regents, please complete this sheet and attach it as the 
transmittal page. Please provide the following: 

1. (a) For all proposed charters, please provide three (3) hard copies of the proposed charter, the application, and 
supporting documentation (including SUNY Board of Trustees' resolutions and votes for each proposed 
charter) to the address below. Also provide one (1) electronic copy to dmengel(%mail.nvsed. gov as a PDF file. 

Public School Choice Programs 
New York State Education Department 

462 EBA 
Albany, NY 12234 

(b) For proposed charters in NYC only, please also provide two (2) hard copies to the address below. Also 
provide one (1) electronic copy to dmengel@mail.nvsed.gov and llong(fltmail.nvsed.gov as a PDF file. 

Dr. Lisa Long 
Office of Accountability, Policy, and Administration 

New York State Education Department 
55 Hanson Place, Room 400 

Brooklyn, NY 11217 

2. Evidence that the entity has notified the school district of the application, of the district's right to comment, and 
. of the district's requirement to hold a public hearing. 

3. . Transcript of the hearing and any comments the entity has received from the school district. 
4. Evidence.that the entity has notified public and nonpublic schools in the same geographic area as the proposed 

charter school. 
5. Evidence that the entity has determined that the application does not involve the conversion of an existing 

private school. 
6. Evidence that the entity has obtained a criminal records check based on the fingerprints of each individual 

applicant named in the charter school application. 
7. A statement that the charter entity is satisfied with the results of such background checks. 

REQUIRED FINDINGS 

a. The charter school described in the application meets the requirements of Article 56 and all other applicable 
laws, rules, and regulations; 

b. The applicant has the ability to operate the school in an educationally and fiscally sound manner; 
c. In a school district where the total enrollment of resident students attending charter schools in the base year 

is greater than 5% of the total public school enrollment of the school district in the base year, granting the 
application would have a significant educational benefit to the students expected to attend the proposed 
charter school (or the school district in which the charter school will be located consents to such 
application); and 

d. Granting the application is likely to improve student learning and achievement and materially further the 
purposes of §2850(2) of Article 56. 

Print Name 

Check one: 

President, Board of Education of 
Print School District Name 

Chancellor, New York City Schools 

LJSJwir, SUNY Board of Trustees (Designee) 75 



Charter Schools Institute 
The State University of New York 

October 29,2007 

BY OVERNIGHT MAIL 
Dr. Lisa Long 
Office of Accountability, Policy and Administration 
New York State Education Department 
55 Hanson Place, Room 400 
Brooklyn, New York 11217 

Re:      Section 2852(5) submission to the Board of Regents of Proposed Charters for the following 
schools: y 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School:^/ 
Collegiate Charter School: 
Carl C. Icahn Charter School Far Rockawav; 
Green Dot New York Charter School: 
Harlem Success Academy Charter School 2: 
Harlem Success Academy Charter School 3; 
Harlem Success Academy Charter School 4: 

Dear Dr. Long: 

On October 26, 2007, the Board of Trustees of the State University of New York (the "State 
University Trustees") approved applications for the above-referenced proposed charter schools (the 
"Approved Applications"). Subsequent thereto the Charter Schools Institute (the "Institute"), on 
behalf of the State University Trustees, entered into proposed charters with the applicants for the 
Approved Applications (the "Proposed Charters"). 

Now, pursuant to subdivision 2852(5) of the Education Law, the Institute, acting on behalf of 
the State University Trustees, hereby submits to the Board of Regents the Proposed Charters and 
supporting materials for its review and comment. 

The submission of the Proposed Charters, consistent with the practice of the State Education 
Department, consists of a binder and appended materials organized as set forth below. 

1. An executed transmittal form, placed at the front of the binder. 

2. Five unbound copies of the Proposed Charter (3 sent to Albany; 2 enclosed) and two 
electronic copies of the application (1 each for Albany and New York). One copy of 
the Proposed Charter agreement text has been included at Tab 1 of each of two 
binders (1 sent to Albany; 1 enclosed); the other three copies are provided separately 
(2 sent to Albany; 1 enclosed).  Please note that both the electronic and requested 

41 State Street, Suite 700, Albany, New York 12207 • Phone: (518) 433-8277 • Fax: (518) 427-6510 ~JQ 
www.newyorkcharters.org 
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number ofhard copies ofthe charter applications ^^hibit^to the Proposed Charter 
agreements'have been previously sent under separate co^er to your office and to 
Oarlene^Iengel,and,asdiscussed,isdeemedtobesubmittedherewith. 

^. Two copies the supportingdocumentation ^1 in each binders consistingof the 
resolution approved byama^ority of me ^tate university Trustees, anda^ummary 
of^indingsandl^ecommendationsisalsosetforthatTabl. 

^. evidence of notification to the school districtin which the charterschool is proposed 
to be located is set^orthatTab^. behave included the initial notice regarding the 
receipt ofthe application, which also stated that the ^tate university Trustees might 
act on same within ^^ days, behave not included any subsequentnotices, including 
the one thatspecified the meeting date at which the ^tate university Trustees would 
lil^elyvoteonthe applications 

^ written comment ^ifany^that the Institute received ^om the school district in which 
the charter school is proposed to be located is setforth at Tab ^. In the interest of 
completeness, pertinent responses, from the applicants or otherwise ^ifany^, are also 
provided. 

^ evidence of notification to public and non^public schools in the geographic vicinity 
of the proposedcharter school is setforthatTab^. ^gain,we have included the 
initialnoticere^rdin^ the receipt of the application,which also stated that the ^tate 
university Trustees might act on same within^days.^ 

In addition to the above materials, it is apparently ^tate education department practice to 
requestadeterminationfrom the charter entity that each submitted application doesnot involve the 
conversion ofaprivateschool. In this regard, please be advised that the Board ofTrustees, having 
considered the applicable statutoryfactors,setforth at subdivision ^^^ of the education I^aw, 
ar^d having conducted, or caused to be conducted, any necessary inquiry or investigation, is satisfied 
thatthe submitted Proposed Charters do not involve the conversion ofaprivateschool. In this 
regard, wefurtherreferyou to attachment ^^ of each ofthe approved applications. 

Please be advised as well, that, pursuant to subdivision ^^^^ of the education I^aw,^tate 
and federal fingerprint cardsfor the applicantsfor the Proposed Charters have been submitted by the 
Institute on behalfofthe^tate university Trustees to the division ofCriminal justice ^ervices^ and 
the Institute is satisfied with the results ofthe background checks. 

Please notice that ^hibitOto each charter agreementcontemplates minor changes to the 
finalform of policies, procedures and other application attachments based on further legal review, 
^e intend to submit such changes to the department shortlyand well before the Board ofl^egents 
considers the application as part ofthe current review and clarification protocol between the 
department and the Institute. 

^ 
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^s this is our initial submission post the enactment of^hapter 57 ofthe Laws of2^7 and 
withanew Transmittal Form, please let us know if you believe the submission varies from what we 
discussed. In keeping wim our past practice and subdivision 2852(5) of the Education Law, todays 
^byhand^ submission to me Oepartment^s^lbany office will constitute the official submission ofthe 
State UniversityTrustees to the Board of Regents and commence the Regents statutory review 
period. 

^n behalf of the State UniversityTrustees, the Institute looksforward to working closely 
with the Board ofRegents and the department in yourreviewofthe proposed charters. 

Sincerely, 

j* \*i y^ 
Ralph A. Rossi II 
Vice President and General Counsel 

c:        Darlene Mengel, State Education Department (by hand) 
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THE CITY OF NEW YORK 
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 

NEW YORK, NY. tooo? 

DENNIS M.WALCOTT 
Diirurv MAYOR TOR EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY DnvaoiwF.vr 

January 11,2008 

Richard P. Mills 
Commissioner 
New York State Education Department. 
Education Building 
Albany, NY 12234 

Dear Commissioner Mills: 

1 am writing to inform you of the City's intent to provide additional charter school funding in the 
upcoming Financial Plan for Fiscal Year 2008-2009. The Mayor's 2009 Executive Budget will allocate 
approximately 55,021,969 to the Department of Youth and Community Development. These funds will be 
disbursed over a period of 5 years beginning in FY2008-2009. Of this total allocation, $2,656,095 will be 
allocated during the FY2008-2009 to provide an initial startup allocation, pursuant to contract, to the 
following 19 charter schools for operation during the first year. 

"    Achievement First Brownsville 
• Harlem Success 2 
• Harlem Success 3 
• Harlem Success 4 
• Bronx.Career Education Charter School 
• Bronx Community Charter School 
• Bronx Global Learning Institute for Girls 

Brooklyn Ascend Charter School 
"    Carl C Icahn Charter School Far Rockaway 
"    Collegiate 
• DREAM Charter School 
• Ethical Community Charter School 
• Green Dot Charter School 
" La Chna Charter School 
" Mott Haven Charter School 
" NYC Charter HS for Architecture, Engineering. & Construction Industries 
" PAVE Charter School 
" St. Mope Charter School 
• Voice Charter School 
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Based on current projections of student enrollment, additional & subsequent allocations will be 
made available to. the schools over the course of 4 years (FY2010-2013) in the amount of $2, 365,874. 

Specifically, the startup allocation will include a fixed amount of $90,000 per school in fiscal year 
2008-2009, plus a pet-student allocation in the amount of $390-475 per student depending on the grade, 
level of the student. Students in grades K-5 receive an allocation of $390 per student, while grades levels 
6-8 receive $443 per student, and grade levels 9-12 receive an allocation of $475 per student. In addition, 
in fiscal years 2010,2011,2012, and 2013, a further allocation will be made for every additional student 
added to the school population, unless the school is fully phased in. Based on current estimates, which are 
subject to change depending on the number and grade level of students enrolled at the school, we anticipate 
supporting the school in the following amounts, as specified in the chart on page 3 of this memo. 

We look forward to supporting these schools. 

Sincerely, 

^WH 
Dennis M. Walcott 

CC: Michael Bloomberg, Mayor- City of New York . 
Joel Klein. Chancellor-NYC Department of Education 
Garth Harries, Chief Executive - Office of Portfolio Development 
Michael Duffy, Executive Director - Office of Charter Schools 
Jeanne B. Mu.llgrav, Commissioner - Department of Youth & Community Development 
Office of Charter Schools 
Department of Youth & Community Development 
New York State Education Department 

2 
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Charter Schools Institute 
The State University of New York 

December 11,2007 

Mr. Jamal L. Young 
Regional Associate 
Office of Accountability, Policy and Administration 
New York State Education Department 
55 Hanson Place, Room 400 
Brooklyn, NY 11217 

Dear Mr. Young: 

The Institute has reviewed the Departments requests for clarification regarding the 
application for the Achievement First Brownsville Charter School, dated November 23,2007 
(received on November 30, 2007), and has discussed them with the applicant In response to the 
request, the applicant has made certain revisions to the charter application. In addition, the Institute 
offers the following comments with regard to your requests related to curriculum and community 
support 

• As the Institute has stated previously in relation to other applications, in regard to the 
inclusion of eleven subjects (seven learning standard areas) in the school's calendar 
and schedule, it is up to the applicant whether the school will provide discrete 
instruction in the areas for which no performance standard has been established—or 
any instruction at all for that matter. Any contention to the contrary is at odds with 
the language and the spirit of the Charter Schools Act. The Institute, therefore, 
continues to advise applicants that should they choose to provide such information, it 
is purely at their option. 

• Information included in applications to establish new charter schools is there to 
provide an "indication" that there is sufficient community support to allow a new 
charter school to meet its projected enrollment target; in this case, 84 students. The 
information provided in this case was satisfactory for consideration purposes by the 
State University Trustees: (1) the letters of support from legislators, community based 
organizations and "partner" organizations, (2) the 268 students on the Waiting Lists 
of three of the four charter schools in the same geographic area that include 5   grade, 
and (3) the signatures of 59 parents of students who would enroll their son/daughter 
in the fifth grade in the fall of 2008, if presented with the opportunity. The Institute is 
satisfied that these indicators of community support will result in sufficient numbers 
of students for Achievement First Brownsville Charter School to reach its enrollment 
projections, and has not advised the applicant to respond further. 

In addition to this transmittal letter, enclosed are: 

7/ 

* A cover letter from the lead applicant, Kelly Wachowitz, dated December 11,2007 (the 
"Applicant Cover Letter"). 

Certain revised pages of the charter application, attached to the Applicant Cover Letter. 

41 State Street, Suite 700, Albany, New York 12207 • Phone: (518) 433-8277 • Fax: (518) 427-6510 Q % 
www.newyorkcharters.oig O I 
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Mr. Jamal L. Young 
December 11,2007 
Page 2 of 2 

In addition to this transmittal letter, enclosed are: 

• A cover letter from the lead applicant, Kelly Wachowitz, dated December 11,2007 (the 
"Applicant Cover Letter"). 

• Certain revised pages of the charter application, attached to the Applicant Cover Letter. 

• A copy of the Institute's application summary document for the Achievement First Brownsville 
Charter School, in lieu of the Department's Executive Summary document 

Please note that by its signature below the Institute approves of the revisions submitted by the 
applicant in response to the Department's comments and attests that these "Attachments" and 
"Exhibits" are hereby incorporated into the proposed charter between the applicant and the State 
University Board of Trustees and shall be fully binding on the charter school when it comes into 
being. Moreover, the Attachments and Exhibits submitted hereto shall be deemed to replace in their 
entirety previous versions of such Attachments and Exhibits, which such previous versions are and 
shall be null and void. 

Should you have any question or concerns please do not hesitate to contact my office. Thank 
you. 

Sincerely, sincerely. 

Jennifer G. Sneed, Ph.D. 
Senior Vice President 

Enclosures 

cA        Joel Klein 
Lisa 
SheliaEvans-Tranumn 
Ira Schwartz 

juein 

Long (jfa/faJ *<*d/) 
lia Evans-Tranumn r 

Ira Schwartz *   \ 
Carol Wallace (J^^U^^^J 
Kelly Wachowitz (jfaCfotS &£^} 
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Oecemberll,^7 

^^^^^^ 
^r.^ennifer^.^need 
senior ^ice president 
^harter^choolsmstitute 
^I^tate^treet,^uite7^ 
^Albany,^^1^7 

^e^Charter^choolApplicationfbrmeAchievementFirstBrownsvilleCharter^chool 

^earl^r.^need^ 

mresponsetomeletterfromme^tate^ducano^I^epartmentdated^ovember^,^^, 
seelring clarification oramendmentofmeapphcanonfbrmeAcmevementFirstBrownsvilleCh^ 
School we subn^tmefbllowmgrespo^sesoramendmentstomeapplication.magreementwimm^ 
^ristimte^sadviceand recommendation, we refermereadertomemsnmte^sresponse^wmch 
understand will accompany ourpresentsubmission)onseveralitems.Ourresponses follow below. 

1.  In Attaclm^ent^,^mdent enrollment Infbrmation,^it is inmcatedma^ 
will be replaced ^macl^ld from the waiting list, up to graded. It will become more 
mfficult to mtroducesmdents to me disciplmeaud rigor of our program as me curriculum 
^dvances^merefore,smdentslostto attrition willnotbereplacedafterme^gradeB^lease 
provide an expanded rationale on the challenges and inability of the school and its 
leadership team to introduce students to the discipline and rigors of the proposed 
instructional program. 

As set fbrmm^ducanonl^aw subdivision ^^l^d), me Charter schools Act asl^ for and 
lets charter schools set their admission policies as they see fit within thebounds of 
subdivision^^), ^othmgmsubdivision^ 
admissions on me basis of grade level or determining mc capacity ofagrade level, mfact, 
this is one of me unique design features of ch^er schools that is impoi^^t to academic 
success. 

^. please clarify me plans ofme board oftrustees to sustam projected grade level enrollments 
if student attrition rates exceed those projected in the application, ^eference^ Attachment 

please see response to Item 1. ^fhe school board does not have to sustain projected grade 
level enrollmentunderme Charter Agreement only the overall enrollment must be sustained, 
moreover, the school can seekarevision to itschartertoreduceenrollmentifneedbe. 

^. Ple^e clarify me means by wmch me board of trustees and instructional team will meet 
expectations for smdeut behavior audschool^widemscipline as projected class si^es grow 
from l^in^earlto more than^in^ear^.^eference^ Attachments 

^ 
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After careml review of the ahove-reference revest, me applicant feels mat the Department 
ma^ have overlooked me response currently contamedmAttachment^^^ Please referto^ 
attachmentforaresponsetothisre^nest^ 

^  mAttachmento^"Grov^Plan,"itisstat^ 
ofSmdents,andAcademicDean^^llteachatleastoneclass"Pleaseclarif^isthismeans 
one period per da^,ever^da^, or an entire dav7 On the elementary level, ho^v^vill "one 
class"hedefined7 ^illmeadministratorshe appropriately certified toteachthese 
"classes^" 

The administrators ^11 teachamathematics or literacy class one period per da^The 
admmistratorswill he appropriately cernfied or exempt from certification underm^ 
Schools Actwim me ^O^e^empnon provided merein, and will he ^1^ highly o^uahf^ed 
forthe classes the^teach^ 

^ m Attachment 10, page 10-1,ii,^rmcipalTrainmgandEvaluation,"itis proposed thatthe 
educational management ^ompan^,AclnevementPirst, will "provide an intensive on^ear 
leadership training programfor School Principals" This is also referenced in Attachment 
4^-1^ Smce me proposed opemng date is August ^00^, please clarify when principals will 
participate in thisone^earprogram7^ 

Achievement Pirst,anonprofit charter school organi^tion, will recmit me principalforthis 
school as outlined in the husiness services agreements with the schooPs^oardofTrustees^ 
The prmcipalcandidateforA^^rowns^nle will he selected fromapool of administrators 
and^or leadership Pellows in the AP ^etwori^ ^urrentl^. Achievement Pirst has a 
leadership TraimngProgrammathegantms^ 
participatmg, and me principal is lil^el^ to he selected from this pool^maddinon to this 
fellowship, me prmcipal will participate inaseriesofcoachingand professional development 
and learning sessionsfornewprincipals selected to leadAchie^ementPirstschools^ 

^ On the same page, iii,"StaffRecruitment,"it states ^^The School Principal will have the 
aumorit^ to mal^e final lu^ng and ternu^non decisions and to set teacher salaries hased on 
performance" Since Article Pv^of the ^laws,^oard of Trustees, Sectionl^Powers, 
mdicates mat me "affairs of me corporation ^defmed as me Schools are managed, an^ 
powers are exercised, underme^oard^sultimatedirectionandcon^ol,"whatrolewould the 
^oar^o^^ruste^spla^mmisp^o^^7 A st^^^^t on page 10^ reiterates the authority of 
me Principal,hut adds "Achievement Pirst and the^oard of Trustees will support the 
Principalmthese efforts, ensuring thatme school is su^ 
ofthis "support" andhowwould it ensure success^ This is furtherreferenced on page 1^^ 

The Department has ta^en me ahove-^uoted section of me proposed h^-laws out of conte^ 
The mil sentence reads,"^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
^^^^^^^^^^^^me affairs of me Oorporanonaremanaged, and 
are exercised, under me P^oard^sulnrnate direction and control,"^emphasis supplied^ The 
school l^ard^srole is todelegate mis aumorit^ to me prmcipal and to approve me hiring ofa 
principal to n^emesedecisiorisfor the hoard ^see Attachment A-^ Thehoard^sultimate 
rolemthisregardiscontracnngwimAcme^ementPirstwhonommates principal candidates^ 

^ On the same page, iv, curriculum, reference is made to "an interim assessment s^stemB^ 
An^ assessment system mat is put in place must rerr^m in place or he changed througha 

^ 
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charter revisionprocess.   In the same paragraph,please clarify the statement that the 
"intranet^illcontain^curricularandotherschoolresources.^. 

denote mat me Oharter agreement, specifically Paragraph 2.^, gives the school ^uiteabit 
of flexibility ^ith regard to educational program changes so long as they are generally 
consistent^imme^ermsofOperation,andthatacharterrevisionmaynotl^necessary^ 
me extent me assessment system ^ouldbe part of the schools accountability Plan, such 
assessments are developeddurmg me schooPs first year of operanon and "interims until the 
Plan is finalised ^viththeOharterSchools Institute. 

8. On page 11-1,under Mission Statement, first bullet, it states "an average ofl-2 hours of 
home^vorl^pernight.^ Onpage 12-3,adiffermg statement is made^ "achievement first 
Brownsville barter School smdents ^11 have home^orl^ every mght,rangmgf^om an 
average of 30 rninutesfor me lo^er elementary grades to 2-3 hours each nightfor the 
noddle andhighschoolsmdents.^verysmdent^ill be required todo at least20 minutes of 
mdependent reading every mght,^im me parent signmgare^uired reading log.^ Is eimer 
oftheseproposalsappropriate^brveryyoung children, suchas^-27 

^fhe applicant ^vill ensure that any and all home^vor^ assigned to students at the school 
direcdy corresponds to me lessons revie^edmclass.^e applicant ^11 further ensure that 
home^orl^ is appropriateforthe students grade level. 

9. 8. Ou page 12-4,^, Rigorous, high-quality,^cusedtrainmgmrprmcipals and leaders, 3^ 
bullet states "^11 teachers ^11 have me abihty to participate in an exciting ne^v teacher 
training program providing mll^^ State ^ernficanonandaMaster^sl^egree^.^ further, 
on page 12-^, reference is made to achievement Pirst being "able to provide high-duality 
traming to alined teachers, grant short-term certificanons^ima^ransBcernficate and 
evenmally ensure that all of our teachers have full Instate certification and at leasta 
Master^sl^egree.^ l^o these statements tal^e into cousideration the statutoryre^uirements 
regarding certification ofteachers in eharterschools7 

^e school ^illemployateachmg staff certifiedmme extent reo^mred by me ^h^rter 
Schools^ctandhighly qualified underthe 1^01^8. 

10. On page 12-6,Ourriculum^ducanonal Program the statement is made that "curriculum 
team members ^vill ^vorl^ ^vith^P Brownsville teachers to t^veal^ the ^Pcurriculum 
materials as necessary to meet the specific needs of their students.^ ^lso,onpage!3b-l, 
School ^eel^ly Schedule, it is stated that "the e^act minutes and classes may change to 
bettermeetmeneeds of oursmdents.^e School should be nnndfulofmere^uirementfora 
charter revision ifthe curriculum or classes change. 

^e applicant aclmo^ledges me departments recommendation and ^illbesure to tal^e this 
under advisement should the curriculum and^or class schedule change. Please see response to 
ltem7. 

11.On pages 13b-2audl3b-3,^leuientaryaud Middle School Schedules, need to include allll 
subject areas ^including subjects embedded in other subjects and all^components of the 
^rts^dance,theater,^isualarts,music^^breach grade level. 

Please reler to the Instituted transu^ittalBcover letter regarding the departments 
interpretation ofthela^v. 

^ 
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12. On page 14-8, Mathematics, this curriculum should be based on the 2005 NYS Learning 
Standards for Mathematics. However, including the excerpts of the relevant grade levels is 
sufficient, along with pages 1-7 of the March 2005 NYS Core Curriculum for MST Standard 
3. For the Science curriculum, review- the NYS Core Curriculum and include all 
content/topics to be taught in Science at each grade level. 

The applicant acknowledges the Department's recommendation and will be sure to make the 
appropriate changes to the science crosswalks. 

13. On page 14-9, Technology, the study of Technology is not limited to the use of computers in 
the classroom. The curriculum in Technology should include the Learning Standards, Key 
Ideas, and Performance Indicators from the M/S/T Standards, even if the study of 
Technology (impact, history, etc.) is included in other subjects such as Science. Technology 
must be taught in the middle school. Please clarify when this will be taught 

Please refer to the Institute's transmittal/cover letter regarding the Department's 
interpretation of the law. 

14. On page 15-1, in Achievement first Brownsville Charter School Classroom Configuration, 
please clarify why the "number of part-time paraprofessionals will be largely based on the 
special education needs of our students." Also in reference to this section, there appears to 
be a large number of administrators. Is there a plan to phase mem in as grades are added? 
Please amend narrative sections of the application accordingly. 

The applicant will ensure that the needs of students with special needs will be met by 
ensuring that a paraprofessional is provided as required. The applicant's model is to have a 
principal, dean of students and academic dean for grades K-4 and for grades 5-8. 

15. In Attachment 17a-l, mention is made of the School being in "full compliance with 
administering New York State examinations in reading, math, science and social studies." 
Be reminded that the ELA, Technology and Foreign Language assessments must also be 
given. 

The school will administer all state assessments that are required by the Charter Schools Act. 

16. In the chart on the page referenced above, please explain the following: 
a. why are 4th grade assessments included when there will be no 4th grade during 
the life of the proposed charter? 
b. who are the "qualifying students" who take the NYS Regents Exams? 
c. why is the NYSESLAT only given in grades 5-8? 
d. what is NYSESLAT II? 

The applicant acknowledges the above-referenced questions, and will take this matter under 
advisement. 

17. In Attachment 21-b-l, regarding Child Find requirements, the School should become 
familiar with the new citation (34 CFR 300.111) resulting from the reauthorized IDEA of 
12/2004. 

The applicant acknowledges the Department's recommendation. 
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18. Regarding IDEA reporting requirements, the School should also become familiar with the 
new citation (34 CFR 300.642) resulting from the reauthorized IDEA of 12/2004. 

The applicant acknowledges the Department's recommendation. 

19. Regarding compliance with FERPA and IDEA, the School should also become familiar 
with the new citation (34 CFR 300.610-627 and 34 CFR Part 99) resulting from the 
reauthorized IDEA of 12/2004. 

The applicant acknowledges the Department's recommendation. 

20. The School should describe the process that will allow teachers to attend mandated CSE 
meetings and also describe the level of administrative duties the special education 
coordinator will assume and if the position will carry administrative certification.. 

The Charter Schools Act requires that applicants provide ""methods and strategies for serving 
students with disabilities in compliance with all federal laws and regulations," Education 
Law § 2851(2)(s) (emphasis added). The Act does not require that every aspect of the 
program or descriptions of the processes be described in detail. 

The Institute, as an additional requirement to the Charter Schools Act, requires that the 
Special Education Coordinator will be "properly certified" as set forth in the assurance in 
Attachment 21(b). Under the current state of IDEA regulation, it is not even clear that State 
certification in special education is required for charter schools, although the Institute would 
likely interpret its assurance in that manner. No statute requires a charter school employee to 
be certified in special education administration. 

21. The School should describe its administrators' roles in the special education program 
process, both at the school and with the NYC DOE. 

Please see response to Item 20. 

22. The School must describe its good faith efforts to attract and retain a comparable or greater 
enrollment of students with disabilities as compared to the enrollment figures for students in 
the proposed district of location. All such efforts must be clearly and consistently 
documented. 

We first note that the "attract and retain" language in the Charter Schools Act has no set 
meaning beyond what any authorizer believes it means. The Act specifically does not state, 
"All such efforts must be clearly and consistently documented," although we believe this is 
probably a good idea. We further note that the statute supplies no standards to by which to 
judge such efforts, and did not make them required elements of a charter school application 
even though the SUNY Trustees did. 

The school's admissions policy states that it will not discriminate on the basis of disability or 
aptitude. (Attachment 34-1). As directed by the Institute, however, we have revised 
Attachment 34 to delineate further efforts to attract special education students. 
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^oodfaim efforts ^th respect to retention of special education students are cohered by 
Attachments21aand21h. 

ArevisedAttachment3^isattachedhereto. 

23. The School should submit an expanded description of its hiring process thatincludes an 
assurancethatallA^^S special educationteachers^illbehighlyo^uali^ed. 

Please see resr^nse to Item 2^ regarding the description ofhiring processes. The applicant 
provides an assurance mat me specialeducation teachers ^ill be o^uahf^ed to me mimmum 
extentre^uiredbythel^EAandthe^^L^. 

2^. The School shouldbecomefamiliar^mmene^citation^2^1^2^ 3^ ^^3^.53^^ 
532^^^533^53^53^resultmgfrommereauthori^edlOEAofl2.2^^. 

Theapplicantaclmo^ledgesmeOepartment^srecommendation. 

25. In Attachment 22, English Language Learners, the proposed charter school must 
demonstrate good faimefmrts to attract and retamacomparable or greater enroll 
smdents^mlin^ted English proficiency as compared to the enrollment figures forstudents 
inthe proposed district of location.   All such efforts must be clearly andconsistently 
documented.This section ofthe application ^asomitted. Please revise. 

Pleaseseethefirstparagraphofltem22. 

The schools admissions policy ^Attachment 3^1^states that all recrmtment, admissions a^^ 
enrollment materials aretranslated into Spanish,^hich is me dommant second language in 
the proposed school location, and mat ^the school ^illma^e staff or volunteers available to 
any parent or guardian ^ho needs help completmg me apphcanon, including translators if 
necessary.^ It furmer states mat me ^school ^ill use best efforts to provide materials to all 
parents in their home language. The r^licy also stated that it ^illnotmscriminate on the 
basisofnanonalorigm. Allofmefbregomgfullysansfiesme^goodfaim^re^u^ 

^oodfaim efforts ^threspecttoretenuonarecoveredbyAttachment22. 

26. Charted schools must provideadescripnon of me process for identifying LEP^ELL students 
andamemodmrdetermimng^mchofmese^dents may need a^tance.P^easeelmuuate 
thesecondparagraphunder ^Identification of Students^asit isnot necessary tothe 
identification of LEP^ELL studeuts if theprocessoutlinedinthis section is lolloped 
properly. Teachers certaiuly shouldreeeiveprofessional development on instructional 
techni^uesbutnotintechni^uesfbrdetecting^vhetherastudentshouldbetestedfbr 
LEP^ELL services.. 

Theapplicantaclmo^ledgesthe^epartment^srecommendation. 

2^.The charter school should includeasection that describes its plan to ensure that needed 
staff, curricular materials, and facilities to serve LEP^ELLsmdents are in place andused 
properly. AE Brownsville mdicates mat me school ^ill^hire at least one full-time teacher 
^ho speaks me foreign language that is most common among its students,^vhich in all 
livelihood ^vill be ^panish.^ ^ill this teaeherbeacert^fiedE^L or Bilingual Education 
teacherorar^oreignLanguageteacher7. 
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The school will comply with applicable federal law, regulation and court ordered directives 
in this regard. 

28. Charter schools are encouraged to review Amendments to the Regulations of the 
Commissioner of Education (CR 80-2.9, certificates valid for bilingual education and CR 
80-2.10, certificate for teaching English to speakers of other languages) for guidance when 
hiring teachers to work with LEP/ELL students. Where there are significant numbers of 
LEP/ELL students, charter schools are encouraged to hire a certified bilingual and/or ESL 
coordinator who are knowledgeable of the language, culture, and heritage of the target 
population. 

The applicant acknowledges the Department's recommendation. 

29. Charter schools must identify appropriate evaluative standards for measuring the progress of 
LEP/ELL students, including program exit criteria. 

As set forth in Attachment 22-2, the school will use the NYSESLAT and the Department's 
cut scores as its evaluative standard for exit criteria. 

30. Please eliminate the last sentence of the paragraph entitled, "No student wilj be exited from 
the ELL program until they can read, write, and comprehend English well enough to 
participate meaningfully in the school's programs without additional supports. It is score on 
the NYSESLAT that determines the proficiency level the student has achieved each year, 
and whether the student's level of English proficiency is high enough to exit the ESL 
programs or services. This determination is not a subjective determination. 

The exact quote from the application is, *^No student will be exited from the ELL program 
until they can read, write, and comprehend English well enough to participate meaningfully 
in Achievement First Brownsville Charter School programs." Thus, if a student is still 
struggling after testing out on the NYSESLAT (through guesses or unknown reasons), the 
school will continue to provide services to such child. This is perfectly acceptable for a 
charter school that does not have to follow Part 154 of the Commissioner's regulations; rather 
only federal law must be heeded. 

31. For purposes of ensuring the adequacy of programs for LEP/ELL students, charter schools 
must assess the progress of all LEP/ELL students on an ongoing basis. All LEP/ELL 
students must annually take the New York State English as a Second Language 
Achievement Test (NYSESLAT) to evaluate their English proficiency. The scores on the 
NYSESLAT indicate the proficiency level the student has achieved each year, and whether 
the student's level of English proficiency is high enough to exit the ESL programs or 
services 

This is not an entirely correct statement for a charter school. 

32. In addition, all public schools, including charter schools are advised that the NYSESLAT 
can no longer be used for Title I accountability purposes, except for students newly arrived 
in the United States. Charter schools must also administer the ELA assessment to LEP/ELL 
students who, as of January 3, 2007, have been enrolled in school in the United States 
(excluding Puerto Rico) for one year or more. (See 
http://www.emsc.nvsed.eov/osa/nvseslat/nclbmemo8.4-06.htm for guidance).] 
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Theapplicantac^nowledgesme^epartment^srecommendation. 

33.mAttachment23^re^rence is made to students ^^traditionally seen as being ^atris^butno 
de^mitionisprovided^br"atris^"Fleaseclari^y. 

Theapplicantac^owledgesme^eparm^ent^srecommendation. 

34. Attachment 26^1claims mat "our waitlists mr me existmg Achievement FirstCn^ 
schools provide us with more than enough support in our attempt to show me need lor 
another AF school." An attached chart indicates that the ^bur other l^ew^or^ City AF 
schools do indeed have wait lists at various grades^ however i^AF Brownsville plans to 
open wim 5^ grade and 84 students^ they would have to draw rrommese other schools or 
elsewhere in order to reach their targeted enrollment. The parent "Fetition^o^lnterest 
and^or^upport" do notprovidesur^icientpotential students to rulrlllthattarget. 

Fleasere^rto the mstitute^sresponseto mis item. 

35. Attachment28-lindicatesmatme board "meetsatleastsix^nmesperyear."Attachment 
31-2 also references "bi-monthly board meetings. "The Technical Assistance Advisory 
^r Charter school Applications states "The board ol^ trustees must meet^ataminimum^ ten 
^l^timesperyear^between^ulyland^une30." 

TheapplicantaclmowledgestheOepartment^srecommendation. 

36. Attachment 31-1 states that ^^TheBoardmaynothireaprincipalwhohasnotbeen 
nominated by Achievement First, ^nce the Frincipal is appointed by the Boards he or she 
then reports to the superintendent o^Achievement First who is responsible mr the 
Frmcipal^sday-m-day supervision and coachmg."Furmer description indicates overlapping 
responsibility on me part ol^ the Board and Achievement First with regard to the evaluation 
andrenewalo^aprincipal^scontract. Cantheserelationshipsandresponsibilitiesbe 
clarirled7 

Ar^ercareml review o^meabove-rer^encere^uest^ me applicant ^els that me department 
may have overlooked me response currently contamedmAttachment31.Fleaserelerto this 

37.Attachment32-l retersto me Bylaws as proposed" and as in "dra^^rm."Atthispointin 
the applicationprocess^ the Bylaws should be rmali^ed.  . 

The by-laws are intentionally in draltlbrtwo reasons, l^egally^ they are notyet me by-laws 
ol^ anything because no education corporation yet exists and there are no trustees to ratiry 
them, ^econd^ the Charter schools Institute charter agreement as^s that they be ratified 
within 30 days ol^ the elective date ol^ the charters and signirlcantly^hasamechanism to 
amend samei^needbe^rexampleasaresulto^changesto the applications 

38. Attachment 33-1 addresses several policies ot^the Board or^Trustees^ Code o^Conduct and 
^mics^ Convict or^lnterest^ and ComplaintFrocedures^r Accounting and Auditing^atters. 
The statementis made that"The Board or^Trusteesmayvote to amend these policies as long 
is it still is consistent with ^ew^or^^tate law." l^ew^or^^tate law requires that the 
Boardo^Trusteesreo^uestarevision to its charter il^such changes are desired. Furthers the 
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^omplamt Procedures are for anvtvpe of complaints, not ^ust those related to accounting 
andauditingmafters 

^he proposed charter agreement ^Paragraph 2.^ contemplates modifications to the code of 
ethics but requires prior written approval bv the charter schools Institute, whether or not 
such change would reo^uirearevision to me charter isarnafter for me h^tu^ to address 
with the department. 

Attachment 33-lwill be revised to add the following language to the end of the second 
sentence,^,but such amendmentshall not be effective unlessanduntil approved bvthe^tate 
^mversitv trustees or designee.^Attaclm^ent 33-1 will b^ 
paragraphon page 33^2. specific provisionsmme proposed charter Agreement address this 
issue. 

ArevisedAttachment33isattachedhereto. 

3^. ^e description ofeligiblevotingmembers on Attachment 33-2 is confusing as it seems to 
limit membership fairlvstringentlv, vet does not allow foraparent member as indicated on 
2^-1 unless thev happen to meettheothercriteria. 

^e item is acmallv referring to me trustees of anv for profit corporahon that hasabusiness 
relationship wB the school^-notthe^ru^teesofm^ school. 

40. Also on 33-2,astatement is made that'Trustees shall notusetheirposition with the school 
to ac^uireanv gift ormore mat isnotavailabletoasimilarlvsimated person, unless th^t gift 
is for the use of the school.^ Please clarifvifaspecific dollar amount was intended to be 
includedhere. 

ArevisedAttachment33isattachedhereto. 

41.Attachment 34-1,in me first paragraph,aphrase appears to have been left off atthe end of 
the sentence. 

l^o text appears tobemissing. 

42. InAttachment 34-2, in the section enntled''m the ^chool^s^irst^ar^the first bullet gives 
preferenceto''smdents living in the ^ew^orl^^itv school Oistrict.^ ^his should be 
^ommunitv school district 23. Asimilar correction needs to be made to the second bullet 
underthe section entitled "m^ubse^uent^ears.^ 

^e language will be revised toread,''in me l^ew^or^^itv^ommuni^ school district of 
location ofthe school buildingin which the gradeappliedforiscurrentlv housed.^ 

ArevisedAttachment34-2isattachedhereto. 

43. Attachment 35 addresses discipline Pobcies. In the sixth paragraph, the statement is made 
that suspended smdents will also be responsible for malong up all n^ssedworl^ within an 
agreed upon timetable.^ ^fhe school must presentaplan for providing alternate instruction 
for suspended smdents,includmg providing instruction ^bvacertified teachers such that the 
student has an opportunity to progress substantiallv as his/her peers do. ftisthe^chool^s 
responsibilitv,not the student^snor the parents, to see that this occurs, documentation of 
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the instruction, time, place, etc.is required. This also appears in the last paragraph of the 
section entitled Procedures and Due Process for Disciplinary Action. The last sentence in 
mat paragraph,"^ewise,ifasmdentphysicallyassaultsastaffmemher,n^e Principal will 
lively recommend the student for expulsion." Please clarify under what circumstances the 
Prmcipal would "lively"ma^ethisrecommendation. 

^ith resect to^alternate^ instruction, tmssuh^ect is fully handled on 
"Alternative mstrucnon,''and instructors will only he certified to me extent r^^ 
the Charter schools Act.  The making up missed wor^ requirement is in addition to the 
alternative instruction. 

Thesentence that hegins,"^il^wise,ifasmdent physically assaultsastaffmemher, the 
Prmcipal..."isself^e^planatory.Porclarity,melastsentenceinmeprior^5^paragraphon 
35-1 will he amended to read,"Orily me most egregious violanons--mose that put students, 
staffand^orthe school in danger—will heconsidered grounds for expulsion. 

The mstimte has reconm^endedaddinonal changes that are reflectedmarevised Attachment 
35attachedhereto. 

44. On page 35-2, under Disciplinary Offenses, reference is made to violation ofthe Code of 
Conduct whileasmdent is ^al^mgtoorfrom school oraschool-sponsored events walking 
to Or from, waiting for school-provided transportation, or walking to or from, waiting 
for, or riding on puhlic transportation to and from school oraschool-sponsored activity, 
school-related disciplinary offenses may also include serious misconduct outside the school 
where evidence exists that the student's continuedpresence wouldhave a substantial 
detrimental effect on the school." Please clarify what type of"serious misconduct" this 
would he and what me"suhstantialdetrimental effect" of itmighthe to^ustify such 
categorization. 

The sentence commencing,"^chool-related disciplinary offenses may also include serious 
misconduct...,"willhedeleted. 

45.1nthe sectionentitled"ProceduresforDisciplinary Action: Consequences other than 
suspension or ^pulsion,''mefifmhullet states that "If necessary, the student is removed 
from class."Please clarify hy whom the student might he removed and to where, as well as 
^^at would he ^^^^t^do^th^^tude^t.Tn^sal^o^^ear^^th^r^thull^tu^der the ^ect^oo 
entitled^rocedures and Due Process forDisciplinaryAction." The student should he 
affordeddueprocessrightsnotwithstandingthe length ofhis^her suspension. 

As set forth in the narrative, any staff memher may impose the removal, which will he to an 
adrninistrator'sofficeorotherclassroom,in-schoolsuspensionroomorintothecustodyofan 
appropriate governmental official. 

The Department's comment is incorrect if it presupposes that charter schools must always 
provide the same due process, which is governed hy federal, not state, law as set forth in the 
policy. r^onetheless,anew second hullet will he added under "Procedures and Due Process 
for Disciplinary Action:f^ongTerm suspension or ^pulsion" to read as follows: 

^   The student will he afforded the due process rights for short-term suspension, namelya 
statement of the charges and evidence against the student, and the student is offered an 
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oppormnity to tell me smdent^ssideofmestory,priorto me imposition ofthe short-term 
suspension thatprecedesthe hearing. 

46. Attachment 35-3 does address Alternate Instructionalthough throughout this section 
^Alternatives is suhstitutedlor^AltemateB Also see ^lar^vemr farther details. This 
should he corrected, ^owlongmightmetimehehetweenmetimeofsuspension^e^pulsion 
and medeternm^tionhyme Board ofTrustees7^^twouldtmsdeterrnmationdeterm^ 
Fage 35-^ indicates in the second paragraph that ^Disciplinary oflenses result in 
consequences suh^ectto me discrenonofmel^cipal or his/her designee ^ ^hatisme 
roleoftheBoardhere7 

v^eandmelnstimte, and me education commissioner find the usage acceptable. ^^., 
http^^www.counsel.nvsed.^ov^Decisions^volume45^dl5373.htn^ 

The^Altemative Instructions paragraph ^villherevisedtoreadaslollo^s^ 

AF Brownsville will provide alternative instruction to students who 
havel^ensuspendedpending an expulsion hearing, or have heen 
suspendedmor out of school, within ^4 hours ^cepting weekends 
and holidays^ of such suspension, or while awaiting determination of 
an appeal hy the Board of Trustees of an expulsion or long term 
suspension decision.Tne alternative in^truetion will ^e^ur^^io^ me 
school day at the students home or at the nearest puhliclihrary.The 
school ^ill provide alternative instruction to expelled students only 
duringthependencyofappealortothee^tentre^uiredhyla^v. 

^hviously,meroleofmehoardistosetmedisciplinarypolicyandhiretheprincipal. 

47. ToRecord-Keeping on 35-3 please add records of alternate instruction, when and where it 
tool^ place, the name ofthecertified teacher, and theworl^accomplished. 

please see the rirstparagraphofltem 43 withrespect to the eertiflcation issue. Tothe extent 
such records are required hylawapplicahle to charter schools, please provide evidence of 
same. If mat is true, same will l^mcorpomtedhyreierenceinm the charter Agreement and 
there isno need toaddit. 

48. In Attachment 41-1,Dissolution, Daysl-5, it states ^AF Brownsville shall deliver the 
current list of smdents attending the school to the regional superintendent and to school 
district central oftices. It continues with details ahouttransterring student records to the 
r^^Do!3,wimstepstoassistinrelocatingstudents. ^85i^^I^rocedurestooerollowed 
mme case of the closure or dissolution of the charter school, requires provisions tor the 
transler of smdents and student records to the school district in which the charter school is 
located ^me community school Districts and torthe disposition oftheschool^sassets to the 
school districtin which me charter schoolis located ^ornmunity^chooIDistrict^or another 
charter school located wimm me ^ommunity^schooldistrict.I^oneoftheotherstepshsted 
are necessary 

Attachment41 willherevisedtodelete^30-day^fromthe second sentence,delete all 
headmgs containing ^Days^,and change ^ode^ to ^aw^ in the last sentence. In addition, 
^emllowing sentence will headdedaf^ermefirstparagraph,^Atme direction ofme charter 
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schools Instimte and pursuant tome school'sclosureplan^ me school will tal^e steps similar 
totheonelistedbelowandsuchomerand^irtherstepsassodirectedB' 

^el^owofnoaumo^tytouse^^ramertha^ 
to dissolutions and will not change such references without legal citation f^om the 
department. 

4^. Attachment 45 mmcates that Ar^ will pay salaries mr personnel prior to ^ulylof the yea^ 
mecharterschool will begmtooperate.^ill these mdividualstbenbelnredbyme^oa^ 
^rusteesonceitbeginsoperating7 

Achieve^ent^irstwillmitially hire opemtions staff and provide principal traim^ 
to ^ulyl^when me schools rascal year begins. Af^r mat time^ me school will hire the 
employees officially and cover all operational costs including salaries and other 
educationrelated expenses. 

5^. ^owwasthebudgetedamountof^^peremployeefbrhealthbenefitsarrivedat7 

^fhis estimate is based on current costs and average employee participate rates of existing A^ 
schoolsinr^ew^or^^ity. 

51.^ow is thee^pectation to ownitsown building tiguredintotheschool'sf^ve^year budgets 

It is not. ^he applicant has met with and has been given some assurance that itwill be able 
to open its school in me Brownsville community in an existing public schoolbuilding. If 
met with^asurplus over me lire of me charters as e^pected^ me surplus will serve as the 
scb^ol^r^cili^e^ruodin^^^^b^ild^^^no^tbe^rov^d. 

52. Please provide written notice of any anticipated Less^fhan Arm's Length ^AL^ 
relationshipswitharelatedparty. 

^fhis board has not and does not anticipated and to date no Achievement ^irst school boards 
has hadaless^than^arm's length transaction. 

53.Pleaseincludeadescriptionofmeinternalcontrolsbeingconsideredtosareguardthe 

^he applicant has submittedadraf^ copy of its policies and procedures handbook lor review 
wim this application as an ^^bit. In addition and regarding this item and item 5^ our 
aumori^er believes mat mese issues are addressed more effectively asapart of the initial 
^tatement^ process rather than in piecemeal fashion as part of the application, ^ach charter 
school must address whether it has documented appropriate internal financial controls and 
procedures ^among other items^ as part of its ^mtial^tatement^ to me ^^^ trustees, 
^ubse^uently^ an agreed^upon procedures engagementperrormedbyanindependent certified 
pubhcaccountantisreo^uired to assistme^^^ trustees in evaluatingthe Initial statement, 
^ollow^uponanydeticienciesismonitoredbythelnstitute. v^erereryoutoparagraph5.1of 
the proposed charteragreement. 

54. Please provide additional inlormation about training lor board members in the areas of 
management and oversight of liscal matters, r^owof^en would such training occurs r^ow 
longwillanewboardmemberhaveto wait betoreheBshewouldreceive such training7 
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^eAP Brownsville hoardplans to have an annual retreatto review acadernicsnccess, fiscal 
and audit accountahihtv, and school viahihtv.^ehoard^srotroat is schednledfor^nl^. As 
part ofme barter Schools msnmte^sapphcafionforPedeml^arterSchools Program funds, 
certamactivifieshaveheenidentifiedmataroconsideredessentialforcreatmgafirm 
foundation rorasuccessful startup charter school, ^hesereo^uiredactivitiesmclndecreating 
asolid governance model earlv on. ^fhe school ^vill he expected to nseappro^imatelv 
^1^^ inhothPlanning and implementation ^rant funds to designandimplement 
governance strategies mat supportmeschool^sBoard and its leadership in designingpolicies 
and procedures matpromote common expectations, strongprograrns,cnstorr^, and stroctures 
forme school mcludmg fiscal management.^e note that such trammg is notreo^uiredhvm^ 
^harterSchoolsAct,Education^worme^ot^Por^Profit^orporafions^wandthatseveral 
of ourmemhers are o^uitesophisticatedin these matters. 

55. Please provide additional mrormafion regarding the anticipated profr^ssional development 
planrorstaff. 

Afier careful roview of the ahove^refr^rence request, me applicant ^ls mat me department 
mav have overlooked me response currently containedmAttaclm^ent^. Please referto this 
attachmentroraresponsetomisre^uest. 

56. Attachment 55 states that ^APBrownsvilleaimstoprovidefreemealsto all students, 
regardless oftheirahilitv to pav.^ ^he last sentence ofthe Attachment then descrihes how 
charges will he assessed to different groups of students,againhased on their ahilitv to pav. 
Please clarifv how these two statements ^go together.^ 

morder to he eligihle for free lunch parents must completeaform indicating household 
income.^is is used to deterrmneasmdent^s free and^or reduced lunch status.^er^^ 
department of^ducanon^s^fficeofPoodandr^utrinon Services has provided hreal^fast and 
lunch to smdents, and this process is hased on what thev have ontlined to our schools as 
criteria torfreeandBorreducedmeals. 

5^.Pleaseclarifvwhereinthehudget,ifatall,isanvsetasideforpotentialdissolutioncosts. 

Afier careful roview of me ahove^reterence request, me applicant ^els mat me department 
mavl^ve overlooked me response currendvcontamedmAttachment^.Pleasererer to this 
attachmentforaresponsetothisre^uest. 

5^.^hatarethepurchasingpoliciesandproceduresoftheschool7 

charter schoolapplicants donothave to includepurchasing proceduresaspartof an 
application. Asapartofitstrairnngmr fiscal and financial controls, the hoard will adopta 
fiscal policies and procedures handhool^thatwillsupportpurchasingpoliciesand procedures. 

59.Attachment 56,HealthServices, states"Each newstudentmusthave acertificateof 
irnmuni^tion at me time ofregistration or not later than the l^dav of school ^he 
nurse reviews this documentation to ensure that all mandated immunisations are 
administered he^orechildrenarepermittedtoenterorattendtheschoolB^Pleaseclarifv. 

rephrase, "afrerthetourteenthdav^willheadded to theendofthesentence. 
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ArevisedAttachment^6isattachedhereto. 

6^1n^xhibitA^l,reference is made to Achievement First Bushwick Charter school. Please 
correct 

Items 6^ to 68 refer toadraf^ management contractthat is onlyamodel and is subject to 
revision by and me approval ofme Charter schools mst^mtepriorto final execution. Allo^ 
meconcernslistedwillbeaddressedatmattm^ea^ermecharterisissued. 

61.mExmbitA^,"EffectiveDate^is indicated to be ^une ^7, 2^6. Please correct. 
Following, "Facility^ refers to abuildin^ of sufficient si^e to house the minimum 
Em^ollment^vel.Pr^sumablythis should be^laximum. 

^eapplicantacl^owled^estheDepartment^srecommendation. 

6^.ExhibitA^,^Conductofme^choolandtheBoardof^rustees,usespasttensetodescribe 
what will be donemmemture,i.e,. me school has comphed, has maintained, etc. Please 
corrects 

^heapplicantacknowled^estheDepartment^srecommendation. 

6^.ExhibitA^6,referstotheBoardof^e^ents.Pleaseamend. 

^eapplicantacknowled^estheDepartment'srecommendation. 

64. Exhibit A^8 refers to the Principal's Discretionary Fund. Please remove, as no such funds 
are allowable. 

nereis no aumoritymatwouldpreventacharterschool board fromallocatin^ such funds. 

6^. ExhibitA^llincludesanaddressfbrtheAFBushwick Charter school. Pleasecorrect. 

^eapplicantacknowled^estheDepartment'srecommendation. 

66.ExhibitA^14referstodatesbe^innin^on^ulyl,^006.Pleasecorrect. 

^eapplicantacknowled^estheDepartment^srecommendation. 

67.ExhibitA^9 references an address fbrthe school for the chair of the AF Bushwick Charter 
^chool^ Please correct. 

^eapplicantacknowled^estheDepartment'srecommendation. 

68. ExhibitA^^referstoana^reementwithAFEndeavorCharter school. Please correct. 

^heapplicantacknowled^estheDepartment'srecommendation. 

69.Exhibit 1^9, Bylaws, Action by me Board, defmesaquorumasa"majority of the entire 
Board of^rustees,^while on D^l^, it states the "the vote ofamajorityofthe Board present 
atthetimeofthevote" will beaquorum. Please clarify. 
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The applicant acknowledges the Department's recommendation. 

70. Exhibit G-l, Personnel Handbook is labeled Draft. Please correct. 

The applicant acknowledges the Department's recommendation. 

71. Exhibit G-2 refers to Achievement First schools but omits any reference to AF Brownsville. 

If it is included as a charter exhibit, then there is no need for such reference. 

72. In Exhibit G-17, a reference is made to November 15,2006. Please correct. 

The paragraph except for the last sentence will be deleted and replaced with the following: 
"The school board may update the parental leave policy from time to time." 

A revised Exhibit G-17 is attached hereto. 

73. Exhibit G-20 states that employees "may not volunteer for jury duty." Please add "during 
times when they are working." 

A revised Exhibit G-20 is attached hereto. 

74. Exhibit G-34 refers to confidential information "generally know to the public." Should it 
read "not generally known to the public?" 

Yes, a revised Exhibit G-34 is attached hereto. 

75. Exhibit G-35 refers to unauthorized use of photocopying equipment, used by "authorized 
persons." Should this read "unauthorized persons?" 

Yes, a revised Exhibit G-35 is attached hereto. 

76. Exhibit G-39 refers numerous times to the "board of directors." Please amend to refer to the 
"board of trustees." 

A revised Exhibit G-39 is attached hereto. 

Please be advised that in submitting to the Institute the enclosed amendments to the charter 
application for the Achievement First Brownsville Charter School, I, by my signature below, hereby give 
my consent and agreement that such enclosed amended "Attachments" or "Exhibits" shall be incorporated 
into the proposed charter between me and the State University Board of Trustees and shall be fully binding 
on the charter school if it comes into being. I further agree and consent that the Attachments and Exhibits 
submitted hereto shall be deemed to replace in their entirety previous versions of such Attachments and 
Exhibits, which such previous versions are and shall be null and void. 
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Sincerely, 

YJL-IL. \A)^kMlA^ 

Kelly Wachowicz 
Applicant 

Enclosures 

cc: Achievement First Brownsville Board of Trustees 
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Attachment 33 
Code of Ethics 

In response to Question 33, attached in Exhibit H please find a copy of the following policies: 

• Trustee, Officer and Employee Code of Conduct and Ethics 

• Conflict of Interest Policy 

• Complaint Procedures for Accounting and Auditing Matters 

The applicants for Achievement First Brownsville Charter School have established these policies based on the 
understanding of New York State law. The Board of Trustees may vote to amend these policies as long as it still is 
consistent with New York State law. but such amendment shall not be effective unless and until approved by the State 
University Trustees or designee." 

The Board of Trustees shall conduct or direct the affairs of the school and exercise its powers, subject to the limitations of 
the Education Law, Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, and the school's charter and Bylaws. The Board may delegate aspects 
of the management of the activities of the school to others, so long as the affairs of the school are managed, and its powers 
are exercised, under the Board's ultimate jurisdiction. 

Not more than 40 percent of the people serving on the Board of Trustees of the school may be compromised of: 1) people 
currently being compensated by the school for services rendered to it within the previous 12 months, whether as a full-time 
or part-time employee, independent contractor or otherwise; 2) any sister, brother, ancestor, descendent, spouse, sister-in- 
law, brother-in-law, daughter-in-law, son-in-law, mother-in-law or father-in-law of any such person; or 3) voting members 
who are affiliated with any single entity other than the school itself. 

Every Trustee has the right to participate in the discussion and vote on all issues before the Board or any Board Committee, 
except that any Trustee shall be excused from the discussion and vote on any matter involving such Trustee relating to: 1) a 
"self-dealing transaction" (see below); 2) a conflict of interest, or 3) indemnification of that Trustee uniquely. 

The Board of Trustees and the school shall not engage in any "self-dealing transactions," except as approved by the Board. 
"Self-dealing transaction' means a transaction to which the school is party and in which one or more of the Trustees has a 
material financial interest Notwithstanding this definition, the following transaction is not a self-dealing transaction, and is 
subject to the Board's general standard of care: a transaction which is part of a public or charitable program of the 
Corporation, if the transaction: 1) is approved or authorized by the Board in good faith and without unjustified favoritism; and 
2) results in a benefit to one or more Trustees or their families because they are in a class of persons intended to be 
benefited by the program. 

A Trustee or officer having an interest in a contract, other transaction, or program presented to or discussed by the Board of 
Trustees for authorization, approval, or ratification s hall make a prompt, full, and frank disclosure of his or her interest to the 
Board prior to its acting on such contract or transaction. Such disclosure shall include all relevant and material facts known 
to such person about the contract or transaction which might reasonably be construed to be adverse to the Board's interest. 
A person shall be deemed to have an "interest" in a contract or other transaction if he or she is the party (or one of the 
parties) contracting or dealing with the school, or is an employee, Trustee, or Officer of or has a significant financial or 
influential interest in the entity contracting or dealing with the school. Trustees representing any not-for-profit corporation 
proposing to do business with the school shall disclose the nature and extent of such business propositions. 
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Only trustees, officers and employees of for-profit corporations having a business relationship with the school that fits into 
the following categories will be permitted to serve as a voting mem ber of the school's Board of Trustees: 1) Individ uals 
associated with a partnership, limited liability corporation, or professional corporation, including but not limited to doctors, 
accountants and attorneys; 2) individuals associated with an educational entity (including but not limited to schools of 
education) some of whose faculty may be providing paid services directly or indirectly to the school; 3) individuals 
associated with a bank, insurance, mutual fund, investment bank, stock brokerage, financial planning, or other financial 
services organization; or 4) members of the faculty of the school. 

In no instance shall a trustee, officer, or employee of a for-profit educational management organization having a business 
relationship with the school serve as a voting mem ber of the Board of Trustees for the duration of such business 
relationship. 

Trustees shall avoid at all times engaging in activities that would appear to be unduly influenced by other persons who have 
a special interest in matters under consideration by the Board. If it occurs, a Trustee shall write a letter disclosing all known 
facts prior to participating in a Board discussion of these matters, and the Trustee's interest in these matters will be reflected 
in the Board minutes. 

Trustees shall make all appropriate financial disclosures whenever a grievance of conflict of interest is lodged against them. 

Trustees shall not use their position with the school to acquire any gift in the amount of $25 or more that is not available to a 
similarly situated person, unless that gift is for the use of the school. 

Trustees, officers, or employees never may ask a subordinate, a student, or a parent of a student to work on or give to any 
political campaign. 

When in final draft form, the Code of Ethics and Conflicts of Interest policy documents will be distributed to all covered 
persons including employees upon hiring by the school, and to all officers and trustees upon appointment to the Board of 
Trustees. If amendments are made to the Code of Ethics, all employees, officers and trustees shall receive an updated 
copy. Time will be allotted at an appropriate board and staff meeting to explain the Code. The Superintendent shall serve 
as the Compliance Officer to ensure compliance with the Code of Ethics; one Trustee shall be appointed to oversee the 
Superintendent in this role. 
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Attachment 34 
Student Admissions Policy 

As a pubic school, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School is open to chidren who are eligible under the laws of New York State for 
admission to a public school. The school follows all applicable state and federal laws in admitting students. Achievement First Brownsville 
Charter School does not discriminate on the basis of intellectual ability, measures of achievement or aptitude, athletic ability, disability, race, 
creed, national origin, ancestry, religion, or any other grounds that would be unlawful. 

Publicity and Outreach 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will engage in an intensive recruiting effort in the winter and early spring of 2007-08. In January 
and February of 2008, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will contact all parents of chidren entering fifth grade in 2008-2009 who 
live in Community School District 23 and surrounding zip codes to the school facility. We will send these parents a letter introducing 
Achievement First Brownsvile Charter School and invite them to an Open House to learn more about the Achievement First Brownsville 
Charter School Program before the lottery takes place. We will also use our parent networks, other community partners, and the local media, 
local television stations and local radio stations to spread the word about Achievement First Brownsville Charter School. All recruitment, 
admissions, and enrollment materials will be translated in English and Spanish, the predominant language in the communities to be served. 
The school will use its best efforts to provide materials to all parents in their home language. In its outreach efforts, Achievement First 
Brownsvile Charter School will provide specific outreach to students with special needs including special education students and students with 
limited English proficiency. 

The Application 
Families interested in enrolling a child at Achievement First Brownsville Charter School are required to submit a completed application or 
reapplication form. The applications are made available at the school's information sessions and at the school. The application is fairly 
simple, requesting basic biographical, contact, gender, and other important information (e.g., school currently attending). There are no fees 
associated with the filing of an application, nor are there any tuition charges for attending the school The application will be available in both 
English and Spanish, and the school will make staff or volunteers available to any parent or guardian who needs help completing the 
application, including translators if necessary. 

Special Requirements for Kindergarten 
For enrollment in kindergarten, only students who turn 5 years old by December 1st of the matriculation year are eligible for kindergarten. 

The First Year 
For the first year of operation, Achievement First Brownsvile Charter School will open admission to children eligible to enroll in fifth grade only. 

Timeline 
The application process begins in early January with several information sessions and the distribution of applications. Applications are due by 
March 31,2008. If the school receives more applications than allotted spaces by this deadline, then the school will hold a public lottery, 
tentatively scheduled for April 16,2008, to allocate available slots. If fewer applications than spaces available are received during this first 
round, those students who applied by the first round deadline are admitted to the school. In this case, a second round of information sessions 
will be held In April and May to allocate any remaining spaces and to establish a waiting list Information sessions may be held and students 
may be added to the waiting 1st on a continuing basis. 

Enrollment Lottery 
If the number of eligible applications for admission exceeds the spaces available for students, the school will hold our first blind, random lottery 
on Wednesday, April 16,2008. The lottery will be conducted as follows: the names of child applicants will be printed on labels, which will be 
placed in a covered box with a hole in the top, wide enough for withdrawing the slips of paper. Siblings will have their names written on two 
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labels each, marked with a red dot for identification purposes, with one slip being put in the box and one left out The conductor of (he lottery 
wil withdraw slips one at a time, announcing the name of each child and posting it on 

a bulletin board for the audience to see. When a sibling label is chosen, a slot will also be reserved for the child's sibting(s). This process will 
occur until all currently available spots are filled. Then, the remaining slips will be sorted in the same manner to create the waiting list in each 
grade. This waiting list will be used to fill empty spaces as necessary. This random and publicly held lottery is audited by a disinterested 
independent organization. All applicants are notified of the time and the place of the lottery and are invited to attend. 

From Achievement First Brownsville Charter School's pool of applicants, 84 fifth grade students will be selected at random. The following 
criteria are used in the lottery: 

In the School's First Year 
• Preference is given to students living in the New York City School District; 
• If space remains, students from outside the local school district are admitted; and 
• Once the available spaces are filled by students whose names are drawn or by students whose siblings are selected for enrollment, 

the remaining applicants are placed on a waiting list in the order in which their names are drawn (students with siblings enrolled in 
the school receive preference over waiting list candidates who do not have siblings enrolled). 

In Subsequent Years 
To the extent a vacant space is avalable in the school: 

• First preference is given to students who attended the school the previous year and are returning to the school; 
• Second preference is given to siblings of students enrolled in the school; 
• Third preference is given to students living in the New York City School District; 
• If space remains, students from outside the local school district are admitted; and 
• Once the available spaces are filled by students whose names are drawn or by students whose siblings are selected for enrollment, 

the remaining applicants are placed on a waiting list in the order in which their names are drawn (students with siblings enrolled in 
the school receive preference over waiting list candidates who do not have siblings enrolled). 

• For grade levels in which a "rising" class is filling the seats (for example, a third grade class moving up to fourth grade), the school 
will fill empty seats to reach the number of students in each grade in the enrollment chart on page 7. The lottery for these empty 
seats will take place using the procedure outlined above. 

Enrollment and Eligibility 
Once admitted, parents and students will be encouraged to sign the Achievement First Brownsville Charter School contract that spells out the 
obligations and responsibilities of students, parents, and the school. Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will function as a powerful 
partnership between the school, parents, and their children, so we want to be clear from the outset of our expectations and mutual 
commitments to each other. 

All students who are accepted for enrollment or re-enrollment must complete all of the school's enrollment forms by the date required on the 
forms to secure provisional enrollment Students forfeit their right to enroll if the forms are not returned by the designated data In addition, by 
August 1, parents of provisionally accepted and waitlisted students must submit proof of the child's successful completion of the previous 
grade (with the exception of kindergarten students). All new students must take the school's baseline assessments. Parents/guardians and 
students are encouraged to attend information sessions and orientations, sign the Enrollment Form and Family-School Contract, and agree to 
fulfill their obligations to Achievement First Brownsville Charter School, including adherence to the Code of Conduct 

In addition to the requirements described above, a child is eligible for grades 1-8 only if: 
• The student successfully completes the preceding grade by the opening day of school; and 
• The parent/guardian and student complete all required forms truthfully. 
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Vacancies 
Barring an unexpectedly high attrition rate, Achievement First Brownsvfile Charter School plans to accept only a very limited number of 
students after the fifth grade. To fill any vacancies, however, separate waiting lists are maintained for each grade level The random lottery 
used for student admission also serves to place students in preferential order on these waiting lists. If the school chooses to fill a vacancy, the 
school contacts the parent or guardian of the student next on the appropriate waiting list Reasonable attempts are made to contact the family 
of the first student on the waiting list to determine whether the student remains interested in enrolling at the school before proceeding to the 
next name on the list If attempts to contact the student's parents/guardians are unsuccessful, the school may remove that student from the 
waiting list Documentation of attempts made to contact the parents/guardians of any student removed from the waiting list are maintained by 
the school. Waiting lists are not carried over from year to year, but instead the annual admission lotteries are used to create newly 
randomized waiting lists. The school will send a new enrollment application directly to the parents/guardians of each chid on the prior year's 
waiting list 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School does not discriminate on the basis of gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation, or any other basis. In 
accord with the sense of Team and Family in our school, siblings of enrolled students will be given admissions preference. No other forms of 
special treatment or preference will be given In the admissions process except those outlined above. 
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Attachment 35 
Discipline Policies - Regular Education Students 

Student Safety and Discipline- Regular Education Students 

At AF Brownsville, we have exceptionally high standards for student conduct We will not make excuses for our students. From the 
moment AF Brownsville students board their busses and all through the day, they will act in a way that befits an AF Brownsville 
student - respectful of themselves and others. This will not happen magically. It wfll take enormous planning, teaching, practice, and 
reinforcement of positive behaviors. 

At AF Brownsville, much of the power of our culture will be rooted in the clarity and consistency of our expectations. Behavior 
expectations will be common from classroom to classroom. All AF Brownsv8le students will look sharp in their uniforms. All AF 
Brownsville students will learn and practice common courtesies (please, thank you, and proper greetings). All AF Brownsville students 
will practice good table manners at breakfast and lunch, and learn how to chat quietly with friends. In class, all AF Brownsville 
students will sit at their desks and SLANT (Sit up straight, Listen, Ask/Answer questions, Nod, Track the speaker). 

While a strong, productive culture will be the foundation of student discipline, we will use several different approaches to managing 
inappropriate behaviors. AF Brownsville teachers will be trained in an array of student discipline techniques. They will identify and 
address the antecedent causes of behavior. Teachers will manage minor disruptions in their classrooms and teach the common 
routines and behaviors necessary for our students to be successful. The AF Brownsville advisory system w81 enable teachers to build 
strong, supportive and respectful relationships with students. Teachers will use the AF Brownsville values (Respect, Enthusiasm, 
Achievement, Citizenship, Hard Work) as opportunities for teachable moments and positive reinforcement Frequent parent contacts 
will provide opportunities for teachers and parents to work together to problem-solve when behavior problems occur. 

AF Brownsville will have a strict disciplinary policy. We believe that children do what you let them, and we will raise the bar of behavior 
by setting high expectations and enforcing them with PIC (Persistence, Insistence, Consistence). Our high expectations will be crystal 
dear to our students, and poor behavior choices will be addressed quickly and effectively. We will establish a positive, caring, warm- 
demanding atmosphere where students feel safe and successful. 

At AF Brownsville our approach to discipline will be primarily preventative. Teachers will use a range of lower-level consequences 
(non-verbal cues, conferencing with student, loss of privileges) before resorting to more serious consequences. However, we will 
have dear policies governing suspension and expulsion. Certain offenses will result in in-school suspension while other more serious 
violations will result in out-of-school suspensions. Only the most egregious violations - those that put students and/or the school in 
danger - will be considered grounds for expulsion. 

Students who are suspended will be required to make appropriate amends for their actions before being welcomed back into our 
community. Suspended students will also be responsible for making up all missed work within an agreed upon timetable. In case of 
severe or repeated violations, the AF Brownsville Principal may recommend that a student be expelled. The Board has the right to 
expel any student who the Board has cause to believe has engaged in conduct on school grounds or at a school-sponsored activity 
which endangers persons or property, is seriously disruptive of the educational process, or violates a publicized policy of the Board of 
AF-Brownsville. Expulsion only takes place after a hearing of a designated panel of the Board of Trustees. Under federal law, if a 
student is in possession of a) a dangerous weapon, b) drugs, or c) alcohol on school property, on the school bus, or at a school- 
sponsored function, then the student will be recommended for expulsion. Likewise, if a student physically assaults a staff member, the 
Prindpal will likely recommend the student for expulsion. 
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Code of Conduct 
AF Brownsville provides a safe and structured environment that promotes students' academic and social development The school's 
disciplined environment is largely responsible for the schod's academic success. Students who fai to meet the clearly defined standards 
for appropriate and acceptable condud are not allowed to disrupt the education of others. Students are held accountable through dear 
consequences for violating the school's rules. 

Dlsdplinary Offenses 
A disriplinary offense is a violation of the Code of Condud that occurs whOe the student is: at school and/or on schod grounds; 
participating in a school-sponsored activity; walking to or from schod or a school-sponsored event; walking to or from, waiting for, or 
riding on school-provided transportation; or walking to or from, waiting for, or riding on public transportation to and from schod or a 
school-sponsored activity. School-related disciplinary offenses may also include serious misconduct outside the schod where 
evidence exists that the student's continued presence would have a substantial detrimental effect on the schod. 

Disciplinary offenses result In consequences subject to the discretion of the Prindpd or his/her designers) and may indude loss of 
Schdar Dollars, detention, community service, loss of schod privileges, Homework Center, Saturday Detention, in-schod suspension, 
out-of-schod suspension, and/or expulsion. The list of punishable offenses is not exhaustive, but provides examples of prohibited 
conduct These rules and regulations may be supplemented by teachers' rules for dasses and other school events. Repeated 
infractions resulting in loss of Scholar Dollars and/or detention may lead to suspension and repeated suspensions may lead to 
expulsion. Suspended students am not entitled to partidpate in school activities. In addition, any breaches of state or federal law may 
be handled in cooperation with the New York City Police Department or other authorities. 

Procedures for Disciplinary Action: Consequences other than Suspension or Expulsion 
If a student commits an offense that cdls for the assignment of a time-out, detention, community service project Saturday Detention, 
or other in-schod disciplinary action (other than in-schod suspension), any staff member may impose an appropriate consequence.. 
When this occurs: 

• The staff member addresses the condud and assigns an appropriate consequence; 
• The staff member may refer the matter to the Principal for review and possible addidond disciplinary action; 
• The staff member may call the parent or guardian of the student; 
• Consequences are implemented at the discretion of this staff member; 
• If necessary, the student is removed from class; 
• Students are responsible for transportation home when they are assigned to detention or Homework Club and for 

transportation to and from Saturday Detention; and 
• If the incident is not resolved or occurs again, further disciplinary action is taken; a parent or guardian may be required to 

meet with the PrindpaJ or his/her designeefs) regarding infractions prior to a student's return to schod. 

Procedures and Due Process for Disciplinary Action: Short-Term Suspension 
If a student commits an offense that calls for short-term suspension (10 days or less), the student is afforded the due process rights 
required by Goss v. Lopez, 419 U.S. 565 (1975). Such student is subjed to the following: 

• If necessary, the student is immediately removed from class and/or schod; 
• The student is entitled to respond to the charges against him/her; 
• The PrindpaJ or his/her designee addresses the condud and assigns an appropriate consequence; 
• The parent/guardian is notified by the Prindpd or his/her designee; and 
• A parent or guardian may be required to meet with the Principal or his/her designers) regarding infractions prior to a 

student's return to schod. 
When a suspension from schod transportation amounts to suspension from attending school because of the distance between home 
and schod and the unavailability of alternative transportation, the schod will make appropriate arrangements for the student's 
education. 
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Procedures and Due Process for Disciplinary Action: Long-Term Suspension or Expulsion 
If a student commits an offense that calls for long-term suspension (more than 10 days) or expulsion, the following steps are taken: 

• If necessary, the student is Immediately removed from class and/or school; 

• The parent/guardian is notified by the Principal or his/her designee; 
• The school sets a hearing date; the student and/or his parent/guardian are notified in writing of the: 

• charges and a statement of the evidence; 
• date, time and place of a hearing; and 
• notice of the right at the hearing to be represented by legal counsel (at the student's/parent's own expense) and present 

evidence and question witnesses; 
• After hearing the case, the Principal or his/her designee issues a written decision to be sent to the student, the 

parent/guardian, the school's Board of Trustees, and the student's permanent record; 
• Any student who is expelled or given a long-term suspension (more than 10 days) has the right to appeal the decision in 

writing to the Board of Trustees within 10 days of the date of expulsion; 
• Any appeal is heard, at the discretion of the Board Chairperson, by the full Boar of Trustees or by a Trustee subcommittee (of 

one or more Trustees designated by the Board Chairperson); in such a case, the school sets a hearing date and the student 
and/or his/her parent/guardian are notified in writing of the: 
• charges and a statement of the evidence; 
• date, time and place of a hearing; and 
• notice of the right at the hearing to be represented by legal counsel (at the student's/parents own expense) and present 

evidence and question witnesses. 

Alternative Instruction 
AF Brownsville will provide alternative instruction to students who have been recommended for expulsion, or have been suspended in 
or out of school, within 24 hours of such suspension or expulsion, while awaiting a determination by the Board of Trustees. The 
alternative instruction will begin no later than the day after the determination is made to expel a student The alternative instruction will 
occur during the school day at the student's home or the nearest public library. This alternative instruction will continue for the duration 
of the time the student awaits disposition on his or her expulsion hearing. The school will provide alternative instruction to expelled 
students to the extent required by law. 

Record-Keeping 
AF Brownsville w3l maintain written records of all suspensions and expulsions, including the name of the student, a description of the 
offending behavior, the disciplinary action taken, and a record of the number of days a student has been suspended or removed for 
disciplinary reasons. 
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Attachment 41 
Dissolution 

In the event of closure or dissolution of AF BrownsvSle, the Board of Trustees shall manage the dissolution process in accordance 
with Education Law § 2851(2(t)), the school's charter and any closure plans of the authorizer including the most recent dissolution 
plan provided by the Charter Schools Institute. In anticipation of dissolution, the school is committed to establishing an escrow in 
the amount of $75,000 to pay for audit and legal expenses that could potentially be associated with any dissolution that could 
occur with this charter. This process shall commence with a meeting of Board representatives and the Charter Schools Institute or 
other appropriate staff at the State University of New York to discuss and finalize a timeline for dissolution that is based on the 
following template: 

At the direction of the Charter Schools Institute and pursuant to the school's closure plan, the school will take steps similar to the 
one listed below and such other and further steps as so directed. 

1. AF Brownsville shall deliver the current list of students attending the school to the regional superintendent and to 
school district central offices. 

2. The Principal of AF Brownsville shall conduct a meeting with the regional superintendent to discuss openings and 
availability for students being displaced by the closure or dissolution. 

3. Board Representatives of AF Brownsville shall conduct a meeting with the school manager and auditors to begin 
process of identifying assets required for transfer. 

4. AF-Brownsville shall transfer student records to: 
New York City Department of Education 
52 Chambers Street 
New York, New York 10007 

5. AF Brownsville shall provide written notice to key NYCDOE central office departments such as transportation, food 
services and school safety of the closure in order to ensure adequate time for modifications to existing bus routes, 
school safety procedures regarding ingress and egress to a new building for a large number of relocating students, 
or other support services required for current students of AF Brownsville being relocated into other school buildings. 

6. AF Brownsville shall notify all parents in writing of the closure of the school, and explain possible relocation options 
including contact information, basic school facts, and maps displaying locations of possible relocation schools 
targeted by the Regional superintendent's office for transfer. 

7. AF Brownsville shall notify in writing school principals in surrounding schools of the closure and provide contact 
information for school personnel handling transfer. 

8. AF Brownsville shall host an information session for families and introduce them to personnel from receiving 
schools and assist with all transfer processes. 

9. A list of students attending the school and their known preferences for relocation will be sent to the school district 
offices. 

10. Parents of the enrolled students shall be notified of the transfer of their student's records to the Department of 
Education. 

11. AF Brownsville shall conduct a final meeting with Charter School Institute or the appropriate State University of New 
York personnel to ensure that each child has been properly enrolled in a local public school or has confirmed their 
enrollment in a non-public school. 

Pursuant to Education Law § 220, the remaining assets of AF Brownsville, and after satisfaction of outstanding debts and 
liquidation of assets, shall be transferred to another charter school within the school district where the school is located or 
secondarily directly to the New York City Department of Education 
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Attachment 56 
Health Services 

AF Brownsville is committed to providing a learning environment where our students feel safe, supported and sustained, not only 
intellectually, but also physically and emotionally. We realize that a child who is hungry, cold, or ill will struggle to learn, no matter how 
motivated they are. To this end, we plan to take several steps to ensure the health and welfare of our students 

First and foremost AF Brownsville wit provide the health services required by law. Pursuant to section 912 of the New York State 
Education Law, the school will look to New York City Department of Health & Mental Hygiene to provide a nurse to oversee the health 
services program and to ensure that the school complies with all State health services requirements including immunization and 
diagnostic testing requirements. Under the NYC Department of Education's guidelines, as a middle school, AF Brownsville will qualify 
for nursing services. If the school is cotocated in a Department of Education facility, we wil anticipate sharing on-site nursing staff. 
(AF Brownsville may also choose to augment these professional services and personnel.) If nursing services are not already available 
on-site, AF Brownsville will contract independently for services. The nurse will be responsible tor disbursing medications, treating 
students who are ill or injured, training the staff in first aid and CPR, and maintaining student health records. In addition, hearing and 
vision testing wil be conducted on all new students by a qualified individual. 

AF Brownsville will abide by all New York State immunization requirements. Each new student must have a certificate of 
immunization at the time of registration or not later than the 14* day of school. Student health forms will be provided to parents during 
the AF Brownsville's enrollment period, which immediately follows the school lottery. Prior to the start of the academic year, 
parents/guardians must present documentation that their child has received all required doses of vaccines or are waiting to receive the 
subsequent doses at the appropriate time intervals. The nurse reviews this documentation to ensure that all mandated immunizations 
are administered before children are permitted to enter or attend the school. Parents may waive immunization by complying with 
§2164 of the Public Health Law with respect to exemptions to immunizations of the school's student population. Parents seeking to 
waive the immunization requirement should submit their request in writing to the school nurse. The nurse will review the request and 
will advise the Principal, who will make the final decision on whether to grant the waiver request after the fourteenth day of school 

At AF Brownsville, we want our students to be successful people, not merely successful scholars. Toward this end, we know that our 
students must develop as healthy individuals and have the capacities to work and live well in groups and teams. AF Brownsville will 
provide a school counselor (part-time during year one) to help develop and maintain the emotional and social well-being of our 
students. Specifically, this person will assist students with peer relationships, developing social skills and self-esteem, resisting peer 
pressure, resolving conflict, sex education, drug education, managing anger, and understanding themselves and others. These 
services will be an essential part of the AF Brownsville program. In cases where a student needs additional counseling services, the 
school counselor will refer the student to an external social service agency or to the school's child study team, or the CSE as 
appropriate. 
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This Personnelr^andbook^andbook^ is designed to provide you withinformation about 
the employee benefits and personnel policies and procedures for Achievement First and 
AchievementFirst schools. The policies in this handbook specifically apply to AmistadAcademy, 
r^lm^ity college Preparatory School,Achievement First ^rown heights charter School, 
AchievemenrFirstF^astl^ew^ork charter School,Achievement First r^ushwick charter School, 
Achievement First endeavor charter School, andAchievement First, ^nc.The handbook will use 
me term ^School^ throughout this handbook, and unless omerwise noted, the term School applies 
to all the schools listed above.maddifion, unless otherwise noted, the School policy also applies to 
AchievementFirst staff. 

This handbook replaces any and all previouslyissued personnel policies andmemoranda, 
and supersedes ar^yinconsistentverbalorwrirten descriptions ofthe Schools personnel policies, 
includingverbal descriptions ofthe Schools benefit. The handbook applies to all employees, 
though some items apply only to specific categories of employees, as indicated. 

The School does not intend by this manual to create any contractual obligations, express or 
implied, on the parr of the staff ortheSchooLThe School retains the sole rightto interpret the 
manuals provisions. 

The handbook describes many ofyour responsibilities as an employee and outlines the 
programs developed by the School to benefit employees. The Achievement Firstnetwork is built on 
its people, and we rely on you to deliver consistently the highest c^ualitywork possible. In turn, our 
objective is to provide an environment thatis conducive to both personal and professional growth. 

l^o personnel handbook can anticipate every circumstance or question about personnel 
policies. We will address situations as we become aware of them, and we expect and encourage you 
to bring to our attention any employment issues that need to be addressed. Please feel free to speak 
yourSchool^s or Achievement First^s^perations staff about any questions, comments, or concerns 
you have about your employment 
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E^^l^pportt^mty Employer 

^tis the ^chool^s policy to provide e^ual employment opportunities to all applicants tor 
employment and employees^^e school does not discriminate based on an individuals race, 
religion, color, national origin, ancestry,citi^en 
veteran status, sexual orientation, age, sex, or on any other classification protected by law. 

^^s policy governs all aspects of employment at the ^chool,including hiring, assignments, 
training, promotions, compensation, employee benefits, discipline, discharge, and all other terms and 
conditions of employment, further, the school will reasonably accommodate an individuals 
physical or mental disabilitywhen appropriate. Questions about reasonable accommodations should 
be directed to the director of school operations. 

Employmen^^^egorie^ 

Each employee is categorized as full-time or part-time, and as exempt or non-exempt and 
certain employees are designated as temporary employees, m addition, certain individuals who are 
not employees ofthe school butwhone^erthelessworl^ on premises, such as independent 
contractors and employees of the local school district or board of education, also are expected to 
complywim the terms and conditions ofthisr^andbool^ to the extent that the r^andbool^ sets 
standards of conduct for individuals who worl^ on premises. 

^t^ill^rtd^o^tr^^ Employees 
unless expressly agreed to in writing by the principal, all school employees are employed on 

an^atwill^ basis, ^his means that either you or the school may terminate me employment 
relationship at any time, with or without notice, ^o one at the school, other than with the express 
written consent of the principal, may enter into any agreement for employmentforaspecific period 
of time. 

^he school categorizes all employees as either full-or part-time, please note that the 
^chool^s employee benefit plans may adopt different definitions. 

E^l^-^^E employees are regularly scheduled to worl^^O hours or more per weel^. 
^^-^l^E employees are regularly scheduled to worl^fewer than ^0 hours perweel^. 
^he employee benefit plans applicable to ^choolemployees may define ^full-time^ and 

^part-time^ differently for purposes ofdetermining eligibility for benefits and forpurposes of 
benefit administration, m such circumstances, the definitions contained in the applicable benefit 
plans shall govern. 

Exempt B^onE^empt 

^accordance with applicable labor laws, the school categorizes each employee as exempt or 
non-exemptfor purposes of federal wage and hour laws, ^fhe school will inform you at the time of 
hirewhetheryou are exempt ornon-exempt. Exempt employees are,generally,faculty,protessional 
and adm^strati^estaff.^he school pays exempt employees onasalary basis. Exempt employees 
do notrecei^e overtime pay. ^fhey are expected to spend as much time on tasl^ as is required to 
pertorm their duties, l^on-exempt employees are, usually,paid an hourly fixed wage, l^on-exempt 
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employees are endded to receive extra pay for approved overtime work,in accordance with both the 

applicable law and the ^chool^s overtime policy. 

^empor^ry^mployee^ 
r^rom time to time, the ^choolmay hire certain employees onatemporary basis, usually fora 

period offourmonms or less.Temporary employees may be full-time orpart-dme. Unless required 
by law, temporary employees arenot eligible for the benefits described in this handbook. 

^nd^pe^d^^^o^tr^to^^d^^er^o^^hoo^r^ploy^e^ 
The^chool also occasionallyuses independent contractors andnon-^choolemployees^e.g., 

^choolOistrict^oardofr^ducation employees^ to perform certain services. Independent 
contractors and employees ofother entities such as the 8oardofr^ducadon are not employees of 
me ^chooland this handbook does not apply to them, except to the extent that they shall be 
required to conduct themselves in accordance with the ^chool^s conduct standards, similarly, they 
are not eligiblefor the benefits describedin this handbook. 

^^^oyn^e^^li^bi^tv 

^mmi^^o^^e^or^^^d^o^trol^ct 
Underfederalimmigradon law, each employee hired must provide certain documentation 

and complete an ^^formdemonstratmg mat he or she is authorised to workin the United states, 
failure to provide such documentadoninadmelymannerwill require discharge of the employee. 

should an employee subsequendy become unauthorised to work, the lawrequires that he or 
she must be discharged pendingreceiptofadditional documentation demonstrating an extension of 
the authorisation to workin the United states. 

^ack^ro^nd^he^k^od^i^erprintin^ 
r^very school employee,long-term volunteer, and contractorwill be subject to fingerprinting 

andacriminal background checkin accordance with applicable state and city laws and regulations. 
Individuals must comply with any related processing procedures and must provide all required 
information, failure to do so may result in termination. 

^ert^c^rion 
Tothe extent required by state law,itis the responsibility of all school employees to acquire the 
necessary teaching or adn^stradvecerdf^cadon as it maypertam to their current position. Unless 
omerwise agreed upon in writing between the employee and the school, the costs of gaining 
c^ru^anon^in^udin^ the ^osts of all t^st^,^our^^s, or application tees, arem^ responsibility of the 
mdividualemployee.The school can beahelpft^resource in guiding employees through the 
certification process. ltis,however, the individual employee^sresponsibility to work toward 
achieving and maintaining his or her certification status. 

^^nt^inm^^ndUpd^^^er^ona^^at^ 
^11 employees are required to complete all applicable federal and state tax withholding 

forms, failure to file such doc^mentadon with the school will result in the employee not beingpaid. 
employees must also prompdy notify the director of school operations of any changes in 

personal data. Marital status, personalmailing addresses, telephone numbers, number and names of 
dependents,beneficiaries, tax-withholding information, individuals to be contacted in the event of 
an emergency,educadonal accomplishments, and other such personal data must be accurate and 
current at all times. The school will maintain the confidentiality of such information in accordance 
with applicable law. 
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^errni^^tio^^^^d^^i^n^tion^ 
W^hopematyot^staywimuswillbelo^gandproducti^e,howe^er,inthee^entthatyou 

resign oryouremploymentis terminated, you should knowwhat to expect andwhatwe expect of 
you. When your employmenthas been terminated oryou resign from your employment, we may 
request matyou make an appointment ^r an r^xitmter^ewwim me appropriate adminisu^^ 
personnel to discuss your employment and administrative issued. 

^oumustreturnallkeys,records, files, supplies, equipment, or any other School property at 
the time oftermination or resignation. 

^11 outside inquiries regarding employmentreferences for current or former School 
employees must be directed to the principal or director of school operations. 

^ayd^ 
^fhe School pays all employees onatwel^e^^month year, regardless ofwhethertheywork 

summers.^sually,employees are paid on Fridays ^eryotherweek^. repayment represents 
compensationforthe time worked through the Saturday prior to the pay date. Whenapayroll tails 
onaholiday, payroll will usually occur on the first regular business day after the holiday. 

direct ^epo^of^^ycheck^ 
r^or ease of administration the School prefers to directly deposit paychecks to its employees, 

morder to ensure proper direct deposits, please sign an authorisation form and pro^ideablank 
voided personal check to the director of school operations, direct deposit will take place as soon as 
possible after the firstpayroll submission of this data. 

Wor^Sched^^ 
School employees^ work schedules ^ary depending upon position, may ^arytrom time to 

time, and are set by the principal and^chie^ementr^irst policy, employees generallywork the 
schedules described below. 

r^acultywork at the Schoolfor the days notedin the School calendaras school days, on 
specifically designatedmeeting days, as well as any other times that may be required by the School. 

l^on^faculty employees work schedules set by the director of school operations and 
principal.^heirwork schedules may or may not coincide with the academic calendar. 

^ot^r^ofWork 
^11 School employees are required to work the hours set forth below,and to abide by the 

Schools applicableabsence and attendance policies, as set forth inaseparate section of this 
handbook. 

^^^^^^^^^ 
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faculty r^ours 
^11 teachers^ counselors^ teachers aides^andparaprofessionals need to bein the building 

from 7^^a.m.to4^0p.m.^ and also in attendance forall applicable school functions^ such as 
r^eport^ardnights^parent^teacher conferences^ awards ceremonies^ etc. although the base hours 
are ^^^a.m. to 4^00 p.m.^ teachers will regularly need to stay after ^OOp.m.formeetings^ parent 
conferences^ student mtoring^ and omer events.Itis the expectation of the school that teachers are 
available for meetmgs and omer professional dunes after^OOpm. daily and at other times as 
necessary. 

^on^aculty^cademic^earr^ours 
^he core school day for the children isfrom^^am to 4^0 p.m.^ though many students will 

stayuntil 5^00 or later daily, curing the academic year^nonfacultywill work different hours 
dependmg upon meirposition and job duties, l^on^faculty employees should contact the director of 
school operations with questions aboutworkhours. 

summer r^ours 
l^urmg the summers non^faculty employees workregular hours ur^ess otherwise instructed 

by the director of school operations. 

^ir^e^eepi^^on^er^p^^n^p^oyee^^^ly^ 
accurately recording time worked is the responsibility of every non^e^tempt employee. ^onD 

exempt employees are required to record meirworkhours daily atme time they begin and end their 
work, ^on^e^empt employees maintain accurate times sheets using the achievement r^irst 
^imeshee^formsprovidedin the ^chool^smain office, ^imesheets should be turned into the 
director ofschool operations every Friday or on the employees last day ofwork each week. 

Itis essential that all non^e^tempt employees actually record their hours of work, employees 
also must log out before they leave for personal reasons, r^alse statements or signing on behalf of 
another employee is groundsfor immediate dismissal. 

failure to complywim me ^chool^s timekeeping rules will forfeit an employee^sautomatic 
payroll deposit and^ormay lead to disciplmaryacoon^ including immediate dismissal. 

Overtime r^ro^ed^re^on^^emptr^mployee^On^ 
Overtime workis an infrequent occurrence at the school, ^he nature of overtimeis that it 

sometimes is needed with little or no advance notice.^ccordingly^employees must maintain 
flexibility in order to be availablefor overtime assignments. 

Overtime^uthori^ation 
^n employees supervisor must approve all overtime before the overtime is worked. 

Overtime charges must be reported on employee time sheets andasignature must be obtainedfrom 
the appropriate supervisor, failure to complywith this policywill lead to disciplinary action. 

Overtime l^ay 
Overtime compensation is paid to all none^empt employees in accordance with applicable 

wage and hour requirements. Overtime is normallypaid at the rate of^^times an employees 
equivalent hourly ratefor time worked over 40 hours in anyworkweek. In calculating hours worked 
for purposes of overtime pay^break periods are considered part of the workdays but lunch periods 
are not. ^he^chool^s workweek runs from Sunday through Saturday. Ifit is necessary to ask an 
employee to come in onaweekend day ora^chool holidays the employee will be paid for at least4 
bourse even ifhe^she works less than4hours. 
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Compensatory Time Off 
Compensatory time off is not allowed in lieu of overtime pay. 
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^fhe school providesavarietyofhealthandweltarebenettts to eligible employees.Oetails 
of these plans,includingall terms and conditions and employeeeligibility requirements, are 
governed by the applicable plan documents and relevant summary plan descripdons. Copies of 
these materials are available from the director of school operations. 

^e^choolreservestherighttoamend,interpret, modify or terminate any ofits employee 
benettts programs withoutpriornodce.^e^lan^dministrator of each of the^chool^s employee 
benetitplans has the power and authority to construe andinterpret the terms of the plan, to make all 
tactual determinations, and to amend or terminate such plans, In the event that there are any 
convicts between the actual plan documents and the descriptions provided below, the actual plan 
documents shall apply, employees will be nodf^edin writing of any material changes to the plans, 
unless omerwise specified, me following benettts programs apply only to f^^time employees, 

^e ^chool^shealth and weltarebene8ts, which are subject to change, currendy include the 
following benettts^ 

^e^lthln^^r^^ce 
^fhe school currendyprovides all eligible employees with individual health insurance. If you 

would like to addadependent or spouse under your medical coverage, you have the option to buy 
into our group plan atareduced cost. Currendy,ourplan calls lor employees to pay^percent of 
the monthly premium cost ofindividual^employeeonly^ coverage, ^hile we will endeavor to keep 
benetits strong and costs low, the amount that each employee will have to contribute tor both 
individual and dependent^spouse coverage and the type ofhealthplan^benelits offered are subject 
to change. 

employees should refer to me summary plan descripdon or the other governing plan 
document foracomplete description of the benettts offered, ^fhese documents are available trom 
the health insurance carrier and the director of school operations. 

^fhe school currendy provides all eligible employees with individual dental coverage through 
agroup dental plan. If you wouldlike to addadependent or spouse under your dental coverage, you 
have the option to buy into our group plan atareduced cost. Currently^our plan calls for employees 
to pay^percent of the monthlvnremiu^ cost ^findividual^emr^loyeeonly^ coverage, ^hilewe 
will endeavor to keep benefits strong and costs low, the amount that each employee will have to 
contdbute for both individual and dependent^spouse coverage and the type of dental plan^benetits 
offered are subject to change. 

I^ployeesshouldreter to me summary plan descripdon or the other governing plan 
document foracompletedescripdon of the benettts offered, ^hese documents are available trom 
the dentalinsurance carrier and the director of school operadons. 

^roup^err^^i^eln^ur^^ce 
^fhe school provides group term lite insurance to eligible employees.r^mployees should 

refer to the summary plan descripdon or other governing plan documents foracomplete 
descripdon of the benefits offered. Currendy,ourplan calls for employees to payOpercent of the 
cost of this coverage.^hile we will endeavor to keep benerits strong and costs low,the amount that 
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each employee will have to contribute and the type of term life insurance^benefits offered are 
subject to change. 

employees should refer to the summary plan description or the other go^emingplan 
document foracomplete description of the benefits offered, ^hese documents are available from 
the group term life insurance provider and the director of school operations. 

^hort^erm^nd^o^^erm^i^b^^y^^r^^^ 
^Ine school provides short-and long-term disability insurance to eligible employees, 

^urrendy^ourplancallsfor employees to payOpercent of me cost of this cov^erage.^hilewe will 
endeavor to keep benefits strong and costs low^ the amount that each employeewill have to 
contribute and me type oflong-term disability insurance^benefits offered are subject to change. 

^hort-term disability coverage compensates an employeefor loss ofincomeresultingfrom 
an off-the-job injury orillness in an amount equal to 60% of the employee^sweeklywagetoa 
maximum of^^OOOweekly. Please note that benefits will be taxed as income.^he^chool^s 
insurance carrier handles all claims forshort-term disability benefits. In the event ofacovered 
clain^ mere isaone^^daywaitmgperiod for injury and an eight^daywaidngperiodfor illness, 
benefits continueforamaximum of twenty-six ^6^ weeks. 

I^ong-term disability coverage similarly compensates an employee for loss ofincome 
resulting from an off-the-job injury or illness in an amount equal to 60% of the employee's monthly 
wage toamaximumof^IO^OOO monthly. Please note that benefits will be taxed as income, ^he 
^chool^s insurance carrier handles all claimsfor long-term disability benefits. In the event ofa 
covered claims mere isaone hundred and eighty^^daywaitingperiod^ which dovetails with the 
^6-week coverage provided by the short-term disability insurance. 

employees should refer to the summary plan description or the other governing plan 
document foracompletedescription of the benefits offered, ^hese documents are av^ailablefrom 
the director of school operations. 

retirement Pl^ 
^ohelp provide financial security to our employees during their retirement years^ the school 

sponsors and offers me opportunity for full-time employees to participatemaretirement plan 
pursuant to^ection ^03^ of the Internal revenue ^ode. 

^urrendy^Acl^evementPirsthasarelationshipwithAI^-^alic^oneoftheworld'slargest 
financial services companies^ to manage our ^O^b program. Al^-^alic will provide free financial 
planning adviceforallAP employees. In order to better serve our employees and ensure thatwe are 
receiving great serviced Acmev^ementPirst reserves me right to change financial services companies. 

employees should refer to the documents provided to the school by the ^0^^ service 
parmerfor more mforn^ation.^hese documents are available from the service provider or the 
director of school operations. 

^^eteri^P^n 
^he school offersa^ualified Internal revenue ^ode section ^^ cafeteria plan to its eligible 

employees. Participating employees may use this plan to make tax-free contributions to fund eligible 
expenses such as family medical or dental premiums mcurred through pardcipadngin the ^chool^s 
insurance plans. 

^t^t^tory^ene^t^ 

^oci^^ec^rity^edicare^a^ 
social ^ecurity^edicare^ax benefits are provided to all eligible school employees and are 

paid for joindy by the school and the employee.^our share is deducted fromyour paycheck as 
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required by law. ^orm^rmafion^oncerningthemany benefits available under the Social Security 
^ct,contactyour local SocialSecurity^ffice. 

Consistentwith applicable state laws, unemployment Insurance provides income to all full^ 
time employees who are actively seeldngemploymentwhile they are out ofworl^ due to 
circumstances beyond their control.The School pays the entire cost of this benefit. You must filea 
claim atyour state unemploymentinsurance office to receive benefits. 

^or^er^^o^^en^tion 
The School provides eligible employees with worl^ers^ compensation benefits at no cost, 

^orl^ers^ compensation covers eligible employees who are injured or disabled on the ^ob,orwho 
contract an occupational disease in the course of employment, l^ependingupon the nature of the 
injury or disease, you may receive cash benefits andpaymentsofall necessary medical expenses as 
determmedbyme^or^ers^ompensation^oard.^llincidentsinvolvingworl^placein^uriesor 
illnesses must be reported immediately to the director of school operations. 

Te^cher^^e^remen^r^o^rd^^T employees only^ 
Certified teachers in Connecticut schools are eligiblefor participation in the Teachers 

retirement r^oardf^l^^^ddiuonalinformafionab^ut me Teachers l^etire^ 
from me director of school operaoons. Please note mat teachers who parncipate in the Tr^ do not 
currentlypay social security. 

^^^^^^ontir^u^rion^over^e 
^nder applicable laws, some employers sponsoringgroup health plans are required to offer 

employees and theirfan^es the opportunityforatemporary extension ofhealthcoverage^called 
^continuation coverages at group rates in certaininstances when coverage under the plan would 
otherwise end. You will be provided with additional information if you becomeaparticipant in the 
Schools health plan and, if applicable, when you experiencea"qualifymgevent,"such as termination 
of your employment. 

^^^^^^ ^^ 
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^he hallmark of an achievement r^irstschoolis excellent staff attendance.mgeneral, 
achievement r^irst schools average^percent or hetter staff attendance rates, ^his means that 
almost staffmemhers are ahsent five or fewer school days and^or required professional 
development days, wim me majority of staff missingthreeorfewer days. Wetake pride in our 
attendance rates and makeapoint of recognising truly excellent attendance. 

^.^chool calendar is distrihuted to all employees annually andindicates the nationalholidays 
matwill he ohserved.^ach^school may have slighdy different school calendars, and^^entral 
maintains its own calendar. 

^^d^^v^^^ffor^e^cher^^o^^^elo^^^d^^r^pro^e^ion^ 
teachers, paraprofessionals, and counselors may take up to three (^) days as vacation or 

personal days during the academic year^that is, while school is in session or during required 
professional development days.When school is notin session or there is notarequired professional 
development day,teachers,paraprofessionals, and counselors have the day off without counting 
against these three days.^he three weeks in ^ly when classes are in session are considered part of 
the academic year, unless otherwise specified in the offer letter ofateacher, counselor, or 
paraprofessional, these days are treated the same as any other school day. 

^he school does also understand that teachers, counselors, and paraprofessionals may 
occasionally and unexpectedly get sick, ^he school reserves the right to requireadoctors^ note 
whenever an employee is out on sickleave for threes) or more consecutive days, ^he school also 
may requireadoctor^snotefor sick leave when it has reason to helieve, at its sole discretion, that 
suchahsenceisnotduetoalegitimateillness(suchasirnmediatelyprecedingorfollowingaholiday, 
vacation period, orweekend)Blfateacher, counselor, orparaprofessionalmisses more than fifteen 
(1^ total) days duringan academic year (including sick and personal^vacation days), the teacherwill 
he docked one day^spayfor every day missed over fifteen (^5). 

^^^^^v^^^f^or^c^oo^^dmi^i^r^tor^^^d^per^^o^^^t^ 
^drninistrators and operadonsstaff(includingprincipals, deans, registrars, and trusteesof 

school operations, and school managers) may take the ^^winterhrea^ designated hy the school 
(usually Decemher^^anuary^) as paid time off. ^n addition, school administrators and 
operations staff may take up to twenty (20) sick^personal^vacadon days during the fiscal year (July^ 
to ^une^0).^f these twenty (20) days, administrators and operations staff may takeama^imum of 
three (^personal or vacation days per school yearwhile school is in session or on days where there 
is required teacher professional development. If administrators or operations staff choose to take 
vacanonatatime when the school is not in session, with the exception of the winter hreak, these 
days will count as personal orvacadon days, ^iven the nature ofthe^oh,itis not always practical or 
feasihlefor principals, deans, trusteesof school operations, school managers, and registrars to take 
the full twenty (20) days. Deans may,upon agreement withaprincipal, request and receive additional 
vacation days. 

^iven the intense work times during the summer months, principals and operations staff 
should plan to take no more than ten (10) days during^une,^uly,and^ugust. With the exception of 
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summer, operations staff are encouraged to schedule vacation when the school is not in session and 
should work with the principal and AF Central operations staff to determine the most appropriate 
times to take vacation and personal days. 

If an administrator or operations staff member misses more than twenty (20) total days in a 
year, the administrator or operations staff member will be docked one day's pay for every day over 
twenty (20) that he/she misses. 

Paid Days Off for Achievement First, Inc. Staff 
Achievement First, Inc employees may take the "winter break" designated by the school 

(usually December 24 -January 1) as paid time off. In addition, an AF Central employee may take 
up to fifteen (15) sick/personal/vacation days during the fiscal year (July 1 to June 30). Employees 
should work with his/her direct supervisor to determine the most appropriate times to take vacation 
and personal days. 

If an AF Central employee misses more than fifteen (15) total days in a year, the employee 
will be docked one day's pay for every day over fifteen (15) that he/she misses. 

Earning and Requesting Personal Days and Vacation Days 
Employees should provide at least two (2) weeks' notice to use personal or vacation days. 

The employee's supervisor reserves the right to deny such requests. Notice of the need to take paid 
days off shall be provided to the director of school operations. If an employee needs to take a 
personal day due to an emergency situation, and cannot provide the School with two (2) weeks' 
notice he or she must contact the director of operations (or, in the case of Achievement First 
Central, the direct supervisor) as soon as possible. 

Attendance Bonus 

At the end of each academic year, the School awards attendance bonuses to all employees 
(teachers, administrators, operations staff, and paraprofessionals) to recognize individuals who have 
been in attendance during regular school days and professional development days. Achievement 
First Central employees are not eligible for attendance bonuses. 

The bonus system rewards excellent attendance based on the following formula: 

Days Missed* Great Art. Bonus Basic Att. Total Bonus 
0 $500 $1000 $1500 
1 $500 $900 $1400 
2 $500 $800 $1300 
3 $700 $700 
4 $600 $600 
5 $500 $500 
6 $400 $400 
7 $300 $300 
8 $200 $200 
9 $100 $100 
10 or more $0 $0 

Attendance bonus payments are made by mid-August each year. 

*The attendance bonus is based on total days missed during the regular school year. The 
regular school year is defined as all school days plus required professional development days. School 
days in July (Summer Academy) are counted, unless otherwise specified in the employee's offer 
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letter. If an employee is absent due to approved, School-related business (i.e. attendingaconference, 
visidng another achievement r^irst school, etc.^,oran otherwise allowable absence (i.e. ^uryduty^, 
the absence will not count asaday missed. 

^hereis no trolling over^ofpersonal^vacation days to the ne^tt school yearfor any 
employee, and days may not be transferred to other employees, furthermore, employees will not be 
compensatedfor unused paid leave. 

^ny employee who takesaleave of absence pursuant to the family and^edicall^eave^ct 
(^r^I^^is required to e^aust all ofhis or her accrued, unused paid vacadondurmg such ^^^ 
leave. 

^e^cber^b^en^e^^ndS^b^tu^o^^ 
^iventhatwe hold our students to high attendance standards,itis critical that our staff 

members are here every day.^^enateacher or administratorisout,itcreatesinconsistencies and 
stress for students and colleagues. Ifateacheroradministratorneedstobeoutforapersonalday, 
please notify the principal at least two weeks in advance.^he School will do its best totry to 
accommodate your needs. Ifyou will be out because you are sick, please call the principal and 
registrar by^^a.m.matmorning.^eachers should call both the principal andregistrar on both 
their cell phones and work phones in order to ensure that the message reaches the principal. 

^eask teachers to try to schedule doctor appointments and other appointments on days 
that school is not in session^or during teacher prep periods. Ifateacher needs to missaclassfor 
an appointment, it is the teachers responsibility to arrangeforcoveragefor the class by asking 
teachers who do not teach mat block to cover the class. In extreme circumstances, the principal will 
make arrangementsfor you. In general, however, teachers are responsible for arranging for teaching 
coverage forwhenmeywill be absentfor less thanafull day. teachers should be sure to notify the 
principal when theywill be out and who is covering their classes^duties. 

because school culture isacollecdve responsibility and we realise that having an external 
subsumtewillimpact me entire commumty, we haveastrongpreferencefor^mternal^subsntution 
-^and we haveacollecdve responsibility to ensure that we miss class only in rare circumstances and 
thatwe help to ^pickup the slacks when our colleagues are out. 

Excessive absenteeism orunauthori^ed poor attendance will lead to disciplinary action, up to 
and including termination of employment. 

r^onDre^cber^b^ence^ 
Ifanon^teaching employee, cannot avoid being late to work or is unable to work as 

scheduled, he or she should notify the School as soon as possible, and preferably by no later than 
^^ am. on the day of the absence or tardiness., ^n absent or tardy employee must speak to the 
registrar or principal on the telephone or leaveamessagewithanumberwhere he or she can be 
reached. Employees who must leave work early are required to nodfy,and obtain approvalfrom the 
director of operations or principal before leaving the School. 

^eask employees to try to schedule doctors and other appointments during days in which 
school is not in session 

Excessive absenteeism or unauthorised poor attendance will lead to disciplinary action, up to 
and including termination of employment. 

^^^^^^ ^ 
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Family and Medical Leave 

Parental Leave 
Achievement First is committed to supporting its employees by providing them with clear 

and reasonable options for managing their professional and parental responsibilities. We believe that 
a strong parental leave policy is built on two main tenets: first, that eligible employees be entitled to 
paid leave in the period surrounding the birth or adoption of a child, and that no work be expected 
of them during this period; second, that eligible employees be able to take a standard parental leave 
and return to work without experiencing a loss of income during a year of birth or adoption. 

The school board may update the parental leave policy from time to time. Until that time, 
the following terms and conditions apply. 

Eligibility for Parental Leave 
Employees who have worked in a full-time capacity for the School for a minimum of one 

year are eligible for parental leave. In accordance with School's medical and disability leave policies, 
additional medical leave will be granted if a birth mother is certified by her physician to be medically 
disabled either before or after a parental leave. 

Employees who have worked in a full-time capacity for the School for less than one year, 
and employees who are either part-time, temporary or independent contractors, are not eligible for 
parental leave benefits. 

Maternity Leave Policy 
An eligible employee who gives birth or is the primary caretaker parent of an adoptive child 

under the age of five (5) is eligible for 12 consecutive weeks of leave beginning on or near the day 
the child is born or adopted. 

The School's short-term disability policy recognizes pregnancy as a disabling condition 
(illness), subject to an eight (8) day waiting period. Following the waiting period, the employee will 
be compensated a portion of her salary directly by the provider of School's short-term disability 
insurance-for a minimum of five (5) weeks. An employee may elect to apply unused 
sick/personal/vacation days to any part of her maternity leave (i.e. for days that are not otherwise 
covered by the School's short-term disability plan). She will receive her full salary direcdy from the 
School for sick/personal/vacation days that she applies. 

Employees should refer to the summary plan description or the other governing plan 
document for a complete description of the benefits offered. These documents are available from 
the insurance provider and the director of school operations. 

During the period of maternity leave, the School will continue to make its normal 
contribution to an eligible employee's benefits, which shall remain continuously in effect. An 
employee who is enrolled in a family plan, for which the employee's portion of the premium 
payment is usually deducted from his/her paycheck, will be invoiced and required to make timely 
payments to the School during the leave period. 

An employee returning from maternity leave will be guaranteed the same approximate 
duties/responsibilities and salary as the employee had just preceding the leave period, provided such 
leave does not exceed 12 weeks. If the leave exceeds 12 weeks, the School may need to modify the 
employee's duties/responsibilities. 

Medical or Disability Leave 
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lender the terms of^chool^s short-term andlong^termdisabilitypolicies, an employeewill be 
considered disabled if, due to sickness or in^ury,he or she is unable to perform any of thematerial 
and substantial duties ofhis or her regular occupation, curing the period of this disability, the 
employee will be grantedaleave of absence ofup to 1^ weeks withinal^month period, measured 
forward ^rom the date that the employees ^irst disability leave begins. 

An employee retumingfrom medical or disability leave will be guaranteed the same 
approximate duoes^responsibihties and salary as the employee had ^ust preceding the leave period, 
provided such leave does not exceed 1^ weeks. If the leave e^ceeds^weeks, the school may need 
to modify the employees duties^responsibilities. 

r^ployees should refer to me summary plan descripoon or the other governing plan 
document foracompletedescripoon of me disability benefits offered, ^he plan documents are 
available from disabi^ityinsurance provider and the director of school operations. 

^roce^re^r^eo^^n^^e^ve 
Inrequestingafamilyandmedicalleavefor any reasons that areforeseeable, employees 

must give written notice to me school at least thirty (30) days in advance of the needforaleave. If 
an employee fails to giveadvance written nonce forforeseeable leave, the leave rnay be denied until 
atleast30days after the date noticeisprovided. Iftheleavemustbegininless than thirty (30) days, 
employees must give their supervisor as much advance notice as is practicable. 

Ifleaveis necessary for planned medical treatment, employees must attempt to schedule 
treatment so as not to disrupt the operations of the school, employees should consultwith their 
supervisors prior to the scheduling of treatment. Ifitis medically necessaryfor an employee to take 
intermittent leave or workareduced schedule, the school may transfer the employee temporarily to 
an alternative position that better accommodates this type ofleave. 

^he school will require employees to provide documentation of the need foraleave for the 
employees own serious healmcondinon or me serious health condition ofatamily member. A 
^serious health condition^is denned as an illness, in^ury,impairment, or physical or mental 
condition thatinvolvesinpatient care atahospital or residential medical care facility,absencetrom 
work tor more man three days foracondition that requires continuing treatment byahea^th care 
provider, orachronic long-term health condition. 

employees mustprovideacompleted medical certification byahealth care provider as to^ 
(a) me date the condition commenced^ (b) its probable durations (c) appropriate medical tacts 
regarding me conditioned) in the case ofatamilymember,astatement that the employee is needed 
to care for thefamily member and the expected duration of such need^ and (e) in the case of the 
employees own ilmess,astatement mat me employee is unable to perform me functions of the 
employee^sposidon. medical cero8canonforms are availablefromAchievement First. If an 
employee requests intermittent leave orareduced work schedule. Achievement First also will require 
certification that such type ofleave is medically necessary and verification as to the dates and 
duration of treatment and of the expected duration of the leave. 

employees must submit mescal cern8cauonswithmI^ days of requesdngfamily and 
medical leavein connection withaserious health condition. Failure to provide adequate 
cero8cationinatimely manner may resultin delay ofleave. IfAchievement First has reason to 
doubt me validity of me medical cero8cation,it may require that the employee obtainasecond 
opimontromahealth care provider selected by Achievement First at Achievement Firsts expense. 
If this opinion differs trom me employees cerdtication. Achievement Firstwill require, at its 
e^pense,athird opinion that is f^nal and binding. 

Family and Medical Leave: Instructional Employees 
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^eave taken byinstructional employees at the end ofonesemesterand the be^innin^of the 
ne^tt semester shall be considered consecutive leave, rather thanintermittent leave, summer 
vacation does not count as leave. 

^oreduce classroom disruption, if an instructional employee is orwill be absent more than 
twenty^percentofthetotalnumberofworkin^daysintheperiodforwhichleaveistaken,and 
theinstructionalemployeeistakin^intermittentleaveorleaveonareduced schedule in order to 
care forasickfamily member or because ofms or her ownillness, men me school may require the 
employee to elect either ^ to takealeaveforspedfied periods of time or^transfer temporarily to 
an equivalent position that better accommodates recurrin^periodsofleave. 

^he school may require anyinstructional employee who wishes to take leave near the end of 
the academic period to extend his or her leave through the end of the academicperiod as follows^ 

^    ^f an employee takes leavefor any reason more than five^weeks before the end of 
the term, the school mayrec^uire the employee to continue his or her leave until the 
end of the termif the leave requested is atleastthree^weeks in duration and the 
employee would return to work during the last three^weeks of the term. 

^    l^fthe employee takes leave for any reasons except his or her own illness and the 
leave begins less than five^weeks before the end of the term, the school may 
require the employee to continue taking leave until the end of the term if the leave 
requested is more than two^weeks in duration and the employee would return to 
work during the last two^weeks of the term. 

^    If the employee takes leave for any reason except his or her own illness and the leave 
begins less than three^weeks before the end of the term, the ^choolmay require 
that the employee continue taking leave, if the leave requested is more than five^ 
working days in duration. 

employee ^t^u^ during ^e^ve 
Employees will not accrue vacation and sickleave during the leave period. 
Ourin^ the leave, Achievement First may require employees to report periodically on their 

status and their intent to return to work. Employees on leave for their own serious health condition 
or the serioushealth condition ofaclosefamilymembermay be asked to submit medical re^ 
certifications from time to time during the leave. 

Employees are not permitted to en^a^e in other employmentwhile they are absent from 
Achievement Firstunder this policy,without prior approval of Achievement First. Violation of this 
policy may lead to disciplinary action, up to and including discharge. 

Employee ^^^^er^e^ve 
^^en an employee returns from leave. Achievement First will return the employee to the 

same position, or to another position that has equivalent benefits, pay and other terms and 
conditions ofemployment. Achievement First may choose to exempt certain highly compensated 
employeesfrom this requirement. 

AchievementFirst will require employees on leave for their own serious health condition to 
submit, prior to their retum,amedicalcertit^cationfrom their health care provider of their ability to 
return to work. 

Employees who do not return to work within the approved leave period or twelve ^^ 
weeks, whichever comes first, may be terminated as of the scheduled return date. 

Any employee whofraudulently obtains family and medical leave will be subject to 
immediate discipline, up to and including discharge. 

^^^^^^^^^ ^^ 
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Employees who are members ofanAcdve reserve ^nitor the national ^uard and need 
time off for military leave must nodfyme^choolimmediately and provide the director of school 
operations withacopyofyour orders. Achievement Eirstwill comply fullywith the uniformed 
service Employment andr^eemployment^hts Act ofl^, and other applicable laws re^ardin^ 
military leave. 

^pon receipt ofaproposed jury summons, juror questionnaire or subpoena to tesufy,an 
employee shouldnodfy his/her direct supervisor immediately. If called asajurorwhile school is in 
session, an employee should attempt to asl^ the court to postpone jury duty toaweel^ when 
Achievement Eirstisnotin session. Employees maynotvolunteerforjuryduty, during ^e^ when 

Employees presentin^proof of court appearance will bepaid the employees fullre^ular 
salary. Employees shallremittoAchievementEirst any jury duty orwitness pay received while on 
paid jury duty orwitness leave. Employees must submit copies of subpoenas or other court notices 
to the director ofschooloperations forverification purposes. 

^^^^^^^^ ^o 
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^^of^hool^re^^rd^ 
School credit cardswill be issued to select staff members, as pertheapproval of the r^oard 

finance committee, ^e finance committee will also establish the transaction limits. 
credit cards will only be used for business purposes and limited to circumstances wherea 

purchase order is reallynot an option, personal purchases of any type arenot allowed, ^ash 
advances are also forbidden. 

r^achcardholderwill be required to sign an agreementindicatingthathe^sheunderstands 
accepts me terms ofuse.mdividuals who do not adhere to the policies and procedures surrounding 
credit card usage may have their credit card privileges revoked.  AnycardholderwhousesaSchool^ 
issued credit cardimproperlywill be heldliableforany and all unapproved^unallowable purchases, 
fraudulent use ofaSchool^issued credit card may resultin disciplinary action. 

cardholders will prepare regular ^monthly^usagereportsand,in accordance with Internal 
revenue Service regulations, will provide detailed receipts ^see receipts secuon below tor further 
instrucnon^ attached to the corresponding credit cardreport.r^or meals and entertainment, each 
transaction detail should include the names of all persons involved in the purchase, andabrief 
description of the business purpose. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

because me director of school operations isacardholder, the regional director of operations 
will be responsible for opening the School'smonthly credit card statements, and for reconciling the 
cardholder reports and attendant receipts to each statement, ^nce the statement has been 
reconciled, me regional operations directorwillinitialitandreturn it to the director of school 
operations for processing and payment, ^fhe director of school perations will use the usage 
reports^receipt details to ensure that each allowable e^penseis assigned to the proper expense 
category in the accounting system. 

cardholders should make every effort to ensure that purchases do not include sales ta^.^a^t^ 
exempt certiricates are available rrom the school director of operations. 

^r^ve^nd^^oy^e^u^ne^^en^e 

^he School will reimburse employeesfor approved out-of-town travel following the 
tederally mandated per diemrates for lodgingand meals and incidentals, ^berates are specitic to 
the city of destination, l^eimbursementformileage will be at current rr^S allowed rates 

cost umessomerwise limited by contractual^grantagreementwhere applicable. 
reasonable travel and business expenses incurred by employees will be reimbursed upon 

submission of an employee ^pense report with appropriate supporting documentation,   ^he 
School is exempt trom state and federal ta^, and therefore does not reimburse employees for ta^. 
r^ployees can obtainacopy of the ^fa^^empt certificate rrom the director of school employees. 

r^or any business travel requiring an overnight stay,ar^ec^uest for Authorisation of^ravel^or 
equivalent memo of understandings must be submitted at least^hours prior to committing to 
travel arrangements to allow time for review and authorisation by theprincipal^or authorised 
signers Similarly,prior written authorisation should be secured ifaseminar or meeting re^uiresa 
registration fee, even if the seminar is being held locally. 

employee ^pense reports, including those pertaining to travel expenses, should be 
completed and submitted onceamonth,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
^^^^^^ All expense reports are reviewed and approved by the principal ^or authorised 
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signer) and processed bythedirector of school operations.r^xpensereports submitted bythe 
principal should be approved by Achievement Firsts ^0^(or authorised signer). 

Ideally^ employee expense reimbursements are processed within7^hours of receipt by the 
director of school operations. 

^ece^pts 
receipts substantiatingreimbursable expenses will be obtained whenever practical^ but are 

reo^uiredfor all amounts in excess of^^asreo^uired by the Internal revenue Service. 
The School may reimburse properly authorised employeesfor School-related traveLThe 

School does not reimburse employees for automobile trips (for professional development or other 
reasons) ofless than ^Oroundtrip miles (venues within^miles of the school). Fortrips greater 
man^roundtripm^es^ the School willreimburse drivers authorised to take such trips atthe 
currently mileage reimbursement rate ^or every mile upon submission of appropriate 
documentation such asamileage reimbursement torm. 

employees who seek reimbursementfor trips requiring train or air transportation must 
obtain the advance approval of the principal. If approved^ the School will pay the costs of these 
trips. Itis our expectation that trips are booked usingAchievement Firsts travel agent (through the 
director of school operations) with enough advanced notice to getlow-costfares. School employees 
will 8y^rideincoach^and^if available^ theywill stay at thelowest-costnational chain convenientto 
the applicable event. The School will makeadetermination whether rentingacarorusing taxis will 
beamore economical options and^ upon appropriate authorisations the School willreimburse 
employees for such authorised expenses upon submission of appropriate documentation. 

It is the expectation that School employees will stay two toaroom (in two separate beds) 
with other Achievement First employees of the same sex. For trips that involve an overnight stay^ 
the School recognises that some additional food expenses will be incurred because of travels so the 
School willreimburse (upon submission of appropriate receipts)up to ^Bdayfor meals. 

AF employees must keep allreceipts for travelreimbursement. employees will not be 
reimbursed wimout receipts. 

^r^in^^nd^ovin^^iol^tionFine^ 
The School will notpay parking or other movingviolation tickets (i.e. speeding tickets^ etc.) 

for any staff member. Staff members are expected to parklegally^and staff members^ especially 
when transporting children^ are expected to abide by all driving and parking laws. 

^therr^eimbur^eme^t^ 
Flease contact the director of school operations in advance if you require reimbursement for 

other School-related expenses. Such reimbursement shallbe granted at the sole discretion of the 
director of operations and principal and only upon submission of appropriate documentation. 

^^^^^^^^^ ^ 
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Itis the policy ot^ the school to maintainaworken^ironmentin which allindi^iduals are 
treated withrespectanddignity^achindi^dualhas me right to workinaprotessional atmosphere 
which prohibits discriminatorypractices, including sexualharassment and harassment based on race, 
color,religion,national origin, sexual orientation, age,handicap, disability, or any other category 
protected by law harassment, whether^erbal, physical or en^ironmental,is unacceptable and will 
not be tolerated by the ^chool^^he purposes ot^ this policy againstharassmentare to educateallo^ 
our employees aboutwhatmay constitute harassment, to notiry everyone who works here that the 
school will not condone ortolerate harassment, and toestablishaprocedure which encourages 
anyone who ^eels they ha^e been subjected to harassment to reportsuch conduct to representatives 
ot^ the school, who wiHin^estigateandrespondtoanyreport^^he school's other grievance 
procedures do not apply to situations in^oh^ingthe conduct described below or this policy^ 

r^arassmentis verbal orphysical conduct that denigrates or shows hostility or aversion 
towards an individual because ot^ race, color, religion, sex, national origin, sexual orientation, age, 
handicap or disability, or that ot^ persons with whom the individual associates^ r^or example, racial 
harassment includes harassment based on an in^mutablecharactensnc associated with race ^g^, skin 
color or tacialteatures^ religious harassment mayinclude demands that an employee alter or 
renounce some religious belief in exchange ^or^obbenettts^ and sexual harassment is denned more 
specifically below ^he school's policy is to prohibit behavior based onaperson's race, color, 
religion, sex, national origin, sexual orientation, age, handicap or disability that: ^ has the purpose 
or e^ectot^creatmg an intimidating, hostile or o^tensi^e work en^ironment^^ has me purpose 
e^ectot^ unreasonably inter^ringwimanindi^dual's work performances or^otherwise adversely 
a^ects an individual's employment opportunities 

regardless ot^ whether any single instance ot^ improper behavior described below rises to the 
le^elot^ harassment prohibited by l^w,it is the school's policy that such beha^ioris inappropriate 
and o^ensi^e,anditwill not be tolerated^ examples ot^beha^iorthat^iolate this policy and may 
constitute harassing conductinclude, but are not limited to: 

D    epithets, slurs, o^uips, or negative stereotyping that relate to race, color, religion, sex, 
national origin, sexual orientation, age, handicap, disability, orany other category 
protected bylaws 

^    threatenmg,intimidating or hostile acts thatrelate to race, color, religion, sex, 
national origin, sexual orientation, a^e, handicap or disabili^ 

^    written or graphic material ^includinggrat^ti^ that denigrates or shows hostility or 
aversion toward an individual or group because or^ race, color, religion, sex, national 
origin, sexual orientation, age, handicap or disability and that is placed on walls, 
bulletin boards, or elsewhere on the ^chool'spremises, or circulated or displayed in 
the workplaces or 

^    "^okes,""pranks" or other ^ormsot^ "humor" that is demeaning or hostile with 
regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, sexual orientation, age, handicap 
or disability 

^e^itiono^^ex^al^^r^^menr 
^s denned by the courts and by me ^ual employment Opportunity commission, sexual 

harassment includes unwelcome or unwanted sex based conduct: ^l^when an employee'ssubmission 
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to orrejection of this conduct affects decisions regarding hiring, equation, promotion or any other 
aspect of employment or^when such conduct ^ubstantiallymterfereswimanindividnal^ 
employment or creates an mtimidating,hostile or offensive^ork environment 

^e^chool prohibits anyinappropriate or offensive beha^orincluding,bu^notlimitedto^ 

D    coerced sexual acts^ 
^   express orimplieddemandsforse^ualfavorsine^changeforfa^orablereviews, 

assignments, promotions, continued employment or promises ^f continued 
employments toucmngorassaultinganindividual^sbody,orstaring,inase^ual 
manners 

^    graphic, verbal commentary about anindividual^s body or se^uality^ 

^    unwelcome flirtations, advances, or propositions^ 

^    sexually suggestive, or obscene comments or gestured 
^    the display in the workplace of graphic and sexually suggestive objects, pictures or 

graffiti 
^    negative statements or disparaging remarks targeted at one se^ neither men or 

women^, even if the content of theverbalabuseis not se^tualin natures or 

^    any torm of retaliation against an employee for complaining about the type of 
behavior described above or supporting the complaint of an alleged victims 

^hetypeof behavior described above as examples of sexual harassment or harassment 
based on race, color, religion, se^,naoonal origin, sexual orientation, age, handicap or disability is 
unacceptable not only in the worl^lace, but also in otherwork-related settings such as business trips 
or business-related social events^ 

^ndi^i^^ covered by th^^^r^^men^ policy 
^his policy covers all school employees whether or not they are on school premises, 

provided that such employees are conducting school-related business or are participating ina 
school-sponsored event or functions ^ny type of harassment, whether engaged in by fellow 
employees, supervisors, or by non-employees with whom the employee comes into contact in the 
course of employments^ service providers or contractors^, violates this policy and will not be 
tolerated^ ^he school encourages the reporting of all incidents of harassment, regardless of who 
the offender may beD 

^eportin^a^^^nve^rig^tin^^^ra^ment^ompl^in^ 
^he school encourages individuals who believe they are being harassed to firmly and 

promptly notify the alleged offender that his or her behavior is offensive or unwelcome^ whether or 
not you choose to discuss the incidentwith the alleged oftender, we ask that you report the incident 
to the principal, director of school operations or school manager, dean of students, or academic 
dean^ ^e encourage prompt reporting of complaints so thatrapid and appropriate action may be 
taken^ supervisors and managers are required to report all conduct they believe may violate this 
policy, whether meydirecdyobserv^e me conduct oritis reported to men^ directly to the principal, 
director of school operations, dean of students, or academic dean^ 

employees who have experienced conduct they believe is contrary to this policy may havea 
legal obligation to tal^e advantage of this complaint procedure ^n employees tailure to fulfill this 
obligation could affect his or herright to pursue legal action 

^he school will not retaliate in anyway against an individual who makesareport of 
perceived harassment norwill we permit any supervisor or employee to do so^ retaliation isa 
serious violation of the ^chool^s harassment policy and anyone whofeels they have been subjected 
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to any acts or^ retaliation shouldimmediately report such conduct. Any person who retaliates 
agamstanomer individual tor reportinganyperceived acts ot^harassmentwill be subject to 
disciplinary action up to and including discharge. 

^he school also encourages individuals to reportperceived acts ol^ harassment bynon^ 
employees, such as clients, vendors, contract personnel, other service providers andanyothernon^ 
employees.^hose reports should also be made to any ot^ the persons listed above^ 

All allegations ot^harassmentwill be promptlyinvestigated.^he^^hool will endeavor to 
maintain conrtdentiality throughout me invesugadve process to the extent practical and appropriate 
under the circumstances.^he school, however, hasalegal obligation to act on all intormation it 
receives!^ it believes an individual may be engaginginwrongml conduct orviolationo^ law 

^urin^mediategoalis to takepromptremedial action to stop me discriminatory,harassing 
or o^tensiveconducti^aviolationo^ this policy is round, ^ur second goal is to assure that the 
violation will notreoccur. r^venwhereaviolation is not ^bund,it may be appropriate tocounsel 
individuals regarding their behavior. 

^i^cipl^^ry^^on^or^io^n^the^^r^^rnerit^oli^y 
^me school rmds mat this policy has been violated, theviolatorwill be subject to 

appropriate disciplinary action. Although the specific corrective and disciplinary actions against the 
a^egedviolatorwillbewithm me ^chool^sdiscrenon,it may included verbal orwritten reprimands 
referral to appropriate counseling^ withholding ot^apromodon or bonus^ reassignment temporary 
suspensions and^or discharge. 

^he school recognises that raise accusations or^ harassment can cause serious harm to 
innocent persons, ^ an invesdgauon results inafindmg that the complainant knowingly, falsely 
accusedanotherpersonor^ harassment, the complainantwill be subject to disciplinary action, up to 
and including discharge. 

^O^clusjo^ 
^he school has developed this policy to ensure that all its employees can work in an 

^nvi^onm^nt^^rroms^xu^ harassment and rromharas^m^nrbas^d on rac^, color, religion, se^, 
national origin, sexual orientation, age, handicap or disability. We ask all employees to work with us 
to accomplish that goal. 

All current and new employees will receiveacopyor^ this policy and will be asked to signa 
receipt acknowledging that they have read and understand the policy. Questions can be addressed to 
the director or^ school operations. 
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TheSchooliscomn^ttedtoptovidingthebestpossibl^^vorldngconditionsforallit^ 
students, visitors and employees.Toaccomplish this, the School shall comply^ithcu^^nt 
occupauonal health, safety and environmentalla^vsat^d shall develop me operations, procedures, 
technologies, and policies needed to provide such conditions. Amore extensive School Safety Plan 
is on 81einth^ office ofthe director of school operations. 

^o^l^eS^ty 
Employees are requited to immediately report anyunsafe conditions at th^ School to the 

school manager or school director of operations. Employees also are encouraged to raise their 
ideas, concerns and suggestions ^vith respect to School safety ^anonymously,if they chooser.The 
School ^ill not retaliate against employees ^vho make such reports in good faith. 

^P^^nd^eftbr^ll^on 
The School has access to an Automadc External ^efibdllators^AE^^ for emergency 

purposes. An AE^isaportable, lightweight, automatic external de8brillator that is used to shock 
the heart ofaperson^vhoi^ undergoing sudden cardiac arrest. Tbe use of this piece of equipment 
requires trainmgandis an essential part of adn^stering emergency first aid immediately toaheart 
attack victim. The AEl^enablesatrained individual to provide potentially lifesaving assistance in an 
emergency. Since sudden cardiac arrest can strike anyone at anytime,it is vital to kno^v^vhat to do 
and ^vho to call to perform ^P^ and defibrillation. 

The following individuals^^ be trained in ^P^andmuse of me AEO^s^ director of 
operations, school manager, and registrar. 

^ External doors should never be propped open^ especially during evenings, weekends, and 
holidays. 

^ ^ake sure that external doors are locked ^vhenyouleave the School. 
^ ^ock classroom doors ^vhen you are the last one leaving. 
^ ^ake sure that all valuables and computers are properly locked. 
^ The School is not responsible for loss of personal possessions, cash, or other valuables. 
^ Students and teachers should never^letin^strangers. r^ollo^v appropriate visitors policies. 
^ All visitors must checkin at the main office. 
^ All visitors must ^earavisitor^s tag. 

^reOril^BEv^ci^^tio^ Procedures 
The School conducts fire and other emergency drills in accordance ^vith applicable state and 

local la^vs. All employees are expected to participate in such drills, as building and safety 
personnel require. 

The School is not responsible or liable for personal property that is lost, stolen, or damaged 
^vhile on School premises, mtheinterest of safety and security, the School reserves the right to 
search all bags and containers brought onto the School premises, atany time. 

^^ 
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^eSchoolis committed to providingan environment freefrom acts or threats ofviolence. 
In l^eepingwim this comn^u^ent, the School has establishedastrictpolicythatprohibits any 
employeefromth^eateningorcon^tnitu^gany act ofviolence in the School, while on duty, wh^^^ 
on School^related business, orwhile operating any vehicle or equipment that the School owns or 
leases.^he School willnot tolerate employeeswhomal^e threats, engagein threatening 
behavior, or commit acts ofviolence against employees, students, orvisitors. 

Aschoolnurseisavailableatpostedhours.^hese hours are typicallyposted on the school 
nurse's office door^or are available from the director of school operations^.Ifastudent is injured, 
the faculty member in charge must brmg him or her to the schoolnurse.^namedicalemergencyin 
school, the School l^urse should be notifiedimmediately. 

^nly the school nursemaydetermineifachild must go homeformedicalreasons. In the 
event thataschool nurse is notpresent, the schoolmustreceivepermissionfromachild's parent or 
legal guardian to allow the child to go home for medical reasons. 

^le^i^^o^A^mini^tr^tion 
except as expresslypermitted by the School, School employees, including faculty,are not to 

administermedicationofanyldnd^ncluding^ylenol and cough medicines to students, ^nly 
registered nurses and doctors who have proper authorization are permitted to do so, exceptin the 
event ofatrue emergency. Students may not have prescription or nonprescription medication in 
theirpossession without the express written consent ofthe school nurse. 

In the absence ofaschool nurse, onlyaprincipal, dean, teacher, coach, physical therapist, or 
occupadonalmerapist, who is aumorized and has received training in safely administering 
medicanonsfromaschool nurse or licensed physician may administer oral, topical, inhalant, or 
in^ectable medications, ^o medication ^prescription or non^prescription^, however, should be 
administered to any studentwithout the written order ofalicensed physician, licensed dentist, 
advanced practice registered nurse orphysician assistant, and the written authorization ofaparent or 
guardian. 

^e administration of medications as prescribed shall be recorded on the Individual Student 
Medicadon Form. As eachformis completed, me school nurse will fileit in the student's cumulative 
health record. 

Su^^ec^e^^ildAb^eor^^ltreatment 
In both ^ew^or^ and ^onnecdcut,manymembers ofthe School staff are mandated 

reporters under State law. Any School employee who suspects thatastudentis the victim of child 
abuse maltreatn^ent, or neglect must in^mediatelybrin^ the matter to the attention of the principal. 

Although the many laws define an abused child narrowly—as one whose parent orperson 
legally responsible inflicts or allows to be inflicted serious physical or mentalin^ury by other than 
accidental means, or commits or allows to be committed an act of sexual abuse—the School requires 
employees to report suspicion of serious physical or mental in^ury,other than by accidental means, 
or sexual abuse, to the principal regardless of the suspected perpetrator, ^fhelawdefinesa 
maltreated child as any child between birth and eighteen years whose parent or person legally 
responsiblefails to provide him or herwith food, clothing, shelter, education, medical or surgical 
care, who abandons the child, who uses excessive corporal punishment, or who uses drugs or 
alcohol to the point where she/he loses control ofher^his actions. 
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^rpo^eofthe policy 
^onsistentwim federal OSr^ requirements and to protect the well-being of employees, the 

School has adoptedaplanfor mitigating me harmful effects of exposure to blood-borne pathogens 
Imown as the Occupational exposure to Blood-borne pathogens ^lan. 

The purpose of this plan is to limit occupational exposure to bloodandotherpotentially 
infectious bodily nuids where exposure to mese materials could result ininfection, illness, or death 
of employees.The policy is designed primarily to limit exposure to hepadtisB^B^ and human 
immunodeficiency^irus^^. 

The policy coders all employees at the School, but particularly those who could reasonably 
anticipate commgmtocontactwim blood or omerpotentially infectious materials asaresult of 
performing their ^ob duties. 

employees may elect to receive the r^epadtisB^accine at no cost. Information on the 
f^epaddsBcan be obtained from the school director of operations. 

^ontro^^ethod^ 

^^^d^^p^ur^^cide^ 
r^a^ards are defined as blood, or any fluid, or item that has been contaminated by blood or 

bodily fluid 

^o^edur^^ollow^g^^p^u^^cid^n^ 
^henaha^ard occurs, the following steps will betaken by all employees^ 

^    proper hand washing must be done p^ior to putting on latex globes, and after the 
removal of the glo^es^ 

D    ^ut on provided latex globes prior to handlingthe hazardous materials 
^    notify the school nurse of theincident, and arrangeformedical and post- 

exposure evaluation and follow-up. The school nurse will assist the employeein 
completing an r^mployee^s report ofln^ury. ^copywill be maintained in the 
employees personal records, ^ copy will be furnished to the physician 
examining the employees 

^    notify the school nurse or custodial staff of the incident for disposition of the 
hazardous waste and disinfection of the site^ 

^    fn the e^ent of an accidental exposure^tom globes, no globes, etc.^, proper hand 
washing ^ocedu^es must be followed^ 

^    ^emo^eall^ewelry^ 
^    ^et hands with runningwater^ 
^    ^pply liquid soap, and latherwell^ 

^    ^ash hands well unde^^unningwater, so that water drains from wrist to 
fingertips^ 

^    l^ry hands well with paper towels and discards 
^    Turn off wa^er faucets, wipe surfaces surrounding sin^ with clean paper towel 

and discard. 

^^^0^^^ 
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D    m the event that^ormore people have b^n involved in an occupational o^ 
accidental exposure, the ^urse will notify the school director of Operations and 
the bureau ofr^ealth. 

^emovaland^lean^p procedures 
For the removal and disposition of contaminated waste products, the following procedures 

will betaken 

Oleanupprecautions 

^    ^ear latent gloves^ 
^    ^op up spill with paper towels or other absorbentmaterialsi 
^    ^ash the contaminated area well with cleaning solutions for bloodbome ^.e. 

one part household bleach^sodiumhypochlorite^ in ten parts waters 

^    dispose ofgloves, soiled articles and supplies, or otherwaste in sealed, double 
plastic bag^ 

^aste^isposal 
^    ^ut on latent gloves^ 
^    ^se the provided cleaningsolutions to secure spill ha^ard^ 
D    ^lace all contaminated supplies,includinggloves and other barriers, ^ceptfor 

needles and sharp ob^ects^intoadoubled plastic bag, and then properly seal the 
bag^ 

^    r^odilywaste, such as urine, vomit,feces, should be disposed ofin the toilet, 
preferably by the building custodial staff thatis trained in such cleanup. 

^ontaminated^aundry 
Avoid handling contaminated laundry except when absolutely necessary. Articles oflaundry 

identified as contaminated should be placed inaplastic bag and given to the student to take home to 
be laundered or disposed ofby the parents or guardians. 

^^^^^^i^ ^ 
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^O^^C^O^^^^O^CODOOC^ 

^fhe School expects its employees to be role models for students and generally to comport 
memselves professionally, especiallywim respect to communicadonswimsmdents, families, 
coworkers, and within the community^ ^ertainrules of conduct are appliedimpartially at all levels 
of the School to ensure professionalism. 

^^t^^d^r^ce^nd^^c^u^^y 
^eregular hours fortheSchoolare^^a.m^ to ^Op.m.^fheSchoolmay also operatean 

afrer-school program that regularlyruns until 5^ p.m., and students will often hemthehuilding 
after 5^0 p.m. as well,   ^omaintainaproducdve environment, the School expects employees to be 
reliable and punctual in reporting fbrwork. absenteeism and tardiness placeahurden on other 
employees and on the School. 

^re^^od^ 
unless otherwise directed by the principal or school managers employees are expected to 

dress appropriately and professionally, ^hissetsatone of respect andprofessionalismfor students, 
parents, and visitors. Men should wearashirt and tie jacket not required), slacks or dress pants, and 
appropriate shoes (no sneakers).^omen should wear an equivalent business casual outfit, l^o 
^loud^ or revealing clothing, female employees^o shorts, jeans, or flip flops please, please tuckin 
shirts on all outfits that are meant to be tuckedin.^n Fridays, School staffmaywear the stylish 
achievement f^irst student uniform instead of the normal professional dress. 

Ifastaff member chooses to wear the student uniform, he/she should wearit according to 
me same rules as me students (e.g. shirt tuckedin, belt, andkhaldpants), please note that Friday 
dress is not ^business casual^wear in generals it is specifically limited to wearing either the regular 
staff dress code or the student uniform. 

Smo^g^nd^ri^^nd^coho^^ 
pursuant to applicable law and the Schools intent to provideasafe and healthful work 

environment, smoking is prohibited on School property or in the presence of students at any 
School-sponsored event away from the Schools,field trips, school sporting events). Ifyouhavea 
complaint aboutvioladon of this policy,please report it to the school manager. 

^e presence or use ofillegal drugs orunauthori^ed alcohol on School premises will no^ be 
tolerated. Illegal drugs, as referred to in this policy,include drugs that are not legally obtainable, as 
well as drugs that are legally obtainable, but are used fbrillegal or unauthorised purposes. 

^he sale, purchase, transfer, distribution, use or possession ofillegal drugs, as defined above, 
by anyone on School premises is prohibited. Moreover, employees are prohibited from reporting to 
work under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs, ^he use or presence of alcoholic beverages on 
School premises is also prohibited. 

^e^cher^^e^^ the School r^^ding 
^e school recognises that,on occasion, teachers and administrators will need to leave the 

buildingwhen they do not have specific classes or supervisory duties.^here is no system for signing 
in and out ofthebuildingand teachers are generally free to come and go as needed. If you will be 
out of the buildingfor more than an hour, please email the director of operations or school manager 
in case someone is lookingforyouin an emergency.^11 teachers should bring their cell phones 
when leaving the building during school hours. 

^^^^^^^^^ ^ 
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^s an employee^yourprimaryresponsibilityis to the School, ^oemployeemay accept 
outside employmentif such employmentinterfereswith his or her employmentattheSchool. 
Employees must nodfythe School of any outside employment.Faculty also must complywith the 
School'spolicyregard^gtutormgstudents outsideof class or otherwise giving them''extrahelpB 

So^c^^o^^^tribu^or^ 
In an effort to assureaproducti^e and harmonious work environments persons not 

employed by the School may not soucit or distribute uteraturemme workplace at any time for any 
purpose. 

^e School recognises that employees ha^einterests in events and organisations outside the 
School. Employees^ however may not solicit or distribute literature concerning these activities 
during School hours on School premises. 

Employee ^i^conduct 

^nsadsfactory employee conductmcludes^butis not limited to^thefollowing^ 

^ r^oorworkperformance 
^ absenteeism andlateness 
^ prolonged coffee andlunch breaks 
^ r^einglate to classes and otherwork assignments 

^ ^eavingworkearlywithoutpermission 

^ unprofessional conduct 

^efollowmgmfracuons are considered to be acts of misconduct requiring immediate 
disciplinary actions up to and including discharged 

^    Falsification ofyouremploymentrecords or other School records^ including time 
cards. 

^    ^nauthori^edabsence from yourwork area during work hours. 
^    Sleeping during scheduled work hours. 

^    insubordination. Failure orrefusal to follow the instructions ofasupervisor^ 
mcludmg refusal to accepta^ob assignment or directions or overtime. 

^    ^se or unauthorised possession ofinto^icating beverages or unlawrul substances 
on School premises^ or reporting to work under their influence. 

^    possession ofaweapon on School premises. 
^    gamblingorpossessionofgamblingde^es on School pr^mi^e^. 
^    creating or contributing to unsafe conditions by act or omission. 
^    Smoking 

^    ^yingtoacolleague or supervisor aboutawork^relatedissue 
D    physical or^erbal abuse of co^workers^sitors or clients. 
^    unauthorised use or removal ofSchool property 
^    unauthorised possessions use or copying ofSchoolrecords^ or disclosure of 

confidential information contained in such records to unauthorised persons. 
^    dishonesty or negligent or deliberate destruction or misuse of property 

belonging to the School or to any employees student or^isitor. 
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D    Excessive and^oruhe^cused absence or tardiness orfailuretofollo^ the 
Schools ^all^ln Procedure. 

^   Solicitingtips or gratuities. 
^    disloyalty. 
^    ^se of obscene language. 
D    Inducinganother employee to commit any breach of theforegoing rules or 

regulations. 

Employees may be disciplinedforother"common sense" violations ofSchool policies and 
procedures. Additional guidelines are provided in the "Statement ofProfessionalValues"andin 
trainingandreference materials supplied by the School. 

^^^^^^^^ ^ 
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curing the course of each teacher or staff members employment^vithAchievement First, 
^nc^oranAF partner ormember school, the teacher orstaffmembershall have access to and the 
right to use,reproduce,modify,distribute and disclose materials o^ned by Achievement First and 
made generally available to its employees(the "Collection ofMaterials^, solely for classroom or 
office use ^thmAchievement First and otherwise for the direct andinternal benefit of 
Achievement FirstFollo^vmg any termination of employment^ith Achievement First, each former 
teacher or staff member shall have the right to reproduceareasonable number of copies of materials 
mcludedin the Collection ofMaterialsonlyfor educational use inasingle classroom that the former 
AF teacher instructs^ 

As an employee ofAchievement First and^or an Achievement First member or partner 
school, all employees are expected to develop curriculum, assessment, educational and other similar 
materials for the direct and indirect benefit ofAchievement First, including use by teachers and the 
other employees ofAchievement First andAF schools in their classrooms and offices^ All materials 
and products created, developed and^orprepared by teachers or other staffduring the course of 
his/her employment ^mAchievementFirst or anAF school, including, butnot limited to, any 
forms, software, presentations,rubrics, and curriculum and assessment materials (collectively,the 
^aterials^ are thepropertyofAchievementFirstandallrigh^ndeandinterest therein shall vestin 
Achievement First and shall be deemed to bea^ork made for hire" under the united states 
copyright la^ and madein the course of your employment^ith Achievement First or an 
Achievement First member orpartner schools 

^othe extent that title to any Materials may not, by operation ofla^v,vestin Achievement 
First or that any Materials may not be considered to be ^vorkmadefor hire, all right, title and 
interest therein are hereby irrevocably assigned by teachers and staff to Achievement First^ ^n 
accordance ^thmeforegoing, me Materials shall belong exclusively to Achievement First ^vith 
Achievement First having the right to obtain and to holdin its o^n name, copyrights, trademarks, 
patents, registrations or such other protection relating to the Materials as may be appropriate to the 
subject matter, and any extensions and renewals thereof, and the right to transfer the Materials or 
grant licenses of the Collection ofMaterials(and to make modifications thereto)for use, distribution 
and disclosure solelyin his/her o^vn classroom at any educadonalinstitutionat^hich he/she is 
subsequently employed^ All reproductions and copies ofthe Collection ofMaterials permitted to be 
made by the former teacher or staff member shall contain the copyright notice and any other similar 
markings contained in the originals provided, however, that any reproductions or copies of the 
Collection ofMaterials that contain substantial or substantive modifications made by the former 
teacher or staff member shall contain thefollo^vingaddidonalmarldng^thin close pro^dmity of the 
original copyright noticed "revisions made ^vith the permission of, but not approved by, 
Achievement First, lnc"l^eproducdon, distribution or disclosure of the Collection ofMaterials,in 
^holeorinpart,in any form or medium, outside the limited scope defined herein without the 
express prior^vritten consent ofAchievement First or its assignee is prohibited^ 

All teachers and staff members ^vill be given copies of this policy before they are asked to 
create materials in conjunction ^ith their employment at Achievement Firsts 

Con^en^l^ty 
school employees are required to maintainahigh degree of confidentiality regarding the 

privacy of students, families, applicants and other school employees^ employees, during the course 
of their employment ^vith the school often have access to and possession of Confidential 
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information. confidential informationincludes,allinformation disclosed to you or known byyou 
asaconseo^uence of or through your employment at the School ^whether or not obtained during 
your employment at the School) notgenerally known to the public. Itincludes,butisnotlimitedto, 
non^publicinformadonconcernmg me Schools operadons,finances^investments, facilities, 
mndraising, students, applicants,families,alun^ employees, contractors, officers or trustees, 
whether such informadon is in written, graphic,recorded, electronic, photographic orany machines 
readable form, or is orally conveyed to you. 

employees may not discuss or disclose confidential Information to any outsiders, either 
during employment orafter termination of employment, without the express authorisation of the 
School, ^e School prohibits employees from using confidential Informadon to further their own 
interests or the interests offamily or friends. No employeeis permitted to remove from the School 
originals or copies of any School or studentrecords, reports, files or other documents withoutprior 
approval except for grading and teachingpurposes. 

^i^^^^^^^^ ^^ 
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^hen using school property, employees are expected to exercise care, performrequired 
maintenance, and follo^alloperatinginstructions, safety standards, and guidelines, please notify 
your supervisor if any equipment or machines appear to be damaged, defective, or in need of repair, 
prompt reporting of damages, defects, and the needforrepairs could prevent deterioration of 
equipment and possiblein^ury.^leaseasl^ your supervisor ifyou have any questions about your 
responsibility for maintenance and care of equipmentused on the ^ob. 

r^ployees are responsible for all school property,materials,or^vritten information issued 
to them orintheirpossession.^ll^choolpropertymust be returned on or before an employees 
last day of ^orl^. ^ employees ^ho fail to return school propertyupon termination ^vill be billed 
by the school inan amount equal to the value of the missingproperty and, if applicable, cost of 
retrieval. 

damage to school property^vhich results from an employees misuse orneglect^vill be 
charged to the employee. 

unauthorized use of any school equipment,including computers, photocopy and fa^t 
machines, etc., is strictlyprohibited. employees should not use and should not permit non^chool 
individuals to use school propertyforpersonal or non^school use. 

school ^tio^ery 
^fne^chool^s name, letterhead, supplies, copy services, and postage meter are for the 

^chool^s business andmust not be used for personal needs, ^he reputation andinfluence of the 
school can be adversely affected by the ^vay in ^vhich the letterheadis used. 

school letterheadmay not be usedfor correspondence ofapurelypersonal nature. 

^eof^ho^o^opvin^^^me^ 
school photocopyingfacilities are for authorized school purposes only and use of such 

photocopying equipment shall not be abused, usedforunauthorized purposes, used by unauthorized 
persons, or contravene applicable copyright or other la^vs. 

^fe^ephone 
school telephones are for school use only, employees may be required to reimburse the 

school for any special charges and for their personal telephone calls.^henmaldngalong distance 
personal call, please charge the call to your personal telephone credit card or inform the director of 
operations^ employees are ejected to limit all personal calls so as not to interfere ^ith^vorl^. 

^el^^hone^a^e 
^fne school recognizes thatacellular phone may aid an employee^s^ob performance and aid 

the efficiencies ofadepartment by providing immediate accessibility, achievement f^irst and the 
^chool^sadministranve team ^^ determine ^vhen and ^vhat type of cellular phone an employee 
needs in order to fulfill his^herposition responsibilities. 

r^ployees^ho are granted cell phones ^vill use mem primarilyfor business calls^ personal 
caus should be limited. In me event that an employeefails to limithis or her personal use of the cell 
phone and exceeds his/her allowance of the monthly calling andBor data plan, related overage 
charges may, at the discretion of the school, be deductedfrom the employees paycheck. 
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Any equipment charges e^ceedingwhat the school has agreed to cover must belaid in full 
by the employee before she^hewillbeissued the cell phone^ 

awhile in the possession ofaSchoolemployee,acellphoneis damaged, the employee to 
whom the cell phonewas issued will be responsible torallrelated repair or replacement costs^ 

^heSchool^sl^f associate is available to answer any additional questions an employee may 
have about the School^scel^ohone^lans and polides^ 

S^^^omp^ter^ep^cement^o^icy 
f^ach teacher and administrator is issuedaschool laptop upon employment^aptops will be 

replaced by AF after me end of three years^aptopsthathave software problems or problems due 
to regularuse will bended or replaced at me e^ense of the school^sers will be given temporary 
laptops or desktops while their computer is being ft^ted^ 

^sersshouldrecogni^e that laptops need to be treated with care^aptops treated with care 
can lastwell past the three yearperiodAF has before they are replaced^ 

^fastaff member losesalaptop, the school reserves the rightto^replace the laptop witha 
desktop or^split the cost ofareplacementlaptop with the staff member^fastaff member 
damagesalaptop, he/she is responsible for the expense oflaptop repairs If the laptop is not 
repairable,AF^^replacethelaptopwithadesktopofequivalentmemoryandprocessingspeed 
or^split the cost ofareplacementlaptop^vith the staff members 

^nrormation^echriologie^^ndAccept^b^e^seof^e^tromc^omn^^nic^tion^ 

^e School has provided electronic mformation and communications systems tofacilitate 
the School'sbusiness needs and interests' ^hese systems include individual computers, other 
hardware, computer software, me network, voice mail, electronic malice-mail^ and access to 
Intemet^collectively, the "Systems'^ personal ornon-School-relateduseofthe Systems should be 
limited^ 

f^y using the School^sSystems and asaterm and condition of employment, all School 
personnel acknowledge and consent to the School'sright to access, search, audit, intercept or review 
individual computer or network files, computer hardware and software, e-mail messages, voice mail 
messages, and mtemet activity at any time with orwithout specific nooce^ 

prohibited ^se 

^    ^nly authorised School employees may use the Systems^ Authorised employees may use 
only those systems that they are authorised to use^ 

D    l^o not share the contactinformationfor School employees, smdents,andfamilies without 
appropriate authorisations 

^    ^e School strictlyprohibits the use ofthe Systems in ways that may be abusive, harassing, 
disruptive or offensive to others or harmful to morales employees may not display or 
transmit sexually explicit images, messages or cartoons^ or transmit or use the Systems in any 
way that violates School policy^ ^^s includes any communications containing ethnic slurs, 
racial epithets or anything thatmay be construed as harassment or disparagement of others 
based on their race, national origin, se^t, sexual orientation, age, disability,religious or 
political beliefs, or on any other characteristic protected by law^^fhe School's policy against 
harassment and discrimination applies fully to the use ofSystems^ moreover, the Systems 
should not be used to produce or distribute"chainmail"or to operateabusiness or make 
solicitations for personal gain^ Further, no communications should be made that attempt to 
hide the identity of the sender, or to represent the sender as someone else from the School 
or another entity^ 

^^^^^^ ^ 
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* Users must comply with all applicable copyright laws. Unauthorized copying or 
downloading of materials is prohibited. 

Violation of this policy will result in disciplinary action up to and including termination of 
employment. 

No Privacy Rights 
The Systems and all information contained in them (including computer files, e-mail 

messages, Internet and Intranet access logs, etc.) are the School's property. It should be understood 
that this information is not confidential and that authorized School personnel have unrestricted 
access to all electronic data stored on the Systems. At any time, with or without notice, this 
information may be monitored, searched, reviewed, disclosed or intercepted by the Firm for any 
legitimate purpose, including the following: to monitor performance, to assure compliance with 
School's policies, to prevent misuse of the Systems, to troubleshoot hardware and software 
problems, to investigate disclosure of confidential business or proprietary information or conduct 
that may be illegal or adversely affect the School or its employees, and to comply with legal and 
regulatory requests for information. The School may also gain access to communications that have 
been deleted from e-mail, the Internet or the Intranet. 

Music and Video Downloading 
The School prohibits music or video downloading using any of its Systems while at the 

School site. 

Shared Server 
• Users may use the Shared Server using ONLY the password that the School authorized 

them to use. 
• Users may not give their password to other teachers, students, or unauthorized employees 
• Users should not alter material on shared server without permission. 
• Only post material that is final draft quality 

Internet Radio or Digital Clips 
The School prohibits unauthorized use of internet radio or digital clips on its Systems. 

Security 
• Users of the Systems must keep a password-protected Screensaver on their machine set to 

come up after five (5) minutes of non-use. 
• Users of the Systems must keep the school manager apprised of their Screensaver password 

and of any other logins or passwords used on the Systems. 
• Users may not give their logins or passwords to any other teacher or student. 
• Users must take laptops home or lock them in a closet, before leaving School each day. 

Software 
• Users may install software only pursuant to the licensing agreements with the company from 

whom the software is purchased. 
• Users may not modify, copy, or transfer any software provided by the School, its employees, 

or students without appropriate authorization from the originator. 
• Users may not copy copyrighted software owned by the School or its affiliates. 
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^    Users may not modify,erase, rename, or make unusable anyone else^ssoftware without 
appropriate authorizations 

Student Intormation System 
^   Authorizedindividuals may use the Student Information System using ONLY the password 

that the School authorized them to use^ 
^    Users may not give the Student Information System password to students or unauthorized 

employees' 

Network holders 
^    Users should not alter materialin shared tolderswithoutpermission^ 
^    Users should save their files into their tolder; users should not tryto retrieve files fiom the 

folders of other teaehers^ 
^    Users should only look in or alter files in studentfoldersifit relates toaelass or an 

educational reasons 
D    Users must staywithm me file size limits defined by thefa^ilitator of the networks 

^^^^^^^^^ ^ 
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CONCERNS & COMPLAINTS 
The Achievement First "Statement of Professional Values" captures the spirit in which 

issues or disagreements in the workplace should be addressed: 

Achievement First staff members demonstrate respect toward one another as fellow professionals, 

team members, and allies. We recognise and appreciate that we bring to the team our dijferent strengths, 

needs, cultures, and communication styles. We value positive, respectful, and productive communication; there 

are no raised voices or negative energy. We approach differences and problems directly and privately. Issues 
are addressed with truthfulness and gentleness. If someone has a problem, he or she goes directly to the person 

involved and begins the conversation with questions, not answers. 
We "agree to disagree" in a professional manner and know that while opinions may differ, we trust 

each other and attribute good motives. We understand that in a professional community, we can only grow 

when we give and receive "gift of feedback" often. 

In the event that an employee has an issue or concern, he or she should first start by talking 
directly with the person involved. If the issue or concern is not addressed or remedied to the 
satisfaction of the employee after a reasonable time, the employee should speak with the director of 
operations or principal about the concern. If the issue or concern is not addressed or remedied to 
the satisfaction of the employee after a reasonable time (following the discussion with the director of 
school operations or principal), the employee should write a letter to the director of school 
operations or principal, stating clearly the concerns, the attempts the employee has made to remedy 
the problem, the communication the employee has made about the problem, and suggested 
potential remedies. If the issue or concern is still not addressed or remedied to the satisfaction of the 
employee after a reasonable time (following the letter to the director of school operations or 
principal), the employee may request a meeting with a representative from the board of directors. 
This representative will be a member of the board of trustees; the board has sole authority to choose 
the representative. If the issue or concern is still not addressed or remedied to the satisfaction of the 
employee (after the meeting with the board representative), the employee may write a letter to the 
board of directors, stating clearly the concerns, the attempts the employee has made to remedy the 
problem, the communication the employee has made about the problem, and suggested potential 
remedies. If the issue or concern is still not addressed or remedied to the satisfaction of the 
employee (after writing a letter to the board), the employee may ask to have the board or a special 
sub-committee of the board consider the issue. A decision by the full board or the board sub- 
committee is the final step of the process, and the board of trustees has ultimate authority on all 
School issues. 

- At any step in this process, the principal has the sole authority to decide whether the 
principal, director of school operations, or another staff member should deal with the issue. If the 
principal decides the director of operations or another staff member has the authority to deal with 
the issue, the employee should work with the designated individual through this process. 

Achievement First ^o 
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RESPONDING TO OUTSIDE INQUIRIES FOR INFORMATION 

All requests for information from outside agencies, individuals, and the media should be 
directed to Achievement First's local Director of External Relations. In New York, please direct 
inquiries to Lesley Esters Redwine (T: 917 309 5626 and E: lesleyredwine@achievaiientftrst.org) 
and in Connecticut please direct inquiries to Pat Sweet (T: 203 773 3223 ext. 26 and E: 
patsweet@achievementfirst.org). 

Achievement First on 
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Name of Proposed School: Achievement First Brownsville Charter School 

Anticipated Opening Date: August 27,2008 

Lead Applicants: Kelly Wachowicz 

Educational Service Provider: Achievement First 

School Partner(s): None 

Location, if known: New York City in the Brownsville area of Brooklyn (CSD 23, Region 5) 

Student PopJGrades: Opening with 84 students in 5th grade to develop the middle school; 
beginning the elementary component in the third year with the addition of Kindergarten and first 
grades. Growing to 645 students in K- 4th and 5* -8th grades. 

Proposed Board of Trustees: 
1. Kelly Wachowicz (Chair) - Vice President of New Business Initiatives at IStar Financial, Inc. 

Previously served as Vice President at both the NYC Economic Development Corporation and 
Madstone Films. 

2. Max Polaner-Chief Financial Officer for Achievement First. 
3. Sean Andrews - Vice President of Operations at the Prospect Park YMCA. Formerly Executive 

Director of the NYC Audubon Society; Deputy Executive Director for Programs at the Parks 
Council; and Director of the Community Leadership Program. 

4. Ernest Hart - Assistant Vice President for Employee and Labor Relations at Columbia 
University. Formerly Chief of Staff to the NYC Deputy Mayor for Policy/Special Counsel; 
Commissioner of Human Resources/Administration for the City of Yonkers; and has served as 
Adjunct Professor of Law at New York Law School. 

5. Nicole Campbell - Senior Program Officer for the Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation. Prior 
experience includes developing strategies for community engagement with the NYC Department 
of Education and working with the government of the Dominican Republic to evaluate the 
nation's adult education programs. 

6. Chrystal Stokes - Director Assistant to the Senior Vice President of Business Development and 
Mergers & Acquisitions at the American Express Company. Formerly a manager of Planning 
and Forecasting at American Express; an associate in the private equity group at J.P. Morgan 
Partners; the Assistant Treasurer of Granite Broadcasting Corporation; and a financial analyst in 
the Mergers and Acquisitions Department of Goldman, Sachs & Co. 

7. One seat reserved for the parent of a student enrolled in the school. 

Program Overview: The Achievement First Brownsville Charter School (AF Brownsville) 
would open in August of 2008. The founders ultimately envision a full kindergarten through 
twelfth grade academic program, yet propose to open the school with 84 students in fifth grade. 
AF Brownsville would then add grade 6 in its second year; adding elementary grades 
kindergarten and first, as well as grade 7 in its third year. The school would continue to grow 
elementary and secondary grades thereafter for a maximum proposed enrollment of 645 students 
in grades K-3 and 5-8 in the final year of the proposed charter. 

The school plans on developing three distinct "academies"; elementary (K-4), middle (5-8), and 
ultimately, high school (9-12). AF Brownsville will accept students new to the school if space is 
available through 6th grade but will not do so beginning in 7th grade because "it will become 
more difficult to introduce students to the discipline and rigor of the program as the curriculum 
advances." 
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ThiemissionofmeAFBrownsvilleCharterSchoolwillbetoprovidestudentswiththeacademicand 
characterskillstheyneedtogainadmissiontotopcolleges,tosucceedinacompetitiveworld,andto 
se^^eas the ne^t generation ofleaders in theircommunities^Theschoolplansonmaintainingtwo 
te^chersmevei^^^classroom,andallofmeadmmistrators^principal, dean ofstudents, and 
academic dean—will teach atleastoneclass^ 

To^ achieve itsmission,AFBrownsvilleintendstofocuson the following 

1^ ^oretimeontask   schooldayrunningfrom7^a^m^to^^p^m^withtutoringand 
eni^chmentsopportunitiesavailableafterschool and OnSaturdays^The school proposesan 
armualcalendarmatcontains^l instructional days, mcludingare^uiredSummer Academy^ 
The instructional schedule will include^hoursofdailyreadinginstructionintheelementary 
graded and three hoursdailyforreadmg and writinginstructionin me middleschoolgra^ 

^  Charactereducation^focuson the ^AC^ ^respect, enthusiasm, achievement, citizenship, 
andhardwork^ values^ 

^  College focus^ 
^  vigorous, standards^basedcurriculum^^^AT is taughtatevery grade level ^thel^ew^ork 

statestandardsand beyond^ isdefinedclearlyandsystematically so thatall essential content 
ismasteredovertime^ 

^  powerful use of ongoing assessments^internal interim assessmentseverysi^ weeks with the 
results beingused to inform instruction and targetstudentsinneedofremediation^ 

^ F^cellentteaching^l^ annual professional developmentdaysand weekly ^hoursessionsas 
wellasanonsite^ireetorof^per^tionshandlin^noninsn^^tionaliss^^st^rre^upthe 
principal to spend almostall^fhisorhertime focused on instructions Student performance 
will be the leadfactorin school, principal, and teacherevaluation^ and 

^  ^arentsaspartners^includingaparentrepresentativeontheschool^sboardoftrustees^ 

The applicants intend on partneringwithAchievementFirst,mc^anon^profit educational 
management organisation thatmaintainsanetwork of college^preparatorycharterschools^ 
AchievementFirstBrownsvilleCharterSchool will use me AchievementFirstmodel, first testedand 
replicated based upon thesuccessofAmistadAcademyinl^ew^aven, Connecticut 

AchievementFirst was created to bringto scale the impressive student achievementresultsofthe 
nationally^acclaimedAmistadAcademy,foundedinl^^AchievementFirstmanages two schools 
in r^ew leaven andfourcharterschools in Brooklyn^The specific services that will be provided by 
AchievementFii^t included startup functions, principal training and evaluation, staffrecruitment, 
curriciilum development, budget services, fund^ising, information technology,school evaluation, 
and marketing^advocacy^The school would compensate AchievementatlO^ofits basic perpupil 
grant^orme first five years of operation and at^foryearsi^ and subse^iient years forthese 
services^ 

The applicant andfounding team havere^uestedspace through the ^ew^ork City department of 
F^ducation^l^C^O^The^C^O^willprovidealettertotheCharterSchoolsfnstitute 
indicating its commitment to identifyirig space fortheAchievementFirstBrownsville Charter 
School^n^meevent mat space is notavailable through me l^Cf^C^F^, the foundingteam will 
pursue all avenues to locateandidentifyafacility,includingthemanyrelationships they have 
established with r^ew^ork^sphilanthropiccornmunity,as well as through workmg with public 
officials and community agencies^ m the longterm,theschool intends tooccupyits own 
permanent space, and has developedafinancial plan which reflects this intentions  

^^ 
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THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT I THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK I ALBANY, NY 12234 

Shelia Evans-Tranumn, Associate Commissioner 
Office of School Improvement and Community Services (NYC) 
55 Hanson Place, Room 400 
Brooklyn, New York 11217 
Tel. (718) 722-2796 I Fax: (718) 722-4559 

VIA E-MAIL AND FIRST-CLASS MAIL 

November 23, 2007 

Ms. Jennifer Sneed 
Acting Executive Director 
Charter Schools Institute 
41 State Street, Suite 700 
Albany, New York 12207 

Dear Ms. Sneed: 

The Department's Charter School Review Panel has reviewed the proposed charter for 
the Achievement First Brownsville Charter School ("the School"). As a result, several areas 
require clarification. I would appreciate it if you would respond to the items below by the close 
of business Friday, December 7, 2007. 

1. In Attachment 5, "Student Enrollment Information," it is indicated that students who leave 
will be replaced "with a child from the waiting list, up to grade 6. It will become more 
difficult to introduce students to the discipline and rigor of our program as the curriculum 
advances: therefore, students lost to attrition will not be replaced after the 6th grade." 
Please provide an expanded rationale on the challenges and inability of the school and 
its leadership team to "introduce students to the discipline and rigor" of the proposed 
instructional program. 

2. Please clarify the plans of the board of trustees to sustain projected grade level 
enrollments if student attrition rates exceed those projected in the application. 
(Reference: Attachment 5) 

3. Please clarify the means by which the board of trustees and instructional team will meet 
expectations for student behavior and school-wide discipline as projected class sizes 
grow from 14 in Year 1 to more than 29 in Year 5. (Reference: Attachment 5) 

4. In Attachment 6, "Growth Plan," it is stated that "all of the administrators - Principal, 
Dean of Students, and Academic Dean - will teach at least one class." Please clarify is 
this means one period per day, every day, or an entire day? On the elementary level, 
how will "one class" be defined? Will the administrators be appropriately certified to 
teach these "classes?" 

5. In Attachment 10, page 10-1, ii, "Principal Training and Evaluation," it is proposed that 
the Educational Management Company, Achievement First, will "provide an intensive 
one-year leadership training program for School Principals." This is also referenced in 
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attachment ^3-1. Since the proposed opening date is August 200^, please clanfywhen 
principalswill participateinthisone-yearprogram7 

^ On the same page, iii,"StaffRecruitment,"it states "The School Principal will have the 
authoritytomal^e final hiring and termination decisionsand to setteachersalaries based 
on performance." Since article I^B of the Sylaws, Board ofTrustees, Section 1.Powers, 
indicates that the "affairs of the Oorporation ^defined as the Schools are managed, and 
its powers are exercised, under the Boards ultimate direction and control,"what role 
would the Boa^dofTrust^s play in this proc^ss7^statement on page 10-2 reiterates 
the authority ofthe Principal, but adds"^chievementPirst and the Board ofTrustees will 
support the Principal in these efforts, ensuring that the school is successful ^hat 
would be the nature of this "support" and how would it ensure success^ This is further 
referencedon page 12-5. 

^ Onthesame page, iv,Ourriculum, reference is made to "an interimassessment system." 
^ny assessment system that is put in place must remain in place or be changed through 
acharter revision process. In the same paragraph,pleaseclarify the statement that the 
"intranet ^willcontain^curricularandotherschool resources." 

8. On pagell-1,under Mission Statement, first bullet, it states "an average of 1-2 hours of 
homework per night." On page 12-3,adiffering statement is made^ "achievement first 
Brownsville Ohan^er School students will have homework every night, ranging from an 
average of 30 minutes for the low^r elementary grades to 2-3 hours each night for the 
middle andhigh school students. Every student will be required to do at least 20 
minutes of independent reading every night, with the parent signingareo,uired reading 
log." Iseitherofthese proposals appropriate forveryyoung children, such as 1^-2^ 

g. ^. On page 12-^,^, Rigorous, high-o,uality,focused training for principals and leaders, 
3^ bullet states "^11 teachers will have the abilityto participate in an exciting newteacher 
training program ^providing full^StateOertificationandaMaster^sOegree^." Purther, 
on page 12-5, reference is made to achievement Pirst being "able to provide high-duality 
training to all new teachers, grant short-term certifications withaTransBcen^ificate and 
eventually ensure that all of our teachers have full^State certification and at leasta 
Masters Oegree." Oo these statements tal^e into consideration the statutory 
requirements regarding certification ofteachers in charter schools^ 

10. On page 12-^, Ourriculurr^Educational Program the statement is made that "curriculum 
team members will worl^ with ^PBrownsvilleteacherstotweal^ the ^Pcurriculum 
materials as necessary to meetthe specific needs oftheirstudentsB^lso, on page 13b- 
1, School ^eel^ly Schedule, it is stated that "the e^act minutes and classes may change 
to better meet the needs of our students. The School should be mindful of the 
requirementforacharterrevision ifthecurriculumorclasseschange. 

11. On pages 13b-2 and 13b-3, Elementary and Middle School Schedules, need to include 
all 11 subject areas ^including subjects embedded in other subjects and all ^ 
components ofthe^rts^dance, theater, visual arts, musics foreach grade level. 
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1^.On page 14-^, mathematics, thiscurriculumshould be based on the^005 ^S beaming 
Standards forl^lathematics.^owe^er,includingthee^cerptsofthe relevant grade levels 
is sufficient, along with pages 1-7 of the Inarch ^005 ^SOore curriculum for I^IST 
Standards. Eor the Science curriculum, review the ^SOore curriculum and include 
all content^topics to be taught in Scienceat each grade le^el. 

13. On page 14-9,Technology, thestudy of Technology is not limited totheuseof 
computers in the classroom. The curriculum in Technology should include the beaming 
Standards, l^ey Ideas, and Performance Indicators from the ^S^T Standards, e^en if 
the study ofTechnology ^impact, history, etc^is included in other subjects such as 
Science. Technology must be taught in the middle school. Please clarify when this will 
betaught. 

14. On page 15-1, in Achie^ementfirst Brownsville Oharter School OlassroomOonfiguration, 
please clarify why the "number of part-time paraprofessionals will be largely based on 
the special education needs of our studentsB Also in reference to this section, there 
appears to bealarge number of administrators. Isthereaplantophasetheminas 
grades areadded7Please amend narrative sectionsofthe application accordingly. 

15.ln Attachment 17a1, mention is made of the School being in"full compliance with 
administering l^ew ^orl^ State examinations in reading, math, science and social 
studies.^ Be reminded that the EI^A,Technology and Foreign language assessments 
must also begi^e^ 

1^. In the chart on the page referenced abo^e, please explain the following^ 
a. why are4^ grade assessments included when there will be no4^ grade during 
b. the life ofthe proposed charters 
c   who are the qualifying students^whotal^e the ^S Regents E^ams7 
d.  why is the ^SES^AT only gi^en in grades 5-^7 
e   whatis^SESI^ATII7 

17.ln Attachment ^1-b-1,regarding Ohild Find reguirements,the School should become 
familiarwith the new citation ^34 OFR 300.111^ resulting from the reauthorized IOEA of 
1^^004. 

1^. Regarding IOEA reporting requirements, the School should also become familiarwith the 
newcitation^34^FR300.^4^ resultingfromthereauthori^edlOEAof1^004. 

19. Regarding compliance with FERPA and IOEA, the School should also become familiar 
with the new citation ^34 ^FR 300.^10-^7 and 34 OFR Part 99^ resulting from the 
reauthorized IOEAof1^004. 

^0. The School should describe the process that will allow teachers to attend mandated 
^SE meetings and also describe the le^el of administrative duties the special education 
coordinatorwill assume and ifthe position will carry administrative certification. 
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2^.The School should describe its administrators^ roles in the special education program 
process^ bothattheschoolandwiththe^C 0015. 

22. The School must describe its good faith efforts to attract and retainacomparable or 
greater enrollment of students with disabilities as compared to the enrollment figures for 
students in the proposed district of location. All such efforts must be clearfy and 
consistentlv documented. 

2^. The School should submit an expanded description ofits hiring process that includes an 
assurance thatallA^BCS special educationteachers will be highlv qualified. 

2^TheSchoolshouldbecomefamiliarwiththenewcitation^285^2^^C^^0^0 
^2^^^5^^5^5^resultingfromthereauthori^edlO^Aof^l2.2uu^. 

25. In Attachment22^ English language l^earners^ the proposedcharterschool must 
demonstrategood faith efforts toattractandretainacomparableor greater enrollmentof 
students with limited !5nglishproficiencv as compared to the enrollment figuresfor 
students in the proposed district of location. Allsucheffortsmustbeclearlvand 
consistentlv documented. This section ofthe application was omitted, please revise. 

2^.Charterschools mustprovideadescription ofthe processfor identifying t.^^^ 
students andamethod for determining which of these students mav need assistance, 
please eliminate the second paragraph under identification of Students^ as it is not 
necessarv to the identification of ^^^^ students ifthe process outlined in this section 
is followed properlv. Teachers certainlv should receive professional development on 
instructional tecbnio^ues but not in techniques for detecting whetherastudent should be 
tested forlDI5l^l^ services 

2^.The charter school should includeasection that describes its plan to ensure that needed 
staffs curricular materials^ and facilities to serve t.^^^ students are in place and used 
properlv. A^ Brownsville indicates thatthe school will ^hire at least one ful4time teacher 
who speaks the foreign language that is most common among its students^ which in all 
livelihood will be SpanishB v^illthisteacherbeacertified^St^ or Bilingual education 
teacher oral^oreign language teachers 

28Charterschools are encouraged to review Amendmentstothe Regulations ofthe 
Commissioner of education ^CR 80^2.^ certificates valid for bilingual education and CR 
80^2BI0^ certificate for teaching English to speakers of other languages^ for guidance 
when hiring teacherstoworl^ with l^^^^students. ^herethereare significant 
numbers of ^^^l^t. students^ charter schools are encouraged to hire a certified 
bilingual and^or^SI^ coordinator who are knowledgeable of the languages cultures and 
hentageofthe target population. 

29. Charter schools must identify appropriate evaluative standards for measuring the 
progress of^^^t. students^ including programed criteria. 
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30. Please eliminate the last sentence of the paragraph entitled,^o student will be exited 
fromtheE^programuntilthey can read,write, and comprehend English well enough to 
participate meaningfully in the schools programs without additional supports. It is score 
on the r^Y^EBI^A^ that determines the proficiency level the student has achieved each 
year, and whether the students level of English proficiency is high enough to exit the 
E^ programs orservices.^hisdetermination is notasuh^ectivedetermination. 

31.For purposes of ensuring the adequacy of programs for I^EP^E^students,charter 
schools must assess the progress of all I^EP^E^ students on an ongoing basis. All 
I^EP^E^students mustannuaily tal^e the l^lew Yorl^^tate English asa second 
language Achievement ^fest^Y^E^I^^ to evaluate their English proficiency, ^he 
scores on the ^Y^E^I^A^indicate the proficiency level the student has achieved each 
year, and whether the students level of English proficiency is high enough to exit the 
E^ programs orservices 

32. In addition, all public schools, including charter schools are advised thatther^Y^E^I^A^ 
can no longer be used for^itlelaccountability purposes, except for students newly 
arrived in the united ^tates.Charter schools must also administertheEI^A assessment 
to I^EP^E^ students who, as of January 3, 200^,have been enrolled in school in the 
united states ^excluding Puerto l^ico^ for one year or more, ^ee 
htto^www.emsc.nvsed.^ov^osa^nvseslat^nclbmemo3-4-06.htmforguidance^.^ 

33. In Attachment 23, reference is made to students traditionally seenas being ^atrisl^but 
no definition is provided for^atrisl^B Pleaseclarify. 

34.Attachment26-1 claims that "our waitlists for the existing Achievement First Charter 
schools provide us with more than enough support in our attempt to show the need for 
another AFschoolB An attached chart indicates that the four other r^ewYorl^ City AF 
schools do indeed have wait lists at various grades^ however, if AF Brownsville plans to 
open with 5^ grade and 34 students, they would have to draw from these other schools 
or elsewhere in order to reach their targeted enrollment, ^he parent ^Petition^ of 
Interestand^or^upport^ do not provide sufficient potential students to fulfiilthattarget. 

35Attachment 23-1 indicatesthattheboard^meetsatleastsix^timesperyearB 
Attachment 31-2 also references ^bi-monthly boa^d me^tin^ ^. ^he ^chnical 
Assistance Advisory for Charter school Applications states ^he board of trustees must 
meet, ataminimum, ten ^10^timesperyear,between^uly1and^une30B 

36. Attachment 31-1 statesthat ^he Board may not hireaprincipal who has not been 
nominated by Achievement First. Once the Principal is appointed by the Board, he or 
she then reports to the superintendent of Achievement First who is responsible for the 
Principals day-to-day supervision and coachings Further description indicates 
overlapping responsibility on the partofthe Board and Achievement Firstwith regard to 
theevaluation and renewal of a principarscontract. Can these relationships and 
responsibilities beclarified7 
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3^.Attachment 32-^1 refers to the bylaws as "Proposed" and as in "draft form." At this point 
in theapplication process, the bylaws should be finalised. 

38. Attachment 33-^ addresses several policies ofthe Ooardof^rustees, Code of Conduct 
and ethics, Conflict of Interest, and Complaint Procedures for Accounting and Auditing 
matters, restatement is made that "^he^oardof^rustees may vote to amend these 
policies as long is it still is consistent with ^ewYorl^ State law." l^ewYorl^ State law 
requires that the 8oardof^rusteesreo^uestarevision to its chafer if such changes are 
desired. Further, the Complaint Procedures are for any type of complaints, not ^ust 
those related toaccounting and auditing matters. 

3^. ^he description of eligible voting members on Attachment 33-2 is confusing as it seems 
to limit membershipfairly stringently, yetdoes notallowfora parent member as 
indicated on 2^ unless they happen to meettheothercriteria. 

40Also on 33-2,astatement is made that "trustees shall not use their position with the 
school to acquire any gift or more that is not available toasimilarly situated person, 
unlessthat gift is fortheuseoftheschoolBPIease clarify ifaspecificdollaramountwas 
intended to be included here. 

4^.Attachment 34-^,in the firstparagraph,aphrase appears to have been left off atthe end 
ofthe sentence. 

42. In Attachment 34-2, in the section entitled "In the School's First Year,"the first bullet 
gives preference to "students living in the t^lewYorl^ City School District." ^his should be 
Community School District 23. Asimilar correction needs to be made to the second 
bullet underthesection entitled "In Subseo,uentYears." 

43. Attachment 35 addresses Discipline Policies. In the sixth paragraph, the statement is 
made that "Suspended students willalso be responsible for making up all missed worl^ 
within an agreed upon timetable." ^he School must present a plan for providing 
alternate instruction for suspended students, including providing instruction ^by a 
certified teachers such that the student has an opportunity to progress substantially as 
his/her peers do. It is the School's responsibility, not the student's nor the parent's, to 
see that this occurs. Documentation of the instruction, time, place, etc. is required, ^his 
also appears in the last paragraph of the section entitled Procedures and Due Process 
for DisciplinaryAction.^he last sentence inthat paragraph, "^ewise, ifastudent 
physically assaultsastaff member, the Principal will lively recommend the student for 
expulsion." Please clarify under what circumstances the Pnncipal would "lively" mal^e 
this recommendation. 

44. On page 35-2, under Disciplinary Offenses, reference is made to violation ofthe Code of 
Conduct whileastudentis"wall^ing to or from school oraschool-sponsored events 
walking to or from, waiting for school-provided transportation, or walking to or from, 
waiting for, or riding on public transportation to and from school oraschool-sponsored 
activity. School-related disciplinary offenses may also include serious misconduct 
outside the school where evidence exists that the student's continued presence would 
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haveasuhstantial detrimental effect on the schools please clanfywhattypeof"serious 
misconducts this ^ould he and what the "suhstantial detrimental effects ofit might he to 
justify such categorization. 

45. In the section entitled procedures for Disciplinary Actions consequences other than 
^uspensionor^pulsionBthefifth hulletstatesthat"lfnecessary,the student is 
removed from classB please clarify hy whom the student might he removed and to 
where, as well as what would he expected ofthestudent.This also appears in the first 
hullet under the section entitled "procedures and Due process for Disciplinary ActionB 
The student should he afforded due process rights notwithstanding the length of his/her 
suspension. 

4^.Attachment 35-3 does address Alternate Instruction although throughout this section 
"Alternative^is substituted for"AltemateB Also see ^41 ahove for further details.This 
should he corrected. r^ow long might the time he hetween the time of 
suspension^pulsion and the determination hythe Board ofTrustees7 ^hatwouldthis 
determination determined ^age 35-^ indicates in the second paragraph that 
"Disciplinary offenses result in consequences suh^ect to the discretion ofthe principal or 
his^herdesignee ^^hatistheroleofthe Board here7 

47.ToRecord-Keeping on 35-3 please add recordsof alternate instruction, when and where 
ittool^ place, the name ofthecertifiedteacher,and the wor^ accomplished. 

48. In Attachment 41-1, Dissolution, Days 1-5, it states "AF Brownsville shall deliver the 
current list of students attending the school to the regional supenntendent and to school 
district central offices. It continues with details ahout transferring student records to the 
^ODo^, with steps to assist in relocating students. ^851^^F^rocedurestohe 
followed in the case of the closure ordissolution of the charter school, requires 
provisions forthe transfer of students and student records to the school district in which 
the charter school is located ^the community school Districts and for the disposition of 
the schools assets to the school district in which the charter school is located 
community school Districts or another charter school located within the ^Oommunity^ 
school district, l^oneoftheothersteps listed are necessary. 

49.Attachment 45 indicates thatAF will pay salaries for personnel priortoJulylof the year 
the charter school will oegin to operate, v^ill these individuals then he hired hy the 
Board ofTrusteesonce it heginsoperating7 

50. r^owwas the hudgeted amount of^5000peremployee for health henefitsarrivedat7 

51.l^ow is thee^pectationtoownitsownhuilding figured into the schools five-yearhudget7 

5^. please provide written notice of any anticipated IDess-Than Arm^s length ^TA^ 
relationships witharelated party. 

53. please includeadescription of the internal controls heing considered to safeguard the 
schools resources. 
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54. Please provide additional information about training for board members in the areas of 
management and oversight of fiscal matters. How often would such training occurs 
How lon^willanew board member have to wait before he/she would receive such 
training 

55. Please provide additional information rer^ardin^ the anticipated professional 
development plan forstaff. 

56. Attachment 55 states that ^AF Brownsville aims to provide free meals to all students, 
regardless of their ability to payB ^he last sentence of the Attachment then descnbes 
how charges will be assessed todifferent groups ofstudents,a^ain based on their ability 
to pay. Please clarify howthese two statements ^o together." 

57 Please clarify where in the budget, if at all, is any set aside for potential dissolution 
costs. 

56.^hatare the purchasing policies and proceduresofthe schools 

59.Attachment 56, Health Services, states "Each new student must haveacertificate of 
immunisation at the time of registration or not later than the ^4^ day of school ^he 
nurse reviews this documentation to ensure that all mandated immunisations are 
administered beforechildren are permitted toenterorattend the schoolBPIeaseclarify. 

60. In ExhibitA^,reference is made to Achievement First BushwickOharterSchool. Please 
correct. 

6^.In Exhibit A^2,^EffectiveOate' is indicated to be ^une 27,2006. Please correct. 
Following, ^Facility" refers to a building of sufficient si^e to house the minimum 
Enrollment t^evel. Presumablythis should be maximum. 

62. Exhibit A^5,^Oonduct of the School and the Board of^rustees, uses past tense to 
describe what will be done in the future, i.e,. the School has complied, has maintained, 
etc. Please correct. 

6^. ExhibitA^6, refers to the Board ofP^e^ents. Please amend. 

64.ExhibitA^6 refers to the Principal's Discretionary Fund. Please remove, as no such 
funds are allowable. 

65. ExhibitA^includesan address fortheAF Bushwick charter School  Pleasecorrect. 

66. ExhibitA^4 refers to dates be^innino^ on ^ulyt,2006. Pleasecorrect. 

67.ExhibitA^29 references an address for the school for the chair of the AF Bushwick 
^harterSchool. Pleasecorrect. 
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68. Exhibit A-33 refers to an agreement with AF Endeavor Charter School. Please correct. 

69. Exhibit D-9, Bylaws, Action by the Board, defines a quorum as a "majority of the entire 
Board of Trustees," while on D-10, it states the "the vote of a majority of the Board 
present at the time of the vote" will be a quorum. Please clarify. 

70. Exhibit G-1, Personnel Handbook is labeled Draft. Please correct. 

71. Exhibit G-2 refers to Achievement First schools but omits any reference to AF 
Brownsville. 

72. In Exhibit G-17, a reference is made to November 15, 2006. Please correct. 

73. Exhibit G-20 states that employees "may not volunteer for jury duty." Please add "during 
times when they are working." 

74. Exhibit G-34 refers to confidential information "generally know to the public." Should it 
read "not generally known to the public?" 

75. Exhibit G-35 refers to unauthorized use of photocopying equipment, used by "authorized 
persons." Should this read "unauthorized persons?" 

76. Exhibit G-39 refers numerous times to the "board of directors." Please amend to refer to 
the "board of trustees." 

NYSED is continuing its review of this submission. Therefore, please be advised that 
additional comments may be sent under separate cover. In lieu of submitting complete copies 
of the application, the response should reference where revisions may be found. In addition, 
the applicant should submit those pages which have been revised. Note: Two (2) hard copies 
of the final version of the application will be requested at the conclusion of the application review 
process and at least 3 weeks prior to the meeting of the Board of Regents at which this 
application will be presented. 

Please provide six (6) hard copies of the questions and the applicant's answers to the 
following address: 

Office of School Improvement and Community Services (Albany) 
New York State Education Department 
Attn: Carol Wallace 
89 Washington Avenue, 375 EBA 
Albany, New York 12234 

Also provide four (4) hard copies of the questions and the applicant's answers to: 

Office of Accountability, Policy, and Administration 
New York State Education Department 
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Attn: Jamal L. Young, Regional Associate 
55 Hanson Place, Room 400 
Brooklyn, New York 11217 

With the exception of the executive summary, all responses are due by close of 
business on Friday. December 7. 2007. Please submit the executive summary by close of 
business Monday, December 10, 2007. 

The Charter Schools Review Panel will meet to consider the responses and develop a 
recommendation for the Board of Regents regarding the proposed charter. If you have any 
questions, or require technical assistance, you may contact staff in the Office of School 
Improvement and Community Services (NYC) at 718-722-4553. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Long, Ed.D. 
Supervisor 

Enclosure 

cc:      Joel Klein 
Shelia Evans-Tranumn 
Ira Schwartz 
Jamal Young 
Review Panel 

10 
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Save herein all Attachments/Exhibits responding to Request Numbers 1-10 
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t Attachment 2 
Applicant 

The Applicant for the proposed charter is as follows: 

Kelly Wachowicz 
28 Old Fulton StreetJWK 
Brooklyn, NY 11201 
Telephone: 917.576.1612 
Email: kwachowicz@mba1998.hbs.edu 

Ms. Wachowicz's resume is attached for your review. 

Kelly Wachowicz is Vice President of New Business Initiatives at IStar Financial, Inc. where she develops strategies for 
launching businesses with capacity for billion dollar scale! She previously served as Senior Vice President at both the 
NYC Economic Development Corporation and Madstone Films, and spent eight years at Goldman Sachs as an Analyst 
and Associate. Ms. Wachowicz graduated magna cum.laude from UCLA with a BA in history (1991) and received an 
MBA from Harvard University (1998), where she was selected as a Social Enterprise Fellow. 
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# Attachment 3 
Anticipated Opening Date 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School anticipates opening for students on Wednesday, August 27,2008. 
Teachers will report for work on Monday, August 4,2008, one month prior to the start of school for teacher pre-service 
training. 
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Attachment 5 
Student Enrollment Information 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will open in the fall of 2008 serving students in grade 5. 
The plan at capacity is to serve 954 students in grades K through 12. As the school grows, it will be sub- 
divided into three distinct academies: elementary (K-4), middle (5-8), and high school (9-12). Enrollment in 
the first year will consist of 84 5th grade students. In its initial term the applicant is requesting to open with 
grade 5, and is also proposing growth in grades K-3 and 5-8 in the initial term of the charter. 

Starting in the third year of the school, we plan to begin the elementary school academy with 84 students in 
the kindergarten and 84 students in the first grade. The total enrollment for each grade is captured in the 
chart below. 

After the third grade, we expect to have some natural attrition as students move away from the North Crown 
Heights community in Brooklyn. Because we are fully committed to serving all students, this planned attrition 
is NOT the result of asking students to leave. In the event that a student does leave Achievement First 
North Crown Heights Charter School, we will replace the student with a child from the waiting list, up to 
grade six. It will become more difficult to introduce students to the discipline and rigor of our program as the 
curriculum advances: therefore, students lost to attrition will not be replaced after the 6th grade. 

"I     v                 '              \           • Number of Students 
Grades Ages Yearl Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
K 5 0 0 84 84 84 
1 6 0 0 84 84 84 
2 7 0 0 0 81 81 
3 8 0 0 0 0 78 
4 9 0 0 0 0 0 
5                        . 10 84 84 84 84 84 
6 11 0 81 81 81 81 
7 12 0 0 78 78 78 
8 13 0 0 0 75 75 
9 14 0 0 0 0 0 
10 15 0 0 0 0 0 
11 16 o 0 0 0 0 
12 17 0 0 0 0 0 
Total students 84 165 411 567 645 
Number of classes per grade 3 3 3 3 3 
Average number of students 
per class 

14 18.3 27.4 27 29.5 

We have proposed this enrollment plan in order to maintain small school divisions (K-4 will have 
approximately 402 students, and the 5,h-8th division will have approximately 318 students), while still having 
enough students per grade to enable us to employ full-time specialists in physical education, music, and 
other subjects. The applicant is fully aware that the provisional charter will cover enrollment only through the 
2008-2013 academic year. 

• 
RECEIVED 

SEP 1 7 2007 
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#     Attachment 7 
Student Attendance (School District) 

Attachment 7 does not apply to this charter application. 

# 
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Attachment 8 (a) 
Substantially Similar Applications 

The founders of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School have not submitted this application to another charter 
entity. 
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Attachment 8(b) 
Previous Submissions. 

The applicant has not previously submitted an application to another charter entity. Our partner, Achievement First, a 
nonprofit charter management organization, is authorized to conduct business in New York and in Connecticut and currently 
manages six (6) charter schools. Below please find a list of charter schools affiliated with this applicant 

Amistad Academy 
Chartered by Connecticut State Education Department, April 1999 
Charter Renewed (early renewal) in 2003 
Tisha Markette, Elementary Academy Principal 
Matt Taylor, Middle Academy Principal 
Jeff Sudmeyer, High School Academy Principal 
407 James Street 
New Haven, CT 06513 

Elm City College Preparatory School 
Chartered by Connecticut State Education Department, April 2004 
Stephen Buckner, Elementary Academy Principal 
Marc Michaelson, Middle Academy Principal 
240 Greene Street 
New Haven, CT 06511 

Achievement First Crown Heights Charter School 
Authorized by New York City Department of Education, March 2005 
Mike Kerr, Elementary. Academy Principal 
Orpheus Williams, Middle Academy Principal 
790 East New York Avenue 
Brooklyn, NY 11203 

Achievement First East New York Charter School 
Authorized by New York City Department of Education, March 2005 
Denniston Reid, Elementary Academy Principal 
557 Pennsylvania Avenue  • 
Brooklyn, NY 11207 

Achievement First Endeavor Charter School 
Authorized by New York City Department of Education, January 2006. 
Eric Redwine, Middle School Principal 
850 Kent Avenue 
Brooklyn, NY 11205 

Achievement First Bushwick Charter School 
Authorized by State University of New York, June 2006 
Lizette Suxo, Elementary Academy Principal 
Amy D'Angelo, Middle Academy Principal 
84 Schaefer Street 
New York, NY 11207 
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P     Attachment 9 
Partner Organization 

Attachment 9 does not apply to this application. 
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Attachment 10 
Educational Management Organization 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will be part of the Achievement First (AF) network of college 
preparatory public charter schools. Founded in 2003, Achievement First is a 501 (c)3 non-profit organization that 
functions as a charter management organization. Achievement First was created to bring to scale the impressive 
student achievement results of the nationally-acclaimed Amistad Academy, founded in 1999 in New Haven, 
Connecticut. Currently, Achievement First manages two schools in New Haven, CT, Amistad Academy and Elm City 
College Preparatory Academy. Achievement First is also authorized to conduct business in New York State and 
manages four charter schools in Brooklyn, NY—Achievement First Crown Heights Charter School, Achievement 
First East New York Charter School, Achievement First Endeavor Charter School, and Achievement First Bushwick 
Charter School. As a partner in the success of all of its schools, Achievement First provides considerable support to 
ensure that each school opens smoothly and operates a consistently high-quality program. The specific services 
that will be provided by Achievement First are captured in the attached Term Sheet and are outlined below: 

(i)        Start-up. AF will manage the School's start-up process, including recruiting and 
. training of staff and facilitating the School's purchase of materials, equipment and 
supplies. 

(ii)       Principal Training & Evaluation: AF will provide an intensive one-year leadership 
training program for School Principals, AF will conduct a School Principal evaluation 
once per year, using a comprehensive performance assessment model. AF will 
provide ongoing coaching and training for the School Principal. 

(iii)       Staff Recruitment AF will aggressively recruit the finest staff to work in AF schools 
and will conduct the initial screening of all applicants. The School Principal will have 
the authority to make final hiring and termination decisions and to set teacher salaries 
based on performance. 

(iv)       Curriculum: AF will provide and continuously refine a top-notch curriculum, an interim 
assessment system, a daily schedule, and an intranet containing curricular and other 
school resources. The AF curriculum development team, working with master 
teachers within the AF network, will capture best practices and continuously update 
the materials available through the intranet. 

(v)       Staff Development AF%ill provide an initial 2-week training for all new AF teacnersT* 
in early August. This initial AF-wide training is then followed by more focused training 
by the School Principal at the school-site before the school year begins. Throughout 
the year, AF will ensure high-quality professional development by providing some 
training directly (for example, at two AF-wide professional development days each 
year), by facilitating training provided by truly top-notch outside providers (for 
example, Haskins Labs will provide support in effective phonics instruction), and by 
supporting the school-site staff as they design and implement more targeted 
professional development activities. 

(vi)      Budget AF, in consultation with the School Principal and the Board of Trustees, will 
create a projected school budget based on our experience at other schools. The 
School Principal and Board of Trustees will then work with AF to ensure that school- 
specific needs are met; and the Board of Trustees will have final budget approval 
authority. AF will work with the School Director of Operations to provide a bimonthly 
budget report to the Board of Trustees. 

Fundraising: AF will conduct all necessary private fundraising for the school. 
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IT: AF will provide computer support and IT support, including an electronic shared 
folder system for curricular materials, desktop and laptop support, training in the use 
of a student information system, and installation and maintenance of the internet, 
shared server, and phone system. AF will recommend and ensure the effective 
implementation of a data back-up protocol, and will create and maintain a link from 
AF's website to a page specific to the School. 

fix)      School Evaluation: AF will conduct an intensive school evaluation within the first 
three years of the School's operation. The evaluation will be designed as a 
comprehensive school inspection by a team of both AF and outside evaluators. 

(x)       Marketing/Advocacy. AF will market and advocate for the School, including extensive 
student recruitment marketing. 

The Principal of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will have the authority to make all personnel decisions 
at the school site as the instructional leader of the school. Achievement First and the Board of Trustees will support 
the Principal in these efforts, ensuring that the school is successful. 

Proposed Management Fee Agreement 
As a part of the charter management agreement, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will pay 
Achievement First a management fee of 10% of its basic per pupil grant for the first five years of operation, and 8% 
of its basic per pupil grant in years in its sixth and subsequent years of operation. This fee compensates 
Achievement First for the costs of the services it provides to the school, which include: recruiting of teachers and 
leaderships staff, including the Principal; initial teacher training, and ongoing training, coaching and evaluation of the 
Principal; development and maintenance of the school's core curriculum; financial management services, including 
preparation of the annual budget, training of operations staff in financial procedures, oversight of monthly and annual 
financial reporting, and implementation and support of financial systems; securing facilities, including negotiating 
leases and managing construction, as needed; assisting in implementation and providing ongoing support to the 
information technology infrastructure; and execution of all fundraising needed by the school. It should be noted that 
the management fee is intentionally structured so that the amount paid by the school is significantly less than the cost 
of the services provided by AF in the initial years of the charter, prior to the school reaching full enrollment. Because 
the financial strains of charters are most acute in the initial years of operation, AF has chosen to absorb a portion of 
these costs internally to enable the school to grow successfully. Achievement First recognizes that by under- 
charging the school.forjts services, it needs to fundraise to supplement Achievement Firsfs own central office 
expenses. Achievement First has had an impressive track record of meeting all of the philanthropic needs at the 
school level and at the central office. The term of the management contract is for the duration of the charter. The 
contract will automatically renew at the end of the term, assuming the charter is renewed, unless either side indicates 
in writing their desire to renegotiate or not renew. The contract can only be terminated by written agreement of both 
parties, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School and Achievement First. All school assets are fully owned and 
governed by the Board of Trustees of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School. 

Selection of Achievement First as Charter Management Organization 
Almost four years ago, Achievement First began conversations with Chancellor Klein about replicating the successful 
Amistad Academy model in New York City. Chancellor Klein was and still is very committed to using high- 
performing charter schools to inspire and inform his broader school reform efforts in New York City. He explained his 
desire to open a number of great public charter schools in high-poverty communities across the city and to have 
these schools serve the same public school population - but to achieve dramatically better results. Chancellor Klein 
wants these charter schools to prove with clear, uncontestable results that randomly selected students from poor 
backgrounds can achieve at the same high levels as their more affluent peers if given the right instruction, 
environment, and support. Klein understands that his strategy will only work if the charter schools are incredibly 
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successful in a fairly short period of time. Results that are only slightly better will not shift the public school reform 
conversation far enough away from the typical excuses about the role of poverty, racism, and family structure. Klein 
wants the best charter schools in the country to replicate their gap-closing, life-changing programs in New York City, 
and he has asked Achievement First to be one of the lead partners in this effort. Achievement First has committed to 
opening - slowly, over time, with a strong attention to quality- six public charter schools, all located in and serving 
students from central Brooklyn. 

AF Brownsville thus does not follow the typical course of a charter school application, in which a Board of Trustees 
develops a vision for their school and does comparison shopping for a management company to help them carry it 
out. Instead, Achievement First has been welcomed by the Chancellor to open a number of charter schools in 
central Brooklyn where a wide educational gap persists. As a part of this effort, Achievement First has taken the lead 
on pulling together a founding Board of Trustees and preparing the charter application. However, the trustees both 
understand and are deeply committed to fulfilling their oversight and accountability responsibilities. This talented 
group of trustees was brought to the table because of Achievement First's impressive track record, but they 
understand that it is their responsibility to ensure that AF lives up to its commitments and that the students in this 
school achieve spectacular results. The trustees were identified and selected because they understand that their 
loyalty is not to Achievement First, but to the students who will be enrolled in this school. 

The founding Board of Trustees for Achievement First Brownsville Charter School came together through a series of 
formal and informal conversations including visits to the existing AF academies. All the trustees are deeply 
committed to addressing the need for quality schools in central Brooklyn and share a common vision that all students 
- regardless of economic or racial background - should be expected to attend college and should be given the 
rigorous preparation they need to make it once they get there. With this shared belief, the Board of Trustees, a 
diverse group of New York City's educational, civic and business leaders, will work together to insist and ensure that 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School is a success. 

The trustees believe strongly that good governance is critically important when operating a charter school. Every 
board member knows and understands the level of accountability involved in their board service. Similarly, each 
member was interviewed about prior board service and their rationale for participation. Going forward, each board 
member will receive orientation materials that will help him or her to better understand the task of governing a charter 
school and the responsibilities of trustees. As a grantee of the Robin Hood Foundation, all Achievement First 
Brownsville Charter School Board of Trustees will receive specific training and materials about charter school board 
service. 

•^s&sx'rzn <n    -•«•• 

The Term Sheet included with this application outlines the basic structure of the relationship between Achievement 
First and the Achievement First Brownsville Charter School Board of Trustees. The next step is to translate this term 
sheet into a formal contract between the parties. We believe this is an important process during which the non-AF 
members of the Board of Trustees, represented by independent counsel, will be actively involved in negotiating the 
terms of the final contract. This process, while time-consuming, ensures that the interests of the school are 
adequately protected and leads to the best outcome. 

Educational Management Organization - Achievement First's Record of Success 
Achievement First is a non-profit charter school management organization started by the leaders of Amistad 
Academy. In 2005, Amistad Academy was the subject of a nationally televised PBS documentary, "Closing 
the Achievement Gap," which identified Amistad as one of the country's top urban schools of excellence, 
dramatically improving academic outcomes for students from low-income backgrounds. Amistad students - 
98% of whom are black and Hispanic and 80% of whom are free/reduced lunch eligible - are selected by 
lottery from the city of New Haven and arrive in the fifth grade, on average, testing two years below grade 
level. After three years at Amistad, these same students as 8,h graders consistently post test scores that 
double and sometimes triple the New Haven district's scores, beat state-wide averages, and even 
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outperform many of Connecticut's wealthiest suburbs. In 2006, Amistad Academy was named 
Connecticut's only Title I Distinguished School after posting the greatest performance gains of any middle 
school in the state. 

The graphs below show the growth of a single cohort of students (Amistad's most recent 8th grade class) 
from 6th to 8th grade in reading and math performance. Both of the graphs tell a similar story: These 
students entered Amistad in the fall of 5th grade on par with their New Haven peers - and well below the 
state. After one year at Amistad, they took the Connecticut Mastery Test in the fall of 6th grade. While the 
Amistad students had begun to break away from their New Haven peers, they still lagged well behind the 
state average with 33% proficiency in reading and 41% in math. Two years later, these same students had 
made dramatic gains and now exceed state averages in both reading and math. 

I 
CMT Reading Performance 

H* 

• New Haven Public 
Schools 

• State 

• Amistad Academy 

Class of 2006 In 6th 
grade 

Class of 2006 in 8th 
grade 

1 
CMT Math Performance 

grade 
Class of 2006 In 8th 

grade 

• New Haven Public 
Schools 

• State 

• Amistad Academy 

Elm City College Prep: The First AF Replication 

Based on the success at Amistad Academy, Achievement First was granted a second Connecticut charter in 2004 to 
open Elm City College Prep. ECCP opened in September 2004 with kindergarten, first, and fifth grades and has 
grown one grade every year to serve grades K-8 in 2007-2008. 

It is particularly noteworthy that the results at ECCP already exceed those of the award-winning Amistad Academy. 
For example, in comparing 5* grade reading scores at Amistad and ECCP, the Elm City students actually made 
greater gains in their first year. During the 2004-2005 school year, Amistad increased the percentage of fifth graders 
reading at grade level from 14% to 45%. During that same year, ECCP increased its percentage of grade-level 
readers from 18% to 55%. 

The graph below shows the CMT performance results for 6th grade students at Elm City College Prep in 2006 (the 
sixth grade was the oldest cohort at ECCP since the school only opened in 2004). After just two years at Elm City 
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College Prep, these students outperformed state averages in every subject. On the math section, Elm City scholars 
even outscored their counterparts from some of Connecticut's wealthiest districts, including Greenwich and Madison. 

2006 CMT Performance Results 

Q New Haven 
Public Schools 

• State 

• Elm City 

Math Reading Writing 

At the elementary academy, Elm City College Prep scholars also posted impressive results, as well. Of the 154 
students, grades K through 2, enrolled in the school for the 2005-2006 school year, only 22% had entered the school 
over the past two years reading at or above proficiency. By the end of the 2005-2006 school year, 91% of students 
were meeting exceeding this bar for their respective grade level - a 69 percentage point gain. 

Elementary Reading Performance 
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Achievement First Crown Heights and Achievement First East New York 

In 2005, Achievement First was invited to expand its network to New York City. Our first Brooklyn-based 
schools, Achievement First Crown Heights (middle and elementary school) and Achievement First East New 
York (elementary) posted impressive results in their first year of operation, 2005-2006. After only one year, 
85% of the kindergarten class at AF Crown Heights was rated Proficient or Advanced in reading, up from 
30% at the beginning of the year according to the Developmental Reading Assessment test. 
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Similarly, at Achievement First East New York, after only one year, 82% of the kindergarten class at AF East 
New York was rated Proficient or Advanced in reading, up from 37% at the beginning of the year. 
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The incoming first grade students at AF Crown Heights and AF East New York made similarly impressive 
gains and their results can be found in Exhibit B. Elementary school data for this school year (2006-2007) is 
still being gathered at both of these schools (as well as at Achievement First Bushwick Charter School 
which is just completing its first year). Based on mid-year results, it appears that all three elementary 
schools have helped their students achieve similarly impressive gains. AF has agreed to forward the 2006- 
2007 school year data to SUNYCSI as soon as it is available. 

We have recently received results from the 2007 NYS State Tests, and the results from our founding cohort 
of 5th grade students - who are now completing 6th grade - are depicted in the graphs below: 

Achievement First Crown Heights (AFCH) 
New York State 

English Language Arts Exam Performance 

OAFCH 

B District 17 

• New York City 

• New York State 

2005 (4th grade) 2006 (5th grade) 2007 (6th grade) 
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Achievement First Crown Heights (AFCH) 
New York State Math Exam Performance 

BAFCH 

a District 17 

• New Yorit City 

• New York State 

2005 (4th grade) 2006 (5th grade) 2007 (6th grade) 

The preceding analyses show performance results for Achievement First Crown Heights Charter School on 
the New York State English Language Arts and Math Exams, as compared with those of same grade level 
cohorts district:, city- and statewide. The graphs show the scores of the school's founding middle school 
class before they entered our school (4th grade), in January of their first year at the school (5th grade) and 
again in January of their second year at the school (6th grade). As illustrated above, AF Crown Heights 
students entered the school performing at approximately the same level as their peers in their host district, 
District 17. Since two years ago, while District 17, New York City and the state have seen declines or stayed 
stagnant in average proficiency levels among students at their schools, the students at AF Crown Heights 
have made gains. 

Data from AF Crown Heights is presented in full in Exhibit B. As illustrated by the data shared in Exhibit B, 
not all of the 2007 results at AF Crown Heights and AF Endeavor met the AF standard of excellence. While 
each school still outperformed its local district, AF expects breakthrough gains across all subjects. 
Achievement First's leadership has begun an in-depth analysis of what happened this year at these two 
schools and what we need to do differently going forward to ensure that all AF schools are meeting the high 
standards set and met by the rest of the AF network. As a part of this process, we have had a number of 
internal conversations and have begun conversations with charter schools like Williamsburg Collegiate that 
posted truly spectacular gains. In some cases, we realized that our schools had drifted from proven 
practices at other AF schools (such as the powerful use of interim assessment data); and in some cases, we 
realized that additional program enhancements are required (such as structured, systematic, individualized- 
tutoring for students who are struggling). We have begun to look closely and systematically at the lessons 
learned and changes heeds in light of this year's assessment results. We are committed to ensuring that 
these 2007 results will serve to make the AF program stronger, by forcing our instructional teams to 
reinvigorate a relentless focus on ensuring nothing less than spectacular outcomes for all students. 
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w      Attachment 11 
Mission Statement 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School is a public charter school focused on strengthening the academic and character 
skills, needed for all students to excel in top tier colleges, to achieve success in a competitive work), and to serve as the next 
generation of leaders in our communities. 

To achieve these ambitious goals, AF Brownsville will have extraordinarily high behavior and academic standards. The 
pillars of the AF Brownsville program, modeled on all of the other Achievement First schools include:   . 

• More Time on Task - The AF Brownsville school day will run from 7:30 am - 4:00 p.m. with tutoring and enrichment 
activities available after school and on Saturdays, as well as an average of 1-2 hours of homework per night 

• Character Education - At AF Brownsville, all students and faculty will live by our REACH values - Respect, Enthusiasm, 
Achievement, Citizenship, and Hard Work. 

• College Focus - All AF Brownsville students will be continuously exposed to college. AF Brownsville graduates will have 
the academic tools and strong character necessary to enter and succeed in college. In AF Brownsville achievement- 
oriented culture, it will be cool do to well in school. 

• Rigorous, Standards-Based Curriculum - AF Brownsville students will be required to demonstrate mastery of core skills 
and knowledge drawn directly from New York State Learning Standards. All students will be given the high expectations 
and strong support systems they need to learn - we accept no excuses. 

• Powerful Use of Ongoing Assessments - Continuous evaluation of student academic performance will include special 
internal interim assessments every six weeks. The results of these assessments will be used to inform instruction and 
target students for additional support 

• Excellent Teaching - AF Brownsville will recruit a talented faculty from across the country to ensure that our students are 
taught by knowledgeable, caring, and dedicated professionals. AF Brownsville teachers will continue building their skills 
during our 13 professional development days and weekly 2-hour Friday professional development sessions. Our teachers 
will benefit from two AF-wide professional development seminars each year. 

• Parents as Partners - AF Brownsville will form a three-way partnership - students, teachers, parents - that will work as a 
team to achieve academic breakthroughs and ensure that no student falls through the cracks. 

In its first eight years of operation, Amistad Academy has proven that the achievement gap can be completely closed. 
The founders of AF Brownsville are well aware of the hard work and dedication that achieving this level of success will 
require. AF Brownsville will not be a school for the faint of heart. We will encourage our teachers, students, and parents 
to dream big and REACH high. It will be our job at AF Brownsville to foster in our students the strength of character and 
the academic skills they'll need to attain those dreams. 
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Attachment 12 
Executive Summary 

Background 
All of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School's founders share several core beliefs about education. First and foremost, we 
know that ALL children - regardless of race, ethnicity, or soctoeconomic background - can achieve academic excellence. We do 
not accept excuses - from our students, our parents, our teachers or ourselves. We do not listen to those who insist on selling our 
students short with the soft bigotry of low expectations. We share a belief MALL of our sWdents cm dimb the mountain to 
college. More importantly, we share a strong commitment to doing whatever it takes to make that dream of college become a 
reality. These beliefs demand going far beyond the typical school - working harder and smarter and doing whatever we need to in 
order achieve our high expectations. 

Need and Rationale: The Achievement Gap 
The "achievement gap," the persistent and significant disparity between the academic achievement of low-income and 
minority children and their white, middle-class peers, is the civil rights issue of our time. According to recent National 
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) results, the average African-American or Latino 12th grader now tests 
slightly below the average white 8th grader. In math and science, the results are particularly bleak with less than 0.2% of 
African-American students scoring in the advanced category. 

The achievement gap persists throughout the United States and New York is no exception. On both the New York State 
Mathematics and English Language Arts assessments, African Americans and Latinos scored significantly lower than 
their White counterparts at both the elementary and middle school level. The greatest disparity among ethnic groups 
occurred on the middle-level mathematics assessment in which almost three quarters of white students scored at or 
above Level 3 but less than one third of tested African American students did so. The graph below depicts the gap in 
math achievement by ethnicity for both elementary and middle school level students. It is clear that African American 
and Latino students have achieved lower levels of overall proficiency in math compared to their White counterparts in 
elementary and middle school settings. 

N«w York State Math Exam • 2005 
Elementary and Middle School Performance by Race/Ethnicity 
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Urban students in Brooklyn-and across America-desperately need schools that can deliver on the often-denied promise 
of equal educational opportunity for America's children by inspiring in them the belief that they can achieve and 
developing in them the academic and character skills necessary to compete on a level playing field. 

Our Community of Focus: Brownsville 
Brooklyn's Brownsville neighborhood is traditionally served by the New York City Department of Education's 
administrative District 23 in Region 5. Presently, only 48.5% of the region's student population graduates from high 
school. According to the annual school report cards, 95% of its enrolled students are eligible for free lunch. This region 

ate, 39 in one year. The most recent ELA examination provides that 50.7% of the student 
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I population tested at or below level 2 (level 3 or higher is the standard of proficiency). Similarly, 43.5% of the students 
tested at or below level 2 on the State math examination. 

According to statistics taken from "Keeping Track of New York City's Children," an annual publication from the Citizen 
Committee for Children of New York, Brownsville is a high-risk community where many children and families live in 
poverty and have limited access to high-quality schools. For example, over 46.3% of families with children under 18 live 
below the poverty level. 27% of these children receive public assistance and 65.6% of the children of Brownsville 
receive emergency food assistance. With a population of 77.1% African American and 18.7% Latino, this school 
community struggles to produce large numbers of graduates who will attend college and earn competitive salaries. Our 
aim is to create a nurturing, rigorous, and disciplined college-preparatory school in this community that will produce top 
academic performers and future civic-minded leaders and professionals. 

Building on a Model of Success 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will use the Achievement First school model, a model first developed and tested at 
Amistad Academy. Amistad has consistently shown great success at closing the achievement gap in New Haven, CT. On the 
2002,2O03,2004,2005, and 2006 Connecticut Mastery Test (considered one of the nation's most rigorous assessments), 
Amistad students - who are 98% black and Latino and 80% free/reduced lunch - outperformed the state averages in reading and 
math and even bested many suburban districts. Graduating 8& graders from Amistad Academy have matriculated at top high 
schools such as Chpate Rosemary Hall, Taft School, Pomfret Academy, Miss Porters, Kent, The Gunnery, Hopkins School, and 
Hamden Hall. The Amistad model has been successfully replicated at Elm City College Preparatory Elementary and Middle 
Schools in New Haven, and is now being implemented at the Achievement First schools in Brooklyn. A full compilation of 
performance data for all Achievement First schools is available in Exhibit B. 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will serve children who are primarily African American and Latino and who are likely 
^       eligible for free and reduced lunch. By adapting many of the features of the Amistad program, Achievement First Brownsville 
@       Charter School will utilize the expertise, curriculum, and school-wide systems developed by a high-performing school. 

Achievement First has expertise in starting schools at both the elementary and middle school levels. The design of Achievement 
First Brownsville Charter School calls forthe doors to open with grade 5. 

Taking it to the next level, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will ultimately serve students from kindergarten to 8* 
grade, enabling elementary students to master basic skills (reading, writing, and math), preparing middle school students with 
advanced knowledge and skills, and eventually supporting high school students with the Regents- and AP-based curriculum they 
need as they applyto the top colleges in the country. 

The students of Brooklyn need - and deserve-nothing less. 

Key Program Elements 
The founders of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School are well aware of the hard work and dedication that achieving this 
level of success will require. We will encourage our teachers, students, and parents to dream big and REACH high. It will be our 
job at the Achievement First Brownsville Charter School to foster in our students the strength of character and the academic skills 
they will need to attain those dreams. 

The guiding pillars of the Achievement First Brownsville Charter School program include: 

(1) An Unwavering focus on breakthrough student achievement 
• Student performance is the iead factor in school, principals teacher evaluation. 
• Our goal is to FULLY CLOSE - not just reduce - the achievement gap (to bring our urban students up to and 

beyond state averages so that they are on par with suburban-level performance). 
• The expectation is that every Achievement First Brownsville Charter School graduate will be accepted into a 

competitive 4-year college and fully prepared to succeed there. 
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(2) Consistent, proven, standards-based curriculum 
• WHAT is taught at every grade level (the New York state standards and beyond) is defined dearly and 

systematically so that all essential content is mastered over time. 
• Proven curricula are consistently implemented across the school to ensure quality instruction (Saxon Math, 

SRA Reading, Amistad Middle School Writing, etc.). 

(3) Interim assessments & strategic use of performance data 
• Interim standards-based assessments (lAs) are given every 6 weeks in all the core subjects. 
• Teachers use a structured process for analyzing data and then use the data to plan future instruction. 

Following each 6-week assessment cycle, every teacher will sit down with the Principal or Academic Dean for 
an IA conference where they review the data and develop an instructional plan, identifying which concepts 
need to be re-taught and which students need small group or one-on-one tutoring. The Principal then knows 
how every student is doing in every subject every 6 weeks. 

(4) More time on task 
• The Achievement First Brownsville Charter School day will run from 7:30 am - 4:00 p.m., providing an extra 

2.2 hours of instruction every day beyond the traditional public school schedule. 
• Within the school day, elementary school students will have three sacred hours of reading instruction, and the 

middle school students will have three sacred hours of reading & writing instruction daily. 
• The school will provide during-school, after-school, and Saturday tutoring for students who need extra support 
• Achievement First Brownsville Charter School students will have homework every night, ranging from an 

average of 30 minutes for the lower elementary students to 2-3 hours each night for middle and high school 
students. Every student will be required to do at least 20 minutes of independent reading every night, with the 
parent signing a required reading log. 

(5) Principals with the power to lead 
• The Principal will have total control over hiring, evaluation, and termination of all employees. 
• The Principal, in conjunction with the Board of Trustees and AF, will set the annual budget so as to best meet 

student and school needs. 

(6) Increased supervision of the quality of instruction 
• The school will have a site-based Director of School Operations who will handle most non-instructional issues 

(state reporting, busing, food service, field trips, facility, etc.), thereby freeing up the principal to spend almost all 
of his or her time focused on instruction. In addition, the Director of School Operations and Principal will be 
supported by Achievement First's efficient, high-quality start-up and back office services. 

• Starting in the first year, the Principal is supported by a full-time Dean of Students, who will take the lead on 
student discipline issues and parent involvement, and a full-time Academic Dean, a second instructional leader 
to support the principal in the coaching of teachers, analysis of instructional data, and planning of staff 
development 

• With both the Principal and Academic Dean focused on coaching teachers, each will have a caseload of no . 
more than 10-15 teachers. Working with this manageable group, these leaders will be able to devote significant 
attention to the professional growth of each teacher. Both leaders will spend at least 3 hours a day in 
classrooms, doing walkthroughs of all the classes and at least one full-class informal observation a day. With 
extensive informal observations and regular data analysis conversations, the Principal will complete a 
comprehensive evaluation of every teacher's performance two times a year. 

(7) Aggressive recruitment of talent 
• Achievement First's central office will devote considerable resources to finding great teachers (one full-time 

recruiter, in addition to the Principal, for every 25 teachers who need to be hired). The comprehensive 
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recruitment strategy includes extensive advertising, outreach to organizations like Teach for America, the NYC 
Teaching Fellows, and top schools of education, as well as an overall leave no stone unturned" approach. 

• Compensation for every staff member will be performance-based and driven by his/her contribution to the 
mission. 

• AF Brownsville teachers will be able to participate in AF-wide programs to "grow" our teacher and leader talent 
such as the AF Leadership Fellowship. 

(8) Disciplined, achievement-oriented school culture 
• Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will be a strict, structured school with high expectations for 

student conduct (REACH values). The staff will work intentionally to create an achievement-oriented culture 
where it is cool to be smart and to treat other people well. 

• Great behavior and good character will be taught and practiced as explicitly as math instruction. 

(9) Rigorous, high-quality, focused training for principals & leaders 
• The Principal of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will spend neariy a full year training to further 

develop his or her leadership skills. This "residency" year will include extended visits to high-performing 
schools and a significant amount of hands-on experience coaching teachers, analyzing data, and refining the 
curriculum. 

• All teachers will receive more than 3 weeks of high-quality training before the school year starts and then 
ongoing training (2 hours every Friday, as well as one day every other month) 

• All teachers will have the ability to participate in an exciting new teacher training program (providing full NY 
State Certification and a Master's Degree) being designed by Achievement First, KIPP, Uncommon Schools, 
and Hunter College. 

(10) Parents and community as partners 
• Through symbolic "contracts" signed at the beginning of each school year, Achievement First Brownsville 

Charter School will form a three-way partnership - students, teachers, parents - that will work as a team to 
achieve academic breakthroughs and ensure that no student falls through the cracks. 

• Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will work with the broader Brooklyn and New York communities 
to access resources to enable our students to succeed at the highest level. 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will grow slowly. "The school will start as a middle school with grade 5 in its 
initial year and will add grades, simultaneously growing elementary and middle school academies within the proposed 
charter term, until the school is serving students in grades K-3 and 5-8 in the final year of the proposed charter term. The 
school will seek a charter revision and/or renewal when appropriate to add further grades in an effort to grow the range 
of the school to a full K-12 program as envisioned by the applicants." Our school divisions, or "academies," each headed 
by their own principal, will be small enough to know every student individually (K-4 will have approximately 402 students, 
and the 5-8 division will have approximately 318 students. 

School-Based Operations 
The Achievement First model calls for a school-based Operations team that exists to maximize the time and attention the 
school leader, deans, and teachers can devote to instruction. To this end, the operations team is trained, on the one 
hand to be highly customer-service oriented, working to deliver support, resources, and services to the teaching staff 
consistently and on-time, and, on the other, to ensure the school's day-to-day operation, fiscal viability, and compliance 
with local, state, and federal mandates. Achievement First Brownsville's Director of School Operations will oversee the 
school's core business operations including the procurement and management of all supplies and services, the 
preparation and maintenance of the school facility, and ongoing oversight of the school's budget and fiscal records. In 
addition, the Director of School Operations will serve as the primary point of contact for all personnel-related matters, 
including employee policies and benefits, clearances, payroll, and certification requirements and resources. The Director 
of School Operations will oversee the School Registrar, whose primary and most critical role is to compile and maintain 
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all of the school's student records (hard files and electronic profiles) and to collect, track, manage, and report student 
performance data - data that is used by the principal and instructional staff to target instruction. In addition, the School 
Registrar will serve as the administrative presence at the school, fielding and/or redirecting inquiries from parents, and 
generally managing the school's Main Office. The Director of Operations will keep the Principal well- informed about the 
status of the school's operations and finances via scheduled, weekly meetings and bound, monthly reports. 

Achievement First's Capacity to Support Achievement First Brownsville Charter School 
Achievement First knows how much work there is to be done - and how much lead time is required to follow through effectively on 
plans for truly great schools. Achievement First has hired a strong central office team to support the four existing AF New York 
schools and to support Achievement First Brownsville Charter School during its critical pre-opening year. The AF central office 
includes 34 full-time staff members (bios of key personnel are included in response to Question 31 below), and we anticipate that 
four other team members, Vice-President for Talent Development, Director of Leadership Development and two additional 
Curriculum Associates will be added in the next three months. 

Staff Recruitment       . 

AF has worked to put in place the capacity necessary to recruit an outstanding team of educators who will make the real difference. 
every day in their work with the students and parents. The principal of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will have final 
hiring authority, but the AF team is poised to deliver dozens of top-notch candidates for his or her consideration. In the months 
before start-up, new charter school principals are often bombarded with all the details involved in starting up a school and cannot 
fully focus on the most important task: finding great teachers. Moreover, they may not have the recruiting budgets or contacts to . 
spread the word about their openings. Achievement First recognizes that finding great people is its number one job. AF already 
has three, full-time talented recruiters on staff and will add two more in the coming school year- maintaining a ratio of 
approximately one recruiter for every 25-30 teachers who need to be hired. The recruitment team uses an online application 
management system to track all candidates through the application process; this system makes it possible for the recruiters to 
handle the flow of thousands of candidates each year. The (Recruiter system also gives the recruiters the capacity to post all 
specific job openings in real time to both the AF website and outside locations, such as careerbuilder.com. Beyond the staff 
capacity necessary to build a talent pool and rigorously screen candidates, the AF recruitment team has been working for nearly 
four years to refine its recruitment strategy and build strategic alliances with organizations like Teach for America, New Leaders for 
New Schools, the NYC Teaching Fellows, and a variety of colleges of education. During the autumn months, the recruiters travel 
the country, presenting to groups of teachers and recruiting top talent to join our staffs. This past year, the recruitment team piloted 
a college summer internship program, designed to get rising college seniors from Historically Black Colleges and Universities 
interested in working at an Achievement First school after graduation. AF has a "leave no stone unturned" approach to building a 
talent pool. • • 

In terms of results, last year, the AF recruitment team built a pool of more than 2,000 resumes to fill 100 open positions in New 
York and Connecticut, invited hundreds of candidates to teach guest lessons, and successfully hired the full team of teachers 
needed for 2006-2007. In our Brooklyn schools, approximately 65% of these teachers serf-identified as teachers of color and 75% 
had Masters degrees. The average undergraduate GPA of these teachers was 3.44 and the average graduate GPS was 3.89. 
For the 2007-2008 academic year we will bring on 124 new teachers and leaders, across Connecticut and New York. While we 
are not yet finished with the hiring process, the recruitment team is on track to finish earlier this year than in previous years, with an 
exceptionally talented pool. 

Another exciting development is the launch of the AF-KIPP-Uncommon-Hunter College Institute for Urban Teaching. Through this 
innovative partnership between high-performing CMOs and a traditional school of education, AF will be able to provide high-quality 
training to all new teachers, grant short-term certification with a Trans B certificate, and eventually ensure that all of our teachers 
have full NY State certification and at least a Master's Degree. 

AF Operations 
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I The AF Operations division ensures that all AF schools consistently receive operational services and support that are 
high-quality, reliable, scalable, efficient, minimally invasive to the core academic program of the school, and fully 
compliant with applicable laws and regulations. AF's Operations division - consisting of a Chief Operating Officer and 
Regional Directors of Operations - leads the recruitment and ongoing evaluation and professional development of the 
school-based operations staff. The Central team also designs and develops the systems (i.e. student information 
system, master school order list/procurement database), resources (i.e. school start-up and readiness checklists), and 
practices (i.e. fiscal policies and procedures, monthly reporting protocol) that facilitate and enhance the work and 
performance of the school-based operations staff. One hallmark of AF Central's Operations is the Achievement First 
Administrative Calendar ("Admin Calendar"), which presents an extensive timeline of the tasks that must be executed 
upon throughout the year to ensure smooth school operations. The Admin Calendar was developed to serve as both a 
road map for the school staff as well as a management tool for AF Central, who share a common goal - namely, to 
leverage the school's assets (financial, human, and data) to drive student achievement. 

Melanie Mullan, Chief Operating Officer, is already working to anticipate and address almost all of the non-instructional, operational 
details required for successful charter school start-up (e.g. food service, transportation, facility, bank accounts, etc.). Natalie 
Wiltshire, Director of New York Operations, is on the ground to support New York school start up specifically. The AF start-up 
checklist includes all of the myriad details that need to be done, and it provides a clear timeline for the accomplishment of each 
task. This past academic year, our authorizer visits were overwhelmingly positive about our start-up and operational practices. - 
Moreover, Achievement First's start-up plan outlines all the items needed in year one of school operation included on a "Master 
Order List" To provide even more school-specific support, by April 1,2008, we will hire the Director of School Operations for 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School so that he/she can have nearly 5 months on the ground to work with the principal to 
prepare for a successful start of school. AF also already employs two NY-based Information Technology (IT) Associates who work 
full-time to ensure that all the NYC schools managed by AF have reliable servers and hardware and excellent internet and email 
access. 

Community Outreach 

Achievement First is a community-centered organization with a focus on ongoing outreach in the communities served. Based on 
the mission of the Achievement First schools to create leaders in the communities, our initial work is outreach to community 
leaders, residents, and parents of school-aged children. AF's Director of NY External Relations, Lesley Esters Redwine, has 
already started the important work of reaching out to and engaging the Brownsville community. Ms. Esters-Redwine has spoken to 
a number of church and civic organizations and enlisted their support for Achievement First Brownsville Charter School. 

Curriculum / Educational Program 

The first year of school can often be daunting as the school leader and staff must juggle educating students while developing a 
program. While there certainly will be modifications to be made to the AF model to meet the needs of the students each school 
serves, the principal and staff at Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will start with an incredible advantage: the well- 
documented, proven AF school model. 

Achievement First employs a team of master teachers and elementary, middle and high school curriculum specialists who develop 
scope and sequences, curriculum materials, and interim assessments, all of which have been deliberately aligned to the New York 
state standards in each of the core content areas. Those materials, which have been fully developed, piloted, and revised by both 
the curriculum team and by AF teachers, will be available for use by all AF Brownsville teachers. In addition, drawing upon both 
their expertise as classroom teachers as well as their knowledge of NY state standards and assessments, curriculum team 
members will work with AF Brownsville teachers to tweak the AF curriculum materials as necessary to meet the specific needs of 
their students. 

For a more detailed description of the AF curriculum, please see Attachment 14. 
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Financial Capacity 

Achievement First is financially sound, with predictable, growing streams of income, and a record of budget surpluses in each year 
of its existence. Achievement First earns its revenue from two sources: management fees paid by the schools in the 
Achievement First network, and outside philanthropy. Achievement First's goal is self-sufficiency, and when the schools in the 
network are at full enrollment, management fees will cover all of Achievement Firsts costs, meaning Achievement First will require 
no outside philanthropy. However, Achievement First understands that the financial strains on a school are greatest in its first few 
years, and so Achievement First charges only a fraction of its costs to the school in management fees initially, raising the rest 
through private donations. In 2006-2007, Achievement First earned $900,000 in management fees and received donations 
totaling more than $3.8 million, many from major foundations as part of multi-year commitments. Primary donors include New 
Schools Venture Fund, New Profit Walton Family Foundation, the Robin Hood Foundation, Tiger Foundation, Carson Family 
Charitable Trust, Marks Family Foundation, Clark Foundation, Pumpkin Foundation, and Guttman Foundation. In 2007-2008, 
Achievement First will receive $1.9 million in management fees, and thus will be able to reduce its need for outside philanthropy to 
$3.4MM, of which $2 million has already been secured prior to the start of the fiscal year. As the schools in Achievement First's 
network continue to grow, the need for outside philanthropy will decrease each year, and Achievement First will achieve self- 
sufficiency in the 2011-2012 school year. 

Achievement First also plays an important role in ensuring the fiscal soundness of the schools in the AF network. By implementing 
consistent financial management services, including preparation of the annual budget, providing training of operations staff in . 
financial procedures, overseeing monthly and annual financial reporting, and implementing and supporting the system's financial 
systems, the staff of Achievement First ensures sound fiscal processes both, at Achievement First itself and in the schools making 
up the network. Achievement First and the network schools have been subject to 13 outside audits, and have always received 
clean audit opinions and minimal management comments. The staff of Achievement First brings over 12 years of fiscal 
management and charter school financial expertise to the oversight of financial operations at our schools and at the central 
organization. The team has implemented scalable fiscal policies and systems that have supported the growth of the network thus 
far and are capable of supporting the additional schools expected in Achievement First's strategic plan. They provide a standard 
set of accounts, the same set of financial practices, and easy third party oversight to all entities within the network." 

Taken altogether, Achievement First already has a track record of successfully tackling the start-up challenges associated with 
replicating its model. All Achievement First schools have opened with oversubscribed student bodies, complete curricular 
materials, significant back office support, and a full staff of talented and committed teachers who received more than 3 weeks of 
introductory training. School expenses at every school came in under budget, and the staff has proven very stable (only 1 of 15 
teachers did not return for the following year). In terms of student recruitment, our Brooklyn schools have extremely healthy waiting 
lists. There are approximately 50 percent more student applications than there were seats available. The physical plant of each 
school also opened successfully with adequate furniture, curricular materials, and other supplies. With 34 full-tame central office 
staff, Achievement First is confident that the start-up of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will also be a smooth one. 

The Power of the AF Network 
In addition to all the concrete support Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will receive from the Achievement First central 
office, perhaps the greatest benefit to the principal, staff, and Board will be participation in the network of high-performing 
Achievement First schools. Rather than feeling isolated, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will be plugged into an 
existing network of charter schools, all doing whatever it takes to get our students to college. 

School leaders: The principals of all the AF schools meet once a month in the evening. Each month's meeting has three broad 
topics: (1) sharing specific successes and challenges, (2) an in-depth look atone particular school, including a review of data, the 
principal's own self-assessment, and observations from a site visit, and (3) targeted discussion/training around a particular topic 
(e.g. parent involvement, classroom observation and feedback, use of math data to improve instruction). Since the schools are 
implementing similar (although not identical) programs, these can be particularly rich conversations. The principals will also have 
two annual retreats to continue these conversations in more depth in a more relaxed setting. Perhaps even more importantly, the 
principals are an informal resource to one another, often available for a quick cell phone conversation or an email to share an idea 



^        or exchange materials. There is a principals' listserv so that they automatically receive each other's weekly staff memos, weekly 
P        parent updates, and other important information. Similarly, the Director of Operations at Achievement First Brownsville Charter 

School will already have four "sibling" Directors of Operations in Brooklyn who have already spent a full year successfully tackling 
the operational challenges of a charter school's first year. 

Teachers: New teachers within the AF network formally train together for 2 weeks in early August, forming cross-school 
relationships that will be a resource to them during the school year. In addition, both new and returning AF teachers in NYC will 
train together several times a year and will have opportunities to visit their sister schools (PD days were intentionally scheduled so 
that this would be possible). Teachers will also regularly share curricular materials using the    intranet 

Students: AF students at any one campus will know that they have cousins in both New York and Connecticut who are engaged 
in the same mountain climb to college. Students from the AF schools will participate in an annual "family reunion" where they will 
share their successes, chants, and determination to achieve their goals. 
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Attachment 13(b) 
School Weekly Schedule 

AF Brownsville school day runs from 7:30 AM to 4:00 PM Monday through Thursday. On Friday, the school 
day for students will end at 1:50 PM to allow teachers adequate time for collaborative planning and 
professional development. This extended school day and year win provide significant additional hours of 
instruction a year. Moreover, our intensive focus around literacy and mathematics will ensure that our students are 
very strong in the fundamental skills they will need to tackle challenging, higher level material. The schedules above 
show an emphasis on the core ELA (reading and writing), math, science, and social studies. The school is 
committed to having all students meet and exceed rigorous standards in these areas. In addition, the school also is 
committed to providing rich instruction in the arts, health, family and consumer sciences, career development and 
occupational studies, and languages other than English. 

This proposed weekly schedule is similar to our existing middle school programs at Achievement First 
Crown Heights Charter School and Achievement First Endeavor Charter School. Using these two schools 
as examples, we have found that the abbreviated Friday schedule is essential to our model, and while seen 
as potentially presenting child care challenges for our students' families, we have found by clearly outlining 
the daily schedules and requirements of parents during our application period, family chats and one-on-one 
conversations with parents, it does not prove problematic. At our existing academies, parents have been • 
very satisfied with our program, and have worked to make alternate arrangements to accommodate the 
daily school schedule, including the shortened Friday schedule. 

On the following pages you will find schedules for our proposed elementary arid middle academies. The schedules 
on the following pages are illustrative of the curricular emphases at Achievement First Brownsville Charter School; 
the exact minutes and classes may change to better meet the needs of our students.. 
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Elementary School Schedule 
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Breakfast, Morning Work and 
Tutoring 

Check-in 

Core Language Arts, Part I 
(Reading Mastery, Guided Reading) 

Core Language Arts, Part II 
(Reading Mastery, Guided Reading, 

Waterford Early Reading) 

** key time for instruction and curricular 
integration of technology standards, art 

standards 

."uiS&k 
^s11;50-12-15f| 

x*   ** ~» * 
W230T. 

2,35-3 40't 

< 3 40-41)0^ 

^45^.00   \ 

REACH Time (advisors and students) 

Breakfast, Morning Work and Intensive Tutoring 

Check* 

Core Language Arts, Parti 
(Reading Mastery, Guided Reading) 

Core Language Arts, Part II 
(Reading Mastery, Guided Reading, Waterford Early 

** key time for instruction and curricular integration of 
technology standards, art standards 

Math (Saxon Math, ProttenvSoMng) 

Math (Saxon Math, ProMenvSdvhg) 

MJSKIPE. 
** key time for instruction and integration of 

health and family consumer sciences 
standards (PE) and arts/dance standards 
 (Musk)       

Writing 

Science/Social Studies 
" key lime for instruction and integration of 

career development and occupational studies 
(social studies) 

Dismissal 

,4 50-5.00" v 

%w^ 

Intenswe Tutoring 

Cleaning/Dismissal 

Homework Club 

Wntrng 
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Middle School Schedule 

7:30-7:50 Breakfast and Mat) Review 

8:00-9:30 Bkxkl-Maft 

9:30-9:40 Snack 

9:45-11:15 Block ll-Uterature,Gramrnar&Textual Analysis 

11:20-11:45 

11:50-12:35 

sump1 
TLtymjVdopendort Readrig" 

Morning Circle replaces tutoring/independent reading one day per week 

12:40-1:25 Mafli Review/Problem SoMng*** 
"Advisory replaces Math Review/Problem Solving on day per week 

1:30-2:15 Writing 

2:20-3:05 Specials -Muskor Physical Education 

3:05-3:50 Science/Social Studies 

3:50-4:00 Dismissal 
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Summer Academy Schedule - Elementary School 

W-50'-c7!K  " 

925rV(U 

79jP,Mfi2P;; Reading Block III 

•J02rf-1f05 Reading IV 
•at 

11 08 -T 13.35 

. 11.35^12 23* 

Math Meeting 

Math Lesson 

' 12 2tf-12-40 

J>12.43,-Lia3T 

'105^1,40. *{ 

Daly Exercise 

Dismissal 

Summer Academy Schedule - Middle School 

„ ;7 50-^7-55 

.16.00-3,10" 

• 9:15-10.25 i 

10:35-11^45, 

11 50-1.00'« 

 Mommg Mofratcn  

Literature 

Math 

1J0g1-2ft 

;#mj Advisory 
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Attachment 14 (Exhibit C) 
Proposed Education Program 

Attachment 14 is attached as Exhibit C - Curriculum to Standards Crosswalks 

In response to Exhibit C/Question 14, we have provided the master document attached as Exhibit C of our Curriculum to 
Standards Crosswalks! For each content area set forth by the Board of Regents, this document pairs cumcular content 
will all applicable standards, key ideas, and performance indicators. Per guidance provided in the Charter School 
Institute's materials, we have added an extra section for Achievement First's own REACH Curriculum/a character 
education program based on our core values of Respect, Enthusiasm, Achievement, Citizenship, and Hard Work. 

The Achievement First Curriculum 
Our academic program starts with New York's rigorous learning standards, which form the backbone of our rich, college 
preparatory curriculum, Teachers work toward real student mastery and comprehension, making our students competitive with the. 
top suburban districts. Achievement First has created top-quality standards-aligned materials (e.g. math practice, grammar 
practice, novel units) that teachers in grades 3 to 8 will use in the classroom. For grades K-2, we will supplement standards-based, 
research-proven curricula with practice materials that are directly aligned to the New York state standards. Specifically, we plan to . 
use the following curricula, all of which have produced exceptional results in urban schools and meet or exceed New York's 
rigorous standards, as a base fbrthe core academic subjects: 

AaiiEvciviErvrnRSTCtJRRiouLim'i 
Grade Core Academic Subject Curricula Company 
K-3 Reading . Reading Mastery. : SRA 
K-3 Reading Achievement First Guided Reading . AF 
4-8 Reading Achievement First Reading AF 
K-2 Reading Supplements Waterford Reading Waterford Institute 
4-6 Reading Intervention Corrective Reading Decoding i SRA 
K-8 Reading Supplement Worldly Wise 3000 EPS 
K-3 Writing Open Court or Reasoning and Writing SRA 
K-3 Writing Intervention Reasoning and Writing SRA 
4-8 Writing Achievement First Writing AF 
K-2 Math Saxon Mathematics Saxon 
3-7 Math Achievement First Math AF 
8 Math Algebra Addison-Wesley 
K-8 Science FOSS Science FOSS 
K-8 History Cere Knowledge and History Alive! Core Knowledge 

Language Arts 
AF Brownsville will build on the latest research in literacy education to create a rigorous program in which all students are fluent ~ 
readers by the end of the second grade. Beyond the second grade, we will develop students who are able to rigorously analyze 
text using explicit comprehension strategies. Our overall program is based on the five components of excellent reading outlined by 
the federal government: phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension. 

Phonemic Awareness and Phonics 
In the grades K-2, we will "overwhelm the problem" of early literacy through over 3 hours of language arts instruction daily. 
Students who need intensive remediation will go through an intensive 6 weeks of using the Literacy Links or SRA intervention 
programs, highly effective programs that directly teach sound-symbol relationships and gives both students and teachers the 
language and knowledge necessary for success in later, reading. Students will also spend 20 minutes a day in individualized, 
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computer-based instruction using the Waterford Early Reading Program. This program, developed over 20 years and costing over 
$30 million, has had dramatic success making up for the over 3000 hours of literacy experiences that most urban students have 
missed before they enter school. Finally, as the core phonics instructional program, AF Brownsville will use Reading Mastery,'. 
which provides a balanced literacy approach while directly teaching sound-symbol relationships and including ample practice with 
phonemic awareness and phonics. 

In addition, middle school students with decoding needs will be receive the Corrective Reading Decoding program, which has 
been enormously successful at closing the phonics gaps that many middle school students si have. 

Fluency 
In order to ensure that all our readers are fluent readers, AF Brownsville will give a fluency test to all entering students in grades 3 
and above. Those students who need fluency practice will receive instruction using the Corrective Reading Decoding program. 
Many of our entering fifth graders in the first year will need this supplemental decoding instruction to close the gaps that remain in 
their phonics skills. The SRA Corrective Reading Decoding program has been used with great success at highly successful urban 
schools; the program is designed to, in a two-year sequence, take students from the 3rd to 8th grade levels in reading fluency. 

Vocabulary 
Embedded in the Reading Mastery, Guided Reading, and Waterford programs are strong vocabulary strands, and AF Brownsville 
teachers will use these programs to build the vocabulary skills of our students. At the middle school level, all teachers will highlight 
and explain vocabulary words as they arise in the text that students are reading. They will also teach students.important 
vocabulary in context skills so that students are able to use context clues to figure out by themselves what ah unknown word 
means. As a supplement to this more organic vocabulary instruction, all middle school teachers will use Worldly Wise 3000 as a 
basis for 10 minutes of explicit vocabulary instruction/day during reading class. 

Independent Reading        ' 
All AF Brownsville students will have a 20-30 minute independent reading class during which each teacher will work to get all of his 
or her students to be avid, active readers. It is the job of the reading teacher to find appropriate books, inspire students to read, and 
monitor their independent reading. This in-school independent reading will be supplemented with 20 minutes of required   . 
independent reading at home. The student will complete an Independent reading journal, and a parent/guardian is required to sign • 
off on the child's reading log indicating that they supervised the reading. 

Comprehension 
While working to build fluent readers, AF Brownsville teachers will also focus on developing strong comprehension skills. For the 
elementary students, the Guided Reading, Reading Mastery, and Waterford programs all have very strong comprehension 
strands that align to state and national standards. At the middle school level, AF Brownsville teachers will build student 
comprehension skills through the study of literature (each grade level reads a mix of fiction and non-fiction), teachers will 
systematically teach mini-lessons and guide students in the practice of comprehension skills. AF has developed a standards- 
based novel unit creation tool that aids teachers in developing, standards-based questions for novels, and completed novel units 
are available as a resource to teachers through the AF curriculum intranet 

In addition to building comprehension through novels and non-fiction books, our students will learn and practice their 
comprehension skills using a Textual Analysis program that leverages strong standards-aligned mini-lessons with targeted student 
practice. The program, which was first developed Urban Education Exchange and later modified by AF, includes teacher- 
developed standard-by-standard resources and mini-lessons to teach each reading skin or strategy (e.g. finding the main idea). 
Once the skills have been taught through the mini-lesson, students then practice this newly acquired skill using short fiction, non- 
fiction, poetry, and task passages. As part of their practice, students are required to answer questions, and to defend and prove 
their answers during rich classroom discussions about question types and text proofs, which help build students' analytical skills. 
AF has built six years of this seven-year sequence, and these Textual Analysis resources and practice materials, which have been 
in use at all of our AF Middle Schools, are now available for use by AF Brownsville teachers. 
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Writing 
In addition to the five key components of excellent reading instruction, AF Brownsville will offer a rigorous writing curriculum that is . 
designed to have students produce writing with excellent organization, elaboration, and flow across multiple genres. Teachers w9l 
begin with a heavy focus on sentence structure, basic grammar, and paragraph formation. Students will be expected to complete 
Daily Oral Language activities to improve their grammar skills, and teachers will use a variety of standards-aligned grammar 
materials in dairy mini-lessons. Moreover, students will learn step-by-step how to write excellent sentences, paragraphs, and 
essays using templates and teacher modeling until they are confident enough to tackle the task without scaffolding. Extensive 
prewritjng, drafting, revising, and editing will take place on all pieces of writing. Students graduating AF Brownsville middle school   : 
win be able to produce tbrxjuality narratives, research papers, and expository, persuasive, and literary analysis essays 

Social Studies 
The AF Brownsville K4 social studies curriculum will follow the comprehensive and challenging Core Knowledge Sequence, 
developed by E.D. Hirsch at the University of Virginia. Hirsch and his team completed a comprehensive analysis of the key 
information students needed to know to be literate, culturally-aware citizens, and they mapped it in a clear, grade-level specific 
curriculum. At the middle school level, this curriculum will be enhanced and directly aligned to New York's state social studies 
standards. This curriculum will be presented in a way that is engaging and challenging, and teachers will expect students to master 
the key concepts and vocabulary while they will teach them to analyze primary sources, debate different points of view, and make 
cause-and-effect connections. Social studies class will be a fast-paced, multi-modal class in which students hone their non-fiction 
reading skills, learn important content, and apply it in written essays and oral presentations. 

Mathematics 
The AF Brownsville mathematics program will produce students who have mastered all middle school mathematics standards and 
Algebra I by the end of 8" grade, and all Calculus standards by the time they graduate from high school. The curriculum 
recognizes that students need basic facts knowledge and "automato'city" with procedural computation, coupled with a deep 
conceptual understanding of mathematics. As a means to that end, in grades K-2, students will use Saxon Mathematics, a highly 
effective curriculum that gives students an exceptionally strong foundation in the basic skills, procedural computation, and 
conceptual understanding. Teachers will require students to apply this strong basic skills knowledge in challenging problem-solving 
situations. AF Brownsville will use a problem-solving supplement to Saxon math, and starting in third grade, students will begin 
Achievement First's math curriculum, which mirrors New York's rigorous standards and requires daily demonstration of problem- 
solving, skills. 

Science 
AF Brownsville plans to implement the FOSS Science curriculum, which correlates very strongly to New York and national science 
standards. In addition, AF has been working to develop a rigorous 5-8 science curriculum that builds on the FOSS curriculum and 
reflects all New York Science standards. Science instruction at AF Brownsville will combine student mastery of core vocabulary 
and conceptual knowledge with the application of scientific principals in laboratory settings. Science assessments, for example, will 
include sections that focus on the key terms and ideas of a unit as well as a performance task component that will require students 
to synthesize and analyze data from laboratory experiments. Science teachers will also actively work to reinforce key 
mathematical concepts, especially graphing and measurement skills. 

Physical Education _ 
AF Brownsville's physical education curriculum will reflect our belief that a fit and healthy lifestyle is important for learning and life. - 
Elementary and middle school physical education teachers will use the CATCH-PE curriculum; this curriculum uses continual 
motion and P.E. games to build athletic skills and an appreciation for lifelong fitness. In addition,.they will also teach students how 
to play a variety of different sports, as well as reinforcing messages about nutrition, teamwork, and fair play. Starting in the second 
year of the middle school, AF Brownsville students will have the opportunity to play on competitive sports teams. 

Spanish 
All AF Brownsville students will be fluent in Spanish by the time they graduate from high school. Those students rising up through 
AF Brownsville's elementary program will receive two years of intensive Spanish language instruction beginning in grades 7 and 8 
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- the equivalent of a typical high school Spanish I course. Students will take four years of Spanish in high school, culminating with 
the AP Spanish examination. 

Music 
All AF Brownsville students will have music instruction that is aligned to the New York and national standards for music education. 
Over the course of their time at AF Brownsville, they will learn to play an instrument and read music, and middle school students .'. 
will have the option of participating in a school orchestra. 

Technology 
All students will receive explicit instruction in basic typing skills, Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Explorer, and Outlook. By the time they 
graduate, students will be able to proficiently use these programs; they will be technologically literate. Especially in the lower. 
grades, students will also use computer-based learning programs to master material. All K-2 students will use the Waterford Early 

Reading System for 20 to 30 minutes daily. 

Cross-Currlcular Instructional Strategies 
Standards-Aligned and Data-Driven Instruction 
AF Brownsville teachers will use periodic, standards-aligned assessments, given every six weeks (five times per year) to track 
individual student progress towards mastery of each standard in all core content areas (Reading, Writing, Math, Science, History, 
Technology, and Spanish). By systematically using individual student data, instruction can be targeted to better meet individual 
student needs and to better identify standards that need to be re-taught to the whole class, those that need to be re-taught to small 
groups of students who have struggled with particular concepts, as well as to identify students who need intensive one-on-one 
tutoring. In addition, teachers will meet periodically in grade-level and subject-area teams, using the student performance data as a 
basis for discussion, to share successes, challenges, teaching strategies, and instructional resources. As such, instruction at AF 
Brownsville will be strategic. Teachers will not simply work to cover content; rather, they will assess student needs and target 
instruction to address specific deficiencies so that all students reach mastery on all standards. 

Instructional Consistency 

AF Brownsville will not be a set of isolated and Idiosyncratic classrooms, inspired by the styles of the particular teachers. AF 
Brownsville will be an instructional model, supported by the skills and insights of a talented team of teachers. Across every 
classroom, there will be common curricula, strategies, systems, and templates. Such consistency greatly aids the learning process 
of students, the professional development of teachers, and the refining of proven instructional practices. 

l-WE-YOU 
Perhaps the most powerful pedagogical strategy AF Brownsville teachers will use is the consistent, clear modeling of both hew 
behaviors and new academic skills. In doing so, AF Brownsville teachers will l-WE-YOU all new concepts. In the T stage, the 
teacher models the behavioral or academic skill by having students watch while they talk through the new skill step-by-step. They 
then allow the modeling to shift to the "WE" stage. Teachers might allow the students a chance to talk through each step of similar 
problems, reinforcing the same skill. Teachers then slowly let students take more and more of a role in solving the skill. Finally, 
when the teacher is confident that students can handle the task/skill on their own, they move to the "YOU" stage. Teachers then 
expect silent, independent work by students. The l-WE-YOU process will be used in each class throughout the day. Teachers will 
constantly l-WE-YOU new behaviors, routines, and skills - the way to pass in papers, compare fractions, write a topic sentence, 
line up after technology class, or fill in a REACH rubric. 

Please note that the key to the success of the l-WE-YOU technique is the teacher's judgment on when to go from one step to the 
next Teachers should only move to the "WE" stage (guided practice) when students have had ample teacher modeling, and in the 
most important piece of teacher judgment, students should only move to the "YOU" portion (independent practice) when the 
teacher is confident that the students can do the task independently. 
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Cumulative Review 
AF Brownsville will commit a significant proportion of instruction to systematic cumulative review. During class, teachers will, 
constantly revisit skills teamed earlier in the year, and most homework will involve systematic cumulative review. Math students wii 
still add decimals in March, and reading students will still find the main idea in June. In doing so, teachers are developing the: 

fluency of students to perform skills clearly outlined in the various curricula. With repeated practice and cumulative review, 
teachers help students to maintain learned skills and look for opportunities to apply them in new settings, 

Research-Based Lesson Plan Formats 
All classes at AF Brownsville will follow a common research-based lesson plan format These lesson plans build on an 
understanding of the phases of learning. In order to truly master a concept, students go through the following stages; acquisition, 
fluency, maintenance, generalization, and adaptation. While students are acquiring new information, they are using cumulative 
review to build fluency and maintain the skills they have. Once a group of skills are mastered, the students are able to generalize 
and adapt the skills to other settings (i.e. use division in fractions, graphing skills in science class). Although the format varies for 
each class (for example, the math lesson plan includes basic facts review white the writing lesson plan includes a grammar 
section), all lesson plans share a similar format 

Achievement First Lesson Plan Format • 

General Writing Reading Mathematics 
Quick Questions Quick Questions Quick Questions , Quick Questions 
Aim and Agenda (DOL) . Aim and Agenda Aim and Agenda 
Cumulative Review Aim and Agenda Vocabulary Problem of the Day 
Interesting Idea Journal Before Reading Basic Facts Review 
Lesson Grammar Mini-lesson During Reading Mental Math 
Summary Grammar Practice After Reading Other Review 
Homework Writing lesson Summary Lesson 

Summary Homework Summary 
Homework Homework 

Each section of the lesson does not take the same amount of time. For example, quick questions are designed to be five minutes 
or less, but the lesson or reading portion may take 30 to 45 minutes. As is seen above, a lesson using the Achievement First 
General Lesson Plan Format has seven sections within a 65-minute class. This keeps teachers moving quickly from section to 
section, keeping the attention of students, and forcing a fast-paced, multi-modal lesson. Moreover, we will train our teachers to 
vary the modality of the instruction. A typical lesson might have the following modalities: 

Quick Questions 
Aim and Agenda 
Cumulative Review 
Interesting Idea 
Lesson 
Summary 
Homework 

Student-led 
Teacher-directed 
Call-and-response verbal, kinesthetic-based game 
Short video clip or read aloud 
Teacher-directed followed by small group work, discussion 
Think-pair-share groups 
Teacher-directed 

Having a common method of planning and a common language shared by all teachers also allows for greater collaboration and 
sharing among teachers. In addition, this common vocabulary can help enhance principal observation and feedback for teachers. 
If a teacher is spending 20 minutes for quick questions or not varying modalities, the principal can engage the teacher around this 
while referencing the research-based lesson plan design. 
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Rap, Rhythm, Rhyme 
Inspired by the work of master educator Harriett Ball, AF Brownsville wifl 
incorporate rap, rhythm, and rhyme as a key component of lessons. Not only 
does this multi-modal technique encourage student mastery, it makes 
learning engaging for students. Harriett Ball writes:. 

"(My techniques) weave the state objectives/proficiency skills into multi- 
sensory (whole-body) teaching. Multi-sensory teaching, often referred to as 
mnemonics, is an effective way to teach students who do not perform well 
with traditional teaching techniques. Most children need to move and respond 
to learn optimally. Our usual teaching techniques - textbooks, paper, 
blackboard - emphasize the visual and auditory, and minimize verbal 
feedback, student demonstrations, and movement Students learn most 
naturally and best through play, songs, patterns, movement, imitation, 
imagination, and rhythm. In short, active involvement produces mastery, 
holds attention, increases stamina, and builds self-esteem." 

Part of Ms. Ball's magic, which has worked to great results at Amistad 
Academy, is the use of motivational chants and songs to get students ready 
to team. One such song named "How Do You Make Good Grades? featured 
to the right, is performed with student hand motions and movements.   . 

How Do You Make Good Grades? 
':'•'•••   How do you make good grades? 

Well, 5 bring my tools 
And I follow the rules 

i:  It may sound square 
But I'm going somewhere 

I have to make good grades EVERY day 
By doing EXACTLY what my teachers say 

And when I get home, I do my work 
:.:V J don't sit around acting like a jerk 

So, say it loud, I'm AF proud 
; - •;       <Stomps and claps) 

• So, say it loud, I'm AF proud 
£;' V:; :;<       (Stomps and claps) 
•: ;j;;:; (student I) I'm proud or ME 

;..,-    (student I) Can't you SEE 
(student 3) I get the job DONE 

^student 4) To show the best of ME 
:        :X / 5p,iryou want to be like ME 
fjiw   > -Start setting some goals 
r•••; n -t "•-.  And set yourself FREE-eeeeee 
^ Ve^frtetobe ANYTHING I WANT TO BE  v 
^&-a>A">--:r«aniett|.Ball ;i 

I 
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Attachment 15 
Instructional Stafffor the Year 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School Classroom Configuration 
In grades 3-8, we will have student-teacher ratios of approximately 12 to 1. Class size will range from 10 to 
28 depending on the class (reading and math classes will tend to be smaller while music and PE classes will 
be larger). This ratio means that AF Brownsville will have approximately 6 teachers with its initial cohort of 
84 students, and when the elementary and middle school academies reach their combined capacity of 645 
students, we will have approximately 60 teachers. For grades K-2, we plan to have two teachers in every 
classroom. One of these teachers will be a certified, experienced teacher. The other will be a "junior 
teacher." The junior teacher typically will have less than two years of teaching experience; this junior teacher 
will have a B.A. degree and be either certified or working toward certification. The junior teacher replaces 
the paraprofessional found in many schools. In addition to these teachers, we will have up to four 
paraprofessionals. (The number of part-time paraprofessionals will be largely based on the special 
education needs of our students.) In addition to the teachers, the elementary school will have a full-time 
school counselor, a K-4 principal, a K-4 dean of students, a K-4 academic dean; and the middle school will 
have a 5-8 principal, a 5-8 dean of students, a 5-8 academic dean, a director of school operations, and a 
registrar. The total number of additional administrators and staff at the primary level will beeight 

Teacher Qualifications 
Achievement First searches extensively in and around New York City as well as nationally to find the best 
teachers for our schools. Achievement First values great teachers and once we have hired them, we work 
tirelessly to ensure that our staff remains happy, engaged and well-compensated for their hard work. We 
know that the teachers we hire are well qualified to teach in an Achievement First school because of our 
rigorous application process that includes resume submission, essay writing, phone interviews, in person 
interviews, demo lessons and feedback from an observer. Additionally, we recruit teachers nationally and 
anticipate many people will move to New York in order to teach with us. From past experience we know 
that some of these people have taught for two years and are coming from alternative certification programs 
in other states. Many times these teachers have been issued a license that does not reciprocate with New 
York State. Achievement First is committed to working with new teachers and out-of-State teachers to 
ensure that we fall well within the guidelines mandated in New York State Education Law 2854(3)(a-1) and 
30% or no more than 5 uncertified teachers, whichever is less, are teaching in any given school. 

Please see Staffing Chart included in Exhibit H. 
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Attachment 16 
Student Achievement Goals 

Overarching Goals 
The primary mission of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School is to provide a rigorous academic environment in which all 
students achieve excellence. Excuses will not be tolerated. Mediocrity will not be good enough. Achievement First Brownsville 
Charter School will ensure that our students gain the critical skills and knowledge to enter and excel in high school, college, and 
the competjtjve world beyond. The broad academic goal of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School is to prepare students 
with a rigorous, college preparatory curriculum. The ethos of college preparation will be all-pervasive, and our educational program 
will be designed to ensure success in the most demanding college environments. 

Our students should graduate Achievement First Brownsville Charter prepared for high school, ready to apply to and be 
accepted by competitive colleges. We do recognize that not all students will attend college after high school graduation. 
Indeed, certain students may decide never to attend. The unconditional nature of our college preparation comes from a 
belief that all students must at least have the chance. We lament that the familiar refrain, "college isn't for everybody," 
frequently excuses low expectations. In today's competitive job market, few intellectually challenging or financially 
rewarding jobs are available to those without college diplomas. Achievement First Brownsville Charter School graduates 
may decide to forgo a college degree, yet we hope that every student who makes this decision will do so with the self- 
assurance that only a college acceptance letter in hand can provide. 

In order to be ready for top tier colleges, we anticipate that with a rigorous K-8 college preparatory program students will perform 
very well on the Regents Exams, Advanced Placement Exams, and the SATs. That preparation for us will start in elementary 
school. It is our expectation that almost all of stidents will be in the top two bands (level 3 and 4) of the New York State Exams 
after their third year {normally third grade) at Achievement First Brownsville Charter School. Our curriculum will be closely tailored 
to the New York State Learning Standards. Success on these tests will serve as excellent indicators of academic progress. 
Working backwards, we want to ensure that our students will be ready for a rigorous high school program. For example, by 8th 

grade, our students will complete Algebra I, be able to write in-depth research papers and compelling persuasive essays, and 
know how to deeply analyze text In addition, we will expect that each student has a strong foundation in science and history and 
knows how to read music, play an instrument, and use Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, and Explorer. 

The second mission of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School is to foster positive character development 
Success in both school and life will demand not just brainpower but also sophisticated social skills and a commitment to 
honorable valuables. Achievement First Brownsville Charter School students will not just develop as intellectuals, but 
also as responsible citizens. The goal is for students to not merely do "well," but also to do "good." Our students will 
become critical thinkers and creative problem-solvers. They will learn to work effectively in teams and to develop a deep 
sense of social responsibility. By adopting Amistad Academy's REACH values (Respect, Enthusiasm, Achievement, 
Citizenship, Hard Work), Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will prepare our students to become leaders and 
give back to their families and their communities. The REACH acronym, which students will hear and see everywhere and all 
of the time at Achievement First Brownsville Charter School, will make it easy for teachers, students, and parents to remember and 
communicate what is expected of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School students. Teachers will help students to clearly 
define what each REACH value looks like, sounds like, and even feels like in terms of specific, observable behaviors. 

As with academics; behavioral standards will be set high. Under the terms of REACH, it will not be enough for a child to simply stay 
out of trouble. Students will have affirmative responsibilities, such as participating actively in class, wearing their uniform with pride, 
and helping classmates who are having trouble. The REACH rubric will also be designed to be grade-specific, and older students 
will be expected to behave even better than younger students; our belief is that just as children should progress in reading, writing, 
and math, they should progress in their behavioral/REACH skills. 
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Performance Measures & Expected Outcomes 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School takes seriously its responsibility for public accountability. Through published reports, 
surveys, external evaluators, authorizer visits, and community participation, we will invite the public to ensure that the school keeps. 
its promises and maintains its focus on meeting the educational needs of New York City's children. 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will publish its student performance results on its website, and the school will be 
fastidious in collecting data to ensure that dear, measurable benchmarks are met Our specific goals are divided into the five 
categories (Academic Achievement, Student Retention, Student Attendance, Student Behavior/Discipline, and Parent Satisfaction) 
listed below: 

Categoryi: Student Academic Achievement 

Prior to students arriving at Achievement First Brownsville Charter School, teachers will perform diagnostic tests on all incoming 
students to determine the appropriate academic placement for the student. This data will be shared with classroom teachers to 
ensure from day one we are meeting the students' instructional needs. 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School students will take the New York State tests according to the regular state schedule. 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will meet all AYP benchmarks in all subgroups every year. In addition, Achievement 
First Brownsville Charter School will also administer its own interim Assessments (lAs) five times a year to provide 'internal 
benchmarks of improvement and detailed diagnostic data on individual student skill profiles. The Achievement First Brownsville 
Charter School lAs will be closely aligned with the New York State Learning Standards, and Achievement First Brownsville Charter 
School will strive for every student to achieve academic breakthroughs in core academic skills. 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School has set clear, measurable, and ambitious goals for student achievement To set 
these goals, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School used as a benchmark the performance of Region 8 in Brooklyn and 
New York City as a whole. Region 8's demographics - high numbers of African-American and Latino students, with a high 
percentage of students receiving free and reduced lunch - mirror the demographics of the community in which Achievement First 
Brownsville Charter School will be located. Listed below are the percentages of students in Region 8, New York City/and New 
York State who scored at or above level 3 on the 2006-2007 state examinations. 

2007 Region 8 Data-NYS English Language Arts (ELA) and Math Examinations 

Region 8        New York City       State 
4" Grade ELA 54% 64% .68% 
4«-GradeMath 71% 74% 80% 

8» Grade ELA 41% 46% 57% 
8<" Grade Math 42% 46% 59% 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School aims to make our students competitive with students from anywhere, meaning that 
they should eventually exceed state-wide performance averages. Achievement First Brownsville Charter School has intentionally 
chosen rigorous goals. The school does expect to meet these goals, but because they are so ambitious, charter renewal should 
take into consideration how the school is doing relative to the district and schools with similar student populations. The school's 
academic goals apply to all grade levels served and are listed below ("proficient" means student performance at level 3 or higher): 

a) For grade level cohorts that have been at the school for one year, at least 50 percent of students will perform 
at the proficient level on the state assessment in all subject areas. 
b) For grade level cohorts that have been at the school for two years, at least 60 percent of students will 
perform at the proficient level on the state assessment in all subject areas. 
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c) For grade level cohorts that have been at the school for three years, at least 70 percent of students will 
perform at the proficient level on the state assessment in all subject areas. 
d) For grade level cohortsthat have been at theschool for four years, art least 80 percent of students       "  ;    •   . 
perform at the profident level on the state assessment in all 
e) For grade level cohorts that have been at the school for five or rrore years, at least 90 percent of all students 
will perform at the proficient level on the state assessment in all subject areas. 

Category 2: Student Retention 

From a student population selected by blind lottery, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School student attrition wiB be less than 
5% a year (other than students moving out of the neighborhood/city). A high level of student retention is one measure of parent 
satisfaction since charter school parents are ultimately able to vote with their feet In addition, holding ourselves accountable for 
student attrition will ensure that we do not simply push "tough" students to exit theschool. 

Category 3: Student Attendance 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School students will demonstrate their enthusiasm and commitment to the school 
by maintaining an average attendance rate of 95% or higher. 

Category 4: Student Behavior/Discipline 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will be marked by a tight, positive school culture. From the outset of school, we will 
have one disciplinary action per fifty students per academic year. 

Category 5: Parent Satisfaction 

Parents will demonstrate their satisfaction primarily by choosing to keep their children at Achievement First Brownsville 
Charter School. Parents will be invited to serve as true partners in their children's education by participating in parent 
information sessions, parent orientations, and parent training sessions. Eighty-five percent or more of parents will give   : 
the school an overall rank of good or better (given the choices of excellent, very good, good, fair, poor; very poor) on 
end-of-year parent satisfaction surveys. 

Accountability 
The Achievement First Brownsville Charter School accountability system will be both internal and external - with a robust 
performance culture in the school and reporting system known to the public. The following are some of the mechanisms through 
which Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will rigorously evaluate and report on its programs; 

• Accountability Plan: As required by the Board of Trustees for the State University of New York, Achievement First 
Brownsville Charter School will develop an accountability plan consistent with required benchmarks required of SUNY 
authorized schools as well as benchmarks established by the school's board of trustees. 

Attached in Exhibit H, please find a draft Accountability Plan for AF Brownsville Charter School. 

• Annual Report: Following the format prescribed by the State Education Department and the New York City Department 
of Education, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will produce and disseminate a comprehensive annual 
report, describing the educational program, providing a rich description of our measures of success and how we fared 
against them, and supplying a detailed picture of the school's finances. 

• Annual Achievement First School Report Card: Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will publish an annual 
school report card outlining school performance on a number of indicators, including student math and reading scores; 
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student and teacher attendance; survey results; and a number of other indicators. Information on school performance will 
be presented to our charter community, including staff, parents, our institutional partners, the media, and staff from the 
New York City Public Schools and the State Education Department 

External Evaluation Team: During the third yearof the school, we will retain a team of evaluators, both internal and 
external, to rigorously observe, examine, and document the progress of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School. 
The evaluators will have open access to the school and all its files, except confidential student tiles. A comprehensive 
evaluation of this sort (in addition to those done by state and local officials) will oocur at least every three year    .' 
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Attachment 17 (a) 
New York State Assessments - Assurances 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will be in full compliance with administering New York State examinations in 
reading, math, science, and social studies. In addition and as required in the school's accountability plan, We will work to ensure 
that we have met the assessment and accountability provisions under No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Our students wBI be 
expected to meet or exceed New York State Education Standards. All information from these examinations will be reported to the 
New York City Department of Education, the New York State Board of Regents, and the Charter Schools Institute,    [ 

All Achievement First Brownsville Charter School students will complete a series of academic assessments when they first arrive 
at the school. Students will take reading assessments such as the DRP to gauge general reading teveljuency, and 
comprehension in addition to the New York State English Language Arts exam. For math, we will use both the New York State 
test and our own internal Interim Assessments to help ascertain the skill level of our students. 

Kindergarten. 
1st Grade 
2nd Grade 
3* Grade 

4th Grade 
5* Grade 

6" Grade 

7* Grade 

B" Grade 
"Only qualifying students take NYS Regents Exams 

High School 

DRA, Terra Nova-Math 
DRA, Terra Nova-Math 
DRA, Terra Nova-Math, DRP, AF Interim Assessments 
DRA, DRP. AF Interim Assessments, 
NYSELA.NYS Mathematics 
AF-IAs, NYS ELA, NYS Mathematics, DRP 
ANAs, NYS ELA, NYS Mathematics, NYS Social 
Studies, NYS ESLATI and II (ELL only), DRP 
AF-IAs, NYS ELA, NYS Mathematics, NYS ESLAT I 
and II (ELL only), DRP 
AF-IAs, NYS ELA NYS Mathematics, NYS ESLAT I and 
IKELL only), DRP 
AF-IAs, NYS ELA, NYS Mathematics, NYS Social 
Studies, NYS Science, NYS Regents Exams', 
Specialized High School Test, NYS ESLAT I and II (ELL 
only), DRP : 
AF-IAs, Regents Exams*, NYS ESLAT I and II (ELL 

only)  - 
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Other Assessments 

In addition to taking the required New York State assessments, all students attending Achievement First Brownsville Charter 
School will be required to take a battery of tests at several points throughout the academic year. At the start of the school year 
Achievement First will give the Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA) to entering kindergarten and first grade students. This 
test helps to establish a baseline to inform principals, teachers, and trustees on how to make programmatic decisions tor our 
students. Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will also administer the Terra Nova Mathematics test and the Degrees of 
Reading Power (DRP) test Please see testing information below 

test: Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA) 
Type:. .        Nationally recognized reading assessment 
Relevant Grade Level:   Kindergarten to Third Grade 

Achievement First administers the DRA as a baseline test when a child enters the school and every January and May in 
kindergarten, first grade, second grade, and third grade. The DRA is a nationally recognized reading assessment The 
test is administered one-on-one, and the results of the test allow teachers to determine the DRA and Guided Reading 
levels ofstudents. These levels correspond to grade levels. 

Test:. Terra Nova-Mathematics 
Type: Nationally Normed Test 
Relevant Grade Level:    Baseline upon entering school; June of K, 1rt, and 2nd 

The Terra Nova is a nationally-normed mathematics assessment that all Achievement First students in kindergarten, first 
grade, arid second grade take. The results on these assessments allow AF to get a nationally-normed result for 
mathematics. Because AF can convert state test results to national norms starting in third grade, AF does not administer 
the Terra Nova after second grade. 

Test: Degrees of Reading Power (DRP) 
Type: Reading (specifically close passage comprehension test) 

Nationally Normed Test 
Relevant Grade Level:    Kindergarten to Twelfth Grade 

In June and February of each year, students take the DRP. The DRP does not measure true reading comprehension 
skills (fact versus opinion, main idea, author's purpose, etc.), but it does measure the ability of students to infer meaning 
from the text. The DRP gives us a rough guide for student improvement in reading, and it also aids in helping us select 
independent reading books. The DRP also allows Achievement First to have a consistent, nationally normed reading 
result for every student along the K-12 continuum. 
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Attachment 18 
Use of Assessment Data 

Achievement First has designed interim assessments (lAs) that are administered, to students in six-week intervals to help measure 
the school's progress towards meeting the state standards and its own performance goals in reading comprehension, grammar, 
writing composition, math, science, and history. These are internal assessments designed to help students and teachers 
determine how well students have mastered clear Achievement First/New York State Learning Standards. At the, 
beginning of the year, students take a baseline IA that covers all the standards in that grade's curriculum. Teachers then 
use this information to help guide instruction, and students can see what they need to learn over the year. As the year 
progresses, students take additional lAs every six weeks; these lAs only cover standards that have been taught These 
lAs help teachers determine what concepts to teach or review in whole class, small group, or one-ori-one settings. 
Moreover, the lAs help students chart their progress toward mastery. After each IA, teachers meet with the Principal or 
Academic Dean to analyze the IA results, strategizing on how to get all students to master all the standards. At the end 
of the year, students take an end-of-year IA that, like the beginning of the year IA, covers all standards. (As such, the first. 
IA will be relatively small, and the fifth IA will be relatively large.) By comparing the results on the beginning of the year lAs to 
end-of-year ones, teachers and students can get a good feel for how much progress has been made over the course of 

^^' '       ' .      '   '     ' 
In designing our interim assessment system, we were inspired by the lessons Wendy Kopp, the founder of Teach for America, 
learned when visiting schools. She noticed that many teachers who were praised by their principals as "engaging" were not 
producing significant student achievement gains. In other words, it wasn't always the most dynamic or charismatic teacher that 
was getting the great results. One of the star teachers that Wendy Kopp encountered was an elementary teacher named Anthony. 
Kopp writes: 

"When I asked Anthony what he thought was distinguishing his performance so dramatically from that of the 
other corps members, he told me that he entered the year with very high expectations and a clear sense of 
what he wanted the students to learn.... Anthony had well-defined targets for his students' performance. His 
clear, measurable goals drove all of his decisions.... (He was) on a mission to move his students forward. A  • 
few minutes after entering his class/room, I always sense something special at work. There is an urgency 
among students and teacher." 

We believe that our interim assessment system will help teachers keep their eyes on the prize: student mastery of clear standards.. 
We view Interim Assessments as a tool to help teachers strategically use data to inform instructional decisions in order to ensure 
student mastery. Used school-wide, they will help us make sure that all students have mastered the material in the curriculum. 

Achievement First: Interim Assessment Platform 

In the past, teachers have graded the lAs and prepared a paper-and-pencil analysis before having a performance 
conference with the principal. With a grant from the Michael & Susan Dell Foundation, Achievement First is developing a 
Web-based Interim Assessment Platform - a tool that will automate assessment scoring through a scanning device. The 
tool will also systematize and analyze results, and help create a data-driven instructional battle plan, customized for each 
teacher, which teachers and school leaders will together tailor and discuss subsequent to each IA cycle. Teachers reflect 
on the following questions in advance of their meeting with the principal: 

(1) What standards has the class mastered - that you can immediately incorporate into homework and 
other ongoing, cumulative review? 

(2) What standards warrant more time for whole-class instruction and review? 
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(3) What standards warrant more time for small-group instruction and review? How might you ensure 
that the small groups of students who need to master these skills have the instruction and practice 
necessary to master the skills? 

(4) What students need significantly more help and for which specific skills? What strategies might you 
use to make sure these students master all the skills? 

(5) Do you need any additional materials or instructional strategies to help you work with students to 
master the standards covered by this IA? The next IA? 

Teachers will leave the performance conferences, therefore, with a firm understanding of which students have mastered 
what standards and a clear plan for addressing areas of student need.   • 

The following chart underscores the cumulative nature of the Interim Assessments. Each subsequent IA builds on the 
one(sj that came before, so the students end the year with a comprehensive and lasting knowledge of all grade- 
appropriate standards. 

Sample Interim Assessment Sequence: 3rd Grade math (53 standards) 

IA#1 IA #2 IA#3 IA#4 IA#5 End-of-yearIA 
Start year 12 standards 21 standards 35 standards 42 standards 47 standards 53 standards 

> 

- — 
_____ : : » / 

—— —— ~+      .-..-•• 

Attached in Exhibit H please find demo pages from the newly created Achievement First Interim Assessment 
Platform. This web-based platform, set to launch in November, 2007, will be a helpful data analysis tool for our school 
based staff and leadership teams. 
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m     Attachments 
High School Diploma Requirements 

This question is not applicable to the application of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School. 

» 
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Attachment 20 
Professional Development 

At Achievement First Brownsville, we believe that teaching matters - mightily, Since primarily two things drive student 
achievement - what is taught and how it is taught - ft is vital that as a school, we invest in all our teaching professionals 
so that they can become great master teachers. 

Research shows us that the quality of teachers has six to ten times as much influence on student achievement as did all 
socioeconomic factors combined (Fullan 2000; Sparks 1998). As such, AF Brownsville is fully committed to providing 
rich, engaging professional development experience for all teachers; all of this professional development will have a very       : 
clear focus: dramatically increasing student achievement. 

The overwhelming majority of professional development will take place at the school. Research tells us that collaboration 
with colleagues, analyzing the results and work of a teacher's own students, observing other colleagues, and getting 
regular feedback on your teaching are the best ways to improve the quality of teaching (Barthet al. 1999). At AF 
Brownsville, this professional development will take the form of peer observation, planning with other teachers, coaching. 
and feedback, IA analysis conversations, and subject-area conversations. These activities form the "heart" of 
professional development at AF Brownsville. . 

AF Brownsville commits two hours every Friday and 15 full teacher-only days to professional development and planning. 
The principal, working with his/her AF coach, will coordinate all professional development opportunities, and teachers are 
encouraged to actively seek out and suggest great professional development opportunities. Because research proves 
that school-based professional development is most powerful and because it has the added benefits of keeping 
everyone on the same page, AF. Brownsville's strong preference is toward internal professional development. However, 
there are many excellent external professional development opportunities that will build the knowledge and skills of our 
teachers. Because they do not present substitute coverage issues, summer external opportunities are generally easier 
for the school, and they are very likely to be approved. During the school year, each teacher will generally have the 
opportunity to go to one half or full-day opportunity, and over a two- or three-year AF Brownsville window, teachers will 
typically have the opportunity to go to a "special" professional development opportunity (such as a two- or three-day 
national convention, school visit, etc). 

In addition to site-based professional development and other internal or external opportunities that teachers and the 
Principal work to design, all AF Brownsville teachers will be able to participate in the following AF-wide professional 
development activities: 

• Initial Two-Week "AF Fundamentals" Training: All new AF teachers from all the AF network schools come 
together for two weeks of "fundamentals" training in early August. This training, provided by AF central staff, 
principals, and master teachers, covers the basics of effective classroom management, building a strong 
school culture, unit and lesson planning, using data to inform instruction, parent engagement, and a significant 
amount of content-specific initial training. The goal of this training is to expose new teachers to the best 
practices of the AF network and to help them get up to speed as quickly as possible. .      -^ 

• AF-Wide Professional Development Days: AF hosts two AF-wide professional development days each year 
(traditionally in November and March). Based on teacher interests and school needs, AF's Curriculum and 
Talent Development Teams work with principals and teachers to design high-impact sessions that share our 
most successful practices, discuss challenges that a number of schools are facing, or leverage the best 
external resources. Attached in Exhibit H is the schedule of sessions from the most recent AF-wide PD 
day (March 2007). 

• AF-Wide Curriculum Teams: AF has organized a number of cross-school curriculum teams (e.g. middle 
school writing, elementary guided reading) to help the network as a whole further refine our standards, units, 
and other supplemental materials. Teachers have found the opportunity to talk with teachers from other AF 
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schools about best practice to be very rewarding, AFs Curriculum Team has then captured these lessons and 
materials and shared them with teachers throughout the network. 
Master Teacher Training: AF is beginning to explore more specialized training opportunities for teachers who 
have particular areas of interest. The pilot effort on this front was an extensive partnership last school year 
with Haskins Lab, a division of Yale University focused specifically on ensuring that the latest reading research 
is put to good use in the classroom. Select middle school teachers from Amistadand Elm City were provided . 
with 6 high-quality training sessions and on-site coaching to boost their skills working with struggling readers. 
The training was so successful - both in terms of improved student achievement and teacher satisfaction - that 
Haskins will start work next year with both NY middle school teachers and both NY and CT elementary school 
teachers. Similarly, AF is organizing an 8-day training for this year for targeted math teachers to learn effective 
problem-solving and algebraic thinking strategies from the nationally-acclaimed Math Solutions experts (trained 
and supported by math guru Marilyn Bums). 
KIPP Summit: AF is fortunate to have a long-standing partnership with KIPP (Knowledge is Power Program) 
and its high-performing many schools, especially in New York City. All AF teachers are invited to participate in. 
KIPP's annual Schools Summit, held each week during the first week of August. Similar to the AF-wide PD. 
days, the KIPP Summit pulls together the best of whafs happening in the KIPP network as well as a number of 
highly-sought-after national trainers.    ' 
Urban Teaching Institute at Hunter College: Also in partnership with KIPP (and Uncommon Schools), AF is 
fortunate to be working with Hunter College to design and run and new urban teaching institute. As mentioned 
elsewhere, this institute will offer a comprehensive, high-quality training program which will result in full NY 
State certification and a Master's Degree. Not only will this program be an incredible opportunity for new 
teachers, but the principals and master teachers from all three CMOs are a part of the planning process, 
enabling them to learn a great deal from each other and from Hunter College faculty. 
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Attachment 21(a) 
Students with Disabilities Methods & Strategies 

All special education programs and services at Achievement First Brownsville Charter School shall be provided in accordance with 
Education Law §§ 2853(4)(a) and applicable federal laws and regulations and in accordance with the Individualized Education 
Program (IEP) recommended by the Committee on Special Education (CSE) of the students' school district of residence. 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will ensure that the special education services and programs indicated on each 
student's IEP will be provided directly to the student during school hours. Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will 
ensure students requiring services will receive any and all required and/or recommended services including counseling 
where the provision of counseling services has been budgeted for the initial year of the charter through the end of the 
initial charter term. 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will maintain exceptionally high standards for all students. Disability will not be used 
as a criterion for non-eligibility for enrollment; rather, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School welcomes the chance to 
educate any child, regardless of ability. Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will comply with all regulatory special 
education requirements of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Title 
II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, and any other civil rights enforced by the U.S. Department of Education Office of Civil 
Rights (OCR). Likewise, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will fully comply with additional regulations and policies of 
the State of New York. 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will meet all the requirements mandated within a student's Individual 
Education Program (IEP). Experienced and certified Special Education teachers will be employed to ensure that the 
unique needs and learning styles of all students are being met. These teachers will coordinate the direct instruction and 
inclusion of Special Education students. Classroom teachers will be informed of their responsibilities for particular 
students, and will implement any modifications or accommodations in their classes in accordance with the students' 
lEPs. The school is committed to following special education law by providing services in the least restrictive 
environment for each student with an IEP. Outside of the classroom, tutoring, counseling, physical, occupational, 
speech and language therapy services will be provided (either by full-staff or specially contracted professionals) for those 
with special needs. The school may reserve the right, under the Charter Schools Act, to arrange for special education programs 
and/or services by the New York City Department of Education. 

When students are admitted to the school, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School staff will follow up with sending 
schools to determine whether the students have lEPs. They will then follow up with the sending school to make sure 
these records are transferred to Achievement First Brownsville Charter School prior to the beginning of the school year. 
Parents and teachers will attend a meeting led by our Special Education teacher - a staff member certified in special 
education and responsible for implementing lEPs - to determine appropriate services to be delivered at Achievement 
First Brownsville Charter School. 

The school is committed to complying with all laws and provisions regarding students with lEPs. The school is committed to 
implementing lEPs as written, and if a child's IEP needs to be reviewed for updated goals and services or to determine continued 
eligibility for special education, the school will refer the student to the Committee on Special Education for a review of the IEP. 

If a student is suspected of having a disability, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will refer that student in writing to the 
chairperson of the CSE of the student's district of residence for an individual evaluation and determination of eligibility for special 
education programs and services. Referrals may be made by any professional staff member of Achievement First Brownsville 
Charter School. Such referrals will (1) state the reasons for the referral and include any test results, records or reports upon which 
the referral is based, if any; (2) describe any attempts to remediate the student's performance prior to the referral, including any 
supplementary aids or support services provided for this purpose, if any; and (3) describe the extent of parental contact or 
involvement prior to the referral. A copy of such referral along with the procedural safeguards notice described in 34 CFR §§ 

. inn ^0ihMil[bo oontJajhii, jtydenfs parents. The Department of Education will then proceed with assessments to determine 
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•     whether special education services will be appropriate. Once these assessments have been conducted, the Department of 
Education will convene a PPT meeting to review the assessments. 

Initial evaluations, revaluations, and revisions of lEPs, and the procedures relating thereto, are the responsibility of the school 
. district of a student's residence. Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will implement the IEP developed by the CSE of the 

student's district of residence to ensure that all services as recommended in the IEP are provided to the student. 

* 
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Attachment 21(b) 
Students with Disabilities-Assurances 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will adhere to all provisions of federal and state law relating to students 
with disabilities, including the IDEA, section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and Title II of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990/that are applicable to it. 

Section 504 requires schools receiving federal funds to provide to students with disabilities appropriate educational services . 
designed to meet the individual needs of such students to the same exterrt as the needs of students without c5sabBife 
Section 504 prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability, and AF Brownsville will adhere to all obligations under Section 504. 

AF Brownsville will immediately evaluate and identify any students protected under Section 504. This includes any student 
determined to: 1) have a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities, 2) have a record of 
such impairment, or 3) be regarded as having such impairment 

We will work closely with students and their families to ensure high quality services for these students. Students and their families 
who wish to express grievances should first follow the internal procedures used by all AF Brownsville's community members. . 
First the issiie should be raised, with the staff member cor^ 
Principal and after that to the governing board. We intend to meet all needs and resolve grievances internally whenever possible. 
If the parent and student still feel their needs are not being met to the standards articulated in Section 504, they may contact the 
Office of Civil Rights (OCR). 

The Special Education teacher or coordinator of AF Brownsville will serve as the Section 504 coordinator to ensure that the legal 
rights of such students are met and that their special needs are effectively served. Additionally, the special education teacher shall 
interact with the student's district of residence in a variety 6fvrays,induding1)ensuringthatreferralsaremacteforstudents 
suspected of having a disability; 2) fulfilling reporting requirements of the resident district; 3) seeing that all appropriate school staff 
participate in meetings of the resident district CSE; and 4) establishing a reporting structure in accordance with applicable law 
whereby the district of the students residence is provided progress on the degree to which the services on the Individualized 
Education Program (IEP) are being provided. 

Professional training and development for staff involved with the education of students with disabilities will include the following: the 
referral process to the CSE, development of a student's IEP, implementation of a student's IEP, evaluation of a students progress 
toward meeting IEP goals and objectives, meeting reporting requirements to parents and the CSE, and discipline of students with 
disabilities. 

AF Brownsville will comply with the federal Child Find requirements (34 CFR $§ 300.125), which require schools to have in place a 
process for identifying, locating, and evaluating students with disabilities. Students enrolling for the first time in a New York public 
school will be screened by a team of teachers (consisting of both regular and special education teachers) to identify any possible 
indication that the child may need a specialized or intensive education program, or referral to the CSE of the student's district of 
residence. Other students will be brought to the attention of the team if they are demonstrating any problems within the regular 
classroom environment Strategies will then be implemented to address any identified special needs of the student Should the 
problems persist and a disability is suspected, the student will be referred to the CSE of the student's district of residence for an 
evaluation. 

All students with disabilities shall take state assessments except in cases that the IEP developed by the CSE of the student's 
district of residence determines that such students cannot participate in regular state assessments. In these instances, the State 
Alternative Assessment (NYSAA) will be administered as required by law. 
Although the school has outlined a number of these provisions for special education services, the following is a list of additional 
assurances: 
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AF Brownsville, consistent with applicable law, works with LEA school districts to ensure that all students with disabilities that 
qualify under the IDEA: 

• Are appropriately evaluated; 

• Receive an appropriate education in the least restrictive environment; 

• Are involved, with their parents, in the development of and decisions regarding the IEP; and 
• Have access to appropriate procedures and mechanisms, with their parents, to resolve any disputes or disagreements 

related to the school districts provision of a free, appropriate, and public education (FARE). 

Furthermore, AF Brownsville: 
• Employs or will contract with, at a minimum, a properly certified individual as the school's Special Education Coordinator, 

whose responsibilities include coordinating with the CSE, providing information to the CSE to determine if entering 
students have lEPs, and working with CSEs and school districts to ensure that all required special education and related 
services are being provided and that all lEPs are appropriate in the context of the school setting. AF Brownsville may 
permit the Special Education Coordinator to assume additional administrative duties, but the school does not permit 
those duties to interfere with the Coordinator's responsibilities to ensure compliance with the IDEA section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1974 and Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990;. 
Makes available, as required by law, a student's regular and special education teachers (and other required school 
personnel) for meetings convened by CSE and makes a copy of the IEP available to the regular education teacher on 
behalf of a student; 
Will secure and safeguard all files of special education students in a locked storage bin in the school's main office or a 
place accessible to the principal, school manager and special education coordinator; 
Ensures that parents of children with special needs are informed of how their children are progressing on annual IEP 
goals and in the general curriculum at least as frequently as parents of all other children; 
Abides by the applicable provisions of IDEA and the Family Educational Rights Privacy Act of 1974 to ensure that data 
regarding students with disabilities are retained and kept confidential, with procedures for maintaining files in a secure 
and locked location with limited access; 
Delegates to the Special Education Coordinator the responsibility to retain data and prepare reports as are required by 
each disabled child's school district of residence or the State Education Department in order to permit such entities to 
comply with federal law and regulations; 
Complies with its obligations under the Child Find requirements of IDEA, including 34 CFR §300.125, and provides 
appropriate notification to parents in connection therewith, including notifying them prior to providing a child's name to a 
CSE for potential evaluation; 
Does not convene its own CSE, make evaluations of children suspected of being disabled, create lEPs, reevaluate or 
revise existing lEPs, or conduct due process hearings. AF-Brownsville understands that these responsibilities belong 
solely to the CSE of the student's district of residence; and 
Sends appropriate school personnel to such training and technical assistance seminars regarding the education and 
servicing of special education students as is required by the State University of New York, including those sponsored by 
the State Education Department 

AF Brownsville's Special Education Coordinator retains such data and prepares such reports as are needed by each disabled 
child's school district of residence or the State Education Department in order to permit such entities to comply with federal law and 
regulations. In compliance with 34 CFR §300.750, AF Brownsville will submit an annual report to the State Education Department 
detailing the number of students with disabilities it serves, the nature of each student's disability, and each students educational 
placement and setting. Regarding reports that are the responsibility of the district of residence, the charter school will make any 
necessary data available to the district in a timely fashion. The charter school will also comply with 8 NYCRR §119.3, which 
details requirements for the 'Charter School Report Card' and includes information relating to students with disabilities. 
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Attachment 22 
English Language Learners - Methods & Strategies 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School shall serve any and all students with limited English proficiency (English Language 
Learners or "ELL") using structured English language immersion so that they achieve proficiency in the English language as 
quickly as possible. Achievement First Brownsville Charter School shaBcompiy with all applicable laws including Trtle VI of the 
federal CMI Rights Act of 1964 (as amended) and the federal Equal Educationat Opportunities Act of 974. 

•' •   •      . •.   • _ * 

Students at Achievement First Brownsville Charter School with limited proficiency in English will achieve proficiency in the English 
language as quickly as possible through the use of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School's services and teaching 
methods. Achievement First Brownsville Charter School ensures that ELL students will not be excluded from curricular and extra 
cum'cular activities based on an inability to speak and understand the language of instruction, and also that Eli students will not 
be assigned to special education because of their lack of English proficiency. Parents whose English proficiency is limited wffl 
receive notices and information from Achievement First Brownsville Charter School in their native language to encourage 
participation In school activities by all members of the Achievement First Brownsville Charter School community. Parental 
outreach may also be conducted through home visit by an Achievement First Brownsville Charter School's official and an 
interpreter. 

Identification of ELL Students 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will use the State Education Department's process for identifying students who are 
English Language Learners as follows: i) Home Language Questionnaires will be used to screen all new enroHees for potential 

. limited English proficiency; ii) If the home language is other than English or the student's native language is other than English, 
appropriate Achievement First Brownsville Charter School staff shall conduct an informal interview in the student's native language 
and English; iii) If the student speaks a language other than English and the student speaks little or no English, Achievement First 
Brownsville Charter School will administer the Language Assessment Battery-Revised (LAB-R). A score below the designated cut 
off for the child shall determine eligibility for services. The LAB-R shall be administered only once to each incoming student 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School's teachers will be responsible for observing each student throughout the class day 
with an eye toward detecting limited English proficiency. All teachers will receive professional development training on techniques 
for detecting whether a student has English language deficiencies and on communicating with students designated as ELL 
students. Any student suspected of having limited English proficiency will be tested to determine if and what level of services, if 
any, are necessary. 

English Immersion Program & Services  • 

All students that are English Language Learners will be expected to become proficient in the English language at a rapid pace. 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School believes that a structured English immersion program will be most helpful to ELL 
students in improving their abilities to master the language. Students of limited English proficiency will receive the same academic 
content as those students who are native English speakers. All instruction will be in English. However, the level of English used 
for instruction—both oral and written—will be modified appropriately for each ELL student All teachers will receive professional 
development on communicating with students designated as ELL and in techniques for detecting whether a student has English ~ 
language deficiencies. Within Achievement First Brownsville Charter School's extended day schedule, there is ample time that can 
be used for additional intensive English language instruction. 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School plans to provide all necessary staff and specialized curricular materials to enable 
ELL students to achieve proficiency and attain the high standards established for all students in Achievement First Brownsville 
Charter School. Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will directly provide or make referrals to appropriate support 
services that may be needed by ELL students in order to achieve and maintain a satisfactory level of academic performance. 
Such services may include individual counseling, group counseling, home visits, and parental counseling. Achievement First • 
Brownsville Charter School will be prepared to address the needs of students who are struggling with the structured English 
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immersion program by providing, if it is determined to be the best course of action, pull-out instruction and/or assignment to a 
certified aide, teacher or qualified consultant under contract who speaks that child's non-English language. Achievement First 
Brownsville Charter School will seek to hire at least one full-time teacher who speaks the foreign language that is most common 
among its students, which in all likelihood will be Spanish. Parents of ELL students will be kept abreast of their child's progress in 
English language acquisition, preferably in the language that the parents best understand. 

Exit Criteria 

The proficiency of an identified ELL student in the English language will be measured at least annually to determine whether 
continued special services are warranted. Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will evaluate each students performance 
in academic content areas to measure the student's progress in core subjects. Achievement First Brownsville Charter School also 
will use the New York State English as a Second Language Achievement Test (NYSESLAT) to assess ELL students, as required 
by the State Education Department to implement the federal No Child Left Behind Act, in lieu of administering the state English 
Language Arts assessment The scores on the NYSESLAT indicate the proficiency level - either Beginning, Intermediate, or 
Advanced—the student has achieved each year, and whether the student's level of English is high enough to exit the program. If' 
an ELL student fails to show appropriate progress in these academic areas, modifications to the instructional program may be 
made. Any student classified and receiving educational services as an ELL student who subsequently tests high enough to exit 
the program will be deemed to be no longer in need of ELL services. No student will be exited from the ELL program unless they 
can read, write, and comprehend English well enough to participate meaningfully in Achievement First Brownsville Charter School 
programs. ' 

Accountability and Evaluation of the ELL Program 

In order to ensure that the ELL program is achieving the desired results (students are making progress in the acquisition of the 
English language and making progress academically), an annual evaluation will occur. In order to determine, if any programmatic 
modifications are necessary, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will evaluate the progress of its ELL students on 
standardized assessments and non-standardized assessments against that of the non-ELL students. Achievement First 
Brownsville Charter School also will track students longitudinally throughout their matriculation to determine if there Is significant 
variation in the academic achievement of students who were once classified ELL and non-ELL students as measured by. 
standardized assessments and non-standardized assessments. Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will track how 
many students are declassified as ELL and the number of instructional years it takes for this declassification to occur. - . 

Research on Immersion 
Research has shown that immersion is increasingly considered more effective at teaching English to students, compared to 
bilingual education, as indicated by the following: 

• John Hood, President of the John Locke Foundation, a North Carolina based think tank, wrote in the Business Journal of 
Raleigh/Durham in an article entitled Immersion v. Bilingual Education (December 26,1997), "A review of 300 studies of 
bilingual education by federal researchers found only 72 that were methodologically sound. Of those studies, 83 percent 
comparing bilingual education to immersion found that kids teamed to read better through immersion. Not a single study 
found the reverse." 

• Bill Honig, the former California State Superintendent of Public Instruction and Director of the Center for Systemic Social 
School Reform at San Francisco State University, advocates this systematic, explicit instruction in an organized 
comprehensive English reading program in his book, Teaching Our Children to Read (Corwin Press, Inc., 2001): "For 
teachers, students and their families, the results of many past bilingual programs have been disappointing. Often in 
these programs, the English literacy component was weak, and many students failed even to become proficient readers 
in their primary language. All students need systematic, explicit instruction in an organized, comprehensive English 
reading program." 

• Cara Morlan of the Independence Institute, a nonprofit, nonpartisan Colorado think-tank, wrote in her article Structured 
Immersion, An Alternative to Traditional Bilingual Education (Independence Institute, Issues Backgrounders 2000-4, July 
26,2000): "In California, children enter school speaking one of 140 different languages, yet only Spanish-speaking 
students are put into traditional bilingual education programs. 
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Attachment 23 
Students-at-Risk- Methods & Strategies 

The AF model was specifically designed to help students who are traditionally seen as being "at risk," and other AF 
schools have had tremendous success closing the usually vexing "achievement gap." 

Using the AF proven curricula, AF Brownsville will assess students often and use the data from those assessments to 
further target instruction and supports. For example, at the elementary level, students will be assessed every five 
lessons in the SRA reading mastery program to determine whether they are mastering the essential phonics sounds, 
blends, and words. Oral assessments are routinely given to kindergarten, first, and second grade students and to any 
other students who are thought to have a lingering fluency deficit.. 

At the middle school level, AF Brownsville will assess students every six weeks using interim assessments (lAs). The 
Principal, Academic Dean, and teachers will know how well their students are performing in reading, math, writing 
composition, grammar, science, and history. The information from these assessments is then analyzed extensively and 
used to create a "Whatever It Takes" instructional battle plan (see description of this process in Attachment 18). This . 
information will also be shared with the Board of Trustees as they oversee the school'sacademlc program. 

As an added benefit to the model, our students spend more time on task both in an extended school day and an 
extended school year. Students in the elementary model in grades K-2 benefit from two highly-qualified teachers in a 
classroom and small group instruction. For example, our K-2 class size averages 28 students per class with students 
working in three clusters of nine. While each teacher is working with a group of nine students, the remaining nine are   . 
working on individual Waterford computer workstations. 

Altogether, our students benefit from an achievement-oriented and disciplined school culture. For our students the 
conversations about college will begin in kindergarten and the message will be carried throughout their stay at AF 
Brownsville 

Taking it to the next level, AF Brownsville will ultimately serve students from Kindergarten to 12th grade, enabling 
elementary students to master basic skills (reading, writing, and math), preparing middle school students with advanced 
knowledge and skills and supporting high school students with the Regents- and AP-based curriculum they need as they 
apply to the top colleges in the country. 
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#     Attachment 24 
^^ Other Students - Methods & Strategies 

Attachment 24 does not apply to the application of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School 
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tk     Attachment 25 (a) 
^^        Parent Involvement 

Parents are an important part of our school community, and they are critical partners in the success of our students. The 
. Achievement First Brownsville Charter School student-parent-school contract helps clarify our commitments and responsibilities to 

each other. (Please note that this contract is only requested of parents and students. By state law, the school cannot require 
parents and students to sign the contract.) We have pledged to provide students with a safe, caring and high quality learning 
environment and we expect bur parents to hold us accountable for providing that At base level we are aH working for the same 
outcomes: we want the very best for our students, and our parents want the very bestfortheir children. We wM work together to 
make this happen. On a practical level, described below are a few aspects of parent involvement at Achievement First Brownsville 
Charter School, all of whtch serve to strengthen our partnership and hold us accountable. 

• Scnoof ConfracK AH parents and students will be encouraged to sign a school contract, outlining the rights, 
responsibilities, and expectations of all parties. Attached in Exhibit H Is a sample student-parent-school contract 

• Famffy Cnat Priorto the start of the first school year, the Principal or Dean of Students will meet with every admitted 
family (with at least one parent or guardian and the child) and have an introductory "family chat" As many of these 
meetings as possible will happen as home visits. The purpose of this visit is to start building the relationship with the. 
family, to get to know both the parent and the child, to understand the parent's hopes and dreams tor the child, to explain 
the vision and program of the school, to review the specific elements of the AF student-pareht-schodl contract, and to 
answer any questions the family may have. At the end of this family chat, if the parent and student are comfortable, 
everyone will sign the contract, including the Principal. 
Parent Responsibilities: As explained in the contract, all parents will be encouraged to provide their child with a quiet 
space for studying. They will also be asked to monitor their child's independent reading for at least 20 minutes per night, 
make sure all student homework is completed, and ensure their child comes to school everyday and in uniform. 
Parent Leadership Council (PLC): Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will form a council of parent leaders 
to organize at least 3 major school events and initiatives each year. The PLC will work closely with the administration and 
faculty to harness the energy and talent of parents and get them involved in the school. 
Parent Phone Calk: All parent phone calls will be returned within 24 hours. Parents will receive at least one phone call 
update on their child's progress and performance from a teacher every trimester. 
Weekly Progress Reports: Parents will receive a weekly progress report (in the form of a Scholar Dollar paycheck) that 
outlines their child's REACH performance, homework completion, attendance and discipline issues. 
Report Card Conferences: Parents will be asked to conference with teachers twice a year to review student progress 
and performance at the end of the fall and winter trimesters. 
Parent Update: Parents will receive a written communication from the school every week detailing upcoming events, 
Parent Leadership Council initiatives, and news from the school. Attached in Exhibit His a sample parent newsletter 
from Achievement First Crown Heights Elementary and Middle Schools. 
Parent Feedback: Each spring, parents will complete a robust Parent Satisfaction Survey to share their experience with 
Achievement First Results will contribute to planning for the next school year. Attached in Exhibit H are the results 
of the Parent Satisfaction survey for all AF schools in 2006-2007. 
Governance: A parent of a student attending AF Brownsville will participate on the school's Board of Trustees. The 
parent member will be identified on or before October 15,2008. The parent serving on the school board will work closely 
with the board and will also serve as a liaison to the school's parent leadership council. 
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Attachment 25(b) 
StaffInvolvement 

Achievement First goes to great lengths to recruit a talented pool of teachers. The members of the school staff at AF 
Brownsville are viewed as the essential ingredient to ensuring that the school's mission is met Staff input is not just 
expected, but it is actively invited at all levels. Achievement First-Brownsville will create a professional, collaborative 
work environment in which everyone is a teacher, and teaching is a highly-valued activity. Rather than having a top- 
down, labor-management relationship, the school leaders and teachers will often engage in shared reflection, problem- 
solving, arid planning. We believe in strong leadership, and this school will be led by a dynamic principal with the power, 
skill, and will to make tough decisions and lead the team, However, we believe also in teacher input and leadership and 
know that the kind of teachers we hire do not want to be passive employees; they will want to really invest in making the. 
school and its students as successful as possible. 

At our sister schools in New Haven and Brooklyn, the school leaders have done an excellent job of really investing 
teachers in the mission by regularly asking their opinion and inviting them to be a part of problem-solving and planning 
processes. Every Friday, the staff gets together for meetings or training and you will often see teachers Working as a full 
staff or in teams to address an issue of school-wide concern, to analyze data or student work, or to plan instruction or 
special events for the weeks ahead. This general culture of ongoing, collaborative reflection and planning is especially 
evident at the annual mid-year staff retreat. Every AF school takes a full day in February or March to systematically 
assess whafs working, what's not, and what the staff feels the school needs to do to take its instruction and culture to 
the next level. At the other AF schools, this annual retreat of the full staff has been a powerful tool in pushing each 
school to get better, stronger, and more effective every year- and in ensuring that the full team is bought is bought in to 
that continuous improvement 

In addition, every AF teacher is asked to complete an anonymous mid-year staff survey that provides feedback on the 
school as a whole (e.g. the level of support, the extent of communication, the quality of professional development, etc.) 
as well as feedback on the specific performance of every school administrator. The school leadership team will take this 
feedback very seriously, will respond thoroughly and thoughtfully to any constructive feedback they receive, and will 
share both the feedback and their response with the Board of Trustees. 

Attached in Exhibit His an example mid-year staff survey. 
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Attachment 26 
CommunitySupport 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School has devised and carried out a multi-leveled strategy for garnering 
community support, awareness and input for our high quality, college preparatory school. We have reached out to a 
number of key constituents - legislators, community agencies, educational institutions and, most importantly, parents. 
Our approach has been to create substantive relationships with the community stakeholders by becoming 1) an easily 
identifiable and well received presence in the community and 2) soliciting the community's knowledge to adapt our 

powerful model to their unique population. 

Achievement First has met with many of the active and influential legislators for the districts encompassing Brownsville 
specifically and New York more generally. All have received our plan favorably, and the Brownsville politicians have 
begun to contemplate how they can partner with us to make a charter for this neighborhood (that does not currently have 
a charter school within its boundaries) a gem of the community. These legislators include: 

• U. S. Congressman Ed Towns 
• New York State Senator John Sampson 

There are a number of community agencies and educational institutions that provide services to the residents in _ 
Brownsville. Since we have begun outreach into the community, these groups and the individuals associated with them 
have been very helpful in looking at the Achievement First model and offering their support and ideas about how we can 
customize our model to best meet the needs of the people of Brownsville. The organizations include: 

• Community Board #16 
• Brooklyn Children's Museum 
• Brooklyn Arts Council 
• Brownsville Heritage House 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School has placed its greatest focus on speaking to the parents in the Brownsville 
community. Our belief is that the parents are the single most important group to cultivate relationships with for the 

. purposes of making this school a success. In an attempt to obtain a strong base of community support, we went directly 
to the source by canvassing our target neighborhood: Brownsville. With petitions in hand, we targeted venous 
community institutions that would yield the largest result given our audience of focus. Our goal was to find as many 
parents of school age children to fill the Achievement First Brownsville middle academy in the fall of 2008. We  
accomplished this by paying special attention to after-school and community centers. We also spent time knocking on 
the doors of housing developments. The universal message was that parents want educational options outside of the 

ones currently being provided in their community. 

In addition to canvassing, our waitlists for the existing Achievement First Charter Schools provide us with more than 
enough support in our attempt to show the need for another AF school. We would love to be an able to provide more of 
these children with an AF-quality education by opening another school. Please see below for a chart detailing the 
number of students currently on the waiting lists at each of our Brooklyn academies. 
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K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Achievement First Crown Heights 244 264 208 181 n/a 97 155 110 

Achievement First East New York 240 182 179 135 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Achievement First Endeavor (Bed-Stuy) n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 132 93 n/a 

Achievement First Bushwick 194 132 122 n/a n/a 39 n/a n/a 

) 

Lastly, there are partnerships that we have formed to help us bring resources into the Brownsville community. We have 
provided letters of support from four of them: 

• Brooklyn College School of Education 
• Dr. John L, Plateau, Professor, Medgar Evers College 
• Robin Hood Foundation 
• Independence Community Foundation 

Attached In Exhibit H, please find copies of all Letters of Community Support 

» 
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^g %ess 

Nome of Student 

V//r 

l)*&z' Mhfc~s 

Address AGordodlnfannaflBn 

'0*s< y^-^er 

<^<^ zA //9-J3 

Zip Code 

//eJt/yCL 

Slgnctum 

M,. //^ 

Grade lent 
Foil 2008 DOB 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 
AMISIAO ACADEMY • ElM CITY COUEOE r*Ef • ACHIEVEMENT tISST OOWN HEIGHTS CHASTE* SCHOC4 
ACHIEVEMENT FltST (AST NEW VOSK CHASTE* SCHOCX • ACHIEVEMENT MIST ENDEAVOI CHASTE* SCHOOl 
ACHIEVEMENT f ISST BUSHWICK CHASTE* SCHOOl • AMtSTAD HIGH SCHOOl 

PETITION OF INTEREST AND/OR SUPPORT: Aohlsvsrnent First Browns^e Charter School 
All applicants who wish to open a charter school must provide eviderice of conmimity siqiport lor and intenrt m the proposed charts 
o porent/guordion of a school-aged child In the orownsville neighborhood In Brooklyn or Community School District 23) and have a child entering FIFTH GRADE in September 2008 
and that you would strongly consider having your child attend this college-preparatory public charter school. Please know that this school provides services to student with Limited English Proficiency - 
and students with special needs. Our mission Is to ensure each child Is on track to attend college. Please be assured this Information is confidential and will not be made public 

C\l 
CM 

Nome of Parent Nome of Student Address & Contact Information Zip Code Parent Signature 
Grade Level 
Fall 2008 DOB 

IffA    P.MAAJ/A 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 
AM15IA0 ACADEMY • CUM CITY COttfGE (W • ACHJEWMENI F«-,r C90WN HOGHH CHABW SCHOOI 
ACH1EVSMENT HR5T EA5t NtW fOtX CHASTE* SCHOOI ; ACMlSVEMiNr HIST ENDfAVOR CHAME* SCHOOI 
ACHJTVfJWMT fKS> BUSHWICV CHAPTK SCHOOt • AM1SW0 HIGH SCHOOI 

PETITION OF WTERKfr AND/OR SUPPOOT:Ae^^ ' 
AS applicants who wish to open a charter school must provide evidence dtooaimuity. support to am! htsiesih the proposed 
a paiBnt/lBUBfOlan of a schoo»«ged bhBd In the.BfowiisvBa m 
ami that you would strongly consider having vow cMd attend ^ 
and students wtth special needs. Our mission to to ensure each chBd b on tnick to attend colea^. Please to assured Ms Momntta 

ID 
CM 

OS^jAirvWQAfo'a ^(^ri\W Tt^Jher 

Name of Parent 

fufr/ftQriauKu; 9 acfa. 

Nameof8tud»nt 

^Ki^^<^kr 

AddreseaCoJittfltntbtrnelton 

K*D P^Y #,, TC 

IbOTh Or^-S 4 ~1 

Zip Code 

/QI3- 

#% 

JtWdWiUMtl 

Parent Signature 

P&tGa^k 

Grade Level 
Fall 2008 

M 
5 

DOB 

3-19-t 

&*/r/ 

10 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 
AM1SUD ACADEMY • HM CITY COlUjGi «»• ACHIE«M!W HW CKJrW HElGmS CrWItt SCnOOt' i   ' 
ACHIEVEMEW FUST EAST NEW YOSK CHAITES SCHOCX • ACHIEVEMErJT BIST ENDEAVOl CHASTE* SCHOOt ' 
ACHIEVEMENT f«St BUSHW1CK CHASTE* SCHOCX • AMIS1AO HIGH SCrtOOl 

PETITION OF INTEREST AND/OR SUPPORT: Addevemer* Flrd Brownsville Charier School 
All applicants who wish to open o charter school must provide evidence of community support for and Interest in the proposed charter school. Signing the petition below buficotes that you are 
a parent/guardian of a school-aged child In the Brownsville neighborhood in Brooklyn 'or Community School District 23) and/have a child entering FIFTH GRADE in September 2008 
and that you would strongly consider having your child attend this college-preparatory public charter school. Please know that this school provides services to student with limited English Proficiency 
and students with special needs. Our mission is to ensure each child b on track to attend college. Please be assured this Information is oonSdenllol and will no* be made public 

Nome of Parent Nome or Student AcWrese& Contact mrorrnqtlon Zip Code 
Grade Uvel 

Foil 200* DOB 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST  . j 
AMISTAD ACADEMY • ElM CUV COUEGE fUT • ACHIEVEMENT fBST CtOWN HEIGHTS CHASTE* SCHOOl 
ACHIEVEMENT f«S1 EAST NEW YOIK CMAITEI SCHOOt   ACHIEVEMENT HSSf tNDEAVOS CMAITEI SCHOOi 
ACHIEVEMENT HIST BUSHvylCK CHAtTEt SCHOOl • AMISTAD HIGH SCHOOl 

PETITION OF INTEREST AND/OR SUPPORT: Achiovamant fbtt BrownsvCOe Charter School. 
All applicants who wish to open a charter school must provide evidence ol conuuinilr support for and Iftiereslm the proposed eh^^ 
o porent/guardlon ol a school-aged child in the Brownsville neighborhood to BrooUyn >or Ccimr^^ 
orxl mat you would strongly cr^sWerhavtogyowchiM attend mi* c^ 
and students with spedol needs. Our mission Is to ensure each diild Is on track to attend college. Please be assured thai inlormallon Is oon&kngol and will not be mode pybBc 

Nome of Parent Name of Student Address & Contact Information ZpCode Parent Sla nature 
Grade level 

Fall 2008 DOS 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST '    ,,   - . 
AMISTAD ACAMMY • ttM CHY COUEGE PMf • ACHIEVCMEMI HWf «OV¥N HEKXIS CHNtttt SCHOOt. • 
ACMItrtMfcNI tttST EASt NSW CORK CHAIICt SCMOOt • AOCltVEMENI FUST tNDEAVCM CHARtES SOtOCH 
ACHIEVEMFNT f IBS! 8U5HW1CK CHAttTH SCHOOl • AM15WD HIGH KHjXX   ' . .' 

PETITION OF INTEREST AND/OR SUPPORT: Achievement Rat BrowneMtoChorter School 
All applicants who wish to open a charter school must provide evidence of community support for and Interest in (he proposed charter school. Signing the petition below Indicotes thai you are 
orjorent/8uartfion<rfoschocJH>g«dchiMlntheBn^ 
and that you would strongly consider having your child attend this coUege^ireporatory publfc charter sdwoL Ptsase kim 
and students with special needs. Our mission b to ensure each child is on trad to attend college. Mease be assured tils iraormafion b confidential and will not be made public. 

.1 

Nome of Parent Nome of Student Adamm&Contoclhhmogom ZpCodo Parent Snncture 
Grade Level 

FaH 2008 DOB 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 
AMIflAD ACADEMY. • 61M CltY COUECE PtEP- ACH1EVEMENI Full C(OWN MEK3MH CHAgTCt SCHOOl 
AOHEVSMENI f«ST tASl NtW -tOSK CHASr£« SCHOOl - ACHIEVEMENT fttST ENOfAVOI CHA8(U SCHOOl 
ACHUVTfttfNT f«SI BUSHYVKt; CHAM« SCHOOl • AMBlAffHICH SCHOOl . 

PETITION Of INTEREST AND/OR SUPPORT: Achievement Put Bwwwfc CW*Sdwol 
All oppSconts who wish to opart a dto/tar school must provide evidencs of community support for and interest in 6m proposed charter school. Sorting the petition bebw Indicates Ac* you ere 
opc^iWguanlancJosaSool-ogtricrUldinlheBrowr^ 

. and that you would strongly consider having your cMd cttend tta oaUeao-preparatory pubteermrterscr^ 
end students with spedol needs. Our mlislon !* to ensure each ddd Is on track to attend college. Please be assured Als inkrma8on Is canliden6ol and will not be mode punk. 

Nome o< Potent 

(diu^'MtojdttsiiU 

p/n<*- 

Nome of Student 

.3&Qm<Ml/U 

Acijnits& Contact InbrrnoSon 

Vn^\\lbilifittiL 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 
AMISTAD/CWXMY • tlMCMYCt5UfC£ KEP• ACHIEVEM£NlFlfif C80WNHEJGHIS CHAIICt SCHOCH 
ACHIEVEMENT HI1ST EA31 NEW fOKK CHAgrEt SCHOOl 'ACHIEVEMENT USSI EN0EAVO8 CHARIER SCHOOl 
ACHIEVEMENT r KSI eilSKWlCt CHASTE! SCHOOl • AMISTAD HIGH SCHOOl 

PETITION Of INTEREST AND/OK SUPPORT: Achievement Rn* BmwnsvWe Owner School 
All applicants who wish to open a charter school must provide evidence o) community support far and Interest In the proposed charter school. Signing me petition below trtdkntes that you are 
a f»rerrt/guoraV>ol a school-aged child in dwBrownsvffl^ FIFTrl GRADE in September 2008 
and thai you would strongly consider, having your child attend this cdlege-preparatory public charter school Phase know that this school provides services to student with limited English Proficiency 
and students with special needs. Our mission Is to ensure each child b on track lo attend ooSege. Please be assured this Inkrmotlon is conCdenGol and will not be mode public. 

Name of Parent 

, biOum \Qnu 

Lstf&Xfyr. ZSA»Q ^;ya$fo»Ur£fcdR£rir/7 

\\2*jd)rL. Ltu?US 

Name of Student 
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, w. f 

SHrfWut^y Ford 

Addrno & Contact Morroatton 

4$lWa. 
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Orode level 
Foil 2008 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 
AMiTOO *CM>t/.\Y - SIM CltY COUEGe «EP • ACHEVEMENI TOSr C'OWN HUGH 13 CHMtltt SCHCOl 
ACMKVtMENI H»ir EASt NEW iGUL CHAJttB SCHOCH • ACHlEVEMENt H»ST ENPEAVO* CHAS[E» SCHOO( 
ACMIEMMEf^T MSI BUSMMCK CMAMH SCMOOl - AMISIAO HICM 5CM00I    . 

rTTITION OF WTH^AfWOR SUPPORT: Adile««^ •''•' 
All oppCco^.who «^ to opon a diato K^iool muii pfovfda evtoW 
opar^guorc^c4o«ctKKj»-ogodchadinlheBf^^ 

• and Ihol vou would strongly consider having your chad attend thb coOege-pccparatoiy pubfle charier school. Mease know thai thb »d>ool provides services to student with Limited English Proficiency 
and students wlA special need*. Our mission b to ensure each child I: on track to attend oollege. Please be assured this hbnnaNon is conWenliol and v«n not be mode public 

Name of Parent Name of Student AdaYsm&Cbntodhtonnagon qpc?* PmentSbnosum 
Grade Level 
Foil 2008 DOB 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 
AMISTAD ACADiMY - tlM.atV C5u£C£ «!«> • ACWEVEMBMI fl«JT C«OWN HCIGHI3 CHA8UI SCHOOl 
ACMtVS/wtNI H8ST EASl NSW fC'.K CHAM* SCMOOl •' ACMItVEAttNT HIST tNDEAVOB CHARIE8 SCHOOt 
ACHIfVfMfNT flgSI BUSHWICK CHABTEl SCHOOt • AMISTAD HIGH SCHOOL 

PETITION OF INTEREST AND/OR SUPPORT: Achievement FW Brownsville Charter School 
.All applicants who wish to open o charter school must provide evidence of cwiwiunHy support for c^ intefed In the proposed chaitw 
o porent/guqrrfon erf o s<*ocfcfled child In the Biownsvifl^ 
and thot you would strongly consider having your chdd attend thiscottege-prepaiotofy puUk charter schoc^ Please lam fart tl^ 
and students with spedol needs. Our mission Is to ensym each child b on bock to attend college. Plaose be assured this Information I* conBdenSel and WO not be made pubKc 

•:   f 

Named Parent Nome of Student AAirass&Cbrtodlnformafion Zip Code Parent Signature 
Grade Level 
Foil 2008 DOB 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 
AMJSIAO *CnOU.tf • fclM CUV OXlEGt fRP • *CW[*tlMK< 'mV CBOWN HOGHI5 CHAtlCt SiTHCOl 
AOiieviAKN: HM1 W5t NtW ,%fK CMACM SO 1001 - ^CHZVWtNi HtSUMBUkO* CWWItp &OIOOI 
tcrttvimi-ir-tev. MKHWCK own t SCHOOI • AMISWD HKJM SCHOOI \ •.. 

PETfftON OF INTEREST ANO/DR SUPPORT: Achievement Rut BipimwvflleCliartMr School 
An applkants who wish to open a charter school must provide evidence of comn^^ 
a paient/guanflan ol a school-aged chBd in the BrownsvUerielghbofrioodiriBfooMyn(orCo^ 
and that you would strongly consider having your chOd attend tWswJegeitfeparateypubfc charter sctort 
and students with special needs. Our mission Is to ensure each chad Is on track to attend coBege. Please be asojredthbHonna^ 

Name of Parent Name of Student Aggress a Coritart Information Zip Code Parent Signature 
Grade Level 

Fall 2008 DOB 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 
AM1STAU ACADEMY • ElM CirV COUECE Kit • ACHIEVEMEN1 FWSr C60WN HCI6HIS CHAOTCt SCHOOl 
ACHIEVEMENT H»ST 6ASI NEW (OK CHAtTEt SCHOOl • ACWEVIAAENI FUST EMDEAVOt CHASIU SCHOOl 
ACHIEVEMENT fUSI BUSHV-VICK CHAtlEl SCHOOl • AMISTAO HIGH SCHOOl 

PETITION OF INTEREST AND/OR SUPPORT: Achievement But Browntvlge Charter School 
All applicants who wish to open a charter school must provide evidence ol community support lor and Interest In the proposed- charter school. Signing the petition below Indicates that you are 
a porent/guardian ol a school-aged child In the Bro«vnsvilte neighborhood |n ftrooMyn (or Cc«nrriu^ 
and that you would strongly consider having your child attend this college-preparatory public charter school. Mease know that this school provides services to student with limited English Proficiency 
and students with special needs. Our mission is to ensure each child Is on track to attend college. Please be assured fhb Information is confidential and will not be mode public 

Nome of Parent Name ot Student Addren&Coiitodtrforina8on Zip Code Parent Sit)nature 
Grade Level 
Foil 2008 DOB 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 
AMIS 140 ACADEMY • I'M Clti COUCCE M(r • ACIfltVEMcNI fH.I MOWN HEIGHM CHAJUEI SCHCOi 
ACMKVtMlltfl H»ir tASI lilW IOW. Ci-lAStEB SOHOCi • ACHtVfcMiNI HOT ENTCAVOP CHASfEK SCHOOt .... 
ACrofVtMH JI /esi BU>HVVK:I; CHWIB so*** - AWSIAO MGH SCMOCX  . 

PETmON OF INTEREST AND/OR SUPPORT: Achievement first Brownsville ChartarSchoo) 
AB appScants who wish to open a charter school must provide evidence of commurily support fct and Interest in the rjrcp^ 
a parent/guardian of a sctoctagedcriU in thsBr^^ 
and that you would strongly consider having your chid attend this college^paratcty public charter school Please lux^ 
and students with special needs. Our mission Is to ensure each child is on back to attend coaage, Please ba assured thhinlc*^ 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 

PETITION OF INTEREST AND/OR SUPPORT: Achievement FW Brownsville Charter School 
All applicants who wish to open o charter school must provide evidence of community support lor ond interest In the proposed charter school. Signing the petition below Indicates that you ore 
a parent/guardian of a school-aged child in the Brownsville neighborhood in Brooklyn or Community School District 23) and have a child entering FIFTH GRADE In September 2008 
ond that you would strongly consider having your child attend this college-preparatory public charter school. Please know that this school provides services to student with limited English Proficiency 
and students with special needs. Our mission b to ensure each child Is on track to attend college. Please be assured this Information is confidential and will not be made public. 

Nome of Parent 

M/4/f*  (^QlQWK. 

Name of Student . Address & Contact Information. Zip Code Parent Slpnoture 
Grade Level 
Fall 2008 DOB 
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AMJSIAO ACAOEMY • EIM cur COUEQE ntr • ACHIEVEMENT tost OOWN HEIGHTS CHAIIEI SCHOOI 
ACHIEVEMENT fDSI EAST NEW YCWK CHAITEI SCHOOt • ACHIEVEMENT TOST ENOtAVQg CKARTE8 SCHOOl 
ACHIEVEMENT fast BUSHWlcr CHA8TEB SCHOOl • AM1SIA0 HIGH SCHOOl 

PETITION OF INTEREST AND/OR SUPPORT: Achievement Fta» BrowrtsvBta Charter School 

All appfenitts who wish to open o charter ichool must provide evkfenca of cmrunurty support to ar^ 

a fxirent/gixwdian c^a scftod^qed child in tfw brownsviTte n^ 
and thai yoowouW strongly corokWhw^ 

and slwdenls with spedol needs. Our mlsdon Is to ensure each child I* on Irock to oltend college. Please be assured Ihls IntormaSon kconBdamtel and w@ no: be mod* public 
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Attachment 27 
Fiscdlmpact 

Fiscal Impact 
For tlie duration of its five-year charter, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will receive per-pupil funding from 
the cJistrict of residence, the New York City Department of Education as follows: 

FY 2008-09 
FY 2009-10 
FY 2010-11 
FY 2011-12: 
FY>2012-13 

$ 951,720 
$1,925,534 
$4,940,219 
$7,019,798 
$9,028,426 

These revenues are based on $11,000 per-pupil in 2007-08, increasing by 3% per year. As of June, 2007, the New York 
City Department of Education's City Tax Levy funding was budgeted to be $7,200,332,308 (source, NYC Office of 
Management and Budget "Adopted Budget FY 2008".) Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will therefore 
require only ,01% of tax-levy funding in year one; by year 5, assuming no growth in the DOE's budget, the fiscal impact 
is only .13%. 

Programmatic Impact 
Within tiie Achievement First network, every school is encouraged to leverage the significant expertise and best practices proven 
successful at other AF schools. The staff and students of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will know from day one 
that they are part of a larger effort and will benefit greatly from sharing successes and challenges with their cousins at other 
schools. 

Beyond the AF network, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School is committed to creating a productive and collegia! . 
relationship with fellow public schools within the host Region and across the New York City system. The founders of Achievement 
First Brownsville Charter School believe that the opportunity to share existing public school facilities with other New York City 
public schools not only creates a financial win-win for the district and Achievement First Brownsville Charter School, but, far more 
significantly, it creates an environment for unprecedented knowledge sharing and information exchange between new charter 
schools and existing schools. From experiments with extended day programs to common blackboard configurations, across the 
country stories are surfacing about host schools and local charter schools finding common ground. We believe that the 
opportunity in front of us is unprecedented. 

As it grows into a thriving educational community, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School plans to keep its doors open to 
the educators and families down the hall, down the block, and across the city. The staff at Achievement First Brownsville Charter 
School and at Achievement First more broadly will be prepared to share what they are teaming with fellow educators within the 
city. This potential for mutual growth and rich information exchange within new charter and existing host schools holds great 
promise for all students inI New York, not just those at Achievement First Brownsville Charter School 

Fiscal & Programmatic Impact on Nonpublic and Charter Schools 
The applicant has inventoried the Brownsville community, and has found the potential fiscal and programmatic impact on 
non-public and charter schools to be insignificant. When we evaluate this particular corridor in central Brooklyn, there are 
approximately 12 non-public/parochial schools and approximately 3 charter schools/choice programs in this community   . 
for a total of 15 schools serving approximately 1,500 children. According to Keeping Trade of New York City's Children, a 
data compilation of New York City's communities published by the Citizen's Committee for Children, there are 
approximately 25,000 school-aged children living in Brownsville, and approximately 8,000 of these children are under the 
age of five. Based on these numbers, we think this school will have relatively little impact on current funding of non- 
public and charter school programs in this community. 
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Attachment 28 
Boardoj'Trustees -Qualifications 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will be governed by a Board of Trustees consisting of at least seven (7) members. 
These members will represent various professional skill areas including academic, legal, financial, and community. These leaders 
will work together to provide strong academic and fiscal oversight to the school. Once the school opens, there will also be a parent 
representative on the Board of Trustees. To maintain continuity in implementing the AF model, the Board of Trustees at 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will consist of at least one member who is a trustee or staff member of Achievement 
First (not to exceed 40%:of the overall Board membership). 

The Board of Trustees for Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will have the responsibility to ensure that the. . 
school is a high-functioning organization, that the school is an academic success, and that it is fiscally responsible. To 
ensure these criteria are met the Board of Trustees will: 

• Evaluate and monitor the school's academic program; 

• Provide financial oversight to ensure fiscal integrity, 

• Engage in risk management to prevent charter termination arid seek charter renewal;      ... 

• Provide legal and ethical oversight - adhering to law, policies, and procedures in place to protect trustees, 
officers, and employees; and . 

• Evaluate the principal and Achievement First by conducting an annual performance review. 

The primary qualifications for serving on the Board of Trustees are: 

• An unwavering focus on the school's mission to close the achievement gap; 

• A strong commitment to addressing education in under-served urban communities in New York City, particularly 
in Central Brooklyn; 

• Ability to review school performance data and make informed decisions in the best interest of children; 

• Willingness to commit time to developing resources for the School (this includes financial arid in-kind 
contributions as well as partnerships with outside organizations);   . 

• Attendance at regular meetings of the Achievement First Brownsville Charter School board. The board meets at 
least six (6) times per year. Board members must be accessible for personal contact in between board 
meetings and respond to email and/or phone calls within 24 hours; 

• Service on board committees. Each Board of Trustee is expected to serve as an active, ongoing member of at 
least one committee. This requires a number of meetings per year plus individual committee task completion 
time. Present committees include the Finance & Audit Committee, Education & Accountability Committee, and 
the Charter Management Agreement Committee. All Board members are required to responsibly review and act 
upon recommendations brought by any committee; and 

• Preparation in advance for decision-making and policy formation at the board meetings and responsibility for 
self-education on the major issues before the board. Participation in the annual board development and 
planning retreat usually held in July of each year. 
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Attachment 29 
Proposed Board Members 

i 

Kelly Wachowicz 
J-Star Financial 
28 Old Fulton Street #4K 
Brooklyn, NY 11201 
Phone: 718.935.1875 
Email: kwachowicz@mba1998.hbs.edu 

MaxPolaner 
Achievement First 
790 East New York Avenue 
Brooklyn, NY 11203 
Phone: 718.774.0906x2412 
Email: maxpolaner@achievementdrst.org 

Sean Andrews 
Prospect Park YMCA 
357 Ninth Street 
Brooklyn, NY 11215 ' 
Phone: 718.768.7100 
Email: sandrews@ymcanyc.org 

Ernest Hart 
Columbia University 
41-65 Westmoreland Street 
Little Neck, NY 11363 
Phone: 212.870.2802 
Email: ehart38322@aol.com 

Nicole Campbell 
Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation 
255 Bergen Street Apt 1 
Brooklyn, NY 11217 
Phone: 917.647.5560 
Email: Nicole.e.campbell@gmail.com 

Chrystal Stokes 
American Express Company 
109 South Elliott Place #3 
Brooklyn, NY 11217 
Phone: 917.586.7591 
Email: cstokes@mba2001.hbs.edu 

In addition, we expect to add one parent member to the Board of Trustees. 

Board Member Bios: 

Kelly Wachowicz, Board Chair 
Kelly Wachowicz is Vice President of New Business Initiatives at IStar Financial, Inc. where she develops strategies for 
launching businesses with capacity for billion dollar scale. She previously served as Senior Vice President at both the 
NYC Economic Development Corporation and Madstone Films, and spent eight years at Goldman Sachs as an Analyst 
and Associate. Ms. Wachowicz graduated magna cum laude from UCLA with a BA in history (1991) and received an 
MBA from Harvard University (1998), where she was selected as a Social Enterprise Fellow. 

MaxPolaner 
Max Polaner is the Chief Financial Officer for Achievement First. Previously, Mr. Polaner was CFO of Inductis, an 
analytical consulting firm, and assisted that company in its growth from 100 to 250 employees and in a doubling of its    - 
revenue until it was acquired by EXL Services in July 2006. Prior to Inductis, he founded and ran Impromptu Gourmet, 
an online gourmet food company, and before that was a consultant at McKinsey and Company in New York. Before 
graduate school, Mr. Polaner led the quality control department at Polaner Preserves, the company started by his great- 
grandfather, until its acquisition by American Home Products in 1993, and before that, spent the first four year of his 
career as a middle school math, social studies and music teacher in the San Francisco Bay area. Mr. Polaner received a 
Master of Public Policy from the Kennedy School of Government, an MBA from Harvard Business School, his teacher's 
certificate from San Francisco State University, and his BA from Yale University. 
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Sean Andrews 

Sean Andrews oversees day-to-day operations of the Prospect Park YMCA which will serve over 10,000 young people 
this year at 14 program sites. As a Vice President of Operations, Sean also supervises the Flatbush YMCA, leads Teens 
Take the City, the Association's new civic engagement initiative, and is a member of the Operations Group.   .       . 

Sean's YMCA career began in 2000 as the Prospect Park YMCA's Director of Program Operations and Executive 
Director of Seamen's House, a division of the YMCA which provides housing and supportive services to active and 
retired seafarers. Over his career, he has held positions including Executive Director of the New York City Audubon 
Society, Deputy Executive Director for Programs at the Parks Council, and Director of the Community Leadership 
Program. He has served as a consultant for government and non-profits including the New York City Department of 
Environmental Protection and federal Urban Resources Partnership. 

Sean received his BA at Bates College and will complete his master's in public administration at Columbia University this 
fall. He lives in me Clinton Hill section of Brooklyn and enjoys running, rowing and writing. 

Ernest Hart 
Ernest Hart is the Assistant Vice President for Employee and Labor Relations at Columbia University, a position he. has 
held since August 2004. In this capacity, Mr. Hart serves as chief strategist and negotiator for all University collective 
bargaining agreements and ensures their proper interpretation and implementation. Previously, Mr. Hart worked in city 
and state government for almost 20 years in a variety of positions, Including Chief of Staff to the New York City Deputy 
Mayor for Policy/Special Counsel and as Commissioner of Human Resources/Administration for the Cityof Yonkers. He 
has also served as an Adjunct Professor of Law at New York Law School for 13 years. Mr. Hart received his Bachelor of 
Arts from Fordham University and a J.D. from Villanova University. He is currently affiliated with the Member-Committee 
on Character and Fitness (Supreme Court, Appellate Divisions, Is1 Department), the New York City Board of Collective 
Bargaining, the New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation, Harlem Boys Choir Stabilization Committee, and he 
serves on the Board of Directors at Martin De Porres Homes and School. 

Nicole Campbell 
Nicole Campbell is with the Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation as senior program officer managing the foundation's 
grants portfolio in support of public education initiatives concentrated in New York City. Her prior, experience includes 
developing strategies for community engagement with the New York City Department of Education, working with the 
Government of the Dominican Republic toevaluat the nation's adult education programs, and coordinating Africare's 
Digital Village Project in South Africa. As part of her fellowship in South Africa, Ms. Campbell received the "Fellow of the 
Year" award from the International Foundation for Education and Self-Help. 

Nicole received her Masters in Public Policy with a concentration in Political and Economic Development from the John 
F. Kennedy School, of Government where she founded the First Annual Harvard University Kennedy School of 
Government Black Policy Conference. She also served as coordinator of the Office of Community and Public Service 
and managed the Kennedy School's annual conference for the Dorchester Academy for Public Service. Nicole received 
her B.A. in Political Science from Amherst College and was awarded the John Woodruff Simpson Fellowship for 
International Affairs. She is also a two-time NCAA Division III Triple Jump Champion. 

Chrystal Stokes 
Chrystal Stokes is the Director Assistant to the Senior Vice President of Business Development and Mergers & 
Acquisitions at the American Express Company. She works closely to manage strategic priorities and provides a wide 
range of support to the overall management of the department as well as transaction execution. Previously, Chrystal 
was a manager of Planning and Forecasting at American Express, an associate in the private equity group at J.P. 
Morgan Partners, the Assistant Treasurer of Granite Broadcasting Corporation, and a financial analyst in the Mergers 
and Acquisitions Department of Goldman, Sachs & Co. 
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•      Chrystal serves on the Board of Directors of the Council of Urban Professionals, a New York based political action 
committee and is the Treasurer of Helping Our Teen Girls In Real Life Situations, an Atlanta based nonprofit organization 
ded icated to promoting the health of black young women and girls by providing culturally relevant information and 
programming inspired by hip hop and girl culture. She also volunteers with the Harvard Business School African- 
American Alumni Association at a New York area charter school operated by KIPP. Chrystal is a former Secretary of the 
Board of Directors of Playing2Win, a Harlem based community technology center for youth and adults, and previously 
served on the Junior Board of the Dance Theatre of Harlem. 

Chrystal graduated from Spelman College, where she received a Bachelor of Arts degree, summa cum laude, with 
Departmental Honors in Economics. She also received a Master's degree in Business Administration from the Harvard 
Business School, where she was both a Robert A. Toigo Foundation and Bert King Fellow. 

Chrystal currently resides in Brooklyn, NY and is a member of the National Alumnae Association of Spelman College and 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated. 
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Request for Information from 
Prospective Charter School Trustee 

Please provide the following information. 

Background 

1. "Name of Charter School for which you intend to server as a trustee. Achievement First 
Brownsville 

2. Fuji name: Kelly Wachowicz 
Home Address: 28 Old Fulton Street #4K 
Business Name and Address: I-Star Financial, Inc.; 1114 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10036 
Home telephone No.: 718-935-1875 
Work telephone No:. 917-576-1612 
E-mail address: kwachowicz@mbal998.hbs.edu 

3. A brief educational and employment history (you may attach a resume): See attached resume 
E3 Resume attached. 

4. Please affirm that you will be at least 18 years old by the date of appointment to the charter 
school's board, g] I affirm. 

5. Please indicate whether you currently or have previously served on a board of a school 
district, another charter school, a non-public school or any not-for-profit corporation (to the 
extent not otherwise indicated in your response to Item 3, above). • Does not apply to me. 
IS Yes, I currently serve on the board of the Achievement First Crown Heights Charter 
School: I have served as Chair and member of the WNYC Community Advisory Board and 
currently serve as a Board Member at Civic Builders, a nonprofit organization dedicated to 
the development of charter school facilities. 

6. Please indicate if you have ever been convicted of a misdemeanor related to honesty or 
trustworthiness, or a felony. If the answer to this question is yes, please provide details of the 
offense, the date, disposition, etc. |g Does not apply to me. • Yes, 

7. Please indicate if you have ever entered into a settlement agreement, consent decree, 
adjournment in contemplation of dismissal, assurance of discontinuance or other, similar 
agreement with the Securities Exchange Commission, Internal Revenue Service, the U.S. 
attorney general or the attorney general of any state, a U.S. or district attorney or any other 
law enforcement or regulatory body concerning the discharge of your duties as a board 
member of a for-profit or not-for profit entity or as an executive of such entity. If the answer 
to this question is yes, please provide details of the agreement. 
E3 Does not apply to me. • Yes, . 

Conflicts 

8. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows any of the other school trustees, or 
prospective or former school trustees. If so, please indicate the precise nature of your 
relationship. 13 1 / we do not know any such trustees. Q Yes,. 

9. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows any person who is, or has been in the last 
two years, a school employee. If so, indicate the precise nature of your relationship. 
£3 I / we do not know any such employees. • Yes, 
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i^. Please indicate wnetheryouoryourspouse knows anyone who is doing, orplansto do, 
business wi^h the charter school ^whether asan individual orasadirector, officer, employee 
or agent of an entity^.^f so, indicateand describe the precise nature of your relationship and 
the nature ofthebusinesst^iat such person or entity is transacting orwill be transacting with 
the school.^i^we do not know any such persons. O^^ 

^.Please indicate ifyou,yourspouseorother immediate family members anticipate 
conducting,or are conducting, any business with the school.^fso, please indicate the precise 
nature ofthe business thatis being orwill be conducted.^^we do not anticipate 
conducting any suchbusiness.O^^ 

^.^fthe school contracts with an educational service provider^amanagement company, 
whetherfor^profitornot^for^profit^, please indicate whetheryouoryour spouse know any 
employees, officers, owners, directors or agents ofthatprovider.^ftheanswer is in the 
affirmative, please describe any such relationship. 
O^^ppn^able because the school does not contactwithamanagement company or 
charter management organisation. 
O ^^e do not know any such persons. 
^^es,^am acquainted professionallywith staff at^chievementPirst inc. through my 
service to the achievement Pirst^rown heights Board of^Prustees.^anticipate no conflict 
ofinterest through myservice on the achievement Pirst Brownsville Board of^Prustees. 

l^Blfthe school contractswith an educational service provider, please indicate whetheryou, 
your spouse or other immediate family members haveadirect or indirect ownership, 
employment, contractualor management interest in the provider. Por any interest indicated, 
please provideadetaileddescription.^^^. O ^we have no such interest.O^^ 

^.ifthe school is partnered with an educational service provider, please indicate ifyou, your 
spouse or other immediatefamily member anticipate conducting, or are conducting, any 
business witbtbe provider, ^so, please indicate tne precise nature of^tbe business tnat is 
being orv^ill be conducted. ^^l^.O^we or myfamily do not anticipate conducting 
any such business. O^^, 

1^.Please indicate whetheryou, your spouse or other immediate family members areadirector, 
officer, employee, partner or member of^ or are otherwise associated with, any organisation 
which filed an application in conjunction with the charter school, i.e., is partnered with the 
charter school. ^Porthe identity ofail such organisations, please consult with the chair ofthe 
charter school b^ard.^^Pothe extent you have provided this information in response to prior 
items,you may so indicate. ^ Ooes not applyto me, my spouse orfamily.O ^^ 

1^. Please indicate any potential ethical or legal conflicts ofintereststhat would, or are likely to, 
e^ist should you be approved for service on the schooPsboard. Please note that beinga 
parent ofaschool student, serving on another charter schooPsboard or being employed by 
the school are conflicts that should be disclosed, but do not make you automatically ineligible 
to serve asatrustee.O^ne. ^ ^es,iserve on the achievement Pirst^rown heights 
Board of^Prustees but do not anticipate any conflicts with service on this Board of^Prustees. ^ 
will recuse myself from any votes in whichaconflictofinterest may occur. 

17.Please indicate howyou would handleasituation in which you believe one or more members 
of the schooPsboard are involved in self^dealing ^working fortheir own benefit, or the 
benefit of theirfriends and family^. Please note that simply confronting the involved trustee 
is not usuallyasufficient answer. 

^would document any evidence and immediately report my observations to the school principal 
^nd^or the ^hairofthe Board of^rustees. 
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Other 

1 18. Please affirm that you have read the school board's by-laws and conflict-of-interest policies 
(Code of Ethics). E9 I affirm. 

19. Please provide any other information that you feel pertinent to the Charter Schools Institute's 
review. N/A 

Revised May 21. 2007 £.-t\J 
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Certification 

JP      I, Kelly Wachowicz, certify to the best of my knowledge and ability that the information I am 
providing to the State University Trustees/Charter Schools Institute in regards to my application to 
serve as a member of the board of trustees of the Achievement First Brownsville Charter School is 
true and correct in every respect. 

Signature I Q Date 

Please submit this form with the RFI form to the charter school or via mail, facsimile or e- 
mail (in PDF with signature) to: 

Charter Schools Institute 
State University of New York 
41 State Street, Suite 700, Albany, NY 12207 
Telephone: 518/433-8277; Facsimile 518/427-6510 
E-mail: charters@suny.edu 
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KELLY K. WACH0W1CZ 
28 Old Fulton St. #4K 
Brooklyn. NY 11201 

kwachowicz@nyceilc.com 
(718)935-1875 
(917)576-1612 

professional 
experience 
2005 . Present 

2002 - 2005 

»» 
000-2002 

1992-2000 
1998-2000 

1992- 1995 

education 
1996- 1998 

1987- 1991 

ISTAR FINANCIAL, INC. NEW YORK, NY 
Vice President, New Business Initiatives 
Develop and execute strategies for launch of businesses with capacity for billion dollar scale in industries 
including auto dealership financing, timberland harvesting, medical facility construction, etc. Responsibilities 
include valuation and acquisition of assets and companies, analysis of macro economic market forces, merger 
integration of acquired assets, recruiting of management teams and incubation of newly formed businesses. 
Successfully completed largest ever equity investment for iStar Financial in acquisition of I million acres of 
timberlands for SI.7 billion in April, 2006. 

NYC ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION NEW YORK. NY 
Senior Vice President, Director of Strategic Planning, Policy and Program Development; Officer of the 
Corporation 
Formulated strategy and policy recommendations fostering economic development and job growth in New 
York City.   Key accomplishments include development of a proposal for S8.7 billion of transportation 
investments for Lower Manhattan redevelopment efforts, launch of financing vehicle targeting arts and cultural 
organizations, development of S12 billion eitywide capital plan, and creation of investment strategies to support 
growth in the tourism and film production industries. 

MADSTONE FILMS, MADSTONE DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION r^EW YORK, NY 
NETWORK 
Senior Vice President, Distribution and Alternative Programming 
Head of distribution company formed to launch a nationwide digital theater network.   Oversaw all strategy. 
marketing and programming efforts including development of strategic partnerships.   Managed 15-membcr 
team, served as member of ope rating committee of larger parent company wiih 35 employees in total. 

GOLDMAN. SACHS & CO. 
Associate, Investment Banking Strategy, Technology Strategy NEW YORK, NY' 
Developed Investment Banking Strategy at firm-wide, divisional, and business unit levels. Produced 
comprehensive market study and industry analyses. Identified and evaluated strategic e-commcrcc investment 
opportunities and partnerships. 

Analyst. Real Estute Finance and Investment Banking: Energy Derivative Sates NEW YORK, NY 
LONDON, UK 

Developed valuation analyses and financing strategics for publicly held real estate companies and commercial 
mortgage portfolios. Complied registration and marketing of two SI00 million initial public offerings. 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL 
OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION BOSTON, MA 
Master in Business Administration degree. Vice President of the Women's Student Association. Selected as 
Social Enterprise Fellow. 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES LOS ANGELES, CA 
Bachelor of Ans degree in History with Highest Departmental Honors; graduated magna cum latide; graduated 
from UCLA College of Honors: elected to Phi Beta Kappa. Presented Senior Honors Thesis. 
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KELLY K. WACHOWICZ 
28 Old Fulton Si. #4K 
Brooklyn. NY 11201 

kwuchowicz@nycedc.com 
(718)935-1875 
(917)576-1612 

community 
Current 

Previous 

CIVIC BUILDERS: Director, Board of Directors 
NEW ISRAEL FUND: New Generations Steering Committee 

NEW ISRAEL FUND: Co-Chair New Ctne rations Benefit, Co-Chair N1F Forum 
WNYC RADIO COMMUNITY ADVISORY BOARD: Chair and Member 
CORO NEW YORK: Leadership New York XIV 
CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT COUNCILS: Director, Assistant Director, Trainer 
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Request for Information from 
Prospective Charter School Trustee 

Please provide the following information. 

Background 

1. Name of Charter School for which you intend to server as a trustee. Achievement First 
Brownsville Charter School 

2. Full name: Max Polaner 
Home Address: 192 Christopher Street, Montclair, NJ 07042 
Business Name and Address: Achievement First, 790 E New York Ave, Brooklyn NY 11203 
Home telephone No.: 917-576-0367 
Work telephone No:. 718-774-0906 x2412 
E-mail address: maxpolaner@achievementfirst.org 

3. A brief educational and employment history (you may attach a resume): See attached resume 
El Resume attached. 

4. Please affirm that you will be at least 18 years old by the date of appointment to the charter 
school's board. |g I affirm. 

5. Please indicate whether you currently or have previously served on a board of a school 
district, another charter school, a non-public school or any not-for-profit corporation (to the 
extent not otherwise indicated in your response to Item 3, above). g| Does not apply to me. 
O Yes. 

6. Please indicate if you have ever been convicted of a misdemeanor related to honesty or 
trustworthiness, or a felony. If the answer to this question is yes, please provide details of the 
offense, the date, disposition, etc. §3 Does not apply to me. • Yes, 

7. Please indicate if you have ever entered into a settlement agreement, consent decree, 
adjournment in contemplation of dismissal, assurance of discontinuance or other, similar 
agreement with the Securities Exchange Commission, Internal Revenue Service, the U.S. 
attorney general or the attorney general of any state, a U.S. or district attorney or any other 
law enforcement or regulatory body concerning the discharge of your duties as a board 
member of a for-profit or not-for profit entity or as an executive of such entity. If the answer 
to this question is yes, please provide details of the agreement. 
E3 Does not apply to me. Q Yes, . 

Conflicts 

8. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows any of the other school trustees, or 
prospective or former school trustees. If so, please indicate the precise nature of your 
relationship. D I / we do not know any such trustees. ^ Yes, I am professionally 
acquainted with members of the Board of Trustees through my work at Achievement First. 
However. I do not anticipate conflicts of interest based on these professional relationships. 

9. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows any person who is, or has been in the last 
two years, a school employee. If so, indicate the precise nature of your relationship. 
El I / we do not know any such employees. • Yes. 

10. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows anyone who is doing, or plans to do, 
business with the charter school (whether as an individual or as a director, officer, employee 
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or agent of an entity^, ifso, indicate and describe the precise nature of your relationsltipand 
the nature ofthe business that such person or entity is transacting orwill be transiting wit^ 
theschool.^l^wedonotknov^anysuchpersons.O^^ 

11. Please indicate if you. your spouse or other immediate family members anticipate 
conducting, or are conducting, any business v^ith the school. Ifso, please indicate the precise 
nature of the business that is being or^ill be conducted.^ l^we do not anticipate 
conducting any such business.O^es, 

l^.lfthe school contracts with an educational service provider^amanagement company, 
whetherfor^profitornot^for^profit^, please indicate whether you oryour spouse kno^any 
employees, officers, owners, directors or agents ofthat provided Iftheanswerisinthe 
affirmative, please describe any such relationship. 
O l^ot applicable because the school does not contact withamanagement company or 
charter management organisation. 
Ol^we do not know any such persons. 
^^es.lhave professional relationships with the staff of achievement Pirstlnc, the 
nonprofit charter management organisation. rlowever,ldo not anticipate any conflicts of 
interest based on these professional relationships. 

13. Ifthe school contracts with an educational service provider, please indicate whetheryou, 
your spouse or other immediate family members have adirect or indirect ownership, 
employment, contractual or management interest in the provider. Por any interest indicated, 
please provideadetaileddescription.^1^^. O 1 behave no such interest.O^es, 

l^.lfthe school is partnered with an educational service provider, please indicate if you, your 
spouse or other immediate family member anticipate conducting, or arecondttcting,at^y 
business witlttne provider. Ifso, please indicate tbe precise nature oftne business t^ti^ 
being or will be conducted. ^ 1^1^. Ol^we or my family do not anticipate conducting 
any such business. O^es, 

15.Please indicate whetheryou, your spouse orother immediate family members areadirector, 
officer, employees partner or member of. or are otherwise associated with, any organisation 
which filed an application in conjunction with the charter schools i.e., is partneredwith the 
charter school. ^Por the identity ofall such organisations, please consult with the chair ofthe 
charter school board.^otbe extent you have provided this information in response to prior 
items, you may so indicate. OOoesnot apply to me, my spouse or family. ^ ^es,laman 
employee of^chievementPirstlnc^ the nonprofit charter management company that 
contracts with thischarter school. rlowever,lwillrecusemyselffrom any votes in whichl 
or achievement Pirst may haveastake and do not anticipateaconflictofinterest. 

16.Please indicate any potential ethical or legal conflicts ofinterests that would, orare likely to, 
e^ist should you be approved for service on the schooPsboard. Please note that beinga 
parent ofaschoolstudent, serving on another charter schools board or being employed by 
the school are conflicts that should be disclosed, but do not make you automatically ineligible 
to serve asatrustee. O l^one. ^ ^es,lam employed by achievement Pirst but do not 
anticipate any cohflictswith service on this 8oardof^frustees. 

17.Please indicate how you would handleasituation in which you believe one or more members 
ofthe schools board are involved in self^dealing^working for their own benefit, or the 
benefit oftheir friends and family^. Please note that simply confronting the involved trustee 
is not usuallyasufficient answer. Iwould document any evidence and immediately report 
my observations to the school principal and^or the ^hair of the ^oardof^Prustees. 

^0 
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18. Please affirm that you have read the school board's by-laws and conflict-of-interest policies 
(Code of Ethics). G3 1 affirm. 

19. Please provide any other information that you feel pertinent to the Charter Schools Institute's 
review. N/A 

> 
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Certification 

I, IMax Polaner, certify to the best of my knowledge and ability that the information 1 am providing to 
the State University Trustees/Charter Schools Institute in regards to my application to serve as a 
member of the board of trustees of the Achievement First Brownsville Charter School is true and 
co rreet in every respect. 

C/2-c/d~l 
SfgnaturV Date 

Please submit this form with the RFI form to the charter school or via mail, facsimile or e- 
mail (in PDF with signature) to: 

Charter Schools Institute 
State University of New York 
41 State Street, Suite 700, Albany, NY 12207 
Telephone: 518/433-8277; Facsimile 518/427-6510 
E-mail: charters@suny.edu 

it 
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MAX POLANER 
192 Christopher Street 
Montclair, NJ 07042 

(917)576-0367 
mpolaner@mbal997.hbs.edu 

experience 
2006-Present 

2003-2006 

> 

1999-2002 

1997-1999 

1992-1994 

1988-1992 

ACHIEVEMENT FIRST BROOKLYN, NY AND NEW HAVEN, CT 
CFO. Responsible for all financial functions of rapidly growing Charter Management Organization. 
Additional areas of responsibility include human resource management and facilities, including securing, 
funding and managing construction of permanent locations for schools through use of state grants. 

INDUCTIS NEW PROVIDENCE, NJ 
CFO. Led all financial, operational and administrative functions for analytic consulting firm with offices 
in New Providence, New York and New Delhi, India. Served as member of leadership team during period 
of growth from 100 to 250 employees and managed the successful effort to sell the firm to EXL Services 
in July 2006, which subsequently had an IPO for the combined company in October 2006. 

IMPROMPTU GOURMET VALLEY COTTAGE, NY 
Founder and CEO. Founded, launched and led start-up gourmet food company. Raised $7.2 million in 
financing and generated $3 million in revenue prior to closing in March, 2002. 

MCKlNSEY & COMPANY, INC. NEW YORK, NY 
Engagement Manager and Associate. Performed analysis, managed teams and implemented solutions as 
a member of consulting teams at leading global strategy consulting firm. Named Engagement Manager 
after 18 months. 

POLANER PRESERVES ROSELAND, NJ 
Quality Assurance Manager. Led quality control department of family owned, $100 million food 
company. Managed staff of 10 quality control technicians. 

LA VISTA MIDDLE SCHOOL HAYWARD AND 
THE DORRIS EATON SCHOOL WALNUT CREEK, CA 

• Math and Social Studies teacher.   Taught five classes of 35+ students each at La Vista, a public 
middle school in Hayward, California. 

• Music teacher. Taught music classes, directed the school chorus and musicals, and gave piano lessons 
as the music department at the Dorris Eaton School, a private K-8 school in Walnut Creek. 

education 
1994-1997 

1990-1991 

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL 
THE KENNEDY SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT BOSTON/CAMBRIDGE, MA 
MBA and MPP joint-degree program. Earned Master of Business Administration, with distinction, and 
Master of Public Policy degrees in combined 3-year program. 

SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY SAN FRANCISCO, CA 
Secondary School Teacher Certification. Received certifications in Math and Social Studies for the State 
of California. 

» 

1984-1988     YALE UNIVERSITY NEW HAVEN, CT 
Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy,  Wrote thesis on Schopenhauer's theory of the will.  Member and tour 
manager of Yale Russian Chorus. Manager of Yale Refrigerator Agency. 

community Founding board member of Hoopapaluza, an annual charitable event launched in 2002 that raised over 
$50,000 for children's charities in its first year. Member of the Harvard Business School Club of New 
York's Community Partners program. 

personal     Play classical piano, enjoy backpacking, traveling (Asia, Europe, former Soviet Union), chess, cooking. 
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M Request for Information from 
• . Prospective Charter School Trustee 

Please provide the following information. 

Background 

L Name of Charter School for which you intend to server as a trustee. Achievement First North 
Crown Heights Charter School 

2. Full name: Sean Andrews 
Home Address: 128 St. James Place, #1 Brooklyn, NY 11238 

Business Name and Address: Prospect Park YMCA, 357 Ninth St» Brooklyn NY 11215 
Home telephone No.: (718)399-1679 
Work telephone No.\ (718)768-7100 
E-mail address: sandrews@ymcanyc.prg 

3. A brief educational and employment history (you may attach a resume): See attached resume 
[El Resume attached. 

4. Please affirm that you will be at least 18 years old by the date of appointment to the charter 
school's board. g| I affirm. 

5. Please indicate whether you currently or have previously served on a board of a school 
district, another charter school, a non-public school or any not-for-profit corporation (to the 
extent not otherwise indicated in your response to Item 3, above). 0 Does not apply to me. 
D Yes, 

6. Please indicate if you have ever been convicted of a misdemeanor related to honesty or 
trustworthiness, or a felony. If the answer to this question is yes, please provide details of the 
offense, the date, disposition, etc. 13 Does not apply to me. D Yes, 

7. Please indicate if you have ever entered into a settlement agreement, consent decree, 
adjournment in contemplation of dismissal, assurance of discontinuance or other, similar 
agreement with the Securities Exchange Commission, Internal Revenue Service, the U.S. 
attorney general or the attorney general of any state, a U.S. or district attorney or any other 
law enforcement or regulatory body concerning the discharge of your duties as a board 
member of a for-profit or not-fcr profit entity or as an executive of such entity. If the answer 
to this question is yes, please provide details of the agreement. 
E9 Does not apply to me. Q Yes, 

Conflicts 

8. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows any of the other school trustees, or 
prospective or former school trustees. If so, please indicate the precise nature of your 
relationship. (3 I/we do not know any such trustees. Q Yes. 

9. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows any person who is, or has been in the last 
two years, a school employee. If so, indicate the precise nature of your relationship. 
E) I/we do not know any such employees. • Yes, 

10. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows anyone who is doing, or plans to do, 
business with the charter school (whether as an individual or as a director, officer, employee 
or agent of an entity). If so, indicate and describe the precise nature of your relationship and 
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faj the nature of the business that such person or entity is transacting or will be transacting with 
the school. E! I /wedo not knowany such persons. D Yes, 

11. Please indicate if you, your spouse or other immediate family members anticipate 
conducting, or are conducting, any business with the school. If so, please indicate the precise 
nature of the business that is being or will be conducted gl I / we do not anticipate 
conducting any such business. D Yes, 

12. If the school contracts with an educational service provider (a management company, 
whether for-profit or not-for-profit), please indicate whether you or your spouse know any 
employees, officers, owners, directors or agents of that provider. If the answer is in the 
affirmative, please describe any such relationship. 
• Not applicable because the school does not contact with a management company or 
charter management organization. 
SI I / we do not know any such persons. 
• Yes. 

13. If the school contracts with an educational service provider, please indicate whether you, 
your spouse or other immediate family members have a director indirect ownership, 
employment, contractual or management interest in the provider. For any interest indicated, 
please provide a detailed description. g| N/A. Q I/we have no such interest Q Yes, 

14. If the school is partnered with an educational service provider, please indicate if you, your 
spouse or other immediate family member anticipate conducting, or are conducting, any 
business with the provider. If so, please indicate the precise nature of the business that is 
being or will be conducted. S N/A. Q 1/ we or my family do not anticipate conducting 
any such business. • Yes, . " 

15. Please indicate whether you, your spouse or other immediate family members are a director, 
. officer, employee, partner or member of, or are otherwise associated with, any organization 

which filed an application in conjunction with the charter school, i.e., is partnered with the 
charter school (For the identity of all such organizations, please consult with the chair of the 
charter school board.) To the extent you have provided this information in response to prior 
items, you may so indicate. E Does not apply to me, my spouse or family. Q Yes, 

16. Please indicate any potential ethical or legal conflicts of interests that would, or are likely to, 
exist should you be approved for service on the school's board. Please note that being a 
parent of a school student, serving on another charter school's board or being employed by 
the school are conflicts that should be disclosed, but do not make you automatically ineligible 
to serve as a trustee. El None. O Yes. 

17. Please indicate how you would handle a situation in which you believe one or more members 
of the school's board are involved in self-dealing (working for their own benefit, or the 
benefit of their friends and family). Please note that simply confronting the involved trustee 
is not usually a sufficient answer. 

As a board member, I would report this activity to the leadership staff of the school and if 
necessary to New York State. 

Other 

18. Please affirm that you have read the school board's by-laws and conflict-of-interest policies 
(Code of Ethics). E I affirm. 
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19. Please provide any other information that you feel pertinent to the Charter Schools Institute's 
review. N/A 

Certification 

I, Sean Andrews, certify to the best of my knowledge and ability that the information I am providing 
to the State University Trustees/Charter Schools Institute in regards to my application to serve as a 
member of the board of trustees of the Achievement First North Crown Heights Charter School is 
true and correct in every respect 

^V—       lfyjU^       q'jiff Jn 
Signature Date 

Please submit this form with the RF1 form to the charter school or via mail, facsimile or e~ 
maiJ (in PDF with signature) to: 

Charter Schools Institute 
State University of New York 
41 State Street, Suite 700, Albany, NY 12207 
Telephone: 518/433-8277; Facsimile 518/427-6510 
E-mail: charters@suny.edu 
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i Sean Andrews 
128 St James Place, #1 
Brooklyn, NY 11238 
(718)399-1679 
sca33@coiumbia.edu 

SKILLS SUMMARY 

EMPLOYMENT 

I 

Over fifteen years of non-profit leadership experience with demonstrated 
results in fundreislng, staff and board development, innovative programming 
and strategic planning. Ability to work with diverse stakeholders to create 
meaningful and lasting Impact in communities 

YMCA of Greater New York November .1999-present 
New York, NY 

•Yin* Praghtant far operations (January, 2ftv7 ttreimrt PrwHanft 
Lead Prospect Park YMCA and other YMCA branches with over 300 staff and 
annual budget of $11 million. 

Manage Community House HDFC, a non-profit housing entity that provides 
housing to 138 formerly homeless residents. 

Spearhead capital and annual fundraising Including $3 million capital 
campaign and $200,000 In annual support. 

Partner with Board of Managers to Increase board leadership capacity and 
achieve goals including record membership growth of 60% over the past 
four years. 
Create programs that serve 10,000 young people and 1,000 children In 
afterschool each school day. 

Interface with elected officials and community leaders resulting in new 
partnerships and over $5 million in capital and program funding. 
Manage 80,000 square foot facility include construction of new Community 
Aquatics Center. 
Serve as member of cltywlde YMCA leadership team and oversee initiatives 
including planned Coney Island YMCA. 

gMlwr E fflffittlye PNfitor (November aqos -, pectmbw ?0W) 
Achieved 200% Increase in operating net for the Prospect Park YMCA to 
$1.2 million In 2006. 

Launched new initiatives from clinical youth obesity prevention programs to 
Teens Take the City, a core YMCA program. 

Managed the Fiatbush YMCA and Implemented improvements In financial 
and programmatic areas. 

Increased Strong Kids Annual Support Campaign by 30% to $130,000 with 
over 500 contributions. 

Exwrtiwe PlnBcWr.(AmeZ00% =. Novemher 2035) 

r 

Completed star? reorganization and strategic plan to Improve service 
delivery and membership service. 

Developed award-winning HBO Young Filmmakers Lab with the support of 
private funders. 

Expanded afterschool programs from three sites to fourteen In 
neighborhoods throughout South Brooklyn. 

Director - Seamen's House and Program Operations (November 1999 
- M?Y ZP9ZJ 
.   Secured funding from the JTF Seafarers' Trust to launch international pilot 

program focused on seafarers' health and welfare.. 
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Executive Director June 1997 - November 1999 
New York City Audubon Society 
New York, NY 

.   Led all aspects of the operations, program and advocacy far one of the 
nation's largest Audubon chapters. 

.   Developed and successfully fundraised for a comprehensive plan for the 
protection of New York City's natural areas. 

.   Coordinated campaign that resulted In New York State ban on dangerous 
pesticide use. 

.   Oversaw fundralsfng including annual support and funding for research 
projects including Harbor Herons Project 

Deputy Director for Programs August 1994 - May 1997 
Parks Coundl (New Yorkers for Parks) 
Afew York, NY . 

.    Managed design and construction of new community parks In collaboration 
with local partners and City of New York 

•   led the Urban Conservation Corps, a Job training and youth development 
program with full-time and summer programs. 

.   Worked on proposals and Individual donor cultivation that resulted in major 
gifts for community development focused open space projects. 

- Managed board committee focused on oversight of all direct service 
programs. 

Program Director July 1992 - July 1994 
Community Leadership Program 
City Volunteer Corps (CVC) 
New YortC AfY 

.    Led one of 12 national demonstration projects for AmerlCorps with 150 
time full-time participants. 

- Oversaw strategic planning for (CVC) to expand service to New York City 
neighborhoods. 

Consulting Experience - City of New York Department of Environmental 
Protection, Federal Urban Resources Partnership and non-profits. 

EDUCATION B.A. with Honors, Bates College, 1991 
MPA (expected), Columbia University, December 2008 
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Request for Information from 
Prospective Charter School Trustee 

Please provide the following information. 

Oapkgrownd. 

1. Name of Charter School for which you intend to server as a trustee. Achievement First 
Brownsville Charter School 

2. Full name: Ernest F.Han . 
Home Address: 41-65 Westmoreland Street, Little Neck, New York 11363 
Business Name and Address: Columbia University Medical Center, New York 
Home telephone No.: (718) 224-7793 
Work telephone No:. (212)939-1379 
E-mail address: eh2152@columbia.edu 

3. A brief educational and employment history (you may attach a resume): See attached resume 
IS Resume attached. 

4. Please affirm that you will be at least 18 years old by the date of appointment to the charter 
school's- board. 13 I affirm. 

5. Please indicate whether you currently or have previously served on a board of a school 
district, another charter school, a non-public school or any not-for-profit corporation (to the 
extent riot otherwise indicated in your response to Item 3, above). P Does not apply to me. 
• Yes. 

6. Please indicate if you have ever been convicted of a misdemeanor related to honesty or 
trustworthiness, or a felony. If the answer to this question is yes, please provide details of the 
offense, the date, disposition, etc. g| Does not apply to me. • Yes, 

7. Please indicate if you have ever entered into a settlement agreement, consent decree, 
adjournment in contemplation of dismissal, assurance of discontinuance or other, similar 
agreement with the Securities Exchange Commission, Internal Revenue Service, the U.S. 
attorney general or the attorney general of any state, a U.S. or district attorney or any other 
law enforcement or regulatory body concerning the discharge of your duties as a board 
member of a for-profit or not-for profit entity or as an executive of such entity. If the answer 
to this question is yes, please provide details of the agreement. 
El Docs not apply to me. • Yes, . 

Conflicts . 

8. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows any ofthe other school trustees, or 
prospective or former school trustees. If so, please indicate the precise nature of your 
relationship. g| I / we do not know any such trustees. D Yes. 

9. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows any person who is, or has been in the last 
two years, a school employee. If so, indicate the precise nature of your relationship. 
El 1 / we do not know any such employees. • Yes, 

10. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows anyone who is doing, or plans to do, 
business with the charier school (whether as an individual or as a director, officer, employee 
or agent of an entity). If so, indicate and describe the precise nature of your relationship and 
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-28-2007    11:14AM     FROM-COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY AFFILIATE +212-939-1377 T-811    P.007/007    F-633 

Certification 

I, Ernest F. Hart, certify to the best of my knowledge and ability that the information i am providing 
to the State University Trustees/Charter Schools Institute in regards to my application to serve as a 
member of the board of trustees of the Achievement First North Crown Heights Charter School is 
true and cotreci in a/cry respect. 

fa/fl? 

Please submit this form with the RFI form to the charter school or via mail, facsimile or e- 
mail (in PDF with signature) to: 

Charter Schools Institute 
State University of New York 
41 State Street. Suite 700, Albany, NY 12207 
Telephone: 518/433-8277; Facsimile 518/427-6510 
B-mail: charters@suny.edu 
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Ernest F. Hart 

I SUMMARY 

Senior-level executive with extensive experience in the development and implementation of policy with regard to public 
and higher education, health, youth/families and community development. Expertise in providing leadership and 
direction for developing new programs from initial concept to productive operations. Demonstrated success in managing 
human resource operations, policy/procedure development and working with collective bargaining units. Strong 
knowledge and background in litigation and legal matters, particularly labor and employment law. 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
Columbia University 
New York, New York 
Assistant Vice President for Employee and Labor Relations 8/04-present 
Serves as chief strategist and negotiator for all University collective bargaining agreements (15 collective 
bargaining agreements with 10 unions) and ensures their proper interpretation and implementation. Responsible for • 
representing the University at labor proceedings including the NLRB. Oversees outside counsel.   Supervises the 
development and implementation of programs in support of the University's commitment to employee satisfaction 
and quality of work life. 

Office of the Mayor 
City of New York 
Chief of Staff to Deputy Mayor for Policy/Special Counsel 1/02-8/04 
Supervised and directed staff responsible for the coordination, development and implementation of policies and 
initiatives with regard to public and higher education, youth/families, health and community development. Served 

^ as counsel for related matters. Engaged in securing funding for initiatives otherwise not included in City budget, 
•such as Out of School Time activities, and the Harlem Boys Choir. Acted as liaison to executive and legislative 

branches of government at the federal, state and local levels, as well as to foundations, community-based 
organizations and professional associations in furtherance of the City's agenda. 

• EEO Officer for the 500+employees of Mayor's Office 
• Member-Board of Directors, Queens Theatre in the Park 

New York Law School, New York, NY 
Adjunct Professor of Law 8/90-12/03 
• Taught course in labor law. Assisted/mentored students and monitored progress 
• Taught legal writing from 1990-1997 
• Member-Advisory Board, Law of the Workplace Program 

City of Yonkers, New York 
Commissioner of Human Resources/A dministration 4/98 -1/02 
Chief of human resources for a workforce of 2,000 employees. 
• Advisor to the Mayor for strategic and operational planning. Directly supervised and implemented reorganization of 

government operations. Assigned senior-level personnel to manage organizational changes and improvements 
• Represented City's interests to executive and legislative branches of government at state and local levels 
• Developed and implemented effective and efficient workflow processes. Improved organizational response to 

requests/issues from constituents. Introduced new technology and upgraded obsolete equipment 
• Responsible for employment/labor law issues. Lead negotiator in collective bargaining. Established/maintained 

positive working relationships with seven unions representing City employees 
• Coordinated and managed department budget, health and safety, risk management, workers' compensation and EEO 

issues 
Created extensive professional development program for all levels of personnel 
Created Yonkers City Store to sell memorabilia and other items intended to assist in projecting a positive City image » 

41-65 Westmoreland Street Home: (718) 224-77^ , 
Little Neck, NY 11363       ehart38332@aol.com   Work: (212) 870-2^01 
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Ernest F. Hart Page 2 

^New York City Department of Citywide Administrative Services, New York, NY 
^General Counsel 8/96-4/98 

Position created when Department of Personnel and Department of General Services for New York City were merged. 
Continued to hold same personnel management responsibilities as in prior position. 
• General Counsel and directed staff, of 25 attorneys 
• Responsible for all legal matters related to the acquisition, disposition and maintenance of commercial/non- 

residential real estate and contracting for goods and services for New York City government     . 

New York City Department of Personnel, New York, NY 
Deputy City Personnel Director and General Counsel 6/94-8/96 
Served agency responsible for developing and implementing overall personnel/employment policies for City workforce 
numbering over 200,000 members. 
• As General Counsel, directed defense of employment litigation before administrative bodies 
• Advised and rendered opinions to senior government officials on litigation matters (including employment/labor 

law), personnel issues, ethics, and civil service law 
• Represented City's interests to state agencies and the New York City Council 
• Oversaw employment and labor practices and ensured compliance with federal, state and local law 
• Managed employment-related litigation issues. Supervised Citywide Office of Occupational Safety and Health 
• Drafted and/or reviewed legislative and administrative rule proposals 
• Served as Corporate Secretary to the Institute of Public Service 

New York State Public Employment Relations Board (PERB), Albany, NY 
Director of Litigation 10/91-5/94 
Served as counsel of record in all courts (primarily appellate). Defended agency responsible for ensuring fairness/justice 
in the administration of collective bargaining practices in the New York State public sector. 
• Directed Office of Counsel. Enforced orders of Board. Mediated labor disputes between governments and their 

unions 
• Prepared/disseminated legal opinions on statutes, rules and decisions to state and local governments, employee 

organizations and interested parties 
• Prepared draft decisions and drafted/interpreted proposed legislation and administrative regulations 
• Agency liaison to state and local officials including the judicial branch 
• Member of Chair's cabinet responsible for setting fiscal and operating policy for agency 

New York City Department of Sanitation, New York, NY 
Assistant Commissioner for Employment and Disciplinary Matters 6/88-10/91 
Counsel to the Commissioner of Sanitation on employment, labor, personnel and disciplinary matters. 

Ensured compliance of department policies and procedures with federal, state and local law 
Acted as management representative in collective bargaining 
Directed the Office of Employment and Disciplinary Matters. Developed and implemented operating budgets 
Chief Disciplinary Officer for 12,000 employees. Litigated matters pursuant to New York State Civil Service Law 
Investigated internal allegations of discrimination, sexual harassment, fraud, corruption and conflicts of interest 

New York Stock Exchange, New York, NY 
Senior Special Counsel 4/87-6/88 
Worked within the Division of Enforcement and Regulatory Standards. Investigated and litigated matters under 
disciplinary jurisdiction of the New York Stock Exchange. 
• Investigated violations of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules/Regulations of the Exchange 

New York County District Attorney, New York, NY 
Assistant District Attorney 8/83-4/87 

^ Prosecuted over twenty trials. Presented numerous cases to Grand Jury. 
B  •    Researched/wrote on variety of legal motions. Prepared expert testimony and cross-examination of witnesses 
"   •    Wrote appellate briefs and argued appeals 
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Ernest F. HIart Page 3 

I 
EDUCATION 

Villanova University of Law, Villanova, PA 
Juris Doctor awarded June 1983 

Fordham University, New York, NY 
Bachelor of Arts, Social Science awarded May 1980 

CURRENT APPOINTMENTS 
Member-Committee on Character and Fitness, Supreme Court, 

Appellate Division, 1* Department 
Alternate Member-New York City Board of Collective Bargaining 

Chair-Personnel Review Board, NYC Health and Hospitals Corporation 
Co-Chair-Harlem Boys Choir Stabilization Committee 

Member-Board of Directors, Martin De Porres Homes and School 

AFFILIATIONS 
Macon B. Allen Black Bar Association 

New York State Bar Association 
Public Employer Labor Relations Association 

> 

> 
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Request for Information from 
Prospective Charter School Trustee 

Please provide the following information. 

Background 

1. Name of Charter School for which you intend to server as a trustee. Achievement First 
Brownsville 

2. Full name: Nicole Campbell 
Home Address: 284 Eastern Parkway, Apt ID 
Business Name and Address: Deutsche Bank, 60 Wall Street, New York, NY 
Home telephone No.: 917-647-5560 
Work telephone No:. 212-250-0566 
E-mail address: Nicole.campbell@db.com 

.3.  A brief educational and employment history (you may attach a resume): 
S Resume attached. 

4. Please affirm that you will be at least 18 years old by the date of appointment to the charter 
school's board. IS I affirm. 

5. Please indicate whether you currently or have previously served on a board of a school 
district, another charter school, a non-public school or any not-for-profit corporation (to the 
extent not otherwise indicated in your response to Item 3, above). f3 Does not apply to me. 
D Yes, 

6. Please indicate if you have ever been convicted of a misdemeanor related to honesty or 
trustworthiness, or a felony. If the answer to this question is yes, please provide details of the 
offense, the date, disposition, etc. 0 Does not apply to me. Q Yes, 

7. Please indicate if you have ever entered into a settlement agreement, consent decree, 
adjournment in contemplation of dismissal, assurance of discontinuance or other, similar 
agreement with the Securities Exchange Commission, Internal Revenue Service, the U.S. 
attorney general or the attorney general of any state, a U.S. or district attorney or any other ;. 
law enforcement or regulatory body concerning the discharge of your duties as a board 

.   member ofafor-profit or not-for profit entity or as an executive of such entity. If the answer 
to this question is yes, please provide details of the agreement. 
123 Does not apply to me. • Yes, 

Conflicts 

8. Please indicate whether you or your spouse know any of the other school trustees, or 
prospective or former school trustees. If so, please indicate the precise nature of your 
relationship. El I / we do not know any such trustees. • Yes, 

9. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows any person who is, or has been in the last 
two years, a school employee. If so, indicate the precise nature of your relationship. 
EE3 I / we do not know any such employees. D Yes, . 

10. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows anyone who is doing, or plans to do, 
business with the charter school (whether as an individual or as a director, officer, employee 
or agent of an entity). If so, indicate and describe the precise nature of your relationship and 

Revised May 21,2007 
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I Education 
2003-2005 

1996-2000 

Experience 
2005-2006 

Summer 2004 

2002-2003 

2001-2002 

2000-2001 
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NICOLE E. CAMPBELL 

255 Bergen Street, Apt. 1 
Brooklyn, New York 11217 

nicole.e.campbell@gmail.com 
•    (917)647-5560 

Cambridge, MA HARVARD UNIVERSITY, John F. Kennedy School of Government 
Master in Public Policy degree, June 2005. 
Courses included: Finance, Operations Management and Advanced Workshop in Negotiations. 
Founder, 1" Harvard University KSG Black Policy Conference, www.ksg.harvard.edu/bpc. 
Director, Kennedy School of Government Office of Community and Public Service. 
Consultant, Secretary of State for Education, Government of the Dominican Republic. 

AMHERST COLLEGE Amherst, MA 
Bachelor of Arts degree, Political Science, May 2000. John Woodruff Simpson Fellowship. 
Varsity Track and Field, Two-Time Triple Jump NCAA Champion and School Record Holder. 
Semester Abroad, University of Zimbabwe. Analyst, SG Cowen Securities (Summer '98, '99). 

NYC DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION New York, NY 
Special Assistant, Office of Public and Community Affairs 
• Work closely with NYC Public Schools Chancellor to develop outreach and communications 

strategies. Improve Chancellors' visibility through town hall meetings, community meetings, 
guest appearances and media outlets. 

• Brief Chancellor for public "engagements with talking points, organization and political 
background and current statistics related to education. 

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME Trinidad & Tobago 
Summer Policy Analyst, Sub-Regional Resource Facility 
• Consulted on strategic and development issues for six Eastern Caribbean countries to improve 

.   macroeconomic stability in the region. 
• Performed analyses to identify greatest return on investment for regional investors by 

evaluating the economic, social, and political environments. 

DIRECTIONS FOR OUR YOUTH, INC. Brooklyn, NY 
Program Coordinator 
• Developed curriculum for classroom-based programs that improved student performance and 

attendance. Worked with 1000 students to implement programs in eight NYC Public Schools. 
• Maintained relationships with District Administrators through program evaluation and start- 

up meetings.  ""'"'.'..' 

CENTER FOR COURT INNOVATION New York, NY 
Communications Associate 
• Developed research and communications materials for the New York State Unified Court 

System's Research and Development Arm 
• Wrote and published white paper funded by the Bureau of Justice Assistance entitled Beyond 

Big Cities: The Problem-Solving Innovations of Community Prosecutors in Smaller 
Jurisdictions. 

• Wrote articles recommending potential reforms to the criminal justice system. Articles 
appeared in the 2001-2002 winter edition of the American Bar Association's Judge's Journal. 

AFRICARE Johannesburg, South Africa 
Fellow/Interim Project Coordinator 
• Managed Africare's relationship with government officials and key corporate stakeholders. 
• Developed business plan for the extension of the Digital Village Project that lead to funding 

from Microsoft and Intel Corp. 
• Created Entrepreneurs in Agriculture Project that received funding from St. Paul's Companies. 
• Received Fellow of the Year Award. 

Personal Alumni Fundraiser, Phillips Exeter Academy Annual Giving Campaign 
Member, Step Up New York 265 
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• Request for Information from 
Prospective Charter School Trustee 

Please prqvide the following information. 

Background 

1. Name of Charter School for which you intend to server as a trustee. Achievement First 
Brownsville 

2. Full name: Chrystal Stokes 
Home Address: 457 MacDonough Street, Brooklyn NY 11233 
Business Name and Address: American Express Company, 200 Vesey Street, 
Mail Code 01-50-04, New York, NY 10285 
Home telephone No.: 347-404-7976 

.   Work telephone No.:  212-640-1584 
E-mail address: cstokes@mba200l.hbs.edu 

3. A brief educational and employment history (you may attach a resume): Please see resume. 
13 Resume attached. 

4. Please affirm that you will be at least 18 years old by the date of appointment to the charter 
school's board. (EJ I affirm. 

5. Please indicate whether you currently or have previously served on a board of a school 
^ district, another charter school, a non-public school or any not-for-profit corporation (to the 
^A extent not otherwise indicated in Your response to Item 3, above). E Does not apply to me. 
^ • Yes, 

6. Please indicate if you have ever been convicted of a misdemeanor related to honesty or 
trustworthiness, or a felony. If the answer to this question is yes, please provide details of the 
offense, the date, disposition, etc. S Does not apply to me. Q Yes, 

7. Please indicate if you have ever entered into a settlement agreement, consent decree, 
adjournment in contemplation of dismissal, assurance of discontinuance or other, similar 
agreement with the Securities Exchange Commission, Internal Revenue Service, the U.S. 
attorney general or the attorney general of any state, a U.S. or district attorney or any other 
law enforcement or regulatory body concerning the discharge of your duties as a board 
member of a for-profit or not-for profit entity or as an executive of such entity. If the answer 
to this question is yes, please provide details of the agreement. 
E) Does not apply to me. • Yes, 

Conflicts 

8. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows any of the other school trustees, or 
prospective or former school trustees. If so, please indicate the precise nature of your 
relationship. S I/we do not know any such trustees. • Yes, 

9. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows any person who is, or has been in the last 
two years, a school employee. If so, indicate the precise nature of your relationship, 
g] I /we do not know any such employees. Q Yes, 

10. Please indicate whether you or your spouse knows anyone who is doing, or plans to do. 
business with the charter school (whether as an individual or as a director, officer, employee 
or agent of an entity). If so, indicate and describe the precise nature of your relationship and 
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the nature of the business that such person or entity is transacting or will be transacting with 
the school. §3 I/we do not know any such persons. Q Yes, 

11. Please indicate if you, your spouse or other immediate family members anticipate 
conducting, or ore conducting, any business with the school. If so, please indicate the precise 
nature of the business that is being or will be conducted. ^ ' /we do not anticipate 
conducting any such business. Q Yes, . . 

12. If the school contracts with an educational service provider (a management company, 
whether for-profit or not-for-profit), please indicate whether you or your spouse know any 
employees, officers, owners^ directors or agents of that provider. If the answer is in the 
affirmative, please describe any such relationship. 
• Not applicable because the school does not contact with a management company or 
charter management organization. 
• 17 we do not know any such persons. 
E3 Yes, I know Lesley Redwine, Director of External Relations New York at Achievement 
First through mutual friends. 

13. If the school contracts with an educational service provider, please indicate whether you, 
your spouse or other immediate family members have a direct or indirect ownership, 
employment, contractual or management interest in the provider. For any interest indicated, 
please provide a detailed description. D N/A. 0 I / we have no such interest. • Yes, 

14. If the school is partnered with an educational service provider, please indicate if you, your 
spouse or other immediate family member anticipate conducting, or are conducting, any 
business with the provider. If so, please indicate the precise nature of the business that is 
being or will be conducted. • N/A. El  I/wc or my family do not anticipate conducting 

any such business. O Yes, . 

15. Please indicate whether you, your spouse or other immediate family members are a director, 
officer, employee, partner or member of, or are otherwise associated with, any organization 
which tiled an application in conjunction with the charter school, i.e., is partnered with the 
charter school. (For the identity of all such organizations, please consult with the chair of the 
charter school board.) To the extent you have provided this information in response to prior 
items, you may so indicate. E3 Does not apply to me, my spouse or family. • Yes, 

16. Please indicate any potential ethical or legal conflicts of interests that would, or are likely to. 
existshould you be approved for service on the school's board. Please note that being a 
parent of a school student, serving on another charter school's board or being employed by 
the school are conflicts that should be disclosed, but do not make you automatically ineligible 
to serve as a trustee. {3 None. • Yes, . 

17. Please indicate how you would handle a situation in which you believe one or more members 
of the school's board are involved in self-dealing (working for their own benefit, or the 
benefit of their friends and family). Please note that simply confronting the involved trustee 
is not usually a sufficient answer. A situation as described above is one that should not and 
cannot be tolerated under any circumstances. If I became aware of a board member who was 
involved in self dealing, I would immediately notify the Board Chair and ask that s/he 
investigate further. 

Other 

Revised Mar 21.2007 
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^^1 18. Please affirm that you have read the school board's by-laws and conflict-of-interest policies 
(Code of Ethics). S 1 affirm. 

19. Please provide any other information that you feel pertinent to the Charter Schools Institute's 
review. N/A , 

Revised Mav 21. 2007 
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I Certification 

I, Chrystal Stokes, certify to the best of my knowledge and ability that the information I am 
providing to the State University Trustees/Charter Schools Institute in regards to my application to 
serve as a member of the board of trustees of the Achievement First Brownsville Charter School is 
true and correct in every respect. 

6-26-07 
Signature  \J      kl_^/ Date 

Please submit this form with the RFI form to the charter school or via mail, facsimile ore- 
mail (in PDF with signature) to: 

Charter Schools Institute 
State University of New York 
41 State Street, Suite 700, Albany, NY 12207 
Te lephone: 518/433-8277; Facsimile 518/427-6510 
E-mail: charters@suny.edu 

Revised May 21. 2007 
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ft experience 

2006 - present 

2005 - 2006 

i 
2004 - 2005 

2001-2002 

1 mmer 200O 

CHRYSTAL JOY STOKES 
457 MacDonough Street • Brooklyn, NY 11233 

home: (347) 404-7976 • cell: (917) 586-7591 
email: cstokes@mba2001.hbs.edu 

AMERICAN EXPRESS COMPANY NEW YORK, NY 
Director Assistant - Business Development and Mergers & Acquisitions ("BD&MA "), Finance Division. Provide a 
wide range of support to the Senior Vice President, BD&MA, including overall management of the department, 
M&A transaction execution, and strategic priorities and initiatives. 
• Provide ongoing support for prioritization • and monitoring of departmental and company wide initiatives, 

including regular interaction with the Finance Leadership Team. 
• Develop communication materials and presentations for the CEO, CFO, Board of Directors, Operating 

Committee, Finance Leadership Team and other key stakeholders. 
• Collaborate with business units to identify and prioritize strategic objectives and evaluate partnership and 

acquisition activities against these frameworks. 
• Drive project management on acquisition and partnership activity for BD&MA from business case development to 

transaction closing. Provide key analyses for transaction execution. 
• Document best practices and process playbooks for mergers, acquisitions, divestitures and partnership transactions. 
• Manage departmental business initiatives, including processes for budgeting and forecasting, personnel 

performance reviews, talent assessments, year-end compensation decisions, employee satisfaction surveys, training 
and development, and employee recognition. 

• Member of the Finance Operational Risk Council. Help track and coordinate key Finance goals related to the 
control and risk management programs. 

Manager - Planning and Forecasting, Membership Rewards Finance, U.S. Consumer, Small Business and Merchant. 
Services, Finance Division. Managed process for the Membership Rewards ("MR") card loyalty program. 
• Developed and assessed drivers of revenues, redemption expenditures ($2.0 billion annually), operating expenses, 

enrollees, and marketing costs for quarterly forecast process, annual budget development and long rage plan. 
• Evaluated and implemented changes to policy to ensure adequate reserves were held to cover the approximately 

$3 billion cost of honoring future redemptions of MR program points. 
• Quantified and reviewed $125 million in reengineering initiatives and analyzed impact on overall program results. 

Manager - Business Analysis, Membership Rewards Finance, U.S. Consumer and Small Business Services, Finance 
Division. Evaluated MR program, segment profitability, program enhancements, and reengineering/optimization 
opportunities. 
• Provided decision support for marketing team responsible for devising next generation MR program. Developed 

analyses capable of evaluating implementation costs, profitability and overall economic impact of changes to 
program configuration, pricing and fee structure, rewards features, and redemption options and partners. 

• Assessed favorable impact and profitability of the MR business model on overall company results and competitive 
position by constructing income statements for the MR, non-MR and other rewards business units. 

• Created profitability model to evaluate the success of MR marketing campaigns by measuring behavioral changes 
in spend lift, redemption mix shifts, program and franchise retention, and enrollee engagement. 

• Structured new internal pricing levels for MR bonus points awarded in loyalty and acquisition campaigns. 
• Prepared MR Program overview and update for the Board of Directors' Audit Committee and major rating agencies. 

J.P. MORGAN PARTNERS, LLC NEW YORK, NY 
Associate, Industrial Growth and Consumer/Retail Practice Groups. Evaluated various private equity investment 
opportunities for the global equity investment arm of J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. 
• Completed due diligence, customer calls and valuation work as lead investor in $165 million buyout of industrial 

heating equipment manufacturer. Worked closely with senior company management and strategic consultants to 
formulate and implement facilities consolidation and expense savings plans. 

• Constructed portfolios of JPMP limited partnership interests exceeding $600 million in buyout, venture capital and 
international funds for sale in secondary market. Developed valuation analyses and negotiated terms with buyers. 

J.P. MORGAN CAPITAL CORPORATION 
Summer Associate, North America Region. 

NEW YORK, NY 

Performed valuation analyses and due diligence, developed industry/competitor analyses and conducted customer 
calls for potential investments in start-up can manufacturer and disease management software provider. 
Prepared Investment Committee memorandum recommending follow-on investment in optical lens manuO"7Q-. 

(continued on next page) 
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# 

experience 
(continued) 

1998-1999 

1996-1998 

1994-1996 

> 
education 

1999-2001 

1990-1994 

personal 

CRANITE BROADCASTING CORPORATION NEW YORK, NY 
Assistant Treasurer, Corporate Headquarters. Acting Treasurer at television broadcaster during Treasurer's 
maternity leave, serving as primary contact for corporate finance, commercial banking and investor relations 
activities. Responsible for leading monthly forecast presentation to company's corporate officers. 
• Evaluated stations' results and identified strategies to reduce budget shortfall and maximize financial performance. 
• Assessed financing alternatives and operating decisions that lowered debt levels and improved capital structure. 
• Prepared materials used in $160 million station sale. Participated in restructuring of $260 million bank facility. 
'• Negotiated partial repurchase of subordinated debentures, saving $1 million in annualized interest expense. 
• Represented company as presenter at equity and high yield conferences. Created presentations for investor 

conferences, road shows and quarterly board meetings. Managed earnings estimates of 10-J2 research analysts. 
Communicated company performance and strategic decisions to analysts and shareholders. 

Financial Analyst, Corporate Headquarters.    Strengthened management's ability to devise strategy through 
augmented financial anajyses arid improved communication with external investors and analysts. 
• Designed and implemented company's first forecasting methodology to project monthly operating results. 
• Developed financial models and bank projections. Constructed initial business plans for acquisitions (including 

company's largest purchase), analyzed annual station budgets and reviewed quarterly financial results. 
• Prepared data for investor calls and analyst meetings. Redesigned corporate web site. Managed production of 

award-winning annual report. Wrote company press releases. Supervised daily treasury functions. 

GOLDMAN, SACHS & CO. NEW YORK, NY 
Financial Analyst, Mergers arid Acquisitions Department, Investment Banking Division. Advised, structured and 
executed mergers and divestitures in the publishing, consumer products, health care and basic industry sectors. 
• Created financial models to perform comparable company, discounted cash flow, pro forma merger plans and 

other valuation analyses that were used to prepare client presentations and formulate strategic advice. 
• Identified potential buyers, initiated contact with management at target companies, conducted sales calls with 

auction participants and prepared marketing materials. 
• Participated in negotiations, due diligence and valuation with senior management. 

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL BOSTON, MA 
Master in Business Administration degree. Recipient of Robert A. Toigo Foundation, Bert King Foundation and 
National Black MBA Association scholarships. Elected Co-Chair of African-American Student Union's 29* Annual 
Conference; planned agenda for 500 alumni, students and corporate sponsors with $300,000 budget. Tutor, Gardner 
Elementary School. 

SPELMAN COLLEGE ATLANTA, GA 
Bachelor of Arts degree, surnma cumlatide, in Economics with minors in Management and Mathematics. Elected to 
Honors Program and the Mortar Board (Senior), Omicron Delta Epsilon (Economics) and Golden Key honor 
societies. Elected Treasurer of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. and Parliamentarian of the Mortar Board and 
Junior Class Council. 

Director and Treasurer of Helping Our Teen Girls In Real Life Situations, Inc. Director of Council of Urban 
Professionals. Volunteer at the KIPP Academy, a public middle school located in Bronx, NY. Member of Spelman 
College and Alpha Kappa Alpha alumnae chapters. Former Director and Secretary of PIaying2Win (a community 
technology center located in Harlem, New York) and the Junior Board of the Dance Theatre of Harlem. Enjoy 
marathon running, politics, performing arts and traveling. 
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Attachment 30 
Board of Trustees- Responsibilities & Obligations 

In accordance with New York State's Charter School Act, the Board of Trustees of AF Brownsville will exercise final 
authority over all matters of school policy and operations. Acting in compliance with its bylaws arid the laws of the state 
of New York, board trustees will be held accountable to the State University of New York for the school's compliance with 
the terms of its charter, the Charter School Act, and with other relevant laws, including the New York State Not for Profit 
Corporations Law. 

The Board understands its legal responsibilities and takes them very seriously and will act independently and 
autonomously to ensure that all fiduciary duties are met Charged with the responsibility to ensure that the school is an 
academic success and there is fiscal accountability, the board will create two standing committees: (1) Education & 
Accountability Committee and (2) Audit & Finance Committee. These committees will meet regularly to talk about student 
performance and fiscal responsibility. 

The applicants and founding Board of Trustees for AF Brownsville will participate in board meetings of existing AF 
Brooklyn schools. As a result of attending these meetings, Board trustees will be well positioned to understand their roles 
and responsibilities as trustees and will be familiar with the AF model. Once chartered, the Board and.its committees will 
meet at least six times a year, or more often if required by the needs of the school Specific duties of the Board include: 

Oversight 
1.   M&sm and Won - Set organizational goals and engage in strategic planning 
2   Program -Approve operating policies that comply with the provisions of the charter, laws, and regulations 

»3.   Management- Evaluate the charter management organization 
4.   Finances - Review and approve annual budgets, review periodic budgets, ensure timely audits and adequate 

financial controls 
. 5.   Confracfc - Act as the negotiating party in approving and ensuring the compliance of major contracts 

Resource Development 
1. Expertise and Personnel - Provide expertise in areas such as law, business, finance, and educational 

programming 
2. Fundra&ihg- Raise capital and operating funds and solicit in-kind donations 

Publicity and Advocacy 
1,   CredbHity- Establish and maintain the school's reputation 
2;   Visibility- Enhance school's visibility in the community at large, the education community and the news media 
3. Support -Gamer support from other organizations, individuals, and government agencies 

Yearly, the Board will work with Achievement First leadership to ensure that a thorough evaluation of the school leader is 
completed. 

In further response to Question 30, attached in Exhibit H please find a copy of the Board Trustee Agreement and 
Board Roles and Responsibilities. 

Attachment 30-1       f^J ACHIEVEMENT,CJRST/ 
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Attachment 31 
Organizational Choi 

» 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School 
Organizational Chart 

Elementary & Middle Academies (K-8) 
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Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will be governed by its Board of Trustees. This Board will have ultimate authority on 
school issues, and it wiB set all school policies. Achievement First believes in the use of data to drive instruction. Data will also be 
used to inform the decisions and policies of the Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees will meet six times a year (every other 
month) and, at each meeting, the Board will review a dashboard of indicators of school performance. The dashboard will include 
student attendance, teacher attendance, student suspensions, homework completion rates, and a list of any students who have 
withdrawn from the school. Most importantly, the Board will review the results of any academic assessments, including nationally^ 
normed tests, interim assessments, and state test results as soon as they become available. In addition, the Board will review a i. 
detailed budget v. actual expense report at every meeting. Annually, the Board will receive the results of satisfaction surveys 
completed anonymously by both teachers and parents. All this ongoing data will help the Board of Trustees to make informed 
decisions and to fulfill its educational and Anancial accountability responsibilities. 

Through a contractual relationship with the Board of Trustees, Achievement First is responsible for the recruitment and screening 
of principal candidates. After a through selection process, Achievement First submits its top candidate to the Board of Trustees for 
consideration and the Board either votes to hire the proposed candidate or asks Achievement First to continue the search. The 
Board may not hire a principal who has not been nominated by Achievement First. Once the Principal is appointed by the Board, 
he or she then reports to the superintendent of Achievement First, who is responsible for the Principal's day-to-day supervision 
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and coaching. The Principal will also make a thorough report at every Board meeting, meet several times a year with the Board' 
chair, and make him/herself available to any Trustee who has questions or concerns! Annually, the Superintendent of 
Achievement First will prepare a thorough evaluation of the Principal and submit it to the Board of Trustees for review. The Board 
will also have independent access to school performance data thorough the regular dashboard reports presented at every 
bimonthly board meeting. Either the Board or Achievement First may elect not to renewthe annual wntradofthePrircipal. If 
either party refuses to renew the contract, then the Principal will not be renewed, and Achievement First wiD begin the nominating 
process again for a new school leader. During the course of the year, in extreme cases, Achievement First may recommend the 
termination of the Principal The Board of Trustees shall have the final authority with respect to. a mid-year dismissal of a Principal. 

Each division of the school (elementary school, middle school, and high school) will have a separate principal and will be referred 
to as an academy. When the school is at full capacity, all three Principals will report to the Superintendent of Achievement First 
and/or his designee. The Principal will be the decision-makerfor his or her division, and each Principal will supervise an Academic 
Dean and Dean of Students; these three leaders (Principal, Dean of Students, Academic Dean) will supervise all teachers in the 
division, though the Principal will have final authority over the employment and supervision of all staff. 

The major responsibilities of the three principals (elementary, middle, and high) are as follows; 
• Staffing - coaching, developing, and supervising all staff 
• Vision arid Mission -carrying out long-term strategic planning to accomplish the. school mission 
• School Culture-intentionally establishing a positive, energized, achievement-oriented culture 

• Facility- liaising with Achievement First, which will, according to the terms of the CMA, procure,renovate 
and manage the school building 

• Policiesi-developing and implementing school policies (with Board of trustees and Achievement First) 
• Finance - working with Achievement First and the Board of Trustees to develop an annual budget that best 

meets school and student needs and then working with the School Director of Operations to ensure school 
funds are well managed 

The major responsibilities of the Deans of Students are as follows; 
• School Culture - working with all school staff to build and maintain a consistent, high-expectations, 

achievement-oriented school culture 
• Parent Involvement-working with parents to support their children at home and in school 
• School Culture-serving as a leader of school culture 
• Discipline & Problem-Solving -working with students who have seriously violated school rules andworking 

with them to change negative behaviors. 

Some of the major roles and responsibilities of AF Brownsville teachers are outlined below. This list is neither 
exhaustive nor set in stone, but rather a general guide to the key responsibilities of teachers at the school: 

• Elementary School Teaching Loads —The teaching load for the elementary school program will consist of 
teaching from 8:00 - 4:00 with at least 90 minutes daily of non-duty prep time. Teachers may be required to 
cover breakfast and/or lunch, but this time is separate from the 90 minutes of daily prep time. 

• Middle School Teaching Loads —The teaching load for the middle school program will be four classes plus 
advisory, totaling no more than 285 minutes daily. In most cases, teachers in the middle grades will have 
three preparations (different classes taught). The school administration will work with teachers to ensure a 
fair and equitable distribution of teaching loads. 

• Summer Academy - AF Brownsville Summer Academy will be 3 weeks in length. Since this is a part of the 
regular school year for all students, all teachers are expected to teach Summer Academy. Every four 
years, a teacher is entitled to a "summer sabbatical." 

• Prep Periods —Each teacher will have at least 90 minutes of duty-free preparation periods a day; if 
necessary, teachers may leave the building during these times; on reduced-hour days (chiefly Fridays), 
teachers may not have formal preparation time. 
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• Lwic/j Duty —Teachers may be required to cover a lunch duty of no more than 30 minutes/day, and 
teachers.may be required to cover breakfast duty or host breakfast in their advisory classes. 

• Grade Level Team meetings —All teachers will attend a grade level team meeting for at least one hour a 
week; the team may decide more meeting time is necessary. Grade level teams generally meet during 
common lunch/prep periods. 

• Report Card Mg/ifs, F/e/d Imps, Scho/arOo/Zar Eyenk —As part of the AF Brownsville program, teachers 
are expected to attend report card nights and chaperone field trips and ScholarOollar events. A schedule 
for chaperoning will be developed, using teacher input, in August of each school year. 

Key Achievement First Personnel 

Belowplease find short bios ofAF Central employees. 

Doug McCurry is the Superintendent and Co-CEO of Achievement First. He was one of the founders of Amistad Academy, 
serving as the school's instructional leader for the first four years. In hts teaching roles at Amistad Academy, Mr. McCurry has 
achieved outstanding results. His math students achieved 88 percent mastery (and 100 percent proficiency) on the Connecticut 
Mastery Test, and his reading and writing students consistently showed over two years growth in a single school year. Mr. 
McCurry led the development of Amistad Academy's standards-based curriculum. He personally led the efforts to create the 
school's interim assessment and data analysis system. Through Achievement First, Mr. McCurry Is now working with consultants 
to put APs curriculum and assessments on an online platform. Mr. McCurry also leads the professional development efforts at 
Achievement First, and he is a sought-after presenter and coach of teachers. Before coming to Amistad Academy, Mr. McCurry 
was a management and technology consultant in Atlanta and taught history and writing at Providence Day School in Charlotte, . 
NC. A Moreheacl Scholar at the University of North Carolina, he earned a BA in history and journalism. Through the Kfingenstein 
Private School Leadership program, he earned an MA in educational administration from Teachers College, Columbia University, 

Dacia Toll is the President and Co-CEO of Achievement First She led the founding team of Amistad Academy and served 
as the school's director from its founding in 1999 until July 2005. Under Ms. Toll's leadership, Amistad Academy 
consistently produced student performance results that tripled the New Haven Public Schools' average and that topped 
Greenwich and Westport averages in some subjects. Prior to Amistad, Ms. Toll worked as a teacher, lawyer, and 
management consultant, providing support for community organizations on issues of strategic management and program . 
design. Ms. Toll also worked on school reform at the U.S. Department of Education and with McKinsey management 
consultants. After graduating from the University of North Carolina, she studied at Oxford University on a Rhodes   . 
Scholarship. She received her J.D. from Yale Law School shortly before launching Amistad Academy! 

Max Polaner is the Chief Financial Officer of Achievement First: Previously, Mr. Polaner was CFO of Inductis, an analytical 
consulting firm, and assisted that company in its growth from 100 to 250 employees and in a doubling of its revenue until 
it was acquired by EXL Services in July 2006. Prior to Inductis, he founded and ran Impromptu Gourmet, an online 
gourmet food company, and before that was a consultant at McKinsey and Company in New York. Before graduate 
school, Mr. Polaner led the quality control department at Polaner Preserves, the company started by his great- 
grandfather, until its acquisition by American Home Products in 1993, and before that, spent the first four year of his 
career as a middle school math, social studies and music teacher in the San Francisco Bay area. Mr. Polaner received a% 
Master of Public Policy from the Kennedy School of Government, an MBA from Harvard Business School, his teacher's "" 
certificate from San Francisco State University, and his BA from Yale University. 

Melanie Mullan is the Chief Operating Officer of Achievement First Previously, Ms. Mullan served as a program and 
business development consultant to the Center for Advanced Emotional Intelligence [AEI], a leadership development 
firm that coaches senior executives and corporate leadership teams from a wide range of industries and from some of 
America's most recognized companies. Prior to moving to New York City in 2001, Ms. Mullan was Executive Vice 
President for Operations of GlobaLeam, an Internet-based education company that she helped launch in 1995 and that 
produced dynamic content and curricula for the K-12 market. She remains a volunteer and supporter of the New York 
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Women's Foundation - where she served as Chair of the Committee for the Future - and is a recent Coro (Leadership ' 

New York) fellow. Ms. Mullan earned her B.A. from Yale College. 

Lesley Esters Redwine is the Director of External Relations for Achievement First In this role she is involved with community 
outreach efforts and strategic planning for school start-up in New York City. Previously, Ms. Redwine served as President/CEO of  . 
the New York Chapter of the Black Alliance for Educational Options, a school choice advocacy organization based in Washington 
0.C. Prior to BAEO, Ms. Redwine served as Project Director for Agenda for Children Tomorrow's (ACT) Bridgebuilders, a 
rommun'rty-collaborative project in the South Bronx. She has also served as a Policy Analyst at The After School Corporation. In 
2000, Ms. Redwine was selected to the National Urban Fellows where she served as Special Assistant to Tern Thomson, then 
member of the New York City Board of Education, focusing on parent involvement and charter schools. Currently, Ms. Redwine 
serves as an adjunct Professor at City College teaching nonprofit management and leadership courses. Ms. Redwine is also a 
member of the New York State Bar. Ms. Redwine earned her B A from University of Michigan; J.D. from University of Detroit 
Mercy; andMP A. from Baruch College's School of Public Affairs. 

Kathleen Porter-Magee is the Director of Curriculum Development for Achievement First. As curriculum director, Ms, 
Porter-Magee directs the development of K-12 curriculum and assessments for Achievement First schools in Connecticut 
and New York and coordinates system-wide professional development opportunities for AF teachers. Previously, Ms. 
Porter-Magee served as the director of professional development and recruitment for the 115 Archdiocese of 
Washington, DC Catholic Schools, as the associate research director of the Thomas B. Fordham Foundation, and as a 
research fellow at both Stanford University's Hoover Institution and at the Progressive Policy institute in Washington* DC. 
In addition to her policy work, Ms. Porter-Magee worked as a classroom teacher at both the middle and high school 
levels and served as Chair of the Department of Foreign Languages at a high school in Prince George's County, MD. 
She holds a B.A. from the College of the Holy Cross in Political Science and French and an M.A. in Education Policy 
from the George Washington University. 

Abby Farber is the Director of New York Operations for Achievement First. Prior to joining the AF Central team, she 
served as Director of Finance and Operations for the Bronx Preparatory Charter School. Before, entering the charter 
school world, Ms. Farber worked in finance, operations, and program development for the nonprofit organizations Child 
Care Action Campaign and Families and Work Institute from 1995 to 2003. She has an extensive background spanning 
a decade in municipal government, having worked in operations, finance, and program design for the NYC Department 
of Homeless Services and the NYC Human Resources Administration. Ms. Farber earned her B.Sc, from Northwestern 
University. 

Carla Seeger is the Director of Staff Recruitment for Achievement First Ms. Seeger coordinates Achievement Firsts efforts to 
find outstanding teacher candidates. After graduating from the University of Miami with a degree in economics, Ms. Seeger joined 
Teach for America and taught middle and high school math in Los Angeles for three years. Ms. Seeger then earned a Masters in 
Public Affairs from Indiana University, with concentrations in economic development and nonprofit management Prior to joining 
the staff of Achievement First Ms. Seeger served as the founding Executive Director for the Teach for America-Miami expansion 
site. 

Becca Weinstein is the Senior Recruiter for Achievement First-New York. Working alongside Ms. Seeger, Ms. Weinstein is 
responsible specifically for recruiting and retaining the staff for Achievement Firsts NY schools. Prior to joining the AF-NY team, 
Ms. Weinstein served as the Literacy Program Coordinator for schools serving court involved youth throughout New York City. 
Additionally, Ms. Weinstein was a staff developer for Alternative Schools and Programs in the Department of Education. Ms. 
Weinstein taught middle school in the Alternative Schools for five years. Since 2002, Becca has worked with the New York City 
Teaching Fellows. As a Fellow Advisor, Becca prepared more than 120 incoming special education, elementary and secondary 
education teachers in their pre-service training. Ms. Weinstein earned her B.A. in history from the University of Connecticut and her 
M.S. Ed from Bank Street 

Laurie Bussmann is the Director of Information Technology for Achievement First Ms. Bussmann is responsible for setting up 
and maintaining Achievement First's network infrastructure and the computers within each school. Ms. Bussmann also provides 
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teclinology training and support to all staff members. Before joining Achievement First, Ms. Bussmann worked at Compaq and 
Hevdett Packard and in the Haddam-KIngworth School District where she helped transform this school district into a smooth 
running, high-tech operation. Ms. Bussmann graduated, with honors, from Providence College with a Bachelor of Science degree 
in Computer Science. 

Andy Zuckerman is the School Leadership Coach for Achievement First Mr. Zuckerman began his education career as a 6* 
grade public school teacher in Washington, DC with Teach For America. In 2001, he helped found KIPP DC: KEY 
Academy, one of the first KIPP Academy expansion schools, and served as its first Dean of Students. He left . 
Washington in 2003 to attend Teachers College, receiving his Masters in Education Leadership. He later joined the 
Inquiry Program for School Leadership, where he is currently pursuing his doctorate.: His doctoral research examines 
the emergence of high-achieving urban charter school management organizations within the broader field of public 
education. Mr. Zuckerman's other academic interest includes the study of student peer cultures in American schooling. 
Along with John Bishop of Cornell University, he has presented papers at both AERA and Brookings on the subject of 
student engagement and peer culture in U.S. secondary schools. For the past three years, he has worked in school 
leadership positions at Achievement First 

Key Personnel joining the Achievement First Team - July/August 2007 

Mala Heyck-Merlin is the incoming Vice-President for Talent Development, a new role that is designed to ensure that 
AF has world-class systems for recruiting, developing, and retaining talent at every level. Maia joined Teach For 
America in 1999 as a corps member in South Louisiana where she taught fourth grade for two years and was awarded 
Teacher of the Year during her second year of teaching. Following her commitment in the corps, she went on to teach 
fifth grade at Children's Charter School and worked for The New Teacher Project to lead Teach Baton Rouge's first 
summer training institute. In 2002, Maia returned to Teach For America as the executive director in South Louisiana, 
overseeing development and programmatic efforts for a corps that had recently doubled in size. She then served for 
three years as the Houston Institute Director, responsible for managing a staff of 100 and the training for over 800 
incoming teachers. To support Teach For America's expansion, in 2006, Maia founded a new branch of the Teacher 
Preparation team that leads all national institute operations and currently serves as the managing director. She is 
responsible for leading all operations efforts for five training sites, including technology, communications, document 
production and shipping, procurement, human assets, data collection and analysis, and policy creation and 
implementation. Maia holds a B.A. with honors in child development from Tufts University. 

Fawzia Ahmed is the incoming Director of Special Projects for Achievement First. Her responsibilities include delivering 
on a range of projects critical to Achievement First's strategy, with an in-depth focus on managing and executing on the 
objectives of Achievement First's External relations team. Previously, she was a Senior Analyst for Analysis Group, Inc., 
an economic consulting firm in Boston, MA. She worked with teams of economists and academic experts to develop 
quantitative and economic analyses for a variety of industries, evaluating issues such as market definition and price- 
fixing. Prior to that, she was a market analyst for a start-up pharmaceutical consulting company. Ms. Ahmed holds a 
B.A. in Economics from Cambridge University, England and an M.B.A. from the Yale School of Management 
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Attachment 32 (Exhibit D) 
Bylaws (Proposed) 

Attachment 32 is attached as Exhibit D. 

Note: The attached by-laws for Achievement First Brownsville Charter School are in draft form. These by-laws are 
similar to adopted versions that govern the Achievement First Brooklyn schools, specifically Achievement First Bushwick 
Charter School which was authorized by the Board of Trustees of the State University of New Yoric 

# 

# 
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Attachment 33 
Code of Ethics 

In response to Question 33, attached in Exhibit H please find a copy of the following policies: 

• Trustee, Officer and Employee Code of Conduct and Ethics 

• Conflict of Interest Policy 

• Complaint Procedures for Accounting and Auditing Matters 

The applicants for Achievement First Brownsville Charter School have established these policies based on the . 
understanding of New York State law. The Board of Trustees may vote to amend these policies as long as it still is 
consistent with New York State law. 

The Board of Trustees shall conduct or direct the affairs of the school and exercise its powers, subject to the limitations 
of the Education Law, Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, and the school's charter and Bylaws. The Board may delegate * 
aspects of the management of the activities of the school to others, so long as the affairs of the school are managed, 
and its powers are exercised, under the Board's ultimate jurisdiction; 

Not more than 40 percent of the people serving on the Board of Trustees of the school may be compromised of: 1) 
people currently being compensated by the school for services rendered to it within the previous 12 months, whether as 
a full-time or part-time employee, independent contractor or otherwise; 2) any sister, brother, ancestor, descended, 
spouse, sister-in-law, brother-in-law, daughter-in-law, son-in-law, mother-in-law or father-in-law of any such person; or 
3) voting members who are affiliated with any single entity other than the school itself. 

Every Trustee has the right to participate in the discussion and vote on all issues before the Board or any Board 
Committee, except that any Trustee shall be excused from the discussion and vote on any matter involving such Trustee 
relating to: 1) a "self-dealing transaction" (see below); 2) a conflict of interest, or 3) indemnification of that Trustee 
uniquely. 

The Board of Trustees and the school shall not engage in any "self-dealing transactions," except as approved by the 
Board. "Self-dealing transaction" means a transaction to which the school is party and in which one or more of the 
Trustees has a material financial interest. Notwithstanding this definition, the following transaction is not a self-dealing 
transaction, and is subject to the Board's general standard of care: a transaction which is part of a public or charitable 
program of the Corporation, if the transaction: 1 j is approved or authorized by the Board in good faith and without 
unjustified favoritism; and 2) results in a benefit to one or more Trustees or their families because they are in a class of 
persons intended to be benefited by the program. 

A Trustee or officer having an interest in a contract, other transaction, or program presented to or discussed by the 
Board of Trustees for authorization, approval, or ratification shall make a prompt, full, and frank disclosure of his or her 
interest to the Board prior to its acting on such contract or transaction. Such disclosure shall include all relevant and 
material facts known to such person about the contract or transaction which might reasonably be construed to be 
adverse to the Board's interest. A person shall be deemed to have an "interest" in a contract or other transaction if he or 
she is the party (or one of the parties) contracting or dealing with the school, or is an employee, Trustee, or Officer of or 
has a significant financial or influential interest in the entity contracting or dealing with the school. Trustees representing 
any not-for-profit corporation proposing to do business with the school shall disclose the nature and extent of such 
business propositions. 
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Only trustees, officers and employees of for-proftt corporations having a business relationship with the school that fits 
into the following categories will be permitted to serve as a voting member of the school's Board of Trustees: 1) 
individuals associated with a partnership, limited liability corporation, or professional corporation, including but not limited 
to doctors, accountants and attorneys; 2) individuals associated with an educational entity (including but not limited to. 
schools of education) some of whose faculty may be providing paid services directly or indirectly to the school; 3) 
individuals associated with a bank, insurance, mutual fund, investment bank, stock brokerage, financial planning, or 
other financial services organization; or 4) members of the faculty of the school.  . 

In no instance shall a trustee, officer, or employee of a for-profit educational management organization having a 
business relationship with the school serve as a voting member of the Board of Trustees for the duration of such 
business relationship. 

Trustees, officers, or employees of any partner organization with the school other than a for-profit management 
organization shall hold no more than 40 percent of total seats compromising the Board of Trustees, 

Trustees shall avoid at all times engaging in activities that would appear to be unduly influenced by other persons who 
. have a special interest in matters under consideration by the Board. If it occurs, a Trustee shall write a letter disclosing 
all known facts prior to participating in a Board discussion of these matters, and the Trustee's interest in these matters 
will be reflected in the Board minutes.   . 

Trustees shall make all appropriate financial disclosures whenever a grievance of conflict of interest is lodged against 
them. 

Trustees shall not use their position with the school to acquire any gift or more that is not available to a similarly situated 
person, unless that gift is for the use of the school. 

Trustees, officers, or employees never may ask a subordinate, a student, or a parent of a student to work on or give to 
any political campaign. 

When in final draft form, the Code of Ethics and Conflicts of Interest policy documents will be distributed to all covered 
persons including employees upon hiring by the school, and to all officers and trustees upon appointment to the Board of 
Trustees. If amendments are made to the Code of Ethics, all employees, officers and trustees shall receive an updated 
copy. Time will be allotted at an appropriate board and staff meeting to explain the Code. The Superintendent shall 
serve as the Compliance Officer to ensure compliance with the Code of Ethics; one Trustee shall be appointed to 
oversee the Superintendent in this role. 
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Attachment 34 
Student Admissions Policy 

Asa public school, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School is open to children who are eligible under the laws of New York 
State for admission to a public school. The school follows all applicable state and federal laws in admitting students. Achievement 
First Brownsville Charter School does not discriminate on the basis of intellectual ability, measures of achievement or aptitude, 
athlete ability, disability, race, creed, national origin, ancestry, religion, or any other grounds that would be unlawful. 

Publicity and Outreach 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will engage in an intensive recruiting effort in the winter and early spring of 2007-08. 
In January and February of 2008, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will contact all parents of children entering fifth 
grade in 2008-2009 who live in surrounding zip codes to the school facility. We will send these parents a letter introducing 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School and invite them to an Open House to learn more about the Achievement First 
Brownsville Charter School Program before the lottery takes place. We will also use our parent networks, other community 
partners, and the local media, local television stations and local radio stations to spread the word about Achievement First 
Brownsville Charter School. All recruitment, admissions, and enrollment materials will be translated in English arid Spanish, the 
predominant language in the communities to be served. The school will use its best efforts to provide materials to an parents in : 
their home language. 

The Application 
Families interested in enrolling a child at Achievement First Brownsville Charter School are required to submit a completed 
application or reapplication form. The applications are made available at the schcoTs information sessions and at the school; The 
application is fairiy simple, requesting bask biographical, contact, gender, and other important information (e.g., school currently 
attending). There are no fees associated with the filing of an application, nor are there any tuition charges for attending the school. 

I&       The application will be available in both English and Spanish, and the school will make staff or volunteers available to any parent or 
•r' .      guardian who needs;help completing the application, including translators if necessary. 

Special Requirements for Kindergarten 
For enrollment in kindergarten, only students who turn 5 years old by December 1st of the matriculation year are eligibte for 
kindergarten. 

The First Year 
For the first year of operation, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will open admission to children eligible to enroll in fifth 
grade only. 

Timeline        : 
The application process begins in early January with several information sessions and the distribution of applications. Applications 
are due by March 31,2008. If the school receives more applications than allotted spaces by this deadline, then the school will hold 
a public lottery, tentatively scheduled for April 16,2008, to allocate available slots. If fewer applications than spaces available are 
received during this first round, those students who applied by the first round deadline are admitted to the school. In this case, a 
second round of information sessions will be held in April and May to allocate any remaining spaces and to establish a waiting list 
Information sessions may be held and students may be added to the waiting list on a continuing basis. 

Enrollment Lottery 
If the number of eligible applications for admission exceeds the spaces available for students, the school will hold our first blind, 
random lottery on Wednesday, April 16,2008. The lottery will be conducted as follows: the names of child applicants will be printed 
on labels, which will be placed in a covered box with a hole in the top, wide enough for withdrawing the slips of paper. Siblings will 
have their names written on two labels each, marked with a red dot for identification purposes, with one slip being put in the box 

f^        and one left out The conductor of the lottery will withdraw slips one at a time, announcing the name of each child and posting it on 
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a bulletin board for the audience to see. When a sibling label is chosen, a slot will also be reserved for the child's sibling(s). This 
process will occur until all currently available spots are filled. Then, the remaining slips will be sorted in the same mannerto create 
the waiting list in each grade. This waiting list will be used to fill empty spaces as necessary. This random and publicly held lottery 
is audited by a disinterested independent organization. All applicants are notified of the time and the place of the lottery and are 
invited to attend. 

From Achievement First Brownsville Charter School's pool of applicants, 84 fifth grade students will be selected at random. The 
following criteria are used in the lottery: 

In the School's First Year 
• Preference Is given to students living in the New York City School District; 
• If space remains, students from outsidethe local school distrfct are admitted; and 
• Once the available spaces are filled by students whose names are drawn or by students whose siblings are selected for 

enrollment, the remaining applicants are placed on a waiting list in the order in which their names are drawn (students 
with siblings enrolled in'the school receive preference over waiting list candidates who do not have siblings enrolled). 

In Subsequent Years 
To the extent a vacant space is available in the school: 

• . First preference is given to students who attended the school the previous year and are returning to the school; 
• Second preference is given to siblings of students enrolled in the school;   ' 
• Thirdpreference is given to students living in the New York City School District; 
• If space remains, students from outside the local school district are admitted; and 
• Once the available spaces are filled by students whose names are drawn or by students whose siblings are selected for 

. enrollment, the remaining applicants are placed on a waiting list in the order in which their names are drawn (students '. 
with siblings enrolled in the school receive preference over waiting list candidates who do not have siblings enrolled). 

• For grade levels in which a "rising" class is filling the seats (for example; a third grade class moving up to fourth grade), 
the school will fill empty seats to reach the number of students in each grade in the enrollment chart on page 7. The 
lottery for these empty seats will take place using the procedure outlined above. 

Enrollment and Eligibility 
Once admitted, parents and students will be encouraged to sign the Achievement First Brownsville Charter School contract that 
spells out the obligations and responsibilities of students, parents, and the school. Achievement First Brownsville Charter School 
will function as a powerful partnership between the school, parents, and their children, so we want to be clear from the outset of 
our expectations and mutual commitments to each other. 

All students who are accepted for enrollment or re-enrollment must complete all of the school's enrollment forms by the date 
required on the forms to secure provisional enrollment Students forfeit their right to enroll if the forms are hot returned by the 
designated date. In addition, by August1, parents of provisionally accepted and waitlisted students must submit proof of the 
child's successful completion of the previous grade (with the exception of kindergarten students). All new students must take the 
school's baseline assessments. Parents/guardians and students are encouraged to attend information sessions and orientations, 
sign the Enrollment Form and Family-School Contract, and agree to fulfill their obligations to Achievement First Brownsville Charter^ 
School, including adherence to the Code of Conduct ^ 

In addition to the requirements described above, a child is eligible for grades 1-8 only if: 
• The student successfully completes the preceding grade by the opening day of school; and 
• The parent/guardian and student complete all required forms truthfully. 

Vacancies 
Barring an unexpectedly high attrition rate, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School plans to accept only a very limited 
number of students after the fifth grade. To fill any vacancies, however, separate waiting lists are maintained for each grade level. 
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The random tottery used for student admission also serves to place students in preferential order on these wartmg Bste. Iffte 
^       school chooses to fill a vacancy, the school contacts the parent w guardian of to student rext on ^ 
•       Reasonable attempts are made to contact the family of the first student on the waiting list to determine whether f1^?• . 

remains interested in enrolling at theschbol before proceeding to the next name on the list tf attempts to contact the sfejdenrs  _ 
parents/guardians are unsuccessful, the school may remove that student from the waiting list Dccumentationof attompts ma* m 
contact the parents/guardians of any student removed from the waiting list are maintained by the school. Waiting fete a^not    • 
earned over from year to year, but instead the annual admission lotteries are used to create newly randomized waiting fete. The 
school will send a new enrollment application directly to the parents/guardians of each child on the prior year's waiting fet   . 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School does not discriminate on the basis of gender, ethnicity, sexual orientejon, or any 
other basis. In accoid with the sense of Team and Family in our school, siblings of enrolled students will be given adrmsgons 
preference. No other forms of specW treatment or preference will be given in the admissions orc<*ss except those outlined 

above, ""•• 

• 
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i Attachment 35 
Discipline.Policies- Regular Education Students 

Student Safety and Discipline; RegufarEducagbn Sfudenfs 

At AF Brownsville, we have exceptionally high standards for student conduct We will not make excuses for bur students. From   ; 
the moment AF Brownsville students board their busses and all through the day, they will act in a way that befits an AF Brownsville 
student- respectful of themselves and others. This will not happen magically.. It will take enormous planning, baching, practice, 
and reinforcement of positive behaviors.   .      . 

At AF Brownsville, much of the power of our culture will be rooted in the clarity and consistency of our expectations. Behavior 
expectations will be common from classroom to classroom. AH AF Brownsville students, will look sharp in their uniforms. All AF 
Brownsville students will learn and practice common courtesies (please, thank you, and proper greetings). AB AF Brownsville 
students will practice good table manners at breakfast and lunch, and learn how to chat quietly with friends. In class, all AF 
Brownsville students will sit at their desks and SLANT (Sit up straight, Listen, Ask/Answer questions, Nod,.Track the speaker). 

White a strong, productive culture will be the foundation of student discipline, we will use several different approaches to managing 
inappropriate behaviors. AF Brownsville teachers will be trained in an array of student discipline techniques. They will identify and ••. 
address the antecedent causes of behavior. Teachers will manage minor disruptions in their classrooms and teach the common 
routines and behaviors necessary for our students to be successful. The AF Brownsville advisory system will enable teachers to. 
build strong, supportive and respectful relationships with students. Teachers will use the AF Brownsville values (Respect 
Enthusiasm, Achievement Citizenship, Hard Work) as opportunities for teachable moments and positive reinforcement Frequent 
parent contacts will provide opportunities for teachers and parents to work together to problem-solve when, behavior problems   . 
occur. ; 

AF Brownsville will have a strict disciplinary policy. We believe that children do what you let them, and we will raise the bar of 
behavior by setting high expectations and enforcing them with PIC (Persistence, Insistence, Consistence). Our high expectations 
will be crystal clear to our students, and poor behavior choices will be addressed quickly and effectively. We will establish a 
positive, caring, warm-demanding atmosphere wherestudents feel safe and successful. 

At AF Brownsville our approach to discipline will be primarily preventative. Teachers will use a range of lower-level consequences 
(non-verbal cues, conferencing with student, loss of privileges) before resorting to more serious consequences. However, we will 
have clear policies governing suspension and expulsion. Certain offenses will result in in-schocl suspension while other more 
serious violations will result in out-of-school suspensions. Only the most egregious violations - those that put students and/or the 
school in grave physical danger^- will be considered grounds for expulsion. 

Students who are suspended will be required to make appropriate amends for their actions before being welcomed back into our 
community. Suspended students will also be responsible for making up all missed work within an agreed upon timetable. In case 
of severe or repeated violations, the AF Brownsville Principal may recommend that a student be expelled. The Board has the right 
to expel any student who the Board has cause to believe has engaged in conduct on school grounds or at a school-sponsored: 

activity which endangers persons or property, is seriously disruptive of the educational process, or violates a publicized policy of _ 
the Board of AF-Brownsville. Expulsion only takes place after a hearing of a designated panel of the Board of Trustees. Under % 
federal law, if a student is in possession of a) a dangerous weapon, b) drugs, or c) alcohol on school property, on the school bus, 
or at a school-sponsored function, then the student will be recommended for expulsion. Likewise, if a student physically assaults a 
staff member, the Principal will likely recommend the student for expulsion. 

Code of Conduct 
AF Brownsville provides a safe and structured environment that promotes students' academic and social development The school's 
disciplined environment is largely responsible for the school's academic success. Students who fail to meet the clearly defined 
standards for appropriate and acceptable conduct are not allowed to disrupt the education of others. Students are held accountable 
through clear consequences for violating the school's rules. 
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Disciplinary Offenses 
A disciplinary offense is a violation of the Code of Conduct that occurs while the student is: at school and/or on school grounds; 
participating in a school-sponsored activity; walking to or from school or a school-sponsored event; walking to or from, waiting for, 
or riding on school-provided transportation; or walking to or from, waiting for, or riding on public transportation ft) and from school or 
a school-sponsored activity. School-related disciplinary offenses may also include serious misconduct outside the school where 
evidence exists that the student's continued presence would have a substantial detrimental effect on the school 

Disciplinary offenses result in consequences subject to the discretion of the Principal or his/her deslgnee(s) and may include toss 
of Scholar Dollars, detention, community service, loss of school privileges, Homework Center, Saturday Dekhtion, in-schod 
suspension, dut-of-school suspension, and/or expulsion. The list of punishable offenses is not exhaustive, but provides examples 
of prohibited conduct These, rules and regulations may be supplemented by teachers' rules for classes arid other school events. 
Repeated infractions resulting in loss of Scholar Dollars and/or detention may lead to suspension and repeated suspensions may 
lead to expulsion. Suspended students are not entitled to participate in school activities. In addition, any breaches of state or 
federal law may be handled in cooperation with the New York City Police Department or other authorities. 

Procedures for Disciplinary Action: Consequences otherthan Suspension or Expulsion 
If a student commits an offense that calls for the assignment of a timeout, detention, community service project, Saturday. 
Detention, or other in-schod disciplinary action (other than in-schod suspension), any staff member may impose an appropriate 
consequence. When this occurs: • 

• The staff member addresses the conduct and assigns an appropriate consequence; 

• The staff member may refer the matter to the Principal for review and rjossible additional disdplinary action; 

• The staff member may call the parent or guardian of the student; 

• Consequences are implemented at the discretion of this staff member; 

• If necessary, the student is removed from class; 
• Students are responsible for transportation home when they are assigned to detention or Homework Club and for 

transportation to and from Saturday Detention; and 
• If the incident is not resolved or occurs again, further disciplinary action is taken; a parent or guardian may be required to 

meet with the Principal or his/her designee(s) regarding infractions prior to a student's return to schod.      . 

Procedures and Due Process for Disciplinary Action: Short-Term Suspension 
If a student commits an offense that calls for short-term suspension (10 days or less), the student is afforded the due process 
rights required by Goss v. Lopez, 419 U.S. 565 (1975). Such student is subject to the following: 

• If necessary, the student is immediately removed from class and/or schod; 

• The student is entitled to respond to the charges against him/her; 
• The Principal or his/her designee addresses the conduct and assigns an appropriate consequence; 

• The parent/guardian is notified by the Principal or his/her designee; and 
• A parent or guardian may be required to meet with the Principal or his/her designee(s) regarding infractions prior to a 

student's return to schod. 
When a suspension from school transportation amounts to suspension from attending school because of the distance between 
home and school and the unavailability of alternative transportation, the school will make appropriate arrangements for the 
student's education. 

Procedures and Due Process for Disciplinary Action: Long-Term Suspension or Expulsion 
If a student commits an offense that calls for long-term suspension (more than 10 days) or expulsion, the following steps are taken: 

• If necessary, the student is immediately removed from class and/or school; 

• The parent/guardian is notified by the Principal or his/her designee; 
• The school sets a hearing date; the student and/or his parent/guardian are notified in writing of the: 

•    charges and a statement of the evidence; 
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• date, time and place of a healing; and 
• notice of the right at the hearing to be represented by legal counsel (at the student's/parent's own expense) and 

present evidence and question witnesses; 

• After hearing the case, the Principal or his/her designee issues a written decision to be sent   the student, ttie 
parent/guardian, the school's Board of Trustees, and the studenfs permanent record; 

.   •   Any student who is expelled or given a long-term suspension (more than 10 days) has the right to appeal the decision in 
.   writing to the Board of Trustees within 10 days of the date of expulsion; 

• Any appeal is heard, at the discretion of the Board Chairperson* by the full BoarofTrusteesorbyaTrusteesubcommitlBe 
(of one or more Trustees designated by the Board Chairperson); in such a case, the school sets a hearing date and the 
student and/or his/her parent/guardian are notified in WTiung 
• charges and a statement of the evidence; 
• date, time and place of a hearing; and 

.     •   notice of the right atthe hearing to be represented by legal counsel (at the studertfs/parent's own expense) and 
present evidence and question witnesses. 

Alternative Instruction 
AF Brownsville wifi provide alternative instruction to students who have been recommended for expulsion, or have been 
suspended in or out of school, within 24 hours of such suspension or expulsion, while awaitinga determination by the Board of 
Trustees. The alternative instruction will begin no later than the day after the determination is made to expel a student The 
alternative instruction will occur during the school day at the studenfs home or the nearest public library. This alternative instruction 
will continue for the duration of the time the student awaits disposition on his or her expulsion hearing. The school will provide 
alternative instruction to expelled students to the extent required by law. 

Record-Keeping 
AF Brownsville will maintain written records of all suspensions and expulsions, including the name of the student, a description of 
the offending behavior, the disciplinary action taken, and a record of the number of days a student has been suspended or 
removed for disciplinary reasons. 

# 
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Attachment 36 
Discipline Policies - Students with Disabilities 

In addition to the discipline procedures applicable to all students, the following procedures are applicable to students with 
disabilities: [A student not specifically identified as having a disability but whose school district of residence or Achievement First 
Brownsville Charter School, prior to the behavior which is the subject of the disciplinary action, has a basis of knowledge - in 
accordance with 34 CFR 300.527(b) - that a disability exists may request to be disciplined in accordance with these provisions]. 
A _L!— .* i ^r—A m_l      — •«;_  fu 1_-__ ft_i 1 _i__n _' i Jii_ __ _*• A/\/\ r^A «ftft rAA _Xil_ — AAJ. .XP.Jwl n*k.*» •IJJUMA 

(CFR) and the following procedures, except that in the event that the following procedures are inconsistent with federal law and 
regulations, such federal law and regulations shall govern. •'•.'•'•. 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School shall maintain written records of all suspensions and expulsions of students with a' 
disability including the name of the student, a description of the behavior engaged in, the disciplinary action taken, and a record of 
the number of days a student has been suspended or removed for disciplinary reasons. 

Students for whom the Individualized Educational Plan (IEP) includes a Behavior Intervention Plan (BIP) will be disciplined in 
accordance with the BIP. If the BIP appears rwttooe effective or if them isaconcem for the health ard 
others if the BIP is followed with respect to the infraction, the matter will be immediately referred to the Committee on Special 
Education (CSE) of the student's district of residence for consideration of a change in the guidelines.   . 

If a student identified as having a disability is suspended during the course of the school year for a total of eight days, such student 
will immediately be referred to the CSE of the student's district of residence for reconsideration d the students educational 
placement Such a student shall hot be suspended for a total of more than ten days during the school year without the specific 
involvement Of the CSE of the student's district of residence prior to.the eleventh day of suspension, because such suspensions 
may be considered to be a change in placement 

In considering the placement of student referred because of disciplinary problems, the CSE of the student's district of residence is 
expected to follow its ordinary policies with respect to parental notification and involvement 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School shall work with the district to ensure that the CSE of the student's district of 
residence meets within seven days of notification of any of the following: 

1. The commission of an infraction by a student with a disability who has previously been suspended for the 
maximum allowable number of days. 

2. The commission of any infraction resulting from the students disability. 
3. The commission of any infraction by a disabled student, regardless of whether the student has previously 

been suspended during the school year, if, had such infraction been committed by a non-disabled student 
the Principal would seek to impose a suspension in excess of five days. 
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#      Attachment 37 
Dress Code Policy 

ft 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School students will be required to wear uniforms. These uniforms will serve 
several purposes: 

• They will denote and symbolize our students' identities as part of a special group of children of whom great 
.   things are expected; 
• They will relieve financially strapped parents of the burden of purchasing an entire wardrobe of school clothing 

and minimize the differences in economic background between children; 
• They will reduce the stress level associated with children's desires to keep up with expensive fashion trends; 

•    '-   and    . 
' .••.They will minimize distractions to learning in our school.    . 

With few exceptions, students will be required to wear their school uniforms at all times when on campus. Students must 
also wear their uniforms as they travel to and from school. There may be occasions during which students will be 
permitted to dress down for certain field trips or school activities. Students will be given specific dress guidelines for 
these activities. Students will not be admitted to class if they arrive in attire that does not meet the requirements of the 
school uniform policy. In such cases, the student will wait in the school office until a family member can bring them the 
appropriate clothing. 

The requirements of our uniform policy will be made clear to parents in information sessions before and after our lottery. 
It will also be clearly delineated in the school's Family Handbook. Subsequent to our lottery, families new to the school 
will receive information from the school regarding the costs of and procedure for ordering uniforms. While the intent of 
our uniform policy is in part to alleviate financial pressure on parents to buy their children the latest fad clothing for 
school, there may be instances in which families truly cannot afford to buy uniforms. No student will be denied access to 
the school because a family cannot afford to purchase the uniform. Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will   . 
keep reserves on hand to assist families who cannot afford uniforms. We have identified Flynn and O'Hara as a cost-  . 
effective and reliable uniform vendor in Brooklyn. Families will be able to purchase uniforms through Flynn and O'Hara 
prior to and throughout the school year. Boys will be required to wear khaki pants and white shirts with maroon ties. Girls 
will have the option of wearing either (a) khaki pants, white shirts and maroon ties, or (b) khaki jumpers with white shirts 
and tights and maroon ties. Both boys and girls are to wear plain black sneakers and black belts, should they chose to 
wear belts. Sweaters will also be made available in the same maroon color. 

In further response to Question 37, attached please find pictures of middle school students at Achievement First Crown 
Heights and Achievement First Endeavor Charter School wearing uniforms similar to the uniform proposed for 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School. 
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Achievement First Brownsville Charter School 

Proposed Student Uniforms 
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Attachment 38 (Exhibit E) 
Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) Policy 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School's Freedom of information policy is attached as Exhibit E. 

m 
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I     Attachment 39 (Exhibit F) 
*        New York State Open Meetings Law Policy 

Pursuant to the New York Charter School Act (2854(1)(e)), Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will comply 
with all provisions of Article 7 of the New York Public Officers Law. Our Open Meetings Policy Is attached as Exhibit F. 

> 
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Attachment 40 
Board ofTrustees Complaint Policy 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School is committed to maintaining clear policies to ensure accountability, including a 
formal complaint policy. The school will ensure that all parents and staff members are well informed of the steps to make a 
complaint as well as the steps they may take if/when an issue is left unaddressed. Information detailing this process will be sent to 
all parents each year and the information will be on file wfth.the Director of School Operations. The policy mirrors Education Law 
section 2855, which covers the school's formal complaint process. This policy will be distributed in the school's annual FamBy 
Handbook and Faculty Handbooks.  • 

Any individual or group may bring complaints to the AF Brownsville Board of Trustees. Complaints wifl be submitted to the Board 
ofTrustees at least one week prior to the next Board meeting. Complaints submitted later wifl be addressed at the subsequent 
meeting of the Board ofTrustees, Emergency issues will be dealt with on an as-needed basis, with the Board responding at or 
prior torts next regular public meeting. Every effort will be made to address respectfully each matter to the satisfaction of the 
individual or group that presented the complaint The Board, as necessary, may direct the Principal or other responsible party to 
act upon the complaint and report to the Board. The Board of Trustees shall render a determination in writing if appropriate or 
required. All discussions of complaints submitted to the Board will be documented by incorporating them into the minutes of the . 
meeting; The school will ensure that all parents are well informed of the steps to make a complaint as weD as the steps they may 
take if/when ah issue is left unaddressed. Information detailing this process will be sent to all parents each year and the 
information will be on file with the School Manager. 

In accordance wrtti Education Law § 2855(4), if after presentation of such a complaint to the Board ofTrustees, the individual or 
group determines that the Board has not adequately addressed the complaint, and the complaint constitutes a violation of law or 
the school's charter, that individual or group may present the complaint to the School's charter authorizer, the State University of 
New York (SUNY) through the Charter Schools Institute (CSQ, which shall investigate and respond to the requests, tf, after 
presentation of the complaint to the Board ofTrustees, the individual or group remains unsatisfied, they may present the complaint 
to the State Education Department Board of Regents. SUMY'S Trustees and the State Education Department Board of Regents . 
shall have the power and the duty to issue appropriate remedial orders to the board of trustees of the school under their jurisdiction 
to effectuate the provisions applicable under Education Law. 
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Attachment 41 
Dissolution 

In the event of closure or dissolution of AF Brownsville, tfie Board of Trustees shall manage the dissolution process in accordance 
with Education Law § 2851 (2(t)), the school's charter and any closure plans of the authorizer including the most recent dissolution 
plan provided by the Charter Schools Institute. In anticipation of dissolution, the school is committed to establishing an escrow in 
the amount of $75,000 to pay for audit and legal expenses that could potentially be associated with any dissolution that could 
occur with this charter. This process shall commence with a meeting of Board representatives and the Charter Schools Institute or 
other appropriate staff at the State University of New York to discuss and finalize a 3(Way timeline for dissolution that is based on 
the following template: 

Days 1-5 
1. AF Brownsville shall deliver the current list of students attending the school to the regional superintendent and to 

school district central offices. 
2. The Principal of AF Brownsville shall conduct a meeting with the regional superintendent to discuss openings and 

availability for students being displaced by the closure or dissolution. 
3. Board Representatives of AF Browns#shallcondudameeting with the school manager and auditors tobegin 

process of identifying assets required for transfer. 

•    Days 5-15 
4. AF-Brownsville shall transfer student records to:     . 

New York City Department of Education 
52 Chambers Street 
NewYork, New York10007 

5. AF Brownsville shall provide written notice to key NYCDOE central office departments such as transportation, food 
services and school safety of the closure in order to ensure adequate time for modifications to existing bus routes, 
school safety procedures regarding ingress and egress to a new building for a large number of relocating students, 
or other support services required for current students of AF Brownsville being relocated into other school buildings. 

6. AF Brownsville shall notify all parents in writing of the closure of the school, and explain possible relocation options 
including contact information, basic school facts, and maps displaying locations of possible relocation schools 
targeted by the Regional superintendent's office for transfer. 

7. AF Brownsville shall notify in writing school principals in surrounding schools of the closure and provide contact 
information for school personnel handling transfer. 

Days 1530 
8. AF Brownsville shall host an information session for families and introduce them to personnel from receiving 

schools and assist with all transfer processes. 
9. A list of students attending the school and their known preferences for relocation will be sent to the school district 

offices. 
10. Parents of the enrolled students shall be notified of the transfer of their student's records to the Department of 

Education. 
11. AF Brownsville shall conduct a final meeting with Charter School Institute or the appropriate State University of New 

York personnel to ensure that each child has been properly enrolled in a local public school or has confirmed their 
enrollment in a non-public school. 

Pursuant to Education Code § 220, the remaining assets of AF Brownsville, and after satisfaction of outstanding debts and 
liquidation of assets, shall be transferred to another charter school within the school district where the school is located or 
secondarily directly to the New York City Department of Education. 
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A     Attachment 42 (Exhibit G) 
Personnel Policies 

AF Brownsville Personnel Policies have been submitted as Exhibit G. 
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Attachment 43 
School Leader Description 

Recrultmeht/Selection/riiring/Rring School Leaders 
Achievement First has developed a rigorous principal selection process, in order to attract and hire top school leaders from across 
the country. Working with the leadership of KIPP and New Leaders for New Schools, Achievement First's leadership and talent 
development team worked to develop a set of selection criteria driven by the core competencies we hope our school leaders wil 
demonstrate and embrace. This year's process ensued over two days in early June, and was preceded by months of preliminary 
vetting by Achievement First's recruitment team. A selection committee comprfeed of 8 educators and leaders from Achievement. 
First, and other highly reputed educational agencies, reviewed applications, interviewed 9 candidates, and conducted a number of 
teaching, coaching, and. family rapport-building simulations. At the end of the process, the selection committee sat down together 
and reviewed the strengths and weaknesses of the 9 school principal candidates who they observed. Among the nine candidates 
we are considering one candidate for the helm of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School. We are now in conversations with 
this individual, and the Board of Trustees in conjunction with Achievement First will decide whether to extend an offer to participate 
in a one-year Principal-in-Residence program in preparation for becoming founding principals of AF Brownsville's middle school 
program. 

Final selection for the principal will come before the full AF Brownsville Board of Trustees. The AF Brownsville board will hold final 
authority over the hiring and firing of the school's executive director (principal), and will be responsible for renewing his/her contract 
on an annual basis. Yearly, the Board will work with Achievement First leadership to ensure that a thorough evaluation of the 
school leader is completed. Since the Principal works at AF Brownsville on a yearly contract, those Principals deemed by 
Achievement First and the Board to have successfully led the school will be offered contracts for the next school year. Each 
division of the school (elementary school, middle school, and high school) will have a separate principal and will be referred to as 
an academy. The Principal will be the decision-maker for his or her academy, and each Principal will supervise an Academic Dean 
and Dean of Students; these three leaders (Principal, Dean of Students, Academic Dean) win supervise all teachers in the division, 
though the Principal will have final authority over the employment and supervision of all staff. 

Principal Residency 
Once identified, co-CEO and Superintendent Doug McCuny, along with co-CEO and President Dacia Toll, will spend the one full 
academic year working very closely with the principal candidate to ensure that he or she is completely ready to take on the 
leadership of her own high-performing charter school. AFs year-long training opportunity is set up to allow principals-in-residence 
to build on their already extensive experience by visiting other successful charter schools, fully immersing themselves in the AF 
model, and practicing all of the leadership skills necessary to do an outstanding job. Each principal candidate will likely serve in the 
position as a Dean of Students or Academic Dean in an existing school prior to the opening of the new charter school. 

In addition to duties as Dean of Students or Academic Dean, in preparation of opening the new school the principal 
candidate will be responsible for completing the following: 

•   Shadowing of Achievement First School Principals and Deans (Brooklyn and Connecticut) 
• Observing and then conducting interim assessment teacher debriefs on school data 
• Observing and then running staff meetings, professional development for staff, and Morning Circle and Town — 

Meeting celebrations '        .• '       " 
• Participating once a month in formal principal training seminars and attending the monthly AF principal   . 

meetings and annual principal retreat 
. •    Conducting formal observations with teachers and Achievement First Superintendent, Doug McCurry 

»   Teaching a minimum of three weeks in different content areas (math, reading, textual analysis, and writing). 
These weeks of teaching are to ensure a high level of proficiency with the Achievement First instructional model 
(including aims, lesson structure, l-WE-YOU). 

• Visiting other high performing elementary schools in New York City as well as across the country 
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Fully participating in teacher recruitment and interview processes for Achievement First Brownsville Charter ' 
School 

Reaching out to the communities we intend to serve. 

Core School Leader Competencies 
As described above, we are focused on hiring a school leader that is able to run a successful school. When considering 
leadership we value the candidate's ability to serve in three distinct roles: as a leader of people by running a successful 
instructional staff; as a leader who sets the 'no-excuses' school culture; and an instructional leader who has a thorough 
understanding of curriculum, instruction, and what it takes to produce high levels of student achievement. In addition to 
these three areas, below please find the core school leadership competencies that we value in each potential school 
leader- 

Commitment to Mission/Vision 
• Conveys strong sense of urgency; strong commitment to mission and a belief in the potential of all children to  : 

excel academically . 
• '. Makes decisions guided by what's best for students, motivated by love and respect for students and their 

families; builds strong personal relationships with kids and parents 
••   Conveys'an inspirational vision for the school 

.     •    Exudes energy and optimism; conveys strong belief that we will prevail 

Focus on Excellence 
• Demonstrates persistence, determination, and relentless drive to achieve goals and results; not satisfied with 

so-so but rather sets high expectations and is focused on achieving excellence in all areas . 
• Takes personal responsibility for results; takes initiative; does not wait for others to fix problems; no excuses 
• Demonstrates grit, tenacity, and self-reliance; will overcome challenges and setbacks 
• Focused on results; obsessed with data and interim indicators of success   . 
• Demonstrates willingness to confront difficult situations and brutal facts head-on and willingness to hold others 

accountable for ensuring the success of all kids 

Peopje-Orientation / Interpersonal Skills 
Demonstrates real empathy and genuine caring about others and the impact of decisions on others 
Exudes personal warmth and openness 
Builds strong relationships with teachers and colleagues and is able to foster an environment in which others do 
the same 
Is a good listener, non-judgmental, inclusive 
Has a sense of humor, fun to be around 
Has a track record of being an effective team player .   ', 
Demonstrates good emotional intelligence; reads people and situations accurately and reacts accordingly; 
understands the perspectives of others 

Constant Learning 
• Demonstrates self-awareness, humility, and a commitment to personal growth; accurately identifies personal 

strengths and weaknesses; understands how he/she is perceived by others 
• Actively seeks feedback and uses it to improve performance 
• Willing to admit mistakes/shortcomings and address them; reflective 
• Seeks mentors, thought-partners, and professional development 

Communication 

Amchn,e„t43-2    Gf) ACHIEVEMENT2975T 
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• Possesses written and verbal skills to communicate with clarity, conciseness and appropriateness to multiple 
audiences 

• Has a strong, leader-like presence, inspires confidence; calm under pressure 

• Persuasive; able to influence others to achieve outcomes 

Organization & Planning 

• Plans ahead; works the plan 
• Demonstrates excellent follow-up and follow-through 

• Focuses on both the big picture and on details 
• Possesses strong personal organization and time-management skills 

» Effectively jnulti-tasks 
• Anticipates problems before they arise and plans preventatively 
• Serves as an effective project manager; delegates effectively, setting others up for success 

•' •. • 

Problem-Solving 
• Leads the team through a problem-solving process with high levels of buy in and effectiveness 

• Demonstrates systematic, analytic, problem-solving skills   . 
o   Identifies and accurately prioritizes problems and key issues 
o   Defines the opportunity/problem in clear, compelling, actionable terms 
o   Analyzes and diagnoses complex issues and develops effective solutions to solve a variety of problem 
o   Identifies concrete outcomes/metrics as a way to evaluate results 

• Accurately identifies factors that make school organizations strong and weak . 

Character 
• Impeccably demonstrates integrity, honesty, REACH values, and a willingness to stand up for personal beliefs 
• Makes sacrifices for the good of students and staff; has a very strong work ethic 
• Talks about our work, students, families, and communities in an impeccably respectful way 

• • •    Has a strong track record of effectively engaging with students and families to develop strong character, not just 
academics 

• Demonstrates professionalism (dress, body language, speech) 

People Leadership 
• Has experience effectively managing people and leading teams 

o   Sets clear vision and goals 
o   Mobilizes adults to take action; builds a sense of team 
o    Regularly provides specific positive reinforcement for team and individual efforts 
o   Gives effective feedback and has "difficult conversations" that result in improved performance 
o   Facilitates meetings effectively to achieve desired outcomes; structures opportunities for shared 

reflection and problem-solving; ; 
o   Engages and empowers others to take responsibility to achieve results 

• Operates effectively during times of uncertainty and is able to overcome adversity 

Instructional Leadership 
• Has a proven track record of outstanding student achievement results 
• Demonstrates knowledge of exemplary teaching and the capacity to distinguish among poor, mediocre, and 

outstanding teaching; good instructional eye to identify "big rocks" in lessons; able to deliver targeted, 
actionable feedback 

Amchmen.43-3       fiT) ACHIEVEMENTS! 
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Able to lead coherent alignment of curriculum, assessment, instruction & professional development; personal 
fe approach is consistent with the AF model 

Uses data to inform instruction and continuously improve student achievement 
Possesses adequate content knowledge in math and/or language arts 
Able to design and lead high-quality professional development 

AttacWn.43-4    CT) ACHIEVEMENT 299ST 
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i Attachment 44 
Collective Bargaining 

Request 43 is inapplicable as Achievement First Brownsville Charter School is starting with less than 250 students in year one, 
and will have less that 250 students in its second year of operatjon. 

• 
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Fiscal Soundness 
Save herein all Attachments/Exhibits responding to Request Numbers 45 - 50. 

> 
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Attachment 45 
Start-Up Budget 

The startup costs for the charter will be borne by Achievement First, Inc., the Charter Management Organization that will 
have a contractual agreement with the Charter to provide services to it . 

It has been our practice for Achievement First to provide all start-up services free of charge to the charter in our past 
New York Charters in Crown Heights, East New York, Bushwick and Fort Greene (Endeavor). 

The financial obligations of the charter thus begin in Year 1, starting on July 1 of the year in which the charter will start 
operating. 

The services provided by Achievement First include hiring all personnel, including paying the salary of anyone hired 
before July 1 of the year the charter will start operating. Additionally, it includes locating and securing a facility, 
performing student recruitment, and developing the first year curriculum. 

Achievement First's revenues come from a combination of management fees from the currently operating charters, of 
which there are seven, and private philanthropy. 

A„achmen,45-1        Of) ACHIEVEMEN^'RST 
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» Attachment 46 
First Year Annual Budget 

Attached please find a copy of the first year annual budget for Achievement First Brownsville Charter School. 
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5 AttachementMS: First Year Budget 

Academy: AF Brownsvin* 
Suit: Cuh (Note that the S year budget It done on partial accrual bails - the last two columns show the reconcMstton betwent the two) 

.   Assumptions: phase see the 6 year budget 

4000-REVENUE-PUBLIC 
4100 • General operating (Urania 

4110 • Per Pupa Operating Revenue 
4111 -State Boftw, Libra Texts* Fund 

Total 4100 • General Operating Revenue 
4200 • PubOc Start-up Funding 

4X20 • NVC Start-up Supplement (DYCD) 
42*1 • Federal Charter Start-up Grant 

Total 4200 -Public Startup Funding  . 
4300 • Other Public Revenues 

4110 • Title I 
4115-Title a 
4330 • Other TWo Money 
4340 • Student Meal Program 
4146 - eRate - Internet end Telephone 

Total 4300 • Other Public Revenues 
4400 - Special Education Funding 

4410 - CttylSurte Special Ed Funding 
4420 - Fed Fndlng lor Students w Olsab 

Total 4400 - Special Education Funding 
Total 4000 • REVENUE - PUBLIC 
4100 • REVENUE - PRIVATE 

Total 4650 - Operating Grants 
Total 4100 - REVENUE - PRIVATE 
4000 • OTHER REVENUE 

4960 - Interest Income 
4S70 - Miscellaneous Income        .   . 

Total 4*00 - OTHER REVENUE 

o 
CO 

6000 • PERSONNEL EXPENSES 
6100 - Salaries and wages 

Teachers 
Leaden 
Ops/Support 
Paraprohwslonats 
Mentor payments 
#156 • ARerschoot Salaries Ace/Tutor 
6156 • Satur Sen! Salaries 
Bus monitors 
Summer follows 

Total 5100 - Salaries and Wages 
Total 5200 • Bonuses 

Fica-Med 
; Health benefits 

Dental 
snort-term disability 
Long-term dleebillty 
Lite insurance 
Worker's compensation 
State Unemployment Insurance 
Retirement 

6600 - Taxes & Benema 
Total 6000 - PERSONNEL EXPENSES 
6000 - NON-PERSONNEL EXPENSES (OTPS) 

•100 • Servlcee and Activities 
Escrow 
(110-Debt Service 
6111 •Bank Charges 
6115 - AP Management Fee 
6120  Payroll Admm Fees 
6126 - Accounting Services 
6126-Audit 
6128   Legal 
6130 • Insurance - Cornmorcl Uab & O&O 

July August Sept October Nov Dec January Feb March AprO May June Total Cash Flow Budget Variance 
Cash Flow 
to Budget 

Notes 

155.620 158.820 155.820 158*20 158*20 

4,932 

158*20 951.720 
4.932 

951,720 

4.932 
- 

168,620 158*20 

118*30 

158*20 158*20 

11*99 

156.620 . 4.932 158*20 966.662 

125*26 

956.652 

128.328 
.    - 

35.000 140.000 175.000 175.000 - 
151*30 

17 

6.030 
375 

11*99 140*00 301*28 

6.930 
375 

17 

101*21 

34*50 
1.875 

87 

(27,720, balance comes In post June 3001 
(1.500) balance comes tn post June JOUi 

(69) balance comes in post June 30Ui 

- 535 535 .535 535 535 535 '   535 535 
12,506 

4263 
12.500 

4*83 
12.506 

- '- - 17 535 7*40 616 615 535 516 536 13,042 24.111 53*00 (29,289, 

3.408 3.408 3.408 3.408 3.408 
9*30 

3.408 20.448 
6*38 

20.446 

9*38 
- 

3.406 3*08 3*06 3*08 3*06 9,216 3*01 29*64 29,664 
(29.289) 162.028 - . 162,026 151*47 162,663 7*40 174*62 140,636 162*63 14,701 162*63 11.042 1*11,776 1,343,069 .P'r^'r^rswrz 

• 14.583 14*83 14*83 14*83 14*83 14*83 14583 14*63 14*83 14*83 14*63 14*83 175.000 175.000 
:          a  .rosC^^'w^ 

14.583 14.583 14.563 14*63 14*63 14.663 14*83 14*63 14*83 14,583 14*83 14.553 176.000 176*00 1 
417 417 417 417 417 417 417 417 417 417 417 417 5.000 5.000 . .;                    AUG 2 1 20 
417 417 417 417 417 417 417 417 417 417 417 417 5*00 5.000 B 

177.026 15,060 177,028 166*47 177*63 22.840 169.062 155*35 177*63 29.703 177*61 28.042 1*33.776 1*23*65 (29*89)                           1 
S CHfcRTF.R SCHOOLS IN 

25.930 25.030 25.030 25.930 25.030 25.930 25.930 25.930 25.930 25.930 25,930 265229 311.158 (25.930) July salary accrual 

25.750 25.750 25.750 25.750 25.750 25.750 25.750 25,750 25.750 25.750 25.750 25.750 309.000 309.000 

10.082 10.082 10.982. 10.082 10.982 10.082 10.982 10.982 10.982 10,982 10.982 10.952 131.789 131.769 - 

049 849 649 649 .549 649 . 849 649 649 849 6.489 6,469 
252 252 252 252 252 252 252 252 252 252 2,524 2.524 
773 773 773 773 773 773 773 773 773 773 7.725 7.725 

6.160 10.180) July salary accrual 
36.733 62*62 64.336 64*16 64.336 64,336 64.136 64*36 64,111 64*36 64*36 64.316 742.755 774.664 

25,750 
(32.110) Jury salary accrual 
(25,750, July salary accrual 

2.809 4.794 4.922 4,922 4,922 4,922 4.922 4.922 4.922 4.922 4.922 4.922 56.820 59277 (2.457) Jury salary accrual 
2.515 4.292 .4.282 4.292 4292 4.292 4,292 4.2*2 4*92 4*92 4*92 4*92 .      .   49.723 51*00 (1.777) July salary accrual 

274 468 458 468 468 455 488 466 468 455 468 .    488 5.422 5.616 (194) July salary accrual 
227 357 387 387 387 387 367 357 367 387 337 367 4.489 4.849 (160) July salary accrual 
227 387 387 367 387 387 367 357 367 387 387 387 4,489 4.649 (180) Jury salary accrual 

01 103 103 103 .103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 1.197 1*40 (43) July salary accrual 
235 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 4.638 4.804 (166) July salary accrual 
210 373 373 373 373 373 373 373 373 373 ' 373 373 

15.000 
4.320 

15.000 
4.481 

15.000 
(155) July salary accrual 

6,666 11.205 11*33 11.333 11*31 11*33 11.111 11,333 11*31 11,331 11,333 26,111 146.104 151*16 (5.112) 
.     43.2SS 73*67 76,669 78,649 75*69 75,688 76,669 76.669 75,669 75,669 76,669 90,669 616,659 961*11 (82.972) 

2.083 2.083 2.083 2,083 2*83 2.083 - 2*83 2*83 2.083 2*83 2.083 2.083 25.000 25.000 - 

14 14 14 
23.793 

14 14 14 

23.793 
14 '     14 14 

23,793 
14 14 1« 

23,793 
173 

95.172 
173 

95,172 AF allows school to pay based on cash needs. 
04 94 94 94 94 04 94 94 94 94 94 94 1.133 1.133 •  . 

378 .      378 378 376 376 376 378 376 378 378 375 378 4.532 4.532 - 
- • 15,450 (15.450) AudH accrual 

469 489 469 .   459 459 469 469 469 489 459 489 409 5.624 5.624 



vr 

6140-Ouasa 
6146 • Prfneipaf'a DUcraDonary Fund 
6146. SUN AppmdaUon .. 
6147 - Piutaailonal Da»aiopmani 
6160 - FMd Trips (Bamantary) 

' 6161 • FWd Trip* (kUddWHlgtil 
6in • Food acraleopMly KnocMBfM) 
6166 • Aimochool {Mm Olliiy) Otnsr 
6160 -'ttndoot laoantha) Frog » Tclp» 
6161 • Scoring Swss studant Asaassmnt 
6162 • studant Trans, (non Hold trip) 
6161 • Staff Tmol (non-PD) 
61t6-ParantAdtvlUa 
6166 • SUM RMrattrntm (TFA Cm) . 
6170 • Bpsclal Ed. sw» (Consultant) 
6171 • Totnp Sttff - Sobulbdo Toactin 
6171 • Tamp Sltlf - Admln/OptrsUons 
6176 • Posttga » SMppkig 
6176 • Printing mod Photocopying 
6160 • Talsphona Servtea 
6161 • CsHular Phona oarvtea 
6162'Inunwl Acem/Eoiaa SMvtc* 
6100-OUiarSarvicaa 

Total 6100 • sanrlcaa utd ActMUaa 
6300-Physical Plant 

6116 • Sit* tmprovamanta 
6111 • Tocn. tafrastruaurs 
6120 • Spsco litWBulldlno Pomilt* 

Total 4J00 • Physical Plant 
6600' SuppHaa and Equlpmam 

6606 • Aasassmant Matariala 
6610 • Curricula (Taxmooka A oOn-AF) 
6616 • Curricula (AF Puhlfcadons) 
6626 • Other InatrucUonal SuppRas 

.    «s»0-Music Supplka 
6611 • Orcnastra Suppllm 
6618 • Classroom libraries 
6640 • Admin « Oflfca Suppfloa 
6646 • Studant Snacks 
6646 • Msdlcal 6 Emcrgancy Supplies 
6646 • Classroom Discretionary Fund 
6660 • Furottura and Furnishings 
•666 • Copter Laasa 
6660 • SlonagalSchool Culture Mat 
•S66 - Uniforms 
6670 • SutfT Computer 8ya and Software 
6674 • Studant Information Syatsm 
6660 • Odiar Equipment / pbjacts - par now staff 
6600 • Supplies and Equipment -Other 

Total 6600 • Supplies and Equipment 
Total 6000 • NON-PERSONNEL EXPENSES (DTPS) 

Contingency (1 JH| 
Total Expense 

Summary 
Cash BaUnca-Stan of Month 
New Cash In During Month 
Una of Cnwa - Cash m/(Out| 
Total Expenses During Month 
Cash At End o» Month 

July August Sard. October Nov Dec January Fab March I 

I 
April May June Total Cash Flow Budget Variance 

Cash Flow 
to Budget 

Notes 

• M 14 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 3* 34 .    .        412 412 
...                                      my 

541 541 341 541 541 541 541 5*1 541 541 «41 .541 6,489 8,489 o 
333 333 335 335 335 335 315 335 135 335 1.148 3.348 CO 

'. 670 670 670 670 670 670 670 670 670 670 .     6485 6.695 

1*47 1.947 1.947 1.047 1.947 1J947 1.8*7 1.947 1.947 1*47 19.487 18.487 

771 771 771 .      771 771 . 771 771 771 ' 771 771 7.708 7.708 

4H 4*1 433 433 431 413 431 433 433 433 4.326 4.328 - 
346 346 . 346 348 346 3*6 346 148 3*6 346 3461 3,461 

130 130 130 110 130 130 130 130 110 130 1788 1788 

5.000 5400 10.815 (5.815) Expense accrued for July 

0 0 • * 9 .     9 9 8 8 ' 0 .  9 9 103 103 

'   43 43 41 41 41 43 41 41 . 41 43 433 433 

5,150 5.150 5,150 '-' 
3.090 3.080 3.090 1.080 3.000 3.090 3/180 .1.090 1.080 3.080 30.800 30.800 

S2 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 515 515 

640 848 640 648 2*96 2496 - 
106 106 106 106 108 108 108 108 108 108 108 108 1798 17*» 

17 17 17 17 17 •    17 17 17 17 17 17 17 206 206 - 
117 117 117 137 137 137 137 137 137 .    137 117 137 1.648 1448 

141 343 343 343 343 343 343 3*1 341 343. 343 343 4.120 4.120 

.622 622 622 622 '     622 622 622 622 622 622 622 822 8*85 8.885 - 
36 .38 36 38 38 16 36 36 36 • 36 18 38 433 431 

6,716 10.716 41.411 13,160 12.901 16.184 12,901 .12,901 11.694 11.801 11801 16.6*4 147,101 268.3(8 (21745) 

5.150 8.150 10.300 10.300 

6.766 6.755 17.510 17.510 • 
1j442 1,442 1,442 1X42 1.442 1442 1442 1442 1442 1442 .1442 1442 1740* 17404 

1M47 16,147 1,441 1.442 1.442 1,442 1441 1442 1442 14*2 1442 1.441 46.114 48,114 - 
431 .433 433 433 413 433 433 411 431 1.891 3.893 

10.223 24,134 24.134 84.690 64,880 

1,286 1.847 1.847 5.181 5.181 - 
3745 4^67 .   4,887 12.878 12.878 

242 242 242 242 242 242 242 242 .  242 242 2.421 2.423 

4,635 4.613 .   4.615 4.635 4.635 .4.615 4.635 4.615 4*35 4.635 46.150 46.350 

1.036 1.038 1.038 1.018 1/139 1.038 1.038 1.038 1.038 1.038 10.382 10.362 

665 665 865 665 865 685 685 865 885 865 8452 8,652 - 
1.208 1.047 1.847 5.181 5.181 

14 14 14 
101 

ess 
1.082 

144 

14 

23.791 

14 
280 

1J88 

14 
280 

1.298 
1.082 

14 

144 
20,600 

14 14 

1.082 

14 .14 

144 

14 

1/182 

171 
773 

23.783 
3.461 
4.328 

413 
20.600 

173 
773 

23.793 
.   3.481 

4.326 
413 

20.6DO 

- 

130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 .     1788 1788 

3,080 4J635- 4J535 12480 12480 -   • 

048 973 873 2.586 2.598 

14 14 16.010 11,160 47.647 46,729 18.102 7.157 8419 7.157 7.601 8419 218.762 129.762 

21/767 26/167 71.646 46,141 61.8,1 66.666 4X446 M.701 46.575 21.701 21446 46478 621.879 641444 (21,285)    . 

606 1.250 1.931 1.521 1.721 2.032 1.476 ' 1.217 1.529 1.217 1.210 1.716 17,615 18.618 (1.053). 

66.200 101.214 156,648 123.115 111^61 164f«8 119f*1 • 88687 121/71 01,587 81711 116460 1428474 1411,781 (85790) 

177.028 111.626 25f14 46.003 •    68.607 127.780 38.064 105.535 162.464 166774 87490 176720 

13.000 177X28 168.647 177,563 22,840 

SO MO 
189.062 . 155.533 177.561 

(50.000) 
28.703 177.563 28.042 

65.200 101.214 156J48 123.135 138.161 164.568 118.581 08.587 .121.773 88,567 98.733 118460 

111.626 25.614 46.095 68 AIT 127.780 18.084 105.535 182.484 180774 87.180 176720 85.302 

# 
hrSPnt AttarhrSPnt AfiS) 
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~      Attachment 47 
Five Year Budget Plan 

Attached please find a copy of the five-year budget plan for Achievement First Brownsville Charter School. 
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Attachment #47: Five year budget 

Academy: 
B«l»: 

AFBrownavflls 
Partial caaWpartad accrual-capMlnv»atinei<taara not accrual but t»ac^ 

Start year 
End yaw 

2008 
2009 

2009 
2010 

2010 
2011 

2011 
2012 

2013 
2013 

EnroBriwnt "•1 

Staflmo Tucfma « . its 34 47.S 52.5 
Uadera .3 3 6 8 7 

OparBapport  . 2 3   . 8 7 7 
Paraprofeadonala 0 1 '1 3 4 

CO 

Financial! 

[Income 

Total Income 
Expenae 

4000 • REVENUE - PUBLIC 
4100 • General Operating Revenue ' 

4110-Per Pupil Operating Revenue 
4112 • State Soft*, Ubr* TextBkFund 

Total 4100 • General Operating Revenue 
4200 • PuMoSUrt-up Funding 

4220 • NYC Start-up Supplement (OYCD) 
4221 • Federal Charter Start-up Grant 

Total 4200 • Public Start-up Funding 
4300 • Other Public Revenue* 

4310-Titlel 
4315 • Title D 
4330 • Other Titte Money 
4340 • Student Meal Program 
4348 • eRate - Internet and Telephone 

Total 4300 • Omar Public Ravanuea . 
4400 • Special Education Funding 

4410 - City/State Special Ed Funding 
4420 • Fed Fndmg for Students w Olaab 

Total 4400 • Special Education Funding 
Total 4000 • REVENUE • PUBLIC 
4800 - REVENUE - PRIVATE 

Total 4850 - Operating Grant* 
Total 4800 - REVENUE - PRIVATE 

' 4900 • OTHER REVENUE 
4980 - Interest Income 

Total 4900 • OTHER REVENUE 

6000 • PERSONNEL EXPENSES 
6100 • Selarlea and Wage* 

Teaehere 
Leader* 
Ops/Support 
Panprofeaalonal* 
6155 • AftarachooJ Salartea Acs/Tutor 
6158 • Satur.ScM Satarle* 
Bus monitor* 
Summer feOmn 

Total 6100 • Balarlea and Wages 
Total 5200 • Bonuses' 

Fto-Med 
Health beneflta. 
Oantal 

Short-term dlsabfflty 
Long-term disability 
Ufo Insurance 

Worker's compensation 

^ 

^ 

951.720   * 
4,932   * 

53.400   8 

20.448   ( 
0.236   8 

29.884    8 
.1,343,065   $ 

175.000   3_ 
175.000    8 

5,000    3 
WOO    3 

1.523.065   $ 

1.925,534   t 
9,978   $ 

4.640.219   3 
25,599   3 

< Assumptions 
NOTE: ALL USE 2007-2008 AS BASE YEAR WITH 3% INFLATION. UNLESS OTHt 

7,019,798   3            8,225.050 Based on 811.000 per pupa in 2007-2008 
38,375   3 42,621 357 par pup! In 2007-2008 

958,652   3 1.935,511   I 4,985.818.3  . 7.0S6.174   3 8,267.670 

128,328   3                38,088   %              109,537   $                73,041   3 35,356 $90,000 In ftrat year of a school • 3391/etem.student, 3443/MS student, 3475/HSsU 
176,000   3 175,000   $ 175.000   3          3 • -      3175.000 per year for 3 years (NO INFLATION FACTOR)   . 
303.328 3                213,068 S               284,537 3 .  73,041 $                 35.356 

34,650 $                68.083 «               169.536 $ 233.888 $              266.063 $550 per free/reduced lunch student (NO INFLATION FACTOR) 
1.875 $                  4.688 $                12.750 $ 17,813 3                19,688 $375 per teacher (NO INFLATION FACTOR) 

87 3                        175 $                       449 3 638 3                        748 $1 per student (NO INFLATION FACTOR) 
4233 $                  8,665 I                22.231 $ •   31.589 $                37.013 Recover $2 per meal for 50% of non-free reduced students 

^.5O8    3 14.850 > 22,499 3 27.136 3 29,731   BOH of phone. Internet, cell costs 
98.440   3 

41.371    $ 
16.666   3 

227.467   $ 

106.143   $ 
4L943   3 

311,083   $ 

150,824    3 
,  68,124   3 

60,057.3 154,085    3 218,948   3 

353.241    . 

176.719 57.878 per student <20K. 514.479 per student>20H and <60% 
79.820 31,525 per eligible student - 7* of students eligible 

256,539 
2,305,077   $ 

225,000   3 

5.631,907    $ 

500.000   3 

7,659,228   3 

350.000   3 
225.000   3 

5.465   3 

8.912.806 

200,000 Prtvale philanthropy 
500.000    3 

11.755    3 

350,000   » 

•«•««• 11.755   3 J.2.S9!II 

200.000 

16.030 6% Interest on starting balance of $100,000. growing at 3% per year 
16,030 

2,535,542   $ 6,143.663   $ 8.021.621    $ 9.128.838 

$                311.158   3 801,233   $ 2476.980 3 3.272.453 8 3.909.283 
3                309.000   5 316,270   3 653,638 3 675.303 3 798.421 
3                  131.769   3 194,224   3      . 244,798 3    ' 391,002 3 402.732 
3                              3 38.968   $ 40,158 $ 124.087 $ 170.413 
8                    6.469   $ 13.387   $ 20.853 $ 28.383 $ 29.214 
3                    2.524   5 5,198   $ 6.032 $ ,11.030. 3 11.381 
3                   7.725   3 7.657   $ 16.391 3 25.324 3 34.778 
3                   6.180   $ 6.365   3   ' 13.113 $ 13.506 3 13.911 
$                  774.884   3 1.385,603   3 3.275.759 3 4,541.070 $ 5.389,094 
3                    28.750   3 38,601   3 83.047 3 105.235 3 - 11B;507 

3                  59.277   3 105,999   $ 250.598 3 347.392 3 410.659 
3                . 51.500   5 103.438   $ 251.327 5 357.349 3 408.844" 
3                .    5.616   $ 11.280   $ 27.408 $ 38.970 $ ' 44.564 
3                    4,849   $ 8.314   $ 19.655 3 27.246 3 32^09 
$                      4,649   $ 8.314   $ 19.655 3 27.248 3 32^09 
$                    1.240   $ 2^17   $ 5.241 3 7.265 3 6.589 
3                      4.804    $ 8,591    $ 20,310 3 28.155 3 33,282 

Based on stalling (see above) - avg. salary based on 10-15% above DOE scale 
Based on staffing (see above) - avg. salary based on 10-15% above OOE scale 
Based on staffing (see above)-avg. salary based on 10-15% above OOE scale 
Based on staffing (see above) - avg. salary based on 10-15% above OOE scale 
$10 per hour. 8 hours per grade per week for 20 weeks (middle and Mgh school only; 
$35 per hour. 4 hours per week per grade (middle end high school Cray) 
1 per 300 students. 3250 per week, 30 weeks 
33.000 stipend. 2 par academy 

31.000 per staff- attendance bonus 
7.65% of salaries 
$5,0W per employee 

$545 par employee 
0.6% ol salaries 
08% of salaries 
0.18% of salaries 
0.62% of salaries 
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Slate Unemptoyment Insurance . 
Retirement 

8500 • Taxes a Benefits 
Total 5000  PERSONNEL EXPENSES 
6000 - NON-PERSONNEL EXPENSES (OTP8) 

8100 • Services and Activities. 
Escrow 
6110 Debt Service 

. 6111 Bank Charges 
6115 AF Management Fee 
6120 Payroll Admin Fees 
6125 Accounting Services 
6128 Audit 
6130 Insurance - Commercl Uab » O&O 
6140 Dues and Subscriptions 
6145 Principal"! Discretionary Fund 
6146 Staff Appreciation 
6147 Professional Development 
6150 Field Trips (Elementary) 
6151 Field Tripe (Middle/High) 
6152 Food Sorvice(Dally Lunch/Brast) 
8166 Afterechool (Non<Selary) Other 
8160 Student Incentive Prog a Tripe 
6161 Scoring Svcs; Student Assessmnt 
6162 Student Trans, (non field trip) 
6163 Staff Travel (nonfO) 
6165 Parent Activities 
6168 Staff Recruitment (TFA fees) 
6170 Special Ed. Svcs (Consultant) 
6172 Temp Staff - Substitute Teachre 
6171 Temp Staff - AdmlnfOpereUonc 
6175 Postage a. Shipping 
6178 Printing and Photocopying 
6180 Telephone Service 
6181 Cellular Phone Service 
6182 Internet Access/Email Service 
6190 Other Services 

Total 6101 • Services and Activities 

o 
oo 

6300 • Physical Plant 
6315 - Site Improvements 
8318 • Tech. Infrastructure 
6320 • Space UseiBulldlng Permits 

Total 6300 • Physical Plant 
6500 • Supplies snd Equipment . 

6505 • Assessment Materials 
6510 • Curricula (Textbooks & non-AF) 
6515 • Curricula (AF Publications) 
6525 • Other Instructional Supplies 
6530-Music Supplies 
8531 • Orchestra SuppUea 
6535 • Classroom Libraries 
6*40 • Admin & Office Suppllee 
6545 - Student Snacha 
6546 • Medical 8. Emergency Supplies 
8548 • Classroom Discretionary Fund 
6550 • Furniture and Furnishings 
6555-Copier Lease 
6560 - Slgnage/School Culture Mat. 
8565 - Uniforms 
8570 - Slsff Computer Sys snd Software 
6571 - Student Computer Sya & Software 
6572 • Watarford Computers 
6573 - Watarford Software License 
6574 - Student Information System 
6580 -. other Equipment / Objects - per new staff 
6500 - Supplies and Equipment - Other 

4.481    *                     6,899   1                   21.865   $                   31,089   * 35.552  5435 per staff 
15.000   3 29.250   3 89,000   $ 95.250   3 .105,750 32,500 per slaff. 60% of staff 

$                 151.218   $ 2B8,40f   3 . 685.056   5 959,964    $ 1.111.457 

$             . 951.B31   * 1.706.605   1 4,043.883   $ .     5.606.269*. 6496.058 

t                  25.000   * 25.000   5 25.000   3 5   . - 
*                        -       « -      * t -      * - 
*                       173   t 350   3 898    3 1.276    3 1.495 
t                  95.172   S 162.553   $ 494.022   S 701.980   $ 822.505 
3                      1.133    t 2J76   3 5.529    $ 7.862   3 8.090 
$.'.                 4.532   S 4,688   3 9.618   3 9,904    3 10.202 
$                   18,450   $ 15.914   3 16.391    5 16.883   3 17,389 
3                    5.624   t 11.378   $ 29.192    3 41.481    5 48,603 
$                       412   3 828   5 2.011    3 2.859   3 3.289 

3                    6.489   $ 13.129   3 33.683    3 47.862   3 56.080 
3                   3.343   $ 6.723   3 16.338   $ 23.228   t 28.562 
*                      6.895   « 13.447    $ 32.673    3 46.455   5 53,124  i 
*                                   * -    .   *  . 9,179   3 14.013   3 18,954 
$                    .19.487   3 39.388   5 59,745    3. 60.530   3 82,946 
$                      7.709   3 15.597   $ 40,016    3 56.660. 3   - 66.623 
$                     4.328    $ 6.752    3 15.112    $ 20.698    $ 22,223 
$                      3,481    3 7.002   5 12.457   3 17.119   3 18,537 
$             .   .    1.298    3 2,626    $      . 6,737    3 9.572    5 11.216  I 
3              .     10.815    $ 21.831    3 66.139    3 79.770    5 93.466 
$                         103    3 207    3 503    3 715   5 817 
$                       433   3 875   3 2.246   5 3.191    * 3.739 
$                    5,150   3 3,305   $ 10.927   5 11,255   3 11,593 
$                    30,900   3 31,827   $ 65.564    5 33.765   $ 34.778 
$                         515    $ 1,034    3 2.513    3 3.573    3 4,086 
8                      2.596    $ . 5.251    $ 13.473    3 19.145    5 22.432 
$                      1.298    « 2.626    5 6,737    8 9.572    $ 11.216 
3                         206    $ 414    5 1.005    3 1.429    3 1.635 
3                      1.648   3 3.310   $ 8.042    3 11.435   3 13.077 
3                    4.120   $ 5,092   3 9.618    3 .     11,705   3 .12,984 
3                      9,885    $ 10.161    3 10.466    3 10,779    3 11.103 
$                         433    3 875    $ 2.248    5 3,191    3 3,739 
$                 .268,388   5 448.486    3 998,073    3 1.298.110    $ 1.493.382 

3                 10.300   3 -      3 10.927    3 '-'    3 .- 
6                 17,510   $ -      3 16,578    3 -      3 - 
5                 17.304   3 35.010    5 89.822    3 127.633   8 149,546 
3                 45.114   t 35.010    5 119,326   5 127.633   3 149.546 
3                      -      $ -      3 3 -       $ - 
5                      3.693   3 7.877   3 20,210.  3 28.717   3 33,648 
$                    64.890   3 80,045    3 233,161    $ 212,637    3 182.847 
3                      3,191    t 8,721    3 23.341    5 29,038    8 31.718 
3                    12.978    $ 20,810    3 56.549    5 67,969    5 72.721 
3                      2.423    $ 3,654    $ 10,051    5 11.392    3 11.734 
5                    48.350    3 10.609    $ 6,464    $ 5,628    3 5.796 
3                    10,382    3 13.677    3 39,469    3 39.573    3 37.143 
3                      8.652    « 13,940    3 37,699    3 45.313    $ 48,481 

. $                      5,191    $ 10.503    $ 26,947    $ 38.290    8 . 44.884 
3                         173    3 350    3 898. 3 1,276   3 1.495 
3                         773    $ 1.989    $ 5.673    5 8,018   3 9.129 
3                    23.793   3 23.659    3 78.430   3 59,849    3 41,299 
3                      3.481    3 7,002    3 17.964    3 25.527    $ 29.909 
3                      4.328    3 4,519    3 13.891    3 ' 9.935   3 6.184 
3                         433    3 875    3 2.246    3 3.191    t 3.739 
3                 20.600   3 20,157   3 37,915   3 54.587   3 36.227 
3                              3 37,132   3 47.807    5 9,848   S 43.473 
3                      -      * 5 91.789   5 47.271   3 36.517 

3                      -       3 S 68.295   3 70.344   % • 
5                   1.298   * 2,628   $ 6,737   3 9.572   3 1V16 
3                   12.360   3 12.094   $ 34.749   5 32.752   3 21.736 
3                    2.596   3 3.915   3   ' 10,769   3 12.206   3 12.672 

325.000 per year (or first 3 years of charter 

32 per student 
10% of per pupa revenue 
3110 per employee 
$5,000 per academy 
$15,000 per year 
365 per student 
34O per staff 
$75 par student 
3325 per staff 
3650 per staff 
350 per student 
3225 per student 
32 per meal for rion-free/reduced 
310/elementary student. SSufrnkMle student, S100/HS etudent 
340 per student, 25% parUcipBtlon 
$15 per student 
$125 per student 
310 per staff 
35 per student 
32.500 per hire 
33O.OOO per year per academy when fu3 time person not yet on steff 
$50 per staff 
$30 per student 
$15 per student 
$20 per staff member 
$160 per staff member 
3800 per Isadenthlp member, ops member 
3796 per month 
35 per student 

510.000 per new academy 
$17,000 per new academy 

$45 per student 
$500 per new student, $150 per existing student 
$70 per new student, $50 per existing student 
3150 per new student, 390 per existing student 
328 per new student. 314 per existing student 
345K In first year of middle or high school, 310K In second year, 55 each year after 
3120 per new student, 340 per existing student 
3100 per new student, 480 par existing student 
360 per student 
$2 per student 
$150 per teacher 
3275 per new student, $25 per existing student 
340 per student 
350 per new student. $2.50 per existing student 
$5 per student 
$2,000 per new staff. 25% annual replacement 
333K tab in years 1 and 3 of middle end US - $25% annual replacement 
3500 par new etaneniery student, 325% replacement 
Years land 2 of elementary 
$15 per student 
51200 per new staff 
$30 per new student, $15 per existing student 
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Total 6900 • SuppUas and Equipment 
Total 6000 • NON-PERSONNEL EXPENSES (OTPS) 
Contingency (1 JS%) 

Total Expenu 
Net Income 

229,782 * 288,654 J 869,952   t 822.937 > 722.430 
343,244 

18,888 
t 
* 

770,150 
30,984 

i 
* 

2407.351   * 
75,640   1 

Z248.679 
88;187 t 

2.385.358 
112.018 

1.513.763 1 2.509,740 * 6.126.854 .1 .     7.953.135 > 9.073,434 
9.301 t 25,803 * 18,808   t 68.687 t 83,402 

- Beginning cash balance 
Ending cash balance 

t 100.000   3 109.301   t 135,104   $ 151.912 • $ 
t 109.301   * 135.104   $ 151.912   t 220.599   I 

220.599   tnifal 3100.000 provided through phUanlhropy 
276.001 

CO o 
CD 
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Attachment 48 
Fiscal Soundness - Supporting Evidence 

The approach to budgeting process is the same used in that of our other four New York Charters: AF Crown Heights, AF 
East New York, AF Bushwick and AF Endeavor (Fort Greene). In addition to using the same approach, the assumptions 
were refined based on actual financial performance of AF Crown Heights and AF East New York for 2005-2006 and 
2006-2007 and AF Bushwick and AF Endeavor (Fort Greene) for 2006-2007. 

We feel confident that the assumptions are conservative and appropriate based on the fact that the two charters granted 
in 2005 both finished the 2005-2006 fiscal year with a surplus larger than that budgeted, and all four charters are 
projected to complete the 2006-2007 fiscal year with a surplus larger than that budgeted. 

In addition, for the first time we have worked into the budgets a contingency fund to provide additional resources in case 
actual expenses exceed budgeted amounts. 

In terms of start-up funds, our existing charters have all received significant private philanthropy prior to start-up and 
have also secured lines of credit from Bank of America of $200,000 prior to charter. We expect to receive the same for 
the new charter. 

Achievement First Inc. has created a set of fiscal policies that have been adopted by all of our charters, and'which we-'- 
would expect to be adopted by the new charter. These are attached. 

Attachments     GT) ACHIEVEMENT flRST 
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Attachment 49 
Programmatic & Fiscal Audit Performance 

We acknowledge that our charter school is subject to the same programmatic audits required of other public schools in 
New York State. We will conduct audits for the first fiscal year and subsequent fiscal years, and they will be conducted 
in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America and Government Auditing 
Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. We will select a recognized audit firm through an RFP 
process, with the decisions on auditor to be made by the charter's finance committee. We have completed audits on our 
two New York charter's started in 2005 (AF Crown Heights and AF East New York) and received clean audit opinions for 
each. We used the firm GGK for these audits. Achievement First Inc. conducts internal audits of the charter as part of 
our internal control policies and to prepare for the annual external audit 

to ensure compliance with the NewYork State Charter Schools Act, the Board of Trustees for the Achievement First 
Brownsville Charter School will conduct programmatic and fiscal audits annually. These audits will be produced in the 
school's annual report Specifically, the annual report will include a school report card that highlights student 
achievement including city and state comparative data, attendance rates, discipline information, a student and staff 
profile, and fiscal performance data. This report will be made available to the public. 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will also develop a school accountability plan as part of our charter 
agreement with the SUNY Charter School Institute. This plan, outlining academic and fiscal goals for the school, as well 
as specific metrics by which progress towards these goals will be assessed, will be developed in conjunction with the 
Charter School Institute during our first year of operations. It will include academic performance measures-including 
comparative measures, criterion-referenced measures, and value-added measures-and measures of the school's 
organizational viability. 

m • 
^      Programmatic Audit: 

Each year, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will submit an annual report to the SUNY Charter School 
Institute and the New York Board of Regents in accordance with the New York State Charter Schools Law. This report 
will include all information on the comparative academic and fiscal performance of the school required in the School 

.   Report Card mandated under New York State Education Law (8 NYCRR119.3). At a minimum; this information will 
include the following: 

• The school's federal and state revenue sources 
• Expenditures for salaries, capital expenses, student services, and other categories 
• Graduation and drop-out rates . 
• Student suspensions 
• Standardized test data 
• Student enrollment data including departures 
• Data on students with limited English proficiency 

In addition, the annual report will include a discussion of progress made towards the school's academic goals. 

Fiscal Audit 
To ensure fiscal compliance, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will retain an independent, certified public 
accountant to conduct a rigorous and an in-depth annual audit of all our financial records pursuant to the New York State 
Charter School Law. The Audit & Finance Committee of the Board of Trustees will interview and make a 
recommendation to the full board for decision. Once the audit is complete, the Board will publish the results in the 
school's annual report. All information reported will adhere to generally accepted accounting procedures (GMP) and 
will be in compliance with applicable standards set forth by the Comptroller General of the United States. Funding for 

A      this audit is included in the school's financial plan 
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Attachment 50 
Insurance Coverage 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School plans to develop a comprehensive plan for insurance coverage. The 
school's coverage will include: 

•;'. Commercial Automobile Coverage including non-owned and hired automobile insurance;  . 
• Educators Legal Liability Insurance including Directors and Officers Insurance for Officers and Board Trustees, 

Educators Legal Liability, Employee Benefits Errors &. Omissions, and Employment Practices Coverage; 
• Employee benefits such as health, dental, vision, and life insurance; 
• Commercial General Liability insurance to protect the school against personal injury; bodily injury; property 

damage; and libel, and slander claims; 
• Commercial Property insurance that protects the building, equipment, valuable documents, property of others 

on our premises, etc.; 
• Umbrella liability insurance that provides excess protection and increases the lirnits of the Property and 

Directors and Officers policies; and 
• Workman's Compensation insurance. 

According to pre-existing insurance coverage for a similar school to AF Brownsville (i.e. Achievement First Bushwick 
Charter School), AF Brownsville expects to secure the following types of policies and coverage, amounts; 

General Liability 
Type 

Automobile Liability (hired and non-owned autos) 
Excess/Umbrella Liability (occurrence) 

Workers Compensation and Employers Liability 

Educators Legal Liability 
Directors and Officers Liability 

Limits 
Each Occurrence $ 1,000,000 
Damage to rented premises $    300,000 
Medical Exp (Any one person) $    10,000 
Personal & Adv Injury $ 1,000,000 
General Aggregate $ 1,000,000 
Products -Comp/Op Agg. $ 2,000,000 

Combined Single Limit (each accident) $ 1,000,000 

Each Occurrence $ 5,000,000 
Aggregate $ 5,000,000 

Each Accident $    500,000 
Disease - Each Employee $    500,000 
Disease - Policy Limit $    500,000 
Each Claim $ 1,000,000 

Aggregate (claim) $ 1,000,000 

Attachment 50-1 fZ/S ACHIEVEMENT c'RST 
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School Facilities 
Save herein all Attachments/Exhibits responding to Request Numbers 51 - 54. 
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i Attachment 51 
Facility Location 

The applicants and Board of Trustees intend to open Achievement First Brownsville Charter School in the Brownsville 
community. This neighborhood is located in New York City Department of Education's Region 5, Community School 
District 23. 

i 
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Attachment 52 (a) 
Facility Description 

The applicants and Board of Trustees of Achievement First Brownsville Charter School have not identified a specific 
facility In the Brownsville community. However, Achievement First and the Board of Trustees are working with NYC 
Department of Education's Office of New Schools to identify under-utilized public school buildings for opening in fall 
2008. In addition, Achievement First will continue to meet with legislators and community agencies in addition to real 
estate brokers to discuss the availability of leased space for this school. These conversations will continue until a 
suitable long-term space is identified. Our goal is to ensure that the facility has been identified on or before May 1,2008, 
in time for successful school opening in August. 

Anachme„,52a-l      fiT) ACHIEVEMENT £RST 
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Attachment 52 (b) 
Plans for Identifying Facility 

The school's budget is based on the NYC Department of Education's indication that it will seek appropriate facilities at 
the cost of $1/year. Consistent with our existing schools in Brooklyn, the New York City Department of Education's 
Office of New Schools has generously agreed to offer facilities to Achievement First Brownsville Charter School. 
Community engagement is currently underway to confirm the availability of the space and secure local support DOE 
has indicated that there are several under-utilized facilities in District 16, and we intend to fully investigate the availability 
of this space. 

In the event that we will have to secure non^DOE facilities the Board of Trustees willexhaust all means to locate an 
appropriate facility. AF has established many short and long term relationships with New York's philanthropic community. 
As the organization grows and builds a relationship with funders in New York, AF will seek funding for the school's 
capital needs. 

In the long term, it is our goal to occupy our own permanent site. Our financial plans reflect this intent. We have already 
begun looking for sites suitable for a permanent home, in particular, we will seek to work with Civic Builders to locate. 
and develop a permanent building. '-.'•'' 
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ft Attachment 52 (c) 
Use of Public School Facility 

The applicant and Board of Trustees are aware that Achievement First has schools in existing public school facilities, 
and think this is a favorable solution to identifying school space. There are a significant number of underutilized school 
facilities in and around central Brooklyn, and we are hopeful that in partnership with the Department of Education, we are 
able to identify available sites. However, the Board realizes that there are no promises or guarantees of available space 
in existing Department of Education school facilities. Provided that we are unable to find suitable space to open on the 
proposed date, we will use every effort to find a suitable facility through other channels. 

» 
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» Attachment 53 
Description of Lease 

The budget line item for the lease or mortgage of a facility for AF Brownsville Charter School is $0.00. Our expectation 
and understanding with the Chancellor and Department of Education is that the department will fully cover the cost of 
facility, by allowing us rent-free space inside a Department of Education space. Given this intent to co-occupy under- 
utilized space within the DOE, the Board of Trustees and the existing public school leaders will work collaboratively to 
develop a co-occupancy agreement that will allow for the optimal shared use of DOE facilities. 

Should AF Brownsville enter into art ownership or lease agreement, the provisions in the Code of Ethics and Conflict of 
Interest documents will govern these transactions to ensure that potential conflicts of interest are addressed or avoided. 

» 
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Attachment 54 
Proposed Facility Layout 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will make the greatest use of available space in an existing public school 
building.. 

Attached In Exhibit H please find a copy of the template that Achievement First utilizes to determine space 
needs for school start-up. 

r 

• 
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Miscellaneous 
Save herein all Attachments/Exhibits responding to Request Numbers 55-61. 
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M      Attachment 55 
^^ Food Services 

In accordance with state and federal law, Achievement First Brownsville Charter School plans to feed our students healthy and 
nutritious breakfasts, snacks and lunches every schcol day of the year. We wip striw to provide oiir with nutritious 
snacks and meals that develop in our students healthy eating habits. The school plans to contract either with an independent food 
service provider or the New York City Department of Education. At least initially, we anticipate that breakfasts, lunches, and 
snacks will be prepared off-site and served to students in a manner which fellows state and federal guidelines. As the designated 
point person, AF Brownsville's Director of School Operations will work with the food services provider to arrange for the arrival, 
delivery, and disposal of all food. The Director of Operations will also work with the provider to handle food services logistics and 
weekly reporting and compliance. In planning for the school we have determined that a very high proportion of students in 
neighboring schools are eligible for free or reduced Lunch. Under the Provision II program of the National School Lunch and 
Breakfast Program, AF Brownsville aims to provide free meals to all students, regardless of their ability to pay. Students who am 
eligible for free lunch will not be required to pay for meals; students eligible for reduced lunch we will collect a fraction of the cost 
and students ineligible altogether parents will be invoiced monthly for all meals. 

» 
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Attachment 56 
Health Services 

AF Brownsville is committed to providing a learning environment where our students feel safe, supported arid sustained, not only: 

intellectually, but also physically and emotionally. We realize that a child who is hungry, cold, or ill will struggle to team, no matter 
how motivated they are. To this end, we plan to take several steps to ensure the health and welfare of our students 

First and foremost, AF Brownsville will provide the health services required by law. Pursuant to section 912 of the New York State 
Education Law, the school will look to New York City Department of Health & Mental Hygiene to provide a nurse to oversee the 
health services program and to ensure that the school complies with all State health services requirements Including immunization 
and diagnostic testing requirements. Under the NYC Department of Education's guidelines, as a middle school, AF Brownsville 
will qualify for nursing services. If the school is co-located in a Department of Education facility, we will anticipate sharing on-site 
nursing staff. (AF Brownsville may also choose to augment these professional services and personnel.) If nursing services are 
not already available on-site, AF Brownsville will contract independently for services. The nurse will be responsible for disbursing 
medications, treating students who are ill or injured, training the staff in first aid and CPR, and maintaining student health records. 
In addition, hearingand vision testing will be conducted on all new students by a qualified individual. 

AF Brownsville will abide by all New York State immunization requirements. Each new student must have a certificate of 
immunization at the time of registration or not later than the 14ft day of school. Student health forms will be provided to parents 
during the AF Brownsville's enrollment period, which immediately follows the school lottery: Prior to the start of the academic year, 
parents/guardians must present documentation that their child has received all required doses of vaccines or are waiting to receive 
the subsequent doses at the appropriate time intervals. The nurse reviews this documentation to ensure that all mandated 
immunizations are administered before children are permitted to enter or attend the school. Parents may waive immunization by 
complying with §2164 of the Public Health Law with respect to exemptions to immunizations of the school's student population; 
Parents seeking to waive the immunization requirement should submit their request in writing to the school nurse. The nurse will 
review the request and will advise the Principal, who will make the final decision on whether to grant the waiver request 

At AF Brownsville, we want our students to be successful people, not merely successful scholars. Toward this end, we know that 
our students must develop as healthy individuals and have the capacities to work and live well in groups and teams. AF 
Brownsville will provide a school counselor (part-time during year one) to help develop and maintain the emotional and social well- 
being of our students. Specifically, this person will assist students with peer relationships, developing social skills and self-esteem, 
resisting peer pressure, resolving conflict, sex education, drug education, managing anger, and understanding themselves and 
others. These services will be an essential part of the AF Brownsville program. In cases where a student needs additional 
counseling services, the school counselor will refer the student to an external social service agency or to the school's child study 
team, or the CSE as appropriate. 
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Attachment 57 
Transportation 

The Office of Pupa Transportation Services (OPTS) with the New York City Department of Education is responsible for providing 
transportation services to eligible AF Brownsville students. Since AF Brownsville Is opening with a middle school, students are 
eligible for bus services if they live more than one mile from the school. This, however, does not guarantee that busing will be 
provided. According to the OPTS, a single school bus can only travel a distance of five (5) miles. Eligible students electing not to. 
ride the school bus through OPTS, depending on their proximity to the school, may be eligible for reduced or full fare Metrocards. 
AF Brownsville wiD work with the school district to provide these services and parents to make a determination of eligibility during 
the school's enrollment period. AF Brownsville does not plan to provide supplemental transportation services to students ineligible 
for transportation under §3635 of the Education Law. Parents or guardians of students ineligible for transportation by their school 
district of residence are responsible for providing transportation for such students. 

When AF Brownsville is in session on days when the students' school districts of residence are not in session, the school shai 
seek arrangements with NYCDOE to provide transportation to eligible students, at cost, pursuant to §2853(4)(b) of the Education 
Law, or shall make other necessary transportation arrangements. The anticipated costs of such transportation are included in the 
attached budgets.       . 
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Attachment 58 
Charter Growth & Expansion 

AF Brownsville will open in the fall of 2008 serving 84 fifth grade students. The plan at in the initial term of 
the charter is to serve 645 students in grades K -3 and 5-8, where both elementary and middle school 
academies will grow simultaneously. As the school grows, it will be sub-divided into three distinct 
academies: elementary (K-4), middle (5-8), and high school (9-12). In the third year of operation, we plan to 
open an elementary school academy with a Kindergarten and first grade of 84 students each; 

Pending charter renewal, at full capacity, the elementary academy will serve approximately 327 students, 
and the middle school will serve approximately 318 students. 

Please see enrollment chart for years 1 -5 in the response to Attachment 5. 

p 

RECEIVED 
SEP 1 7 2007 (^ACHIEVEMENT FJ^" 
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Attachment 59 
Private School Involvement/Potential Issues 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School understands that will serve students in a public school setting. Therefore, 
AF Brownsville provides assurances that it will not: 

• Cultivate or engage the same or substantially the same board of trustees and/or officers as an existing 
private school; 

• Recruit a substantial portion of employees from am existing private school; 
.. •   Receive a substantial portion of private school's assets or property; and 

• Locate AF Brownsville at the same site as an existing private school. 

» 
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Attachment 60 
Pre-Opening Planning 

Attached in Exhibit H please find a checklist for new school start-up. 

» 

> 
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w     Attachment 61 
•Additional Information 

& 
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ACADEMIC AND BUSINESS SERVICES AGREEMENT 

By and Between 

ACHIEVEMENT FIRST, INC. and 

ACHIEVEMENT FIRST BLSHW1CK CHARTER SCHOOL 

This Academic and Business Services Agreement (the "Agreement") is made and entered 
into by and between Achievement First, Inc., a Connecticut not for profit corporation C'AF"), 
and the Achievement First Bushwick Charter School, a New York education corporation (the 
"School." and the School together with AF, each a "Party" and collectively the "Parties"). 

WHEREAS, AF is a charter school management organization; 

WHEREAS, on the Effective Date (as defined below) the Authorizer (as defined below) 
granted the School authority to operate a charter school; 

WHEREAS, the School is entering into this Agreement with AF in order to meet its 
obligations under the Charter Contract (defined below), especially its commitment to providing a 
high-quality education for the students of Achievement First Bushwick. 

WHEREAS, it is the Parties' intention to create a relationship based on trust, common 
educational objectives, and clear accountability, through which they will work together to bring 
educational excellence to the School; 

WHEREAS, the Parties desire to enter into a written agreement to set forth the terms and 
conditions of their agreement; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the recitals and the mutual covenants, 
representations, warranties, conditions and agreements hereinafter expressed, the Panics agree as 
follows: 

I.      DEFINITIONS 

"AF" has the meaning set forth in the recitals. 

"AF School Model" means the School model based on the AF curriculum, described in 
the Charter Contract and in the AF School Model Agreement, which is attached as Exhibit A 
hereto. 

"Agreement" has the meaning set forth in the recitals. 

"Approved Per Pupil Opeiaiinu Expense" means the annual per pupil amount of State 
funds granted to the School. The amount is established and announced for all New York City 
public schools each year. 

i\YI:«.W26608v3 
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"Arbitration Rules" has the meaning set forth in Section l L2(b). 

"Authorizer" means the Board of Trustees of the State University of New York, or the 
Charter Schools Institute, or both, as the context may require. 

"Board of Trustees'" means the Board of Trustees of the School. 

"Charter Contract" means the School's contract with the Authorizer, which authorizes the 
School and AF to organize and operate the School, and which includes the final charter 
application. 

"Claims" has the meaning set forth in Section 9.2. 

"Confidential Information" has the meaning set forth in Section 8.1. 

"Cure Period" has the meaning set forth in Section 10.2(b). 

"Derivatives" has the meaning set forth in Section 8.2. 

"Director of School Operations" means the senior-most School employee who manages 
non-instructional operations. 

"Dispute" has the meaning set forth in Section 11.2(a). 

"Effective Date" is June 27, 2006, the date Board of Trustees of the State University of 
New York issued the Charter. 

"Facility" means a building or other structure, of sufficient size to house the Minimum 
Enrollment Level, suitable for use by the School and meeting all applicable building codes, 
zoning ordinances and laws, environmental laws and regulations, and all other laws and 
regulations applicable to the operation of a School. 

"FERPA" has the meaning set forth in Section 6.6. 

"Indemnified Claims" has the meaning set forth in Section 9.2. . 

'indemnified Party'* has the meaning set forth in Section 9.6(a). 

'indemnifying Party" has the meaning set forth in Section 9.6(a). 

•JT" has the meaning set forth in Section 4.7. - 

•initial Term" has the meaning set forth in Section 10.1. 

"Marks" has the meaning set forth in Section 8:3. 

"Master Teacher" means a teacher who has mastered the skills appropriate to an 
enhanced level of teaching competence as described in the AF School Model. 
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"NYCCCE" has the meaning set forth in Section 112(b). 

"Party" and "Parties" has the meaning set forth in the recitals. 

"Principal" means the person in charge of the day-to-day operation of the School. 

'•Regulatory Authority" means any United States federal, State or local government, or 
political subdivision thereof, any authority, agency or commission entitled to exercise any 
administrative, executive, judicial, legislative, regulatory or taxing authority or power; any court 
or tribunal (or any department, bureau or division thereof), any arbitrator or arbitral body, or any 
similar body. 

"Renewal Term" has the meaning set forth in Section 10.1, 

"School" has the meaning set forth in the recitals. 

"School Indemnified Persons" has the meaning set forth in Section 9.2. 

•'Service Fee" has the meaning set forth in Section 7.4.      . , 

"State" means New York State. 

"Student Confidential Information" means all personal and academic information and 
records pertaining to the students of the School. 

'Term' has the meaning set forth in Section 10.1. 

"Termination Assistance Period" has the meaning set forth in Section 10.7. 

"Termination Notice" has the meaning set forth in Section 10.2(b). 

"Third Partv Claim" has the meaning set forth in Section 9.6. 

"Threshold Amount" has the meaning set forth in Section 9.4. 

"Use" means the right to load, execute, store, transmit, display, copy, disseminate, 
reproduce, maintain, modify, enhance, create derivative works, make and cause to be made. 

2.      REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 

2.1      Representations and Warranties of AF. 

AF represents arid warrants as follows: 

(a)      Organization and Status. AF is a nonstock, not for profit corporation duly 
organized under the laws of the state of Connecticut, with the purpose and legal 
ability to contract to provide educational management services. AF shall notify 
the School in writing of any change in its corporate status, Or if it enters into a 
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receiverships he^omes the suoiectofa^oluntaryorin^oluntaryhanl^ruptey 
proceeding, ormal^esanassignmentforthehenefit of creditors.This notification 
shall he made as far in advance of any such changed as isreasohahly practicable. 
AFshallnot change its corporate status such that this Agreementis materially 
aflected. 

^      Authority. AF is authorised todohusiness in the ^tate.AFhasall requisite 
powerand authority to execute and deli^erthisAgreement. to perl^rmi^ 
ohligationshereunder,and^oconsummatethetransactionscpntemplatedherehy. 
ThisAgreementconstitutesa^alid and hinding obligation ofAF,enloreeahle 
against AF in accordance with its terms. 

^       Full Disclosure. No representation orwarrantyofAF herein and no statement, 
intonation orcertil^catefurnishedortohertirnishedhyAF pursuant hereto orin 
connection with the transactionscontemplatedherehycontainsany untrue 
statementofamaterial ^act oromitsorwill omit tostateamateriallact necessary^ 
in order to mal^e the statements contained herein or thereinnot misleading. 

^      l^itiga^ion. There is no suit, claim, action or proceeding now pending or, to the 
knowledge of AF,threatenedheroreany^egulatoryAuthority,towhiehAFisa 
Farty or which may result inany judgment, order, decree. liahility,awardorother 
determ^n^iionwhi^h will or mayreasonaolyoe expected to ha^e an adverse effect 
uponAF. No s^ch judgment, order, decree or award has heen entered against AF 
which has, or may reasonahlyhe expected to ha^e,such effect, Inhere is noclaim, 
action or proceeding now pending or, to thel^nowledge of AF.threatcnedhe^ore 
any regulatory Authority in^ol^ingAFwhichwill or may reasonably he 
expected to present or hampertheconsumn^ation of the agreements contemplated 
hythis Agreement. 

^      Conduct of AF.AF has complied.and at all timesdurin^ the Term will comply 
with all local, state andfederal laws and regulations that are applicahletoAF, 
which include,hut are not limited to, the internal l^e^enue Code, the non-profit 
corporation law ofConnecticut, all applicable laws ofthe^tateofNew^or^, and 
the Charter schools ^aw.AT^ has maintained and will maintain adequate records 
ofthe activities and decisions ofAF to ensure and document compliance with all 
such laws and regulations. 

^ AF Financial status. AF will mal^e its annual audit and annual report a^ailahle to 
the ChairoftheOoardofTrustees within thirty days a^ereach is completed, and 
will notifytheChairin writing ofthe existence of each. AF may comply with this 
section electronically or hy posting toaweh^ite. In addition, if the school hasa 
hona fide hasislorconcemahoutAF^sfinancialcondition. it may^not more than 
twice inacalendar year, re^ues^such interim financial statementsasmay e^ist at 
the time o^ the request. 
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^     representations ^nd^a^^nties of the Sehool^ 

The Sohoolrepresentsandwarrantsa^ follows^ 

^       C^^anizationandTax Exempt Status.TheSchool is, and at all timesdurin^ the 
Term will he. aneducation corporation dul^organizedunderthelawsofr^ew 
^or^,withthepurposeandlegalahilit^tocontraettooperateachartersehoolart^ 
tocontract^oreducationalmanagementser^ices.The School sh^llappl^^or 
^deral tax-exempt statusnolaterthan one ^ear following the exe^utiono^th^ 
Ch^rter^ontraet. Should the Internal 
agreement incon^unctionwiththeSchool^s application ^ororeontinuationofta^ 
exempt status, ooth parties will tal^e all reasonahlestepsand agree toall 
reasonable modifications to e^ecttiate the necessary changes. 

^      ^uthorit^. TheSchool has allrc^uisite power and authorit^toexecute and 
deliver this agreement, to perlorm its obligations hereunder,andtoeonsummat^ 
the agreements contemplated hereh^ and thereh^. This agreement cohstitutesa 
^alidandl^inding obligation ofthe School, enforceable against the Schoolin 
accordance with its respective tem^s. 

^      Litigation. There is no suit, claim, action or proceeding now pendingor, to the 
knowledgeoftheSehool, threatened he^orean^l^egulator^^uthorit^,to which 
theSehoolisa^art^orwhichma^resultinan^^udgment.order,decree,liahilit^, 
award or other determination whieh will orma^reasonahl^ he expected to ha^e 
an adverse effect upon the School, l^osuchjudgment, order,decreeor award h^ 
heenentered against the School whichhas,orma^reasonahl^heexpected to 
ha^e^ such eflect.There is no cl^im, action orproceeding now pending or, to th^ 
^nowledgeoftheSehool,tl^eatenedhe^orean^^egulator^^uthorit^ih^ol^ing 
the School whieh will or ma^reasonahl^heexpectedto precentor hamperthe 
consummation oftheagreementscontemplatedh^ this agreement. 

^      l^ull f^isclosure^o representation orwarrant^of the School herein and no 
statement, information or eerti^cate furnished orto he lurnishedh^theSchool 
pursuant hereto orih connection with the agreement contemplatedhereh^ 
contains an^untrue statement ofamaterial^actoromitsorwill omit to statea 
material tact necessary in order to ma^e the statements contained herein or therein 
not misleading. 

^      Conduct ofthe School and the Board ofTrustees. The School has complied, and 
at all times during the Term will comply, with all loeal, State and federal laws and 
regulations that are applicahle to the School, whieh include, hut are hot limited to, 
the mternall^e^enue Code, the nonprofit corporation law ofi^ew^or^ the open 
records and meetings laws ofr^ew^orl^, and the Charter Schools Law.The 
School has maintained andwillmaintain adequate recordsofthe activities and 
decisions ofthe School to ensure and document compliance with all such laws 
and regulations. The School agreesto provide ^^ with copies of all such records 
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and to allow AF to, at AF's discretion, assist with the preparation and retention of 
such records. 

(f)      Due Authorization. The School is authorized to organize and operate the School 
and is vested by, the Authorizer with all powers necessary to carry out the 
educational program outlined in the Charter Contract. Regardless of the 
delegation of any duties to AF, the School shall at all times retain all rights and 
responsibilities under the Charter Contract. 

3. AUTHORITY 

3.1 Delegation of Authority to AF. 

The School hereby authorizes AF to undertake the functions specified in this Agreement 
in regards to business and academic services of the School on behalf of the School, it being 
understood that, at all limes, AF remains accountable and subject to the oversight of the School, 
the Authorizer and State authorities, as provided for in this Agreement and by law. The School 
also authorizes AF to take such reasonable other actions that may not be expressly set forth in 
this Agreement, but which are implicit in this Agreement and arc necessary in AF-s good faith 
and reasonable judgment to properly and efficiently manage or operate the School, provided such 
actions are consistent with the Charter Contract, applicable laws and the annual School budget 
approved by the Board of Trustees. 

3.2 AF Authority to Subcontract, 

Except to the extent prohibited by law or this Agreement, A F may subcontract any 
function or service it is obligated to provide hereunder, provided that no such subcontract shall 
relieve or discharge AF from any obligation or liability under this Agreement. 

3.3 Board of Regents Authority. 

Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed in any way to limit the authority of the 
Board of Trustees of the State University of New York, including, but not limited to, the 
authority to take and enforce action pursuant to Section 2855 of the New York Charter Schools 
Act of 1998, as amended. 

3.4 Conflict with Charter. 

Subject to Section 13.5. to the extent there are any conflicts between the terms of the 
Charter Contract and the terms of this Agreement, the terms of the Charter Contract shall control.' 

4. DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS OF AF 

In exchange for the Service Fee, described in Section 7.4 and paid by the School to AF, 
AF will provide the services described in this Article 4. In fulfilling its duties and obligations 
pursuant to this Article 4, AF shall meet the requirements of the Authorizer, the State of New 
York and the Charter Schools Law of New York. AF may. but is not obligated to, provide 
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additional services foradditionalcompensations AFmayperform functionspffB^site,e^cepta^ 
prohibited by State law^AF may utilize ^vebbased systems to provide supported eounselto 
the School 

In addition to any duties and obli^ationse^oressly attributed to AFasset^orth in 
Article^AF^and the School^shall have thefollowin^dutiesandobl^atio^s^ 

^      Cu^ieul^m^ 

AF shall support the School in implementing the AF curriculum inamannerthat is 
consistent with all applicable laws, including requirements regarding content and sub^ectsof 
instruction,unlesssuch requirement has been waived by the relevantauthorities^AF will 
provide theSchool with information and systemsfor implementing the curriculum, andinitial 
stafftraining^ The curriculum ^villincludescope and sequence, anassessmentsystem,adatly 
schedule andavariety of curriculum rnaterials and related documents, all of which will be 
aligned with the^lcw^orl^ State beaming Standards^ 

^      Stude^^valuationB 

AF shall implement student performance evaluation systems^ which permit evaluation of 
the educational progress of each student at the School in accordance with the goals set forth in 
the Charter Contract and any additional guidelines setforthbytheAuthorizer^The School shall, 
with AF^sassistance, ensure thatthc students tal^eall State re^uiredstandardized tests in 
accordance with State lawsandregulations^The School, with AF^sassistance, shall maintain 
detailedstatistical information on the performance of^the School asawhole,^each 
individual student, and ^iii^ each graded Al^ and the School shallcooperateingoodf^ith to 
identify othcrmcasures of and goalsfor student and School performance,including but not 
limited to parent, teacher, and student satisfactions 

^      Annual Audits 

AF shall cooperate and provide all reasonably requested information, to thee^tent such 
information is in possession or under the control of AF,needed to complete an annual audit of 
the Schools 

C^n or before Ivlaylof each year, AF,inconsultation with the principal, will provide the 
School Finance Committee withapro^ected budget lorthene^t fiscal year,forreview and 
approval by the ^oardofTrustees^The annual budgetfor the School shall providefor payment 
of all operatinge^penses related to the opening and operation of the School,including, but not 
limited to: teacher salaries: curriculum materials: reimbursementtoAF of certain expenses 
includingAF^sServiceFee: the Principals compensation, including his orhersalary and benefit 
costs; debt payments owing and owed to AF by the School: marketing and public relations costs; 
supplies; maintenance; staffdevelopment: curriculum materials; assessment materials and 
consultingfees; other third party consulting expenses; accountability plan costs; transportation 
and travel; printing and duplicating: postage: legalfees; and accounting fees^ ^ith respect to 
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these items, AF may act as the disbursement agent on behalf of the School to timely pay all such 
agreed upon budget expenditures out of funds available therefore from the School bank accounts, 
from which the School shall give AF authority to remit payments. The School shall be the 
lawful owner of all real and personal property purchased with such funds, except for property 
covered by Article 8. which property shall be the sole and exclusive property of AF. AF shall 
have no responsibility to make any purchases on behalf of the School or to act as disbursement 
agent for the School unless and until the funds for such expenditures are in the School bank 
accounts to which AF has access. 

The budget shall grant certain levels of discretion to the Principal (including, but not 
limited to, teacher salaries and the Principal's Discretionary Fund, as allocated in the budget) 
within parameters reasonably established by AF and approved by the Board of Trustees. 

The Director of School Operations, with the assistance of and in close consultation with 
AF, shall prepare bimonthly financial statements for review and approval by the Board of 
Trustees. 

4.5      Principal. 

The accountability of AF to the School is an essential foundation of the Parties' 
relationship, and the performance of the Principal is critical to the School's success. Therefore, 
AF shall have the authority and responsibility, to the maximum extent consistent with State law, 
to recruit and supervise the Principal and to hold him or her accountable for the success of the 
School. 

AF shall nominate a maximum of three but not less than two candidates to become the 
Principal. The Board of Trustees shall vote on whether to accept one of the candidates 
nominated by AF. If the Board of Trustees votes not to accept any candidate, AF shall nominate 
a maximum of three but not less than one additional candidate. This process shall be repeated 
until the Board of Trustees and AF agree that a candidate so nominated meets their shared 
standards of excellence. 

AF shall present (he proposed terms of the Principal's employment to the Board of 
Trustees, including therein the duties and compensation of the Principal. The Board of Trustees 
shall then vote on the approval of the terms of the Principal's employment. 

The Principal shall serve pursuant to a year-to-year contract, which contract may be 
renewed by the Board of Trustees, subject to approval by AF. If either the Board of Trustees or 
AF wishes not to renew the Principal's contract, it shall not be renewed. In that event, AF shall 
nominate a new candidate to become the Principal (and present proposed terms of that 
Principal's employment), as provided above, until the Board of Trustees and AF agree that a 
candidate so nominated meets their shared standards of excellence. 

AF may recommend termination of the Principal's employment. However, the Board of 
Trustees shall have the final authority with respect to termination of the Principal. 
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The Principalshall coordinate the management of the School with, and report onaday to 
day basisto the ^P Superintendent oradesignee specified in writingbythe^P Superintendent. 
Notwithstanding theforegoing, the Principalshah^ be an employee oftheSchooland,assetfor^^ 
above in this Section ^.^. the ^oardofTrusteesmav^i^refuse to renewthePrtncipal^scontract 
and^terminate the Principal.^P shall provide to the ^o^rdofTrusteesanannualreport 
regardingthe Principals performance. 

^Pwill^providean intensive leadership trainingprogramforthePrincipal,^condu^t 
aPrincipal evaluation once peryear,usingacomprehensive performance assessmentmodel and 
^provide ongoing coaching and trainingforthe Principal. 

^     T^ache^s and ^the^ School Pe^sonnel^ 

^P shall support the School in therecruitment of teachers, administrators, and other 
personnel forthe School. Specifically^P will work to buildapool of qualified applicants 
tlu^oughadvertising,networkingandothermethods.^P will conduct preliminary screens of 
candidates and will forward resumes of promisingcandidates to the Principal.ThePrincipal 
shall have the final authorityto hire such teachers, administrators, andotherpersonnel. ^11 
employees working at the School shall be employees of the School.ThePrincipal'shallhave the 
final authority to terminate School employees,although^P may recommend termination ofa 
School employee. Ifthe Principal temunatesaSchool employee, the Principal shallnotify the 
8oardofTrustees of such action andthebasislbr it. 

The Principal shall have the authority todete^ne the compensation of all School 
employees, within the constraints ofthebudgetadopted by the ^oardofTrustees. 

^P,in conjunction with the Principal, shall perform thcfollowingpersonnel functions^ 

^       determining staffing levels^ 

^      determining staff responsibilities^ 

^       providing counsel as to evaluationand discipline of personnels 

^      initial training in ^P^smethods, curriculum, program, and technology toall 
t^chingper^o^^^t^incl^ing^r^oy^^r2^^^nc^^fpror^s^ional^^v^to^ment^ 

^      training to all non^tcaching personnel as ^P,in consultation with thePrincipal, 
determines is necessary. 

^P will assistthe School ^specificallythe Principal and academic l^ean^todevelop the 
internal capacity todeliverteacher training. ^Pwillcontinue to work closely with the Principal 
to^ointly plan and deliver ongoing teachertraining, especially the more advanced training and 
opportunities tor l^asterTeachers. Should there beachange in Principal at the School, ^P will 
again becomcinvolvedmoredirectly in initial teacher training until thenew Principal is able to 
runthis training independently. 
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^      ^uipment and Information Technolo^, 

AFwi^l manage the School^sstartupprocess, and facilitate the School'spurchase.atthe 
School'sexpense,ofdesksand other furniture, equipment, lihraryandmedia materials, and other 
similarmaterialsand furnishings integral to theoperationofaschool. 

AF will lacilitate theSchool'spurchaseand procurementofin^ormation technology 
^1T^ equipment and services, including but not limited to^ 

^ ^ireless^8roadband capabilities ^orthe Schools 

^ Telephoneservice,pre^erablyusin^oice^ver^^Ol^technolo^ 

^ ^11 hardware associated with telephone and wi^less^broadbandtechnolo^ 

^ access to ^^ssharedse^er^ 

^ l^nptopcomputerslorall StarBand 

^ ^omputersloradministrators. 

All vendorproducts and services will bepaid^or by the School, unless other^vise specified by 
AF. m addition, Al^ wilt provide me toiiowi^^mputerar^d IT support to the ^cbool^ 

^       maintaining and providing trainin^in the useofacentral^ile server containing 
electronic curricular and school administration resources^ 

^      providing training in the use ofastudent information system specifically designed 
to support the AFpro^ram^ 

^       providing all desktop and laptopsupport to the School staffandstudents^ 

^       recommending andensurin^ the effective implementation Ofadata backup 
protocols 

^      selecting and installin^aphone system and voicemail supports and 

^       creating and maintainin^alink from AF^swebsitetoapa^especi^c to the 
School. 

^      AFSchool^v^l^ation^ 

AFwillconductaschool evaluation within three years of the I5lfectivef^ate. and every 
three years thereafter. The evaluation will be designed asaschool inspection byateamofboth 
AF and outside evaluators. The team will observe classes and other school operations, analyzea 
wide variety of data^ review student work samples, meet withasamplin^ of parents, students, 
and teachers, and en^a^e in other activities designed to obtainadetailed picture of school and 
student success in preparation lor charter renewal. 
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^      Fundr^lsmgB 

AF will conductfundraisingacti^itieson behalf of the Schoolandothercharterschool^ 
whichAFmanages.^oniesraised^omAFfundraising activities specifically ^rthe School 
shall be gi^entoorused^rthe benefit of the School.^thermonies derived IromgeneralAF 
lundraisingacti^itiesshall be used or distributed as AF deems appropriate, in its solediscretion, 
including but not limited to useforthe benefit of, or distributionamong, the charterschoolsthat 
AF manages. 

^^    ^ar^ing^Ad^ocaeyD 

AFwil^marl^et and advocate torthe School. 

^      ^^FBSA^O^^AT^^S^FT^S^O^ 

Inaddition to anydutiesandobligationse^pressly attributed to the School as set ^brth in 
A^tic^e^,theSchool^andAF^ shall ha^e the following duties and obligations^ 

^      Fr^is^n^fSultableSch^olFac^tles. 

^      The initial locationof the School shall be at^Schae^erStreet,Broo^lyn,l^.^. 
11^7. Shouldthe School need to be mo^edin any subsequent yearbecauseofa 
need lormorespace^adispute with theoperatorsofthe Facility orother reason, 
the School shall use its best efrorts to provide the charter school withasuitable 
Facility located in the same general area. AF,if requested by the School, willu^e 
corru^^ercially reasonable efforts to assist the School in theidentiftcationofa 
Facility  The School will consult Withand obtain appro^alfromAFpriorto 
entering intoalease or purchase ofaFacility^AF^sappro^alshallnot be 
unreasonably witlmeld.AFwillassist the Schoolin providing Facilities needed 
to expand the School in thefuture. 

^ The School shall procure and maintain insurance, or otherwise holdAF harmless, 
for damage or loss to the property. AF shall notbe liable underanyleaseorother 
document pertainingtoafacility. 

The School shallarrange and pay lor an annual audit of the School to be conductedin 
compliance with State law andregulations, and showing the manner in whichfunds are spent at 
the School. The annual audit shall be performed byacertified public accountant selected bythe 
Board ofT^steesof the School,who shall consult with AFpriortoselectingthecertified public 
accountant. 

The School shall arrange and^ if necessary^payfor its ownlegal services. 

^      Accounting, ^^^l^eepmg, procurement, and ^ther Financial FunctionsB 

^h^bttA^ ^^ 
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The School shall be responsible and accountable for the following financial, accounting, 
and bookkeeping functions: 

(a) timely payment of invoices; 

(b) payroll, in accordance with Section 5.5. 

(c) monthly reconciliation of bank statements; 

(d) debit and credit entries, using the financial management software selected by AF; 
and 

(e) procurement. 

AF shall provide initial training to the Director of School Operations in the use of the financial 
management software selected by AF. and shall provide support and oversight as may pertain to 
the functions listed above. AF shall also work closely with the Director of School Operations to 
ensure accurate and timely financial reporting to the Board of Trustees and funding agencies, 
including but not limited to the New York City Department of Education and the State Education 
Department of New York. 

5.5 Payroll, Employee Salaries and Benefits. 

The School shall be responsible and accountable for the funding and payment of the 
salaries, fringe benefits, and State and federal payroll taxes for all individuals employed at the 
School. All such payments shall be made on a timely basis, in accordance with all State and 
federal laws and regulations, including all tax requirements. 

5.6 Power and Authority. 

The School shall not take any action thai unreasonably interferes with the power and 
authority granted to AF under this Agreement to carry out its duties under this Agreement, and 
shall not grant to any other person or entity any authority which might unreasonably interfere 
with AF's discharge of such duties. 

5.7 State nnd Federal Waivers. 

The School shall, with AF's assistance, timely apply for and support the waiver of any 
federal or State rules or regulations that interfere with the AF School Model. 

6.      OPERATION OF THE SCHOOL 

6.1      Students with Special Needs. 

The School recognizes its obligation to provide an appropriate education to all students 
enrolled in the School, regardless of special need, in accordance with the requirements of the 
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 
1973. As required by law, the School shall be open to individuals with handicapping conditions 
NY):M4266WvJ 
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andotherspecialneeds^ Ar^ may. on behalf oftheScbool, subcontract asnecessary and 
appropriate toat^unicipal,public orprivatecontractoro^rotber^viselortlte provision of special 
education se^ices,sub^ect to approval by the Scbool,whicb shall notbeunreasonablywithbeld^ 
Any cost.^eeor expense associated wimsuchstibcontractwill be paid by the School 

^      ^ee^u^men^andAdmissionB 

Al^ and the School shallbe^ointlyresponsible^orthe recruitment of studentsand me 
administration ofmelo^tery.^fhe^ebool and A^ shall encourage applications thatwill result ir^ 
astudent body rejecting iheracial.etnnic, academic, and economic diversify oftbecomntunity 
of^roo^lynwhicntbeScboolmos^directlyser^es^ 

Applicationby or lor students shall be volunta^,andsball be in writing. Admission 
shall be open to all individuals who reside within the^tate,onaspaceavailable basis without 
regard to race, color,national origin, creed, se^.etlmicity,se^ual orientation, mental or physics 
disability,age,ancestry,athleticperfbrmance,special need,proficiency in theEnglish language, 
academic achievement, or any other basis that would be illegal if used byapublic school district. 
Ifthere are more applications lor enrollment ^brahy grade in the School than there are spaces 
availablefor such grade, students shall be selected usingarandom selection process, provided 
however, to the e^ten^ permitted by law^preferencefor enrollment will be givenfirs^to students 
who were enrolled in the School in the previousyear, then ^o siblings ofcurrent students, and 
thento students residing the school district in which the School is located. 

^      School ^ay^nd^e^^for^Student 

Ihe normal school day shall be approximately eight hours.^henormalschoolyearwill 
consist of appro^imatelyl^Odaysof regular instruction lorstudents, as well asl^daysof 
summeracademy during which the school daymay be shorter(loratotalofl^school days). 
^heSchoolscalendar shall be developed annually by the principal in consultation with A^ and 
shall extend Irom on or about September^toonorabout^uly^l,with scheduledvacanons. A^ 
may extend the school year, subject to the Schools approval and available lunds^ 

^      School ^licies^ 

^fheSchool and Al^arecommitted^othesuccessof me educational program set lortb in 
the AF School Model (attached asExhibitAhereto^andrelateddocuments.which are part of ^be 
charter contract, and which are incorporated by reference herein. ^onse^uently,A^shallmal^e 
reasonable recommendations to the school concerning calendar, policies, rules, regulations, 
procedures^ personnel,and budgets toenable the School to implement the Ar^ School Models and 
the School shall exercise good taiminconsideririg and adopting A^^srecommendations. so that^ 
Ar^sSchoollvlodel may be properly implemented^ 

^      ^ue^ocessB 

^he School shall provide students due process hearings inconlormity with the 
requirements ofState and ledcral law regarding discipline, special education, confidentiality and 
access to records.^fhe principal shall have the authoritytosuspendastudent as provided tor in 
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the CharterContract or in subsequent policicsadoptedbythe Board ofTrustees.Onlythc Board 
o^Trustees may e^pelastudent^ based onarecommendation by the Principal. 

^      Family educational eights and Privacy AetD 

The School hereby designatesemployees of AFasagentsoftheSchoolhavinga 
legitimate educational interest such that they areentitledaccesstoeducationrecordsunder^ 
y.S.C.^I2^theFamilyFducationalRightsandPrivacyAct^F^R^^.AF^itsoffi 
employeesshallcomplyvBithF^RPAat all times. 

7D       F^AI^C^A^A^A^^^^T^ 

7B      Funding^igibility^ 

The OirectorofSchoolCperationsandPrincipalshall be responsiblefor complying v^ith 
applicable requirements for the purpose of receiving or maintaining the School^seligibility to 
receivefromthe^ev^^or^City^State^andfederalgoverru^entsallapplicablefundstov^hich 
the School is entitled.The School shall apply ^r all State aid or omermonies it is eligible to 
receive from theAuthorizer. AFshallprovide such assistance to the School in the preparation or 
i^viev^ofStateaidapplications and reportsa^s the School may request.The School shall permit 
AF to review any such applications and reports prior to their submission^andAF shall have the 
ri^ht to assume control of iheapplica^ion and repo^p^occss if and to the extent it deemsit 
appropriate to do so. 

^      donations and ^ntsD 

Both the School and AF may solicit and receive grants and donationsconsistentv^ith the 
mission of the School. 

^      ^t^acur^icula^FeesB 

Consistent ^vith local practice andasallo^v^d by la^ the School may chargefees to 
studentsfore^traseryicessuchas summer activities^ extracurricular clubs and afterschool 
athletics 

7^      Service Fee^ 

^      For each school year covered by this Agreement^those school years being five 
successive l^month periods^ each beginningon^ulyl^and the first beginning on 
^ulyl^O^ the School shall pay AFaservicefee equal to eight percent of^ the 
average numberofstudentsenrolled during that school year^ times theApproved 
Per PunilOneratin^^oense^the service Fee^.The Service Feeshall be based 
on an estimate ofihenumberofstudentse^pectedto be enrolled in that school 
year. Atthe end of ihat school year^ if the estimated enrollment dif^ersfrom the 
actual ei^rollment.the Ser^iceFce shall be adjusted accordingly and^forthe 
firstfourschool years^ the amount equal to the difference bet^veenthe estimated 
Service Fee and the actual Servi^ Fee shall be added to or subtracted from^ as 
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appropriate, the first invoice of the following school year (i.e., in accordance with 
Section 7.4(b), the October invoice) and (ii) for the final school year of the Term, 
the amount equal to the difference between the estimated Service Fee and the 
actual Service Fee shall be paid by the appropriate party to the other party no later 
than the first day of October following such school year. 

(b) Subject to Section 7.4(a) and Section 7.4(c), the Service Fee shall be due and 
payable in four equal installments on the fifteenth day of October, January, April 
and July. 

(c) If AF fails to meet its obligation to raise the dollar amount of private funds to 
which it agreed as part of the School's approved budget for any school year and if 
the School's budgeted expenses exceed its revenue for that year, the fourth (July) 
payment with respect to that year (or such smaller portion of the fourth payment 
as is equal to the difference between revenue and budgeted expenses for that year) 
shall be deferred until the school shall obtain sufficient resources to meet the 
budgeted expenses, including the full Service Fee, for that year. 

7.5     AF Not Required to Make Loans or Advances. 

AF shall have no obligation to advance or loan any funds to the School. 

8.      PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION 

8.1      Confidential Information. 

'Confidential Information" means: 

(a) any and all technical and nontechnical information, whether communicated 
orally or in writing, including, without limitation, patent, copyright, trade secret 
and proprietary information, techniques, sketches, drawings, models, inventions, 
know-how, processes, formulae, apparatus, equipment and biological materials 
related to the current, future and proposed products, services, or projects of AF, 
and includes, without limitation, information concerning research, experimental 
work, development, design details and specifications, engineering, financial 
information, procurement requirements, purchasing, manufacturing, customer 
lists, business forecasts and sales and marketing plans, and any Derivatives of the 
foregoing whether created by AF or the School; 

(b) any instructional materials, training materials, curriculum and lesson plans, and 
any other materials developed by AF, its employees, agents or subcontractors, any 
individual working for or supervised by AF, or any individual employed by the 
School working primarily at the School: 

(c) any information that AF treats or maintains as confidential, proprietary, restricted, 
or otherwise as not to be disclosed generally; 
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(d) any information disclosed by AF to the School or known by the School as a result 
of the relationship created by this Agreement, which information is not generally 
known or publicly available and that in any way relates to AF's products; 
services; techniques or know-how; trade secrets: ideas; processes; computer 
programs; documents; materials; business information; marketing materials 
(including costs, pricing, and customer lists); and 

(e) all information received in confidence from third parties by AF. 

"Confidential Information" shall not include Student Confidential Information. 

8.2 Derivatives. 

'Derivatives" .means: 

(a) for copyrightable or copyrighted material, any translation, abridgement* revision 
or other form in which an existing work may be recast, transformed or adapted; 

(b) for patcntable or patented material, any improvement thereon; and 

(c) for material which is protected by trade secret, any new material derived from 
such existing trade secret material, including new material which may be 
protected by copyright, patent, trade secret, and/or any other recognized 
proprietary right. 

8.3 Marks. ' 

"Marks" means all trademarks, service marks, design marks, trade names, domain names, 
registrations and applications for registration thereof, and any common law rights pertaining 
thereto, belonging to AF. Such materials shall include, but are not limited to, "Achievement 
First" and "Achievement First Bushwick Charter School." 

8.4 Treatment of Marks. 

(a) Ownership of Marks. All Marks, whether Created by AF or the School, remain 
the property of AF, and no license or other right to use, modify and/or sell the 
Marks is granted or implied hereby, except as set forth in Section 8.4(b). 

(b) License to the School. AF hereby grants to the School, solely as may reasonably 
be required in connection with the performance of this Agreement, a 
nonexclusive, nontransferable, limited right to Use the Marks during the Term. 
The School may grant its agents, subcontractors, vendors and consultants the right 
to Use the Marks, solely as may be reasonably necessary in connection with the 
performance of this Agreement, and provided such agents, subcontractors, 
vendors and consultants comply with the terms of this Article. 8. 

(c) Cease of Use of Marks. Upon termination or expiration of this Agreement, the 
School will not have any right to make any use whatsoever of the Marks. To the 
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extent that the School^scorporate name, curriculum oranyothermaterials include 
anyof the l^larks, including but notlimited to the AF name, and unless expressly 
agreedto in writing by AF.me School shall immediately upon termination or 
expiration of this Agreement^return to AF or destroy such materials as may b^ 
resumed or destroyed and^change such name and^ormaterialssothatthey do 
no^ include any ofthel^ark^, or anyportion of the ^arks. 

^     Treatmeotof Confidential ^nfo^ma^ion^ 

^      OwnershipofConfidential Information. AllConfidentialmformationandany 
Derivatives thereof, whethercreatedbyAForthe School, remain the property of 
AF,and no license orotherright to use, modify and^orsell the Confidential 
Infor^nationand any Derivatives thereofis granted or implied hereby,e^cep^a^ 
setforthinSection^b^B 

^      License to the School. AF hereby grantsto the School,solelyasmayreasonably 
be required in connection wim the performance ofthisAgreement.a 
nonexclusive, nontransferable. limited right to ha^e access tdand^se the 
Confidentialinformation during theTerm.The School may grant i^sagems, 
subcontractors, vendors and consultahtsthe right to ha^eaccess^o and Lls^ the 
Confidential Information, solely as may be reasonably necessary in connection 
wim the performance ofthis Agreement, and provided such agents, 
subcontractors, vendors and consultants agree in writing to comply wi^h the terms 
ofthisArticle^. 

^      ^seofThirdFart^l^roorieta^lnformation.The School ^11 notknowin^ly 
infringe upon, or permit any ofits employees or agems^o knowingly infringe 
upon, any rights of anymird party or knowingly violate the patent, copyright, 
trademark, ^rade secret, or o^herproprie^aryright of any mirdpar^y in connection 
wim the performance ofthis Agreement, and ifme School becomes aware of any 
such infringement or alleged instance ofinfringement, the School agrees to notify 
AF promptly in writing. 

^      Disclosure ofConfidential Information. The School acknowledges that prior to 
me Term, AF may ha^e disclosed, and during theTermAF may disclose, 
Confidenualmrormauon^o me ^choot, including ma^ information which is 
currently in existence as well as that which may be created in the future. 

^       The School agrees that it will not a^any^imeorin any manner, directly or 
indirectly,discloseanyConfidential information to any third party without 
thepriorwritten consent of AF.AFagrees that it shall not unreasonably 
withhold such written arborisation. 

^     The School shall treat all Confidential Information with the same degree 
ofcareasareasonableandprudempersonwouldaccordhisorherown 
confidemial information, andshall use its besteffor^s to assure thatit^ its 
employees and its agents do not disclose or ^sesuchConfidential 
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Informations otherthan as may bercasonablynecessary in connectionwith 
the performa^tceof this Agreements 

^     Tothee^tentatinalorderrroma^egulatoryAuthorityrequiresthe 
School todisclose any confidential Informations the School shallnot be 
considered inbreachofthis Section 8^^ provided that the School 
provides prior notice to AF^ifpermittedbythe^egulatoryAuthority^ 

^      l^eturno^onfidentiallnlormation^Anvand all confidential Information and 
anyl^erivativesthereof^includitigall written arid electronic copies^ in the 
School^sposscssionorcontrol shall be returned to AF promptly upon termination 
ore^piration of this Agreement tiruponrequest by AF^ All materialsm^nish^d 
by AF to the School inconriection with any confidential Information and any 
derivatives thereof including all written and electronic copies^shall be returned 
to AF promptly upon tem^inationore^pirationofthis Agreement orupon request 
byAF^pon such returns the School will not have any right tol^se the AF 
confidential Informations nor any Oerivativesthereofnorsuch materials^ 

^       ^i^htsto^onfidentiailntormation  F^ceptasrequiredforthel^arties^ 
performance hereunder^nothing in this Agreement shallbeconstrued to require 
AFto provided orto entitle the School to obtains any confidential Information or 
any rights therein 

^      Specific l^erfo^mance^ 

In addition toall of the remedies otherwise available to AF^including^ but hot limited to^ 
recoveryofdama^esandreasonableattorneys'fecs incurred in the enforcement ofthis Article 8^ 
AF shall have the right to injunctivereliefto restrain and enjoin any actual orthreatened breach 
oftheprovisionsofthis Article 8^ All of AF^sremediesfor breachofthisArticle8shall be 
cumulative and the pursuitof one remedy shall not be deemed to exclude any other remedies^ 
The School acknowled^esand agrees that AF'sri^htsunderthisArticle8arespecialandunique 
and that any violation of this A^ticle8by the School would not be adequately compensated by 
money damagesalone^ 

^      ^^Iv^lFl^ATl^^A^^S^^Al^^ 

^      ^epresentarionsand^a^anties^ 

All representations and warranties hcreundershallbedcemcdto be material andrelied 
upon bythe parties with or to whom the same were made^ notwithstanding any investigation or 
inspectionmadebyoronbchalfofs^ichl^artyorFarties^ 

^      lodemni^catl^noftheSch^ol^ 

AF shall holdthc School and its trustees^ officers^successors^ assigns^ and agents^the 
^School Indemnified ^ersons^har^nlessandindemnifv each of them fromand against any and 
all claims^ losses^ damages^ liabilitiesBpenalties^ finest expenses or costs ^^hns'^plus 
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reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses incurred in connection with Claims arid/or enforcement 
of this Agreement, plus interest from the date incurred through the date of payment at the prime 
lending rate of The Wall Sireei Journal, New York edition, from time to time prevailing 
(collectively, the 'Indemnified Claims"), incurred or to be incurred by any School Indemnified 
Person resulting from or arising out of (i) AF's gross negligence or willful misconduct or (it) any 
breach or violation of AF's representations, warranties, covenants, or agreements contained in 
this Agreement. 

93     Indemnification of AF. 

The School shall hold AF and its affiliates and the shareholders, directors, officers, 
partners, successors, assigns, and agents of each ofthem harmless and indemnify each ofthem 
from and against any and all Indemnified Claims incurred or to be incurred by any ofthem 
resulting from or arising out of (i) the School's gross negligence or willful misconduct or (ii) any 
breach or violation of the School's representations, warranties, covenants and agreements 
contained in this Agreement. 

9.4 Limitation on Claims of the School. 

Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, there shall be no liability for 
any Claim and AF shall have no obligations or liabilities pursuant to Section 9.2 : 

(a) until the aggregate of the Claims suffered or incurred by the School exceeds five 
thousand dollars ($5,000) (the "Threshold Amount"). After the Threshold 
Amount has been met there shall be liability for the aggregate amount of all 
Claims; 

(b) to the extent such liabilities exceed the Service Fee paid to AF during the 
academic year in which the action or omission giving rise to the Claim occurred; 

(c) if such liabilities are covered by insurance, to the extent the amount of such 
liabilities exceeds the amount of any insurance proceeds received for the insured 
event (under insurance policies referenced in this Agreement) giving rise to the 
liabilities; and 

(d) if the claim for indemnification is made pursuant to Section 9.2. to the extent that 
AF can demonstrate that the School had, prior to the Closing, actual knowledge 
that the applicable representation or warranty was untrue or incomplete or had 
been breached or that the applicable covenant had been breached or was 
unfulfilled prior to the Closing. 

9.5 Limitation on Claims of AF. 

Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, there shall be no liability for 
any Claim and the School shall have no obligations or liabilities pursuant to Section 9.3: 
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(a) until the aggregate of the Claims suffered or incurred by AF exceeds the 
Threshold Amount: provided, however, that the limitation in this clause (a) shall 
not apply to Claims relating to misuse of intellectual property (including breach of 
Article XL After the Deductible has been met there shall be liability for the 
aggregate amount of all Claims; 

(b) to the extent such liabilities exceed the Service Fee paid by the School during the 
academic year in which the action or omission giving rise to the Claim occurred; 
provided, however, that the limitation in this clause (b) shall not apply to Claims 
or other liabilities relating to misuse of intellectual property (including breach of 
Article 8); 

(c) if such, liabilities are covered by insurance, to the extent the amount of such 
liabilities exceeds the amount of any insurance proceeds received for the insured 
event (under insurance policies referenced in this Agreement) giving rise to the 
liabilities; provided, however, that the limitation in this clause (c) shall not apply 
to Claims or other liabilities relating to misuse of intellectual property (including 
breach of Article 8): and 

(d) if the claim for indemnification is made pursuant to Section 9.3. to the extent that 
the School can demonstrate that AF had, prior to the Closing* actual knowledge 
that the applicable representation or warranty was untrue or incomplete or had 
been breached prior to the Closing. 

9.6      Indemnification of Third-Part)'Claims. 

The obligations and liabilities of any Party to indemnify the other under this Article 9 
with respect to a Claim relating to or arising from third parties (a Third Party ClainWshall be 
subject to the following terms and conditions: 

(a)       Notice and Defense. The Party to be indemnified (the "Indemnified Party") will 
give the Party from whom indemnification is sought (the 'Indemnifying Party") 
prompt written notice of any such Claim, and the Indemnifying Party may 
undertake the defense thereof by representatives chosen by it. Failure to give 
notice shall not affect the Indemnifying Party's duty of obligations under this 
Article 9 except to the extent the Indemnifying Party is prejudiced thereby. If the 
Indemnifying Party undertakes the defense of a Third Party Claim, then the 
Indemnifying Party shall be deemed to accept that it has an indemnification 
obligation under this Article 9 with respect to such Third Party Claim, unless it 
shall in writing reserve the right to contest its obligation to provide indemnity 
with respect to such Third Party Claim. So long as the Indemnifying Party is 
defending any such Third Party Claim actively and in good faith: the Indemnified 
Party shall not settle such Claim. The Indemnified Party shall make available to 
the Indemnifying Party or its representatives all records and other materials 
required by them and in the possession or under the control of the Indemnified 
Party, for the use of the Indemnifying Party and its representatives in defending 
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any such ^l^im, and shallinotherrespectsgi^ereasonablecooperatton in such 
defenseB 

^      failure to l^efend^ If the Indemnifying Part^ within thirty ^^days^ernotice^ 
of any such ^laim,failstodispute the obligation ofthemdemnifyingPartywith 
respect to such ^laimand fails todefendsucb^laim^cti^el^ and in good ^ 
then the Inderrmified^art^will^pon written notice to the ^ 
h^e the right to ur^dert^e the defense,compromiseor^ettlement^^ch^l8im 
orconsent to the entr^of^ajudgment with respect to ^uch^laim,^beba^ 
forthe account and ris^ofthelndemnifyingParty,andthelndemmfyihgPart^ 
shall thereafter haye no right tochallenge the IndemmfiedP^rty^s^efense, 
compromise, settlement orconsent to ju^gmem therein^ 

^      IndemnifiedPart^^sl^^hts ^nythin^inthis^rticle^tothecontrar^ 
hotwithstanding,^if there isareasonableprob^bilitythat^^laimm^ 
materi^llyand adversely affect the Indemnified Part^otherth^nasaresult of 
money damagesor other money payments, the indemnified P^trtyshallh^e the 
right to defends compromise orsettle such ^laim^rid^ii^the Indemnifying Party 
sh^ll not, without the written consent of the Indemnified P^,settleor 
compromise any ^laimorconsetit to the entry of any judgment which doesnot 
includeasanunconditional term thereofthe giving by the claimant orthe plaintiff 
to thelndemnifiedP^rtyofarelease from ^fl liability in respect of such ^l^im^ 

^      Payment 

^e IndemnifyingP^rty shall promptlypaythe Indemnified Party anyamountdueunder 
this article ^^poniud^ment^ determinations settlementor compromise ofariy third party 
claim, the IndemnifyingP^ysh^llp^ promptly on behalf of the ^ndemnifiedP^rty,and^orto 
the IndemnifiedParty in reimbursement of any ^mounttheretofbre required to bepaid by it, the 
amount so detern^inedbyjudgment, determination, settlement or compromise arid all other 
^laimsofthemdemnifiedP^rtywithrespect thereto, unless in the case ofajudgment an appeal 
is m^de from the judgment IfthelndemmfyingPartydesirestoappealfromanad^erse 
judgment, then the IndemnifyingParty shall post and paythecostofthe security or bond to stay 
execution ofthe judgment pending ^ppeal^pon the payment in full b^the IndemnifyingParty 
of such amounts, the Indemnifying Party ^hallsucceedtotherights of such Indemnified Party,to 
the extent not waited in settlement, against the third party who made such thirdparty claims 

^      ^d^ustmentof^iabllity^ 

In the eyentari Indemnifying Party isrec^uired to mal^ean^pa^mer^tur^derthis^rt^ 
inrespect of any damages, li^bility,obligation,loss,claim, or other amountindernrtified 
hereunder, such IndemnifyingParty shall pay thelndemnified Party an amount which is equal to 
the sum of^theamountofsuch damages, liability^oblig^tion, loss, claim or other^mount, 
minus^the amount of any insurance proceeds the Indemnified Party actually receiyes with 
respect thereto, minus ^iii^ny third party payments actually received by the Indemnified Party 
with respect to such damages^liability^obligation,loss^ claim or other^mount after demand or 
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notice to such third party from thelndemnifyingParty(withthe consent of the Indemnified Party 
which will not be unreasonably withheld^. 

^      ^oans^om^Ptothe^ehoo4 

^ny loan or advance made by^Pto the school shall not be subject to the loregoing 
provisions ofthis^rticle^andshallinsteadbesub^ect to the termsofsuch loan or advance. 

1^    T^R^^^^TIPIC^T^^T^^l^^^l^ 

^^    Te^mand^atifiea^onD 

This^greement shall have an initial term commencing on ^uly 1^0^ and ending on 
^une^.^ll^the^lnitialTerm^. beginning on ^ulyl^^ll^the agreement shall berenewed 
automatically loradditionaltermsendingonthe later of(i^une30of each yearand the (ii^ 
expiration of anvrenewal term oftheCharterContract(eacha"RenewalTerm"and^ collectively 
with thelhitialTerm. the "TernB^Bunless written notice ofintent to terminate orrenegotiatei^ 
given by either Party not laterthantheOecember^lpriorto the end of the InitialTermorthe 
Decembers! prior to the end of any RenewalTerm.Neither giving such notice nor engaging(or 
laiiingtoengage^in such negotiations shall extend theTerm of this agreement, whichshallno4 
in any events extend beyond the latest date on which any renewal term of the CharterContract 
granted by the ^uthori^er remains et^ective.Tl^e school hereby retroactively authori^e^ and 
ratines ail action ta^en by ^Ponthe^choolsbehalf or in contemplation of the ten^softhis 
agreement prior to commencement ofthe Initial Term of this agreement. 

^0^    Termm^^n^ythe^eh^4 

The school may terminate this agreement in accordance with thelollowing provisions^ 

(a^      Termination lorCause. ^ub^ect to the provisions of subparai^raph^b^below. the 
school may terminate this^greement lor cause at any timeduring the Term. Por 
purposes of this ^ectionlO^.theterm^orcause^shallmeam 

(i^       ^P becomes insolvents enters into receiverships is the subject ofa 
voluntary or involuntar^banl^ruptcy proceedings or maizes an assignment 
lor the benefit of creditors 

(ii^      ^r^er the school has conductedalmancial audits an outside auditoror 
another neutral third party determines that B^P has misappropriated or 
otherwisematerially mismanaged the ^chooBslundsunder^his 
^greemen^ 

(iii^ a Regulatory authority has revoked any license which may be required lor 
B^P to carry on its business and perlorm its obligations and unctions under 
this^greement^ 
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(iv)     the School fails to meet school-wide Adequate Yearly Progress, as that 
term is defined in the federal No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, for two 
years in a row. provided however, that this termination provision shall not 
be effective until July 1,2009; 

(y)      subject to Section 5.7. AF violates any provision of law with respect to the 
School from which the School was not specifically exempted and which 
results in material adverse consequences to the School; 

(vi)     AF materially breaches any of the material terms and conditions of this 
Agreement; 

(vii)    the Authorizer revokes its Charter Contract with the School; 

(viii)   the State revokes the Charter Contract between the Authorizer and the 
School pursuant to State statute; or 

(ix)     subject to Section 5.7. the enactment or repeal of any federal. State or 
local law, the promulgation or withdrawal of any regulation„or the 
issuance of any court or administrative decision or order (any such 
enactment, repeal, promulgation, withdrawal, or issuance being an 
"Action''). where the substance or consequence of such Action is that this 
Agreement, the operation of the School in conformity with this 
Agreement, or the School's Charter Contract with the Authorizer 
materially violates the School's, the Authorizer's or the State's 
responsibilities, duties or obligations under the federal or State 
constitutions, statutes, laws, rules or regulations, or materially violates any 
contract or agreement to which the School was a party on the Effective 
Date. 

(b) AF Right to Cure. Prior to exercising its right to terminate this Agreement 
pursuant to Section 10.2(a). the School shall give AF written notice of its basis for 
terminating the Agreement (a "Termination Notice"). The Termination Notice 
shall specify the section of this Agreement upon which the School is relying on 
for the termination and the requirements for correction of the breach. Upon 
receipt of the Termination Notice, AF shall have 60 business days to remedy the 
breach (the 'Cure Period"). If the breach is not corrected within the Cure Period, 
the School may immediately terminate the Agreement. 

(c) Deferral of Termination for Waivers. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions 
of this Section 10.2. in the event that federal or Stale rules or regulations, existing 
as of the Effective Date or thereafter enacted, interfere with the AF School Model, 
the School's termination right under Section 10.2(b) shall be deferred for a period 
of time as may be reasonably required to apply for and support a waiver as 
contemplated bv Section 5.7. Upon either (i) failure of the Parties' good faith 
efforts to obtain such a waiver or (ii) the determination of AF. in its sole 
discretion, that such waiver is (a) unnecessary, (b) highly unlikely to be obtained 
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or^not in the best interestsofAP and the School, the Schools right to 
terminated and APsri^httocure. will be restored as ^et^brth in Sectionl^^ 
andSectionl^^. 

1^    Termination by A^ 

AP may terminate this Agreement in accordance with the allowing provision^^ 

^      Termination PorCause.Subject to the provisions ofsubparagraph^below,AF 
may terminate this Agreement ^brcause at any time during theTerm. Por 
purposes of this SectionlO.^. the term ^brcause^ shall mean that^ 

^       the School materially breachesanyofthematerialtermsand conditions of 
this Agreement 

^      theSchoollailstocomplywjthamaterial provision ofits^ylaws^ 

^     subject to Section^^ the School violatesanvprovisionoflawwith 
respect to the Schbolfromwhich the School was not specilically 
exempted and which results inmaterial adverse consequences toA^orto 
theSchool^ 

^     the School tal^es any action which materially interleres with theability of 
AP to per^brmunder this Agreements 

^      the School refuses orwillfullylails to follow any material direction of AP 
related to implementationoftheAl^ School IVlodel^ 

^     the Authori^erre^ol^es its CharterContract with the Schools 

^vii^    subject to Section ^.7^ the State re^ol^es the CharterContract between the 
Authori^erand the School pursuant to State statutes or 

^viii^   the enactment orrepealofanyrederal,State or local law, thepromulgation 
or withdrawal ofanyregulation, or the issuance ofany court or 
administrative decision ororder^any such enactment, repeal, 
promulgation, withdrawal, or issuance being an^Ac^ion^wherethe 
substance orconseo^uenceofsuch Action is that this Agreement, the 
operation of the School in conformity with this Agreement,or the 
Schools GharterContract with the Authori^ermateriallyviolates the 
Schools, the Authori^eBsorthcState^sresponsibilities, duties or 
obligations under thefederal or State constitutions, statutes, laws, rules or 
regulations, or materially violates any contract or agreement to which A^ 
wasapartyonthe^ffectiyel^ate. 

^      School Right to Cure. Priortoexercising its right to terminate this Agreement 
pursuantto Section IQ^a^AF shall ^ive the SchoolaTermination notice 

^ 
^Vi^^^i^ 
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specilying the Section of thisAgreement upon which AF is relying f^rthe 
ternnnation and the requirements for correction of the breach ^Iponreceipt of th^ 
Termination notice, the School shall have^busincss days to rcmedythe breach^ 
If the breach is notcorrccted within the cure period. AF may immediately 
terminate the Agreement. 

^      l^erra^ofTe^mma^^ 
ofthisSectionl^.inth^eventthat^ederalorStaterulesorre^ulation^e^istin^ 
asofthe^f^ctiveOateorthereaf^erenacted, interfere with th^AFS^hool^lod^l, 
Al^stermination right underSecti^ 
as may be reasonably reo^uiredtoapplylorandsupportawaiv^rascontemplate^ 
bySectio^^.^poneither^tailureofthcParties^good^ithef^ 
suchawaiver or^ii^ the determination of AF.in its sole discretion, thatsuch 
waiveris^unnecessary^b^highlyunlil^elytobeobtainedorfc^notinthebest 
interestsofAF and the School, the AF^sright to terminate, and the School^sright 
tocure. will be restored assetforth in Section 1^^ and Section 1^^. 

1^    Te^minatinn^ipon Agreement of the ParttesB 

This Agreement may be terminated upoitwritten agreement of the Parties. 

lu^    Avoidance of disruptions t^ Student 

notwithstanding theioregoingprovisionsofthisA^ic^e^, each Party sha^^ 
laith best eflorts to avoidatem^inationofthe Agreement that becomes effective duringthe 
school year because of the disruption of such termination to the educationalprogram and the 
students. Therelbre,inthe event this Agreement is terminatedby either Party priorto the end of 
theTerm,absent unusual arid compelling circumstances, the termination will hot become 
elective until the end of theschool year. 

10^    Pavments^ 

l^pon termination of this Agrcement,^the School shall pay AFanypreviously unpaid 
potion ofthe Service Fee for services performed by AFuntil the time oftermination.and^AF 
shall pay tothe School any outstanding moneyraisedspeciticallyfortheschool. 

10^7     Assistance F^ll^wingTermination by A^ 

In the event oftermination of this Agreement by AF,AF shall provide reasonable 
assistancetothe School fortheshorterofthe remainder ofthe current School yearor^days 
^erthec^ctive date of termination of the Agreement ^the ^Termination Assistance Periods 
to assist in the transition to another planfor management of the School, whether by the School 
itself or w^th another chartermanagement organisation.Touring theTermination Assistance 
Period, AF will be entitled to receive and the Sehool shall continue to pay AFsService Fee and 
shall reimburse AFforall expenses incurred byAF in providing such transition assistance. 

1^    records uponTe^mination^ 

^hibi^A^ 
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Upon tennination or expiration of this Agreement for any reason, AF shall give to the 
School all student, fiscal and other School records. 

11.    GOVERNING LAW, DISPUTE RESOLUTION, JURY WAIVER, AND VENUE 

ILL   Governing Law. 

This Agreement shall be governed by, construed, interpreted and enforced in accordance 
with the laws of New York, without giving effect to the principles of conflict of laws thereof; 
provided, however, that the Federal Arbitration Act, to the extent applicable and inconsistent, 
will supersede the laws of New York and shall govern, 

11.2    Alternative Dispute Resolution. 

(a) Good Faith Negotiation of Disputes. The parties agree to cooperate in good faith 
in all actions relating to this Agreement, to communicate openly and honestly, and 
generally to attempt to avoid disputes. If, nevertheless, a dispute should arise in 
connection with this Agreement, either Party may give notice to the other Party of 

,-..'.. intent to negotiate, and the parties agree to use their best efforts to resolve such 
dispute in a fair and equitable manner. In the event any dispute or Claim arising 
out of of relating to this Agreement or the relationship resulting in or from this 
Agreement (a "Dispute"), except for a Claim by AF relating to its intellectual 
property rights (including under Article 8). is unable to be resolved by the Parties 
(or if one of the Parties refuses to participate in such negotiations) within twenty 
calendar days from delivery of the notice of intent to negotiate, either Party may 
give written notice to the other of a demand for arbitration, whereupon the 
Dispute shall be resolved in accordance with the following alternative dispute 
resolution procedure. 

(b) Binding Arbitration Except With Respect to Intellectual Property and Loans from 
AF to the School. Any Dispute, except for a Claim by AF relating to its 
intellectual property rights (including Under Article 8) or the School's repayment 
of a loan or advance from AF to the School, will be resolved by binding 
arbitration in accordance with the Commercial Arbitration Rules of The American 
Arbitration Association (the "Arbitration Rules"), except as stated below in this 
clause (b). A Claim by AF relating to its intellectual property rights (including 
under Article 8) or the School's repayment of loan or advance from AF to the 
School shall not be subject to arbitration absent further agreement by the parties. 
Within fifteen calendar days following the giving by either Party of a written 
notice of a demand for arbitration, each Party shall designate its panel 
representative. Within fifteen calendar days of the designation of the second 
representative to be designated, the representatives designated by the Parties shall 
designate a neutral third member, who shall serve as the Chairperson. In the 
event that the representatives are not able to agree on a third member within 
fifteen calendar days, the Party giving the notice of a demand for arbitration shall 
also give notice to the New York City Center for Charter Excellence 
("NYCCCE"), requesting that they designate the third panel member, who shall 
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serve as the Chairperson. If the NYCCCE is unwilling or unable to designate a 
third panel member within fifteen calendar days of being requested to do so, the 
Party representatives shall do so within fifteen additional calendar days. The 
arbitrators shall convene a hearing as soon as possible thereafter. Each Party may 
present witnesses, documentary, and other evidence on its behalf, but strict rules 
of evidence shall not apply. The arbitrators may permit the filing of briefs upon 
request of either Party. The arbitrators shall issue a written opinion concerning 
the Dispute, together with their award, within 30 days following the close of the 
hearing. 

(c) Notices. All notices, demands, claims, responses, requests and documents will be 
sufficiently given or served if delivered in the manner described in Article 12 of 
this Agreement. 

(d) No Punitive Damages Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Arbitration 
Rules or otherwise, the arbitrators are not empowered to award punitive damages. 

(e) Expense Shifting For Arbitration Avoidance. Notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary in the Arbitration Rules or otherwise, and except for a Claim by AF 
relating to its intellectual property rights (including under Article 8) or the 
School's repayment of a loan or advance from AF to the School,which Claim is 
not subject to arbitration, no Party may seek judicial relief regarding any Dispute. 
In the event a Party violates this provision by bringing any action for judicial 
relief in the first instance without pursuing arbitration prior thereto, such Party 
will be liable to the other Party for, among other things, all of the other Party's 
costs and expenses (including, without limitation, court costs and attorneys' fees) 
incurred to stay or dismiss such judicial action and/or remove or remand it to 
arbitration. It shall not be a violation of this arbitration provision for the Party 
entitled to collect such costs and expenses to seek to have them included in a 
judicial order of dismissal, removal, or remand. In the alternative, such Party may 
seek an immediate and separate award of such costs and expenses at the outset of 
the arbitration, which the arbitrators must grant, and the Party may seek 
immediately to confirm such award of costs and expenses. In addition, if either 
Party brings any judicial action to vacate or modify any award rendered pursuant 
to arbitration, or opposes a judicial action to confirm such award, and the Party 
bringing such action to vacate or modify or opposing confirmation of such award 
does not prevail, the Party bringing such action to vacate or modify such award or 
opposing confirmation of such award shall pay all of the costs and expenses 
(including, without limitation, court costs and attorneys' fees) incurred by the 
other Party in defending against the action to vacate or modify such award or in 
pursuing confirmation of such award. The cost-shifting provisions of the 
preceding sentence shall apply equally to appeals of judicial decisions to which 
the preceding sentence applies. It shall not be a violation of this arbitration 
provision for the Party entitled to collect such costs and expenses to seek to have 
them included in a judicial order dealing with confirmation, vacation, or 
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modification of an award, or any order on ah appeal to which the preceding 
sentence applies. 

11.3 Waiver of Jury Trial. 

the Parties knowingly and willingly waive the right to a jury trial with respect to any 
Dispute, whether or not subject to the foregoing arbitration provision, and including any Dispute 
within the foregoing arbitration provision but found not to be subject to arbitration for any 
reason. 

11.4 Venue When Judicial Resort is Authorized. 

Any action to confirm an arbitral award rendered pursuant lo Section 11.2 shall be 
brought in the courts of New York located in the School's county or the courts of the United 
States serving New York City. The Parties agree that this Agreement concerns transactions 
involving commerce among the several states and, except as otherwise provided in Section 
11.2(e). hereby irrevocably waive any objection which either may now or hereafter have to 
personal jurisdiction or the laying of venue for confirmation of an arbitral award in the courts 
referred to in the preceding sentence. The Parties hereby further irrevocably waive and agree not 
to plead or claim in any such court that any such action or proceeding brought in any such court 
has been brought in an inconvenient forum. Nothing herein shall limit the right of either Party, 
following the confirmation of an arbitral award, to seek lo enforce such award in any appropriate 
state or federal court. Nothing herein shall limit the right of either Party to seek redress with 
respect to any Dispute not subject to the foregoing arbitration provision (including any Dispute 
within the foregoing arbitration provision but found not to be subject to arbitration for any 
reason) in any state or federal court. 

12.    NOTICE 

All notices, demands, consents or other communications ("notices"') which either Party 
may be required or desire to give lo the other Party shall be in writing and shall be deemed 
delivered when (a) personally delivered, (b) if mailed, five business days after deposit in the 
United Stales mail, postage prepaid, certified or registered mail, return receipt requested, (c) if 
delivered by a reputable overnight carrier, one business day after delivery to such carrier, or (d) 
if delivered by facsimile, on the date the facsimile transmission is confirmed, provided that, on 
such date, a separate copy is also delivered pursuant to clause (b) or (c). Delivery by mail, 
overnight carrier or facsimile shall be addressed to the Parties as follows: 

AF: 

Dacia Toll, President 
Achievement First, Inc. 
790 East New York Avenue 
Brooklyn. NY 11207 
Tel:    (718) 774-0906 (ext. 11) 
Fax:   (718)804-0131 
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The School: 

Dean Deborah Shanley 
Chair, AF Bushwick Board of Trustees 
Brooklyn College School of Education 
2111 James Hall 
2900 Bedford Avenue 
Brooklyn, NY 11210-2889 
Tel:   (718)9515214 
Fax: (718)951-4816 

Any Party may change its address for notice by notice given in accordance with the foregoing 
provisions. Notwithstanding the manner of delivery, whether or not in compliance with the 
foregoing provisions, any notice, demand or other communication actually received by a Party 
shall be deemed delivered when so received. 

13.    INTERPRETATION AND CONSTRUCTION; AMENDMENT 

13.1 Recitals and Exhibits. 

The recitals and exhibits to this Agreement are hereby incorporated herein as an integral 
part of this Agreement. In the event of a conflict between the terms and provisions of this 
Agreement and the ierms and provisions of any exhibit, the terms and provisions of this 
Agreement shall control. 

13.2 Defined Terms and Use of Terms. 

All defined terms used in this Agreement shall be deemed to refer to the masculine, 
feminine, neuter, singular and/or plural, in each instance as the context and/or particular facts 
may require. Use of the terms 'hereunder," "herein," "hereby," and similar terms refer to this 
Agreement. 

13.3 Section Headings. 

The headings in this Agreement are for the convenience of the parties only, and shall 
have no effect on the construction or interpretation of this Agreement and are not part of this 
Agreement. 

13.4 Counterparts. 

This Agreement may be executed in Counterparts, each of which shall be deemed to be 
an original and both together shall be deemed to be one and the same Agreement. 

13.5 Entire Agreement. 

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the Parties with respect to the 
subject matter herein, as of the Effective Date, and there arc no understandings of any kind 
except as expressly set forth herein. Further, any and all prior understandings and agreements 
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between the parties, expressed orimplied, written or oral including the^ern^^heet that lorrnsa 
part ofthe^harter^ontract, are superseded by this Agreement 

^^    modifications and Amendments^^o^arol^videnee^ 

^fhisAgreement may be altered^ changed, added to, deleted Iromormodified^nly by 
agreement in v^ritingapproved by the 8oardof^frustees and by A^s8oardof^irectors^ 
Accordingly,no course of conduct or custom shall constitute an amendment toormodification 
of this Agreement, and any attempt to amend ormodify this Agreement orally,orinawriting not 
soapproved, shall be void^ ^fhisAgreementmaynot be modified, supplemented,explained^ or 
waived by parol evidenced 

^7    ^everabll^ 

In case any one or more olthe provisions or parts ofaprovision contained in this 
Agreement shall, ^br any reason, be held to be invalid, illegal, or unenforceable in any respectin 
any jurisdictions such invalidity,illegality,orunenforceability shall not affect any other 
provision orpartofaprovision of this Agreementin such ^urisdiction,butthisAgreementshall 
be relbrmedand construed in any such jurisdiction as if such invalidor illegal orunenlbreeable 
provision orpartofaprovision had neverbeencontained herein and suchprovisionorpart shall 
be refom^edso that it would be valid, legal, and enforceable to the maximum extent permitted in 
such^iu^isd^ctionD 

1^    ^egatiatedAgr^eemen^ 

^he provisions ofthis Agreement were negotiated by the parties and this Agreement shall 
be deemed tohayebeendraf^ed by both of the l^arties^ notwithstanding any presumptions at law 
tothecontraryD 

^^     breach and ^aiverB 

l^lofailure on the part of any Party to enforce the provisions of this Agreement shall act 
a^awaiverofthe right to enforce any provisions ^urther,no waiver of any breach ofthis 
Agreement shall^be effective unless it is in ^vriting and executed by the^arty charged with 
the waived or ^b^constituteawaiverofasubsec^uentbreach,whether ornot of the same natures 
All waivers shall be strictly and narrowly construed^l^o delay in enforcing any right or remedy 
asaresultofabreach of this Agreement shall constituteawaiver thereof l^lo waiver of any 
provision of this Agreement shall be deemed or shall constituteawaiver of any otherprovision^ 
r^or shall such waiver constituteacontinuingwaiverunlessother^vise expressly stated^ 

^^    ^a^h^d^a^ty^enefieiar^^ights^ 

^iththeexceptionoftheAuthori^er^no third party,whetheraconstituent of the school, 
a member ofthecommunity,astudent^r parent ofastudent of me ^choolor otherwises may 
enforce or rely upon any obligation of^ or theexe^cise of or failure to exercise any right of^ the 
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School or AF in this Agreement. This Agreement is not intended to create any rights of a.third 
party beneficiary. 

14.3 Inspection and Access to Records. 

Upon reasonable notice, the Parties shall make available to each other and to the 
Authorizer for inspection and copying, all books, records, and documents relating to the Parties' 
obligations and performance under this Agreement. 

14.4 Assignment 

This Agreement, including without limitation, the rights granted herein, may not be 
assigned, delegated, transferred, pledged, or hypothecated by either Party, whether voluntarily or 
involuntarily without the prior written consent of the other Party; provided, however, that AF 
may assign its rights and obligations under this Agreement to a State not-for-profit organization 
that is (1) related to AF by legal, beneficial or equitable ownership or other means of control 
(such as parent/subsidiary or corporations under common control) and (2) dedicated to managing 
charter schools in the Slate. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and shall be binding 
upon the Parties and their successors and assigns, and the name of a Party appearing herein shall 
be deemed to include the name of such Party's successors and assigns td the extent necessary to 
carry out the intent of this Agreement. 

14.5 No Partnership. 

This Agreement does not constitute, and shall not be construed as constituting, a 
partnership or joint venture between the Parties. 

J4.6    Further Assurances. 

The Parties agree to execute and deliver, or cause to be executed and delivered from time 
to time such other documents and will take such other actions as the other Party reasonably may 
require to more fully and efficiently carry out the terms of this Agreement. 

15.    SURVIVAL 

The provisions of Articles 2. g, 9. H, 11 ll and this Article 15. Sections 3.3.3.4/10.6. 
10.7. 10:8.14.1. 1-4.2. 14.3,14.4 and 14.5, and any other sections or exhibits to this Agreement 
that by their nature extend beyond the expiration or termination of this Agreement shall survive 
any expiration or termination of this Agreement; provided that any provision that is stated to 
extend for a specified period of time shall survive only for such specified period of time. 

- SIGNATURES ARE ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE - 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreement to be signed and 
delivered by their duly authorized representatives. 

THIS AGREEMENT CONTAINS A BINDING ARBITRATION PROVISION WHICH 
MAY BE ENFORCED BY THE PARTIES 

ACHIEVEMENT FIRST, INC. 

ACHIEVEMENT FIRST BUSIIWICK CHARTER SCHOOL 
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ACADEMIC AND BUSINESS SERVICES AGREEMENT 

By and Between 

ACHIEVEMENT FIRST, INC. and 

ACHIEVEMENT FIRST ENDEAVOR CHARTER SCHOOL 

This Academic and Business Services Agreement (the "Agreement") is made and entered 
into by and between Achievement First. Inc., a Connecticut not for profit corporation ("AF")» 
and the Achievement First Endeavor Charter School, a New York education corporation (the 
'School." and the School together with AF, each a "Party" and collectively the "Parties"). 

WHEREAS, AF is a charter school management organization; 

WHEREAS, on the Effective Date (as defined below) the Authorizer (as defined below) 
granted the School authority to operate a charter school: 

WHEREAS, the School is entering into this Agreement with AF iii order to meet its 
obligations under the Charter Contract (defined below)* especially its commitment to providing a 
high-quality education for the students of Achievement First Endeavor. 

WHEREAS, it is the Parties' intention to create a relationship based on trust, common 
educational objectives, and clear accountability, through which they will work together to bring 
educational excellence to the School; 

WHEREAS, the Parties desire to enter into a written agreement to set forth the terms and 
conditions of their agreement; 

NOW. TH EREFORE, in consideration of the recitals and the mutual covenants, 
representations, warranties, conditions and agreements hereinafter expressed, the Parties agree as 
follows: 

1.      DEFINITIONS 

"AF" has the meaning set forth in the recitals. 

"AF School Model" means the School model based on the AF curriculum, described in 
the Charter Contract and in the AF School Model Agreement, which is attached as Exhibit A 
hereto. 

"Agreement" has the meaning set forth in the recitals. 

"Approved Per Pupil Operating Expense" means the annual per pupil amount of State 
funds granted to the School. The amount is established and announced for all New York City 
public schools each year. 
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"Arbitration Rules" has the meaning set forth in Section 11.2(bY 

"Authorized means the Board of Regents of the State University of New York, or the 
Charter Schools Institute, or both, as the context may require. 

"Board of Trustees" means the Board of Trustees of the School. 

"Charter Contract" means the School's contract with the Authorizes which authorizes the 
School and AF to organize and operate the School, and which includes the final charter 
application. 

"Claims" has the meaning set forth in Section 9.2. 

"Confidential information" has the meaning set forth in Section 8.1. 

'Cure Period" has the meaning set forth in Section 10.2(b). 

'Derivatives" has the meaning set forth in Section 8.2. 

"Director of School Operations" means the senior-most School employee who manages 
non-instructional operations. 

"Dispute" has the meaning set forth in Section 11.2(a). 

"Effective Pate" is January 10, 2006, the date Board of Regents of the State University of 
New York issued the Charter. 

"Facility" means a building or other structure, of sufficient size to house the Minimum 
Enrollment Level, suitable for use by the School and meeting all applicable building codes, 
zoning ordinances and laws, environmental laws and regulations, and all other laws and 
regulations applicable to the operation of a School. 

"FERPA" has the meaning set forth in Section 6.6. 

'indemnified Claims" has the meaning set forth in Section 9.2. 

'Indemnified Party" has the meaning set forth in Section 96(a). 

"Indemnifying Party" has the meaning set forth in Section 9.6(a). 

"IT" has the meaning set forth in Section 4.7. 

"Initial Term" has the meaning set forth in Section 10.1. 

"Marks" has the meaning set forth in Section 8.3. 

"Master Teacher" means a teacher who has mastered the skills appropriate to an 
enhanced level of teaching competence as described in the AF School Model. 
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"NYCCCE" has the meaning set forth in Section 11.2(b). 

"Party" and "Parties'has the meaning set forth in the recitals. 

"Principal'' means the person in charge of the day-to-day operation of the School. 

'•Regulatory Authority'' means any United States federal, State or local government, or 
political subdivision thereof, any authority, agency or commission entitled to exercise any 
administrative, executive, judicial, legislative, regulatory or taxing authority or power, any court 
or tribunal (or any department, bureau or division thereof), any arbitrator or arbitral body, or any 
similar body. 

'Renewal Term'' has the meaning set forth in Section 10.1. 

"School" has the meaning set forth in the recitals. 

"School Indemnified Persons" has the meaning set forth in Section 9.2. 

"Service Fee" has the meaning set forth in Section 7.4. 

•State" means New York State. 

"Student Confidential Information" means all personal and academic information and 
records pertaining tb the students of the School. 

•Term" has the meaning set forth in Section 10.1. 

"Termination Assistance Period" has the meaning set forth in Section 10.7. 

"Termination Notice" has the meaning set forth in Section 10.2(b). 

"Third Party Claim" has the meaning set forth in Section 9.6. 

"Threshold Amount" has the meaning set forth in Section 9.4, 

"Use" means the right to load, execute, store, transmit, display, copy, disseminate.   . 
reproduce, maintain, modify, enhance, create derivative works, make and cause to be made. 

2.      REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 

2.1       Representations and Warranties of AF. 

AF represents and warrants as follows: 

(a)       Organization and Status. AF is a non-stock, not for profit corporation duly 
organized under the laws of the state of Connecticut, with the purpose and legal 
ability to contract to provide educational management services. AF shall notify 
the School in writing of any change in its corporate status, or if it enters into a 
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receivership, hccomes the suh^ectofa^oluntary or involuntary hanl^ruptcy 
proceeding, or maizes an assignmentfor the henelitofcreditors.This notification 
shall he made as larin ad^anceofany such change^as is reasonably practicahle^ 
AF shall not change its corporatestatussuchthat this Agreement is materially 
affected. 

^      Authority AF is authorised to do husiness in the ^tate.AF has all requisite 
powerandat^thorityto execute and deli^erthis Agreement, to perform its 
ohligationshereundcr,andtoconsummatethetrans^tctionscontemplatcdherehy. 
This Agreement constitutesa^alidandhindingohligation of AF,en^orceahle 
against AFinaccordancewithits terms. 

^      Full Disclosure. No representation or warranty of AFherein and no statement, 
information or certificate lumished or to he ^unnshedhyAF pursuant hereto or in 
connection with the transactions contemplatedherchy contains any untrtic 
statement ofamateriallact oromitsor will omit tostateamaterial^act necessary 
inorder to mal^e the statements contained herein ortherein not misleading. 

^      Litigation. There is no suit, claim, action orproceeding now pending on to the 
knowledge of AF,threatcnedhelore any regulatory Authority, to whichAFisa 
Farty or which tnay result in any^udgmen4order,decree,liahility,award or other 
determination which will or may reasonably hec^pected to ha^can adverse effect 
upon AF.No such judgment, order, decree or award has heencnteredagainstAF 
whichhas,ormayrcasonahlyhee^pcctedtoha^e,suche^ect.Thereisnoclairh. 
action or proceeding now pending or, to the knowledge of AF,tl^reatenedhetore 
any l^egula^tory Authority in^ol^ingAF which willormayrcasonahly he 
e^pectedto present or hamper the consummationofthe agreements contemplated 
oythis Agreement. 

^      Conduct of AF.AFhascomplied. and at all tjmesdurin^theTerm will comply, 
withall local, state and federal lawsand regulations that are applicable to AF, 
which include, hutare not limited to, the Internal l^e^enueCode, the nonpros 
corporation law ofConnecticut, all applicable laws of the ^tateofNew^orl^, and 
the Charter schools Law. AF has maintained and will maintain adequate records 
of the activities and decisions ofAFtoensureanddocument compliance with all 
suchlawsand regulations. 

^ AF Financial status. AFwillma^eitsannual audit andannualrenorta^ailahle to 
the Chairof the ^oardofTrusteeswithin thirty daysa^ter each iscompleted, and 
will notify the Chair in ^tingofthee^istenceof each. AFmaycomply with this 
section electronically or hy posting toaweoDsite. In addition, ifthe school ha^a 
hona fide hasis lor concern ahoutAF^sfinancialcondition, it may,not more than 
twice inacalendar year, rco^uestsuchinterim^inancial statements asmaye^ist at 
the time ofthe request. 

^ 
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^      representations and ^^rrantiesoftheSch^ol, 

The Schppl represents and warrants asfpllpws^ 

^      Organization andTax Exempt Status.The School is. andat all timesdurin^the 
Term willhe, an education corporationduly organized underthelawsofNew 
^orl^, with the purposeandlegalahility to contract to opera^eacharterschppl arid 
to contractfor educational management ser^ices^The School shall applyfor 
federaltaxexemptstatusnplaterthanoneyearfpllowingtheexecutipnpfthe 
Oharter^pntract.Shpuldthelntemal^e^enueSer^icere^ireehanges^Pth^ 
agreement in cpn^unctipn with the Schopl^sapplication Orpr continuation oftax 
exemptstatus,hoth parties will tal^e all reasonahle steps and agree to all 
reasonable modifications toeffectuate the necessary changes. 

^      ^uthprit^. The School has all requisite powerand authority to execute and 
deliver this agreement, to perform its obligations hereunder, and to consummate 
theagreements contemplated herehy and therehy.This agreement constitutes^ 
^alid and hindingohligationofthe School, enforceable against the Schpol in 
accordance with its respecti^eterms. 

^       Liti^ation.Thereisno suit, claim, action orproceeding now pending or, to the 
knowledge ofthe School, threatened heOre any regulatory ^uthority,Owhich 
the School isa^arty or whichmay result in any^udgment, order,decree, liahility, 
awardor other determination which will ormayreasonahly he expectedtoha^e 
an adverse effect upon the School. No such^udgment, order, decree oraward has 
heenentered against the School which has, ormayreasonahly he expected to 
ha^e, such ef^ect.There is no claim, actionor proceeding nowpending or, tothe 
knowledge ofthe School, threatened hcOrc any regulatory ^uthorityin^ol^ing 
the Schoolwhich will ormayreasonahly he expected tP present orhamper the 
consummation oftheagreementscontemplatedhy this agreement. 

^      Full Oisclosure.No representation orwarrant^ of the School hereinand no 
statement,information or certificate furnished ortohefumishedhythe School 
pursuant hereto or inconnection with the agrcementcontemplatedherehy 
containsany untrue statement ofamaterialfact or omits orwillomit^ostatea 
material ^act necessary in order to ma^e the statements contained hereinor therein 
not misleading. 

^       conduct ofthe School and the ^c^rdofTru^tees. The School has complied, and 
at all timesduring the Term will comply, with all local, State andfederal laws and 
regulationsthat are applicable tothe School, which include, hut are notlimited to, 
the Internal ^e^enuet^ode, the non^pro^it corporation law ofNew^orl^, the open 
records and meetings law^ofNew^orl^, and the charter Schools Law.Thc 
School has maintained and will maintain adequate records ofthe activities and 
decisionsoftheSchooltoensureand document compliance with all such laws 
and regulations.The School agrees to provide ^Fwithcopies of all such records 
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and to allow Al^ to, at Al^^sdiscretion, assist with the preparation and retentionof 
suchrecords, 

^       ^ueAuthorization,TheSchoolisauthorizedto organise and onerate the School 
and is vested bytheAuthorizerwith all powers necessary tocarry out the 
educational program outlined in the CharterContract,^egardlessofthe 
delegation of anydutiestoA^ the School shall atalltimesretain all rightsand 
responsibilitiesundertheCharterContract, 

^      A^IT^^T^ 

^      f^elegarion of Authority to A^ 

The School hereby authorizes A^tound^rt^e the functions specified in this Agreement 
inregards to business and academic services oftheSchool on behalf oftheSchool,it being 
understood mat, at alltimes,A^remainsaccou^ablea^dsubject to the oversightoftheSchool^ 
theAuthorizer and State authorities, as providedfor in this Agreementand by law. The School 
alsoauthorizesA^ to tal^e such reasonable other^ctions that may not be expressly set lorth in 
thisAgreement, but which are implicit in this Agreement ar^d are necessary inA^s good ^aith 
and reasonable judgment to properly and efficiently manageor operate the School, provided such 
actionsare consistent with the CharterContract^ applicable laws and the annual School budget 
approved bythe^oardofTrustees, 

^      A^ Authority toSubeontrac^ 

^ceptto the extern prohibited by l^w orchis Ag^e^m^n4A^may subcontract any 
function or service it isobligatedto provide hereunder, provided thatno such subcontract shall 
relieve ordischargeA^from any obligation or liability underthis Agreement, 

^      8oardof^egentsAuther^ry^ 

nothing in thisAgreementshallbeconstrued in anywayto limit the authority ofthe 
13oardofl^egentsofthe State university ofl^lew^or^ including, but not limited to,the 
authoritytotal^e and enforce action pursuant toSec^ 
^^^B^,as amended, 

^      Convict with Ch^^te^ 

Subject to Section 1^,^, to the extern thereare any conflicts between the termsofthe 
CharterContract and the termsofthis Agreement, the termsoftheCharterContractshall control, 

^      ^^T^SA^08^^AT^l^SO^A^ 

In exchange lor the Service f^ee, described in Section7^andpaid bv the School to A^^ 
Al^ will provide the services described in this Artic^e^,ln fulfilling itsduties and obligations 
pursuant to this Article ^,A^ shall meet the reo^uirementsofthe Authorized the State ofr^ew 
^BOrl^ and the Charter Schools ^awof^lew^or^Af^may^butis not obligated to, provide 
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additional services lor additional compensation^Ar^ may perlorrttlunctionsol^site^ except as 
prohibited by State law. AF may utilise webbased systems toprovide support and counsel to 
^Ite School. 

In addition to any duties and obligationse^pressly attributed to AFassetforth in 
^Article^.AF^and the Schools shall have thefollowin^ duties and obligations: 

^i      Cu^lculum^ 

AFshall support the Sehool in implementing the AF curriculum inamannerthat is 
consistent with allapplicablelaws^ineludingre^uirementsregardingcontentandsub^ectsof 
instructions unlesssuch requirement has been waived bythe relevant authoritiesBAF will 
provide theSchbol with informationandsystems forimplementingthecurriculum^and initial 
staff training.The curriculum will include scope and seo^uence^ an assessment system^adai^y 
schedule andavarietyof curriculum materialsand related doeuments^allofwhich will be 
aligned with the ^ew^ork State beaming Standards. 

^      Studen^v^luati^n^ 

AFshall implement stttdentperformanceevaluationsystemswhich permit evaluation of 
the educational progress of each studentat the Schoolin accordance with the goalsset forth in 
theCharterContract and any additional guidelines setforth by the Authori^er.The School shall^ 
with AF^sassistance. ensure that the studentstal^e all State required standardised testsin 
accordancewithStat^ laws and regulations.The Schools with AFs assistances shall maintain 
detailed statistical information on the performance of^i^ the Schoolasawhole.^ii^ each 
individual student, and ^iii^each grade. AFandthe School shall cooperate ingood faith to 
identify other measuresof and goalsfor student and Schoolperfon^ance^ including but not 
limited to parents teacher, and student satisfaction. 

^      Annu^Aud^ 

AF shall cooperate and provide all reasonably requested information, to the extent such 
information is in possession or underthe control of AF.needed to complete an annual audit of 
theSchool. 

^      8ud^et and Financial Statements^ 

C^n or before Iv^aylof each year^AFBinconsultationwith the Principals will providethe 
School Finance Committee withapro^ected budget forthene^t fiscal year, ^orreviewand 
approval by the 8oardofTrustees.Theannual^udgetfortheSchoolshallprovidefor payment 
of all operating expenses related to the openingand operation of theSchoo^ including^ but not 
limited to: teachersalaries; curriculum materials; reimbursement toAF of certain expenses 
including AF^sService Fee: the Frincipal'scompensation. including hisor her salary and benefit 
costs; debt payments owingand owed to AFbythe School; marketing and public relations costs^ 
supplies; maintenance; staff development: curriculum materials; assessmentmaterials and 
consultingfees; other third party consulting expenses: accountability plan costs; transportation 
and travel; printing and duplicating; postage; legalfees; and accounting ^ees.^ithrespect to 
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these items, AF may act as the disbursement agent on behalf of the School to timely pay all such 
agreed upon budget expenditures out of funds available therefore from the School bank accounts, 
from which the School shall give AF authority to remit payments. The School shall be the 
lawful owner of all real and personal property purchased with such funds, except for property 
covered by Article 8. which property shall be the sole and exclusive property of AF. AF shall 
have no responsibility lo make any purchases on behalf of the School or to act as disbursement 
agent for the School unless and until the funds for such expenditures are in the School bank 
accounts to which AF has access. 

The budget shall grant certain levels of discretion to the Principal (including, but not 
limited to, teacher salaries and the Principal's Discretionary Fund, as allocated in the budget) 
within parameters reasonably established by AF and approved by the Board of trustees. 

The Director of School Operations, with the assistance of and in close consultation with 
AF, shall prepare bimonthly financial statements for review and approval by the Board of 
Trustees. !" 

4.5      Principal. 

The accountability of AF to the School is an essential foundation of the Parties' 
relationship, and the performance of the Principal is critical to the School's success. Therefore, 
AF shall have the authority and responsibility, to the maximum extent consistent with State law, 
to recruit and supervise the Principal and to hold him or her accountable for the success of the 
School. 

.       •      ': '• •      ••      ' '•   ' • •''••'        :•• ' •• 

AF shall nominate a maximum of three but not less than two candidates to become the 
Principal. The Board of Trustees shall vote on whether to accept one of the candidates 
nominated by AF. If the Hoard of Trustees votes not to accept any candidate, AF shall nominate 
a maximum of three but not less than one additional candidate. This process shall be repeated 
until the Board of Trustees and AF agree that a candidate so nominated meets their shared 
standards of excellence. 

AF shall present the proposed terms of the Principal's employment to the Board of 
Trustees, including therein the duties and compensation of the Principal. The Board of Trustees 
shall then vote on the approval of the terms of the Principal's employment. 

The Principal shall serve pursuant to a year-to-year contract, which contract may be 
renewed by the Board of Trustees, subject to approval by AF. If either the Board of Trustees or 
AF wishes not to renew the Principal's contract, it shall not be renewed. In that event, AF shall 
nominate anew candidate to become the Principal (and present proposed terms of that 
Principal's employment), as provided above, until the Board of Trustees and AF agree that a 
candidate so nominated meets their shared standards of excellence. 

AFmay recommend termination of the Principal's employment. However, the Board of 
Trustees shall have the final authority with respect to termination of the Principal. 
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The Principal shall coordinate the management of the School with, and report onadayto 
day basis to the ^P Superintendent oradesigneespecified in writing by the ^P Superintendent. 
Notwithstanding theforegoing,thePrincipal shall be an employee of theSchooland,assetforth 
above in this Section^.^ the ^oardofTrusteesntav^l^retusetorenewthePrincioal^contract 
and^terminate the Principal. ^P shall provideto the 13oardofTrusteesan annual report 
regardingthe Principals performance. 

^pwill^provide an intensive leadership trainingprogramforthePrincipal,^conduct 
aPrincipalevaluation once peryear,usingacomprehensiveperfom^ance assessment model and 
^provide ongoing coaching and training ^orthe Principal. 

^     Teachers and^the^Sch^lPersonne4 

B^P shall support theSchool in the recruitmentof teachers, administrators, and other 
personnelfor the School. Specil^cally,^P will work to buildapool of ^ualif^ed applicants 
through advertising, networking and other methods. ^P will conduct preliminary screens of 
candidatesand will ^rwardresumesof promising candidates to the Principal.The Principal 
shall have the final authorityto hire such teachers, administrators, and o^herpersohnelB ^11 
employees working attheSchoolshall be employees of the School. The Principalshall have the 
final authority to terminate School employees, although ^P may recommend termination ofa 
Schoolemployee.lfthePrincipalterminatesaSchool employee, the Principal shall notify the 
8oardofTrusteesofsuch action and the basis^brit. 

The Principal shall have the authority to determine the compensation of allSchool 
employees, within the constraints ofthe budget adopted by the P^oardofTrusteesB 

^P.in conjunction with the Principal, shall per^brmthe following personnel functions^ 

^      determining staffing levels^ 

^      determining staff responsibilities^ 

^      providing counsel as to evaluation and discipline of personnel 

^      initial training in ^l^smethods, curriculum, program, andtechnologyto all 
te^^hin^ personnel,includingatwoyear sequence of professional developments 

^      training to all non^teaching personnel as ^P,in consultation with the Principal, 
determinesis necessary. 

^P^villassistthe School ^specificallythe Principal and academic ^ean^todevelop the 
internal capacitytodeliverteachertraining.^Pwillcontinue to work closely with the Principal 
to^ointly plan and deliver ongoing teachertraining, especially the more advancedtraining and 
opportunities lor faster Teachers. Should there beachange in Principal at the School, ^P will 
again become involvedmoredirectly in initialteacher training until the new Principal is able to 
run this training independently. 
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^      ^^uipmen^andlnf^rmationTechnolo^ 

AF will manage the School^sstartupprocess,and facilitate the School's purchase, at the 
School'sexpense.ofdesks and other furnitures equipment, library and media materials, andother 
similarmaterialsand furnishings integral to theoperationofaschool. 

AF will lacilitate the School's purchaseand procurement ofin^ormation technology 
^IT'^eo^uipmentandservices, including but not limited^ 

^   ^irelessBl^roadband capabilities ^orthe Schools 

^ Telephone service, preferably using ^oice^ver IF ^^1F^ technology^ 

^   All hardware associated with telephone and wirelessBbroadband technology^ 

^Access to AF'sshared servers 

^   laptop computers lor all stafl^and 

^   computers ^oradministrators. 

All vendor products and services will be paid ^orby the School, unless otherwise specifiedby 
AF. In addition, AF will provide the lollowi^gcomputerandlTsu^^ort to th^S^hool^ 

^      maintainingand providing training intheuseofacentrall^leserver containing 
electronic curricular and school administration resources^ 

^      providingtraining in the use ofastudentinlormation system specifically designed 
tosupport the AF programs 

^       providing alldesktop and laptop support to the School staffand students^ 

^       recommending and ensuing the elective implementation ofadata back-up 
protocols 

^      selecting and installingaphone system and voicemail supports and 

^       creating and maintainingalink^romAF^swebsitetoapage specific to the 
School. 

^      AFSehool^valuati^^ 

AF will conductaschoolevaluation within three years of the elective Oate, and every 
three yea^s thereaAer The evaluation will be designed asaschoolinspectionbyateamofboth 
AFandoutsideevaluators. The teamwillobse^e classes and other school operations, analyzea 
^idevarietyof data, review student work samples, meet withasampling of parents, students, 
and teachers, and engage in other activities designed to obtainadetailed picture of school and 
student success in preparation tor charter renewals 
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^      Fundr^aising. 

AF will conduct fundraisingactivitiesonbehalfofthe School and othercharterschools 
which AFmanages.lvlonies raised fi^omAFfundraising activities specifically lorthe School 
shall be giventoorusedforthe benefit of the School.^thermonies derived Irom general AF 
fundraistngactivitiesshallbeusedofdistributedasAFdeemsappropriate,initssolediscretion, 
including butnotlimitedtousefor the benefit of. or distribution among, thecharterschools that 
AF manages. 

^^    ^a^eting^ Advocacy 

AFwillmarl^et and advocateforthe School. 

^     ^T^SAl^^^B^OATl^SOFT^S^^OO^ 

In addition to any dutiesandobligations expressly attributed to the School as setforth in 
Artich^ the School ^andAF^ shall have theTollowing duties and obligations^ 

^      ^^ovlslon^fSuitableSeh^ol Facilities^ 

^      The initial locationof the Schoblshall beat ^O^entAvenue,^rool^lyn,^^ 
11^. Should the School need to be movedin any subsequent yearbecauseofa 
needfor more space,adisputewithme operators oftheFacilityorotherreason, 
the school shall use its best efforts toprovide the charterschoolwithasuitable 
Facilitylocated in the same general area. AF,if requested by the School, will use 
commercially reasonable efforts to assist the School in theidentificationofa 
Facility.The School will consultwith and obtain approvalfromAF prior to 
entering intoalease or purchase ^faFacility^AF^sapprovalshall not be 
unreasonably withheld. AFwillassisttheSchool in providing Facilities needed 
to expand the School in thefuture. 

^ The School shall procure and maintain insurance, or otherwise hold AFharmless, 
fordamage or loss to the property. AF shall not be liable underanylease or other 
document pertaining toafacility. 

^       A^^lA^di^ 

The School shall arrange and payfor an annualaudit of the School to be conducted in 
compliance with State law and regulations, and shov^mgthe manner in which runds are spent at 
the School. Theannual audit shall be performed byacertified public accountant selected by the 
BoardofTrusteesofthe School, who shall consult withAFpriorto selecting the certified public 
accountant 

^      ^egalSe^viees^ 

The School shall arrange and, if necessary,payfor its own legal services. 

^      Accounting, ^oo^eeping, procurement, ^nd other Financial Functions^ 

11 
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^FheSchoolshall be responsible and accountable lor the following tinancial, accounting, 
and bookkeeping functions^ 

^       timely payment olinvoices^ 

^      ^avroll^inaccordancewithSection^.^. 

^      monthly reconciliation ofbaru^ statements^ 

^      debit and creditentries. using the linancial management software selectedbyAF^ 
^ and 

^      procurement. 

AFshall provide initial trainingtothe Director ofSchool Operations in the use of the linancial 
management software selected by AF,and shall provide support and oversight asmaypertain to 
the functions listed above. AFshallalsowork closely with the DirectorofSchool Operations to 
ensure accurate and timely ^nancial reporting to the r^oardoffrustees and fttnding agencies, 
including butnot limited to the New York ^ity Department ofEducationandthe State Education 
Department ofr^ewYork. 

^      ^ay^ll, employee Sah^i^^^d^en^f^ts^ 

^he School shall be responsible and accountablefor the funding and payment ofthe 
salaries, Iringebenerits, and Stateandlederalpayrollta^es lor all individuals employed at the 
Schooli All such payments shall be m^deonatimely basis, in accordance withallState and 
rederal laws and regulations, including all ta^ requirements. 

^      ^weBandAutho^ryD 

^fhe School shall not take any action that unreasonablyinterfereswith the power and 
authority granted to AF under this Agreement to carry out its duties underthis Agreement, and 
shall not grant to any otherperson or entity any authority which might unreasonably interlere 
withAF^sdischarge of such duties. 

^7      State and F^ede^alv^aive^ 

^Fhe School shall, with AF^^^i^tance,timelyapply lor and support the waiver ofany 
rederal or State rules orregulationsthatinterrerewith the AF School ^lodel. 

^      O^^A^Ol^O^^^S^^OO^ 

^      Studentswlth Special l^eeds^ 

^fhe School reeogni^e^it^ obligation to providean appropriate education to all students 
enrolled in the School, regardless ofspecial need, in accordance with the requirements of the 

B^^. As required by law, the School shall be open to individuals with handicappingconditions 
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and other special needs. AFmay,on behalf of the Sehool, subcontract as necessary and 
appropriate toamunicipal.public orpri^ate contractor ot^othe^s^lorthe provision of special 
education ser^ices^sub^e^t to approval by the School, which shall not be unreasonably witl^ld. 
Any eost,fee or expense associated with such subcontract will be paid by the School. 

^      ^^cruitment^nd Admission 

AFandthe School shall be jointly responsiblefor the recruitment of studentsand the 
administration of the lottery.^he School and AFsball encourage applications that will result in 
astudentbody reflecting tberacial. etbnic,academte,andeeonomi^ diversity oftbecommunity 
of^too^lynwhi^n the S^nool most directly set^es. 

Application by orforstudentsshall be ^oluntary,and shall be in writing. Admission 
shall be opehto all individuals who reside w^ithinthe State, onaspace^a^ailable basis witbout 
regard to race, color, national origin, creed, sex, cthrtieity, sexual orientation, mental orphysical 
disability,age,ancestry,athletic performance, special need, proliciency in the English language, 
academicachie^cment, or any other basis that would beillegal if used byapublic school district 
If there are moreapplicationsforenrollmentfor any grade in the Sehool than there are spaces 
available ^br such grade, students shall be selected usingarandomselection process, provided 
however, to the extent permitted by law,preferen^for^nrollment will be gi^enfirstto students 
whowereenrolled in the School in the pre^Biousyear, then to siblings ofcurrent students, and 
then to students residing the school district in which the School is located. 

^     School ^ayand^ea^fo^ Students^ 

^Fhe normal school day shall be approximatelyeight hours.^fhe normal school yearwill 
consistof approximately l^days of regular instructionforstudents. as well as 1^ days of 
summer academy during which the school day may be shorter^foratotalofl^^schooldays^. 
^heSchool^scalendar shall be developed annually by the principal in consultation with AF,and 
shall e^tendfrom on or about September^toonorabout^uly^l.with scheduled vacations. AF 
may extend theschoolyear^ subject tothe Schools approval and a^ailablefunds. 

^     School Foiled 

Bfhe School and AFare committed to the success of the educational program setforth in 
the AF School ModeKattached as ExhibitAhereto^andrelated documents, which are partof the 
CharterContract. and which are incorporated byreference herein. Consequently. AF shall mak^ 
reasonable recommendations to the Sehooleonceming calendar, policies, rules, regulations, 
procedures, personnel, and budget, to enable the School to implement the AF School Model; and 
the School shall exercise goodfaith in considering and adopting AF^srecommendations, so that 
AF^sSchoolModel may be properly implemented. 

^heSchool shall provide students due process hearings in confom^ity with the 
requirements ofState and federal law regarding discipline, special education, confidentiality and 
access to records.^fhe principal shall ha^e the authority to suspendastudent as pro^idedforin 
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the Charter Contract or in subsequent policies adopted by the Board of Trustees. Only the Board 
of Trustees may expel a student, based on a recommendation by the Principal. 

4.6      Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act. 

The School hereby designates employees of AF as agents of the School having a 
legitimate educational interest such that they are entitled access to education records under 20 
U.S.C. § 1232g, the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act CfJ-RPA."). AF, its officers and 
employees shall comply with FERPA at all times. 

1.       FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS 

7.1 Funding Eligibility. 

The Director of School Operations and Principal shall be responsible for complying with 
applicable requirements for the purpose of receiving or maintaining the School's eligibility to 
receive from the New York City, Slate, and federal governments all applicable funds to which 
trie School is entitled. The School shall apply for all State aid or other monies it is eligible to 
receive from the Authorizcr. AF shall provide such assistance to the School in the preparation or 
review of State aid applications and reports as the School may request. The School shall permit 
AF to review any such applications and reports prior to their submission, and AF shall have the 
right to assume control of the application and report process if and to the extent it deems it 
appropriate to do so, 

7.2 Donations and Grants. 

Both the School and AF may solicit and receive grants and donations consistent with the 
mission of the School. 

7.3 Extracurricular Fees. 

Consistent with local practice and as allowed by law, the School may charge fees to 
students for extra services such as summer activities, extracurricular clubs and after school 
athletics. 

1.4 Service Fee. 

(a)      For each school year covered by this Agreement (those school years being five 
successive 12 month periods, each beginning on July 1, and the first beginning on 
July 1,2006), the School shall pay AF a service fee equal to eight percent of: the 
average number of students enrolled during that school year, times the Approved 
Per Pupil Operating Expense (the "Service Fee"). The Service Fee shall be based 
on an estimate of the number of students expected to be enrolled in that school 
year. At the end of that school year, if the estimated enrollment differs from the . 
actual enrollment, the Service Fee shall be adjusted accordingly and (i) for the 
first four school years, the amount equal to the difference between the estimated 
Service Fee and the actual Service Fee shall be added to or subtracted from, as 
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appropriate, the first invoice of the following school year (i.e., in accordance with 
Section 7.4(b). the October invoice) and (ii) for the final school year of the Term, 
the amount equal to the difference between the estimated Service Fee and the 
actual Service Fee shall be paid by the appropriate party to the other party no later 
than the first day of October following such school year. 

(b) Subject to Section 7.4(a) and Section 7.4(c), the Service Fee shall be due and 
payable in four equal installments on the fifteenth day of October. January, April 
and July. 

(c) If AF fails to meet its obligation to raise the dollar amount of private funds to 
which it agreed as part of the School's approved budget for any school year and if 
the School's budgeted expenses exceed its revenue for that year, the fourth (July) 
payment with respect to that year (or such smaller portion of the fourth payment 
as is equal to the difference between revenue and budgeted expenses for that year) 
shall be deferred until the school shall obtain sufficient resources to meet the 
budgeted expenses, including the full Service Fee, for that year. 

7.5      AF Not Required to Make Loans or Advances. 

AF shall have no obligation to advance or loan any funds to the School. 

8.      PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION 

8.1      Confidential Information. 

"Confidential Information" means: 

(a) any and all technical and non-technical information, whether communicated 
orally or in writing, including, without limitation, patent, copyright, trade secret 
and proprietary information, techniques, sketches, drawings, models, inventions, 
know-how. processes, formulae, apparatus, equipment and biological materials 
related to the current, future and proposed products, services, or projects of AF, 
and includes, without limitation, information concerning research, experimental 
work, development, design details and specifications, engineering, financial 
information, procurement requirements, purchasing, manufacturing, customer 
lists, business forecasts and sales and marketing plans, and any Derivatives of the 
foregoing whether created by AF or the School; 

(b) any instructional materials, training materials, curriculum and lesson plans, and 
any other materials developed by AF, its employees, agents or subcontractors, any 
individual working for or supervised by AF, or any individual employed by the 
School working primarily at the School; 

(c) any information that AF treats or maintains as confidential, proprietary, restricted, 
or otherwise as not to be disclosed generally; 
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^      any inlormation disclosed by AF to theSchool or known by the School asaresult 
of the relationshipcreated by this Agreement, whichinlorn^atio^ is notgenerally 
known oi^publicly available and that in anyway relates to AF^sproducts^ 
services^technio^uesorknow^how^ trade secrets^ ideas^ processes^ computed 
programs^ documents^ materials^ business informations marketing materials 
^including costs^pricmg^ and customer lists^ and 

^ all inlon^ation received in con^dence^rom third parties by AF^ 

^on^dentiallnlormation^ shall not include Student confidential Inlormation. 

^      ^e^iv^tives. 

derivatives^ means^ 

^      lorcopyrightableorcopyrightedmaterial,any trahslation,abridgement.revision 
Ot^ other lorm in which an existing work may be recast, trans^ormedoradapted^ 

^      lorpatentableorpatentedmaterial,any improvement thereon^and 

^      lor material which is protected bytradesecret, any new material derived from 
such existing trade secret materials including new material which may be 
protected by copyright, patent, trade secret ai^dBor any other recognised 
proprietary rights 

^arks^meansall trademarks, service marks, design marks, trade names, domain names, 
registrationsandapplicationslor registration thereof, and any common law rights pertaining 
thereto, belonging to Al^ Such materialsshall include, but arc not limited to."Achievement 
Firsts and^Achievemeht First ^ndeavor^harterSchoolB^ 

^      ^eatment^f^ar^s. 

^      t^wnershipof^arks^ All l^arks.whethercreatedbyAF or the School, remain 
theproperty of AF,andnolicenseorotherright to use, modify andBorsell the 
Ivlarksis granted or imoliedherebv. except asset ^orth in Section^^b^ 

^      License to theSchool.AF hereby grants to the School, solely as may reasonably 
be required in connection with the per^ormanceof this Agreements 
nonexclusive, nontrans^rable, limited right to ^Ise the ^arksduringthe^Ferm. 
^fhe School may grant itsagents.subcontractors, vendors and consultants the right 
to ^Ise the Ivlarks, solely as may be reasonably necessary in connection with the 
performance ofthis Agreement and provided such agents, subcontractors, 
vendors and consultantscomplv with the terms ofthis Articled 

^      ^easeof^seoflvlarksD ^Ipon termination or expiration ofthis Agreement, the 
School will not have any right to make any use whatsoeverofthelvlarks^ ^Fothe 

^V^^^l^^l 
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extent that the School's corporate name, curriculum or any other materials include 
any of the Marks, including but not limited to the AF name, and unless expressly 
agreed to in writing by AF, the School shall immediately upon termination or 
expiration of this Agreement (i) return to AF or destroy such materials as may be 
returned or destroyed and (ii) change such name and/or materials so that they do 
not include any of the Marks, or any portion of the Marks. 

8.5      Treatment of Confidential Information. 

(a) Ownership of Confidential Information. All Confidential Information and any 
Derivatives thereof, whether created by AF or the School, remain the property of 
AF. and no license or other right to use, modify and/or sell the Confidential 
Information and any Derivatives thereof is granted or implied hereby, except as 
set forth in Section 8.5(bV 

(b) License to the School. AF hereby grants to the School, solely as may reasonably 
be required in connection with the performance of this Agreement, a 
nonexclusive, nontransferable, limited right to have access to and Use the 
Confidential information during the Term. The School may grant its agents, 
subcontractors, vendors and consultants the right to have access to and Use the 
Confidential Information, solely as may be reasonably necessary in connection 
with the performance of this Agreement, and provided such agents, 
subcontractors, vendors and consultants agree in writing to comply with the terms 
of this Article 8. 

(c) Use of Third Party Proprietary Information. The School will not knowingly 
infringe upon, or permit any of its employees or agents to knowingly infringe 
upon, any rights of any third party or knowingly violate the patent* copyright, 
trademark, trade secret, or other proprietary right of any third party in connection 
with the performance of this Agreement, and if the School becomes aware of any 
such infringement or alleged instance of infringement, the School agrees to notify 
AF promptly in writing. 

(d) Disclosure of Confidential Information. The School acknowledges that prior to 
the Term. AF may have disclosed, and during the Term AF may disclose, 

,    Confidential Information to the School, including that information which is 
currently in existence as well as that which may be created in the future. 

(i)      The School agrees that it will not at any time or in any manner, directly or 
indirectly, disclose any Confidential Information to any third party without 
the prior written consent of AF. AF agrees that it shall not unreasonably 
withhold such written authorization. 

(ii)     The School shall treat all Confidential Information with the same degree 
of care as a reasonable and prudent person would accord his or her own 
confidential information, and shall use its best efforts to assure that it, its 
employees and its agents do not disclose or Use such Confidential 
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Inlormation^ other than asmay be reasonably necessar^inconnectionwith 
the perlormanceof this Agreements 

^    Tothee^tentalinalorderlromal^egulatory Authority requires the 
School to disclose any confidential Information^^he School shall not be 
considered in breachofthis Section 8^^d^ provided that the School 
provides priornotice to AF^ if permitted by the regulatory Authority^ 

^      l^etumof^onfidentiallnlormation^ Anvandall^onfidentialln^ormationand 
any derivatives mereof^includingall written and electroniccopie^in the 
Schoolspossessionor control shall be returned to AF promptly upon termination 
orc^pirationof thisAgreementorupon request by AF^Allmateria^lumished 
by AF to the School in connection with any^onfidentialln^ormationandany 
derivatives thereof including all written and electronic copies^ shall be returned 
toAF promptly upon termination or e^pirationofthisAgreementor upon request 
byAF^ ^Ipon such retum^the School will not have any right to ^IsetheAF 
confidential Informations norany derivatives thereof norsuchmaterials^ 

^       l^i^hts to confidential Infonttation^^cept as required lortheFartie^ 
performance hereunder^noming in mis Agreement shallbe construed to require 
AF^oprovide^ortoenti^le me School to obtains any confidential Information or 
any rights therein^ 

8^      Specific Ferf^r^mance^ 

In addition to ^11 of the remedies otber^vise available toAF^including^but not limbed toB 
recovery ofdama^esand reasonable attorneys'lees incurredin the enforcement ofthis Article 8^ 
AF shall have the right to injunctivereliefto restrain andenjoin any actual orthreatenedbreach 
of the provisionsofthis Article 8^ All of AF'sremedies lor breach ofthisArticle^shall be 
cumulative and me pursuit of one remedy shall not be deemed to exclude any otherremedies^ 
The School acknowledgesand agrees that AF'srightsunderthisArticle8are special and unique 
and that any violation ofthisArticle8by the School w^ild not be adequately compensated by 
money damages alone^ 

^      ^O^^^F^A^O^Al^^^S^Al^^ 

^f      representations and ^a^rantles^ 

All representations and warranties hereunder shall be deemed to be material and relied 
upon by the Farties with or^o whom thesameweremade^notwithstandingany investigation or 
inspectionmadebyoronbehalfofsuchFartyo^Farties^ 

^      ^ndemni^cationoftheScnoo^ 

AF shall hold the School and its tt^stees^ofl^cers^ successors^ assigns^ and agents^the 
^School Indemnil^edFersons^ harmless and indemnify each ofthemlrom and against anv and 
all cla^ms^ losses damages^ liabilities^penalties^ finest expenses or costs ^^mts^ plus 
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reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses incurred in connection with Claims and/or enforcement 
of this Agreement, plus interest from the date incurred through the date of payment at the prime 
lending rate of The Wall Street Journal, New York edition, from time to time prevailing 
(collectively, the "Indemnified Claims"! incurred or to be incurred by any School Indemnified 
Person resulting from or arising out of (i) AF's gross negligence or willful misconduct or (ii) any 
breach or violation of AF's representations, warranties, covenants, or agreements contained in 
this Agreement. 

93     Indemnification of AF. 

The School shall hold AF and its affiliates and the shareholders, directors, officers, 
partners, successors, assigns, and agents of each of them harmless and indemnify each of them 
from and against any and all Indemnified Claims incurred or to be incurred by any of them 
resulting from or arising out of (i) the School's gross negligence or willful misconduct or (ii) any 
breach or violation of the School's representations, warranties, covenants and agreements 
contained in this Agreement. 

9.4 Limitation on Claims of the School. 

Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, there shall be no liability for 
any Claim and AF shall have no obligations or liabilities pursuant to Section 9.2: 

(a) until the aggregate of the Claims suffered or incurred by the School exceeds five 
thousand dollars ($5,000) (the "Threshold Amount"! After the Threshold 
Amount has been met there shall be liability for the aggregate amount of all 
Claims; 

(b) to the extent such liabilities exceed the Service Fee paid to AF during the 
academic year in which the action or omission giving rise to the Claim occurred: 

(c) if such liabilities are covered by insurance, to the extent the amount of such 
liabilities exceeds the amount of any insurance proceeds received for the insured 
event (under insurance policies referenced in this Agreement) giving rise to the 
liabilities; and 

(d) if the claim for indemnification is made pursuant to Section 9.2. to the extent that 
AF can demonstrate that the School had, prior to the Closing, actual knowledge 
that the applicable representation or warranty was untrue or incomplete or had 
been breached or that the applicable covenant had been breached or was 
unfulfilled prior to the Closing. 

9.5 Limitation on Claims of AF. 

Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, there shall be no liability for 
any Claim and the School shall have no obligations or liabilities pursuant to Section 9.3: 
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(a^      until the aggregate of the Claimssuffered or incurred by ^Fexceeds the 
Tl^reshold^moun4 provided, ho^vever^ that the limitation in this clause(a^shall 
not apply toClaims relating to misuse ofintellectual property (including breach of 
article ^).^f^erthe deductible has been met there shall be liabilityforthe 
aggregate amount of all Claims^ 

(b^ to theextent such liabilities exceed the Service Feepaid by the School during the 
academic year in which the actionor omission givingrise to theClaim occurred^ 
proyided^however. that the limitation inthis clause (b^shallnot apply toClaims 
orother liabilities relating to misuse ofintellectual property (includingbreach of 
^rticle^^ 

(c^      if suchliabilities are covered by ittsurance^ to the extentthe amount of such 
liabilities exceeds the amount of any insurance proceeds received fortheinsured 
evcnt(under insurance policies referenced in this ^greement)givingriseto the 
liabilities^ provided, however that the limitation in this clause(c^shall not apply 
toClaimsor other liabilities relating tomisuse ofintellectual property (including 
breach of ^rticle^and 

(d^      if theclaimforindemnificationismade pursuant to Sections, to theextent that 
the School can demonstratethat^Fhad.prior to the Closing, actual knowledge 
that the applicable representation orw^rr^ntywasuntr^ie or incomplete oi^h^d 
be^bre^ch^dprioi^ to the Closing. 

^      ^ndeinnifieati^n^fTh^dPa^Claim^ 

Theoblit^ations and liabilities of any Partyto indemnify the other underthis^rticle^ 
with respect toaClaim relating toorarisin^ front third parties (a Third Party Claim") shall be 
subject to the following terms and conditions^ 

(a^      Notice and Oefense.The Party tobeindemnified(the indemnified Party") will 
^ive the Party fi^om whom indemnification is sought (the indemnifying Party^) 
prompt written notice ofany such Claims and the Indemnifying Party may 
undertake thedefensethereofbyrepresent^tives chosen byit. Failure to give 
notice shall not affect the Indemnifying Partysdutyorobligations under this 
^rticle^except to theextent the Indemnifying Party is prejudiced thereby.lfthe 
Indemnifying Party undertakes the defense ofaThirdP^rty Claim, then the 
Indemnifying Party shall be deemed to accept that it has an indemnification 
obligation underthis^rticle^with respect to such TliirdPartvClaim. unless it 
shall in writing reserve the right tocontest its obligation toprovide indemnity 
with respect to such Third PartyClaim. Solong as the Indemnifying Party is 
defending any such Third Party Claimactivelyandin good faith, the Indemnified 
Party shall notsettle such Claim.The Indemnified Partyshallmal^e available to 
the Indemnifying Party or its representatives allrecords and other materials 
required by them and in the possession orunderthecontrolofthelndemnified 
P^irty^for the use of the Indemnifying Party and its representatives in defending 
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any such ^laim, and shall in otherrespectsgi^e reasonable cooperation in sueh 
defense. 

^      ^lure^o^^.lfthelndemnif^ingParty,with^^ 
ofany such ^laim, fails to dispute the obligation ofthelndemnilying Party with 
respecttosuch^laimand failstodefendsuch^laimactively andingoodfaith. 
then the IndemnifiedPartywill^upon^tten notice to the IndemnifyingParty^ 
ha^etheright to undertake the defense, compromiseorsettlement of sueh^laim 
or consent to theentryofajudgmentwith respect to such ^laim. on behalf of and 
forthe account and risl^of the Indemnifying Party,andthelndemnifying Party 
sh^llthereafterha^e no right tochallenge the Indemnified Partysdefense, 
compromise, settlementorconsenttojudgment therein. 

^      Indemnified Part^sl^i^hts.^n^thin^ in this ^rticle^tothecontrary 
notwithstanding, ^i^ifthereisareasonable probability thata^laim may 
materially and adversely affect the Indemnified Party otherthanasaresult of 
money damages oro^hermoneypayments,thelndemnified Party shall ha^e the 
right todefend.compromiseorsettle such ^laim, and ^ii^the Indemnifying Party 
shallnot.without the written consent ofthe Indemnified Party,settleor 
compromise any^laim or consent to theentry of any judgment which does not 
include as anunconditionaltermthereof the giving by the claimant orthe plaintiff 
to the Indemnified Party ofarelease from all liability in respect ofsuch^laim. 

^.7      P^yment^ 

^emdemnifyingParty shall promptlypaythe Indemnified Party anyamount due under 
this^ic^e^.^pon judgment, determination, settlement orcompromise of any third party 
claim,thelnderrmifyingPartyshall pay promptly on behalf ofthefndernnifiedParty,andBorto 
the Indemnified Party in reimbursement ofany amount theretofore required to be paid by it. the 
amount so determined by judgment, determination, settlement or compromise and all other 
^laimsofthe indemnified Partywith respect thereto, unless inthe case ofajudgmentan appeal 
is madefrom the judgment. Ifthe Indemnifying Party desires to appeal from an adverse 
judgment, then the Indemnifying Partyshall post and pay the cost ofthe security orbondtostay 
execution ofthe judgment pending appeal.^pon the payment in full bythe Indemnifying Party 
of suchamounts. the Indemnifying Party shall succeed totherightsof such Indemnified Party.to 
the extent notwai^ed in ^ettlem^nt. against th^ third partywho made such third party claim. 

^      ^usfmen^of^btlt^ 

m me e^ent an Indenmifying Party is required to mal^e any payment underthis^ticj^ 
in respect ofany damages, liability,obligation, loss, claim, orother amount indemnified 
hereunder, such IndemnifyingParty shall pay the Indemnified Party an amountwhich is equalto 
the sum of^the amount of such damages, liability,obligation, loss, claim or otheramount, 
minus ^ii^ the amount of any insurance proceedsthelndemnifiedParty actually receives with 
respect thereto, minus ^iii^ any third party payments actually received by the Indemnified Party 
withrespect to such damages, liabilityBobligation^loss^ claim or other amount after demand or 
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notice to such third party from the Indemnifying Party (with the consent of the Indemnified Party 
which will not be unreasonably withheld). 

9.9      Loans from AF to the School. 

Any loan or advance made by AF to the School shall not be subject to the foregoing 
provisions of this Article 9. and shall instead be subject to the terms of such loan or advance. 

10.    TERM AND RATIFICATION; TERMINATION 

10.1 Term and Ratification. 

This Agreement shall have an initial term commencing on July J, 2006 and ending on 
June 30,2011 (the "Initial Term"). Beginning on July 1,2011. the Agreement shall be renewed 
automatically for additional terms ending on the later of (i) June 30 of each year and the (ii) 
expiration of any renewal term of the Charter Contract (each a "Renewal Term" and, collectively 
with the Initial Term, the 'Term"), unless written notice of intent to terminate or renegotiate is. 
given by either Party not later than the December 31 prior to the end of the Initial Term or the 
December 31 prior to the end of any Renewal Term. Neither giving such notice nor engaging (or 
failing to engage) in such negotiations shall extend the Term of this Agreement, which shall not, 
in any event, extend beyond the latest date on which any renewal term of the Charter Contract 
granted by the Authorizer remains effective. The School hereby retroactively authorizes and 
ratifies all action taken by AF on the School's behalf or in contemplation of the terms of this 
Agreement prior to commencement of the Initial Term of this Agreement. 

10.2 Termination by the School. 

The School may terminate this Agreement in accordance with the following provisions: 

(a)      Termination for Cause. Subject to the provisions of subparagraph (b) below, the 
School may terminate this Agreement for cause at any time during the Term. For 
purposes of this Section 10.2. the term "for cause" shall mean: 

(i)      AF becomes insolvent, enters into receivership, is the subject of a 
voluntary or involuntary bankruptcy proceeding, or makes an assignment 
for the benefit of creditors; 

(ii)      After the School has conducted a financial audit, an outside auditor or 
another neutral third party determines that AF has misappropriated or 
otherwise materially mismanaged the School's Rinds under this 
Agreement; 

(iii) a Regulatory Authority has revoked any license which may be required for 
AF to carry on its business and perform its obligations and functions under 
this Agreement; 
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^     the School failstomeetschoolwide Adequate nearly Frogress^asthat 
teri^isdefinedinthefederalNo^hildl^e^8ehindActof^4fortwo 
years inarow. provided however, that thistermination provision shall not 
beeffectiveuntil^ulyl^uO^ 

^      subject to Section 5.7.AFviolatesanvprovisionoflawwithrespeet to the 
Sehoolfrom which the School was notspecificallye^emotedand which 
results in material adverseconseo^uences to the Schools 

^     AF materially breachesanyofthe material termsandconditionsofthis 
Agreements 

^vii^    the Authori^errevo^esits^harter^ontraet with theSchool^ 

^viii^   the State revokes the ^harter^ontract between the Authori^erand the 
Sehool pursuant to State statutes or 

^     subject to Section57.theenactmentorrepeal of any federal. Stateor 
local law.the promulgation orwithdrawal of any regulations orthe 
issuance of any court Or administrative decisionor order ^anysuch 
enactments repeal, promulgation, withdrawal, or issuance being an 
^Action^. where thesubstanee or consequence of suchAction is that this 
Agreement the operationofthe School in eonformitywith this 
Agreement^ortheSchooFs charter ^ontractwith the Authori^er 
materially violates the SchooFs.theAuthori^eBsorthe Staters 
responsibilities^ duties orobligationsunderthefederalor State 
constitutions, statutes^ la^^ rules orregulations^ormateriallyviolatesany 
contract or agreement to which the Schoolwasapartyonthe effective 
Date. 

^      AF l^i^ht to ^ure.Friortoe^ercising its right to terminate thisAgreement 
pursuant to Section 10.2ta^ the School shallgiveAF written notice ofitsbasisfor 
terminating the Agreement^a^Termination^otice^.The Termination Notice 
shall specify thesectionofthis Agreement upon which theSchoolis relying on 
forthe termination and there^uirementsforcorreetionofthebreach.^pon 
receipt of theTermination Notice AF ^11 have ^0 business days to remedy the 
breach ^the^^ureFeriod^. If the breach is not corrected within the^ureFeriod^ 
the School may immediately terminate the Agreement. 

^      Def^rralofTermination for Waivers. Notwithstanding theforegoin^ provisions 
of this Sectionl^. in theevent that federal or State r^ilesor regulations^ existing 
asofthe effective Date orthereaf^er enacted^ interfere with the AFSchool^lodel. 
the Schools termination ri^ht under Sectionl^^shall be deferredforaperiod 
oftime as maybe reasonably required to apply ^orandsuppor^awaiver as 
contemplated by Section 5.7.^poneither^failureoftheFarties^goodfaith 
eftortstoobtain suchawaiveror^ii^ the determination of AF^inits sole 
discretion, that such waiver is^unnecessary^fb^highlyunlil^elyto be obtained 
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or^not in thebestinterestsofAF and the School. theSchool^srightto 
terminatc.andAF^srighttocure. will be restored asset lorthinSect^^^ 
andSectionlO^b^ 

^    Tet^minattonbyAFB 

AFmaytermmatethisAgreementinaccordance with thefollowing provisions^ 

^      Termination ForCause. Subject to the provtsionsofsubparaRraph^b^below.AF 
may tern^inate this Agreement lorcauseatany time during the Term^ For 
purposesofthisSection 10^,thetcrm^rcause^shall meanthat^ 

^       the Schoolmateriallybreaches any ofthe material termsandconditionsof 
this Agreement 

^      the School lails to comply withamaterial provision ofits^ylaws^ 

^     sub^ectto Section ^.7.the School violates any provision oflawwith 
respectto the Schoolfrom which theSchool was notspecifically 
exempted and which results inmaterial adverse consequences to AForto 
theSchool^ 

^i^      the Schooltal^e^ any ^cti^n which materially interferes with the ability of 
AFtoperformunderthisAgreement^ 

^      the School refuses orwillfullylails to lollowany material direction of AF 
related to implementation oftheAF School ^odel^ 

^     the Authori^errevol^es its CharterContractwith the Schools 

^vii^    subject to Sections, the State revokes the CharterContract between the 
Authori^er and the School pursuant to State statutes or 

^viii^   the enactmentorrepeal of anyfederal,Stateorlocallaw,the promulgation 
orw^tndrawal of any regulation, orthe issuance of any court or 
administrative decision ororder^any such enactment, repeal, 
promulgation. wimdrawal.or issuance being an^Action^.wherethe 
substance orconsemience of such Action is that this Agreement.the 
operation ofthe School in conformity with this Agreement, or the 
School^sCharterContract with the Authori^ermaterially violates the 
Schools, the Authori^er^sor the State^sresponsibilities.dutiesor 
obligations under the federal or State constitutions, statutes, laws, rulesor 
regulations, ormaterially violates any contract or agreement to which AF 
wasapartyonthe^ffective^ate. 

^       School Right to Cure.Priortoexercisingitsrightto terminate thi^^e^n^n^ 
pursuant to Section I^^.AFshallgive the SchoolaTermination^^ice 
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spccifyingthe Section of this Agreement uponwhichAFisrelyingforthc 
^erminationandthere^uircmentsforcorrectionofthebreach.^ponreceiptofthe 
Tem^ination^otice.the School shall haveo^businessdaystoremedythebrcach. 
If the breach is not corrected within thecureperiod,AF may immediately 
terminate the Agreement. 

^      referral ofTermination for waivers, ^otwithstandin^theforegoingprovisions 
ofmisSection 10.3.in theevent that federal orStaterulesorregulations, existing 
asofthe effective Oateortherea^erenacted^interlere with theAF School ^iode4 
AF^t^mnanonri^htunderSection 10.3^ shall bedeferredforaperiod of time 
a^ may be reasonably required to applyfor and supportawaiverascontemplated 
bv Sections, ^ooneither^i^failureof the Parties^oodfaitheffortstoobtain 
suchawaiveror^i^thedeterminationofAF. in its sole discretion, thatsuch 
waiveris^unnccessary.^b^highly unlikely to be obtained or^not in the best 
interests of AF and the School. theAF^sright to ter^mnate, and the SchooBsright 
tocure^willbe restored as set forth in Section l^.^a^and Section 1^^. 

^B^    Termination ^po^Ag^eement of the Pa^es^ 

ThisAgreement may be terminated upon written agreement of the Parties. 

^^    Avo^d^nc^ofl^lsrupt^mstoStud^^ts^ 

notwithstanding thelore^oin^provisionsof this Article 10. each Party shalluse its ^ood 
faith best efforts to avoidatermination of the Agreement that becomeseffectiye during the 
schoolyear because ofthe disruption of such terminationto the educational program and the 
students.Therefore. in the eventtbis Agreement is terminated by either Party priorto the end of 
theTermabsent unusual and compelling circumstances, the termination will not become 
effective until the end ofthe school year. 

^^    Payments^ 

l^lpon termination ofthisAgreement,^the School shallpayAF any previously unpaid 
portion oftheSe^iceFeeforserviees performed by AF until the time of termination, and^AF 
shall pay to the School anyoutstanding money raised specifically forthe school. 

^0^    Ass^st^nce^ottowrngT^^^^tl^^^yA^ 

In the event ofterminationofthis Agreement by AF.AF shall provide reasonable 
assistance to the School fortheshorter of the remainder of the current School yearor^Odays 
af^erthe effective date ofterminationoftheA^reement^the ^Termination Assistance Periods 
toassist in thetransition to another planfor management ofthe School, whetherby the School 
itself or with another charter management organisation. OuringtheTermination Assistance 
Periods AF will be entitled to receive and the School shall continue topayAF^sService Fee and 
shallreimburseAF lor all expenses incurred by AF in providing such transition assistance. 

^^    ^e^ordsuponTermm^t^onB 
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Upon termination or expiration of this Agreement for any reason, AF shall give to the 
School all student, fiscal and other School records. 

II.    GOVERNING LAW, DISPUTE RESOLUTION, JURY WAIVER, AND VENUE 

1 I.I     Governing Law. 

This Agreement shall be governed by, construed, interpreted and enforced in accordance 
with the laws of New York, without giving effect to the principles of conflict of laws thereof;. 
provided, however, that the Federal Arbitration Act. to the extent applicable and inconsistent, 
will supersede the laws of New York and shall govern. 

11.2    Alternative Dispute Resolution. 

(a) Good Faith Negotiation of Disputes. The parties agree to cooperate in good faith 
in all actions relating to this Agreement, to communicate Openly and honestly, and 
generally to attempt to avoid disputes. If nevertheless, a dispute should arise in 
connection with this Agreement, either Party may give notice to the other Party of 
intent to negotiate, and the parties agree to use their best efforts to resolve such 
dispute in a fair and equitable manner. In the event any dispute or Claim arising 
out of or relating to this Agreement or the relationship resulting in or from this 
Agreement (a "Dispute"), except for a Claim by AF relating to its intellectual 
property rights (including under Article 8). is unable to be resolved by the Parties 
(or if one of the Parties refuses to participate in such negotiations) within twenty 
calendar days from delivery of the notice of intent to negotiate, either Party may 
give written notice to the other of a demand for arbitration, whereupon the 
Dispute shall be resolved in accordance with the following alternative dispute 
resolution procedure. 

(b) Binding Arbitration Except With Respect to Intellectual Property and Loans from 
AF to the School. Any Dispute, except for a Claim by AF relating to its 
intellectual property rights (including under Article 8) or the School's repayment 
of a loan or advance from AF to the School, willbe resolved by binding 
arbitration in accordance with the Commercial Arbitration Rules of the American 
Arbitration Association (the "Arbitration Rules'), except as stated below in this 
clause (b). A Claim by AF relating to its intellectual property rights (including 
under Article 8) or the School's repayment of loan or advance from AF to the 
School shall not be subject to arbitration absent further agreement by the parties. 
Within fifteen calendar days following the giving by either Party of a written 
notice of a demand for arbitration, each Party shall designate its panel 
representative. Within fifteen calendar days of the designation of the second 
representative to be designated, the representatives designated by the Parties shall 
designate a neutral third member, who shall serve as the Chairperson. In the 
event that the representatives are not able to agree on a third member within 
fifteen calendar days, the Party giving the notice of a demand for arbitration shall 
also give notice to the New York City Center for Charter Excellence 
("NYCCCE"). requesting that thev designate the third panel member, who shall 

* 
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serve as the chairperson. IftheN^^^ is unwilling or unable to designatea 
third panel memberwithin fifteen calendardaysofbeing requested todo so, the 
Partyrepresentatives shall do so within fifteen additional calendar day^.^ 
arbitrators shall conveneahearing as soon as possible therear^en ^aeh Party may 
present witnesses, documentary.and other evidence on its behalf, but strict rules 
of evidence shall not apply.^earbitratorsmay permit the filing dfbrie^s upon 
request of either Party.^hearbitratorsshallissueawrittenopinionconceming 
the dispute, togetherwiththeiraward,withm^daysfollowing the close ofthe 
hearing. 

^      Notices. All notices, demands, claims, responses, requests and documents will be 
sufficiently ^iven or served if delivered in themannerdescribedinArticlel^of 
thisAgreement. 

^      No Punitive ^ama^esNotwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Arbitration 
P^ules or otherwise,thearbitratorsare not empowered toawardpunitive damaged. 

^       ^pense^hiftin^Por Arbitration Avoidance.Notwithstandin^anythin^ to the 
contrary in the Arbitration P^ulesorotherwiseande^ceptfora^laimbyAP 
relating to its intellectual propertyrights ^including under Article^orthe 
^choolsrepaymentofaloanoradvance from AP to the school, which ^laim is 
not subject to arbitration, no Part^mayseel^ judicial relief regarding any dispute. 
In the eventaParty violates this provision by bringing any achonfor judicial 
reliefin the first instancewithoutpursuingarbitration prior thereto, suchParty 
will beliable to the other Partylbr,amongotherthings, all ofthe other Partys 
costs and expenses ^including, without limitation, court costs and attomeys^fees^ 
incurred to stay ordismisss^chjudieial action andBorremoveorremand it to 
arbitration. Itshall not beaviolationofthis arbitration provisiohfor the Party 
entitled to collectsuch costs and e^pense^tosee^ to have them included ina 
judicial order of dismissal, removal.orremand. In the alternative, such Party may 
seel^ an immediate and separate awardof such costs ande^penses at the outset of 
the arbitration, which the arbitrators mustgrant, and the Party mayseel^ 
immediately to confirm such award ofcosts and expenses. In addition, if either 
Party brings any judicial action to vacate ormodifyanyaward rendered pursuant 
to arbitration, or opposesajudicial action to confirm such award, and the Party 
banging ^^ch action to v^e^t^o^modiryo^or^oo^in^co^fi^nation of such award 
doesnot prevail, the Partybringingsuch action to vacate or modify such award or 
opposing confirmation of such award shall pay all ofthecostsand expenses 
^including, without limitation, court costsandattomeys^fees^incurred by the 
other Party in defending againsttheaction to vacate ormodifysuchaward or in 
pursuing confirmation ofsuch award, ^fhecostshif^ing provisions ofthe 
preceding sentence shall apply equally to appealsofjudicialdecisions to which 
the preceding sentence applies.lt shallnotbeaviolationofthisarbitration 
provisionforthe Party entitled to collect such costs and expenses to seel^ to have 
them included inajudicialorderdealing with confirmation, vacation, or 

^^^^i^^i 
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modification of an award, or any order on an appeal to which the preceding 
sentence applies. 

11.3 Waiver of Jury Trial. 

The Parties knowingly and willingly waive the right to a jury trial with respect to any 
Dispute, whether or not subject to the foregoing arbitration provision, and including any Dispute 
within the foregoing arbitration provision but found not to be subject to arbitration for any 
reason. .-." 

11.4 Venue When Judicial Resort is Authorized. 

Any action to confirm an arbitral award rendered pursuant to Section 11.2 shall be 
brought in the courts of New York located in the School's county or the courts of the United 
States serving New York City. The Parties agree that this Agreement concerns transactions 
involving commerce among the several states and, except as otherwise provided in Section 
11.2(e). hereby irrevocably waive any objection which either may now or hereafter have to 
personal jurisdiction or the laying of venue for confirmation of an arbitral award in the courts 
referred to in the preceding sentence. The Parties hereby further irrevocably waive and agree not 
to plead or claim in any such court that any such action or proceeding brought in any such court 
has been brought in an inconvenient forum. Nothing herein shall limit the right of either Party, 
following the confirmation of an arbitral award, to seek to enforce such award in any appropriate 
state or federal court. Nothing herein shall limit the right of either Party to seek redress with 
respect to any Dispute not subject to the foregoing arbitration provision (including any Dispute 
within the foregoing arbitration provision but found not to be subject to arbitration for any 
reason) in any state or federal court. 

12.    NOTICE 

All notices, demands, consents or other communications ("notices'") which either Party 
may be required or desire to give to the other Party shall be in writing and shall be deemed 
delivered when (a) personally delivered, (b) if mailed, five business days after deposit in the 
United States mail, postage prepaid, certified or registered mail, return receipt requested, (c) if 
delivered by a reputable overnight carrier, one business day after delivery to such carrier, or (d) 
if delivered by facsimile, on the date the facsimile transmission is confirmed, provided that, on 
such date, a separate copy is also delivered pursuant to clause (b) or (c). Delivery by mail, 
overnight carrier or facsimile shall be addressed to the Parties as follows: 

AF: 

Dacia Toll, President 
Achievement First, Inc. 
790 East New York Avenue 
Brooklyn. NY 11207 
Tel:    (718) 774-0906 (ext. 11) 
Fax:   (718)804-0131 

NY2:M703M9rl 
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The School: 

Dean 
School of Education, Brooklyn College 
2900 Bedford Avenue 
Brooklyn, NY 11210-3889 
Tel:   (718)9515214 
Fax: (718)951-4816 

Any Party may change its address for notice by notice given in accordance with the foregoing 
provisions. Notwithstanding the manner of delivery, whether or not in compliance with the 
foregoing provisions, any notice, demand or other communication actually received by a Party 
shall be deemed delivered when so received. 

13.    INTERPRETATION AND CONSTRUCTION; AMENDMENT 

13.1 Recitals and Exhibits. 

The recitals and exhibits to this Agreement arc hereby incorporated herein as an integral 
part of this Agreement. In the event of a conflict between the terms and provisions of this 
Agreement and the terms and provisions of any exhibit, the terms and provisions of this 
Agreement shall control. 

13.2 Defined Terms and Use of Terms. 

Alldefined terms used in this Agreement shall be deemed to refer to the masculine, 
feminine, neuter, singular and/or plural, in each instance as the context and/or particular facts 
may require. Use of the terms "hereunder," "herein/' "hereby," and similar terms refer to this 
Agreement. 

133    Section Headings. 

The headings in this Agreement are for the convenience of the parties only, and shall 
have no effect on the construction or interpretation of this Agreement and arc not part of this 
Agreement. '•'.'." 

13.4 Counterparts. 

This Agreement may be executed in Counterparts, each of which shall be deemed to be 
an original and both together shall be deemed to be one and the same Agreement. 

13.5 Entire Agreement. 

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the Parties with respect to the 
subject matter herein, as of the Effective Date, and there are no understandings of any kind 
except as expressly set forth herein. Further, any and all prior understandings and agreements 
between the Parties, expressed or implied, written or oral, including the Term Sheet that forms a 
part of the Charter Contract, are superseded by this Agreement. 
NY2:#4705l49v! 
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^^    ^^dific^tionsandAmendments^o^ar^l^vidence^ 

^hisAgrcement may bealtered,changed,added to, deleted Iromormodifiedonly by 
a^reementinwritingapprovedbythel^oardof^rusteesandbyA^sl3oardofl^irectors. 
A^ccordingly,nocourse of conduct or custom shall constituteanamendmenttoormodificatioh 
o^thisAgreement,andanyattempttoamendormodifythisAgreementorally,orinawritingnot 
s^approved,shallbevoid.^hisAgreementmaynotbemodified,supplemented, explained, or 
vB^aived by parol evidence. 

^7   ^evcrab^ryB 

In caseany one or more of the provisions orpartsofaprovisioncontained in this 
Agreement shall, forany reason, beheld to be invalid, illegal, orunenforceable in any respectin 
ar^^^urisdiction, such invalidity, illegality,orunenfbrceabilityshall not affect any other 
provisionorpartofaprovisionofthisAgreementinsuch^urisdiction,but this Agreementshall 
be reformed and construed in any such ^urisdictionas if suchinvalid or illegal or unenforceable 
provision orpartofaprovision had never been contained herein and suchprovisionorpart shall 
be reformed so thatitwouldbe valid. legal,and enforceable to the maximum extentpermitted in 
su^h^risdiction. 

^^    ^egoth^edAg^eemen^ 

^^^ovi^ionsot^ this Agreement were n^otiatedbythef^arties and this Agreement shall 
be deemed to have been drafted by bothof the parties, notwithstanding any presump^ionsatlaw^ 
to ^e contrary. 

^    iv^^^A^^ 

f^    ^^eachand^atve^ 

l^ofailure on the part of any f^artyto enforce the provisions ofthisAgreementshall act 
asawaiver of the right to enforce any provision.f^urther, no waiver ofany breach ofthis 
Agreement shall^be effective unless it isin writing and executed bythe Party charged with 
the ^vaiver,or^constituteawaiverofasubse^uent breach, whether or not of the same nature. 
All waivers shall be strictly and narrowly construed, l^odelay in enforcingany right or remedy 
asaresultofabreach of this Agreement shall constituteawaiver thereof r^o waiver of any 
provision of this Agreement shall bedeemedorshallconstituteawaiverof any otherprovision. 
^or shall such waiver constituteacontinuing waiver unless other^vise expressly stated. 

^^     ^o^h^d^arty^enefic^ry^igh^ 

^iththeexceptionoftheAuthori^er, no third part^^whetheraconstituentofthe school, 
^ member of the community.astudent or parent ofastudent of the school orotherwise. may 
enforce orrely upon any obligation of^orthe exercise of or failure to exerciseany right of the 
school or Af^ in thisAgreementB^hisAgreementisnot intended tocreateanyrightsofathird 
oarty beneficiary. 

^xrnbi^A^ 
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143    Inspection and Access to Records. 

Upon reasonable notice, the Parties shall make available to each other and to the 
Authorizer for inspection and copying, all books, records, and documents relating to the Parties' 
obligations and performance under this Agreement. 

14.4 Assignment. 

This Agreement, including without limitation, the rights granted herein, may not be 
assigned, delegated, transferred, pledged, or hypothecated by either Party, whether voluntarily or 
involuntarily without the prior written consent of the other Party; provided, however, that AF 
may assign its rights and obligations under this Agreement to a State not-for-profit organization 
that is (1) related to AF by legal, beneficial or equitable ownership or other means of control 
(such as parent/subsidiary or corporations under common control) and (2) dedicated to managing 
charter schools in the State. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and shall be binding 
upon the Parties and their successors and assigns, and the name of a Party appearing herein shall 
be deemed to include the name of such Party's successors and assigns to the extent necessary to 
carry out the intent of this Agreement. 

14.5 No Partnership. 

This Agreement docs not constitute, and shall not be construed as constituting, a 
partnership or joint venture between the Parties. 

14.6 Further Assurances. 

The Parties agree to execute and deliver, or cause to be executed and delivered from time 
to time such other documents and will take such other actions as the other Party reasonably may 
require to more fully and efficiently carry out the terms of this Agreement. 

15.    SURVIVAL 

The provisions of Articles 2. 8,2, U.. \2. tt and this Article IS. Sections 3.3.14, IM 
10.7.10.8.14.1.14.2.14.3.14.4 and 14.5. and any other sections or exhibits to this Agreement 
that by their nature extend beyond the expiration or termination of this Agreement shall survive 
any expiration or termination of this Agreement; provided that any provision that is stated to 
extend for a specified period of time shall survive only for such specified period of time. 

- SIGNATURES ARE ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE- 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreement to be signed and 
delivered by their duly authorized representatives. 

THIS AGREEMENT CONTAINS A BINDING ARBITRATION PROVISION WHICH 
MAY BE ENFORCED BY THE PARTIES 

ACHIEVEMENT FIRST, INC. 

ACHIEVEMENT FIRST ENDEAVOR CHARTER SCHOOL 

Date:   ^^/^/   ^^  
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State <.      MYork    } „. 
Departm.  \fState} 

4 » 

I hereby certify that the annexed copy has been compared with the original document filed by the Deportment of 

State and that the same is a true copy of said original. 

Witness my hand and seal of the department of State on MayS, 2005 

-.<%% 

iiftsMO<R« own 

I 
% 
to 

Secretary of State 

CD 
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0S03IWO00 .    NnrVeAitala 
. Dcpanaiaa oTSnia 

Diviiinn of Corporation*. Slate Row* 
and UnMana Commercial Cod* 

4ISralcSncct  . 
Aibaa».fiv taai 

.     APPLICATION FOR AUTHORITY 
'•   OF . 

Achieyement riMtj. .inc^.. _^_.._.._ _ 

Under Section 1304eflhe N«»for*roflt Corporation lira. 

FIRST: The name offcrelgn corporation k    Achtevea>«n£_EixAtj .tnc. 

IT the name of the corporation does not contain »required word or abbreviation indicating corporate 
characKr/ihecorporstionagieestoaddt^efoltowingwordot&bbr^iaikin _ . .__i_loiheend 
Of its name for use in this state. 

if the corporation's true name is not available fin use in this state pursuant to {301 end §302 of the 
Noi-for-Profit Corporation Law. the fictitious name the corporation agrees to use in New York State 

SECOND: The jurisdiction in which the 

. ,'. ,". •'. .The. 

:ion was organized is:. -£T  

iis incorporation Us.:..10/JJHil. 

64? 

THIRD: The corporation is a foreign corporation as denned in section 102(a)(7) of the Not-far- 
Profit Corporation Law. The corporation is a Type      B corporation under Section 201 
ofthc Not-for-profit Corporation Law. 

FOURTH: . 
. A. The purpose or purposes to be pursued in this state and the activities which it proposes to conduct 

in this state are:     To operate end manage, one or mote charter axhoole 

in the State of  New York pursuant  to n>en«gereitt.agx*ement*_  
entered into .with the nonprofit  entity holdlne-.the_i:hert_er:.  
Specifictlly,   pursuant   to auch management agreement*,   Achievement 

"design curriculum,  create and adnlnlater interim .  

assessments,  hire teachers  end leaders.,  provld.fi .prAfw*tanaJ___ . 

development   to  teachers  end staff  end other  "bacluof ficel.-auppcrc. 

Achievement. First win  promo to educational, charitable and 
C •f.lftnc corporationnVfyjje C corpora ion. the lawful public or quasi-public objective which each . 

business purpose wilt achieve be-. 

. The corporation is authorized in cimjuct the above activities in its jurisdiction of incorporation. 

oos-iiiitn*.. DMn 

/ 

—     ,... ^i,,iL-—....•-, nW.  l;;:^w-j,»f^ 
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J^V* OfnceofiheSecreiaryofiheStateofConntaieut 

I, the Connecticut Secretary of the State, 
and keeper of the seal thereof. DO HEREBY CERTIFY, that 

ACHIEVEMENT FIRST. INC. 

incorporated under the laws of Connecticut is in existence. The . 
organization and first annual report has not been filed' as of the date 
shown below. • % .' ."% ,'.\ - ' ' 

M 

^» 
Secretary of the Qgate 

Date Issued: February 1«„ 2005 

•1 

I 

1 
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t*gs£ia*'» **<?*« *W 

STATE OF NEK YORK 

COUNTY Or ALBANY 
as. 

Pursuant to the provision* of section 215 of the 

Education Law and section 104(e) of the Not-forrProfit Corporation 

Law. consent is hereby given to the filing of the annexed 

application for authority to to business in the State of New York 

made by ar.d on behalf of Achievement First, Inc., a corporation 

organized and existing under and by virtue of the. laws of the 

State of Connecticut which will be known in the. Scate of New York 

*»  Achievomant First. Inc. 

This consent to fillr. -ever, shall not be construed 

as Approval by the Board of Rege, ... the Commissioner of Education 

sr the State Education Department of the purposes or objects 01 

such corporation, nor shall it be construed as giving the officers 

or agents of such corporation' the right to use the name of the 

Board of Regents, the Commissioner or Education, cha University of 

the State of Sew York or the State Education Department in its. 

publication* or advertising matt*;. 

This consent to .filing is granted with the 

understandings and upon the eftny'irion* set forth on the reverse 

side of this torm. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF this 
execut** and the seal 
Educaii t  l>.|.Mrrihi»r,t  is 
14th <1.iy •>< Koich. ZOOS. 

Richaid P. Mill* 
Commissioner of Education 

instrument is 
of the Stat* 
affixed    this 

TVffrr ibosny 
ley, 

3. 

By: 

ktcluuri I,.  Nabosny 
Scnii.r Attorney, 

•-'—^:4#^-#n-^'s## 

» 
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This consent to tiling is granted with the undemanding that nothing cttiuiincd in die 

annexed corporate document shall be construed as authorizing the corporation to engage in 

the practice of law. except as provided by subdivision ? of section 495 of the Judiciary Law, 

or of any of the professions designated in Title VIII of the Education taw, or to conduct a 

school for an)* such profession, or to hold itself otit to the public as offering professional 

services.    ' • 

.'•• This consent to filing is granted with the further urtderstmdiog thai nothing 

contained in the annexed corporate document shall he construed r» aurJwrititrg the . 

corporation to establish a charter school pursuant to Article 56 of Ae Educalian Law, 

Furthermore. Uu% consent to filing shall not be deemed to constitute1 so opproval or 

authorization of the Board of Regents to establish a charter school nor shall it be deemed to. 

be. or to take the place of. a charter issued by the Board of Regents to operate such school 

pursuant to Article 56 of the Education Law. 

This consent to filing is granted with the fir-Vr understanding that nothing 

contained in the annexed corporate ductun-n; shall be coitstrued as authorizing the 

corporation to operate or maintain a ehanc nursery school, kindergarten, elementary 

school, secondary school, institution of Mel* .ation. cable television facility, educational 

television station pursuant to section 136 of the Education Ur*. library, museum, or historical 

society, or to maintain an historic site. 

This consent to filing is granted with the further understanding that nwhirm 

contained in the annexed enrporate document xlmll he construed • as auihorixinu • the 

carpurution to provide sen-ices as an approved sunplemenial inlitcnliona) service* pn>vider 

pursuant to 8 NYCRR section 120.4 and 20 USC section 6316(0) prinr to receivingsuch 

iinproval from dte Commissioner of Education. Furthermore, this consent to filing shnll not 

lie deemed to eonstittite such approval of the CommivaonCT of Education lit provide 

supplemental educational services as an appnirol provider pursuant to 8 NYCRR section 

I2U.4 and 2lt USC Seelion MKHe). 

Thin coascitt to filing shall nut he deemed hi he or HI take the T*rcv ^fregklratW 

lt« ih>: upemtion uf a business school in oee'X.Uinee with dw provisions of ncclion 5tH)l of the 

l-ilueuiiiin I aw. nor .-tall it he deemed to he. or to lake the place of. a license unmiod by lite 

lUuinl i.l' R^enu for the cperution of a private seh>>»l pursuant lo.ihe rmwlsioiw of section 

5WU or the Education Ijw. a licci** granted b% the CmomWoner .if KUlor Vehicles 

IMIIMUIU to the prov-sions nlnvlioti )'M of the Vehicle and Trjllie law. a license us an 

eoiploymenl aeeiiey gnmted pursuant !•• seeiimi 172 ufihc Ceneral Hisinesn Law. or any 

miter license, evrtifieate. a-uislr.iln>i». or approval reiiuirvt) lij taw. 

^1 

in.. .kb- sUtta 
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FIFTH: "Hie county within this state in which the office of the corporatioa is to be located it: 
__.N:*LJ&'CkjCount% . .{AcountyinNewyorltSuuitiunbefUued.Wet»enotethii 
Ihc corporation b noi required to have an actual physical ofRce in this state.): 

SIXTH: The Secretary of Suit It designated at agent of the corporation upon whom process 
against the corporation may be served. The address to which the Secretary of State shall forward 
copies of process accepted on behalf of the corporation Is: ^JLinfl_CJLe "' '     ' 

403. J*IMA .Strait, -Btw...H»JwnJ„CT._J)fiaJUI.. Ji-.—-. 

SEVENTH: Please check the appropriate box. 

D * The corporation has not since its incorponiion or since the dale its authority to dohusineas 
in New York was last surrendered, engaged In any activity m this state except as set forth 
in paragraph (b) of SectionI30l of the Not-for-Profrt Corporatloo Uw.      .   % 

O   The eonsemoflbe Slate Tax Commission ttattached hereto.       ..:, 

Doug McCurry,.Ex*eotJv«)"bir. 

APPUCAT10N FOR 
OF 

'     flto'iNamt 

IORITY..       STATE OF NEW YORK 

Under Section 1304 ofthtNovfer-ProfaCorpoadoaUw      £*- 

f 
A<k»Bl 

Tina Clark Bsanon. Esq. 

403 Jam** Street 

CT Bar 416427 

G*.*,«»,%,6*  New Haven. CT 06513 

NOTE: Tkit form «a» prcpaml by the New York Suue Dcpunmm UTSBU. II dam aoi roniain all optional pnwiaSana 
under Ik la*'. VIHI IUV not raaiifed 10 in IhU form. Vm may chtfljouf own farm or ate toma available al k|al 
satinm.*} urns. The Dcpjnmcnl ofStsu rrcomnK-mb Dial ill dntunv.nu be prepared makr tlw|uhfaiic«ofanrilinr»«jf. 
Auirhcd 10 ihc Application far Auib.rirj mini be a Ciniflem af Eibruwi fcaaa tb< •mdal •»»• nia.aae 
maintain curpani* rirardi !P lh« Jurhdklhia of ihi carpnratlea. (Ww Mar; Thli eilictat « inwraDy Uw 
Jbcrcufy ./Xoirand man; jufMiciiooi n.-lcr u> Ibr Cmir.olc urExistentX' a* a funilksteofCood StandTnaJ Maaaa 
In inn la rrvitw Section 404 of Ibi Noi-iur-ProDl Corponilaa Law to tltlrrmtac If aajr conitatl or •ppRHrak 
ara m|alt«l la lit attacked lothli application for •uthsrlry.rVv'tniricncnurd tv.nihmIu«J^ltiBjlJJ riling fas. 

r°-<V*TlteO*lr 

6 

ft 
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STATEOFNEWYORK 
Ewspnm OmaoFTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
AamnCenard   • •     • 

June 20.2005 

ACHIEVEMENT FIRST. INC. 
C/ODACJATOLL 

403 JAMES STREET   . 
NEW HAVEN. CT 06513 

NOTICE OF NEW REGISTRATION AND FILING DATE 

Re:    NYSReg.Ncc2l-10.i3 

• Reg. Type: Dial 
Filing (and fee) due EACH YEAR: O months after organization's fiscal year end 
Next annual Wing period: Fiscal Year Ended 6730/2005      V 
Due date for oext annual filing: 11/15/2005 

. Dear Sir/Madam: 

Your organization Is now registered with the New York State Attorney-General pursuant to ARTICLE 7-A of die 
EXECUTIVE LAW (Article 7-A) and SECTION 8»M of the ESTATES, POWERS AN0 TRUSTS LAW^EPTL). 

Use the above NYS Reg. No. on all correspondence, checks and other materials you submit to the Charities Bureau. Use 
the above Reg. Type to determine which state laws and which parts of our form instructions apply to your organization. - 

Although your organization is now registered, your registration is incomplete for the following, reason(e): 

- Your registration submission did not comply with requirements as outlined in the Instructions lor form ' 
CHAR4I0. You must correct the problem by following the instructions below (inlcude a copy of this letter wid: 
any submission): 

• Submit the required registration fee of $23 (payable to NYS Dtpt. of Law). 

Organizations that fail to follow registration or filing requirements may be subject to fines. If you have any questions about 
these requirements, please consult the instructions and forms available on the Charities Bureau website at 
himVAvww.oagjiate.ny.us/charilies/charities.hlmL 

Very truly yours. 

Registration Section- Charities Bureau Aw 

170 6ro!x>»«r,Nt«.Vwk. NY 10271 • Phone (2l2)'le-MOI •  Fu (212)416-139]-NOT FOR SERVICE OF PAPERS 
<mn>.M| JUK.aj Id 

r 
k 
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INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 
P. O. BOX 2508 
CINCINNATI. OH 45201 

Date: 
JUL 0 6 2C04 

ACHIEVEMENT FIRST INC 
C/0 BARBARA B LINDSAY 
DAY BERRY 5 HOWARD LLP 
185 ASYRUM ST CITY PLACE 
HARTFORD. CT 06103-0000 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

Employer identification Number: 
65-1203744 

DLN: 
110533*5056003 

Contact Person: 
ELIZABETH WAGNER IDS 31380 
Contact Telephone Number: 
(871) 829-S500 

Accounting Period'Ending: 
June 30 

Form 590 Required: 
.Yes 

Addendum Applies: 
Yea 

€ 

Dear Applicant: 

Based on information supplied, and assuming your operations will be as 
stated in your application for recognition of exemption, we have determined 
you are exempt from federal income tax under section 501 (a) of the Internal 
Revenue Code as an organization described in section 501(c)(3). , 

We have further determined that you are not a private foundation within 
the meaning of section 509(a) of the Code, because you are an organization . 
described in sections 509(a)(l) and 170(b)(i)(A)(ii). 

If your sources of support, or your purposes, character, or method of 
operation change, please let us Know so we can consider the effect of the 
change on your exempt status and foundation status. In the case of an amend- 
ment to your organizational document or bylaws, please send us a copy of the 
amended document or bylaws. Also, you should inform us of all changes in your 
name or address. 

As of January l, 1984, you are liable for taxes under the Federal 
Insurance Contributions Act (social security taxes) on remuneration of $100 
or more you pay to each of your employees during a calendar year. YOU. are 
not liable for the tax imposed under the Federal unemployment Tax Act (FUTA). 

Since you are not a private foundation, you are not subject to the excise 
taxes under Chapter 42 of the Code. However, if you are involved in an excess 
benefit transaction, that transaction might be subject to the excise taxes of 
section 4958. Additionally, you are not automatically exempt from other, 
federal excise taxes.  If you have any questions about .excise, employment, or 
other federal taxes, please contact your key districtvofxice. 

Grantors and contributors may rely on this determination unless the 
Internal Revenue Service publishes notice to the contrary.  However, if you 
lose your section S09(a)(1) status, a grantor or contributor may not rely 
on this determination if he or she was in part responsible for, or was aware 
of. the act or failure to act, or the substantial or material change on the 

* 

Letter    947   (DO/CG) 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST INC 

you are not required to file federal income tax returns unless you are 
subject to the tax on unrelated business income under section 511 of the Code. 
If you are subject to this tax, you must file an income tax return.on Form ; 
990-T, Exempt Organisation Business Income fax Return. In this letter we-are 
not determining whether any of your present or proposed activities are unre- 
lated trade or business as defined in section 513 of the Code. 

You need an employer identification number even if you have no employees. 
If an employer identification number was not entered on your application, a .': 
number will be assigned to you and you will be advised of it. Please use that 
number on all returns you file and in all correspondence with the Internal 
Revenue Service. 

If we have indicated in the heading or this letter that an addendum 
applies, the enclosed addendum is an integral part of this letter. 

Because this letter could help resolve any questions about your exempt 
status and foundation status, you should keep it. in your permanent records. 

we have sent a copy of this letter to your representative as indicated in 
your power of attorney. 

If you have any questions, please contact the person whose name and 
telephone number are shown in the heading of this letter. 

Sincerely yours, 

Lois G. Lerner 
Director, Exempt Organizations 

Rulings and Agreements 
Addendum 

Letter S4 7 (DO/CG) 

ft 
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Achievement First, Inc. has been in business since 2003. 
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w: 

NINTH:        All corporate poMtrs shall be exercised by «v undo* Ihc atrthoriiy of. mud 
the activities, property exx) affairs of the DMiwraltoo managed by or tinder OK dircctioa of, id    : 
Board of Directors. The initial Diitcton shall be appointed by the 7ncorporntor. Thezcalk, "he 
Board (i* Directors shall be self-pcipehs*tr»g. The Bylaws shall prcscAe the number, term* of 
office, qualifications (if any) and comma 01' election of Directors, and such provisions nay be 
amcc'rJ iom time to time in such lavAil manna as the Bylaws shall pi escribe and as shall not 
be inconsistent with the provisions of this Certificate of Incorporation. 

)o addition to the elected Directors, the Executive Director of the Corporation shall serve 
as a nonvodng a ofpcio member of the Board of Directors of the Corporation and shall not be 
counted for purposes of quorum and corporate action.     . 

TENTH:        In the «•. snt of dissolution of tbc Corporation or the winding up of its 
affairs, subject to any restrictions on use or transfer that ntay exist, the assets of the Corporation 
remaining after all liabilities and obligations have been satisfied 01 provided for shall be paid'    ,' 

. over, transferred or conveyed, in accordance with a plan for distribution of assets adopted by the 
Board of Dire "tors, to the Academy, p-yvided that the organization shall either be: (a) am 
organization exempt from Federal income taxation under Section 501(a) of the Internal Revenue 
Code as art organization described in Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code that is not a 
private foundation as defined in Section 509(a) of the Internal Revenue Code OTax-Qualified 
Organization*7) or (b), in the event that tbc Academy is not a Tax Qualified Organization at the 
lime of dissolution of the Corporation, the assets shall be distributed to one or moie Tax- 
Qualified Organizations as determined by the Board of Directors. 

Any such assets not so distributed shall be disposed of as determined by a court of . 
competent jurisdiction, exclusively for such purposes, or to such organization or organizations, 
as said court shall determine, that ate exempt from Federal taxation under Section 501(a) of the 
Internal Revenue Code as organizations described in Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue 
Code and are not pri.jlt foundations as defined in Section 509(a) of the Internal Revenue Code,. 
M it, the Federal 01 a state government or political subdivision thereof for a public purpose. 

ELEVENTH: (a) Mo person who is 01 was a Director of the Corporation shall be 
personally liable to the Corponition for monetary damages for breach of duty as a Director in an 
amount that exceeds the compensation, if any. icccivtd by the Director for serving the 
Corporation during the year of the violation if such bicach did not (a) involve a knowing and 
culpable violation of law by the Director, (b) enable the Director or an associate, as defined in 
Section 33-S40 of the Connecticut General Statutes, to icccive an improper personal economic 
gaio. («.) ilow a lack of good faith and a conscious dlsrr^aid for the duty of the Director to the 
Corporation undti circumstances in which the Director was aware thai his or her conduct or 
"rfi« «in>- treated an uni.i*iifiable ".Hi of serious irtjurv in the fVrnorntinn. •»» »<1) constitute a 
sustained and uncaused pattern of inattention that amounted to an abdication of I lie Director's 
duty to the Corporation. Any lawful repeal 01 modification r,f this Article or the adoption of any 
provision inconsistent herewith by the Boanl of Directors of Ibe Corporation shall not, with 
respect 10 a person who is or was a Director, adversely affect any limitation of liability, right or 
protection of such person existing at or prior to the effective date of such repeal, modification or 
adoption of a provision inconsistent herewith. 

J 

a 

.m 
J 
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. or with respect to any acts or omissions of such Director, office*, employee or agojl occurring    f'":? V"''":Sit 
poor to such arocodmcnlorrepeal, oor shall any wdb amcao^ncnl or rtpcal npprjr» or bivcaajr y 
effect no ibe obEgations of the Corporation to pay for or reimburse in Ktvaacc expenses incurtmd 
by a Dirteh. r, ofRcer, employee or aged of if z Corporation in ckltadiiig any action. swJI or .'.'.. 

. proceeding arising out of or. with respect to any acD or omissions occurriDg prior u> socli 
amcocfoC! K repeal. 

•1L       Nol withstanding any provision hereof to the contrary, the Corporation shall not 
indemnify My Director. oERcer. employ or agcnl ngaina any penally excise laaei asstocd 
against such person undo Section 4958 of the Inicmal Revenue Code 

THIRTEENTH: This Certificate of Incorporationmay be amended bya resolution 
adopted by hoi leu than two-thiiiL of the Board of Direct*"s present at a meeting at which a 
quorum is present, provided dial the Ccmficaie of Incorporation shall nol be amended lo pcrmil 
the Corporation[to engage in any activity thai would be ii)consist£ol wilh iti classification as an 
organization described in Section 501(c)(3) of the loicmal Revenue Code and as an organiauoA 
contributions lo '"Ken are deductible und*r Section 170(c)(2) of the IuicniaJ Revenue Code. 

FOURTEENTH:        Reference in this Certificate of Incorporation lo a provision of iht 
Internal Revenue Code is lo such piovision of the loicrnaJ Revenue Code of 1986. as aroendtd, 
or the corresponding provision^) of any subsequent federal income last law. Reference in this 
Certificate of Incorporation to a 'riovision of the Connecticut General Statutes or arty provision 
of Connrciicul law set forth in such Siaraies is lo such provision of die Genera) Statutes of 
Connecticut. Revision of 1938. as amended, or the corresponding pro vision(s) of any subsequent 
Connecticut law. Reference in this Certificate of Incorporation to a provision of the Connrciicul 
Revised Nonstock Corporation Act is to such provision of the Connecticut Revised Nonstock • 
Corporation Act. as amended, or the corresponding piovision(s) of any subsequent Connecticut 
law. '. •  • • 

Dated at New Haven. Connecticut. Jus ^7 day of     ~7\xfi/> .. 2003. 

The undersigned hereby declares, under penalties of false Statement, thai the statements 
in the foregoing Certificate arc ln>e 

lASIIfU. HOUnTRH 
Notary Pubic. Stale ot Connecticut 

Mr Commission tjpirrs fifi 30.2001 

Douy Hii? 
Incorporator 
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Academy Fact Sheet for School Year 2006-07 

Elm City College Prep - Middle 
49 Prince St., New Haven, CT 06519 

PRINCIPAL: Marc Michaelson   GRADE LEVELS: 5-7 
PHONE: (203) 772-5332 

ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 

•WELCOME! 

Welcome to Elm City College Prep Middle, on Achievement 
First academy serving students in fgrades 5 to 7. Modeled on 
the dramatic success of Amistad Academy, Elm City Middle 
helps its urban students achieve dramatic academic 
breakthroughs and build solid character skills, putting them 
firmly on a college-bound path. 

TEACHERS end STUDENTS 

• 

Number of teachers 17 

Teachers of color 33% 

Number of students 154 

Students per teacher 9:1 

Students qualifying for 
iree/reduced-price lunch 

74% 

Wrican American/Latino 
students 99% 

Special Education 3% 

Total student attendance 99% 

lilt 

^BRi 

iSCHEDULE 

Our regular school year lasts 182 days, and our mandatory 
summer academy runs 15 days for a total of 197 
instructional days. This is three weeks longer than the 
national norm. Our regular school day runs from 7:30 A.M. 
to 3:45 P.M. More than half of our scholars are involved in 
after-school, enrichment programs (music, drama, art, sports, 
chess, tutoring and study hall) that end at 5:00 P.M. 

^CURRICUlARfOCUS 

In Literature classes, our students will read 8-10 novels each 
year. Every student also chooses books to read during 
Independent Reading (20 minutes in school, 20+ minutes at 
home). Overall, Elm City Scholars have over 2 Vi hours of 
reading instruction per day. In addition to our focus on 
literacy, Elm City's rigorous Critical Thinking Program is 

signed to develop excellent mathematic problem-solving 
ills. Students take classes in literature, reading skills, 

writing, history, science, music, physical education, and 
character skills. 

2005-06 ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE DATA 

2006 6th Grade CMT Reading Performance 

Qr«PS 

• STATEj 

• BCCP 

2006 6th Grade CMT Math Performance 

• NHPS 
• STATE 
• ECCP 

NHPS = New Hoven Public Schools 

NOTEWORTHY 

During the year, students at Elm City Middle have the 
chance to take learning outside of the classroom by going 
on "field lessons" to sites around the region, including Yale 
Law School, UConn, the Pequot Museum, and Sturbridge 
Village. Elm City scholars also participate in a number of 
community service projects during the year, such as 
"adopted grandparent" visits to convalescent homes, 
fundraising for families in need, and food drives. The 
Encore! program provides students with daily expert 
instruction in dance (jazz and African), drama, fine arts, 
band, and an array of other arts and athletics offerings. 
Students also have the opportunity to go on a 3-4 day 
extended field lesson each year. So far, Elm City scholars 
have gone to Philadelphia and Maine. 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 

# 

WELCOME! 

Achievement First - Endeavor Middle Academy 
Fact Sheet • 2006-2007 

850 KentAvenue, Brooklyn NY 11205*   Phone: (718) 622-4786 
Principal: Eric Redwine   •   Grade Levels: 5 

track. Every student also learns to ploy on instrument and 
understand musical notation. 

Achievement First Endeavor Middle Academy is a rigorous, 
college-preparatory public charter school serving middle 
school students from the Fort Greene, Clinton Hill and 
Bedford-Stuyvesant communities. 

MISSION 

The mission of Achievement First is to deliver on the promise 
of equal educational opportunity for oil of America's children. 
We believe.that all children, regardless of race or economic 
status, can succeed if they, have access to a great education. 
Achievement First schools will provide all out students with the 
academic arid character skills they need to excel in top 
colleges, to succeed in a competitive world, and to serve as 
the next generation of leaders for our communities. 

K 

TEACHERS and STUDENTS 

Number of teachers 
Number of students 
Teacher retention rate 
Students per teacher 

ee/reduced lunch 
irican American students 

Latino students        . 
Special Education students 

5 
84 
n/o. 
16 
76.2% 
96.5% 
3.5% ' 

SCHEDULE and ATTENDANCE 

AF Endeavor HOST 
DISTRICT 

Number of 
School Days: 
per Academic 
Year 

195 
(includes mandatory 

3-week summer 
academy) 

180 

Hours in Core 
School Day 

8.5 hours 
(7:30 am - 4:00 

pm) 
6.3 hours 

Average Daily 
Student 
Attendance 

n/a* 89.1% 

Average Dairy 
Staff 
Attendance 

n/a* 94.7% 

'New school data not yet available 

•CURRlCULARFOCUS 

The AF curriculum is designed to accelerate the learning of all 
our students in preparation for success in high school, college, 

And life beyond. Our scholars have over three hours of 
Wterory instruction and 90 minutes of math instruction every 

day. We use interim assessments every six weeks to carefully 
monitor student progress, and offer individually tailored 
tutoring and support to ensure that every student stays on 

Exhibit R-16 

CURRICULAR FOCUS, CONTINUED 

In addition, Achievement First teaches positive character 
development. The REACH principles - Respect, Enthusiasm, 
Achievement, Citizenship, and Hard Work - determine 
classroom and school-wide expectations for good behavior, 
and students are recognized for positive contributions to the 
school community. 

-SCHOOL LEADER 

Mr. Redwine is on educator 
with fifteen years of 
experience In public 
education.       Mr.   Redwine 

Principal Eric Redwine 

earned his BA in journalism 
from Wayne State University 
and a M.Ed, in Educational Leadership from the University of 
Detroit, where he was a founding teacher cA Paul Robeson 
Acadeiiny. Mr. Redwine also has done post-graduate work in 
education at Hunter College in New York City and National-Lewis 
University in Chicago, Illinois. He started his teaching career in 
the Detroit Public Schools and later moved to New York City to 
participate in the New Leaders for New Schools (NLNS) program. 
After a residency at MS 368, Mr. Redwine served as Assistant 
Principal for three years at MS 399 before joining the 
Achievement First team. 

NOTEWORTHY 

AF Endeavor supports a "male leadership academy* to 
provide students with positive black male role models from 
their local Brooklyn and New York communities. The 
program will provide all of Endeavor's male scholars with 
effective coping strategies and empowered thinking to serve 
them both in the classroom and at home and to provide them 
with mentors during the difficult transition to manhood. 

"I feel respected ai this 
school." -Aaliyah Paul, 
scholar at AF-Endeovor 

"We learn new things here 
and the teachers are nice. 
We also have to work 
really hard. And in my old 
school, I didn't lik< .:. J_ 
but here math is c4U I 
Qimoni Walker-Wright, 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 

WELCOME! 

Achievement First - Crown Heights Middle Academy 
Fact Sheet -2006-2007 

790 East New York Avenue, Brooklyn NY 11203   •   Phone:(718)774-0762 
Principal: Orpheus Williams   •  Grade Levels: 5-6 

classroom and school-wide expectations (or good behavior, 
and students are.recognized for positive contributions to the 
school community.' 

Achievement First Crown Heights Middle School Is a rigorous, 
college-preparatory public charter school serving middle 
school students from the Crown Heights community. 

The mission of Achievement First is to deliver on the promise 
of equal educational opportunity for all of America's children. 
We believe that all children, regardless of race or economic 
status, can succeed.if they have access to a great education. 
Achievement First schools exist to provide all of our students 
with the academic and character skills they need to excel in 
top colleges, succeed in a competitive world, and serve as the 

TEACHERS and STUDENTS 

Number of teachers 13 
Teacher retention rate 100% 
Number of students 168 
Students per teacher 12 
Free/reduced lunch 78% 
African American students 96% 
Latino students •   4% 
Special Education students 8% 

'SCHEDULE ana ATTENDANCE 

AF Crown 
Heights 

HOST 
DISTRICT 

Number of 
School Days 
per Academic 

jteax 

195 
(includes mandatory 

3-week summer 
academy) 

<180 

Hours in Core 
School Day 

8.5 hours 
(7:30 am r 4:00 

pm) 
6.3 hours 

Average Daily 
Student 
Attendance 

98X- 87.7% 

Average Daily 
Staff 
Attendance 

100** 94% 
•3005.?0O6J<*> 

The AF curriculum is designed to accelerate the learning of all 
our students in preparation for success in high school, college, 
and life beyond. Our scholars spend over three hours on 
literacy instruction and 90 minutes on math instruction every 
day. We use interim assessments every six weeks to carefully 
monitor student progress, and offer individually tailored 
tutoring and support to ensure that every student stays on 
track. Every student at AF-Crown Heights Middle School 
learns to ploy an instrument and understand musical notation. 

In addition. Achievement First teaches positive character 
development. The REACH principles - Respect, Enthusiasm, 
Achievement,    Citizenship,   and   Hard   Work  -  determine 

tummM by g» rkgrm ot ftoMng Pom MB 

I    « 

111 H 
BqtaMeaf (Big** End <* m gate 

Huh Pwtemanc* 0<kn (at mnwrad by On Slmtoid 10) 

1 
Ba«K*«ollt>>9ld» 

As evident in these graphs, our scholars arrived ot AF Crown 
Heights in 2005 testing below grade level in reading and math 
on nationally-normed tests. By the end of their first year, 
however, the some students improved dramatically in both 
subjects, and we expect similar increases In the future. 

NOTEWORTHY 

Achievement First Crown Heights Middle School is the proud 
home of a full Rhythm and Strings Orchestra. The orchestra, 
led by Yale-trained Anna Brathwarte, rehearses Monday- 
Thursday from 4:00-5:30 after school. Their first 
performance was at the Block History Month celebration last 
year. At the school's first Town Meeting in June, thd 
orchestra played the Electric Slide to a lively audience. They 
also took a trip to watch an open rehearsal of the New York 
Philharmonic Orchestra last February. 

"At this school, I'm 
becoming a scholar 
who is serious about 
going to college.* 
- Adrielle Jefferson. 

Crown Heights Middle 
School Scholar Quoted in 

The Amsterdam News. 

• im&k  

Z-Mr 

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0* 

Deleted: <sp» 

Deleted: 'At this school, I'm 
becoming 1 

a Kholor who Is serious 1 
about going to collage.' 1 

- Adrielle Jefferson, Crown 1 
Heights Middle School 1 
Scholar quoted in Tne 1 
•Amste/dom News, 11/9/051 

1 
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Academy Fact Sheet for School Year 2006-07 

Amistad Academy-Middle 
407 James Street, New Haven, CT 06513 

3*S. 

ACHIEVEMENT FIRST PRINCIPAI: Mott Taylor  GRADE IEVEIS: 5-8   PHONE: (203) 773-0390 

WELCOME! 

Amistad Academy Middle, the Achievement First flagship, is a 

rigorous, college-preparatory public charter school serving 
middle school students from throughout the city of New 
Haven, Connecticut. 

MISSION 

The mission of Achievement.First is to deliver on the promise 
of equal educational opportunity for all of America's 
children. We believe that all children, regardless of race or 
economic status, can succeed rf they have access to a great 
education. Achievement First schools exist to provide all of 
our students with the academic and character skills they need 
to excel in top colleges, succeed in a competitive world, and 
serve as the next generation of leaders in their communities. 

•TEACHERS AND STUDENTS 

Number of teachers 28 

Teachers of color 43% 

Number of students 278 

Students per teacher 9.7 

Students qualifying for 
free/reduced-price lunch 

68% 

African American/Latino 
students 98% 

Special Education 3% 

Average daily student attendance 98% 

65 minutes on moth. We use interim assessments every six weeks 
to monitor student progress, and offer individually tailored 
tutoring and support to ensure that every student stays on track. 
In addition, Achievement First emphasizes positive character 
development at all grade levels. The REACH principles - 
Respect, Enthusiasm, Achievement, Citizenship, and Hard Work 
- determine classroom and school-wide expectations for good 
behavior, and students ore recognized for positive contributions 
to the school community. 

2005-06 ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE DATA 

Our regular school year lasts 197 days, three weeks longer 
than the national norm. Our school day runs from 7:30 a.m. 
to 5:00 p.m. For the last hour of the day, all of our scholars 
participate in the Encorel program, which enables some 
students to develop a significant arts or athletics extracurricular 
interest, and others to take advantage of our tutoring program, 
which brings in Yale University students and others in the 
community, who help our scholars climb the mountain to 
college. 

jCURRICyiAR FOCUS 

The AF Curriculum is designed to accelerate the learning of all 
our students in preparation for future success. Our scholars 
spend over 3 hours on language arts instruction every day, and 
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All 6th grade students All Bth grade students 

(2003-04) (2005-06) 

ENHPS 
• STATE 
• AMISTAD 

CMT Math Performance Gains 

All 6th grade students I All 8th grade students 

(2003-04) I (2005-06) 

ONHPS 
• STATE 
• AMISTAD 

NHPS = New Hoven Public School, 

Amistad boosts a skilled and talented string and rhythrrTbrchestra. 
The orchestra is planning its first tour for next summer. The Encore! 
program provides students with daily expert instruction in theater, 
karate, dance, Web page design, and ten other arts and athletics 
offerings. Amistad was named the recipient of the NAACP's 
Excellence in Education Award in spring 2006; In fall 2006, 
Amistad welcomed its first class of kindergarten students to Amistad 
Elementary and its first group of 45 9* graders to Amistad High 
School. 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 

Achievement First - Crown Heights Elementary Academy 
Fact Sheet • 2006-2007 

790 East New York Avenue, Brooklyn NY 11203   •   Phone: (718) 774-0762 
Principal: Mike Kerr   •   Grade Levels: K - 2 

3 :f"! 

WELCOME! 

Achievement First Crown Heights Elementary is a rigorous, 
college-preparatory public charter school serving elementary 
school students from the Crown Heights community. 

MISSION 

The mission of Achievement First is to deliver on the promise 
of equal educational opportunity for all of America's children. 
We believe that all children, regardless of race or economic 
status, can succeed if they have access to a great education. 
Achievement First schools exist to provide all of our students 
with the academic and character skills they need to excel in 
top colleges, succeed in a competitive world, and serve as the 
next generation of leaders in their communities. 

TEACHERS and STUDENTS 

• 

Number of teachers 21 
Teacher retention rate 85% 
Number of students 257 
Students per teacher 9 
Free/reduced lunch '75% 
African American students 98% 
latino students 2% 
Special Education students 6% 

•SCHEDULE ond ATTENDANCE 

AF Crown 
Heights 

HOST 
DISTRICT 

Number of 
School Days 
per Academic 
Year 

195 
(includes mandatory 

3-week summer 
academy) 

180 

Hours in Core 
School Day 

8.5 hours 
(7:30 am - 4:00 

pm) 
6.3 hours 

Average Daily 
Student 
Attendance 

97%" 87.7% 

Average Daily 
Staff 
Attendance 

98%* 94% 

"2005-2006 data 

* 

CURRICULAR FOCUS, CONTINUED 

In addition, Achievement First teaches positive character 
development. The REACH principles .v. Respect, Enthusiasm, 
Achievement, Citizenship, and Hard Work - determine 
classroom and school-wide expectations for good behavior, 
and students ore recognized for positive contributions to the 
school community. 

20054)6 ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE DATA 

Reading Performance Gain* (a* measured by the DRA) 
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mmcuiAR mcus 
The AF curriculum is designed to accelerate the learning of all 
our students in preparation for success in high school, college, 
and life beyond.   Our scholars spend 3.5 hours on reading 

nd 80 minutes on math instruction every day. We use interim 
ssessments to carefully monitor student progress, and we 

offer individually tailored tutoring and support to ensure that 
every student stays on track.   Students regularly attend guided 
reading,   phonics,   moth,   writing,  history,   science,  dance, 
music, and art classes. 

,    Exhibit 

The Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA) is a nationally- 
. normed test that assesses student reading performance in the 
early grades. By the end of the 2005-2006 school year, 86 
percent of our scholars (kindergarten and first grade combined) 
were reading at a proficient or advanced level. 

NOTEWORTHY 

Many students at AF Crown Heights Elementary participate in 
REACH club, a daily after-school enrichment program at 
which teachers provide intensive, individualized reading 
support to ensure that every student remains engaged and 
stays on track. 

The school also started the Text Talk curriculum this year. 
This program combines teacher read alouds and vocabulary 
instruction. 

B-19 

"I love reading on 
my own. I've gotten 
a lot better at it 
since I've gone to 
school at Crown 
Heights." - Niya 
Henry, second 
grade scholar at 
AF-Crown Heights 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 

# 

Achievement First - Bushwick Elementary Academy 
Fact Sheet • 2006-2007 

84 Schaefer Street, Brooklyn NY 11207   •Phone: (718) 445-1594 
Principal: Lizette Suxo   •   Grade Levels: K - 1 

.WELCOME! 

Achievement First Bushwick Elementary Academy is a rigorous, 
college-preparatory public charter school serving elementary 
school students from the Bushwick community. 

MISSION 

The mission of Achievement First is to deliver on the promise 
of equal educational opportunity for all of America's children. 
.We believe that all children, regardless of race or economic 
status, can succeed if they have access to a great education. 
Achievement First schools exist to provide all of our students 
with the academic and character skills they need to excel in 
top colleges, succeed in a competitive world, and serve as the 
next generation of leaders in their communities. 

TEACHERS and STUDENTS 

Number of teachers 13 
Number of students 168 
Teacher retention rate n/o 
Students per teacher 12 
Free/reduced lunch 65% 

can American students 64% 
tino students 27% 

Special Education students . 2% 
• 

SCHEDULE end ATTENDANCE 

AF Bushwick HOST 
DISTRICT 

Number of . 
School Days 
per Academic 
Year 

195 
(includes mandatory 

3-week summer 
academy) 

180 

Hours in Core 
School Day 

8.5 hours 
(7:30 ani - 4:00 

pm) 
6.3 hours 

Average Daily   ; 
Student 
Attendance 

ri/a* 88.4% 

Average Daily 
Staff 
Attendance 

n/a* 93-7% 

•New school data not yet available. 

:C0RRICULAR FOCUS 

The AF curriculum is designed to accelerate the learning of all 
our students in preparation for success in high school, college, 
and life beyond. Our scholars spend 3.5 hours on reading 

•festruction and 80 minutes on math every day. We use interim 
^Psessments to carefully monitor student progress, and we 

offer individually tailored tutoring and support to ensure that 
every student stays on track. 

•.CURRICULA!?FOCUS. CONTINUED 

In addition, Achievement First teaches positive character 
development. The REACH principles -Respect, Enthusiasm, 
Achievement, Citizenship, and Hard Work - determine 
classroom and school-wide expectations for good behavior, 
and students are recognized for positive contributions to the 
school community. 

SCHOOL LEADER 

Lizette Suxo has a strong 
background in education! 
After graduating from Bryn 
Mawr College in 
Pennsylvania, Ms. Suxo joined 
Teach For America and spent 
two years teaching in New 
York City. She then continued 
teaching kindergarten and 

second grade at PS 156 while obtaining two masters degrees 
in education from Pace University. Ms. Suxo joined the 
Achievement First team in 2005 as the AF Crown Heights 
Dean of Students and now serves as the founding principal of 
AF Bushwick. 

NOTEWORTHY 

Achievement First cores about the local community. 
Bushwick is home to a large Hispanic population, and the 
school leaders and staff at Achievement First Bushwick have 
made a concerted effort to reach out to families and 
community groups in Bushwick. Over half of the Bushwick 
staff speaks fluent Spanish, allowing them to communicate 
easily with all parents. 

Many students at AF  Bushwick  Elementary  participate in 
REACH club, a daily after-school enrichment program of 
which teachers offer intensive, individualized tutoring to 
ensure that every student remains on track. 

"\ like to do my homework 
and practice writing. I have 
learned a lot this year." 
-Komoli Holder, 
kindergarten student oi AF- 
Bushwick 
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Achievement First * East New York Academy 
Fact Sheet • 2006-2007 

557 Pennsylvania Avenue, Brooklyn NY 11207   •   Phone: (718) 485-4924 
Principal: Denniston Reid   •   Grade Levels: K-2 

In addition, Achievement First teaches positive character 
development. The REACH principles - Respect, Enthusiasm, 
Achievement, Citizenship, and Hard Work - determine 
classroom and school-wide expectations for good behavior, 
and students are recognized for positive contributions to the 
school community. 

The mission of Achievement First is to deliver on the promise 
of equal educational opportunity for all of America's children. 
We believe that aH children, regardless of race or economic 
status, can succeed K they have access to a great education. 
Achievement First schools exist to provide all of our students 
with the academic and character skills they need to excel in 
top colleges, succeed in a competitive world, and serve as the 
next generation of leaders in their communities. 

Number of teachers 21 
Teacher retention rate 92% 
Number of students. 250 
Students per teacher 12 
Free/reduced lunch                     ' 78% 

rican American students 90% 
tino students 8% 

Special Education students 8% 

AF EAST NEW 
YORK 

HOST 
DISTRICT 

Number of 
School Days 
per Academic 
Year 

195 
(includes mandatory 

3-week summer 
academy) 

180 

Hours in Core 
School Day 

8.5 hours 
(7:30 am - 4:00 

pm) 
6.3 hours 

Average Daily 
Student 
Attendance 

95%" 854% 

Average Daily 
Staff 
Attendance 

97%" 94.2% 

2005:2006 data 

^•Wc 

CURRICUlARFOCUS 

The AF curriculum is designed to accelerate the learning of all 
our students in preparation for success in high school, college, 
and life beyond. Our scholars spend 3.5 hours on reading 
instruction and 80 minutes on moth every day. We use interim 

sessments to carefully monitor student progress, and offer 
dividuolly tailored tutoring and support to ensure that every 

student stays on track. Students also regularly attend dance, 
music, and art classes. 

Reading Performance Gains (M measured by the DBA) 

100 
90 
ao 
70 
60 
so 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 

September W May* 

The Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA) is a nationally, 
normed test, that assesses student reading, performance in the 
early grades. By the end of the 2005-2006 school year, 88.5% 
of our scholars (kindergarten and first grade combined) were 
reading at a proficient or advanced level..   . 

When they ore not attending music or dance class, students 
at East New York participate in unique "clubs" with their 
teachers. Each club, composed of nine students and two 
teachers, explores a variety of new activities including yoga 
and folk singing as the participants get to know each other 
better outside of the traditional classroom environment. 

"My favorite thing at 
school is REACHI" 
•Giselle Miller, 
second grade student 
at AF-East New York 

For additional information, please contact Lesley Esters Redwine, Director of 
External Relations, at (718) 774-0906 ext. 2401. 
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ELM CITY 
COLUOI PREPARATORY SCHOOL 

School Fact Sheet for School Year 2006-07 
Elm City College Prep - Elementary 
240 Greene St., New Haven, CT 06511 
PRINCIPAL: Dole Chu     GRADE LEVELS: K-3...PHONE: (203) 498-0702 

WELCOME! 

Welcome to Elm City College Prep - Elementary, an 
Achievement First school serving students in kindergarten 
through third grade. . Our program focuses on rigorous 
academics and character- development. Our mission is to 
prepare students for success in middle school, high school, 
college, and the competitive world beyond. 

TEACHERS end STUDENTS 

Number of teachers 

Teachers of color 

Number of students 

Students per teacher 

# 

Students qualifying for 
free/reduced-price lunch 

frican Ameriican/Latino 
students 

Special Education 

22 

33% 

218 

10:1 

77% 

98% 

5% 

SCHEDULE 

Our regular school year lasts 182 days and our mandatory 
summer academy runs 15 days for a total of 197 
instructional days, which is three weeks longer than the 
national norm. Our regular school day runs from 7:30 A.M. 
to 3:45 P.M. The schedule's centerpiece is a three-hour 
sacred reading block, and the reading program is designed 
to accelerate students two to three years in one year. 

? CURRICULA!? K>0US 

Students oi Elm City - Elementary ore focused on literacy and 
reading skills. Less than 10% of incoming kindergarten 
students are reading at all by the time they enter elementary 
school. Beginning in kindergarten, ECCP scholars ore taught 
that reading is fundamental to future success. By the end of 
the 2005-06 year, a staggering 100% of Elm City 
kindergarteners   tested   Proficient   on   the   Developmental 
toding Assessment - up 91% from the beginning of the 

arl 

2005-06 ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE DATA 

Elm City College Prep - Reading Gains 

0 Upon enrolling at 
ECCP 

• May-06 

% of Students    % of Students 
Reading at or      Reading at 

above       Advanced Level 
Proficient Level 

tslOTEWORTHY; t. 

During the year, students at Elm City Elementary have t he 
chance to take learning outside of the classroom by going 
on excursions around the region, including Bishops 
Orchards, SCSU, the Childrens Museum, and the Maritime 
Aquarium. Elm City Elementary has on active Parent 
Leadership Council that spearheads fundraisers and projects 
for the school community, such as a winter coat drive and a 
fall festival. 
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Guide to our Assessments & Performance Data 

•   State Tests (Middle School) 
- CMT: The Connecticut Mastery Test (CMT) is the statewide test now 

administered yearly at all Connecticut public schools in grades 3 through 8. 
- NY ELA: The New York State English Language Arts Exam (NY ELA) is literary 

and language arts assessment administered yearly in all New York public 
schools in grades .3 through 8. 

- NY Math: The New York State Math Exam (NY Math] is the math and 
quantitative reasoning assessment administered yearly in all New York public 

w schools in grades 3 through 8. 
| •   Nationally-Normed Assessments (Elementary School) 
w -   DRA: The Diagnostic Reading Assessment (DRA) is a tool for measuring 
B reading fluency and comprehension among our K-2 students. Reading at an 

''advanced7'level on the DRA means reading at least one year ahead of 
grade level. 

- TerraNova: The Terra Nova assessment is a tool for measuring math content 
knowledge and skill levels among our K-2 students. It is administered at the 
end of year for K, 1 and 2. 

^ ACHIEVEMENT FIRST' 
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Am is tad Academy - Middle 

Grades 5-8 

Founded 1999 

| Named Connecticut's 2006 Title I Distinguished School 
g; 
to 
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Amistad Academy Middle School Class of 2004 

CMT Performance Gains 

i 

The Connecticut Mastery Test (CMT) 
Connecticut's official statewide 
assessment. It used to be administered 
in the fall in grades 4, 6, and 8. 
Students entered Amistad Academy in 
the fall of their 5th grade year, were 
tested in the fall of the 6th grade year 
and then were tested again in the fall of 
the 8th grade year. This cohort analysis 
shows performance results for the same 
group of students over time. Whereas 
students statewide and in the host 
district of New Haven had only modest 
growth in reading and declined in math, 
the percentage of Amistad students 
achieving mastery rose dramatically 
between students' 6th and 8th grade 
years. 

The data reported here is for "mastery" 
level performance (level 4). 
"Proficiency" is defined as Level 3 in 
CT, but this lower bar is not 
conventionally reported. 

CMT Reading Performance 

(0 

• New Haven Public 
Schools 

• State 

I Amistad Academy 

Class of 2004 in 6th 
grade 

Class of 2004 in 8th 
grade 

1 
CMT Math Performance 

D New Haven Public 
Schools 

• State 

• Amistad Academy 

Class of 2004 in 6th 
grade 

Class of 2004 in 8th 
grade 



Amistad Academy Middle School Class of 2005 
CMT Performance Gains 

% 

The data to the right is for another cohort 
of Amistad students (the class of 2005). 
It is worth remembering that students 
arrive at Amistad in the fall of 5th grade. 
After one year, their 6th grade scores 
start to show significant improvements 
over their New Haven peers. Two years 
later, these same students have not just 
outpaced their New Haven peers but 
have also beat state-wide averages. 
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Amistad Academy Middle School Class of 2006 

CMT Performance Gains 

I 
2*. 

The data to the right is for the most recent 
cohort of Amistad middle school students (who 
finished 8th grade in June 2006) and were the 
first class entering Amistad High School. 

Again, you will see that the students at Amistad 
made dramatic gains between 6th and 8th grade 
in both reading and math, while the students in 
New Haven and across the state only made 
most gains in reading and either held steady or 
declined in math. 
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CMT Reading Performance 

HI New Haven Public 
Schools 

• State 

l Amistad Academy 

Class of 2006 in 6th 
grade 

Class of 2006 in 8th 
grade 

CMT Math Performance 

• New Haven Public 
Schools 

• State 

I Amistad Academy 

Class of 2006 in 6th 
grade 

Class of 2006 in 8th 
grade 
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Annual Performance Gains 
Change in % of Students at Grade Level, 2005-06 
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The graph above displays the change in academic performance from year to year at all 
Connecticut public middle schools between the 2004-2005 school year and the 2005-2006 school 
year as measured by the Connecticut Mastery Test. As shown above, Amistad Academy posted 
the greatest net gains, across all subjects tested, of any middle school statewide, while a number 
of schools saw steep declines. For its success achieving breakthrough gains, Amistad Academy 
was named Connecticut's only 2006 Title I Distinguished School. 
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Elm City College Prep - middle academy 

Grades 5-7 (growing to 5-8) 

Founded 2004 
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Elm City College Prep Middle School 

2006 CMT Performance Results - 5th Grade 

i 

Elm City College Prep 
2006 CMT Performance 

5th Grade Results 
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The chart above shows Elm City Middle School's performance on the Connecticut Mastery Test 
(CMT), the official statewide assessment for Connecticut. The results above are for the ECCP 
middle 5th grade class in 2006. These students Were admitted in August of 2005 as 5th graders 
and took the CMT in March 2006 of that school year. 
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Elm City College Prep Middle School 

2006 CMT Performance Results 
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The chart above shows Elm City Middle School's performance on the Connecticut Mastery Test 
(CMT), the official statewide assessment for Connecticut. The results above are for the ECCP 
middle 6th grade class in 2006. These students were admitted in August of 2004 as 5th graders and 
took the CMT in March 2006 of their 6th grade year. After less than two years at ECCP, these 6th 

graders had scores that were at least double (and, in some cases, triple) those of their New Haven 
peers and even outperformed state averages in every subject. On the math section, Elm City 
scholars even outscored their counterparts from some of CTs wealthiest districts, including 
Madison and Greenwich. 
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Achievement First Crown Heights 

Charter School _ middle academy 

Grades 5-6 (growing to 5-8) 

Founded 2005 
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Achievement First Crown Heights Charter School 
College Class of 2017 ELA Performance 

Achievement First Crown Heights (AFCH) 
New York State 

English Language Arts Exam Performance 

ffl AFCH 

IB District 17 

• New York City 

• New York State 

2005 (4th grade) 2006 (5th grade) 2007 (6th grade) 

This analysis shows performance results for Achievement First Crown Heights Charter School on the New 
York English Language Arts assessments, as compared with those of same grade level cohorts district-, 
city- and statewide. The graph shows the scores of the school's founding middle school class before they 
entered our school (4th grade), in January of their first year at the school (5th grade) and again in January of 
their second year at the school (6th grade). As illustrated above, AF Crown Heights students entered the 
school performing at approximately the same levels as their peers in their host district, District 17. Over the 
past two years, while District 17, New York City and the state have seen declines in average proficiency 
levels among students at their schools, the students at AF Crown Heights have made gains. Whereas 53% 
of our students entered the school at levels 3 and 4 (proficient and advanced), 59% are now performing at 
these level. Over the same period, District 17's students declined from 50% to 40% of students at levels' 3 
and 4. 
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Achievement First Crown Heights Charter School 

College Class of 2017 Math Performance 

Achievement First Crown Heights (AFCH) 
New York State Math Exam Performance 

a AFCH 

m District 17 

m New York City 
• New York State 

2005 (4th grade) 2006 (5th grade) 2007 (6th grade) 

This analysis shows performance results for Achievement First Crown Heights Charter School on the New 
York State Math Exam, as compared with those of same grade level cohorts district-, city- and statewide. 
The graph shows the scores of the school's founding middle school class before they entered our school 
(4th grade), in January of their first year at the school (5th grade) and again in January of their second year 
at the school (6tth grade). As illustrated above, AF Crown Heights students entered the school performing 
at a slightly lower level than their peers in their host district, District 17. Since two years ago, while District 
17, New York City and the state have seen declines or stayed stagnant in average proficiency levels 
among students at their schools, the students at AF Crown Heights have made gains. Whereas 61% of bur 
students entered the school at levels 3 and 4 (proficient and advanced), 68% are now performing at these 
level. Over the same period, District 17 s students declined from 63% to 46% at levels 3 and 4. 12 
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Achievement First Crown Heights Charter School 
College Class of 2018 ELA Performance 

Achievement First Crown Heights New York State 
English Language Arts Exam Performance 

® AF Crown Heights 
® District 17 
• New York City 
• New York State 

2006 (4th grade)   2007 (5th grade) 

The data above is for the youngest cohort of AF Crown Heights middle school students, who entered the 
school as 5th graders in fall 2006. The graph above depicts the results of Achievement First Crown 
Heights Charter School's 5th graders this year and last year on the New York State ELA Exam, as 
compared with those of same grade level cohorts district-, city- and statewide. The graph shows the 
scores of this year's 5^-graders before they entered our school (4th grade scores) on the left, and their 
scores from the January 2007 administration of the 5^-gradeexam on the right (both in green). The 
leadership and instructional team at AF Crown Heights was disappointed to see the decline in this 
cohort's reading assessment results this year. They have come together with other leaders in the AF 
network to create a battle plan for next year and beyond, to ensure that these students get the 
interventions and instruction they need to make breakthrough gains next year. 13 
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Achievement First Crown Heights Charter School 
College Class of 2018 Math Performance 
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The data above is for the youngest cohort of AF Crown Heights middle school students, who entered the 
school as 5th graders in fall 2006. The graph above depicts the results of Achievement First Crown 
Heights Charter School's 5th graders this year and last year on the New York State Math Exam, as 
compared with those of same grade level cohorts district-, city- and statewide. The graph shows the 
scores of this year's 5th-graders before they entered our school (4th grade scores) on the left, and their 
scores from the January 2007 administration of the 5th-grade exam on the right (both in green). This 
year, AF Crown Heights' 5^-graders made modest gains, while schools and students across their host 
district, the city, and the state saw declines or stayed stagnant in math performance. 
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Achievement First 

Endeavor Charter School - middle academy 

Grade 5 (growing to 5-8) 

Founded 2006 
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Achievement First Endeavor Charter School 
2007 State Assessment Performance Results 
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Achievement First Endeavor 
2007 New York State 

English Language Arts Exam Performance 
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The data above is for the founding cohort of AF Endeavor middle school students, who entered the school as 5th 
graders In fall 2006. The graph above depicts the results of AF Endeavor's 5th graders this year and last year on the 
New York English Language Arts Exam, as compared with those of same grade level cohorts district-, city- and 
statewide. The graph shows the scores of this year's 5th-graders before they entered our school (4th grade scores) 
on the left, and their scores from the January 2007 administration of the 5th-grade exam on the right (both in light 
blue). AF Endeavor was specifically designed and sited to serve students from two distinct neighborhoods - Bedford- 
Stuyvesant and Ft, Greene. Using our students zip codes, the "host district" data here was weighted corresponding to 
the proportions of our students drawn from the districts serving each of these communities. The leadership and 
instructional team at Endeavor was disappointed to seethe decline in this cohort's reading assessment results this 
year. They have come together with other leaders in the AF network to create a battle plan for next year and beyond, 
to ensure that these students get the interventions and instruction they need to make breakthrough gains next year. 
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Achievement First Endeavor Charter School 
2007 State Assessment Performance Results 

Achievement First Endeavor 
2007 New York State Math Exam Performance 

H A F Endeavor 

• Host district 

m New York Qty 

• New York State 

2006 (4th grade) 2007 (5th grade) 

The data above is for the founding cohort of AF Endeavor middle school students, who entered the school as 5th 
graders in fall 2006. The graph above depicts the results of AF Endeavor's 5th graders this year and last year on the 
New York State Math Exam, as compared with those of same grade level cohorts district-, city- and statewide. The 
graph shows the scores of this year's 5th-graders before they entered our school (4th grade scores) on the left, and 
their scores from the January 2007 administration of the 5th-grade exam on the right (both in light blue). AF Endeavor 
was specifically designed and sited to serve students from two distinct neighborhoods - Bedford-Stuyvesant and Ft. 
Greene. Using our students zip codes, the "host district" data here was weighted corresponding to the proportions of 
our students drawn from the districts serving each of these communities. AF Endeavor's staff was similarly dismayed 
to see a small decline in this cohort's math assessment results in the school's founding year, and the team is working 
with teachers and instructional coaches from other Achievement First middle school programs across our network to 
analyze the results and put in place a plan for ensuring that these students get the interventions and instruction they 
need to make breakthrough gains next yean 17 
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Elm City College Prep - elementary academy 

Grades K-3 (growing to K-4) 

Founded 2004 

•fc. 
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Elm City College Prep Elementary Performance 
Reading Performance Gains from 2004 to 2006 
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The graph above depicts the gains made overtime by all students in Elm City College Prep's 
elementary program on the Diagnostic Reading Assessment (DRA) literacy exam. Of the 154 
students, grades K through 2, enrolled in the school for the 2005-2006 school year, only 22% 
had entered the school reading at or above proficiency. By the end of the 2005-2006 school 
year, 91% of students were meeting exceeding this bar for their respective grade level! 
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Achievement First Crown Heights 
Charter School - elementary academy 

Grades K-2 (growing to K-4) 
Founded 2005 
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AF Crown Heights Elementary 2006 Results 

The graph to the right (top) depicts AF's 
Crown Heights' kindergarten and 1st- 
graders' performance on the Diagnostic 
Reading Assessment (DRA) literacy exam. 
In the course of the 2005-2006 school year, 
the percentage of our students reading at 
proficient or advanced levels doubled. 

The graph to the right (bottom) depicts our 
1st grade students' results on the TerraNova 
math skills assessment during the 2005- 
2006 school year. Students first take the 
exam at the beginning of 1?t grade. In our 
schools' founding year, these students 
made remarkable gains, with the 
percentage of students at our above grade 
level in math more than quadrupling. 

Reading Performance Gains 
(as measured by the DRA) 
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Achievement First East New York 
Charter School - elementary academy 

Grades K-2 (growing to K-4) 
Founded 2005 
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AF East New York Elementary 2006 Results 

Ri 

b. 

The graph to the right (top) depicts AF's 
East New York's kindergarten and 1st- 
graders' performance on the Diagnostic 
Reading Assessment (DRA) literacy exam. 
In the course of the 2005-2006 school year, 
the percentage of our students reading at 
proficient or advanced levels more than 
doubled. 

The graph to the right (bottom) depicts our 
1st grade students' results on the TerraNova 
math skills assessment during the 2005- 
2006 school year. Students first take the 
exam at the beginning of 1st grade. In our 
schools' founding year, these students 
made remarkable gains, with the 
percentage of students at our above grade 
level in math more than quadrupling. 

Reading Performance Gains 
(as measured by the DRA) 
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Guide to Curriculum to Standards Crosswalks for Parents and Teachers 

August 31,2005 

Dear Parent or Teacher, 

Thank you for your interest in Achievement First's Curriculum to Standards Crosswalks, which we hope 
will prove to be a valuable tool in understanding how AFs curriculum is aligned with New York State's 
Learning Standards. In this binder, curriculum crosswalks are separated by course category and followed 
directly by the appropriate NYS standards. Both the crosswalks and standards are further separated by 
tabbed dividers into three levels: Elementary, Intermediate, and Commencement (i.e., elementary, middle, 
and high school). 

Please note that while the arts crosswalks, for example, are directly followed by the arts standards, the 
math, science, and technology crosswalks appear in consecutive order followed by the NYS learning 
standards for mathematics, science, and technology. This is because New York State groups its math, 
science, and technology standards within a single standards book. Another exception to the basic 
crosswalks-standards format is the final section of the binder, labeled Cafeer/Occup. Standards (Career 
Development and Occupational Studies Standards). Because this section's standards and key ideas are so 
universal, we plan to cover them during instruction in various other subject areas. The Career 
Development and Occupational Studies standards, therefore, are not paired with their own set of 
crosswalks. 

In order to assist you in using the binder, perhaps a 'walk-through' with an example crosswalk would be 
helpful. The example below is a portion of the curriculum to standards crosswalk for 5th grade Social 
Studies. The content column on the left side of the chart divides the curriculum into two major 
components: 1) Roots of American Identity; Economics; Civics and Citizenship and 2) Geography and 
World Cultures/Civilizations. Beyond these headings are specific topics that will be covered in the course. 

The middle column, labeled "Standards and Key Ideas," directly correlates with the hand-written codes in 
the NYS standards. In the item "SSI" which appears in bold-face (this example only) in the Standards and 
Key Ideas column, "SS" stands for social studies, and "1" indicates Standard 1. Beneath "SSI" is "(KI- 
1)," which stands for Key Idea 1. Directly below, "(KI-2)," which stands for Key Idea 2, is to be read as 
also correlating to Social Studies Standard 1 (and so on and so forth until "SS4" marks a change in 
standard number). 

5th Grade Social Studies: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: Social Studies 

Content 

Roots of American Identity: Economics: Civics and Citizenship 

History Alive! curriculum: 
Native Americans (origins of, tribes, culture, environment); 

Standards and Key Ideas 

SSI 
(KI-1) 

(Kl-2) 

Performance 
Indicators 
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c/o-r 

European Exploration (reasons for, explorers/discoveries); 
Settlements in America (names and description); 
Colonies (differences and similarities, economy, environment); 
Slavery (slave trade, Middle Passage, reasons for, life as a slave); 
British and American Relations (French and Indian War, laws,... 

- , ;—_____  

(Kl-3) b 

(KI-4) d 

SS4 
(KM) 

a,d,g 

» 

To see the what the Standard and Key Idea represented by "SSI, (KM)" actually mean, simply flip to the 
tab labeled "Social Studies Standards," find the Intermediate section (grade 5 is an intermediate level), 
and find the page with the heading "Standard 1." In this case, it will be the first page after the tab (for 
quick reference, please find this page attached). The first paragraph in the left column of the page begins 
with a "1." This is Key Idea 1. You will notice that "SSI, (KM)" is written to the left of this column. The 
performance indicators for this Key Idea are hand-labeled with lower case letters below the key idea. 
These letters appear in the right-most column of the crosswalk, which is labeled "Performance 
Indicators." 

As you browse through the NYS standards, you will see that the hand-written coding is very consistent. 
Each key idea is labeled with the pertaining standard ("SS2," SS3", etc.) and its own number as a Key 
Idea (indicated by (KM), (KI-2), (KI-3), etc.). This is the prevailing codifying system throughout the 
binder. 

For additional help, each section of crosswalks begins with a brief overview of the section, which 
includes directions on how to understand the codes in the crosswalks and how they correspond with the 
hand-written codes in the standards books. Each overview also addresses anything unique about the 
formatting of the section's crosswalks and standards. 

If you have any questions or comments about the Curriculum to Standards Crosswalks, please do not 
hesitate to contact Achievement First. 

Sincerely, 

» 

Doug McCurry 
Superintendent 
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t Standard 1—History of the United States 
and New York 

SI 
a-1) 

1. The study of New York State and United States 2. Important ideas, social and cultural values, beliefs, 
history requires an analysis of the development of £ S |   and traditions from New York State and United States 

f\ history illustrate the connections and interactions of 
'^people and events across time and from a variety of 

values, practices, and traditions. '        ' perspectives. 

i*bjwij m^y&amm%^» oil aiuujau w# UIC UCVCIUUUICIIl Ul   ^ J I 
American culture, its diversity and multicultural fa -> 
context, and the ways people are unified by many (w   v 

«» 

L 

% 

• 

Students: 
• explore the meaning of American culture by Identifying 

the key ideas, beliefs, and patterns of behavior, and 
traditions that help define It and unite all Americans 

• Interpret the Ideas, values, and beliefs contained in the 
Declaration of Independence and the New York State 
Constitution and United States Constitution, Bill of 
Rights, and other important historical documents. 

This & extent /bretaaipfc miens/ucknts: 
A explain the ideas embodied in the Declaration of Independence, 

the United States Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and the New 
York State Constitution and show how these documents express 
fundamental and enduring ideas and beliefs 

A describe how massive immigration, forced migration, changing 
roles for women, and internal migration led to new sodal 
patterns and conflicts: and identify ideas of national unity that 
developed amidst growing cultural diversity. (Adapted from 
A^/Ama/Standa/zAArUS.Mftaij'J 

STANDARD I 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 

Students: 
\   •  describe the reasons for periodizing history in different 

ways 
a •   investigate key turning points In New York State and 

United States history and explain why these events or 
developments are significant 

-   •   understand the relationship between the relative Impor- 
tance of United States domestic and foreign policies over 

j      time 
H •  analyze the role played by the United States in 

international politics, past and present. 

TZ/s/sexrab?/, /hrersmpfc seiea stutfaxs: 

A use demographic information, mapping exerdses. photographs, 
interviews, population graphs, church records, newspaper 
accounts, and other sources to conduct case studies of particular 
groups in the history of the State or nation and classify 
information according to type of activity: social political, 
economic, cultural, or religious 

A use a variety of sources to study historic and contemporary 
events in the United States; investigate different interpretations 
of the events and identify circumstances of time and place that 
influence the authors' perspectives (Adapted from Mi/tena/ 

A recognize the reasons for periodizing history and know some 
designations of historical periods: discuss the usefulness of the 
following periods: 

- Three Worlds and Their Meeting in the Americas 
(Beginnings to 1607) 

- Colonization. Settlement and Communities (1607 to 1763) 
- The Revolution and the New Nation (1763 to 1815) 
- Expansion and Reform (1801 to 1861) 
- Crisis of the Union: Civil War and Reconstruction (1850 to 

1877) 
- The Development of Modem America (1865 to 1920) 
- Modem America and the World Wars (1914 to 1945) 
•   Contemporary America (1945 to Present) 

(Taken from U £ tfif/tiry/vaznesmni/Zrt/je /SfffAb/fana/ 
Assessment of&&sca//ana/flz&sES$ 

A undertake case studies to research violations of basic civil and 
human rights and case studies of genocide. Use examples from 
United States. New York State, and world history. Case studies 
might include chattel slavery and the Nazi Holocaust. Other 
civil and human rights violations might focus on the mass 
starvation in Ireland (1845-50). the forced relocation of Native 
American Indians, and the internment of Japanese Americans 
during World War II 

A trace the tension between arguments for United States isolation 
versus engagement during the following time periods: up to 
1941. from 1941-1975. and from 1976 to the present. 
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> 
Overview for Arts (Music, Visual Art, Dance, and Theater): 

In the "Standards and Key Ideas" column of the Arts Curriculum Crosswalks, underlined letter and 
number combinations stand for Subject Area / Subcategory and Standard. In "A/Ml" which appears in the 
first row of the column "Standards and Key Ideas," "A" stands for Arts, "M" stands for Music, and "1" 
indicates Standard 1. Beneath "A/Ml" is "(KI-1)," which represents Key Idea 1. In the New York State 
Learning Standards for the arts that follow these crosswalks, Key Ideas and Performance Indicators are 
hand-labeled. For each level (Elementary, Intermediate, and Commencement), the first Key Idea under 
Arts Standard 1 (subcategory Music) is labeled "A/Ml, (KI-1)" and so on and so forth. Performance 
Indicators are labeled with lower case letters below the Key Ideas. 

i 

Key to Arts Curriculum Crosswalks: 

The following codes appear in the "Standards and Key Idea" column of the Arts Curriculum Crosswalks: 

Code Subject/ Subcategory              Standard Number    Description of Standard 

» 

A/Ml Arts/Music 1 

A/M2 Arts / Music 2 

A/M3 Arts / Music 3 

A/M4 Arts / Music 4 

A/VA1 Arts / Visual Art I 

A/VA2 Arts/Visual Art 2 

A/VA3 Arts/Visual Art 3 

A/VA4 Arts/Visual Art 4 

A/Dl Arts / Dance 1 

A/D2 Arts/Dance 2 

A/D3 Arts / Dance 3 

A/D4 Arts / Dance 4 

A/Tl Arts / Theater 1 

A/T2 Arts / Theater 2 

ATT3 Arts / Theater 3 

A/T4 Arts/Theater 4 

Creating, Performing, and Participating 
in the Arts 

Knowing and Using Arts Materials 
and Resources 

Responding to and Analyzing Works 
of Art 

Understanding the Cultural Dimensions 
and Contributions of the Arts 

Creating, Performing, and Participating 
in the Arts 

Knowing and Using Arts Materials 
and Resources 

Responding to and Analyzing Works 
of Art 

Understanding the Cultural Dimensions 
and Contributions of the Arts 

Creating, Performing, and Participating 
in the Arts 

Knowing and Using Arts Materials 
and Resources 

Responding to and Analyzing Works 
of Art 

Understanding the Cultural Dimensions 
and Contributions of the Arts 

Creating, Performing, and Participating 
in the Arts 

Knowing and Using Arts Materials 
and Resources 

Responding to and Analyzing Works 
of Art 

Understanding the Cultural Dimensions 
and Contributions of the Arts 
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Kindergarten Arts: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Areas: Music and Visual Art 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Music 

Elements of Performance 

A/Ml 
(KI-1) 

b 

Quarter notes and rests; 
Rhythm and pattern 
Music and Culture 

A/M2 
(KI-2) 

a 

A/M3 
(KI-3) 

a Folk, popular, orchestral, and ethnic music (differences/similarities); 
Life and music of popular and classical composers (instructor's choice) 

A/M4. 
(KI-4) 

c 

Visual Art 

A/VA1 
a Elements of Creation: (KI-1) 

Media: wet and dry 
Visual basics: color, shape, texture; 
Painting/Drawing/Sculpture: free form and illustrating ideas/stories; 
Art and Culture: A/VA2 

a 
Decorating classroom with artworks (KI-2) 



1st Grade Arts: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Courses: Music and Visual Art 

Content 

Music 

Elements of Performance 
Basic notation for quarter notes, eighth notes, and rests; 
Singing on pitch and in rhythm; 
Music and Culture 
Appropriate audience behavior, 
Folk, spiritual, and patriotic music styles (differences/similarities); 
Life and music of major composers and musicians (instructor's choice) 

Visual Art 

Elements of Creation: 
Media: wet and dry; 
Visual basics: color, shape, texture; 
Painting/Drawing/Sculpture: free form and illustrating ideas/stories; 
Art and Culture: 
Aspects of art from other cultures (instructor's choice); 
Life and work of major artists (instructor's choice) 

Standards and Key Ideas 

A/Ml 
(Kl-1) 

A/M2 
(KI-2) 

A/M3 
(KI-3) 

A/M4 
(KI-4) 

A/VA1 
(KI-1) 

A/VA2 
(KI-2) 

A/VA3 
(KI-3) 

A/VA4 
(KI-4) 

Performance Indicators 

a,b, e 

b,c 

X 



2nd Grade Arts: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Courses: Music and Visual Art 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Music 

Elements of Performance: 

A/Ml 
(KI-1) 

b,c 

Musical terms: staff, bar line, measure, and repeat sign; 
Creating rhythmic and melodic accompaniments to songs (small groups); 
Music and Culture 

A/M2 
(KI-2) 

a, b, e 

A/M3 
(KI-3) 

a,c Personal preferences for specific musical works and styles; 
Life and music of major composers and musicians (instructor's choice) 

A/M4 
(KI-4) 

a/c 

Visual Art 
A/VA1 

a,b 
Elements of Creation: 

(KI-1) 

Media: wet and dry; 
Visual basics: color, shape, texture, line; 
Painting/Drawing/Sculpture: free form and illustrating ideas/stories; 
Art and Culture: 

A/VA2 
a,c 

(KI-2) 

A/VA3 
a,b Mood and meaning in artworks; 

Careers in visual art; 
Aspects of art from other cultures (instructor's choice); 
Life and work of major artists (instructor's choice) 

(KI-3) 

A/VA4 
b, c 

(KI-4) 



^ 
^ 
^ 

3rd Grade Arts: Curriculum to Standards CrTSSswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Courses: Music and Visual Art 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

.'   - 

Music 

Elements of Performance 

A/Ml 
(KI-l) 

a, b, c, d 

A/M2 
(KI-2) a, b, c, d, e, f Intermediate notation; 

Using classroom instruments competently; 
Music and Culture: 

A/M3 
(KI-3) 

a,c,e 

Meaning of lyrics / mood of music; 
Themes, ideas, feelings, and stories in music; 
Life and work of major composers and musicians (instructor's choice); 
Basic dance forms; 
Careers in music and dance 

A/M4 
(KI-4) 

a,b,c 

A/Dl 
(KI-l) 

a,b,c 

A/D2 
(KI-2) 

a, b, c 

A/D3 
(KI-3) 

a,b 

A/D4 
(KI-4) 

a,b 

Visual Art A/VA1 
a,b,c 

Elements of Creation: 
(KI-l) 
A/VA2 

a, b, c, d Media: wet and dry; 
Visual basics: color, shape, texture, line, value; 
Painting/Drawing/Sculpture: free form, observational, and illustrative; 
Art and Culture: 

(KI-2) 
A/VA3 

a,b 
(KI-3) 
A/VA4 

a,b,c Aspects of artwork from other cultures (instructor's choice); 
Life and work of major artists (instructor's choice); 
Visual art in theatrical productions (scenery, props, and set design) 

' —• .         . ,   , 

(KI-4) 
Am 
(KI-l) 

a,b,c,d 

A/T2 
(KI-2) 

a, c 

A/T3 
(KI-3) 

a,b 

A/T4 
(KI-4) 

a,b 



en 

4th Grade Arts: Curriculum to Standards CnJISwalk 

Level: Elementary 

Courses: Music and Visual Art 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Music A/Ml 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c, d, e 

Elements of Performance A/M2 
(KI-2) 

a, b, c, d 
Advanced notation; 
Expressive musical terms, including cresendo, decresendo, staccato, legato; 
Using classroom instruments competently; 
Music and Culture: 

A/M3 
(KI-3) 

a, b, c, d, e 

•
 

II a,b, c African drumming circle; 
Distinguishing characteristics of music genres; 
Role of music in other cultures (instructor's choice); 
Life and work of major composers and musicians (instructor's choice); 
Intermediate dance forms; 
Careers in music and dance 

A/Dl 
(KM) 

a,b, c 

A/D2 
(KI-2) 

a, b,c 

A/D3 
(KI-3) 

a,b 

A/D4 
(KI-4) 

a,b 

Visual Art A/VA1 
a, b, c, d, e 

Elements of Creation: 
(KI-1) 
A/VA2 

a, b, c, d 
Media: wet and dry 
Visual basics: color, shape, texture, line, value, proportion, perspective; 
Painting/Drawing/Sculpture: free form, observational, and illustrative; 
Art and Culture: 

(KI-2) 
A/VA3 

a,b,c,d 
(KI-3) 
A/VA4 

a,b,c Aspects of artwork from other cultures (instructor's choice); 
Life and work of major artists (instructor's choice); 
Visual art in theatrical productions (scenery, props, and set design); 
Contemporary art (instructor's choice) 

(KI-4) 
Am 
(KI-l) 

a, b, c, d, e 

A^2 
(KI-2) 

a, b, c, d 

A/T3 
(KI-3) 

a, b, c il a,b,c 

4: 
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Sth Grade Arts: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Courses: Music, Visual Art, Dance, and Theater 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Music 

Elements of Performance 

A/Ml 
(KM) 

a 

Scale studies in five keys; 
Popular and classical repertoire; 
Instrumental/vocal mastery; 
Music and Culture: 

A/M2 
(KI-2) 

a,e 

A/M3 
(KI-3) 

b.c Careers in music; 
Perfomances at community events; 
Latino and African American music; 
Life and music of major composers and musicians (instructor's choice) A/M4 

(KI-4) 
c 

Visual Art 
A/VA1 
(KM) 

a,b 
Elements of Creation 
Media: wet and dry 
Visual basics: line, value, texture, shape, form, space, color; 
Painting/Drawing/Sculpture: figure, still life, abstract, pattern 
Color theory: warm and cool colors 
Art and Culture: 

A/VA2 
(KI-2) 

a,c 

A/VA3 
(KI-3) 

b, c 

Life and work of major artists (instructor's choice) 
A/VA4 
(KI-4) 

a,b 

i 



Dance A/Dl 

(KM) 
a, b, c, d 

Elements of Performance 
Classical technique: ballet 
Modern technique: jazz and hip-hop 
Danre anH ("'liltiirf 

A/D2 
(KM) 

a, b, c, d 

African dance (Guinea and Mali); 
Life and work of major dancers (instructor's choice) 

A/D3 
(KI-3) 

a, bi c 

A/D4 
(KM) 

a,b, c 

Theater A/Tl 
(KM) 

b,d 
Elements of Performance 
Play-writing: original work or act based on pre-existing play (instructor's choice) 
Improvisation: games and scenarios 
Acting: projection, performance, production 
Theater and Culture: 

Am. 
(KM) 

c 

Am 
(KI-3) 

b 
Life and work of major playwrights and actors (instructor's choice) 

A/T4 
(KM) 

b 

-c 
^ 



6th Grade Arts: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Courses: Music, Visual Art, Dance, and Theater 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Music 

Elements of Performance 

A/Ml 
(KM) 

a 

Scale studies in five keys; 
Popular and classical repertoire; 
Instrumental/vocal mastery; 
Music and Culture: 

A/M2 
(KI-2) 

a,e 

A/M3 
(KI-3) 

b, c Careers in music; 
Perfomances at community events; 
Latino and African American music; 
Life and music of major composers and musicians (instructor's choice) 

A/M4 
(KI-4) 

c 

Visual Art 
A/VAl 
(KM) 

a,b 
Elements of Creation 
Media: wet and dry 
Visual basics: line, value, texture, shape, form, space, color; 
Painting/Drawing/Sculpture: figure, still life, abstract, pattern 
Color theory: warm and cool colors 
Art and Culture: 

A/VA2 
(KI-2) 

a,c 

A/VA3 
(KI-3) 

b,c 

Life and work of major artists (instructor's choice) 
A/VA4 
(KI-4) 

a,b 



Dance A/Dl 
(KM) 

a, b, c, d 
Elements of Performance 
Classical technique: ballet 
Modem technique: jazz and hip-hop 
Dance and Culture 

A/D2 
(KI-2) 

a, b, c, d 

African dance (Guinea and Mali); 
Life and work of major dancers (instructor's choice) 

A/D3 
(KI-3) 

a,b, c 

A/D4 
(KM) 

a, b, c 

Theater 

Elements of Performance 

A/Tl 
(KM) 

b,d 

Play-writing: original work or act based on pre-existing play (instructor's choice) 
Improvisation: games and scenarios 
Acting: projection, performance, production 
Theater and Culture: 

A/T2 
(KI-2) 

c 

A/T3 
(KI-3) 

b 
Life and work of major playwrights and actors (instructor's choice) 

A/T4 
(KI-4) 

b 

CO 



7th Grade Arts: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Courses: Music, Visual Art, Dance, and Theater 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Music 

Elements of Performance 

A/Ml 
(KM) 

a 

Scale studies in five keys; 
Popular and classical repertoire; 
Instrumental/vocal mastery; 
Music and Culture: 

A/M2 
(KI-2) 

a,e 

A/M3 
(KI-3) 

b,c Careers in music; 
Perfomances at community events; 
Latino and African American music; 
Life and music of major composers and musicians (instructor's choice) A/M4 

(KI-4) 
c 

Visual Art 
A/VA1 
(KM) 

a, b, c, d, e 
Elements of Creation 
Media: wet and dry 
Visual basics: line, value, texture, shape, form, space, color; 
Painting/Drawing/Sculpture: still life, figure, abstract, perspective 
Color theory: the color wheel 
Art and Culture: 

A/VA2 
(KI-2) 

a, b, c, d 

A/VA3 
(KI-3) 

a, b, c, d 

O 



careers in visual an:   "'          ""*'     "     "   —  " 
Life and work of major artists (instructor's choice) A/VA4 

(KI-4) 
a,b, c 

Dance 
A/Dl 
(KM) 

a, b, c, d 

Elements of Performance 
Classical technique: ballet 
Modern technique: jazz and hip-hop 

A/D2 
(KI-2) 

a, b, c, d 

Careers in dance; 
African dance (Guinea and Mali); 
Life and work of major dancers (instructor's choice) 

A/D3 
(KI-3) 

a,b,c 

A/D4 
(KI-4) 

a,b, c 

Theater A/Tl 
(KIrl) 

b,d 

Elements of Performance 
Play-writing: original work or act based on pre-existing play (instructor's choice) 
Improvisation: games and scenarios 
Acting: projection, performance, production 
Theater and Culture: 

A/T2 
(KI-2) 

c 

A/T3 
(KI-3) 

b 
Careers in theater; 
Life and work of major playwrights and actors (instructor's choice) 

A/T4 
(KI-4) 

b 

4^ 
01 
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8tu Grade Arts: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Courses: Music, Visual Art, Dance, and Theater 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Music 
A/Ml 
(KI-1) 

a 
Elements of Performance 
Scale studies in five keys; 
Popular and classical repertoire; 
Instrumental/vocal mastery; 
Music and Culture: 

A/M2 
(KI-2) 

a,e 

A/M3 
(KI-3) 

b,c Careers in music; 
Performances at community events; 
Latino and African American music; 
Life and music of major composers and musicians (instructor's choice) A/M4 

(KM) 
c 

Visual Art 
A/VA1 
(KI-1) 

a,b, c, d,e 
Elements of Creation 
Media: wet and dry 
Visual basics: line, value, texture, shape, form, space, color; 
Painting/Drawing/Sculpture: still life, figure, abstract, perspective 
Color theory: the color wheel 
Art and Culture: 

A/VA2 
(KI-2) 

a,b, c,d 

A/VA3 
(KI-3) 

a,b,c,d 

^ 



uareers in visual art;                  
Life and work of major artists (instructor's choice) A/VA4 

(KM) 
a,b, c 

Dance A/Dl 
(KM) 

a, b, c, d 
Elements of Performance 
Classical technique: ballet 
Modern technique: jazz and hip-hop 
Dance and Culture: 

A/D2 
(KI-2) 

a, b, c, d 

A/D3 
(KI-3) 

a, b, c Careers in dance; 
African dance (Guinea and Mali); 
Life and work of major dancers (instructor's choice) 

A/D4 
(KM) 

a,b,c 

Theater A/Tl 
(KM) 

b,d 

Elements of Performance 
Play-writing: original work or act based on pre-existing play (instructor's choice) 
Improvisation: games and scenarios 
Acting: projection, performance, production 
Theater and Culture: 

A/T2 
(KI-2) 

c 

A/T3 
(KI-3) 

b 
Careers in theater; 
Life and work of major playwrights and actors (instructor's choice) 

A/T4 
(KM) 

b 

4^ 
en 
CO 
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9th Grade Arts: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Commencement (General Education and Major Sequence) 

Courses: Music, Visual Arts, Dance, and Theater 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Music A/Ml 
(KI-1) 

GE: a, b, c 
MS: b, f 

Elements of Performance 
Scale studies in five keys; 
Popular and classical repertoire; 
Instrumental/vocal mastery; 
Music and Culture 

A/M2 
(KI-2) 

GE: a,e 
MS:b 

A/M3 
(KI-3) 

GE:a 
MS.b Careers in music; 

Performances at community events; 
Latino and African American music; 
Life and music of major composers and musicians (instructor's choice) 

A/M4 ' 
(KI-4) 

GE: a 
MS: a 

Visual Art A/VA1 
(KI-1) 

GE:a,b 
MS: c, d 

Elements of Creation: 
Media: wet and dry 
Visual basics: line, value, texture, shape, form space, color; 
Painting/Drawing/Sculpture: still life, figure, abstract; 
Color theory: color wheel, warm and cool, mixing colors 
Art and Culture: 

A/VA2 
(KI-2) 

GE: a 
MS: a 

A/VA3 
(KI-3) 

GE: b, d 
MS: a 



Careers in visual art; 
Life and work of major artists (instructor's choice) 

Dance 

Elements of Performance 
Classical technique: ballet 
Modern technique: jazz and hip-hop 
Dance and Culture: 
Careers in dance; 
Life and work of major choreographers and dancers (instructor's choice) 

A/VA4 
(KM) 

A/Dl 

(KM) 

Theater 

Elements of Performance 
Play-writing: act based on pre-existing play (instructor's choice) 
Improvisation: games and scenarios 
Acting: projection, performance, production 
Theater and Culture: 
Careers in theater, 
Life and work of major playwrights and actors (instructor's choice) 

A/D2 
(KI-2) 

A/D3 
(KM) 

A/D4 

(KM) 

A/Tl 
(KM) 

A/T2 
(KI-2) 

A/T3 
(KI-3) 

A/T4 
(KM) 

GE:a 
MS:b 

GE:a 
MS: a, b 

GE:e 
MS: b, c 

GE.a 
MS:a,c 

GE:a,b 
MS:b 

GE: a, b, c 
MS: b, d 

GE:a,c 
MS:c 

GE:b 
MS: b, d 

GE:a,b 
MS: a 

if) 
if) 



t 
Learning Standards for the 

Arts at Three Levels 
Standard 1: Creating, Performing and Participating in the Arts 

Students will actively engage in the processes that constitute creation and performance in the arts 
(dance, music, theatre, and visual arts) and participate in various roles in the arts. 

Standard 2: Knowing and Using Arts Materials and Resources 
Students will be knowledgeable about and make use of the materials and resources available for 
participation in the arts in various roles. 

Standard 3: Responding to and Analyzing Works of Art 
Students will respond critically to a variety of works in the arts, connecting the individual work to 
other works and to other aspects of human endeavor and thought 

Standard 4: Understanding the Cultural Dimensions and Contributions of the Arts 
Students will develop an understanding of the personal and cultural forces that shape artistic 
communication and how the arts in turn shape the diverse cultures of past and present society. 

# 

* 
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i 
Standard 1—Creating, Performing, and 
Participating in the Arts , ,UII 

Dance Music 

» 

1. Students will perform set dance forms in formal and    i. Students will compose original music and perform 
informal contexts and will improvise, create, and musk written by others. They wm understand and use 
perform dances based on their own movement ideas.        the basic elements of music in their performances and 
TTiey will demonstrate an understanding of A/M I compositions. Students will engage in individual and 
choreographic principles, processes, and structures fJCXH\ group musical and music related tasks, and will 
and of the roles of various participants in dance describe the various roles and means of creating, 
productions. performing, recording, and producing music 

Students: 
• Identify and demonstrate movement elements and skills 

(such as bend, twist, slide, skip, hop) (a) 
• demonstrate ways of moving In relation to people, 

objects, and environments In set dance forms (b), 
• create and perform simple dances based on their own 

movement Ideas (c). 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A demonstrate the movements of various animals, a cat, a dog, an 

elephant, a monkey, etc. 
A pretend that they are flowers or plants caught In a wind, mov- 

ing In groups of two or three to suggest the movement 
A invent a dance based on a children's game, such as. Farmer In 

the Dell. London Bridge, etc. 

Students: 
• create short pieces consisting of sounds from a variety of 

traditional (e-g., tambourine, recorder, piano, voice), 
electronic (e.g, keyboard), and nontradittonal sound 
sources (e.g., water-filled glasses) Q 

• sing songs and play instruments, maintaining tone 
quality, pitch, rhythm, tempo, and dynamics; perform the 
music expressively; and sing or play simple repeated 
patterns (ostlnatos) with familiar songs, rounds, partner 
songs, and harmonizing parts jbj, 

• read simple standard notation In performance, and 
follow vocal or keyboard scores In listening jc) 

• in performing ensembles, read wry easy/easy music 
(New York State School Music Association [NYSSMA] 
level in)' and respond appropriately to the gestures of 
the conductor (d^ 

• identify and use, in Individual and group experiences, 
some of the rotes, processes, and actions used in 
performing and composing music of their own and 
others (e). 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A Improvise a short composition using the black keys on the piano 
A sing familiar rounds and folk songs in a group with good tone, 

tempo, intonation and rhythm 
A strum on an autoharp a two or three chord progression alone or 

with others to accompany student singing 
• read and perform standard rhythmic notation on rhythm sticks 

or other classroom instruments 
A play a simple pattern on a mallet instrument to accompany a 

familiar song such as Frere Jacques 
• perform a simple piece of music with others in a band, chorus or 

orchestra 
A conduct other students In performing simple musical pieces. 

> 

Key Ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance Indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 

'The New York State School Music Association (NYSSMA)has 
developed a standards-based Instructional model that can be used to 
assess student achievement. In the publication entitled NYSSMA 
Manual, the Music Association provides rules, regulations, and grad- 
ed listings of musical literature as a basis for assessing musical per- 
formance by individuals, small groups, or large organizations. The 
emphasis of the model Is on "quality of performance." (NYSSMA 1994, 
p. XXVII) 
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Students will actively en^a&e in the processes that constitute creation and 
IpeiTormance in the arts (dance, music, theatre, and visual arts) and participate in 
'various roles in the arts. 

Visual Arts 

<\/r i 

1. Students will create and perform theatre pieces as 
well as Impravisational drama. They will understand 
and use the basic elements of theatre in their       */VA 
characterizations, improvisations, and play writing./ W 
Students will engage in individual and group theatrical 
and theatre-related tasks, and will describe the various 
roles and means of creating, performing, and 
producing theatre. 

Students: 
• use creative drama to communicate Ideas and feelings fa} 
• imitate experiences through pantomime, play making, 

dramatic play, story dramatization, story telling, and role 
playing (b) 

• use language, voice, gesture, movement, and observation 
to express their experiences and communicate ideas and 
feelings @L_ 

• use basic props, simple set pieces, and costume pieces 
to establish place, time, and character for the 
participants (dj. 

• Identify and use in individual and group experiences 
some of the roles, processes, and actions for performing 
and creating theatre pieces and improvisarJonal 
drama (e). 

This Is evident, far example, when students: 
A use a belonging from home as practice In handling simple props 

and as an experience In evoking feelings In an audience 
A pantomime the action of a narrated story   . 
• observe the habits of familiar animals and use voice, gesture, 

body movement to portray the animals to classmates 
A act out a scene from a well-known fairy tab using basic props, 

simple set pieces and costume pieces 
A use puppets to dramatize an event: create the dialogue, voices 

and movement of the puppets to convey the story working In 
small groups. 

1. Students will make works of art that explore 
different kinds of subject matter, topics, themes, and 

I metaphors. Students will understand and use sensory 
•l) elements, organizational principles, and expressive 

Images to communicate their own ideas in works of 
art Students will use a variety of art materials, 
processes, mediums, and techniques, and use 
appropriate technologies for creating and exhibiting 
visual art works. 

Students: 
• experiment and create art works. In a variety of mediums 

(drawing, painting, sculpture, ceramics, printmaldng, 
video, and computer graphics), based on a range of 
individual and collective experiences (§} 

• develop their own ideas and images through the 
exploration and creation of art works based on themes, 
symbols, and events fb) 

• understand and use the elements and principles of art 
(line, color, texture, shape) in order to communicate then- 
Ideas (c) 

• reveafthrough their own art work understanding of how 
art mediums and techniques Influence their creative 
decisions ff) 

• identify and use, in Individual and group experiences, 
some of the roles and means for designing, producing, 
and exhibiting art works (ej|. 

This is evident, far example, when students: 
A paint a picture In tempera or watercolor In which they depict an 

experience that they recall 
A make a ceramic vessel which they decorate with symbols 
A make a drawing in which they depict three-dimensional space 

by using overlapping, placement on the picture plane and 
objects diminishing In size 

A select a medium for a work of art based on their experience with 
the medium and their desire that it should look a certain way 

A work with others to plan and produce a group art work, such as 
a mural, an Illustrated book, a stage design 

A draw objects from observation and use their Imagination to turn 
those drawings into objects or creatures 

A use the primary colors of pigment (cyan, magenta, yellow) to 
paint a picture from nature. 

STANDARD 1 
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Standard 2—Knowing and Using Arts 
Materials and Resources i 

# 

2. Students will know how to access dance and dance- 
related material from libraries, resource centers, 
museums, studios, and  performance spaces. Students 
will know various career possibilities in dance and 
recreational opportunities to dance. Students will 
attend dance events and participate as appropriate 
within each setting. /t//VIZ 

Students: 
• demonstrate knowledge of dance resources in video, 

photography, print, and live performance (aj. 
• understand the concept of Hve performance and 

appropriate conduct (b) 
• demonstrate a knowledge of dance-related careers (e.g^ 

dancer, choreographer, composer, lighting designer, 
historian, teacher) (c). 

This Is evident, far example, when students: 
A discuss the differences between watching a dance performance 

on video and watching a live performance 
A talk to a visiting artist (dancer, choreographer, composer, 

lighting director) about what he/she does. 

2. Students will use traditional instruments, electronic 
instruments, and a variety of nontraditional sound 
sources to create and perform music They will use 
various resources to expand their knowledge of 
listening experiences, performance opportunities, 
and/or Information about music Students will identify 
opportunities to contribute to their communities' 

{lCT~Z)music institutions, including those embedded in other 
'institutions (church choirs, industrial music 

ensembles, etc). Students will know the vocations and 
avocations available to them in music 

Students: 
• use classroom and nontradittonal instruments in 

performing and creating music (a) 
• construct instruments out of material not commonly 

used for musical instruments JbJ 
• use current technology to manipulate sound (g) 
• Identify the various settings in which they hear music 

and the various resources that are used to produce music 
during a typical week; explain why the particular type of 
music was used (j0_ 

• demonstrate appropriate audience behavior, including 
attentive listening, in a variety of musical settings in and 
out of school (e) 

• discuss ways that music is used by various members of 
the community (0. 

This Is evident, far example, when students: 
A use common Items (e.g., keys, classroom blinds, measuring   - 

sticks) as "found sounds" to Improvise a group composition 
A make a shaker from a paper tube to accompany a Native 

American dance or Latino song 
• change pitch or timbre of a sound on the synthesizer 
• keep a log of locations where they hear music In the community 

or home 
• exhibit appropriate behavior when listening to music in the 

school's auditorium 
A describe In class the ways music is used at home and in their 

community. 

Key Ideas are Identified by numbers (1). 
Performance Indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles {A). 

10 
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Students Will bo knowledgeable about and make use ol ibe and resources 
available for arious roles. 

Visual Aris 

2. Students will know the basic tools, media, and 
techniques involved in theatrical production. Students 
will locate and use school, community, and 
professional resources for theatre experiences.   A/WZ 
Students will understand the job opportunities /Jcx-Z-) 
available In all aspects of theatre. J 

Students: 
• visit theaters, theatre-related facilities, and/or touring 

companies to observe aspects of theatrical production jg) 
• use the library/media center of their school or 

community to find story dramatization material or other 
theatre-related materials and to view videotapes of 
performances (b}_ 

• attend theatrical performances in their school and 
demonstrate appropriate audience behavior (c^ 

»   speak with theatre professionals about how they prepare 
for and perform their Jobs (a). 

This is evident, for example, when students: 

A visit the high school to observe the rehearsal of a play and 
participate in a question and answer session with the 
production staff 

A search the school library for a story suitable to develop into a 
play 

• discuss and adhere to guidelines for proper behavior when 
attending a theatrical production, behavior which enhances 
enjoyment and supports the efforts of the performers 

A prepare Interview questions to use in a discussion with a theatre 
professional. 

2. Students will know and use a variety of visual arts 
materials, techniques, and processes. Students will 
know about resources and opportunities for 
participation in visual arts in the community 
(exhibitions, libraries, museums, galleries) and use 
appropriate materials (art reproductions, slides, print 
materials, electronic media). Students will be aware of 
vocational options available in the visual arts. 

Students: 
• understand the characteristics of various mediums 

(two-dimensional, three-dimensional, electronic images) 
in order to select those that are appropriate for their 
purposes and intent (a) 

• develop skills with electronic media as a means of 
expressing visual ideas (hj_ 

• know about some cultural institutions (museums and 
galleries) and community opportunities (art festivals) for 
looking at original art and talking to visiting artists, to 
increase their understanding of art (c) 

• give examples of adults who make their livings in the 
arts professions (d). 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A use a draw/paint computer program to create graphic images 
• visit a museum and write a short report of what they saw 
A engage a visiting artist In talk about what that artist does, how 

he/she does It and why. 

» 

STANDARD 2 

11 
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t 
Standard 3—Responding to and Analyzing 
Works of Art .     , 

Dei iic Music 

3. Students will express through written and oral 
language their understanding, interpretation, and 
evaluation of dances they see, do, and read about. 
Students will acquire the critical vocabulary to talk 
and write about a variety of dance forms. AJrA ~S 

Students: (flC !"-"£> 
• demonstrate knowledge of words and symbols (kinetic, 

visual, tactile, aural and olfactory) that describe 
movement (a^ 

• express to others their understanding of specific dance 
performances, using appropriate language to describe 
what they have seen and heard (b). 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A describe the patterns that they see m a video of a dance, such 

as, The March of The Wooden Soldiers 
A describe the bodily movement that they see In a dance and then 

Imitate It 

» 

3. Students will demonstrate the capacity to listen to 
and comment on music. They will relate their critical 
assertions about music to its aesthetic, structural, 
acoustic, and psychological qualities. Students will use 
concepts based on the structure of music's content and 
context to relate music to other broad areas of 
knowledge. They will use concepts from other 
disciplines to enhance their understanding of music. 

Students: 
• through listening. Identify the strengths and weaknesses 

of specific musical works and performances, including 
their own and others' W 

• describe the music in terms related to basic elements 
such as melody, rhythm, harmony, dynamics, timbre, 
form, style, etc (b) 

• discuss the basicmeans by which the voice and 
instruments can alter pitch, loudness, duration, and 
timbre (c^ 

• describe the music's context In terms related to its social 
and psychological functions and settings (e*, roles of 
participants, effects of music, uses of music with other 
events or objects, etc) (cQ_ 

• describe their understandings of particular pieces of 
music and how they relate to their surroundings (e). 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A listen to another student's musical composition and Identify 

elements (such as rhythm, harmony, melody) that they liked 
and disliked 

A describe, using correct terminology, the elements of music (such 
as timbre, dynamics, form) heard In a musical recording 

• orally identify the meter of a song sung by their classmates 
A demonstrate with a rubber band how to raise and lower pitch 
A write a few sentences on a social function attended (such as a 

wedding, bar mltzvah, etc.) and how music was used to enhance 
the function . 

A tell how music can set a mood in a particular setting (e.g., 
"happy" in an amusement park). 

Key Ideas are Identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 

» 
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Students will respond critically to a variety ol works in the arts, connecting the 
individual work to other works and to other aspects ol human endeavor and 
thought. 

Thi/airr Visual Arts 

4/T3 

» 

3. Students will reflect on, interpret, and evaluate 
plays and theatrical performances, both live and 
recorded, using the language of dramatic criticism. 
Students will analyze the meaning and role of theatre 
in society. Students will identify ways in which 
drama/theatre connects to film and video, other arts, 
and other disciplines. A/WK 

Students: £M>>} 
• discuss their understanding, Interpretation, and 

evaluation of a theatrical performance, using basic 
theatre terminology (a) 

• Identify the use of outer art forms in theatre 
productions (J>) 

• explain the relationship of theatre to film and video (ri.    ' 

This is evident, far example, when students: 
• view a scene or dramatic reading by their peers and describe the 

theatrical elements such as setting, character, conflict, etc. 
• discuss how music, dance and the visual arts are used to 

enhance musical theatre productions 
• compare how live theatre differs from fumed or taped 

performances. - 

3. Students will reflect on, interpret, and evaluate 
works of art, using the language of art criticism. 
Students will analyze the visual characteristics of the 
natural and built environment and explain the social, 
cultural, psychological, and environmental dimensions 
of the visual arts. Students will compare the ways in 
which a variety of ideas, themes, and concepts are 
expressed through the visual arts with the ways they 
are expressed in other disciplines. 

Students 
• explain their reflections about the meanings, purposes, 

and sources of works of art; describe their responses to 
the works and the reasons for those responses (al 

• explain the visual and other sensory qualities (surfaces, 
colors, textures, shape, sizes, volumes) found in a wide 
variety of artworks (b) 

• explain the themes tfiat are found in works of visual art 
and how the art works are related to other forms of art 
(dance, music, theatre, etc.) (c) 

• explain how ideas, themes, ofcbncepts in die visual arts 
are expressed in other disciplines (e-g, mathematics, 
science, literature, social studies, etc) (d). 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A describe what they see In a work of art and tell what they think 

the work of art Is about 
• describe how lines might Imply motion, color might convey 

emotion and size ought suggest distance In selected works of art 
• show how pattern can be found In a Mondrtan painting and In a 

familiar song. 

t 
STANDARD 3 
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i Dimensions and Contributions of the Arts 

DcHH'C Music 

4. Students will know dances from many cultures and 
times and recognize their relationship to various 

ff\*A   cu,tura*» social, and historic contexts. Students will 
' ^ "   recognize that dance Is performed in many different 
tx-M\ cultural settings and serves many functions in diverse 

/societies. ^H 

Students: C^X-H) 
• Identify basic dance movements that are typical of the 

major world cultures gg_ 
• explain the settings and circumstances in which dance is 

found In their lives and those of others, both past and 
present (b). 

This Is evident, far example, when students: 
• discuss the dance forms of the Plains Indians 
• explain the role that dance plays In their community (e.g., 

weddings, proms, festivals). 

» 

4. Students will develop a performing and listening 
repertoire of music of various genres, styles, and 
cultures that represent the peoples of the world and 
their manifestations in the United States. Students 
will recognize the cultural features of a variety of 
musical compositions and performances and 
understand the functions of music within the culture. 

Students: 
• Identify when listening, and perform from memory, a 

basic repertoire of folk songs/dances and composed songs 
from the basic cultures that represent the peoples of the 
world (a) 

• identify the titles and composers of well-known examples 
of classical concert music and blues/jazz selections (b) 

• identify the primary cultural, geographical, and 
historical settings for the music they listen to and 
perform (c). 

This is evident, far example, when students: 
A sing folk music common to a period of history in the United 

States 
• recognize and identify some simple pieces of music such as the 

tango, march and waltz and name the countries and composers 
most associated with the selections 

A record In a log the folksongs sung In class along with the 
country of origin 

• In music class make a pin map which shows the country of 
origin of folksongs and recordings. 

» 

Key Ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance Indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 
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Students will develop an understanding ol (he personal and cultural fore 
shape artistic communication and how ihe ails in turn shape the diverse 
past and present society. 

Visucil An: 

A/ry 
4. Students will gain knowledge about past and pre- *• Students will explore art and artifacts from various 
sent cultures as expressed through theatre. They will       historical periods and world cultures to discover the 
interpret how theatre reflects the beliefs, issues, and       roles that art plays in the lives of people of a giveir 
events of societies past and present A/\MH time and place and to understand how the time and 

• place influence the visual characteristics of the art 
Students: f k I' H) work. Students will explore art to understand the 

.  dramatize stories and folk tales from various cultures^     sodal, cultural, and environmental dimensions of 
•   engage in drama/theatre activities including music, 

dance, and games which reflect other cultures and ethnic 
groups (b) 

human society. 

•   discuss now classroom theatre activities relate to their 
lives (c). 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A read a folk tale In which animals play important roles; 

Improvise being animals, comparing and contrasting the 
"cultures* of animals and human beings 

• attend a community ethnic festival to learn about a particular 
culture, then share dances, songs and games learned at the 
festival with another class at school 

• discuss responses to a theatrical performance explaining what 
Ideas and feelings were conveyed and why the audience 
sympathized or was displeased with the main character. 

# 

Students: 
• look at and discuss a variety of art works and artifacts 

from world cultures to discover some Important ideas, 
issues, and events of those cultures (a) 

• look at a variety of art works and artifacts from diverse 
cultures of the United States and identify some 
distinguishing characteristics (b) 

• create art works that show the influence of a particular 
culture (c). 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A examine the Spanish style of architecture of the Southwest and 

describe the ways In which that architecture differs from 
architecture in New England used for the same purposes 

• discuss the ways In which the depletion of space differs In 
Egyptian art with the way It Is depicted In Renaissance art and 
conjecture about the reasons for the differences 

• study the style of the Australian Aboriginal art and create a 
work using that style but expressing their own Ideas about 
nature and animals. 

STANDARD 4 

» 
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Standard 1—Creating, Performing, and 
Participating in the Arts < 

VDI 

1. Students will perform set dance forms In formal and     i. students will compose original music and perform 
informal contexts and will improvise, create, and music written by others. They will understand and use 
perform dances based on their own movement ideas.        the basic elements of music in their performances and 
They will demonstrate an understanding of /yM) compositions. Students will engage in individual and 
choreographic principles, processes, and structures. vt N group musical and music-related tasks, and will 
and of the roles of various participants in dance     ''^'V desrrlh* th» varim 
productions. 

Students: 
• loicwandifeuiwi!<tratearangeofoio%«neTitclenienlsandskilb 

(such as balance, alignment elevation, and landing) and bade 
dance steps, positions, and patterns (a) 

• dance a range of forms from free Improvisation to 
structured choreography (b} 

• create or Improvise dance phrases, studies, and dances, 
alone and/or In collaboration with others, in a variety of 
contexts (g 

• demonstrate the ability to take various roles in group 
productions and performances (d). 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A invent a dance built on at least three different dance steps that 

creates a pattern and that moves throughout a given space 
A select a word or phrase at random from a pile of cards and 

Improvise a movement to express the Idea of the word or phrase; 
others In the class Interpret what the dancer Is expressing 

• take on one of the roles In a class dance production, i.e., 
choreographer, lighting, costuming, etc. 

describe the various roles and means of creating, 
performing, recording, and producing music. 

Students: 
• compose simple pieces that reflect a knowledge of 

melodic, rhythmic, harmonic, timbrel, and dynamic 
elements (a) 

• sing and/or"play, alone and in combination with other 
voice or instrument parts, a varied repertoire of folk, art, 
and contemporary songs, from notation, with a good tone, 
pitch, duration, and loudness (bj 

• improvise short musical compositions that exhibit 
cohesiveness and musical expression (c) 

• in performing ensembles, read moderately easy/ 
moderately difficult music (NYSSMA level HI-TV) and 
respond appropriately to the gestures of the conductor (d) 

• identify and use, in individual and group experiences, 
some of the roles, processes, and actions for performing 
and composing music of their own and others, and dis- 
cuss ways to improve them.   6 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A compose a melody that reflects the mood of a four line poem and 

exhibits knowledge of the basic elements of music (e.g., rhythm 
and melody) 

• sing with classmates a number of songs including folk, art and 
contemporary 

• Improvise on a violin a four measure phrase that is cohesive and 
expressive 

A perform moderately easy music (NYSSMA level 2 or 3) on an 
Instrument In a band 

• conduct peers through a choral warm-up piece. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance Indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 
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Students will actively ens>aj>e 
peiini mance in the nits 
various roles in the arts 

Thi'i 

the processes that constitute creation and 
music, theatre, and visual arts) and participate in 

Visual Arts 

rTI 

X-0 

1. Students will create and perform theatre pieces as 1. Students will make works of art that explore 
well as iraprovisadonal drama. They will understand different kinds of subject matter, topics, themes, and 
and use the basic elements of theatre in their       A/VAI n>etaphars. Students will understand and use sensory 
characterizations, improvisations, and play writing, (la-melements, organizational principles, and expressive 
Students will engage in individual and group theatrical    Images to communicate their own ideas In works of 
and theatre related tasks, and will describe the various     art Students will use a variety of art materials, 
roles and means of creating, performing, and processes, mediums, and techniques, and use 
producing theatre. appropriate technologies for creating and exhibiting 

visual art works. 

» 

Students 

• use improvisation and guided ploy writing to 
communicate ideas and feelings (a) 

• imitate various experiences through pantomime, play 
making, dramatic play, story dramatization, storytelling, 
role playing. Improvisation and guided play writing (M 

• use language, voice, gesture, movement and observation 
to create character and interact with others in 
improvisation, rehearsal, and performance W 

• create props, scenery, and costumes through individual 
and group effort (d) 

• identify and use, ui individual and group experiences, 
some of the roles, processes, and actions for performing 
and creating theatre pieces and improvisational drama 
within the school/community, and discuss ways to 
improve them (e). 

77uts is evident, for example, when students: 
A  develop a point of view on an Issue then use Improvisation to 

convey that point of view to an audience 
A recall or observe a simple action or moment, such as shopping 

for a pair of shoes, cooking from a recipe, typing a letter, and 
Imitate the experience through pantomime 

• create and act out character charades by using a prop (eg., 
hats) so specific to the character that they Indicate what/who 
the character is (age, gender, occupation) 

• select an appropriate scene to perform for a younger class: 
devise the props, costumes and set pieces and rehearse and 
perform the piece 

A suggest the role conflict plays In drama; write scenes with and 
without a conflict: discuss the differences. 

Students: 
• produce a collection of art works. In a variety of 

mediums, based on a range of Individual and collective 
experiences (g% 

• know and use a variety of sources for developing and 
conveying ideas, images, themes, symbols, and events in 
their creation of art CM 

• use the elements andprlnciples of art to communicate 
specific meanings to others in their art work (jcj, 

• during the creative process, reflect on the effectiveness 
of selected mediums or techniques to convey intended 
meanings (d) 

• identify and use. In individual and group experiences, 
some of the roles and means for designing, producing, 
and exhibiting art works and discuss ways to improve 
them (e). 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A research various architectural elements and design a building 

based on their research and on their plan for its use 
• develop an Image that Is appropriate for a lino cut, transfer It to 

the linoleum and print It using more than one color 
• develop a painting from their drawing of a still-life focusing on 

composition and color value 
• research the style of a selected sculptor and design a work based 

on that style but expressing the students' Ideas. 

» 
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Standard 2—Knowing and Using Arts 
Materials and Resources 

'Diincc Music 

• 

2. Students will know how to access dance and dance- 
related material from libraries, resource centers, 
museums, studios, and  performance spaces. Students 
will know various career possibilities in dance and 
recreational opportunities to dance. Students will 
attend dance events and participate as appropriate   . 
within each setting. A/Ml 

Students: (KX't) 
• demonstrate knowledge of sources for understanding 

dance technologies: live, print, video, computer, etc (a) 
• demonstrate knowledge of how human structure ana 

function affect movement in parts of dances and dances 
that they know or have choreographed (b) 

• demonstrate knowledge of audience/performer 
responsibilities and relationships in dance (c) 

• demonstrate knowledge of differences in performance 
venue and the events presented in each (d). 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A plan an appropriate venue for a dance they have developed 
A use the computer or video to examine dance routines. 

2. Students will use traditional instruments, electronic 
instruments, and a variety of nontradirJonal sound 
sources to create and perform music. They will use 
various resources to expand their knowledge of 
listening experiences, performance opportunities, 
and/or information about music. Students will identify 
opportunities to contribute to their communities' 
music institutions, including those embedded in other 
institutions (church choirs, industrial music 
ensembles, etc). Students will know the vocations and 
avocations available to them in music. 

Students: 
• use traditional or nontraditional sound sources, 

including electronic ones, in composing and performing 
simple pieces (a) 

• use school andcbmmunlty resources to develop 
information on music and musicians (b) 

• use current technology to create, produce and 
record/playback music (c) 

• identify a community-based musical interest or role and 
explain the skills, knowledge, and resources necessary to 
pursue the interest or adopt the role (d). 

• demonstrate appropriate listening and other 
participatory responses to music of a variety of genres 
and cultures (e) 

• investigate some career options related to their musical 
interests (I). 

This is evident, lor example, when students: 
A use their voices, traditional Instruments, or "found sounds" to 

create a sound composition which Is appropriate for a holiday 
(e.g.. Halloween) 

A collect and catalogue the concerts scheduled In their community 
for an upcoming month 

A prepare a solo for performance, use library materials at school 
or in the community, to write a short paper on the composer of a 
solo work they are preparing 

A use a stereo cassette recorder and microphones to record a 
group composition of their peers and play It back In class 

A describe. In their log. a variety of community musical opportuni- 
ties In which students may participate 

A discover and report to the Instrumental class lesson what skills 
are necessary to participate In the regional youth orchestra 

A exhibit proper audience behavior when attending a concert 
given by professional musicians 

A determine and record In the log what education and training are 
needed to become one of the following—a composer, arranger. 
professional musician, or other occupation associated with 
music. 

L» 

Key Ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance Indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 
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Students will he knowledgeable about and make use of ilie inalerials and resources' 
available lor participation in the ails in various roles. 

Thvi Visual Aris 

2. Students will know the basic tools, media, and 2- Students will know andI use a varietyjrf visual arts 
techniques Involved in theatrical production. Students    materials, techniques, and processes-Students will 
will locate and use school, community, and know about resources and opportunities un- 
professional resources for theatre experiences.    4/\% Z participation in visual arts in the community 
Students will understand the job opportunities    ,„, ,. (exhibitions, libraries, museunis, galleries) and use 
available in all aspects of theatre. C\&'l) appropriate materials (art reproductions, slides, print 

materials, electronic media). Students will be aware of 

I 

Students: 
• visit theatre technology faculties, including the local high 

school facility, and interact with professionals and 
theatre students to learn about theatre technology (eg, 
lighting, staging, sound, etc) (a) 

• use the school or community library/media centers and 
other resources to develop information on various  . 
theatre-related topics (M 

• know about local theatrical Institutions, attend 
performances In school and In the community, and 
demonstrate appropriate audience behavior Jc^ 

• discuss vocations/avocations with theatre professionals 
and identify the skills and preparation necessary for 
theatre vocations/avocations (d). 

This Is evident, tar example, when students: 
• visit the high school to discover how a lighting system works by 

participating In hands-on workshop experience with a lighting 
technician 

• research various theatre history tune periods in the library and 
on the computer internet to compile a class booklet on theatre 
history 

• prepare a bulletin board with Information about local school, 
college and community theatres including production schedules 
and student reviews of productions 

• Interview various theatre technology artists and report to the 
class on the preparation necessary to be trained for these 

vocational options available In the visual arts. 

Students: 
• develop skills with a variety of art materials and 

competence in at least one medium (a^ 
• use the computer and other electronic media as 

designing tools and to communicate visual Ideas flb) 
• take advantage of community opportunities and cultural 

institutions to learn Irom professional arusta, look at 
original art, and increase their understanding of art fc) 

• understand the variety of careers related to the visual 
arts and the skills necessary to pursue some of them (d). 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A mix paint in a range of shades and tints and apply the paint to 

their work with skill 
A use the computer to develop an Idea for a project with sculpture 
• visit a museum and look at an original work of art and discuss 

the differences between the original and the reproduction 
• use the Internet to explore images of public art 

r 
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Standard 3—Responding to and Analyzing 
Works of Art , ,   ,. 

3. Students will express through written and oral 
language their understanding, interpretation, and 
evaluation of dances they see, do, and read about 
Students will acquire the critical vocabulary to talk 
and write about a variety of dance forms. AJth% 

Students: ClX'Q 
• demonstrate knowledge of the technical language used in 

discussing dance performances {a} 
• demonstrate knowledge of choreographic principles and 

processes gg 
• express to others their understanding of specific dance 

performances, including perceptions, descriptions, 
analyses, interpretations, and evaluations (c). 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A write a short review of a high school dance performance 
• after viewing a video of a dance they compare their 

Interpretations with others in the group. 

# 

3. Students will demonstrate the capacity to listen to 
and comment on music They will relate their critical 
assertions about music to its aesthetic, structural, 
acoustic, and psychological qualities. Students will use 
concepts based on the structure of music's content and 
context to relate music to other broad areas of 
knowledge. They will use concepts from other 
disciplines to enhance their understanding of music. 

Students: 
• through listening, analyze and evaluate their own and 

others' performances, improvisations, and compositions 
by identifying and comparing them with similar works 
and events (a) 

• use appropriate terms to reflect a working knowledge of 
the musical elements (b) 

• demonstrate a basic awareness of the technical skllis 
musicians must develop to produce an aesthetically 
acceptable performance (c) 

• use appropriate terms to reflect a working knowledge of 
social musical functions and uses (appropriate choices of 
music for common ceremonies and other events) (Q 

• use basic scientific concepts to explain how 
music-related sound is produced, transmitted through 
air, and perceived (e) 

• use terminology firSm music and other arts to analyze 
and compare the structures of musical and other artistic 
and literary works (0- 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A listen to two musical compositions on the same theme (e.g., 

celebrating a holiday) and point out similarities and differences 
• compare and contrast his/her performance of a solo with that of 

a professional recording 
A accurately describe the musical elements employed In an 

original composition or one written by peers 
A describe a technique (e.g.. correct hand position or relaxed Jaw) 

that will Improve their tone In playing or singing 
A plan a social event and list the music (or musicians) that would 

support the occasion 
• use garden hoses (or other tubing) of differing lengths to 

demonstrate how the lengths affect pitch 
A suggest some classical pieces of music that may accompany a 

show of student art work or poetry and specify why the 
selections were chosen. 

Key ideas are Identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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Students will respond critic<dl\ to r 
individual work lo other works ;md 
'thought. 

ol works in the arts, connecting the 
aspects ol human endea\or and 

TllL'i Visual Aris 

3. Students will reflect on, interpret, and evaluate .    A , 3- Students will reflect on, Interpret, and evaluate 
plays and theatrical performances, both live and A/W} works of art, using the language of art criticism, 
recorded, using the language of dramatic criticism.c ti-DStudents will analyze the visual characteristics of the 

I 

Students will analyze the meaning and role of theatre 
In society. Students will identify ways in which 
drama/theatre connects to film and video, other arts, 
and other disciplines. 

Students: 
• use the techniques and vocabulary of theatre criticism, 

both written and oral, to discuss theatre experiences and 
improve individual and group performances (a) 

• examine and discuss the use of other art forms in a 
theatre production (b) 

• explain how drama/theatre experiences relate to other 
literary and artistic events (c). 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A direct a group of their peers and give specific recommendations 

for Improving a small group performance 
A design a set, develop costumes or write a song for a scene of a 

play and explain why the project Is appropriate 
• compare and contrast a dramatic reading and a silent reading of 

a particular passage. 

natural and built environment and explain the social, 
cultural, psychological, and environmental dimensions 
of the visual arts. Students will compare the ways in 
which a variety of ideas, themes, and concepts are 
expressed through the visual arts with the ways they 
are expressed in other disciplines. 

Students: 
• discuss and write their analyses and interpretations of 

their own works of art and the art of others, using 
appropriate critical language (a). 

• identify, analyze, and interpret the visual and sensory 
characteristics that they discover in natural and 
human-made forms (b) 

• compare the ways ideas and concepts are communicated 
through visual art with the various ways that those ideas 
and concepts are manifested in other art forms (c^ 

• compare the ways ideas, themes, and concepts are 
communicated through the visual arts in other 
disciplines, and the various ways that those ideas, 
themes, and concepts are manifested within the 
discipline (d^ 

This IS evident, for example, when students: 
A write an Interpretation of Horace Pippin's Domino Playets after 

class analysis of the Images and composition 
A discuss the way In which the black and white and gray of the 

painting enhances the meaning of Picasso's Guertnca 
A analyze the engineering skills and the political skills. In 

addition to his artistic vision that the artist, Chrlsto, needed In 
order to complete the Wrapping Of The Reich Stag to 1995. 

» 
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Standard 4—Understanding the Cultural 
Dimensions and Contributions of the Arts 

VA1 

# 

4. Students will know dances from many cultures and 
times and recognize their relationship to various 
cultural, social, and historic contexts. Students will 
recognize that dance is performed In many different 
cultural settings and serves many functions in diverse 
societies. /t/wy 

Students: (Wi) 
• Identify the major dance forms of specific world cultures 

past and present (aj 
• Identify some of the major dance artists from diverse 

cultures (bj 
• show how specific dance forms are related to the culture 

from which they come (c). 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A attend a dance performance of an ethnic group and describe the 

characteristics of that dance 
• discuss dance as ritual In an African group 
A research the dance forms of the ethnic group from which they 

come or the dance forms of their teenage culture 
• create a sequence and dance after Investigating poems from 

Afrlcia, India, Asia and South America to discover their 
rhythmic and metric structure. 

4. Students will develop a performing and listening 
repertoire of music of various genres, styles, and 
cultures that represent the peoples of the world and 
their manifestations in the United States. Students 
will recognize the cultural features of a variety of 
musical compositions and performances and 
understand the functions of music within the culture. 

Students: 
• identify the cultural contexts of a performance or 

recording and perform (with movement, where culturally 
appropriate) a varied repertoire of folk, art. and 
contemporary selections from the basic cultures that 
represent the peoples of the world (a) 

• identify from a performance or recording the titles and 
composers of well-known examples of classical concert 
music and blues/jazz selections (b) 

• discuss the current and past cuttural, social, and 
political uses for the music they listen to and perform (c}_ 

• in performing ensembles, read and perform repertoire In a 
culturally authentic manner (d). 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A compile a list of listening selections categorized by countries or 

cultures of the world 
A Identify, from listening selections, different forms of Jazz 

Including blues. Dixieland, boogie woogte. modem, and cool. 
Name musicians associated with each of the Jazz forms 

A discuss how work songs have helped workers during their labors 
A after hearing a professional recording of a Sousa march. Identify 

Important stylistic concerns and discuss how to apply them In 
their own performance. 

» 

Key Ideas are Identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles {A). 
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Students will develop an understanding ol the personal and cultural Ion 
shape artistic: communication iind how (lie ai is in turn shape the diverse 
past and present society. 

TlK'i Visual Aris 

4 Students will gain knowledge about past and 
present cultures as expressed through theatre. They 
will Interpret how theatre reflects the beliefs, Issues, 
and events of societies past and present 

Students: 6KT-H) 
• Improvise scenes based on Information about various cul- 

tures (a) 
• createTntercultural celebrations using props, settings, 

and costumes (b) 
• explain how drama/theatre experiences relate to them- 

selves and others Q. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A explore a ritual within a culture which marks a "rite of 

passage," then improvise a performance which marks an 
Important event In the students' own lives 

• create a Native American Festival representing various tribes 
and demonstrate the cultural Indicators of each tribe e.g., 
rituals, costume, governmental structure, family life, etc.) 

• explain how a dramatic performance on video or film depicts a 
feeling or event they may have experienced. 

§ 

4. Students will explore art and artifacts from various 
historical periods and world cultures to discover the 
roles that art plays In the lives of people of a given 
time and place and to understand how the tune and 
place influence the visual characteristics of the art 
work. Students will explore art to understand the 
social, cultural, and environmental dimensions of 
human society. 

Students: 
>   demonstrate how art works and artifacts from diverse 

world cultures reflect aspects of those cultures (a) 
• demonstrate the ways in which some particular"©* 

works and artifacts reflect important aspects of the 
diverse cultures of the United States Jb} 

• create art works that reflect a particular historical period 
of a culture (c). 

77iis is evident, for example, when students: 
• research the totems and other artifacts of the Northwest Indians 

and discuss how those Images are connected with their rituals 
and their beliefs about family and clan 

• look at traditional Japanese art and Identify Its visual 
characteristics 

A examine the patterns of Mexican textiles and create a work In 
which they Invent a pattern based on those Ideas. 

» 
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Standard 1—Creating, Performing, and 
Participating in the Arts       <   > ,. ,, . 

Dana/ Music 

1. Students will perform set dance forms in formal and i. Students will compose original music and perform 
*>/6 I     *"*••B* contexts and will improvise, create, and music written by others. They will understand and use 

perform dances based on their own movement ideas. the basic elements of music in their performances and 
C KI- «> They will demonstrate an understanding of AM I compositions. Students will engage in individual and 

choreographic principles, processes, and structures (*f-|)group musical and music related tasks, and will 
and of the roles of various participants in dance describe the various roles and means of creating, 
productions. performing, recording, and producing music. 

Students: 
• perform movements and dances that require 

demonstration of complex steps and patterns as well as 
an understanding of contextual meanings M 

• create dance studies and full choreographies based on 
identified and selected dance movement vocabulary (b) 

• apply a variety of choreographic processes and 
structures as appropriate to plan a duet or ensemble 
performance (c). 

This is evident, far example, when students: 
• perform a dance which Is student choreographed using an 

excerpt from a selected contemporary piece of music 
• develop the choreography for a duet and plan the rehearsal 

program to achieve the dance 
• view a dance company's practice sessions, observe how the 

dancers develop and Integrate their movements and expressions 
for their own piece and In concert with the other dancers, and 
then analyze and describe the process 

A work as part of a group to research a particular style of dance, 
develop and create choreography based on that research, and 
then perform the piece as an ensemble. 

Students; 
• compose simple pieces for at least two mediums, including 

computers (MIDI) and other electronic Instruments. 
(Pieces may combine music with other art forms such as 
dance, theatre, visual arts, or film/video.) Q 

• sing and/or play recreational Instruments accurately, 
expressively, and with good tone quality, pitch, duration, 
loudness, technique, and (singing) diction (b) 

• use common symbols (notation) to perform'muslc on 
recreational instruments Jcj_ 

• identify and describe the roles, processes, and actions 
needed to produce professional concerts and musical 
theatre productions (d). 

• explain the commercial-music roles of producer, 
recordist, public relations director, recording company 
executive, contractor, musicians, union officials, 
performers, etc. (ej 

This is evident, for exampJe. when students: 
A compose a 32 bar musical piece with a simple melody and 

appropriate harmony on an electronic keyboard or piano 
• play a guitar with acceptable tone quality, good technique and 

correct rhythm to accompany a song 
• play on a dulcimer an eight measure melody based on a familiar 

folksong 
• participate In a concert production as a performer, 

composer/arranger, program annotator, music librarian, stage 
hand, etc. 

• write a short narrative after Interviewing a local commercial 
music person about their career activities. 

0 

Key ideas are Identified by numbers (I). 
Performance Indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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Students will actively cn%a%c in the processes that constitute creation and 
pcrloi inanrc in the arts (dance, music, theatre 
various roles in the arts. 

arts) and participate in 

Tlu-Lurc Visual Ans 

§ 

1. Students will create and perform theatre pieces as 
well as improvisational drama. They will understand 
and use the basic elements of theatre in their 47VAI 
characterizations, improvisations, and play writing. C W->) 
Students will engage in individual and group theatrical 
and theatre-related tasks, and will describe the various 
roles and means of creating, performing, and 
producing theatre. 

Students: 
• write monologues and scenes to communicate ideas and 

feelings {a}. 
• enact experiences through pantomime, improvisation, 

play writing, and script analysis gg_ 
• use language, techniques of sound production 

(articulation, enunciation, diction, and phrasing), 
techniques of body, movement, posture, stance, gesture, 
and facial expression and analysis of script to personify 
character^); interact with others in improvisation, 
rehearsal, and performance; and communicate ideas and 
feelings Q 

• design and build props, sets, and costumes to 
communicate the intent of the production (dj. 

• make acting, directing, and design choices that support 
and enhance the intent of the class, school, and /or 
community productions (e). 

This is evident, far example, when students: 
A write and perform an original monologue which expresses a 

struggle over a decision of whether to engage In a particular 
activity with peers 

A select an example of visual art (paintings, reproductions. 
photographs, postcards); study the visual art for setting, mood. 
and characterization; and Improvise a scene ending In a tableau 

A perform a reader's theatre piece concentrating on voice and 
gestures to convey nuances of character, mood and meaning 

A create a floor plan of a set design for a play 
A assume various roles of theatrical personnel, both onstage and 

backstage, to assure the success of a school production. 

1. Students will make works of art that explore 
different kinds of subject matter, topics, themes, and 
metaphors. Students will understand and use sensory 
elements, organizational principles, and expressive 
images to communicate their own ideas in works of 
art. Students will use a variety of art materials, 
processes, mediums, and techniques, and use 
appropriate technologies for creating and exhibiting 
visual art works. 

Students: 
• create a collection of art work. In a variety ot mediums, 

based on instructional assignments and individual and 
collective experiences to explore perceptions, ideas, and 
viewpoints fg) 

• create art wonts in which they use and evaluate different 
kinds of mediums, subjects, themes, symbols, metaphors, 
and images jb) 

• demonstrate an increasing level of competence In using the 
elements and principles of art to create art works for 
public exhibition (ej 

• reflect on their developing work to determine the 
effectiveness of selected mediums and techniques for 
conveying meaning and adjust their decisions 
accordingly (d). 

This Is evident, for example, what students: 
A do a series of drawings of posed figures and then incorporate one 

or more of those figures Into a painting to express a specific 
theme 

A use one medium or technique In more than two works to 
Indicate their skill with that medium or technique 

A develop an Idea for a work of art, research the various ways in 
which that idea has been expressed by other artists and at other 
times, select the appropriate medium or technique for that 
work and complete the work 

A produce a computer generated design In which they use their 
understanding of composition, color, line, space. 

STANDARD 1 
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Standard 1—Creating, Performing, and 
Participating in the Arts        ..„,.„,..•,,••.••.-,,,,., 

Donee Music 

A/61 
'fcl-O 

1. Students will perform set dance forms in formal and ; Students will compose original music and perform 
informal contexts and will improvise, create, and music written by others. They will understand and use 
perform dances based on their own movement ideas. the basic elements of music in their performances and 
They will demonstrate an understanding of fVMI compositions. Students will engage In individual and 
choreographic principles, processes, and structures £fcI-l>group musical and music related tasks, and will 
and of the roles of various participants in dance describe the various roles and means of creating, 
productions. performing, recording, and producing music 

# 

In addition to the General Education performance indicators, 
students: 

• use a variety of sources to find dance ideas (a) 
• select dance structures for use in choreographic 

projects <M_ 
• perform dances requiring use of more sophisticated 

performance elements such as dynamics, phrasing, 
musicallry, expression (c) 

• use a variety of choreographic approaches with any 
number of dancers, props, and performance spaces (<n_ 

• demonstrate ability to work effectively as dancer, 
choreographer, director, costumer, lighting designer, 
manager (e). 

This is evident. Ibr example, when students: 
A select dance structures based on traditional forms and 

choreograph them Into a dance, selecting the musk 
• create a dance appropriate for elementary school children and 

Instruct the children In bodily movements and dance vocabulary 
A prepare and perform a dance recital which shows a high level of 

expression, dynamics, imislcallty and phrasing 
A create and develop audition pieces that demonstrate knowledge 

of high level choreographic principles 
• arrange, prepare and audition for dance companies, 

participating In the process with poise and professionalism 
A Interpret an existing piece of choreography through reflection 

(e.g.. Journal writing) and a uniquely personal approach to 
performance. 

Key Ideas are Identified by numbers (I). 
Performance Indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 

In addition to the General Education performance indicators, 
students: 

• compose a collection of works for wind, string, percussion, 
vocal, keyboard, or electronic media that demonstrates an 
understanding and application of the musical elements and 
music related technology (e^ 

• monitor and adjust their performance and compositional 
techniques, identifying strengths and areas for 
improvements (tg. 

• improvise and arrange extended musical compositions 
that exhibit cohesiveness and musical expression jcl 

• in choral and instrumental ensembles, read difficult/very 
difficult music (NYSSMA level V or VT); exhibit 
independent control over tone quality, intonation, 
rhythm, dynamics, balance, blend, expression, and 
articulation; and respond appropriately to the gestures 
of the conductor jdl 

• adopt at least two of the roles they identify as needed 
(composer, arranger, copyist, conductor, performer, 
announcer, instrument maker or provider, program 
annotator, recordist) to produce the performance of a 
musical composition In the classroom fe) 

• in performing groups, produce musical performances by 
peer-led small ensembles and sections of larger 
ensembles (f). 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A compose a one movement work for his /her own instrument or 

voice that demonstrates knowledge of the elements of music and 
compositional techniques 

A describe the strengths and weaknesses of their performance In a 
music journal 

A show improvement over time by recording multiple 
performances of a musical composition on an audiotape 

A improvise and/or arrange a popular song for the school jazz 
band or show choir 

A play his/her Instrument exhibiting control of tone quality, 
technique, etc.. when playing alone or In a performing 
organization 

A perform a solo or duet at a NYSSMA evaluation festival 
A write about the composer of a standard piece of music while 

he/she Is learning to perform the work 
A work with peers to produce a recital for friends and parents 
A through a peer group rehearsal Improve a section of a large 

group musical performance. 

» 
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i 
Students will actively ei 
performance in the arts 
various roles in the arts 

engage iii the processes that constitute creation and 
e. anisic, theatre, and visual arts) and participate in 

'The; Visual At tb 

I 

1. Students will create and perform theatre pieces as 
well as improvisational drama. They will understand 
and use the bask elements of theatre in their       AN* 
characterizations, improvisations, and play writing. (fcr< 
Students will engage in individual and group theatrical 
and theatre-related tasks, and will describe the various 
roles and means of creating, performing, and 
producing theatre. 

In addition to the General Education performance indicators, 
students: 

• write plays to communicate their ideas and feelings (a) 
• collaborate In the development of original works wrach 

reflect life experiences (b) 
• use vocal, movement, aiuTbody techniques to create 

complex characters in monologues, oral interpretation, 
and scene study jcl 

>   create props, scenery, and costumes for different styles of 
plays (d) 

• carry out acting, directing, and design choices which 
support and enhance the intent of a production (e). 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A write a play to submit for a student playwrlghtlng competition 

(e.g.. Very Special Arts) following competition guidelines 
A use Improvisation to discover Issues of concern for teenagers and 

develop original pieces into script format 
• use oral Interpretation to convey the nuances of character and 

feeling in a student selected narrative poem 
• select an absurdist piece (e.g., a Pinter or Albee play) to produce 

which highlights sophisticated levels of theatrical understanding 
• participate In an internship In theatre technology or business 

management with a local college, community or professional 
theatre production. 

1. Students will make works of art that explore 
digerent kinds of subject matter, topics, themes, and 

I metaphors. Students will understand and use sensory 
• '^elements, organizational principles, and expressive 

images to communicate their own ideas in works of 
art Students will use a variety of art materials, 
processes, mediums, and techniques, and use 
appropriate technologies for creating and exhibiting 
visual art works. 

In addition to the General Education performance indicators, 
students: 

• produce comprehensive and well organized 
commencement portfolios of their work (a) 

• reveal through their work a broad investigation of a 
variety of individual ideas and at least one theme 
explored imaginatively and In depth Jb) 

• give evidence that they have developed an emerging 
personal style (c) 

• use selected mediums and techniques and select the most 
appropriate mediums and techniques to communicate 
their ideas (dj. 

This Is evident, far example, when students: 
A produce a portfolio with at least ten completed works, together 

with sketches, notes and research that were used In the 
development of those works 

• include In their portfolios drawings which show their ability to 
draw from observation and from their imagination 

• Include In their portfolios one example of a work which was 
student generated, researched and developed 

• use electronic Imaging (film, computers, vldeo.cd/rom, etc.) to 
create Individual images. 

» 
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Standard 2—Knowing and Using Arts 
Materials and Resources ,, ,     ,, , 

(/# 

A/OZ 

2. Students will know how to access dance and dance- 
related material from libraries, resource centers, 
museums, studios, and   performance spaces. Students 
will know various career possibilities in dance and 
recreational opportunities to dance. Students will 
attend dance events and participate as appropriate   . 
within each setting. A/lAZ 

2. Students will use traditional instruments, electronic 
instruments, and a variety of nontraditjonal sound 
sources to create and perform music They will use 
various resources to expand their knowledge of 
listening experiences, performance opportunities, 
and/or information about music Students will identify 
opportunities to contribute to their communities' 

* 

Students: 
• use dance technologies without significant supervision jg) 
"   are familiar with techniques of research about dance (b) 
• know about regional performance venues which present 

dance and how to purchase tickets and access 
information about events (c) 

• know about educational requirements of dance-related 
careers (d) 

• identify major muscles and bones and how they function 
In dance movement (e). 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A select the appropriate dance technologies for a given 

performance 
• know about the rale that muscles play In dance and practice 

correct stretching exercises 
• attend a regional dance performance and report to the class 

aboutK 
A compile an ongoing calendar of community dance events and 

share this Information with other students and the broader 
community through the broadcast media, publications, or 
on-line 

• attend a variety of dance performances and keep a journal/me of 
the obvious differences and similarities 

A gather Information, through research and interviews, about 
dance-related careers and professional training, and establish a 
file for use and contributions by other students 

A research and compare and contrast the movement and functions 
of muscles and bones In dance and other physical activities, 
such as tennis, swimming, etc. 

/^j.2\music institutions, including those embedded in other 
Institutions (church choirs. Industrial music ensem- 
bles, etc.). Students will know the vocations and 
avocations available to them In music 

Students: 
• use traditional, electronic, and nontraditlonal media for 

composing, arranging, and performing music {a) 
• describe and compare the various services provided by 

community organizations that promote musk 
performance and listening (b) 

• use print and electronic media, including recordings, in 
school and community libraries to gather and report 
information on music and musicians ^cj 

• Identify and discuss the contributions of local experts in 
various aspects of music performance, production, and 
scholarship jdL 

• participate as a discriminating member of an audience 
when listening to performances from a variety of genres, 
forms, and styles (e) 

• understand a broad range of career opportunities In the 
field of music. Including those involved with funding, 
producing, and marketing musical events (0s. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A use an electronic keyboard and computer to compose and print 

out a sixteen measure composition 
A report to the class on a major musical organization In the   - 

community and Its schedule of performances for the school year 
A present a detailed oral report to the class based on information 

gathered at the local library on a musician and his life which 
Includes recordings of some of the composer's compositions 

A gather information about stereo systems from a local electronics 
dealer 

A attend two different concerts and note similarities, differences 
and personal reactions In their log 

A research and write a report on a musical career. 

P 

Key Ideas are Identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 
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Studi-ms will he knowledgeable about and make use ol the and resources; 
available lor arious roles. 

XrO 

2. Students will know the basic tools, media, and 
techniques involved in theatrical production. Students 
will locate and use school, community, and 
professional resources for theatre experiences.    . N+ - 
Students will understand the job opportunities 
available in all aspects of theatre. 

» 

Students: 
• use theatre technology skills and facilities in creating a 

theatrical experience fa) 
• use school and community resources, including 

library/media centers, museums and theatre 
professionals, as part of the artistic process leading to 
production ft>) 

• visit local theatrical institutions and attend theatrical 
performances in their school and community as an 
individual and part of a group {c}_ 

• understand a broad range of vocations/avocations in 
performing, producing, and promoting theatre (d). 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A read and follow a lighting plot for a production, handling and 

focusing lighting instruments properly 
• read a script for a production, then complete pictorial research 

on the costuming and accessories of the time period before 
designing costumes 

A write a short review of a local community performance for 
publication In the school newspaper 

A create a publicity campaign for the high school production. 

2. Students will know and use a variety of visual arts 
materials, techniques, and processes. Students will 
know about resources and opportunities for 
participation in visual arts in the community 
(exhibitions, libraries, museums, galleries) and use 
appropriate materials (art reproductions, slides, print 
materials, electronic media). Students will be aware of 
vocational options available in the visual arts. 

Students: 
• select and use mediums and processes that communicate 

intended meaning in their art works, and exhibit 
competence in at least two mediums (a) 

• use the computer and electronic medtato express their 
visual ideas and demonstrate a variety of approaches to 
artistic creation (b)_ 

• interact with professional artists and participate in 
school- and community-sponsored programs by art 
organizations and cultural institutions (p) 

• understand a broad range of vocations/avocations in the 
Held of visual arts, including those involved with 
creating, performing, exhibiting, and promoting art (dj. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A select a process or medium for their Intended work of art and 

describe their reasons for that selection 
A interview a professional artist about what that artist does, 

his/her preparation, the organization of his/her business 
A produce a mixed media work of art which uses the computer 

image, the camera, the copy machine and other electronic 
media. 

» 
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# 
Materials and Resources 

Diiricx' Music 

4/0* 

# 

2. Students will know how to access dance and dance- 
related material from libraries, resource centers, 
museums, studios, and  performance spaces. Students 
will know various career possibilities in dance and 
recreational opportunities to dance. Students will 4** 
attend dance events and participate as appropriated tT 
withiai each setting. 

In addition to the General Education performance indicators, 
students: 
'   us* technologies to research, create, perform, or 

communicate about dance (g± 
• understand the roles of dancers, audience, and creators in 

a variety of dance forms and contexts (bj 
• participate in, or observe, dance events outside of 

school (c) 
• know about educational requirements of dance related 

careers and how to prepare for possible entrance Into 
those fields (<Q. 

• know about good nutrition, injury prevention, and how 
to care for the body (e). 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A use the Internet or other means to research dance forms of the 

1920s 
• intem with a local dance company 
A research at least three Institutions which have dance programs 

In order to know the entrance requirements for each 
A practice good nutrition and Injury prevention techniques 
A work alone or with a group of students to research current 

dance Innovations through library and on-line resources and 
compile a bibliography of sources for class use. Including 
relevant llstservs. Home Pages, etc 

• alone or with a group, research the development of one style of 
dance by using a variety of sources. Including archival files 

A Interview professionals In the dance Industry to learn about 
educational, physiological, and logistical career requirements 
and document the Interviews. 

2. Students will use traditional instruments, electronic 
instruments, and a variety of nontraditional sound 
sources to create and perform music They will use 

z various resources to expand their knowledge of 
..listening experiences, performance opportunities, 
* And/or Information about music Students will Identify 

opportunities to contribute to their communities' 
music institutions. Including those embedded in other 
institutions (church choirs, industrial music 
ensembles, etc). Students will know the vocations and 
avocations available to them in music 

In addition to the General Education performance indicators, 
students: 

• develop a classified and annotated directory of nearby 
music related establishments such as Instrument and 
music retailers, instrument makers and repair persons, 
recording studios, union representatives, etc ja) 

• identify ways that they have contributed to the support 
of the musical groups of which they are members jb) 

• explain opportunities available to them for further 
musical growth and professional development in higher 
education and community institutions (c). 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A collect data on the music services available in the community 

such as recording studios, repair shops, retailers and 
instrument makers 

• volunteer to serve as music librarian (or other necessary 
positions such as secretary) for a performing group m which 
they participate 

A via the Internet or a computer data base, generate a list of 
colleges that offer a particular program In a musical field (e.g., 
performance, Instrument repair, electronics, arts production). 

» 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (I). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (*). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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'Students will be knowledgeable about and make use ol the materials and 
.available lor in (be r ai ious roles. 

Visual At is 

2. Students will know the basic tools, media, and 
techniques involved in theatrical production. Students 

'%     will locate and use school, community, and 
-r.1 \ professional resources for theatre experiences.   A/^nZ. 
1     ' Students will understand the job opportunities   £g£-Z) 

available in all aspects of theatre. 

In addition to the General Education performance Indicators, 
students: 

• identify current technologies, published scripted 
material, and print and electronic resources available for 
theatrical productions (a) 

• identify college and/or community opportunities in 
theatre after graduation and the requirements for 
application or participation (b) 

• cooperate In an ensemble as performers, designers, 
technicians, and managers to create a theatrical 
production fc) 

• design an individualized study program (Le„ internship, 
mentorship, research project) in a chosen theatre, film, 
or video vocation/avocation and share the information 
with the class (d). 

> 

This is evident, lor example, when students: 
A investigate and select a computer program for use in designing 

floor plans and elevation drawings for a set design 
• attend local college and university drama days designed to 

provide workshop experiences for high school students 
Interested In pursuing theatre as a career and write a school 
newsletter article about the experience 

• form a production team for a play (producer, director, stage 
manager, technical director and house manager) to plan the 
necessary schedules and carry out the artistic concept of the 
director 

A participate In a mentorshlp program with a theatre professional 
and report to the class about the experience. 

2. Students will know and use a variety of visual arts 
materials, techniques, and processes. Students will 
know about resources and opportunities for 
participation in visual arts in the community 
(exhibitions, libraries, museums, galleries) and use 
appropriate materials (art reproductions, slides, print 
materials, electronic media). Students will be aware of 
vocational options available in the visual arts. 

In addition to the General Education performance indicators, 
students: 

• develop Commencement Portfolios that show 
proficiency In one or more mediums and skill In using 
and manipulating the computer and other electronic 
media (a) 

• prepare a portfolio that meets the admission 
requirements of selected institutions Jb) 

• understand the preparation required for particular art 
professions and acquire some skills of those professions 
through internships with local galleries, museums, 
advertising agencies, architectural firms, and other 
institutions (c). 

This Is evident, lor example, when students: 
• include In their portfolios works of art which show proficiency 

with two mediums 
• Investigate the admission requirements of two or three colleges 

or universities 
• Investigate the preparation necessary for entrance Into one of 

the arts professions 
• exhibit their works In a one-person show and write the accompa- 

nying descriptive material. 

» 
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# 

Standard 3—Responding to and Analyzin 
Works of Art 

Dcincc Music 

3. Students will express through written and oral 
A.f<~    language their understanding, interpretation, and 
r\/V >   evaluation of dances they see, do, and read about 
£ (CX-*S) Students will acquire the critical vocabulary to talk 

and write about a variety of dance forms. A/rdTK 

Students: CYSr^) 
• make comparisons of the nature and principles of dance 

to other arts (a) 
• analyze and describe similarities and differences in 

different dance forms and styles gg_ 
• describe and compare a variety oT choreographic 

approaches used in the creation of dances (c). 

This Is evident, tor example, when students: 
A compare the rhythm found In a particular dance with the 

rhythm In a musical piece and with the rhythm found in a 
painting 

• do a short research paper In which they trace the origins of 
modem dance 

A observe several choreographers working to create their dances 
and then compare, contrast, and describe the processes 

A Interview a choreographer regarding the origins of the Ideas for 
the choreography. Including cultural, esthetics, personal, and 
other Influences and document that Interview to share with the 
class 

• write a detailed report of the Influence of dance education on the 
student's understanding of other cultures and other disciplines. # 

3. Students will demonstrate the capacity to listen to 
and comment on music They will relate their critical 
assertions about music to its aesthetic, structural, 
acoustic and psychological qualities. Students will use 
concepts based on the structure of music's content and 
context to relate music to other broad areas of 
knowledge. They will use concepts from other 
disciplines to enhance their understanding of music. 

Students: 
• through listening, analyze and evaluate their own and 

others' performances, improvisations, and compositions 
and suggest improvements (a) 

• read and write critiques of music that display a broad 
knowledge of musical elements, genres, and styles JbJ 

• use anatomical and other scientific terms to explain the 
musical effectiveness of various sound sources— 
traditional, nontradltional, and electronic (jc) 

• use appropriate technical and sodo-cultural terms to 
describe musical performances and compositions jdg 

• identify and describe the contributions of both locally 
and Internationally known exemplars of high quality in 
the major musical genres (e) 

• explain how performers, composers, and arrangers make 
artistic decisions flfc 

This Is evident, far example, when students: 
A listen to a peer's performance and complete an evaluation form 

suggesting areas in need of Improvement 
A use correct terminology when reporting on a school concert for 

the school newspaper for one performing organization 
• explain how overtones are produced and demonstrate them art a 

string Instrument by playing harmonics 
A explain how sound Is produced on a traditional or electronic 

Instrument 
• in the log describe the music and the Impact the music had on a 

social occasion such as a birthday party, parade, etc. 
• develop a list of professional musicians In a particular Idiom 

(Le.Jazzsaxophone,classical tenor,etc.) 
A analyze a solo performance and explain the artistic decisions 

evident in the performance. 

* 

Key Ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance Indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 
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Students will respond critic alh to a variety of works in the arts, connecting the 
individual work to other works and to other aspects of human endea\or and 
thought. 

TlK'i Visual An 

TV 

P 

3. Students will reflect on, interpret, and evaluate AAWi 
plays and theatrical performances, both live and   £&'%) 
recorded, using the language of dramatic criticism. 
Students will analyze the meaning and role of theatre 
In society. Students will identify ways in which 
drama/theatre connects to film and video, other arts, 
and other disciplines. 

Students: 
• articulate an understanding, interpretation, and 

evaluation of a theatre piece as drama and as a realized 
production, using appropriate critical vocabulary (a) 

• evaluate the use of other art forms In a theatre 
production (b) 

• explain how?theatrical production exemplifies major 
themes and Ideas from other disciplines {c). 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A view different productions of the same scene from Taming of the 

Shrew, comparing and contrasting the various mediums (video, 
film and live performance) 

A analyze the Impact of costuming, hair and makeup In helping to 
establish character 

A write a critical paper analyzing the themes of a play. 

3. Students will reflect on, interpret, and evaluate 
works of art, using the language of art criticism. 
Students will analyze the visual characteristics of the 
natural and built environment and explain the social, 
cultural, psychological, and environmental dimensions 
of the visual arts. Students will compare the ways in 
which a variety of ideas, themes, and concepts are 
expressed through the visual arts with the ways they 
are expressed In other disciplines. 

Students: 
• use the language of art criticism by reading and 

discussing critical reviews in newspapers and Journals 
and by writing their own critical responses to works of 
art (either their own or those of others) fa) 

• explain the visual and other sensory dualities in art and 
nature and their relation to the social environment Qg, 

• analyze and interpret the ways in which political, 
cultural, social, religious, and psychological concepts and 
themes have been explored in visual art (rf 

• develop connections between the ways ideas, themes, and 
<    concepts are expressed through the visual arts and other 

disciplines in everyday life (d). 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A discuss the point of view of a critic In a local newspaper who has 

reviewed a local exhibition 
A analyze the way In which a work of art by Leon Golub expresses 

a political point of view 
A write a review of a student exhibition. 

» 
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Standard 3—Responding to and Analyzing 
Works of Art ,,,   ,   ^ ,, ,: 

V03 

3. Students will express through written and oral 
language their understanding, Interpretation, and 
evaluation of dances they see, do, and read about. 
Students will acquire the critical vocabulary to talk 
and write about a variety of dance forms. A/rt|"*> 

3. Students will demonstrate the capacity to listen to 
and comment on music They will relate their critical 
assertions about music to its aesthetic, structural, 
acoustic and psychological qualities. Students will use 
concepts based on the structure of music's content and 

• 

In addition to the General Education performance Indicators, 
students: 

• express to others theories about the nature of dance and 
the underlying assumptions that people have about 
dance (a) 

• describeand analyze similarities and differences 
between Individual performances, and between forms 
and styles of dance, past and present (b) 

• describe and defend an explanation ofwhy people dance, 
based on experience In dance, witnessing others, and 
studying contexts (c). 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A compare the positions of two different critics of dance 
A develop a personal resource file for information about dance. . 

dance theory etc. 
A develop and give multi-media presentation that explain theories 

of dance to younger students 
• observe a variety of professional dance company performances 

or rehearsals and develop a matrix that categorizes similarities 
and differences along styles of dance 

A research and present a paper defending assumptions and values 
regarding the importance of dance In a specific culture 

A write a detailed description of the student's Involvement and 
commitment to dance and dance training for a college 
application. 

c K% 3b context to relate music to other broad areas of 
knowledge. They will use concepts from other 
disciplines to enhance their understanding of music 

In addition to the General Education performance indicators, 
students: 

• assess, describe, and evaluate the development of their 
personal contributions to their own, their school's, and 
their community's musical life by appropriately using 
musical and sodo-cultural terms and concepts 
(contributions and skills of musicians, functions of music 
In society, etc) (a) 

• demonstrate a practical knowledge of sound production 
and architectural acoustics to predict the general effects 
on sound of room shapes, building construction 
practices, and common absorbers (b). 

This Is evident, far example, when students: 
A write a detailed report of the student's Involvement In and 

contribution to music classes and music activities for a college 
application 

• select a venue for a small vocal ensemble where the size of the 
facility and acoustics are appropriate for the size of the group. 

P 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (I). 
Performance Indicators are identified by bullets (•)• 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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Y 
Students will respond critically to a variety of works in the arts, connecting the 
individual work to other works and to other aspects ol human endeavor and 
thought. 

TlH'L Visual Aris 

3. Students will reflect upon, interpret, and evaluate        3. Students will reflect upon, interpret, and evaluate 
plays and theatrical performances, both live and Af M"3 works of art, using the language of art criticism, 
recorded, using the language of dramatic criticism. rtl-T) Students will analyze the visual characteristics of die 

I 

Students will analyze the meaning and role of theatre 
in society. Students will identify ways in which 
drama/theatre connects to film and video, other arts, 
and other disciplines. 

In addition to the General Education performance indicators, 
students: 

• develop a critical vocabulary through the reading and 
discussion of professional criticism (a) 

• explain the meaning and societal function of different 
types of productions (bX. 

• design a plan for improving performances, using past 
and present critiques Q 

• explore various other art forms and technologies, using 
them in theatre projects (jft 

• explain how theatre can enhance other subjects in the 
curriculum (e| 

• compare andcontrast theatre, film, and video (f). 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
• read a review of a local theatre production analyzing the critic's 

writing style, approach to priorities In the production, and 
conclusions about the play In performance, discussing the points 
of agreement and disagreement 

A make two diagrams showing the differences between tragedy 
and melodrama, and comedy and farce 

• keep a Journal of the process involved In creating a monologue; 
comment on Improvements made In the monologue content and 
performance 

• Investigate commedla deu'arte and form an ImprovlsaUonal 
troupe to perform at area schools 

• work with an elementary teacher to Incorporate theatre 
practices In ti«e teaching of social studies 

A compare different versions of the same play performed live, on 
Rim or on tape; compare a traditional Interpretation of a play 
with a contemporary interpretation, or a musical production of a 
former drama. 

natural and built environment and explain the social, 
cultural, psychological, and environmental dimensions 
of the visual arts. Students will compare the ways in 
which a variety of ideas, themes, and concepts are 
expressed through the visual arts with the ways they 
are expressed In other disciplines. 

In addition to the General Education performance indicators, 
students: 

• using the language of art criticism, describe the visual 
and functional characteristics of works of art and 
interpret the relationships of works of art one to another, 
to describe the impact of the work on the viewer (a) 

• demonstrate an understanding of art criticism, art 
histories, and aesthetic principles and show their 
connections to works of art (bj 

• give evidence in their Commencement Portfolios that 
they have researched a theme In-depth and that In their 
research they have explored the ways the theme has 
been expressed in other disciplinary forms fc). 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
• write a review of a local art exhibition 
• discuss the role of museums and galleries In defining what 

current art Is 
• compare the way in which the migration of the African- 

Americans to the north is depicted in Jacob Lawrence's series of 
paintings The Great Migration with the description of that 
migration m the history textbooks. 

» 
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Standard 4—Understanding the Cultural Dimensions 
and Grtibutions of tiieArts  ••—<   - >     

Dei i ico Music 

# 

4. Students will know dances from many cultures and 
times and recognize their relationship to various 
cultural, social, and historic contexts. Students will 
recognize that dance is performed in many different 
cultural settings and serves many functions in diverse 
societies. <4/MH 

Students: "**» 
• explain the Interaction of performer and audience In 

dance as a shared cultural event fa} 
• identify the cultural elements In a variety of dances 

drawn from the folk and classical repertories (b) 
• recognize specific contributions of dance and Saucers 

to their own lives and to people In other times and 
places (c). 

This Is evident, far example, when students: 
A describe their feeUngs and responses to a live dance 

performance and the effects that their responses might have on 
the performers 

• view a performance of modern dance and see If they can spot the 
traditional folk elements present 

A discuss the role that dance plays In the lives of a specific 
cultural group 

A research and choreograph a performance that demonstrates the 
differences and similarities of dances that originated in various 
cultures 

A develop a presentation that uses dance to communicate 
information about another discipline, e.g., history, literature, 
science 

A in collaboration with another student, research, develop, and 
choreograph a dance dialogue between the approaches to dance 
of two different cultures 

A attend several dance performances during the school year that 
reflect a range of styles and approaches to choreography and 
then compare and contrast the influence of culture on the styles. 

4. Students will develop a performing and listening 
repertoire of music of various genres, styles, and 
cultures that represent the peoples of the world and 
their manifestations in the United States. Students 
will recognize the cultural features of a variety of 
musical compositions and performances and 
understand the functions of music within the culture. 

Students: 
• identify from performances or recordings the cultural 

contexts of a further varied repertoire of folk, art, and 
contemporary selections from the basic cultures that 
represent the peoples of the world gg_ 

• identify from performances or recordings the titles and 
composers and discuss the cultural contexts of 
well-known examples of classical concert music and 
blues@azz selections fb^ 

• relate well-known musical examples from the 17th 
century onward with the dominant social and historical 
events (c). 

This b evident, for example, when students: 
A. write program notes for a concert of folksongs and art songs 

that identify for the audience the source of the songs and how 
the song was used 

A identify dance forms In music and write a report which details 
the time period these dance forms were performed, costumes 
worn during the period and the impact they had on the music 
performed 

A compile an annotated list of some Important musical composi- 
tions from the 1600s to the 2000s with references to significant 
historical and social events. 

t 
Key Ideas are identified by numbers (I). 

Performance Indicators are identified by bullets (•). 
Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 
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Students will develop an understanding of the personal and cultural Ion 
shape artistic communication and how the arts in turn shape the diverse 
past and present society. 

Thee Visual Arts 

W-H) 

» 

4. Students will gain knowledge about past and 
present cultures as expressed through theatre. They 
will Interpret how theatre reflects the beliefs, Issues, 
and events of societies past and present. 

Students: (&&*\) 
• read and view a variety of plays from different cultures 

• using the basic elements of theatre (e.g., speech, gesture, 
costume, etc.), explain how different theatrical 
productions represent the cultures from which they 
come Jb}_ 

• articulate the societal beliefs, issues and events of 
specific theatrical productions (c). 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A read a play by a contemporary foreign playwright who writes 

about a social Issue; analyze how the issue Is depleted In the 
drama 

• recreate a Kabukl theatre performance piece using appropriate 
makeup, costuming, set design and acting style showing an 
understanding of Japanese customs 

• read a work from another century and/or another country and 
write a report explaining how the play realistically portrays life 
In that Ume period. 

4. Students will explore art and artifacts from various 
historical periods and world cultures to discover the 
roles that art plays in the lives of people of a given 
tune and place and to understand how the time and 
place influence the visual characteristics of the art 
work. Students will explore art to understand the 
social, cultural, and environmental dimensions of 
human society. 

Students: 
• analyze works of art from diverse world cultures and 

discuss the ideas, issues, and events of the culture that 
these works convey (a) 

• examine works of artand artifacts from United States 
cultures and place them within a cultural and historical 
context (b) 

• create art works that reflect a variety of cultural 
influences (c). 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A compare the way the human figure Is depicted In Byzantine art 

with the way It Is depicted in High Renaissance art and explore 
the reasons for the differences 

• select a style of art from the 20th century, study the 
characteristics of that style, research one artist who painted In 
that style and make a work of art using that style but 
expressing the students' point of view or Idea. 

I 
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Standard 4—Understanding the Cultural Dimensions 
land G)nUibutions of the Arts «..,,„,.•>,•,,,,.  >  , ,   I 

A/M 

4. Students will know dances from many cultures and      4. Students will develop a performing and listening 
times and recognize their relationship to various   A/fl *I repertoire of music of various genres, styles, and 
cultural, social, and historic contexts. Students will 4*Uuhures that represent the peoples of the world and 

# 

recognize that dance is performed In many different 
cultural settings and serves many functions in diverse 
societies; 

In addition to the General Education performance Indicators, 
students: 

• demonstrate an understanding of dance as a shared 
cultural event when giving presentations (dance, lecture, 
video, written report) faj_ 

• demonstrate a knowledge"of cultural elements in dance 
presentations of folk and classical repertories (b) 

• prepare formal presentations that use materials about 
dance and dancers of other times and places (c). 

This Is evident, fbr example, when students: 
A write the explanatory notes for one segment of a dance festival 

showcasing various ethnic dances 
A write a short research paper on the contributions of dance to a 

specific culture and the ways In which dance expresses the 
values and beliefs of that culture 

• work In a group to develop and present a comparison of dance 
steps, styles, and forms of various cultures 

• develop a presentation that Integrates dance Into another art 
form (e.g., storytelling, visual art, choral singing). 

their manifestations in the United States. Students 
will recognize the cultural features of a variety of 
musical compositions and performances and 
understand the functions of music within the culture. 

In addition to the General Education performance indicators, 
students: 

• analyze music from various cultures on the basis of its 
functions, giving examples and describing uses to which 
music is put In those cultures (a) 

• in performing ensembles, reatfand peifuiiu repertoire In 
a culturally authentic manner and use culture-based 
criteria for assessing performances, their own and 
others' (b). 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A compile a list of musical compositions that exemplify the 

significant characteristics of the major world cultures; describe 
Important musical dimensions and the salient cultural 
attributes of each 

A play rhythmic patterns In an authentic manner when 
performing different forms of Jazz 

• perform In a culturally based ensemble (e.g., steel drum band, 
gospel choir, or German brass band). 

» 

Key ideas are Identified by numbers (1). 
Performance Indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 
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I 
Students will develop an understanding ol the personal and cultural forces that 
shape urlisiic communication and how tire arts in turn shape the dixerse cultures ol 
|)ast and present socie(\. 

Thcat Visual Ails 

4. Students will gain knowledge about past and 
.     present cultures as expressed through theatre. They 

/•    will interpret how theatre reflects the beliefs. Issues, 
CX-*-|) and events of societies past and present ^/v 

In addition to the General Education performance indicators, 
students: 

• conduct an In-depth investigation of the works of a given 
culture or playwright {a^ 

• create a multicultural theatre festival of excerpts front 
plays representing various cultures (b). 

77iis A evident, for example, when students: 
• read the plays of Sophocles, Aeschylus, and Euripides from the 

ancient Greek time period and write a paper which compares 
and contrasts their style and themes and discusses the impact 
each had on staging 

A produce a festival of plays from different cultures centered on 
the same theme. 

4. Students will explore art and artifacts from various 
historical periods and world cultures to discover the 
roles that art plays in the lives of people of a given 

.pj time and place and to understand how the time and 
/]%j \ place influence the visual characteristics of the art 

' work. Students will explore art to understand the 
social, cultural and environmental dimensions of 
human society. 

In addition to the General Education performance indicators, 
students: 

• present a body of work within their portfolio that 
reflects the influences of variety of cultural styles Ja) 

• interpret the meaning of works and artifacts In terms of 
the cultures that produced them (fa) 

• explain how cultural values havebeen expressed In the 
visual arts, how art works have been used to bring about 
cultural change and how the art of a culture has been 
influenced by art works coming from outside that 
culture (c). 

I 
This is evident, for example, when students: 
• write a short research paper exploring how the depictions of 

war in 77ie Third of May by Goya and Napoleon On The 
Battlefield at Eylauby Gros differ one from another 

• discuss the Influence of African art on Picasso's Demoiselles 
D'Avlgnon 

A look at the body of work in their portfolios and describe what 
they consider to be their style and indicate what has Influenced 
that style. 

• compare the work of regionallst artists who documented life of 
the ordinary people In a given place; such as Thomas Hart 
Benton, John Stuart Curry, and Grant Wood with the Harlem 
Renaissance artists like William H. Johnson, Jacob Lawrence. 
Aaron Douglas, and Romare Bearden. 

STANDARD 4 
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A Overview for English Language Arts: 

In the "Standards and Key Ideas" column of the ELA Curriculum Crosswalks, underlined letter 
and number combinations stand for Subject Area and Standard. In item "ELAl" which appears 
in the first row of the column "Standards and Key Ideas," "ELA" stands for English Language 
Arts, and "1" indicates Standard 1. Beneath "ELAl" appears "(KI-1)." This stands for Key Idea 
1. In the New York State Learning Standards for English Language Arts that follow, Key Ideas 
and Performance Indicators are hand-labeled. For each level (Elementary, intermediate, and 
Commencement), the first Key Idea under ELA Standard 1 is labeled "ELAl, (KI-1)" and so on 
and so forth. Performance Indicators are labeled in lower case letters below the Key Ideas. 

In grades K-4, the specific content (i.e., lesson plans and books) is determined by various 
curricula designed by educational providers (e.g., Scholastic Guided Reading) and by AF?s 
REACH curriculum (see Overview) in addition to any material that individual teachers add to 
enhance the overall curriculum. In grades 5-9, teachers focus on analytical concepts to teach 
reading and writing. Attached, please find a sampling of AF- approved books for teaching these 
concepts for grades 5-8. 

0 
Key to ELA Curriculum Crosswalks: 

The following codes appear in the "Standards and Key Idea" column of the ELA Curriculum Crosswalks: 

Code Subject Standard Number Description of Standard 

ELAl English Language Arts 1 

ELA2 English Language Arts 2 

ELA3 English Language Arts 3 

ELA4 English Language Arts 4 

MST1 Math, Sci., & Technology 2 

CD/OS3a Career Development and 
Occupational Studies 

3a 

Language for Information and Understanding 

Language for Literary Response and Expression 

Language for Critical Analysis and Evaluation 

Language for Social Interaction 

Information Systems 

Universal Foundation Skills 

t 
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Freshman Books - 5th Grade 
Title Author 

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory Roald Dahl 
Charlie and the Glass Elevator Roald Dahl 
ChildtimesiA Three-Generation Memoir Eloise Greenfield, Lessie Jones Little 
Dear Mr. Henshaw Beverly Cleary 
Felha Nicholas Mohr 
From the Mixed Up Files of Mrs. Basil E.Frankweiler E.L. Konigsburg 
Gooseberry Park Cynthia Rylant 
Great Gilly Hopkins, The Katherine Peterson 
Green Book, The Jill Paton Walsh 
Hang Tough, Paul Mather Alfred Slote 
If You Lived at the Time of MLK Ellen Levine 
In the Year of the Boar and Jackie Robinson Bette Bao Lord 
Island of the Blue Dolphins Scott O'Dell 
Kid in the Red Jacket, The Barbara Park 
Killer Whales Seymour Simon 
Leon's Story Leon Walter Tillage 
Maniac Magee Jerry Spinelli 
Mick Harte Was Here Barbara Park 
Me, Mop, and the Moondance Kid Walter Dean Myers 
Mop, Moondance, and the Nagasaki Nights Walter Dean Myers 
Mrs. Frisby and the Rats ofNimh Robert C. O'Brien 
Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes Eleanor Coerr 
Shoeshine Girl Clyde Robert Bulla 
Somewhere in the Darkness Walter Dean Myers 
Sounder William H. Armstrong 
Superfudge Judy Blume 
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe C.S. Lewis 
Trumpet of the Swan, The E.B. White 
Tornadoes Seymour Simon 
Volcano: The Eruption and Healing ofMt. St. Helens Patricia Lauber 
Well, The Mildred D. Taylor 
What's the Big Idea, Ben Franklin? Jean Fritz 
Wringer Jerry Spinelli 
You Want Women to Vote, Lizzy Stanton? Jean Fritz 

» 
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Sophomore Books - 6th Grade 
Title Author 

A Wrinkle in Time Madeline L'Engle 
Amos Fortune Elizabeth Yates 
Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl Anne Frank 
Baseball in April, and Other Stories GarySoto 
Bearstone Will Hobbs 
El Bronx Remembered Nicholas Mohr 
Fast Sam, Cool Clyde, and Stuff Walter Dean Myers 
Gifted Hands: Ben Carson Story Ben Carson 
Hatchet Gary Paulsen 
House on Mango Street, The Sandra Cisneros 
Holes Louis Sachar 
Morning Girl Michael Dorris 
Mouse Rap, The Walter Dean Myers 
Night Elie Wiesel 
Nightjohn Gary Paulsen 
Number the Stars Lois Lowry 
Oceans Seymour Simon 
Out of the Dust Karen Hesse 
Outsiders, The S.E. Hinton 
Pearl, The John Steinbeck 
Phantom Tollbooth, The Norton Juster 
Red Pony, The John Steinbeck 
Road to Memphis, The Mildred D. Taylor 
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry Mildred 0. Taylor 
Tituba of Salem Village Ann Petry 
Tuck Everlasting Natalie Babbitt 
View From Saturday, The EL. Konisburg 
Where the Red Fern Grows Wilson Rawls 
Whipping Boy, The Sid Fleischman 
Witch of Blackbird Pond, The Elizabeth George Speare 
145th Street Stories Walter Dean Myers 

r 
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Junior Books • 7th Grade 
Title Author 

A Christmas Carol Charles Dickens 
A Parrot in the Oven Victor Martinez 
Across Five Aprils Irene Hunt 
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, The Mark Twain 
Animal Farm George Orwell 
Autobiography of Malcolm X Malcolm X 
Call of the Wild, The Jack London 
Color Purple, The Alice Walker 
Crucible, The Arthur Miller 
Cry, the Beloved Country Alan Paton 
Ellen Foster Kaye Gibbons 
Farewell to Manzanar Jeane Watatsuki Houston 
Giver, The LoisLowry 
Good Earth, The PearlS. Buck 
Julius Caesar William Shakespeare 
Kaffir Boy Mark Mathabane 
Killer Angels, The Michael Shaara 
Lord of the Flies William Goulding 
ManchUd in the Promised Land Claude Brown 
Martian Chronicles, The Ray Bradbury 
Of Mice and Men John Steinbeck 
Old Man and te Sea, The Ernest Hemingway 
Things Fall Apart Chinua Achebe 
Treasure Island Doris Kearns Goodwin 
Wait Till Next Year Robert Louis Stevenson 
Westing Game, The Ellen Raskin 
Hope in the Unseen, A Ron Suskind 

t 
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Senior Books - 8th Grade 
Title Author 
A Raisin in the Sun Lorraine Hansberry 
A Separate Peace John Knowles 
Black Boy Richard Wright ' 
Black Ice Lorene Gary 
Black Ice, The Michael Connelly 
Bless Me, Ultima Rudolfo Anaya 
Cathcher in the Rye, The J.D. Salinger 
Days of Grace: A Memoir Arthur Ashe 
Flowers for Algernon Daniel Keyes 
Grapes of Wrath, The John Steinbeck 
How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents Julia Alvarez 
1 Know Why the Caged Bird Sings Maya Angelou 
October Sky Homer Hickam 
Romeo and Juliet William Shakespeare 
To Kill a Mockingbird Harper Lee 
When 1 was Puerto Rican Esmeralda Santiago 
Finding Fish Antone Fisher 
The Pact Davis, Jenkins, Hunt 

• 
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randergarten English Language Arts: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk                               ^ 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: English 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Language for Information, Understanding, and Social Interaction ELA1 

(KM) 
d 

SRA Reading Mastery curriculum: 
Learning the language of classroom instruction; 
Identifying letters and letter sounds; 
Rhyming, segmenting, and blending 

Scholastic Guided Reading curriculum: 
Phonemic awareness; Phonics; 
Comprehension; Vocabulary; 
Fluency 

Waterford Reading curriculum (computer-based program): 
Phonemic awareness; Phonics; 
Comprehension; Vocabulary; 
Fluency 

(KI-2) c 11 a 

(KI-2) b 

MST2 
(KI-1) 

b 

(KI-2) b 

CD/OS3a 
a 

(KI-1) 

(KI-3) a 

(KI-4) a 

(KI-5) a 

Language for Literary Response and Expression, Critical Analysis and Evaluation ELA2 
(KI-1) 

a 

SRA Reading Mastery and REACH curriculum: 
Exposure to a broad range of children's literature; 
Acquisition of concepts related to print and narrative stories 

(KI-2) c 

ELA3 

(KI-1) 
a 

(KI-2) a 

CO 
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1st Grade English Language Arts: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: English 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Language for Information. Understanding, and Social Interaction ELA1 
(KI-1) 

b,d 

SRA Reading Mastery curriculum: 
Identifying sound and letter combinations; 
Spelling words based on previously taught sounds and patterns; 
Building vocabulary; 
Using simple reference tools (eg., a table of contents and dictionary) 

Scholastic Guided Reading curriculum: 
Phonemic awareness; Phonics; 
Comprehension; Vocabulary; 
Fluency 

Waterford Reading curriculum (computer-based program): 
Phonemic awareness; Phonics; 
Comprehension; Vocabulary; 
Fluency 

(KI-2) c,d 

ELA4 
(KI-1) 

a,c 

(KI-2) b 

11
 

b 

(KI-2) b 

CD/OS3a 
a 

(KI-1) 

(KI-3) a 

(KI-4) a 

(KI-5) a 

Language for Literary Response and Expression, Critical Analysis and Evaluation ELA2 
(KI-1) 

a 

SRA Reading Mastery and REACH curriculum: 
Reading stories accurately at a normal speaking rate; 
Identifying story patterns and literary forms; 
Reacting to many different types of children's literature; 
Planning, proofreading, and revising 

(KI-2) a,c 

•2
 ~

 

a 

(KI-2) a,b 

If) 
G) 
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2nd Grade English Language Arts: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: English 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Language for Information. Understanding, and Social Interaction ELAl 
(KI-l) 

b,d 

SRA Reading Mastery curriculum: 
Identifying sound and letter combinations; 
Spelling words based on previously taught sounds and patterns; 
Building vocabulary; 
Using simple reference tools (eg., a table of contents and dictionary) 

Scholastic Guided Reading curriculum: 
Phonemic awareness; Phonics; 
Comprehension; Vocabulary; 
Fluency 

Waterford Reading curriculum (computer-based program): 
Phonemic awareness; Phonics; 
Comprehension; Vocabulary; 
Fluency 

(KI-2) c,d 

ELA4 
(KI-l) 

a,c 

(KI-2) b 

MST2 
KI-l 

b 

(KI-2) b                              r 

CD/OS3a 
a 

(KI-5) 

(KI-6) a 

Language for Literary Response and Expression, Critical Analysis and Evaluation ELA2 
(KI-l) 

a 

SRA Reading Mastery and REACH curriculum: 
Reading stories accurately at a normal speaking rate; 
Identifying story patterns and literary forms; 
Reacting to many different types of children's literature; 
Planning, proofreading, and revising 

(KI-2) a,c 

ELA3 
(KI-l) 

a 

(KI-2) a,b 



CD 

3rd Grade English Language Arts: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: English 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Language for Information and Understanding ELAl 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c, d, e 

SRA Reading Mastery curriculum: 
Expanding vocabulary and increasing fluency; 
Connecting ideas and details 

Scholastic Guided Reading curriculum: 
Phonemic awareness; Phonics; 
Comprehension; Vocabulary; 
Fluency 

(KI-2) a, b, c, d, e, g 

ELA4 
(KI-1) 

a,b, c 

(KI-2) a,b 

(KM) a 

CD/OS3a 
a 

(KI-1) 

(KI-3) a 

Language for Literary Response and Expression, Critical Analysis and Evaluation ELA2 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c, d, e 

SRA Reading Mastery curriculum: 
Reasoning, making predictions, and searching for evidence; 
Using reference materials; 
Writing focused responses 

(KI-2) a, b, c, d 

ELA3 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c 

(KI-2) a,b, d 

<%/? 
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4th Grade English Language Arts: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: English 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Language for Information and Understanding ELAl 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c, d, e 

Achievement First Reading and Writing curricula: 
Summarizing; 
Defining vocabulary with context clues; 
Compare and contrast (using graphic organizers like Venn Diagrams) 

(KI-2) a, b, c, d, e, g 

ELA4 
(KI-1) 

a,b, c 

(KI-2) a,b 

(KI-4) a 

CD/OS3a 
a 

(KI-1) 

(KI-3) a 

Language for Literary Response and Expression. Critical Analysis and Evaluation ELA2 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c, d, e 

Achievement First Reading and Writing curricula: 
Finding main idea and theme; 
Character analysis (character's behavior, traits, feelings, thoughts, & motivation); 
Learning defining aspects of genre 

(KI-2) a,b, c, d 

ELA3 
(KI-1) 

a,b,c 

(KI-2) a, b, d 
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5th Grade English Language Arts: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: English 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Language for Information and Understanding ELAl 
(KM) 

a, b, c, d, e 

Achievement First Reading and Writing curricula: 
"Right There" (going back to the text to find facts and details); 
Summarizing and predicting; 
Defining vocabulary with context clues; 
Compare and contrast (using graphic organizers like Venn Diagrams) 

(KI-2) a, b, c, d, e, g 

ELA4 
(KI-1) 

a,b, c 

(KI-2) a,b 

(KI-4) a 

CD/0S3a 
a 

(KI-1) 

(KI-3) a 

Language for Literary Response and Expression, Critical Analysis and Evaluation ELA2 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c, d, e 

Achievement First Reading and Writing curricula: 
Finding main idea and theme; Setting; 
Problem/Conflict/Events/Resolution; 
Character analysis (character's behavior, traits, feelings, thoughts, & motivation); 
Sequence (story maps and sequencing with graphic organizers); 
Cause-and-effect; Structure of Text; 
Learning defining aspects of genre 

(KI-2) a, b, c, d 

ELA3 
(KI-1) 

a,b, c 

(KI-2) a,b, d 



6th Grade English Language Arts: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: English 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Language for Information and Understanding 

Achievement First Reading and Writing curricula: 
"Right There" (going back to the text to find facts and details); 
Summarizing and predicting; 
Defining vocabulary with context clues; 
Compare and contrast (using graphic organizers like Venn Diagrams) 

ELA1 
(KI-l) 

(KJ-2) 

ELA4 
(KI-l) 

(KI-2) 

(KI-4) 

CD/0S3a 
(KI-l) 

(KI-3) 

a,b, c, cLe 

a, b, c, d, e, g 

a,b, c 

a,b 

Language for Literary Response and Expression, Critical Analysis and Evaluation 

Achievement First Reading and Writing curricula: 
Finding main idea and theme (from text and title); Setting; 
Problem/Conflict/Events/Resolution; 
Character analysis (character's behavior, traits, feelings, thoughts, & motivation); 
Sequence (story maps and sequencing with graphic organizers); 
Cause-and-effect, Structure of Text; 
Learning defining aspects of genre; 
Connecting text to self, to other text, and to experiences; 
Fact vs. opinion; Author's craft and point-of-view; 
Figurative language 

ELA2 
(KI-l) 

(KI-2) 

ELA3 
(KI-l) 

(KI-2) 

a, b, c, d, e 

a, b, c, d 

a,b, c 

a,b,d 

A/7 
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7th Grade English Language Arts: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: English 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Language for Information and Understanding ELA1 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c, d, e 

Achievement First Reading & Writing curricula. 
"Right There" (going back to the text to find facts and details); 
Summarizing and predicting; 
Defining vocabulary with context clues; 
Compare and contrast (using graphic organizers like Venn Diagrams) 

(KI-2) a, b, c, d, e, g 

ELA4 
(KI-1) 

a,b, c 

(KI-2) a,b 

(KI-4) a 

CD/0S3a 
a 

(KI-1) 

(KI-3) a 

Language for Literary Response and Expression, Critical Analysis and Evaluation 
ELA2 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c, d, e 
Achievement First Reading and Writing curricula: 
Finding main idea and theme (from text and title); Setting; 
Problem/Conflict/Events/Resolution; 
Character analysis (character's behavior, traits, feelings, thoughts, & motivation); 
Sequence (story maps and sequencing with graphic organizers); 
Cause-and-effect; Structure of Text; 
Learning defining aspects of genre; 
Connecting text to self, to other text, and to experiences; 
Fact vs. opinion; Author's craft and point-of-view; 
Figurative language 

(KI-2) a,b,c, d 

ELA3 
(KI-1) 

a,b, c 

(KI-2) a,b,d 



8th Grade English Language Arts: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: English 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Language for Information and Understanding ELA1 

Achievement First Reading and Writing curricula: 
"Right There" (going back to the text to find facts and details); 
Summarizing and predicting; 
Defining vocabulary with context clues; 
Compare and contrast (using graphic organizers like Venn Diagrams) 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) 

ELA4 
(KI-1) 

(KI-2) 

(KI-4) 

CD/OS3a 
(KI-1) 

(KI-3) 

a, b, c, d, e 

a, b, c, d, e, g 

a,b, c 

a,b 

Language for Literary Response and Expression, Critical Analysis and Evaluation 

Achievement First Reading and Writing curricula: 
Finding main idea and theme (from text and title); Setting; 
Problem/Conflict/Events/Resblution; 
Character analysis (character's behavior, traits, feelings, thoughts, & motivation); 
Sequence (story maps and sequencing with graphic organizers); 
Cause-and-effect; Structure of Text; 
Learning defining aspects of genre; 
Connecting text to self, to other text, and to experiences; 
Fact vs. opinion; Drawing conclusions (using evidence); 
Author's craft and point-of-view; Figurative language; 
Demonstrating an awareness of values, customs, ethics, values 

ELA2 
(KI-1) 

(KI-2) 

ELA3 
(KI-1) 

(KI-2) 

a, b, c, d, e 

a, b, c, d 

a,b, c 

a,b:d 



«Jth rjrade English Language Arts: Curriculum Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Commencement 

Course: English 

Content Standards and Key Ideas 

Language for Information and Understanding 

Achievement First Reading and Writing curricula: 
"Right There" (going back to the text to fmd facts and details); 
Summarizing and predicting; 
Defining vocabulary with context clues; 
Compare and contrast (using graphic organizers like Venn Diagrams) 

Language for Literary Response and Expression. Critical Analysis and Evaluation 

Achievement First Reading and Writing curricula: 
Finding main idea and theme (from text and title); Setting; 
Problem/Conflict/Events/Resolution; 
Character analysis (character's behavior, traits, feelings, thoughts, & motivation); 
Sequence (story maps and sequencing with graphic organizers); 
Cause-and-effect; Structure of Text; 
Learning defining aspects of genre; 
Connecting text to self, to other text, and to experiences; 
Fact vs. opinion; Drawing conclusions (using evidence); 
Author's craft and point-of-view; Figurative language; 
Demonstrating an awareness of values, customs, ethics, values 

ELA1 
(KM) 

(KI-2) 

ELA4 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) 

(KI-4) 

CD/0S3a 
(KI-1) 

(KI-3) 

ELA2 
(KI-1) 

(KI-2) 

ELA3 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) 

7^/^ 

Performance Indicators 
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a, b, c, d, e 

a, b, c, d, e, g 

a,b, c 

a,b 

a, b, c, d, e 

a, b, c, d 

a,b, c 

a,b, d 
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Learning Standards for English 
Language Arts at Three Levels 

Standard 1:   Students will read, write, listen, and speak for information and understanding. 
As listeners and readers, students will collect data, facts, and ideas; discover relationships, concepts, 
and generalizations; and use knowledge generated from oral, written, and electronically produced 
texts. As speakers and writers, they will use oral and written language to acquire, interpret, apply; 
and transmit information. 

Standard 2: Students will read, write, listen, and speak for literary response and expression. 
Students will read and listen to oral, written, and electronically produced texts and performances, 
relate texts and performances to their own lives, and develop an understanding of the diverse social, 
historical, and cultural dimensions the texts and performances represent. As speakers and writers, 
students will use oral and written language for self-expression and artistic creation. 

Standard 3: Students will read, write, listen, and speak for critical analysis and evaluation. 
As listeners and readers, students will analyze experiences, ideas, information, and issues presented 
by others using a variety of established criteria. As speakers and writers, they will present, in oral and 
written language and from a variety of perspectives, their opinions and judgments on experiences, 
ideas, information and issues. 

» 

Standard 4: Students will read, write, listen, and speak for social interaction. 
Students will use oral and written language for effective social communication with a wide variety of 
people. As readers and listeners, they will use the social communications of others to enrich their 
understanding of people and their views. 

» 
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Standard 1—Language for Information 
and Understanding 

"' a i i(l Read it iu Speaking and 

1. Listening and reading to acquire information and 2. Speaking and writing to acquire and transmit 
[A I      understanding involves collecting data, facts, and information requires asking probing and clarifying 
^        ideas; discovering relationships, concepts, and    SlA\    questions, interpreting Information In one's own 
CI' I)    generalizations; and using knowledge from oral, words, applying information from one context to 

written, and electronic sources. CKl-l) another, and presenting the Information and 
interpretation clearly, concisely, and comprehensibly. 

Students: 

c 
•4 
c 

\ 

gather and interpret Information from children's 
reference boofcs,magarines, textbooks, electronic bulletin 
boards, audio and media presentations, oral interviews, 
and from such forms as charts, graphs, maps, and 
diagrams 
select Information appropriate to the purpose of their 
investigation and relate ideas from one text to another 
select and use strategies they have been taught for note- 
taking, organizing, and categorizing information 
ask specific questions to clarify and extend meaning 
make appropriate and effective use of strategies to 
construct meaning from print, such as prior knowledge 
about a subject, structural and context clues, and an 
understanding of letter-sound relationships to decode 
difficult words 

-   *   support Inferences about Information and Ideas with 
reference to text features, such as vocabulary and 
organizational patterns. 

This Is evident, lor example, when students: 
A accurately paraphrase what they have heard or read 
• follow directions that involve a few steps 
A ask for clarification of a classmate's idea in a group discussion 
• use concept maps, semantic webs, or outlines to organize 

Information they have collected. 

t 

3 

Students: 
• present Information clearly in a variety of oral and 

written forms such as summaries, paraphrases, brief 
reports, stories, posters, and charts 

• select a focus, organization, and point of view for oral 
and written presentations 

• use a few traditional structures for conveying 
information such as chronological order, cause and 
effect, and similarity and difference 

• use details, examples, anecdotes, or personal experiences 
to explain or clarify information 

• include relevant information and exclude extraneous 
material 
use the process of pre-wrttlng, drafting, revising, and 
proofreading (the "writing process") to produce 
well-constructed Informational texts 
observe bask writing conventions, such as correct 
spelling, punctuation, and capitalization, as well as 
sentence and paragraph structures appropriate to 
written forms. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A write a short report on a topic In social studies using 

information from at least two different sources 
• demonstrate the procedures for caring for a classroom pet using 

props or other visual aids as well as oral explanation 
• revise early drafts of a report to make the Information dearer to 

the audience 
A use the vocabulary from their content area reading 

appropriately and with correct spelling 
• produce brief summaries of chapters from text books, clearly 

Indicating the most significant information and the reason for 
its importance. 

Key ideas are Identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
STANDARD! 

X 
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Standard 2—Language for Literary 
Response and Expression 

Lisieniim and Rcaditiu Speaking and 

1. Listening and reading for literary response Involves 2. Speaking and Writing for literary response Involves 
comprehending, Interpreting, and critiquing PY.PSL presenting Interpretations, analyses, and reactions to 
imaginative texts in every medium, drawing on "     the content and language of a text Speaking and 
personal experiences and knowledge to understand (kl'*Avriting for literary expression involves producing 
the text, and recognizing the soda], historical and imaginative texts that use language and text 
cultural features of the text. structures that are Inventive and often multllayered. 

L 

€ 

•A 

# 

Students: 
1   •   read a variety of literature of different genres: picture     < 

books; poems; articles and stories from children's 
magazines; fables, myths and legends; songs, plays and 
media productions; and works of fiction and nonflctton 
intended for young readers 
recognize some features that distinguish the genres and 
use those features to aid comprehension 
understand the literary elements of setting, character, 
plot, theme, and point of view and compare those 
features to other works and to their own Uves 
use inference and deduction to understand the text 
read aloud accurately and fluently, using phonics and 
context cues to determine pronunciation and meaning 
evaluate literary merit. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A read a picture book to the class and point out how the pictures 

add meaning to the story 
A recite a favorite poem from a class anthology and tell why they 

chose that poem 
• keep a reading inventory to show all the types of literature they 

are reading 
A retell a familiar fairy tale or Table to the class 
A choose books to read individually or with others. 

Students: 
,   •   present personal responses to literature that make 

reference to the plot, characters. Ideas, vocabulary; and 
text structure 

k   •  explain the meaning of literary works with some 
attention to meanings beyond the literal level 

-  •  create their own stories, poems, and songs using the 
elements of the literature they have read and 

t       appropriate vocabulary 
\   •   observe the conventions of grammar and usage, spelling. 

and punctuation. 

This is evident, for example, when students 
A perform dramatic readings or recitations of stories, poems, or 

plays 
• write a review of a book to recommend it to their classmates 
A create their own picture books or fables to keep In the classroom 

library 
A write new endings or sequels to familiar stories  . 
A pretend to be a character in a historical story and write letters 

to their classmates about the character's life. 

» 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
STANDARD 2 
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Standard 3—Language for Critical 
Analysis and Evaluation 

listening and Reading Speaking and Writing 

LA3 

Students: 

> 

1. Listening and reading to analyze and evaluate 2. Speaking and writing for critical analysis and 
experiences, ideas, information, and issues requires evaluation requires presenting opinions and 
using evaluative criteria from a variety of £)/H  Judgments on experiences, ideas. Information, and 
perspectives and recognizing the difference in ^*   issues clearly, logically, and persuasively with 
evaluations based on different sets of criteria.     CM'Z) reference to specific criteria on which the opinion or 

judgment is based. 
Students: 

• read and form opinions about a variety of literary and 
informational texts and presentations, as well as , 
persuasive texts such as advertisements, commercials, 
and letters to the editor 

• make decisions about the quality and dependability of 
texts and experiences based on some criteria, such as the 
attractiveness of the Illustrations and appeal of the 
characters in a picture book, or the logic and 
beuevabUtty of the claims made In an advertisement 

• recognize that the criteria that one uses to analyze and 
evaluate anything depend on one's point of view and 

.        purpose for the analysis 
|   •  evaluate their own strategies for reading and listening 

critically (such as recognizing bias or false claims, and 
understanding the difference between fact and opinion) 
and adjust those strategies to understand the experience 
more fully. A. 

This Is evident, for example, when students 
• listen to a book talk in class and express an opinion of the book 

with specific reference to the text and to some criteria for a good 
book 

• read several versions of a familiar fairytale and recognize the 
differences in the versions 

• poim out examples of false advertising in television ads for toys 
• identify the facts and opinions in a feature article in a children's 

magazine. 

express opinions (in such forms as oral and written 
reviews, letters to the editor, essays, or persuasive 
speeches) about events, books, issues, and experiences, 
supporting their opinions with some evidence 
present arguments for certain views or actions with 
reference to specific criteria mat support the argument 
(E.g, an argument to purchase a particular piece of 
playground equipment might be based on the criteria of 
safety, appeal to children, durability, and low cost.) 
monitor and adjust their own oral and written 
presentations to meet criteria for competent 
performance (E.g., In writing, the criteria might Include 
development of position, organization, appropriate 
vocabulary, mechanics, and neatness. In speaking, the 
criteria might Include good content, effective delivery, 
diction, posture, poise, and eye contact.) 
use effective vocabulary and follow the rules of grammar, 
usage, spelling, and punctuation in persuasive writing. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A write a letter to the principal recommending that the school 

cafeteria serve pizza for lunch based on the criteria that It Is 
nutritious and appealing to students 

A give an oral report comparing several versions of the Cinderella 
story, pointing out similarities and differences in the versions 

• in group discussion, select the most Important word of a poem or 
story and explain its significance 

A write an analysis of the effect of a major snow storm from the 
perspectives of a school student, a working parent, and a mail 
carrier 

A In writing group, critique each other's writing with reference to 
specific criteria and revise their writing based on the group's 
suggestions. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
STANDARD 3 
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Standard 4—Language for Social 
Interaction 

ti-0 

Listening and Speaking 
1. Oral communication In formal and Informal settings 
requires the ability to talk with people of different 
ages, genders, and cultures, to adapt presentations to 
different audiences, and to reflect on how talk varies 
in different situations. 

Reading and Writing 

Students: (IcW) 
*\   •   listen attentively and recognize when It Is appropriate 

for them to speak , 
0   •   take turns speaking and respond to others'Ideas In t 

conversations on familiar topics 
C  *   recognize the kind of Interaction appropriate for 

different circumstances, such as story hour, group t 
discussions, and one-on-one conversations. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A take part in'show and tell* sessions 
A participate in group discussions during "drcle time" 
• greet visitors to their school or classroom and respond to their 

questions 
A bring messages to the principal's office or to another teacher. 

2. Written communication for social Interaction 
requires using written messages to establish, 
maintain, and enhance personal relationships with 
others. 

Students: 
•   exchange friendly notes, cards, and letters with friends, 

relatives, and pen pals to keep In touch and to 
commemorate special occasions 

>   «   adjust their vocabulary and style to take into account the 
nature of the relationship and the knowledge and 
Interests of the person receiving the message 

.   •   read and discuss published letters, diaries, and journals 
to learn the conventions of social writing. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A write thank you notes and invitations to firiends 
• exchange letters with pen pals in another country 
A write letters to relatives who live in another city. 

• 

n.b. Because the focus of language for social 
Interaction Is on direct communication between 
individuals (rather than communication to a more 
general and perhaps unknown audience), the 
performance Indicators for this standard are 
arranged to reflect the Immediacy of direct 
communication (Listening and Speaking: Reading 
and Writing). 

Key ideas are Identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 

14 
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Sturlr write, listen, iind spciik for infortmit ion iitifl uudei stcindin%. 

:! iiiid Reading Speaking aiid 

LAI 

1. listening and reading to acquire Information and 2. Speaking and writing to acquire and transmit 
understanding involves collecting data, facts, and Information requires asking probing and clarifying 
Ideas; discovering relationships, concepts, and    £(./V (   questions, interpreting information in one's own 
generalizations; and using knowledge from oral, words, applying Information from one context to 
written, and electronic sources. CkJ'2') another, and presenting the Information and 

Interpretation clearly, concisely, and comprehensibly. 
Students: 

• Interpret and analyze Information bom textbooks and Students: 
nonfiction books for young adults, as weD as reference 
materials, audio and media presentations, oral 
Interviews, graphs, charts, diagrams, and electronic data 
bases Intended for a general audience 

• compare and synthesize Information from different 
sources 

• use a wide variety of strategies for selecting, organizing, 
and categorizing information 

• distinguish between relevant and irrelevant information 
and between fact and opinion 

• relate new Information to prior knowledge and 
experience 

• understand and use the text features that make 
Information accessible and usable, such as format 
sequence, level of diction, and relevance of details. 

t 

> 

This is evident. Jar example, when students: 
A produce a summary of the Information about a famous person 

found In a biography, encyclopedia, and textbook 
A use facts and data from news articles and television reports In 

an oral report on a current event 
A compile a bibliography of sources that are used In a research 

project 
• take notes that record the main Ideas and most significant 

supporting details of a lecture or speech. 

produce oral and written reports on topics related to all 
school subjects 
establish an authoritative stance on the subject and pro- 
vide references to establish the validity and vertflabllity 
of the information presented 
organize Information according to an Identifiable struc- 
ture, such as compare/contrast or general to specific 
develop information with appropriate supporting materi- 
al, such as facts, details. Illustrative examples or anec- 
dotes, and exclude extraneous material 

.'  •  use the process of pre writing, drafting, revising, and 
proofreading (the "writing process") to produce well    - 

.      constructed informational texts 
P *   use standard English for formal presentation of Inform* 

Won, selecting appropriate grammatical constructions 
and vocabulary, using a variety of sentence structures, 
and observing the rules of punctuation, capitalization, 
and spelling. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A write an essay for science class that contains information from 

interviews, data bases, magazines, and science texts 
A participate in a panel discussion on population trends in the 

United States in recent years, using graphics, and citing the 
source of the data 

A use tecrmical terms correctly in subject area reports 
A survey student views on a school Issue and report findings to the 

STANDARD 1 
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Students will read, write, listen, and speak (or literary response 

Listening and Reading Speaking and \\Viiin» 

1. listening and reading for literary response Involves     2. Speaking and writing for literary response Involves 
comprehending. Interpreting, and critiquing        EIAZ  presenting Interpretations, analyses, and reactions to 

L/\2.       Imaginative texts in every medium, drawing on       /M.T'N 
tne content and language of a text. Speaking and 

personal experiences and knowledge to understand n' 'writing for literary expression involves producing 
|&>0    the text, and recognizing the social historical and imaginative texts that use language and text 

cultural features of the text, structures that are Inventive and often multilayeredL 

A 

# 

Students: 
• read and view texts and performances from a wide range 

of authors, subjects, and genres 
• understand and Identify the distinguishing features of 

the major genres and use them to aid their interpretation 
and discussion of literature 

<   Identify significant literary elements (Including 
metaphor, symbolism, foreshadowing, dialect, rhyme, 
meter, irony, climax) and use those elements to Interpret 
the work 
recognize different levels of meaning 
read aloud with expression, conveying the meaning and 
mood of a work 
evaluate literary merit based on an understanding of the 
genre and the literary elements. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A read or redte poems of their own selection to the class, dearly 

conveying the meaning of the poem and the effect of the rhythm 
and rhyme patterns 

• produce lists of recommended readings for their peers, grouping 
the works according to some common elements (e.g.. theme, 
setting, type of characters) 

• use references to literature they have read to support their posi- 
tion in class discussion. 

Students: 
A 

A 

present responses to and interpretations of literature, 
making reference to the literary elements found In the 
text and connections with their personal knowledge and 
experience 
produce interpretations of literary works that Identify 
different levels of meaning and comment on their 
significance and effect 
write stories, poems, literary essays, and plays that 
observe the conventions of the genre and contain 
interesting and effective language and voice 
use standard English effectively. 

This is evident, for example, when students 
A take part in class productions of short plays 
A write a sequel to a story continuing the development of the 

characters, plot, and themes 
A write reviews of literature from different cultural settings and 

point out similarities and differences In that literature 
A write stories or poems for their peers or younger children. 

STANDARD 2 

t 
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Students will read, write, listen   aiuI speak fm  critical analysis 

-41, 
Or I) 

> 

Listening and Reading 

1. Listening and reading to analyze and evaluate 
experiences, ideas, information, and issues requires 
using evaluative criteria from a variety of perspectives 
and recognizing the difference in evaluations based on 
different sets of criteria. £LrV*> 

Students: dfcl-l) 
• analyze, interpret, and evaluate Information, ideas, 

organization, and language from academic and t 
nonacademtc texts, such as textbooks, public documents, 
book and movie reviews, and editorials 

• assess the quality of texts and presentations, using , 
criteria related to the genre, the subject area, and              i 
purpose (e.g., using the criteria of accuracy, objectivity, 
comprehensiveness, and understanding of the game to 
evaluate a sports editorial) 

• understand that within any group there are many < 
different points of view depending on the particular 
interests and values of the individual, and recognize 
those differences in perspective in texts and 
presentations (Rg., in considering whether to let a new 
industry come into a community, some community 
members might be enthusiastic about the additional Jobs 
that will be created while others are concerned about the 
air and noise pollution that could result.) 

• evaluate their own and others' work based on a variety of 
criteria (e.g, logic, clarity, comprehensiveness, 
conciseness, originality, conventionality) and recognize 
the varying effectiveness of different approaches. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A compare a magazine article on a historical event with the 

entries in an encyclopedia and history book to determine the 
accuracy and comprehensiveness of the article 

A use the criteria of scientific investigation to evaluate the 
significance of a lab experiment 

A read two conflicting reviews of a popular movie and recognize 
the different criteria the critics were using to evaluate the film 

A point out examples of propaganda techniques (such as 
•bandwagon." 'plain folks* language, and ' 
generalities*) In public documents and speeches. 

Speaking and Writing 

2. Speaking and writing for critical analysis and 
evaluation requires presenting opinions and 
Judgments on experiences, ideas. Information, and 
Issues clearly, logically, and persuasively with 
reference to specific criteria on which the opinion or 
judgment Is based. 

Students: 
* • present (in essays, position papers, speeches, and 

debates) dear analyses of issues, ideas, texts, and 
experiences, supporting their positions with well 
developed arguments 

> •  develop arguments with effecdve use of details and 
evidence that reflect a coherent set of criteria (eg., 
reporting results of lab experiments to support a 
hypothesis) 

«» •  monitor and adjust their own oral and written 
presentations according to the standards for a particular 
genre (e^j., defining key terms used in a formal debate) 
use standard English, precise vocabulary, and 
presentational strategies effectively to Influence an 
audience. 

J. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A write a position paper on a current event, clearly indicating 

their position and the criteria on which it is based 
A present an oral review of a film, supporting their evaluation 

with reference to particular elements such as character 
development, plot, pacing, and cinematography 

A participate in a class debate on a social issue following the rules 
for formal debate 

A produce their own advertising for a product, tailoring the text    - 
and visuals to a particular audience. 

STANDARD 3 
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I Students will read. listen, and speak for soc i 

Listening and Speaking Reading and Writing 

fcr-D 

1. Oral communication in formal and informal settings 
requires the ability to talk with people of different 
ages, genders, and cultures, to adapt presentations to 
different audiences, and to reflect on how talk varies 
In different situations. eTLAM 

Students: f &&%) 
••  listen attentively to others and build on others'ideas In 

conversations with peers and adults 
• express Ideas and concerns clearly and respectfully In 

conversations and group discussions 
• learn some words and expressions in another language to 

communicate with a peer or aduh who speaks that 
.        language 
I   •  use verbal and nonverbal skills to Improve 

communication with others. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A act as hosts far open house at school 
A participate in small group discussions In class 
• give morning announcements over the public address system 
• participate In school assemblies and club meetings. 

2. Written communication for social interaction 
requires using written messages to establish, maintain, 
and enhance personal relationships with others. 

Students: 
A*   write social letters, cards, and electronic messages to 

friends, relatives, community acquaintances, and other 
electronic network users 

fc •   use appropriate language and style for the situation and 
the audience and take Into account the Ideas and Inter- 
ests expressed by the person receiving the message 

6 .   read and dhf"*« social communications and electronic 
communications of other writers and use some of the 
techniques of those writers m their own writing. 

This is evident, for example, whm students 
A write letters to friends who are away 
A send e-mail messages oh a computer network 
A send formal Invitations for receptions or open houses. 

t 

STANDARD 4 
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Standard 1—Language for Information 
and Understanding 

ii and Read in" 

4' 
i-1) 

1. Listening and reading to acquire information and 2. Speaking and writing to acquire and transmit 
understanding involves collecting data, facts, and information requires asking probing and clarifying 
ideas; discovering relationships, concepts, and "€lAI questions, interpreting information in one's own 
generalizations; and using knowledge from oral. /%- »\ words, applying Information from one context to 
written, and electronic sources. t'c"t     ' another, and presenting the information and 

interpretation clearly, concisely, and comprehensibly. 

c 

c 
4 

» 

Students: 
•   interpret and analyze complex informational texts and Students: 

presentations. Including technical manuals, professional   * 
Journals, newspaper and broadcast editorials, electronic 
networks, political speeches and debates, and primary 
source material In their subject area courses D 
synthesize Information from diverse sources and Identify 
complexities and discrepancies In the Information C 
use a combination of techniques (eg., previewing, use of 
advance organizers, structural cues) to extract salient        , 
Information from texts oi 
make distinctions about the relative value and 
significance of specific data, facts, and Ideas 
make perceptive and well developed connections to prior  * 
knowledge _ 
evaluate writing strategies and presentational features     4- 
that affect Interpretation of the information. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A Incorporate information from several noted experts to support a 

thesis In a research paper 
• assemble notes for historical and artistic exhibits 
A use an electronic data base and other graphic presentations to 

And evidence of trends for a sociological study 
• produce flow charts and diagrams to show the relationships 

among information from different sources 
• determine the relative value of different reference materials for 

a particular research question. 

write and present research reports, feature articles, and 
thesis/support papers on a variety of topics related to all 
school subjects 
present a controlling idea that conveys an Individual 
perspective and Insight Into the topic 
use a wide range of organizational patterns such as 
chronological, logical (both deductive and inductive), 
cause and effect, and comparison/contrast 
support interpretations and decisions about relative 
significance of information with explicit statement 
evidence, and appropriate argument 
revise and improve early drafts by restructuring, 
correcting errors, and revising for clarity and effect 
use standard English skillfully, applying established 
rules and conventions for presenting Information and 
making use of a wide range of grammatical constructions 
and vocabulary to achieve an Individual style that 
communicates effectively. 

This is evident, for example, when students:   . 
A demonstrate how to perform an intricate task, such as how to 

operate a computer program or conduct a laboratory experiment 
A write an extended research report on a complex issue or topic 

that documents sources of information and Is well organized to 
convey overarching Ideas and supporting evidence and details 

A write a report of a sdentmc Inquiry that observes the 
conventions of scientific writing, the rules of evidence, and the 
correct usage of technical terms 

A produce program notes for an art exhibit or concert with 
background information on the works and artists. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
STANDARD 1 

, 

X 



i  fis 
Standard 2—Language for Literary 
Response and Expression 

Listening arid Rcaditm 

1. listening and reading for literary response Involves     2. Speaking and writing for literary response Involves 
comprehending, Interpreting, and critiquing       PL/\Z   presenting interpretations, analyses, and reactions to 
Imaginative texts in every medium, drawing on       /-u».7\tne content and language of a text Speaking and 
personal experiences and knowledge to understand^ /writing Xbr literary expression Involves producing 
the text, and recognizing the social, historical and Imaginative texts that use language and text 
cultural features of the text. structures that are Inventive and often multilayered. 

# 

•p 

Students: 
• read and view independently and fluently across many    4 

genres of literature from many cultures and historical 
periods 

• identify the distinguishing features of different Uterary 
genres, periods and traditions and use those features to   , 
interpret the work I 

• recognize and understand the significance of a wide 
range of literary elements and techniques, (including 
figurative language, Imagery, allegory, Irony, blank verse, 
symbolism, stream-of-consclousness) and use those 
elements to Interpret the work 

• understand how multiple levels of meaning are conveyed 
In a text 
read aloud expressively to convey a clear Interpretation 
of the work 
evaluate Uterary merit based on an understanding of the 
genre, the literary elements, and the Uterary period and 
tradition. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
• read a selection of poems of different forms. Including sonnets, 

lyrics, elegies, narrative poems, and odes, and recognize the 
effect of the structure and form on the meaning 

A act out scenes from a lull length play in class 
• read literary pieces on a common theme from several literary 

periods (such as Renaissance, Neo-Classkal, Romantic, 
Realistic Naturalistic, and Contemporary) and compare the 
treatments of the theme in those periods 

• read and Interpret works of recognized literary merit from sev- 
eral world cultures and recognize the distinguishing features of 
those cultural traditions 

• view stage or film productions of a major play or novel and dis- 
cuss the interpretation of the work that is evident in the produc- 
tion. 

Students: 
.   •   present responses to and interpretations of works of 

recognized Uterary merit with references to the principal 
features of the genre, the period, and Uterary tradition, 
and drawing on their personal experiences and 
knowledge 

>   •   produce Uterary Interpretations that explicate the multi- 
ple layers of meaning 

'   •  write original pieces In a variety of literary forms, 
correctly using the conventions of the genre and using 

I       structure and vocabulary to achieve an effect 
* •  use standard English skillfully and with an Individual 

style. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A write stories or poems using such literary structures and devices 

as stanzas and chapters, metaphors, foreshadowing, symbolism, 
and different forms of dialogue and narration 

• take part in productions of full length plays 
• put together a collection of literature from different cultures 

around a common theme and write the introduction to the col- 
lection explaining the similarities and differences 

• write an interpretation of a major nineteenth-century novel dis- 
cussing the features of the novel that reflect the conventions of 
the genre in that time period. 

• write interpretations of works of recognized literary merit 
including a discussion of the principal features of the genre, the 
period, and the tradition. 

» 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (•). 
STANDARD 2 



Standard 3—Language for Critical 
Analysis and Evaluation 

[Listening and Reading Speaking and Writing 

Students: 

p 

1. Listening and reading to analyze and evaluate 2. Speaking and writing for critical analysis and 
experiences. Ideas, information, and Issues requires evaluation requires presenting opinions and 
using evaluative criteria from a variety of tlA't Judgments on experiences. Ideas, Information, and 
perspectives and recognizing the difference In    ** n '  Issues clearly, logically, and persuasively with 
evaluations based on different sets of criteria.     ( fcl-'V reference to specific criteria on which the opinion or 

judgment Is based. 
Students 

i   •  analyze, interpret, and evaluate ideas, information, 
organization, and language of a wide range of general    *l 
and technical texts and presentations across subject 
areas, including technical manuah, professional 
Journals, political speeches, and literary criticism 

i   •  evaluate the quality of die texts and presentations from a 
variety of critical perspectives within the field of study 
(e&. using both Poes elements of a short story and the    O 
elements of "naturalist fiction" to evaluate a modern 

,    "*«y> .      •    . 
- •   make precise determinations about the perspective of a   <- 

particular writer or speaker by recognizing the relative 
weight they place on particular arguments and criteria       , 
(&g>, one critic condemns a biography as too long and      « 
rambling; another praises It for Its accuracy and never 

j       mentions its length) 
A •  evaluate and compare their own and others' work with 

regard to different criteria and recognize the change in 
evaluations when different criteria are considered to be 
more Important. 

This is evident. Ha-example, when students: 
A compare the majority decision and the dissenting opinions on a 

-    Supreme Court ease 
A listen to speeches of two political candidates and compare their 

stands oh several major issues 
A read the writing of several critics on the same author and 

determine what literary criteria each used in evaluating the 
author and how that accounts for different judgments 

• read a current article on a scientific issue, such as the 
greenhouse effect, and compare it to an earlier explanation of 
the same Issue. 

present orauy and in writing well-developed analyses of 
Issues, Ideas, and texts, explaining the rationale for their 
positions and analyzing their positions from a variety of 
perspectives In such forms as formal speeches, debates, 
thesis/support papers, literary critiques, and Issues 
analyses 
make effective use of details, evidence, and arguments 
and of presentational strategies to Influence an audience 
to adopt their position 

•  monitor and adjust their own oral and written 
presentations to have the greatest Influence on a 

• particular audience 
* •   use standard English, a broad and precise vocabulary, 

and the conventions of formal oratory and debate. 

This Is evident. far example, when students: .    . 
A write two different analyses of a Supreme Court decision from 

the perspectives of a "strict-constructlonlst" and a judicial 
activist 

A write a review of a technical manual from the perspective of 
current industry standards 

A deliver a "campaign'' speech using a variety of persuasive 
strategies to influence an audience 

A write an essay comparing critiques from two different centuries 
of a Shakespearean play. 

» 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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Standard 4—Language for Social 
Interaction 

Listening and Speaking Reading and Writing 

> 

1. Oral communication in formal and Informal settings 
requires the ability to talk with people of different 
ages, genders, and cultures, to adapt presentations to 
different audiences, and to reflect on how talk varies 
in different situations. ELAH 

Students: * 
t   •  engage In conversations and discussions on academic, 

technical, and community subjects, anticipating ** 
listeners' needs and skillfully addressing them 

k   •  express their thoughts and views clearly with attention     <• 
to the perspectives and voiced concerns of the others in 
the conversation 

',  •   use appropriately the language conventions for a wide 
variety of social situations, such as informal 
conversations, first meetings with peers or adults, and 
more formal situations such as Job interviews or 
customer service. 

This Is evident, for example, when students 
A take part In and conduct meetings of student organizations 
A interact with community members through community service 

experience or part-time jobs 
A interview for ajob or college acceptance 
A grieet visitors at school performances or sports banquets. 

2. Written communication for social interaction 
requires using written messages to establish, 
maintain, and enhance personal relationships with 
others. 

Students: 
use a variety of print and electronic forms for social 
communication with peers and adults 

1   •  make effective use of language and style to connect the 
message with the audience and context 

:   •   study the social conventions and language conventions of 
writers from other groups and cultures and use those 
conventions to communicate with members of those 
groups. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A participate in electronic discussion groups (e.g.. Bstserv) 
A write letters and personal essays as part of college application 
A write personal notes and letters that entertain and interest the 

recipient. 

; 

Key Ideas are Identified by numbers (1). 
Performance Indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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Overview for Languages other than English (LOTE): 

In the "Standards and Key Ideas" column of the LOTE Crosswalks, underlined letter and number 
combinations stand for Subject Area and Standard. In item "LOTE1 (ML)" which appears in the 
first row of the column "Standards and Key Ideas," "LOTE" stands for Languages other than 
English, "(ML)" stands for Modem Languages (a subcategory of the standard), and "1" indicates 
Standard l.In the New York State learning standards for LOTE that follow, Key Ideas and 
Performance Indicators are hand-labeled. For each level (Elementary, Intermediate, and 
Commencement), the first Key Idea under LOTE Standard 1 (subcategory Modem Languages) is 
labeled "LOTE1 (ML), (KI-1)." Performance Indicators are labeled in lower case letters below 
the Key Ideas. 

Key to LOTE Curriculum Crosswalks: 

The following codes appear in the "Standards and Key Idea" column of the LOTE Curriculum Crosswalks: 

Code                    Subject/                                           Standard Number                 Description of Standard 
 Subcategory (if applicable) •        

LOTE 1 (ML)        Languages other than English / 1 Communication Skills 
Modem Languages 

LOTE2 (ML) Languages other than English / 2 Cultural Understanding 
Modem Languages 
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7th Grade LOTE: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Checkpoint A 

Course: Spanish 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Communication Skills 

LOTE1 (ML) a,b,d Vocabulary and grammar; 
Simple and complex sentences; 
Past, present, and future tenses; 
Essential communicative themes (e.g., time and weather, transportation, 
home and body) 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) b,c,d 

Cultural Understanding 

LOTE2(ML) a,d Distinguishing cultural traits of Spain; 
Mexico past and present; 
Hispanic heritage of Texas 

(KI-1) 

in 
oo 
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8th Grade LOTE: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Checkpoint B 

Course: Spanish 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Communication Skills 

LOTE1 (ML) a, b, c, d, e, f Vocabulary and grammar, 
Advanced verb tenses; 
Essential communicative themes (e.g., time and weather, transportation, 
home and body); 
Initiating and sustaining conversation 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) a, b, c, d, e ,f 

Cultural Understanding 

LOTE2 (ML) 
a, b, c, d Puerto Rico past and present; 

Cultural heritage of Peru, Argentina, and Chile; 
Hispanic communities of Florida, California, and New York 

(KI-1) 

CO 

%9/? 
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9th Grade LOTE: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Checkpoint C 

Course: Spanish 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Communication Skills 

LOTE1 fMU a,b Vocabulary and grammar, 
Essential communicative themes (e.g., time and weather, transportation, 
home and body); 
Idiomatic expression; 
Understanding main ideas in Spanish media; 
Using gesture to enhance communication 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) d 

Cultural Understanding 

LOTE2 (ML) 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c, d Spain: history, geography, population, dialects; 
Countries and capitals of Central and South America 

h*>* 
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Learning Standards for Languages Other 
Than English at Three Levels 

Standard 1:   Students will be able to use a language other than English for communication. 

Standard 2:   Students will develop cross-cultural skills and understandings. 

• 

» 
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Standard 1—Communication Skills 

1. listening and speaking are primary communicative 
| (Mi^goals In modern language learning. These skills are 

Vused for the purposes of socializing, providing and 
- D    acquiring information, expressing personal feelings 

and opinions, and getting others to adopt a course of 
action. (.erf; 

Students can: 

2. Reading and writing are used in languages other 
than English for the purposes of socializing, providing 
and acquiring Information, expressing personal 
feelings and opinions, and getting others to adopt a 
course of action. 

CfcZ'Z) Students can: 

I 

*.      •   comprehend messages and short conversations when 
listening to peers, familiar adults, and providers of public 
services either In lace-to-face Interactions or on the 
telephone 

&     *  understand the main Idea and some discrete Information 
In television, radio, or live presentations 

C      *   Initiate and sustain conversations, face to face or on the 
phone, with native-speaking or more fluent Individuals 

H     *   select vocabulary appropriate to a range of topics, 
employ simple and complex sentences In present, past, 
and future time frames, and express details and nuances 
by using appropriate modifiers 

£     •   exhibit spontaneity in their interactions, particularly 
when the topic to familiar, but often rely on familiar 

. utterances 
Jf-    •   use repetition and circumlocution as well as gestures and 

other nonverbal cues to sustain conversation. 

This is evident, for example, what students: 
A follow conversations and understand messages that concern 

everyday life and the larger society 
• view slides depleting diversity within the target culture and 

discuss their reactions 
• listen to Native speakers live or on tape, and use nonverbal cues, 

repetition, and rephrasing to understand 
A conduct an interview with a native speaker of the target 

language 
• watch television programs In the target language 
• discuss songs, stories, and selected excerpts from the literature 

of the target language. 

read and comprehend materials written for native 
speakers when the topic and language are familiar. 

K  •  use cognates and contextual and visual cues to derive 
meaning from texts that contain unfamiliar words,. 
expressions, and structures 

C •  read simple materials Independently, but may have to   - 
guess at meanings of longer or more complex material 

Jl •  write short notes, uncomplicated personal and business 
letters, brief journals, and short reports 

f •  write brief analyses of more complex content when given 
the opportunity for organization and advance 
preparation, though errors may occur more frequently 

4 •  produce written narratives and expressions of opinion 
about radio and television programs, newspaper and 
magazine articles, and selected stories, songs, and 
literature of the target language. 

This Is evident, for example, what students 
A read personal letters and notes, simple business 

correspondence, pamphlets, feature articles or editorials In 
newspapers or magazines published for the general public and 
discuss the positions presented in them 

A read selected short stories and poems and identify the main Idea 
and some specific ones 

A Identify subtleties of meaning through the use of learned 
vocabulary and structures Including present, past, and future 
tense 

A give an oral presentation on an assigned topic, using learned 
and practiced vocabulary, complex sentence structures In the 
present and. some sentences in the past and future 

A write a short response to a classroom situation. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 

• 
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Standard 2—Cultural Understanding 

'Modern Languages 

Effective communication Involves meanings that go 
ond words and require an understanding of 

JTTf 2 Cfl~ perceptions, gestures,'folklore, and family and 
'fcl-O  «^*••""**y dynamics. All of these elements can affect 
* whether and how well a message Is received. 

Students can: 
o\     •   exhibit more comprehensive knowledge of cultural traits 

and pattern* 
V     •   draw comparisons between societies 
£     •   recognize that there are Important linguistic and 

cultural variations among groups that speak the same 

# 

•   understand how words, body language, rituals, and 
social interactions influence communication. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A role play dally activities such as ordering in a restaurant or 

shopping, using authentic materials from target language 
cultures 

A write In their own language an essay about cultural similarities 
between their country and a country in which the target 
language is spoken 

• describe linguistic variations including accent. Idioms, and 
styles between two cultures that speak the same language 

A simulate an encounter between two friends in a target language 
culture, using appropriate social conventions, gestures, and 
body language. 

1. Latin acquisition provides the cultural context for 
learning about the ancient world and its people. From 
this basis students can compare and contrast antiquity 
and the present and thoughtfully contemplate the 
future. 

Students can: 
• demonstrate increased knowledge of Greco-Roman myths 

and legends, daily UTe and history, art, and architecture, 
and of their Influence on later civilizations 

• read culturally authentic passages of Latin adapted firom 
Latin authors 

• apply knowledge of Latin literature, authors, and 
techniques of style to world literary traditions. 

This Is evident, far example, when students: 
A develop a portfolio of modem architecture, labeling those 

aspects derived from the Greco-Roman tradition 
• read sections of poetry by CMd, identifying recurring themes, 

forms, and issues 
• write a paper in English showing how the literary techniques of 

a Latin author influence a modern author. 

• 

Key ideas are Identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 
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I 
Standard 1—Communication Skills 

I 

o 

1, Listening and speaking are primary communicative     2. Reading and writing are used in languages other 
goals In modern language learning. These skills are than English for the purposes of socializing, providing 
used for the purposes of socializing, providing and and acquiring Information, expressing personal 
acquiring information, expressing personal feelings feelings and opinions, and getting others to adopt a 
and opinions, and getting others to adopt a course of .    course of action, 
action. LOTt-l  CrU> 

Students can: 
Students can: 

» 

understand standard speech delivered In most authentic 
settings 
understand the main ideas and significant relevant 
details of extended discussions or presentations, and of 
recorded songs, feature programs on radio and 
television, movies, and other media designed for use by 
native speakers. 
draw on a wide range of language forms, vocabulary, 
Idioms, and structures learned In class as well as those 
acquired through Independent exposure to the language 
comprehend subtler, nuanced details of meaning with 
some repetition and rephrasing 
engage In extended discussions with native or fluent 
speakers on a broad range of topics that extend beyond 
their dally lives and are of general interest to the target 
cultures. 

This is evident, for example, when students 
A detect emotional overtones and understand Inferences in 

personal communications and formal presentations 
A report orally on a radio news broadcast that covers 

contemporary themes and issues 
• give an oral presentation on an assigned topic, using culturally 

appropriate vocabulary, expressions, gestures, and verbal and 
nonverbal cues, simple and complex sentences, and the full 
range of time frames 

• maintain a natural conversational pace 
• produce virtually error-free speech in brief exchanges with 

classmates, using simple structures and familiar vocabulary. 
Errors which may Interfere with communication tend to occur 
during more extended and complicated discourse. 

4   •  comprehend the content of most texts of Interest to 
native speakers 

»   •   draw on a broad range of learned vocabulary. Idioms, 
and structures, including the full range of time frames, 
as well as language acquired through Independent 
reading 

C  •   write tnultlparagraphed essays. Journals, personal and 
business letters, and creative texts In which their 
thoughts are unified and presented In an organized 
fashion; errors In form may occur, particularly when the 
students are writing about complex themes or issues 
requiring the expression of opinions, or when the topic Is 

•       outside their realm of experiences 
01  *  use culturally appropriate learned vocabulary and 

structures associated with a broad range of topics, and 
structures such as simple and complex sentences to 
communicate through the full range of time frames. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A understand the full meaning of personal and business corre- 

spondence and pamphlets, full-length feature articles or editori- 
als In newspapers or other periodicals of interest to the general 
public, general advertising, documentation accompanying 
commonly used products 

A interpret full-length original versions of poetry and prose that 
express significant themes and issues of global and cultural 
concern 

• write independently about a broad range of topics that extend 
beyond the students' dairy lives to Include Issues, Ideas, and 
opinions that are of general interest to the target cultures as 
expressed in songs (live and recorded), feature programs on 
television and radio, movies, articles in newspapers and 
magazines, other forms of media presentations used by native 
speakers, and literature selections 

• express complex ideas, using simpler forms of language. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 

§ 
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Standard 2—Cultural Understanding 

\rrff%. CUCi- Effective communication Involves meanings that go 
neyond words and require an understanding of 

£<£.. | )      perceptions, gestures, folklore, and family and 
community dynamics. All of these elements can affect 
whether and how well a message is received. 

b 

Students < 
demonstrate sophisticated knowledge of cultural 
nuances in a target language culture 
model how spoken language, body language, and social 
interaction influence communication 

'   •   use appropriate registers 
( •   write In the target language in a manner that articulates 

similarities and differences In cultural behaviors. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A read and understand poetry written for Native speakers 
• exchange greetings with Native speakers and use culturally 

appropriate grammatical forms and body language 
• write a simulated dialogue between Native speakers about a 

topic of current interest. 

1. Latin acquisition provides the cultural context for 
learning about the ancient world and Its people. From 
this basis students can compare and contrast antiquity 
and the present and thoughtfully contemplate the 
future. 

Students can: 
• use adapted reading from Latin prose and poetry to 

broaden knowledge about Greco-Roman civilization and 
its Influence on subsequent civilizations 

• make comparisons of Latin literary style with those of 
world literary traditions. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A read unadapted works ofVlrgU and identify new features of 

style and content 
A compare and contrast the literary devices employed In an 

authentic Latin epic with those used in a medieval epic such as 
EJCid. 

t 

Key Ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 

v 
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Overview for Math: 

In the "Standards and Key Ideas" column of the Math Curriculum Crosswalks, underlined letter 
and number combinations stand for Subject Area and Standard. Please note that where a standard 
is divided into categories, the category is represented in parentheses just after the standard. 
Standard 1 in the Math, Science, and Technology learning standards is divided into three 
categories: Mathematical Analysis, Scientific Inquiry, and Engineering Design. Therefore, in 
item "MST1 (MA)" which appears in the first row of the column "Standards and Key Ideas," 
"MSP' stands for Math, Science, and Technology, "1" indicates Standard 1, and "(MA)" 
represents the category "Mathematical Analysis." Beneath "MST1 (MA)" appears "(KI-1)." This 
stands for Key Ideal. 

In the New York State Learning Standards for Math, Science, and Technology that follow, Key 
Ideas and Performance Indicators are hand-labeled. The first Key Idea under Math, Science, and 
Technology Standard 1 (subcategory Mathematical Analysis) is labeled "MST1 (MA), (KI-1)" 
and so on and so forth. Performance Indicators are hand-labeled in lower case letters below the 
Key Ideas. Please note that in the newly revised (as of March 2005) Standard] section, 
performance indicators are numbered by the document's authors. Therefore, these performance 
indicators are represented numerically in our crosswalks. 

Key to Math Curriculum Crosswalks: 

The following codes appear in the "Standards and Key Idea" column of the Math Curriculum Crosswalks: 

Code                    Subject/                                         Standard Number Description of Standard 
 Subcategory (if applicable)             

MSTl(MA) Math, Science, & Technology / 1 
Mathematical Analysis 

MST1 (ED) Math, Science, & Technology / 1 
Engineering Design 

MST3 Math, Science, & Technology 3 

CD/OS 1 Career Development and 1 
Occupational Studies 

CD/OS2 Career Development and 2 
Occupational Studies 

CD/OS3a Career Development and 3a 
Occupational Studies 

Analysis, Inquiry, and Design 

Analysis, Inquiry, and Design 

Mathematics 

Career Development 

Integrated Learning 

Universal Foundation Skills 
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Kindergarten Math: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: Math 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Mathematical Analysis and Application MST1 (MA) 
a 

Saxon Mathematics Curriculum: 
Counting; 
Shapes; 
Measuring (non-standard units of measurement); 
Telling Time; 
Writing Numerals 

(Kl-1) 

(Kl-2) a 

(KI-3) a 

MST3 (PS) 
(KM) 

1,2 

(Kl-2) 3,4 

(KI-3) 5,6,7.8,9 

(Kl-4) 10 

MST3 (RP) 
1 (Kl-1) 

(Kl-2) 2.3 

(KI-3) 4 

MST3 (CM) 
1 (Kl-1) 

(Kl-2) 2 

(KI-3) 3.4 

(Kl-4) 5 
MST3 (CN) 

1.2,3 (Kl-1) 
MST3(R) 

1,2 (KI-1) 

(Kl-2) 3,4.5 

MST3(N) 
1.2,3,4,5,6.7,8,9,10.11 

(Kl-1) 

(Kl-2) 12,13 

MST3 (A) 
1,2 (Kl-1) 

MST3(G) 
1 (KI-1) 

(Kl-2) 2 

(Kl-3) 3.4 

(KI-4) 5 

MST3(M) 
1,2.3 (KJ-1) 

MST3 (S) 
(KI-1) 1,2,3,4,5 

MSJ6 
(KI-3) a 

(KI-5) a 

CD/OS 1 
a (Kl-2) 

CD/OS3a 
a (Kl-2) 
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1st Grade Math: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: Math 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas 

Mathematical Analysis and Application MST1 (MA) a 

Saxon Mathematics Curriculum: 
Skip Counting; 
Place Value; 
Identifying and Extending Patterns; 
Addition and Subtraction; 
Comparison Symbols; 
Measurement (standard units); 
Polygons and Geometric Solids; 
Determining Likelihood of Events; 
Reading Graphs 

(Kl-1) 

(KI-2) a 

(Kl-3) a 

MST3 (PS) 
1.2 

(KM) 

(KI-2) 3,4 

(KI-3) 5,6,7,8.9 

(KM) 10 

MST3 (RP) 
1,2 

(KM) 

(KI-2) 3.4 

(Kl-3) 5,6,7 

(KM) 8 

MST3(CM) 
(KM) 

1,2 

(KI-2) 3 

(Kl-3) 4.5 

(KM) 6 

MST3(CN1 
(KM) 

1,2,3 

(KI-2) 4.5.6 

(Kl-3) 7,8,9 

MST3 <R) 
1.2,3 

(KM) 

(KI-2) 4 

(Kl-3) 5,6.7 

MSUffifl 1,2.3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13, 
14.15,16.17,18,19,20,21,22,23 (KM) 

(KI-2) 24,25,26,27.28,29 

(KI-3) 30 

MST3(A) 
(KM) 

1 

MST3 (G) 
1.2 (KID 

(KI-2) 3." 

(Kl-3) 5 

MST3 (M) 1,2,3 
(KID 

(KI-2) 4,5,6,7,8,9,10 

(KI-3) 11 

MST3 (S) 
(KI-1) 

1,2,3,4,5,6.7 

(KI-2) 8,9 

MSB 
(KI-1) 

a 

(Kl-5) a 

CD/0S3a 
(KI-1) 

a 



2nd Grade Math: Curriculum to Standards Crosstalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: Math 

Content 

Mathematical Analysis and APPllfffliffll MSTI (MA) 
(KM) 

Saxon Mathematics and Achievement First Math Curriculum: 
Number Sense, 
Whole Numbers: Basic Facts and Operations; 
Commutative and Associative Properties of Addition; 
Multiplication; 
Place value; . 
Algebra Patterns, Relations, and Functions; 
Problem-solving; 
Fractions; 
Geometry: Shape, Angles; Lines of Symmetry, Volume, Mass, Perimeter, 
Reading Diagrams. Graphs, and Charts;' 
Measurement; 
Money; 
Calendars and Time; 
Statistics and Probability; 
Estimation 

(KI-2) a 

(KI-3) a 

MST3(PS) 

(Kl-I) 
1.2 

(KI-2) 3,4 

(KM) 5,6,7,8,9 

(KM) 10 

MST3(PJM 
(Kl-1) 1.2 

(KI-2) 3.4 

(KI-3) 5,6,7 

(KM) g 

MST3(CM) 
(KH) 1,2 

(KI-2) 3 

(KI-3) *-5 

(KI-4) 6 

MST3(CN) 1.2.3 (Kl-I) 

(KI-2)   . 4.5.6 

(KI-3) 7,8,9 

MST3(R> 
1,2,3 

(KI-I) 

(KI-2) 4 

(KI-3) 5.6.7 

MST3W 1-14 (Kl-I) 

(KI-2) 15. 16.17.18. 19.20.21 

(KI-3) 22 

MST3(A) 
(KI-I) 

1 

(KI-2) 2 

MST3(G> 
1,2.3 

(KI-I) 

(KI-2) 4 

(KI-3) 5,6 

MST3(M) 
1.2.3.4.5 

(Kl-I) 

(KI-2) 6,7,8,9 

(KI-3) 10 

MST3(S) 1,2,3.4 
(KI-I) 

(KI-2) 5 

MST6 
(KI-3) a 

(KI-5) a.b 

(KM) 

CP/OS3a 
(KI-.) a 

529 *< 



3rd Grade Math: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: Math 

Content Perforrnance Indicators 

Mathematical Analysis and Application MSTJ (MAI a 

Saxon Mathematics and Achievement First Math Curriculum: 
Whole Numbers; 
Number Sense, 
Place Value; 
Multiplication (single-digit by double-digit numbers); 
Division; 
Problem Solving; 
Estimation; 
Negative numbers; 
Adding and Subtracting Fractions; 
Statistics and Probability; 
Geometry: Angles, Lines of Symmetry, Volume, Mass, Perimeter, 
Measurement; 
Patterns and Functions; 
Graphing Coordinates; 
Reading Graphs and Diagrams; 
Money; 
Time 

(Kl-1) 

(KM) a 

(Kl-3) 

MST3(PS) 
(KID 

1.2,3 

(KM) 4.5,6,7,8 

(Kl-3) 9-19 

(KM) 20,21.22,23,24,25 

MST3(RP) 
1.2 

(KI-I) 

(Kl-2) 3.4 

(Kl-3) 5.6,7 

(KM) 8 

MST3 (CM) 
1,2.3 

(KI-I) 

(KI-2) 4,5,6 

(Kl-3) 7,8 

(KM) 9,10,11 

MST3(CN* 1.2.3 
(KI-1) 

(Kl-2) 4.5 

(Kl-3) 6.7,8 

MST3 (R) 1,2,3,4 
(KI-I) 

(Kl-2) 5,6.7 

(Kl-3) 8,9.10 

MSB IN) 
(KM) 

1-17 

(KI-2) 18,19,20,21.22,23,24 

(Kl-3) 25,26,27 

MST3(A1 
(KI-I) 1 

(KI-2) 2 

MST3 (G) 
1,2,3,4 

(Kl-1) 

(KI-2) 5 

MST3M 
(Kl-1) 

1.2,3,4,5,6 

(Kl-2) 7,8 

(Kl-3) 9,10 

MST3(S> 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7 

(KI-I) 

(KI-2) 8 

MST6 
(Kl-3) 

a,b 

(KI-5) a,b 

(KI-6) a.b 

CD/OS3a 
(KI-1) 8 

530 
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4th Grade Math: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: Math 

Csmaii Standards and Key Idea, 

Mathematical Analysis, and Application MST| (MA) 
a 

Achievement Hntt Math Curriculum: 
Number Systems; 
Adding. Subtracting, and Multiplying Multi-digit Numbers: 
Expanded Numerical Form: 
Estimation: 
Inequalities; 
Prime and Composite Numbers; 
Mixed Numbers and Improper Fractions, 
Square and Cuba Roots; 
Decimals and Percents; 
Roman Numerals; 
Polygons; 
Triangles (right, acute, obtuse): 
Volume, Mass. Perimeter, Pi: 
Parallel and Perpendicular Lines; 
Measurement (inc. using a compass and protractor); 
Patterns, Relations, and Functions; 
Statistics and Probability: 
Engaging Design Processes: 
Creating Graphs 

(Kl-I) 

(KI-2) 

(KI-3) • 

MSTKED1 
(Kl-I) 

a,b,c,d.e 

MST3(PS) 
1.2.3 

(Kl-I) 

(KM) 0,6,7,8 

(KI-3) 9-19 

(KI-4) 20,21,22,23,24,25     . 

MST3(RP) 
1.2 (Kl-I) 

(KI-2) M 

(KI-3) 3.0,7 

(KI-4) «.* 
MST1 (CMi 

1.2.3 (KI-1) 

(KI-2) 4.5,6 

(KI-3) 7,8 

(KI-«) 9.10,11 

MST3(CN) 
1.2.3 (Kl-I) 

(KI-2) 4,5 

(KI-3) 6.7,8 

MSIHE) 
(KI-I) 1.2,3.4 

(KI-2) 5.6,7 

(KI-3) 8.9,10 

MSHfNl 
(Kl-I) 

1-13 

(KI-2) 14-25 

(Kl-3) 26,27 

MSUJAJ 
(KI-1) 1            '       • 

(KI-2) 2.3 

(KI-3) 4-s 

MSTjjGj 
(KI-1) 1.2,3,4,5 

(KI-2) 6.7,8 

MSDJMJ 
(KI-D 

1.2,3,4,5,6.7 

(KI-2) 8,9.10 

(KI-1) 
1.2.3,4 

(KI-2) 5.6 

MJB 
(KI-3) a,b 

(Kl-S) a,b 

(KI-4) a,b 

CD/OS2 
(Kl-1) a,b.c 

CD/OS3a 
(Kl-I) 

a 

(KI-2) a 

(Kl-7) a 
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5th Grade Math: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Ltvel: Intermediate 

Count: Math 

Achievement First Midi Curriculum: 
Htmber Sense; 
ProWcra-Solving; 

Basic Operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division); 
Boic Algebra; 
Place Value; 
Comparing, Ordering, and Rounding Whole Numbers; 
Estimation; 
Calculator Basics; 
Fractions, Decimals, and Percent; 
fUtio and Proportion; 
Measurement and Conversion; 
•Volume, Area, and Perimeter. 
Shape Relationships (eg., congruent and similar); 
Triangles and Angles; 
Probability and Statistics; 
Patterns 

MSHJMAJ 
(Kl-I) 

(KM) 

(Kl-3) 

MSHI251 
(HI) 

(KM) 

(Kl-3) 

(KI-4) 

MSIJJBB 
(KH) 

(KM) 

(Kl-3) 

MST3fCM> 
(KM) 

(Kl-2) 

(KM) 

(Kl-l) 

(Kl-3) 

MSTMCN) 
(Kl-l)  

(KM) 

(Kl-3) 

MSIHB) 
(Kl-l) 

(Kl-2) 

(Kl-3) 

MST3CN) 
(KH) 

(Kl-2) 

(Kl-3) 

MSBJA) 
(Kl-l) 

(KM) 

(Kl-3) 

MSDiffi 
(Kill 

(Kl-2) 

(Kl-3) 

(Kl-4) 

MST3(Ml 

(Kl-l) 

(Kl-2) 

(Kl-3) 

MST3IS) 
(Kl-l) 

(Kl-2) 

(Kl-3) 

MSB 
(Kl-3) 

(KM) 

(KI-6) 

CD/0S3a 
(Kl-l) 

(Kl-2) 

4,S,6,7,«,9 

4.5 

1.2,3 

10.11.12,13.14,13 

16-23 

1,2 

3,4 

5.6,7 

1,2.3 

4.5 

6.7.8 

9,10,11 

6.7,8,9 

1.2.3.4 

24,25,26,27 

3,4.5.6 

2, 3.4,5, 6,7,1.9.10 

12.13, 14 

1.2,3,4,5,6 

9.10.11 

1.2.3 

5.6,7 
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6th Grade Math: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Inteimediate 

Course: Math 

Conlcn; 

Mathematical Analysis and Aoplication MSTllMA) a 

Achievement First Math Curriculum: 
Number Sense; 
Problem-Solving: 
Operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division); 
Advanced Operations / Algebra; 
Place Value; 
Comparing, Ordering, and Rounding Whole Numbers, 
Estimation; 
Calculator Basics; 
Fractions, Decimals, and Percent; 
Ratio. Proportion. Percent, and Rate; 
Measurement and Conversion; 
Volume, Area, and Perimeter, 
Shape Relationships (eg., congruent and similar); 
Triangles and Angles; 
Coordinate Geometry; 
Probability and Statistics; 
Graphs and Charts (inc. data collection and recording); 
Patterns 

 1 

(Kl-l) 

(KI-2) a 

(KI-3) a 

MST?(P8) 1,2,3 
(Kl-1) 

(KJ-2) 4;3,6,7,8,9 

(Kl-3) 10,11,12,13,14,15 

(KM) 16-23 

MST3rRPl 
(KM) 1.2 

(KM) 3.4 

(KI-3) 5,6.7 

(KM) 8.9 

MSp (CM) 1.2,3 (Kl-l) 

(KI-2)     . 4.5 

(KI-3) 6.7.8 

(KM) 9.10,11 

MSQICNJ 
(KI-I) 

1,2,3 

(KI-2) 4,5 

(KI-3) 6.7.8.9 

MST3fR> 1,2,3,4 
(Kl-l) 

(KI-2) 5.6 

(KI-3) 7,8,9 

MST3mn 
1-15 

(Kl-l) 

(KI-2) 16-25 

(KI-3) 26,27 

MST3fA> 
(Kl-l) 

1 

(KI-2) 2.3.4.5.6 

MST3(G) 
(Kl-l) 1.2,3.4.5.6.7.8.9 

(KI-2) 10,11 

MSTKM) 1.2,3,4,5,6 
(Kl-l) 

(KI-2) 7,8,9 

MST3 (SI 
(Kl-l) 

1,2,3,4.5.6.7 

(KI-2) 8 

(KI-3) 9,10,11 

MST6 
(Kl-3) a 

(KI-5) a,b 

(KM) a 

CD/OS3a 
(Kl-l) a 

(KI-2) 
1 
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7th Grade Math: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Count: Math 

Content Performance Indicators 

Mathematical Aroilviii and Application, MST1 (MM 
(KM) 

a 

Achievement First Math Curriculum: 
Number Seme; 
Advanced Problem-Solving (whole numbers, fractions, decimal a, money amounts); 
Operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division); 
Algebra; 
Fractions, Decimals, and Percents; 
Factors and Exponents; 
Scientific Notation; 
Estimation; 
Circles (area, radius, diameter); 
Complex Shapes (volume, area, perimeter); 
Measurement and Conversion 

(KM) » 

(KI-3) a 

MSUffiS) 
(KM) 

1.2,3 

(KM) 4,5,6 

(KI-3) 7.8,9,10,11 

(KM) 12,13* 14,15,16,17 

MST3IW) 
(KM) 

1 

(KM) 2,3 

(KI-3) 4,5 

(KM) 6.7.* 

MST3(CM) 
1.2.3 

(KM) 

(KM) «•* 
(KI-3) 6,7,8 

(KM) 9.10.11 

MST3 (CNi 
(KM) 

1.2.3 

(KM) 4,5 

(KI-3) 6,7,8.9 

MST3(R) 
(KI-D 

1.2.3,4.5 

(KM) 6.7,8 

(KI-3) 9.10,11 

MST3 (N) 1,2.3.4,5.6.7.8,9.10 
(KM) 

(KM) 11,12.13. K 15. 16,17 

(KI-3) 18,19 

MST3 (A1 
(KM) 

1 

(KM) 2,3,4,5,6 

(KI-3) 7,8,9,10 

MSDJS) 
(KM) 

1,2.3,4 

(KM) 5,6.7,8,9 

(KI-3) 10 

MST3(M> 1,2.3.4,5,6.7,8.9 
(KM) 

(KM) 10.11,12,13 

(KM) 
1,2.3.4.5,6 

(KM) 7 

(KI-3) 8.9,10,11,12 

MST6 
(KI-3) 

a.b 

(KI-3) a.b 

(KM) a,b 

CD/OS3a 
(KM) 

(KM) b,c 

CWOS2 b,c 534 (KM) 
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8th Grade Math: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: Math 

GaoW hrimmMmm 
Mathematical Analvsis arM Application MST1 (MA) 

a 

Achievement First Math and Addison-Wesley Algebra: 
Number Sense, 
Operations: 
Algebra (variables and expressions); 
Advanced Problem-Solving; 
Fractions, Decimals, and Percents;     - 
Equations and Inequalities; 
Estimation; 
Patterns, Relations, and Functions; 
Geometric Constructions and Relationships; 
Basic Concepts of Right Triangle Trigonometry; 
Coordinate Geometry; 
Measurement and Conversion 

(KI-I) 

(KI-2) a 

(W-3) a 

MST)(PP 
1.2,3 

(KI-1) 

(Kl-2) 4,5,6 

(KJ-3) 7,8,9.10.11 

(KM) 12.13,14, IJ, 16,17 

M5THRP1 
(Kl-1) 

1 " 

(Kl-2) 2.3 

(KI-3) 4,5 

(KI-4) 6.7,8 

MST3 (CM) 
(Kl-1) 

1.2,3 

(KJ-2) 4.5 

(KI-3) 6.7.8 

(KM) 9,10,11 

MST3(CN1 
(Kl-1) 1.2.3 

(Kl-2) 4.5 

(KI-3) 6.7,8,9 

MST3(R) 
(Kl-1) 1.2,3.4.5 

(KI-2) 6.7,8 

(KJ-3) 9.10,11 

Msnnn 1.2,3.4 

(Kl-2) 5,6 

MST3(A> 
(KI-1) 

1.2,3,4,5 

(KI-2) 6,7,8,9,10,11.12.13 14 

(KI-3) 15,16,17,18,19 

M§T3 (G) 0 
(KM) 

(KI-2) 1,2,3,4.5.6 

(KI-3) 7.8.9.10. II. 12 

(KM) 13-21 

MST3(M) 1 (KI-1) 
MST6 
(KI-3) a.b 

(KI-5) a.b 

(KI-6) a.b 

CD/OS3a 
(Kl-1) 

a 

(Kl-2) a 

CD/OS2 
a,b,c (KI-1) 

535 
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5th Grade Math: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Commencement 

Count: Integrated Algebra 

Content Performance Indicators 

Achievement Fint Math and Addison-Wesley Algebra: 
Advanced Problem-Solving; 
Solving for Variables; 
Using Multiple Operations in Algebraic Expressions; 
Advanced Calculator Functions; 
Volume, Area, and Perimeter. 
Geometric Formulas; 
Concepts of Engineering Design 

MSTlfMAl 
a 

(Kl-I) 

(KM) a 

(KM) a 

MSTKEDi 
a.b 

(KI-1) 

MSHi£SJ 
(KI-l) 1.2 

(KM) 3.4 

(KM) 5,6.7 

(KI-4) 8,9,10 

MST3fRPi 
1 (Kl-1) 

(KM) 2.3 

(KM) 4.5.6.7 

(KM) 8.9,10.11.12 

MST3(CM) 
1.2 

(KI-1) 

(KM) 3.4,5,6 

(KM) 7.8.9 

(KM) 10.11.12,13 

MST3,CM 
(KI-1) 

i.2 

(KM) 3,4,5 

(KM) 6.7,8 

MSTJfRl 
(KI-1) 

1.2.3 

(KM) 4.5 

(KM) 6.7,8 

MST3INI 
(KI-1) 

1 

(KM) 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 

MSHiA) 
(KI-1) 

1-11 

(KM) 12-28 

(KM) 29-45 

MSTJfQl 
1.2 (KI-1) 

(KM) 3,4,5.6,7,8,9,10 

MST3fMl 
1.2 

(Kl-1) 

(KM) 3 

MST3(S1 
(KI-1) 

1-14 

(KM) 15.16.17 

(KM) 18,19,20,21,22,23 

MSB 
(KM) • 
(Kl-1) a 

(KM) a.b 

(KI-«) b 

CBfflS 
(Kl-1) . 
CD/DS3» 
(Kl-1) « 
(KM) a 
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t Overview for Science: 

In the "Standards and Key Ideas" column of the Science Curriculum Crosswalks, underlined 
letter and number combinations stand for Subject Area and Standard. Please note that where a 
s aiidard is divided into categories, the category is represented in parentheses just after the 
standard. Standard 4 ("Science") in the Math, Science, and Technology learning standards is 
divided into two categories: Physical Setting and Living Environment. In item "MST4YPSV 
which appears m the first row of the column "Standards and Key Ideas," "MST" stands for Math, 
Setting"      Technol°gy' "4" ideates Standard 4, and "(PS)" represents the category "Physical 

In the New York State Learning Standards for Math, Science, and Technology that follow, Key 
Ideas and Performance Indicators are hand-labeled. For all three levels (Elementary 
Intermediate, and Commencement), the first Key Idea under Math, Science, and Technology 
Standard 4 (subcategory Physical Setting) is labeled "MST4 (PS), (KM)" and so on and so forth. 
Performance Indicators are labeled in lower case letters below the Key Ideas 

• 

Key to Science Curriculum Crosswalks: 

The following codes appear in the "Standards and Key Idea" column of the Science Crosswalks: 

Code Subject/ 
Subcategory (if applicable) 

Standard Number Description of Standard 

MST1 (SI) Math, Science, & Technology / 
Scientific Inquiry 

1 Analysis, Inquiry, and Design 

MST1 (ED) Math, Science, & Technology/ 
Engineering Design 

1 Analysis, Inquiry, and Design 

MST2 Math, Science, & Technology 2 Information Systems 

MST4 (PS) Math, Science, & Technology / 
Physical Setting 

4 Science 

MST4 (LE) Math, Science, & Technology/ 
Living Environment 

4 Science 

CD/OS3a Career Development and 
Occupational Studies 

3a Integrated Learning 

# 
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Kindergarten Science: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: Science 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Physical Setting MST4 (PS) a 

FOSS Science curriculum: 
Fabric: What is the structure of fabric? How does fabric interact with other 

(KM) 

(KI-2) a 

materials? 
Wood and Paper: What is the difference between wood and paper? How is 

(KI-3) a,b 

(KI-4) a paper made from wood? 

(KI-5) a,b 

MST5 a,c 
(KI-2) 
MST6 a, b 
(KI-1) 

(KI-2) b 

(KI-4) a,b 

MST7 d,e 
(KI-2) 

The Living Environment MST4 (LE) 
a,b 

FOSS Science curriculum: 
Trees: What do trees need in order to grow? What role do trees serve in the 
local community and the world beyond? 
Animals: What are the indentifiahle structures and basic needs of fish, snails, 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) a,b 

(KI-3) a 

(KI-4) b worms, insects, and chicks? 

(KI-5) b.c 

(KI-6) a,b 

MST6 a,b 
(KI-1) 

(KI-2) b 

(KI-4) a,b 

MST7 
d,e 

(KI-2) 
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1st Grade Science: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: Science 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Physical Setting MST4 (PE> 
a 

FOSS Science curriculum: 
Solids and Liquids: What are the differences between solids and liquids? 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) a 

Balance and Motion: How and why do objects balance, roll, and spin? (KI-3) a,b 
Air and Weather: How does air interact with objects? What changes take place in 

(KI-4) a weather over time? 
Pebbles. Sand, and Silt: What are rocks made of? How are earth materials used? 

(KI-5) a,b 

MST5 
a, c, d 

(KI-2) 
MST6 

a,b 
(KI-1) 

(KI-2) a 

MST7 d, e 
(KI-2) 

The Living Environment MST4 ALE) a, b 

FOSS Science curriculum: 
New Plants: How do plants change as they grow? 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) a,b 

Insects: What are the life stages of insects? (KI-3) a 

(KI-4) a,b 

(KI-5) b,c 

(KI-6) a,b 

MST6 
a,b 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) a 

MST7 
d,e 

(KI-2) 



2nd Grade Science: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: Science 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Physical Setting MST4(PE) 
a 

FOSS Science curriculum: 
Solids and Liquids: What are the differences between solids and liquids? 

(KM) 

(KM) a 

Balance and Motion: How and why do objects balance, roll, and spin? (KI-3) a,b 
Air and Weather: How does air interact with objects? What changes take place in 

(KI-4) a weather over time? 
Pebbles. Sand, and Silt: What are rocks made of? How are earth materials used? (KI-5) a,b 

MST5 
a, c,d 

(KI-1) 
MST6 

a, 
(KI-1) 

(KI-2) a 

MST7 
a, b, d, e 

(KI-2) 
The Living Environment MST4(LE) 

a,b 

FOSS Science curriculum: 
New Plants' How do plants change as they grow? 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) a,b 

Insects: What are the life stages of insects? (KI-3) a 

(KI-4) a,b 

(KI-5) b.c 

(H-6) a,b 

MST6 
a, 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) a 
MST7 

a, b, d, e 
(KI-2) 

o 
If) 
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3rd Grade Science: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: Science 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Scientific Inquiry MSTI (SI) a,b, c 

FOSS Science curriculum: 
Ideas and Inventions: How can simple techniques fusing mirrors, chromatoeraphv. 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) a 

etc.) make observation easier? 
Measurement: How does the metric system work, and how can we use it to 

(KI-3) a, b, c, d 

MST6 a,b measure length, mass, temperature, and volume? 
(KI-1) 

(KI-2) a, b, c 

MST7 
(KM) 

a,c 

(KI-2) a,b,c, d,e, f 

CD/OS3a 
a 

(KI-8) 
Physical Setting MST4(PS) 

a 

FOSS Science curriculum: 
Magnetism and Electricity: How do magnets and electricity work? 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) a 

Sound: How does sound travel through solids, liquids, and air? What is the (KI-3) a,b 
relationship between the pitch of a sound and the physical properties of its source? 
Water: How does water interact with other earth materials? 
Earth Materials: What are the properties of rocks and minerals? 

(KI-4) a,b 

(KI-5) a,b 

MST5 
a,b,c, d (KI-2) 

The Living Environment MST4 (US) 
a,b 

FOSS Science curriculum: 
Human Body: How do the skeletal and muscular systems work? 

(KM) 

(KI-2) a,b 

Structures jof Life: What are the differences between plants and animals? (KI-3) a 
How do plant species differ? Animal species? 

(KI-4) a,b 

(KI-5) b,c 

(KI-6) a,b 

(KI-7) a 
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4th Grade Science: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: Science 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Scientific Inquiry MST1 rsn a,b,c 

FOSS Science curriculum:. 
Ideas and Inventions: How can simple techniques (using mirrors, chromatographv. 

(KM) 

(KI-2) a 

etc.) make observation easier? 
Measurement: How does the metric system work, and how can we use it to 

(KI-3) a, b, c, d 

M$TG 
(KM) 

a,b measure length, mass, temperature, and volume? 

(KI-2) a, b, c 

MST7 
(KM) 

a, b, c, d 

(KI-2) a, b, c, d, e, f 

CD/OS3a a 
(KI-8) 

Physical Setting MST4 (PS) a 

FOSS Science curriculum: 
Magnetism and Electricity: How do magnets and electricity work? 

(KM) 

(KI-2) a 

Sound: How does sound travel through solids, liquids, and air? What is the (KI-3) a,b 
relationship between the pitch of a sound and the physical properties of its source? 
Water. How does water interact with other earth materials? 
Earth materials: What are the properties of rocks and minerals? 

(KI-4) a,b 

(KI-5) a,b 

MST5 
(KI-2) 

a, b, c, d, e 

The Living Environrnertf MST4 (LE^ 
a,b 

FOSS Science curriculum: 
Human Body. How do the skeletal and muscular systems work? 

(KM) 

(KI-2) a,b 

Structures of Ljfe: What are the differences between plants and animals? (KI-3) a 
How do plant species differ? Animal species? 

(KI-4) a,b 

(Kl-5) b,c 

(KI-6) a,b 

(KI-7) a 

CM 

ID 
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5th Grade Science: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: Science 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Scientific Inquiry MST1 rsn 
a 

These standards and performance indicators (right columns) will be 
covered as students pursue the topics below. Fitting with the standards, emphasis is 
placed on asking scientific questions and understanding systems. 

(KM) 

CD/OS3a 
a 

(KI-2) 

(KI-8) a . 

MST5 
(KI-2) 

b.d 

MST6 
(KM) 

a 

(KI-2) a,b 

(KI-4) a 

MST7 
(KI-2) 

a, b, c. d. e, f 

Information Systems CD/OS3a 
a 

Achievement First Science curriculum: 
Science and Technology: How do science and technology affect the quality of our lives? 

(KI-5) 

(KI-6) a 

MST5 
a,b 

(KI-6) 
Physical Setting MST4(PS) 

a 

Achievement First Science curriculum: 
Energy Transfer and Transformations: What is the role of energy in our world? 

(KM) 

(KI-2) a,b 

Earth in the Solar System: How does the position of Earth affect the conditions on our 
(KI-3) a 

planet? 

(KM) a,b 

(KI-5) a.b 

The Living Environment MST4 fLE) 
a,b 

Achievement First Science curriculum: 
Structure and Function: How are organisms structured to ensure efficiency and survival? 

(KM) 

(KI-3) a,b 

(KI-4) c 

(KI-7) a 

/fl."i- 
CO 
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6th Grade Science: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Coarse: Science 

Contend Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Scientific Inquiry: 

These standards and performance indicators (right columns) will be 
covered as students pursue the topics below. Fitting with the standards, emphasis is 
placed on asking scientific questions, understanding systems, and proposing 
explanations. 

MSTHSn a,c 
(KM) 

CD/OS3a a (KI-2) 

(KI-7) a 

(KI-8) a 

MST5 b,d 
(KI-2) 
MST6 a,b,c 
(KM) 

(KI-2) a,b 

(KI-4) b 

MST7 a, b, c, d, e, f 
(KI-2) 

Physical Setting MST4 (PS) 
a 

Achievement First Science curriculum: 
Changing Earth: How do Earth's climates and landforms change over time? 

(KM) 

(KI-2) a,b 

Water Quality: How do natural and man-made causes affect water quality? (KI-3) a 

(KI-4) a,b,e 

(KI-5) a,b 

The Living Environment MST4fLEV a,b 

Achievement First Science curriculum: 
Energyjind Work: How do organisms use energy both internally and for 

(KM) 

(KI-3) a,b 

manipulating the environment? 
Structure and Function in Li vine Systems: How are plant and animal populations 

(KI-4) c 

structured to ensure efficiency and survival? (KI-5) b 

(KI-7) a 

ra 
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7th Grade Science: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: Science 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Scientific Inquiry MST1 (SI) 
a, b, c 

These standards and performance indicators (right columns) will be covered as 
students pursue the topics below. Fitting with the standards, emphasis is placed on 
asking scientific questions, understanding systems, and proposing scientific 
explanations. 

(KM) 

(KI-2) a 

(KI-3) a, b, c 

CD/OS3a 
a (KI-2) 

(KI-7) a 

(KI-8) a 

MST5 
(KI-2) 

a, b, d 

MST6 
(KM) 

a, b, c 

(KI-2) a, b, c 

(KI-4) a,b 

MST7 
(KM) 

a,c 

(KI-2) a, b, c, d, e, f 

Information Systems CD/OS3a 
a 

Achievement First Science curriculum: 
Food Technologies: How does technology affect global food production? 

(KI-5) 

(KI-6) a 

LO 
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Physical Setting MST4 (PS1) 
a 

Achievement First Science curriculum: 
Elements. Mixtures, and Compounds: What are the properties of elements, mixtures, and 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) a,b 

compounds? 
Weather and Seasons: What causes changes in the weather and seasons? 

(KI-3) a, b, c 

(KI-4) a, b, c, d, e 

(KI-5) a,b 

The Living Environment MST4 CLE) 
a, b 

Achievement First Science curriculum: 
Ecosystems: What are eco-svtems comrised of and why is balance so important to their 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) a, b 

continuation? 
(KI-3) a, b 

(KI-4) b,c 

(KI-5) a, b 

(KI-7) a,b 

CO 

m 
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8th Grade Science: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: Science 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Scientific Inquiry MST1 (SI) 
a, b, c, d 

These standards and performance indicators (right column) will be covered as students 
pursue the topics below. Fitting with the standards, emphasis will be placed on asking 
scientific questions, understanding systems, proposing explanations, and engaging the 
research process. 

(KM) 

(KI-2) a, b, c 

(KI-3) a,b, c 

CD/OS3a 
a 

(KI-2) 

(KI-7) a 

(KI-8) a 

MST5 
b,d 

(KI-2) 

MST6 
a, b, c, d 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) a, b, c 

(KI-4) a,b 

MST7 
a, b, c, d 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) a, b, c, d, e, f 

Information Systems MST1 (ED) 
a, b, c, d, e 

Achievement First Science curriculum: 
Technological Design: How do people use scientific principles, creativity, and analysis 

(KI-1) 

CD/OS3a 
a 

(KI-5) 



(KI-6) a 

MST5 
a, c 

(KI-2) 

(KI-7) a,b,c 

physical Setting MST4 (PS1 
a 

^chieyement First Science curriculum: 
Forces and Motion: What are the forces that cause motion, and how do they doit? 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) a, b 

Solar System: How does the re^ularmotion of the Sun, Earth, and Moon exolain day. (KI-3) a, b, c 
year^ phases of the moon, and eclipses? 

(KI-4) a, b,c, d,e 

(KI-5) a,b 

^hel^iyin^Enyironment MST4 fLE) 
a,b 

^chieyement First Science curriculum: 
Reproduction and Heredity: Whatare the structure and function of reproduction and 

(KI-1) 

(KI-2) a, b 

heredity in plants and animals? (KI-3) a,b 

(KI-4) a, b, c, d 

(KI-5) a,b 

(KI-6) a,b 

(KI-7) a,b 

00 
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9th Grade Science: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Commencement 

Course: Science 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Scientific Inquiry MST1 (sn 
a,b,cd 

These standards and performance indicators (right columns) will be covered as 
students pursue the topics below. Fitting with the standards, emphasis wilt be 
placed on reconciling scientific theories. 

(KM) 

(KI-2) a,b.cd 

(KI-3) a, b, c d, e 

CD/OS3a 
(KI-7) a 

(KI-8) a 

MST4 
(KI-2) 

a,d 

(KI-5) a,b 

(KI-6) b 

MSJ2 
(KI-I) 

a,d 

(KI-2) a, b, c, d, e, f 

Physical Setting MST4(PS) a 
Achievement First Science curriculum: 
Meteorolggy: How do weather systems work? What instruments do humans use 

(KI-I) 

(KI-2) b 

to measure and observe them? 
Energy: What are the many different forms of energy and what are their defining 

(KI-3) a 

(KI-4) a, d aspects? 

(KI-5) c 

The Living Environment MST4 (LE) 
a,b 

Achievement First Science curriculum: 
Genetics and Adapjipn: What is the combined role of genetics and environmental 

(KI-I) 

(KI-2) a,b 

factors in adaptation? 
Ecosystems: How does adaptation create and define eco-svstems? 

(KI-3) a 

(KI-4) a 

(KI-5) b 

(KI-6) a,b,c 

(KI-7) a,b,c 

; 
\£> 
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Overview for Technology: 

In the "Standards and Key Ideas" column of the Technology Curriculum Crosswalks, underlined 
letter and number combinations stand for Subject Area and Standard. In item "MST2" which 
appears in the first row of the column "Standards and Key Ideas," "MST" stands for Math, 
Science, and Technology, and "2" indicates Standard 2. Beneath "MST2" is "(KI-1)," which 
stands for Key Ideal. 

In the New York State Learning Standards for Math, Science, and Technology that follow, Key 
Ideas and Performance Indicators are hand-labeled. For all three levels (Elementary, 
Intermediate, and Commencement), the first Key Idea under Math, Science, and Technology 
Standard 2 is labeled "MST2, (KI-1)" and so on and so forth. Performance Indicators are labeled 
in lower case letters below the Key Ideas. 

Key to Technology Curriculum Crosswalks: 

The following codes appear in the "Standards and Key Idea" column of the Technology Curriculum Crosswalks: 

Code                    Subject/                                         Standard Number                Description of Standard 
Subcategory (if applicable)     -       

MST2 Math, Science, & Technology 2 Information Systems 

CD/OS3a Career Development and 3a Integrated Learning 
Occupational Studies 
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5th Grade Technology: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: Technology 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Information Systems MST2 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c, 
Comouter Basics: Settine UD a work station 
Keyboarding: Typing Instructor Deluxe keyboarding program 

(KI-2) a, b, c 
Software: Professor Teaches software program (Frontpage. Word, Excel. PowerPoint) 
Internet Research: "Mini-lessons" in history and science (specific topics 

(KI-3) a to be decided by instructor) 

MST5 
(KI-3) 

a,b 

CD/OS3a 
a 

(KI-5) 

(KI-6) a 
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6th Grade Technology: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: Technology 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Information Systems MST2 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c 
Comnuter Basics" Setting uo a work station 
Keyboarding: Typing Instructor Deluxe kevboarding program (KI-2) a,b,c 
Software: Professor Teaches software program (Frontpage, Word, Excel. PowerPoint): 
Comparing software systems 
Internet Research: "Mini-lessons" in history and science (specific topics (KI-3) a 
to be decided by instructor) 

MST5 
(KI-3) 

a,b 

(KM) a 

CD/OS3a 
a 

(KI-5) 

(KI-6) a 

CN 
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7th Grade Technology: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: Technology 

co 
m 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Information Systems 

Computer Basics: Comparing and understanding software and operating systems 
Keyboarding: Typing Instructor Deluxe keyboarding program 
Software: Professor Teaches sofware program (Frontpage, Word, Excel, PowerPoint); 
Drawing and design applications 
Internet Research: "Mini-lessons" in history and science (specific topics 
to be decided by instructor) 

MST2 
(KM) 

a, b, c, d 

(KI-2) a,b,c 

(KI-3) a,b, c 

MST5 
(KI-3) 

a, b, c, e 

(KI-4) a,c,d 

CD/0S3a 
(KI-5) 

(KI-6) 
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8th Grade Technology: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: Technology 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Information Systems MST2 
(KI-1) a, b, c, d, e 

Computer Basics: Comparing and understanding software and operation systems; 
(KI-2) a,b,c Understanding electrical systems 

Keyboarding: Typing Instructor Deluxe keyboarding program 
(KI-3) a,b,c Software: Professor Teaches sofware program (Frontpage, Word, Excel, PowerPoint); 

Drawing and design applications 
Internet Research: "Mini-lessons" in history and science (specific topics M5T5 

(KI-3) 
a, b, c, d, e 

to be decided by instructor) 

(KI-4) a, b, c, d 

CD/OS3a 
a (KI-5) 

(KI-6) a 

If) 
If) 
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9th Grade Technology: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Commencement 

Course: Technology 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Information Systems MST2 
(KI-1) a, b, c 

Technological Processes: Industrial materials and their properties and uses: 
(KI-2) a,b,c Effects of technology on society 

Computer Basics: Using peripherals: Connecting a computer to the internet 
Software: Professor Teaches software program (Frontpage. Word. Excel. MST5 

(KI-2) 
a, b 

PowerPoint) 
Internet Research: Research projects in history and science (specific topics 

(KI-3) a,c to be decided by instructor) 

(KI-5) a 

(KI-6) a,b 

(KI-7) a,c,d 

CD/OS3a 
a (KI-5) 

(KI-6) a 

If) 
If) 
If) 
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Learning Standards for Mathematics,| 
Science, and Technology at Three Levels 

Standard 1: Students will use mathematical analysis, scientific inquiry, and engineering design, as appropriate, 
to pose questions, seek answers, and develop solutions. 

Standard 2: Students will access, generate, process, and transfer information using appropriate technologies. 

Standard 3: Students will understand mathematics and become mathematically confident by communicating and 
reasoning mathematically, by applying mathematics in real-world settings, and by solving problems 
through the integrated study of number systems, geometry, algebra, data analysis, probability, and 
trigonometry. 

Standard 4: Students will understand and apply scientific concepts, principles, and theories pertaining to the 
physical setting and living environment and recognize the historical development of ideas in science. 

Standard 5: Students will apply technological knowledge and skills to design, construct, use, and evaluate prod- 
ucts and systems to satisfy human and environmental needs. 

Standard 6: Students will understand the relationships and common themes that connect mathematics, science, and 
technology and apply the themes to these and other areas of learning. 

Standard 7: Students will apply the knowledge and thinking skills of mathematics, science, and technology to 
address real-life problems and make informed decisions. 

» 

# 
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Standard 1—Analysis, Inquiry, and Design 

Mathematical Analysis 

1. Abstraction and symbolic representation < 
MW C*^c«niniunlcate mathematically. 

(xr-n Sftudenac 

Scientific Inquiry 

.> used to      1. The central purpose of scientific Inquiry is to 
WWI Al)develop explanations of natural phenomena In a 
Cfcy-lS,   condnulng. creative process. 

*t   -  I<M spMdal matbeniatlcal notation and synatoUsai to 
communicate In martn»m«Hr« and to compare and 
describe quantities, express relationships, and relate 
mathematics to their immediate environments. 

This is evident, 
M describe their ages 

when students 
asanlnequafitysudias 7 <0< 10. 

AlVP ( A"0 *• DeductJve and Inductive reasoning are used to 
reach mathematical conclusions. &r* 
Students: 

p\    *   use simple logical reasoning to develop conclusions, 
recognizing that patterns and relationships present in 
the environment assist them in reaching these 
coodU8te»- MVT, c?r> 

Students: 
1    •  ask 'why* questions In attempts to seek greater 

understanding concerning objects and events they have 
observed and heard about. 

©   »  question the explanations they hear Gram others and 
read about, —«U«»g clarification and comparing them 
with their own observations and miderstamBngs. 

C   •  develop relationships among observations to construct 
descriptions of objects and events and to Ibrm dxelr own 
tentative explanations of what they have observed. 

This is evident, for example, what students: 
A daseneavarietyefal^Bctsthatettherslnkaraaatwhenplacedina 

container at water.'Working tn groups, they propose an explanation 
<i why onsets sink arSoA After staring and OsoBsingliieir 
pnynaprfpiipliMaHnn, rtwy rofinp It anri «q*imlr tt far agsKganent. 

The explanation is rated on clarity and pJausftrflity. 

# «*Y3. Critical thinking skills are used in the solution of 
' "' mathematical problems. 

Students: 
explore and solve problems generated from school, home,     students: 

2. Beyond the use of reasoning and consensus, 
scientific inquiry Involves the testing of proposed 
explanations Involving the use of conventional 
techniques and procedures and usually requiring 
considerable ingenuity. 

and community situations, using concrete objects or 
manipulative materials when possible. 

develop written plans for exploring phenomena or tor 
evaluating explanations guided by questions or proposed 
explanations they have helped formulate. 
share their research plans with others and revise them 
based on their suggestions. 
carry out their plans for exploring phenomena through 
direct observation and through the use of simple 
instruments that permit measurements of quantities 
(feg., length, mass, volume, temperature, and time). 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A are asked to develop a way of testing their explanation of why 

objects sink or float when placed In a container of water.* They 
tell what procedures and materials they will use and indicate 
what results will support their explanation. Their plan is 
critiqued by others, they revise it. and submit It for assessment. 
The plan is rated on clarity, soundness in addressing the issue, 
and feasibility. After the teacher suggests modifications, the 
plan is carried out. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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Students will use mathematical analysis, scientific inquiry, and engineering design, 
as appropriate, to pose- cjuestions. seek answers. aiKl develop solutions. 

Engineering Design 

OTI tS.±S *• THe observations made while testing proposed »- Engineering design is an Iterative process Involving 
"      **' explanations, when analyzed using conventional and       modeHngand optimization finding the best solution 
<Z~Vl       invented methods, provide new insights into ,...,, —xv within given constraints which is used ^develop 

phenomena. fW technological solutions to problems within given phenomena. 

Students: 
(kT-0 

# 

,  •  organize observations and measurements of objects and 
events through classification and the preparation of        0V 
simple charts and tables. 

'  •   Interpret organized observations and measurements,       • 
recognizing simple patterns, sequences, and 
relationships. 

•   share their findings with others and actively seek their 
interpretations and Ideas. £ 

I  •   adjust their explanations and understandings of objects 
and events based on their findings and new ideas. 

This is evident, far example, when students J 
A prepare tables or other representations of their observations and • 

leak for evidence which supports or refutes their explanation of 
why objects sink or float what placed in a container of water*     p 
After sharing and discussing their results with other groups, 
they prepare a brief research report that includes methods, 
findings, and conclusions. The report is rated on its clarity, care 
in carrying out die plan, and presentation of evidence 
supporting the conclusions. 

constraints. 

Students engage in the following steps in a design process: 
^  •  describe objects, imaginary or real, that might be 

modeled or made differently and suggest ways fan which 
the objects can be changed, fixed, or improved. 

1   •   investigate prior solutions and ideas from books, 
magazines, family, friends, neighbors, and community 
members. 

'.   •  generate ideas for possible solutions, individually and 
through group activity; apply age-appropriate 
mathematics and science skills: evaluate the Ideas and 
determine the best solution; and explain reasons for the 

•       choices. 
|   •   plan and bufld, under supervision, a model of the 

solution using familiar materials, processes, and hand 
took. 
discuss how best to test the solution; perform the test 
under teacher supervision; record and portray results 
through numerical and graphic means; discuss orally 
why things worked or didn't work; and summarize 
results in writing, suggesting ways to make the solution 
better. 

This is evident. Ar example, when students: 
• read a story called Humpty's Big Day wherein the readers visit 

the place where Humpty Dumpty had his accident, and are 
asked to design and model a way to get to the top of the wall 
and down again safely. 

• generate, draw, and model ideas for a space station that 
includes a pleasant living and working environment, 

• design and model footwear that they could use to walk on a cold, 
sandy surface. 

9 
* A variety of content-specific items can be substituted for 
the italicized text 
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Standard 2—Information Systems 

Information Systems 

Yf . ,,.*x L Information technology b used to retrieve, process.      2. Knowledge of the Impacts and limitations off 
'"      * v and communicate Information and as a tool to MOT* fcjVn'or,nattoo systems • essential to Its effective and 
Icj-i')      enhance learning.  v    ethical use. cw-&> 

Students: 
•  usce a variety of equipment and software packages to 

enter, process, display, and communicate Information in 
different forms using text, tables, pictures, and sound. 

i   «   telecommunicate a message to a distant location with 
teacher help. 

I   •   access needed Information from printed media, 
electronic data bases, and community resources. 

This Is evident, far example, when students: 
A use the newspaper or magazine index in a library to find 

information on a particular topic. 
• invite local experts to the school to share their expertise. 

.    Students: 
C\   •  describe the uses of Information systems In homes, 

schools, and businesses, 
b *  understand that computers are used to store personal 

information. 
C •  demonstrate abOHy to evaluate Information. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A look for differences among species of bugs collected on the school 

grounds, and classify them according to preferred habitat 

• 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance Indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 

9 
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I 
Slucleins will access, generate, process. o appro pi iate 
technologies 

;? £. C]?& 3. Information technology can have positive and 
^^       negative impacts on society, depending upon how It Is 

>" V       used. 

Students: 
A    •   describe the uses of information systems in homes and 
. schools. 
O  •   demonstrate ability to evaluate Information critically. 

P 
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Standard 3—Mathematics 

Mathematical Reasoning Number and Numeration 

STT. 1. Students use mathematical reasoning to analyze 2. Students use number sense and numeration to 
mathematical situations, make conjectures, gather develop an understanding of the multiple uses of 
evidence, and construct an argument. W>*T"^ numbers In the real world, the use of numbers to 

«. communicate mathematically, and the use of numbers 
Students: CK*-«-^ in the development of mathematical Ideas. 

use models, facts, and relationships to draw conclusions 
Students: about mathematics and explain their thinking, 

b     •  use patterns and relationships to analyze mathematical 
situations. 

C     . Justify their answers and solution processes. 
A     •   use logical reasoning to reach simple conclusions. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 

A build geometric figures out of straws. 
A find patterns in sequences of numbers, such as the triangular 

numbers 1.3,6.10.  
explore number relationships with a calculator (e.g., 12 + 6' 
11+7=. 18, etc) and draw conclusions. 

A   •  use whole numbers and fractions to Identify locations, 
quantify groups of objects, and measure distances. 

3    •   use concrete materials to model numbers and number 
relationships for whole numbers and common fractions. 
Including decimal fractions. 

£   •  relate counting to grouping and to place-value. 
J(    •  recognize the order of whole numbers and commonly 

used fractions and decimals. 
O- *   demonstrate the concept of percent through problems 

18, related to actual situations. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A count out 15 small cubes and exchange ten of the cubes for a rod 

ten cubes'long. 
A use the number line to show the position of 1/4. 
A figure the tax an $4.00 knowing that taxes are 7 cents per SI.00. 

• 

Sample Problems 

i6.Msn^fedadgnUigaurtfcmforhersc€certeam. She can 
choose from 2 dWersnt shirts and 3 dWerent pairs of shorts. 
How many different uniforms cm she make If she uses si the 
shirts and al tht shorts? 

Answer 

Expbh how you got your answer with a picture or drag/am. 

Ms.f?h«a'sciassrnus»ccir«180sc^c»«toi^th«racyi^~ 
contest. The chart below shows how the class is doing. How many 
can* must they collect h the fourth waafc to reach the goal of 1807 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Goal 

Answer 

Cam 
42 
74 
18 

180 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 

14 
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Students will understand mathematics and become mathematically ennlident by 
iconuiiimicaiiii" and reasoning mathematically, by applying mathematics in 
treat world settings, and by solving problems ihrnuidv (he integrated study of 
'number systems, geometry, algebra, data analysis. probability and tri^onometry. 

Operations Modeling/Multiple 
Representation 

>3) 
3. Students use mathematical operations and   (, fcX-i-Q 
relationships among them to understand mathematics. 

Students 
<V     •  add. subtract, multiply, and divide whole numbers. 
^      •  develop strategies for selecting the appropriate 

computational and operational method In problem- A 
soVving situations. %g 

<•      •  know single digit addition, subtraction, multiplication, 
and division facts. €. 

o|      *   understand the commutative and associative properties. 

» 

This is evident, for example, when students 
A use the fact that multiplication is commutative 

(e.g.. 2x7 = 7x2). to assist them with their memorizing of the 
basic facts. 

•. solve multiple-step problems that require at least two different 
operations. 

A progress from base ten blocks to concrete models and then to 
paper and pendl algorithms. 

4. Students use mathematical modeling/multiple 
representation to provide a means of presenting, 
interpreting, communicating, and connecting 
mathematical Information and relationships. 

Students: 
• use concrete materials to model spatial relationships. 
• construct tables, charts, and graphs to display and 

analyze real-world data. 
• use multiple representations (simulations, manipulative 

materials, pictures, and diagrams) as tools to explain the 
operation of everyday procedures. 

• use variables such as height, weight, and hand size to 
predict changes over time. 
use physical materials, pictures, and diagrams to explain 
mathematical Ideas and processes and to demonstrate 
geometric concepts. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
• build a 3 x 3 x 3 cube out of blocks. 
• use square tiles to model various rectangles with an area of 24 

square units. 
• read a bar graph of population trends and write an explanation 

of the information it contains. 

Sample Problems 

7. Shanele earns 13.50 per hour for bab/tlttlng, Each week she 
babysits for 4 hours. 

A) How much money does she earn In 1 weak? 

Answer 

B> How much money does she earn n 4 weeks? 

Answer 

11. Bobble's fart* taught a pizza. Mr mod* arid sbter together 
•te* c4^ pizza. Bobble ate i of what was left Use the 
drcto to draw a picture that shows how much of the pizza Boot* 
at*. 

What fraction of the whole pizza dd Bobbie eat? 

15 
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Measurement Uncertainty 
YT3 ^^»^%%%^.^^zr^^ 

* 

 ~~M~.U. ui uuui metric ano  ( %• 
English measure to provide a major link between the 
abstractions of mathematics and the real world In 
order to describe and compare objects and data. 

Students: 
• understand that measurement is approximate, never 

exact 
• select appropriate standard and nonstandard 

measurement tools In measurement activities. 
• understand the attributes of area, length, capacity, 

weight, volume, time, temperature, and angle. 
• estimate and And measures such as length, perimeter, 

area, ami volume using both nonstandard and standard < 
units. 1 

• collect and display data. 
• use statistical methods such as graphs, tables, and charts 

to interpret data. 

This is evident, for example, when students 
A measure with paper dips or finger width. 
A estimate, then calculate, how much paint would be'needed to 

cover one wall 
• create a chart to display the results of a survey conducted 

among the classes in the school, or graph the amounts of survey 
responses by grade level 

*V 

c 

i 

 —~ ~» ««auiu»; u> illustrate B 
mathematics Involves more than exactness when 
dealing with everyday situations. 

Students: 
• make estimates to compare to actual results of both 

formal and informal measurement. 
• make estimates to compare to actual results of 

computations. 
• recognize situations where only an estimate is required. 
• develop a wide variety of estimation skills and strategies. 
• determine the reasonableness of results. 
• predict experimental probabilities. 
• make predictions using unbiased random samples. 
• determine probabilities of simple events. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A estimate the length of the room before measuring. 
• predict the average number of red candies in a bag before 

opening a group of bags, counting the candies, and then 
averaging the number that were red. 

A determine the probability of picking an even numbered slip from 
a hat containing slips of paper numbered 1. 2. 3. 4. 5, and 6. 

It's Saturday and you're going to meet your Mends for lunch and s 
movie. You have to leave your home at 1130 Alt Your parents 
say you cant go untl you finish your work. Your work Includes 
your homework and your Saturday chores: 

40 minutes of math homework, 
30 mhutes to dean your room. 
15 minutes to fold the bundry 

5 minutes to take out ma garbage 
60 minutes to eat and gat ready to go 

A) At what Brno should you get started doing your work? 
Show aS the math you dd to figure that out. 

Sample Problems 

rhespir»r«bekw was used IvJofc"* class fwtnescroefffiF 

Answer 

"^-arjwarsssr-.. 

^^*^k«wonoe.whatb*heprobabmtyofthe 
•power lancing on an even number? 

Answer 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullet: (•) 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A) 

16 

B)rftr»spiir»lsspunasecordtlme,wr«btheprccabffltyof 
the spinner landtag on s number that Is dvtstHe by 3? 

Answer 
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Students will understand mathematics and become mathematically <unfident by 
com muni ( atin% and i easoniu^ malhematicalU. In appl\ in% mathematics in 
'realv\orld sellings, and in solving problems through the integrated stud\ o( 
Inuml JCI s\ stems. »coriicir\, algebra, data anahsis. probability, and u i%onorncir\. 

Pelt terns Functions 

• 

7. Students use patterns and functions to develop 
mathematical power, appreciate the true beauty of 
mathematics, and construct generalizations that 
describe patterns simply and efficiently. 

Students: 
4    •  recognize, describe, extend, and create a wide variety of 

patterns. 
h   •  m-pment and describe mathematical relationships. 
C     •  excplare and express relationships using variables and 

open sentences. 
#A    •  solve for an unknown using manipulative materials. 
C    *  urn a variety of manipulative materials and technologies 

to explore patterns, 
-r    •  interpret graphs. 
*.    •  explore and develop relationships among two- and three- 
J dimensional geometric shapes. 
K.   *  discover patterns In nature, art, music, and literature. 

This ts evident, far example, when students 
A represent three more than a number is equal to nine as 

r» + 3 - 9. 
• draw leaves, staple wallpaper patterns, or write number 

sequences to illustrate recurring patterns. 
• write generalizations or conclusions from display data in charts 

Sample Problem 

P 

•oo   *oo* 
O    O     0        o 
»0#     O        9 

— VI' 
Draw tho next flgt 
figure you drew? 

ARM 

VWrtteoneortwo 

•oooo 
o         O 

S       o 
•coo* 
tea* 

sekitNsi 

*r 

•oooo* 
O               0 
o           o 
o         o 
0             0 
•oooos 

•artem. How many dots are to the 

sentences to desert* how the figure b 

17 
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Standard 4—Science 

Physical Setting 

lW*>T*f C fi»X The Earth and celestial phenomena can be described    3. Matter is made up of particles whose properties 
/kf""!) by principles of relative motion and perspective. determine the observable characteristics of matter 
*- /WVTH «*) and its reactivity. 

Students: (ftS-**) 
CK   *  describe patterns of dally, monthly, and seasonal changes     Students: 

in their environment. 

This is evident, far example, when students 
A conduct a long-term weather investigation, such as running a 

weather station or collecting weather data. 
A keep a journal of the phases of the moon over a one-month 

period. This information Is collected for several different one- 
month periods and compared. 

<fc 
X-l> 

f\ •   observe and describe properties of materials using 
..       appropriate tools. 
D *   describe chemical and physical changes, including 

changes in states of matter. 

This Is evident, far example, when students: 
A compare the appearance of materials when seen with and 

without the aid of a magnifying glass. 
A Investigate simple physical and chemical reactions and the 

chemistry of household products, e.g., freezing, melting, and 
evaporating: a comparison of new and rusty nails; the role of 
baking soda in cooking. 2. Many of the phenomena that we observe on Earth 

involve interactions among components of air, water, 
and land. (WS"M (ft) 

4. Energy exists in many forms, and when these forms 
change energy is conserved. <\ 

Students: 
•  describe the relationships among air, water, and land on 

Earth. 
Students: 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A observe a puddle of water outdoors after a rainstorm. On a 

return visit after the puddle has disappeared, students describe 
where the water came from and possible locations for it now. 

A assemble rock and mineral collections based on characteristics 
such as erosional features or crystal size features. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). . 

«V. •   describe a variety of forms of energy (e.g., heat, chemical, 
light) and the changes that occur In objects when they 
interact with those forms of energy. 

\l)  •   observe the way one form of energy can be transformed 
into another form of energy present in common 
situations (eg., mechanical to heat energy, mechanical to 
electrical energy, chemical to heat energy). 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A investigate the interactions of liquids and powders that result in 

chemical reactions (e.g., vinegar and baking soda) compared to 
interactions that do not (e.g., water and sugar). 

A in order to demonstrate the transformation of chemical to 
electrical energy, construct electrical cells from objects, such as 
lemons or potatoes, using pennies and aluminum foil inserted in 
slits at each end of fruits or vegetables: the penny and 
aluminum are attached by wires to a milliammeter. Students 
can compare the success of a variety of these electrical cells. 

/V\VT<i<AV) 

5. Energy and matter Interact through forces that 
result in changes in motion. 

Students: 
«    •   describe the effects of common forces (pushes and pulls) 

on objects, such as those caused by. gravity, magnetism, 
and mechanical forces. 

D   *   describe how forces can operate across distances. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A investigate simple machines and use them to perform tasks. 
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S indents will understand and apply scientific, concepts, principles, and theories 
jp ertaining to the physical setting and living environment and recognize the 
li istoi ical development ot ideas in science. 

The Living Environment 

AAfT H C Li)   l. Living things are both similar to and different from      4. The continuity of life is sustained through 
(|Ct'»> each other and nonliving things. MM (^^reproduction and development 

Students: (K3"H) students: 
P\     • describe the characteristic of and variations between       «\ •   describe the major stages to the life cycles of selected 
• living and nonliving things, 
p    •  describe the life processes common to all living things. 

,        plants and animals. 
B •  describe evidence of growth, repau; and maintenance, such 

as nails, hair, and bone, and the healing of cuts and bruises. 

This Is evident, for example, -what students: 
k grow a plant or observe a pet, investigating what it requires to 

stay alive, including evaluating the relative importance and 
necessity of each item. 

A investigate differences in personal body characteristics, such as 
temperature, pulse, heart rate, blood pressure, and reaction 
time. fWfTM (If? 5. Organisms maintain a dynamic equilibrium that 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A grow bean plants or butterflies; record and describe stages of 

development 

kt-r) 
ft 

» 

2. Organisms inherit genetic information in a variety 
of ways that result in continuity of structure and 
function between parents and offspring. 

Students: 
• recognize that traits of living things are both inherited 

and acquired or learned. 
• recognize that for humans and other living things there 

Is genetic continuity between generations. 

sustains life. 

b 

Students: 
•   describe basic life functions of common living specimens 

(guppy, mealworm, gerbll). 
describe some survival behaviors of common living specimens, 
describe the factors that help promote good health and 
growth In humans. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A observe a single organism over a period of weeks and describe 

such life functions as moving, eating, resting, and eliminating. 
• observe and demonstrate reflexes such as pupil dilation and 

contraction and relate such reflexes to improved survival. 
• analyze the extent to which diet and exercise habits meet 

cardiovascular, energy, and nutrient requirements. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A interact with a classroom pet, observe its behaviors, and record 

what they are able to teach the animal, such as navigation of a 
maze or performance of tricks, compared to that which remains 
constant, such as eye color, or number of digits on an .rj* VT H t tfc? 
appendage. (J^I'lr*)   6. Plants and animals depend on each other and their 

A use breeding records and photographs of racing horses or 
pedigreed animals to recognize that variations exist from 
generation to generation but'like begets like." 

A     •  describe how plants and animals, including humans, 
depend upon each other and the nonliving environment. 

Q   •   describe the relationship of the sun as an energy source 
for Irving and nonliving cycles. 

physical environment. 

Students: 

fVWTM (LE) 

QrX-*3) 3. Individual organisms and species change over time 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A Investigate how humans depend on their environment 

(neighborhood), by observing, recording, and discussing the 
interactions that occur in carrying out their everyday lives. 

• observe the effects of sunlight on growth for a garden vegetable. 

Students: 
^     •   describe how the structures of plants and animals 

complement the environment of the plant or animal 
la    •   observe that differences within a species may give 

individuals an advantage in surviving and reproducing. 

/*VTH CLC> 
This is evident, for example, when students: r ig-r-. -* •* 

A relate physical characteristics of organisms to habitat    L_ 7. Human decisions and activities have had a profound 
characteristics (e.g., long hair and fur color change for mammals    Impact on the physical and living environment. 
living in cold climates). 

• visit a farm or a zoo and make a written or pictorial comparison      Students: 
of members of a Utter and identify characteristics that may        /^   •   identify ways in which humans have changed their 
provide an advantage. environment and the effects of those changes. 

» 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A grve exarnples of rujvv in\«ritlonsarrfinnovatlcjns have changed 

the environment; describe benefits and burdens of those 
31 
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Common Themes E^ar Elementary 

Systems Thinking Models 

M^TU * Through systems thinking, people can recognize the 
" commonalities that exist among all systems and how 
(KJ- /)parts of a system interrelate and combine to perform 

specific functions. AlVTIb 

Students: < *X Z) 
A   *  observe and describe Interactions among components of 

simple systems. ' 
jb  •  identify common things that can be considered to be 

systems (e.g.. a plant population, a subway system, 
human beings). 

# 

2. Models are simplified representations of objects, 
structures, or systems used In analysis, explanation, 
interpretation, or design. 

Students: 
f *  analyze, construct, and operate models In order to 

discover attributes of the real thing. 
9 •   discover that a model of something Is different from the 

real thing but can be used to study the real thing. 
- •  use different types of models, such as graphs, sketches, 

diagrams, and maps, to represent various aspects of the 
real world. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A compare toy cars with real automobiles in terms of size and. 

function. 
A model structures with building blocks. 
A design and construct a working model of the human circulatory 

system to explore how varying pumping pressure might affect 
blood now. 

A describe the limitations of model cars, planes, or houses. 
A use model vehicles or structures to Illustrate how the real object 

functions. 
A use a road map to determine distances between towns and 

cities. 

Sample Problem/Activity 

WH^TARESOME 
IMPQJRJANT 
PROPERTIES OF 
SOILS? 

48 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (I). 
Performance indicators are Identified by bullets (•)• 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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I Students will understand the relationships and common themes that connect 
mathematics, science, and technology and apply the themes to these and other areas 
of learning. 

Magnitude and Scale Equilibrium and Stability 

/#S?%    3. The grouping of magnitudes of size, time, frequency, 
and pressures or other units of measurement into a 

i *^" »   series of relative order provides a useful way to deal 
with the immense range and the changes in scale that 
affect the behavior and design of systems.      fl\\Tie 

Students: *'4I^> 
t\    •   provide examples of natural and manufactured things 

that belong to the same category yet have very different 
, sizes, weights, ages, speeds, and other measurements. 
0   *   Identify the biggest and the smallest values as well as the 

average value of a system when given information about 
its characteristics and behavior. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A compare the weight of small and large animals. 

. A compare the speed of bicycles, cars, and planes. 
A compare the life spans of insects and trees. 
A collect and analyze data related to the height of the students In 

their class. Identifying the tallest, the shortest, and the average 
height. 

A compare the annual temperature range of their locality. 

4. Equilibrium is a state of stability due either to a 
lack of changes (static equilibrium) or a balance 
between opposing forces (dynamic equilibrium). 

Students: 
*\ •   cite examples of systems in which some features stay the 

same while other features change, 
t •  distinguish between reasons for stability—from lack of 

changes to changes that counterbalance one another to 
changes within cycles. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
• record their body temperatures In different weather conditions 

and observe that the temperature of a healthy human being 
stays almost constant even though the external temperature 
changes. 

A identify the reasons for the changing amount of fresh water In a 
reservoir and determine how a constant supply is maintained. 

Sample Problem/Activity 

What can I learn 
about my body? 

COMrtNTlWDEBSTWONQS 
a SOU tamtUO <ffwotb- 
*r*4 rot*Jragmt*ti ffatf 
eamtmlm organic mmlrrtal 

> How do your results compare to your classmates' 
results? 
> What factors do you think could account for the 
differences? 
> Who would benefit from the Information you gath- 
ered and how? 
> What other Information do you think would com- 
plete your knowledge of your body? 
> Arc there some data on your form that you would 
rather keep confidential? Which data? 
> Who should and should not have access to this infor- 
mation? Give reasons for your answers. 
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Standard 6—Interconnectedness: 
Common Themes mcme^y 

Patterns of Change 

ASST(e    & Identifying patterns of change is necessary for 
,„_.«-> making predictions about future behavior and /MSTfc 
*c*   J conditions. 

Students: 
A   *   us* simple Instruments to measure such quantities as 

distance, size, and weight and look for patterns in the 
data. 

£ •  analyze data by making tables and graphs and looking 
for patterns of change. 

This is evident, far example, when students: 
A compare shoe size with the height of people to determine If there 

is a trend. 
A collect data on the speed of balls rolling down ramps of different 

slopes and determine the relationship between speed and 
steepness of the ramp. 

• take data they have collected and generate tables and graphs to 
begin the search for patterns of change. 

Optimization 

6. In order to arrive at the best solution that meets 
criteria within constraints, it is often necessary to 
make trade-offs. 

Students: 
f\ •   determine the criteria and constraints of a simple 

decision making problem. 
ta •   use simple quantitative methods, such as ratios, to 

compare costs to benefits of a decision problem. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A describe the criteria (e.g.. size, color, mode!) and constraints 

(e.g.. budget) used to select the best bicycle to buy. 
A compare the cost of cereal to number of servings to figure out the 

best buy. 

Sample Problem/Activity 

9 

Ask each student to measure the length of the head 
and the height of three adults and three children (two 
years old or younger) as an outside assignment. Show 
them how to calculate the ratio of head length to 

height. With the class," calculate the average ratio for 
the children and for the adults. 
>• How does the average ratio for the children compare 
to that for the adults? 
>• How can we describe in words the change in ratios?. 
> What docs this tell us about human growth and 
development? 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (I). 
Performance indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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Students will understand the relationships and common themes that connect 
mathematics, science, and technology and apply the themes to these and other areas 
ol^^eamin^ 

Sample Problem/Activity 

I 

Why would I need 
an owner's manual? 

Students win be able to describe similarities and differ- 
ences between a manual they create for a device and a 
personal manual they will create throughout the course 
of this module and perhaps beyond. 

ME MANUAL II 
-oaia ^«s#@uasL_JL 

Interdisciplinary Connection: 

Theee actMHca (ecu* an dnka K 
ttd«ghig>cB 
> Technology! Compare electron- 
Ice Intormeoon about erviral typo 
ofdevknandaonuntlorlhelrelrnl- 
Urlowanddlitrrencee. 

>> Social Studlee.- Talk to • lawyer, 
paralegal, or repKaeniaHw ol rile 
Better Buiinru Bureau about writ- 
ton and Implied warranties. 
> language Altai Develop a etc- 
ond venlon of your manual thai 
conu^allmltednuinbti of techni- 
cal word*. Corauh your language 
arateachcr,achlldren'twriler.ofa 
technical wriln far auistance In us- 
ing thla kind ol controlled approach 
K> manual writing. 

> MathanalieB locate and read 
eetoaed magatlne ankln to deter- 
mint the nature and olcnl ot the 
market In variouidrvleta. Prepare 
graphs and chart* thai ahowreUMVe 
perceNagciofklivliofgaodseotd 
and other pertinent WoonaUon. 
>• Health. kmrviewefiuise,audl- 
ologlal, pediatrician, or other health 
epeclalial regarding hearing baaea 
araodalad wfth one or more enter- 
tabimenl devices. 
»• Home and Career SMIlai Con- 
duct a survey ol the electronic de- 
vices In your home. Including enter- 
talnment and raweruertalnmcnt de- 
vices. Compere your results wllh en 

biforoialaurveyofoneorrnoreokler 
penomne^rdingeJeclrankdevicei 
need In a typical home h the eaitjr 
eiatle*. 
»• Foreign languages and CulhneB 
Look through a number of owners* 
manuals et home or at a ear 
dmleraNpceelecltoiucaatore. Note 
whether Iheae manuala are written 
onrjrlnEngtlahor In other languaga 
ea well Try loeaplaln why memanu- 
lecturar chose certain language*. 
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Connections 

M*Sri 1 The knowledge and skills of mathematics, science, 
and technology are used together to make informed 

( fCT~ /^decisions and solve problems, especially those relating 
to Issues of science/technology/society, consumer 
decision making, design, and inquiry into phenomena. 

Students: (/OU%) 
^y   •   analyze science/technology/society problems and issues 

that affect their home, school, orcommunlty, and carry 
out a remedial course of action. 

£    •   make informed consumer decisions by applying 
knowledge about the attributes of particular products 
and making cost/benefit tradeoffs to arrive at an optimal 
choice. 

C.   •   design solutions to problems involving a familiar and 
real context, investigate related science concepts to 
Inform the solution, and use mathematics to model, 

.       quantify, measure, and compute. 
<A   •   observe phenomena and evaluate them scientifically and 

mathematically by conducting a fair test of the effect of 
variables and using mathematical knowledge and 
technological tools to collect, analyze, and present data 
and conclusions. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A. develop and implement a plan to reduce water or energy 

consumption in their home. 
A choose paper towels based on tests of absorption quality, 

strength, and cost per sheet. 
• design a wheeled vehicle, sketch and develop plans, test 

different wheel and axle designs to reduce friction, chart results, 
and produce a working model with correct measurements. 

• collect leaves of similar size from different varieties of trees, and 
compare the ratios of length to width In order to determine! 
whether the ratios are the same for all species. 

Strategies 

2. Solving interdisciplinary problems involves a 
variety of skills and strategies, including effective 
work habits; gathering and processing information; 
generating and analyzing ideas; realizing ideas; mak- 
ing connections among the common themes of 
mathematics, science, and technology; and presenting 
results. 

Students participate in an extended, culminating 
mathematics, science, and technology project. The project 
would require students to: 

<\ •  work effectively 
£ >   gather and process Information 
I. •   generate and analyze ideas 
J •  observe common themes 
t •   realize ideas 
f. •   present results 

This is evident, for example, when students, addressing the issue of 
solid waste at the school In an Interdisciplinary 
science/technology/society project: 

A use the newspaper index to find out about how solid waste is 
handled in their community, and interview the custodial stair to 
collect data about how much solid waste Is generated In the 
school, and they make and use tables and graphs to look for 
patterns of change. Students work together to reach consensus 
on the need for recycling and on choosing a material to recycle- 
in this case, paper. 

A investigate the types of paper that could be recycled, measure 
the amount (weight, volume) of this type of paper in their school 
during a one-week period, and calculate the cost. Students 
investigate the processes involved in changing used paper into a 
useable product and how and why those changes work as they 
do. 

A using simple mixers, wire screens, and lint leaves, rags, etc.. 
students recycle used paper into useable sheets and evaluate 
the quality of the product. They present their results using . 
charts, graphs. Illustrations, and photographs to the principal 
and custodial staff. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (I). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•)• 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles [A). 
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I . «».nathematics, science, and 
real-life problems and make informed decisions. 

Skills and Strategies for Interdisciplinary Problem Solving 

Working Effectively Contributing to the work of a brainstorming group, laboratory partnership, cooperative learning group, or 
project team; planning procedures: identify and managing responsibilities of team members; and staying on task, whether working 
alone or as part of a group. 

Gathering and Processing Information: Accessing information from printed media, electronic data bases, and community 
resources and using the information to develop a definition of the problem and to research possible solutions. 

Generating and Analyzing Ideas: Developing ideas for proposed solutions. Investigating ideas, collecting data, and showing 
relationships and patterns in the data. 

Common Themes: Observing examples of common unifying themes, applying them to the problem, and using them to better 
understand the dimensions of the problem. 

Realizing Ideas: Constructing components or models, arriving at a solution, and evaluating the result. 

Presenting Results: Using a variety of media to present the solution and to communicate the results. 

» 

Sample Problem/Activity 

How much of 
water is readily available 
for human consumption? 

Student Worksheet 

Ctftfoy 
FtraXacttfTaUl 
WttofctfciWofM 

fnAwrttr&sUWder 

ftakwuobkn OJOOJO ftohmsr 

ntaaaUa O.O0W •abwrtr 

riven 0*001 

(rawdvuu 04W0 

•uteaadttackn moo 

•UKaphoic WBB y«pqc 0.0910 

97.2000 

1. As you conduct you Cbrary meaich, complete the chM above by fa»n» ki the Freeh- 
water/Salt Water column witfi either the term *(resmvaur* or Ihe teirn "Mil water." 

J. Repretenl the Information in the But two columns by conitnjctinj either a two-or 
Ihreo^rnemionel model 

Comment!: 

^ 
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Standard 1—Analysis, Inquiry, and Design 

Mathematical Analysis Scientific Inquiry 

d$Tf   (t\A^ 1. Abstraction and symbolic representation are used to     i. The central purpose of scientific Inquiry Is to 

Qct'O 
communicate mathematlcallv. 

Studenu, C««Hi 
#i\ •  extend mathematical notadon and symboUsin to include 

variables and algebraic expressions in order to describe 
and compare quantities and express mathematical 
relationship*. 

/ttSTI (t*Aj 2. Deductive and inductive reasoning are used to reach £ 
'\C.-%-D     mathematical conclusions. 

/v\VT/ <V0 develop explanations of natural phenomena In a 
continuing, creative process. 

0 
Students: 

S\   •   use inductive reasoning to construct, evaluate, and 
validate conjectures and arguments, recognizing that 
patterns and relationships can assist in explaining and 
extending mathematical phenomena. 

Students: 
.   •  formulate questions independently with the aid of 

references appropriate for guiding the search fbr 
exptanaaons of everyday observations, 

•  construct explanations independently for natural 
phenomena, especially by proposing preliminary visual 
models of phenomena. 
represent, present, and defend their proposed 
explanations of everyday observations so that they can be 
understood and assessed by others, 
seek to clarify, to assess critically, and to reconcile with 
their own thinking the ideas presented by others, 
including peers, teachers, authors, and scientists. 

• 
(K- * 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A predict the next triangular number by examining the pattern 1.3, 

6,10, a 

MU Critical thinking skills are used in the solution of 
mathematical problems. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A After being shown the disparity between the amount of solid 

waste which Is recycled and which could be recycled, 'students 
working in small groups are asked to explain why this disparity 
exists. They develop a set of possible explanations and to select 
one for intensive study. After their explanation Is critiqued by 
other groups. It Is refined and submitted for assessment. The 
explanation b rated on clarity, plausibility, and appropriateness 
for Intensive study using research methods. 

rvwrt  fvn 
Students: (JH-W 

*  apply mathematical knowledge to solve real-world & Beyond the use of reasoning and consensus, 
problems and problems that arise from the Investigation       scientific Inquiry involves the testing of proposed 
of mathematical Ideas, using representations such as explanations involving the use of conventional 
pictures, charts, and tables. techniques and procedures and usually requiring 

considerable ingenuity. 

Students: 
<\   •   use conventional techniques and those of their own 

design to make further observations and refine their 
explanations, guided by a need for more information. 

b   *  develop, present, and defend formal research proposals 
for testing their own explanations of common 
phenomena, including way* of obtaining needed 
observations and ways of conducting simple controlled 
experiments. 

£   •  carry out their research proposals, recording 
observations and measurements (eg., lab notes, audio 
tape, computer disk, video tape) to help assess the 
explanation. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A develop a research plan for studying the accuracy of their 

explanation of'the disparitybetween the amount ofsolid waste 
that Is recycledandthat couldbe recycled.'Aftertheir tentative 
plan Is critiqued, they refine it and submit it for assessment. 
The research proposal Is rated on clarity, feasibility and 
soundness as a method of studying the explanations' accuracy. 
They carry out the plan, with teacher suggested modifications. 
This work Is rated by the teacher while It is In progress. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (I). 
Performance Indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (a). 
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jStud cuts will use mat hematic al analysis. scientiHc i nc|iiii \. and en^iuei 
as appropriate, to pose Cjuesi ions, sfek answers ano1 ck \elop solutions. 

Engineering Design 

/$%} 3. The observations made while testing proposed 1. Engineering design Is an Iterative process involving 
explanations, when analyzed using conventional and       modeling and optimization finding the best solution 
invented methods, provide new Insights into   M(W, 4... v within given constraints which Is used to develop 
phenomena. /**   ^w technological solutions to problems within given 

(fcX-0      constraints. 
Students: 

design charts, tables, graphs and outer representations of   Students engage in the following steps In a design process: 

I 

observations In conventional and creative ways to help 
them address their research question or hypothesis. 

\  •   Interpret the organized data to answer the research 
question or hypothesis and to gain insight Into the 
problem. 

•   modify their prrsonal understanding of phenomena 
based on evaluation of their hypothesis. 

This Is evident, far example, when students: 
A carry out their plan making appropriate observations and 

measurements. They analyze the data, reach conclusions 
regarding their explanation of the disparity between the amount 
of solid waste which Is recycled and which could be recycled.*, 
and prepare a tentative report which is critiqued by other 
groups, refined, and submitted for assessment. The report is 
rated on clarity, quality of presentation of data and analyses, 
and soundness of conclusions. 

Identify needs and opportunities for technical solutions 
from an Investigation of situations of general or social 
interest. 

1   •  locate and utilize a range of printed, electronic and 
human information resources to obtain ideas. 

i  •  consider constraints and generate several ideas for 
alternative solutions, using group and Individual 
ideation techniques (group discussion, bralratorming, 
forced connections, role play); defer Judgment until a 
number of Ideas have been generated; evaluate (critique) 

(ideas; and explain why die chosen solution Is optimal. 
•  develop plans. Including drawings with measurements 

and details of construction, and construct a model of the 
solution, exhibiting a degree of craftsmanship. 

\ •   In a group setting, test their solution against design 
specifications, present and evaluate results, describe how 
the solution might have been modified for different or 
better results, and discuss tradeoffs that might have to 
be made. 

This Is evident, far example, when students: 
A reflect oh the need for alternative growing systems In desert 

environments and design and model a hydroponic greenhouse 
for growing vegetables without soil. 

A brainstorm and evaluate alternative ideas for an adaptive device 
that will make life easier for a person with a disability, such as 
a device to pick up objects from the floor. 

A design a model vehicle (with a safety belt restraint system and 
crush zones to absorb impact) to carry a raw egg as a passenger 
down a ramp and into a barrier without damage to the egg. 

A assess the performance of a solution against various design 
criteria, enter the scores on a spreadsheet, and see how varying 
the solution might have affected total score. 

* 

* A variety of content-specific items can be substituted for 
the Italicized text 
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Standard 2—Information Systems 

Information Svstems 

«rf * <f Si * Information technology Is used to retrieve, process, 
' ** and communicate information and as a tool to 
jcT-O   enhance learning. 

Student. <"-*> 
0^   •  use a range of equipment and software to integrate 4 

several forms of Information in order to create good 
quality audio, video, graphic, and text-based 

b       presentations. 
•  use spreadsheets and data-base software to collect, I 

process, display, and analyze Information. Students 
access needed Information from electronic data bases 
and on-line telecommunication services. 

C   •  systematically obtain accurate and relevant information 
pertaining to a particular topic from a range of sources, 
including local and national media, libraries, museums, 

•      governmental agencies, industries, and individuate. 
01   •  collect data from probes to measure events and 

phenomena. 
«2. •  use simple modeling programs to make predictions. 

This b evident, for example, when students: 
A compose letters on a word processor and send them to 

representatives of Industry, governmental agencies, museums, 
or laboratories seeking information pertaining to a student 
project. 

A acquire data from weather stations. 
A use a software package, such as Science Tool Kit. to monitor the 

acceleration of a model car traveling down a given distance on a 
ramp 

A use computer software to model how plants grow plants under 
different conditions. 

2. Knowledge of the Impacts and limitations of 
. Information systems Is essential to Its effective and 

IA*it* (Wedded i 

Students: 
understand the need to question the accuracy of 
information displayed on a computer because the results 
produced by a computer may be affected by Incorrect 
data entry. 
identify advantages and limitations of data-handling 
programs and graphics programs. 
understand why electronically stored personal. 
information has greater potential for misuse than 
records kept in conventional form. 

0 

9 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 

10 
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Students will access, generate, process, and transfer information using appropriate 
technologies. 

[-£ Cfy> ^ Information technology can have positive and 
negati-ve impacts on society, depending upon how it Is 

Students 
4^ •  use graphical, statistical, and presentation software to 
. presents project to fellow classmates. 
y • describe applications of information technology in 

mathematics, science, and other technologies that 
address needs and solve problems In the community. 

C  •  explain the Impact of the use and abuse of electronically 
generated information on individuals and families. 

» 

11 
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Mathematical Reasoning Number and Numeration 

4 
b 

A 

L Students use mathematical reasoning to analyze 
mathematical situations, make conjectures, gather 
evidence, and construct an argument. MSTt 

Students: 
• apply a variety of reasoning strategies. 
• make and evaluate conjectures and arguments using 

appropriate language, ^ 
• make conclusions based on inductive reasoning. 
• Justify ranchmioiw involving simple and compound (Le^, 

and/or) statements. IQ 

This Is evident, far example, when students: £. 
A use trial and error and work backwards to solve a problem. i 
A Identify patterns in a number sequence. 01 
A are asked to find numbers that satisfy two conditions, such as 

n>--4andn<6. 

2. Students use number sense and numeration to 
develop an understanding of the multiple uses of 
numbers In the real world, the use of numbers to 
communicate mathematically, and the use of numbers 

CPt'Z") In the development of mathematical Ideas. 

* 

Students: 
• understand, represent, and use number* In a variety of 

equivalent forms (integer, fraction, decimal, percent, 
exponential, expanded and scientific notation). 

• understand and apply ratios, proportions, and percents 
through a wide variety of hands-on explorations. 

• deveiopanunderstandingof number theory (primes, 
factors, and multiples). 
recognize order relations for decimals, integers, and 
rational numbers. 

This is evident, fa-example, when students: 
A use prime factors of a group of denominators to determine the 

least common denominator. 
A select two pairs from a number of ratios and prove that they are 

in proportion. 
A demonstrate the concept that a miinber can be symbolized by 

many different numerals as in: 

1       3     25 
_= _„ — = 0.25-25% 
4      12    HD 

Sample Problems 

Tb» at* Mk» stow tte Matt of • ptat iMng • pvtod of 3 
nmmUmJm*m*^Wmu* TbTS. taicm * gnMtk 
istsof tmismtorweetl ttawnhamkS. 

MMfc*(W) 0 « 2 S 

KB > s • 11 14 

mUM,th,uWoryw«o^so»»*pnm%##b*Aiofd»pmt«Asr 
10 

2.)tafatpact>rfau«]5dffai^c*awomcmoftia«lm<a^of 
200 onetti tape*. M,OWcsMWt>pei«ttpraJud«Khdn-, 
Imnmta^MUVywsaiscttomdafccttM? VAtotpraporUni 
tt«tc>«bi«MdtD«*«d*pnMna^ttMsg^tmprcl*«n. 

I 

18 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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I 
Students will understand mathematics and become mathematical! 
communicating and reasoning mathematically h\ applying mathei 
i ( al-woi Id settings, and by solving problems (hi Dugh the integrate 
uumhei s\ stems, "conu'i ry. algebra, data auahsis. probability, and 

confident b\ 

Operations 

»T-s 3. Students use mathematical operations and 

I 

1 
6 
c 

<A 

( 

4- 

•3 

relationships among them to understand mathematics. 

Students: 
• add, subtract multiply, and divide fractions, decimals, 

and integers. 
V explore and use the operations dealing with roots and 

powers. 
• use grouping symbols (parentheses) to clarify the 

Intended order of operations. 
• apply the associative, cominutatrve, distributive, inverse, 

and identity properties. 
• demonstrate an understanding of operational algorithms 

(procedures for adding, subtracting, etc). 
• develop appropriate proficiency with facts and 

algorithms. 
• apply concepts of ratio and proportion to solve problems. 

This is evident, tar example, when students: 
A create area models to help in understanding fractions, decimals, 

and percents. 
• find the missing number In a proportion In which three of the 

numbers are known, and letters are used as place holders. 
• arrange a set of fractions m order, from the smallest to the 

Modeling Multiple 
Representation  

/vnvrv 
< t&r~H) 4 Students use mathematical modeling/multiple 

representation to provide a means of presenting, 
interpreting, communicating, and connecting 
mathematical Information and relationships. 

Students: 

c 
Jt 

S 

) 

visualize, represent, and transform two- and three- 
dimensional shapes. 
use maps and scale drawings to represent real objects or 
places. 
use the coordinate plane to explore geometric Ideas, 
represent numerical relationships In one-and two- 
dtmensional graphs, 
use variables to represent relationships, 
use concrete materials and diagrams to describe the 
operation of real world processes and systems, 
develop and explore models that do and do not rely on 
chance. 
Investigate both two- and three-dimensional 
transformations. 
use appropriate tools to construct and verify geometric 
relationships, 
develop procedures for basic geometric constructions. 

3 12    11 

4 5    3    2   4 
illustrate the distributive property for multiplication over 
addition, such as 

2(a + 3) = 2a + 6. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A build a dry skyline to demonstrate skill in linear measurements. 

scale drawing, ratio, fractions, angles, and geometric shapes. 
A bisect an angle using a straight edge and compass. 
• draw a complex of geometric figures to illustrate that the 

intersection of a plane and a sphere is a circle or point. 

Sample Problems 

I 

TASK MUM 

5. Stt imhKi mm ismi km i —»til of osoUbs, AMixwOay 
en*l *-«• tfe* antf tars so ttst ox* of Asm no** *• sant  . 
•nouot of caxfe. Has mm «• urtxn *» oorsH ho* woe* of • 

1 . 

1 

1 
1 
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Standard 3—Mathematics 

Measurement Uncertainty 

0\ 

5. Students use measurement in both metric and 
English measure to provide a major link between the 
abstractions of mathematics and the real world in 
order to describe and compare objects and data./v\ ST % 

6. Students use ideas of uncertainty to illustrate that 
mathematics involves more than exactness when 
dealing with everyday situations. 

C 

A 
e 
-r 

Students: 
• estimate, make, and use measurements in real-world 

situations. 
• select appropriate standard and nonstandard 

measurement units and tools to measure to a desired 
degree of accuracy. 

• develop measurement skills and Informally derive and 
apply formulas bi direct measurement activities. 

• use statistical methods and measures of central 
tendencies to display, describe, and compare data. 

• explore and produce graphic representations of data 
using calculators/computers. 

• develop critical Judgment for the reasonableness of 
measurement. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A use box plots or stem and leaf graphs to display a set of test 

Cfcf-fo Student* 

a: 
e • 

t 

use estimation to check the reasonableness of results 
obtained by computation, algorithms, or the use of 
technology. 
use estimation to solve problems for which exact answers 
are Inappropriate. 
estimate the probability of events. 
use simulation techniques to estimate probabilities. 
determine probabilities of Independent and mutually 
exclusive events. 

A estimate and measure the surface areas of a set of gift boxes in 
order to determine how much wrapping paper will be required. 

A explain when to use mean, median, or mode for a group of data. 

This is evident, far example, tvhen students: 
A construct spinners to represent random choice of four possible 

selections. 
A perform probability experiments with independent events (e.g„ 

the probability that the head of a coin will turn up. or that a 6 
win appear on a die toss). 

• estimate the number of students who might chose to eat hot 
dogs at a picnic. 

Sample Problems 

TAttDdasartrtaara 

comet ShoBjovwatsadMaxsfwsMMMtoMpWijmr 

TMBMYRMS 

•nsfta? sJM<Jpbwa»Os<hMBj. W 

t110p»rM*p»tOM <***•> 
HmtBrminc      *«-.*. on, ,**.,,*, 

TM asm to cads* SJMCB pan to ctaoM and «mstii4yiMim*iM* 

2*. lb ba> yc* d*a* yoa am 0a 
n iiiyidBism. SnitabynaiHsvarysbt tot 

paynsBt oka dertm s> songa aestt 

P 
20 
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Students will understand mathematics and become mathematically c onlident by 
coin munii aling and reasoning malhemat Walk. In apphing mathematics in 
real-world settings, and by sols ing problems 

ig mat hematics in 
intom atcd studs of 

'number s\ stems, g algebra, data anahsis. proba 

Patterns Functions 

7. Students use patterns and functions to develop 
mathematical power, appreciate die true beauty of 
mathematics, and construct generalizations that 
describe patterns simply and efficiently. 

Students: 
*\   •   recognize, describe, and generalize a wide variety of 

patterns and (unctions, 
k   *   describe and represent patterns and functional 

relationships using tables, charts and graphs, algebraic 
expressions, rules, and verbal descriptions. 

C    •   develop methods to solve basic linear and quadratic 
.        equations. 

^ . •   develop an understanding of functions and functional 
relationships: that a change in one quantity (variable) 
results in change in another. 

€    •   verify results of substituting variables. 
«f-    *   apply the concept of similarity in relevant situations. 
«     •   mxse properties of polygons to classify them. 
J^   •   explore relationships involving points, lines, angles, and 

i 
develop and apply the Pythagorean principle in the 
solution of problems. 
explore and develop basic concepts of right triangle 
trigonometry. 
use patterns and functions to represent and solve 
problems. 

This is evident. Ar example, when students: 
A   find the height of a building when a 20-foot ladder reaches the 

top of the building when its base Is 12 feet away from the 
structure. 

•  Investigate number patterns through palindromes (pick a 2-dlgtt 
number, reverse it and add the two—repeat the process until a 
palindrome appears) 

palindrome  -#. 

42 
±24 

66 

palindrome 

86 
±68 
154 

±451 
605 

±204 
1111 

Sample Problem 

solve linear equations, such as2(x + 3) = x+5by several 
methods. 

A iWdvapapfcttttetnlefovUtetitn. Tt» 
of 67att>il»fl8or. WtatbtbtOMunof tb> 

• tap* tte todthr and *• «atT 

I 21 
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Standard 4—Science 

Physical Setting 

& 

1. The Earth and celestial phenomena can be described    4. Energy exists In many forms, and when these forms 
by principles of relative motion and perspective •       ..change energy Is conserved. 

Students: (kf'H)      Students: 
fi^     •  explain dally, monthly, and seasonal changes on earth. 

This is evident, far example, when students 
A create models, drawings, or demonstrations describing the 

arrangement, interaction, and movement of the Earth, moon, 
and sun. 

A plan and conduct an investigation of the night sky to describe 
the arrangement, interaction, and movement of celestial bodies. 

fnYT*i (ft) 2. Many of the phenomena that we observe on Earth 
[y- sx \       involve interactions among components of air, water, 
VT* *'       and land. 

4 

b 
C 

6 

describe the sources and identify the transformations of 
energy observed in everyday Ufa 
observe and describe heating and cooling events. 
observe and describe energy changes as related to 
chemical reactions. 
observe and describe the properties of sound, light, 
magnetism, and electricity. 
describe situations that support the principle of 
conservation of energy. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A design and construct devices to transform/transfer energy. 
A conduct supervised explorations of chemical reactions (not 

including ammonia and bleach products) for selected household 
products, such as hot and cold packs used to treat sport injuries. 

A build an electromagnet and investigate the effects of using 
different types of core materials, varying thicknesses of wire, 
and different circuit types. 

Students: 
^     •  explain how the atmosphere (air), hydrosphere (water), 

and lithosphere (land) interact, evolve, and change. 
U     •  describe volcano and earthquake patterns, the rock ^v«J /PO 

cycle, and weather and climate changes. n       J~ 

5. Energy and matter interact through forces that 
result in changes in motion. 

This is evident, far example, when students: 
A add heat to and subtract heat from water and graph the 

temperature changes, including the resulting phase changes. 
A make a record of reported earthquakes and volcanoes and 

interpret the patterns formed worldwide. 

£*VT*f Cr V 3. Matter is made up of particles whose properties 
r/t)       determine the observable characteristics of matter 

and its reactivity. Ox- 

b 

Students: 
• observe and describe properties of materials, such as 

density, conductivity, and solubility. 
• distinguish between chemical and physical changes. 
•. develop their own mental models to explain common 

chemical reactions and changes in states of matter. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A test and compare the properties (hardness, shape, color, etc) of 

an array of materials. 
A observe an ice cube as it begins to melt at temperature and 

construct an explanation for what happens, including sketches 
and written descriptions of their ideas. 

Students: 
A    •  describe different patterns of motion of objects, 
y   •   observe, describe, and compare effects of forces (gravity, 

electric current, and magnetism) on the motion of objects. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A investigate physics in everyday life, such as at an amusement 

park or a playground. 
A use simple machines made of pulleys and levers to lift objects 

and describe how each machine transforms the force applied to 
it. 

A build 'Rube Goldberg* type devices and describe the energy 
transformations evident in them. 

» 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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I 
'Students will understand and apply scientific concepts, principles, and theories 
[pertaining to the physical setting and living environment and recogni/e the 
historical development of ideas in science. 

i 
b 

The Living Environment 

1. living things are both similar to and different from      4. The continuity of life is sustained through 
each other and nonliving things. **&*{ Otic) reproduction and development. 

Stuoent* C**"«> 
• compare and contrast the parts of plants, animals, and 

one-celled organisms. 
* explain the functioning of the major human organ 

systems and their interactions. 

b 

Ttiis is evident, far example, when students: 
A conduct a survey of the school grounds and develop appropriate 

classification keys to group plants and animals by shared 
characteristics. 

A use spring-type clothespins to investigate muscle fatigue or 
rulers to determine the effect of amount of sleep on hand-eye 
coordination. fWVTH CUo) 

Students: 
• observe and describe the variations in reproductive patterns 

of organisms, including asexual and sexual reproduction. 
• explain the role of sperm and egg cells in sexual reproduction. 
• observe and describe developmental patterns in selected 

plants and animals (eg., insects, frogs, humans, seed- 
bearing plants). 

• observe and describe cell division at the microscopic 
level and its macroscopic effects. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A apply a model of the genetic code as an analogue for the role of 

the genetic code in human populations. 

» 

2. Organisms Inherit genetic information in a variety 
of ways that result in continuity of structure and 
function between parents and offspring. 

Students: 
•  describe sexual and asexual mechanisms for passing 

genetic materials from generation to generation. 
I    •  describe simple mechanisms related to the Inheritance of 

some physical traits In offspring. 

5. Organisms maintain a dynamic equilibrium that 
sustains life. 

Students: 
A    •   compare the way a variety of living specimens carry out 

basic life functions and maintain dynamic equilibrium, 
b  *   describe the importance of major nutrients, vitamins, 

and minerals in maintaining health and promoting 
growth and explain the need for a constant input of 
energy for living organisms. 

This is evident for example, when students: 
A record and compare the behaviors of animals in their natural 

habitats and relate how these behaviors are important to the 
animals. 

A design and conduct a survey of personal nutrition and exercise 
habits, and analyze and critique the results of that survey. 

MYTH &*.€> 

3. Individual organisms and species change overtime.      «•. Plants and animals depend on each other and their 
• .       Br^ r B physical environment. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A contrast dominance and blending as models for explaining 

Inheritance of traits. 
• trace patterns of inheritance for selected human traits. 

Students: 
• describe sources of variation in organisms and then- 

structures and relate the variations to survival. 
• describe factors responsible for competition within 

species and the significance of that competition. 

Students: 
A     •   describe the flow of energy and matter through food 
. chains and food webs. 
£   •    provide evidence that green plants make food and explain 

the significance of this process to other organisms. 

Tnis is evident, for example, when students: 
A conduct a long-term investigation of plant or animal 

communities. 
A Investigate the acquired effects of industrialization on tree 

trunk color and those effects on different insect species.  /V\yr *i 

This Is evident, lor example, when students: 
A construct a food web for a community of organisms and explore 

how elimination of a particular part of a chain affects the rest of 
the chain and web. 

ct€> 

7. Human decisions and activities have had a profound 
impact on the physical and living environment. 

Students: . 
0\     •  describe how living things. Including humans, depend upon 

the living and nonliving environment for their survival 
\Q    •   describe the effects of environmental changes on humans 

and other populations. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A conduct an extended investigation of a local environment 

affected by human actions, (e.g., a pond, stream, finest, empty lot). 33 
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Standard 5—Technology 
Intermediate 

Engineering Design Tools, Resources, and Technological 
Processes 

.    __. 1- Engineering design is an iterative process involving     2. Technological tools, materials, and other resources 
/*! »' 7 modeling and optimization used to develop ^^^ should be selected on the basis of safety, cost. 
< Cl• i technological solutions to problems within given .availability, appropriateness, and environmental 

constraints. '^T-'/Impact; technological processes change energy, 
information, and material resources into more useful 

Students engage in the following steps In a design process: 

ri 

9 

C\   •  identify needs and opportunities for technical solutions 
from an Investigation of situations of general or social 
interest t 

locate and utilize a range of printed, electronic, and 
human information resources to obtain Ideas, 
consider constraints and generate several ideas for 
alternative solutions, using group and individual 
ideation techniques (group discussion, brainstormlng, 
forced connections, role play): defer judgment until a 
number of ideas have been generated: evaluate (critique) 
ideas; and explain why the chosen solution Is optimal, 
develop plans, including drawings with measurements 
and details of construction, and construct a model of the 
solution, exhibiting a degree of craftsmanship. 

» •   in a group setting, test their solution against design 
specifications, present and evaluate results, describe 
how the solution might have been modified for different 
or better results, and discuss tradeoffs that might have to 
be made. 

7%/* is evident, for example, when students: 
A reflect on the need for alternative growing systems In desert 

environments and design and model a hydroponic greenhouse 
for growing vegetables without soil. 

A brainstorm and evaluate alternative ideas for an adaptive 
device that will make life easier for a person with a disability, 
such as a device to pick up objects from the floor. 

A design a model vehicle (with a safety belt restraint system and 
crush zones to absorb impact) to carry a raw egg as a passenger 
down a ramp and into a barrier without damage to the egg. 

A assess the performance of a solution against various design 
criteria, enter the scores on a spreadsheet, and see how varying 
the solution might have affected total score. 

forms. 

Students: 

*/• 

choose and use resources for a particular purpose based 
upon an analysis and understanding of their properties, 
costs, availability, and environmental impact 
use a variety of hand tools and machines to change 
materials into new forms through forming, separating, 
and combining processes, and processes which cause 
Internal change to occur, 
combine manufacturing processes with other 
technological processes to produce, market and 
distribute a product. 
process energy into other forms and information into 
more meaningful information. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A choose and use resources to make a model of a building and 

explain their choice of materials based upon physical properties 
such as tensile and compressive strength, hardness, and 
brittleness. 

A choose materials based upon their acoustic properties to make a 
set of wind chimes. 

• use a torch to heat a steel rod to a cherry red color and cool it 
slowly to demonstrate how the process of annealing changes the 
internal structure of the steel and removes lu brittleness. 

A change materials into new forms using separate processes such 
as drilling and sawing. 

A process energy into other forms such as assembling a solar 
cooker using a parabolic reflector to convert light energy to heat 
energy. 

A process information into more meaningful information such as 
.   adding a music track or sound effects to an audio tape. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (I). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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Students will apply technological knowledge and skills to design, construct, use, and 
evaluate products and systems to satisfy human and environmental needsD 

Computer Technology Technological Systems 

jw^r^    3 Computers, as tools for design, modeling, 
/*r>»  »     information processing, communication, and system 
(£Z-"S Control, have greatly increased human producUvlty 

and knowledge. Al$7*T 

4. Technological systems are designed to achieve 
specific results and produce outputs, such as products, 
structures, services, energy, or other systems. 

Students: 
j.^-fc/jptudenU: 

A   *    assemble a computer system including keyboard, central 
processing unit and disc drives, mouse, modem, printer, 
and monitor. 

f>   •    use a computer system to connect to and access needed 
Information from various Internet sites. 

<•'•   *    use computer hardware and software to draw and 
dimension prototypical designs. 
use a computer as a modeling tool. 
use a computer system to monitor and control external 
events and/or systems. 

e 

I 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A use computer hardware and a basic computer-aided design 

- package to draw and dimension plans for a simple project. 
A use a computer program, such as Car Builder, to model a vehicle 

to desired specifications. 
A use temperature sensors to monitor and control the temperature 

of a model greenhouse. 
A model a computer-controlled system, such as traffic lights, a 

'. merry-go-round, or a vehicle using Lego or other modeling 
.  hardware interfaced to a computer. 

select appropriate technological systems on the basis of 
safety, function, cost, ease of operation, and quality of 
post purchase support. 

b «   assemble, operate, and explain the operation of simple 
open- and closed-loop electrical, electronic, mechanical, 
and pneumatic systems. 

C   •   describe how subsystems and system elements (inputs, 
processes, outputs) interact within systems. 

(4 •   describe how system control requires sensing 
Information, processing It. and making changes. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A assemble an electronic kit that includes sensors and signaling 

devices and functions as an alarm system. 
A use several open loop systems (without feedback control) such as 

a spray can, bubble gum machine, or wind-up toys, and compare 
them to closed-loop systems (with feedback control) such as an 
electric oven with a thermostat, or a line tracker robot, 
use a systems diagram to model a technological system, such as 
a model rocket, with the command inputs, resource inputs, 
processes, monitoring and control mechanisms, and system 
outputs labeled. 
provide examples of modern machines where microprocessors 
receive information from sensors and serve as controllers. 

> 

Systems diagram for a filter system 
41 
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SdW 5-Technology 

/Ut-rc 5* Techno,08y nas been the driving force In the  AA*TC  6. Technology can have positive and negative impacts 
'«•» • >>   evolution of society from an agricultural to an   ^ >' ^   0n individuals, society, and the environment and 

( *X"5 ^industrial to an information base. f KT-ic) humans have the capability and responsibility to 
constrain or promote technological development. Students: 

# 

describe how the evolution of technology led to the shift 
In society from an agricultural base to an industrial base 
to an information base. 

3   •   understand the contributions of people of different 
genders, races, and ethnic groups to technological 
development 

;   •    describe how new technologies have evolved as a result 
of combining existing technologies (e.g., photography 
combined optics and chemistry; the airplane combined 
kite and glider technology with a lightweight gasoline 
engine). 

This Is evident, far example, when students: 
A construct models of technological devices (e.g.. the plow, the 

printing press, the digital computer) that have significantly 
affected human progress and that illustrate how the evolution of 
technology has shifted the economic base of the country. 

A develop a display of pictures or models of technological devices 
invented by people from various cultural backgrounds, along 
with photographs and short biographies of the inventors. 

A make a poster with drawings and photographs showing how an 
existing technology is the result of combining various 
technologies. 

Students: 
•A •   describe how outputs of a technological system can be 

desired, undesired. expected, or unexpected. 
b •   describe through examples how modern technology 

reduces manufacturing and construction costs and 
produces more uniform products. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A use the automobile, for example, to explain desired (easier 

travel), undesired (pollution), expected (new Jobs created). 
unexpected (crowded highways and the growth of suburbs) 
Impacts. 

A provide an example of an assembly line that produces products 
with interchangeable parts. 

A compare the costs involved in producing a prototype of a product 
to the per product cost of a batch of 100. 

Sample Problem/Activity   | 

In how many wavs 
can you send 
tne same 
message? 

9 
42 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets ( 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A) 3 
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^ 
Students will apply technological knowledge and skills to design, construct, use, and 
evaluate products and systems to satisfy human and environmental needs^ 

/*>TS 

Management of Technology 

T. Project management is essential to ensuring that 
technological endeavors are profitable and that 

C&I-7) products and systems are of high quality and built 
safely, on schedule, and within budget. 

Students: 
(.*   •   manage time and financial resources In a technological 

project. 
^   •   provide examples of products that are well (and poorly) 

designed and made, describe their positive and negative 
attributes, and suggest measures that can be 
implemented to monitor quality during production. 

C   •   assume leadership responsibilities within a structured 
group activity. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A make up and follow a project work plan, time schedule, budget. 

and a bill of materials. 
A analyze a child's toy and describe how it might have been better 

made at a lower cost. 
A assume leadership on a team to play an audio or video 

communication system, and use it for an intended purpose (e.g.. 
to inform, educate, persuade, entertain). 

I 

I 

Sample Problem/Activity 

Can we build 
a working 
speaker? 

Classroom Activity 

1. Dm* lliccuotmo troop, commute tow 
mann acb. OaUcntc cack |mip M «alf> • fan 

•he cUhMkn wokn |Kt on an te>r<MM 

•a of mwtfUb, and Mbim andean Ow ihrr m U 
•cdMttKWofOiwimtallbtathckdcilBn. • 
ntad Kadnw » draw xn> ibe Monattoo iod 
koowtcdvt Iker DMKM ibou eteciianaiom, 
rauu>n.u>d canto. After aek trap ht> 
ptcUnlnMrplia.ltakltouitfMmlim. Wort 
Ml) nadcan t con coniawa ptn thu combu 
mentWm mod mtdmUa Ihe wahmeua ofUnk 
prapoKd plui (l« rracakml Noln KOIoaX 
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Standard 6—Interconnectedness: 
Common Themes intermediate 

Systems Thinking Models 

A\*i7(e   '• Throu8h systems thinking, people can recognize the 
. commonalities that exist among all systems and how 

<*!•'> parts of a system interrelate and combine to perform 
specific functions. 

Students: 
o\   •   describe the differences between dynamic systems and 

organizational systems. 
la   •   describe the differences and similarities between 

engineering systems, natural systems, and social systems. 
c   •   describe the differences between open- and closed loop 

systems. 
c J •   describe how the output from one part of a system 

(which can Include material, energy, or Information) can 
become the Input to other parts. 

This Is evident, tor example, when students: 
A compare systems with Internal control (e.g.. homeostasis In 

organisms or an ecological system) to systems of related 
components without Internal control (e.g., the Dewey decimal, 
solar system). 

2. Models are simplified representations of objects, 
structures, or systems used In analysis, explanation, 
interpretation, or design. 

Students: 
f\  •   select an appropriate model to begin the search for 

answers or solutions to a question or problem. 
J.I •   use models to study processes that cannot be studied 

directly (e.g.. when the real process Is too slow, too fast, 
or too dangerous for direct observation). 

I  •   demonstrate the effectiveness of different models to 
represent the same thing and the same model to repre- 
sent different things. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
.   A choose a mathematical model to predict the distance a car will 

travel at a given speed in a given time. 
A use a computer simulation to observe the process of growing 

vegetables or to test the performance of cars. . 
A compare the relative merits of using a flat map or a globe to 

model where places are situated on Earth. 
• use blueprints or scale models to represent room plans. 

Sample Problem/Activity 

What happens after 
water goes down the 
drain? 

Home Scpllc SyMem 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (I). 
Performance indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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of learning. 

Magnitude and Scale Equilibrium and Stability 

/HVTfc 
3. The grouping of magnitudes of size, time, frequency, 
and pressures or other units of measurement into a 

< m -~S) series of relative order provides a useful way to deal 
with the immense range and the changes in scale that 
affect the behavior and design of systems.        /*4<,T6r 

Students: 

4. Equilibrium is a state of stability due either to a 
lack of changes (static equilibrium) or a balance 
between opposing forces (dynamic equilibrium). 

a   •   cite examples of how different aspects of natural and 
designed systems change at different rates with changes 
in scale. 

Lj   •   use powers of ten notation to represent very small and 

very large numbers. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A demonstrate that a large container of hot water (more volume) 

cools off more slowly than a small container (less volume). 
• compare the very low frequencies (60 Hertz AC or 6 x 10 Hertz) 

to the mid-range frequencies (10 Hertz FM radio) to the higher 
frequencies (10»5 Hertz) of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

Students: 
describe how feedback mechanisms are used In both 
designed and natural systems to keep changes within 
desired limits; 

a •   describe changes within equilibrium cycles In terms of 
frequency or cycle length and determine the highest and 
lowest values and when they occur. 

This Is evident tor example, when students: 
A compare the feedback mechanisms used to keep a house at a 

constant temperature to those used by the human body to 
maintain a constant temperature. 

• analyze the data for the number of hours of sunlight from the 
shortest day to the longest day of the year. 

# 

Sample Problem/Activity 

light Water Reactor 
(Boiling Water Type) 

53 
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Standard 6—Interconnectedness: 
Common Themes 1^•^ 

Patterns of Change Optimization 

6. In order to arrive at the best solution that meets 
criteria within constraints, it is often necessary to 
make trade-offs. 

/ f'lT'i  5* Identifying patterns of change is necessary for 
.. . _N making predictions about future behavior and MfTL 
<***  conditions. 

Students: Students: 
A  *   use simple linear equations to represent how a a.   •  determine the criteria and constraints and make trade- 

parameter changes with time. oils to determine the best decision. 
£, •   observe patterns of change in trends or cycles and make Ja •   use graphs of information for a decision making problem 

predictions on what might happen in the future. to determine the optimum solution. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 

A study how distance changes with time for a car traveling at a 
constant speed. 

A use a graph of a population over time to predict future 
population levels. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 

A choose components for a home stereo system. 
A determine the best dimensions for fencing In the maximum 

area. 

# 
Sample Problem/Activity 

HOW MANY IS ENOUGH? 

• Studrnu will be able to 
use a tlmpie model to aim- 
trail mourn depletion 
andwiUbeaoUtotuggett 
variations lo the model 
which would allow man- 
agement of population stzt 
for a wildlife tpectts. 

Classroom Activity 
I. Tom student groups of 

four or Ore. Display a 
container more than half 
full of paper clips. Tell 
students that each clip rep- 
resents an Individual of one 
kind of bird and that all the 
clips In this container rep- 
resent a wild bird popula- 
tion (lx., all are of the same 
specks). 

Evaluation 
Students are able to Identify factors that Influence 
population size, and they suggest reasons why unlim- 
ited killing'of wild creatures by humans has mote of a 
long-terra effect on some species than on others. 

The container represents the 
habitat for the population. Also dis- 
play a similar container less than half 
full of the same size, but a different 
color, of paper clip. Explain that 
each of the dips In this container rep- 
resents one individual of another 
population OJC., a different species) of 
wild birds. Finish Introducing the 
bird game (sec Procedural Notes sec- 
tion) and have students play the 
game. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (I). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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Students will understand the relationships and common themes that connect 
mathematics, science, and technology and apply the themes to these and other areas 
o^^earnin^ 

Sample Problem/Activity 

i 

What is a resistor and 
how can it be 

In Series In Parallel 

-enHraD- 

These activities locus on resistors: 
> Technology: Carefully open one 
or more unplugged electronic de- 
vices around your house, and list the 
various types of resistors employed 
In the different devices. (You may 
use schematics to describe the types 
of resistors instead of naming the 
types.) Calculate an average value 
of a typical resistor in a domestic 
appliance. 
• Social Studies: Research the In- 
vention of the resistor and ways In 
which its use has expanded over 
time./Explore patent law as it would 
relate to the discovery of a new type 
of resistor. 

on 
•an 

> Language Arts: Write a play 
which chronicles the life history of a 
resistor from the creation of lb origi- 
nal constituent materials to the end 
of its useful Ufa. 
> Mathematics: Create a computer 
program that will calculate the over- 
all resistance for a particular circuit 
when different types of resistor* arc 
employed. / Calculate the resistance 
of one of the circuits used in this 
activity if several different values of 
resistors are utilized within the Cir- 
cuit 
> Health: Write to Underwriters 
Laboratories to And out about their 
work testing electrical devices in the 
Interest of consumer safety. 

> Home and Career Skills: Con- 
duct a mini-family workshop In 
which you explain to members of 
your household the use of resistors. 
/ Investigate careers in electronics. 
> Arts: Produce a small flip-chart 
presentation ol the movement of 
electrons within a circuit In which 
two resistors reside, so that when the 
booklet is flipped with the Angers, 
the electrons appear tornove through 
the circuit Alternatively, create a 
set of overhead transparencies that 
yout teacher can use to demonstrate 
this phenomenon. 
> Foreign Languages and Cultures: 
Research periodical lileraturetofind 
out which nations are the leading 
producers of resistors. 

» 
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Standard 1—Analysis, Inquiry, and Design 

Mathematical Analysis Scientific Inquiry 

/AST I f AUO * Abstraction and symbolic representation are used to    L The central purpose of scientific Inquiry is to 
.       communicate mathematically. ^T, (#) develop explanations of natural phenomena in a 

^ Students: (W-l)    co«dnuin*cr*atrw process, 

me algebraic and geometric repneaeiiladom to describe      Students: 
and compare data 

tA VT f CJMk\ 2. Deductive and inductive reasoning are used to 
n *''        ' reach mathematical conclusions. 
(k$-%) 

Students: 
IK *  use deducdve reasoning to construct and evaluate 

conjectures and arguments, recognizing that patterns 
and relationships in mathematics assist them in arriving 
at these conjectures and arguments. 

Mcr i / AuA3- Critical thinking skills are used In the solution of 
/*YT l '^^mathematical problems. 

(KT-V 
Students 

0K    •  apply algebraic and geometric concepts and skills to the 
solution of problems. 

(K •   elaborate on basic scientific and personal explanations 
of natural phenomena, and develop extended visual 
models and mathematical formulations to represent their 

, thinking. 
b   •  bone Ideas through reasoning, Hbmry research, and 

discussion with others. Including experts. 
C   •  work toward reconciling competing explanations: 

•      clarifying points of agreement and disagreement. 
J •  coordinate explanations at different levels of scale, 

points of focus, and degrees of complexity and specificity 
and recognize the need for such alternative 
representations of the natural world. 

This is evident, for example, when students 
A In small groups, are asked to explain wA^d cactus plant requires 

ww^ less water to survive than many other plants* They arc 
asked to develop, through research, a set of explanations lor the 
differences and to select at least one for study- After the proposed 
explanation Is critiqued by others, they refine It by formulating a 
hypothesis which is rated on clarity, plausibility, and 
researchability. 

f^VTf CV1> 

Key Ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (a). 

^ 

2. Beyond the use of reasoning and consensus, 
scientific Inquiry involves the testing of proposed 
explanations involving the use of conventional 
techniques and procedures and usually requiring 
considerable ingenuity. 

Students: 
4     •  devise ways of maldng observations to test proposed 

explanations. 
O    •  refine their research ideas through library 

investigations, including electronic information retrieval 
and reviews of the literature, and through peer feedback 
fb+afnM from review and discussion. 

C    *   develop and present proposals Including formal 
hypotheses to test their explanations, i.e., they predict 
what should be observed under specified conditions if 
the explanation Is true. 

ji   •  carry out their research plan for testing explanations, 
including selecting and developing techniques, acquiring 
and building apparatus, and recording observations as 
necessary. 

This is evident for example, when students: 
A develop, through research, a proposal to test their hypothesis or* 

why a cactus plant requires much less water to survive Chan many 
other plants.'Alter their proposal is critiqued, it is refined and 
submitted for assessment by a panel of students. The proposal is 
rated on clarity, appropriateness, and feasibility. Upon approval, 
students complete the research. Progress Is rated holistically by 
the teacher. 
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Students will use mathematical analysis, scientific inquiry, and engineering design. 
as appropriate, to pose questions, seek answers, and develop solutions. 

Engineering Design 

' I f Vf>   & The observations made while testing proposed L Engineering design is an Iterative process involving 
' l explanations, when analyzed using conventional and       modeling and optimization finding the best solution 
1'^       InventWmethods^providenewlnslghtsinto-*-, ^A\Wthlngiv«mconstralntsviAu\iAisusedWdevelop 

phenomena. ' »«»~fc~»t«w»i.^»i ont>.»L«n« *A nMhixnc urftMn «I«HI 

(KT-1> 
technological solutions to problems within given 
constraints. 

b 
c 

c 

t 

Students: 
• use various means of representing and organizing 

observations (eg., diagrams, tables, charts, graphs, < 
equations, matrices) and insightfully interpret the 
organized data. ( 

• apply statistical analysis techniques when appropriate to 
test if chance alone explains the result. 

• assess correspondence between the predicted result 
contained In the hypothesis and the actual result and 
reach a conclusion as to whether or not the explanation 
on which the prediction was based is supported. 

• based on the results of the test and through public 
discussion, they revise the explanation and contemplate 
additional research. 

• develop a written report for public scrutiny that 
describes their proposed explanation. Including a 
literature review, the research they carried out. Its 
result, and suggestions for further research. 

This is evident, far example, when students: 
• carry out a research plan. Including keeping a lab book, to test 

their hypothesis of why a cactus plant requires much less water 
to survive than many other plants. 'After completion, a paper is 
presented describing the research. Based on the class critique, 
the paper is rewritten and submitted with the lab book for 
separate assessment or as part of a portfolio of their sdence 
work. It is rated for clarity, thoroughness, soundness of 
conclusions, and quality of integration with existing literature. 

Students engage In the following steps in a design process: 
^  •  Initiate and carry out a thorough Investigation of an 

unfamiliar situation and Identify needs and 
opportunities for technological Invention or innovation. 

y •  Identify, locate, and uses wide range of information 
resources, and document through notes and sketches 
how findings relate to the problem. 

',  •  generate creative solutions, break Ideas Into significant 
functional elements, and explore possible refinements; 
predict possible outcomes using mathematical and 
functional modeling techniques; choose the optimal 
solution to the problem, clearly documenting ideas 
against design criteria and constraints; and explain how 
human understands, economics, ergonomics, and 
environmental considerations have influenced the 

•      solution. 
j| • develop work schedules and working plans which 

Include optimal use and cost of materials, processes, 
time, and expertise; construct a model of the solution, 
incorporating developmental modifications while 
working to a high degree of quality (craftsmanship). 

J *  devise a test of the solution according to the design 
criteria and perform the test: record, portray, and 
logically evaluate performance test results through 
quantitative, graphic, and verbal means. Use a variety of 
creative verbal and graphic techniques effectively and 
persuasively to present conclusions, predict Impacts and 
new problems, and suggest and pursue modifications. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A search the Internet for world wide web sites dealing with 

renewable energy and sustainable living and research the 
development and design of an energy efficient home. 

A develop plans, diagrams, and working drawings for the 
construction of a computer-controlled marble sorting system 
that simulates how parts on an assembly line are sorted by 
color. 

• design and model a portable emergency shelter that could be 
heated by a person's body to a life-sustaining temperature when 
the outside temperature is 20° F. 

» 

* A variety of content-specific items can be substituted 
for the italicized text 
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Standard 2—Information Systems 

Information Systems 

/ASTZ <V$) *• Information technology is used to retrieve, process,      2. Knowledge of the impacts and limitations of 
and communicate Information and as a tool to **_,. A^vlnformatlon systems is essential to Its effective and 

Ol-l\      enhance learning. •* ^stfucal use. 
(kr-t) 

Students: 
4   •  understand and use the more advanced features of word 

processing, spreadsheets, and data-base software. 
O    *  prepare multimedia presentations demonstrating a clear 

sense of audience and purpose. 
£.   •  access, select, collate, and analyze Information obtained 

from a vdde range of sources such as research data 
bases, foundations, organizations, national libraries, and 
electronic communication networks, including the 

•        Internet. 
0\   • students receive news reports from abroad and work In 

groups to produce newspapers reflecting the 
perspectives of different countries. 

C*    •   utilize electronic networks to share Information. 
t     •   model solutions to a range of problems In mathematics, 

science, and technology using computer simulation 
software. 

This Is evident, far example, when students: 
A collect and amend quantitative and qualitative information for a 

particular purpose and enter it into a data-handling package for 
processing and analysis. 

A visit businesses, laboratories, environmental areas, and 
universities to obtain on-slte information 

A recieve news reports from abroad, and work in groups to 
.  produce newspapers reflecting the perspectives of different 

countries. 
A Join a list serve and send electronic mail to other persons 

sharing mutual concerns and Interests. 
A use computer software to simulate and graph the motion of an 

object. 
• study a system In a dangerous setting (e.g., a nuclear power 

plant). 

Students: 
C( •   explain tlie impact of the use and abuse of electrordcauy 

generated Information on individuals and families, 
y  •  evaluate software packages relative to their suitability to 

a particular application and their ease of use. 
C *   discuss the ethical and social issues raised by the use 

and abuse of Information systems. 

This Is evident, for example, when students 
A discuss how unauthorized people might gain access to 

information about their interests and way of life. 

Key ideas are Identified by numbers (I). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 

12 
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> 

Students will access, generate, process, and transfer information using appropriate 
Icchnolojiies. 

3. Information technology can have positive and 
negative impacts on society, depending upon how it is 

b 

Students: 
• work with a virtual community to conduct a project or 

solve a problem using the network. 
• discuss how applications of Information technology can 

address some major global problems and issues. 
• dismiss the environmental, ethical, moral, and social 

Issues raised by the use and abuse of Information 
technology. 

I 

r 
13 
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Mathematical Reasoning Number and Numeration 

j\yp>      L Students use mathematical reasoning to analyze 
, mathematical situations, make conjectures, gather 
. k%-l)  evidence and construct an argument. p^-r^ 

Students: CfcX-2) 
**   •  construct simple logical arguments, 
b   *   follow and Judge the validity or logical arguments. 
c     •   use symbolic logic in the eonstiucUon of valid <l 
I arguments. Vj 

*T   •  construct proob based on deduenve Masoning. / 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
• prove that ah altitude of an Isosceles triangle, drawn to the 

base, is perpendicular to that base. 
A determine whether or not a given logical sentence Is a tautology. 
• show that the triangle having vertex coordinates of (0.6). (0.0). 

and (5.0) is a right triangle. 

2. Students use number sense and numeration to 
develop an understanding of the multiple uses of num- 
bers In the real world, the use of numbers to communi- 
cate mathematically, and the use of numbers in the 
development of mathematical ideas. 

Students: 
• understand and use rational and irrational numbers. 
• recognize die order of the real numbers. 
• apply the propei ties of the real numbers to various 

subsets of numbers. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A determine from the discriminate of a quadratic equation 

whether the roots are rational or irrational. 
• give rational approximations of irrational numbers to a specific 

degree of accuracy. 
A determine lor which value of x the expression 

2x + 8 Is undefined. 
x-7 

t 
Sample Problems 

33 Given the true statements: 

—a V ~b 
b 
e — c 

Which statement is also true? 
(1) c (3) ~c 
(2) -b (A) o 

34 Which statement k logically equivalent to the 
statement: If you are not part of the solution, 
men you are part of the problem*? 
(1) If you are part of the solution, then you an- 

not part of the problem. 
(2) If you are not part of Ae problem, then you 

are part of the solution. 
(3) If you are part of the problem, then you are 

not part of the solution. 
(4) If you are not part of die problem, then you 

are not part of the solution. 

» 

22 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance Indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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I 
Students will understand mathematics and become mathematically confident by 
communicating and reasoning mathematically. In appl\in,u; mathematics in 
real-world settings, and b\ solving problems through the integrated si ud\ of 
number s\ stems, geometry algebra, data anahsis. probability, and ti i^onomel r\. 

TV Operations Modeling/Multiple 
Representation 

c 

e 

I 

X Students use mathematical operations and    (k-?'H) 
relationships among them to understand mathematics. 

Students 
• use addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and 

exponentiation wltb real numbers and algebraic 
expressions. «V 

• develop an understanding of and use the composition of 
functions and transformations. . 

• explore and use negative exponents on Integers and        «* 
algebraic expressions. 

• use Beld properties to Justify mathematical procedures.    C 
• use transformations on figures and functions In the . 

coordinate plane.                                                                    m 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
• determine the coordinates of triangle A(2.5). B(&8). and C(3.6) 

after a translation U,y)-»»(x +3, y-1). 
A evaluate the binary operation defined as 

x*y = x* + (y + x)'lbr3*4. 
• identify the fleM properties used in solving the equation 

2(x-5) + 3-x + 7. 

e 

V 

4. Students use mathematical modeling/multiple 
representation to provide a means of presenting. 
Interpreting, communicating, and connecting 
mathematical information and relationships. 

Students: 
• represent problem situations symbolically by using 

algebraic expressions, sequences, tree diagrams, 
geometric figures, and graphs. 

• manipulate symbolic representations to explore concepts 
at an abstract level. 

• choose appropriate representations to facilitate the 
solving or a problem. 

«   use teaming technologies to make and verify geometric 
conjectures. 

• Justify the procedures for basic geometric constructions. 
• investigate transformations in the coordinate plane. 
• develop meaning for basic conic sections. 
• develop and apply the concept of basic tod to compound 

lock 
• use graphing utilities to create and explore geometric 

and algebraic models. 
• model real-world problems with systems of equations and 

inequalities. 

This Is evident, for example, when students 
A determine the locus of points equidistant from two parallel lines. 
A explain why the bask construction of bisecting a line is valid. 
A describe the various conies produced when the equation 

ax" + by* o c is graphed for various values of a. b, and c 

Sample Problems 

r 

36 a On graph paper, draw the graph of the equa- 
tion y * x - 4x + 3, including all values of x 
in the interval -Isiso.      [4] 

b On the same set of axes, draw the graph of the 
image of the graph drawn in part a after the 
translation which moves (x.t/) to (x + 3,y + 2), 
and label this graph b.      (3] 

c On the same set of axes, draw the graph 
of the image of the graph drawn in part b after 
a reflection in the x-axis, and label this graph c. 

• • w 

Semicircles 

• of *c top ctefc • 4 CB tau. WIM a to 

Docribt year netted: ho* M jw fipm k cat! 

Used with the 
AfcwSl 

of 
copyright 1995. 23 
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Standard 3—Mathematics 

Measurement Uncertainty 

yf"%        5. Students use measurement in both metric and 
English measure to provide a major link between the 

Vt • V)    abstractions of mathematics and the real world In 
order to describe and compare objects and data. M VT *) 

6. Students use Ideas of uncertainty to Illustrate that 
mathematics Involves more than exactness when 
dealing with everyday situations. 

/ 

I 

§ 

Students: 
• derive and apply formulas to And measures such as 

length, area, volume, weight, time, and angle in real- 
world contexts. 

• choose the appropriate tools far measurement, 
• use dimensional analysis techniques. 
• use statistical methods including measures of central 

tendency to describe and compare data. 
• use trigonometry as a method to measure Indirectly. 
«  apply proportions to scale drawings, computer-assisted 

design blueprints, and direct variation in order to 
compute indirect measurements. 

• relate absolute value, distance between two points, and 
the slope of a fine to the coordinate plane. 

• understand error in measurement and its consequence 
on subsequent calculations. 

• use geometric relationships In relevant measurement 
problems involving geometric concepts. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A change mph to ft/sec 
A use the tangent ratio to determine the height of a tree. 
• determine the distance between two points in the coordinate 

plane. 

Students: 
\ • judge the reasonableness of results obtained from 

applications in algebra, geometry, trigonometry, 
.       probability, and statistics. 
|> • judge the reasonableness ofa graph produced by a 

calculator or computer. 
C •   use experimental or theoretical probability to represent 

and solve problems Involving uncertainty. 
s( •  use the concept of random variable in computing 

probabilities. 
€ •  determine prol>ablHtlesusuig permutations and 

combinations. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A construct a tree diagram or sample space for a compound event. 
A calculate the probability of winning the New York State Lottery. 
A develop simulations for probability problenis lor which they do 

not have theoretical solutions. 

Sample Problems 

39 At shown in the accompanying diagram, a ship is 
headed directly toward a cmstune fanned by a 
vertical cliff BC 70 meter* high. At point A. the 
angle of elevation from the ship to B, the top of 
the cuff, b 23*. A few minutes later at point D, 
the angle of elevation increased to 30*. 

B_ 

»kmnmbmtmtas» 
11.7 

(feBoMgrad 

«*«M»«yew»w»«iS»Jrfen»«W4wSMagl»iihiiil«»ei'i Iteyh 
tmmmonimmkSi. 

a To the nearest meter, find: 
(1) DC     [3] 
(2) AC     M 
(3)AB      M 

fr To the nearest meter, what is the distance be- 
tween the ship's position at the two sightings? 

Dm,a*=ie#*<mMshmWmef*jm«*,w,«*m& 

13. 

ML 

as. 

Used with the permission of New Standards, copyright 1995. 

t 
24 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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I 
Students will understand mathematics and become mathematicalh confident by 
comniunu at ing and i easoning maihematir all\. b\ apphing malhematics in 
real-uorld settings, and In solving problems through the integrated study of 
number s\stems, neomeli \. algebra, data analvsis. probability, and trigonometry. 

iPatterns Functions 

b 

C 

7. Students use patterns and functions to develop 
mathematical power, appreciate the true beauty of 
mathematics, and construct generalizations that 
describe patterns simply and efficiently. 

Students: 
• use function vocabulary and notation. 
• represent and analyze functions using verbal 

descriptions, tables, equations, and graphs. 
• translate among the verbal descriptions, tables, 

equations and graphic forms of functions. 
• analyze the effect of parametric changes on die graphs of 

functions. 
• apply linear, exponential, and quadratic functions m the 

solution or problems. 
• apply and interpret transformations to functions. 
• model real-world situations with the appropriate 

function. 
• apply axiomatic structure to algebra and geometry. 
• use computers and graptiing calculators to analyze 

mathematical phenomena. 

6 
This is evident, for example, when students: 

A determine. In more than one way. whether or not a specific 
relation b a function. 

A explain the relationship between the roots of a quadratic 
equation and the Intercepts of its corresponding graph. 

A use transformations to determine the inverse of a function. 

, 

Sample Problem 

Fibonacci Pattern 

•D* • ft* RooMed Monoe 

1,12.3.5.1.13.21. ... 
TmkmmHi (••<!« »Hi<»«2-)|. if of fteprgriinw. 

Itento 0a ojon attar zl,tafeuSowMojpemk34liecaaK: 
13+21=J4. 

tto»k»k««K|BaaafaaVaBdemna*«bSj>«Maee.lf« 
CM* odd outer vat tT aad ocn em waa •«.* wc pe 

aaE,o,aao,o,... 

OB»o»oftefcMnoHaiaaaii>uiucom«. 
Dedde wtkb one JOB Onok a coatct aid cxpMa is denfl } 

A. Ik patient 0,0,E,ea> NOT reseat fcrenr. 

KTWaaU=m.O,0,E,n,am,fa,wu. 

Used with the permission of 
New Standards, copyright 1995. 25 
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Standard 4—Science 

Physical Setting 

/*\VTH <P% 1. The Earth and celestial phenomena can be described 
by principles of relative motion and perspective. _ 

*AVT1L*0 
Students: (jf^"*) 

•  explain complex phenomena, such as tides, variations in 4 
day length, solar Insolation, apparent motion of the 
planets, and annual traverse of the constellations. k 

•   • describe current theories about the origin of the c. 
universe and solar system. 

4. Energy exists in many forms, and when these forms 
change energy is conserved. 

Students: 
•  observe and describe transmission of various forms of 

This is evident, for example, when students . < 
A create models, drawings, or demonstrations to explain changes in 

day length, solar insolation, and the apparent motion of planets. 

explain heat In terms of kinetic molecular theory, 
explain variations in wavelength and frequency in terms 
of me source of the vibrations that produce them, eg., 
molecules, electrons, and nuclear particles, 
explain the uses and hazards of radioactivity. . 

/HTM (f») 2. Many of the phenomena that we observe on Earth 
involve interactions among components of air, water, 
and land. 

Students: 
•  use the concepts of density and heat energy to explain 

observations of weather patterns, seasonal changes, and 
the movements of the Earth's plates. 

. •  explain how Incoming solar radiations, ocean currents, 
and land masses affect weather and climate. 

This is evident for example, when students: 
A demonstrate through drawings, models, and diagrams how the 

potential energy that exists in the chemical bonds of fossil fuels 
can be converted to electrical energy in a power plant (potential, 
energy B> heat energy 2* mechanical energy TA electrical 
energy). 

• investigate the sources of radioactive emissions in their 
environment and the dangers and benefits they pose for 
humans. 

AASTH CPV 

5. Energy and matter Interact through forces that 
result In changes in motion. 

This is evident, for example when students: 
A use diagrams of ocean currents at different latitudes to develop *^ 

explanations for the patterns present. 

AAH*T*t (f V) "*• Matter is made up of particles whose properties       C 
determine the observable characteristics of matter 

[K%-1?      and its reactivity. 

Students: 
C\     •   explain the properties of materials In terms of the 

arrangement and properties of the atoms that compose 
L them. 
"     «   use atomic and molecular models to explain common 

chemical reactions. 
C     .   apply the principle of conservation of mass to chemical 

. reactions. 
p(    •   use kinetic molecular theory to explain rates of reactions 

and the relationships among temperature, pressure, and 
volume of a substance. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A use the atomic theory of elements to justify their choice of an 

element for use as a lighter than air gas for a launch vehicle. 
• represent common chemical reactions using three-dimensional 

models of the molecules involved. 
A discuss and explain a variety of everyday phenomena involving 

rates of chemical reactions, in terms of the kinetic molecular 
theory (e.g.. use of refrigeration to keep food from spoiling, 

ripening of fruit in a bowl, use of kindling wood to start a fire. 
34   different types of flames that come from a Bunsen burner). 

Students: 
• explain and predict different patterns of motion of 

objects (eg, linear and angular motion, velocity and 
acceleration, momentum and Inertia). 

• explain chemical bonding in terms of the motion of 
electrons. 

• compare energy relationships within an atom's nucleus 
to those outside the nucleus. 

This is evident for example, when students: 
A construct drawings, models, and diagrams representing several 

different types of chemical bonds to demonstrate the basis of the 
bond, the strength of the bond, and the type of electrical 
attraction that exists. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•)• 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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Students will understand and apply scientific concepts, principles, and theories 
pertaining to the physical setting and living environment and recognize the 
'historical development of ideas in science. 

The Living Environment 

b 

Students: 

1. Living dungs are both similar to and different from      S. Organisms maintain a dynamic equilibrium that 
each other and nonliving things. MSTM tl£)sustains life. 

Students: (&*'*) 
• explain how diversity of populations within ecosystems   4 

relates to the stability of ecosystems. 
• describe and explain the structures and functions of the 

human body at different organizational levels (e.g„ 
systems, tissues, cells, organeUes). 

• explain how a one-celled organism is able to function 
despite lacking the levels of organization present in more 
complex organisms. 

2. Organisms inherit genetic information in a variety 
of ways that result in continuity of structure and 
function between parents and offspring. 

explain the bask biochemical processes in living 
organisms and their importance in maintaining dynamic 
equilibrium. 
explain disease as a failure of homeostasis. 
relate processes at the system level to the cellular level 
in order to explain dynamic equilibrium in multicelled 
organisms. 

This is evident, for example, when students 
A investigate the biochemical processes of the immune system, 

and its relationship to maintaining mental and physical health. 

(i«T-fr> 
6. Plants and animals depend on each other and their 
physical environment. Students: 

•   explain how the structure and replication of genetic 
material result in offspring that resemble their parents.       students: 
explain how the technology of genetic engineering allows c\   .   explain factors that limit growth of individuals and 

• 

humans to alter the genetic makeup of organisms. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A record outward characteristics of fruit flies and then breed them 

to determine patterns of inheritance. 

populations. 
explain the importance of preserving diversity of species 
and habitats. 
explain how the living and nonliving environments 
change over time and respond to disturbances. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A conduct a long-term investigation of a local ecosystem. 

N»Vf*1 £l.O    3. Individual organisms and species change over time. ** yfy & ;_*% 

v       " Students: 7. Human decisions and activities have had a profound 
^    •   explain the mechanisms and patterns of evolution. impact on the physical and living environment. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A determine characteristics of the environment that affect a 

hypothetical organism and explore how different characteristics 
of the species give It a selective advantage. 

/r\t,Tl lUz>  4- The continuity of life is sustained through 
tl<C~*i "> reproduction and development. 

Students: 
fy     •   explain how organisms, including humans, reproduce 

their own kind. 

Students: 
C\ *   describe the range of interrelationships of humans with 

the living and nonliving environment. 
b   •   explain the Impact of technological development and 

growth In the human population on the living and non- 
living environment. 

£• •   explain how Individual choices and societal actions can 
contribute to improving the environment. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A compile a case study of a technological development that has 

had a significant impact on the environment 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A observe the development of fruit flies or rapidly maturing 

plants, from fertilized egg to mature adult, relating 
embryologlcal development and structural adaptations to the 
propagation of the species. 

35 
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Standard 5—Technology 
Commencement 

Engineering Design Tools, Resources, and Teclmological 
Processes 

ffttsf q   l- Engineering design is an iterative process involving     2. Technological tools, materials, and other resources 
modeling and optimization used to develop /M STC snou,d be selected on the basis of safety, cost, 

I Ht' 0 technological solutions to problems within given     '       availability, appropriateness, and environmental 
constraints. C*I-t-)jmpact; technological processes change energy. 

information, and material resources into more useful 
Students engage in the following steps in a design process: forms. 

f 
-    of 

0y   •  initiate and carry out a thorough investigation of an 
unfamiliar situation and identify needs and 
opportunities for technological Invention or Innovation, 
identify, locate, and use a wide range of information 
resources including subject experts, library references, 
magazines, videotapes, films, electronic data bases and 
on-line services, and discuss and document through 
notes and sketches how findings relate to the problem, 
generate creative solution ideas, break ideas into the 
significant functional elements, and explore possible 
refinements; predict possible outcomes using 
mathematical and functional modeling techniques; 
choose the optimal solution to the problem, clearly 
documenting ideas against design criteria and 
constraints; and explain how human values, economics, 
ergonomics, and environmental considerations have 
influenced the solution. 
develop work schedules and plans which include optimal 
use and cost of materials, processes, time, and expertise; 
construct a model of the solution, incorporating 
developmental modifications while working to a high 
degree of quality (craftsmanship). 

1   •   in a group setting, devise a test of the solution relative to 
•     the design criteria and perform the test; record, portray, 

and logically evaluate performance test results through 
quantitative, graphic, and verbal means; and use a vari- 
ety of creative verbal and graphic techniques effectively 
and persuasively to present conclusions, predict impacts 
and new problems, and suggest and pursue 
modifications. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A search the Internet for world wide web sites dealing with 

renewable energy and sustainable living and research the 
development and design of an energy efficient home. 

A develop plans, diagrams, and working drawings for the 
construction of a computer-controlled marble sorting system 
that simulates how parts on an assembly line are sorted by 
color. 

• design and model a portable emergency shelter for a homeless 
person that could be carried by one person and be heated by the 
body heat of that person to a life-sustaining temperature when 
the outside temperature is 20° F. 

J 

Students: 
* «   test, use. and describe the attributes of a range of 

material (Including synthetic and composite materials), 
Information, and energy resources, 

b .   select appropriate tools, instruments, and equipment and 
use them correctly to process materials, energy, and 
information. 

* •   explain tradeoffs made in selecting alternative resources 
in terms of safety, cost, properties, availability, ease of 
processing, and disposability. 
describe and model methods (including computer-based 
methods) to control system processes and monitor system 
outputs. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A use a range of high- tech composite or synthetic materials to 

make a model of a product, (e.g., ski. an airplane, earthquake- 
resistant building) and explain their choice of material. 

A design a procedure to test the properties of synthetic and 
composite materials. 

A select appropriate tools, materials, and processes to 
manufacture a product (chosen on the basis of market research) 
that appeals to high school students. 

A select the appropriate instrument and use it to test voltage and 
continuity when repairing a household appliance. 

A construct two forms of packaging (one from biodegradable 
materials, the other from any other materials), for a children's 
toy and explain the tradeoffs made when choosing one or the 
other. 

A describe and model a method to design and evaluate a system 
that dispenses candy and counts the number dispensed using, 
for example. Fischertecnik. Capsela. or Lego. 

A describe how the flow, processing, and monitoring of materials is 
controlled in a manufacturing plant and how Information 
processing systems provide Inventory, tracking, and quality 
control data. 

9 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (I). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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I Students will apply technological knowledge and skills to design, construct, use, and 
evaluate products and systems to satisfy human and environmental needs. 

Computer Technology Technological Systems 

/f\*tf-er   3. Computers, as tools for design, modeling, 4. Technological systems are designed to achieve 
information processing, communication, and system        specific results and produce outputs, such as products, 

£ HI- \) control, have greatly increased human productivity structures, services, energy, or other systems, 
and knowledge. ZESTS' 

\Students: 
Students: CMI- 

01 

C 

,4 

9 

understand basic computer architecture and describe the 
function of computer subsystems and peripheral devices, 
select a computer system that meets personal needs, 
attach a modem to a computer system and telephone line, 
set up and use communications software, connect to 
various on-line networks, including the Internet, and 
access needed Information using e-mail, telnet, gopher, 
ftp, and web searches. 
use computer-aided drawing and design (CADD) software 
to model realistic solutions to design problems, 
develop an understanding of computer programming and 
attain some facility In writing computer programs. 

This Is evident, tor example, when students: 
• choose a state-of-the art computer system from computer maga- 

zines, price the system, and Justify the choice of CPU. CD-ROM 
and floppy drives, amount of RAM. video and sound cards, 
modem, printer, and monitor; explain the cost-benefit tradeoffs 
they have made. 

A. use a computer-aided drawing and design package to design and 
draw a model of their own room. 

• write a computer program that works In conjunction with a bar 
code reader and an optical sensor to distinguish between light 
and dark areas of the bar code. 

4)= explain why making tradeoffs among characteristics, 
such as safety, function, cost, ease of operation, quality of 
post purchase support, and environmental Impact, is 
necessary when selecting systems for specific purposes, 
model, explain, and analyze the performance of a 
feedback control system. 
explain how complex technological systems involve the 
confluence of numerous other systems. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A model, explain, and analyze how the float mechanism of a toilet 

tank senses water level, compares the actual level to the desired 
level, and controls the flow of water into the tank. 

A draw a labeled system diagram which explains the performance 
of a system, and include several subsystems and multiple feed- 
back loops. 

A explain how the space shuttle involves communication, 
transportation, biotechnlcal. and manufacturing systems. 

Sample Problem/Activity 

» 

Students map their local water re- 
sources and realize that they Ike In 
a watershed that k a subsystem 0/ 
Increasingly larger systems, oil 0/ 
which constitute on Interrelated 
water cude. -^ '  

45 
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S^ndard 5-Technology 

History and Evolution ofTechno.ogy  Impacts of Technology 

•S^SSSSSS^tes: 
Students: 

^   •   explain how technological inventions and innovations 
have caused global growth and Interdependence, 
stimulated economic competitiveness, created new Jobs, 
and made other jobs obsolete. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A compare qualitatively and quantitatively the performance of a 

contemporary manufactured product, such as a household 
appliance, to the comparable device or system 50-100 years ago, 
and present results graphically, orally, and In writing. 

A describe the process that an inventor must follow to obtain a 
patent for an invention. 

A explain through examples how some inventions are hot 
translated into products and services with market place 
demand, and therefore do not become commercial successes. 

6. Technology can have positive and negative impacts 
on Individuals, society, and the environment and 

) humans have the capability and responsibility to 
constrain or promote technological development 

Students: 
<n •  explain that although technological effects are complex 

and difficult to predict accurately, humans can control 
the development and Implementation of technology. 

jo   •   explain how computers and automation have changed 
the nature or work. 

£   •   explain how national security is dependent upon both 
military and nonmilltary applications of technology. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A develop and implement a technological device that might be 

used to assist a disabled person perform a task. 
A identify a technology which impacts negatively on the 

environment and design and model a technological fix.. 
A identify new or emerging technologies and use a futuring 

technique (e.g.. futures wheel, cross impact matrix, Delphi 
. survey) to predict what might be the second and third order 
impacts. 

# 

Sample Problem/Activity 

How Has The Use Of 
Electric Appliances 
Changed Over 
lllTlCi     .IbTcnch undent mate ami of ihcclccufe 

appliances In her/his howrtvnd. mdudtat weir 
thing from light horns to refrigerators. Insinra Muttons to ask 

a parent (Off other adorn ofsppromimalety the tame age) to 
record how nianr of each Und of appliance tns in her/his 

rwuacnoldwheo'alric waaachMr). DoeropwMiihc etnas 
lei of common procedure, that can be tried to cancel the 

htrormailoo. 
• What specific procedures should we follow to ensure rhatmryOM's 

datatscompsraWe? 

• Mow will wt account (or rgissmg data Is our aw 
•ey. due to fomcifmneu of tome panlctrunis or 

other rscursr 

46 
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Key Ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•)• 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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^ 
Students will apply technological knowledge and skills to design, construct, use, and 
evaluate products and systems to satisfy human and environmental needs^ 

Management of Technology 

/nsr«r 

§ 

7. Project management is essential to ensuring that 
technological endeavors are profitable and that 

C tCtr 1 ^products and systems are of high quality and built 
safely, on schedule, and within budget 

Students: 
*\ •   develop and use computer-based scheduling and project 

tracking tools, such as flaw charts and graphs. 
(j   •   explain haw statistical process control helps ta assure 

high quality output. 
<; • discuss the role technology has played In the operation of 

successful U.S. businesses and under what circumstances 
they are competitive with other countries. 

«Y •   explain haw. technological inventions and Innovations 
stimulate economic competitiveness and how, in order 
for an innovation to lead la commercial success, It must 
be translated Into products and services with 
marketplace demand. 

£ •   describe new management techniques (e.g., computer- 
aided engineering, computer-integrated manufacturing, 
total quality management, just In time manufacturing), 
incorporate same af these in a technological endeavor, 
and explain how they have reduced the length af design- 

_ to-manufacture cycles, resulted In mare flexible factories, 
and Improved quality and customer satisfaction. 

-f. •   help la manage a group engaged in planning, designing, 
implementation, and evaluation af a project ta gain 
understanding af the management dynamics. 

This is evktent. far example, when students: 
A design and carry out a plan to create a computer-based 

. Information system that could be used to help manage a 
manufacturing system (e.g.. monitoring inventory, measurement 
of production rate, development of a safety signal). 

A identify several successful companies and explain the reasons 
for their commercial success. 

A organize and Implement an innovative project, based on market 
research, that involves design, production, testing, marketing. 

. and sales of a product or a service. 

I 
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Standard 6—Interconnectedness: 
COmmOn  ThemeS   Commencement 

Systems Thinking Models 

/1 M>7*   * Through systems thinking, people can recognize the 
commonalities that exist among all systems and how 

</£X-0 parts of a system interrelate and combine to perform 
specific functions. (WiTL*. 

Students: C*r"Z«n 
i,   •  explain how positive feedback and negative feedback 

have opposite effects on system outputs. *' 
*•>   •   use an Input process^outpul feedback diagram to model 

and compare the behavior of natural and engineered 
systems. C 

C    •   define boundary conditions when doing systems analysis 
to determine what Influences a system and how It 
behaves. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A describe how negative feedback Is used to control loudness 

automatically in a stereo system and how positive feedback from 
loudspeaker to microphone results in louder and louder squeals. 

# 

2. Models are simplified representations of objects, 
structures, or systems used In analysis, explanation, 
interpretation, or design. 

Students: 
• revise a model to create a more complete or Improved 

representation of the system. 
• collect Information about the behavior of a system and 

use modeling tools to represent the operation of the 
system. 

• find and use mathematical models that behave in the 
same manner as the processes under investigation, 
compare predictions to actual observations using test 
models. 

,/. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A add new parameters to an existing spreadsheet model. 
A Incorporate new design features in a CAD drawing. 
A use computer simulation software to create a model of a system 

under stress, such as a city or an ecosystem.    - 
A design and construct a prototype to test the performance of a 

temperature control system. 
A use mathematical models for scientific laws, such as Hooke's 

Law or Newton's Laws, and relate them to the function of 
technological systems, such as an automotive suspension 
system. 

A use sinusoidal functions to study systems that exhibit periodic 
behavior. 

A compare actual populations of animals to the numbers predicted 
by predator/ prey computer simulations. 

» 
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Key ideas are identified by numbers (I). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•)• 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 
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I Students will understand the relationships and common themes that connect 
mathematics, science, and technology and apply the themes to these and other areas 
of learning. 

Magnitude and Scale Equilibrium and Stability 

/Ty'-fTit    3. The grouping of magnitudes of size, time, frequency, 
.        ,y and pressures or other units of measurement into a 
' * * "  ' series of relative order provides a useful way to deal 

with the Immense range and the changes in scale that 
affect the behavior and design of systems.       /USTfc 
_   „ (kt<HY 
Students; 

t\  •   describe the effects of changes in scale on the 
functioning of physical, biological, or designed systems. 

6   *  extend their use of powers of ten notation to 
understanding the exponential function and performing 
operations with exponential factors. 

4. Equilibrium is a state of stability due either to a 
lack of changes (static equilibrium) or a balance 
between opposing forces (dynamic equilibrium). 

Students: 
«•  describe specific instances of how disturbances might 

affect a system's equilibrium, from small disturbances 
that do not upset the equilibrium to larger disturbances 
(threshold level) that cause the system to become 
unstable. 

b •  cite specific examples of how dynamic equilibrium Is 
achieved by equality of change In opposing directions. 

This Is evident for example, when students: 
A explain that an increase In the size of an animal or a structure 

requires larger supports (legs or columns) because of the greater 
volume or weight. 

• use the relationship that v=f X to determine wave length when 
given the frequency of an FM radio wave, such as 100.0 
megahertz (1.1 x 108 Hertz), and velocity of light or EM waves 
as3xl08m/seccan. 

i 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A use mathematical models to predict under what conditions the 

spread of a disease will become epidemic. 
A document the range of external temperatures in which warm- 

blooded animals can maintain a relatively constant Internal 
temperature and identify the extremes of cold or heat that will 
cause death. 

A experiment with chemical or biological processes when the flow 
of materials In one way direction is counterbalanced by the flow 
of materials in the opposite direction. 

Sample Problem/Activity 

Caution Do not touch IM flood 
lamp alnce It may become very 
hoi. O* not look directly ol IM 
lamp. Oo not leove the lamp un- 
attended. 

ObieivTng the Greenhouse iflecf " 
Dbccflorai 

uncovered boi 

Follow the itept bete* end complete the eiptthnent. Plot* mil 
InlomiUsn that you gather on Die <tiU leble on Worlutieet C. Thai 
graph raw reiutto and arawet the questions. 

I. Place toll to * deg>th ol 1 em In MCJI ol the 
ihoeboaet. thoroughly mohten the aoH with 
oatcr, but not to much that voter Ut» on top ol 
«MHlL 

t Cut out a piece ol cardboard io that when It It 
Inserted Into one al the clear plastic thoeboaes II 
•III divide the tea In hall and will be only about 
three-tew the the height ol the boa Olegram II. 
Construct a elmttar cardboard divider lor the 
other boa. 

I.     Inter I a car (board divider kilo each thoeboa. 

a. lean a thermometer (•1th the bulb end up) 
against each divider (Diagram J). 

3. Set the bom tide by side and about i cm apart 
under ore Hood lamp. Adjust the Hood lamp to 
that It U about M cm above and equally distent 
Iron, each bo« (Diagram J). Place a dear plastic 

deal plank boa 
urdbotfdtuntorl 

Outre* 1 

Caution Locate your art-op o"oy 
from direct tunHpht or drafts from 
•belows and heottna or eooHno 
systems. These may prodwce con- 
vection currents that could biter- 
fere with the ortlvlty. 

When the tempeiatum ol (he thermometers, slop 
changing, record them In the appropriate spaces 
ol the "0 minutes- row ol the data table on 
Worksheet C. 

Turn en the light. Record In the data table the 
temperature ol each thermometer every JO 
seconds lor I) minutes. Then turn oil the light. 

(bulb op) 

•Nspaml 
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Standard 6—Interconnectedness: 
COmmOn ThemeS  Commencement 

Patterns of Change Optimization 

/Tfff^    s- Identifying patterns of change is necessary for 6. In order to arrive at the best solution that meets 
^making predictions about future behavior and M "> 'T(,'  criteria within constraints. It Is often necessary to 

< *-"^/conditions. f*r-&> make tradeoffs. 

Students: 
C\ •   use sophisticated mathematical models, such as graphs    t\ 

and equations of various algebraic or trigonometric 
functions. 

io •   search for multiple trends when analyzing data for fa 
patterns, and identify data that do not fit the trends. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A use a sine pattern to model the property of a sound or electromag- 

netic wave. 
A use graphs or equations to model exponential growth of money or 

populations. 
A explore historical data to determine whether the growth of a 

parameter is linear or exponential or both. 

Students: 
use optimization techniques, such as linear 
programming, to determine optimum solutions to 
problems that can be solved using quantitative methods. 

j •   analyze subjective decision making problems to explain 
the trade-offs that can be made to arrive at the best 
solution. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A use linear programming to figure the optimum diet for farm 

animals. 
A evaluate alternative proposals for providing people with more 

access to mass transportation systems. 

Sample Problem/Activity 

* 
Graph StcMn 

>• recording doto .• Using 
doto provided by the teacher, 
students plot /oiotty doto on o 
map and contemplate the 
resufting pattern. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (I). 
Performance Indicators are identified by bullets (•)• 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 
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^ 

Students will understand the relationships and common themes that connect 
mathematics, science, and technology and apply the themes to these and other areas 
o^learnin^ 

Sample Problem/Activity 

t 

Classroom Activity 
1. Ask students to describe to one another in small 

groups what the word "composting" means. See if each 
group can develop a definition acceptable to all mem- 
bers of the group. Share these definitions with the en- 
tire class. 
• Does anyone's family, relatives, or neighbors compost? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of com- 
posting? 
• What actually goes on within material to cause it to 
turn to compost? How do you know? 
• Could the items in the bags used in Activity 1.2 become 
compost? Why or why not? 
• Does composting occur In nature without human inter, 
vention? How can we verify this? 

2. Help students plan a natural decomposition field 
investigation such as a comparison of two logs in a local 

woodland-one decomposing and the other 
with no visible signs of decomposition. Stu- 

dents should develop a common obser- 
vation sheet to use in their investiga- 
tions, as well as a 
systematic set 
of procedures 

to obtain samples 
from different locations for 
further study. 

3. Take students to a local woodland or wet area. 
Have them take notes on evidence of active decomposi- 
tion within the area. They should remove for study 
small samples of various materials (both decomposing 
and nondecomposed), using the procedures they devel- 
oped. 

» 
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# 
Overview for Physical Education: 

In the "Standards and Key Ideas" column of the Physical Education Crosswalks, underlined 
letter and number combinations stand for Subject Area and Standard. Please note that where a 
standard is divided into subcategories, the category is represented in parentheses after the 
standard. In item "HPF1 (HE)" which appears in the first row of the column "Standards and Key 
Ideas," "HPF" stands for Health, Physical Education, and Family and Consumer Sciences, "1" 
indicates Standard 1, and "(HE)" stands for Health Education (a subcategory of the standard). 

In the New York State Learning Standards for Health, PE, and Family and Consumer Sciences 
(PCS) that follow, Key Ideas and Performance Indicators are hand-labeled. For each level 
(Elementary, Intermediate, and Commencement), the first Key Idea under Health, PE, and FCS 
Standard 1 (subcategory Health Education) is labeled "HPF1 (HE), (KM)." Performance 
Indicators are labeled in lower case letters below the Key Ideas. 

# 

Key to Physical Education Crosswalks: 

The following codes appear in the "Standards and Key Idea" column of the PE Crosswalks: 

Standard Number Description of Standard Code Subject/ 
Subcategory (if applicable) 

HPF1 (HE) Health, PE, and FCS 7 
Health Education 

HPF2 (HE) Health, PE, and FCS / 
Health Education 

HPF3 (HE) Health, PE, and FCS / 
Health Education 

HPFI (PE) Health, PE, and FCS / 
Physical Education 

HPF2 (PE) Health, PE, and FCS/ 
Physical Education 

HPF3 (PE) Health, PE, and FCS / 
Physical Education 

HPFI (PCS) Health, PE, and FCS / 
Family and Consumer Sciences 

HPF2(PCS) Health, PE, and FCS / 
Family and Consumer Sciences 

HPF3(FCS) Health, PE, and FCS/ 
Family and Consumer Sciences 

1 Personal Health and Fitness 

A Safe and Healthy Environment 

Resource Management 

Personal Health and Fitness 

A Safe and Healthy Environment 

Resource Management 

Personal Health and Fitness 

A Safe and Healthy Environment 

Resource Management 

P 
609 



Kindergarten Physical Education: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Course: Physical Education 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Fitness, Safety, and Personal Health HPF1 (HE) 
b,c 

Achievement First PE curriculum and CATCH PE curriculum: 
Body Management: walking/running, jumping/skipping, tumbling: 

(KI-1) 
HPF1 (PE) 

a 
(KI-1) 

Manipulative Skills: using bean balls, bean bags, hoops, ropes; HPF1 (PCS) 
c Fitness: the difference between running and jogging; (KM) 

sit-up and sit-and-reach stretch; 
the difference between fat and muscle; 
healthy and unhealthy foods 
Social Skills: willingness to participate in all activities 

HPF2(HE) a 
(KI-1) 
HPF2 (PE) 

b,c 
(KM) 

Safety Skills: basic rules for individual safety HPF2 (PCS) 
a 

(KI-1) 
HPF3 (HE) 

a 
(KI-1) 
HPF3 (PE) 

a 
(KI-1) 
HPF3 (FCS) b 
(KI-1) 

CO 

o 



1st Grade Physical Education: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: Physical Education 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Fitness. Safety, and Personal Health HPFlfHE) a, b, c 

Achievement First PE curriculum and CATCH PE curriculum: 
Body Management: walking/running, jumping/skipping, tumbling: 

(KI-1) 
HPF1 fPE) a, d 
(KI-1) 

Manipulative Skills: using various objects (bean balls, bean bags, hoops, ropes) HPF1 (FCS) 
b,c to perform instructed tasks 

Fitness: the difference between running and jogging: 
(KI-1) 
HPF2 (HE) a, b, c proper techniques of sit-up and sit-and-reach stretch; 

the difference between fat and muscle in body composition 
Social Skills: willingness to participate in all activities 

(KI-1) 
HPF2APE) a,b,c,d 
(KI-1) 

Safety Skills: basic rules for individual safety HPF2 (FCS) a, b 

— .. ; . ;  

(KI-1) 
HPF3 (HE) 

a,c 
(KM) 
HPF3 (PE) a 
(KI-1) 
HPF3 (FCS) 

b.c 
(KI-1) 

CO 
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2nd Grade Physical Education: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Course: Physical Education 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Fitness. Safety, and Personal Health HPF1 (HE) 

Achievement First PE curriculum and CATCH PE curriculum: 
Body Management: walking and running 
Manipulative Skills: using different objects (bean balls, bean bags, hoops, ropes) 
in group activities and games as instructed by teacher 
Fitness: one mile walk/run; 
proper techniques of sit-up and sit-and-reach stretch, with a focus on building 
muscular endurance; 
the difference between fat and muscle and how dietary choices affect body 
composition 
Social Skills: willingness to participate in all activities; good sportsmanship 
Safety Skills: rules for individual and group safety; injury prevention 

(KI-1) 
HPF1 (PE) 
(KM) 
HPF1 (PCS) 
(KI-1) 
HPF2(HE) 
(KI-1) 
HPF2(PEV 
(KI-1) 
HPF2 (PCS) 
(KI-1) 
HPF3(HE) 
(KI-1) 
HPF3 (PE) 
(KI-1) 
HPF3 (PCS) 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c, d, e 

a, b, d, e 

a,c 

a, b, c, d 

a, b, c, d, e 

a,b 

b,c 

a,c 

a,b, c 



3rd Grade Physical Education: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Course: Physical Education 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Fitness. Safetv, and Personal Health HPF1 (HE) a, b, c, d, e, f 

Achievement First PE curriculum and CATCH PE curriculum: 
Manipulative Skills balls and ropes; 

(KI-1) 
HPF1 (PE) a, b, d, e, f 
(KI-1) 

Sport Skills: basketball (dribbling arid passing). HPF1 (PCS) a, b, c football (throwing and catching), 
soccer (dribbling and passing), 
Softball (throwing, catching, and fielding a ground ball), 
volleyball (rotation, underhand pass, basic rules), 
track and Field (sprinting, proper running form, low hurdle jumps), 
bymnastics (baby cartwheel, combining three stunts into a routine); 
Fitness: one mile walk/run. 

(KI-1) 
HPF2(HE) a,b,c, d 
(KI-1) 
HPF2(PE) a, b, c, d, e 
(KI-1) 
HPF2(FCS) 

a,b 
(KI-1) 

proper techniques of sit-up and sit-and-reach stretch, 
dietary choices and body composition; 
obesity-related Diabetes prevention; 
Social Skills willingness to participate in all activities 

HPF3 (HE) 
a, b, c 

(KI-1) 
HPF3 (PE) a,b, c 
(KI-1) Safetv Skills rules for individual flnH ornim safrtv ininrv nre vf»nHnn 
HPF3AFCS) a,b, c 
(KI-1) 

CO 
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4th Grade Physical Education: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Course: Physical Education 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Fitness, Safetv, and Personal Health HPFHHE) 
a, b, c, d, e, f 

Achievement First PE curriculum and CATCH PE curriculum: 
Manipulative Skills balls, ropes, and hoops; 

(KI-1) 
HPF1 (PE) 

a, b, d, e, f 
(KI-1) 

Sport Skills: basketball (dribbling and passing), HPF1 (FCS1 
a, b, c football (throwing and catching), 

soccer (dribbling and passing), 
softball (throwing, catching, and fielding a ground ball), 
volleyball (rotation, underhand pass, basic rules), 
track and Field (sprinting, proper running form, low hurdle jumps), 

(KI-1) 
HPF2(HEV 

a, b, c, d 
(KI-1) 
HPF2 (PE) 

a, b, c, d, e 
(KI-1) 

rmicss. one mile walK/iuii, 
proper techniques of sit-up and sit-and-reach stretch, 
dietary choices and body composition, 
obesity-related Diabetes prevention; 
health consequences of chewing tobacco and smoking; 
Social Skills willingness to narticinate in all activities 

HPF2 (FCS) 
a,b 

(KI-1) 
HPF3 (HE) 

a, b, c 
(KI-1) 
HPF3(PE) 

a, b, c 
Safety Skills rules for individual and group safety; injury prevention (KI-1) 

HPF3 (FCS) 
a,b, c 

(KI-1) 



STSrS 

5th Grade Physical Education: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: Physical Education 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Fitness, Safety, and Personal Health HPF1 CHE) 
c 

Achievement First PE curriculum and CATCH PE curriculum: 
Body management jogging and power walking 

(KI-1) 

HPF1 (PE) 
a,d,f 

(KI-1) 
Sports skills: soccer (dribbling, passing, trapping, protecting the goal). HPF 1 (FCS) 

c floor hockey (safety rules, scoring, grip, dribbling, passing, shooting), 
basketball (dribbling, catching, passing, shooting), 
running relays; kickball; 
Fitness: push-ups, sit-ups, stretching, rope jumping, running; 

(KI-1) 

HPF (HE) 
a, b, c 

(KI-1) 

HPF2 (PE) 
b, c taking pulse and finding target heart rate 

HealthSmart curriculum: 
Violence and Injury Prevention 

(KI-1) 

HPF2 (FCS) 
b 

(KI-1) 

conflict resolution; 
preventing bullying, fights, and hazing; 
getting help in case of emergency 

HPF3 ttffi) 
c,e 

(KI-1) 

HPF3CPE) 
c 

(KI-1) 

HPF3 (FCS) a,d 
(KI-1) 

en 
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6th Grade Physical Education: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: Physical Education 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Fitness, Safety, and Personal Health HPF1 (HEY 
c, d 

Achievement First PE curriculum and CATCH PE curriculum: 
Bodv Management jogging and power walking 

(KI-1) 
HPF1 (PE^ 

a,b,d,f 
(KI-1) 

Sports Skills: soccer (dribbling, passing, trapping, protecting the goal), HPF 1 (FCS^ b, c floor hockey (safety rules, scoring, grip, dribbling, passing, shooting), 
basketball (dribbling, catching, passing, shooting), 
kickball; running relays, 

(KI-1) 
HPF (HEY a,b,c 
(KI-1) 

nuicaa. yuau-upa, aii-upa, auctioning, rope jumping, running, 

taking pulse and finding target heart rate 

HealthSmart curriculum: 
Abstinence and Puberty. 

HPF2 (PE) 
b, c, e 

(KI-1) 
HPF2 (FCS) 

b,c 
(KI-1) 

male and female reproductive systems; 
healthy relationships-, 
benefits of abstinence 

HPF3 (HB 
a,'c, e 

(KI-1) 
HPF3 (PE} 

b,c 
(KI-1) 
HPF3 (PCS) 

a, b, d 
(KI-1) 



%4» 
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7th Grade Physical Education: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: Physical Education 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas     Performance Indicators 

Fitness, Safety, and Personal Health HPFHHE) 
a,c, d 

Achievement First PE curriculum and CATCH PE curriculum: 
Body Management jogging and power walking 

(KI-1) 

HPF1 (PE) a, b, c, d, f 
(KI-1) 

Sports Skills: soccer (dribbling, passing, trapping, protecting the goal). 
HPF1 (FCS) 

b, c,d floor hockey (safety rules, scoring, grip, dribbling, passing, shooting), 
basketball (dribbling, catching, passing, shooting), 
running relays; kickball; 
softball (rules, safety, scoring, fielding ground balls) 
Fitness: push-ups, sit-ups, stretching, rope jumping, running; 

(KI-1) 

HPF2 CHE) a, b, c 
(KI-1) 

HPF2 f PE) a, b, c, d, e taking pulse and finding target heart rate 

HealthSmart curriculum: 
Tobacco, Alcohol, and Other Drug Prevention 

(KI-1) 

HPF2 (FCS) 
a,b,c 

(KI-1) 

health consequences of tobacco, alcohol, and marijuana; 
resisting peer pressure; 
critical analysis of tobacco and alcohol advertising 

HPF3 (HE) 
a, b, c, d, e 

(KI-1) 

HPF3 (PE) b,c 
(KI-1) 

HPF3 (FCS) a, b, c, d 
(KI-1) 
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8th Grade Physical Education: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: Physical Education 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Fitness, Safety, and Personal Health HPF1 (HE} 
a, b, c, d 

Achievement First PE curriculum and CATCH PE curriculum: 
Bodv Management jogging and power walking 

(KI-1) 

HPF1 (VE) 
a, b, c, d, e, f 

(KI-1) 

floor hockey (safety rules, scoring, grip, dribbling, passing, shooting), 
basketball (dribbling, catching, passing, shooting), 
running relays, kickball; 
softball (rules, safety, scoring, fielding ground balls) 
Fitness: push-ups, sit-ups, stretching, rope jumping, running; 

HPF1 (FCS\ 
a, b, c, d (KI-1) 

HPF2 fHE^ 
a,b, c 

(KI-1) 

HPF2 (VE\ a, b, c, d, e taking pulse and finding target heart rate 

HealthSmart curriculum: 
HIV, STD, and Pregnancy Prevention: 

(KI-1) 

HPF2 (FCS1 
a,b,c 

(KI-1) 

benefits of abstinence; 
consequences of risky sexual behavior, 
healthy relationships and communication; 
reducing risk of pregnancy and STDs 

HPF3 (HE1 
a, b, c, d, e, f 

(KI-1) 

HPF3(PE^ b, c 
(KI-1) 

HPF3 fFCS^ 
a,b, c, d,e 

(KI-1) 

CO 
—A, 

CO 
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9th Grade Physical Education: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: Physical Education 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Fitness. Safety, and Personal Health HPFHHE) 
a, b, c, d 

Achievement First PE curriculum: 
Body Management logging and power walking 

(KI-l) 

HPF1 CPE) 
a,e 

(KI-l) 
Sports Skills: soccer (dribbling, passing, trapping, protecting the goal), 

HPFHFCS) 
a, b, c, d floor hockey (safety rules, scoring, grip, dribbling, passing, shooting), 

basketball (dribbling, catching, passing, shooting), 
running relays; kickball; 
softball (rules, safety, scoring, fielding ground balls); 
Fitness: push-ups, sit-ups, stretching, rope jumping, running; 

(KI-l) 

HPF2(HE) 
a,b,c 

(KI-l) 

HPF2fPE) 
a,b taking pulse and finding target heart rate 

HealthSmart curriculum: 
Emotional and Mental Health 

(KI-l) 

HPF2 fFCS) 
d 

(KI-l) 

healthy self-esteem; 
expressing feelings in healthy ways; 
counseling resources; 
handling stress; 
time management and organizational skills 

HPF3 (HE) 
a,b,c 

(KI-l) 

HPF3 CPE) 
b 

(KI-l) 

HPF3fFCSV 
d,e 

(KI-l) 

CD 
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Learning Standards for Health, 
Physical Education, and Family and 
Consumer Sciences at Three Levels 

Standard 1: Personal Health and Fitness 
Students will have the necessary knowledge and skills to establish and maintain physical fitness, 
participate In physical activity, and maintain personal health. 

Standard 2: A Safe and Healthy Environment 
Students will acquire the knowledge and ability necessary to create and maintain a safe and healthy 
environment 

Standard 3: Resource Management 
Students will understand and be able to manage their personal and community resources. 
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Standard 1—Personal Health and Fitness 

flPFKHE) 

b 
c 

e 

1. Students will understand human growth and 1. Students will perform basic motor and manipulative 
development and recognize the relationship between skills. They will attain competency in a variety of 
behaviors and healthy development. They will f|Pf f (^physical activities and proficiency in a few select 
understand ways to promote health and prevent fltx-0 complex motor and sports activities. Students will 
disease and will demonstrate and practice positive 
health behaviors. 

Students: 
• know how basic body systems work and Interrelate In 

normal patterns of growth and development 
• possess basic knowledge and skills which support 

positive health choices and behaviors 
• understand how behaviors such as food selection, 

exercise, and rest affect growth and development 
• recognize influences which affect health choices and 

behaviors 
• know about some diseases and disorders and how they 

are prevented and treated 
• practice and support others in making healthy choices. 

This is evident, fin-example, when students: 
A describe the basic structure and functions of human body 

systems 
A identify the harmful effects of alcohol, tobacco and other drugs 
A explain how eating nutritionally balanced meals and snacks 

promotes health 
A describe the physical, social and emotional indicators of healthy 

people 
A demonstrate the use of interpersonal communication skills to 

enhance health 
A identify responsible health behaviors and demonstrate 

strategies to improve or maintain personal health 
A demonstrate health practices such as washing hands, covering 

one's mouth when coughing or sneezing, and brushing and 
flossing teeth 

A identify common health problems and indicate how they can be 
prevented, detected and treated 

A set a personal health goal and track progress toward its 
achievement 

design personal fitness programs to improve 
cardioresplratory endurance, flexibility, muscular 
strength, endurance, and body composition. 

Students: 
participate in physical activities (games, sports, 
exercises) that provide conditioning for each fitness area 
develop physical fitness skills through regular practice, 
effort, and perseverance 

•  •  demonstrate mastery of fundamental motor, non- 
locomotor, and manipulative skills, and understand 

.       fundamental principles of movement 
' • understand the effects of activity on the body, the risks 

associated with inactivity, and the basic components of 
health-related fitness (cardiovascular, muscle strength, 
muscle endurance, flexibility, and body composition) 

' « demonstrate and assess their fitness by performing 
exercises or activities related to each health-related 
fitness component, and establish personal goals to 

,        improve their fitness 
-  •   understand the relationship between physical activity 

and individual well being. 

This is evident, far example, when students: 
• demonstrate bask motor skills (run, climb, hop), manipulative 

skills (throw, catch, strike), and non-kcomotnr skills (balance, 
weight transfer) using mature motor patterns white engaged in 
a variety of activities 

A apply the concepts and principles of human movement to the 
development of new skills (e.g.. catching objects while moving, 
throwing objects using opposition) 

A adjust performance of skill as a result of monitoring or 
assessing previous performance (eg., moves closer to target or 
throws at altered angle of release following loss that falls short) 

A do additional push-ups each day to improve upper body 
strength, additional stretches to improve flexibility, and 
additional running to develop cardioresplratory fitness 

A engage in physical activity and ficquent monitoring of pulse 
rate to reach and maintain a target heart rate for an 
appropriate amount of time 

A perform appropriate warm-up and cool-down exercises before 
and after vigorous activity to avoid muscle injury 

A set a personal physical activity goal and track progress toward 
its achievement. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
STANDARD 1 
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jggtvl. Students will use an understanding of the elements 
'of good nutrition to plan appropriate diets for 
themselves and others. They will know and use the 
appropriate tools and technologies for safe and 
healthy food preparation. 

t 

Students: 
<^   •   understand the Importance of nutritious food and how it 

contributes to good health, make simple nutritious food 
. choices, and assist with basic food preparation 
fa    •   use simple household tools safely to perform a variety of 

everyday tasks 
£, •   recognize how a family contributes to personal health. 

TWs is evident, fin-example, when students 
A know the food groups as described in the food guide pyramid 

and plan meals and snacks that Include a nutritious balance of 
foods 

A prepare simple snacks, handling food properly, and using 
utensils safely 

A wash hands before and after handling food 
A use age appropriate technology such as microwave for food 

preparation 
A identify ways a family helps its members maintain their health. 

STANDARD 1 

I 
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Standard 2—A Safe and Healthy Environment 

lJh\si( ;il llrluu 

1. Students will demonstrate personally and socially 
responsible behaviors. They will care for and respect 

Ppt (W() themselves and others. They will recognize threats to 
the environment and offer appropriate strategies to 

t3>|")        minimize them. 

Students: 

1. Students will demonstrate responsible personal and 
social behavior while engaged in physical activity. 
They will understand that physical activity provides 
the opportunity for enjoyment, challenge, self- 

ut>cf > AfN expression, and communication. Students will be able 
nr* * *   */ to Identify safety hazards and react effectively to 
ar-iy 

# 

0|   •   understand basic safety rules 
b    '   recognize potentially dangerous situations and know how 

to avoid or reduce their risk 
C    •   know some personal and social skills which contribute to 

individual safety 
&   •  recognize characteristics of the environment that 

contribute to health. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
• describe personal safety rules to avoid such things as abuse, 

abduction, poisoning, and accidents 
A discuss how following safety rules help to protect people at 

home and In the school and community 
A apply safety rules to prevent Injury 
A demonstrate ways to avoid and reduce threatening situations 
A identify ways to care for and show respect for self and others 
A demonstrate refusal skills to protect health 
A identify ways to protect and preserve a healthy environment 
A develop a safety plan for healthy living. 

4 
t 

ensure a safe and positive experience for all 
participants. 

Students: 
t   •   contribute to a safe and healthy environment by 

observing safe conditions for games, recreation, and 
outdoor activities 

1    •   come to know and practice appropriate participant and 
spectator behaviors to produce a safe and positive 
environment 

'   •   work constructively with others to accomplish a variety 
of goals and tasks 
know how injuries from physical activity can be 
prevented or treated 
demonstrate care, consideration, and respect of self and 
others during physical activity. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A handle equipment safely 
A wear proper attire and protective gear as necessary 
A demonstrate appropriate skill in fundamental movement tasks 

(e.g., lifting, carrying, climbing) 
properly use facilities with attention to safety hazards 
create a dance with a partner that combines movement to music 
from a specific culture 
modify a game so that individuals with less ability may 
participate more 
demonstrate self-control and the ability to cope with success and 
failure 
take turns in playing various roles In games 
follow directions to perform safely and correctly 
accept teammates regardless of ability and treat opponents with 
respect and courtesy 
know and demonstrate practices necessary to insure safe 
conditions for physical activity 
demonstrate responsible personal and social behavior while 
engaged in physical activities. 

A 
A 

A 
A 
A 

Key Ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 
STANDARD 2 
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1. Students will know the basic principles of home and 
community safety. They can demonstrate the skills 

pZ. £££*>) necessary to maintain their homes and workplaces in a 
safe and comfortable condition. They can provide a 

T„ (^ safe and nurturing environment for themselves and 
"*    ' others. 

• 

Students: 
• understand some basic requirements of nurturing people 

of various ages, and demonstrate appropriate ways to 
interact with them 

• know some conditions necessary for a safe and healthy 
home and school environment and recognize the various 
ways individuals contribute to that environment: 

This is evident, fir example, when students: 
• demonstrate procedures to be followed in case of fire, floods, 

other natural disasters, or personal danger 
• describe procedures for safe handling and storage of hazardous 

materials (e.g.. cleaning materials) 
• describe aspects of a nurturing and safe environment for self 

and others 
• assist with simple classroom maintenance by disposing of litter 

properly and keeping aisles and doorways free of obstacles 
• describe safe and appropriate toys and activities for young 

children at different ages 
A demonstrate procedures for getting emergency assistance (e^j, 

calling a neighbor. 911. police) 
• maintain personal belongings. 

STANDARD 2 

I 
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Standard 3-—Resource Management 

i(-fill.n Lrli.K ; Pli\"sif nl F:du< c 

1. Students will understand the influence of culture A*.;) 1 Students will be aware of and able to access 
merlin    artA *M*tinnln0V In malrlno dni>lo<Atia  UKAII*        ^* AtiAA^itnUlAD  «***«41«*K1A #*« »!«»•*• U#4*I*4« *IM«I«* p        .^_ media, and technology in making decisions about 

I'F ? * *) personal and community health issues. They will know 
, ^      about and use valid health information, products, and 
• "•*"'/      services. Students will advocate for healthy families 

and communities. 

# 

Students: 
4   •   identify characteristics of valid health information and 

health-promoting products and services and know where 
bto locate them 

•   understand how culture contributes to Individual family 
and community beliefs and practices affecting health 

C    •   know how to access help when illness, injury, or 
.       emergency situations occur 

A   •   recognize how the media influences health choices. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
• describe how to access resources In the home, school and 

community to assist with health problems 
A demonstrate how to use *flll" or similar emergency services 
A describe how culture influences personal health behaviors such 

as selection of food 
A identify the ways various media promote products and services 

that influence health choices. 

opportunities available to them within their 
community to engage in physical activity. They will be 
informed consumers and be able to evaluate facilities 
and programs. Students will also be aware of some 
career options in the field of physical fitness and 
sports. 

Students: 
H  •   know that resources available at home and in the 

community offer opportunities to participate in and 
enjoy a variety of physical activities in their leisure time 

i  •   become discriminating consumers of fitness information. 
health-related fitness activities in their communities, and 
fitness and sports equipment 

', •   demonstrate the ability to apply the decision making 
process to physical activity. 

Thb is evident, for example, when students: 
A Identify community faculties for recreational activities, such as 

parks, swimming pools, and skating rinks 
A identify community programs, such as YMCA/YWCA. Boys/Girls 

Clubs, Sport Camps, Youth Sports Leagues 
A describe how the farofly Influences one's physical activity 
A identify community agencies that advocate for physically active 

Individuals, families, and communities. 

Key Ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•)- 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
STANDARD 3 

t 
14 
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1. Students will understand and be able to manage 
personal resources of talent, time, energy, and money 

.and make effective decisions in order to balance their 
" t F*V) obligations to work, family, and self. They will nurture 

and support positive relationships in their homes, . 
£~l) workplaces, and communities. They will develop and 

use their abilities to contribute to society through 
.   pursuit of a career and commitment to long-range 

planning for their personal, professional, and 
academic futures. They will know and access 
community resources. 

Students: 
C\   •   understand the kinds of resources available In their 

community and make informed decisions related to their 
. own use 
JO    •   understand how people acquire, use. and protect money . 

and recognize some factors that influence spending 
£,   •   know the different jobs in their communities and the con- 

tributions made by individuals performing those jobs. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A use the decision making process to make Informed decisions 

related to their own resources of talent time, energy, and money 
• Identify family, school, and community members who can assist 

with personal decisions 
• participate In a school community service project (e.g., water 

conservation or recycling program) 
• select clothing appropriate for their activities 
• describe the relationship between jobs and money 
A Identify some procedures for keeping money safe 
• contribute to a class decision on how to raise and spend funds 
• identify specific careers related to personal interests. 

» 

STANDARD 3 

15 
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Standard 1—Personal Health and Fitness 

.fki( a <al Lflii'.f 
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1. Students will understand human growth and Ctt' 
development and recognize the relationship between 
behaviors and healthy development. They will 
understand ways to promote health and prevent 
disease and will demonstrate and practice positive 
health behaviors. 

Students: 
• integrate knowledge of basic body systems with an 

understanding of the changes that accompany puberty 
• apply prevention and risk reduction strategies to 

adolescent health problems 
• demonstrate the necessary knowledge and skills to 

promote healthy adolescent development 
• analyze the multiple Influences which affect health 

decisions and behaviors. 

This is evident, far example, when students: 
• describe bodily changes that occur during adolescence 
• demonstrates variety of problem solving, communication and 

stress management skills to address health compromising 
behaviors such as fad dieting, alcohol tobacco, and other drug 
use, early sexual Involvement and violent behavior 

A predict how decisions regarding health behaviors have 
consequences for self and others 

A describe the Interrelationship of sodal, emotional and physical 
health during adolescence 

A explain how lifestyle, family history and other lectors are 
related to the cause or prevention of diseases and other health 
problems. 

1. Students will perform basic motor and manipulative 
skills. They will attain competency in a variety of 
physical activities and proficiency in a few select 
complex motor and sports activities. Students will 
design personal fitness programs to Improve 
cardlorespiratory endurance, flexibility, muscular 
strength, endurance, and body composition. 

Students: 
\  •   demonstrate competency in a variety of physical activities 

(games, sports, exercises) that provide conditioning for 
each fitness area 

9  •   know that motor skills progress In complexity and need to 
be used In the context of games and sports with additional 
environmental constraints 

L •   combine and integrate fundamental skills and adjust tech- 
nique based on feedback, including self-assessment 

4  •   understand the relationship between physical activity 
and the prevention of illness, disease, and premature 
death 

& •  develop and implement a personal fitness plan based on 
self-assessment and goal setting, understand physiological 
changes that result from training, and understand the 

.       health benefits of regular participation in activity 
f- •  develop leadership, problem solving, cooperation, and team 

work by participating In group activities. 

Trds is evident, far example, when students: 
A throw objects for accuracy and distance to moving targets, or 

use a variety of strategies to gain offensive or defensive 
advantage in a game 

• pel tut in motor/movement skills In a variety of structured games 
and sport activities requiring the Integration of skills (eg., hand 
or foot dribble while preventing opponent Bom taking ball) 

• self-analyze a skill or strategy in order to improve performance, 
e.g., adjusting throw using principles of rotation and force 
application 

A select a variety of appropriate activities to Improve one or more 
components of health-related fitness based on a fitness 

monitor heart rate as a means for determining intensity and 
duration of activity 
demonstrate correct form In various physical activities to 
prevent injury (e.g.. weight training, lifting, and climbing) 
analyze a partner's performance in a movement task 
use video taping to assist in self assessment of a skill. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 
STANDARD 1 
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ei f*y<A *  Students will use an understanding of the elements 
Fl C**V 0r g0<Mj nutriuon to plan appropriate diets for 
j-D       themselves and others. They will know and use the 

appropriate tools and technologies for safe and 
healthy food preparation. 

Students: 
• understand the relationships among diet, health, and 

physical activities; evaluate their own eating patterns; 
and use appropriate technology and resources to make 
food selections and prepare simple, nutritious meals 

• apply principles of food safety and sanitation 
• recognize the mental, social, and emotional aspects of 

good health 
• apply decision making process to dilemmas related to 

personal health. 

p 

This Is evident, tor example, when students 
A plan a personal diet that accommodates nutritional needs, 

activity leveL and optimal weight 
• prepare a meal with foods from the food groups described In the 

food guide pyramid, handling food safely to avoid contamination, 
and using appropriate cooking equipment safely and responsibly 

• practice techniques to help reduce stress (e.g.. time 
management) 

• identify the Impact risky behavior can have on long-term goals 
(eg., health, career). 

STANDARD 1 

> 
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S tandard 2—A Safe and Healthv Environment 

0      . HPfZf^O 
1. Students wiD demonstrate personally and socially^i>l. Students will demonstrate responsible personal and 
responsible behaviors. They will care for and respect 

ppm (Mg\ themselves and others. They will recognize threats to 
the environment and offer appropriate strategies to 

tX-0       minimize them. 

Students: 
*\   •   assess potentially dangerous situations and demonstrate 

Che skills to avoid or reduce their risks 
O   •  demonstrate personal and social skills which enhance 

personal health and safety g. 
C>  •   understand the need for personal involvement In 

improving the environment. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
• demonstrate conflict management and negotiation skills *@ 
A analyze how environment and personal health are inter-related 
A analyze the possible causes of conflict among youth in schools    ( 

and communities 
• identify strategies to avoid or reduce threatening peer situations  . 
A apply safety rules In situations which have the potential far       A 

harm 
A demonstrate ways to care for and show respect for self and 

others 
A demonstrate accurate use of the heimllchmanuver. C 

# 

social behavior while engaged in physical activity. 
They will understand that physical activity provides 
the opportunity for enjoyment, challenge, self- 
expression, and communication. Students will be able 
to identify safety hazards and react effectively to 
ensure a safe and positive experience for all 
participants. 

Students: 
• understand the risks of injury if physical activity is per- 

formed incorrectly or performed in extreme 
environmental conditions, and recognize the importance 
of safe physical conditions (equipment, facilities) as well 
as the emotional conditions essential for safety 

1   »   develop skills of cooperation and collaboration, as well as 
fairness, sportsmanship, and respect for others 

• work constructively with others to accomplish a goal in a 
group activity, demonstrating consideration for others 
involved 
understand the physical and environmental dangers 
associated with particular activities and demonstrate 
proper procedures for safe participation in games, 
sports, and recreational pursuits 
understand the role of physical activity, sport, and games 
as a balance between cooperative and competitive 
behaviors and as a possible arena in which to develop 
and sharpen leadership and problem solving skills, and 
understand the physical, emotional, and social benefits of 
participation In physical activities. 

This is evident, tar example, when students: 
A describe risks and preventive measures associated with being 

physically active in the extreme heat or cold 
A analyze facilities and equipment In the gymnasium and fields 

for possible safety hazards and demonstrate proper use and care 
of equipment 

A identify and take precautions to avoid hazards associated with 
outdoor activities (e-g., proper clothing and equipment for 
hiking, cycling, cross country skiing) 

A in group challenge activities, take various rotes in turn 
(sometimes leading the team and sometimes supporting the team) 
in order to accomplish group goals 

A demonstrate concern for the safety of all others. Including 
opponents, when engaged In competitive activities 

A demonstrate appropriate player and spectator behavior 
A show respect to all players regardless of ability, acknowledging 

the accomplishments of the other players 
A adhere to the rules and conventions of an activity in order to 

participate in a worthwhile competitive experience. 

0 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance Indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 

10 
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1. Students will know the basic principles of home and 
Ct C fC'A community safety. They can demonstrate the skills 
y necessary to maintain their homes and workplaces in a 
r„ i} safe and comfortable condition. They can provide a 

safe and nurturing environment for themselves and 
others. 

Students: 
Ol   •  demonstrate the principles of safe and healthy child care 
b   •  know the basics of managing a safe and healthy home 
x   •   use age-appropriate techniques to select and maintain 

clothing. 

THs is evident, for example, when students: 
A describe the normal range of differences among children of the 

same age and respond appropriately to the different abilities 
• describe and demonstrate safe and healthy procedures for 

clothing, feeding, and supervising children at various stages of 
development 

A appropriately interact with younger children entrusted to their care 
• develop a fire safety plan far the home 
A develop a list of telephone numbers that would be useful In 

emergency situations 
A demonstrate skills related to a wide variety of household tasks 
A use and store appliances, cleaning materials, and tools properly 

and safely 
A read labels and evaluate products for selection, use. and safely 
A maintain and organize personal property and living space 
A demonstrate appropriate clothing care, madntainance, and selection. 

» 

» 
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Standard 3—Resource Management 

MPP3 Cf%L"> 
1. Students will understand the influence of culture Af-i> 1. Students will be aware of and able to access 
media, and technology in making decisions about 
personal and community health issues. They will know 

If P J (HE) about and use valid health Information, products, and 
,     . services. Students will advocate for healthy families 
. W-i-t)      and communities. 

Students: 
*    •  distinguish between valid and invalid health 

information, products and services 
D    *   recognize how cultural beliefs influence health behaviors 

and the use of health services 
<•     •  demonstrate the ability to work cooperatively when 

advocating for healthy Individuals, families and schools 
A    •  analyze how media and technology influence the 

selection of health information, products and services 
C    • . recognize the need to be an advocate for family and 

community health - 
4-    *  demonstrate the ability to access community health 

services for prevention, illness, and emergency care. 

# 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A explain how community norms contribute to health 
A identify family and community health issues and propose 

various solutions to address than 
A analyze how information from peers Influences health decisions 

and behaviors 
A explain how the timely use of health care services can prevent 

premature death and disability 
A identify community agencies which advocate for healthy families 

and communities 
A analyze the consequences of invalid information on the health of 

Individuals, families and communities 
A analyze cultural influences on health and the use of health 

services. 

opportunities available to them within their 
community to engage in physical activity. They will be 
informed consumers and be able to evaluate facilities 
and programs. Students will also be aware of some 
career options In the field of physical fitness and 
sports. 

Students: 
C   *   should be informed consumers, aware of the alternatives 

available to them within their communities for physical 
activity and should be able to evaluate facilities and 

,        programs available 
O •  demonstrate the ability to locate physical activity 

information, products, and services 
£   •   know some career options in the field of physical fitness 

and sports. 

TMs b evident, for example, when students: 
A plan and participate in family and community activities 
A describe the difference between good-quality equipment and 

inferior equipment 
A parrlrlnaw in community-sponsored sports programs 
A descrSje some career choices in fitness and sports fields, including 

the reeled academic training and job responsibilities. 

Key Ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
STANDARD 3 
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1. Students will understand and be able to manage 
N personal resources of talent, time, energy, and money 

P\ CfCVt and make effective decisions in order to balance their 

w-o 

b 

e 

obligations to work, family, and self. They will nurture 
and support positive relationships in their homes. • 
workplaces, and communities. They will develop and 
use their abilities to contribute to society through 
pursuit of a career and commitment to long-range 
planning for their personal, professional, and 
academic futures. They will know and access 
community resources. 

Students: 
understand how the family can provide for the economic, 
physical, and emotional needs of its members 
understand the resources available to them, make 
informed decisions about the use. of those resources, and 
know some ways to expand resources 
are able to budget their time and money 
understand how working contributes to a quality living 
environment 
identify their own abilities and interests as possible 
guides to career choice. 

I 
This is evident, for example, when students 

A explain ways that families can provide for the economic, 
physical, and emotional needs of its members 

• explain wise use of resources and energy conservation, 
describing the relationships between family decisions and the 
environment 

A analyze space needs to accommodate purposes such as 
Individual and group activity in a household 

A select, care for. and repair clothing 
A identify community resources that help families and individuals 
A plan a schedule to provide time for schoohvork, recreation and 

exercise, family activity, and adequate sleep 
A develop a personal financial plan, keeping in mind short- and 

long-term goals 
A  analyze the Influence of marketing and advertisements on 

read and understand labels and consumer information to make 
informed purchases 
set short- and long-term career goals and take some steps 
toward those goals (e.g., selecting particular courses of study, 
visiting workplaces with parents or other relatives) 
analyze their involvement In school and community activities to 

develop an inventory of experiences and abilities related to 
career interests a 
apply decision making, problem solving, and management skills In 
everyday situations 
participate In youth leadership organizations. 

I 
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Standard 1—Personal Health and Fitness 

ufpuriry 
,AC |        .1. Students will understand human growth and   (itp-jy 1. Students will perform basic motor and manipulative 
l"r I CHwievelopment and recognize the relationship between       skills; 

'Kl-0 

• 

behaviors and healthy development. They will 
understand ways to promote health and prevent 
disease and will demonstrate and practice positive 
health behaviors. 

Students: 
^     •   understand human growth and development throughout 

the life cycle < 
O     •   demonstrate the necessary knowledge and skills to 

promote healthy development Into adulthood 
(_     •   apply prevention and risk reduction strategies which can 

delay the onset or reduce the risk of potential health 
. problems Into adulthood 

&    •   evaluate how the multiple Influences which affect health 
decisions and behaviors can be altered. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
• analyze personal dietary patterns and develop dietary plans to 

meet changing nutritional requirements 
A evaluate a case study to determine strategies for health 

enhancement and risk reduction 
A Identify the consequences associated with engaging In high risk 

behaviors which compromise health, such as smoking, violent 
behavior, or driving under the influence of alcohol/drugs 

A Identify the characteristics of social and emotional health which 
are critical to adulthood. 

3 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 

STANDARD 1 

They will attain competency In a variety of 
physical activities and proficiency In a few select 
complex motor and sports activities. Students will 
design personal fitness programs to Improve 
cardloresplratory endurance, flexibility, muscular 
strength, endurance, and body composition. 

Students: 
I   •   demonstrate proficiency in selected complex physical 

activities (games, sports, exercises) that provide 
conditioning for each fitness area 

b •  establish and maintain a high level of skilled 
performance, demonstrate mastery of fundamental 
movement forms and skills that can contribute to daily 
living tasks, and analyze skill activities 

£.  •   make physical activity an important part of their life 
and recognize such consequent benefits as self-renewal, 
greater productivity as a worker, more energy for family 
activities, and reduction In health care costs 

4  •   use the basic principles of skill analysis to improve 
' previously acquired skills and to continue to learn new 
skills and activities 

J   •   know the components of personal wellness (nutrition and 
weight control, disease prevention, stress management. 
safety, and physical fitness), establish a personal profile 
with fitness/wellness goals, and engage In appropriate 

.        activities to improve or sustain their fitness 
r   •   follow a program that relates to wellness, including weight 

control and stress management 
demonstrate competence in leading and participating In 
group activities. 

This is evident, for example, when students 
• demonstrate basic competence In a variety of physical 

activities, and intermediate to advanced competence in at least 
three activities, selected from the categories of aquatics; self- 
defense; dance: individual, dual, and team activities; and 
outdoor pursuits 

• demonstrate combinations of mature motor patterns as they 
apply to a variety of activities, games, and sports (e.g., volleyball 
serve or basketball lay-up) 

A analyze their own and others' performance through the 
application of movement principles (e.g., adjust forward throw of 
ball by analysis of follow-through landing related to die 
principles of rotation and force) 

A analyze offensive and defensive strategies in games and sports 
A design a personal fltness/wellness program. 
A demonstrate alternative activities and assessments lor health- 

related fitness components 
A modify a fitness plan to accommodate space limitations, 

environmental conditions, and/or time constraints 
A daimsuale a variety of skills and activities that can be enjoyed 

throughout adult life 
A use video taping to study effectiveness of an onendve/defenstve 

P 
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1. Students will use an understanding of the elements 
of good nutrition to plan appropriate diets for 

>f) (F(Y> themselves and others. They will know and use the 
appropriate tools and technologies for safe and 

lt"I-1\      healthy food preparation. 

Students: 
0\     •   apply knowledge of food choices and menus to plan a 

balanced diet, use new technologies to plan and prepare 
nutritious meals for a variety of dietary needs 

U     •   adjust their own diet to accommodate changing levels of 
activity or to meet their nutritional needs throughout the 
life cycle 
identify ways to meet basic needs of all family members 
take, reasoned action toward reaching personal health 
goals. 

c 

THs Is evident, fin- example, when students: 
A  plan and prepare meals that meet the nutritional needs and 

dietary restrictions of each family member (e.g., reduce sugar for 
a diabetic, reduce fat and sodium for those at risk for heart 

t 
create family menus taking into consideration budget. 
individual tastes, and family schedules over a period of time 
use current technology for diet analysis, meal planning, and food 
preparation 
are aware of and can access community resources available for 
helping with dietary needs 
practice communication skills that foster positive interpersonal 
relationships and optimum health for all family members 
apply decision making process to health-related situations. 

STANDARD 1 
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Standard 2—A Safe and Healthv Environment 
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1. Students will demonstrate personally and socially f*r-01- Students will demonstrate responsible personal and 
responsible behaviors. They will care for and respect 

Pp % (Hf) themselves and others. They will recognize threats to 
the environment and offer appropriate strategies to 

CX»|)        minimize them. 

Students: 
^   •   recognize hazardous conditions in the home, school. 

work place, and community and propose solutions to 
, eliminate or reduce them Students: 
V   •   evaluate personal and social skills which contribute to 

health and safety of self and others 
C,  •   recognize how individual behavior affects the quality of 

the environment. 

social behavior while engaged in physical activity. 
They will understand, that physical activity provides 
the opportunity for enjoyment, challenge, self- 
expression, and communication. Students will be able 
to identify safety hazards and react effectively to 
ensure a safe and positive experience for all 
participants. 

# 

This is evident, fin- example, when students: I 
• design and implement a plan to improve safety In the home, 

school, workplace or community 
• use unlvereal precautions and apply first aid. CPR. and other 

emergency procedures appropriately • 
• describe and demonstrate appropriate strategies to avoid or cope 4* 

with potentially dangerous situations, such as dating violence or * 
assault C» 

• develop community approaches which enhance and protect the 
quality of the environment 

• analyze how health laws, policies and regulations protect 
personal and environmental safely 

A demonstrate ways to care for and show respect for self and 
others. 

know the potential safety hazards associated with a wide 
variety of games and activities and are able to prevent 
and respond to accidents 
demonstrate responsible personal and social behavior 
while engaged in physical activities 
accept physical activity as an important part of life. Self- 
renewal, productivity as a worker, energy for family 
activities, fitness, weight control, stress management, and 
reduction in health-care costs are understood as benefits 
or physical activity 
create a positive climate for group activities by assuming 
a variety of roles 
understand the physical, social, and emotional benefits of 
physical activity and can demonstrate leadership and 
problem solving through participation In organized 
games or activities. 

This is evident, lor example, when students: 
• plan an activity to provide for the safety of participants, taking 

into consideration the physical aMUHes of the participants, the 
conditions of the facility, and the equipment available 

A describe the dangers of overexertion. hypothermia, and heat 
exhaustion in outdoor activities, with some preventive measures 
and first aid treatments for each 

A Identify responsible action and available resources that can be used 
In the event of an accident or illness incurred during physical 
activity 

• take on the role of a coach, responsible for problem solving and 
conflict management on behalf of the team 

A demonstrate a sensitivity and respect for all Individuals, regardless 
of ability pander, or other characteristics 

A practice fairness, self-control and Initiative when assuming the 
role of captain or official 

• model sportsmanlike behavior. 

Key ideas are Identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 
STANDARD 2 
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1. Students will know the basic principles of home and 
^. . v community safety. They can demonstrate the skills 

>* t'* v necessary to maintain their homes and workplaces in a 
.        safe and comfortable condition. They can provide a 

H- 0       safe and nurturing environment for themselves and 
others. 

Students: 

C 

4 

understand the stages of child development and apply 
this knowledge to activities designed to enrich the 
physical, social, mental, and emotional development of a 
young child 
apply housing principles (e.g.. design and safety) to meet 
the needs of family members of all ages and abilities 
understand essential requirements for selecting and 
maintaining a home 
apply basic rules of health and safety to a variety of 
home and work place situations. 

t 

TMs is evident, for example, when students: 
A plan a daily program of balanced activity for preschoolers based 

on knowledge and understanding of patterns of child growth and 
development 

• describe effective ways of promoting positive behavior in 
children 

A Identify characdalstlcs of a safe and nurturing home and work 
environment 

• describe criteria for home selection (e.g.. safety for children, 
access for handicapped family members, environmental 

. concerns) 
A Identify safety risks in case studies rolated to the home and 

workplace 
A identify ways In which to childproof a home. 

STANDARD 2 
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Standard 3- Resource Management 

MfF-5 (PC) 
ipr 9 /-iff) '• Students will understand the influence of culture. CHS-ft- Students will be aware of and able to access 
\TT 5 vn / media, and technology In making decisions about 'opportunities available to them within their 

to 

C 

e 

# 

personal and community health issues. They will know 
about and use valid health information, products, and 
services. Students will advocate for healthy families 
and communities. 

Students: 
• demonstrate how to evaluate health information, 

products and services for validity and reliability < 
• analyze how cultural beliefs influence health behaviors 

and the use of health products and services 
demonstrate the ability to access community health 
services for self and others I 
use technology and the media to promote positive health 
messages 

• demonstrate advocacy skills in promoting individual, 
family and community health. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A Identify local, state and federal agencies which provide health 

information and are regulating health products and services 
• describe how to obtain health services appropriate far Individual 

needs and how to refer friends and family members to 
appropriate health services or providers 

A identify criteria to measure the accuracy, reliability and validity 
of claims for health care products and services 

A design a media campaign which promotes a positive health 

analyze how cultural diversity enriches and challenges health 
behaviors 
assess the internet to assist In research for senior project. 

community to engage in physical activity. They will be 
informed consumers and be able to evaluate facilities 
and programs. Students will also be aware of some 
career options in the field of physical fitness and 
sports. 

Students: 
^   •   recognize their role as concerned and discriminating 

consumers of physical activities programs and 
understand the importance of physical activity as a 
resource for everyone regardless of age or ability 

)   •   recognize the benefits of engaging In appropriate 
physical activities with others, including both older and 
younger members of the community 

*   •   identify a variety of career opportunities associated with 
sports and fitness and understand the qualifications. 
educational requirements, and job responsibilities of 
those careers. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
• examine fitness and health clubs' criteria for quality and service 
A analyze media ads and marketing practices for fitness and 

sports equipment 
A mentor younger children in sport or recreational activities 
A plan and participate in activities with other family members 

and friends, regardless of age or ability 
A adapt physical activities to accommodate the various interests. 

ages, or abilities of participants 
A demonstrate the abiHry m access school and community physical 

activity services for self and others 
A develop strategies to improve or maintain personal, family, and 

community physical activity 
A analyze how the availability of and information about 

community programs encourages physical participation in 
physical activity 

A investigate a career in the sport or fitness fieldand research the Job 
rrapm^lrHHly ^reHBrarinng anH nppnrtimtrlps Hint f*bt far 

professional advancement. 

9 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance Indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 

18 
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1. Students will understand and be able to manage 
p       tfv personal resources of talent, time, energy, and money 
p > C re Vand make effective decisions in order to balance their 

obligations to work, family, and self. They will nurture 
T'O        and support positive relationships in their homes,   , 

workplaces, and communities. They will develop and 
use their abilities to contribute to society through 
pursuit of a career and commitment to long-range 
planning for their personal, professional, and 
academic futures. They will know and access 
community resources. 

Students: 
*y  •   analyze a wide range of factors related to managing 

personal resources to balance obligations to work, family, 
band self 

•   understand the basics of an individual/family budget and 
plan to obtain, use. and protect money and assets 

4    •   analyze abilities and interests In relation to careers, set 
long-term career goals, and develop a plan for 
progressing toward their goals 
understand the concept of entrepreneurship as it exists ' 
In today's economy 
develop job skills (e.g., communication, effective time 
management, problem solving, and leadership). 

• 

C 

This is evident, for example, when students 
• describe the variety of banking services available and the 

procedures for acquiring and using a bank account 
• Identify consumer rights and responsibilities and consumer 

organizations and services available 
A compare products before purchase (e4{.. price, quality, efficiency, and 

warranties) 
A demonstrate how to analyze purchased Items for defects and 

how to make consumer complaints 
A participate in work or volunteer experiences to explore career 

choices 
A Investigate and assess entrepreneurial career options (e.g.. in 

early childhood, home design, fashion technology, food service) 
A Identify educational needs to prepare for a chosen career 
A demonstrate skills necessary to obtain and keep a Job 
A  develop a financial plan for a career interest including 

educational costs, supplies, transportation, and clothing 
A adjust, adapt, and Improvise personal resources In response to 

the work environment 
A are able to keep a checkbook balanced using a computer 

program. 

I 
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Overview for Social Studies: 

In the "Standards and Key Ideas" column of the Social Studies Curriculum Crosswalks, 
underlined letter and number combinations stand for Subject Area / Subcategory and Standard. 
In "SSI" which appears in the first row of the column "Standards and Key Ideas," "SS" stands 
for Social Studies, and "1" indicates Standard 1. Beneath "SSI" is "(KI-1)," which represents 
Key Idea 1. In the New York State Learning Standards for Social Studies that follow these 
crosswalks, Key Ideas and Performance Indicators are hand-labeled. For all three levels 
(Elementary, Intermediate, and Commencement), the first Key Idea under Social Studies 
Standard 1 is labeled "SSI, (KI-1)" and so on and so forth. Performance Indicators are labeled 
with lower case letters below the Key Ideas. 

# 

Key to Social Studies Curriculum Crosswalks: 

The following codes appear in the "Standards and Key Idea" column of the Social Studies Curriculum Crosswalks: 

Code Subject  Standard Number Description of Standard  

History of the United States and New York 

World History 

Geography 

Economics 

Civics, Citizenship, and Government 

Career Development 

SSI Social Studies 1 

SS2 Social Studies 2 

SS3 Social Studies 3 

SS4 Social Studies 4 

SS5 Social Studies 5 

CD/OS 1 Career Development and 
Occupational Studies 

1 
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Kindergarten Social Studies: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: Social Studies 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Roots of American Identity. Economics; Civics and Citizenship SSI 
(KI-1) 

c 

Core Knowledge curriculum: 
Basic geography of America; 
Early exploration and settlement of America (Columbus, Pilgrims, 
Independence Day); 
Mount Rushmore presidents 

(KI-2) c 

(KI-3) c 

(KI-4) b 

SS5 
(KI-1) 

c 

(KI-2) b 

(KI-3) c 

(KI-4) d 

CD/OS1 
f 

(KI-1) 
Geography and World Cultures/Civilizations SS2 

(KI-1) 
c 

Core Knowledge curriculum: 
Overview of the seven continents (distinctions in shape, 
topography, and position on globe) 

(KI-2) a 

(KI-3) a 

(KI-4) b 

SS3 
(KI-1) 

a 

(KI-2) a 

o 
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' 1st Grade Social Studies: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: Social Studies 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Roots of American Identity; Economics; Civics and Citizenship SSI 
(KI-1) 

a, c 

Core Knowledge curriculum: 
Early exploration and settlement of America; 
American Revolution; 
Early exploration of the American West 

(KI-2) c 

(KI-3) c 

(KI-4) b 

SS4 
(KI-1) 

a 

(KI-2) n/a 

SS5 
(KI-1) 

b, c 

(KI-2) b,c 

(KI-3) b,c 

(KI-4) a, d 

CD/OS 1 
f 

(KI-1) 
Geography and World Cultures/Civilizations SS2 

(KI-1) 
c 

Core Knowledge curriculum: 
History of three world religions (Judaism, Christianity, and Islam); 
Early civilizations of Asia and Africa (Mesopotamia and Ancient Egypt); 
Early civilizations of the Americas (Maya, Inca, Aztec); 
Modern day Mexico (population, geography, culture) 

(KI-2) a 

(KI-3) a 

(KI-4) b 

SS3 
(KI-1) 

a,e 

(KI-2) a 

tf& 

-sr 
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2nd Grade Social Studies: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: Social Studies 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Roots of American identity: Economics: Civics and Citizenship SSI 
(KI-1) 

a,b,c 

Core Knowledge curriculum: 
Writing the Constitution (key facts and figures); 
War of 1812; 
Settling the West; 
Civil War (causes, leaders, and outcome); 
Immigration and citizenship (America's cultural diversity); 
Civil rights (movement and leaders); 
Geography of North, Central, and South America 

(KI-2) b,c 

(KI-3) c 

(KI-4) b,c 

SS4 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c 

(KI-2) a 

SS5 
(KI-1) 

a,b,c 

(KI-2) b.c.d 

(KI-3) b,c,d 

(KI-4) a,b,d 

MST5 
(KI-5) 

a 

(KI-6) a 

CD/OS 1 
f 

(KM) 
Geoeranhv and World Cultures/Civilizations SS2 

(KI-1) 
a,c 

Core Knowledge curriculum: 
Early civilzations of Asia (Ancient China and Ancient India); 
Ancient Greece (art, architecture, and culture); 
Modern-day Japan (population, geography, culture) 

(KI-2) a,b 

(KI-3) a 

(KI-4) b 

S§3 
(KI-1) 

a,b,e 

(KI-2) a 

, *-> 
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3rd Grade Social Studies: Curriculum to StancHrds Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: Social Studies 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Roots of American Identity; Economics; Civics and Citizenship SSI 
(KI-1) 

a,b,c 

Core Knowledge curriculum: 
The earliest Americans (Native Americans before the arrival of Europeans); 
Early exploration of North America by Europeans; 
The thirteen colonies (life and times before the Revolution) 

(KI-2) a,b, c 

(KI-3) a,c 

(KI-4) a,b, c 

SS4 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c, d, f 

(KI-2) b,d 

SS5 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c, d 

(KI-2) a, b, c, d, e 

(KI-3) a, b, c, d, f 

(KI-4) a, b, c, d, e 

CD/OS 1 
b, c, e, f 

(KI-1) 

Geography and World Cultures/Civilizations SS2 
(KI-1) 

a,c 

Core Knowledge curriculum: 
World Rivers (Nile, Amazon, Chang Jiang, Mississippi, Danube); 
Ancient Rome (geograpy of the Mediterranean region, 
rise and fall of the Roman empire); 
Vikings (culture, settlement of North America); 
Modern-day Canada (population, geography, culture) 

(KI-2) a,b, d 

(KI-3) a,b 

(KI-4) a,b, c 

SS3 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c, e 

(KI-2) a,b 

%j ^ 
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4th Grade Social Studies: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Elementary 

Subject Area: Social Studies 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Roots of American Identity; Economics; Civics and Citizenship SSI 
(KI-1) 

a,b, c 

Core Knowledge curriculum: 
American Revolution (causes, leaders, outcome); 
U.S. Constitution (authors and Bill of Rights); 
Early presidents (Washington through Jackson) and politics; 
American Reformers (Frederick Douglas, Harriet Tubman, Sojourner Truth) 

(KI-2) a,b, c 

(KI-3) a,b, c 

(KI-4) a,b, c 

SS4 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c, d, e, f 

(KI-2) a, b, c, d 
SS5 
fKI-n 

a, b, c, d, e 

(KI-2) a, b, c, d, e, f 

(KI-3) a, b, c, d, e, f 

(KI-4) a, b, c, d, e, f 

CD/OS1 a,b, c, d, e 
(KI-1) 

Geography and World Cultures/Civilizations §S2 
(KI-1) 

a,b, c 

Core Knowledge curriculum: 
World Mountains (Andes, Rockies, Alps, Himalayas); 
Europe in the Middle Ages; 
Spread of Islam and "Holy Wars"; 
Early and Medieval African Kingdoms; 
China's Dynasties and Conquerors 

(KI-2) a, b, c, d 

(KI-3) a,b, c 

(KI-4) a,b, c 

SS3 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c, d, e 

(KI-2) a,b, c 



" 5th Grade Social Studies: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: Social Studies 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Roots of American Identity: Economics; Civics and Citizenship SSI 
(KI-1) 

a 

History Alive! curriculum: 
Native Americans (origins of, tribes, culture, environment); 
European Exploration (reasons for, explorers/discoveries); 
Settlements in America (names and description); 
Colonies (differences and similarities, economy, environment); 
Slavery (slave trade, Middle Passage, reasons for, life as a slave); 
British and American Relations (French and Indian War, laws, 
taxation, Boston Massacre, Boston Tea Party) 

(KI-2) a 

(KI-3) b 

(KI-4) d 

SS4 
(KI-1) 

a,d,g 

(KI-2) e 

SS5 
(KI-1) 

c 

(KI-2) e,f 

(KI-3) a, b 

(KI-4) a 

CD/OS 1 
e 

(KI-1) 
Geography and World Cultures/Civilizations SS2 

(KI-1) 
b 

History Alive! curriculum: 
World Geography (latitude/longitude, compass/directions, continents, 
oceans, hemispheres, map skills/legend/scale) 

(KI-2) a,b 

(KI-3) a 

(KI-4) c 

SS3 
(KI-1) 

a,b 

(KI-2) c 

CD 

H<> 
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6th Grade Social Studies: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: Social Studies 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

Roots of American Identity: Economics: Civics and Citizenship SSI 
(KI-1) 

a 

History Alive! curriculum: 
Revolutionary War (cause/effects, Loyalists, Patriots, Declaration of 
Independence); 
Government (Articles of Confederation; executive, legislative, and judicial 
branches; Constitution); 
Westward Expansion (manifest destiny, territories gained, advantages and 
disadvantages of expansion); 
Civil War (causes, Union/Confederacy, outcomes); 
First Half of the 20th Century (Industrial Revolution, WWI and II, Great 
Depression, Cold War, Civil Rights Movement) 

(KI-2) a,b 

(KI-3) b.c 

(Kl-4) b,d 

SS4 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c, d, g 

(KI-2) b,e 

SS5 
(KI-1) 

a,c 

(KI-2) a, e, f 

(KI-3) a, b 

(KI-4) a,b 

MST5 
(KI-5) 

a, b,c 

(KI-6) a 

CD/OS 1 e 
(KI-1) 

Geography and World Cultures/Civilizations §§2 
(KI-1) 

a, b 

History Alive! curriculum: 
World Geography Review: latitude/longitude, compass/directions, continents, 
oceans, hemispheres, map skills/legend/scale) 

(KI-2) a,b 

(KI-3) a 

(KI-4) c 

SS3 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c 

(KI-2) a,c 

CD 

CO 
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7th Grade Social Studies: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Coarse: Social Studies 

Content Standards and Kev Ideas Performance Indicators 

• 

Geographv and World Cultures/Civilizations SS2 
(KM) 

a,b, c 

History Alive! curriculum: 
World Geography Review latitude/longitude, compass/directions. (KI-2) a,b, c 
continents, oceans, hemispheres, map skills/legend/scale; 
Mesopotamia artifacts, cave paintings, environment economy. 

(KI-3) a,b, c government, society, empires 
Povnt Tnrlifl and Cfiinst ireoffranfiies erreiomi'M enrnires/dvTiasties 

ways of life, religious beliefs (Judaism, Hinduism, Buddhism) 
Greece: geography, government, economy, Athens, rulers/conquests. 

(KI-4) a, b, c, d 

ways of life, legacies 
Rome: geogrpahy, government, expansion/conquests, ways of life, legacies 

SS3 
(KI-1) 

a, b, c, d 

(KI-2) a, b, c, d 

CD 
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8th Grade Social Studies: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Intermediate 

Course: Social Studies 

Content 

Roots of American Identity: Economics: Civics and Citizenship 

History Alive! curriculum: 
American Government: electoral college, Constitutional amendments, three 
branches, Congress, Checks and Balances; 
Slavery: economic and social effects, slave culture, rebellions; 
Civil War and Reconstruction: cause/effect, key players, 
advantages/disadvantages, battles and land gain; 
Westward Expansion: reasons, advantages/disadvantages, battles and land gain; 
Industrialization: cause/effect, advantages/disadvantages, changes in life and 
working conditions; 
WWI. Great Depression. WWII, the Cold War: cause/effect, key players; 
Civil Rights Movement: bus boycott, sit-ins, Brown vs. Board, difficulties and 
successes; 
1960s to the Present: Vietnam, JFK, Watergate, NASA 

Geography and World Culture/Civilization 

History Alive! Curriculum: 
World Geography Review; latitude/longitude, compass/directions, 
continents, oceans, hemispheres, map skills/legend/scale) 

Standards and Key Ideas 

SSI 
(KI-1) 

(KI-2) 

(KI-3) 

(KI-4) 

SS4 
(KI-1) 

(KI-2) 

SS5 
(KI-1) 

(KI-2) 

(KI-3) 

(KI-4) 

MST5 
(KI-5) 

(KI-6) 

CD/OS 1 
(KI-1) 

SSI 
(KI-1) 

(KI-2) 

Performance Indicators 

a,b 

a, b, c, d 

a, b, c, d 

a, b, c, d 

a, b, c, d, e, f, g 

a,b,c,d,e 

a, b, c, d 

a, b, c, d, e, f 

a, b, c, d 

a,b,c 

a,b, c 

a,b 

a, b, c, d, e 

a, b, c, d 

a, b, c, d 

6 (V 

00 
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Standard 5—Civics, Citizenship, and 
Government 

cfcr-l) 

c 

1. The study of civics, citizenship, and government 
involves learning about political systems; the purposes 
of government and civic life; and the differing        %.%. 
assumptions held by people across time and place "v 

2. The state and federal governments established by 
the Constitutions of the United States and the State of 
New York embody basic civic values (such as Justice, 
honesty, self-discipline, due process, equality, majority 

regarding power, authority, governance, and law. /%%.%) rule with respect for minority rights, and respect for 
ana     self, 

# 

(Adapted from The National Standards for Civics ana 
Government, 1994) 

Students: 
• analyze how the values of a nation affect the guarantee 

of human rights and make provisions for human needs 
«  consider the nature and evolution of constitutional < 

democracies 
• explore the rights of citizens In other parts of the 

hemisphere and determine how they are similar to and     ! 
different from the rights of American citizens 

• analyze the sources of a nations values as embodied in 
its constitution, statutes, and Important court cases. < 

77i/s&ev&farn Arexampfe, Hdjens/uifmts: 
A using computer databases or the public library, locate < 

constitutions from other nations and compare the rights 
provided by these constitutions with those found in the Bill of 
Rights and other amendments of the United States Constitution 

A discuss reasons why all citizens should be concerned with issues 
that relate to people in other countries. 

A create a play about a society without any government and 
without rules. Would students like to live in such a sodety? 

• research the organization and goals of the United Nations, 
explaining how they represent an International agency which is 
based on democratic principles   - 

A Identify and explain how men and women, through their lives, 
writings, and work helped to strengthen democracy in the 
United States and throughout the world (Adapted from fife 
Mr/ana/SZ&idiuz&jbr Ovfe andGotvri2Mej7/. 1994) 

A discuss and explore governance and citizenship, focusing on why 
and how people make and change rules and laws. 

, others, and property), principles, and practices 
and establish a system of shared and limited 
government (Adapted from The National Standards 
for Civics and Government, 1994) 

Students: 
:   •  understand how civic values reflected In United States 

and New York State Constitutions have been 
implemented through laws and practices 

>   •  understand that the New York State Constitution, along 
with a number of other documents, served as a model for 
the development of the United States Constitution 

•  compare and contrast the development and evolution of 
the constitutions of the United States and New York 

,      State 
(   •  define federalism and describe the powers granted the 

the national and state governments by the United States 
Constitution 

•   •   value the principles, ideals, and core values of the 
American democratic system based upon the premises of 

P      human dignity, liberty, Justice, and equality 
•   understand how the United States and New York State 

Constitutions support majority rule but also protect the 
rights of the minority. 

m/sisevicfenr. /bretaiqpfe wfieas/uakmx- 
A create a list of basic civic values and explore how these values 

are reflected In key United States Supreme Court decisions 
A explore laws dealing with the rights and responsibilities of 

young people to determine the underlying values on which these 
young peoples rights are based 

A examine core values supporting our system of justice and 
compare these values to those of other nations 

A consider examples from the history of the United States which 
show the changing nature of federalism, separation of powers, 
protection of individual rights, and the amendment process 

A working In small groups, examine a copy of the original New 
York State Constitution and a copy of the present State 
constitution and identify changes that have been made and 
discuss possible reasons for the changes 

A analyjE an excerpt written by Alexander Hamilton, John Jay. or 
James Madison dealing with federalism. Explain the positions 
each take 

A analyze key Supreme Court cases to determine how they 
embody constitutional values: apply these values to real life 
situations. 

r 
Key Ideas are Identified by numbers (1). 

Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 
Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 
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2. Economics requires the development and 
application of the skills needed to make informed and 
well-reasoned economic decisions In dally and 
national Hfe. 

Students: 
• Identify and collect economic Information from standard 

reference works, newspapers, periodicals, computer 
databases, textbooks, and other primary and secondary 
sources 

• organize and classify economic Information by distin- 
guishing relevant from Irrelevant information, placing 
ideas In chronological order, and selecting appropriate 
labels Tor data 

• evaluate economic data by differentiating fact from opln 
Ion and Identifying frames of reference 

• develop conclusions about economic Issues and problems 
by creating broad statements which summarize findings 
and solutions 

• present economic information by using media and other 
appropriate visuals such as tables, charts, and graphs to 
communicate Ideas and conclusions. 

77i& & evA/enf. Arexaayx/e, idea students- 
A research a number of economic conditions (e.g., availability of 

resources, size and distribution of population, degree of 
technology, political structure) about a particular nation in 
Europe, Africa, or the Middle East 

• organize eamojnk information about different kinds of economic 
systems (LB., traditional, market, command) in terms of what to 
produce, how to produce it, and for whom to produce the product 

• investigate different societies and groups living In Africa. Asia, 
and the Middle East to determine their available resources, 
industries, and problems in meeting basic needs. List 
alternative ways to resolve their economic problems and 
evaluate the effectiveness of each proposed solution 

• design a class-size mural that shows how people living in 
Europe, Asia, and Africa produce and consume various 
resources, goods, and services. Indicate how these ways of 
making a living have changed over time 

A research a major United States industry such as steel, 
automobile, mining, farming, or banking to determine the 
governmental controls placed on it either directly or indirectly. 
Determine the extent to which the federal government interacts 
with and controls these industries 

A prepare a classroom questionnaire that asks the 
historical/economic question: What makes a nation an 
industrial leader? Survey adults to determine their opinions on 
trie question, categorize the findings, and draw conclusions. 

» 
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Standard 4—Economics 
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1. The study of economics requires an understanding 
of major economic concepts and systems, the 
principles of economic decision making, and the 
interdependence of economies and economic systems 
throughout the world. 

Students: 
• explain how societies and nations attempt to satisfy their 

basic needs and wants by utilizing scarce capital, 
natural, and human resources. 

• define basic economic concepts such as scarcity, supply 
and demand, markets, opportunity costs, resources, 
productivity, economic growth, and systems 

• understand how scarcity requires people and nations to 
make choices which Involve costs and future 
considerations 

• understand how people In the United States and 
throughout the world are both producers and consumers 
of goods and services 

• Investigate how people in the United States and 
throughout the work! answer the three fundamental 
economic questions and solve basic economic problems 

• describe how traditional, command, market, and mixed 
economies answer the three fundamental economic 
questions 

• explain how nations throughout the world have joined 
with one another to promote economic development and 
growth. 

7%/s Xs enteric /brexaaipfa irAen stuakha: 
A investigate how different countries in Europe and the Middle 

East solve problems related to satisfying basic needs. Compile a 
list of available resources. Industries, modes of transportation, 
and economic problems 

• define and apply basic economic concepts such as supply and 
demand, price, market, and economic growth in an investigation 
of a national or regional economic question or problem 

A understand the concept of opportunity cost (the highest valued 
alternative not chosen) and how the concept applies to personal 
and business decision making 

• consider case studies comparing economic decisions and choices 
made by groups and nations involving questions about scarce 
resources 

• compare basic economic systems throughout the world, 
classifying them as traditional, command, market, or mixed. 
Focus on questions such as: What Is produced? How is it 
produced, distributed, and consumed? Which natural capital, 
and human resources are available? How are prices set? What is 
meant by economic growth? 

• Identify the basic ideas and values of the United States 
economic system (e.g., individual entrepreneurshlp. private 
ownership of property, laissez-faire economics, cheap labor 
supply, free enterprise, monopolies, and governmental 
regulation) and how these factors contributed to the American 
economic system; compare these ideas and values to those of 
other economic systems 

• define and apply the concepts of Inflation, deflation, depression, 
fiscal policies, and monetary policy in the context in which these 
terms are used; examine the historical context of at least one of 
these concepts during an important event in United States 
history (e.g.. industrialization of America and the rise of the 
labor movement, the Great Depression, the 1970s inflation) 

• develop a case study of a New York-produced product to show 
how the State participates in a world economy 

A Investigate the economy of the United States and determine 
how decisions are made about what goods and services are to be 
produced, and how they are distributed; compare how these 
decisions are made In other countries; Identify the major 
Imports/exports of the country and explain the effects of 
International trade on the American and other national 
economies: «%"*'*« how values may influence the economy. 

P 

Key ideas are Identified by numbers (1). 
Performance Indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 
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1. Geography can be divided Into six essential elements   2. Geography requires the development and 
whlcb can be used to anahoe important historic,     «^-j application of the skills of asking and answering 
geographic economic and environmental p^iesttom      jfieographk questions; anah/xlng A 
and Issues. These six elements include the world int**'z£nd acquiring, organizing, and analyzing geographic 

I 

spatial terms, places and regions, physical settings 
(including natural resources), human systems, envi- 
ronment and society, and the use of geography. 
(Adapted from The National Geography Standards, 
1994: Geography lor Life) *\ 

Students ( 
• nap information about people, places, and environments 
• understand the characteristics, functions, and 

applications of maps, globes, aerial and other 
photographs, satellite-produced Images, and models 
(Taken from National Geography Standards, 1994) 

• investigate why people and places are located where they 
are located and what patterns can be perceived In these 
locations 

• describe die relationships between people and 
environments and the connections between people and 
places. 

This & evident /nrexamp/e. ufao students: 
A Investigate how groups of people living Indifferent geographic 

regions throughout the world interacted with and structured 
their natural environments to accommodate their varied 
lifestyles and economies: discuss national, regional, and global 
interactions 

• draw from memory a map of the world on a single sheet of paper 
and outline and label the major physical features (e.g.. 
continents, oceans, major mountain ranges, significant desert 
regions, and river systems) and Important human features (e.g.. 
major cities of the world, imaginary lines such as the prime 
meridian and the equator). (Taken from NationalGeograpJiy 
Standards, /S&, 

A apply the five themes of geography to their study of 
communities and regions throughout the world. Describe how 
location, place, relationships within places, movement, and 
regions can be used to analyze different cultures and societies 

• complete a geographic/historic study of their community or a 
region of New York State by focusing on the following questions: 
Where is your community or region located? How did it get 
there? What is it like to live and work there? What are its 
physical characteristics (e.g.. climate, elevation, population 
density, size)? 

Information, (Adapted from The National Geography 
Standards, 1994: Geography for Life) 

Students: 
•  formulate geographic questions and define geographic 

Issues and problems 
}   •  use a number of research skills (eg^ computer databases, 

periodicals, census reports, maps, standard reference 
works, interviews, surveys) to locate and gather 
geographical Information about issues and problems 
(Adapted from National Geography Standards, 1894) 

£  •  present geograpMc information in a variety of formats, 
Including maps, tables, graphs, charts, diagrams, and 

.      computer-generated models 
A • interpret geographic Information by synthesizing data 

and developing conclusions and generalizations about 
geographic Issues and problems. 

This is evident Arexawp/e, when students: 
A plan and execute an inquiry to answer these questions about a 

region of the world: How does the shape of the Earth and the 
natural emdronment influence where people live? What natural 
processes change the shape of the Earth's surface? How has 
human habitation changed the surface of the Earth? Derive 
generalizations and conclusions supported by evidence. (Based 
on National GeqgrapAyStandards. /&0 

A pose analytical questions concerning a geographic issue or 
problem affecting their community, region, or New York State 
(e.g.. issues related to environmental problems and concerns, 
transportation and traffic needs, land use. housing, natural    - 
resource use) 

A use a variety of research skills to locate, collect, and organize 
geographic data related to a geographic or environmental issue, 
problem, or question: organize the data in logical and 
meaningful ways; present written and oral reports that include 
geographic conclusions and generalizations supported by the 
data collected; propose new questions for further investigation 

• develop and present a multimedia report on a geographic topic 
issue, problem, or question (e.g.. deforestation, energy 
consumption, resource depletion, natural hazards, major 
geographic events), making use of maps, graphs, photographs, 
videos, computer-generated models, and other appropriate 

use a variety of maps to answer geographic questions about 
people, places, and regions. 

r 
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3. Stuiiy of the major sodal, political, cultural, and 5$x  4. The skills of historical analysis Include the ability to 
religious developments In world history involves   (^..^investigate differing and competing interpretations of 

# 

learning about the important roles and contributions 
of individuals and groups. 

Students: 
• investigate the roles and contributions of individuals and 

groups in relation to key social, political, cultural, and 
religious practices throughout world history 

• Interpret and analyze documents and artifacts related to 
significant developments and events In world history 

• classify historic Information according to the type of 
activity or practice: socfaJfodtural, political, economic 
geographic scientific technological, and historic 

77iis& eidfent Jbr exanyzte trim students: 
A read historic narratives, biographies, literature, diaries, and 

letters to learn about the important accomplishments and roles 
played by individuals and groups throughout world history 

• explain some of the following practices as found In particular 
civilizations and cultures throughout world history: social 
customs, child-rearing practices, government, ways of making a 
living and distributing goods and services, language and 
literature, education and socialization practices, values and 
traditions, gender roles, foods, and religious/spiritual beliefs and 
practices 

A develop a map of Europe, the Mediterranean worU. India. South 
and Southeast Asia, and China to show the extent of the spread 
of Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, and Confucianism; explain 
how the spread of these religions changed the lives of people 
living in these areas of the world (Adapted from JVstfaoa/ 
Stwidbris/hr ffaMM&oyl 

A write diary accounts. Journal entries, letters, or news accounts 
from the point of view of a young person living during a 
particular time period in world history, focusing on an important 
historic, political, economic, or religious event or 
accomplishment 

• study the historical writings of Important figures In world 
history to learn about their goals, motivations, intentions, 
influences, and strengths and weaknesses. 

STANDARD 2 

» 

the theories of history, hypothesize about why 
Interpretations change over time, explain the 
importance of historical evidence, and understand the 
concepts of change and continuity over time. 

Students: 
ft   *  explain the literal meaning of a historical passage or 

primary source document, Identifying who was Involved, 
what happened, where It happened, what events led up 
to these developments, and what consequences or 
outcomes followed (Taken from National Standards for 
World Hhtorji 

9  •  analyze different Interpretations of Important events and 
themes in world history and explain the various frames 
of reference expressed by different historians 

* •  view history through the eyes of those who witnessed key 
events and developments in world history by analyzing 
their literature, diary accounts, letters, artifacts, art, 

.     musk, architectural drawings, and other documents 
J[ •   Investigate important events and developments In world 

history by posing analytical questions, selecting relevant 
data, distinguishing fact from opinion, hypothesizing 
cause-and-effect relationships, testing these hypotheses, 
and forming conclusions. 

77iJsis evident /or exsuqp/e, wtoi sfoohzOi- 
A examine documents related to significant developments in world 

history (e.g., excerpts from sacred texts of the world's great 
religions, important political statements or decrees, literary 
works, and historians' commentaries); employ the skills of 
historical analysis and interpretation in probing the meaning 
and importance of the documents by: 

- Identifying authors and sources for (he historical 
documents 

- comparing and contrasting differing sets of ideals and 
values contained in each historical document 

- considering multiple perspectives presented in the 
documents 

•   evaluating major debates among historians about the 
meaning of each historical document 

- hypothesizing about the Influence of each document on 
present-day activities and debates in the International 
arena. (Adapted from Afytfonai Standards in Hbr/dsYistor?) 

A study about an event or development in world history (e.g., the 
early civilizations, the age of exchange and global expansion, the 
Industrial revolution, political and social (evolutions, 
imperialism and colonization, case studies of genocide and 
human rights violations, world wars) by analyzing accounts 
written by eyewitnesses to the event or development; compare 
the eyewitness accounts with reports and narratives written by 
historians after the event or development 

A trace the impacts of different technological innovations and 
advances (e.g.. in transportation and communication, agriculture, 
health and science, commerce and industry) over time by 
analyzing the effects of technology on the lives of people. 

11 
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I Standard 2—World History 

1-0 

1. The study ofworid history requires an 2. Establishing tlmefraines. exploring dlflerent 
understanding of world cultures and civilizations.    %% perlodlzations, examining themes across time and 
inclwluig an amdysls of important Ideas, social and 

r 

cultural values, benefit and traditions. This study also 
examine* the human condition and the connections 
and Interactions of people across time and space and 
the ways different people view the same event or Issue 
from a variety of perspectives. < 

Students: , 
i •  know the social and economic characteristics, such as      I 

customs, traditions, child-rearing practices, ways of 
making a living, education and socialisation practices, 
gender roles, foods, and religious and spiritual beliefs 
that distinguish different cultures and civilizations 

> •  know some Important historic events and developments 
of past civilizations 

f •  interpret and analyze documents and artifacts related to 
significant developments and events In world history. 

77ils is evfttoit /brexamp/t>, tvAen students- 
A propose a list of characteristics to define the concepts of culture 

and civilization, explaining how civilizations develop and change 
• Investigate the important achievements and accomplishments of 

the world's early civilizations (e.g., African, Greek, Roman, 
Egyptian. Indian. Chinese) 

• analyze how the natural environments of the Tigris-Euphrates. 
Nile, and Indus valleys shaped the early development of 
civilization flatten from Abtfcna/Standards/hr Hhddf&tarft 

A research an Important event or development In world history 
and include information about how different people viewed the 
same event (e.g.. the French Revolution as witnessed by 
members of the ruling classes, the revolutionaries, members of 
the Estates General, and the Church) 

• Identify different ethnic, religious, and sodoeconomic groups 
throughout the world and analyze their varying perspectives on 
the same historic events and contemporary issues. Explain how 
these different perspectives developed. 

points in world history help organize the study of 
world cultures and civilizations. 

Students: 
i   •  develop timelines by placing Important events and devel- 

opments in world history in their correct chronological 
order 

\   •  measure time periods by years, decades, centuries, and 
mtlferaua 

I  • study about major turning points In world history by 
investigating the causes and other factors that brought 
about change and the results of these changes. 

77iisXs evident, Ar exanp/e. itfien students- 
A construct multiple-tier timelines that display a number of 

Important historic events that occurred at the same time or 
during the same period of time (e.g.. age of exploration and 
contact showing events in Europe, Africa, and the Americas) 

• present historical narratives that link together a series of events 
in the correct chronological order 

• recognize the reasons for periodizing history and know some 
designations of historical periods; discuss the usefulness of the 
following historical periods: 

.   The beginnings of Human Society 
- Early Civilizations to 1000 BC 
. Classical Traditions, Major Religions, and Giant Empires. 

1000BC-300AD 
• Expanding Zones of Exchange and Encounter, 300-1000 AD 
. Intensified Hemispheric Interactions. 1000-1500 
- Emergence of die First Global Age. 1450-1770 
- The Age of Revolutions, 1750-1914 
- The Twentieth Century. 

(Adapted from Mttfaoa/Standards/br Wjmk/f&itarjii 

» 

Key Ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 

10 
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Students u ill use a variety ol intellectual si 
of major ideas, eras, themes, developments, 
United States and i\'eu York. 

demons! rale their undei si andin 
rniti" points in (he hisloi \ of I lie 

3. Study about the major social, poUtical. economic, 4. The skills of historical analysis include the ability 
cultural, and religious developments In New York $S /   to: explain the significance of historical evidence; 
State and United States history Involves learning fu^us. weigh the Importance, reliability, and validity of 
about the Important roles and contributions of    (**> / evidence; understand the concept of multiple 
individuals and groups. causation; understand the importance of changing and 

competing interpretations of different historical 
Students: developments. 

•  complete weQ-documented and historically accurate case 
studies about Individuals and groups who represent Students: 

# 

different ethnic, national, and religious groups. Including K • 
Native American Indians, In New York State and the 
United States at different tunes and in different locations   b * 
gather and organize information about the Important 
achievements and contributions of Individuals and 
groups living in New York State and the United States 
describe how ordinary people and famous historic C • 
figures In the local community. Slate, and the United 
States have advanced the fundamental democratic 
values, beliefs, and traditions expressed In the «4 • 
Declaration of Independence, the New York State and 
United States Constitutions, the Bill of Rights, and other 
important historic documents 
classify major developments Into categories such as 
social, political, economic geographic, technological, 
scientific cultural, or religious. 

7]i& & etrtAnt /hrawnp/e, wfieu sfudlaxs; 
A research major events and themes from New York State and 

United States history (e.g.. the American Revolution, new 
national period. Civil War, age of Industrialization, westward 
movement and territorial expansion, the World Wars) to develop 
and test hypotheses and develop conclusions about the roles 
played by Individuals and groups 

A after reading about ordinary people in historic time periods, 
such as a Revolutionary War soldier, a suffragist, or a child 
laborer during the 1800s. write a short story or diary account 
explaining how this individual fought to support democratic 
values and beliefs (Adapted from Mar/ana/Standarzb/br 
Mbtarr/brGradesJC-# 

A explain the importance of different Inventions and scientific and 
technological innovations In agriculture and Industry, describing 
how these Inventions and Innovations resulted in imporved 
production of certain products. 

consider the sources of historic documents, narratives, or 
artifacts and evaluate their reliability 
understand how different experiences, beliefs, values, 
traditions, and motives cause Individuals and groups to 
Interpret historic events and issues from different 
perspectives 
compare and contrast different Interpretations of key 
events and Issues In New York State and United States 
history and explain reasons for these different accounts 
describe historic events through the eyes and 
experiences of those who were there. (Taken from 
National Standards Par History tor Grades K-4) 

7ftb/f ent&nC Araanyifc urien• stutfeats: 
A identify the author's or artist's main point of view or purpose in 

creating a document or artifact 
A compare several historical accounts of the same event In New 

York State or United States history and contrast the different 
facts Included or omitted from each author and determine the 
different authors' points of view 

A use a variety of sources to study Important turning points from 
different perspectives and to identify varying points of view of 
the people involved (e.g.. European settlement and the impact of 
<»«**,**« on Native American Indian populations, writing the 
Declaration of Independence and the Constitution, the Civil War. 
industrialization, significant reform movements, and the Cold 
War) 

A debate various views of United States foreign policies and 
involvement during the Mexican-American War. World Wars I 
and II. Vietnam, and the Cold War. 

STANDARD I 

t 
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I 
Standard 1—History of the United States 

and New York 

.1 
I- 

1. The study of New York State and United States 
history requires an analysis of the development of $S| 
American culture, its diversity and multicultural 
context, and the ways people are unified by many 
values, practices, and traditions. 

2. Important Ideas, social and cultural values, beliefs, 
and traditions from New Ynrk State and United States 

A^-S history Illustrate the connections and interactions of 
I •' people and events across time and from a variety of 

perspectives. 

I 

• 

Students: 
• explore the meaning of American culture by Identifying 

the key Ideas, beliefs, and patterns of behavior, and 
traditions that help define It and unite all Americans 

• interpret the ideas, values, and beliefs contained in the 
Declaration of Independence and the New York State 
Constitution and United States Constitution, BUI of 
Rights, and other Important historical documents. 

Th/sisex/dent /brexampJe. u&en students- 
A explain the ideas embodied m the Declaration of Independence, 

the United States Constitution, die Bill of Rights, and the New 
York State Constitution and show how these documents express 
fundamental and enduring Ideas and beliefs 

A describe how massive Immigration, forced migration, changing 
roles for women, and Internal migration led to new social 
patterns and conflicts: and Identify ideas of national unity that 
developed amidst growing cultural diversity. (Adapted from 
Afetfi^StandanisArl/.&ff/lsimrf 

STANDARD! 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 

Students: 
A •  describe the reasons for periodhdng history in different 

•ways 
[Q •  investigate key turning points in New York State and 

United States history and explain why these events or 
developments are significant 

£  •  understand the relationship between the relative impor- 
tance of United States domestte and foreign policies over 

j      time 
n «   analyze the role played by the United States in 

international pounce, past and present 

ttisisev&fent, for example, tffien students- 
A use demographic Information, mapping exercises, photographs, 

interviews, population graphs, church records, newspaper 
accounts, and other sources to conduct case studies of particular 
groups in the history of the State or nation and classify 
Information according to type of activity, social, political, 
economic, cultural, or religious 

A use a variety of sources to study historic and contemporary 
events in the United States; investigate different interpretations 
of the events and identify circumstances of time and place that 
Influence the authors' perspectives (Adapted from Nations/ 
Standan&JSr US Mstarfr 

A recognize the reasons for periodlzing history and know some 
designations of historical periods; discuss the usefulness of the 
following periods: 

- Three Worlds and Their Meeting Inthe Americas 
(Beginnings to 1607) 

- Colonization, Settlement and Communities (1607 to 1763) 
- The Revolution and the New Nation (1763 to 1815) 
- Expansion and Reform (1801 to 1861) 
•   Crisis of the Union: Civil War and Reconstruction (1850 to 

1877) 
- The Development of Modern America (1865 to 1920) 
- Modem America and the World Wars (1914 to 1945) 
- Contemporary America (1945 to Present) 

Oaken from U &/fistupfiammif*/iirtfie/S9*Atotfana/ 
Assessment of Educat/anaJJtygretsM 

A undertake case studies to research violations of basic dvll and 
human rights and case studies of genocide. Use examples from 
United States. New York State, and world history. Case studies 
might include chattel slavery and the Nazi Holocaust. Other 
dvll and human rights violations might focus on the mass 
starvation in Ireland (1845-50), the forced relocation of Native 
American Indians, and the internment of Japanese Americans 
during World War II 

A trace the tension between arguments for United States isolation 
versus engagement during the following time periods: up to 
1941. from 1941-1975. and from 1976 to the present. 
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# 

Students will use a variety of inlelle< lual skills lo demonstrate 
iie< essilv lor establishing <jovernnients: the govern mental sys(< 
!nat ions: (he U.S. Const if tit ion: the basic civ ic values of Americ; 
anrJ the roles. ri»hfs. and responsibilities of citizenship, inc lud 

understanding of 
the U.S. and oihei 

3> 

3. Central to crvks and citizenship Is an 
understanding of the roles of the citizen within 
American constitutional democracy and the scope of a 
citizen's lights and responsibilities. 

KJn. 4. The study of civics and citizenship requires the 
c rL~^' ability to probe ideas and assumptions, ask and 

P 

C 

P 

Students: 
• understand that citizenship includes an awareness of the 

holidays, celebrations, and symbols of our nation 
• examine what It means to be a good citizen In the < 

classroom, school home, and community 
• identify and describe the rules and responsibilities 

students have at home, in the classroom, and at school 
examine the basic principles of the Declaration of 
Independence and the Constitutions of the United States 
and New York State 

• understand that effective, Informed citizenship Is a duly 
of each dozen, demonstrated by Jury service, voting, and 

\      community service 
' •   identify basic rights that students have and those that 

they wID acquire as they age, 

77iiijffv*&nc /trezaapfe HfanstuaSaatx- 
A interview or survey adults In the community to Identify some 

ways they participate In political action, voluntary activities, or 
community service 

A draft a classroom charter, a constitution, or a set of laws that 
defines a code of conduct 

. A discuss and agree on a classroom charter and compare It to the 
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child 

A use dramatic play with puppets to investigate the consequences 
of breaking a rule (e.g.. a child arrives home late for dinner) 

A make pages for a big book for each holiday 
A understand the significance of and recite the Pledge of Allegiance 
A discuss the colors of the American llag and make personal flags 

as symbols of themselves 
A examine the flags of other nations 
A undertake a mock trial based on themes from classroom books. 

answer analytical questions, take a skeptical attitude 
toward questionable arguments, evaluate evidence, 
formulate rational conclusions, and develop and refine 
participatory skills. 

Students: 
r\   •  show a willingness to consider other points of view 

before drawing conclusions or making Judgments 
b   •  participate In activities that focus on a classroom, school, 

or community Issue or problem 
f   • suggest aftenurtrve solutions or courses of action to 

•      hypothetical or historic problems 
A •  evaluate the consequences for each alternative solution 

or course of action 
C •  prioritize the solutions based on established criteria 
J£ •  propose an action plan to address the issue of how to 

solve the problem. 

3%/s & ex/tear,/braaay/R utOea srut&nB. 
A brainstorm a list of alternative solutions for a real classroom or 

school problem 
A write letters to the local paper suggesting preferred alternatives 

in a local issue 
A develop a historic walking tour of the neighborhood or 

community 
A role-play the main characters involved in an actual community 

controversy, attempting to generate alternatives In their rotes 
A create a school newpaper or school-wide gallery showing student 

and faculty works of art 
A debate topics Important to students 
A hold a mock trial including witnesses, attorneys. Jurors and a 

judge. 

» 
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I 
Standard 5—Civics, Citizenship, and 

Government 

,? 

*-<> 

c 

t 

1. The study of civics, citizenship, and government (MM) 2. The state and federal governments established by 

» 

Involves learning about political systems; the purposes 
of government and civic life; and the differing 
assumptions held by people across time and place 
regarding power, authority, governance, and law. 
(Adapted from The National Standards for CMcs and 
Government, 1994) 

Students: 
• know the meaning of key terms and concepts related to 

government. Including democracy, power, citizenship, 
natton-atate, and Justice 

• explain the probable consequences of the absence of 
government and rules 

• describe the basic purposes of government and the 
Importance of civic life 

• understand that sodal and political systems are based 
upon people's beliefs 

• discuss how and wby the world Is divided into nations 
and what kinds of governments other nations have. 

TAisisenZ&nt, JirexampAe, Htien students: 
A create a chart on newsprint listing the reasons for creating 

governments and the reasons why all groups and societies 
create rules and laws 

• create a class constitution and develop class rutes 
A role-play a day without rules or laws 
• collect and discuss newspaper cartoons dealing with rules and 

laws 
• compile a list of different nations of the world and identify the 

type of government each nation has 
• compare governmental structures of the United States and 

Canada, and selected nations of Latin America 
A hold a mock trial focusing on situations that embody such 

concepts as fairness, justice, or equality. 

the Constitutions of the United States and the State of 
New York embody basic civic values (such as Justice, 
honesty, self-discipline, due process, equality, majority 
rule with respect for minority rights, and respect for 
self, others, and property), principles, and practices 
and establish a system of shared and limited 
government. (Adapted from The National Standards 
for CMcs and Government, 1994) 

Students: 
v, •  explain how the Constitutions of New York State and the 

United States and the Bill of Rights are the basis for 
democratic values in the United States 

>   •  understand the basic civil values that are the foundation 
of American constitutional democracy 

'- •  know what the United States Constitution is and why It 
Is important. (Adapted from The National Standards for 

.       CMcs and Government. 19M) 
'  •  understand that the United States Constitution and the 

Constitution of the State of New York are written plans 
for organizing the functions of government 

? •  understand ate structure of New York State and local 
governments. Including executive, legislative, and 

r\      judicial branches 
•* •  Identify their legislative and executive representatives at 

the local, state, and national governments. (Adapted from 
The National Standards tor CMcs and Government, 1994) 

This is evident, Ajretttuqp/k when students: 
A create a list of basic civic values and discuss how these can best 

be modeled on the personal and classroom level 
• create a chart comparing the organization of local state, and 

federal governments 
• given a list of local, county, state, and national leaders, 

determine which are elected and which are appointed 
A Identify those branches of government responsible for making, 

enforcing, and interpreting local, state, and national laws 
A compare and contrast New York State government with the fed- 

eral government by creating charts of each level 
A simulate or role-play an activity dealing with the functions of 

the branches of government 
A create a timeline that charts events leading up to the writing of 

the Declaration of Independence and the United States 
Constitution. 

r 
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jSlurlciils will use ; 
Stairs and ollin si 

I use a Vririoly of intellci dial skills lo demonstrate ih 
lliri societies develop cc onninic systems and assot iat 
>v\ major dec ision inakini; nnils funrlion in (he l.'.S. ; 
sol\ e\ the s<-ai cil\- prohlcin 11 II•i)ii"li market and non 

understanding old 
nsl iiulions to allot 
oilier national ceo 

CcU 2. Economics requires the development and 
J   ' application of the skills needed to make Informed and 

(V.I.-'V) well-reasoned economic decisions In daily and 
K ' national life. 

Students: 
A    •  locate economic information, using card catalogues, 

computer databases, indices, and library guides 
P    • collect economic information from textbooks, standard 

references, newspapers, periodicals, and other primary 
and secondary sources 

£   •  make hypotheses about economic Issues and problems, 
testing, refining, and eliminating hypotheses and 

•      developing new ones when necessary 
OA •  present economic information by developing charts, 

tables, diagrams, and simple graphs. 

71MsJsev/dentJarexampfe, mAeostudents.- 
A collect and discuss newspaper articles about economic Issues 

and problems affecting their community, region, or the State 
A design a display board showing how they might acquire and 

spend Income 
A research a local Industry to determine what it produces, how it 

makes this product, its distribution system, and how the 
finished product is marketed 

• analyze a set of graphs or tables showing selected Imports and 
exports for the United States to make hypotheses about what 
might happen If these Imports or exports Increase or decrease In 
value 

A use a variety of textbooks and news articles to identify a list of 
potential economic problems or Issues facing the United States 
or other nations in the Western Hemisphere. Working In groups, 
brainstorm a list of possible solutions, the potential effects of 
these solutions, and rank order the solutions In terms of their 
likelihood of success. 

P 

> 
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Standard 4—Economics 

1. The study of economics requires an understanding 
<u       of major economic concepts and systems, the 
-»•       principles of economic decision making, and the 
L-r, |\ Interdependence of economies and economic systems 

throughout the world. 

Students: 
t\     •  know some ways Individuals and groups attempt to 

satisfy their basic needs and wants by utilizing scarce 

r 

• explain how people's wants exceed their limited 
resources and that this condition defines scarcity 

• know that scarcity requires Individuals to make choices 
and that these choices Involve costs 

• study about how the availability and distribution of 
resources Is important to a nations economic growth 

• understand how societies organize their economies to 
answer three fundamental economic questions: What 
goods and services shall be produced and In what 
quantities ? How shall goods and services be produced? 
For whom shall goods and services be produced? 

• Investigate how production, distribution, exchange, and 
consumption of goods and services are economic 
decisions with which all societies and nations must deal 

77z/shetvdsntfirexamp/e, trAensfi/den&: 
A role-play a family or group situation in which group members 

make an economic decision about whether to purchase a new 
car, plan a family or group trip, or Invest the money 

A discuss the differences between capitol, human, and natural 
resources and classify pictures of each resource type in the 
appropriate category 

A use map symbols to locate and Identify natural resources found 
in different regions of the United States and In other countries 
in the Western Hemisphere 

A identify several personal as well as family buying choices, list 
their associated costs and benefits, and explain how and why 
particular decisions are/have been made: clarify how prices and 
one's own values Influence individual and family decision mak- 
ing 

A describe the characteristics of at least two of the following 
economic units: a family, a worker, a small business, a labor 
union, a large corporation, a government agency (local, state, or 
national); identify the kinds of economic choices each economic 
unit must make and explain the positive and negative results of 
at least one choice 

A organize information based on Interviews of a laborer, a service 
provider, a small business owner, a banker, a business executive, 
an elected government official, or a government employee to 
Identify how individuals produce and distribute goods and 
services, why individuals make the kinds of decisions they make, 
and how individuals describe the effects of their decisions on 
others 

A observe economic characteristics of places: draw conclusions 
about how people in families, schools, and communities all over 
the world must depend on others to help them meet their needs 
and wants. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
STANDARD 4 
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Standard 3—Geography 

b 

1. Geography can be divided Into six essential _. 2. Geography requires the development and 
elements which can be used to analyze Important * **•'*-) application of the sldlb of asking and answering 
historic, geographic, economic and environmental 
questions and Issues. These six elements Include: the 
world In spatial terms, places and regions, physical 
settings (Including natural resources), human systems, 
environment and society, and the use of geography. 
(Adapted from The National Geography Standards. 
1994: Geography tor Lite) 

geographic questions: analyzing theories of geography; 
and acquiring, organizing, and analyzing geographic 
information. (Adapted from: The National Geography 
Standards, 1994: Geography for Life) 

p 

Students: 
• study about how people live, work, and utilize natural 

resources 
• draw maps and diagrams that serve as representations of b 

places, physical features, and objects 
• locate places within the local community, State, and £ 

nation; locate the Earth's continents in relation to each 
other and to principal parallels and meridians. (Adpafed 
from National Geography Standards, 1994) 

• identify and compare the physical, human, and cultural 
characteristics of different regions and people (Adapted 
from National Geography Standards, 19941 

• Investigate how people depend on and modify the 
physical environment 

7Jtfs&erfdknt fir exaoyife wAenstudents- 
A draw simple maps or their communities or regions showing the 

major landmarks, industries, residential areas, business 
districts, transportation networks, health and educational 
facilities, and recreation areas 

A examine different kinds of maps to identify and define their 
components, including key. title, legend, cardinal and 
intermediate directions, scale, and grid 

• use cardboard, wood. clay, or other materials to make a model of 
their community or region showing their physical characteristics 
(Taken from yVaetai^Ga^apAySroTdants, /J&f 

A read about children living in other cultures to learn about their 
customs, beliefs, and traditions: natural resource use: food; 
shelter socialization and schooling; and other important 
components of culture 

A draw maps and pictures showing how people make use of and 
modify their physical environments (e.g., land use for 
agriculture, mining, residential developments, transportation 
networks, recreation). 

Students: 
• ask geographic Questions about where places are located; 

why they are located where they are; what Is Important 
about their locations: and how their locations are related 
to the location of other people and places (Adapted from 
National Geography Standards, 1994) 

• gather and organise geographic information from a 
variety of sources and display H\ a number of ways 

• anah/ze geographic mfbrmatlan by making relationships, 
interpreting trends and relationships, and analysing 
geographic data. (Adapted from National Geography 
Standards, 1994) 

77i&& evTi&nt JbreampJe. tefenstixtencs.- 
A read historical narratives and talk about the importance of 

where places are located, try to determine why they are located 
where they are, and assess the relationship of location to other 
locations and people in the story 

A use a map grid (e.g., latitude and longitude or an 
alphanumeric^ system) to answer questions about location and 
place 

A use different types of map scales (linear, fractional, and word) to 
measure the distance between two places 

A map the locations of places in the community or region, using 
appropriate symbols (e.g., dots or points for cities and towns; 
different shapes for residential and business areas; lines for 
transportation networks) 

A present oral and written reports using maps, charts, tables. 
graphs, and other visual displays showing spatial relationships. 
locations, and other geographic Information. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (I). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
STANDARD 3 
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I 
Studi 
of nui 

will use a variety of intellectual skills in demonstrate tin 
ideas, eras, themes, developments, and tuinin" points in 
the broad sweep o( history from a \ariety of pei s|)c( (i\cs 

orv and 

3. Study of the major social, political, cultural, and ^4. The skills of historical analysis Include the abiHty to 
$S2        religious developments in world history Involves   £<c£'>Vlnvestlgate differing and competing interpretations of 

learning about die important rotes and contributions 
££!-"£> of individuals and groups. 

Students: 
4     «  understand the roles and contributions of individuals and 

groups to social, political, economic, cultural, scientific, 
technological, and religious practices and activities < 

P    •  gather and present information about Important 
developments from world history 

C    • understand how the terms social, political economic, and ' 
cultural can be used to describe human activities or 
practices. 

Tfiisis ert/ent Arexsmp/e. wfien students: 4 
• read historical stories, myths, legends, and fables to learn how 

individuals have solved problems, made important contributions, 
and Influenced the lives of others 

• listen to historical narratives about the history of children and 
families In different cultures throughout the world to learn about 
different family structures; children's, women's, and men's roles; 
dally life: religious or spiritual beliefs and practices; customs and 
traditions 

• read biographies about famous historical figures, focusing on their 
personal lives, goals, and accomplishments and the effects of their 
achievements on the lives of others 

A. write historical narratives m the form of letters, diary accounts, 
or news reports from the point of view of a child who lived during 
a particular historic time period and who witnessed an Important 
event or development 

A listen to and participate in classroom debates and discussions of 
important myths, legends, people, and events in world history; 
determine admirable traits and Identify examples of courage.. 

t 

the theories of history, hypothesize about why 
interpretations change over time, explain the 
Importance of historical evidence, and understand the 
concepts of change and continuity over time. 

Students: 
• consider different interpretations of key events and 

developments In world history and understand the 
differences In these accounts 

i   •  explore the lifestyles, beliefs, traditions, rules and laws, 
and social/cultural needs and wants of people during 
different periods in history and In different parts of the 
world 

•   •  view historic events through the eyes of those who were 
there, as shown In their art, writings, music and 
artifacts. 

This is evident Arexamp/e, wfen students: 
A explain different perspectives on the same phenomenon by 

reading myths from several civilizations, recognizing the 
different ways those people explained the same phenomenon 
(e.g.. how the world was created) 

• listen to historical stories, biographies, or narratives to Identify 
who was Involved, what events occurred, where the events took 
place, and the outcomes or consequences 

A list analytical questions to guide their investigations of 
historical documents, pictures, diary accounts, artifacts, and 
other records of the past 

A construct picture timelines that show Important events in their 
own lives, including descriptions of the events and explanations 
of why they were important. 

I 
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m Standard 2—World History 

«« 

§ 

1. The study of world history requires an 
understanding of world cultures and civilizations, 
including an analysis of important ideas, social and 
cultural values, beliefs, and traditions. Tins study also 
examinfs the human condition and the connections 
and interactions of people across time and space and 
the ways different people view the same event or issue 
from a variety of perspectives. < 

Students: I 
• read historical narratives, myths, legends, biographies, 

and autobiographies to learn about how historical 
figures lived, their motivations, hopes, fears, strengths, 
and weaknesses 

• explore narrative accounts of Important events from 
world history to learn about different accounts of the 
past to begin to understand how Interpretations and 
perspectives develop 

• study about different world cultures and civilizations 
focusing on their accomplishments, contributions, 
values, beliefs, and traditions. 

TTtfsXfevA&nt/Zretaoyn/e, uAenstodenCt: 
A create a list of characteristics for the concept of civilization, 

focusing on the early civilizations that developed in 
Mesopotamia Egypt, and the Indus valley 

A' analyze pictures and maps of the civilizations of Kush and 
Egypt, including information about their architectural, artistic, 
and technological achievements 

A assume the roles of citizens, merchants, foreign residents, or 
slaves in ancient Sparta or Athens, describing life in these dry- 
states, the rights and responsibilities of a citizen in each dry. 
and their social and political roles 

A research different kinds of sources (archaeological, artistic 
written) about the civilizations in the Americas before the 
coming of the Europeans (Taken from MMfona/Stlandan&Jbr 

A study about the major cultural achievements of an ancient 
dvilization (e.g.. West African. Japanese, Chinese, European). 

sLr-zS 2. Establishing timeframes, exploring different 
'perlodlzadons, examining themes across time and 

within cultures, and focusing on important turning 
points in world history help organize the study of 
world cultures and civilizations. 

Students: 
• distinguish between past, present, and future time, 

periods 
• develop timelines that display Important events and eras 

Cram world history 
• measure and understand the meaning of calendar time in 

terms of yean, decades, centuries, and millennia, using 
•       BC and AD as reference points 
'   • compare important events and accomplishments from 

different time periods in world history. 

ZMs/sevA&ntJbrBtaap/lz uAeostucSsaOi- 
A arrange the events in a historical narrative, biography, or 

autobiography in correct chronological order 
A group important historic events in world history according to 

clearly defined time periods (periodization). For example, 
periods might include early civilizations, rise of tanplies, age of 
exploration, the twentieth century 

A create, as part of a class, a mural-sized. Illustrated timeline of 
important achievements, inventions, and accomplishments of 
nineteenth century Europe and America (Adapted from A&etaaa/ 

A Identify key turning points and Important events In world 
history and explain their significance 

A create personal and family timelines m distinguish between near 
and distant past and interpret simple timelines that show a 
progression of events in world history: create a picture timeline 
tracing developments in world history, such as the appearance of 
the wheel, making simple tools out of iron (Hitrites). building the 
pyramids, building Roman aqueducts, inventing paper in China, 
astronomical discoveries in the Muslim world, metallurgy 
advances in West Africa, and the invention of the steam engine in 
England. (Adapted from Abaim&S/3nc£an&&r//j[story/br 

> 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (I). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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Students \\ ill use a \ariotv of intellectual skills to demons! r; 
oC major ideas, eras. I homes, developments, and turning poii 
United Stales and New York. 

e histoiv 

I 

3. Study about the major social, political, economic, 
cultural and religious developments In New York 

-, v    State and United States history Involves learning 
^    about the Important rotes and contributions of    ?»' 

individuals and groups. (kT-*i) 

Students; 
A.       •  gather and organize humiliation about the important 

accomplishments of individuals and groups, including 
Native American Indians, living u uV^ neighborhoods     * 

• and communities 
P       •  classify InfiMnmatlon by type of activity: social, political,      . 

economic technological, scientific, cultural, or religious    1 
C      •   Identify individuals who have helped to strengthen 

democracy in the United States and throughout the world. 

TjMs&ev&fait, Arexmnp/e. whenstudents: 
A listen to and participate in classroom debates and discussions of 

important events and people in U. S. history and New York 
history, and examine more than one viewpoint on some events 
and people 

• discuss heroes, why some people are heroes, and why some 
individuals might be heroes to certain groups and not to others 

• conduct a historical case study about an important 
environmental concern affecting their city's or neighborhood's 
water supply, housing accommodations, or transportation 
system, and examine competing views on the issues 

A investigate the importance of scientific and technological 
inventions such as the compass, steam engine, internal 
combustion engine, and computer chip. 

4. The skills of historical analysis Include the ability 
to: explain the significance of historical evidence; 
weigh the Importance, reliability, and validity of 
evidence; understand the concept of multiple 
causation; understand the Importance of changing and 
competing Interpretations of different historical 
developments. 

Students: 
• consider different interpretations of key events and/or 

issues In history and understand the differences In these 
accounts 

• explore different experiences, beliefs, motives, and 
traditions of people Irving In their neighborhoods, 
communities, and State 

'•   •   view historic events through the eyes of those who were 
there, as shown in their art, writings, musk, and artifacts. 

77ds ti evident, /or example, when students.' 
A read hlstorkal narratives. Uterature. and many kinds of 

documents and investigate building, tools, clothing, and artwork 
to explore key events and/or Issues in the history of their dry. 
community, neighborhood, state, and nation; summarize the main 
ideas evident in the source and Identify the purpose or point of 
view from which the source was created; discuss how 
interpretations or perspectives develop and change as new 
information Is learned. (Based on Mationsu'Standards ArHbtory 
Grades X-4 

• visit historic sites, museums, libraries, and memorials to gather 
information about important events that affected their 
neighborhoods, communities, or region 

A exp|ore the literature, oral traditions, drama, art. architectures 
music, dance, and other primary sources of a particular historic 
period. 

I 
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Standard 1—History of the United States 
and New York 

1. The study of New York State and United States 2. Important Ideas, social and cultural values, beliefs, 
history requires an analysis of the development of and traditions from New York State and United States 
American culture, Its diversity and multicultural   "'    history Illustrate the connections and interactions of 
context, and the ways people are unified by many £££t) people and events across time and from a variety of 
values, practices, and traditions. perspectives. 

c 

» 

Students: 
• know the roots of American culture, its development       « 

from many different traditions, and the ways many 
people from a variety of groups and backgrounds played  . 
a role In creating It I 

• understand the bask Ideals of American democracy as 
explained In tlie Declai-atnn of Iiidependence and the       < 
Constitution and other important documents 

• explain those values, practices, and traditions that unite 
all Americans. 

This jiseirttem/ijr example, mten students: 
A read stories about the earh/days of American society and discuss 

the way of life of those times 
A discuss how basic ideals of American democracy are shown in such 

speeches as Lincoln's Gettysburg Address and Martin Luther 
King's *I Have a Dream" speech 

• explain ways that families long ago expressed and transmitted 
their beliefs and values through oral traditions, literature, 
songs, art, religion, community celebrations, mementos, food, 
and language (Taken from Ms/fana/StaodattliJbrJ£toBij'/hr 
G/atfesX-tf 

A compare the characters and events described In historical Action 
with primary sources such as historic sites themselves: artifacts 
of the time found in museums and at state historic sites; 
Journals, diaries, and photographs of the historical figures in 
stories; and news articles and other records from the period In 
order to Judge the historical accuracy and determine the variety 
of perspectives included in the story. (Adapted from Abe/ana/ 
SramisnAAirA/Xs/aryArGnaakTA'-il. 

Students: 
• gather and organize Information about the traditions 

transmitted by various groups Irving in their 
neighborhood and community 

>   •  recognize how traditions and practices were passed from 
one generation to the nest 

„  •  distinguish between near and distant past and Interpret 
simple timelines. 

TJte&erfdsnf./brexanpte *d@7ja«e«a 
• conduct Interviews with family members, collect family 

memorabilia such as letters, diaries, stories, photographs, and 
keepsakes; classify information by type of activity: social, 
political, economic, cultural, or religious; discuss how traditions 
and practices were passed from one generation to the next: 
determine the extent to which the traditions and practices are 
shared by other members of the class 

• study the history and traditions of their neighborhoods and local 
communities. Consider the school and school community by 
describing who attends school (diversity, demographics); the 
histories of their schools and school communities (then and 
now): what was taught; and rights, rules, and responsibilities 
(then and now). 

A. research the neighborhood or local community, considering 
location and the significance of its location: its demographics 
(e.g.. ethnicity, languages, religions, levels of education, age 
groups); the history of why it was settled, when and by whom: 
economic patterns and changes in employment; social and 
cultural life: and government and politics 

A create personal and family timelines to distinguish between 
near and distant past and identify family origins: interpret 
simple timelines by recognizing correct chronological order of 
major events such as Native American settlement of North 
America, Columbus's voyage in 1492. the American Revolution, 
writing the Constitution, the presidency of Abraham Lincoln, 
World War I, and the beginning of space exploration. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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I Learning Standards for. 
Social Studies at Three Levels! 

Standard 1: History of the United States and New York 

Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding of major ideas, 
eras, themes, developments, and turning points in the history of the United States and New York. 

Standard 2: World History 

Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding of major ideas, 
eras, themes, developments, and turning points in world history and examine the broad sweep of his- 
tory from a variety of perspectives. 

Standard 3: Geography 

Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding of the geography 
of the interdependent world in which we live—local, national, and global—including the distribution 
of people, places, and environments over the Earth's surface. 

I Standard 4: Economics 

Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding of how the 
United States and other societies develop economic systems and associated institutions to allocate 
scarce resources, how major decision-making units function in the United States and other national 
economies, and how an economy solves the scarcity problem through market and nonmarket 
mechanisms. 

Standard 5: Civics, Citizenship, and Government 

Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding of the necessity 
for establishing governments; the governmental system of the United States and other nations; the 
United States Constitution; the basic civic values of American constitutional democracy; and the 
roles, rights, and responsibilities of citizenship, including avenues of participation. 

» 
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9th Grade Social Studies: Curriculum to Standards Crosswalk 

Level: Commencement 

Course: Social Studies 

Content Standards and Key Ideas Performance Indicators 

Geography and World Cultures/Civilizations 
(KM) 

a, d 

History Alive! curriculum: 
World Geography Review latitude/longitude, compass/directions. (KI-2) a, e 

continents, oceans, hemispheres, map skills/legend/scale); 
Europe in Medieval Times economy, culture, religion; (KI-3) a 

Rise of Islam: Muhammed, teachings, culture, contributions; 
(KI-4) a West African kingdoms economy, society. Ghana and Mali, influence of Islam; 

Imperial China economy, society, dynasties (Tang. Yuan, and Ming); SS3 
(KM) 

a, c, e, f Europe's Renaissance and Reformation discoveries, art, Martin Luther, 
Civilizations of the Americas Maya, Aztec, Inca; culture, ways of life 

(KI-2) a,c 
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Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding ol the 
{necessity foi establishing governments: the governmental system of the U.S. and other 
nations: the U.S. Constitution: the basic chic values ol American constitutional democracy. 
and the roles, rights, and responsibilities ol citizenship, including avenues o| participation 

K%"3) 

3. Central to civics and citizenship Is an 
understanding of the roles of the citizen within 

• 

American constitutional democracy and the scope of a 
citizen's rights and responsibilities. 

Students: 
• explain what citizenship means in a democratic society, 

how citizenship is defined In the Constitution and other 
laws of the land, and how the definition of citizenship       < 
has changed In the United States and New York State 
overtime 

• understand that the American legal and political systems 
guarantee and protect the rights of citizens and assume 
that citizens wul hold and exercise certain civic values 
and fulfill certain civic responsibilities 

• discuss the role or an Informed citizen In today's 
changing world 

• explain how Americans are citizens of their states and of 
the United States. 

Tyils & ev/dent /arexamp/e, when srudentx 
A define the concepts of rights and responsibilities of citizens 
• investigate the ways a person can become a citizen and the ways 

in which the rights of citizenship can be lost 
A compare and contrast historic documents such as the Seneca 

Falls "Declaration of Sentiments" (1848) and the Declaration of 
Independence (1776) 

A analyze a collection of cartoons that address the roles of citizens 
• investigate historic examples of citizenship in action and create 

a scale showing the gradations from minimal to basic (voting, 
jury duty, voluntary activities) to more complex responsibilities 
(organizing a reform movement) 

A examine the role or the average citizen in critical American 
events, such as the American Revolution, abolitionism. 
Progressive reforms, support for and protest of American wars, 
key political campaigns, environmental reforms, and anti-tax 

SST    4. The study of civics and citizenship requires the 
6P?'H)abillty to probe ideas and assumptions, ask and 

answer analytical questions, take a skeptical attitude 
toward questionable arguments, evaluate evidence, 
formulate rational conclusions, and develop and refine 
participatory skills. 

Students: 
I  •   respect the rights of others in discussions and classroom 

debates regardless of whether or not one agrees with 
,        their viewpoint 
' •   explain the role that civlHty plays in promoting effective 

citizenship In preserving democracy 
"  •  participate In negotiation and compromise to resolve 

classroom, school, and community disagreements and 
problems. 

Hits & evident Arexar^p/e. wAen students: 
A use value4iased dilemmas to provide students with open-ended 

situations (e.g., witnessing a crime, serving oh a Jury in a 
murder trial) that could force them to evaluate their feelings 
concerning the difficult responsibilities of citizenship 

A discuss the options open to people who disagree with a 
particular political solution to an issue - 

A conduct mock local, state, and national elections, compare the 
school's results with the real outcome of the election 

A analyze how complex issues can be addressed when individuals 
are willing to try to come to agreement through negotiation and 
compromise (Adapted from neNattona/Standards/or C/vfcs 
and&jiemmntf, 1994) 

A describe how citizens can participate In governmental decisions 
and how they can monitor and influence their actions and 
policies 

A using historic and current issues or incidents and actual 
Supreme Court decisions hold mini model trials, appellate 
arguments, or debates to enhance citizenship skills and 
knowledge. 

STANDARD 5 

» 
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Standard 1—History of the United States 
and New York 

5*1 
1. The study of New York State and United States    $S |   2- Important ideas, social and cultural values, beliefs, 
history requires an analysis of the development of , Lr ^ and traditions from New York State and United States 
American culture, its diversity and multicultural   ' kI*' history illustrate the connections and interactions of 
context, and the ways people are unified by many people and events across time and from a variety of 
values, practices, and traditions. perspectives. 

i 

Students: 
[   •  analyze the development of American culture, explaining 

how ideas, values, beliefs, and traditions have changed 
over time and how they unite all Americans 

»   •  describe the evolution of American democratic values 
and beliefs as expressed in the Declaration of 
Independence, the New York State Constitution, the 
United States Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and other 
Important historical documents. 

EMsJs evident Arotaiqpfe, irAenseudaoa: 
A explore the meaning of the United States motto, "E Pluribus 

Union,* by identifying both those forces that unite Americans 
and those that potentially divide Americans. Based on a study of 
key events in United States history, such as the American 
Revolution, the Civil War. the women's suffrage movement, and 
the civil rights movement, discuss how at least two core civic 
ideas, such as Individual rights and the consent of the governed, 
have been forces for national unity In this diverse society 

A analyze the decisions leading to major turning points in United 
States history, comparing alternative courses of action and 
hypothesizing, within the context of the historic period, about 
what might have happened if the decision had been different 
Investigate decisions and actions such as: 

- the signing of the Declaration of Independence In 1776 
- the forced relocation of Native American Indians 
- the Mexican-American War 
- Lincoln's resolve to sustain the Union 
- v%syv. /agrnsarSupreme Court decision 
- Progressive reforms 
- United States entry into World Wars I and II 
- the decision to refrain from joining the League of Nations 
- ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment 
- Roosevelt's New Deal 
- the decision to drop the atomic bomb on Japan in 1945 
- Rosa Parks'decision to challenge the Jim Crow laws in 

Alabama in 1955 
- American involvement in Southeast Asia in the 1960s and 

1970s 
- the end of the Cold War and the democratic revolutions in 

Eastern European countries 
A read Dr. Martin Luther King's "Letter from Birmingham Jail" 

and discuss how this tetter expresses the basic ideas, values, 
and beliefs found In the United States Constitution and Bill of 
Rights. 

Students: 
A •  discuss several schemes for periodheing the history of 

New York State and the United States 
b •  develop and test hypotheses about important events, 

eras, or Issues in New York State and United States 
history, setting clear and valid criteria for judging the 
importance and significance of these events, eras, or 
issues 

C •  compare and contrast the experiences of different groups 
in the United States 

of •  examine how the Constitution, United States law, and the 
rights of citizenship provide a major unifying factor in 
bringing together Americans from diverse roots and 
traditions 

C •  analyze the United States involvement In foreign affairs 
and a willingness to engage In International politics, 
examining the ideas and traditions leading to these for- 

.      eign policies 
.(. •  compare and contrast the values exhibited and foreign 

policies Implemented by the United States and other 
nations over tune with those expressed in the United 
Nations Charter and international law. 

jtos&ev&kar./lirexaapife nfieastudenr&- 
A discuss several schemes for periodlzing the history of the United 

States: explain the usefulness of each scheme: comment on why 
another person might want to use other approaches to 
perindtoarJon; make a case for the scheme that seems best 

A explain the contributions of specific groups of people to 
American society and culture: analyze the metaphors of the 
"melting pot* and the "salad bowl" to explain the experiences of 
the first immigrant groups (e.g., Dutch, Irish, English, African 
American, Spanish, German) as compared to those of later 
groups (e.g.. Italian, Greek. Eastern European, Chinese. Latino. 
Vietnamese) and present an analysis, supported by historical 
evidence, of alternative metaphors, such as "a tapestry* or "a 
mosaic' 

A examine the effects of Immigration on various Native American 
groups 

A investigate how the United States' democratic principles have 
influenced the constitutions and governments of other nations; 
view this sharing as a two-way exchange, with the United 
States influencing and being influenced by other nations. 

> 

Key ideas are Identified by numbers (I). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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Students \\ ill use a variety of intellectual si 
ol major ideas, eras, themes, developments. 
United Stales and New York. 

o demonstrate their understanding 
in, nin<! noiuls in the hislor\ of the 

SSI 

v*> 

3. Study about the major social, political, economic, 4. The skills of historical analysis Include the ability 
cultural, and religious developments In New York ...     to: explain the significance of historical evidence; 
State and United States history Involves learning ^'     weigh the Importance, reliability, and validity of evi- 
about the Important roles and contributions of    , |er.»j\dence; understand the concept of multiple causation; 
individuals and groups. ' understand the Importance of changing and competing 

interpretations of different historical developments. 
Students: 

,   • compare and contrast the experiences of different ethnic.    Students: 

# 

national, and religious groups, Including Native 
American Indians, In the United States, explaining their 
contributions to American society and culture 

'   •  research and analyze the major themes and 
developments In New York State and United States 
history (eg., colonization and settlement: Revolution and 
New National Period; Immigration; expansion and reform 
era; Civil War and Reconstruction; The American labor 
movement; Great Depression; World Wars; contemporary 
United States) 

'.   •   prepare essays and oral reports about the Important 
social, political, economic, scientific, technological, and 
cultural developments. Issues, and events from New York 

.      State and United States history 
\ •  understand the Interrelationships between world events 

and developments in New York State and die United 
States (eg., causes for immigration, economic 
opportunities, human rights abuses, and tyranny versus 
freedom). 

Tfotsiserfdent, Arexamp/e, utAenstudents- 
A Investigate how Americans have reconciled the inherent 

tensions and conflicts over minority versus majority rights by 
researching the abolitionist and reform movements of the 
nineteenth century, the civil rights and women's rights 
movements of the twentieth century, or the sodal protest 
movements of the 1980s and 1970s 

• draw upon literary selections, historical documents, and 
accounts to analyze the roles played by different Individuals and 
groups during the major eras in New York State and United 
States history 

• compare and analyze the major arguments for and against 
major political developments In New York State and United 
States history, such as the ratification of the United States 
Constitution, Reconstruction, the New Deal, and the Great 
Society programs of the 1960s 

• research how leaders, such as Frederick Douglass, Harriet 
Tubman. Theodore Parker. Sojourner Truth. David Walker, and 
Sarah and Angelina Crimke. fought for the rights of African 
Americans. 

•   analyze historical narratives about key events In New 
York State and United States history to Identify the facts 
and evaluate the authors* perspectives 

t  •  consider different historians' analyses of the same event 
or development In United States history to understand 
how different viewpoints and/or frames of reference 
influence historical interpretations 

. •  evaluate the validity and credibility of historical Inter- 
pretations of Important events or issues in New York 
State or United States history, revising these Interpreta- 
tions as new Information Is learned and other Interpreta- 
tions are developed. (Adapted from National Standards 
for United States Historfi 

77tfsts evident Arexamp/e, wfon students: 
A analyze important debates in American history (e.g.. ratification 

of the United States Constitution, abolition of slavery, regulation 
of big business, restrictions on immigration, the New Deal 
legislation, women's suffrage. United States Involvement in 
foreign affairs and wars), focusing on the opposing positions and 
the historical evidence used to support these positions 

• prepare extended research papers on an important issue, 
problem or theme from New York State or United States history, 
Including an analysis of the differing or competing interpreta- 
tions of the issue or problem 

A oevelop hypotheses about Important events, eras, or Issues: 
move from chronicling to explaining historical events and Issues; 
use information collected from diverse sources (eg., diaries, 
census reports, dry directories and maps, newspaper and 
Journal accounts, graphs and charts, cartoons, autobiographies, 
government documents, and other primary and secondary 
sources) to produce cogently written reports and document- 
based essays; apply the skills of historiography by comparing, 
contrasting, and evaluating the Interpretations of different 
historians of an event, era. or issue. 

STANDARD 1 
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i Standard 2—World History 

fet-0 

1. The study ofworld history requires an "*   s 2. Establlslilngtlnien^me^, exploring dlflerent 
understanding ofworld cultures and civilizations, Ite'ZJperiodizatJons, owimfaf^g themes across time and 

P 

; 

Including an analysis of important ideas, social and 
cultural values, benefit, and traditions. This study also 
examines the human condition and the connections 
and Interactions of people across time and space, and 
the ways different people view the same event or issue 
from a variety of perspectives. g 

Students: 
0{    •  define culture and civilization, explaining how they 

developed and dunged over time. Investigate the various I 
components of cultures and cfvfllzattons Including social 
customs, norms, values, and traditions; political systems; 
economic systems; religions and spiritual belieCs; and 

, socialization or educational practices I 
O   •   understand the development and connectedness of 

Western civilization and other civilizations and cultures 
In many areas of the world and over time c 

C   •  analyze historic events from around the world by 
examining accounts written from different perspectives 

ot   •   understand the broad patterns, relationships, and < 
interactions of cultures and civilizations during 
particular eras and across eras 

C   •  analyze changing and competing interpretations of issues, 
events, and developments throughout world history. 

TMs&evfaknC Air example, tvAen students: 
A analyze important events and developments in world history 

through the eyes and experiences of those who were there, as 
reported In their literature, diaries, letters, debates, art and music, 
and artifacts (Taken from A&otna/S&maktnxArfffrjtf/&ta& 

A compare two or more historical interpretations of an important 
event in world history, differentiate fact from opinion, and deter- 
mine which facts are most significant in the historian's Judgment 
and why (Taken from Atettana/SemdircbAr HfrA/Mbttrh 

A explain how an important event or development from world history 
canbeWewedfromnmltiplepersDectiv«,iKitinghowdinerent 
values, motives, beliefe, frames of reference, and perspectives 
influence interpretations of the past 

• use dramatizations, timelines, debates, and other research reports to 
explain how different observations of the same event or issue develop 

A analyze Important developments and turning points in world 
history; hypothesize what might have happened if decisions or 
circumstances had been different; investigate such developments 
and turning points as: 
-the development of the early civilizations 
-the development of the Roman Empire 
-the emergence of the world's great religions: Buddhism, 
Christianity. Hinduism. Islam. Judaism, and Taoism 

-the rise of the Mongol Empire in China 
-the Mall Empire in West Africa 
-the age of exploration and the age of enlightenment 
-the rise and fall of European colonialism 
-global interactions and migration 
-the formation and unification of major European nations 
(Germany. Italy, Great Britain, and France) 
-the emergence and global influence of American civilization. 

12 

within cultures, and focusing on important turning 
points in world history help organize the study of 
world cultures and civilizations. 

Students: 
L   •  distinguish between the past, present, and future by 

creating multiple-tier timelines that display important 
events and developments from world history across tune 
and place 

>   •  evaluate the effectiveness of different models lor the 
perlodization of Important historic events. Identifying 
the reasons why a particular sequence for these events 
was chosen 

'   •   analyze evidence critically and demonstrate an 
understanding of how circumstances of time and place 

.       Influence perspective 
1   •  explain the Importance of analyzing narratives drawn 

from different times and places to understand historical 
events 

\   •   investigate key events and developments and major 
turning points In world history to Identify the factors 
that brought about change and the long-term effects of 
these changes. 

TJMr/retrtikne/ltraanpife H^eastudhotx: 
A develop composite timelines for different areas of the world (e.g., 

the Middle East, South and Southeast Asia. Africa south of the 
Sahara, the Americas), showing important events at any given 
time 

A discuss models for perlodizmg events from world history, the 
development of the major civilizations, and the history of other 
cultures throughout the world. Explain the underlying 
principles for these models and make a case for why others 
might want to periodlze these events differently 

A analyze historical narratives, biographies, or stories to 
determine their temporal structure. Select an Important event 
from world history and follow It forward over time to determine 
its consequences and trace it backward to identify its causes 

A construct timelines that display key events and developments in 
world history and which describe the Important facts about the 
event/development and link the event/development to other 
important events which look place somewhere else in the world 

• analyzing historical narratives about the movements of people 
and ideas over time and place, including reports about the 
beginnings of human society in Africa. Mesopotamia. Indus, and 
China. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance Indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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IStudents will use a \ariety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding 
of major ideas, eras, themes, developments, and turning points in world history and 
examine the broad sweep of history from a variety of perspet lives. 

3. Study of the major social, political, cultural, and ,.Wft1*The skffls of Wstorical analysis Include the ability to 
religious developments in world history Involves   c      'investigate differing and competing interpretations of 

thef -      .- -  '       -    -     -*•-—-- 

t 

learning about the important roles and contributions 
of individuals and groups. 

Students: 
.   •   analyze the roles and contributions of individuals and 

groups to social, political, economic, cultural, and 
religious practices and activities t 

k   • explain the dynamics of cultural change and how 
interactions between and among cultures has affected 
various cultural groups throughout the world 

)   *  examine the social/cultural, political, economic, and J 
religious norms and values of western and other world 
cultures. < 

7his is evident Jarexampfe when student* , 
A Investigate how groups of people living in different geographic 

regions throughout the world (e.g., Africa, the Middle East, 
Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. China) interacted 
with and structured their natural environments to accommodate 
their varied lifestyles 

• prepare narratives that describe important historic events and 
developments (e.g.. beginnings of human societies; global 
exploration and expansion: scientific, technological, and 
intellectual achievements; social and political reform: revolution; 
case studies of genocide and human rights violations) from the 
perspectives of the individuals and groups who witnessed them 

• investigate the lives of important political and social reformers 
by describing the conditions they were attempting to improve 
and evaluating the success of their efforts 

A report on the spread of Christianity and Islam throughout world 
history, identify regions where these religions spread, and 
describe the effects on the lives of the people who lived in these 
regions 

• trace the experiences of different emigrant groups throughout 
world history. Identify the factors that caused these groups to 
leave their homelands, and describe the social and economic 
effects on their new homelands. 

STANDARD 2 

9 

the theories of history, hypothesize about why 
interpretations change over time, explain the 
Importance of historical evidence, and understand the 
concepts of change and continuity over tune. 

Students: 
l   •  identify historical problems, pose analytical questions or 

hypotheses, research analytical questions or test 
hypotheses, formulate conclusions or generalizations, 
raise new questions or issues for further Investigation 

\  •   interpret and analyze documents and artifacts related to 
significant developments and events in world history 

,   •  plan and organize historical research projects related to 
.      regional or global Interdependence 

A •  analyze different interpretations of important events. 
Issues, or developments In world history by studying the 
social, political, and economic context In which they 
were developed; by testing the data source for reliability 
and validity, credibility, authority, authenticity, and 
completeness; and by detecting bias, distortion of the 
facts, and propaganda by omission, suppression, or 
invention of facts. (Taken from National Standards for 
WorldHlstotj) 

This & evident, ibrexanyife, when students: 
A complete historical/social science research projects focusing on 

topics and issues drawn from world history, organize data    - 
according to the following activities: social, political economic, 
cultural, and religious: consider multiple perspectives in 
interpreting the past and explain how different motives, beliefs, 
interests, and perspectives influence Interpretations of the past 
(Adapted from AfetianaiStandard* ibr Hbr/d/fistoifi 

A apply the skills of historiography by analyzing different 
interpretations of key events and developments in world history 
(eg., the development of the world's great empires; the 
emergence of feudalism; encounters between Europeans and the 
peoples of sub-Saharan Africa, Asia, and the Americas: 
nationalism and its global effects). Analyze competing narratives 
by comparing and contrasting historians' selection of analytical 
questions, frames of reference, and values/beliefs to show how 
different interpretations develop 

• evaluate die validity and credibility Of historical interpretations, 
including new or changing interpretations that have developed 
as new information about events or developments In world 
history Is learned, and new interpretations and methodologies 
are developed (Taken from JVatianaiStandards/br Hbsid 
/tistoijl 

A complete social science research projects focusing on topics and 
issues drawn from world history (e.g., causes of major 
revolutions, effects of imperialism, causes and consequences of 
the Industrial Revolution, social reform movements, and global 
consequences of World Wars I and II). Consider multiple 
perspectives in interpreting past events and describe how 
different values, frames of reference, beliefs, and motives 
influence interpretations of topics and issues. 

13 
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Standard 3—Geography 

9% 
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1. Geography can be divided into six essential 
elements which can be used to analyze important 
historic, geographic, economic, and environmental 
questions and Issues. These six elements Include: the 
world In spatial terms, places and regions, physical 
settings (Including natural resources), human systems, 
environment and society, and the use of geography. 
(Adapted from The National Geography Standards, 
1994: Geography for Lite) 

Students: 
• understand how to develop and use maps and other 

graphic representations to display geographic Issues, 
problems, and questions 

•   •   describe the physical characteristics of the Earth's 
surface and investigate the continual reshaping of the 
surface by physical processes and human activities 

.   •   investigate the characteristics, distribution, and 
migration of human populations on the Earth's surface 

.        (Taken from National Geography Standards, 1994) 
I   • understand the development and interactions of 

social/cultural, political, economic and religious systems 
in different regions of the world 

• analyze how the forces of cooperation and conflict 
among people Influence the division and control of the 
EarthS surface (Taken Cram National Geography 
Standard* 1994) 
explain how technological change affects people, places, 
and regions. 

Tli/s&eHklbntJ&raaayzfe, »A»students- 
A evaluate the applications of geographic tools and supporting 

technologies to serve particular purposes by collecting, 
comparing, and explaining the significance of maps from 
different sources and different points of view to illustrate the 
same phenomena. (Taken from Abtfaaa/'GeqgrzyiAy Sterx&rtk 

A choose and give reasons for using different technologies to 
analyze selected geographic problems. Use aerial photographs, 
satellite-produced imagery, and geographic information systems 
(CIS) to define, analyze, and propose solutions to global 
environmental problems (e.g., deforestation, overpopulation, 
water pollution, resource depletion) 

A complete an in-depth geographic study of a world region by 
analyzing demographic data (eg., birth rate, literacy rates for 
females, infant mortality) and draw conclusions about the 
influence of these factors on die characteristics of that region; 
far example, study migration patterns and culture change In 
and around large tides in Europe, Africa. Latin America, and 
Asia, with a focus on cities near international borders and in 
major manufacturing centers; explain how different cultural 
groups shape the character of these cities and how culture 
influences conflict, cooperation, and group Identity. (Based on 
AfoetonrfCet#n&/iySlafic6irz6. /S&% 

A draw from memory a map of the world; outline the relative 
location of continents, oceans, major river systems, nations in 
the news, and important cities 

A demonstrate the ability to Interpret sophisticated information 
about people, places, and regions; use a topographical map to 
lay out a five-mile hike through the countryside or local 
community; note such items as elevation, slope, distance, 
direction, and geographic features along the route. (Taken from 
MsOaaa/Gst^p/iyStandanA J&4> 

A explain the relationship between the geographic setting 
(ecosystems, spatial distribution of resources, ease of 
transportation and communication) and the spatial development 
of societies (e.g.. how Africa's physical geography, vegetation, 
and technology affect cross-cultural contacts and economic 
development: the relationship between topography and drainage 
systems in China and the development of civilization there: the 
impact of Japan's insular geography upon its history, cultural 
Identity, and patterns of selective borrowing from other cultures; 
the Impact of the diversity of the physical environment, 
including the range of climates, in Latin America; the effects of 
the lack of water on the historic and economic development of 
the Middle East; the relationship between the physical 
geography and the historic and economic development of 
Eastern Europe and Russia: and the influence of the frontier in 
United States history). 

» 

Key Ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding 
of the j>(M>»rii|)hy o( (he intei dependent world in which we li\e -local, national, and 
;»lobal--inc hiding the distribution of people, places, and em ii onments o\er the 
Earth's surface. ,'. 

9 

2. Geography requires the development and 
application of the skills of asking and answering 
geographic questions; analyzing theories of geography; 
and acquiring, organizing, and analyzing geographic 
information. (Adapted from The National Geography 
Standards, 1994 Geography for Life) 

Students: 
0\   •  plan, organize, and present geographic research projects 
k * locate and gather geographic Information from a variety 

of primary and secondary sources (Taken from National 
Geography Standard* 199$ 

C   *  select and design maps, graphs, tables, charts, diagrams, 
and other graphic representations to present geographic 

•      Information 
e\   •   analyze geographic Information by developing and test- 

ing Inferences and hypotheses, and formulating conclu- 
sions from maps, photographs, computer models, and 
other geographic representations (Adapted from 
National Geography Standards, 199$ 

£ • develop and test generalizations and conclusions and 
pose analytical questions based on the results of geo- 
graphic inquiry. 

7]te&evft/er>f,/t>rexamp!fe, iifiea students: 
A examine a collection of maps, photographs, satellite-produced 

images, databases, graphs, firsthand accounts, and other 
sources to generate questions and pose problems for 
Investigation 

A organize primary and secondary geographic sources to 
investigate local, national, and international environmental 
problems and issues: determine the many perspectives that 
individuals and groups advocate as they seek to resolve these 
problems or issues; apply a geographic perspective along with 
others in reaching conclusions on the issues. (Based on Not/ana/ 
Geograp/iySiSncii/zb, SO&I 

A analyze geographic information contained In a spatial database 
or geographic information system (CIS) to answer questions 
concerning land use, economic development, population shifts, 
and transportation networks 

A use maps showing family income, transportation systems, 
natural resources, recreation areas, educational and health 
facilities and other data to develop hypotheses about why some 
regions prosper and others do not (Adapted from Nationa/ 

A use a variety of research skills to locate and collect descriptive 
and statistical data and to use the data and maps to collect and 
compile information (e.g., the use of specific purpose maps to 
show various geographic aspects of the Earth's surface and 
explain the geographic variables that serve as criteria for 
grouping countries into regions; the use of technology to 
moderate geographic condition) 

A complete a geographic study of a world regkm, analyzing 
demographic data (e^ birth rate, literacy rates for females, 
Infant mortality) to determine how groups and cultures 
influence the characteristics of that region. For example, study 
migration patterns and cultural change In and around large 
dries In Europe, Africa, Latin America, and Asia, focusing on 
cities near international borders and in major rnanufacturing 
centers. Explain how different cultural groups shape the 
character of these cities and how culture influences conflict, 
cooperation, and group identity. (Adapted from Abtima/ 
C^cgrap/jy Standards J990 

A identify the characteristics and distribution of ecosystems, and 
the changes in meaning, distribution, and importance of 
resources (e.g., how Africa's physical geography, vegetation, and 
technology affect cross-cultural contacts and economic 
development the relationship between topography and drainage 
systems in China and the development of civilization there; the 
impact of Japan's insular geography upon its history, cultural 
identity, and patterns of selective borrowing from other cultures; 
the diversity of the physical environment, including the 
tremendous range of climates. In areas referred to as Latin 
America: the effects physical geography—especially the lack of 
water—have upon the historic and economic development of the 
Middle East; the relationship between the physical geography 
and the historic and economic development of Eastern Europe 
and Russia: and the influence of the frontier In United States 
history). 
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Standard 4—Economics 

5SH 1. The study of economics requires an understanding 
of major economic concepts and systems, the 

0 principles of economic decision making, and the 
interdependence of economies and economic systems 
throughout the world. 

C 

A 

e 

i 

Students: 
• analyze the effectiveness of varying ways societies, 

nations, and regions of the world attempt to satisfy their 
basic needs and wants by utilizing scarce resources 

• define and apply basic economic concepts such as 
scarcity, supply/demand, opportunity costs, production, 
resources, money and banking, economic growth, 
markets, costs, competition, and world economic systems 

• understand the nature of scarcity and how nations of the 
world make choices which involve economic and social 
costs and benefits 

• describe the Ideals, principles, structure, practices, 
accomplishments, and problems related to the United 
States economic system 

• compare and contrast the United States economic system 
with other national economic systems, focusing on the 
three fundamental economic questions 

• explain how economic decision making has become 
global as a result of an interdependent world economy 
understand the roles in the economic system of 
consumers, producers, workers, investors, and voters. 

TA/s & evfc&n/. Arexanyjfe. irfieastuakals: 
A through the use of market case studies of the U.S. economy and 

the economies of other countries, investigate how values and 
Incentives influence people's choices, how the economic system 
affects people's incentives, how people gain from voluntary 
trade, and how people's choices influence the value of a good or 
service 

A examine current and historical economic data (e.g., workforce 
composition and participation, natural resource deposits, 
industrial base, financial institutions, state's gross domestic 
product) to create an economic profile of the New York State and 
United States economies: investigate the role of government 
(state and national) with particular attention to services 
provided that foster economic activity and regulations designed 
to protect the environment 

A complete a case study of a nation or society, focusing on the 
fundamental economic questions: What goods and services are 
produced and in what quantities? How are these goods and 
services produced? For whom are these goods and services 
produced? 

A investigate one or more current economic issues in the United 
States, including their historical antecedents,' issues may 
include, but are not limited to: Impact of fiscal policy, the rate of 
Federal Reserve and monetary policy, cwpuiate downsizing and 
unemployment, economic growth and the information age, 
welfare policy, health care policy, the national debt, defense 
spending, foreign aid, affirmative action: consider policy 
positions, and the possible conflicting goals of government, such 
as full employment, price stability, economic justice, economic 
freedom, and economic security 

A recognize why international trade takes place (because of 
comparative advantage) and the role of exchange rates In 
fostering or Inhibiting trade: become familiar with die basics of 
the balance of payments and international capital flows: 
investigate the importance of New York City as a primary world 
financial center and how the City's financial role Is enhanced by 
technology 

A graph textbook or teacher-developed data to display 
supply/demand schedules. Interpret graphs identifying prices 
and situations that would cause the demand and supply 
schedules to change 

A describe a list of economic decisions students will make during 
the coming year, explaining how the concept of scarcity is 
involved In each decision. For each decision, discuss a possible 
opportunity cost involved. Research newspapers, periodicals, 
and computer databases to compile a list of local, State, or 
federal government economic decisions explaining how the 
concept of scarcity affected each decision 

• interpret and analyze the graphic information included In the 
annual Jkttxttnfc/fyparraftAe/VBS&fcnt describing federal and 
state expenditures 

A analyze how traditional, command, market, and mixed 
economies would address the following issues: health care for 
individuals with special needs (i.e.. elderly, people with 
disabilities), price supports for farmers, aid to education, and 
environmental controls of industries 

A examine the nature and functions of money man economy; 
understand the basics of banking, including the role of the 
Federal Reserve Bank system; investigate how forms of money 
and the nature of credit have changed over time: recognize how 
technology increases the flow of financial information and 
increases the speed of financial transactions 

A conduct an in-depth investigation and analysis of the economic 
and historical impact of one of the following: the era of Adam 
Smith and the emergence of capitalism, the Industrial 
Revolution, Karl Marx and the emergence of communism, the 
fall of the Berlin Wall, the "opening up" of fanner communist 
countries to capitalism, and how economic change has affected 
families throughout history. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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sw 2. Economics requires the development and 
application of the aMlis needed to make informed and 

,,f *«>   well-reasoned econoi-jc decisions In dally and 
CM*'/   national life. 

Students: 
• Identify locate, and evaluate economic Information from 

standard reference vorks, newspapers, periodicals, 
computer database  monographs, textbooks, government 
publications, and other primary and secondary sources 

• use economic Information by identifying similarities and 
differences In trends; Inferring relationships between 
various elements of an economy: organizing and 
arranging Information In charts, tables, and graphs: 
extrapolating and making conclusions about economic 
questions. Issues, and problems 

• apply a problem-solving model to Identify economic 
problems or Issues, generate hypotheses, test hypotheses, 
Investigate and analyze selected data, consider 
alternative solutions or positions, and make decisions 

.       about the best solution or position 
\  •   present economic information and conclusions In 

different formats. Including graphic representations, 
computer models, research reports, and oral 
presentations. 

# 
This is evident /urexamp/e, when students: 

A analyze graphs and charts describing federal, state, and local 
government expenditures in different categories (e.g.. education, 
police and fire, health care, welfare, transportation) and design 
a graphic representation or computer model that compares/ 
contrasts these expenditures 

A construct a personal budget showing how they would spend a 
particular income for a period of months. Classify the 
expenditures and present this information in graphic form 

A research the early struggles of organized labor, including topics 
such as labor conditions in specific industries in the nineteenth 
century, important pieces of labor legislation, and major labor 
conflicts. Prepare an oral or research report that summarizes 
the findings and evaluates the effectiveness of the solutions to 
these problems, conflicts, or conditions 

A list problems which affect the environment and the. quality of 
life in the United States. Research federal, state, and local 
government programs developed to resolve these problems. 
Evaluate the costs and benefits of each governmental action and 
propose additional actions 

A prepare a series of questions for an Interview with a commercial 
banker focusing on the relationship of that bank with the 
Federal Reserve System and how and why interest rates change. 
Graph interest rates for a two-year period and explain how and 
why they might have changed 

A research periodicals, computer databases, and government 
publications to Investigate different views on the role of the 
government In the economy. Take and defend a position on what 
role government should play in managing the economy. STANDARD 4 
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Standard 5—Civics, Citizenship, and 
Government 

rtX-0 

s*> 
1. The study of civics, citizenship, and government c*l-Z)& The state and federal governments established by 

i 

p 

involves learning about political systems; the purposes 
of government and dvic life; and the differing 
assumptions held by people across time and place 
regarding power, authority, governance, and law. 
(Adapted from The National Standards for Civics and 
Government 1994) 

Students: 
• analyze bow the values of a nation and international 

organizations affect the guarantee of human rights and 
make provisions for human needs 

• consider the nature and evolution of constitutional 
democracies throughout the world 

• compare various political systems with that of the United 
States in terms of ideology, structure, function, 
Institutions, decision-making processes, citizenship roles, 

.       and political culture 
\  •   identify and analyze advantages and disadvantages of 

various governmental systems. 

TAfc/fev/dhnt, /OroaByife, wAens/uoknis.- 
• analyze excerpts from the writings of Hoboes. Locke. Rousseau, 

and others of the Enlightenment Period 
A explain what the term 'social contract* means and how it was 

. applied to the establishment of civil society and legitimate 
government in many areas of the world 

• compare various political systems throughout the world with 
that of the United States in terms of their ideologies, structures, 
functions, institutions, decision-making processes, citizenship 
roles, and political cultures. (Adapted from G/rricuAim 
StanotsnA/hrefeSocte/Stories NCSS) 

• compare and contrast the American federal system with that of 
other democratic nations. 

Key ideas are Identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). . 

28 

the Constitutions of the United States and the State of 
New York embody bask civic values (such as justice, 
honesty, self-discipline, due process, equality, majority 
rule with respect for minority rights, and respect for 
self, others, and property), principles, and practices 
and establish a system of shared and limited 
government. (Adapted from The National Standards 
for Civics and Government, 1994) 

Students: 
• trace the evolution of American values, beliefs, and 

institutions 
• analyze the disparities between civic values expressed In 

the United States Constitution and the United Nation 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the realities 
as evidenced in the political, social, and economic life In 
the United States ami throughout tlte world 

• Identify, respect, and model those core civic values 
inherent In our founding documents that have been 
forces for unity in American society 

• compare and contrast the Constitutions of the United 
States and New York State 

• understand the dynamic relationship between federalism 
and state's rights. 

7ftts & ex/dent Arezaopte ufien stvt&nis: 
• analyze how core American civic values are expressed in those 

documents that provide the basis for our democratic form of 
government. Including the Magna Carta, the Mayflower 
Compact, the Declaration of Independence, the Articles of 
Confederation, the Albany Plan of Union, the Federalist papers, 
the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and other amendments 

A using the Declaration of Independence, find evidence ofthe 
influence of Locke and other Enlightenment philosophers on a 
political leader like Thomas Jefferson 

• analyze key Supreme Court decisions (e.g.. A/ar6ury K A6xOsari 
AfcCtt/tacn K A&ry/anct/XreefSeottK Sanfcnt/VessyK 
Ferguson Brown K Bsartfo/'Sdijca/Aina/'Tcpe^a. Mfaiadb K 
Artoana. and Hbe K HttoQ In terms of the ongoing struggle to 
realize democratic ideals: explore how these decisions embody 
constitutional civic values and the evolution and application of 
constitutional values within American political, economic and 
social life 

• present dramatic readings of key excerpts from speeches and 
writings of Daniel Webster, John C. Calhoun, Henry David 
Thoreau. Frederick Douglass, and Abraham Lincoln 

A analyze the United States Constitution, the United Nations 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, United Nations 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, the Charter of Amnesty 
International, and other civil/human rights documents to 
identify and explain the significance of the fundamental values 
and principles which they espouse. 
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Students will use a variety o( intellectual skills to demonstrate their undci-standing ol the 
necessity lor establishing governments: the governmental system ol the U.S. and other 
nations: the U.S. Constitution: the basic civic values o( American constitutional democracy, 
and the roles, rights, and responsibilities o( citizenship, including a\enues ol partIcipalion 

OX'S) 

3. Central to civics and citizenship Is an /    ^*4. The study of civics and citizenship requires the 
understanding of the roles of the citizen within  (•PI**)) aBiUty to probe ideas and assumptions, ask and 

C 

American constitutional democracy and the scope of a 
citizen's rights and responsibilities. 

Students: 
• understand how citizenship includes the exercise of 

certain personal responsibilities, including voting, 
considering the rights and interests of others, behaving 
in a crvU manner, and accepting responsibility for the 
consequences of one's actions (Adapted from The 
National Standards ear Civics and Government, 1994) 

• analyze issues at the local, state, and national levels and 
prescribe responses that promote the public interest or 
general welfare, such as planning and carrying out a 
voter registration campaign 
describe how citizenship Is defined by the Constitution 
and important laws 
explore how citizens Influence public policy in a 
representative democracy. 4 

$ 

• 

fliis Is evident, /br example, wfien students: 
A compare basic British political documents with the United €     ' 

States Constitution, identifying how each system defines . 
leadership, a citizen's rights and responsibilities, and powers of +-"   * 
the government 

A outline how one can become a citizen and analyze the rights and 
responsibilities of citizenship 

• plan and implement a voter registration campaign or other 
voluntary activity in the community 
implement a student court to adjudicate ln-school offenses *\ * 
volunteer and support conflict mediation programs within the      d 
school 
investigate local environmental issues and propose solutions 
based on state and federal environmental laws. 

• 
A 

answer analytical questions, take a skeptical attitude 
toward questionable arguments, evaluate evidence, 
formulate rational conclusions, and develop and refine 
participatory skills. 

Students: 
• participate as informed citizens In the political Justice 

system and processes of the United States, Including 
voting 

• evaluate, take, and defend positions on what the 
fundamental values and principles of American political 
life are and their Importance to the maintenance of 
constitutional democracy (Adapted from The National 
Standards Sw CMcs and Government, 1994) 

• take, defend, and evaluate positions about attitudes that 
facilitate thoughtful and effective participation In public 
affairs 

• consider the need to respect the rights of others, to 
respect others' points of view (Adapted from The 
National Standards tor Civics and Government, 1996) 

• participate In school/classroom/communlry activities that 
focus on an issue or problem 
prepare a plan of action that defines an issue or problem, 
suggests alternative solutions or courses of action, 
evaluates the consequences for each alternative solution 
or course of action, prioritizes the solutions based on 
established criteria, and proposes an action plan to 
address the issue or to resolve the problem 
explain how democratic principles have been used in 
resolving an Issue or problem. 

This is evident /or example, wiien students: 
A use trade books to sharpen critical thinking skills to analyze 

issues of citizenship when defending a stance on controversial 
Issues 

A analyze issues at the local, state, national, and international 
levels and prescribe responses that promote the public interest 
of general welfare, such as planning and carrying out a voter 
registration campaign 

• select a state, regional, national, or International environmental 
problem or issue. Propose several alternative solutions to the 
problem. Assess the ethical implications as well as the 
comparative costs and benefits for each alternative approach to 
resolving the issue or problem. Defend a solution 

A participate in a voter registration campaign 
A study current international disputes and apply principles of 

international law in formulating a proposed course of action 
A critically analyze historic Supreme Court cases to determine 

how well they reflect the intent and spirit of the Constitution 
.   then and now. 

STANDARD 5 
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Learning Standards for 
Career Development and 

Occupational Studies at Three Levels 

Standard 1:       Career Development 
Students will be knowledgeable about the world of work, explore career options, and relate 
personal skills, aptitudes, and abilities to future career decisions. 

Standard 2:       Integrated Learning 
Students win demonstrate how academic knowledge and skills are applied in the workplace and 
other settings. 

Standard 3a:     Universal Foundation Skills 
Students will demonstrate mastery of the foundation skills and competencies essential for suc- 
cess in the workplace. 

and 

Standard 3k     Career Majors 
Students who choose a career major will acquire the career-specific technical knowledge/skills 
necessary to progress toward gainful employment, career advancement, and success in postsec- 
ondary programs. 

9 
CAREER PLAN as prescribed in these learning standards is intended to promote exploration and 
research into broad career areas of interest to individual students. Basic principles of career plan- 
ning such as decision-making, self-evaluation, and goal setting have been integrated within the 
sample tasks. It is not the intent of these learning standards to limit options or narrowly define the 
educational preparation of students. 

» 
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1. Students will learn about the changing nature of the 
workplace, the value of work to society, and the 
connection of work to the achievement of personal 
goals. £&/OS I 

3 

t 

Students: 
• begin a career plan that would assist In the transition       c^ 

from school to eventual entry Into a career option 
• demonstrate an awareness of their Interests, aptitudes,    , 

and abilities B 
• know the value of work to the Individual and society in 

general 
• describe the changing nature of the workplace brought     £ 

about by global competition and technology 
• explore their preferences for working with people, «( 

information, and/or things 
• demonstrate understanding of the relationship of 

decision making to the attainment of future goals 6 
• describe the changing roles of men and women at home 

and in (he workplace. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A classify hobbies, favorite school subjects, interests, and special 

talents with their relationship to working with people. 
Information, or things* 

• identify favorite school subjects and special talents and relate 
them to specific occupations* 

• explain reasons why people work, describe different occupations 
in their community, including those in public service, and how 
these occupations benefit others (e.g., firefighter, police officer, 
pharmacist, attorney, teacher) 

• identify long-range personal goals and relate their attainment to 
successful employment* 

• identify common skills that would be important for success in 
the workplace and relate them to personal strengths and areas 
in need of improvement* 

A describe nontraditional career options and provide examples of 
how the roles of men and women are changing in the home, 
workplace, and community (e.g., women in law enforcement and 
men in nursing) 

A explain how global competition and technology have changed 
three specific occupations 

A relate the negative impact of unemployment to the health of the 
individual and the economy in general. 

1. Students will learn about the changing nature of the 
workplace, the value of work to society, and the 
connection of work to the achievement of personal 
goals. 

Students: 
• continue development of a career plan that would assist In 

the transition from school to eventual entry into a career 
option of their choosing 

1   •  demonstrate an understanding of the relationship among 
personal Interests, skills and abilities, and career 
research 

• understand the relationship of personal Interests, skills, 
and abilities to successful employment 

• demonstrate an understanding of the relationship 
between the changing nature of work and educational 
requirements 

• understand the relationship of personal choices to future 
career decisions. 

This is evident., for example, when students: 
A Identify characteristics and educational requirements of three 

career options, including those considered nontraditional* 
A reassess personal interests and abilities and match them to career 

options* 
A contrast the advantages and disadvantages of working for 

someone else with owning a business 
A reevaluate long-range personal goals, including employment 

priorities such as salary, working conditions, and status* 
A explain the importance of punctuality, dependability, integrity, 

and getting along with others for success in a work environment 
A work cooperatively in group situations and analyze the 

importance of using collective abilities in achieving group goals 
and objectives* 

A explain through example how work can influence an individual's 
life style. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
Sample tasks appropriate for inclusion in a student's career plan are 

followed by (*). 

STANDARD 1 
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1. Integrated learning encourages students to use /%%.;) 1. Integrated learning encourages students to use 

4 
b 

# 

essential academic concepts, facts, and procedures in 
applications related to life skills and the world of 
work. This approach allows students to see the 
usefulness of the concepts that they are being asked to 
learn and to understand their potential application in 
the world of work. 

Students: 
• identify academic knowledge and skins that are required & 

in specific occupations 
• demonstrate the difference between the knowledge of a 

skill and the ability to use the skill 
• solve problems that call for applying academic O 

knowledge and skills. 
c 

This is evident, for example, when students: 

A describe Jobs in the local community; list academic knowledge 
and technical skills needed to perform a specific job. and make a 
diorama showing a person engaged in work* 

A retell a story about how a school cafeteria employee uses 
mathematical and English language arts skills on the job 

•  interview a person from the community in an occupation of 
interest and describe for the class how the competencies they 
arc learning in school (mathematics, science, health, English 
language arts) are used in the selected occupation 

A integrate mathematical/science concepts to plan and design a 
garden, basketball court, or fish pond 

A describe Jobs in the local community, list, academic knowledge 
and technical skills needed to perform a specific job, and make a 
diorama showing a person engaged in work 

A apply mathematical skills to purchase items from a grocery 
store, compare prices, total their purchases, and count change 

A explain why being able to tell time Is important to an airline 
pilot, a football referee, or a teacher 

A participate in a show-and-tell exercise to Inform their 
classmates how reading, writing, speaking, and mathematics 
are used by a poet, musician, nurse, clown, or police officer 

A select four samples of their work (completed hands-on projects 
depleting various occupations) and describe the academic 
knowledge and technical skills needed for those particular jobs.* 

essential academic concepts, facts, and procedures in 
applications related to life skills and the world of 
work. This approach allows students to see the 
usefulness of the concepts that they are being asked to 
learn and to understand, their potential application in 
the world of work. 

Students: 
• apply academic knowledge and skills using an Interdisci- 

plinary approach to demonstrate the relevance of how 
these skills are applied In work-related situations in 
local, state, national, and international communities 

• solve problems that call for applying academic 
knowledge and skills 

• use academic knowledge and skills In an occupational 
context, and demonstrate the application of these skills 
by using a variety of communication techniques (eg., 
sign language, pictures, videos, reports, and technology). 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A  match an inventory of academic knowledge and technical skills 

to specific careers in which they would be useful 
A prepare job descriptions with emphasis on language arts and 

mathemafic requirements 
A work In teams to complete a promotional campaign, applying 

the principles of various disciplines (e.g.. art. music, language 
arts and languages other than English) to sell products on a 
national level* 

A attend a school or community theater production and then 
interview the director, cast, and stage crew, and prepare a 
presentation illustrating academic knowledge and technical 
skills applied in various theater careers* 

A complete a project that demonstrates how two or more academic 
disciplines are applied to implement news media presentations 

A prepare a report based on a shadowing experience, describing 
the various jobs observed and the academic knowledge and 
technical skills needed for these jobs 

A use mathematical skills to compute performance statistics for a 
school athletic team 

A edit the work of other students for a school newsletter 
A use language arts skills to evaluate a student debate 
A select six samples of their work (completed hands-on projects 

depicting various occupations) and describe the academic 
knowledge and technical skills that are applied for occupations.* 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1), 
Performance Indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
Sample tasks appropriate for inclusion in a student's career plan are 

followed by (•). 
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Standard 3a—Universal Foundation Skills 

Basic Skills Thinking-Skills 

1. Basic skills include the ability to read, write, listen. 
i/0 >V> and speak as well as perform arithmetical and 

mathematical functions. CD/*S 3* 

Students fKl-f) 
. 0%. »   listen to and read the Ideas of others and express 

themselves both orally and In writing: they use baste 
mathematical concepts and computations to solve 
problems. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A listen to and repeat simple directions 
A read a variety of materials and prepare a report 
• follow directions to power up a computer 
A compile an inventory of office equipment 
A use probability to solve a problem or use a single statistic to 

make a prediction 
A measure an area far a swimming pool. ha«*»«ha)l court, or 

employee work station. 

2. Thinking skills lead to problem solving, 
experimenting, and focused observation and allow the 
application of knowledge to new and unfamiliar 
situations. 

Students: 
.   •  use Ideas and Information to make decisions and solve 

problems related to accomplishing a task. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A provide examples of ways to raise money for a school field trip 
A solve a riddle, puzzle, or problem, using written or oral 

instructions 
A set up a computer, a monitor, and a keyboard according to 

written or oral Instructions. 

I 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
STANDARD 3a 
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Students will demonstrate mastery oldie foundation skills and competencies 
essential for success in the. workplace. 

Personal Qualities Interpersonal Skills 

3. Personal qualities generally Include competence in 4. Positive interpersonal qualities lead to teamwork 
0/P V »*> self management and the ability to plan, organize, and and cooperation in large and small groups in family, 
- . - _^      take independent action. S A/ft IT*   social, and work situations. 

Students: CtPt'H") Students: 
g^   •   demonstrate the personal qualities that lead to ^V  *   relate to people of different ages and from diverse 

responsible behavior. backgrounds. 

This is evident, Ar example, when students: 
A arrive at school and complete assignments on time: explain why 

these behaviors would be important to an employer 
• provide examples of people acting responsibly/irresponsibly in 

the community 
• complete an inventory of personal strengths and select areas in 

which they would like to improve 
A demonstrate positive behavkxs through interactions in the 

classroom (e.g.. sharing resources, helping classmates). 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A work cooperatively with peers to accomplish a task 
A describe, as models, successful people of varied backgrounds 
• display skills needed to resolve conflicts with other people 
A explain the importance of getting along with people In a work 

environment who are different from oneself. 

§ 

STANDARD 3a 
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I Standard 3a—Universal Foundation Skills 

Technology Managing Inibnnation 

(**>1*.  5. Technology Is the process and product of human & Information management focuses on the ability to 
skill and Ingenuity In designing and creating things access and use Information obtained from other 

3rs>    from available resources to satisfy personal and people, community resources, and computer networks, 
societal needs and wants. eO/O^V* 

tKl-Vy Students; 
Students: ^ 

0s.    *  demonstrate an awareness of the different types of 
describe the need for data and obtain data to make 
decisions. 

technology available to them and of how technology 
affects society. 

This is evident, far example, when students: 
• select the appropriate technology for designing and creating a 

flyer for a school-sponsored event 
• identify examples of technology found at home, at school, and In 

a business environment 
A choose a career area and research how technology has changed 

that cluster of occupations. 

This is evident, far example, when students: 
A explain the practical uses of weather forecasting data as it 

relates to the farm Industry 
• plan a school store and determine what items might sell best 
A listen to a presentation about a career area and write a report 

summarizing the information. 

> 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
STANDARD 3a 
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Students will demonstrate mastery of the foundation skills and eompt 
essential for success in the workplace. 

Resources 

'. 6/0 V S*   7. Using resources Includes the application of financial    & Systems skills Include the understanding of and abil- 
.     and human factors, and the elements of time and ity to work within natural and constructed systems. 

C1£1~*i   materials to successfully carry out a planned activity. 
< ty§ VS« Students: 

f ttfevf.'S *   dcmonstratc understanding of how a system operates 
CVSrQJj^ and Identify where to obtain Information and resources 

within the system. 

Students: 
•   demonstrate an awareness of the knowledge, skills,' 

abilities, and resources needed to complete a task. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A describe the resources needed to Inventory the art supply 

cabinet In the classroom 
• explain the resources needed to build a simple item (e-g.. 

footstool, sandbox). 

This is evident, far example, when students: 
A understand the process used to order supplies for a school store 

or local business 
• explain the various components of the school system. 

f 
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I Standard 3a—Universal Foundation Skills 

Basic Skills Thinking Skills 

rAv V 1 Basic skills Include the ability to read, write, listen,      2. Thinking skills lead to problem solving, 
^ and speak as well as perform arithmetical and experimenting, and focused observation and allow the 

-1}        mathematical functions. cO/*b*»\   application of knowledge to new and unfanriHar 

Students: 
•  listen to and read the Ideas of others and analyze what 

they hear and read: acquire and use Information from a 
variety of sources; and apply a combination of 
mathematical operations to solve problems m oral or 
written form. 

This is evident, tar example, when students: 
A follow directions that involve a series of actions 
• locate and use information on a wide range of topics from many 

different sources 
• present an oral report to the class after investigating several 

career clusters 
A record data and prepare a graph on the movement of the stock 

market or a particular stock 
• explore ways in which geometry is used in everyday life 
A solve basic problems Involving integers, fractions, and decimals. 

situations. 

Students: 
#v.  •  evaluate facts, solve advanced problems, and make 

decisions by applying logic and reasoning sklUs. 

This is evident for example, when students 
A describe the best method to evaluate customer interest in the 

establishment of a new product line for a business 
A describe the best method to evaluate student interest in the 

establishment of a new school sport or club 
create a work schedule to ensure equity in employee hours and 
days worked 
sequence facts in a logical order to solve a problem. 

t 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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l nenionstmio iiiasicrv ol 
success in lhe uoikpku.c 

fuunrkn ion skills i 

PeisonriLQualitH Interpersonal Skills 

0/*S3*x     a Personal qualities generally include competence to 4. Positive interpersonal qualities lead to teamwork 
_y     self-management and the ability to plan, organize, and and cooperation in large and small groups in family, 

Mrt"'^      take independent action.                               f d/@t %*» social, and work situations. 

Students:                                                                 Cfflfn? students: 
ON.     •   dprnamiwit an mirt>i^an^<pg 4fthf frf^HnMfhip           a\    •  demonstrate the ability to work with others, present laets 

between individuals and society and interact with others tint support arguments, listen to dissenting points of 
In a positive manner. view, and reach a shared decision. 

This Is evident, far example, when students: This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A participate in a fund-raising activity in crout of school such as A react positively to constructive criticism 

carwash, flower sale. etc. (refer to Regents Rule 19.6 governing A work as a member of a team toward a common goal 
student fund-raising 

A volunteer to participate In a local charitable organization's 
activities 

A work with other students on a group project to improve one 
aspect of the school's operation. 

f 
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Standard 3a—Universal Foundation Skills 

/OSS* 5- Technology Is the process and product of human 6. Information management focuses on the ability to 
' skin and ingenuity In designing and creating things access and use information obtained from other 
£'5/   from available resources to satisfy personal and people, community resources, and computer networks, 

societal needs and wants.                                   C 6/@?**\ 
(J&3rV) Students: 

Students:                                                                w** » .  select and communicate Information in an appropriate 
0*.   •  select and use appropriate technology to complete a task. format (e.&, oral, written, graphic pictorial, multimedia). 

This is evident, for example, when students 
A use a telecommunications service to check current airline 

schedules and price information for a trip to another state or 
country 

• use appropriate technology to present information in table/chart 
form 

A use word processing software to make an inquiry to a business 
A mate a presentation explaining how technology has changed the 

worksite. 

This is evident, for example, when students 
A prepare a financial report showing the annual revenue and 

expenses of a business or dub for three years and presenting 
that information to a group 

• design a chart or graph to evaluate personal progress toward a 
goal or objective 

A collect the necessary data from local employers to develop a 
speakers'bureau for their school 

• given directions, correctly complete a job application. 

» 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (•). 
STANDARD 3a 
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St u don is will demonstrate m;ister\ of the founfhuion skills and ( oin 
essential for success in the wo: kpj;ne. 

& Systems skills include the understanding of and abil- 
ity to work within natural and constructed systems. 

(v«C7^   7. Using resources includes the application of financial 
ur       7       and human factors, and the elements of tune and 
fplr "? >      materials to successfully carry out a planned activity. 

60/*&%* Students: 
Students: C^-t-'^i') °* •  tinderatand the proceas of evaluating and modifying 

•  understand the material, human, and financial resources 
needed to accotnpUsb tasks and activities. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A develop a plan for a work experience (e.g., lawn mowing, snow 

removal, paper route) by formulating a budget, allocating 
equipment, and recording expenses and income 

• create and follow a personal schedule to maximize the use of 
time. 

systems within an organization. 

This b evident, for example, when students: 
A survey teachers to develop modifications In the school's 

discipline policy 
A observe how customer returns have been handled in a store over 

a period of time and develop strategies to improve the system 
• describe the functioning of a simple ecosystem. 

t 
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Students will be knowledgeable about tbe world olWork, explore career options, 
and relate personal skills, aptitudes, and abilities to future career decisions. 

O/obi 1. Students will learn about the changing nature of the 
workplace, the value of work to society, and the 

.   ^.  , >.    connection of work to the achievement of personal 
*C%    '    goals. 

Students: 
Oy     •   complete the development of a career plan that would 

permit eventual entry into a career option of their 
i choosing 
"     •   apply decision-making skills In the selection of a career 

option of strong personal interest 
C     •   analyze skills and abilities required in a career option 

and relate them to their own skills and abilities. 

I 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
• reevaluate long-range personal goals and match them to a 

career option* 
• prepare a personal balance sheet showing an inventory of 

acquired skills, qualities, and experiences needed for successful 
employment in a career option* 

<k prepare a research paper that contains: 
-details of three specific jobs within the career option 
-the education and/or training level and qualifications 

necessary for entry-level/career-sustaining employment 
-the number of job openings in the career option 
-list of three postsecondary programs offering advanced 

study/training in the career option 
-entrepreneurial possibilities* 

• develop resumes and letters of application and demonstrate 
effective interviewing techniques that could be used to gain 
entry into a career option* 

A design a personal school-to-work plan containing specific 
steps/activities toward attainment of a career goal.* 

STANDARD 1 
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Students will demonstrate how academic knowledge and skills are applied in the 
workplace, and other settings. 

. y\/0b g     1. Integrated learning encourages students to use 
'   ' essential academic concepts, facts, and procedures in 
CK"t" ')     applications related to life skills and the world of 

work. This approach allows students to see the 
usefulness of the concepts that they are being asked to 
learn and to understand their potential application in 
the world of work. 

# 

Students: 
A      •   demonstrate the Integration and application of academic 

and occupational skills in their school learning, work, 
and personal lives. 

D      •   use academic knowledge and skills In an occupational 
context, and demonstrate the application of these skills 
by using a variety of communication techniques (e.g., 
sign language, pictures, videos, reports, and technology) 

£     •   research, interpret, analyze, and evaluate information 
and experiences as related to academic knowledge and 
technical skills when completing a career plan. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 

A read a series of Job descriptions or training plans of interest to 
Identify the necessary application of academic knowledge and 
technical skills that are required for particular careers as well 
as the job outlook (decline/growth) and possible earnings* 

• interview a medical specialist and develop a presentation using 
a variety of tools/technology to depict knowledge and skills that 
are required for this career* 

• select several local employers as well as employers with global 
operations and complete a project (e.g., video, photo collage, or 
report) that reflects the academic knowledge and technical skills 
required, along with the job outlook and potential earning 
capacity in a competitive international marketplace* 

A complete an internship which focuses on a particular career of 
interest (e.g. architect, electrician, or veterinarian) and develop a 
slide presentation to demonstrate how concepts from mathematics, 
science, and/or English language arts are applied in a particular 

work in teams to formulate a historical presentation on specific 
careers and demonstrate how job requirements and training are 
changing due to new technology 
use various forms of technology and communication techniques 
(e.g., a CD-ROM. a video, slide show and sign language) to 
describe and illustrate how societal, economic, and 
governmental changes may require exploring a variety of 
careers and developing broad-based transferable skills that are 
needed for gainful employment* 
produce an annual career plan that includes eight samples of 
their work (e.g.. completed hands-on projects, reports based on 
internships and/or depicting various occupations) and describe 
why they selected the particular samples of work, and indicate 
possible career choices of interest* 
use effective skills and techniques in a simulated job interview. 
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I Standard 3a—Universal Foundation Skills 

Basic Ski 

:6/ot 5.L 

# 

1. Basic skills include the ability to read, write, listen, 
and speak as wefl as perform arithmetical and 
mathematical functions. £O/0V?*> 

Student* C|CX-*? 
•   me a romMnattan of Uthiitnues to read or listen to 

complex Information and analyze what they hear or read; 
convey Information confidently and tuhciemly In written 
or oral form; and analyze and solve mathematical 
problems requiring use of multiple computational skills. 

This is evident, for example, when students 
A gather and use information presented In print and electronic 

sources to create a research report and database 
• examine a case study to evaluate whether the information 

contained within it Is adequate to support generalizations about 
the topic 

A participate In debates, interviews, and panel discussions 
• use word processing and desktop publishing software to present 

information on a sales campaign 
• analyze a company's balance sheet and income statement for 

industry-recofcnized ratios for assets, liabilities, and net 
income/toss 

• order art price invenloiy appropriately as part of a work 
experience program. 

nkins Skills 

2. Thinking skills lead to problem solving, 
experimenting, and focused observation and anow the 
application of knowledge to new and unfamiliar 
situations. 

Students: 
^ .  demonstrate the ability to organize and process 

Information and apply skins in new ways. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A provide examples of ways to alter a workschedule to aBowfor 

more Job sharing among two or more employees 
A evaluate a variety of options suggested, select an option, explain 

the reason for the selection, and provide the strategies for 
implementation 

• recognize a problem and design steps to solve the problem 
A prepare and present a report on how knowledge gained from one 

content area helped solve a problem in another area. 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are identified by bullets (•)• 

Sample tasks are identified by triangles (A). 
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Siurk-nts \\ rate niasicrv of the founrku ion ski 
i I he \\M kpi;irc. 

iinrl toin|)('t(.'iu it'-, 

Pi-1 so rial 111LOi uorsoiiriI Skill' 

&/0^V**  3. Personal qualities generally include competence in       4. Positive interpersonal qualities lead to teamwork 
self-management and the ability to plan, organize, and     and cooperation in large and small groups in family, 

fct- >/     take Independent action. ^/^^ social, and work situations. 

6K%-4)   Student* 
ekmmadaps&AbsatbgBa^mou&oMng       ^v.    •  communicate effectively and help others to team a new 

araarem, and Improving flair pafaruMute, akOL 

Students: 

This Is evident, tar example, when students: 
A work with a local employer to establish a sales gpal and devise a 

plan to reach that goal 
• motivate other group members and demonstrate leadership 

skills in a student leadership organization or Job experience 
A give and accept constructive criticism in a group project 
A evaluate decisions for legal and ethical implications 
A establish a set of personal goals and record progress in attaining 

them. 

This Is evident, for example, when students: 
A demonstrate how to respond effectively to a dissatisfied customer 
A assist in the teaching of an acquired skill in an elementary 

middle school class or business environment. 
A provide feedback to others in a group project 
A participate in a Job interview. 

# 
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Standard 3a—Universal Foundation Skills 

T(.;( liliOlOLT 

^/^ t *. 5. Technology is the process and product of human 
' skill and Ingenuity In designing and creating things 

%»<)   from available resources to satiny personal and 
societal needs and wants. fO/t)%*. 

in<-{ iiiioniiai 10; 

6. Information management focuses on the ability to 
access and use Information obtained from other 
people, community resources, and computer networks. 

Students: 
Students: v^- *V *  use technology to acquire, otijanta, and« 

C^.  •  apply u«Ukiiowlcdge of uxJuiology to klcntuy and solve Information by entering, modifying, retrieving, and 
problems. staring data. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A evaluate why a school or business £acsunile (fax) machine is not 

working 
A take the proper steps to make an inoperative printer work. 
A use a software program to compile and analyze statistical data 

and prepare a presentation for a group 
A use an integrated software program to solve a business-related 

problem 
A prepare a report predicting how technology may change various 

aspects of life 50 years from now. 

This is evident, far example, when students 
A construct a computergenerated form to survey local employers 

for possible participation in a work-study program 
A use graphics software to present survey Bndmgs to the student 

body 
A use telecommunications software to access and communicate 

information 
A use presentation graphics software which wlU Illustrate to a 

group of employers the increase in work-based learning 
experiences 

A use a computer to record and organize statistical information to 
assist a coach of a school athletic team. 

t 

Key ideas are identified by numbers (1). 
Performance indicators are Identified by bullets (•). 

Sample tasks are Identified by triangles (A). 
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'Students will demonstrate mastery of the foundation skills and competencies 
essential for success in the workplace. 

IMariamna Resources Svstems 

8. Systems skills include the understanding of and abil- 
ity to work within natural and constructed systems. 

Students: 
jK    •   allocate resources to complete a task. 

S /.CT.    7. Using resources Includes the application of financial 
^/ and human factors, and the elements of time and 
'p\-~\ )      materials to successfully carry out a planned activity. 

CbIf*V%C< Students: 
' •   demonstrate an understanding of how systems 

Qcj-^ )        ^   performance relates to the goals, resources, and 
functions of an organization. 

This is evident, far example, when students: 
• plan a two-week activity that requires tasks to be divided among 

students or coworkers. Including determining priorities and 
fallowing timelines 

• prepare a long-range budget for a school organization or 
hypothetical business 

A complete multiple tasks for concurrent activities by adjusting 
personal schedules or negotiating deadlines 

•. work as a team to decide how resources should be allocated to 
accomplish a task. 

This is evident, for example, when students: 
A evaluate the roles or positions within an organization and make 

suggestions for improvement of the organization 
• write a proposal for ways a company can reduce expenses , 
• prepare an organizational chart for a club or business 
• develop a presentation using visual aids to explain how an 

automobile or other machine operates. 

f 
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Corporation^I^cipal^^.^,thechJ^fadmirus^tiv^o 
apphcable,itselementary,nuddle,and^ormghschooldivisions^ifthereismef^^ 
agreement between the l^emberandtheCorporationregardingtheacademicand 
busmessservices to beprovidedbythe^embertotheCorporation^the management 
Agreements Aslongasthe^anagementAgreementisineffect,^e^rincin^ 
Corporations, ifapplicable,ofitselementary,middle,and^ormg^schooldivis^^ 
be selected and compensatedinaccordancewith^andhisorherpowersandduties shall 
besetforthin,t^e^anagementAgreement^ot^^ 
these by-laws shall be construedtoauthori^etheCorporationtooperatemoreth^^o 
charterschool,ortooperateand^orto enroll students in any grade note^plicitly 
authorised bytheCorporation^scharter^ 

^      Toconduct,manageandcontroltheaffairs and activities ofthe 
Corporation, and to m^erules andregulations^ 

^      Toentermto contracts, leasesandomeragreementswhichare, in the 
Board^sjudgment, necessary or desirable to promote the interests ofthe Corporations 

^      Tocarry on the business of operatingthe Corporations 

^      Toact as trustee under anytrust incidental to the Corporations purposes, 
and to receive, hold, admmister,e^changeande^pend funds and property subjectto such 
a trusts 

^       Toaco^uire real orpersonalproperty,bypurchase, exchange, lease, gift, 
devise, bequest, or omerwise, and to hold, improve, lease, sublease, mortgage, transferin 
trust, encumber, convey or otherwise dispose of such property^ 

^      Toborrowmoney,incur debt, and to execute and deliverpromissory 
notes, bonds, debentures, deeds oftrust, mortgages, pledges, hypothecations arid other 
evidences of debt and securities^ 

^      Toindemnify and maintaininsurance on behalf of any ofits Trustees, 
Cfficers, employees oragentsforliabilityassertedagainstorincurred by such personin 
such capacity or arising out of such persons status assuch, subject to the provisions of 
mel^ew^or^^ot^for^rofit Corporation l^aw and me limitations noted in these Bylaws. 

Sections       dumber ofTrusteesD 

SubjecttoAruclelV,Section3^ii^B^,menumberofTrusteesofmeCorporationsh^ 
notfewerthanseven^and shall not exceed tifteen^l^.The^embershallfi^thee^act 
number ofTrustees, within these limits, byaresolutionoftheAchievementTirstBoard.The 
initialnumberofTrusteesshallbeeight^.TheinitialTrusteesshallbedesignatedinthe 
Charter. 

Sections.       ^enlacementofTrustees^TermofCffice. 

^^ ^ 
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New York. Nothing herein shall prevent the Board of Trustees, following Disassociation, 
from seeking to amend these bylaws to designate another person or entity to be the 
Member. Achievement First and the Corporation shall execute any instruments required 
to effect or memorialize a Disassociation. 

Section 5.      Meetings. There shall be an annual meeting of the Member, which shall 
beheld on such a date and at such a time and place as are designated by the chairperson 
of the Member. Special meetings of the Member may be called at any time by the 
Member or by the Chair of the Corporation or Secretary of the Corporation upon written 
request of the majority of the Board of Trustees of the Corporation. 

Section 6.      Annual Report. The Board shall deliver to the Member at the Annual 
Meeting of the Member the report required by section 519 of the Not-For-Profit 
Corporation Law. 

Section 7.       Property Interest Upon Dissolution. In the event of dissolution of the 
corporation, revocation or non-renewal of its charter or closure of the Corporation's 
school by the Charter Entity, the Member shall have no rights to any property or assets of 
the Corporation except pursuant to a written contract, lease, mortgage or other agreement 
that has been approved by the Charter Entity. 

ARTICLE HI 

PURPOSE 

Section 1.       Purpose. 

The purpose of the Corporation is to develop and operate a charter school. 

ARTICLE TV 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

Section 1.       Powers. The Board shall conduct or direct the affairs of the Corporation 
and exercise its' powers, subject to applicable Education Law, Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, 
the Charter, Provisional Charter and these Bylaws. The Board may delegate the management of 
the activities of the Corporation to others, so long as the affairs of the Corporation are managed, 
and its powers are exercised, under the Board's ultimate direction and control. 

Without limiting the generality of the powers hereby granted to the Board, but subject to 
the same limitations, the Board shall have all the powers enumerated in these Bylaws, and the 
following specific powers: 

(a)      To select and remove Officers, agents and employees of the Corporation, 
to prescribe powers and duties for them, and to fix their compensation; provided, 
however, that the foregoing shall not apply to the selection and compensation of the 
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Corporationf^aw as modified bytheNewYork^tate^ducation^awnecessaryto ensure 
compliance with and adequateper^rmanceundermese Bylaws, and exceptas set f^rth in these 
ByDlawshasallpowers,rightsandprivileges accorded un^ 
lin^tedto,merighttoapproveamendmentstomeCorporation'sCl^arter,andto 
merger, consolidation, saleof substantially all assets, liquidation or dissolutions 

^ection^      l^isassociahon^feimerme^emberormeCorporationterrninatesthe 
^anagement^greement^asde^ 
ter^smerein^,^chievement^irstshallceasetobethe^emberoftheCorporation^such 
cessation,a^isa^sociation^^ln addition, the Corporationmayeffectal^isassociation 
byme unanimous afru^ative vote ofmose trustees who are not off^cer^ 
^irst^clnevement^irstCfficer^, or directors oremployeesofme^ember^orah^ 
its presentandmtureaf^liates, subsidiaries andparents^provided, however, matmme 
case of^frusteeswhoare also trustees of other charterschools managed by achievement 
^irst,butwhoar^notalsoCfficers,^irectors,oremployeesof^chievement^irstorany 
ofitspresentorf^ture affiliates, subsidiaries orparents, me affirmative vote of^^^ 
trustees willberequiredinordertoeffectaf^isassociation^ 

^      ^e^isassociationshall occur onthe effective dateofterminationofthe 
l^anagement^greement, or, ifmeresultofa^frustee vote, as ofthe date specified in the 
Board resolution authorising such Oisassociation^Or,ifno such date is specified in the 
Board resolution, as ofme date ofthe Board resolution^the^isassociationf^ate^^ 

^      Cnthe^isassociationl^ate^ ^ all oftherightsand obligations of 
^chievement^irstunderthese Bylaws shall automatically terminate^ii^ the term of each 
trustee who is an ^f^icer, director or employee of achievement ^irst shall end^iii^ 
^icle l^^ectionl^shall he deemed amended to read^^^lemhers^fhe Corporation 
shall have nomembers^^fhe rights which would otherwise vest in the members vest in 
the Corporation^sBoardof^rustees, acting asabody^the^Board^orthe^Board of 
trustees''andamembermereof,asa^rustee^ actions which would otherwise require 
approval byama^orityofall members or approval bythe members require only approval 
ofama^ority of all trustees or approval bythe Board of^frustees^^^rticle 11, section 
^shall be deemed deletedinitsentirety^v^ all powers allocated in theseBylaws to the 
^emher^hallh^^e^ted in the Corporation orthe Board of^frustees as appropriated and 
^wherever necessary to effecmate me ^regoing purpose of ^h^titu^ngth^ 
Corporation or Board of^rusteesmplace of ^chievement^irst as the member in the 
event ofal^isassociation, references to the ^vlemberacting by ^a vote ofamaiorityofthe 
achievement l^irst directors then in office,whemerorno^ the nun^herofOirectors in 
otfice is sufficienttoconstituteaquorum, or bythe sole remaining director" shallbe 
darned amended to re^d^a^ote^famai^rity of the trustees then in office, whether or 
not the numberof^frustees in office is sufficient to constituteaquorum, or bythe sole 
remaining ^rusteeB' 

^      ^fhe changes to these Bylaws effected bythis article 11, ^ection^shall 
take place automatically,on the Oisassociationf^ate, and shall not requireavoteofthe 
Board of^rustees,norfurther approval by the Board of^frusteesofthe^tate university 
of^ewYork^the ^Charter ^ntity^,nor approval bythe Board ofl^egentsofthe^tate of 
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BY-LAWS 

OF 

ACHIEVEMENT FIRST BROWNSVILLE CHARTER SCHOOL 

(Adopted ••    • .  ) 

ARTICLE I 

; NAME 

Section 1.       Name. The name of the Corporation is the Achievement First Brownsville 
Charter School (the "Corporation").   - 

ARTICLE H 

.      MEMBER 

Section 1. One Member. The Corporation shall have one member (the "Member"), 
Achievement First, Inc. ("Achievement First"), a not-for-profit corporation organized under the 
laws of the State of Connecticut and authorized to do business in the State of New York. 

Section 2.       Member Actions. (a)      Unless otherwise provided in these 
Bylaws, the Corporation may rely on the actions of Achievement First's President, or the actions 
of an individual the Achievement First President has designated in writing, as being the actions 
of the Member for all purposes, including the giving or receiving of approvals, consents or 
notices and the authorization of representatives of the Member. The Board of Directors of 
Achievement First (the "Achievement First Board," and a member thereof, an "Achievement 
First Director") shall exercise the Member's membership rights, powers and responsibilities. 

(b) Unless otherwise provided in these Bylaws, the Member acts in its sole 
discretion. 

(c) Where these Bylaws provide that a Member decision requires action by 
the Achievement First Board, the Corporation will receive evidence of that Board action 
in the form of a certified resolution. That certified resolution shall be deemed delivered 
to the Corporation on the earlier of (i) three days after being mailed, and (ii) when 
delivered by hand or transmitted by electronic mail or by facsimile, to the Chair of the 
Corporation's Board of Trustees (the "Board" or the "Board of Trustees," and a member 
thereof, a "Trustee"). 

Section 3.       Other Actions. In addition to those actions expressly provided for in these 
Bylaws and subject to the provisions of these Bylaws, the Member may take any other actions 
not inconsistent with these Bylaws and/or the provisions of the Corporation's charter agreement 
with the Board of Trustees of the State University of New York (the "Charter"), provisional 
charter issued by the Board of Regents (the "Provisional Charter") and Not-For-Profit 
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(a) Election. The Board shall elect Trustees by vote of a majority of the 
Trustees then in office, whether or not the number of Trustees in office is sufficient to 
constitute a quorum, or by the sole remaining Trustee, if a vacancy exists as a result of 
(1) an increase in the size of the Board pursuant to Section 2 of this Article IV or (2) 
removal of a Trustee by the Member pursuant to Section 4 of this Article IV. The 
Member shall elect Trustees by vote of a majority of the Achievement First Directors 
then in office, whether or not the number of Directors in office is sufficient to constitute a 
quorum, or by the sole remaining Director, if a vacancy exists as a result of (1) expiration 
of a Trustee's term of office in accordance with Section 3(e) of this Article IV; (2)   • 
resignation by a Trustee in accordance with Section 5 of this Article IV, (3) death or 
incapacity of a Trustee or (4) removal of a Trustee by the Board pursuant to Section 4 of 
this Article IV. 

(b) Eligibility. The Member or the Board, as applicable, may elect as a 
Trustee any person who in its discretion it believes will serve the interests of the 
Corporation faithfully and effectively, and fulfill the qualifications for trustees set forth in 
the Charter; provided, however, that such election shall be subject to the approval of the 
Charter Entity. Following election of a Trustee by the Member or the Board, as 
applicable, the Corporation shall provide the Charter Entity with notice of the proposed 
Trustee. 

(c) Parent Representative. One Trustee shall be a representative of the parents 
of the children attending the Achievement First Brownsville Charter School (the "Parent 
Representative"), and shall be selected by the Member by vote of a majority of the 
Achievement First Directors then in office, whether or not the number of Directors in 
office is sufficient to constitute a quorum, or by the sole remaining Director. 

(d) Restrictions. 

(i)       Subject to Article IV, Section 3(d)(ii), no more than 40% of the 
persons serving as Trustees at any one time may be officers, directors or 
employees of a single organization. For purposes of this Article IV, Section 
3(d)(1), only, Achievement First and its present and future affiliates, subsidiaries 
and parents shall be considered a single organization; provided, however, that, 
notwithstanding the foregoing provision, a Trustee of a school managed by 
Achievement First shall not be considered an Officer, Director or employee of 
Achievement First or its present or future affiliates, subsidiaries or parents if that 
Trustee would not be considered an Officer, Director or employee of 
Achievement First or its present or future affiliates, subsidiaries or parents absent 
his or her service as a Trustee of one or more other schools managed by 
Achievement First; 

(ii) If the Corporation has engaged a charter management entity to 
provide comprehensive management services to the Corporation pursuant to a 
contract between such entity and the Corporation: 
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^^^ ^  If such entityisafbr-pro^tentity,no trustee may bean 
^^ employee, sector, of^cer,agentof^orindrvidualotherwis^ 

affiliated wim, such entityand^oranyrelate^entity,^ora 
sister, brother, ancestor, descendant, spouse, sister-in-law, 
brother-in-law,daughter-in-law,son-m-law,mother-in-lawor 
^ather-in-lawofanysuch person 

^   lfsuchentityisanot-^br-pro^tentity,^nomo^ethantwo 
^^frustees may beaf^liateo^wit^such entity or besisters, 
brothers, ancestors, descendants, spouses, sisters-in-law, 
brothers-m-law,daughters-m-l^w,sor^-in-l^w^rnothers-m- 
laworfamers-in-lawofanysuchpeoplein^^and^one 
^1^ such ^rustee^saffiliauonislin^ted to servingas director 
of such entity^ provided,further, that 

^    ifthe management contr^ctbetween^hecharter 
managemententityandtheCorporationisterminate^by 
eitherparty,the term of any such trustees shall en^d, 
and shall constitute groundsfbrremovalof such trustee 
byvoteofama^orityoftheentire^oard^ 

^    no such trustee shall hold the Office ofChair or 
^easurer^ 

^    whenthe^oardhaspropergroundsto go into executive 
session pursuanttothe^penl^eetingsl^aw, and the 
^oardisto discuss orvoteuponan issue related to the 
not-for-profitmanagement company or entity,the 
personnelof such company or entity,orsuch persons, 
the8oardmay,a^ersuch^rustee^hashadan 
opportunityto fully address the ^oard,continuesuch 
e^ecutivesession outside ofthe presence of such 
^rustee^,and 

^ if there are two^such trustees, the total number of 
trustees ofthe Corporation shall be no less than seven 
^, and if thereis one ^ such^frustee, the total 
number of^rusteesofthe Corporation shall be no less 
thansi^^ 

^     ^o trustee may beaperson currently being compensated bythe 
Corporationfor services rendered to itwithin the previous 12 months, whetheras 
afull-time or part-time employee, independent contractor or otherwise, provided 
however, that, individuals compensated byachartermanagement entity currently 
providing services to the Corporation fbrafee, shall not, by virtue ofthatfact 
alone, be deemed among those persons ^currently being compensated^ and 

^ 
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^     ^oTrusteemaybeasister, brother, ancestor, descendant, spouse, 
sister^in^aw,bromer^in^law, daughter-in-law, son^in^law,mother^in^lawo^ 
father^in^awofanypersonrenderedineligibletobeaTrusteebypart^d^. 

^      TermofC^ffice. 

^       The initial term of office oftheParent^epresentatiyeshallexpire 
atmenextahnual meeting ofthe Trustees orupon graduation, expulsion or 
withdrawal ofhisor her childn^om me Corporation^sschooLThereaf^er, subject 
tothe^regoingcondttions,metermofof^ceofmeParent^epresentativeshall 
beone^year. 

^      ^Trustees shall be dividedinto three classes ^brthe purpose of 
staggeringtheirterms of office. Classes shall be as nearly e^ualinnumbera^ 
possible. ^Theimtial terms of officeofsuch Trusteed 
ofme first class shall expire atthenextannualmeetingoftheTru^ees, the second 
cla^satme second succeedmg annual meetmg and me thh^classatme third 
succeeding annual meeting. Followingme expiration ofmeroregoingdesignated 
terms, theterm of each Trusteeomerman the Parentl^epresentative shall 
continueforthree^^ years. 

^     ^ubjectto^rticle 11, section^ii^andoth^rprovisionsofthese 
Bylaws,aTrustee ceases to beaTrusteeautomaticallywhenhis or herterm 
expires^ provided, however, that ifaTrustee^ssuccessorha^ not beenelectedby 
meendoftheTrustee^sterm,the^lembermay^butisnotobligatedto^re^uest 
matme Trustee whose termhas expired contmue to serveforme shorter of^ 
six months and^thetim^ until his or her successor ha^ been elected, ^hen 
such successoris elected, his or herterm^hall be treated as thoughheorshe was 
fillingavacancy. 

^     ^ubjectto article 11, section ^ii^ and otherprovisionsofthese 
Bylaws, the term of office ofaTrustee elected to fillavacancybegins on the date 
ofthe Trusteed election, and continues^ ^^brthe balance oftheunexpired term 
in thecaseofavacancy created because ofthe resignation, removal, or death ofa 
^ru^eeor^^^rthe term ^peciried by the ^oard in thecaseofavacancy 
resultingfrom the increase ofthe number ofTrusteesauthori^ed^ provided, 
however, that withrespectto this clauses, such term shall not extend beyond 
three^years. 

^      ^ubjectto article 11, section^ii^andotherprovisionsofthese 
Bylaws,aTrustee^s term of office ^hall not be shortened by any reductionin the 
numberofTrustees resulting from amendmentto the Charter, to these Bylaws, or 
from other Board action. 

^ection^.       removal ofTrustees. ^Trustee may only be removed ^br cause in 
accordance with the Education Law and the ^ot^or^Profit Corporation Law. Either^l^the 
Board byvoteofamajority ofthe Trustees then in office, whemer or notthe number ofTrustees 
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moffice is s^cienttoconstimteaquorum, or bymesoleremairung Trustee, or^^ 
by^oteofama^ority ofthe AchievementFirstl^irectorsthenin office, whether ornotthe 
number ofl^irectorsmoffice is sufficienttoconstimteaquorum,orbymesoleremaim 
director, mayremoveaTrustee^br cause. Cause^brremovalofaTrustee shall include, but 
shallnot be limited to: 

^      ^luretoper^rmlnsorherdutiesandobligationstotheCorporationin 
anymaterial respect, mcluding,wimoutlin^tation,^luretoattend^^ormore of 
Boardmeetingsinanyl^month periods 

^      failuretota^eallreasonableactionsnecessarytocausetheCorporationto 
complywithmaterialprovisionsoftheseByla^sorthe Charters 

^       engagingmwillfulmisconduct,n^aud,^i^onestyorgrossnegligencethat 
is injurious, monetarily or omerwise,to the Corporation orits Members and 

^      conm^ission of anyfelony or any crimemvolving moral turpitude. 

Sections.       designation bv Trustee. 

ATrusteemayresign by giving writtennotice to me Board Chair. The resignationis effective 
uponreceiptofsuch notice, or at any later date specified in thenotice. The acceptance ofa 
^signation by me Board Chai^ shall net be nece^sarytomal^e it ef^ctive,butno resignation 
shall dischargeany accrued obligationordutyofaTrustee. 

Sections.       vacancies. Avacancy is deemed to occur on the effective date ofthe 
resignation ofaTrustee,uponthe removal ofaTrustee,oruponaTrustee^s death orincapacity. 
A vacancy is also deemed to e^istupon the increase ofthe authori^ednumberOfTrustees. 

Sections. Compensation ofTrustees. Trustees shall serve without compensation, 
however, the Board may approve reimbursement ofaTrustee^s actual and necessary expenses 
whileconducting Corporation business. 

Al^C^^ 

Sectionl.       C^ffic^The Corporations principal office shall be atthe following 
address: Achievement First BrownsvilleCharter School, c^o:   [address to be determined! :orat 
such otherplace as the Board may select by resolution or amendment ofthe Bylaws. The Chair 
shall note any change in office on the copy ofthe Bylaws maintained bythe Chair. 

A^T^C^^^ 

Section!.       FlaceofMeetin^s. Board meetings shall be held atthe Corporations 
principal office or at any otherreasonably convenient place as the Board may designate. 
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Section 2.      Annual Meetings. An Annual meeting shall be held on the third Monday 
of July of each year, unless an alternative date is established by the Board, for the purpose of 
electing Officers, making and receiving reports on corporate affairs, and transacting such other 
business as comes before the meeting. 

Section 3.      Regular Meetings. A minimum of five regular meetings shall be held each 
year on the third Monday of every other month, unless an alternative schedule is established by 
the Board, for the purpose of electing Officers, making and receiving reports on corporate 
affairs, and transacting such other business as comes before the meeting. 

Section 4.       Special Meetings. A special meeting shall be held at any time called by 
the Chair, or by any Trustee upon written demand of not less than one-half of the entire Board. 

Section 5.       Adjournment. A majority of the Trustees present at a meeting, whether or 
not a quorum, may adjourn the meeting to another time and place. 

Section 6.       Notices, fa) Notices to Trustees of Board meetings shall be given as 
follows: 

(i)       Annual meetings and regular meetings may be held without notice 
if the Bylaws or the Board fix the time and place of such meetings. 

,(ii)      Special meetings shall be held upon four days' notice by first-class 
mail or 48 hours' notice delivered personally or by telephone, facsimile or e-mail. 
Notices will be deemed given when deposited in the United States mail, addressed 
to the recipient at the address shown for the recipient in the Corporation's records, 
first-class postage prepaid; when personally delivered in writing to the recipient; 
or when faxed, e-mailed, or communicated orally, in person or by telephone, to 
the Trustee or to a person whom it is reasonably believed will communicate it 
promptly to the Trustee. 

(b)      Notices to the public of Board meetings shall be given in accordance with 
Article 7 of the Public Officers Law. 

Section 7.       Waiver of Notice. Notice of a meeting need not be given to a Trustee who 
signs a weaver of notice or written consent to holding the meeting or an approval of the minutes 
of the meeting, whether before or after the meeting, or attends the meeting without protest prior 
to the meeting or at its commencement, of the lack of notice. The Chair shall incorporate all such 
waivers, consents and approvals into the minutes of the meeting. 

ARTICLE VII 

ACTION BY THE BOARD 

Section 1.       Quorum. Unless a greater proportion is required by law, a majority of the 
entire Board of Trustees shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of any business or of any 
specified item of business. 
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^ection^.      Action bvthe Board. 

^      ActionsTa^enatBoard^eetin^s.^centasomerv^isenrovidedby 
stamteorbymeseBylay^s,mevoteofama^orityoftheBoardpresentatthetimeofth^ 
vote, ifao^uorumispresentatsuch time, shall be theactoftheBoard^provided, 
however, mat, unless omer^se prescribed bymesebyla^ys,aTrustee^yho is not 
permittedtovoteonamattermaynonemeless be countedforpurposesof obtaining or 
maintaminga^uorumDlfatanymeetm^ 
present, the Trustees presentmay adjourn the mee^unttlao^uorurnisobtained. 

^      Board^arncipation by Corner ^eans. In all events^ao^uorumofTrustee^ 
must be presenttola^vfullyconductaBoardmeetingofthe Corporation. Tothe extent 
permitted by Article7ofme public ^^ 
video-conferencmgmay be counted toward achievingao^uorum. Trustees parncipating 
bymeansofvideoconferencing shall do so f^omasiteat^vhichthe public mayattend, 
listens and observe. C^nceao^uorun^ is pi^sent,addiuonal Trustees mayparticipateina 
Boardmeetingthrough conference telephone or sin^larconu^unication equipment, 
providedmatall Trustees parucipatingmsuchmeetingcanhear one another and mere^ 
nOob^ectionn^omany Trustee or anypersonin the publicaudience. Trustees otherthan 
those in-personorparticipating by live video-conferencing shallnotvote and shall not be 
counted toward the quorum. 

^ection^.       Committees. 

^      AppointmentofCommittees. TheBoardmaycreatecommitteesforany 
purpose, and the Chair ofthe Board shall appoint membersto and designate the chairs of 
such con^ttees.ABoard Committee v^ll consist of not^v^erman three Trustees, ^vho 
shall serve at the pleasure ofthe Chair ofthe Board. 

^      ^tandin^Committees.The Board shallhavethefollov^in^standin^ 
committees^ ^an^ecutiveCommittee^consistingofaminimumof^vemembers^, 
chaired byme Chair oftheBoard,^a^inanceandAudit Committee, chaired bythe 
Treasurer and ^iii^anEducauon and Accountability Committee. The chair and additional 
members ofmeEducation^AccountabilityCommittee and the additional members ofthe 
Executive and^inance Committees shallbe appointed byme Chair ofthe Board. 

^       Authority ofBoard Committees. The Chair ofthe Board may delegate to 
aBoard committee any ofthe authority ofthe Board, e^ceptv^ithrespectto^ 

^       f^illingvacancies on any committee ^vhichhas the authority ofthe 
Boards 

^      The filing ofTrusteecompensationfor serving on the Board or on 
any committees 

^iii^     The amendment orrepealofByla^vsorthe adoption of ne^y 
Bylav^s^and 
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^     ^e appointment of othercommitteesoftheBoard,orthe 
members ofthe committees. 

^      quorum, ^maiorit^ of an entire Committee shall constituteao^uorum^ 
the transaction of anybusinessorof any specifieditemofbusiness. 

^      ^roceduresofCommittees.^heBoardma^nrescribethemannerin which 
me proceedings of any Board Committeeare to be conducted. Inthe absence of such 
prescription,aBoardCon^tteemayprescribememannerofcohductingits 
proceedings,e^ceptthattheregu^arandspecialmeetmgsoftheCommitteea^ 
bymepro^sionsof^ese Bylaws andtheC^pen^eetmgs^wwimrespecttothecalling 
ofmeetings. 

^      Committee^articinationb^C^mer^eans. malle^ents^a^uorumof 
trustees must be presentto lawfully conductaConm^ittee meeting ofthe Corporation, 
^omee^tentpermittedby^^cle^ofme public C^f^cersl^aw,Comn^^eemember^ 
participatmgbymeansof^ideo^conferencingmaybecouhted toward achie^inga 
quorum. Committeemembersparticipatingbymeansof^ideocon^erencingshalldoso 
fromasiteatwhich the public may attend, listen, and observe. Cncea^uorumis 
present, additional Committee members mayparticipatemaCommitteemeetingthrough 
conference telephone or sin^larcommumcation equipment, pro^idedmatall Committee 
members participatingmsuchmeetingcanhear one anotherand there isno objection 
from any Committee member or anyperson in the public audience. Committee members 
omermanthosem^personorparncipating byline videoconferencing shall not^ote and 
shall not be counted toward the quorum. 

section ^.       standard ofCare. 

^       ^erformanceofOuties. ^ach trustee shall perform all duties ofa^frustee, 
includmg dunes on any Board Conm^ittee, in goodfaith and with thatdegree of diligence, 
careands^ill,includingreasonablein^uiry,asanordinaryprudentpersoninali^e 
position would use under similar circumstances. 

^      reliance on Cithers, mperformin^ the duties ofa^frustee^a^rusteeshall 
be entitled to rely on information, opinions, reports or statements, including financial 
statements and other financial data,presentedorpreparedby^ 

^       C^neormore Officers or employees ofthe Corporation whom the 
trustee believes to be reliable and competent in the matters presented^ 

^      l^egal counsel, public accountants or otherpersons as to matters 
that the^rus^ee believes are within that persons professional or expert 
competences or 

^iii^     ^ Board Committee on which the trustee does not ser^e, duly 
designated in accordance withapro^ision ofthe Corporations Charter or Bylaws, 
as to matters within its designated authority,pro^ided the trustee believes the 
Committee merits confidence and the trustee acts in goodfaith, and withthat 
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degreeof care speci^edin Subsection ^(a)oftlns^rncleV^l, and af^er 
reasonable in^uirywhen the need is indicated bythecircurnstances, and without 
knowledge thatwould cause suchreliancetobetmwarrantedB 

(c)      Investments Ininvestin^ and dealin^withall assets held bvthe 
Corporation^rinvestment^ me Board shall exercise me standard of care describedabove 
inSubsec^on^(a)ofthis^^cleVllandshailconsideramongotherrelevant 
considerationsthelongandshorttermneed 
purposes, mcludmg its presentandanticipated^ancial requirements' TheBoardmay 
delegate its mvestmentpower^to others, provided matthosepowersareexercised within 
me ultimatedirectionand control oftheBoard^ 

Sections       participation in discussions andVoun^Excent as otherwise^rovided in 
mese Bylaws, every Trustee hasmerighttoparncipate in the discussion and vote on all issues 
be^re(i)me Board or(ii) any Board CommitteeofwhichaTrusteeisamember, provided, 
however,thatany Trustee shall beexcused from the discussion and vote on anymatterinvolving 
indemnification ofthat Trustee uni^uely^ 

Sections       T^utvto ^aintainBoard Confidences' Every Trustee hasadutvto 
mamtain me confidentiality of all Board actionswhicharenotre^uired by lawtobeopen to the 
public, including discussions and votes which take place at any ExecutiveSessionsofthe Boards 

Sections       C^fficers^ The of^cersofmeCorporanon (me "(^f^cers")shall consist of 
achair(me"Chair"),avicechair(me "Vice Chair"),atreasurer(me "Treasurer") andasecre^ 
(the "Secretary"^ The Corporation also may have ^uchotherC^f^cers as the Board deems 
advisable^ and meCorporation may change me powers and dunes ofmeC^f^cers by vote ofthe 
Boards 

(a) Chairs The Chair shallhave the general i^esponsibility^br organising and 
leadingme Boards Oversight ofme affairs ofmeCorporation^lf presents the Chair shall 
preside atBoard meetings 

(b) Vice Chair^lfthe Chair i^ absent or disabled^ the Vice Chairshall 
peifbrm all the Chains duties and, when ^o acting, shall have all the Chairs powers and 
be subject to the same restrictions^ 

(c) Treasurer The Treasurer ^hall^(i) serve as Chair of the finance 
Committees (ii) communicate with and oversee dutiesofthe School Business ^anager^ 
whoshall^ (^)keeporcau^e to be kept adequate and correct accounts of the 
Corporations properties, receipts and disbursements^) depositor cause to be deposited 
the Corporations moniesandothervaluables in the Corporations name and to its credit 
with the depositories the Board designates^ (C) disburse or cause to be disbursed the 
Corporations fund^ as the Board directs^ (f^)render or cause to be rendered to the Chair 
and the Boards as requested but no less frequently than once every fiscal year^ an account 
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ofmeOorporafion^s financial transact^onsandfinancial condition, and^prepar^ 
cause to heprepared any reports onfinancial issues required hyanagreementonloans^ 
^reportto me ^oardregardingfmancialmattersand,iftheSchool^usiness manager 
isnotpresentat^oardmeefings,onheha^fofmeSchool^usiness^lanage^and^ 
mal^eor cause to he made me hool^s of accountavailahleatall times ^rinspectionhy 
any trustee. 

^      Secretary. 

^      ^eSecretary,acfingpersonallyorhydelegationtoanemployee 
ofmecorporation shall^A^eeporcausetohel^ept,atme^orporatio^s 
principaloffice,orsuchomerplaceasthe^oardmaydirec^ahoo^ofrnmutesof 
all meetings ofme^oard and ^oard^on^ttees,nofingme time and placeofthe 
meeting, whemeritwas regular orspecial^andifspecial,howauthori^ed^ the 
notice given, the namesofthosepresent, and theproceedings^^eeporcause 
tohe^eptacopyofmeOorporafion^s^harterand^ylaws,v^m^endments^^ 
give or cause to he givennoficeofme^oardand^onu^tteemeetmgs as required 
hyme^ylaws^and^havesuchomerpowersandperformsuchomerdutiesas 
the^oardmayprescrihe. 

^      ^ieSccretary,actingpersonally or hy delegation to any Officeror 
to tne School principal, shall have custody ofme corporate sealand shall have 
authoritytoaffi^ me corporate seal to any instrumentre^uirmgit.^enso 
affixed, me seal mayhe attested hymepersonaffi^mgit.^e^oardmaygive 
general aumorityto any omerOfficerorto me School principal to affi^theseal of 
me corporation and to attestmefi^mghyhis or hersignature,andmeSchooi 
principal maytemporarily delegate his or her aumority,ifany,so to affi^ and 
attest, to any other employee duringthe School ^rincipal^sahsence. 

Sections.       ^lection^li^ihilitvand^ermofOffice. 

^       ^lection.^e^oard shall electtheOfficers annually attheannual 
meeting oraregular meeting designatedforthat purpose orataspecial meeting calledfor 
thatpurpose, except that Officers appointed to fill vacancies shallheelectedas vacancies 
occur. 

^      ^li^ihilitv.A^rustee may hold anvnumherof offices^ e^centthatthe 
^freasurermay not serve concurrently as the OhairandtheOhairmaynotserve 
concurrently as the Secretary. 

^       ^fermofOffice. ^ach Officer serves atthe pleasure ofthe^oard,holding 
office until resignation, removal or disqualification from service, orunfilhisor her 
successor is elected. 

Sections.       removal and designation. Suhiectto Article l^Sectionl^the^oard 
may remove any Officer, eitherwithorwithout cause, at anytime. Suchremovalshallnot 
prejudice the Officer's rights, if any,under an employment contract. AnyOfficermayresignat 
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•        any time by giving written notice to the Corporation, the resignation taking effect upon receipt of 
the notice or at a later date specified in the notice. 

ARTICLE IX 

NON-LIABILITY OF TRUSTEES 

Section 1.       Non-Liability. 

The Trustees shall not be personally liable for the Corporation's debts, liabilities or other 
obligations. 

ARTICLEX 

INDEMNIFICATION OF CORPORATE AGENTS 

Section 1.       Indemnification. 

The Corporation may, to the fullest extent now or hereafter permitted by and in accordance with 
standards and procedures provided by § 721 through § 726 of the Not-for-Profit Corporation 
Law and any amendments thereto, indemnify any person made, or threatened to be made, a party 
to any action or proceeding by reason of the fact that he, his testate or intestate was a Trustee, 
Officer, employee or agent of the Corporation, against judgments, fines, amounts paid hi 
settlement and reasonable expenses, including attorneys'fees. 

ARTICLE XI 

SELF-DEALING AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

Section 1.       Self-dealing. 

The Corporation shall not, and the Trustees shall not, engage in any act of self-dealing (as 
defined in section 4941(d) of the Internal Revenue Code). Unless a different result is required by 
law, a transaction which is part of a public or. charitable program of the Corporation and results 
or may result in a benefit to one or more Trustees or the relative of one or more Trustees because 
they are in a class of persons intended to be benefited by the program, is not a self-dealing 
transaction if the benefit or potential benefit to the Trustee or the Trustee's relative is fully 
disclosed and the transaction is approved or authorized by the Board (without votes of the 
Trustees so benefited or whose relatives are so benefited), in good faith and without favoritism. 

Section 2.       Conflict oflnterest. (a)        Any Trustee having a personal interest in a 
contract or transaction presented to or discussed by the Board or any Board Committee for 
authorization, approval, or ratification shall make a prompt, full and frank disclosure of his or her 
interest to the Board or Committee prior to its acting on such contract or transaction. For the 
purpose of this section, a person shall be deemed to have a "personal interest" in a contract or 
transaction if he or she (i) is the party (or one of the parties) contracting or dealing with the 
Corporation, or (ii) is a director, trustee, officer or employee of, or has a financial interest in, the 
entity contracting or dealing with the Corporation, or (iii) is a sister, brother, ancestor, # 
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descendant, spouse, sister-m-law,brother-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law,mother-in-law, or 
father-in-law ofapersondescribedin^or^iiB^ 

^      ^uch disclosure shall includeallrelevantandmaterialfact^^nownto the 
^rusteeaboutmecontract,transacuonorme^rustee^spersonalinterestthatmay 
reasonably be construedto place me ^rusteemaposition of conflictwith the 
Corporations interests 

^      ^ebodytowhichsuch disclosure ismadeshallthereupondeterrnine 
whetheraconflietofintereste^ists^uchdeterrninationisa^ua^i^udiei^ 
witlunmemeanmgof^^cle^ofme public Officerslaw,andsha^meref^^ 
executive session, byma^orityvote,notincludingthevoteofthe potentially conflicted 
trustee, who shall also notbe present during discussionnor be privyto the votings 

^      lfmebodydetermmesmataconflicte^ists,meconflicted^rusteeshall 
not vote on,nor^sehisorherpersonalinfluence on, norbe present duringthe discussion 
or deliberations wimrespectto, such contract ortransaction^omerman to presentfactua^ 
information orto respond too^uestionspriorto the discussions 

^      ^heminutesofthemeeting shall reflectthedisclosuremade, the 
numerical vote, includmg abstentions ^butnot the names ofthose who votedforand 
against orwho abstained^ on whetheraconflict existed and, whereaconflictisfound to 
e^ist,mefactmatmeconflicted^rusteedidnotusehisorherpersonal influence on, and 
was not present duringthe discussion or deliberations withrespectto, such contractor 
transacUon^omermanforme purpose ofpresentingfacmalmformationorresponding to 
questions priorto the discussions 

^       ^he^oardmayadopt^i^ additional safeguards to protecttheCorporation 
from conflicts ofinterest, which may be more stringentthan,butmay not be less 
stringentman, the ones setform in this secnon^ii^formal policies reo^uiringre^ 
annual statements from trustees regardmge^istmg and potential conflicts ofinterest^and 
^iii^ corrective and disciplinary actions withrespectto transgressions of such policies^ 

^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

^ectionl^       ^iscal^ear^ ^he fiscal vearofthe Corporation begins on^lulylof each 
yearandends^une^ 

^ection^       ^ecutionoflnstruments^^cept as otherwise nrovidedin these ^ylaws^ 
the ^oard may adoptaresolution authorizing any Officer or agent ofthe Corporation to enter 
into any contract or execute and deliver any instrument inthe name of or on behalf of the 
Corporation^uch authority may be general or confined to specific instances^ unless so 
authorized, no Officer, agent or employee shall have any powerto bind the Corporation by any 
contract orengagement, to pledge the Corporation's credit, orto render itliable monetarily for 
any purpose orany amount 
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Section 3.       Checks and Notes. Except as otherwise specifically provided by Board 
resolution, checks, drafts, promissory notes, orders for the payment of money, and other 
evidence of indebtedness of the Corporation shall be signed by two of the following individuals: 
the Chair of the Board, the School Principal, the School Business Manager and the Treasurer. 

Section 4.      Construction and Definitions. Unless the context Otherwise requires, the 
general provisions, rules of construction, and definitions contained in the Not-for-Profit 
Corporation Law and the Education Law shall govern the construction of these Bylaws. Without 
limiting the generality of the foregoing, words in these Bylaws shall be read as the masculine or 
feminine gender, and as the singular or plural, as the context requires, and the word "person" 
includes both a corporation and a natural person. The captions and headings in these Bylaws are 
for reference and convenience only and are not intended to limit or define the scope or effect of 
any provisions. 

Section 5.       Charter Prevails. Whenever any provision of the Bylaws is inconflict 
with the provisions of the Charter, the provisions of the Charter shall control; 

ARTICLE XIII 

AMENDMENT 

Section 1.       Amendment. 

These Bylaws may only be amended or repealed by vote of a supermajority of 75 percent of the 
entire Board; provided, however, that any material change to these Bylaws shall require the 
approval of the Board of Trustees of the State University of New York. 
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CERTIFICATE OF THE CHAIR 

%y The undersigned does hereby certify that the undersigned is the Secretary of the Charter 
School, an education Corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of the State of New 
York; that the foregoing Bylaws of said Corporation were duly and regularly adopted as such by 
the Board of Trustees of said Corporation; and that the above and foregoing Bylaws are how in 
full force and effect. 

_, Secretary Dated:_ 

# 
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(VOACHIEV2M2NT FIRST 
C/BROWNSVILLE g^ 

Compliance with Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School shall be subject to the Article 6 of the New York 
Public Officers Law, pursuant to Education Law § 2854(lXe). 

Requests for public information must be in writing and submitted to the Achievement 
First Brownsville Charter School's Records Access Officer who shall be designated by the 
Principal. Upon the receipt of a request for school records and information, the request will be 
responded to in the following manner: Within five business days of receipt of a written request. 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will, depending on the requested information, 
either make the information available at the Achievement First Brownsville Charter School's 
principal location during normal business hours to the person requesting it, deny the request in 
writing, or provide a written acknowledgment of receipt of the request that supplies an 
approximate date for when the request will be granted or denied. If the request is granted, in 
whole or part, but the records are unable to be produced within 20 days, the Records Access 
Officers will provide a written response to the person requesting information which will include a 
reason for delay and date certain the records will be produced. A FOIL notice will be posted in 
the school's main office, and will contain the names of Record Access Officer, who will be 
appointed by the Principal, and the Records Appeal Officer, who will be a member of the 
school's board of trustees. 

If the person requesting information is denied access to a record, he or she may, within 30 
days, appeal such denial to the Principal or his or her designee (such designee shall not also serve 
as the School Records Access Officer). Upon timely receipt of such an appeal, the Achievement 
First Brownsville Charter School will, within 10 business days of the receipt of the appeal, fully 
explain, in writing, the reasons for further denial or provide access to the record(s) sought 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School also will forward a copy of the appeal, as well as 
its ultimate determination, to the New York State Committee on Open Government 

In the event an appeal for records is denied, the person requesting the information may 
bring a proceeding for review of such denial in pursuant to Article 78 of the Civil Practice Law 
and Rules. 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School may deny access to requested records for 
one or more of the following grounds: 

• Such records are specifically exempted from disclosure by state or federal statute; 
• Such access would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; 
• Such records, if disclosed, would impair present or imminent contract awards or collective 

bargaining negotiations; 
• Such records are trade secrets or are submitted to the Achievement First Brownsville Charter 

School by a commercial enterprise or derived from information obtained from a commercial 
enterprise and which if disclosed would cause substantial injury to the competitive position of 
such enterprise; 

• Such records are compiled for law enforcement purposes and which, if disclosed, would meet 
the conditions set forth in Public Officers Law § 87(2X3); 

• Such records, if disclosed, would endanger the life or safety of any person; 
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• Such records are computer access codes; 
• Such records are inter-agency or intra-agency materials that are not statistical or factual 

tabulations of data, instructions to staff that affect the public, or a final policy or external 
audits. 

• Examination questions or answers 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School shall maintain: a record of the final vote of each 
trustee in every proceeding in which the trustees vote; a record setting forth the name, public 
office address, title and salary of every officer or employee of the education corporation; and a 
reasonably detailed current list, by subject matter, of all records in the Education Corporation's 
custody or possession. 

Achievement First Brownsville Charter School may charge a copying fee for each page requested 
to be copied. The fee can be no more than the fee allowed by State law. 
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(^ACHIEVEMENT FIRST <**s 

CHARTER 
SCHOOL . W BROWNSVILLECHARTER 

Compliance with Open Meetings Law 

The Achievement First Brownsville Charter School shall be subject to Article 7 of the 
New York Public Officers Law, pursuant to Education Law § 2854(1 )(e). The School's Board of 
Trustees meetings and Trustee committee meetings shall be open to the general public. 

Public Notice 
1. A calendar of all board meeting dates will be posted at the Achievement First 

Brownsville Charter School at all times. 
2. Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will provide notice of the time and place 

of any board meeting that is scheduled at least one week in advance to the news media 
and shall conspicuously post such notice in one or more public locations at least 72 hours 
in advance of the scheduled meeting. 

3. Achievement First Brownsville Charter School will provide notice of the time and place 
of any board meeting that is scheduled less than one week in advance to the news media 
(to the extent practicable) and shall conspicuously post such notice in one or more public 
locations at a reasonable time in advance of the scheduled meeting. To the extent 
possible, the School will publicly post notices of Board of Trustees meetings immediately 
after each meeting date is determined. 

4. Trustees may participate in board meetings in person or by Videoconferencing. 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School Board of Trustees shall provide an 
opportunity for the public to attend at any site where a member participates. If 
videoconferencing is to be used, then the public notice must say so, identify the locations 
from which members will participate, and state that the public has a right to attend at any 
of these locations. 

Minutes of Meetings 
1. The Secretary of the Achievement First Brownsville Charter School Board of Trustees 

will take minutes at all open sessions, including board and committee meetings. All 
minutes will contain the date of the meeting, a summary of all motions, proposals, 
resolutions and any. other matter formally voted upon as well as a record of how each 
board member voted. 

2. Minutes from open meetings will be made available to the public within two weeks of the 
meeting date. Minutes from executive sessions will be available within one week. 
Minutes will be available at the School. 

Executive Sessions 
Achievement First Brownsville Charter School shall conduct all executive sessions as 

part of an open meeting; they are not considered separate meetings per se. An executive session 
may be called via motion and majority vote by the Board of Trustees to enter an executive 
session. The motion must specifically identify the general area or areas of the subjects to be 
considered. All Board members may participate in executive sessions, and the Board may 
authorize others to attend as well. In no case shall public funds be appropriated during an 
executive session. 

An executive session shall only be conducted by the Board of Trustees for one or more of 
the following matters: 
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1. Matters which will imperil the public safety if disclosed; 
2. Any matter which may disclose the identity of a law enforcement agent or informer; 
3. Information relating to current or future investigation or prosecution of a criminal 

offense which would imperil effective law enforcement if disclosed; 
4. Discussions regarding proposed, pending or current litigation; 
5. When such law applies to charter school employees, collective negotiations that are 

within the scope of Article 14 of the Civil Service Law; 
6. The medical, financial, credit or employment history of a particular person or 

corporation, or matters leading to the appointment, employment, promotion, 
demotion, discipline, suspension, dismissal or removal of a particular person or 
corporation; 

7. The preparation, grading or administration of examinations; and 
8. The proposed acquisition, sale or lease of real property or the proposed acquisition of 

securities, or sale or exchange of securities held by such public body, but only when 
publicity would substantially affect the value. 

Exemptions 
The following matters are exempted from the Open Meetings Law and therefore need 

not be discussed at open meetings: 

• Judicial or quasi-judicial proceedings (for example, suspension hearings and employee 
grievance hearings); and 

• Any matter made confidential by State or federal law (for example discussions regarding 
a particular student's records or children with handicapping conditions in violation of the 
federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act). 

Enforcement 
Any individual wishing to report a violation of the New York State Open Meetings Law 

has standing to bring a proceeding in accordance with Article 78 of the Civil Practice Law and 
Rules and/or action for declaratory or injunction. 
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This Personnel^andbook^andbook^ is designed to provide you with information about 
tl^^ employee benefits and personnel poucies and proceduresforAchievementFirst and 
A^hievementFirst schools. The policies in this handbook specifically applytoAmistadAcademy, 
r^^^ity college Preparatory School^Achievement First ^rownr^eights charter School, 
A^evementFirstF^ast^ew^ork charter School,AchievementFirst^ushwick^harter School, 
A^evementFirstFndeavor^harter School, and Acl^evement Firsts ^nc.The handbook will use 
t^e term ^School^ throughout this handbook, and unless otherwise noted, theterm School applies 
t^ all the schools ustedabove.^addifion^ unless omerwise noted, th^e School poucy also app^       D 
Achievement First staff. 

This handbook replaces any and all previously issued personnel policies and memoranda, 
ar^d supersedes any inconsistentverbalorwritten descriptions of theSchool^s personnel policies, 
ir^cludingverbal descriptions of me Schools benefits.The handbook applies to all employees, 
though some items apply only to specific categories of employees, as indicated. 

The Schooldoes not intend by this manual to create any contractual obligations, express or 
irr^plied, on the partofthe staff orthe School. The School retains the sole rightto interpret the 
n^anual^s provisions. 

The handbook describes many ofyour responsibilities as an employee and outlines the 
programs developed by theSchool to benefit employees. TheAchievementFirstnetworkis built on 
it^ people, and we rely on you to deliver consistently the highest ^ualitywork possible, ^n turn, our 
oo^ecdve is to provide an environment thatis conducive to both personal and professional growth. 

^o personnel handbook can anticipate every circumstance or c^uesdonabout personnel 
policies. Wewill address situations as we become aware ofthem, and we expect and encourage you 
to bring toour attention any employment issues that heed to be addressed. Please feelfree to speak 
yourSchool^sor Achievement Firsts Operations staff about any questions, comments, or concerns 
you have about your employment. 
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EMPLOYMENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

It is the School's policy to provide equal employment opportunities to all applicants for . 
employment and employees. The School does not discriminate based on an individual's race, 
religion, color, national origin, ancestry, citizenship, disability, genetic information, marital status, 
veteran starns, sexual orientation, age, sex, or on any other classification protected by law. 

This policy governs all aspects of employment at the School, including hiring, assignments, 
training, promotions, compensation, employee benefits, discipline, discharge, and all other terms and 
conditions of employment. Further, the School will reasonably accommodate an individual's 
physical or mental disability when appropriate. Questions about reasonable accommodations should 
be directed to the director of school operations. 

Employment Categories 

Each employee is categorized as full-time or part-time, and as exempt or non-exempt and 
certain employees are designated as temporary employees. In addition, certain individuals who are 
not employees of the School but who nevertheless work on premises, such as independent 
contractors and employees of the local school district or board of education, also are expected to 
comply with the terms and conditions of this Handbook to the extent that the Handbook sets 
standards of conduct for individuals who work on premises. 

At-Will and Contract Employees 
Unless expressly agreed to in writing by the principal, all School employees are employed on 

an "at will" basis. This means that either you or the School may terminate the employment 
relationship at any time, with or without notice. No one at the School, other than with the express 
written consent of the principal, may enter into any agreement for employment for a specific period 
of time. 

Full-Time/Part-Time 
The School categorizes all employees as either full- or part-time. Please note that the 

School's employee benefit plans may adopt different definitions. 
FULL-TIME employees are regularly scheduled to work 30 hours or more per week. 
PART-TIME employees are regularly scheduled to work fewer than 30 hours per week. 
The employee benefit plans applicable to School employees may define "full-time" and 

"part-time" differently for purposes of determining eligibility for benefits and for purposes of 
benefit administration. In such circumstances, the definitions contained in the applicable benefit 
plans shall govern. 

Exempt /Non-Exempt 
In accordance with applicable labor laws, the School categorizes each employee as exempt or 

non-exempt for purposes of federal wage and hour laws. The School will inform you at the time of 
hire whether you are exempt or non-exempt. Exempt employees are, generally, faculty, professional 
and administrative staff. The School pays exempt employees on a salary basis. Exempt employees 
do not receive overtime pay. They are expected to spend as much time on task as is required to 
perform their duties. Non-exempt employees are, usually, paid an hourly fixed wage. Non-exempt 
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employees are entided to receive extra pay for approved o^erdme^orl^ in accordance ^th both the 
applicable la^ and the ^chool^so^ertimepolicy. 

T^r^porary^mpl^y^^^ 
^romdme to dme,me^choolmay hire certain employees onatemporarybasis^usuallyfora 

period bffour months or less. Temporary employees may be full-time or part-time. Unless required 
by la^, temporary employees are noteligibleforthe benefits describedin this r^andbool^. 

independent contractors and ^th^r^or^^cnoo^mploy^^ 
The school also occasionally uses independent contractors and non-school employ^^^g^ 

^chool^istrict^oardof^ducadonemployees^to perform certain services, independent 
contractors and employees of other enddes such asther^oardofr^ducation are not employeesof 
the school and this r^andboolt does notapply to them, except to the extent thattheyshall be 
required to conduct themselves in accordance^ith the ^chool^s conduct standards, ^imilarly^they 
are not eligiblefbr the benefits described in this r^andbool^. 

^mployment^h^bility 

^n^migration reform and ^ontro^ct 
Under federal immigradonla^,each employee hired must pro^de certain documentadon 

and complete an ^-^ form demonstradng mat he or she is authori^edto^orltin the United states, 
failure to pro^de such documentadoninadmelymanner^^ require discharge of the employee. 

should an employee subsequendy become unauthorised to ^orl^, the la^ requires that he or 
she must be discharged pending receiptof additional documentadon demonstrating an extension of 
theauthori^adon to ^orl^in the United states. 

^^c^gro^nd^nec^an^ fingerprinting 
^ery school employee, long-term volunteer, and contractors^ be subject to fingerprindng 

andacriminal background checl^ in accordance ^ith applicable state and city la^s and reguladons. 
individuals must comply^ith any related processing procedures and must provide all required 
information, failure to do so may resultin termination. 

^ertif^catior^ 
To the extent requiredbystatela^,it is the responsibility of all school employees to acquirethe 
necessary teaching or administrad^ecerdficadon as it may pertain to their current posidon. Unless 
other^se agreed upon in ^ridng between the employee and the school, thecosts of gaining 
certificadon, including me costs of all tests, courses, or application fees, are the responsibility of the 
individual employee. The school canbeahelpful resource in guiding employees through the 
certification process. ltis,ho^e^er,theindi^idual employees responsibility to ^orl^ toward 
achieving and maintaining his or her certification status. 

Maintaining and Updating personal ^ata 
^11 employees are required to complete all applicablefederal and state tax withholding 

forms, failure to file such documentation ^ith the school ^ill result in the employeenot being paid. 
employees must also prompdy notify the director of school operations of any changes in 

personal data. Marital status, personal mailing addresses, telephone numbers, number and names of 
dependents, beneficiaries, tax-^thholding information, individuals to be contacted in the e^ent of 
an emergency,educadonal accomplishments, and other such personal data must be accurate and 
current at all times. The school ^ill maintain the confidentiality of such information in accordance 
^ith applicable la^. 
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Employee Departures 

Terminations and Resignations 
We hope that your stay with us will be long and productive, however, in the event that you 

resign or your employment is terminated, you should know what to expect and what we expect of 
you. When your employment has been terminated or you resign from your employment, we may 
request that you make an appointment for an Exit Interview with the appropriate administrative 
personnel to discuss your employment and administrative issues. 

You must return all keys, records, files, supplies, equipment, or any other School property at 
the time of termination or resignation. 

Employee References 

All outside inquiries regarding employment references for current or former School 
employees must be directed to the principal or director of school operations. 

Hours of Work and Pay 

Paydays 
The School pays all employees on a twelve (12)-month year, regardless of whether they work 

summers. Usually, employees are paid on Fridays (every other week). The payment represents 
compensation for the time worked through the Saturday prior to the pay date. When a payroll falls 
on a holiday, payroll will usually occur on the first regular business day after the holiday. 

Direct Deposit of Paychecks 
For ease of administration the School prefers to directly deposit paychecks to its employees. 

In order to ensure proper direct deposits, please sign an authorization form and provide a blank 
voided personal check to the director of school operations. Direct deposit will take place as soon as 
possible after the first payroll submission of this data. 

Work Schedule 
School employees' work schedules vary depending upon position, may vary from time to 

time, and are set by the principal and Achievement First policy. Employees generally work the . 
schedules described below. 

Faculty work at the School for the days noted in the School calendar as school days, on 
specifically designated meeting days, as well as any other times that may be required by the School. 

Non-faculty employees work schedules set by the director of school operations and 
principal. Their work schedules may or may not coincide with the academic calendar. 

Hours of Work 
All School employees are required to work the hours set forth below, and to abide by the 

School's applicable absence and attendance policies, as set forth in a separate section of this 
Handbook. 
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faculty r^ours 
^ teachers^ counselors^ teachers aides^ and paraprofessionals need to be in the building 

from 7^15a.m. to 4^00 p.m.^ and also in attendance for all applicable school funcdons^ such as 
report ^ard nights^ parent-teacher conferences^ awards ceremonies^ etc. although the basehours 
are ^15a.m. to 4^00 p.m.^ teachers will regulady need to stay after 4^00 p.m.for meetings^ parent 
conferences^ student tutoring^ and omereventsltis me e^pectadon of the school thatteachers are 
available for meedngs and omer professional dudes after 4^00 p.m. daily and at other dmes as 
necessary. 

Non-Faculty ^cademic^ear^lours 
^e core school dayformechildrenisfrom7^5am to 4^00 p.m.^moughmariystudentswill 

stay undl^^O or later daily, curing the academic year^non-facultywill work different hours 
dependingupontheirposidonand job dudes. Non-faculty employees should contactthe director of 
school operadons with quesdonsaboutworkhours. 

summer flours 
Oudngme summers non-faculty employees work regular hours unless otherwiseinstructed 

by thedirector of school operadons. 

^n^el^eep^ng^Non^^emptemployees ^n^y^ 
^ccuratelyrecording dme worked is the responsibihty of every non-exempt employee. Non- 

exempt employees are required to record meirworkhours daily at me time they begin and end their 
work. Non-exempt ernployees maintain accurate dmes sheets using the achievement r^irst 
^imesheet^forms provided in me ^chool^smam office, ^imesheets should be turnedinto the 
director of school operadons eve^ Friday or on the employee^slast day ofwork each week. 

^tise^endal that all non-exempt employees actually record their hours ofwork. employees 
also must logout before they leave for personal reasons, r^alse statements or signing on behalf of 
another employee is grounds for immediate dismissal. 

failure to complywith the ^chool^sdme-keeping rules will forfeit an employee^sautomadc 
payroll deposit andBor may lead to disciplinary acdon^ including immediate dismissal. 

Overtime ^roced^re^on^^empt^mployee^^r^y^ 
Overdmeworkisaninfrequentoccurrenceatthe^chool. denature of overdmeisthatit 

somedmes is needed with little or no advance nodce. ^ccordingly^employees must maintain 
flexibility in order to be available ^br overtime assignments. 

Overdme^uthod^adon 
^n employees supervisor must approve all overdme before the overtime is worked. 

Overdme charges must be reported on employee dme sheets andasignature must be obtainedfrom 
me appropdate supervisor, failure to comply with this poli^ will lead^o disciplinary acdon. 

Overdme^ay 
Overdmecompensadon is paid to all non-exempt employees in accordance with applicable 

wage and hour requirements. Overdme is normally paid at the rate ofl-l^dmes an employees 
equivalent hourly rate for dme worked over 40 hours in any workweek. In calculating hours worked 
for purposes of overdmepay^breakpedods are considered part of the workday^but lunch periods 
are not. ^he^chool^sworkweek runs from Sunday through Saturday. Ifit is necessary to ask an 
employee to come in onaweekend day ora^choolholiday^the employee will be paidfor at leasts 
bourse even ifhe^she works less than4hours. 

^hibi^^ 
^^ 
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Compensatory Time Off 
Compensatory time off is not allowed in lieu of overtime pay. 
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^e^choolprovidesavarietyofhealm and welfare benefits to ehgibleemployees.l^etails 
of these plans,includingall terms and condidons and employee eligibilityreo^uirements, are 
g^vemedbythe applicable plan documents and relevant summaryplan descriptions^ copies of 
thesematerials are availablefrom the director of school operations. 

B^e^choolreservesmerightto amend, interpret,modifyorterminate any ofits employee 
benefits programs wimoutpriornodce.B^e^lan^dn^strator of each of the ^chool^s employee 
benefitplanshasmepower and aumority to construe andmterpret me termsof the plan, to make all 
factual determinadohs, and to amend ortern^ate such plans.^theeventthatthere are any 
conflicts between the actual plan documents and the descriptions provided below, the actual plah 
documents shallapply. employees will be notified in writing of any materialchanges to the plans, 
^rdessomerwise specified, thefollowing benefits programs apply only to f^^time employees, 

^e^chool^s health and welfare benefits, which are subject tochange,currendyinclude the 
following benefits^ 

^l^alth^ns^ranc^ 
^e school currendyprovides all eligible employees wimmdividualhealthinsurahce.^fyou 

^ould like toaddadependent or spouse undervourm^dicalcoverage,vouhav^ the option to buv 
into our group plan atareduced cost, ^urrendy, our plan calls for employees to payOpercent of 
memonth^ypremiumcostofindividual^employeeonly^ coverage. While wewillendeavorto keep 
benefits strongand costs low,theamountthat each employeewillhave to contributefor both 
individual and dependent^spousecoverageand me ^eofhealthplan^benefits offered are subject 
tochange. 

employees should referto the summaryplandescripdon or me other governingplan 
document foracomplete description of the benefits offered, ^hese documents are availablefrom 
thehealth insurance carrier and the director of school operadons. 

^nta^n^ran^e 
^     ^e^choolcurrendyprovides all eligible employees with individual dentalcoverage through   ^ 

agroup dental plan. If you would like to addadependent or spouse underyour dental coverage, you 
have theoption to buy into our group plan atareduced cost. ^urrendy,our plan calls for employees 
to pay^percent of themonthly premium cost ofindividual^employeeonly^ coverage. Whilewe 
will endeavor to keep benefits strong and costs low,the amount that each employee will have to 
contributefor both individual and dependent^spouse coverage and the ^e of dental planBbenefits 
offered are subject to change. 

employees should referto the summa^ plan description or the other governing plan 
documentforacomplete description of the benefits offered, ^fhese documents are availablefrom 
the dentalinsurance carrier and the director of school operations. 

^roup^erm^i^e^nsur^nce 
^he school provides group term life insurance ^o eligible employees, employees should 

refer to the summa^ plan de^cripdon or other governing plan documents foracomplete 
descripdon of the benefits offered. ^urrendy,ourplancallsfor employees to payOpercent of the 
cost of this coverage.While we will endeavor to keep benefits strong and costs low,the amount that 
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e^^ employeewillhave to con^bute and me type of ^ermhfeinsurance^benefi^ offered a^e ^ 
st^bjec^ to change. 

employees should refer to me summaryplandescriprionormeomergoverningplan 
document foracompletedes^ripdon of me benefits offered, ^ese document are available from 
regroup term lifeinsurance provider and the director of school operations. 

^^ort^errri^md^o^^^rrri^^abili^ylri^^rari^ 
^he school provides shor^-andlong-termdisabili^yinsurance to eligible employees, 

^^rrendy^ourplancallsfor employees to payOpercent of d^e cost ofmis coverage, ^^ew 
er^deavor^o keep benefits s^ongand costs low^me amount th^^^^^p^^^^^^^^o 
conmbute and me type oflong-termdisabilitymsurance^benefi^ offered are subjec^^ 

^hort-term disability coverage compensates an employee forlossofincome resulting from 
ari^off-the-job injury otillness in an amount equal ^o 60% of the employee's weeklywage^oa 
maximum of^^OOOweeldy. Please note mat benefits will be taxed asmcome.^e^choo^s 
insurance carrier handlesall claims for short-term disability benefits. Intheeventofacovered 
claims mere isaone^I^daywaitingperiodfor injury and an eight^daywaitmgperiodfor illness. 
r3e^nefitscontinueforamaximumoftwenty-six^6^weeks. 

I^ong-term disability coverage similarly compensatesanemployeefor loss ofincome 
requiring from anoff-me-job injury or illnessman amount equal to 60% of me employee's monthly 
wage toamaximumof^^O^OOO monthly^ Please note that benefits will be taxed as income.^he 
^hool^s insurance carrier handles all claims for long-term disability benefits. In the event ofa 
covered claims mere isaone hundred and eighty^^daywaidng periods which dovetails with the 
^^week coverage provided by the short-term disability insurance. 

employees should refer to the summary plan description or the other governingplan 
documentforacompletedescriprionofthe benefits offered, ^hese documents are availablefrom 
th^ director ofschool operations. 

^rirement^an 
^ohelp provide financial security to our employees during their retirementyears^ the school 

sponsors and offers me opportunity for full-time employees to participate inaretirement plan 
pursuant to section ^O^^ofthe Internal revenue ^ode. 

^urrendy^AchievementFirsthasarelarionshipwithAI^-^alic^oneoftheworld'slargest 
financial services compar^es^ to manage our ^O^b program. Al^-^alic will providefree financial 
planning advice for ail AP employees. In order to betterserveour employees and ensurethatwe are 
re^eivinggreatservice^Acl^evementPirst reserves ^e right to change financial services companies. 

employees should refer to the documents provided tothe school by the ^0^^ service 
palmer tor more information.^ese documents are avai^^blerrom me service provider or me 
director of school operations. 

^eteria^Ia^ 
BPhe school offersa^ualified Internal revenue ^odesectionl^^ cafeteria plan to its eligible 

employees. Parriciparing employees may use this plan to make tax-free contributions to fund eligible 
expenses such as family medical or dental premiums incurred through participating in the ^chool^s 
insurance plans. 

statutory r^enet^t^ 

social ^ec^riry^^edicare^a^ 
social ^ecuri^^ledicare^ax benefits are provided to all eligible school employees and are 

paid for jointly by the school and the employee.^our share is deducted from your paycheck as 

^^ 
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r^uiredbylaw.^orintormationc^^ 
^ct,contactyourlocal Social Security Office. 

unemployment ^uran^ 
Consisteritwim applicable state laws, ^nemployment^nsurance provided mcome to all full^ 

time employees who are actively seeldngemploymentwhile they are out ofworl^ due to 
circumstances beyond their control. The School pays the entire cost of this benefit. Youmustfilea 
claim at your state unemployment insurance office to receive benefits. 

^or^er^^ompen^on 
The S^ool provides e^gible employes wim^or^^ compensation b^^fi^a^^ocos^^ 

^orl^ers^ compensation covers eligible employees who are injured or disabledon the ^ob,orwho 
contract an occupational disease in the course of employment. Oependingupon the nature of the 
injury or disease, you may receive cash benefits and payments of all necessary medical expenses as 
determined bythe^orl^ers^ompensationr3oard. ^11 incidents involvingwor^place injuries or 
illnesses must be reported immediately to the director of school operations. 

Te^cher^r^et^rement^oard^T employees on^y^ 
Cerdfied teachers in Connecticut schoolsareeligiblefor participation in the Teachers 

r^efirementr^oard ^Tr^^.^ddiuonalinformadon about meTeachersr^edrement^ 
from me director of school operations. Please note mat teachers who parocipatemtheTr^8 do not 
currentlypay social security. 

^^^^^^ont^nu^on^overa^e 
^nder applicable laws, some employers sponsoring group health plans are required to offer 

employees and meir families me opportunityforatemporary extension ofhealthcoverage^called 
^continuation coverages at group rates in certain instances when coverage under the plan would 
otherwise end. You will be provided with additionalinformadon if you becomeapardcipantin the 
Schools healm plan and, if applicable, when you expenencea^ualir^^geven^ such as terrnination 
of your employment. 
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^e hallmark ofa^^chievement^irstschoolise^cel^entst^fattendance.^genera^ 
^^hievementr^irst schools average^percent or hetter staff attendance rates, ^^s means that 
a^ost staff memhers are ahsentf^veorfewer schooldays and^orrequired professional 
d^elopmeritdays, with the majority of staff missingthree or fewer days. We t^epridein our 
attendance rates and makeapoint of recognising truly excellent attendance. 

^ school calendarisdistrihutedto all employees annually and indicates the national holidays 
tl^atwillheohserved.^ach^school may have slighdy different school calendars, and^^entral 
maintains its own calendar. 

^^d^av^^r^for^eacher^^ounse^or^^nd^ar^pro^e^on^ 
teachers, paraprofessionals, and counselors may take up to threes) days as vacation or 

pe^rsonaldays during the academic year^thatis, while school is in session or during required 
professional development days.When school is notin session or there is notarequired professional 
development day, teachers, paraprofessionals, and counselors have the day offwithout^ound^g 
ag^nst these three days, ^he three weeks in ^ulywhenclasses are in session are considered part of 
t^eacaden^cyear.^r^ess otherwise specified in the offer letter ofateacher, counselor, or 
paraprofessional, these days are treated the same as any other school day. 

^he school does also understand that teachers, counselors, and paraprofessionals may 
occasionally and unexpectedly get sick.^he school reserves the right to requireadoctors^ note 
whenever an employee is out on sick leave for three (^)or more consecutive days, ^he school also 
mayrequireadoctor^snote for sick leave when it has reason to helieve, at its sole discretion, that 
such ahsence is not due toalegidmate illness (suchas immediately preceding or followingaholiday, 
vacation period, orweekend).^fateacher,counselor, or paraprofessional misses more than fifteen 
(^ total) days during an academic year including sick and personal^vacadon days),the teacherwill 
he docked one day^s pay foreverydaymissed over fifteen (15). 

^^idDav^^^f^or^chool^dm^mstrator^and^peration^^taf^ 
^dn^nistrators and op^ations^taff(includ^n^ principals, deans, registrars, and directors of 

school operations, and school managers) may take the ^winter hreak^designatedhy the school 
(usuallyOecemher^^anuary^l) as paid time off. ^n addition, school administrators and 
operations staff may take up to twenty (20) sick^personal^vacation days during the fiscal year (July^ 
to ^une ^30).^f these twen^ (20) days,administrators and operations staff may takeama^imum of 
three (^) personal orvacation days per school yearwhile school is in session or on days where there 
is required teacher professional development, ^administrators or operations staff choose to take 
vacadonatadme when the school is notinsession,with the exception of the winter hreak, these 
days will count as personal orvacation days, ^iven the nature ofthe^oh,it is not always practical or 
feasihle for principals, deans,directors of school operations, school managers, and registrars to take 
mefull twenty (20) days.Deansmay,uponagreementwithaprincipal,requestand receive additional 
vacation days. 

^iven the intense work times during the summer months, principals and operations staff 
should plan to take no more than ten (10) days duringJune,^uly,and^ugust.With the exception of 



m 
summer, operations staff are encouraged to schedule vacation when the school is not in session and 
should work with the principal and AF Central operations staff to determine the most appropriate 
times to take vacation and personal days. 

If an administrator or operations staff member misses more than twenty (20) total days in a 
year, the administrator or operations staff member will be docked one day's pay for every day over 
twenty (20) that he/she misses. 

Paid Days Off for Achievement First, Inc. Staff 
Achievement First, Inc employees may take the "winter break" designated by the school 

(usually December 24 -January 1) as paid time off. In addition, an AF Central employee may take 
up to fifteen (15) sick/personal/vacation days during the fiscal year (July 1 to June 30). Employees 
should work with his/her direct supervisor to determine the most appropriate times to take vacation 
and personal days. 

If an AF Central employee misses more than fifteen (15) total days in a year, the employee 
will be docked one day's pay for every day over fifteen (15) that he/she misses. 

Earning and Requesting Personal Days and Vacation Days 
Employees should provide at least two (2) weeks' notice to use personal or vacation days. 

The employee's supervisor reserves the right to deny such requests. Notice of the need to take paid 
days off shall be provided to the director of school operations. If an employee needs to take a 
personal day due to an emergency situation, and cannot provide the School with two (2) weeks' 
notice he or she must contact the director of operations (or, in the case of Achievement First 
Central, the direct supervisor) as soon as possible. 

Attendance Bonus 

At the end of each academic year, the School awards attendance bonuses to all employees 
(teachers, administrators, operations staff, and paraprofessionals) to recognize individuals who have 
been in attendance during regular school days and professional development days. Achievement 
First Central employees are not eligible for attendance bonuses. 

The bonus system rewards excellent attendance based on the following formula: 

Days Missed* Great Att. Bonus Basic Att. Total Bonus 
0 $500 $1000 $1500 
1 $500 $900 $1400 
2 $500 $800 $1300 
3 $700 $700 
.4 $600 $600 
5 $500 $500 
6 $400 $400 
7 $300 $300 
8 $200 $200 
9 $100 $100 
10 or more $0 $0 

Attendance bonus payments are made by mid-August each year. 

The attendance bonus is based on total days missed during the regular school year. The 
regular school year is defined as all school days plus required professional development days. School 
days in July (Summer Academy) are counted, unless otherwise specified in the employee's offer 
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letter. If an employee is absent due to approved, School-relatedbusiness^.e.attendingaconference, 
vi^ng another achievement r^itst school, etc.^, or an omerwise allowable absences. ^^ 
tbe absence will not count asaday missed. 

^^er^ttendan^e Information 
^here is no trolling over^ of personal^vacation days to thene^t school yearfor any 

employee, and days maynot be transferred to other employees.r^urthermore, employees willnot be 
compensatedforunused paid leave. 

^ny employee whotakesaleave of absence pursuant to the family and ^edicall^eave^ct 
^I^I^^is required to e^aust all ofhis or her accrued, unused paid vacanon during such r^^^ 
leave. 

^t^^b^ence^ 

^^cher^b^ence^and^ubstit^tion^ 
^iven that we hold our students to high attendance standards, it is critical that our staff 

members are here every day. ^^enateacher or administrator is out, it creates inconsistencies and 
stressfor students and colleagues^ Ifateacher or administrator needs to be outforapersonal day, 
please notify the principal atleast two weeks in advance, ^he^choolwilldoitsbesttotryto 
accommodate your needs. If you will be out because you are sick, please call the principal and 
registrar by o^O a.m. mat morning.^eachers should call bom the principal and registrar on both 
their cell phones and work phones in order to ensure that the message reaches the principal. 

^eask teachers to try to schedule doctor appointments and other appointments on days 
that schoolis not in session^or during teacher prep periods. Ifateacher needs to missaclassfor 
ar^ appointment, it is the teachers responsibility to arrange for coveragefor the class by asking 
teachers who do not teach that block to cover the class. In extreme circumstances, the principal will 
make arrangementsforyou. In general, however, teachers are responsible for arrangingforteaching 
coveragefor when mey will be absent for less manafullday.^eachers should be sure to notify the 
principal when theywill be out and who is covering their classesBdudes. 

because school culture isacollective responsibility and we realise that having an external 
subsutute will impact me enure communi^, we haveastrong preference for ^internal^ substitution 
^and we haveacollective responsibility to ensure that we miss class only in rare circumstances and 
thatwe help to ^pickup the slacks when our colleagues are out. 

Excessive absenteeism or unauthorised poor attendance will leadtodisciplinaryaction, up to 
and including termination of employment. 

Ifanon-teaching employee, cannot avoid being late to work or is unable to work as 
scheduled, he or she should noufythe school as soon as possible, and preferably by no later than 
^0 a.m. on the day of the absence or tardiness., ^n absent or tardy employee must speak to the 
registrar or principal on the telephone or leaveamessagewithanumberwhere he or she canbe 
reached. Employees who must leave work early are required to notify,and obtain approvalfrom the 
director of operations or principal before leaving the school. 

^easkemployees to try to schedule doctor^sand other appointments during days in which 
school is not in session 

Excessive absenteeism or unauthorised poor attendance will lead to disciplinary action, up to 
andincluding termination of employment. 



^ 

^mi^y and medical ^eave 

^^r^r^t^^eav^ 
achievement r^irstis committed to supportingits employees byprovidingthem with clear 

and reasonable optionsformanagmgthe^r professional and parental responsibilities. Webelieve that 
a strong parentalleave policy is built on two maintenets^t^rst, that eligibleemployees be entitled to 
paid leavein the period surrounding the birth or adoption ofachild, and that no worl^ be expected 
of them during this periods second, that eligible employees beable to tal^eastand^d parental 
and return to worl^withoute^periencingalossofincomeduringayearofbirth or adoption. 

achievement r^irstis actively in the process of revising and enriching its parental leave 
policy, which is subject to r^oard approval, ^updatetothe policy contained in thishandbool^ will 
be published by ^ovember^, ^0^ and will be distributed to all school and^chievementr^irst 
staff. ^Intil that time, the followingterms and conditions apply. 

^Irg^b^ty for parental ^eave 
employees who have worked inafull^time capacity for the ^choolforantinimum of one 

yearare eligible forparental leave, ^accordance with ^chool^s medical and disability leave policies, 
additional medical leave will be granted ifabirth mother iscertifiedbyherphysicianto.be medically 
disabled either before or afteraparental leave. 

employees who have worked inafull^timecapacityfor the ^choolfor less than one year, 
and employees who are either part-time, temporary or independent contractors are not eligible tor 
parental leave benefits. 

^^terr^ty^eave^^^y 
^n eligible employeewho gives birth oris the prima^ caretaker parent ofan adoptive child 

under the age of 8ve^is eligible for^consecutiveweel^sofleave beginning on or near the day 
the child is bom or adopted. 

^he^chool^sshort^erm disability policy recognises pregnancy asadisabling condition 
^illness^, subject to an eight^day waiting period, following the waiting period, the employee will 
be compensatedaportionofhersala^ directly by the provider of^chool^sshort^term disability 
insurance foraminimum of five^weel^s. ^n employee may elect to applyunused 
sic^personal^vacation days toany part ofhermaternityleave^i.e. for days that are nototherwise 
covered by the ^chool^sshort^term disability plan^. ^he will receive her fullsalarydirectly from the 
school for sic^personal^vacation days that she applies. 

employees should refer to the summary plan description or the other governing plan 
document foracomplete description of the benefits offered, ^hese documents are available from 
the insurance provider and the director ofschool operations. 

curing the period ofmaternity leave, the school will continue to mal^e its normal 
contribution to an eligible employees benefits, which shallremaincontinuouslyin effect, ^n 
employee who is enrolled inafamily plan, forwhich me employee^sportionofthe premium 
payment is usually deductedfrom his/her paycheck, will be invoiced and required tomal^e timely 
payments to the school during the leave period. 

^employee returning from matemityleavewill be guaranteed the same approximate 
dutiesBresponsibilities and sala^ as the employee had just preceding the leave period, provided such 
leave does not exceed l^weel^s. If the leave e^ceeds^weel^s, the school may need to modify the 
employees duties^responsibilities. 

^^^^^^^^ ^^ 

^^ 
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I^nderme terms of^chool^s short-term and lo^termdisabilitypolicies,a^employeewill be 
considered disabled if, due to sickness or in^ury,he or she is unable to perform any of the material 
anc3 substantial duties ofhis or her regular occupation, curing the period ofthis disability, the 
err^ployeewill be grantedaleaveofabsence of up to 1^ weeks witlunal^^month period, measured 
forward from the date thatthe employees first disability leave begins. 

An employee returr^gfrom medical or disability leave will be guaranteed the same 
apr^ro^dmatedunes^responsibilities and salary as me employeehad^ustpreceo^mg the leave period, 
provided suchleavedoes not exceed 1^ weeks. Iftheleave exceeds 1^ weeks, the ^choolmay need 
tor^odifytheemployee^sduties^responsibilioes. 

employees should referto me summary plan description or the other governingplan 
document foracompletedescripdon of me disability benefits offered, ^e plan documents are 
available from disability insurance provider and the director of school operations. 

^r^ced^re^for^e^uestm^^eave 
In requestingafamily and medicalleavefor any reasons that are foreseeable, employees 

mt^st give written nonce to me school atleast thirty (30) days in advance of the needforaleave. If 
an employeefails to give advance written notice for foreseeable leave, the leave may be denied until 
at least 30 days afterthe date nodceisprovided. Ifme leave must begin inless than thirty (30) days, 
employees must give their supervisor as much advance notice as is practicable. 

Ifleaveis necessary for planned medical treatment, employees must attempt to schedule 
treatment so as not to disruot the operations of the school, employees should consultwith their 
supervisors prior to the scheduling oftreatment. Ifit is medically necessary for an employee to take 
mte^rn^tter^t leave orworkareduced schedule, me school may transfer me employee temporarily to 
an alternative position that better accommodates mistype ofleave. 

^he school will require employees to provide documentation of the needforaleave for the 
employees own serious health condition or the serious health condition ofafamily member. A 
^serious healmcondition^is defined as an illness, in^ury,impairment, or physical or mental 
cor^didon that involves inpatient care atahospital or residential medical care facility,absencefrom 
wo^kfor more than three days foracondidon that requires continuing treatment byahealth care 
provider, orachronic long-term health condition. 

employees must provideacompleted medical certification byahealth care provider as to^ 
(a) the date the condition commenced^ (b) its probable durations (c) appropriate medical facts 
regarding me condiuon^^ 
to ^areformefamilymember and the expected duration of such need^and(e) in the case of the 
employees own ilmess,astatementmatme employee is unable to perform me funcdonsof the 

employee requests intermittent leave orareduced work schedule, Achievement First also will require 
certification that such ^eofleave is medically necessary and verification ^s to the dates and 
duration of treatment and of the expected duration of the leave. 

employees must submit medical certifications withinl5days of requesting family and 
medical leave in connection withaserious health condition. Failure to provide adequate 
certification inatimely manner may result in delay ofleave. IfAchievement First has reason to 
doubt me validity of the medical certificadon, it may require that the employee obtainasecond 
opinionfromahealth care provider selected by Achievement First atAchievement Firsts expense. 
Iftl^s opinion differsfrom me emnloyee^scertification, Achievement Firstwill require, at its 
e^pense,athird opinion that isfmalandbinding. 



^ 

^a^tily^nd^edic^l^e^v^^^tr^^tion^l^n^ploye^^ 
l^avetaken by instructional employees at the end of onesemester and thebe^iin^of the 

ne^tsemestershallbe considered consecutiveleave, rather thanintermittentleave. summer 
vacation does not count asleave. 

^oreduce classroom disruption,if an instructional employeeisorwill be abseritmorethan 
twenty^percent of me total number ofworkin^ days in the petiodforwhichleaveis taken, and 
the instructional employee is taking intermittentleave or leave onareduced schedule in orderto^ 
careforasi^kfamily member or because ofh^s or her own illness, men the ^choolmayre^uirethe 
employee to elect either 1^ to takealeayefor specified periods of time or^transferternporatily^o 
an et^uivalentposition that better accommodates recurrin^periodsofleave. 

^e school may require anyinstructionalemployeewho wishes to take leave neartheendof 
the academic petiod to extend his or her leavemrou^h the end of the academic period as follows^ 

D    If an employee takes leavefor any reason more than five^weeks before the endof 
the term, the ^hool may require the employee to continue his orher leave until the 
end of the term if the leave requested is at least three^weeks in duration and the 
employee would returnto work durm^ the last three^weeks of the term. 

D    If the employee takes leave for any reasons except hisor her own illness and the 
leave begins less than five^weeks before the end of the term, the school may 
require me employee to continue takin^leave until the end ofthe term if theleave 
requested is more than two^weeks in duration and the^ employee would return to 
work during the lasttwo^weeks of theterm. 

^    If me employee takes leavefor any reason except his or her own illness and the leave 
b^ns less ti^^nmr^^^w^eks before ^^^^d of th^te^^,th^5^o^l^^ay^^ui^^ 
that the employee continue taking leave, if the leave requested is morethanfive^ 
working days in duration. 

Employee^tu^ during ^eave 
Employees will not accrue vacation and sick leave during the leave period. 
l^urin^ the leave, Achievement First may require employees to report periodically on their 

statusand their intent to return to work. Employees on leave for their own serious health condition 
or the setious health condition ofaclosefamily member may be asked to submit medical re^ 
certificationsfrom time to time durin^the leave. 

Employees are not permitted to en^a^e in other employmentwhile they are absentfrom 
AchievementFirstunderthispoli^,wimoutprior Violationofthis ^^   ^ 
policy may lead to disciplinary action, up to and includin^dischar^e. 

^^r^ployee^t^tu^a^ter^e^ve 
^hen an employee returns from leave,AchievementFirstwill return the employee to the 

same position, or to another position thathas equivalent benefits, pay andother terms and 
conditions ofemployment. Achievement First may choose to exempt certain highly compensated 
employees from this requirement. 

Achievement First will require employees on leave for their own serioushealth condition to 
submit, prior to their return,amedical certification from their health care provider of their ability to 
return to work. 

Employees who do not return to work within the approved leave period or t^^elve^l^ 
weeks,whichever comes first, may be terminated as of the scheduled return date. 

Any employee who fraudulently obtains family and medical leave will be subject to 
immediate discipline, up to and including discharge. 

^^^^^^^^ ^ ^ 
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^^htarv^av^ 
Employees who are membersofanAcdve reserve ^nitorthe national ^uardandneed 

dmeofffor notary leave must notify the school immediately and providethe director of school 
operations withacopyofyour orders. Achievement Eirstwill comply fullywiththe^niformed 
service Employmentand ^employment ^hts Act ofl^^ and other applicable laws re^ardin^ 
military leave. 

^r^and^itnes^^uty 
^pon receipt ofaproposed jury summons^ juror ^uesdonnaireorsubpoena to tesdfy^an 

employee should notify his/her direct supervisor immediately. If called asajurorwhileschoolis in 
ses^ion^ an employee shouldattempttoasl^ the court to postpone jury duty toawee^ when 
Achievement Eirstisnotin session. Employees may notvolunteerforjury^uty. 

Employees presenting proof of court appearance will be paid the employees full regular 
salary. Employees shallremitto Achievement Eirst any jury duty orwitness pay received while on 
paidjury duty orwitness leave. Employees must submit copies of subpoenasor other court notices 
to the director ofschool operations torverificadon purposes. 

^^  ^.^^^1^^^ 
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^eofSchool^re^t^rd^ 
School credit cards will be issuedto select staff members, as perthe approval of the r^oard 

finance ^omn^ttee.^e finance ^ommitteewill also establish the transacdon limits. 
creditcardswillonlybeused forbusmesspurposes andlimited tocircumstanceswherea 

purchase order is really not an option, personal purchases of anytype are not allowed, ^ash 
advances are alsoforbidden. 

^achcardholderwill be required to sign anagreementindicadng that he/she understands 
accepts the terms ofuse. Individuals who do not adhere to the policies and procedures surrounding 
credit card usage may have their credit card privileged revoked.  AnycardholderwhousesaSchool^ 
issued credit card improperlywill be held liablefor any and all unapproved^unallowable purchases, 
fraudulent use ofaSchool^issued credit card may result in disciplinary action. 

cardholders will prepare regular ^montl^y^ usage reports and, in accordance with Internal 
I^evenueService reguladons, will provide detailedreceipts^see receipts secdonbelowforfurm 
instrucdon^attachedtothe corresponding credit card report. I^or meals and entertainment, each 
transaction detail should include the names of all persons involved in the purchase, andabrief 
descnpdonofmebusinesspurpose. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

because the director of school operations isacardholder, the regional director of operations 
will be responsible for opening the School's monthly credit card statements, and for reconciling the 
cardholder reports and attendant receipts to ea^h statement, ^nce the srarement has been 
reconciled, the regional operations director will initial it and return it to the director of school 
operations forprocessingandpayment. ^fne director of school peradons will use the usage 
reports^receipt details to ensure that each allowable expense is assigned to the proper expense 
category in the accounting system. 

cardholders should make ^ery effort to ensure that purchases do not include sales ta^.^a^^ 
exempt cerdticates are availablefrom the school director of operations. 

^ra^l and employee ^u^ne^^pen^e 

^e School will reimburse employees for approvedo^t^of^towntravelfollowingthe 
federally mandated per diem rates for lodging and meals and incidentals, ^berates are specific to 
thecityofdesdnadon. reimbursement for mileage will be at current Ir^S allowed rates 
^ttp^Bww^^panache^ye^.comBm^eagerate.hm^l^.All other expenses will be reimbursed atactual 
cost unless otherwise limited by contractual^grantagreementwhere applicable. 

reasonable travel and business expenses incurred by employees will be reimbursed upon 
submission of an employee ^pense report with appropriatesuppordngdocumentadon.B^he 
School is e^emptfrom state and federal ta^, and therefore does nonreimburse employees for ta^. 
r^ployees can obtainacopy of the ^a^r^empt certificate from the director of school employees. 

r^or any business travel requiring an overnight stay,al^ec^uest for Authori^adonof^ravel^or 
equivalent memo of understandings must be submittedatleast^hours prior to committing to 
travel arrangements to allow time for review and authori^adon by the principal^or authorised 
signers. Similarly,pdorwdtten authorisation should be secured ifaseminar or meeting re^uiresa 
registration fee, even if the seminar is being held locally. 

employee ^penser^eports,including those pertaining to travel expenses, should be 
completed and subn^ttedonceamonm,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
^^^B^^^^. All expense reports are reviewed and approved by the principal ^or authorised 

^^^^^^^^ ^ 
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signer) and processed bythe director of school operations, expense reports submitted byme 
ptir^cipal should be approved by Ach^evementFi^^s^^(orauthori^ed signer). 

Ideally^employee expense reimbursements are processed within^hours of receipt by the 
director of school operations. 

l^e^eipts 
receipts substantiating reimbursable expenses will be obtained whenever practical^ but are 

re^redfora^ amounts in excess of^^ as required by the Internal r^evetiue Service. 
TheSchool may reimburse propedy authorised employees forSchool-related travel. The 

School does notreimburse employees for automobile trips (for professional development or other 
reasons) ofless man^roundtrip miles (venues within^5miles of the school). For tripsgreater 
thari^Oroundttiprniles^ the School will reimburse drivers authoti^ed to take such trips a^ 
currently rnileagereimbursementrateforeverymileupon submission of appropriate 
documentation such asamileagereimbursementform. 

employees whoseek reimbursement for ttips requiring train or air transportation must 
obtam the advance approval of the ptincipal. If approved^ the School will pay the costs of these 
trips. Itis our expectationmatttipsare booked usmgAchievement Firsts travel agent (through t^^ 
director of school operations)with enough advanced notice to getlow-cost fares. School employees 
will tly^ride in coach^and^ if available^ theywill stay at the lowest-cost national chain convenient to 
the applicable event. The School will makeadetermination whether rentingacar or using taxis will 
be^more economical options and^ upon appropriate authorisations the School will reimburse 
employees for such authorised expenses upon submission of appropriate documentation. 

Itis the expectation that School employees will stay two toaroom^n two separate beds) 
with otherAchievement First employees ofthe same sex. For trips that involve an overnight stay^ 
the School recognises that some additional food expenses will be incurred because oftravel^ so the 
School will reimburse (upon submission of appropriate receipts)up to ^^Bdayfor meals. 

AFemployeesmust keep all receipts fortravel reimbursement. Fmployeeswill not be 
reimbursed without receipts. 

l^^r^in^^nd moving violation Fine^ 
The School will not pay parking or other movingviolation tickets (i.e. speeding tickets^ etc.) 

for anystaff member. Staff members are expected to park legally^and staff members^ especially 
when transporting children^ are expected to abide by all driving and parking laws. 

^ther^eimb^r^ement^ 
Flease contact thedirector of school operations in advance if you require reimbursement for 

other ^cr^ool-^atede^p^^^^^. ^u^hreir^hu^^^ent^ha^ be ^a^ted at t^e^ole discretion of the 
director of operations and principal and only upon submission of appropriate documentation. 

F^hibi^O^ 
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^tis me policy or^ the school to mamtainaworken^ronmentinwhichal^indi^iduals are 
treated with respect and dignity^ ^ach individual has the right to workinaproressional atmosphere 
which prohibits discriminatory pracoces,includingsexual harassment andharassment based onrace, 
color, rel^gion,nanonalongm, sexual orientation, age, handicap, disability, orany other category 
protected by law r^arassment,whether^erbal, physical or en^ironmental,is unacceptable and will 
not be tolerated by me ^choolB^e purposes ot^ this policy against harassment are toeducate allots 
ot^ employees aboutwhat may constirute harassment, to nonry everyone who work^ here that the 
school will not condone ortolerateharassment,and to establishaprocedurewhichenco^ra^ 
anyone who reels they ha^ebeensub^ectedtO harassment to report such conduct to representatives 
or^ the school, who willin^estigate and respond to any reports ^he^chool^s other grievance 
procedures do not apply to situanonsin^ol^ng me conduct described below or this policy 

^ermit^ono^^aras^ment 
r^arassmentis verbal or physical conductthat denigrates or shows hostility or aversion 

towards an individual because ot^ race, color, religion, sex, nationalorigin, sexual orientation, age, 
handicap or disability, or that ot^ persons with whom the individual associates^ r^or example, racial 
harassmentincludes harassment based on an immutable characterisncassociatedwith race ^e^ skin 
color or racial teatures^ religious harassment may include demands that an employee alter or 
renounce some religious belief in exchange tor^obbene8ts^ and sexual harassmentisderined more 
specitically below ^he ^chool^s policy is toprohibit behavior based onaperson^s race, color, 
religion, sex, nauonal origin, sexual onentanon, age, handicap or disability that: ^^ has the purpose 
or et^ectot^creaongan intimidating, hostile oro^ensi^e work en^ronment^^has me pu^^ 
et^ectot^ unreasonably interteringwim an indi^dual^s work pertormance^or^omerwisead^ersely 
afreets an individuals employment opportunities 

regardless ot^ whether any single instance ot^ improper behavior described below rises to the 
le^elot^ harassment prohibited by law, itis the ^chool^spolicy that such behavior isinappropriate 
and ortensi^e, and itwill not be tolerated^ examples ot^ behavior that^iolate this policy and may 
constitute harassing conduct include, but are not limited to: 

D    epithets, slurs, ^uips, or negative stereotyping that relate t^ race, color, religion, sex, 
national origin, sexual orientation, age, handicap, disabili^, or any other category 
protected bylaws 

D    threatening, intimidating or hostile acts that relate to race, color, religion^sex, 
national origin, sexual orientation, age, handicap or disability^ 

D    written or graphic material ^includinggra^n^ that denigrates or shows hostility or 
aversion toward an individual or group becauseot^ race, color, religion, sex, national 
origin, sexual orientation, age, handicap or disability and thatis placed on walls, 
bulletin boards, or elsewhere onthe^chool^s premises, or circulated or displayed in 

the workplaces or 
^    ^okes,^^pranks^ or omertormso^^humor^ that is demeaning or hostilewith 

regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, sexual orientation, age, handicap 
or disability^ 

Oe^rutiono^^e^^al^aras^ment 
^s denned by me courts and by me ^ual employment Opportuni^ commission, sexual 

harassmentincludes unwelcome or unwanted sex based conduct: ^l^when an employees submission 

^^^^^^^^^ ^ 
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to or re^tion of this conduct affects decisions regardinghirmg,evaluarion,promorion or any other 
a^ect of employments or^when such conduct substantially mterfereswithanindividual^ 
err^r^loyment or creates an inrirnidating, hostile or offensive work environment. 

^e school prohibits any inappropriate or offensive behavior including, but notlimitedto^ 

D    coerced sexual acts^ 
^    express or implied demands for sexual favors in exchange for ravorable reviews, 

assignments,promotions,continuedemploymentorpromises of continued 
employment touching or assaulting an individuals body, or staring,inase^ual 
manners 

^   graphic, verbal commentary about an individuals body or se^uality^ 
^    unwelcome flirtations, advances, or propositions^ 
^    sexually suggestive, or obscene comments or gestures^ 
^    the display in the workplace of graphic and sexually suggestive objects, pictures or 

grafriti^ 
^    negative statements or disparaging remarks targeted at one se^ neither men or 

women^, even if the content of the verbal abuse is not se^ualin natures or 
^    any form of retaliation against an employeefor complaining about the type of 

behavior described above or supportingthe complaint of an alleged victim. 

^he type of behavior described above as e^amplesofse^ualharassment or harassment 
based on race, color, religion, se^, national origin, sexual orientation, age, handicap or disability is 
unacceptable not only in the workplace, but also in otherwork-related settings such as business trips 
or business-related social events. 

^nd^vidu^ covered by tr^e^ara^ment policy 
^his policy covers all school employees whether or not they are on school premises, 

provided that such employees are conducting school-related business or are participatingina 
^chool-sponsoredevent or function, ^ny^e of harassment, whether engaged in by fellow 
employees, supervisors, or by non-employees with whom the employeecomes into contact in the 
course of employment ^e^ service providers or contractors^, violates this policy and will not be 
tolerated, ^he school encourages the reporting of all incidents of harassment, regardless of who 
the offender may be. 

^portmgand^nvesri^arin^a^arassment^ompla^nt 
^he school encourages individuals who believe theyare being harassed to rirmly and 

pron^ptlynoti^ the alleged offender that his or her behavior is offensive or unwelcome. Whether or 
not you choose to discuss the incident with the alleged offender, we ask that you report the incident 
to the principal, director of school operations or school manager, deanof students, or academic 
dean, ^e encourage prompt reporting ofcomplaints so that rapid and appropriate action may be 
taken, supervisors and managers are required to report all conduct they believe may violate this 
poh^,whemer they directly observe the conduct or it is reported to them, directly to the principal, 
directorof school operations, dean of students, or academic dean. 

employees who have experienced conduct they believe iscontrary to this policy may havea 
legal obligation to take advantage of this complaint procedure, ^n employees failure to fulnll this 
obligation could affect his or her right to pursue legal action. 

^he school will not retaliate in any way against an individual whomakesareport of 
perceived harassment norwill we permit any supervisor or employee to do so. retaliation isa 
serious violation of the ^chool^s harassment policy and anyone who feels they have been subjected 

^0 
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to any acts ot^ retaliation should immediately report such conduct. Anyperson who retaliates 
againstanotherindividual^orreportinganyperceived acts ot^harassmentwill be sub^e^to 
disciplinary action up to and including discharge. 

^he school also encourages individuals toreport perceived acts or^ harassment by non^ 
employees, such as events, vendors, contractper^onnel, other serviceproviders and any othernon^ 
employees, ^hose reports should also be made to any or^ the persons listed above. 

All allegationsor^harassmentwill be promptlyinvestigated.^he school will endeavor to 
maintain confidentiality throughout meinvestigative process to me extentpractic^ and ap^p^ 
under the circumstances, ^e school, however, hasalegal obligation to actonal^mrorrnationit 
receives ir^ it believes an individual may be engaging in wrongrul conduct orviolationor^ law. 

^urimmediategoalis to take prompt remedial action to stopmediscrirninatory, harassing 
or o^tensiveconducti^aviolationo^ this policy is round, ^ur second goalistoassurethatthe 
violation willnotreoc^r. r^venwhereaviolationis not tound,it may be appropriate to counsel 
individuals regarding their behavior. 

^^ciplinary Action tor ^iolat^ng the ^l^ra^rnent^oh^y 
Ir^the^chool finds that this policy has been violated, the violatorwill be subject to 

appropriate disciplinary action. Although me specific corrective and disciplinary actions against the 
alleged violatorwill be witl^nme^chool^s discretion, it may included verbal orw^rten reprint 
rererral to appropriate counseling^ withholdmgor^apromotion or bonus^ reassignment temporary 
suspensions and^or discharge. 

^he school recognises that raise accusations or^ harassment can cause serious harm to 
innocent persons^ ^ an investigation results inafinding that the complainantknowingly,ralsely 
accused another person or^ harassment, the complainant will be subject to disciplinary action, up to 
and including discharge. 

^oncl^jo^ 
^he school has developed this policy to ensure that allits employees canwork in an 

environment tree rrom sexual harassment and trom harassment based on race, color, religion, sex, 
national origin, sexual orientation, age, handicap or disability. We ask all employees to work with us 
to accomplish that goal. 

All current and new employees will receiveacopyor^this policy and will be asked to signa 
receipt acknowledging that they have read andunderstandthepoli^. Questions can be addressed to 
the director or^ school operations. 
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The Schoolis commixed to providing the bestpossible forking conditionsforallits 
students, visitors and employees.Toaccomplish this, meSchool shall comply^th current 
occ^upadonalhea^m, safety and environmental la^vs and shall develop the operations, procedures, 
technologies, and policies needed to provide sucn conditions. Amore extensive School Sarety Plan 
is c^nfilein the office of the director of school operations. 

^c^rkp^ace Safety 
Employees are required to immediately report anyunsafe conditions ^tthe School to the 

school manager or school director of operations. Employees also are encouraged to raise their 
ideas,concerns and suggesoons^mrespectto School safety ^anonymously,if they choose^.The 
School ^^ not retaliate against employees ^vho make such reports in goodfaith. 

^^^and^e^ri^ation 
The School has access to anAutomadcExtemalE^efibril^ators^AEO^for emergency 

purposes. An AET^isaportable, lightweight, automatic external defibrillatorthatis used to shock 
me heart ofaperson^vho is undergoingsudden cardiac arrest.The use of this piece of equipment 
requires training and is an essenualpart of administering emergency first aid immediately toaheart 
attack victim. TheAEOenablesatrained individual to provide potentially lifesaving assistance in an 
emergency. Since sudden cardiac arrest can strike anyone at anytime, it is vital to kno^^hat to do 
and ^ho to call to perform ^P^ and defibrillation. 

The follo^vmgindividuals^vill be trained in ^Pl^ and in use oftheAEE^s^ director of 
operations, school manager, and registrar. 

r^ldin^ Security 
^    External doors should never be propped open^ especially during evenings, weekends, and 

holidays. 
D    ^ake sure that external doors are locked ^vhen you leave the School. 
^    ^ock classroom doors ^hen you are the last one leaving. 

^    ^ake sure that all valuables and computers are properly locked. 
^    The School is not responsible for loss of personal possessions, cash, or othervaluahles. 
^     students and teachers should never ^letin^strangers. ^ollo^v appropriate visitors policies. 
^    All visitors must check in at the main office. 

^    Allvisitors must ^earavisitor^s tag. 

Eire ^ri^Evacuation Procedures 
The School conducts fire and other emergency drills in accordance ^vith applicable state and 

local la^s. Ali employees are expected to participate in such drills, as building and safe^ 
personnel require. 

Personal 13elon^ing^ 
The School is not responsible or liablefor personal proper that is lost, stolen, or damaged 

^vhile on School premises, ^n the interest of safe^ and securi^,theSchool reserves the rightto 
search all bags and containers brought onto the School premises, at any time. 
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^or^pl^ce^olence 
^eSchooliscomn^tted to providing an environment freefrom acts ^rth^ear^ofB^ole^ 

^nl^eepingwim this commitment, me School has est^blishedastrict policy triat prohibit 
employeefrommreateningorcomn^rrlnganyactofviolenceinmeSchool,wh^e on dury, while 
onSchool^related business, orwhileoperaonganyvehicleorequipmentt^attne School owns or 
leases, ^e School willnot tolerate employees who ma^emreats, engage in threatening 
behavior, or commit acts ofviolence against employees, students, orvisitors. 

Scnoo^^^r^^ 
^ A school nurseisavailable at posted hours, ^hese hours are typicallyposted on the school 

nursed office door ^or are available from the director of school operations^.^fastudentis injured, 
thefaculty member in charge must bring him or her to the school nurse, ^namedical emergency in 
school, the School ^urse should be notifiedimmediately. 

^nly the schoolnurse may determine ifachild must go home formedicalreasons. ^nthe 
event mataschool nurse is not present, me school must receive permissionfromachild^s parent or 
legal guardian to allow the child to go home for medical reasons. 

^ed^cat^onAdrmnistrarion 
except asexpressly permitted by the School, School employees, includingfaculty,are not to 

administer medication ofanyldnd^including^ylenol and cough medicines to students, ^nly 
registered nurses and doctors who have proper authorisation are permitted to do so, except in the 
event ofatrue emergency. Students may not have prescription or non^prescriprion medication in 
their possession without the express written consent of the schoolnurse. 

^n the absence ofaschool nurse, onlyaprincipal, dean, teacher, coach, physical therapist, or 
occupauonalmerapist, who is authorized and has received training in safely administering 
medications fromaschool nurse or licensed physician may administer oral, topical, inhalant, or 
in^ectable medications, ^omedication^prescription or non^prescription^, however, should be 
administered toanystudentwithout the written order ofalicensed physician, licensed denrist, 
advanced practice registered nurse orphysician assistant, and the written authorization ofaparent or 
guardian. 

^eadministrationof medications as prescribedshall be recordedon the individual Student 
Meo^carion Form. As each form is completed, me school nursewillf^eitmthestudent^scumulative 
healthrecord. 

Suspected ^rnld Abuse or ^^Itre^tment 
^nboth^ew^or^ and ^onnecticut,many members of the School staff are mandated 

reporters under State law. AnySchoolemployeewho suspects thatastudent is the victim of child 
abuse maltreau^ent,orneglect must immec^ately bring me matter to the attention of the principal. 

Although the many laws define an abused child narrowly—as onewhose parent or person 
legally responsible inflicts or allows to be inflicted serious physical or mental injury by other than 
accidental means, or commits or allows to be committed an act of sexual abuse—the School requires 
employees to report suspicion of serious physical or mental in^u^,other than by accidental means, 
or sexual abuse, to the principal regardless ofthe suspected perpetrator, ^helawdefinesa 
maltreated child as any child between birthand eighteen years whose parent or person legally 
responsible fails to provide h^m or herwithfood^ clothing, shelter, education, medical or surgical 
care, who abandons the child, who uses excessive corporal punishment, or who uses drugs or 
alcohol to the point where she/he loses controlofher^his actions. 
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BloodDbome^atho^en^oh^ 

B    ^onsistentwith federal ^S^^ requirements and to protectthewell-being of employees, the 
Schoolhasadoptedaplanformitigatingthe harmful effects of exposure to blood-borne pathogens 
Imown as the ^ccupational^xposure toBlood-bomepathogens ^lan. 

The purpose ofthisplanis to limit occupational exposure to blood and otherpotentially 
infectious bodily fluids where exposure to mese materials could resultininfection,ilmess, or deam 
of ernployees.The policy is designed primarilyto limit exposure to hepatitisB^B^and human 

imr^unodeficiency^irus^^. 
The policy coders all employees at the School, but particularly those who could reasonably 

anticipate con^gmtocontactwithblood or otherpotentially infectious materials asaresult of 
performingtheir^ob duties. 

employees may electto receive the r^epatitisB^accineatno cost, information on the 
r^er^atitisBcan be obtainedfrom the school director of operations. 

^a^ardsB^xposure incidents 
^a^ards are defined as blood, or any fluid, or item that has been contaminated by blood or 

bodily fluid. 

^roce^ure^ollowin^ an exposure Incident 
^henaha^ard occurs, the following steps will betaken by all employees^ 

^    proper hand washing must be done prior to putting on latex globes, and after the 
removal of the glo^es^ 

^    ^ut on provided latex globes priorto handling the hazardous materials 
^    notify the school nurse of the incident, and arrangefor medical and post- 

exposuree^aluation and follow-up. The school nurse will assistthe employee in 
completingan^mployee^s^eportof^ury.^copywill be maintained in the 
employees personal records, ^copywill be furnished to the physician 
exarniningthe employees 

^    ^^tifytheschool nurse or custodial staff of the incident for disposition of the 
ba^a^douswas^ean^ disinfection of the site^ 

^    ^n the e^ent of an accidental exposure ^tom globes, no globes, etc.^, proper han^l 
washingprocedures must be followed^ 

^    l^emo^eall^ewelry^ 
^    ^et hands with runningwater^ 
^     ^pply liquid soap, and latherwell^ 
^     ^ashhandswellunde^ running warer, so matwater^rainsfromwrist to 

fingertips^ 
^    l^^handswellwithpapertowels and discards 
^    Turn offwater faucets^ wipe surfaces surrounding sin^ with clean paper towel 

and discard. 

^hib^O^ 
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D   l^n the event that^ormore people have beeninvo^vedinan occupation or 
accidental e^osure, the ^ursewill notify the school director of Operations ^nd 
the bureau ofr^ealth. 

removal and ^lean^p^ocedu^es 
Forthe removal and disposition of contaminated waste products, thefollowingprocedures 

will betaken^ 

^^^^cauti^^ 
^   ^e^rlate^ gloves^ ^ 
^    ^op up spill with paper towels or other absorbent materials^ 
^    ^ashthe contaminated area well with cleaning solutions fbrbloodborne ^.e. 

one part household bleach ^sodium hypochlorite^ in tenparts waters 
^    dispose of gloves, soiled articles and supplies, or other wastein sealed, double 

plastic bag. 

^asteOispo^l 
^    ^utonlate^ gloves^ 
^    ^se the provided cleaning solutions to secure spill ha^ard^ 
^    ^lace all contaminated supplies, including gloves and other barriers, ^except for 

needles and sharp ob^ects^intoadoubled plastic bag, and then properly seal the 

D    bodily waste, such as urine,vomit,teces, should be disposed ofin the toilet, 
preferably by the building custodial staffthatis trained in such clean-up. 

contaminated laundry 
Avoid handling contaminated laundry exceptwhen absolutely necessary. Articles oflaundry 

identified as contaminated should be placed inaplastic bag and given to the student to take home to 
belaunderedordisposedofbythe parents or guardians. 
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The School expects its employees to be role models for studentsandgenerallyto comport 
the^rnselves professionally,especia^ywim respect to communicadonswimstudents,fan^es, 
co^orl^ers, and witb^nme community, ^ertainrulesof conduct are applied imp^ally at allied 
of^School to ensure professionalism. 

^t^ndar^^^nd^n^t^a^ry 
The regular hours forme School are 7^5 a.m. to ^^p.m. The School rnay also operate an 

a^r-school program mat regularlyruns until ^^p.m., and students will often bem^m^ 
aft^r ^^)p.m. as well.  Tomaintainaproductive environment, the School expects employees to be 
rel^bleandpunctual in reporting forworn, absenteeism and tardiness placeaburden on other 
err^r^loyees and on the School. 

^11 employees are expected to dress appropriately and professionally. Thissetsatoneof 
respect and professionalismfor students, parents, and visitors, unless otherwise directed bythe 
principal, men should wearashirtandtie^acl^etnot required),slacks or dress pants, and 
appropriate shoes ^no sneakers).^omen should wear anec^uivalent business casual outfit, ^o 
^Ic^ud^ or revealing clothing, female employees^o shorts, ^eans, or fiip flops please, please tucl^ in 
sl^r^s on all outfits that are mearit to be tucked ini On Fridays, Schoolstaffmaywearthe stylish 
achievement r^irst student uniform mstead of me normal professionaldress^ on Fridays, staff may 
also wearacolleget-shirt, polo, or sweatshirt with l^halds. 

Ifastaff member chooses to wear the student uniform, he/she should wear it according to 
the same rules as the students^e.g. shirt tucked in, belt, and Id^al^ pants).please note that Friday 
dre^ss is not ^business casuals wear in generals it is specifically limited to wearing either the regular 
star^ dress oode,the student uniform, or the ^college casuals ^college shirt plus l^halds). 

^Ouring^uly,staff may wear the Friday attire daily.In addition, any staff memberwho is 
worldng on days in which school is notmsession may wear ^ndayatnre.^This includes operations 
st^ffand^^entral staff whoareworldngduringregular school vacations.) 

Srr^o^ing and ^rt^g^nd alcohol ^e 
pursuant to applicable law and the Schools intent to provideasafe and healthful wor^ 

environment, smoking is prohibited on School property or in the presence of students at any 
School-sponsoredeventawayfrom the School^.,field trips, school sporting events).If you havea 
^ornplaint about violaoon of this poli^y,please report it to the schoolmana^er. 

The presence or use ofillegal drugs or unauthorised alcohol on Sohool premises wiling be 
tolerated. Illegaldrugs, as referred tomthispolicy,include drugs that are not legally obtainable, as 
well as drugs that are legally obtainable, but are used for illegal orunauthori^ed purposes. 

The sale, purchase, transfer, distribution, use or possession ofillegal drugs, as defined above, 
by anyone on School premises is prohibited. Moreover, employees are prohibited from reporting to 
wor^ under the influence ofalcohol or illegal drugs. The use or presence of alcoholic beverages on 
School premises is also prohibited. 

Teachers ^eavin^ the Schoo^uildin^ 
The school recognises that, on occasion, teachers and administrators will need to leave the 

building when they do not have specific classes or supe^iso^ duties. There is no system for signing 
in and out of the building and teachers are generally free to come and go as needed. Ifyouwillbe 

^^ 
r^ibit^O 
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out of the buildingfor more than an hour, please email the director of operations or school manager 
mease someoneislooldngforyou in an emergency^^ll teachers should bringtheir cell phones 
when leading the building during school bourse 

^^t^de Employment 
^s an employee, yourprimary responsibility is to the School^^o employee may accept 

outside employmentifsuchemploymentinterferes with his or her employment at the School 
Employees mustnotify the School ofany outside employment Facultyalso must complywith the 
Sc^ool^spolicyregardirigtutormg students outside of class or omerwisegi^gtbem^e^t^^ 

^o^ta^o^^^tr^but^o^ 
l^nan effort to assureaproducti^eandharmonious work environment, persons not 

employed bythe School may not solicit or distribute literaturein the workplace at anytimeforany 
purposed 

^he School recognises that employees ha^e interests in events and organisations outside the 
Schools Employees, however, may not solicit or distribute literature concerning these activities 
during School hours on School premises^ 

Employee ^sconduct 

^nsatisfacto^ employee conductincludes,butisnotlimited to, the following^ 

^ Foorwork performance 
^ absenteeism and lateness 
^ prolonged coffee and lunch breaks 
^ r^eing late to classes ^nd other work assignments 
^ l^ea^ingworkearlywithout permission 
^ ^np^ofession^l conduct 

^Fhefollowing infractions are considered to be acts of misconduct requiring immediate 
disciplinary action, up to and including discharged 

^    Falsification ofyour employment records or other School records,including time 
cardsD 

^    ^n^uthori^ed absence from your work area during work hou^ 
^    Sleeping during scheduled work bourse 
D    insubordinations Failure or refusal to follow the instructionsofasuper^isor, 

incl^dingrefusal to accepta^ob assignment or direction, or o^erdme^ 
^    ^seorunauthori^ed possession ofinto^icatingbe^eragesorunlawful substances 

on School premises, or reporting to work under their influenced 
^    possession ofaweapononSchool premises^ 

^    gambling orpossessionofgambling devices on School premises^ 
^    creating or contributing to unsafe conditions by act or omissions 

^    Smoking 
D    ^yingtoacolleague or supervisor aboutawork^related issue 

^    Fhysicalor^erbal abuse of co-workers, visitors or clients^ 
^    ^In^uthori^ed use or removal ofSchool property 

^^ 
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D   Unauthorized possession, use or copying ofSchool records, or disclosure of 
con^dential information contained in such records tounauthorized persons. 

^   dishonesty ornegligentordeliberate destruction ormisuse of property 
belongingto the School orto any employee, student orvisitor. 

^    Excessive and^orune^cused absence ortardinessorfailuretofollo^the 
Schools ^all^ln Procedure. 

D    Soliciting tips or gratuities. 
^   disloyalty. 
^    Useofobscenelanguage. 
^    Inducing another employee to commit any breach oftheforegoingrules or 

regulations. 

Employees may be disciplined for other"commonsense"violationsofSchool policies and 
procedures. Additional guidelines are provided in the "Statement ofProfessionalValues" and in 
training and reference materials supplied bythe School. 

^hibit^^ 
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C^rr^^ul^r^^n^^ntell^t^ property ^o^^ 
Ouringthe course of eachteacher or staff members employment^th^chievement^irst^ 

^nc^ or an^parmer or member school, me teacher or staffmember shall haveaccesstoand the 
rightto use, reproduce,modify, distribute and o^sclose materials o^^ed by achievement r^irst and 
made generally available to its employees (me ^CollecnonofMaterials^,solelyforclassroorn or 
office use^thin^cl^evement^irstandomer^seformedirectandinternal^b 
^ch^evement^irst^ollo^^ganytern^ationofemployment^th^ch^evement^irs^ 
teacher or staff member shall have the right toreproduceareasonable number of copies ofmaterials 
included in me CollecuonofMatenalsonlyforeducauonaluseinasmgle classroom thatthef^rmer 
^teacher instructs^ 

^s an employee of achievement r^irstand^or an achievement r^irst member or partner 
school, all employees are expected to develop curriculum, assessment, educanonal and omersimilar 
matenalsfor me direct and indirect benefit of achievement r^irst, including use by teachers and the 
other employees of achievement r^irstand^schools in their classrooms and officesi ^11 materials 
and products created, developed and^or prepared by teachers or other staffduring the course of 
his/her employment^m achievement r^irst or an^school, including, but notlimited to, any 
forms, software, presentauons,rubncs, and curriculum and assessment materials(collecnvely, the 
^Materials^ are the property of achievement r^irst and all right,ude and interest merem shall vestin 
achievement r^irst and shall be deemed to bea^orkmadeforhire^ under the united states 
copyrighrla^ and mad^ in the course of your employment ^im achievement r^irst or an 
achievement r^irst member or partner schools 

^ome extent that title to any Materialsmaynot, by operation ofla^v,vestin achievement 
r^irst or mat any Materials may not be considered to be ^ork made for hire, all right, title and 
interest therein are hereby irrevocably assigned by teachers andstaff to ^chievementr^irst^ ^n 
accordance ^m me foregoing,meMatenals shall belong exclusively to achievement r^irst^ith 
achievement f^irst having the right to obtain and to hold in its o^vn name, copyrights, trademarks, 
patents, registrations or such other protection relating to the Materials as may beappropriateto the 
subject matter, and any extensions and renewals thereof, and the right to transfer the Materials or 
grant licenses of me CollecnonofMatenals (and to make modificanonsmereto)foruse, distribution 
and disclosure solely in his/her o^vn classroom at any educational institution at^vhichheBshe is 
subsequently employed^ ^reproductions and copies of the Collection ofMaterialspermittedto be 
made by theformer teacher or staff member shall contain the copyright notice and any other similar 
markings contained in the originals provided, however, that any reproductions or copies of the 
Collection ofMaterials that contain substantial or substantive modifications made by theformer 
teacher or staffmember shall contain me following addiuonalmarklng^thin close proximity of the 
original copyright noticed revisions made ^ith the permission of, but not approved by, 
achievement r^irst,lncB^ reproduction, distribution or disclosure ofthe Collection ofMaterials, in 
^hole or in part, in anyform or medium, outside the limited scope defined herein without the 
express prior^vritten consent of achievement r^irst or its assignee is prohibited^ 

^11 teachers and staff members ^vill be given copies of this policy beforethey are asked to 
create materials in conjunction ^vithmeir employment at achievement f^irst^ 

Confidentiality 
school employees are reo^uiredtomaintainahigh degree of confidentialiry regarding the 

priva^ of students, families, applicants and other school employees^ employees, during the course 
of their employment ^vith the school often have access to and possession of Confidential 

^^^^^^^ ^^ 
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Informaoon.Confidennal Informations 
as^conse^uence of or through your employment at the School ^whetheror not obtained during 
yo^iremploymentat the Schools generally l^nown to the public. Itincludes,butis not limited to, 
no^publicmformadonconcerningme Schools operadons,finances,investments, facilities, 
furidraising, students, applicants, fan^es, alumni, employees,contractors,officers ortrustees, 
whether suchinformadonis in written, graphic, recorded, electronic, photographicor any machines 
readable form, oris orally conveyed to you. 

employees may not discuss or disclose Confidential Information to any outsiders,either 
du^g employment orafterterminadon of employment, wimoutthe express authorisation of the 
School. The School prohibitsemployeesfromusmgConfidendallnformadon to furthertheir own 
interests or theinterestsoffamilyorfriends. No employeeis permitted to remove from the School 
originals.orcopiesof any School or studentrecords, reports, files or other documents without prior 
approval e^ceptforgradmg and teaching purposes. 
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^^^Sc^oo^rop^^tv 

^^en using School property, employees are expected to ^^cis^ care, perform required 
m^tenance, and follow all operating mstrucoons, safety standards, and guideline. ^ 
your supervisorifany equipment ormachines appear to be damaged, defective, orinneed of repair, 
prompt reporting of damages, defects, and me need for repairs could prevent deterioration of 
equipmentand possible m^ury.^leaseasl^ your supervisor ifyouhave any questionsaboutyour 
responsibilityformaintenance and care of equipment used on the ^ob. 

Employees are responsible for all School prope^,materials,or^tteninformationissued 
to mem orinmeirpossession. ^11 School proper must be returned on or before an employees 
last day of^or^^employees^ho fail to return School propertyupontermin^uon^ill be billed 
by me Schoolin an amount equal to me value of me missing property and, if applicable, cost of 

retrieval. 
damage to Scboolproperty^vhich results from an employees misuse or neglect^vill be 

cbarged to me employee. 
unauthorised use of any School equipment, including computers, photocopy andfa^ 

machines, etc.,isstrictlyprohibited. Employees should not use and should notpermit non-School 
individuals to use School property tor personal or non-schooluse. 

S^noo^Stat^onerv 
^he Schools name,letterhead, supplies, copy services, and postage meter areforthe 

Schools busmess and must not be used for personal needs.^hereputauon and intluenceof the 
School can be adversely affected by the ^vay in ^hich the letterhead is used. 

School letterhead may not be used for correspondence ofapurely personal nature. 

^^of^hotocopying Equipment 
School photocopying facilities arefor authorised School purposes only and use of such 

photocopying equipment shall not be abused, used for unauthori^edpurposes, used by authorised 
persons, or contravene applicable copyright or omerla^vs. 

^e^ephone 
School telephones are for School use only. Employees may be required to reimburse the 

Schoolfor any special charges and tortheir personal telephone calls.^henmal^ingalong distance 
personal call, please charge the call to your personal telephone credit card or inform the directorof 
operadons. Employees are expected to limit all personal calls so as not to interfere ^vith^vorl^. 

^el^hone^sage 
^fhe School recognises thatacellular phone may aid an employees ^ob performance and aid 

the efficiencies ofadepartment by providing immediate accessibility, achievement Eirst and the 
Schools administrative team ^vill determine ^hen and ^hat^eofcellularphone an employee 
needs in order to tulnll his/her position responsibilities. 

Employees ^vho are granted cell phones ^vill use them primarily for business calls^ personal 
calls should be limited. In the event mat an employee fails to limit his or herpersonal use of the cell 
phone and exceeds hisBher allowance of the monthly callingand^or data plan, related overage 
charges may,at the discretion of the School, be deducted from the employees paycheck. 
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^ny equipment charges ^^^dingwhat me S^oo^ has agreed to ^over must be paidmfull 

byt^i^ employee before she/he will be issued the cell phone. 
If, wh^e in the possession ofaSchoolemployee,a^ell phone is damaged, the employe to 

whc^m me cell phone was issued will beresponsiblefor all relatedrepairorrepla^ementcost^. 
^eS^hool^sI^ass^ciateis available to answer any additional questions ari employee may 

hav^aboutth^S^hool^^phone plans and policies. 

St^^omp^ter replacement policy 
r^achteacherandadn^stratorisissuedaschoollaptop upon employment. Laptops will be 

replaced by^afterme end of mree years. laptops mat havesoftware problems or problems due 
to re^gularuse will be fi^edotreplac^datm^^penseofthes^ool. lasers will be given temporary 
laptops 01^ desktops while their computeris being fi^ed. 

lasers should recognise matlaptopsneed to be treated witb care, laptops treated with ^are 
can lastwell past the three year period^has before they are replaced. 

Ifastaffmemberlosesalaptop,meschoolresei^estherighttol)replacethelaptopwitha 
desktop or ^) split me cost ofareplacementlaptop with th^ staff member. Ifastaff member 
dan3^gesalaptop,he^she is responsible forthe expense oflaptop repair. If thelaptop is not 
rep^rable,^will I) replace the laptop withadesktop of e^uivalentmemo^ and processing speed 
or^split the cost ofareplacementlaptop with the staff member. 

Information^echnolo^ies and acceptable ^seof^lectronic communications 

^eS^ool has provided electronic information and communications systemsto facilitate 
the school's business needs and interests, ^hesesystemsincludeindividual computers, other 
hardware, computer software, the network, voice mail, electronicmail ("e-mail") andaccess to 
Internet (collectively,the "Systems"). Personal or non-School-related use of the Systems should be 
limited. 

r^y using me School's Systems and asaterm and condition of employment, all School 
personnel acknowledge and consent to the School's right to access, search, audit, intercept or review 
individual computer or network files, computer hardware and software, e-mail messages, voice mail 
messages, and Internet activi^ at any time with or without specific notice. 

Prohibited ^se 

^    ^nly authorised School employees may use the Systems, ^uthori^edemployeesmayuse 
only those systems that they are authori^edto use. 

^    Oo not share me contact informaoon for School employees, students, and families without 
appropriate au^hori^^on. 

^    ^e School strictly prohibits the use ofthe Systems in ways that may be abusive, harassing, 
disruptive or offensive to others or harmful to morale, employees may not display or 
transmit sexually explicit images, messages or cartoons^ or transmit or use the Systems in any 
way that violates School polic^4 ^his includes any communications containing ethnic slurs, 
racial epithets or anything that may be construed as harassment or disparagement of others 
based on their race, national origin, se^, sexual orientation, age, disabili^,re!igious or 
poliocal beliefs, or on any omercharacterisric protected by law. ^he School's poli^ against 
harassment and discrimination appliesfully to the use ofSystems. moreover, theSystems 
should not be used to produce or distribute "chain mail" or to operateabusiness or make 
solicitations for personal gain, further, no communications should be made that attempt to 
hide the identity ofthe sender, or to represent the sender as someone else from the School 
or another entity. 

^hibi^^ 
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D   lasers mustcomply^ith all applicable copyright la^s. unauthorised copying or 
downloading ofmaterials is prohibited. 

violation oftl^spolicy^^resultin disciplinary action up to and include 
employment. 

The Systems and all information contained in them including computerfiles, e-mail 
messages,IntemetandIntranetaccesslogs, etc.) aretheSchool'sproperty. Itshouldbeunderstood 
mat th^smformadonis not confidendal and mat aumori^ed School personnel have ur^estricted^ 
access to all electronic data stored on me Systems.^t any time, ^mor^moutnotice,^ 
information may be monitored, searched,revie^ed, disclosed or mterceptedbythe^irmforany 
legitimate purpose,including the tbllo^ing^ to monitorperformance, to assure compliance^ith 
School's policies, to prevent n^suse of me Systems, to troubleshoot hardware and software 
problems,to investigate disclosure of confidential business or proprietary information or conduct 
thatmay be illegalor adversely affect the School orits employees, and to comply^ithlegal and 
regulatory requestsformformanon.The School may also gam access to commumcadonstl^th^^ 
been deletedfrom e-mail, the Internet or the Intranet. 

^us^c and ^ideo downloading 
TheSchool prohibits music orvideodo^^oading using any ofits Systems ^vhile at the 

School site. 

^^r^Serv^ 
D    ^sersmayuse me Shared Server using ^1^1^ the password that the School authorised 

them to use. 
^    lasers may not give their password to otherteachers, students, or unauthorised employees 
D    lasers should not alter material on shared server^ithout permission. 
^    ^nly post material thatis final draft duality 

I^^^^t^dioor^tal^lip^ 
The School prohibitsunauthori^ed use ofintemet radio or digital clips on its Systems. 

Secure 
^    ^sers of the Systems must l^eepapass^ord^protected Screensaver on their machine set to 

come up afterfive ^5) minutes of non^use. 
^    lasers of the Systems must l^eep the school manager apprised of their Screensaver password 

and of any other logins or passwords used on the Systems. 
^    ^sers may not give their logins or passwords to any other teacher or student. 
^    lasers must ta^e laptops home or locl^ them inacloset, before leaving School each day. 

Software 
^    lasers may install software only pursuant to the licensing agreements ^ith the companyfrom 

^hom the software is purchased. 
D    lasers may not modify,copy, or transfer any software provided by the School, its employees, 

or students without appropriate authori^ationfrom the originator. 
^    lasers may not copy copyrighted software o^vned by the School or its affiliates. 

^^^^^^ ^ 
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• Users may not modify, erase, rename, or make unusable anyone else's software without 
appropriate authorization. 

Student Information System 
• Authorized individuals may use the Student Information System using ONLY the password 

that the School authorized them to use. 
• Users may not give the Student Information System password to students or unauthorized. 

employees. 

Network Folders 
• Users should not alter material in shared folders without permission. 
• Users should save their files into their folder; users should not try to retrieve files from the 

folders of other teachers. 
• Users should only look in or alter files in student folders if it relates to a class or an 

educational reason. 
• Users must stay within the file size limits defined by the facilitator of the network. 
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CONCERNS & COMPLAINTS 
The Achievement First "Statement of Professional Values" captures the spirit in which 

issues or disagreements in the workplace should be addressed: 

Achievement First staff members demonstrate respect toward one another as fellow professionals, 

team members, and allies. We recognise and appreciate that we bring to the team our different strengths, 

needs, cultures, and communication styles. We value positive, respectful, and productive communication; then 
are no raised voices or negative energy. We approach differences and problems directly and privately. Issues 

are addressed with truthfulness and gentleness. If someone has a problem, he or she goes directly to the person 
involved and begins the conversation with questions, not answers. 

We "agree to disagree" in a professional manner and know that while opinions may differ, we trust 

each other and attribute good motives. We understand that in a professional community, we can only grow 

when we give and receive "gift of feedback" often. 

In the event that an employee has an issue or concern, he or she should first start by talking 
directly with the person involved. If the issue or concern is not addressed or remedied to the 
satisfaction of the employee after a reasonable time, the employee should speak with the director of 
operations or principal about the concern. Ifthe issue or concern is not addressed or remedied to 
the satisfaction of the employee after a reasonable time (following the discussion with the director of 
school operations or principal), the employee should write a letter to the director of school 
operations or principal, stating clearly the concerns, the attempts the employee has made to remedy 
the problem, the communication the employee has made about the problem, and suggested 
potential remedies. Ifthe issue or concern is still not addressed or remedied to the satisfaction of the 
employee after a reasonable time (following the letter to the director of school operations, or 
principal), the employee may request a meeting with a representative from the board of directors. 
This representative will be a member of the board of directors; the board has sole authority to 
choose the representative. If the issue or concern is still not addressed or remedied to the 
satisfaction of the employee (after the meeting with the board representative), the employee may 
write a letter to the board of directors, stating clearly the concerns, the attempts the employee has 
made to remedy the problem, the communication the employee has made about the problem, and 
suggested potential remedies. If the issue or concern is still not addressed or remedied to the 
satisfaction of the employee (after writing a letter to the board), the employee may ask to have the 
board or a special sub-committee of the board consider the issue. A decision by the full board or the 
board sub-committee is the final step of the process, and the board of directors has ultimate 
authority on all School issues. 

At any step in this process, the principal has the sole authority to decide whether the 
principal, director of school operations, or another staff member should deal with the issue. If the 
principal decides the director of operations or another staff member has the authority to deal with 
the issue, the employee should work with the designated individual through this process. 
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RESPONDING TO OUTSIDE INQUIRIES FOR INFORMATION 

All requests for information from outside agencies, individuals, and the media should be 
directed to Achievement First's local Director of External Relations. In New York, please direct 
inquiries to Lesley Esters Redwine (T: 917 309 5626 and E: leslefeedwine@,achievementfirst.org) 
and in Connecticut please direct inquiries to Pat Sweet (T: 203 773 3223 ext 26 and E: 
patsweet@,achievementfirst.org). 
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wmmmmm 
number of students enrolled 

number of surveys submitted 

am 

1 My child goes to a great school. 

I would recommend the school to parents of other students In the city. 

The school has delivered on its promises to parents and students. 

I am pleased with my child's overall progress at the school. 
I feel confident that the school is doing all it can to prepare my child for su 

100.0% 

100.0% 

100.0% 

100.0% 
100.0% 

115 
95 

111 

83 
112 

99.2% 

97.2% 

99.2% 

99.1% 
98.4% 

127 
107 

124 

107 
127 

The school Is a safe place for children. 99.1% 116 98.5% 
The school holds students to very high behavioral standards 
lam 

SWIWII iiuma amuqnm 10 very iiiyn uenaviurai sianuaros. •   . 

happy with the system of rules, rewards, and consequences at the s< 
eve that the school has had a oositive imoact on mv child's character 

100.0% 97.4% 

99.1% 115 97.7% 

I believe that the school has had a positive impact on my child's character 99.0% 100 98.2% 
The school Is a joyful place. 99.1% 117 97.7% 

134 

116 

133 
110 
133 

11 lam satisfied by how well the school communicates with parents throughc    96.3% 

receive regular and timely progress about my child's academic progress. 

107 98.3% 

96.7% 91 93.8% 
The school contacts me immediately when my child is struggling. 96.7% 91 97.0% 

121 
97 
100 

I feel welcome when I visit the school. 98.6% 72 100.0% 99 
The school's administration and teaches are open and accessible. 98.1% 107 100.0% 118 

I am pleased with the principal of the school. The principal does a great jo 100.0% 113 100.0% 

I am pleased with the dean of students of the school. The dean does agn 98:6% 69 100.0% 
I am pleased with my child's teachers. The teachers do a great job. 100.0% 109 100.0% 
lean tell that the teachers and staff at the school love my child. 96.9% 64 100.0% 

20 My child has a close relationship with at least one adult in the school. 98.2% 112 95.9% 

The school has very high academic standards and a rigorous curriculum. 98.4% 63 100.0% 

I am pleased with the quality of teaching at the school: 100.0% 24 100.0% 
My child has the right amount of homework each night 92.9% 112 98.3% 
My child's school work and homework assignments are meaningful. 100.0% .27 98.2% 
The school day is the right length. 93.2% 118 92.2% 
My child is more motivated to learn than before coming to the school. 89.7% 29 98.1% 

123 
85 

127 
88 
121 

77 
55 
118 
56 
129 
52 

tvViThe overall grade I would give the school is: 

i 
Mfil 

F&JWhv did vou enroll vour child at the school?                                                 %*               # %•              # 
1 My child was doing poorly in his/her prior school. 12.9% 16 10.6% • 15 
2 The location of the school is more convenient than the location of my cr 7.3% 9 12.1% 17 
3 The academic program is more rigorous at the school. - 64.5% 80 69.5% 98- 
4 The school culture and behavior standards are higher at the school. 66.1% 82 66.0% 93 ~ 
5 There are better teachers at the school. 55.6% 69 45.4% 64 
6 My child wanted to come to the school. 4.8% 6 8.5% 12 
7 1 wanted a college preparatory education for my child. 76.6% 95 82.3% 116 

.   8 1 was unhappy with the curriculum or teaching at the prior school. 21.8% 27 19.9% 28 
'     9 1 was unhappy with the discipline standards and procedures at the prior 23.4% 29 21.3% 30 

10 1 have another child attending the school. 1.6% 2 4.3% 6 
11 Other. 4.8% 6. 9.2% 13 

' Percentages of surveys indicating this choia 
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108.8% 78 100.0% 140 96.2% 52 98.2% 56 100.0% 132 100.0% 15 

108.0% 73 98.6% 139 100.0% 43 100.0% 52 100.0% 127 . 92.3% 13 

100.0% 79 98.6% 140 98.1% 54 100.0% 54 100.0% 131 100.0% 15 

87.2% 72 99.3% 137 97.8% 46 100.0% .   48 93.9% 132 80.0% 15 
100.0% 77 98.6% ; 139 100.0% 54 100.0% 54 100.0% 130 100.0% 15 

88.8% 80 88.3% 140 100.0% 59 98.2% 56 100.0% 132 93.3% 15 

100.0% 78 188.8% 139 100.0% 49 100.0% 50 100.0% 130 ioo.o% 13 

87.8% . 81 97.8%.: 139 98.3% 60 96.4% 55 94.6% 130 86.7% 15 

86.1% 77 100.0% 140 97.9% 47 100.0% 49 96.9% 127 100.0% 14 
98.2% 79 100.0% 139 91.4% 58 100.0% 54 97.6% 127 100.0% 14 

98.0% 88 95.7% 138 98.2% 55 96.4% 55 100.0% 129 100.0% 15 

92.9% 70 97.8% 136 100.0% 48 100.0% 45 98.4% 129 91.7% 12 

88.2% 68 93.4% 122 91.7% 48 94.3% .53 95.0% 120 84.6%  . 13 

98.3% 89.    • 98.5% 135 100.0% 42 98.0% 49 100.0% 126 100.0% 13 
98.7% 76 97.0% 135 94.5% 55 100.0% 54 100.0% 128 . 100.0% 14 

98.7% 78 99.2% 133 100.0% 57 100.0% 52 96.2% 131 100.0% 14 

96.6% 58 96.5% 131 100.0% 45 100.0% 44  • 99.2% .   128 90.0% 10 
98.7% 77 100.0% 137 100.0% 57 100.0% 54 98.5% 131 100.0% 14 

83.9% 48 97.8% 134 95.1% 41 100.0% 44 98.4% 122 87.5% 8 
88.7% 71 97,0% ;_, 133 90.4% 52 94.0% 50 97.5% 121 100.0% 14 

100.0% 78 100.0% 134 96.5% 57 100.0% 54 100.0% 131 100.0% 12 
98.4% 61 99.3% 135 98.2% 55 ioo:o% 51 100.0% 129 100.0% .     11 

88.6% 76 94.9% 136 94.5% 55 92.5% . 53 95.3% 127 83.3% 12 
98.4% 64 97.8% 138 100.0% 50 100.0% 48 99.2% 130 90.0% 10 
89.6% 77 94.7% 132 88.1% 59 96.3% 54 94.6% 129 83.3% 12 
93.6% 62 87.6% 127 88.0% 50 97.8% 45 91.2% 1.25 90.0% 10 

45.5% 38   . 64.0% 87 64:6% 31 70.6% 36• 61.5% 80 53.3% 8 
45.5% 35 30.1% 41 25.0% 12 28.4% 15 32.3% 42 33.3% 5 
7.8% 6 4.4% 6 6.3% 3 0.0% 0 4.6% 6 13.3% 2 
1.3% 1 1.5% 2 4.2% 2 0.0% 0 1.5% 2 0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 . 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 

HH3HB H»pd IHKMHI HK2H 
13.3% 

HEpHfl 
26.8% 22 9.3% 13 31.1% 19 . 5.4% 3 24.6% 33 2 
7.3% 6 10.7% 15 4.9% 3 3.6% 2 8.2% 11 6.7% 1 

74.4% 61 66.4% 93 68.9% 42 80.4% 45 80.6% 108 46.7% 7 
75.6% 62 65.7% 92 72.1% 44 55.4% 31 71.6% 96 40.0% 6 
50.0% 41 46.4% 65 57.4% 35 51.8% 28 50.0% 67 46.7% 7 
17.1% 14 9.3% 13 23.0% 14 5.4% 3 23.9% 32 26.7% 4 
84.1% 69 81.4% 114 73.8% 45 69.6% 39 70.1% 94 66.7% 10 
42.7% 35 22.1% 31 41.0% 25 8.9% 5 44.0% 59 20.0% 3 
51.2% •   42 20.7% 29 54.1% 33 5.4% 3 29.9% 40 6.7% 1 
8.5% 7 2.1% 3 1.6% ,_    1 12.5% 7 9.0% 12 0.0% o 
4.9% "   4 . 10.0% 14 1.6% 1 3.6% 2 8.2% 11 6.7% 1 
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ECCP-ELEM ECCP-MIDDLE TOTAL 

a#m:#^ WBfflBSffi ;%%%%/. 

.^%:^ 

#m#A 
%f^) 

100.0% 168 98.8% 86 99.5% 969 

99.4% 163 98.7% 77 99.1% 889 

. 100.0% 165 98.9% 87 99.5% 980 

99.4% 163 97.0% 67 97.8% 870 

98.8% 1,67 98.9% 87 99.3% 962 

99.4% 163 98.9% 87 99.1% 982 

100.0% 141 100.0% 73 99.7% 884 

982% 165 95.1% 82 97.1% 975 

98.6% 142 100.0% 67 98.5% 873 
98.8% 163 . 97.6% '    84 98.0% 968 

99.4% 160 96.5% 85 97.6% 945 

98.7% 157 100.0% 69 97;4% 854 

99.3% 149 100.0% 74 95.5% 838 

97.5% 161 . 100.0% 72 98.9% 828 

98.8% 161 100.0% 85 98.7% 933 

97.5% 157 98.8% : 84 . 98.7% 942 

99.4% 161 100.0%. 66 99.0% 797 

99.4% 163 98.8% 82 99.5% 951 

98.8% 160 98.2% 57 97.9% 767 
97.5% 160 98.7% 78 96.2% 912 

99.4% 161 98.8% 80 99.4% 844 

100.0%. 155 100.0% 62 99.6% 738 

96.8% .   158    . 96.2% 79 94.5% 926 

99.4% 159 100.0% 61 98.9% 740 

97.5% 162 97.5% 81 94.0% 953 
95.3% 150 96.7% 60 94.5% 710 

65.2% 107 63.1% 41 60.6% "'  539 
27.4% 45 .32.3% 21 32.6% 290 
6.1% 10 3.1% 2 5.2% 46 
1.2% 2 .   1.5% 1 1.6% 14 
0.0% o 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 

11.7% 20 | " 33:3% 29 17.0% 172 
8.2% 14 |    3.4% 3 8.0% 81 

71.9% 123 !   67.8% 59 70.8% 716 
70.8% 121 1_59.8% 52 67.2% 679 
53.8% 92 |   41.4% . 36 50.0% 505 
14.6% 25 I    19.5% 17 13.8% 140 
71.9% 123 ! . 72.4% 63 76.0% 768 
24.6% 42 49.4%. 43 29.5% 298 

•  18.1% 31 46.0% 40 27.5% 278 
265% 35 8.0% 7 7.9% 80 
2.9% 5 i     5.7% 5 6.1% 62 
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# 
August 2008 

I Achievement First: Proposed 2008-2009 School Calendar 
• New Teacher Training 

PD / Work Day • No school for students 
Holiday - No school for students or staff 

8   M   T  W TH F    S       ## Early dismissal - students dismissed @ 1:45 PM 
BBeginning, Middle, or End of Trimester 

Last interim assessment for that cycle 

February 2009 

S   M   TWTH F   S 

September 2008 

8   M   T W TH   F    3 
.••* 3-   4||   6 

7    8    9 10 11 #  13 
14 15 16 17 18 'm 20 
21. 22 23 24. 25 t||  27 
28 29  30 

I October 2008 

S    M    T   WTH.F 

5.6 789 m& 
12 IK 14 16 'I6pa 
19 20 21 22J23pgl 
26 27 28  29  30 #' 

November 2008 

s M T w TH F s 
1 

8 2 3 B 5 6 # 
9 
16 

10 
17 
• 
.18 

12 
19 

13 
20 I 15 

22 

23 24 25 26 29 
30 

December 2008 

s M T w TH F S 

7 
14 

1 
8 
15 

2 
9 
16 

3 
10 
17 

4 

» 
18 

6 
13 
20 

21 22 23l 24 wm 27 
28 

Janu ary2009 

s 

4 

M 

5 

T 

6 

W 

7 

TH • 
8 
4 S 

3 
10 

11 12 13 14 15 m 17 
18 B 20 21 22 B 24 

25 26 27 28 29 m 31 

AUG 

SEP 

New Teacher Training Starts | 
School Site Planning/Training (New & Return) 
First Day for Students . 

124 25 26f 

Labor Day - Holiday 
Back to School Night 

ACHI flENT 

OCT   13   Columbus Day - Holiday 
17   Fall Trimester Mid 
24   PD Day 

NOV    4    AF-wide PD Day (NY & CT in Connecticut 
11   Veterans Day - Holiday 

27-28 Thanksgiving holidays 

DEC    12   Fall Trimester End 
25-31 Winter Break 

JAN     1 Winter Break 
2 School Resumes 
19 MLK Day - Holiday.. 
23 PD Day-AF School Visits 

FEB     2    Winter Trimester Mid 
2    PD / Teacher Prep (Progress Reports) 

.16-20 Midwinter Recess 
23   Mid-Year Retreat" 

MAR   20   AF-wide PD Day (NY & CT in New York) 
27   End of the Winter Trimester 

APR 8-14 Spring Break (inc. Easter) 

MAY    11 PDDay 
22 Spring Trimester Mid 
25 Memorial Day-Holiday 
26 PD / Teacher Prep (Progress Reports) 

JUN 29-30 Early Summer Break 

JUL    1-3 Early Summer Break 
24 End of Spring Trimester - Staff Celebr. Party 
27 PD / Teacher Prep (End-of-year checklist)! 

28 Summer Break  J     July 2009 

March 2009 

8   M   T  WTHF   3 

l'2".3.4."5^7' 
8 9 10 11 12 i| 14 
15 16 17 18 19 Hi 21 
22 23 24 25 26|%j|28 
29 30 31 

April 2009 

3. M. f W TH F 8 
. 1.2 m < 

7 HBH 11 
|1S 16#18| 

19 20 21 22 23 % 25 | 
26 27 28 29 30 

May 2009 

s M T W TH F S 
m 2 

3 4 5 6 7 M 9 
10 • 12 13 14 5 16 

17 18 19 20 21 u 23 

24 27 28 08 30 
31 

June 2009 

s M T W TH F S 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 11 # 13 
14 15 16 17 18 #20 
21 22 23 24 25 w. 27 
28 

S   M   T   W TH   F 

:#B&:| 
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Key Testing Dates 

IMS. 
20-Oct Reading 
2!Oct Math 
22-Oct Grammar & History 
23-Oct Writing & Science 

IAJ2 
18-Dec Reading 
22-Dec Writing & Science 
23-Dec Math 

24rDec Grammar & History 

State Tests 
January NY State Tests (ELA) 

NY Regents (all subjects) 

Mid-Year Testing 
12-Feb Mid-year DRP 
Jan-Feb Mid-year DRA 

IAJ2 
?-Feb Math 
10-Feb Math (if needed) 
11-Feb Grammar & History 
12-Feb Reading 
13-Feb Writing & Science 

State Tests 
March NY State Tests (Math) 

JAM 
4-May Reading 
5-May Writing & Science 
6-May Math 
7-May Math (if needed) 

8-May Grammar & History 
MAY DRA Testing 

IMS. 
20-Jul End-of-year DRP 
20-Jul End-of-year Terra Nova 
21-Jul Math 
22-Jul Reading & Math (if needed) 
22-Jul Grammar & History 

23-Jul Writing & Science 

Month Student Days Teacher Days Total Days 
August 3 
September 21 
October 21 
November 16 
December 18 
January 19 
February 13 
March 21 
April 17 
May 17 

June 20 

July 15 
TOTAL 201 

NHPS & NYCDOE 
Columbus Day 

Rosh Hash-1 

Rosh Hash-2 
Yom Kippur 
Election Day 

Veterans Day 

Thanksgiving 
. Winter Holidays 
MLK Day 
3 Kings Day 
Feb. Break 

Staff PD Day 

Staff PD Day 
Passover 
Good Friday 
Spring Break 

Memorial Day 
Bklyn/Queens Day 

7 
0 
1 
1 
0 

1 

2 
1 • 
0 
2 

0 

1 
16 

10 
21 
22 
17 
18 

20 

15 
22 
17 

20 

16 
217 

NHPS 

NHPS 

NHPS 
NHPS 
NHPS 

NHPS 

NHPS 
NHPS 
NHPS 
NHPS 
NHPS 

NHPS 

NHPS (half day) 
NHPS 

NHPS 

NHPS 

NYCDOE 

NYCDOE 

NYCDOE 
NYCDOE 
NYCDOE 

NYCDOE 

NYCDOE 
NYCDOE 
NYCDOE 

NYCDOE 

NYCDOE 
NYCDOE 
NYCDOE 
NYCDOE 

NYCDOE 
NYCDOE 

# 
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I/I^ret Brownsvin^taffing 

{Brownsville Staffing" 

Brownsville 

Start year 
End year 

2008 
2009 

2009 
2010 

2010 
2011 

2011 
2012 

2012 
2013 

Brownsville - Elementary 

Brownsville - Middle 

Brownsville - Grand Total Staff 

Teachers 
Leaders 

Ops/Support 
Paraprofessionals 

Total staff 

Teachers 
Leaders 

Ops/Support 
Paraprofessionals 

Total staff 

as^^aEg^^am^a, 

-NI 

RECEIVED 
SEP 17 2007 Exhibit H 
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i ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 
BROWNSVILLE 8585 

ACCOUNTABILITY PLAN 

2006-2010 

Academic Goals 

# 

English Language Arts 

Goal: All students at Achievement First Brownsville Charter School (AF-Browhsville) will be 
proficient readers arid writers of the English language. 

As stated in the AF-Brownsville charter, teaching students to read well is the critical task of 
elementary and middle schools. AF-Brownsville will build on the latest research in literacy 
education to create a rigorous program in which all students are fluent readers by the end of the 
second grade. Beyond the second grade, we will develop students who are able to rigorously 
analyze text using explicit comprehension strategies. Using a combination of resources including 
SRA Reading Mastery, Waterford Institute, Scholastic and Achievement First developed curriculum 
materials, our literacy program combines phonemic awareness and phonics, fluency> vocabulary, 
independent reading and writing. These curricula, which have been proven to produce exceptional 
results, will serve as tools to meet the targeted proficiencies described below: 

Absolute Proficiency (Required) 

Each year, 75 percent of '3-8 graders who are enrolled in at least their second year will 
perform at or above Level 3 on the New York State ELA examination. 

Each year, the school's aggregate Performance Index (PI) on the State ELA exam will meet 
the Annual Measurable Objective (AMO) set forth in the state's NCLB accountability system. 

Comparative Proficiency on State Exams (Required) 

Each year, the percent of all tested students who are enrolled in at least their second year 
and performing at or above Level 3 on the State ELA exam will be greater than that of 
students in the some tested grades in the local school district. Achievement First Brownsville 
Charter School is currently located in Region 4, District 32 as defined by the New York City 
Department of Education, 

Each year, the school will exceed its predicted level of performance on the State ELA exam 
by at least a small Effect Size (performing higher than expected to a small degree) according 
to a regression analysis controlling for students eligible for free lunch among all public 
schools in New York State. 

Exhibit H 
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Volue Added to Student Learning (Required) 

Each year, each grade-level cohort of students will reduce by one-half the gap between the 
percent at or above Level 3 on the previous year's State ELA exam and 75 percent at or 
above Level 3 on the current year's State ELA exam. If a grade-level cohort exceeds 75 
percent at or above Level 3 in the previous year, the cohort is expected to show at least an 
increase in the current year. 

Mdthematics 

Goal: Students will demonstrate competency in the understanding and application of 
mathematical computation and problem solving. 

As described in the AF-Brownsville charter, the mathematics curriculum at AF-Brownsville will 
produce students that have mastered all of middle school mathematics and Algebra I by the 
end of their 8th grade year. By the end of high school, AF Brownsville students will, have 
mastered Calculus. In the early grades, students will use the Saxon Mathematics curriculum, a . 
highly effective curriculum that gives students an exceptionally strong foundation in the basic skills, 
procedural computation, and conceptual understanding. All AF-Brownsville students will know 
their addition and subtraction facts by the end of second grade and their times tables by the end of 
third grade. Teachers will require students to apply this strong basic skills knowledge in challenging 
problem-solving situations. AF-Brownsville will use a problem-solving supplement to Saxon moth, 
and starting in the fourth grade, students will begin Achievement First's math curriculum; this 
curriculum mirrors New York's rigorous standards and requires daily demonstration of problemr 
solving skills. Math classes will also make extensive use of the rap, rhythm, and rhyme techniques 
pioneered by master math teacher Harriett Ball. These curricula, which have been proven to 
produce exceptional results, will serve as tools to meet the targeted proficiencies described below: 

Absolute Proficiency (Required) 

Each year, 75 percent of 3-8 graders who are enrolled in at least their second year will 
perform at or above Level 3 on the New York State Mathematics examination. 

Each year, the school's aggregate Performance Index on the State math exam will meet the 
Annual Measurable Objective (AMO) set forth in the state's NCLB accountability system. 

Comparative Proficiency on State Exams (Required) 

Each year, the percent of all tested students who are enrolled in at least their second year 
and performing at or above Level 3 on the State Moth exam will be greater than that of 

Exhibit H 
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students in the some tested grades in the local school district. As described above, AF- 
Brownsville Charter School is currently located in Region 4, District 32 as defined by the 
New York City Department of Education. 

Each year, the school will exceed its predicted level of performance on the State Math exam 
by at least a small Effect Size (performing higher than expected to a small degree) according 
to a regression analysis controlling for students eligible for free lunch among all public 
schools in New York State. 

Value Added to Student Learning (Required) 

Each year, each grade-level cohort of students will reduce by one-half the gap between the 
percent at or above Level 3 on the previous year's State Math exam and 75 percent at or 
above Level 3 on the current year's State Math exam. If a grade-level cohort exceeds 75 
percent at or above Level 3 in the previous year, the cohort is expected to show at least an 
increase in the current year. 

• 

Science 

Goal: Students will demonstrate proficiency in the understanding and application of scientific 
principles. 

As stated in the AF-Brownsville charter, AF-Brownsville will implement the FOSS Science 
curriculum. This curriculum correlates very well to New York State and national science standards. 
In addition, Achievement First is working in partnership with the Connecticut Academy of Math and 
Science (CAMS) to develop a rigorous 5-8 science curriculum that builds on the FOSS curriculum. 
CAMS has already done a detailed analysis of the Amistad Academy middle school science 
curriculum, and our science teachers are working to ensure all Connecticut standards are reflected 
in the curriculum. AF-Brownsville will use the results of this study to re-align the program with New 
York's rigorous standards. Since both Connecticut and New York base their standards off rigorous 
national standards, this process should be a matter of tweaking rather than major overhaul. 

Science instruction at AF-Brownsville will combine student mastery of core vocabulary and 
conceptual knowledge with the application of scientific principals in laboratory settings. Science 
assessments, for example, will include sections that focus on the key terms and ideas of a unit as 
well as a performance task component that will require students to synthesize and analyze data 
from laboratory experiments. Science teachers will also actively work to reinforce key mathematical 
concepts, especially graphing and measurement skills. This curriculum and teaching methods will 
serve as tools to meet the targeted proficiencies described below: 

» . 
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Absolute Proficiency (Required) 

Each year, 75 percent of fourth graders and 75 percent of eighth graders who ore enrolled 
in at least their second year will perform at or above Level 3 on the New York State Science 
examination. 

Comparative Proficiency on State Exams (Required) 

Each year in each tested grade, the percent of students who ore enrolled in at least their 
second year and performing at or above Level 3 on the State Science exam will be greater 
than that of students in the respective grades in the local school district. AF-Brownsville is 
currently located in Region 4, District 32 as defined by the New York City Department of 
Education. 

* 

Social Studies , 

Goal: Students will demonstrate proficiency in the understanding and application of 
principles related to the social sciences. 

As stated in the AF-Brownsville charter, it is critically important that students understand their 
own history, the world in which they live, and the history and culture of many different 
countries and peoples. Therefore, the AF-Brownsville social studies curriculum, will follow the 
comprehensive and challenging Core Knowledge Sequence, developed by E.D. Hirsch at 
the University of Virginia. In addition, the social studies curriculum will be presented in a way 
that is engaging and challenging. Teachers will expect students to master the key concepts and 
vocabulary, and they will also teach them to analyze primary sources, debate different points of 
view, and make cause-and-effed connections. Social studies class will be a fast-paced, multi- 
modal class in which students hone their non-fiction reading skills, learn important content,.and 
apply it in written essays and oral presentations. This curriculum and teaching methods will serve as 
tools to meet the targeted proficiencies described below: 

Absolute Proficiency (Required) 

Each year, 75 percent of fifth graders and 75 percent of eighth graders who ore enrolled in 
at least their second year will perform at or above Level 3 on the New York State Social 

. Studies examination. 

Comparative Proficiency on State Exams (Required) 

Each year in each tested grade, the.percent of students who are enrolled in at least their 
second year and performing at or above Level 3 on the State Social Studies exam will be 
greater than that of students in the same respective grades in the local school district. 
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No Child Left Behind (NCLB) (Required) 

Goal: Under the state's NCLB accountability system/the school's Accountability Status will 
be "Good Standing" each year. 

• 

Other Academic Goals (Non-State Mandated Assessments) 
Value Added to Student Learning 

Literacy 

Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA) 

AF-Brownsville will administer the Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA), a nationally- 
normed examination that tests reading fluency (the rate and accuracy at which students read) 
and reading comprehension. This test is administered to students by a teacher three times 
per year to get baseline, mid-year, and end-of-year data tracking students' individual 
progress. Every new teacher to AF-Brownsville receives DRA training which enables them to 
test students one-on-one during the beginning, middle and end of the year. The test takes 
between 15 minutes and one-hour to administer, depending on a given student's skill level. 
Achievement First developed it's own standards for basic, below-proficient, proficient and 
advanced for beginning, middle and end-of-year. No student is exempt from taking this 
examination. 

Goal: On the Developmental Redding Assessment, a nationally-normed reading test 
administered to students in the elementary academy, a minimum of 50 percent of 
kindergarteners will achieve at/above proficiency on the end-of-year test; a minimum of 55 
percent of first graders will achieve at/above proficiency on the end-of-year test; a minimum 
of 60% of second graders will achieve at/above proficiency on the end-of-year test; a 
minimum of 65% of third graders will achieve at/above proficiency on the end-of-year test; 
and a minimum of 70% of fourth graders will achieve at/above proficiency on the end-of- 
year test. 

Degrees of Reading Power (DRP) 

AF-Brownsville will administer the Degrees of Reading Power (DRP) examination, a 
nationally-normed reading test, to students in the middle school academy. The DRP assesses 
the reading growth of students over the course of an academic year. The DRP measures 
both vocabulary and inferential reading abilities of students. This multiple choice 
examination is administered to students at the beginning, middle and end of the year. The 
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test will be administered to all students and no student in the middle school academy will be 
exempt from examination. 

Goal: On the Degrees of Reading Power (DRP), a nationally-normed reading assessment 
administered to students in the middle school academy, fifth graders will achieve at/above 
the average national percentile of at least 40 on end-of-year test; sixth graders will achieve 
at/above the average national percentile of at least 50 on end-of-year test; seventh graders 
will achieve at/above the average national percentile of at least 55 on end-of-year test; and 
eighth graders will achieve at/above the average national percentile of at least 60 on end- 
of-year test. 

Math 

Terra Nova 

While students in grades kindergarten through 2 are exempted from state examinations in 
mathematics, kindergarten through fourth grade students in the elementary academy will 
take the mathematics section of the TerraNova. The Terra Nova is a nationally-normed test 
created by CTB McGraw Hill, The TerraNova is comprised of a combination of basic 
procedures questions and higher-order word problem testing the mathematic skills of early 
math students. The TerraNova allows the principal and instructional team to gauge students' 
knowledge of entry level mathematics concepts and preparation for advancement to new 
material in subsequent grades. This examination is administered to students at the end of 
kindergarten and the beginning and end of all other grades in the elementary academy. This 
test will be administered to all students and no students in the elementary academy will be 
exempt from examination. 

Goal: On the Terra Nova, a nationally-normed reading test administered to students in the 
elementary academy, kindergarteners will achieve at/above the average national percentile 
of at least 50 on the end-of-year test; first graders will achieve at/above the average 
national percentile of at least 55 on the end-of-year test; second graders will achieve 
at/above the average national percentile of at least 60 on end-of-year test; third graders will 
achieve at/above the average national percentile of at least 65 on end-of-year test; and 
fourth graders will achieve at/above the 70 on end-of-year test. 
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Organizational & Non-Academic Goals 

Attendance 

Goal: Each year, students in the elementary and middle academy at AF-Brownsville will 
maintain on average daily student attendance of 95 percent. 

Student Suspension & Discipline 

Goal: AF-Brownsville will be marked by a tight, positive school culture. Using our REACH 
character education curriculum to reinforce student behavior, from the outset of school we 
will have on average of one disciplinary action (i.e. suspension) per fifty students per 
academic year. As the school grows, the school culture will need to get tighter and more 
disciplined to continue meeting this goal. 

Parent Satisfaction 

Goal: Parent feedback is critical to the vitality of a school. Each year, parents will 
demonstrate their satisfaction primarily by choosing to keep their children enrolled at AF- 
Brownsville. Based on a year-end survey, it is the school's expectation that 80% or more . 
parents Will give the school on overall B or higher on the parent satisfaction survey. 

Fiscal Soundness 

Budgeting 

Goal: Each year, AF-Brownsville will operate on a balanced budget meaning actual 
revenues will equal or exceed actual expenses. 

Audit 

Goal: Each year, AF-Brownsville will have a clean audit with no material negative findings. 

Internal Controls & Compliance 

Goal: Each year, AF-Brownsville will take corrective action, if needed, in a timely manner to 
address any internal control or compliance deficiencies identified by its external auditor, 
SED, or the Institute. 

END OF REPORT 
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Dverall Performance (Region)   IA #1,9/5/2005 
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Hill Valley High School. 

; Rydell High School 

All Schools for this IA 
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Scope and Sequence Report 
This report shows how your students did on quetions that were first taught in different IA cycles. 

Average % Questions Correct HBBHB      Average # Standards Correct 

Overall Performance 

IA#1 

IA#1 

5A04-a: Solve simple one-step equations using basic whole-number facts (+,-,x) 

5.A.05-a: Solve and explain simple one-step equations using inverse operations involving whole numbers 

S.N.01-a: Read and Write Whole Numbers to Millions 

)1-b: Expanded notation of numbers (i.e. 2345 = 2000 + 300 + 40 + 5) ^1 

^TO2 32: Use Place Value to Compare Numbers up to the Millions 

5.N.12-b: Use and ID characteristics of odd and even numbers to solve problems 

5.N.16: Multiply three-digit by three-digit numbers [only 1 x 3 in int. 1] 

5.N.27: Justify the reasonableness of answers using estimation 

5.N.99-b: Multiplication Times Tables to the 12s -;-;-------.--|lii- 

5.N.99-c: Add and subtract whole numbers (column up to 4-digit by 4-digit) mm 
5.N.99:d: Multiply by multiples of 10 and 100 "  Kfll 
5.N.99-e: Write story problems for addition, subtraction, and multiplication JBSi 
j.N.99-f: Write story problems for addition, subtraction, and multiplications HB39 

Copyright 2007 Achievement First 
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# Performance By Test Item (Region) 1-A, September, 5,2005 

ils report allows you to see which groups of students missed what standards. It can be helpful In making decisions about what standards to teach or 
i-teach) whole class, In small groups, or one-on-one. 

S.R&4: Multiply by multiples of 10 and 100 

5.RS9-d: Multiply by multiples of 10 and 100 

B 
5.N.99-C: Add and subtract whole numbers (column up to 4-diglt by 4-digft) 

5.N.9S*d: Multiply by multiples of 10 and 100 

5.A.04-a: Solve simple one-step equations using basic whole-number (acts (+,-.%) 

5.N.99-b: Multiplication Times Tables to the 12s 

5.N.02: Use Place Value to Compare Numbers up to trie Millions 

5.N.99-e: Write story problems for addition, subtraction, and multiplication 

5.N.01-b: Expanded notation of numbers (lie. 2345 = 2000 + 300 + 40 + 5) 

19 5.N.99-C: Add and subtract whole numbers (column up to 4-digit by 4-digit) 

2g3/\        S.N.12-b; Use,andJD<iharactetisticsof oddand even numbers tpsolve problems; ^ 

21_ 5.N.01-8 Read and Write Whole Numbers to Millions 

22 '   ' - v      <* 5.N.99-ds Multiply by multiples of 10 and 100 

23 5.N.27' Justify the reasonableness of answers using estimation 

24 5.A 04-a' Solve simple one-step equations using basic whole-number facts <+,-,x) 

25 5.N.99-C Add and subtract whole numbers (column up to 4-digit by 4-digft) 

26 -   ,       5.N.1G: Multiply three-digit by three-digit numbers [only 1 x 3 in inl 11 

^^# 5.N.12-b: Use and ID characteristics of odd and even numbers to solve problems 

28 ,       S.A.04-a: Solve simple one-step equations using basic whole-number facts (+,-.x) 

29 " 5.N.99-C: Add and subtract wh "      '   

" 30" "   SN.16:MuHipty"three-digitj Exhibit H 
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his Years Trends (Region) 
his report shows how your schools are progressing over the year. You should see movement from red to yellow to green 
s you took from right to left 

•r Average % of Students at Mastery       I • Average % of Correct by Standard 

>.A.04-a: Solve simple one-step equations using basic whole-number facts (+,-,x) 

!.N.01-a: Read and Write Whole Numbers to Millions 

5.N.02: Use Place Value to Compare Numbers up to the Millions 

>.N.12-b: Use and ID characteristics of odd and even numbers to solve problems 

i.N.27: Justify the reasonableness of answers using estimation 

>.N.99-c: Add and subtract whole numbers (column up to 4-digit by 4-digit) 

i.N.99-e: Write story problems for addition, subtraction, and multiplication 

"'•"".'•'?'^~" '^mi^^^^^^^^ff^f^ ;:N;99-f;.Write story problems for addition, subtraction, and multiplications   - - > Xr:> ~BBffiWHIll 

.N.99-g: Add and subtract BIGGER whole numbers (column up to 4-digit by 4-digit) 

i.N.99-rc Multiply by multiples of 100 and 10 
.:_.; 1...1 ,:%j__:  .. ' 

# 
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i 1. Standards for Whole Class Practice & Review 
iis section includes those standards where the class got 80% or more correct 

7-/^ 

•• Average % Questions Correct 

5.N.99-f: Write story problems for addition, subtraction, and multiplications • 

2. Standards to Re-teach Whole Class 
iis section includes those standards where the students got less than 71% of the questions on these standards correct. 

•• Average % Questions Correct 
 .__,_ ;__._  .-.l^^T '..   

5 A04^a: Solve simple one-step equations using basic whole-number facts (+,-,xj 

5A05-a: Solve and explain simple one-step equations using inverse.operations involving whole numbers 

5.N.01-a: Read and Write Whole Numbers to Millions 

5.N.01-b: Expanded notation of numbers (i.e. 2345 = 2000+ 300 + 40+ 5) 

5.N.02: Use Place Value to Compare Numbers up to the Millions 

5.N.12-b: Use and ID characteristics of odd and even numbers to solve problems 

5.N.16: Multiply three-digit by three-digit numbers [only 1 x 3 in int 1] 

5.N.27: Justify the reasonableness of answers using estimation 

5.N.99-b: Multiplication Times Tables to the 12s 

5.N.99-C: Add and subtract whole numbers (column up to 4-digit by 4-dlgit) 
 ;;     _ -_. j_.    _ ' v _• .__ 

5.N.9JM: Multiply by multiples of 10 and 100 

5.N.99-e: Write story problems for addition, subtraction, and multiplication 

3. Struggling Students Interventions 

s section includes those students who scored less than 71% on the first of the two lA's. 

% Questions Correct 

Ball.Hy 

Barr, Candy 

Blige, Sheiie 

Burr, Tim 

Carr, Lisa 

Christmas, Mary 

Day, May 

Deere, Pierce 

Dover, Skip 
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AF-wide PD Day - March 23,2007: Overview 
5:58 AM The last train to NY that will get you thereion time, You would need to take the train to Grand Central 

then the 4 subway downtown to Utica Avenue-Crown Heights. We recommend the bus. © 
:30 AM sharp Busses leave Amistad Middle (407 James Street) 

8:45-9:10 Coffee & Breakfast at AF Crown Heights (790 East New York Ave- Brooklyn ... b/t Troy & Schenectady) 
9:00 NY teachers arrive. Please be there by this time so we can start promptly.© 
9:15-9:55 Opening session 
10:05-11:30 Session I 
11:35-12:40 Lunch & Conversations by grade level & subject area 
12:45-2:10 Session H 
2:20-3:45   - Session III 
3:55-4:10 Closing Session 
4:20    ••'.'••'..•• "Early Bus" Leaves for New Haven 

"Party Bus" Leaves for Happy Hour 
4:45-on Happy Hour - location TBA 
7:00 PM "Party Bus" Leaves for New Haven 

Session I (10:00 AM—11:30 AM) 
-  - Scaffolding Study Skills in the Science and History Curriculum 

- Middle School Writing -TeachingResearch in the Writing Classroom 
- Character Education, Part I: How Can We Cultivate Grit and Love of Learning in Our Students? 
- Developing a School-Wide Plan for Meeting the Health & Sex Ed Needs of Your Kids 
- Reading Specialist 101: WhatYou Need to Know About the Basics ofthe English Language in Order to Help Your Struggling Readers • 

. -Middle School Math: Effective Strategies for Teaching Probability 
- Differentiation for the Middle School Classroom 
- Test-driving the Super-Cool AF Interim Assessment Platform 
-Elementary Guided Reading Sharing Session 

• 

Session II (12:45-2:10) 
Elementary Music and Art Sharing Session 
Middle School Reading: With Rigor and Creativity, Designing Lessons that Have It AH ' 
Middle School Music Sharing Session 

-25 Practices of Highly Effective Teachers 
- Guided Reading Video Analysis 
- Race, Class, and our Work at AF 
-.Middle School Reading: Unpacking the Data from Our Struggling Reader Interventions 
- Reading Mastery II/III sharing session 
- Differentiation for the Elementary Classroom 
- The School-Home Connection: Working Effectively With Parents 

Session III (2:20-3:45) 
- 25 Practices of Highly Effective Teachers 
-Middle School Reading: Scaffolding Novels for Our Lowest Readers 
:_AF Town Hall Forum 
- Character Education, Part 2: How Can We Cultivate Kindness and Integrity in Our Students? 
- Urban School Reform: How Do Great Public Charter Schools Fit Into the Larger Movement to Transform Public Education? 
- Middle School Math: Questioning for Deeper Understanding 
- Elementary Writing Video Analysis __ 
- Academic Rigor in Science and History: Preparing Students for High School and Beyond ^ 
- Elementary Science Sharing Session 

Notes / Logistics 
- Though we don't recommend driving ©, we will reimburse our CT friends for mileage 
- We will have water and snacks on the bus to and from New Haven 
- Teachers who need to leave early for child care reasons may, of course, do so. Just let Anna Marquardt know this so we can plan accordingly. 
If there is another reason you need to leave early, please let Anna know as well. © 
- When teachers arrive, they will receive a "welcome packet" including a map ofthe building, cell numbers to call for help, an agenda for the 
day, a list of what sessions they are attending, expense reimbursement forms for drivers, and any other pertinent information. 

We will put out welcome signs at the school as well as signs outside the rooms where sessions take place. 
AF Central-NY folks will serve as "ushers/helpers" in case you need help. They will all be wearing a special badge/nametag so that you can 

easily identify them. 
- Lunch will be catered. It'll be a mix of sandwiches, chips, salads, cookies, and drinks. If you have any special dietary needs, please let Anna 
know. 
- We'll have sodas, water, coffee, cookies, and chips available throughout the day. _. . 
- Key cell phones: Doug McCurry (203-589-7396), Dacia Toll (203-668-3339), Andy Zuckerman (203-668-5855), Anna Marquardt (60* fO\ 
2062) Exhibit H 
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Session ONE (10:05 -11:30) 

# 

caffolding Study Skills in the Science and History Curriculum 
facilitated by Susan Delp, History Teacher, Amistad Academy 
n this session, middle school science and history teachers will identify the important study skills 

(notetaking from lecture and reading, summarizing, identifying main idea in non-fiction writing, etc.) that 
all students should master before the end of 8th grade. Teachers will then work together to scaffold at least 
one important skill from 5th to 8th grade. 

• 

Middle School Writing - Teaching Research in the Writing Classroom 
Kelly Dowling, f Grade Writing Teacher, North Star Academy; Nikki Christian, S* Grade Writing 
Teacher, North Star Academy; 
Over the past several years, North Star writing teachers Kelly Dowling and Nikki Christian have spent time 
writing arid piloting a rigorous middle school research unit. In this session, Dowling and Christian will share 
their approach to teaching research in the middle school writing classroom, including a discussion of how to 
scaffold research skills from 6th to 8th grade. 

Character Education, Part 1: How Can We Cultivate Grit and Love of Learning in Our Students? 
Facilitated by Dacia Toll and Marc Michaelson, Elm City College Prep 
Many of us have been talking about Martin Selignian's 24 character strengths and how we can work to more 
proactively teach and cultivate them in our students. While all the different aspects of character are 
important, this session will be a working session focused on developing specific ideas for how we can 
effectively develop both Persistence (Grit) and Love of Learning/Curiosity in our students. We will talk 
about how to develop these strengths through our academic classes, through our school culture, through 
school-wide practices, and in partnership with parents. We will share both what's already working at 

ifferent AF schools and what more we can all try in order to arm our students with these essential traits for 
ife-long success and happiness. (Note: there is a similar character ed session focused on Kindness and 

Integrity) 

• 

Developing a School-Wide Plan for Meeting the Health & Sex Ed Needs of Your Kids 
Facilitated by Samantha Miller and Vivien Perez, Amistad Academy 
Most of our schools are so busy meeting our students' academic needs that we have not adequately and 
systematically addressed their need for good information with regard a host of serious health issues, ranging 
from nutrition and hygiene to sex ed and healthy relationships to AIDS and asthma. We would like to invite 
teams from each of the AF middle schools to come to this work session. The facilitators will present a list 
of essential topics and encourage teams to begin the planning process of when and how these issues will be 
addressed. The hope is to create a team at each school site who is willing to take on lead on these important 
issues and will work together with other teams at other schools to share best practices.  We strongly 
encourage counselors, PE teachers, Deans of Students, and interested teachers to attend this session and are 
hoping for approximately three participants from every AF middle school. Elementary and high school 
teachers are welcome, but the focus is on middle school. 

Reading Specialist 101: What You Need to Know About the Basics of the English Language in Order 
to Help Your Struggling Readers 
Presented by Wendy North, HasJans Labs 
What does awareness of speech sounds have to do with learning to read? What's the difference between 
phoneme awareness and phonics? What is the relationship between decoding skill and reading 
omprehension? Reading specialists from Haskins Labs will share with elementary and middle school 

'reading teachers the answers to these questions and why they are essential for ensuring your students' 
reading success. 
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Middle School Math: Effective Strategies for Teaching Probability JS { 
Presented by Noah Teitelbaum, math consultant (formerly of North Star Academy) 
Beginning withia model inquiry-based lesson that could be used to introduce probability, this session will 
help teachers to build students' conceptual understanding and procedural mastery of probability. In addition 

^Lto watching short mini-lessons from Noah, teachers will participate actively in a round-robin of games and 
^projects that they can turn around and use with students. 

Differentiation for the Middle School Classroom 
.   Presented by Quannah Parker-McGowan, Director of Special Services -NY 

This is a session designed to give middle school teachers tools, ideas, and strategies that can be easily 
implemented to differentiate instruction in a middle school classroom. The session will begin with an 
overview of what differentiation is before focusing on specific strategies that can be used for various 
academic subjects. 

Test-driving the Super-Cool AF Interim Assessment Platform 
Presented by Doug McCurry, Superintendent 
It is not just a myth, a rumor, or a dream. It's becoming a reality. In this session, you'll have a chance to, on 
laptops, "test drive" the AF platform (now in a beta version). Your feedback will be very helpful in making 
thetweaks we'll need before rolling it out next school year. About the IA Platform: This system will scan 
and analyse IAs, creating a multitude of reports for teachers. Teachers will be able to create data-driven 
plans on the system. Folks outside of AF who have seen the system say it is "revolutionary" ... at the very 
least, it's pretty doggone cool. 

Elementary Guided Reading Sharing Session 
Facilitated by Anne Lackritz, AF East New York 
The first half of this session will be structured as a roundtable sharing session in which teachers will share a 
''nugget" from their classroom that is working. Participants will be encouraged to bring copies of any 
essons, handouts, graphic organizers, etc. that are working. The second half of the session will focus on 

teachers sharing guided reading challenges that they are facing, leveraging the collective brainpower of the 
group to help them problem-solve ways to get unstuck. 

• 
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Session TWO (12:55-2:20) 75% 
Elementary Musk and Art Sharing Session 
Facilitated by Kate Erb, AF Crown Heights Elementary 

•In this session, AF elementary music and art teachers will share "what has worked" in their classrooms and 
problem-solve around trouble spots. All teachers should bring copies of "best practice materials" to the 
session, and all teachers should also be ready to discuss trouble spots in their classroom so that their 
amazing colleagues can help problem solve. Kate Erb will facilitate. Before the date, Kate will be reaching 
out to you so that you know exactly what to bring. 

Middle School Reading: With Rigor and Creativity; Designing Lessons that Have It Alt 
Presented by Jeremy Kamps, Elm City College Prep, and Tom Kaiser, AF Endeavor 
Two great AF reading teachers will share lessons and strategies they have used to create engaging, •creative 
lessons that still rigorously pursue academic objectives. Jeremy will share standards-based ftmerals for 
Lennie, talk shows including the characters of145th Street Stories, and Christmas gifts for Scrooge. Tom 
will share how he has turned his Textual Analysis classroom into a courtroom. After these teachers share 
their strategies, they will facilitate a discussion amongst all the great teachers in the room about other ways 
to create engaging, rigorous lessons for all our students. 

Middle School Music Sharing Session 
Facilitated by Danief Levin, Music Teacher, Amistad Middle 
In this session, AF middle school music will share"what has worked" in their classrooms and problem? 
solve around trouble spots. All teachers should bring copies of "best practice materials" to the session, and 
all teachers should also be ready to discuss trouble spots in their classroom so that their amazing colleagues 
can help pfobleni solve. 

• 

25 Practices of Highly Effective Teachers 
resented by Doug LemOv, Founding Principal, Academy of the Pacific Rim, President of School 

Performance New York 
Doug Lemov is back by popular demand. At the last AFwide PD day, he got through about half of the 
"Taxonomy of Effective Teaching Practices" ... and he saved a lot of good stuff for this go-round. <§> If you 
didn't hear after last time, Doug is one of the stars of the charter school community. He has created a 
"Taxonomy of Effective Teaching Practices" that helps to highlight the little best practices that all great 
teachers do. Participants will receive both a written description of these practices, and Doug will also share 
video clips of teachers using these techniques. This session is highly recommended for all teachers. Doug 
will be doing two of the same session, so only sign up for one of them. 

Guided Reading: Video Analysis 
Facilitated by Evelyn Shoop, AF Bushwick Elementary 
In this session, participants will revisit the core components of an effective Guided Reading lesson. The session wi 
include analysis of video clips from strong elementary guided reading lessons, and analyzing what worked in those 
lessons, and what could have been done even better. Participants will then have a chance to reflect on their guided 
reading instruction and share how they can take ideas from the lessons they saw back to their classrooms. 

Middle School Reading: Unpacking the Data from Our Struggling Reader Interventions 
Presented by Caitlin Dillon, Haskins Lab 
This year, all the AF middle schools have been trying a variety of interventions to build the decoding skills 
of our lowest-skilled readers. Our friends from Haskins Labs will help us interpret the mid-year ORF data 
from all the schools. We will use this as an opportunity to do a mid-year check in on our intervention 
fforts, looking at what's working and what challenges remain across all the middle schools. 
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• 

Race, Class, and our Work at AF 
acilitated by Debon Lewis, Matt Taylor, and Lizette Suxo 
number of AF schools have started site-based conversations about the important role of race and class in 

the work that we do. Our student population is largely black and Latino (95-100 percent) and the majority of 
our scholars (60-85 percent) qualify for free/reduced lunch. What do we need to understand about the role of 
race and class in shaping their background, outlook, current assets and challenges, and potential future 
opportunities? Similarly, what do we need to understand about our parents in order to build strong, 
mutually respectful partnerships with them? What have different schools or individual staff members 
discussed; read, or done to better understand and effectively address these issues? 

Reading Mastery II/IH sharing session 
Facilitated by Mite Kerr, AF Crown Heights Elementary 
DI does its job really well, and our scholars can read, baby, read. When our scholars hit RMII and III; 
however, they often hit a few roadblocks due to holes in DI and the increasing sophistication of the text 
Mike Kerr will facilitate a conversation in which teachers share strategies that have worked to fill the holes. 
The group will also share challenges they are facing in their classrooms and problem-solve potential 
solutions. 

Differentiation for the Elementary Classroom 
Presented by Quannah Parker McGowan, Director ofSpecialServices -AF New'York 
This is a session designed to give elementary teachers tools, ideas, and strategies that can be easily 
implemented to differentiate instruction in an elementary school classroom. The session vyill begin with an 
overview of what differentiation is before focusing on specific strategies that can be used for various 
.academic subjects. 

The School-Home Connection: Working Effectively With Parents 
Facilitated by Shefau Dabre-Rufus (Elm City Elementary), Steve Buckner (Amistad Elementary), Andy . 
Zuckerman 
As teachers, we have the responsibility of building strong working relationships with our students' parents. 
This session will focus on proactive strategies that we can take as classroom teachers to establish and 
maintain effective relationships with our students' parents. We will talk about how to initiate strong parent 
relationships at the start of the school year, and how to maintain these relationships by utilizing appropriate 
structures and supports throughout the school year. We will also share what's working for people this year 
and what challenges we've faced in working effectively with parents. 

* 
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• 

25 Practices of Highly Effective Teachers 
Presented by DougLemov, Founding Principal, Academy of the Pacific Rim, President of School 

erformance New York 
oug Lempv is back by popular demand. At the last AFwide PD day, he got through about half of the 

"Taxonomy of Effective Teaching Practices" ... and he saved a lot of good stuff for this go-round. © If you 
didn't hear after last time, Doug is one of the stars of the charter school community. He has created a 
"Taxonomy of Effective Teaching Practices" that helps to highlight the little best practices that all great 
teachers do. Participants will receive both a written description of these practices, and Doug will also share 
video clips of teachers using these techniques. This session is highly recommended for all teachers. Doug 
will be doing two of the same session, so only sign up for one of them. 

Middle School Reading: Scaffolding Novels for Our Lowest Readers 
Facilitated by Roseann Sheehan, AF Crown Heights Middle 
We all want our struggling middle school readers to be reading increasingly challenging novels and 
improving their comprehension skills. Many of us have come up with ways to pre-teach the text, created 
special graphic organizers, trained our kids in how to take active reading notes, and developed other 
strategies for scaffolding their comprehension process. This is a sharing session for middle school teachers 
who are teaching literature class to pur lowest-skilled readers. The requirement is that you come to this 
session with your materials and good ideas! , 

AF Town Hall Forum 
Facilitated by Doug McCurry & Dacia Toll 
As a follow up to the general,Opening Session, this smaller-group session will start with Doug and Dacia 
roviding a slightly more detailed organizational overview. From their perspective, what are AF's greatest 
trengths and challenges as a network? How can we ensure increasing excellence at our current schools 

while growing and providing more opportunities for more students? After a brief presentation, the bulk of 
the session will be focused on hearing your perspectives and questions. What are the challenges and 
opportunities that you see? We hope to have an active dialogue that informs AF's priorities going forward. 

Character Education, Part 2: How Can We Cultivate Kindness and Integrity in Our Students? 
Facilitated by Steve Buckner, Tisha Markette, Amistad Elementary 
Many of us have been talking about Martin Seligman's 24 character strengths and how we can work to more 
proactively teach and cultivate them in our students. While all the different aspects of character are 
important, this session will be a working session focused on developing specific ideas for how we can 
effectively develop Kindness and Integrity in our students. We will talk about how to develop these 
strengths through our academic classes, through our school culture, through school-wide practices, and in 
partnership with parents. We will share both what's already working at different AF schools and what more 
we can all try in order to arm our students with these essential traits for life-long success arid happiness. 
(Note: there is a similar character ed session focused on Grit and Love of Learning). 

Urban School Reform: How Do Great Public Charter Schools Fit Into the Larger Movement to 
Transform Public Education? 
Presented by Alex Johnston, Connecticut Coalition for Achievement Now, and Jim Peyser, former chair of 
the Massachusetts State Board of Education 
How does our work at Achievement First fit into the larger issue of urban school reform? Come listen to 
Alex Johnston and Jim Peyser, who are leaders on the front lines of state-wide school reform efforts in 

onnecticut, Massachusetts, and nationally. They will discuss how the success of networks of public 
charter schools can and should leverage much-needed changes in urban school systems. Hear their candid 
take on the challenges, politics, and opportunity of current reform efforts. What will the future of public 
education look like and what will it take to set there? 
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Middle School Math; Questioning for Deeper Understanding 
Presented by Noah Teitelbaum, math consultant (formerly of North Star Academy) 
This session will categorize and compare the different types of questions teachers can ask. Participants will 
watch video segments of teachers, and discuss the effect of specific questions, make suggestions for 
mproved questioning, etc. The session will end with discussion of how to improve one's own questioning 

technique so as to push students toward deeper understanding of math concepts. Teachers from other 
subject areas may find this session helpful as well. 

Elementary Writing: Video Analysis 
Presented by Stacey Park, Is'Grade Teacher, AF Bushwick Elementary 
In mis session, AF Bushwick writing teacher Stacey Park will guide a discussion of how to structure a high- 
impact elementary writing lesson. The session will include analysis of video clips from strong elementary 
writing lessons, where teachers will analyze what worked in those lessons, and what could have been done 
even better. Participants will then have a chance to reflect on their writing instruction and share how they 
can take ideas from the lessons they saw back to their classrooms. 

Academic Rigor in Science and History: Preparing students for high school and beyond 
Presented by Brent Madditi, consultant (formerly ofTFA and founding Science teacher, J.D.E.A Academy, TX) 
We all want our students better prepared for life after middle school. In this session, Brent Maddin 
addresses this challenge by showing how teachers can measure the rigor of the tasks we assign our students. 
In doing so, we are not only provided with information about what our students know and what they don't 
know, but also how we can use this information to increase the cognitive demand of our daily instruction. 

• 

Elementary Science Sharing Session 
The first half of this session will be structured as a roundtable sharing session in which teachers will share a 
^nugget" from their elementary science classroom that is working. Participants will be encouraged to bring 
opies of any lessons, handouts, graphic organizers, etc. that are working. The second half of the session 

will focus on teachers sharing elementary science challenges that they are facing, leveraging the collective 
brainpower of the group to help them problem-solve ways to get unstuck. . 
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Teacher-Parent-Student Contract ACH,
FIRV¥

ENT 

Achievement First commits to a partnership between teachers, parents, and students to provide the best possible education for pur 
students. In order to achieve our very ambitious goals, we must work together. 

• 
Teacher's Commitment 

1. 7V'ifis//rtC55-1 will arrive every day by 7:15 A.M. and remain at school until 4:00 P.M. 
2. High Quality Education -1 commit to providing a high-quality education and to going the extra mile for my students. I will 

work longer school hours, teach during the summer, and always offer our students the best I have. 
3. Support and Respect -1 will appreciate, support, and respect every student. 
4. Communication-1 will communicate regularly with parents about their child's progress and make myself available in 

person and by phone. I wilj return parent phone calls within 24 hours. 
5. Homework-1 will assign productive, worthwhile homework every night to reinforce and support skills and concepts learned 

in class.'. ' .•-. 
6. Fairness-l will enforce Achievement First's REACH values consistently and fairly. When students are disciplined or 

suspended, or when students deserve recognition for their accomplishments, I will inform their parents promptly. 
7. Safety-! will alwaysprotect the safety, interests, and rights of all individuals. 

Signed:   Date: 

^y 

Parent's / Guardian's Commitment 

1. Timeliness/Attendance -1 understand that every school day is important and that it is my responsibility to get my child to 
school every day on time (7:30 A.M.). If my child takes the bus, 1 will make sure he or she is at the bus stop on time. If my 
child is picked up from school, I will make sure that myself or a responsible, approved adult is there qn time each day to pick 
my child up. If my child needs to miss school, I will contact the school. I will also make sure my child attends Summer 
Academy, and I will never schedule family vacations during school time. 

2. Support & Homework -1 will always help my child in the best way I know how, and I will do whatever it takes for my child 
to learn. 1 will provide a quiet space for my child to study and, if necessary, I will check my child's homework every night. 
If my middle school child struggles with homework and is required to attend after-school Homework Club, I will arrange for 
transportation home at 6:00 p.m. 

3. Independent Reading -1 will insist that my child reads for at least 20 minutes a night (including all three days of the 
weekend), and I will never sign the reading log unless I have personally seen my child read.        . 

4. Communication-I will make myself available to my child and all of his/her teachers. I will return phone calls from school 
staff within 24 hours; If I am asked to attend a meeting regarding my child's education or behavior, I will be there. I will 
read all updates and memos sent home by the school, and I will return all necessary information immediately. 

5. Uniform-1 will send my child to school every day in the Achievement First uniform. 
6. REACH and School Rules -1 understand Achievement First's REACH values, and I will make sure that my child learns to 

live up to them. I understand that my child must follow these rules to protect the safety, interests, and rights of all 
individuals. I fully understand that Achievement First is a "sweat the small stuff' environment, and I also understand that my 
child may lose privileges or have other disciplinary consequences if my child violates the REACH values, I will support the 
school in its efforts to enforce high standards for behavior and citizenship. 

7. Attendance at Parent Meetings: I will attend all required parent meetings, including Back-to-School Night and two Report 
Card Nights during the school year. 

Signed:  : : _Date:  

Student's Commitment 

1. My Best Effort -1 understand that my education is important, and I will always work, think, and behave in the best way I 
know how and do whatever it takes for my fellow students and me to learn. 

2. Attendance and Timeliness -1 will come to school every day on time (by 7:30 A.M.) and stay until 4:00 P.M. (or later if I 
tutoring, sports, or music). If 1 need to miss class, I will ask for and make up all missed assignments. 

3. Uniform -1 will wear the Achievement First uniform properly every day and follow the school dress code. I understand that 
I will not be allowed to attend class unless my uniform is perfect. 

4. Homework -1 will complete all of my homework and reading every night. I will not offer excuses. I will seek the help I 
need to complete all my homework in a top-quality manner. 

5. Communication -1 will raise my hand to ask for help if I do not understand something. I will make myself available to my 
teachers and parents about any concerns they might have. 

6. Responsibility - If I make a mistake, 1 will tell the truth and accept responsibility for my actions 
7. REACH-] understand the REACH values, and I will live up to them every day. I will follow all school rules so as to 

protect the safety, interests, and rights of all individuals. I understand that I may lose privileges and have other disciplinary 
consequences if I break rules or do not live up to the REACH values. 
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'The strength of the wolf is the 
pack and the strength of the 

pack is the wolf 

-Rudyard Kipling 

DATES TO REMEMBER 

• BASKETBALL GAME: 
Saturday, May 12th @ 
12PM, AF Crown Heights 
Middle school Gym 
(TEAM RECORD 1-3). 

• School-wide trip to Brook- 
lyn Academy of Music, 
Wednesday, May 9th, 2007 

• EOY Trip Info Session: 
Thurs May 10th, 2007 
(VICTORY ACADEMY 
CANCELLED THURS 
MAY 9th) 

• NO SCHOOL FOR STU- 
DENS: Monday, May 14th, 
2007. Teacher Professional 
Development Day 

AFACES!!!! 

• I. •*• ~ 

ACHIEVEMENT FIRST CROWN HEIGHTS MIDDLE SCHOOL 
Volume 2, Issue 31, May 8, 2007 

TEACHER APPRECIATION WEEK 
This week is National Teacher Appreciation Week. At Achievement First Crown Heights 

Middle School, teachers are PLATINUM PLUS. We have some of the smartest and hardest 
working teachers in the country. Our teachers are professionals and they are helping your 
child climb the mountain to college. They are the ones who go the extra mile to give your 

child help when they are struggling with a concept Our teachers belong on a Visa 
commercial - they are priceless. This school is different than other schools - and it's 

different because our teachers will stop at nothing to make sure your child is successful. 
Please show your appreciation to our teachers by dropping them a note on the card we've 
provided. You can also feel free to give them a call...whatever you can do to say, "Thank 

you.". (ps.You can also check out a great on-line review, of the school at 
www.insideschools.org) 

CONGRATS!!! 

• CROWN HEIGHTS AFFAIR II—WHAT A CELEBRATION!!; We had a great time 
celebrating our scholars and our school last Friday. We crowned our 11 AF Aces (see 
picture below) and gave the scholars a taste of how teachers can step. Fun was had by 
alii '  . 

• PHILADELPHIA & WASHINGTON DC INFORMATIONAL MEETING: THURS 
MAY 10 (2) 6 PM: We are only 37 days away from our End-of-Year trips to Philadel- 
phia AND Washington DC. We will be spending 4 days and 3 nights in both cities. 
For several of our scholars we realize that this is the first time many of our scholars 
will be away from home that long. We are having an informational meeting this Thurs- 
day evening to review the itinerary, sleeping and eating arrangements, and other details 
of the trip. It is also a great opportunity to get your questions answered, regarding our 
trip. I hope to see you there this Thursday, May 1 Oth at 6 PM in the auditorium! 

# 

. AF CROWN HEIGHTS SUMMER ACADEMY REMINDER 

This is another reminder that ALL Achievement First Crown Heights scholars 
are required to attend Summer Academy. For us, summer is a time to keep on 
learning and keep on climbing. It's a time for academic acceleration ...and for 
fun! Here, Summer Academy is not for students who are "behind." It is for 
ALL students. This year's AF Crown Heights's Summer Academy will be in 
session for % days (7:30 AM - 1:45 PM) from July 9th to July 27th, Please 
put these dates on your calendar and please plan family vacations for August 
(students will have that entire month off!).. 

m 
MANY MINDS. ONE MISSION. 
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THEWOLFPACK Volume 2, Issue 31, May 8, 2007 

From the Desk of Ms. Clarke, Dean of Students... 

WORDS OF THE WEEK 
5th Grade 

1. Assemble 

2. Banquet 

3. Cargo - 

4. Cask 

5. Celebrate 

6. Decrease 

7. Desperate 

8. Edible 

9. Frivolous 

10. Harvest 

11. Hew 

12. Hostile 

13. Pledge 

14. Prosper 

15: Task 

WORDS OF THE WEEK 
6th Grade 

• CELL PHONE POLICY—REVISITED; This is a reminder to all parents that scholars 
ARE NOT permitted to use or carry their cell phones during the school day. We have 
confiscated several phones in the past month due to inappropriate usage (text messaging, 
calls in the cafeteria, ringing during class time, etc). Once confiscate, we will only return 
the phone to the scholar's parent/guardian. Scholars may use their cell phones when they 
first arrive (to confirm arrival) and/or after dismissal. Scholars must leave their cell 
phones in their jackets or bookbags during the day. In case of an emergency please contact 
myself, Mr. Williams, of Ms. D'Angelo via cell phone during the day. 

• SCHOLAR DOLLAR CHECKS RE-ISSUED; As you may be aware, due to technical 
issues, some of our Scholar Dollar averages and deductions over the past few weeks have 
been inaccurate. We are happy to inform you that these issues have now been corrected. 
So, to ensure all records are up-to-date and accurate, we have chosen to re-issue checks 
for the following weeks: 

4715/2007-4/19/2007 and 4/22/2007- 4/26/2007 

Please sign and return these checks by Wednesday, May 9,2007. Thank you for your 
patience with this matter. 

• COLLEGE AND CAREER DAYS; Parents please complete or forward our "Presenter 
Packets" to someone you feel would be a strong addition to bur College and Career Days: 
Thanks in advance for your support 

From the Desk of Ms. D'Angelo, Academic Dean... 

I. Accompany. 

2.. Beneficial 

3. Captive 

4. Convenient 

5. Ecstasy 

6. Expanse 

7. Expedition 

8. Inept 

9. Interpret 

10. Invaluable 

II. Linger 

12. Retrieve 

13. Skirmish 

14. Supplement 

15. Territory 

1. VICTORY ACADEMY CANCELLED on Wednesday, May 9th because of 
the school trip to the Brooklyn Academy of Music. Please make arrangements 
to have your child take the bus, walk home, or be picked up at the 4:00 PM di- 
missal time. 

MANY MINDS. ONE MISSION. 
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8scholais: in additi6h$6 tbe:feadi#ahd:# 
students a head start for next school-year, tnere^jfttfe a wfjolVtioJt oji?C*: 
enrichment activities for our students. Students iwrfl get #cf^$f#iic%% 
electives they would like to receive. Also^; we^illfrTave^cplle^stu^den^ifroni) r j 
Historical Blacic Colleges interning at our schools this summer! These!. Vf", I 
students will get a chance to work with and mentor bur scholars. We are really 
looking forward to this part of our school yean ' ""'    ,"-*/'"' t / %   \ -~ • J 

Career Day >     * \ w 

Our second annual Career Day will take place on Wednesday, May^i Last 
year, our scholars were able to meet and speak to a veterinarian, a'doctor, a 
firefighter, a judge, a journalist, a fashion designer, a professional dancer, and 
a few other professionals. Weare looking forwardlo including Vnore for this' 
year. Please contact Ms. Ford-Coakley for information about the Career Day. 

Spring Talent Show Extravaganza 
Got talent? Thanks to the great ideas of parents, we have added an Evening 
of the Arts-Spring Talent Extravaganza to our list of activities.  The event will 
take place on Thursday, May 24. Information is forthcoming from Ms. 
Andrews. 

I 
Achievement First Crown Heights Charter School 

790 East New York Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11203 
Office: 718-774-0762 Fax: 718-774-0830 
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April 2-10 

Spring Break 

April 26 

Report Card Night 

• •  * ' ' 

May2 

Career Day 

May 14 

Professional 
Development Day. No 
School for Students. 

May 24 

Evening of the Arts- 
Spring Talent 
Extravaganza 

May 28 

Memorial Day 
No School. 

##& 

Climb the Mountain 
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Achievement First 
Mid-Year Staff Survey (2006-2007) 

Admin Team Performance Feedback 
Accountability is a two-way street. Every day, we ask teachers and staff to do an 
incredible job, working hard to meet the high standards of Achievement First. We try to 
offer you formal and informal feedback to improve your skills and success. We ask now 
that you offer us feedback on how well we are doing as administrators and how we could 
do better. Through supportive feedback and training, we can all grow as professionals. 

We ask that you take approximately 30-60 minutes to complete this survey, Please keep 
your tone constructive and professional, but don't shy from being candid. We want to 
know where we are doing well and where we are falling short. Your feedback will help 
us to get even stronger and to be more effective at supporting you. 

The survey begins with several general questions and then moves onto performance 
criteria for each of the individual members of the Admin Team. Although somewhat 
artificial^ we tried to breakout specific responsibilities for each of us. Of course, we work 
together to accomplish many of the most important objectives. 

Each section (admin team, individuals) starts with several open-ended questions followed 
by check-the-bpx questions. We are especially interested in your answers to the open- 
ended questions as these tend to be the most informative and useful. The check-the-box 
questions are mostly there to make sure the key parts of our jobs are covered. They also 
give us a way of measuring our progress year-to-year. 

Any form has its inherent limitations. Please feel free to offer any feedback that you think 
would improve individual or overall school effectiveness in the open?ended sections. 

1. At what Achievement First school do you work? 

2. What is your primary grade level? 

3. What do you need from school leadership / administration in order to be successful in 
your job? (information, resources, training, feedback, coordination, appreciation, 
encouragement, vision, etc.) 

4. Which of these needs are being successfully met? 

5. Which of these needs are not being met adequately? 

6. Overall Evaluation 

Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
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The school is an excellent school that works effectively to prepare its students 
academically. Student academic performance gains are significant. 

The school is an excellent school that works effectively to prepare its students in terms of 
REACH. Students' improvements in demonstrating REACH behaviors are significant. 

The school gives me the support I need to be successful with students. 

The Admin Team challenges me to maximize my effectiveness with students. It is hard to  , 
be complacent here because there is a culture of professional reflection and growth. 

I feel that I am learning and developing as a teacher. I continue to get better and 
stronger. 

I feel satisfied with the level of communication among the staff. I have the information! 
need to be successful. 

/ have meaningful opportunities to provide input on issues facing my grade level and the 
school. 

The Admin Team creates opportunities for others to exercise leadership. 

I understand the school's mission and feel committed to doing my part to help realize this 
mission. 

I feel respected and appreciated for the contributions I make. 

Staff morale at the school is positive: 

There is a culture of Team & Family at the school. I get a lot of support from my 
colleagues. 

Day-to-day school operations run smoothly. There are few external distractions to 
teaching and learning. 

7. Anything else you'd like to tell the team? Please explain any ratings of "Disagree" or 
"Strongly Disagree". 

The Principal 

8. What do you most need from the Principal to be effective and successful in your job? 
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9. What feedback do you have for the Principal about what he/she is currently doing that 
you find helpful or supportive in doing your job? 

10. What would you like to see the Principal do differently? (Stop doing. Start doing. Do 
more or less of.) 

11. The Principal 
Strongly Agree Agree NeutralDisagree        Strongly Disagree     N/A 

The Principal does a good job of keeping the school's mission front and center and 
inspiring students and staffto further school goals. 

The Principal makes sure that I have the support I need to be successful. 

The Principal does a good job of addressing issues and concerns that arise throughout . 
the year. The Principal is responsive to problems and thoughtful in designing solutions. 

I feel comfortable going directly to the Principal with questions or concerns. 

The Principal makes sure that the school has adequate resources, supplies, facilities, 
and staffing. The Principal ensures that the school's finances are solid. 

The Principal provides strong strategic direction and vision for the school. I have a 
clear sense of school priorities and direction. 

The Principal provides me with specific feedback and support that help me to become a 
more effective teacher. The Principal conducts fair, thorough, formal mid-year andend- 
of-year performance evaluations. (Choose N/A if not applicable.) 

The Principal does a good job hiring, developing, recognizing, and retaining a talented 
staff. The Principal cultivates and celebrates great teaching. 

The Principal is present in the school. The Principal is often in classrooms, hallways, 
and other areas and seems to have a good understanding of what is going on. 

The Principal has done a good job facilitating and leading professional development this 
year. 

The Principal does a good job of managing the Board of Directors, the external 
environment, the press, and local politics. Few external forces interfere or undermine 
school operations. The school has a very positive image in the community. 

The Principal is a model of the REACH values. 

The Principal is effective in his/her job. 
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12. Is there any other feedback you have for the Principal? Please explain any ratings of 
#&            "Disagree" or "Strongly Disagree". 

The Dean of Students 

13. What do you most need from the Dean of Students to be effective and successful in 
your job? 

14. What feedback do you have for the Dean of Students about what he/she is currently 
doing that you find helpful or supportive in doing your job? 

15. What would you like to see the Dean do differently? (Stop doing. Start doing. Do 
more or less of.) 

16. The Dean of Students 
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

The Dean of Students does a good job in creating an overall positive, disciplined, 
achievement-oriented school culture. The Dean's presence, words, and actions help 
students to live up to REACH. 

The Dean of Students is an effective partner with teachers in handling student discipline 
issues. When asked, the Dean removes students from class who are disruptive to the 
learning environment: The Dean then works with teachers to make sure these students 
transition back to class and are as successful as possible. 

The Dean of Students is relentless. He/she is insistent, consistent, and persitent and helps 
create this culture among all teachers and staff. 

The Dean of Students works effectively with especially challenging students (Kids We 
Love the Most) to improve their REACH behavior over time. 

Discipline problems are handled at the school in a consistent and fair manner. 

The school's discipline policies and practices improve the overall learning environment. 

The Dean of Students works to positively engage parents in the school mission. 

The Dean of Students works with the school counselor (and/or outside agencies) to 
provide effective counseling support to students who need such services. 

The Dean of Students does a good job of addressing issues and concerns that arise 
throughout the year, He/she is responsive to problems and thoughtful in designing 
solutions. 

# 
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I feel comfortable going to the Dean of Students with questions or concerns. 

The Dean of Students provides me with targeted feedback and support that helps me to 
become a more effective teacher. 

The Dean of Students is present in the school. He/she is often in classrooms, hallways, 
and other areas and seems to have a good understanding of what is going on. 

The Dean ofStudents is a model of the REACH values. 

The Dean ofStudents is effective in his/her job. 

17. Is there any other feedback you have for the Dean? Please explain any ratings of 
"Disagree" or "Strongly Disagree". 

The Academic Dean 
18. What do you most need from the Academic Dean to be effective and successful in 
your job? ' 

19. What feedback do you have for the Academic Dean about what he/she is currently 
. doing that you find helpful or supportive in doing your job? 

20. What would you like to see the Academic Dean do differently? (Stop doing. Start 
doing. Do more or less of.) 

21. Academic Dean 

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree      N/A 

The Academic Dean effectively leads the development of a curriculum and assessment 
program that dramatically increases student achievement. 

The Academic Dean does a good job of addressing issues and concerns that arise 
throughout the year. The Academic Dean is responsive to problems and thoughtful in 
designing solutions. 

I feel comfortable going to the Academic Dean with questions or concerns. 

The Academic Dean ensures that I have the necessary instructional materials to teach 
effectively. The Academic Dean promptly responds to requests for teaching materials. 

• 

The Academic Dean runs effective Interim Assessment conferences. The Academic Dean 
helps me to analyze student performance data to further target and improve my 
instruction. (Choose N/A if not applicable.) 
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The Academic Dean provides me with targeted feedback and support that help me to 
become a more effective teacher. (Choose N/A if not applicable.) 

The Academic Dean does a good job hiring, developing recognizing, and retaining a 
talented staff. The Academic Dean cultivates and celebrates great teaching. 

The Academic Dean completes fair and thorough formal observations and evaluations. 
(Choose N/A if not applicable.) 

The professional development led or arranged by the Academic Dean helps me to become 
ah even more effective teacher. 

The Academic Dean is a model ofthe REACH values. 

The Academic Dean is effective in his/her job. 

22. Is there any other feedback you have for the Academic Dean? Please explain any 
ratings of "Disagree" or "Strongly Disagree". 

Thank you so much for taking the time to complete this survey. Achievement First values 
its awesome teachers, and the feedback you and others give us will help us make AF a 
great place for teachers. 

Thanks again. 
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BROWNSVILLE HERITAGE HOUSE, INC. 

581 MOTHER CASTON BOULEVARD, BROOKLYN, NY 11212 
718.385.1111 / 718.385.1113 (FAX) 

•TEACH THE YOUTH THE TRUTH- 
email: brownsvilleheritaoehouse^yahoo.com 

June 26,2007 

Ms< Jennifer Sneed 
Senior VP 
SUNYrChBrter Schools Institute 
41 State Street, Suite 700 
Albany, NY 12207 

Dear Ms. Sneed, 

J am writing to express my support for Achievement First. I am encouraged by 
Achievement First's interest in starting a charter school in Brownsville. Our community 
is in desperate need of quality educational options and Achievement First has a proven 
track record of meeting the needsof urban children. 

Achievement First was created to replicate and bring to scale the school model of its 
flagship school,, Amistad Academy, in New Haven, Connecticut Amistad has earned 
national recognition for its success in cultivating unprecedented academic performance m 
students. This high-level of academic performance is developed through an education 
program that emphasizes high academic expectations, a disciplined school culture, as 
well as character and leadership deve'opment. 

I applaud their efforts to narrow the achievement gap by increasing the number of high- 
quality schools serving our city's children and my community. I support their application 
ro open another college preparatory charter school in Brownsville. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Dean 
Executive Director 
Browmvillc Heritage House 
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June 21,2007 
COLLEGE 

Ms. Jennifer Sneed 
Senior Vice President 
SUNYrCharter Schools Institute 
41 State Street, Suite 700 
Albany, NY 12207 

Dear Ms. Sneed, 

Thank you for the opportunity to write this letter in support of the Achievement First Brownsville 
and Crown Height's Charter School applications. As Dean of one of the largest Schools of 
Education in the City University of New York, I understand and recognize that an unacceptable 
achievement gap continues to exist in our largest urban public school system and I feel deeply 
about raising student achievement. I fully endorse this proposal from Achievement First and 
continue my commitment to their mission of providing families and their children with a quality 
education; 

After experiencing first hand the successes of their current schools and reviewing the national 
research that is available on their model of teaching and learning, I am advocating that this model 
have the chance to be replicated. Brooklyn College's School of Education will partner with 
Achievement First Brownsville and Achievement First Crown Heights to help ensure that there is 
a highly qualified teacher in every classroom and that each teacher receives the on-going 
professional development necessary to provide children the education that they deserve. I have 
been a strong supporter of the standards movement and remain committed to high academic . 
performance as well as greater transparency and accountability. Achievement First has the 
capacity to deliver with us these essential elements. 

Choices are important as families are faced with identifying quality learning environments for 
their children. Achievement First offers a viable educational solution that produces maximum 
results. I am supportive of the Achievement First model and am poised to partner with them 
through this process. I have longed for a school model that uses pedagogy that I believe to be 
effective and has the research base to support it. The Achievement First curriculum for literacy is 
built around a solid Direct Instruction core while still integrating other approaches, such as 
balanced literacy in a way that meets the needs of all children. They are also committed to 
tracking progress on the academic goals that the state and nation has set. 

Achievement First has a winning academic track record. The children and parents of Brooklyn 
deserve a school that is focused on both academics and the building of character. The next great 
scholars of the Brooklyn community are among us, and I believe Achievement First will be the 
educators in partnership with a variety of community stakeholders to lead this effort. 

Office of the Dean of the School of Education 

Brooklyn College of The City University of New York 
2900 Bedford Avenue • Brooklyn, New York 11240-2889 'Telephone (718) 951-5214 • Fax (718) 951-4816 
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MUSEUM 
June 13,2007 

Carol Enseki 
PRESIDENT 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

Dr. Nan Sussman 
CHAIR 

Melissa lames 
VICE  CHAIR 

janno Lieber 
VICE  CHAIR 

. William D. Rtfkin 
VICE  CHAIR 

Thomas Early 
TREASURER 

Ronald Lukas 
SECRETARY 

Diane Price Baker 

.Hindi Boymelgreen • 

Ellen F. Cogut   ' 

Peggi Einhorn 

Liz Fraser 

Paul.Gangsei 

Martha B. Graham 

kven Guterman 

?ris Havens 

Dr. Edison Jackson 

Kevin Mehoney 

Roy E. Warden 

ioanne Minieri 

Lisa Murphy 

Ellen Newman 

Martha Newton ' 

David G. Offensend 

Brian O'Neil 

Laing Rikkers 

Phyllis White-Thome 

Dolly Williams 

Mr. James D. Merriman, IV 
Executive Director 
SUNY-Charter Schools Institute 
41 State Street, Suite 700 
Albany, NY 12207 

Dear Mr. Merriman: 

I am writing this letter on behalf of the Brooklyn Children's Museum to express 
our support for Achievement First. Our city is in desperate need of quality 
educational options and Achievement First has a proven track record of meeting 
the needs of urban children. We are extremely pleased that they are committed 
to providing a high quality education to the children of Weeksvilie and 
Brownsville. 

Choices are important as families are faced with identifying quality learning 
institutions for their children. As a community, we want to offer viable 
education solutions that would produce maximum results. The Museum is 
supportive of the Achievement First model that uses pedagogy which we believe 
to be effective, and has the research base to support it. The Achievement First 
curriculum of literacy is built around a solid Direct Instruction core while still 
integrating other approaches, such as balanced literacy, in a way that-meets the 
needs of all children. 

We applaud their efforts to harrow the achievement gap by increasing the      .- - - 
number of high-quality schools serving our city's children. I support their 
application to open other preparatory charter schools in Brooklyn. 

Youjs-Sincerely, 

Ros/ynA. Smith. 
Interim Director of Education 

45 Brooklyn Avenue 
Brooklyn, New York 11213 

^'w:brooklynkids.org 

735-4400 

^S-77 1-0286 T TV 
7IS-604-7442 it.* 
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Michael M. Weinstein 
Chief Program Officer 
June 18,2007 

Ms. Jennifer Sneed 
Senior Vice President 
SUNY-Charter Schools Institute 
41 State Street, Suite 700 
Albany, NY 12207 

Dear Ms. Sneed: 

# 

» 

Robin Hood will spend about $ 10 million this year backing the best charter schools serving poor 
students in New York City. That is why we have made grants totaling $ 1.3 million over the past 
two years to all four Achievement First schools in the city. We back Achievement First because of 
its impressive track record in New York and New Haven - where performances of its students soar 
above those in Connecticut's far more privileged neighborhoods. 

Robin Hood knows the Achievement First team well because we have housed them at Robin 
Hood's office for the past three years. Robin Hood's staff has greatly benefited from exposure to 
these stellar individuals. We've watch as they map every step of their future students' trek toward 
literacy and numeracy, serving as a model of accountability. We are simply thrilled that 
Achievement First has created a network of schools in New York City and continues to expand. 

To fight poverty, Robin Hood funds schools that help disadvantaged students master the basic mam 
and English skills needed to graduate high school. Toward that goal, we have become one of the 
largest funders of charters in New York City, backing KIPP and Uncommon Schools as well as 
Achievement First. We are also working with Achievement First, alongside KIPP and Uncommon 
Schools, to create charter high schools and an innovative teacher-training institute in partnership 
with Hunter College. Robin Hood is also one of the founders of the New York City Center for 
Charter School Excellence, a collaboration of major donors and the Department of Education. No - 
surprise that an organization with excellence in its name rivets attention on Achievement First. 

If we can provide further information, please feel free to contact me at 212.227.6601. We look 
forward to expanding our partnership with Achievement First. 

826 Broadway, 7th floor New York, New York, ,0003 telephone 212.227-66o, fax 2,2-227.6698   www.robinhood.org 
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MARTY MARKOWITZ Tel: (718).385-0323/24 
Brooklyn Borough President Fax: (718) 342-6714 

THE CITY OF NEW YORK 
COMMUNITY BOARD NO. 16 

444 Thomas S. Boyland Street - Room 103 
Brooklyn, New York 11212 

HAZEL A. YOUNGER VIOLA D. GREENE-WALKER 
Chairperson District Manager 

June 27,2007 

Mr. James D. Meniman, IV 
Executive Director 
SUNY-Charter Schools Institute 
41 State Street, Suite 700 
Albany, NY 12207 

Dear Mr. Merriman, 

I write in behalf of Brooklyn Community Board 16 to support Achievement First's 
application to the State University of New York to open and operate a charter school within our 
district. Recognizing that an achievement gap does in fact exist between minority students and 
children from more affluent communities, we endorse the proposal from Achievement First. We 
believe in their concept of quality education and would like to see the Amistad Academy 
replicated in the Brownsville community. 

Choices are important as families are faced with identifying quality learning institutions 
for their children. As a community, we want to offer viable education solutions that would 
produce maximum results; We are supportive of the Achievement First philosophy arid are 
poised to partner with them through this process. Our support is based on the stipulation that 
Brooklyn Community Board 16 is informed of each development during the application process. 
In particular, our concern centers around site selection. The aforementioned proviso fits well in 
the school model that was presented to the Board. 

Again we support Achievement First's request to open a school in the Brownsville 
Community. 

ruly yours, 

'D^GREENE-WALKER 
District Manager 
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ED0LPHUS "ED" TOWNS 
MEMBER OF CONGRESS 
10TM DISTRICT, NEW YORK 

ENERGY AND COMMERCE 
HEALTH 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND 
THE INTERNET 

COMMERCE, TRADE. AND 
CONSUMER PROTECTION. 

GOVERNMENT REFORM 
GOVERNMENT, ORGANIZATION, 

AND PROCUREMENT SUBCOMMITTEE 
CHAIRMAN   ' 

Congress of tlje Imteti States 
goutfe of &epre$entatto 

i, BC 20515-3210 

WASHINGTON OFFICE: 
ire 

June 22,2007 

SUITE 2232 
RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING 

WASHINGTON, DC 20515 
(202)225-5936 

BROOKLYN OFFICES: 
26 COURT STREET, SUITE 1510. 

BROOKLYN, NY 11242 
(718)855-8018 

104-08 FLATLANDS AVENUE, 
BROOKLYN, NY 11238 

(718)272-1175 

1670 FULTON STREET 
BROOKLYN, NY 11213 

(718) 774-5682 

Mr. James D. Merriman, IV 
Executive Director 
SUNY-Charter Schools Institute 
41 State Street, Suite 700 
Albany, NY 12207     ' 

Dear Mr. Merriman; 

I am writing this letter to express my support for Achievement First. This fine 
organization already serves a segment of my district with their school, Achievement First 
East New York. I am extremely pleased that they are committed to providing a high 
quality education to the children of East New York. 

I am also confident that they will serve the people of Brownsville with equal 
success. Dedication and hard work are hallmarks of. the Brownsville community. 
Achievement First, with a proven track record of academic excellence in urban areas, 
would greatly benefit the Brownsville community. I have seen them open two great 
schools, and j support them in opening another. 

The performance of Achievement First's students speaks for itself. The students 
have proven themselves to be outstanding at both the elementary and middle school 
levels. Given a great education, the children of East New York have demonstrated that 
they can achieve. I look forward to the students in Brownsville being given the same 
chance to expand their intellectual and academic horizons. 

If you have any questions regarding my support please do not hesitate to contact 
me or my Chief of Staff, Karen Johnson, at (718) 855-8018 for any further information. 

With warmest wishes, I remain 

Edwa&^fi3" Towns 
Member of Congress 
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June 19,2007 

Ms. Jennifer Sneed 
Senior Vice President 
SUNY-Charter Schools Institute 
41 State Street, Suite 700 
Albany, NY 12207 

Dear Ms. Sneed: 

I am writing mis letter to express my enthusiastic support for Achievement First's Charter 
Application. New York City, and Central Brooklyn in particular, is in great need of quality public 
educational options. Achievement First has a proven track record of meeting and exceeding the 
educational needs of pur children. I am a lifelong resident of Central Brooklyn, who has worked 
extensively as a parent and community leader, whose children attended local public schools, and who 
served on a local school board. Thus 1 am extremely pleased to work with Achievement First, and believe 
that they are highly committed, and are delivering a high quality education for our children, partnering with 
local communities. 

Educational choices are very important to families who must identify quality learning 
environments for their children. As parents and as community, we want to ensure that we have viable 
institutions that provide an excellent education for our children and prepare them for success m their future ; 
endeavors. As an educator, I endorse the Achievement First teaching model with its college prep, 
educational focus, character development, and emphasis on civic and personal leadership and 
responsibility. This model is highly effective for student learning, it is based on research, assessment and ; 
accountability, and it engages students, teachers, parents and community in the learning process. 

As a community member who was elected Chairperson of the AF-Endeavor Board of Trustees, I 
applaud their efforts to narrow the achievement gap by increasing the number of high-quality schools 
serving our children. Thus I wholeheartedly support Achievement First's application to open additional 
preparatory charter schools in key neighborhoods of Brooklyn to expand the opportunity to provide an 
excellent education for our children. 

a rely Yours, 

Dr. John Plateau 
Professor, School of Business 
Medgar Evers College, CUNY 
Chairperson, AF Endeavor 
Board of Trustees 
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THE SENATE 
STATE OF NEW YORK 

PLEASE RESPOND TO: 

O ALBANY OFFICE: 
ROOM 506. LOB 

ALBANY. NEW YORK 12247 
518-455-2788 

FAX: 5184264806 

Q DISTRICT OFFICE: 
9114 FLATLANDS AVENUE 

BROOKLYN. NEW YORK 11236 
718-649-7653 

FAX: 718-649-7661. 

IOHN L. SAMPSON 
SENATOR, 19TH DISTRICT 

SECRETARY OF MINORITY CONFERENCE 

"       ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS 
REVIEW COMMISSION 

COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS 
RANKING.MINORITY MEMBER: 

HEALTH 

MEMBER: 

•    CODES'   • 
CRIME VICTIMS. CRIME S-CORRECTION 

FINANCE 
.     JUDICIARY 

RACiNG. GAMING 6-WAGERING 
VETERANS; HOMELAND SECURITY 

& MILITARY AFFAIRS 

June 15,2007 

James D. Merriman, IV 
Executive Director 
State University of New York (SUNY) - Charter Schools Institute 
41 State Street, Suite 700 
Albany, NY 12207 

Dear Mr. Merriman: 

I am writing this letter in support of Achievement Firsts' application to the SUNY - Charter 
Schools Institute for funding, in order to open more preparatory charter schools in Brooklyn. 

f Charter schools are committed to providing high quality education to the children of Weeksville 
and Brownsville. I am extremely pleased and proud of Achievement Firsts' proven track record 
to meeting the needs of urban children. 

Our city is in dire heed of quality educational options that I am sure Achievement First can 
continue to deliver. I have visited many charter schools and applaud the administrations tenacity 
for delivering quality education. A representative from my office visited an Achievement First 

. _ school on my behalfj, and her report was astounding. The students' curriculum,was built upon. 
Achievement First's solid direct instructional core, while integrating other approaches, such as 
balanced literacy in a way that meets the needs of all the children. 

Choices, especially educational choices are important for families who are faced with identifying 
learning institutions for their children. As a community, we want to be able to offer viable 
educational solutions that would produce maximum results. 

The services offered by Achievement First are direly needed in our community, and I agree to - 
support their efforts in narrowing the achievement gap by increasing the number of high-quality 
schools serving our city's children. 

In closing, I thank you for your kind consideration of my recommendation. 

I Senator, 19* District 
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Attachment 30: 
Board Roles and Responsibilities 

Board of Trustee Agreement 

# 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 
AMISTAD ACADEMY • ELM CITY COLLEGE PREP • ACHIEVEMENT FIRST CROWN HEIGHTS CHARTER SCHOOL 
ACHIEVEMENT FIRST EAST NEW YORK CHARTER SCHOOL • ACHIEVEMENT FIRST ENDEAVOR CHARTER SCHOOL 
ACHIEVEMENT FIRST BUSHWICK CHARTER SCHOOL • AMISTAD HIGH SCHOOL   " 

-#) 

Board of Trustees Job Description 

# 

1.  Attend regular meetings of the Achievement First School Board, which are approximately 
two hours in duration. The board meets at least six (6) times per year, including the 
annual retreat which is an all day planning session held in July. 

2   Be accessible for personal contact in between board meetings and respond to email 
and/or phone calls within 24 hours. 

3. Provide leadership to board committees. Each trustee is expected to serve as an active, 
ongoing member of at least one committee. This requires a number of meetings per year 
plus individual committee task completion time. Present committees include, Finance & 
Audit Committee, Education & Accountability Committee and Charter Management 
Agreement Committee. 

4. Visit the school at least once per academic year. 

5. As part of board giving requirements, make an annual gift for the benefit of the school. 

6. Commit time to developing resources for the charter school. This includes financial and 
in-kind contributions as well as partnerships with outside organizations as well as 
supporting the schools. 

7. Responsibly review and act upon committee recommendations brought to the board for 
action. 

8. Prepare in advance for decision-making and policy formation at board meetings and take 
responsibility for self-education on the major issues before the board. 

9. Participate in the annual Board of Trustee self-review process. 

10. In general, utilize personal and professional skills, relationships and knowledge for the 
advancement of the charter school. 

I am aware that this board position description is an expression of good faith and provides a 
common ground from which board members can operate. Additional information on the charter 
school mission, educational program and board responsibilities is contained in the board 
orientation materials which 1 have read. 

Board of Trustees Signature Date 

Exhibit H 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 
AMISTAD ACADEMY • ELM CITY COLLEGE PREP • ACHIEVEMENT FIRST CROWN HEIGHTS CHARTER SCHOOL 
ACHIEVEMENT FIRST EAST NEW YORK CHARTER SCHOOL • ACHIEVEMENT FIRST ENDEAVOR CHARTER SCHOOL 
ACHIEVEMENT FIRST BUSHWICK CHARTER SCHOOL • AM1STAD-ECCP HIGH SCHOOL 

I have read the Board of Trustees Job Description, and together with this document I 
agree to serve as a Trustee of an Achievement First charter school. 

Signed: 

Member, Board of Trustee Date 

Chair, Board ofTrustees Date 

CT 403 James Stteer New Haven CT 06513 T 203 773 3223 F 203 773 3221 
KYC 780 East New York Avenue Brooklyn NY H 203 T 716 774 0906 F 713 604 0131 
www.achicvementfirst.org 
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Code of Conduct & Ethics 
Conflict of Interest Policy 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST BROWNSVILLE CHARTER SCHOOL 

TRUSTEE, OFFICER AND EMPLOYEE CODE OF CONDUCT AND ETHICS 

A. PURPOSE 

This Code of Conduct (this "Code") contains the policy guidelines and procedures adopted by the 
Board of Directors (the "Boards of the Achievement First Brownsville Charter School (die 
"School") that relate to the legal and ethical standards for conducting School business. This Code 
cannot and is not intended to cover every applicable law or to anticipate every issue that may 
arise, but does set out basic principles to guide Trustees, Officers and employees of the School. If 
you are uncertain about a particular situation, ask your supervisor for guidance before taking any 
action. 

One of the School's most valuable assets is its integrity. Therefore, our actions are the foundation 
of our reputation. Adhering to this Code and to the law is imperative. 

B. ADMINISTRATION: APPLICABILITY: VIOLATIONS 

This Code applies to all Trustees, Officers and employees of the School (the "Covered Persons"). 
A copy of this Code shall be furnished to each Covered Person. Each Covered Person shall 
complete and return to the Secretary of the School an acknowledgement, in the form attached as 
Annex A. of such Covered Person's obligation to become familiar with this Code, to adhere to the 
standards and restrictions set forth herein, to conduct himself or herself accordingly and to avoid 
even the appearance of impropriety. 

The Finance Committee of the Board is responsible for setting the standards of business conduct 
contained in this Code and updating these standards as appropriate to reflect legal and regulatory 
developments. The School Principal is the designated person to assure compliance, with this 
Code. 

While the Finance Committee will oversee the procedures designed to implement this Code, and 
the School Principal is charted with assuring compliance, it is the individual responsibility of 
each Covered Person to comply with this Code. Those who violate this Code will be subject to 
appropriate disciplinary action which, depending on the severity of the violation, may include 
suspension or termination. 

C. POLICY GUIDELINES 

1.        Conflicts of Interest 

Covered Persons have a duty of loyalty to the School and must therefore avoid any actual 
or apparent conflict of interest with the School. The School has adopted a Conflict of 
Interest Policy covering its Trustees, Officers, advisors and management employees (as 
defined in that Policy). In addition, all employees of the School are subject to the general 
conflict of interest policy set forth in this Code. 

A "conflict of interest" exists when the private interest of a Covered Person interferes, or 
appears to interfere, in any way with the interests of the School as a whole. A conflict 
situation may arise when a Covered Person takes actions or has interests that may make it 
difficult to perform his or her work on behalf of the School objectively and effectively. 
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^coriflictofinterestmayalsoarisewhenaCoveredPerson^orhisorherfamily 
member receives personal benefits asaresult of such CoveredPerson^sposition in the 
School. Conflictsofinterestsmayariseasaresultofactionstakenby,orinterestsof,a 
familyrnemberofaCoveredPerson.Conflictsofmterestareprohibitedasamatterof 
School r^licy,e^ceptasmaybeapprovedbymePmahceCommittee.^ccordingly,each 
Covered Person must disclose hisor her own conflict or any appearanceofaconflictto 
the Scnool Principal, who may seek such approvalinappropriate circumstances. 

Conflicts ofinterestmaynotalwaysbeclear^cut, so ifyouhavea^uestion,you should 
askfor guidancefromthe SchoolPrincipal before takingany action. 

^        ^demnificationofCoveredPersons 

^Covered Person shall not be present atnorparticipate in ^oardorCommittee 
deliberations^otherman forme purposeofpresentingfactualinformationorresponding 
to questions priortothediscussion^regarding indemnification or compensation fromthe 
School of such Covered Person unio^uely,and shall notvoteon such indemnification or 
compensationmatters. 

^ Protection andProper^seofSchool assets 

Protecting School assets against loss, thefrorothermisuse is the responsibility of all 
Covered Persons.^heSchool^sassets should be usedfor legitimate School purposes, 
and Covered Personsare prohibited from using School assets, information orpositionfor 
personal gain. 

^ Compliance with ^aws.^ulesand^e^ulations 

^he School is strongly committed to conducting its business affairs withhonesty and 
integrity and in mil compliance with all applicable laws, rulesand regulations.^ 
Covered Person shall commit an illegal orunethical act, orinstruct others to do so. 

^.        discrimination and harassment 

^he diversity oftheSchool^semployees and students isatremendousasset.^fhe School 
is firmly committed to providing eo^ual opportunity in all aspectsofemploymentand 
ed^^ation, and will nottcle^ate discrimination or hara^smentof any kind. Examples of 
prohibited activity include derogatory commentsbased on racial or ethnic characteristics, 
unwelcome sexual advances toward co-workers, and sexual activity of anykindrelating 
to students. 

^.        ^ealthandSa^etv 

^he School strives to provide each employee and student withasa^e and healthywork 
environment. Each employee is responsibleformaintainingasafe and healthyworkplace 
^orallemployees and students byfollowingsatety and health rules and practices and 
reporting accidents, injuries and unsafe practices or conditions. 

Violence and threatening behavior are not permitted. Employees should reportto work in 
condition to perform their duties, free from the influence ofillegal drugs or alcohol, ^he 
use ofillegal drugs in the workplace will not be tolerated^ the use ofalcohol in the 
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v^or^lac^v^illnotbetolerated^exceptmconne^tion^ithaneventsanction^dby^^^ 
8oardB 

7.        Confidentiality 

Covered Persons mustnotdisclose to anyone outsidethe School any^confidential 
informations entrusted to mem byme School or its suppliersor business partners^ except 
v^hen disclosure is aumori^dbymePinanceCommitteeoromer^sele^allyre^uir^d. 
^Confidential informations includes private studentinforma^onandallome^non^public 
informationthatmightbeharm^ 
disclosed, orv^hichthe School is otherwise underan obligation nottodiscloseB 

^eooligation to preserveconfidential information continuesevena^eraCovered 
Person is no longerassociated^im or employed bythe School. 

^.        ^air^ealin^ 

CoveredPersonsshould8rov^svilletodealfairlyandingoodfaimv^ithmeSchoo^ 
suppliers, employees, thepublic and one anomeratalltimesand in accordances^ 
ethical business practices. ^oCoveredPersonshouldta^e unfair advantagedfanyone 
through manipulation, concealment,abuseofinformation, misrepresentation ofmaterial 
facts or any otherintentionalunfair^dealingpractice. 

^v^r^dP^r^on^^hal^not^^epta^ygi^ or privilege ^orm^Oormore^m any 
vendor orprospectivevendorto the School, unless that gift isforthe use ofthe School. 
In addition, Covered Persons may never as^asubordinate,astudent,oraparentofa 
studenttovB^rl^ on or give to any political campaign. 

^. record ^eepin^ 

^fhe School requires honestand accurate recording and reporting byCoveredPersonsof 
information in ordertoma^eresponsible business decisions. Porexample,onlythe true 
and actual number ofhours^vorl^ed should be reported. In addition, if employees use 
business expense accounts, all expenses must be documented and recordedaccurately. If 
a person is notsure^vhetheracertainexpenseis legitimate, thatpersonshouldasl^hisor 
her supervisor. 

^11 oftheSchool^sbool^s, records, accountsand financial statements must be maintained 
in reasonable detail, must appropriately reflecttheSchool^stransactions and must 
conform both to applicable legalre^uirements and to the School^ssystemofintemal 
controls. 

School records and communications may become public, and CoveredPersons should 
avoid exaggeration, derogatory remarks, guessv^orl^ or inappropriatecharacteri^ationsof 
people and companies that could be misunderstood, ^fhis includes email, internal memos 
andformal reports. 

^.        ^PO^I^C^^^I^EO^^^^I^^^^IC^^^EI^^I^^ 

Employees are encouraged to reportto the School Principal observed violations ofthis Code or 
any other illegal or unethical behavior. Ifthe School Principal is the subject ofthe report, then 

^v^^^^^ 
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employees should report to the Chair of the Finance Committee. When in doubt about die best 
course of action in a particular situation, employees should consult their supervisors if the 
supervisors are not involved, or the School Principal if the supervisor is involved, or the Chair of 
the Finance Committee if both the supervisor and the School Principal are involved. Trustees and 
Officers should report any known or suspected violations of this Code or any other illegal or 
unethical behavior to the Chair of the Finance Committee. Suspected violations may be reported 
anonymously. 

It is the policy of the School not to allow retaliation for good faith reports of violations of this 
Code or for reports of any other illegal or unethical behavior. All Covered Persons are expected 
to cooperate in internal investigations of misconduct. 

E.       PERIODIC REVIEWS 

To ensure that the School operates in a manner consistent with charitable purposes and does not 
engage in activities that could jeopardize its tax-exempt status, the Board shall conduct periodic 
reviews. The periodic reviews shall, at a minimum, include the following subjects: 

(a) whether compensation arrangements and benefits are (i) reasonable, based on 
competent survey information, and (ii) the result of arm's length bargaining; and 

(b) whether partnerships, joint ventures and arrangements with management 
organizations conform to the School's written policies, are properly recorded, reflect 
reasonable investment or payments for goods and services, further charitable 
purposes and do not result in inurement, impermissible private benefit or in an excess 
benefit transaction. 

When conducting periodic reviews, the School may, but need not, use outside advisors. If outside 
experts are used, their use shall not relieve the Board of its responsibility for ensuring periodic 
reviews are conducted. 

Dated as of : 

NYl:#3400127v7 _ O 4 Q 
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ANNEX A 

ACHIEVEMENT FIRST BROWNSVILLE CHARTER SCHOOL 

CODE OF CONDUCT AND ETHICS 

Acknowledgement 

I have been provided with a copy of, and I have read, the Achievement First 
Brownsville Charter School Code of Conduct and Ethics, dated as  •  .    •     '•.   . '••  '    • '' •• 

I hereby acknowledge my obligation to become familiar with the Code, to adhere 
to the standards and restrictions set forth therein, to conduct myself accordingly arid to avoid even 
the appearance of impropriety^ 

Name: 
Date: 

# 

NYl:#3400127v7 _...__ 81 Q 
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2. Preliminary Review 

The School Principal shall have responsibility for initiating an appropriate course of action (a) for 
determining whether the potential conflict represents an actual or apparent conflict of interest 
within the meaning of this Policy and, if so, (b) for presenting the conflict of interest to the 
Finance Committee. If there is any doubt as to whether a conflict of interest exists, the doubt 
shall be resolved by the Finance Committee. 

3. Finance Committee Review 

AH transactions or arrangements involving an actual or apparent conflict of interest shall be 
reported to the Finance Committee. The Finance Committee may request additional information 
or discuss the transaction or arrangement with the Covered Person. The Finance Committee shall 
determine whether the School can, with reasonable efforts, engage in the transaction or 
arrangement on more advantageous terms with a disinterested person that would not give rise to a 
conflict of interest. A transaction or arrangement involving a conflict of interest may be entered 
into if the Finance Committee determines that the transaction or arrangement is in the best 
interest of the School. However, the School may not enter into the transaction or arrangement if 
(a) it results in inurement, an excess benefit transaction or impermissible private benefit under 
laws applicable to the School as an organization exempt from federal income tax under Section 
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code or (b) is a "self-dealing transaction," as defined in Section 
4941(d) of the Internal Revenue Code. Unless a different result is required by law, the following 
transaction is not a self-dealing transaction: a transaction which is part of a public or charitable 

• program of the School and results or may result in a benefit to one or more Covered Persons or 
the immediate family of one or more Covered Persons because they are in a class of persons 
intended to be benefited by the program; provided, however, that the transaction is approved or   . 
authorized by the School's Board of Trustees (without votes of the Trustees so benefited or 
whose relatives are so benefited). 

The foregoing determinations by the Finance Committee are quasi-judicial determinations within 
the meaning of Article 7 of the Public Officers law, and shall therefore be made in executive 
session, by majority vote (not including the vote of any Interested Person). 

4. Minutes of the Finance Committee 

The minutes of the Finance Committee shall contain the name of the Covered Person that has the 
potential or actual conflict of interest, the disclosure made by such Covered Person, the Finance 
Committee's decision as to whether a conflict of interest exists, the nature of the conflict of 
interest, the Trustees who were present for the discussion, the decision relating to the transaction 
or arrangement involving the conflict of interest, any alternatives to the transaction or 
arrangement that were considered by the Committee, a record of any votes taken in connection 
therewith, and the fact that the Interested Person did not use his or her personal influence on, and 
was not present during the discussion or deliberations with respect to, such transaction or 
arrangement (other than for the purpose of presenting factual information or responding to 
questions prior to the discussion). Such determination of the Finance Committee with respect to 
any transaction approved by the Finance Committee that involves a conflict of interest shall be 
provided to the Board of Trustees, together with the minutes. 

jfe 5.        Interested Person Participation 

NYl:#3400127v7 820 
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^mterested Person shallnotparticipate in any deliberation decision orvoteofthePinance 
Committeeonanymatterinvolvingaconflictinwhichheorsheisinterested.^fthePinance 
CommitteedeterminesthattheSchoolmayproceedwiththeproposedtransactionor 
arrangement, no suchlnterestedPersonshallparticipateon behalf oftheSchoolinany 
negotiations in connection with such transaction or arrangements 

^        OlSC^OS^P^^^P^^OS. 

^copyofthisPolicyshallbefurnishedtoeachcurrentandfutureTr^^ 
management employeeofmeSchool.Each such person shall complete and file with me Secretary ofme 
School annuallyaConflictoflnterestStatement in meformattachedheretoas^nne^^ 

^        CC^P^^CE^T^Tr^PO^C^ 

Ifthepinance Committee has reasonablecause to believe thataCoveredPersonhasfailedtodisclose an 
actual orpotentialconflictofinterest,itshallinformsuchCoveredPersonofmebasisforsuch belief 
afford him or her an oppormnitytoe^plam me allegedfailuretodisclose. If, after hearing 
Person^sresponseanda^ermal^ingmi^ermvestigationas warranted byme circumstances,^ 
Committee determines mattheCovered Person hasfailedtodisclose an actual orpotentia^ 
interest, itshalltal^eappropriateaction. 

^        P^PC^PS 

TheSchoolPrincipal will maintainalog of each potentialconflictofinterestand all relevantinformation 
concernmgthe transaction or arrangementthat gives rise to thepotentialconflictofinterest, and shall 
preparean annual report thereofforthePinance Committee. 

l^atedasof  ^^^^^^ 

^^1^^001^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^hibit^l 
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I ANNEXA. 

ACfflEVEMENT FIRST BROWNSVILLE CHARTER SCHOOL 

Conflict Of Interest Statement 

I have been provided with a copy of, and I have read, the Achievement First 
Brownsville Charter School Conflict of Interest Policy, dated as of 

To the best of my knowledge and belief, except as disclosed herewith, neither I 
nor any of my related parties (as defined under the Policy) has any conflict of interest (as defined 
under the Policy) involving any transaction or arrangement with the School. The foregoing 
statement is true (check only one): 

(A) Without exception _ ,OR 

(B) Subject to the exceptions set forth in the attached statement _, . 

I hereby acknowledge my obligation to notify the School promptly if at any time 
the facts as stated herein should change. 

§ 

Name: Deborah A. Shanley 
Date:  ' 

NYl:#3400127v7 QOO 
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ACHIEVEMENT FIRST BROWNSVILLE CHARTER SCHOOL 

COMPLAINT PROCEDURES FOR ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING MATTERS 

A. GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

Any employee of the Achievement First Brownsville Charter School (the "School") may submit a good 
faith complaint regarding accounting or auditing matters to the management ofthe School without fear of 
dismissal or retaliation of any kind. The School is committed to achieving compliance with all applicable 
laws and regulations, accounting standards, accounting controls and audit practices. The School's 
Finance Committee will oversee treatment of employee concerns in this area. 

In order to facilitate the reporting of employee complaints, the Finance Committee has established the 
following procedures for (1) the receipt, retention and treatment of complaints and allegations regarding 
accounting, internal accounting controls or auditing matters ("Accounting Matters") and (2) the 
confidential, anonymous submission by employees ofthe School of concerns regarding Accounting 
Matters. 

B. RECEIPT OF COMPLAINTS 

Employees with concerns regarding Accounting Matters may report on a confidential, anonymous basis 
their concerns to the School Principal. If the School Principal is involved in the matter about which the 
employee is concerned, the employee may report, on the same basis, to the Chair ofthe Finance 
Committee. Confidentiality will be maintained to the fullest extent possible, consistent with the need to 
conduct an adequate review. 

C TREATMENT OF COMPLAINTS REGARDING ACCOUNTING MATTERS 

Upon receipt of a complaint, the School Principal, or the Chair ofthe Finance Committee, as the case may 
be, will (i) determine whether the complaint actually pertains to Accounting Matters and (ii) when 
possible, acknowledge receipt of the complaint to the sender. 

The Finance Committee will be notified in writing of the receipt of any complaint regarding Accounting 
Matters. 

Complaints relating to Accounting Matters will be reviewed under the direction and oversight ofthe 
Finance Committee and/or such other persons as the Finance Committee determines to be appropriate. 
Confidentiality will be maintained to the fullest extent possible, consistent with the need to.conduct an 
adequate review. 

Prompt and appropriate corrective action will be taken when and as warranted in the judgment of the 
Finance Committee. 

The School will not discharge, demote, suspend, threaten, harass or in any manner discriminate against 
any employee in the terms and conditions of employment based upon any lawful actions of such 
employee with respect to good faith reporting of complaints regarding Accounting Matters. 

D. Reports 

The School Principal will maintain a log of all complaints made to the School Principal, tracking their 
receipt, investigation and resolution and will prepare a periodic summary report thereof for the Finance 

NYl:#3400127v7 OOO 
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Committee. The Chair of the Finance Committee will do the same with respect to complaints made to 
him or her. 

Dated as of February 27,2006. 

i 
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ei Achievement First Space Core Facility Template (K-8 school) 
Program of Requirements for a New Elementary / Middle School Building 

F ACHIEVEMENT fl*ST 

General notes and thoughts 
Blue Items Indicate spaces that AF would need access to In a shared space arrangement 
Basic square classrooms are the most ideal; one solid door per classroom; no glass looking Into he classrooms, gym, cafeteria, offices, etc. 
If rectangular, minimize the narrowness of the room; again. Ideal dimensions are more square ' 
Maximize the number of rooms that have windows ... good natural light Is strongly preferred 
All rooms should be wired with at least 2 regular Internet drops and a VOIP phone drop   .'".. 
Attractive from the outside; a 'school' aesthetic ... the old. traditional schools are much better aesthetically 
NYC schools need to be located close to subways and dose to/In residential neighborhood. 
No "crazy neighbors' (he. topless bar. methadone clinic, etc) 
Multiple exits for ease at dismissal... tunneling to a common bus area 
One main entrance ... with multiple stair options nearby. 
2-4 floors (horizontal generally better than vertical) 
No Intercom system needed; turn off Intercom system hi all AF rooms or hallways 
The preference is for wide, straight hallways rather than "mazerlike' structures 
No bell system needed other than emergency fire alarms... turn off non-emergency bells In AF wings 
Central air. heat... or reliable air conditioning units In each room (with proper electricity) 
We need a basic, well-built building, but we dont need (or want) special bells and whistles 
We need a basic elevator as well    , ,  "      '  

Estimated Numbers of Students & Staff 

Kindergarten 

First Grade 

Second Grade 

Third Grade 

Fourth Grade 

Rlllh Grade 

Sixth Grade 

Seventh Grade 
Eighth Grade 

TOTALS 

Detailed Program of Requirements 

ROOM TYPE 

GROUP 1- GENERAL INSTRUCTION 
Kindergarten (O drat ft. u possible) 
Typical Classrooms - Grade 1 (• fcst 8. H possMe) 
Typical Classrooms - Grade 2 
Typical Classrooms - Grade 3 * 
Typical Classrooms - Grade 4 * 
Typical Classrooms - Grade 5 * 
Typical Classrooms - Grade 8 * 
Typical Classrooms - Grade 7 * 
Typical Classrooms - Grade 8 * 

2- Th e K-1 rooms need to have extra electrical support tor watertwi compute*. 
00 
N) 10UP 2.- SPEplALCgp INSTRUCTION. 
O) Classroom (Bern) yr.3(K-2) 

Art Classroom (MidV , yr.3(5-7) 
Dance/Mulfi^ulpcSSa^ yr.4(W) 
Music Classroom (Etem) yr.2(K-D 

Students New Staff Total Occupants 

84 11 95 

84 . •••• 92 

81 10 91 

78 6 84 

75 7 82 
84 IP 94 

81 8 89 

78 7 85 

75 .8 83 

720 75 .795 

MJQ, Target mn, JjKgei AcjujaJ MM, 
tmfr 

Target 
UNIT 

When When NO. OF NO. OF NO. OF STUDENT CAP Acrrv AREA AREA 

HSS&Jtt Heeded? JflfflS JflKJS jama PER UNIT    mm. «? GO 

yr.l(K) yr.1<K> 3 3 28             84 800 900J 
yr.2(K-l) yr.2(K-i) 3 •• .• 3 28            84 800 900 

yr.3(K-2) yr.3(K-2) 3 3 28           ;84 800 . -. 900 

yr.4(K3) p.4(IW| :        4 •  4 21            84 720 :•- 800 
7T.S04) PSPH) . 4 .'•. 4   ' 20            80 720 800 

yr.1(Sft) yr. 1 {5th) '4 4 19            78 720 '.'800 

y.2f>6) yr.2(M) 4 '.•   4    • 18            72 720 •• •   800 
yr.9(E-7) »r.3(6-7) '        .4' ••• 4 18            72 720 '.  ; 800 
p. 4(5-8) yr.4(54) •  .4  '  ' 4 ;"   -;17-  •.-    88 720 •.'.800| 

etual Mln. Tjrjgej AstyaJ 
UNIT TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 

AREA NET NET NET. 
fjfl -ABES        -USA       JtSSA 

2.400 2.700 
2/400 . 2,700 

2.400 .    2,700 
2*80 £L200 
2380 ww 
2*80 .3200 
2*80 &200 

2*80 aaoo 
2*80, 3£00| 

yr.2(K-1) 1 .1 
yr.2f>8) .     T   . 1 
p.3(K4) 1 •     1 

r-100 1 .    1 

28 N/A 800 900 HHr' 9        800 '900 

N/A 800 900BBK 1        600     . ..800 

N/A 8Q0 *>°wm •        800 '    900 

N/A 800 «»•! •        800 •   aool 
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Achievement First Space Core Facility Template (K-8 school) 
Program of Requirements for a New Elementary / Middle School BuDdlng 

'ACHIEVEMENT FUST 

General notes and thoughts 
Blue Items indicate spaces that AF would need access to In a shared space arrangement • 
Basic square classrooms are the most ideal; one solid door per classroom; no glass looking Into the classrooms, gym. cafeteria, offices, etc. 
If rectangular, minimize the narrowness of the room; again. Ideal dimensions ere more square 
Maximize the number of roomsthat have windows... good natural Bght Is strongly preferred 
All rooms should be wired with at least 2 regular Internet drops and a VOIP phone drop  ..'. 
Attractive from the outside; a "school" aesthetic... the old, traditional schools are much better aesthetically 
NYC schools need to be located dose to subways and close to/In residential neighborhood   ' 
No "crazy neighbors" (l.e. topless bar. methadone dink, etc.) 
Multiple exits for ease at dismissal... tunneling to a common bus area 
One main entrance... with multiple stair options nearby 
2-4 floors (horizontal generally better than vertical) 
No intercom system needed; turn off intercom system In all AF rooms or hallways 
The preference is for wide, straight hallways rather than "maze-like* structures 
No bell system needed other than emergency (Ire alarms ... turn off non-emergency bells in AF wings   . 
Central air, heat... or reliable air conditioning units In each room (with proper electricity) 
We need a basic, well-built building, but we donl need (of want) special bells and whistles 
We need a basic elevator as well . • •- . 

Estimated Numbers of Students & Staff 

Kindergarten 

First Grade 

Second Grade 

Third Grade 

Fourth Grade 
Filllh Grade 

Sixth Grade 

Seventh Grade 

Eighth Grade 

TOTALS 

Students New Staff Total Occupants 
84 11 95 

84 8 92 

81 10 91 

78 6 84 

75 7 82 

84 to 94 

81    . 8 89 

78 7 85 

75 8 83 

720 75 795 

Detailed Program of Requirements 

Min, Target Min,     iargei Asauai 

ROOM TYPE 
Music Classroom (Mid) 
Music Storage (Mid) 
Small group classroom (Elem) 
Small group classroom (Mid) 
Note: The art classrooms should have sWcs; the male classrooms should have great soundproofing 

When When NO. OF NO. OF NO. OF STUDENT CAPACITY 
M«MMI7 N«S(|ed! JBSTS UMTS UNtTS PER UNfT        TOTAL 

yr.l(Sffi) yr.1(Sth) 1 
•    .-i..  .] 

1            60          N/A 
yr. 1 (5th) 'yr.-1(580' 1 -     1       1 •    NA         N/A 

yr.2(K-1)for2 yr.1(K)(ort 1 -     2 .12         N/A 
yr.2(M)tor2 yr.1(5th)IOr1 1 2     1 12          N/A 

Target    Actual Mln.       Jjugej      Actual 
UNIT UNIT         UNIT TOTAL TOTAL         TOTAL 

AREA. AREA        AREA NET               NET             NET 
M 18D.          fjfl AREA AREA            AREA 

1,200 1J00J^a| 1.200 1,500l 

125 ^fflStim 12S             250| 
900 40oB9B 600             800| 
300 4oo|H eoo        eool 

GROUP 3- SCIENCE 
Science Lab (Middle School) yr.2(s-6)        yr. i(5th) 1 2 
Science Storage Rooms (Middle) yr. 2(5-6)       yr.i(stn) 1 2   . 
Notes: 1-Sclence tab neeosrwSMrijInla.fum^ 

900 
226 

1.600. 
200 

' CROUP 4- PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
J-W nj-gym/rnuttlpurpose room (elementary) yr. i (to yr. t no 1 
INJiln gym with bleachers (middle) #.i(sttv)        yr.ipin) 1   .   '   " 

""S/m Toilets/Locker Rooms ' yr.i(stji)        yr.i(5tn) 2 
Notes:l-The toilets need to be rfrectty ofl the gym; no hafcuay should be between Bw gym and (he bathrooms 

2-The toDets ^^^JM^S/M^J^^SfBi *> »»b8*loelter room area to be aocessed through lod^cXw 

GROUP 5 • MEDIA LAB/REFERENCE LIBRARY 

2,000 2^00ifflH H     2,000 2*00 
6.400 7,500 HS 9     5,400 -  -7,600 

300 600 HB |        600 ;• -I.OOOI 

•2- 2*2 PMa/27/2007 
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e). Achievement First Space Core Facility Template (K-8 school) 
Program of Requirements for a New Elementary / Middle School Building 

'ACHIEVEMENT FUISI 

General notes and thoughts 
Blue items indicate spaces that AF would need access to In a shared space arrangement 
Basic square classrooms are the most Ideal; ore soDd door per classroom; no glass looking Into the ctessrooms, gym, cafeteria, offices, etc 
if rectangular, minimize the narrowness of the room; again, ideal dimensions are more square 
Maximize the number of rooms that have windows ... good natural light is strongly preferred 
All rooms should be wired with at least 2 regular Internet drops and a VOIP phone drop 
Attractive from the outside; a "school' aesthetic... the old. traditional schools am much better eesfhetkally 
NYC schools need to be located close to subways and close to/In residential neighborhood 
No 'crazy neighbors" (I.e. topless bar, methadone c|lnte, etc.) 
Multiple exHs for ease at dismissal... tunneling to a common bus area 
One main entrance ... with multiple stair options nearby 
2-4 floors (horizontal generally better than vertical) 
No intercom system needed; turn off Intercom system In all AF rooms dr. hallways - 
The preference is (or wide, straight hallways rather than "maze-like" structures 
No bell system needed other than emergency fire alarms... turn off non-emergency bells In AF wrngs 
Central air, heat... or reliable air conditioning units m each room (with proper electricity) 
We need a basic, well-built building, but we don't need (or want) special belts end whistles 
We need a basic elevator as well  . 

Estimated Numbers of Students & Staff 

Kindergarten 
First Grade 

Second Grade 

Third Grade 

Fourth Grade 

Fifflh Grade 

Sixth Grade 
Seventh Grade 

Eighth Grade 

TOTALS 

Detailed Program of Requirements 

ROOM TYPE 
Media Lab / Reference Library (middle)       
Note: The Madia/Reference lab needs extra electrical |ulee and Internet drops 

Students New Staff Total Occupants 

84 11 85 
84 8 92 
81 10 91 
78 6 84 
75 7 82 
84 16 94 
81 8 89    . 

78 7 85 
75 8 83 

720 75 795 

Mia, Target Min, 

When When NO: OF 
Needed? Weeded? UNrrS 
yr.3(5-7) yr. 1 (Sft) 0 

NO. OF      NO. OF     STUDENT CAPACITY 
UNITS       UNITS       tSSML       IPJrM, 

Mln.      Target    Actual MiD. IOCSSl       ASKiSl 
UNIT         UNfT         UNfT TOTAL          TOTAL         TOTAL 

AREA        AREA        AREA NET               NET        .    NET 
M           M             M -4ffiA             AREA           .AtjEA 

900      I.OOOBBB 0          1.0001 

qPPVPv-lrQPPV 
Lobby yr.1 rr.i 100 300] 100 3001 

GROUP 7- STUDENT SUPPORT 
Social Worker (Elem) 
Social Worker (Mid) 
Nurse's Office - (1 Nurses) / Resting area 
Bathrooms 

Notes: l-The mime's office needs a sWc 3- Put nurse's office away from classrooms, actVin.3^o^aII>,tathroomserelanje.rni««tatednxxnsi<»iere 

yr.2(K-l) 

y.2(s-e) 
*r.1(K) 
IK 1 (5th) 

1 
1 

yr.1 yr.l 1 
nggvoMren •XOcMiln 8 

fiPQUPj. STOR,AG,E. 
•age- 

•age - small 
•nwoarta •    2 

—^  -o-       • WWBWW-•-     MQQtrMrlm* 2 

VYunds Equipment Storeroom yr.i yr.l 1 
CompactoaRro8«9daVB»Kpraefa9ejan08 yr.l yr.l 1 
Note: Ideally storage rooms are spread throughout the school, wWi some located rw»tt» Administrative Suite 

150        300|»jfHl 150 \   300 
ISO      30OMR|H ;.    iso '    .300 

-          150        200H^9 1        ISO 200 
400        40O|BH| I     $200   • :' $200| 

8-12 Ho* can stnUtaneoustr go to the bathroom 

300      sooiSHBl 600 i.500| 
50         100««H 100 '    400 

-           —         100        200 wJH 100 200 
3             —          175   -    17sHttLI K -I*"- 175 2-.42PM6727/2D07 



<*») 
Achievement First Space Core Facility Template (K-8 school) 
Program of Requirements for a New Elementary / Middle School Building 

r ACHIEVEMENT M*M 
General notes and thoughts 
Blue items Indicate spaces that AF would need access to In a shared space arrangement 
Basic square classrooms are the most Ideal; one solid door per classroom; no glass looking Into the classrooms, gym, cafeteria, offices, etc. 
If rectangular, minimize the narrowness of the room;fagaln. Ideal dimensions are more square   .'••'."'. 
Maximize the number of roomsthat have windows... good natural light is strongly preferred 
All roomsshould be wired with at least 2 regular Internet drops and a VOIP phone drop 
Attractive from the outside; e'school" aesthetic ...the old, traditionajschods are rmidi better sasByBticaBy . 
NYC schools need to be located dose to subways and ctose to/In reslderrBal neighborhood       . 
No 'crazy neighbors" (i.e. topless bar, methadone clinic, etc) 
Multiple exits for ease at dismissal... tunneling to a common bus area 
One main entrance... with multiple stair options nearby 
2-4 floors (horizontal generally better than vertical) 
No Intercom system needed; turn off Intercom system m an AF rooms or hallways 
The prelerence Is for wide, straight hallways rather than "maze-Oka" structures 
No bell system needed other than emergency fire alarms... turn off non-emergency bells in AF wings  .        . 
Central air. heat... or reliable air conditioning units In each room (with proper electricity) 
We need a basic, well-built building, but we don't need (or want) special bells and whistles 
We need a basic elevator as well .   '       

Kindergarten 84 

First Grade 84 

Second Grade 81 

Third Grade 78 

Fourth Grade 75 

RffBi Grade .   84 

Sixth Grade 81 

Seventh Grade 78 

Eighth Grade 75 

TOTALS 720 

Detailed Proaram of Reauirements 

MiS, 

When 
ROOM TYPE P*W 

GROUP 9 • ADMINISTFIATION 
Administration Suite-Central Office 

General Office/Waiting Room y.i 
Dtr. of School Ops. Office yr.1 
School Managers Office yr.3 
Swing Office yr.3 
Document Storage Area yr.1 

Maw Stall Total Occupants 

11 95 

8 92 

to .     91 

8 84 

7 82 

10 94 

8 89. 
7 85 

8 83 

75 795 

When 

jr.i 
yr.1 
yr.2 
yr.1 

yr.1 

MiOt       IaiSSl   Actyaj 

NO. OF NO. OF 
jams 

Note: Ideally, the main entrance b «uch that taBo at the main office can see tdksouBkle and buzz ftemm to vihere they 

00 

CD 

Administration Offices - Elementary 
Principal Office 
Academic Dean Office 
Dean of Student Office 
Conference Rooms 
Teacher Work Room 

yr.100 
yr.i 00 
jyr.1(K) 

yr.1 (K) 

yr.100 
y-3(K-2) FacfflfyTernplale-rev Jan 06 

N«e: Spread these offices acnoss the elementary wtnj; do not put them an together 

w.l 00 

yr.100 
yr.1 (K) 

yr.100 
yr.100 
W.I 00 

HO. OF 

MS. 
STUDENT CAPACrtT 

EBUfiSI     Efftt. 

Target Actual MJn, %gej 
UNIT         UNIT UNIT TOTAL          TOTAL 

AREA        AREA AREA          NET              NET 
m     M an JBSA 

TOTAL 
NET 

300 -350 
iat> ISO 
100 '120 
ioo; •   120| 
100 1201 

720 880 

120 150 
120 160 
120 .150 
150 250 
300 500 
120- 160 

930 1.350 

242PM6/27/2007 



(data) n Achievement First Space Core Facility Template (K-8 school) 
Program of Requirements for a New Elementary / Middle School Building 

'ACHIEVEMENT TOST 

General notes and thoughts 
Blue items indicate spaces that AF would need access to In a shared space arrangement 
Basic square classrooms are the most Ideal; one solid door per classroom; no glass looking Into the classrooms, gym, cafeteria, offices, etc 
If rectangular, minimize the narrowness of the room; again. Ideal dimensions are more square ' 
Maximize the number of rooms that have windows... good natural light Is strongly preferred. 
All rooms should be wired with at least 2 regular Internet drops and a VOIP phone drop 
Attractive from the outside; a "school' aesthetic... the old. traditional schools are much better aesthetically 
NYC schools need to be located dose to subways and close to/In residential nelgnbomood. 
No 'crazy neighbors* (I.e. topless bar, methadonexllnlc, etc.) 
Multiple exits for ease at dismissal... funnellng to a common bus area 
One main entrance... with multiple stair options nearby 
2-4 floors (horizontal generally better than vertical) 
No intercom systemneeded; turn off intercom system In all AF rooms or hallways                                                      .- 
The preference Is for wide, straight hallways rather than "maze-like'structures 
No bell system needed other than emergency fire alarms... turn oft non-emergency beHs hi AF wings 
Central air, heat... or reliable air conditioning units in each room (with proper electricity) 
We need a basic, well-built building, but we don't need (or want) special bells and whistles 
We need a basic elevator as well •  

Estimated Numbers of Students & Staff 

r 

RrsI Grade 

Second Grade 

Third Grade 

Fourth Grade 

Fltltti Grade 

Sixth Grade 

Seventh Grade 

Eighth Grade 

TOTALS 

Students Mew Stall Total Occupants 

84 11 95 
84 8 92 

81 10 91 
78 6 84 

75 7 82 
84 10 94 

81 8 89   . 

78 7 85      . 

75 8 83 

720 75 .   796 

Detailed Program of Requirements 

ROOM TYPE 

Administration - Middle School 
Principal Office 
Academic Dean Office 
Dean of Student Office 
Conference Rooms 
Teacher Work Room 
Swing Office 

MljQ, 

When 

yr. 1 (5th) 
yr. 1 (Sth) 
yr. 1 (Sth) 
yr. t (5th) 
yr. 1 (5(h) 
yr.3(5-7) 

IfliaSl 

When 

yr.t(5th) 

yr.llSth) 
yr.1(5th) 
yr. I (5th) 
yr.1(Sth) 
yr.1(5th) 

Min,     iaiflsi &SOM 

NO. OF 
UMTS 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Jaroet    Actual      "din.       jKSISt       Actual      Nojaa 

NO. OF     STUDENT CAPACITY 
UNITS       PJEBJfflir        TOTAL 

Note: Spread these offices across the middle school wtng; dp not put ftem altogether 

TOTAL 
NET 

980 

TOTAL TOTAL 
NET NET 

AREA .AREA 

1.600| 

GROUP 10 - CAFETERIA/STAFF LUNCH 

Students' Dining Area - Bern"                                       yr.lflQ yr.l(K)              1                1 

Students'Dining Area-MWdie"                                     yr.i(5th) yr.1(6ft):            1                1 
Notes: 1 -It needed, eoutd have combined oafterta ol at lesst 3,000 So, It, 2-Soun*proo»ed rooms are IOBal,3*ase of access to ttrten 

00 
/—\ stodlan's Storage                                                       yr.i yr.l                 2               2 

yr.l yr.l 

230 -       1.500     2,000 

-      1^00     %000j 

janitor's Sink Ooset 
Telecomm6RMIoT#Fiomf'»w-«* Janoe yr.i yr. 1 1 1 

Telecommunications Switch Closet (@ floors w/o tel      yr. t yr. i 3 3 

(1 per floor) 
60 

200 
60 

1.500 
1,600 

120 

200 
180 

2142PM8/27/2007 



<*») 
Achievement First Space Core Facility Template (K-8 school) 
Program of Requirements for a New Elementary / Middle School BuBdrng 

f ACHIEVEMENT f«ST 
General notes and thoughts 
Blue Hems Indicate spacesithat AF would need access to In a shared space arrangement • 
Basic square classrooms are the most Ideal; one solid door per classroom; no glass toc*^^ to classrooms, gyrr^ cafeteria, offices, etc. 
H rectangular, minimize the narrowness of me room; again. Weal dimensions are more square 
Maximize the number of rooms that have windows... good natural fight Is strongly preferred 
All rooms should be wired with at least 2 regular Internet drops and a VOIP phone drop 
Attractive from the outside; a "school" aesthetic... the old. traditional schools are much better aesthetically .    . 
NYC schools need to be located dose to subways and dose to/in residential neighborhood       . 
No "crazy neighbors" 0-e. topless bar. methadone dlnte, etc.) 
Multiple exits for ease at dismissal... tunneling to a common bus area 
One main entrance ... with multiple stair options nearby 
2-4 floors (horizontal generally better than vertical). 
No Intercom system needed; turn off Intercom system In all AF rooms Or hallways 
The preference Is tor wide, straight hallways rattier than "rnaze-like'structures 
No bell system needed other than emergency (Ire alarms... turn off non-emergency bells in AF wings  . 
Central air, heat... or reliable air conditioning units m each room (with proper electrfclty) 
We need a basic, well-buill building, but we dont need (or want) special beUs and whistles 
We need a basic elevator as well  • • • ,    .   •    •   '    ' 

Estimated Numbers of Students & Staff 

First Grade 

Second Grade . 

Third Grade 

Fourth Grade 

Fllfth Grade 

Sixth Grade 

Seventh Grade 

Bghlh Grade 

TOTALS 

Students 

84 

64 

81 

78 
75 

.  84 
81 

78 
75 
720 

New Staff 

11 

8 

to 
6 

7 

10 

8 

7 

8 

75 

Total Occupants 

95 

92 

91 

84 

82 . 
94 
89. 
85 
63 
795 

Detailed Program of Reoulrementa 

BPPM.TWE 
Security/CCTV monitoring 

GROUP 12-KITCHEN 
Kitchen Complex 

Kitchen 
Food Storage (75% may be remote from kitchen 

MJn, 

When 
fJSStejM 

yr.l 

yr. lotaH. 
yr-lore*, 
yr.l or as. 

When 

yr>» 

yr.t 
yr.l 
yr.1 

HO. OF 

jam 
1 

HO. OF 

asm 
T 

NO. OF 

UNITS 
STUDENT cAMcrry 
EEJU&SI     MMi 

Mln.    iruasi &ausi 
UNIT UUTT UNIT 

AREA        AREA        AREA 

Id        I 
100        1001 

1*00      1.8001 

TOTAL TOTAL 
NET MET 

AREA '.'.    JBSL 
100 100 

1.6001 

GROW13 • ATHEUKr MKHrS 
Athletic Field (lor baseball, soccer, sofrbaD) 

VAJ CTiOrviMkoaiKaovaueclkBanainttitffOtWiltaeioans) 

—^ uv:0>mart»snui»r«wioiai<<ioa«M) 

<*RQ"P is - THtiATEfl/AuPiT9n'"M 

yr:i 

i 

yr.i 

AF does nol (ten to buW Iheatera/audltotlums, but we want telr aooess to one Ha shared space school has one 

50*910 
2M13 

84,985 
2:42PKt6727/2007 



ei 
(date). 

Achievement First Space Core Facility Template (K-8 school) 
Program of Requirements for a New Elementary / Middle School Building 

'ACHIEVEMENT rurr 
General notes and thoughts 
Blue items indicate spaces that AF would need access to In a shared space arrangement 
Basic square classrooms are the most Ideal; one solid door per classroom; no glass looking into the classrooms, gym. cafeteria, offices, etc. 
If rectangular, minimize the narrowness of the room; again, ideal dimensions are more square '. 
Maximize the number of rooms that have windows... good natural light Is strongly preferred 
All rooms should be wired with at least 2 regular Internet drops and a VOIP phone drop 
Attractive from the outside; a "school" aesthetic... the old. iradMlonal schools are much better aesthetically 
NYC schools need to be located close to subways and close to/in residential neighborhood. 
No "crazy neighbors" (l.e. topless bar, methadone clinic, etc.) 
Multiple exits for ease at dismissal... tunneling to a common bus area 
One main entrance... with multiple stair options nearby 
2-4 floors (horizontal generally better than vertical) 
No Intercom system needed; rum off Intercom system m all AF rooms or hallways                                                            ' 
The preference Is for wide, straight hallways rather than "maze-like" structures 
No bell system needed other than emergency fire alarms... turn off non-emergency belts In AF wings 
Central air, heat... or reliable air conditioning units In each room (with proper electricity) 
We need a basic, well-built building, but we donl need (or want) special bells and whistles 
We need a basic elevator as well   ..  ._  

Estimated Numbers of Students & Staff 

Kindergarten 

First Grade  . 

Second Grade 

Third Grade 

Fourth Grade 

Rffih Grade 

Sixth Grade 

Seventh Grade 

Eighth Grade 

TOTALS 

Students New Staff Total Occupants 

84 11 85 
84 8 92    . 

81 to 91 
78 6 84 
75 7 82 
84 id 84 
81 8 89    . 

78 7 85 
75 8 83 

720 75 .795 

Detailed Program of Requirements 

Min. 

When 
Needed? 

When 

Mln, 

NO. OF 

jams BOOM TYPE 
TOTAL GROSS AREA (100%) 

Note: Spaces Included m grossing factor Include entry, electric ream. electrfcs^elo»^.elevalorroon%cofrklor*buS(lrfltnlrasm)Ctum 

NO. OF      NO. OF      STUDENT CAPACtTY 

Mln.      Target    Actual     Mia, Tjaxgej Actual 
UNIT      iwrr      UNtr    TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 

AREA        AREA        AREA           NET NET .    NET 
fSO            M            M        AREA AREA AREA 

76,323 99,8771 

TOTAL CAPACITY: 

TOTAL SF PER PUPIL: 
Mln 
114 

Target 
145 

00 
W 

AF.K-8 FaclMy Template - rev Jan 08 242PM67Z7/2007 1 



Achievement First Space Core Fat 
Program of Requirements for a New Bernentary/M 

(date) 

I 

General notes and thoughts 
. Blue Items indicate spaces that AF would need acce 
Basic square classrooms are the most Ideal; one sol . 
tf rectangular, minimize the narrowness of the. room;. 
Maximize the number of rooms that have windows.;. 
An rooms should be wired wffli at least 2 regular Inte 
Attractive from the outside; a'school* aesthetic... fr 
NYC schools need to be located dose to subways at 
No 'crazy neighbors* (Le. topless bar, rnethadone cH 
Multiple exits for ease at dismissal ...tunneling to a< 
One mam entrance... with multiplei stair options nea 
2-4 floors (horizontal generally better than vertical) 
No Intercom system needed; turn offTntercorn syster 
The preference Is for wide, straight hallways rather tT 
NO bell system needed other than emergency fire alt 
Central air, heat... or reliable air conditioning units b 
We need a basic, well-built bufldmg, but we don't net 
We need a basic elevator as well . 

WrfMd Nwmtare of-Students & Staff 
Kindergarten: 

. First Grade 

Second Grade 
Third Grade 

Fourlh Grade . 
Fm Grade 

Skth Grade 

Seventh Grade 

TOTALS 

P«WW PIWPHI 91 RggMlret^ntB 

00 

CO 

AFK-8 Facility Template-rev Jan 06 

BWHIffE 

CHOUP 1- GENERAL INSTRUCTION 
Kindergarten (0 (iret a. "poMiWe) 
Typical aassrooms - Grade 1 (b (train, ttpossue) 
Typical Classrooms - Grade 2 
Typical Classrooms - Grade 3* 
Typical Classrooms -Grade 4* 
Typical Classrooms - Grade 5 * • 
Typical Classrooms • Grade 6 * 
Typical Classrooms-Grade7* 
Typical Classrooms- Grade 8* 
Notes:1-a space b needed, 1 ream per grade for 3rd enough 98i 
2-Ttortl rooms need to have ewaeleetiValovwion tor WaltJ . 

GROUP 2- SPECIALIZED INSTRUCTION 

Art Classroom (Bern) - 

Art Classroom (Mid) 
Dance/Vtutti-purpose Ftoom (Bern) 
Music Classroom (Bern) 

0 

2:42 t>M6V27/2007 



Achievement First Space Core Fat 
Program of Requirements for a New Elementary / Mi 

(data) 

General notes and thoughts 
Blue items Indicate spaces that AF would need acce 
Bask square classrooms are the most ideal; one sol 
B rectangular, minimize the narrowness of the room; 
Maximize the number of rooms that have windows..: 
All rooms should be wired with at least 2 regular bite 
Attractive from the outside; a "school" aesthetic... tf 
NYC schools need to be located close to subways ai 
No "crazy neighbors' 0.e. topless bar, methedone cfl 
Multiple ejrils for ease at dismissal 1.. tunneling to a i 
One main entrance... with multiple stair options nea 
2-4 floors (horizontal generally better than vertical) 
No Intercom system needed; tum'oft intercom syster 
The preference Is for wide, straight hallways rather tt 
No bell system needed other then emergency Are ah 
Central air, heat... or reliable air conditioning units b 
We need a basic, well-built building, but we don't net 
We need a basic elevator as wed 

EetMftfcti NUTObOT 9l Stottfflttft SWlff 

5 
Rrst Grade 

Second Grade 
TNrd Grade 

Fourth Grade 

Rfflh Grade   . 

Sixth Grade 
Seventh Grade 

Eighth Grade 

TOTALS 

Detailed Program ot Requirements 

KWMIffiE 
Music Classroom (MM) 
Music Storage (Mid) 
Small group classroom (Bern) 
SmaU group classroom (Mid) 
Hattt'The art etartsraoma shook) have iMa; are musk: danrooi 

CROUP » SCIENCE. 
Science Lab (Middle School) 
Science Storage Rooms (MUdte) 

00 
CO 

AF K-8 Facility Template - rev Jan OS 

GR.OWP + PHYSICAL EPVCAHON 
Mirt-g^rn/rmjtBpurpose room (elementary) 
Main gym with bleachers (middle) 
Gym Toilets/Locker Rooms. 
Notes: 1-Trta Wets need to be rxrectly oil the gyro; no tatmy.al 

Mhe toBets should to In the tront an^pckw room In the back; k 

QRoyp I - MEDIA t/tifoEfEBENCB MStUfflY 

Z42PM6727/2007 



Achievement First Space Core Fac 
Program o» Requirements for a New Elementary / Mi 

(date) 

General notes and thoughts 
. Blue Bems Indicate spaces that AF would need acce 
Basic square classrooms are the most Ideal; one sol . 
If rectangular, minimize the narrowness of the room; 
Maximize the number of rooms mat have windows.. 
An rooms should be wired with at least 2 regular Inte 
Attractive from the outside; a "school- aesthetic... tr 
NYC schools need to be located dose to subways ai 
No 'crazy neighbors* (le. topless bar, methadbne cfl 
Multiple exits for ease at dismissal... furmellng to a i 
One main entrance... with multiple stair options nea 
2-4 floors (horizontal generally better than vertical) 
No intercom system needed; turn offlntercom syster 
The preference Is for wide, straight hallways rather ft 
No bell system needed other than emergency fire alt 
Central air, heat... or reliable air conditioning units b 
We need a basic, well-built building, but we donl net 
We need a basic elevator as well 

t 

Estimated, Numbers of $"ud*r%s ft Staff 

Fhst Grade 

Second Grade 

ThW Grade 
. Fourth Grade 

Rffth Grade 

Sixth Grade 

Seventh Grade 
Eighth Grade 

TOTALS 

Detailed Program of Requirements 

ROOM TYPE 
Media Lab / Reference Library (middle) 

. Note: the Meda/Reference lab needs extra electrical kitoe and k 

GROUPS-LOBBY 
Lobby 

00 
00 

AFK-8 Faddy Template-rev Jan 06 

GROUP 7. STUDENT SUPPORT 
Social Worker (Bern) 
Social Worker (Md) 
Nurse's Office -(i Nuises>/ Resting area 
Bathrooms. '•...... 
Notes: 1-The nMafe office needs a aM, 9- Put nunafe one* a* 

GROUP8.STORAGE 

Storage-large    . 
Storage - small 
Grounds Equipment Storeroom 
Compactor Rm and Trash Storage 
Note (deaDy storage rooms are spread throughout the school, M 

242PM6727/2007 
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(data) 

Achievement First Space Core Fac 
Program of Requirements for a New Elementary / Ml 

General notes and thoughts 
Blue items Indicate spaces that AF would need acce 
Basic square classrooms are the most Ideal; one sol 
If rectangular, minimize trie narrowness of the room; 
Maximize the number of rooms that have windows.. 
All rooms should be wired with at least 2 regular kite 
Attractive from the outside; a 'school* aesthetic... tr 
NYC schools need to be located close to subways ai 
No 'crazy neighbors' (Le. topless bar. methadone cD 
Multiple exits for ease at dismissal... tunneling to a i 
One main entrance... with multiple stair options nea 
2-4 Boors (horizontal generally better than vertical) 
No Intercom system needed; turn off Intercom syster 
The preference is for wide, straight hallways rather tt 
No bell system needed other than emergency fire alt - 
Central air, heat... or reUaWe air conditioning units b 
We need a basic, wen-bum bultdng, but we don't nsi 
We need a basic elevator as well 

Estimated Numbers of Students & Staff 

I cr 

First Grade 

Second Grade 

TNrdGrade 

Fourth Grade 

Rlflh Grade 

Sbrtfi Grade 

Seventh Grade 

Eighth Grade 

TOTALS 

PcW'gdp Program of RMwJrcrnfmri 

ROOM TYPE 

GROUP 9 • ADMINISTRATION 
Administration Suite - Central Office 

General Office/Waiting Room 
:    Or.of School Ops. Office 

School Managers Office \' 
Swing Office 
Document Storage Area 

00 
CO 

AFK-SFscBty Template -rev Jan 06 

Administration Offices - Bementaiy 
Principal Office 
Academic Dean Office 
Dean of Student Office. 

Conference Rooms 

Teacher Work Room . 
Swing Office ,i 

Note: Spread these offices across the eiementaiy turns do hot pi 
2:42PM6VS7/2S007 

i 



(data) 

Achievement First Space Core Fac 
Program of Requirements for a New Elementary / Ml 

General notes and thoughts 
Blue items indicate spaces that AF would need acce . 
Basic square classrooms are the most Ideal; one sol . 
If rectangular, minimize the narrowness of the room;. 
Maximize the number of rooms that have windows.. 
AH rooms should be wired with at least 2 regular irtte 
Attractive from the outside; a "school" aesthetic... tj- 
NYC schools need to be located dose to subwaystar 
No 'crazy neighbors' (I.e. topless bar, methadone cO 
Multiple exits for ease at dismissal... furmeling to a i 
One main entrance... with multipleistair options nea 
2-4 floors (horizontal generally better than vertical) . 
No Intercom system needed; turn offlntercom syster 
The preference Is for wide, straight hallways rather tt 
No bell system needed other than emergency Are alt 
Central air, heat... or reliable air conditioning units It 
We need a basic, well-built building, but we don't net 
We need a basic elevator as well 

s? 
f 

Estimated Numbers of Students a 

Kindergarten 

RrstGrade 

Second Grade 
Third Grade 

. Fourth Grade 

Flfflri Grade 

Shth Grade 

Seventh Grade   . 

Eighth Grade 

TOTALS 

Detailed Program of Requirements 

00 
00 

AFK-8 Facility Template-rev Jan 08 

ROW TYPE 
Administration-Middle School 

Principal Office 
Academic Dean Office . 
Dean of Student Office. 
Conference Rooms 
TeaterWorkrtoorh 
Swing Office 

. Note: spread tan offloas across t» rrttn Softool Mho; donor 

GR9VP19 - CAFETHrlfVSTAFF LVNCH 
Students' Otntng Area - Bam* . 
Students' Dining Area -Must* 

Notes: i-fl needed, could have comtirmd cartons of at least 3.00; 

GROUP 11. CUSTODIAL 

Custodian's Storage 

Janitor's Sink Closet 
Telecommunications Room    12    : 

Tetecommunleatlons Switch Closet (0 floors w/o lei 

•  ' cO 

2X2PM6VZ7/2007 



(dam) 

Achievement First Space Core Fac 
Program of Requirements for a New Elementary / Ml 

General notes end thoughts 
Blue items Indicate spaces that AF would need acce 
Basic square classrooms are the most ideal; one sol 
If rectangular, minimize the narrowness of the room; 
Maximize the number of rooms that have windows.. 
All rooms should be wired with at least 2 regular Into 
Attractive from the outside; a 'school' aesthetic... tr 
NYC schools need to be located close to subways at 
No 'crazy neighbors* (La. topless bar, methadone cH 
Multiple exits for ease at dismissal... tunneling to a i 
One main entrance... with multiple stair options nea 
2-4 floors (horizontal generally better than vertical) 
No Intercom system needed; turrroft Intercom syster 
The preference Is for wide, straight hallways rather tr 
No bell system needed other than emergency fire all 
Central air, heat... or reliable air conditioning units b 
We need a basic, well-built building; but we dont net 
We need a basic elevator as well  •. 

I 
Estimated Numbers of Students & Staff 
Kindergarten 
Rat Grade 
Second Grade 
Third Grade 
Fourth Grade 
Rm Grade 
SMh Grade 
Seventh Grade 
Gghth Grade .' 
TOTALS 

Prtrtted. Rroqrpm qf BMwIfwronrt 

MO* TYPE 
decurity/CCTV monitoring 

GROUP 12-KITCHEN 
Kitchen Complex 

Kitchen 
Food Storage (75% may be remote from kitchen 

GROUP 13-ATHFLTir, FtSinS 
Athtette Field (for baseball, soccer. 

00 
CO 
CO 

AFK-8FacWly Template -rev Jan 06 

GROUP 14. PARKING 

CT:On»p«tt««ao»pve«pta«»MKa<1on«tfa 

GROUP 15 . THEATER/AUDITORIUM 
AF does not plan to buW Sieaters/aucSlorturra, but we want tatri' 

TOTAL PROGRAMMED 
TOTAL CORE AREA (3S% Gross) 

AREA3(65% Grose) 
2*2 PM6V27/2007 



Achievement First Space Core Fac 
Program of Retpjirements for a New Elementary / Ml 

««») 

General notes and thoughts 
. Blue ftems Indicate spaces that AF would need acee 
Basic square classrooms are the most ideal;'one sol . 
If rectangular,' minimize the narrowness of the room; 
Maximize the number of rooms that have windows... 
AD rooms should bewired with at least 2 regular Irae 
Attractive from the outside; a "school- aesthetic... tr 
NYC schools need to be located dose to subways at 
No 'crazy neighbors' (Le. topless bar, metnadone dl 
Multiple exits for ease at dismissal... tunneling to a i 
One main entrance... with multiple stair options nea 
2-4 floors (horizontal generally better than vertical) 
No Intercom system needed; turn offlntercom syster 
The preference is for wide, straight hallways rather tt 
No bell system needed other than emergency fire ale 
Central air, heat... or reliable air conditioning units b 
We need a basic, well-built building, but we dont net 
We need a basic elevator as well 

5? 
§; 
x 

Estimated NWTPterc of Stmh)ffi8 ft Staff 
Kindergarten 

First Grade 

Second Grade 

Third Grade 
Fourth Grade 

Rflth Grade 

Sixth Grade 
Seventh Grade 

Eighth Grade 

TOTALS 

oo 
CO 
CO 

PeieMed Program of nemiremento 

TOTAL GROSS AREA (100%) 
NotaSpeceskxrjdedhgrosafngtectorlrKJudeeritr/.elertilOK 

TOTAL CAPACITY:     . 

TOTAL 8F PER PUPILS 

AFK-8F8cfllty Template-rev Jan 06 14 2A2PM6/Z7/2O07      £ 
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Attachment 60: 
School Start-Up Checklist 

§ 
840 



t) ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 

Achievement First School Uunch Plan 



ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 

SCHpO^SJABt-UrjI 

Outreach to local community-based organizations tor help with recruitment 

Open House 1 
Open House 2 & 3 

Vendors & Accounts 
Submit credit applications with key vendors upon chartering (based on Master Order Lbt (MOLD 
Establish service and vendor accounts for school 
Purchase Orders 
Generate comprehensive fet(s) of school start-up supply needs (using MOL database) 
Create all purchase orders tor school (textbooks, software, supplies) 
Place orders 
Student Recruitment 

Meet with local Superintendentand and area school leaders 
Request mailing labels from district (or recruitment mailing 
Deploy recruitment mailing & conduct (oltow-up 
Develop plan/format/presentation for AF Open Houses 
Circulate/Post recruitment posters 
Research and present at/attend key community functions 

Student Lottery & Enrollment 
Plan Lottery (location. equlpmenVsuppBes. refreshments, third-party monitor) 
Conduct Lottery 
Contact parents and schedule students for placement testing 
Parent Meetings & Placement Testing 
Secure standardized test scores and other student data from the district 
Student Enrollment (collect required documentation, tog Into SIS) 
Students evaluated for Special Education Services needs In coordination with local CSE 
Develop Family Handbook (Ind FERPA. FOIL. Open Mtgs) and dtetrfoute to new (amffles 
Students assigned to classes (teachers t 
mar  
Staff Becnirtment/Onboardlng 
Recruit and Train School Leaders (Principal and Deans) 
Define and Implement schod-specHto Teacher Recruitment Plan (bid, teacher certification reqs) 
Develop compensation scales for teachers/administrators 
New Staff Training 
Ensure compliance with finger printing and background check procedures/protocols 
Compile Staff Registration Packet (aP non-Instructional requirements, forms, policies/handbooks)) 
Recruit and hire Director of Operations 
Recruit and hire Registrar 
School Operations Team Training 
Recruit & hire school-based IT Associate 
Process/register an new school employees 
Secure cell phone plans for principals, deans, and operations team 
Employee Benefits, 
Finalize benefits providers 
Enroll all school staff In Insurance and benefits - 
Teacher Certification 
Conduct teacher certification audit - define certification c 

Accounting 
Research and identify area accounting firm and auditor for approva¥adoptk>n by Board of Trustees 
Present proposed fiscal policies and procedures for adoption by Trustees 
Financial Software 
Implement AF Financial Management System 

00 ' implement AF chart of accounts 
nplement AF Bookkeeping procedures 
tanking  

. 1-Jan 
1-Jan 
1-Jar 
1-Mai 
1-Mai 
1-Mai 

• 1-Jari 
10-Mai 
17-Mai 

^B^^^S&Bl=#S^' 
$jjt£ 

1-Mar 
. 1-Mar 
15-Mar 
"1-Mar 
15-Mar 
15-Mar 
16-Apr 
10-Mar 
26-Mar 

31-Mar 
16-Apr 

31-May 
31-Jul 

30-Jun 
31-Aug 
30-Jul 

15-Aug 
•4-Au! 

AF OfroetoT of NY Opera lonarDiroctoraf School Operations 
AF Director of NY Opamito»ta/Dlnjct»iof School Operations 

Director of School Opo a arts 
Director©! School Operations 
Director of School gp#r@Uop# 

AF Director of External Relations, NY 
AF Director of External Relations. NY 
AF Director of External Relations, NY 
AF Director of External Relations, NY 
AF Director of External Relations. NY 
AF Director of External Relations. NY 
AF Director of External Relations. NY 
AF Director of External Relations. NY/School Leader 
AF Director of External Relations, NY/School Leader 

AF Director of External Relations 
AF Director of External Relations 
Director of School Operations/School Registrar 
Director of School Ctoerattons/School Registrar 
Director of School Operetoris/School Registrar 
School Registrar 
AF Director of Special Education 
AF Director of NY Orjerattons/Sctwol Leader 
School Leadef/Deans 

^^^#m##mmmmm# 
Achievement First School Launch Plan 

< 

< 



I 
ffi 

V,/ACHIEVEMENT FIRST 

Establish checking and business Investment accounts 
Apply for Una of credit 
Secure corporate credit cards for school leadership 
Budget 
Research and confirm revenue protections (pubBc funding) 
Document bOllnpyinvolclng/reporong, schedule for per pupB and other public revenues 
Draft and finalize school bud| 

Special Education 

PR/Communlcatlona 
Public Announcement about School 
School Opening Ceremony 
Finalize designs for student recruitment materials 
Finalize logo designs for school appareB and uniforms 
Develop and produce school letterhead, etc. 
Design and produce business cards for school staff 

I Director of External Relations, NY 
I Director of External Relations, NY 
IAF Communlcattens Officer 
I AF Communications Officer 
I AF Communications Officer 
I AF Communications Officer 

Achievement First School Launch Plan 

7 
-4 



Albany Community Charter School 
Ci.AscUJ   Q~tJ&' 4/4/i 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested In this new public elementary school for my childl 

?£&-(kUw 
Signature Address 

Print Name 
Albany, NY 

ZH» 
rlSlfiL 

Print Name 
Albany, 

ZIP Phone 

REDACTED 
Signature Address 

Albany, NY (918). 
Print Name ZIP 

I     Cun-ent Agc<8),of^hlldiyn^^^^st^h^p^,^: 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

CurrentAqe(3)of Chlldren(ct19ckaiiboxe3(hatappiy,or a 
123456789      10     11      12/13+ nnnnnnnnnnnnf 

Oun3nt*ae(s)o(C^   
1        2       3       4       S       6       7       8       9       10      11      12     13 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

Signature Address 

Albany, NY ISlfiL 
Print Name ZIP Phone 

I.... qur^ntAfleMof^t»lWren;(rt>^^i>pxwmimmMtu-1 
12       3        4       6        8       7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

0000000000000 

en Signature Address 

Albany, NY 15181 

I      Current Age(s) of Children «aiecMn boxes that appiy.xr M    I 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 



REDACTED     Albany Community Charter School 
h.M-'cUad    l&l*"i^<4MS 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I supportJhis new public school option!   or    YES! I am Interested in this new public elementary school for my childl 

<* l^ Jr>     ,-€' 
// 

Signature 
kk. 

=   -rt.,.r>Ja/v    /[/if/*%£.. 
Print Name 

Print Name 

ZIP Phone 

T^'^-A^ S    !/V/>  \ss-&      Albany,NY 

Addrets 

(519) 

X 
 CMirent Aqe<8)•gf^l>JBiawniWi^»Bcw>«ajM^y.--'B;-   I 

I      Current Age(s) of Children[ia&m*s*kmxmt.j*.-   
1        2       3        4        5       6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13+ 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 
ZIP 

Signature 

Print Name 

Addrets 

Albany, NY ISlfiL 
ZIP Phone 

1        2       3        4        6       6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

0000000000000 

Signature 

Print Name 

Address 

Albany, NY {518L 
ZIP Phone 

1       2       3       4       6       6       7       8       9      10      11      12     13 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

in Addrets 

Albany, NY (518) 

\      Current Age(s) of Children (cheajsn boxes mat appiy.br M     I 
1        2       3       4        6       6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13* 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 



REDACTED   Albany Community Charter School 
C\-nA;dx^L   Cc-U-A   UlH(S 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

Current Age(s) of Children (check an boxes inrt apply, or Wr^\ 
1        2       3       4        5       6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13+ 

"DDDDDDDDDDnn 

£££ 

^nature      / rx 

Albany, NY 
Prim Name 

Current Aqe(s) gf Children^ ^eckaitbg^watap^o^ ^;   I 
1        2   ,   3       4       5       6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13* 

'SDDDDDDDDDDn 
Phone 

X7c**d ^C 
(JSgiiatufS*— 

PrhkName 
Albany, 

ZIP Phone 

v© 

L   CurrentAge(s)of^ChiWf»h{checkanberthaapply,or ,;&   1 
1        23        4        5       6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

D^DDDDDDDDDDD 

1     Current Agefe) of Children (cfwcfcrt *#.*#**&,* "EL. 1 
1       2   v3       4       6       8    '.7       8       9      10     11      12      13 

• nj^rn n n nn • • • n n 

r     Current Age(8) Of Children (check an boxes that apply, of jjjjf     1 

DDDDDDDDDDDDn 



ncuau i cu     Albany Community Charter School      H t^  ^'^ 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement  Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   «•     YES! I am interested In this new public elementary school for my child! 

J?] Signature 

Print Name 
Albany, 

ZIP Phone 

Current Age(s) of Children (<^,an bo** thatflppy.;of -^j     | 

Signature 

%# 
Print Name 

Address 

Albany, NY J09DHIV(£121-9HHB^^' 
ZIP                       Phone 

^.%%y 
^—               Adah » 

Albany, NY#* -fWm^^r—r ' 

Current Age(8)of Children &e*a.b<^miapt*Kor M.    I 
1        2       3       4       S       6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13* 

"DDDDDDDDDDDB^ 

Print Name ZIP Phone 

I      Current Age(s) of Children jchecK an boxe»,iha* aPpiy,^r M     I 
1        2        3        4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11       12      13 nnnnnnnnnnnns- 

ON o 

^^£{j^ArfaCL-~'        Albany, NY 
ZIP Phone 

Albany, 

Current AfleQ ofCmdren.(ch^#bo^w=PP^pf.W.    I 
1       l^   3       4        8    Hg        7        8        9       1>     11      12      13 

"    DDDDDD0O&DD 

[~      Current Afle(8) Of Children (check an boxes that appty.or 
1     ~2       3       4        6       6        7        8        9       10      11      12'   13+ 

DDDDDDDDDDDD 



nrn/vpTCn W (\.M'ils*e(   <_c--o^    V//A 
\\ZVt\K, i t.u    ^^ community Charier School 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! / support this new public schoc 

Mil fffe^- 
/O / Ch 14 fr1   ^, U30I f.S ftcO//c^/9fAlbany. NY 

Print Name 

lurtentAgBi^pl-CmdtBn^^M^y^mBpp^ot 

Phone 

1/2       34        S        6       7        8       9       10      11      12    13+ 

000000000000 

•ALi 

U Signature f 

fc/M^fr/V?  Qa('Q&~?X>K Albany, N" 
Print Name 

Signature 

Print Name 

Print Nanie 

I s j2EZ?2g 

ZIP Phone 

Address 

Albany, NY <518) 
ZIP Phone 

Address 

Albany, NY (518L 
ZIP Phone 

Albany, NY 

urrent Age(s) of Children (check an boxes that apply/** 
1/     2        3        4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13* 

DDDDDDDDDDDD 

f      Current Age(g) Of Children (check all boxes that appiy;or >g-- "1 
1 2  3        4^/8        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 nnntaonnnnnnnm 

/ 
|~~ Current Age(8) of Children (check »n boxes thai appiylw {S3:. 

0000000000000 

Current Age(s) Of Children (check an boxes that apply, or   Ba)      I 

nnnnnnnnnnnncr 



(A • /UA/' cL^^l      CC~- 

RED ACTED    Albany Community Charter School 
'"• W-f 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter SchooJ will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school optionl   or    YES! I am Interested In this new public elementary school for my child! 

^p(t*j   '3>"icL 
Print Name 

Address 

Albany, NY 
ZIP 

m«L 
Phone 

1     Gun,nt AQeXs)ofQhlldren^@#mb6xeamaiappiy,u 
1        2       3       4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13* 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

Signature 

Print Name 

&Ar#M 
Signature 

^b;g->U'UV\U 
Print/fame 

Address 

Albany, NY (5181 
ZIP Phone. 

Albany, NY 
ZIP 

1;..   qurfentAQe(s)offhlldW(<A«(»a!!#xe^ , | 
1        2       3       4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13+     _ 

DDnDDDDDDDDDir 

Current Age(s) of'mm»fi:<#*mmsM!>i*hr&,      ^ 
1        2        3        4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11       12      13 

DDDDDDDnDDDDD 

o Signature 

Albany, N 
ZIP Phone 

I      Current Age(s) of:Ch|ldren (check an.boxe8 thatw&,p*M*?T 

00 0 0 000000000 

Current Age(S) Of Children (check an boxes that apply; or ffi^-"') 
1 000000000000 



REDACTED    Albany Community Charter School 
A ./•*••'wc ^#k  H/HCS 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra tielp will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YESl I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

bsaa 

Slgnqjnre 

Print Name 
Albany, NY 

ZIP Phone 

["Current Age(8)iOf Chlldren^a^anitoes thatappty-or 
1        2       3        4       6        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13+ 

nDDDDDDDDDDDD 

Ww Signature 

Print Name 
Albany, N 

ZIP Phone 

1        Currant &ggfe| Of ChndreO^che^all.teyes^at apply, or   ^       I 
1        2     s*       456        78        9       10      11       12     13% 

DBfinaDDDDDDDD 

Signature 

Print Name 
Albany, NYgg#fSlgL 

ZIP 

[     Current Age(s);of phlidren (che<»,an faxes thatapply, or.ffiRH 
123466789       10      11      12      13 

0000000 00000 0 

Cun*nt ABe(s) of Chlldm^ I 

800000080000^ 
Phone 

ON 
O 

Signature U ' Signature 

& k+J Af ff jThnrHaf.Tn   Albany, 

Address 

518L 

»|        Current Age(s) Of Children (checkan boxesthat appiy.V 

nnnnnnnnnnnnn 



REDACTED   Albany Community Charter School 
4 .AArc\^^K     ( Li W Hl^lS 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school Will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   «•    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

SjrfJfc ISC/LoC^sJf 
Signature       J      «-> 

sdl 
Addrtss 1     Cuiyent Age(s) of Children Wilai^^Vm^p^w JS&~." I 

fonijsjt **in&#-      Aibany.NY^pt (M^M» 000^00000 fill D & 
Print Name Phone 

GLh,itR\ 
iSB, 

Print Name 

Signature 

Print Name 

Albany, NY 

:!*4W&ee2@B^&4m*6k 
Address 

Albany, NY {§151 
ZIP Phone 

Address 

Albany, NY#^# (§151 
ZIP Phone 

Albany, NY (518) 

|        CuffPJtt ASM*) Of Children (check an boxes that appiy.;er .S     I 
1 .     2       3        4        6        6       7        8       9       10      11      12     13+ 

m-o •••••••••'•• 

,CumntAae(*)ofCh!ldfe*^^^ 
2        3        4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11       12 ^13 DDnnnnon DDDDD 

I      Current Aflq(») of QhHdrene*^^^^^ 
123466789       10      11       12      13 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

I CuiTentAge(s) Of Children (chsck all boxes that apply, or   Eg 
1       2       3       4       5       6       7       8       9       10      11      12    13y 

DDDDDDDDDDD n-0 



REDACTED   Albany Community Charter School 
^AAscLwel    CtrA H.HS 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year, 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested In this new public elementary school for my child! 

SI) 
L^ 
o 

Print Nam* I 
Albany, NYl 

ZIP Phone 

1     Current,AgeM;ofChUdiam^^ f 
1        2       3       4       S       6        7        8       9       10      11      12     13+ 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

1, J 
Signature ^^ 

"/Y^f 
Print Name -***- 

Address 

Albany, NY (5181 
ZIP Phone 

I     Oun*nt*Qe(s)o(^ 
123456        789       10      11      12 nnnnnnnnnnnn fck 

Signature /j 

Print Name 
Albany, NV^MB 15151 

^ZIP 

L   SurentAfle(8lof£hiidt»n>»^ 
12        3        45878     _9       10      11       12      13 

DDDDDODDDDDDD 

Q\ 

Print Name 

<^J^f\^f\CJL^    QiSUA^^L. 
Signature 

in  Si LAAAJUV.<L~   Q> (ZJD^ ktAj, 

Address 

Albany, mm 
ZIP Phone 

Address 

Albany,N (S18L 

qunvnt Aqefa) bfGhlldmn (^^ ai#^^^^ 

nnnnnnnnnnnnn 

I     Current Agets)of Children.iS^i^.pamm,'f^f^. 

nnnnnnnnnnnnn 



REDACTED     Albany Community Charter School 
(\.r*;*.U**\    Ccc-u.^ tf/q 1$ 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra-help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

Signature 

Print Name 

Rg?a Signature i 

•   K Ph e ^^iA% f J o.v^ 

Albany, NY 
ZIP Phone 

Print/fame 
Albany, NY 

i_     2       3 4 B        8        7        8        9       10-11      12     13+ 

DDDDDDDDDDDD 

1 , CuQ9nt*ge(sW^ 1 
1   2       3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12 13+ 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 
ZIP Phone 

ON 
© 
ON 

Susari (s\my' 
Print Name ZIP Phone 

Signature   „ 

CurrentAge(s) of Children (checkan boxe3ihat apply, or 
2       3        4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

DDDDDDDDDDDD 

Current Age(s) of Children «*«*«" bo*asthat apply.,or M,.    I 
1        2       3       4        8        6       7       8        9       10      11      12      13     ^ 

DDDDDDDDDnDDB^ 

Albany, NY 

Current Age(8) of Children (check an boxes that apply, or 
1        2       3       4        S <~^~7 8        9       10      11,   12    13+ 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 



REDACTED Albany Community Charter School 
/l^'VtU.i    Leu^f tjKifj 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School; will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am Interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

r    Current, Age(a),of Children (cued^iiboxM mm appry,or ^  ... | 

Print Name %-&$ 

'; ..C.UrmhfA9e(*):#^ 
1234567        89       10      11      12    13+ 

DDnnnnnnnnnns- 
ZIP Phone 

ON 
O 

'•MfCfalr 

Albany, NYJBHpfSIS) 
ZIP Phone 

Albany, NY 
ZIP Phone 

Albany, N 

Curm#Age(B)gfChildwny# 
12       3       4        5        8       7        8        9       10      11      12      1}   / 

DDDDDODDDnnniZ 

I     Current Age(8)of Children «*»*an bo•wm*f><<*M;   I 
1        2       34       5       6       7        8       9       10      11      12      13 

DDDDDDDDDDDDE 

CurrentAge(8) of Chlldr»n:((^eck4nt»>asthatapp]y^ JjjjL, 1 
1       2       3       4       5       6       7       8       9      10      11 -  12    13+ 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 



Albany Community Charter School REDACTED 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

Signature 
\JeA# 

6orwa6?^u)[j^Q 
Prim Same 

Albany, NY 

r^~Current Age(s) of Children (ch^ an bo^» mat flpply, or ^    | 
12       3       4       6       6       7       6       9      10      11      12    13* 

DBODDD0t]DBanD 

•/. >^n -tUs- 
Slgnature 

Print Name 
Albany, 

ZIP Phone 

!. :  Gumht Ag6(@)MChHdren ((»^^boxe,m*epp^.or ^     I 
1        2       3       4        5       6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13* •nnnnnnnnn non 

n <**-*& 
sign 

Print Name ' 

Address 

Albany, NYSSgl f5181 
Phone 

1 .    Current Ag?(?J pf ChHdff rj teheckall boxes mrtappiy.gr .m, I 
1        2       3        4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

000000000000 0 

.        Signature V 

Print Nirmo <^ 

00 

Signature 

<f/"%y p*fr*i 

Current Afle(s) qfChlldren m^i)m&k*tft*#. <tt 
3        4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

00000 000 000 

Albany, 

P    Current Age(s) of Children ((*«* atiboxe9 mat apphipr [ 

nnsDnnnnnnnnfi 



£~u -It |4je.Wt^        Albany Community Charter School      REDACTED 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School-will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am Interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

"WNTV. {\C\ff\3r\ ,        Albany, NY 
: Print ityje 

JLJt 

f~ Current; Age(s) of.^Wiwm**m*m»AmtoMA.. 1 
12       3       4        5    ^6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13+ 

DDDDDiDDDDDDD 

Signature 

Print Name 
Albany, NY 1SL 

1      CurrentAge(8);pf^hHdnan^^anbo^thatappty.oti 
123456789       10      11      12^13+ 

DDDDDDDODDDDD 
ZIP Phone 

/ Signature r 

Print Fame 
Albany, 

ZIP Phone 

I,.   Cun*ntAae(s)pfCb!M^ I 
12        3        4        6     _8        7        8        9       10      11       12      13 • nnnnnKinnnnnnn 

Signature 

Print Name 
Albany, NY msL 

ZIP Phone 

Address 

Albany, NY (5181 

nnnnnnfinnnnnn 

1     Current Age(s) of Children (*.«* an boxes thatappiy. or, 
12345       6       7       89       10      11 - 72    13* 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 



ffo TT (j/okv/        Albany Community Charter School       REDACTED 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am Interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

'xd^^ 
• M'll(l£ C-ieir7jA leZ. Albany,NY 

Print flame 

A#K 
@^ 

/"Signature' 

Print Name' ^ 

Signature 

UaArxlA jWfC\ 
Print Name f 

%M^^ 
ShaQUfifJ  M. f lucid 

Address 

Albany, NYj 
ZIP Phone 

igaf930E^ESSBames 

Albany, NY, 
Phone 

Albany, NY 
ZIP Phone 

Albany, NY; 

|-    Qymnt Age(s)pfCh;!dmn;((»^m^ 

DDDDiDDDDDDDD 

I      CurmntAg@(s)of^ 
1        2       3       4       5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12    13* 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

1        2       3       4       5        8        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

faDQDDDDDDDDDD 

I      Gurmnt Aoe(») gf ChHdrf n cc^ I 
123486780       10      11      12      13 nnnnannnnnnnn 

I      CurrentAge(s) ofChildren .fehegan boxes that apply, or ,B     I 
1        2       3       4 /   5        6        7        8        9       10      11   /12    13* 

DDD0DDDDDDMU• 



r( C0T\ hUW 
Albany Community Charter School     REDACTED 

4M*r 
A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

^oX f.WAVnft 
Print Same 

Address 

Albany, NY ($19) 
ZIP Phone 

I     Gun%ntAg*(*W#hl^ 
1       2       3       4       6       6       7       8       9       10      11      12     13* 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

IK Cfa^S    C£>% 
Signature 

UgAflAp 
Print Name 

r. cv Albany, NY 
ZIP Phone 

qunrent Age(sVPf Qhildmn (checkboxes\m apply, .or; . ,ffl 
2       3  / 4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13+ 

DnaDDDDDDDDDD 

B uvZjTifaA 
Print Home 

Albany, NY ^"P* «18> 
ZIP Phone 

QuiTentAfleMorphHdron,(c^^ 
1 2 3       4        6       6        7        8       9       10      11      12      13 

DDDQDDDDDDnDD 

ON 

^^^.^^^^       ^ 

signature \ 

/yf\fX   fate/ 
Pi1ntName -=*"^ f 

ftoJb 

Albany, NY 
UP Phone 

<YOdL 
Signature r-) ( . 

III ••! .—JfaH     I III I —^—^—^^^^^—^-^^   •! 

Address 

Albany, NY. (518) 

CurrwrtAfle(8)^f Children vj^aj^dfofr^g:-* 
1        2       3       45       r    7        8        9    To      11      12*     13 

DDDDDDDD.DDDD 

I   ClW»ntAB'0t8},.oT:Chlld^p.ft^*.tP^^.«t.*PB>y»or..-H-  I 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 



Albany Community Charter School REDACTED' 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YESl^gm Interested In this new public elementary school for my childl 

^Signature 

^J?M O    OCV grA^A 1 g ir> Albany, NYJ 
Print Name 

Address 

ZIP 
(51SL 

Phone 

I     Current Age(s) ^CIiydroo>w^^w^jhn.«i^<fe= 

Signature 

Print Name 
Albany, NY 

ZIP Phone 

I ..   Cun*ntAaeMofChild^^ 
1        2       3       4        5        6       7        8        9       10      11      1*13* 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

uJJLr^ £ g^A, 
m Signature 

Print Name 

Address 

Albany, NY (518L 
ZIP Phone 

|      Current Age(s) of QhHdr^|is(ct^»^ bo^ »atgPPiy^r  
1        2        3        4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11       12      13 ••••••••••••a 

Signature 

j 2 m iibiv>^. 
Prim Name 

hLx4r^v\J 
C\    1723Signature 

^tx Albany, NY 

Currant Age(s) of Children (^eckaB^xeg mat apply,or "W-r-l 
1       2       3       4       S       6       7       8       9      10      11      12     13 

DDDDDDDDDDnDD 

Current Age(s) of Children (check an boxes that apply.rpr: 
12       3       4       66       7       89      10     11-12    13 mDDDDDDDDDnn 



fee Tf ttrc-k**/ Albany Community Charter School REDACTED 
A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

Slgnamre 

Print Name 
Albany, NY 

ZIP Phone 

••--.. gurrent, Age(s) xrf Children^** mfims^mfavr'-fflTl 
1       2       3       4       6       6       7       8       9       10      11      12    13* 

"••••••••Kinrjn 

t "'  Signature j 

fl      Print Name 
Albany, NY &&M (519) 

ZIP Phone 

I     Cu(wnt:AQQ(s) of phlWren (check ,nb^^^ I 
1        2       3       4       5        6        7        8       9       10      11      12    13* ••&•••••••••• 

JjMl -fa tind 
gilnrLs   Vc\\ify\ei 

"*M!#%^Sm 

same 

|,      Curront Age(8) Of qhlldren,(CheckaBboxes ihatapfily.w,»B,   I 
1        2        3,   4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

n n Ef B'n or: D D D 0TD D 

AuM. 
Sgnatttre 

7)sr/i>J  WzAveMjUi^ 
Print Name 

*~m 

Current Aflgfr) ofChildren:j^rf^^«^;«. J^Tl 

yyyi »£ zVy&^entiMH. NY 

Current Age(s) of Children (check an boxes that,appiy,w m    1 

^0000000000000 



(co n i^w •    fc w   vu   ,   REDACTED 
q i.. Albany Community Charter School 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this newoublic school option!   «•    YES! I am Interested in this new public elementary school for my childl 

3g5|i Signature    *-    C ^v 

Print Name 

^hpifhrf 
Print Name 

IJ/JAM, 

^\    nssi   ./ Signature 

Albany, NY flViSlSl 
ZIP Phone 

I     ^M^nt A^<^^^^hMd^n <<^^^^^,<^^^^^ ^ ~| 
1234667        89       10      11      12     13* 

DDDDDDDDD0DDD 

Current Age(s) of Children (check an boxeswatapply, or ... jfl.    I 
1 /23       4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13* 

000000000000 

Current Age(s) of Children (check an boxes that apply, or B I 
1        2 / 3        4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11       12      13 

DDDDDDDDDDD 

Current Age(s) of ChHdrerucfteck an box*.>.m**!t.«.-  
12        3        4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

DBS 0000000000 

Albany, NY 

f~~ CurrentAge(s) of Children (check an boxes.that.apply; or E 
1 2 1 46 6~^7       T     9      10     11      12    13+ 

000000000000^ 



"chief 
Albany Community Charter School    REDACTED 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YESl I support this new public school option!   or    YESl I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

Q-^<Vh f?njnrv Jh 
h*ure ^ 

fNamt 

/t      / 

ZJ^CCA 
Print No, 

, GuiTent Age(8) ofGhHdren (tfieekallboxes tr;atappty,or  Eg      I 1bnfiinSfi&flnna 

Current Aqe(8) of Children &«* an boxeawUr*W,.or.m    I 
1        2       3       4        5        6    ^T"8        9       10     11      12     13+ 

DDDnDEDDDDnnD 

Albany, 
ZIP 

^ ?.m 
Print Name T 

Albany, NY 
ZIP 

Cunjent Age(s) of Qhlldtgn (check an boxes that apply, or ,jjj , I 
M        2        3        4     „S /    6        7        8        9       10    ^     12      13 

DDDD m.O DO DD0DD 
Phone 

       I      Currant AgeC«> Pf Children .(<»«* an boxes thatappiy, or B;   I 
1        2       3       4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12"    13 

fin,    DDDDDDDDDDDDD 
Phone 

K   ^^X^fjAvjOQ^/^^     Albany, 

r     Current Age(s) otChjIdreiHgfecfc an boxes ^Wy,* M -. I 
1     ^       3       4        5        e     >j       8        9     ^0^   11      12    13+ 

DDDDD0DD0DDDD 



f\*sfY-  fl6rf^f      Albany Community Charter School 
REDACTED 

L i 
A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra-help will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

53gi Signature (/ 

Print Name 
Albany, NY, 

BB 

\/0t/rtMir-— 
A        Sbmature' Signature' 

Print Name 

Print Name 

ZIP Phone 

Address 

Albany, NY 
ZIP Phone 

Albany, NY 

I     Current Age(s) of^hlldrenK^eeicMJbo^thatappfew^S;   1 
1        2       3        4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13* 

DDDDDDDnDDDDB 

|         Current AQe(s) Of ChHdwnXcheekan.bpxe8.thatappty.0f  M      I 
.1        2       3        4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13+ • • * a * 9 . « t o   - V IV II •« 8V^ 

000000003^0000 

1...,.,  CumntA8eMPfC^lldmK(#ecka^ ,1 
1        2        3        4        8 /   6        7        8        9       10      11       12      13 

DDDD0DDDDDDDD 
ZIP Phone 

Print Name 

^aa 
&& 

Albany, NY 
ZIP Phone 

Albany, NY 

I      CuntnlAge(»)pfCh^ I 
1       2       3       4       6       6       7       8       9/fO11      12     13 

DDDDDDDD0DDDD 

I      CurTentAge(s) of Children (check an boxe9/»at apply; or Eg     | 
1"      2        3        4        6        8        7        I9   /10      11       12     13+ 

DDDDDDDD0DD•• 



I^f M^ REDACTED, 
Albany Community Charter School J J u 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this neyf public school optionl   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

I     Current Afle(8j;of^hl»di»nRW^^b6^ th^appiy^^ 
1        234        6S       7        8       9       10      11      12     13* 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

Current Age(s| of ChHdrencchecK an boxes that appt^or  
1        2       3        4        5       6        7        8       9       10      11      12     13* ••••••••••••a 

Cvfim£A^*)rf.G\Mr9&(r^-*b^MmtoiSF.  

DDDDDaDDDDDDD 
Hvm^r 

Signature 

Print Name 

-4 

fUrWirW? 
Sgmiture 

Albany, NY 
ZIP Phone 

Address 

Albany, NY£Sgg9§ (518) 

1   / 2       3       4        5        6        79        9       10      11      12      13 

ffin DDDDDDDDD 

I        Current Age(s) pf Children (checK an boxes that apply, or 

DDDDDPDDDnffDfi 



REDACTED 
/V),rY   p/}\) rjPhfrAlbany Community Charter School nh 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I his new public school option!    @r     YESI I am Interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

Signature- 

Signature 

Print Name 

Address 

Albany, NY | j[51£ 
ZIP Phone 

Albany, NY 

/.or ~>M~~] I     Current Age(s) of Children (chacK an boxes mat appty,  
1        2       3        4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13* ••••••••••••a 

CungntAggfeipf Children EN* anjawii;aPp.y.&:. 
1        2       3       4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13* 

"DDDnnnnnnDDD 
ZIP Phone 

rzs. uJU«~ 
Signature 

•*    ry\trr^^     f^t U\**v^i 
Print Name 

Albany, NY 
ZIP Phone 

U   Currem Afleisjjof gljlldren.(check mi^,<hat ap^ j 
1        2       3       4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

ON 

00 

^JUj^y &^— 
GV\i    ^Jr^0url<^y\        Albany, NY 

Print/fame 

A&^/V^M 
Signature 

ZIP Phone 

3E- 

Albany, NY (518L 

[~ Current Aflefrl t>fChildren (»»» ««tg^jytiwjfc^S,^:| 

DQDDDDDiDDDDD 

I      Current Age(s) of Children («^..b^wi»jr,«t^ 

00000 00 0 00 00 0 



jtik^rfk^ REDACTED 
Albany Community Charter School lljU 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   «•    YESl I am Interested In this new public elementary school for my child! 

• Sovx^y - l P\ Vli/7/K<        Albany, NY 
Print Name ZIP Phone 

Print Name 

Address 

1        2       3       4        6        8        7        8        9       10      11      12     13+ 

DD0DDDD0QDDDD 

CUTOnt AgeCs) of Children (cheek an bo^» that apply, or a 
1        2       3       4/6        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13+ 

Albany, NY msi 
ZIP Phone 

DDD^DDDDDDDDD 

Ct\__ A^r^WNJK^N^^^ 

Print Na)ne ' 

J 
Albany, NYj 

I     Current Aqe(s) of Children (chedc^ boxw that apP|y; or  
1        2        34        6        6        7        8        9       10      11       12      13 

DDDDDODDDDDDD 
ZIP Phone 

Signature 

Print Name 

S*^&fflJ8pe3L 

Curort Age(») pf Children <a.«».m>»»..m^m^i 1n DD•••nnnnnn 

Address 

Albany, NY^HF (5 

Current Age(s) of Children (chadc.ati boxes that appjy. or  
12      3—4       5       6       7       8       9      10     11  - 12    13+ 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 



PKr](  pf)vfP">{jL     Albany Community Charter School 
REDACTED 

f 
A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested In this new public elementary school for my child! 

Signature 

Prim Name 
Albany, NY 

ZIP Phone 

I     CunsnL Agemof Chlldw.mw^^ 
1 2 3       4       5       6       7       8       9       10      11      12     13+ 

DDDDDDDDDDDD 

Signature 1/ 

Print Name ' 
Albany, NY 

Current Age(g) of Children (chat* an boxes that appiy,^ 
1        2       3        4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13* 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 
ZIP Phone 

8 

ft U rift    TKrrYia^ Albany.NYi 
tName 

Signature     /') " 

WAc   J4btlU 
Print Name 

J%&wJ<£t U 
ISSgnatureA         , 

ZIP Phone 

Albany, NY .^JEfelfi 

Current Agefe)pf Children (chack aa bows mat appifocy,       
1        2/3        45        6        78        9       10     ,11       12/^13 

Dt3 D DDDDQD BO 

Current Agefe) of £MH&ii-.l^mte»mm#<MM71 
23486789       10      11      12      13 

00 0000000000 

>piy.,or.:Sg   1 Current Age(8) Of Children (cha^al^bpxes that apply.  

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 



* 
} r\< nAurloL, # REDACTED 7 MJ^ I Iv r l'\ Albany Community Charter School u 11 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am Interested In this new public elementary school for my child! 

85 

Print/fame 

/P 

<Ooif 

/)        Signature        ~ (/' 

Print Name 

Tfasf KJ^rt= 

Albany, NY 
ZIP Phone 

Albany, NY 

I     CurmnL49e(sWGhl^ 
1       2       3       4       5       6       7       8       9       10      11      12     13+ 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

I        Current Age(8)-Of ChlldTOO (checkallbt^ffiatapply.pr. 
1        2       3       4       5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13* 

•DDDDDDDDDDDD 

Print Name 

1        2       3       4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

DDDDDD • • DDD.DD 
Phone 

Sat. 
Signature 

$e«JZL^TJf\ Albany, NYgS#K51« 
viSP^ ' Phone 

I .. punTentAae(#)ofChlldmn#*A,iik^ 
1        2       3       4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11      12"    13 

QDDDDDDDDDDDD 

9  10  11  12 13+ 

• DDDD 



* , w        REDACTED 
ff[*.rf:   /ffor-fh-^   Albany Community Charter School     *///</ 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra-help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support piis new public school option!   or    YES! I am Interested In this new public elementary school for my child! 

Signature 

(SU^if-j    "gWcjbf- 
Print Name 

Signature C/ 

Print Name J 

Albany, NY 
ZIP Phone 

Address 

Albany, NY#@## <518# 

_   Current Agc^ofcChlldten (»** an b<«es(hat/apPty,pr S    | 
12       3       4       5       6       7       8       9       10      11      12    13* 

~ n 0m n on n &• n BQ 

CUfTent Age(s) Of Children (check an boxes mat apply, or 
123456789       10      11 12     13+   ^ 

• n n n • • • BQD crna^ 
Phone 

&>(\jy>%* 

Print Ni am£ 
(A-AU     U)^Afi€- Albany, NY? 

Address 
I...   CmrmntAgefs) &mWM!toi^**m9#*m**i^&ted   . 

1        23        4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 / ooo[]a[][][][][]aaB+' 

8 

Print Ndme 

Signature /I 

Albany, NY 
ZIP Phone 

Address 

Albany, NY %518j_ 

I      qurrent.Aae(a)QfChildren (ch»<%#^x»,# 
1        2       34       8        6        78        9       10      11      12      13 

I      Cun^ntAgetslgfChTtdrenccfaack^bo^sthatappiy.or 
1       2       3       4       5       6       7       8       9      10      11 -   12    13* DDDDDDDDDDDDD 



r7<% rA*rf^\ Albany Community Charter School //// REDACTED 
A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra rielp will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or     YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

^A 
itgnamre 

Print Name 

•  rlitolt tddjU Q CUL.L- Albany, 
Print Name       <s ZIP Phone 

Albany, NY. (S18L 

Current Age(s) of£Mdren ccha* an tx>• that:aPPiy^ 
1 2 3 4        6        6        7        8       9       10      11      12     13* 

• ••••.•••••••• 

urrent Age(s) of Chndrenc^^iiflbg^ittMappty.gf ^     I 
2       3        4       5        6        7        8       9       10      11      12     13* 

DDDDDDDDDDDD 

Current Age(s) of Children (chgdcai; bo** that apply, or, ;| 
1        2        3        4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11       12      13 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 
Print Name ZIP Phone 

T-tfte. ' RoMs 
SgnaOxre 

Albany, NY. iSlSL 
Print Name ZIP Phone 

^U L/y Albany, NY 

1     Curn>ntAna^of^   
1.2       3       4       S       6       789       10      11      12      13 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

Current Age(SJ Of Ghlldrentcheckan boxes that apply, or 
1 2       3       4        5 6        7        8       9 10      11      12     13+ 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 



Albany Community Charter School f/'i REDACTED 
A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I faupport this new public school option!   or    YES! I am Interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

Signature 

[QJO-WWXA- dAfijtA- 
Print Name 

Albany, NY (5181. 

I      Currgnt, Age(s) of Children;(ch«<* an tm*m<im*rv~$!fc\ 
1        2       3/4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13^ 

DDQDDDDDDDDDD 

|      Current Age(sjof Children (AeA«nbp^m=(«m,m 
1        2        3        4        S        8        7        8        9       10      11       12     13+ 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 
Print Name ZIP Phone 

vCfr       "^tJL^A  _^_ Albany,NY 
Print Name ZIP 

(518) 
Phone 

Signature 

Print Name 
Albany, NY (5131 

*.<K-JBk  I L   Cun^ntA^s>of^   
1        2        3        4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11       12      13 

QDDDDDDDDDDDD 

vot M7A Current Aqe(s) of Chlldren-tchack an boxes mat apply,  
1       2       3       4       5       6       7       8       9      10     11      12.     13 

DDDDDDDDQDDDD 
ZIP Phone 

0\ Slgna&re 

Albany, NY 

I      Current Age(s) of Children (chwkan boxes that appty.or E8     I 
12       3       4        8/     8        7        8        9       10/11      12     13+ 

DDDDQDDDD0DDD 



/Vjaffc [YjrfkiA 
Albany Community Charter School V'y REDACTED 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support thisnew public school option!   or    YES! I am Interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

Signature      ' 

Print Name 

Albany, N^Bf (5181 
ZIP PftWK 

Albany, N) 

Address 

ZIP 
(5181 

Cunsot> Age(s)of7Qhlld%n(ch«^i,nbo^matepp^^ 
1 2 3_     4 5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13* 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

I -    CunsntAg^s) of£hildre!V(cf!^ 
1        2       3        4        S        6        7        8        9       10      11      12' 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 
Phone 

Signature 

Print Name 

Print Name 

Kl^is 

Albany, NY 
ZIP Phone 

Albany, NVWE (5181 
ZIP Phone 

Address 

Albany, NYMHS (518) 

1        2        3        4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11       12      13 nnnnonnonnnnn 

Current Age(»)of Chi Wren (cha^u^^j^qp^.y^'n 
1       2       3       4       8       6       7       8       9      10      11      12      13 

0000000 0 0 0 D^l^-f 

I      Current Age(s) of Children (ches* an boxes that appiy.-or EEKl 
1 2       3       4        S        6        7        8 9 10      11      12     13* 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 



r^ yvW^> Albany Community Charter School i/'f 
REDACTED 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School wilt have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or     YES! I am Interested In this new public elementary school for my child! 

Print Name Phone 

^^^^^ 
Z^L 

Print Name 
Albany, NY 

ZIP Phone 

[//*+•   ,*7sr^ 
Signature 

^///#J-rfrt//^> 
Print Name 

Albany, NYSV ISIS)  
ZIP Phone 

Signature 

^2-C/~^  ^k^nJUtl Albany, (518) 

,\ 

1_    2       3       4       6       6       7       8       9      10     11      12    13+ „ 

DDDDDDDDDDD^ 

smmm^m^mmitin^m^mm^mmyM 
12       3       4       8       6       7 • •••• 

3 
9       10      11      12     13+ 

DDDD 

1        2       3       4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 n•••••••••••• 

1   23  4   S   8   7   8   9  10  11  1Z  13 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

I      Curr»nt;Age(8j.i6f Children tcheck an boxes mat apPjy, or 
12       3       4       6       6       7       8       9      10     11   -12    13+ ••••••••••••a 



fVX    M0rfk± 
REDACTED 

Albany Community Charter School <//// 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

~Vt^/v^ ^   WL—JL 
Signature 

^    IRU^      ^    ^g\cQM^ 
Print Name 

Albany, NY 

SlgnatuU " <J/' 

ZIP Phone 

"ftfl/cA,-^ ,T h/[^ <Lhr~rfrr      Albany.N 
Print Name V 

M 
I      Current Age(s) of Children -(check an .core that appty.^t ^m< I 

DDDDDDDaDDDDD 

I. ., ,Cum.n!Aaemo^ 
1   23   4   6   6   7   8   9  10  11  12 13* 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 
Phone 

8 

B Signature 7 

eMnirva -ft. JQgA^frn      Albany. 
Print Name 

Print Name 

Signature 

Address 

1518L 
Phone 

Albany, NY 
ZIP Phone 

Albany, N 

r   Current Age(s) Of Children (check an bcocw that appiy^gH 
1        2       3        4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

DDDDOD DDDDDDD 

,. .Cumnt;Agem^^ 
1   2  34   5   67   89  10  11  12  13 

DDDDDDDDDDDD 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 



flu-Y- tV^ 
REDACTED 

Albany Community Charter School * n 
A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   «•    YES! I am Interested In this new public elementary school for my child! 

^ B^D^ 

B^^ ^ 
^^^^   ^B^^ 

^^^^^^ 

^^ 

Print Name 

Address 

Albany, NYl Z518L 
77/> Phone 

'Address 

Albany, •"•P ism. 
Phone 

1        2        3        4        S        6        7        8        9       10      11       12     13* 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

I     QyRmtAgeMofmw   
1        2        3        4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11       12"   13* 

••••••••••••• 

#2% 
Signature 

Print Nm^f    ' V_ 
Albany, NY^^g (518) 

ZIP Phone 

I     Gu;m;Aa*(s}ofm!W^^^   
1        2       3        4       5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

s 
00 

^n<A8^^ ] 
172  3   4  8^87        8   9  10  11  12  13 

DDDDDDDDDDDD 

Current Age(g) of Children (ch9efcanboxe8thatappiy.gr 
1        2       3        4        6       8        7        8        9       10      11      12     13* 

000000000000 0 



w 9 A 
/4^K   ^i^V) ^»anyCo»w«Hi«0;CAartgrSc/too/       y//«f    REDACTED 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school optionl   «•    YESI I am Interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

Prim Name 

I      SlgnatuM A 

Albany, NY 
ZIP Phone 

Albany, NY 

yGur#nt^^ 
12       3       4        6        6       7       8.    9       10      11      12     13* nnnnnnnannnnn 

. SWnynt Aflg(si Of ^lldrstl (checkan ^Mha^ppty^B:,., 1 
1        23       4        5/6 1%?        8        9       10      11      12     13+ 

DDDDQQODDDnDD 
ZIP Phone 

8 

.jf/ltihfrfrn/lfPJ 

Phone 

Address 

Albany, N> (518L 

I ,   CurrentAge(s) ofghlldrfln(eft^anbp^ftatapp!y,pr ^    I 
1        2       3        4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11       12      13 

nnnnjEiannnnnnn 

I . -.. GurMntAaem^ 1 
1        2       3       4       5       6 /  7       +       9       10      11      12      13 

DDDDD0DDDDDDD 

I      Current Age(s) of Children (check an bo»s,mat apply,^ 

nnnnnnnnnn fir fl n 



f^orK   ft orfhl       Albany Community Charter ^cAo^Q^Qy^Q ^ / 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am Interested In tills new public elementary school for my child! 

Print Name 

Address , 

Albany, N<^5T (518) 
Print Name ZIP Phone 

Signature J   , \ 

Albany, NY j msL 
Print Name ZIP Phone 

Signature 

/Silt/ft"     fcfLfiJw 
Print Name 

Albany, NY^IW K1B)1 
ZIP Phone 

u 1 
Signature 

^ 

Albany, NY 

Current AaeWio#qhWamn;(»^#w^:A=!L»pmw,.aC 
1       2       3       4       6       6       7       8       9      10     11      12     13+ "•••••••••••• 

1        2       3        4        S       6        7        ft        9       10      11      12     13* 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

.,. Gumnt,A@e(;)^Chlldh$n(#^^^^^^ 
1        2      \3/       4        8        6        7        8        9       10      11       12      13 

00^00000 0 00 00 

Current Agete) of Children &«* an boxes that apply, or Eg.    I 
1 .     2,   3       4       5       6       78       9       10     1112    13* 

EfDDDDDDDDDDD 



H9i< PI^/UJ 
Albany Community Charter School j /'' 

REDACTED 
A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and ..homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year, 
Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my childl 

^t^rty&z"&fw#- 
JoJjfycM/ <L./s**rtS£^ £oAi*L**<r- 

PrintName 

.Signature 

Qlcur kju^fadi 

Albany, NY (§181 
ZIP Plume 

Albany, N 
Print Name ZIP Phone 

/ 
I     Current Afle(8);OiChildreny(eh«»an;bom;thatm\rtsx$&~\ 

1        2       3       4        6        6        7        8       9       10      11      12     13* 

DDDDDDDDDDDDQ 

Current Aae(s^^^^ 
1   2  3   4   6   6   7   8   9  10  11  12 13+ 

DDnDDDDDDDDDD 

\\(i n,<%4-   k^pcl- 
Print Name 

Address 

Albany, fSlSL 
ZIP Phone 

Current Afl«(s)ot Children w^jp.^g^.^ar iJgH 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

Mli.'dUr? 
Print Name 

Albany, 
ZIP 

CMn*ntAfle(»lPt Children-^^^^^^^x*^M 
1 o 6 w a o o %j& 6 a o a 

a <LSSi^u<    I^J'JXuf 
Signature 

5^.f  T.lrAlf, f Albany, NY 

r^itent;Age(8MCfrf|d^ ^ 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 



nO-K   plorf/ijA Albany Community Charter School <//// 

REDACTED 
A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School:will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am Interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

ignature 

&- vWv-rx^gYN 

\&ui 

Sigr&ture 

GARY A i W,.# 
Print Name 

Address 

Albany, NY] (519) 
ZIP Phone 

Albany, 
ZIP Phone 

MMQMj) hJf'lfciMs*) Albany, 
I Print Name 

Address 

ZIP Phone 

I     Current Age(s) of Children (check an boxes mat,appjy.qr g     | 
1 2 3        4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13+ 

DDDD0SDD00DDD 

1 • •., GuntntAa^ 
1        2        3        4        5        6        7        8        9       10       11       12     13+ 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

|       CumntAae(s)pfW^ .: I 
1        2        3        4        6        6        7        8        9       10       11       12      13 

0000000000DDE 

X-«^_ 

3dO 0^2 k 

Signature 

•^       )SUL *V^  ^VUcgQ^ 

Albany, NYf^BP  (5181 
ZIP ^_ Pfcoiie 

Albany, NY 

1        2       3       4       8       6       7        8       9       10      11      12      13 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

[""."• Current Age(s}gfChildren (cfaeckanbpxMthatappiWof M   1 
12       3       4       6       6       78       9      10      11 -   12    13+ 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 



Albany Community Charter School 
M13JC5S 

REDACTED 
A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School: will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
Infotmation Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option/   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my childl 

Signature 

ON 

Prim Name 

Signature 

Print Name 

Signature V 

Print Name 

^^^%^yy7^^ 
Signature 

Print Name 

SSg Signature J I        A 

Address 

Albany, NY j iSlSL 
ZIP Phone 

I      Current Age(s) of Children (cJ.ecKgii boxes ihat apply, or ^     | 
12       3   ^4        S        6        7       8        9       10      11      12     13+ 

DDBBDnDDDDDDD 

Albany, 

I      Current Age(s) of Children «*«*»« boxes that,aPPtytM J^ 
1        2       3       4     _ST     6        7        89       10      11      12     13^/ 

DDDDHDDDDDDDB 
ZIP Phone 

X&"^^J-K. X'^Q Albany, N 

fe^.;-.Ba,-„| 
123456789       10      11      12      13 

0000 0 0 0000000 
ZIP Phone 

nnnnnfinnnnaafl 

Albany, 

Current Age(s) of Children (check an bows that appiy.or W     I 
1 *      a       4       5       6       7       8       9      10     11-  1213? 

DDDDBDDBDBDia 



/\t>»LkWn \—!LKJU>\5 

Albany Community Charter School 
H|3|05 

REDACTED 
A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

tr 
Sign 

Sid 

Print Name 

Stenaturt        I Signature 

Print Name 

Print 

Address 

Albany, NY ••>   (518) 
Phone 

WrTWjifl   ^ . 0) flJl K?/\ Albany, NY 
ZIP Phone 

Albany, N 

I-••. Current AaeWKof Children (ch^#bpx«,m8t=pp^cr^    I 
1        2       3       4       5       6       7       8       9       10      11      12    13+ 

• • ••• •••••••• Q" 

Name 

I      Current Age(s) of Children (check an boxes mat appty.of, 
1       2       3       4       S       6       7       8       9      10     11      12    13+ 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

" Current Afle(s) of Children (check an boxes that mr.«:lti3£"\ 
1        2       3        4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 
Phone 

CurrentAge(») of Children (checfcan boxe» ft* apgiy,or, 
1        23       4        8        6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

"DDDDDDDDDDDD 

r    Current Age(s) of Children (check an boxes tnat apply, P.C M~~l 
•  1        2~T~3       4 y S       6 /7       8        9       10      11      12    13+ 

D Ef • &a 0D DDDDDD 



Albany Community Charter School 
M|3)0: 

REDACTED 
A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support mis new public school option!   or    YES! I am Interested In this new public elementary school for my child! 

A, 
^ 

•t? "n%\jur.>Ct. ^>,Jwdc(l 
Signature 

^?/24HO'/: Sdrtt/sr 

Albany, NY 
ZIP flume 

Albany, NY 

Current Aqe(s)ofChHdrenp***an boxes that apply, ori^f 
2       3 4 5       6       7        8        9       10      11      12     13+ 

DDDDDDDDDDDE 

geM/pf Children, (diedc an bq^.that apply,.*-, 
1        2       3        4       5        6       7        8        9       10      11      12     13* 

000000000000 0 

z_ 
Current Agejs) of Children (c^e^an boxes mat apply, or ^,1 

2        3        4 6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 nnnnnnannnnn 
Print/fame ZIP Phone 

Albany, NY j ism. 
ZIP Plume 

Address 

Albany, NY% msL 

Current Age(s) of -Children ,«»«* an boxesmapply, or -E;    I 
1/    2       3        4       6        8       7       8        9       10      11      12      13 

DDDDDDDDODDD 

Current Age(sj of Children (<»«* an boxes thatappiy. or .jg   ,.j 
4       5        6       7        8        9       10      11      12    13* 

DDDDDDDDDD 
.Current Age 

W  2  3  4 
QDD: 



Albany Community Charter School RFDAPTFn 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I suppptt this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my childl 

Signature 
»a 

,     Mgmuurc • . 

X; M /fad* 
Print Name 

£2, vrvV<-Q wV, v\    -^ \A V^l>^tbany, NY. 

Address 

ZIP Phone 

Signature 

9Lu%L Albany, NY 
Print Name 

Address 

ZIP 

Current; Age(s) ofChildren (check ani&um: that apply, or S,    I 

a 2        3        4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11       12     13+ 

E3DDD0DDDnDDD 

1 
Current Age(sj of Children.«*«* an boxes mat aPPty. or ;S,   | 

2       3       4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13+ 

• U\ • 50 DDDDDDDD 

•.„••, GurrentABefsjbf CMdreK(<A«*«rty^frfrt«r^fflv>B^,| 
1        2        3        4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11       12      13 

DDDDDDD D*K) DDDB 
Phone 

^>P^- tLty^^f (h*A *<*-?£' 
Signature 

Print No. 

ON 

ON 

3^4. 
= 4;7T^f 

Albany, NY 
ZIP Phone 

Albany, N 

I .   Current Age^ of C^iidr<M^^^ I 
12345        6        7        8910      11      12      13 

DDDDDDDDDDnnffl 

I      Current Age(s) of Children (check an boxes that apply, or   
1        2       3       4        5        6        7        89       10      11 -   12    13+ 

0000000000000 



nia ir Albany Community Charter School      REDACTED 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School:wtll have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support mis new public school option!   or    YES! I am Interested In this new public elementary school for my child! 

Signature 

Je rnqnc f-yriUtfr*'? 
Hint Name 

Albany, NY 
ZIP Phone 

^UM^nt A8^S^^ 
1   ^2       3       4        S        6       7        8        9       10      11      12     13* 

HDDDnannnnnDn 

"/{/?*  _. 

Print Name 
Albany, NY 

ZIP Phone 

I ,  . Current Age(g) of Children (cnecKan boxes, mat.appiy,. or,, M,   | 
1        2        3/4        5,6        7        8        9       10      11       12/43+ 

n n a n ETD n n .• • • QD 

m 
Signature 

Print Name 

Address 

Albany, NY 
ZIP 

{§181 

1..   Current" Age(s) of Children (rt«* an:D<^fepRiyi,gr. M    I 

0 0000 000 0 0 00 0 

Signature 

Print Name 

Address 

Albany, NY I518L 
ZIP Phone 

I  . CMr^#me(#):mchiidre.n:(ch^.^ 

0000000000000 

-4 

Address 

Albany, NY. (5181 

I     'CinwptAfl<i(aj,ofXhlldi»n.tEh«cfcrtbBi^jiai^.-jr.:B:.- I 

0000000000000 



il/7 ^Vt{V     Albany Community Charter School       REDACTED 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, end homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   «•    YES! I am Interested in this new public elementary school for my childl 

r~gurja»"Bt Aflg(s) Of .Ghildfen^wK all boxes that apply, or  ^'     I 
1        2       3       4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11      12    13+ ••••••••••••a 

1   2  3   4S   6   7  . 8   9  10  11  12-13* 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

gpsa /     Signature 

\JL)JL?V^ C>, ^ ysy?(A Albany, 
rPrim Name    I ZIP Phone 

s\ signature 

Print Name 
Albany, NY '{518L 

ZIP Phone 

Print Name ZIP Phone 

[      Current Age(s) of Children (check an boxeVthat apply, or" m     I 
12       3       4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

Signature 

Print Name 
Albany, NY IS18L 

ZIP Phone 

I      Cur^t^e(8^fCJi|ldren:(c^4abb«e.A I 
1        2       3       4        B        6       7        8        »       10      11      12      13 

0000000000000 

as 

00 

Signature Address 

Albany, NY ISISL 

I      Currenjt Afle(s) of Children w«*wt^.mjy&^:S:  I 
1        2       3       4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12    13* 

DnDDDDDDDDDDD 



REDACTED     Albany Community Charter School 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information la confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school optionl   «-    YES! lam Interested In this new public elementary school for my child! 

\Jo fiZ*^, -Qtvui^ 
Print Name Zrf 

13*w Sm^Ws 
% \ntHanu 

Signature// 

Albany, N 
ZIP Plume 

//xr7^e,(l. )CXmSar\ ' Albany,NY 

• •; • #uwnkAae(«) jQl^h|jdre,n^^Mw>mvtnat;8PPv,w 5^1 
1        2       3       4        8        6        7        8        9       10      11      12    13+ 

DDaDDDDDDDDDD 

.... mrmnmse(sto^^^ . I 
I72        3        4        6X6        7        8        9       10      11       12     13+ 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

... ..gUjrjientAflg{S):^ 
12       3       4        6        6        7       8/\   9.    10      11      12      13 

DDDDDDD (313 DDDD 
Print Name ZIP Phone 

(L \c\A<*rcs{ ]CiCi^)\n 
Print Name 

^A^lk\C^_ 
Signature & Address 

Albany, m^a^aW {518 

1        2       3       4        6        8        7        8        9       10      11      11     13 

DODDDDnDDDDDD 

2  3  4   6   6   7   89  10  11 

0000000000 



REDACTED Albany Community Charter School 
d^z?—^ 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information ts confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   «•    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

4-7 
k.3-;#ummWas(si^^^ I 

1        2       3       4        6       6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13* 

0DDDDDDDDDDD 

Signature " 

paw id <g. U<&f\ 
Address 

Albany, NY I '(518)1 

1        2        3/     4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11       12     13* 

nglnnnnnnnnnn 

I      Curren.tAQ.e.(s):pflCMIdM##^enbp^ 
12       3       4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

00000000 0DDDD 
Print Name ZIP Phone 

£ 

W^ 
Signature l 

5(W# Long, Albany, 

.,   GWQ?nt:AQe(skofmi!dren;i^ 
1        2       3       4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

nDDDDDDDDDDDD 

Current Age(s) of Children «*«*anboxwjhatappiy. or, 
1        2       3       4        S        6        7        8        9       10      11      12    13* nnnnnnnnnnnnn 



REDACTE$lbany Community Charter School 
(tn&A. Srf%0s 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fail 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested In this new public elementary school for my child! 

Signature Address 

J)£&>UrrUi\   fAU£fi>££    Albany, NYJ 
^ Print Name^*^ ZIP Phone 

Print Name 
Albany, NY 

I:..;. Cun*nt,Aae(@]*tChM^^ I . 
123466789       10      11      If—?3* 

•nnnnnnnnnnnn 

1        2       3       4       S       6       7       8       9       10      11      12H3+-  

n&Qnnnnnnnnnn 
ZIP Phone 

Signature 

POnAO^h^'nu^a Lz 
Print Name 

Print Name 
Albany, WWkW.   Ism 

ZIP Ptone 

Current &gg(s) of Children (check airboxes that appiy.?f .fej 
1        2       3        4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11      1J    J« 

DDDDnonODDDDD 

1 cimm*a*M& 

•ODDDDDDDDDDn 

4± 

^&/Xr 
Signature XdWhgw 

Albany, NY| [15151= 

I     Current Age(S) of Children-it^&MMm***,*- 
12       3        4        6        6        78        9_    10      11      12     . 

DDDDDDDDDDDOD 



REDACTED Albany Community Charter School 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fa.ll 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra fielp will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested In this new public elementary school for my child! 

12       3       4        S        6       7        8        9       10      11      12     13* 

DDDDDDODDDDDD 

. . Gur#,&AadslPf-C.^ 
1   2  3  4   5  6  7   8   9  10  11  12 13* •••••••••••an 

1        2       3       4       5       6       7        8       9       10      11      1ST     13 

0E3-E3 000000 0 0 00 

1       2       3       4       S       6       7       8       9      10      11      12     13 

••••••••••••• 

Gun*ntAge(s)OfGhM^ I 
2       3       4       6       6  /I        8/9       10      11      12     13+ 

• • • • 0D 0D • • • • 



REDACTED Albany Community Charter\Sp^aol (,# 'tAoV* 
A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School.will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
Information la confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   «•    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

•t^K 

% 

Stgm 
Q. 

L 
Print 

f\U^ Albany, NY 
ZIP Phone 

1        2       3       4        8       6       7        8       9       10      11      12     13^ DDDDDODDDDnnD 

Address 

Albany, ism. 
ZIP Phone 

-    PrtntWeme 

ON 

(i^fO/l Albany, NY 

^/W\\l f\G\{^ Albany,NY 

I      Current Age(s) of Children (ch^aiib^^ that flppTy^r 
1        2        3        4        8        6        7        8        «       10      11      1_    .__ 

0000000 000000 
.13+ 

[     Cun^nt Afle(s) of Children (<^(^ an boxw mm apply, or ^ 
I j/    3     V     8 6       7     _g/    9       10      11      12      ft* nmnnnnntannnnn 

Age(s) of Children (^e<» an ^.w^atapp^y, of 
1       2       3       4       6       6       7       8 

00000E3-E3 
10      11      12      13 

DDDD 

Current Age(s)of Children<it^rt:j^toti#r>fa&r-^ ,1 
1 &£mn np-D n • n n • 



A-LtL^jm ^^^ 
REDACTED   Albany Community Charter School 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support thi&Jiew public school option!   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

BB      C^XUv   (2 -  Aadt-G-^YX   Albany, N> 
Print Name C-/ -^ 

Address 

ZIP Phone 

Current Age(s) of Children (chec* an,box*> (hat apPiy, or,g"- I 
1        2       3       4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13+ 

DDDDDDDDDDDD 

B 
Signature     1/       ^ 

pjntNanw 
fif\1^V>7 

Address 

Albany, NY 
ZIP 

{518L 
Phone 

Albany, NY/ 
ZIP Phone 

1      CurrentAge(s) of Children (ch^ aii boxes ih9t apply, or Ei     I 
1        2       3       4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13*, 

DDDDDDDDDDDn^ 

|~ Current Aflefcl.of Children (checkan.boxesthatappw,*. M.. 1 
1        2        3        4        5        6        7        8        9       10      11       12      13 

DDDDDD0000000 

Sgnature 

f. MfCHAX-LfJifL fSTMAr-' 
Print Name 

£    H 
4^ 

ad 
YK , V\  ~ V^^-L, 

Albany, 
ZIP 

Address 

Phone 

Albany, NY 8181 

I      Curr»ntAfle(alqf.Ch;lldrente^ I 
1        2        3        4     _5        6        7        8        9       10      11       12      13 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 

I.     Current Age(s) of Children (checkan boxes that apPiy. or Eg . ] 
1       2       3       4       5       8       7       8       9       10      11      12    13+ 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 



REDACTED Albany Community Charter School 
f\.-U&^s 4^ 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new pupljc school option!   «•     YES! lam interested in this newDublic elementary school for my child! 

C4^     I JZ 
Signature i 

Print Nome 

jssa Signature Ag^Lj" 

g 
•^ 

Print Name 

\.UMU i^lM *\_*> 
Signature 

W\\\\A,M   <J)tAVw6s|- 
Prim Name 

Print Name 

CW^^H .WrLL^X 

BAMAftM.'Wiuofi. 

E 

(@hof:ChlldM.n;(»A»anb<^m^8pp^w ^;    I 
5       6       7       8 9      10      11      12     13+ 

DDD ETn DDDB- 

(s)ofChHdren7(cH^ambd^thAapp^of ^    j 
15        6       7        8        9       10      11      12     13+ 

IDDDDDDDDD 

(SJOfChlldmO (Ch^^ri#e,mAapply.(»:,  5sl •,  I 
15        6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

Boaa0 0 0 0 0 

tefc^ShiMmtas^ 
9       10      11      12      13 

]••••.••••• 

S) Of Children (Check an boxfes that .apply, or 
8       9      10      11      12    13+ 

IDDDDDDDDD 



REDACTED   Albany Community Charter School 
A-Oa^-f       %V-_5" 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School, will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am Interested In this new public elementary school for my child! 

Slgntaurt 

Pranks e dqf^o?^\ m 
Print Name 

y Signature / 

Aba Name • 

{KFLL   Ykrad^ 
Signature 

/ 
Print Name 

1 &5L 
Print Name 

ASCA 

fi^^ f-UM^ 
ON Signature 

fo^i/ u/\ Ika M r 

E 

ige(s) Of Children (chadc an bowta that.apply, or ;F3:_ | 
14.6        6        78        9       10      11       12     13* 

DDDDDDDDDD 

ge(8) Of Children (check an boxes that apply, or ] 
4        S        6        7        8        9       10      11      12     13+ 

:DDDDDDDDD 

,ieM-of,6bMdJfn.Mi^rtb^-jhaj.priy<.pr.a- . I 
|4        6        6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ge(8) Of Children (check #boxe.ihatepp,y,or   B,. 1 
14        6        6        7        8        9       10      11      12      13 

DDDDDDDDDD 

30(8) Of Children fchecic an boxesthat apply, or   &g 
14       8       6       7       8       9 10     11      12    13* 

DDDDDDSaDD 



^l &\ b<^$$$^many CommunBy Charter School \lMJ}f\ S^4f^ 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YESl I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my childl 

Print Name 

^ m 
Slenature ' 

*Vv*<7 

Print Name 
i 

Oof Children .(check an boxes thatapply. prlHL/l 
5        6        7        8        9       10      11       12 "13+ 

•DDDDDDDD 
i                                                   ^   yr 
t) of Children 

5       6       7 
(check all boxes that apply, i 

8        9       10      11 iy 13+ 

Print Name 

'^IftjAutits JktfJr' 

nnnnnnnnn 

j) Of Children (check all boxes that apply, or   Wf^f 
S       6        7        8        9       10      11      12.    13 

•DDDDDDDD 

Signature 

H Q iQetrsfr s c^rr 
S) Of ChHdren;(check an boxes that apply, or 

Print Name 

-j 
\ 

hnhj Qtf ifotfL^ 
Signature 

5       6       7       8       9      10     11      12      13 

000000000 

8) Of Children (check an boxes that apply, or. 
R      6       7       8       9      10      11      12    13+ 

000000000 



^y^     Albany Community Charter School 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YESl I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

Print Nome 

Signature 
£££-. 

n&ria "h& cKSo r>> 
Print Name 

;   _§.      8       7       8       0      10     11      12    13* 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would operwall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would opefffall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 
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een^pr A new elementary public school has beenproposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fan 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 
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*£Cf A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
^ Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year, 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information tt confidential and shall not be made public. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School, will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would/open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will^he. provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to selve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra-help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School: will have a learning 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany, Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra-help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
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REDACTED   Albany Community Charter School 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter Schoolzwill have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra Help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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REDACTED Albany Community Charter School 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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REDACTED    Albany Community Charter School 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School .will have a learning 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School.will have a learning 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School-will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grgde and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
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A new elementary public School has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School wotyd open fall 2006 and serve 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
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students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

wc, i am /ntorofttorf in fhls new nubile elementary school for my child! YES! I support this new public school of *•"- «*r. 

,S^i/e   cMT,   m^J/ 
Print Ncmu 
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Signature . 

Print Name 

(^/      ^ Signature . 

Print Name 
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Signature 
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?<* n frcbuj/Albany Community Charier School /%& 

'AC7£o 
A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or _. YES! I am interested In this new Dublic elementary school for my childl 

^ M*)pfCn!ldr^^ 
i   "IT   e     7     8     9     10    11    TFiS 

i IDDDDDDDDD 
/j i signature   » 
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^M«^     Albany commit? Charter School 4|7 
REDACTED 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school oDtion!    or     YES! I am interested in this newDublic elementary school for my childl 

•M 
Signature 

Print Name 

Signature 

T7RWF   KYL^ 
Print Name 

Print Name 
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Albany Community Charter School 
REDACTED 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra-help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school ootion! ^ «•    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

<l 
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7~~Slgtmtun 

aL.T(?.nL 
Print Name 

Signature     J    / 
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Albany Community Charter School 
A-lfcUA -t£fc=r 

REDACTED 
A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement  Extra help will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school op*lnn'   ~    VPS L lamintnnstttdin this newoublic elementary school for my childl 

_S5G rfW\S 
Signature *5 
PrpitName 

/ Signature 
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Signature 
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_ Signature 
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Signature 
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Albany Community Charter School Hen. Kren 
A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school onHnnl   ~ VP£/   I am Intttractari' In thio nau/ 
n..hitr elementary school for my childl 

Signature    / 
#^e 

PrtntName/ 

Signature 

Print Name 

t^ SltmnUm 
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Signature 

Print Name 

4^ 
Signature 

•EDACTE! 
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S~coi\ (|;cl(t«/ Albany Community Charter School *®4 C*0 
A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! / ew public school c~"—' vcc; iam intomctoer in this new oublic elementary school for my child! 

Print Name 

du*^    AtL^ 
Signature 

PrintName 

Signature 
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Signature 
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4/7/0/ 

% 

Albany Community Charter School '*cn 
& 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

.   Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school optionl   «•    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

/% W-z^&g,     
^       •     puntnf Age(s) ofehlldten^chacfran*o*» that^PBBMjm:   i 

' ^DDDDDDanfi Print Nfine 7 
Albany, NY! 

ZIP Phone 

Signature 

Print Name 

Address 

Albany, NY 1518L 
ZIP Phone 
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Signature 

Print Name 
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Albany, NY ism. 
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Signature 

Print Name 

Address 

Albany, NY (518L 
ZIP Phone 
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m Signature Address 

Albany, NY 1518L 
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^ Albany Community Charter School 
4/9/4S 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School:witl have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

JU     I Signatlirt Address 

ajT^f1J?S   £S-/4eiS:/»U Albany, NY 
Print Name Phone 

1     Gur#nt Aae(*)o^^ 
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Signature 
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Address 

Albany, NY. 
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Signature 
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Albany, NY. ISISL 
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2- Signature Address 

Albany, NY iSlSL 

I..   Current Age(8);of:Children (checkait umm^r^t.^ M    I 
123466789       10      11      12    13+ 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 



Albany Community Charter School *& 

%% •o 
A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 

students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school «n«r»ni_ YPJZI   I am fnfamehd J« **.*——.. —-«- 
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PWMW/mw 
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Signature 
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Signature 
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Soa i\ H^t/Aibany Community Charter School       _ 
*& 

«&> 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 

/     ' Signature ' 

Qcexr&n Dr.Mr.'Vc'&e- Albany, 
Print Name Phone 

•s 

|/,-.:CyjTini.Afle{s)pf^hlldren^«*;^                             • | 
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j/iisfz. Fixity Albany Community Charter School 
REDACTED 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra-help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   «•    YES! I am interested in this new oublic elementary school for my child! 

hint Same ^/ 
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Scntf ftic^ei/l/ Albany Community Charier School 
H/H6S 

% 

% 
& 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public acheo'—"—' 

Signature 

VCCf.   I ~~. U<...^1.^ I> iL<. _.  

a&keM    Trth'tb 
Print Name 

'Signature 

Print Name'       v   <J 

Signature 
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Print Name 
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^//c elementary school for my child! 
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4& 
Albany Community Charter School 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra-help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school ootlonl ^    YES! I *m tntar***** /«#*./« *^/c elementary school for my child! 

Print Nome 

^o QU- 

Signature 

O^crcfc T%^ 
Print Name 

SI 
^iW. ^^ 
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REDACTED 
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cQr*0       Albany Community Charter School ///Ad »/4r^/ 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school o**tlnnl   «,    YESf l am IntamKtnH in thla now nuhlir, elementary school for my childl 

>•        Signature s\ 

Print Name 

Signature 

• ^f?J/7i/r Jtkc/W 
Print Name 

Signature 
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Print Name REUACIFTT 
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?0^ tf& Albany Community Charter School 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would ope;/fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I supjDorfJfys flewj3jibtfcr$irhoo!'*n*t*tn'     vir.c/ i *»*» fntemetow/»##»/» nau/nn% elementary school for my childl 
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a# «& Albany Community Charter School 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School wouljd open/all 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter SonooKwill have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I orf this hls/tewpui blic schoo 

'ignature 
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Print Name 
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fr1so)(iA     Wuw^ 
Signature 
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Signature 
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Albany Community Charter School fbUsr 

A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany.. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES.' / support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am Interested In this new public elementary school for my child! 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! Isupportthis new public school option!   «•    YES! I am Interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested In mis new public elementary school for my childl 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or     YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my childl 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school optlonl   or    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my childl 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am interested In this new public elementary school for my child! 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fa 12006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   «•    YES! I am Interested In this new public elementary school for my child! 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 

Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 

students including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 
Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   «•    YES! I am interested In this new public elementary school for my chlldl 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   «•    YES! I am Interested In this new public elementary school for my childl 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am Interested in this newpublic elementary school for my child! 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   or    YES! I am Interested In this new public elementary school for my child! 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public School option!   «•   /YES! I am Interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school option!   «•    YES! I am interested in this new public elementary school for my childl 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 

YES! I support this new public school optionl   or    YESI I am interested in this new public elementary school for my child! 
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^y A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary publfc school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fa12006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information Is confidential and shall not be made public. 
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A hew elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement Extra help will be provided to 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School would open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 
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A new elementary public school has been proposed for Albany. Albany Community Charter School w&uld open fall 2006 and serve 
Kindergarten and First Grade and would eventually grow to serve grades K-4. Albany Community Charter School will have a learning 

environment that emphasizes achievement, respect and positive behavior as a means toward achievement. Extra help will be provided to 
students, including 2 teachers per class, tutoring, and homework assistance. The school will have a longer school day and year. 

Information is confidential and shall not be made public. 
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